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A CALAMITY that has recently befallen me, in common with multitudes of other persons,—the decease of the ILLUSTRIOUS DUKE

by whom this work was originated, and whose munificence has constantly supplied the chief means of its support-requires me

to announce that the event so widely and deeply deplored will not cause any interruption of the publication.

His princely patronage, granted spontaneously, and with a kindness and delicacy not to be surpassed, has been continued

during nearly a quarter of a century. The carrying-out of his intentions, with respect to my Lexicon, now devolves upon

HIS WIDow, HER GRACE THE DUCHESS OF NoRTHUMBERLAND, by her own particular desire.

The intense interest that has ever been felt by HER GRACE in all the great deeds whereby the departed DUKE has

established countless claims upon the gratitude of his country is well known; and it is, to me, a source of the utmost thankfulness

and pride that my own undertaking is included among the objects that have been honoured by the patronage, and stamped

with the approval, of them both.

E. W. L.

March, 1865.



   



[Book I.]

The fifth letter of the alphabet: called --

which is one of the names of letters of the fem.

gender, but which it is allowable to make masc. :

it is one of the letters termed 5* [or vocal,

i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not with the

breath only]; and of the number of the letters

termed 5*-*, and aiiü -*. because it

cannot be uttered in a case of pause without a

strong compression, and a strong sound: and it

is also one of those termed asJ-5, from 3:1,

which is the place of opening of the mouth.

(TA)- It is sometimes substituted for Us, when

the latter letter is doubled, (K,) or is so sub

stituted by some of the Arabs; (AA, §3) as in

for J.:# (AA.S.K.) and #4, for
3 w J

Uç”. (AA, S.) An Arab of the desert recited

to Khalaf El-Ahmar,

w -o-> * > * • o żo. * * * * • * -

**92-19-5'-'l'-.” -##J.--

[My maternal uncle is 'Onzeyf, and Aboo-Alijj,

who feed nith flesh-meat at nightfall]; meaning

J: and J#. (S.) It is also sometimes sub

stituted for a single Ug. (S, K.) AZ gives the

following ex.:

* * • O e > 0 p. d - * *

* £:-->''<+ 3 + . *

o - ?. 2 • * * * * *

* 3U U: , Ji, • *

& "30 ce." U- >

[O my Lord, if Thou accept my plea, a brayer

(or mule) shall not cease to bring me to Thee (i.e.

to thy temple)] (Si) mºning Ji- (K) [and

->]. <-- and t-l' also mentioned aS

occurring in sverse, for*: and U-21 [because

originally --> and L-21]. (S.) But all these

substitutions are abominable, (S, Ibn-’Osfoor,) and

only allowable in cases of poetical necessity. (Ibn

'Osfoor.) It is further said that some of the Arabs,

among whom were the tribe of Kudá'ah, changed

Us, when occurring immediately after 2, into & ;

and said, for 85. [originally C-5)& : this

is what is termed is *-*. Fr attributes the

substitution of 2- for C4 to the tribe of Teiyi, and

some of the tribe of Asad. (TA.)- Some of
9-...--

the Arabs also changed it into L5; saying 5:
6.- e > 6 - © - 6 - d - • J -

for 5-3, and -la- for ~la--, and Jaa:

for Jaa-. (AZ, $ in art. La2.) =[As a nume

ral, 2- denotes Three; and, as such, is generally

written without the dot, but thus 2-, or thus e-,

to distinguish it from C’ which denotes eight.]

: L. Bk. I.

t

# The breast (234, Zi in his “ Khalk el.

Insān,” S, K, TA) of a human being, (TA,) and

of a bird, and t of a ship : (S, TA:) or the

sternum, or breast-bone : or the middle of the

breast : or the part where the heads of the bones

of the breast come together; as in the Nh and

M (TA) pl. 3-...(S.K.) An A' is
related to have said, 591 -153-e- -alo' Lo

jš' 3-- [How delicious is -133+ of rice

(i.e. rice prepared with sugar and flesh-meat)

with the breasts of geese!]. (TA.) And you say,

us:£1-# [The ship clave the water

with her breast]. (TA)

--

* - - # -

1. *. aor. *, (S, K,) inf. n. +, (S,) He

gained, earned, or acquired, (S, K,) nealth, or

property: (K:) but [SM says,] I have not seen

that any of the leading lexicologists has men

tioned this addition of wealth, or property. (TA.

[See, however, +. below.]) The rājiz (Ru-beh

Ibn-El-'Ajjāj, TA) says,

* L' A. G.9% *

[And God is mindful of my work and my earn

ing]. (S, T.A.)= Also He sold ---, i. e. 5:

[red ochre]; (IAar,K;) and sot - (IAar,TA.)

+ Thick, gross, big, or bulky : (S, K:) or

strong : (A:) applied to an ass, (A, K,) or to a

wild ass: (S, K:) as also -le-, without e : (S:)

pl. ~#. (TA.) Accord. to the K [and the

A], it signifies also Whatever is rude, or coarse;

thick, gross, big, or bulky : (** -is- Jás :)

2 - 2 # * * *

but in the L, we find lack:+ Jaé- [meaning
# - • •

that+ applied to the part of the back termed

# - 2#2

UAte signifies thick, or big]: and+ &\s

as meaning a thick, g", big, or bulky, make.

(TA)- [Hence,] :- The lion. (A, Sgh,
• O *-* -

K.)–And Lø-Ji al-, (S, A, K,) or, accord. to

AO (S) and the Mj (TA) and Sh, (TA in art.

-2'-, q.v.) without e, (S, TA,) A doe-gazelle

having her horn just come forth; because the

horn when it first comes forth is thick, and after

wards becomes slender; (S, K;) thus showing

her to be young: (S:) or a doe-gazelle, and a

cow, strong in the horn. (A) [See also art.

-2'-.]– You say also,+ JS <--> &%

> + Such a one is slender in body, or person,

[but] great in patience. (S.) =The navel. (K.)

= Red ochre; syn. 5, #2 [read by Golius 5*];

(Mj, K;) with and without ... (Mj, T.A.)

• 2-8 - J-C e

ckg £, (Ibn Buzuri, K) as also it:
O = - *-* -

ckg), (Ibn-Buzuri, TA) is a gig it., (K)

i. e. The part of the belly that is betrueen the

navel and the pubes. (TA.)

6 - © J.

ălăa-: see what next follows.

#: (K) and*#: (Kaccord. to some copies,

but not in others nor in the TA) A grinning, and

fronning, or contracting, of the face; or looking

sternly, austerely, or morosely. (K.)

# -

+ A gainer, an earner, or an acquirer, of

wealth, or property. (TA voce **)

& Gla- -

Jää- [an arabicized word, from the Greek

radoxico, The catholicos; i.e.] the primate of the

Christians in the country of El-Islám, [residing]

in the [chief] city of El-Islám : under him is

the J," [or *, or* i. e. patriarch]

of Antioch: then, under him, is the cl: [or

metropolitan]; under whom is the -: [or

bishop], in every province : then, the J--> [or

priest]: then, the J-5 [or deacon]: (K:)

accord. to Sgh, a judge, or ruler: in the Tekmileh,

a noise man, or sage. (TA.) 2- and & do not

occur in any one word, unless it is arabicized

or a word imitative of a sound: (S and K" at

the beginning of the section in which this word

is mentioned:) accord. to El-Jawáleekee, they

do not occur in any Arabic word unless separated,

as in &#- and 3.5- accord. to Lth, they

occur in many words, most of which are arabi

cized. (TA ib.)

>

- - • * 5 § -

1. j-, aor. *, inf. n. 55: (S, A, K) and 5ta-,

(K.) He, (a bull, S and K, or a calf, A,) and
o -# - • *

<>}le-she, (a cow, K,) loned. (S, A, K.) }}:
G - d.

is like 212s-; and is substituted for the latter in a

reading of the Kur vii. 146 and xx. 90. (Akh,

S.) - Also, (S, A, K,) inf ns. as above, (K,)

He (a man praying, A and TA) raised his voice

in prayer, or supplication : (Th, K:) he cried

out : (Es-Suddee, TA:) he cried out, calling for

aid, or succour; humbled, or abased, himself,

and raised his voice: (A:) he humbled, or abased,

himself, with earnest supplication; (S, K;) *J.

47
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to God; (S;) and cried out, or called, for aid,

or succour. (K.) [Accord. to Katádeh, co:

in the Kur xxiii. 66 signifies &#, as written

in the TA; but this is app. a mistranscription

for&. 4, They manifest grief and agitation;

&c.]- Also : It (a plant) gren tall; (A, K;)

like as one says, 5-in <--2. (A.) And

U.S. -j- ! The plants, or herbage, of the land

gren, tail. (A, K.)

*, applied to herbage, (Az, A, K,) t Fresh,

juicy, or sappy : (K,” TA:) or tall, and full

gown: (Az, TA:) and abundant. (A, K.)–

* +, (K) " "::" (A.S.A.K.) and,
accord. to As, "#, (TA voce 33-,) as also
3

23-, (K,) | A copious rain; (AS, S, A, K;)

that makes the plants, or harbage, to grow tall :

(A:) or the second, a rain that makes a sound,

or noise. (TA.)

}

6.- y

25-;
s? -

6 * , see Ju-.

2'3- :

•: 23 - - , - - -

Jaljū l- >* [He is one who cries out, calling

for aid, or succour; who humbles, or abases,

himself, and raises his voice; much, or often, by

night]. (A, TA.)

*

Cºle

* * * * * <f ~ • -

1. a-à5 -āle-, aor. *, His soul rose, or heaved,

by reason of grief or fear; (AS, K;) a dial.

var. of <<>, aor. Ji-5. (TA)—Also, both

of these, His (a coward's) soul purposed flight :

or was frightened. (TA in art. J-)----

<! , aor. *, He came, came forward, or advanced,

towards him. (K.)

# - • *

Ji- The return to its place, (82, Lth, S,

K,) or the fright, (85. as in a copy of the A,

[which latter is agreeable with explanations of

the verb given above,]) of the heart, when in a

state of commotion on an occasion of fright.

(Lth, S, A, K.)=The soul (U-āj) of a man:

(IDrd, A, K. :) or his heart : or firmness, or con

stancy, of heart : or strength of heart when one

hears a thing and knows not what it is: (TA:)

sometimes, [USle-,] without * : (K:) pl. J.5

(K) and Jú- (TA.) You say, #9 &%
# - * •

U:\s-J' Such a one restrains his soul, or himself,

from flight, by reason of his courage; (S, A.;”)

is strong in heart; as also cis-I * : (S in

art. law) :) or both signify is courageous. (K in

art, lazy, q.v.) And L:-" Jes [Infirm, or

rveak, in soul, or heart]. (A, TA.) And *
*# - d • * ^ -

ū->9 sus, (A) or us only, [without...]
• • - J. * * > • *

(ISk, TA,) see art. law). And a:le- law, His

heart became strong. (K in art, lazy, q.v.).

See also U-2+3+.

Ji- see what follows.

o

*

.# The breast, or chest; (S, A, K;) as

also 'J's and 'Ji- (A:) or its es:

q. v. (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)—The forepart (232)

of the night; accord to which explanation it is

tropical: or what is between the beginning and

the third thereof; or a nehile thereof: (TA:) or

a portion thereof; (Lh, K;) and of people. (K.)

= Also A thick, or gross, or coarse, man. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)

J

J: The &: [or female hyena]; (S, K;) a

* * de

name thereof, of the measure Uxes, determinate

without U, (S,) imperfectly decl.; (K;) as also

'#', (S, K.) accord. to Ks; ($) and J.-,

without e, (S, K,) the Us not being changed into

as in Jú and the like because the -, though

literally suppressed, is considered as though meant

to be retained, and because the U4 is considered

as though meant to be quiescent; (Aboo-'Alee

the grammarian, S, TA;) and Júl, (K,) like

the first, but with J. (TA)—Also, Júl,

accord. to Ibn-Es-Seed, The n'olf: but MF

deems this strange. (T.A.)

*-** -

alles-: see above.

Ale

6 *

Ala-; see art. A2-.

U-2-la

J.-- See art. U-o'-.

c

6- d ..,

à:53- A receptacle of the kind termed **,

covered nith skin, for the perfumes of the seller

of perfumes; as also is: originally with . .

pl. like 3-2 [i. e. &#: thus in the TA, with

out “J. (K.) See also art. U2'-.

cue

6 •

•le- : see art. •24-.

J-95'

6 o' - e.

U->|- see art. U-y-.

Quasi us

3. Ji- : see 3 in art. -

*

1. *, *, (M.TA) if n : S.A.

Mgh, Msb, K) and+. (A, K, MF,) He cut

it ; or cut it off; (S, A, Mgh, Meb, K.) aS also

"4:-l. (K, TA)—sues J.-, inf n >

and +. He cut off entirely, or extirpated,

his testicles; (TA;) [as also '', for]+

(A, K) and "U- and A-1 (TA) signify the

cutting off entirely, Ol' extirpating, (A, K, TA,)

of the testicle, (K, TA,) or of the genitals: (A:)

[or] =U= signifies [or signifies also, as inf. n.

of ++] the having the testicles, (S, TA,) or

genitals, (Msb,) entirely cut off (S," Msb, T.A.)

You say also, 4:- meaning I cut off entirely,

or extirpated, his genitals; (Msb;) [or his tes

ticles; or his penis; as is implied in the TA:]

and +. inf n. <-- (Mgh, TA,) [or ~!

he had his penis and his testicles [or either of

these] cut off entirely, or extirpated, (Mgh,

TA.")—" +. aor. 2, inf. n. -: and

"4:-1: He cut aff the hump of the camel:

accord. to Lth, * signifies the cutting off

entirely, or extirpating, of the hump. (TA)=

J: -, (A, S, MSb, TA) [aor.”, inf n.

+ (A.K.) or '-' (STA) or +, GA.)

or both the second and last, (Msb, [the first is

disallowed by MF,]) He fecundated the palm

trees [nrith the pollen of the male tree]. (As, S,

A, MSb, T.A.) You say, -u- 3.j as-, (S)

or ~us-M, with fet-h, (A) or both, (MSb) [The

time of the fecundating of the palm-trees came].

=#1 -, (S) or *. (TA) inf n +,

(K.) He surpassed, or overcome, the people, or

company of men; (S, K, TA;) accord. to some,

in grounds of pretension to respect or honour, or

in beauty, and in any or every manner. (TA.)

And it: --> She surpassed the [other] women

in her beauty. (TA.) The saying

#3-wl – 4: .

[She overcame the nomen of the nhole world by

means of the string] relates to a woman who

measured round her hinder parts with a string,

and then threw it to the women of the tribe, that

they might do with it the like; but they found

it to be much exceeding their measures. (TA.)

See 3, in three places.= See also 2.

2.-- The reaching of the [n'hiteness

termed] J-5, in a horse, to the knee and the

hock : (S:) or the rising of the whiteness to [the

extent of] what is termed --~~). (K.) You

say of a horse, -->5 aeś [In him is a rising of

the U-5 to the knee and the hock]: and in

this case, the horse is said to be --- : and the

subst, is "-- [meaning a nihiteness of the legs

rising to the knee and the hock]. (S.) [See

---.] *=The act of shrinking [from a thing];

or the being averse [from it]; or the act of nith

drawing ; (§, K, TA;) outwardly or innardly.

(TA.) You say of a man, -** + [He

shrank, or was averse, or withdren, and went

away]. (S.) And & aeus & J.G. :- The

people forsook, or relinquished, the obeying of

God. (TA from a trad.)- The act of fleeing.

(K.) You say of a man, --> He fled. (TA.)

El-Hotei-ah says,

°2, e, . & • * 2° a • • * * * *

* _*-5'-' cº ------> 13 cº-> *

o J. J. • •o: o o o - G - - -

* }:-" sessi. 3.- : * *

[And ne, when ye flee from your women, like as

the wild asses have fled from the presence of their

goung ones]. (TA.) And "--, said of a man,

[if not a mistranscription for<-l signifies He

nent quickly, fleeing from a thing. (TA.)=

The act of satisfying with nater (K, TA) the

earth, (+2+!), TA,) or cattle. (K, TA.)
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3.+ The act of vying, or contending for

superiority, in goodliness, or beauty, &c., (K,)

as, for instance, in grounds of pretension to

respect or honour, and in lineage: (TA:) and

#- the vying, or contending for superiority,

in goodliness, or beauty, (K,) &c., (TA,) and

in food : (K:) but [SM says,] I know not

whence this addition, respecting food, is derived.

(TA. [See, however, what follows, from the A.])
* / o - - - w

You say, "a:--> L'l- He vied with me, or

contended nith me for superiority, 'd I over.

came him. (TA.) And W-Le 89.1 -

u: 's The woman vied, or contended for

superiority, with her fellon, and surpassed her

in beauty. (TA) And "4: &#" -> £

He vied with him, or contended nith him for

superiority, in the entertainment of guests, and

he overcame him therein. (A.)

4 - It (camels milk) had, or produced,

n:hat is termed* [q. v.]. (K.)

5. --> He clad himself with a: [q. v.].

(M.A.) [And so, app., "J-1, explained by

Golius, on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof, as sig

nifying He put on a vest, or tunic.]

8: see 1, in three places:= and see also 5.

• * de

R. Q. 1. -->--> He dealt, or trafficked, in

--> (pl. ori: , q.v.). (TA)

R. Q 2. ~ i. 1 #5 (S.T.A.) i. e.

He prepared nuhat is called:- (TA:) or

he put what is called &l- into aa: [q. v.].

(AZ, T.A.)

+ A well: (A, K. :) or a nell not cased with

stone or the like : (S, A, Msb, K:) or a nell

containing much water: or a deep nell: (A, K:)

or of some other description : (A:) or a nell

in a good situation with respect to pasture : or

one that people have found; not one that they

have dug: (K:) or a nell that is not deep: (Lth,

TA:) or a nell that is nide, or ample: (El

Kilábeeyeh, TA:) or a nell that is cut through

rock, or smooth rock, or stones, or smooth stones,

or hard and smooth and large stones: (Aboo

Habeeb, TA:) of the masc. gender; (Msb, TA;)

[not fem. like }: or masc. and fem.: (Fr,

Msb:) pl. [of panel +i (Msh, K) and [of

mult] Jus and i.e. (S, Msb, K.)–4 well
that is dug wherein a grape-vine is planted; like

as one is dug for the shoot of a palm-tree : pl.

+ (Ish, TA)—The inside of a well, from

its bottom to its top, whether cased neith stone or

the like or not. (Sh, T.A.)- The c: of a well

[app. meaning A holloned stone, or stone basin,

for nater, placed at the mouth of a well: or,

perhaps, a hollowed stone placed over the mouth;

for many a well has such a stone, forming a kind

of parapet]. (Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh, TA.) = [A

kind of leathern bag;] a 33% of n!hich one part

is sented to another, (K, TA,) wherein they used

to prepare the beverage termed +, until, by

use, it acquired strength for that purpose; Inen

tioned in a trad., forbidding the use of it; and

also called "£4. (TA.)=The spathe, or

envelope, of the spadix, or flowers, of the palm

tree; also called -: the former word was un

known to A’Obeyd: both occur, accord. to dif

ferent readings, in a trad., where it is said that

a charm contrived to bewitch Mohammad was

put into the +, Or —is, of a asii, accord. to

Sh, (TA) it means the inside of a axii. [which

latter here app. signifies, as it does in some other

instances, the spathe, not the spadix, of a palm

tree]; (K, TA;) in like manner as the inside of

a well, from its bottom to its top, is called ... :

the pl. is +. (TA.) Hence the well-known

prov., # &: 55+ [They are merely en

velopes of the flowers of palm-trees; therefore

weary not thyself to effect fecundation]; applied

to a man in whom is little or no good; meaning

he is like the spathes of the palm-tree in which

are no flowers; therefore weary not thyself by

attempting to make him good; &: 5 being

for J.: ) (MF)

: A nell-known garment [or coat], (Msb,

K, TA) of the hind of those called Elahi:

(TA:) accord. to 'Iyád, a garment cut out and

sented: accord. to Ibn-Hajar and others, a double

garment quilted with cotton; or, sometimes, if of

wool, a single garment, not quilted with anything:

(MF:) [most probably not so much resembling

the modern garment more generally known by

the same name (for a description and representa

tion of which see my “Modern Egyptians,” ch. i.)

as a kind of a: still worn in Northern Africa,

described in this Lexicon voce #3. : accord. to

Golius, “tunica ex panno gossipino, cui pallium

seu toga imponitur, cum subductitio panno et

intercedente gossipio punctim consuta : Italis con

sona voce giuppa: si ita cum gossipio consuta

non sit, #53 tunica illa gossipina dicitur:”] pl.

--(Mg, K) and+ (S. K.)—I, a £,
[A coat of mail; or any coat of defence]: (K.)

* *

pl.+. (TA.) Er-Rá'ee says,

6 - 6 - og• 6 - d. • -

* *# 3-1.J., & 3" *

[We have coats of mail, or of defence, and long

spears: with them we ply distant war]. (TA.)

=The part of a spear-head into n'hich the shaft

enters: (S, K:) and the-: is the part of the

spear-shaft that enters into the head. (TA)

[In the TA, % i: is also explained as mean

ing as ūl-J U- U-> Le The part of the spear

head that enters into the shaft : but it seems that

U-2 has been inserted here by a mistake of the

copyist; and that the true meaning intended is

the part of the spear-shaft into n'hich the head

enters; though in general the shaft enters into

the head.]- The part in which is the asu:

[q.v.] of a horn. (Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh, T.A.)

The &ls-- [or bone that surrounds the cavity

)] of the eye. (K.)-The contents

(*:-) of the solid hoof: or the horny boa: (c.)

of the solid hoof: or the joint between the Ju

[which seems to mean here, as it does in many

other instances, the hind shank,] and the thigh :

(see art. 2

(K:) or the shank-joint of a horse or the like

(-4.99. J-34 [commonly applied, as in the S

and K voce& to the upper extremity of the

pastern, i. e. the fetlock-joint, which seems to

be the meaning intended in this instance,]) in

the 8% [which here app. means the fore leg,

not the arm]: or, accord. to As, the part n'here

the -ā-153 [or shank] is set into the hoof: (S:) or

the part of the &- [or pastern], of a horse,

nhere the -ā-135 [or shank] joins upon the-ā

[which seems here to mean the upper pastern

bone]: or, as AO says, the part n'here a horse's

Jäglas joins to the upper part of the -52- : or,

as he says in another place, the place n'here each

tibia and hind shank, of a horse, meet; [the hock

joint;] expl. by a le- Us:455 aest. Us:- : and

the place of junction of any two bones, except in

the back-bone. (TA.)–Accord. to Lth, White

ness of the 3.5ual [a word which I have not found

anywhere but in this instance] of a horse or

similar beast, extending to the hairs that surround

the hoof. (TA.)

+ A cutting off of the hump of a camel:

(K:) or a cutting in the hump of a camel:

(TA:) [or the state of having the hump cut off';

as seems to be indicated in the S:] or an erosion

of the hump of a camel, by the saddle, so that it

does not grow large. (K, TA.)= See also 2.

* Butter, or nhat is produced by churning,

of camels' milk; like as •j is what is produced

by churning of cows' or sheep's or goats' milk :

(M5b in art. Jü:) what rises upon the surface,

(T, S,) or n hat has collected together [or coagu

lated], (K,) of the milk of camels, resembling

•j, (T, S, K.) which camels milk has not: (S,

K:) when a camel shakes about a skin of camels'

milk, suspended to him, what is termed -rºle

collects at the mouth of the skin. (T.)

*: The earth, (Lh, K) in general (Lh;)

sometimes written* as a proper name, with

out the article, and imperfectly decl., like** :

(TA:) so called because it is cut, i. e. dug; or

because it cuts, i.e. dissunders, the bodies of those

buried in it: (Suh, TA:) and hence *č. and

6 - J - 3 -

"ášūs-, signifying a burial-ground; from J-a-Ji

and *"; accord. to Kh; but others derive

these two words from U-2- : (TA:) or rugged

land: (As, S, K:) or hard or rugged land, com

posed of rock, not of soil: (IAar, TA:) or earth,

or dust : (Lh, K:) or the surface of the earth;

(ISh, S, K;) n'hether plain or rugged or moun

tainous: (ISh:) a word without a pl.: (S:) also

coarse, or big, lumps or clods of clay or mud;

or of dry, or tough, or cohesive, clay or mud;

plucked from the surface of the ground: (TA:)

or crumbled clods of clay or mud; or of dry, or

tough, or cohesive, clay or mud: (IAar, TA:)

and with 3, a lump, or clod, of clay or mud; or

of dry, or tough, or cohesive, clay or mud. (K.)

3 -

us'-' see what next follows.

3 - 2 3 - 2 3 -

use [app. a contraction of Us:-], or "C'es,

A seller of ~~ (pl. of £, q.v.). (K.)
• 47 •
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6 & -

coke-: l 6 J - -

6 * ~ * See *-; and see art. U+.

:- see what next follows, in two places.

£, (S) or ": (A) or both, (K)

and --> [which is the pl], (L.T.A.) The

stomach ofa ruminant animal (S, A, K, TA) in

m"hich &l- [q. v.] is put, (S, TA,) i.e., (TA,) in

which is put flesh-meat cut in pieces; (K, TA;)

or in which is put flesh-meat to be used as provi

sion in travelling; (TA;) or in nihich melted

grease (S, K) is collected (S) or put: (K:) or the

skin of the side of a camel, cut out in a round

form, in mhich is prepared flesh-meat, (K, TA,)

aí.33, (TA,) nhich is flesh-meat

that is boiled once, and then cut into strips, and

dried, or salted and sun-dried; the most lasting

of all provision [of the kind]: (S, TA:) or the

first and second both signify tripe; in Persian,

a: or <!. (M.A.) A coward is likened to

a äs-e- in which is put; because of his

turgidness and his little profitableness. (TA.)

-Also, the first, A vessel, or receptacle, made

of skin, in which water is given to camels, and in

such as is called

which one macerates Je:A [i.e. colocynths, or the

pulp thereof, or the seeds thereof]. (TA.)

And A basket, (S, K, TA,) of small size, (TA,)

made of skins, (S, K, TA,) in which dust, or

earth, is removed: (S, TA:) or, accord. to Kt,

it is ['i:-.] with fet-h: (TA) pl. ~~

(S.)- And A drum: pl. <--> [which is ex

plained in the K as meaning “a drum” instead of

“drums”]: as in the saying, as' Ls” +9:

<--> [The drums were beaten at his door]. (A.)

3 * * ,

Us:--> A tripe-seller (Golius from Meyd.

• *

* * ~ * & J.

[See as-e-.])

2 * * * * - • • -

ā-s-s- Food made nith tripe; in Persian,

O-o J & J.

!: a:; (Golius from Meyd;) in Turkish, 9:s

ex-Us". (M.A.)

<< A camel having his hump cut off: (S,

K:) or having his hump eroded by the saddle, so

that it does not grow large: (K:) or having no

hump : (A, TA:) fem. £-. (A, K.)–And

[hence,] the fem., ; A woman not having [promi

ment] buttocks: (K:) or i, q.#~ [i.e. having

small buttocks sticking together; or having little

flesh in her posteriors and thighs]: (ISh, TA:)

or whose bosom and breasts have not become large:

(K:) or n:hose breast has not become large: (Sh,

TA:) or small in the breast; from the same

epithet applied to a she-camel; (A;) for a woman

having small breasts is like the camel that has no

hump: (TA:) or having no thighs; (K;) i. e.

having lean thighs; as though having no thighs.

(TA.) Also, the masc., +A pubes having little
3 - - d -

flesh. (TA.)- [Hence, also,] <-Sl i. q. &al

[as meaning The pudendum muliebre]; (K;) from

the same word as applied to a camel [having no

hump]. (TA.)

:- The middle, or main part, (#) of a

road. (S.)

6 * ~ *

--~~~. A horse in which the [n hiteness termed]

J.-- reaches to the knee and the hock; (S;)
•

[i. e.] in which the whiteness [of the loner part of

the leg] reaches to the knee and the hock or the

knees and the hocks: (TA:) or in which the

U-5 reaches to his knees: (Lth, TA:) or in

n:hich the nhiteness rises to [the extent of] n'hat

is termed --"; (K, TA; ) or more than this,

[perhaps a mistake of a copyist for less than this,]

so as not to reach to the knees: or in which

the whiteness reaches to the hairs that sur

round his hoof (TA)--'ll #: # 4
nvell having in the middle a part wider than the

rest, hollowed out like a cupola. (Fr, T.A.) .

6 * d -

-2's-e Having the genitals, (Msb,) or the

testicles (S," Mgh, TA) and the penis, (Mgh,)

cut off entirely, or extirpated: (S," Mgh, Msb,

TA:) or having the penis cut off (TA.)

2- J D > * /

49-6 : see -->.

p

U.e

£--

1. Use- and &:- aor. *, He restrained, or

nvithheld, himself; refrained, forbore, or ab

stained; or turned bach, or reverted. (K, T.A.)
* c - #~ *

You say, as U.e-, and &:- meaning He re

strained, or nithheld, himself, &c., from him, or

it; and regarded him, or it, neith reverence, vene

ration, dread, ane, or fear : (TA:) [or,] accord.

to AZ, J: 3 +. If n :- " +

[to which Golius adds : and £-, but, I

suspect, from incorrect MSS.,] means 1. dren, or

held, or hung, back from the man; or remained

behind him; or shrank from him; or shrank

from him and hid myself: and he cites (from

Nugeyb Ibn-Mihjen, TA)

s−1 + j: S. & J%

#4+ 313 - #9,

[And am I othernise than like the beasts driven

anay by the enemy? If they go before, slaughter

befalls them; and if they remain behind, hocking].

(S, T.A.) You say also, U- &: t- U. He did

not dran back from reviling me; did not desist,

or abstain, therefrom. (TA.)- It (a sword)

recoiled, or reverted, without penetrating, or

without effect: (K:) or so the former verb

[only]. (TA.)– It (the sight, or the eye,)

recoiled, or reverted: (K:) or so the former verb

[only]; and disliked, or disapproved, or hated,

the thing [that was before it]. (TA) You say,

‘ū c”L'&: My eye recoiled, or reverted,

from the thing. (S.) And of : woman of dis

pleasing aspect you say, Ú- U-4 &: &

[Verily the eye recoils from her with dislike].

(As, T.A.)-He disliked, disapproved, or hated:

(K:) or so the former verb [only]. (TA.) You

say,ić t- He disliked, &c., the thing. (TA.)

– He inclined his neck: (K:) or so the former

verb [only]. (TA.)- He hid himself; (K, TA;)

[app. from fear;] as, for instance, a -: [q.v.]

in its hole. (TA.)- He, or it, came, or went,

forth, or out: (K:) [or so the former verb only.]

You say of a serpent, * t- It came forth

upon him from its hole (S, TA) so as to frighten

him; and in like manner one says of a hyena,

*

and a J-3, and a jerboa. (TA.) And L* t

2% He came forth unexpectedly upon the people,

or company of men. (T.A.) And 39-J1 le- The

locusts invaded, or came suddenly upon, the

country. (TA.) -

4. &: said of a land, (S,) or U- said of a

place, (K,) It abounded with [the kind of truffles

called] :=, (S) or*, (so in some copies of

the K,) or [rather] * [a pl. or quasi-pl. n. of

---. (So in other copies of the K.)=t

He hid a thing. (K.) And hence, He hid his

camels from the collector of the poor-rate. (IAar,

TA.)- He sold seed-produce before it showed

itself to be in a good state, (S, K, TA,) or before

it came to maturity. (T.A.) Hence, in a trad.,

L: 3is J: 3. [He who sells seed-produce

before it shon's itself to be in a good state, or

before it has come to maturity, practices the like

of usury]: (S, TA:) originally with -, (S,) which

is suppressed for the purpose of assimilation [to

Usú']. (TA. [See 4 in art. 3- and Us:-.]=

25i c." t- He overlooked the people, or com

pany of men; or commanded, or had, a vien of

them; or came in sight of them; syn. -#. (K.)

* * * -: ** 1. * 2: . * ~ :.

:--- sing of sus-, like as &” is of axis, and

# of#: (S:) or i, q. it:= (K:) or n. un.

of *#, which is a coll. gen, n., like #

(MF and TA, voce: ) [J says] is signifies

Red st:= [or truffles]: or, accord. to El-Ahmar,

those [truffles] that incline to redness; it:- sig

nifying those that incline to dust-colour and

blackness; and isis, the white; and# <0.

the small: (S:) accord to A Hn, W #: signifies

a white thing resembling a *, of which no use

is made: but accord. to IAar, the black := ,

which, he says, are the best of*: (TA:) the

pl. of:- is #, (S, K,) a pl. of pauc., (S,)

and its, [as mentioned above,] or, accord. to

Sb, this is a quasi-pl. n., (TA) and "t:-, (K.)

or this also is a quasi-pl. n. (TA.)- I q. i.ei

[q.v., i. e. A hill, or mound, &c.]: pls, as above.

(K.)- A hollow, or cavity, (T, K,) in a moun

tain, (TA,) in n:hich the nater (T, K) of the rain

(TA) stagnates, (T,) or collects: (K:) pl. as

above. (K.)

s

** *

us-: see the next preceding paragraph.

6£o -

3\ee- : see :- in two places. = Also A

shoemaker's board, (S, K,) on which he cuts his

leather; also called >iš. (S.)=And The place

where the false ribs of the camel end, and thence as

far as the navel and udder. (#)-And The

part of the belly called the at thereof; as

also #: @"Buzuri, TA) i. e. the part

between the navel and the pubes. (TA in art.

->)

t'. (S, K) and "ā' (Sb,K) Fearful, or

convardly: (S, lx :) fem. with 5: and therefore

the pl. is formed by the addition of 5 and c).
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(Sb, TA.) Mafrook Ibn-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee

says,

*3. J - d. - * ~ *

* t:- c,'" -, - wit.' *

• 1 - -3 -

C-: * ~ 3 -i > *

[But I am not fearful of the vicissitudes of

fortune, nor despairing of the favour of God].

(S, TA.)

** *

#U-: see what next precedes.

&: The locust, or locusis: (S. K.) so called

because of the coming forth thereof [suddenly or

unexpectedly: see 1, last two sentences]: (S,

TA:) as also ++ [q. v.]. (TA.)

63.- d - 6 of

3ūs-e Lā) A land abounding with [the truffles

called] := (S)

-

-*

J. C. -

-->Ji, not a pure Arabic word, because it com

prises the letters 2- and - without any of the letters

of the kind called 3:33 [which are, and J and

JJ; (S;) The idol: (S, K:) or idols: (Ksh

in iv. 54:) or the name of a certain idol, (Bd

and Jel on that verse,) belonging to Kureysh;

as also *u-1, (Jel:) and that which is nor

shipped instead, or to the exclusion, of God;

n"hatever it be : (Ksh, Bd, K:) said to be ori

ginally U-M, i.e., (Bd) he, or that, wherein

is no good: (Bd, K:) and the diviner: (S, K:)

and the enchanter: (S, K, Kull:) and the like

thereof: (S:) or the Devil; Satan : (Kull.:)

and enchantment. (Esh-Shaabee, K.) Accord.

to Esh-Shaabee, *u.” <--" &#, in

the Kur [iv. 54], means They believe in enchant

ment and the Devil: or, accord. to I’Ab, by

<-->Ji is meant Hoyei Ibn-Akhtab ; and by

-->4U-Ji, Kaab Ibn-El-Ashraf: (TA:) or the

words relate to these two men, Jews, who, in

order to induce Kureysh to join with them in a

league against Mohammad, prostrated themselves

to the gods of Kureysh: (Ksh, Bd:) or to

certain Jews, who said that the worship of idols is

more pleasing to God than that to which Moham

mad invited. (Bd.) It is said in a trad. that Ú

what are termed #1." and āū-1 and &#

al"e --" &- [app. meaning of things wherein

is nogood or kinds of divination: or from the

Devil]. (S.)

1. 3.- (S, A, Mgh, L, Mob, K,') aor. -,

(Mgh, Mab, K.) inf n. *. (T, Mgh, Mob, K,

&c.) i, q, 4.3- (T, S, A, Mgh, L, Mob, K,'

&c.) i. e. He dren it; &c.; (T, TA:) formed

by transposition from the latter; (A’Obeyd, S,

A ;) accord. to some: (Msb:) or it is a dial.

var. of the latter; (M, L, K, &c.;) of the dial.

of Temeem; (T, Msb;) not formed from the

latter by transposition, (Ibn-Es-Sarráj, IJ, M, L,

K.) for both are equally conjugated: (Ibn-Es

Sarraj, IJ, L,Mgb.) and£1 [inf n of "a-I)
- - * * * 43 y > ... < * *

signifies, the same as J.-. (K.) Je- -***

Usals- U-2, meaning A man pulled me from

behind me, occurs in a trad. (L.)- You say
Jö - * * .d. de • *

also, ajj:2- and a:-is-, meaning, t She repelled

him, or rejected him; namely, a man who sought

her in marriage. (T and TA in art. -->4-.)

7.30s: [inf n of 3-1] i, q >3-5, (K.)

meaning Quick going or journeying or travelling.

(TA.)

8: see 1.

4-6

1. *, (S, Msb, K, &c.) aor. *, (Msb) inf n.

* (S, A, Msh, K, &c.) and 3:, (M. K.)

which latter, accord. to MF, is an inf. n. of the

intrans verb only, but it has been heard as an

inf n, of the trans verb also, (TA) and jus-,

(Lh, K,) He set a bone; reduced it from a

fractured state; (S, A, Msb, K, &c.;) as also

">, (A, IAmb, K.) inf n : (TA) and

**s-, (Ibn-Talhah, MF, TA,) but this is ex

tremely strange, and not found in the lexicons of

celebrity, (MF) and not heard by AO; (TA;)

[and "x:-l.] One says also, $3: "...-, (A,

IAmb,) or us;*, (Msb,) He (a bone-setter) set

his arm, or reduced it from a fractured state :

(A) or put upon it the 5'-[or splints]. (Msb.)

-Hence, (TA)3 + (AAF, M, K, &c.,) inf n.

> (S, A, K) and* [but respecting this

latter see above] and 5'- (K) and ">,

(K) inf n. *i; (TA) and "X-15 (Ibn

Talhah, MF, TA; [but respecting this form see

above;]) and "4:3-1; (K;) t He restored a

man from a state of poverty to wealth, or com

petence, or sufficiency : (AAF, S, A, K, &c. :) or

he benefited a poor man; conferred a benefit, or

benefits, upon him: (M, K:) but the former is

the more appropriate explanation: (AAF, TA:)

and this signification is tropical; (IDrst, MF,

TA;) the poor man being likened to one who has

a broken bone, and his restoration to wealth, or

competence, being likened to the setting of the

bone; wherefore he is called }*, as though the

vertebrae of his back were broken : (IDrst, TA:)

in the A it is mentioned as proper, not tropical;

but the author of the A afterwards mentions

* - / J D >

53 & 4- as tropical in the sense of4: ! [I

recovered such a one from his embarrassment,

&c.; repaired his broken fortune, or his condi

tion]. (TA.) One says also, J: āşū+

! [I repaired the broken Jortune of the man;] I

restored the man to wealth, or competence, or

sufficiency (AHeyth,TA.) Andžl &: f(I

put the affairs of the orphan into a right, or

good, state: or] I gave to the orphan. (Msb.)

And 3: ; He restored anything to a sound,

right, or good, state. (IDrst,T.A.) And&#3:

+ [May God render him sound, and strong]:

said in relation to a child. (S and K in art. &j.)

And 13& 3téji -->+ + I made the

amount of the property equal to that nihich

renders it incumbent on the possessor to pay the

poor-rate, by [adding] such a thing : the name

of that thing is cy- [app." &5:1, and the

person who does this is termed **. (Msb.)

=3:- also signifies He compelled, orconstrained,

another. (B.) You say, 2.9 L'é 5*, (Lh,

Az, M*b, K.) aor.”, infn.: and 33.,(Msb)

a chaste form of the verb, of the dial. of El

Hijáz, (Az,TA,) or of the Benoo-Temeem and of

many of the people of El-Hijáz, (Msb,) or of

Temeem alone; (Lh, TA;) [but said in the Mgh

to be of weak authority;] and * 3- ; (Th, S,

Msb, K, &c.;) both these forms of the verb men

tioned by AZ, Fr, A’Obeyd, and others, (Msb,)

but the latter is the form used by the generality of

the Arabs, (Lh, TA,) and by the grammarians [in

general]; (TA;) He compelled him, against his

nvill, to do the thing: (Lh,Th, Az,S, Msb, K.) *%+!

originally signifying the inciting, urging, or in

ducing, another to restore a thing to a sound,

right, or good, state. (B.) Andź-l L'é "9

He (a judge) compelled him to submit to, or to

perform, the sentence. (L.)=Also*. [aor. * ,]

inf n : (S, Msh, K) and £, (Mab, K.)

which latter, accord. to MF [and the Mgh], is

an inf. n. of the trans. verb only, but it has been

heard as an inf. n. of the intrans. verb also ;

(TA ;) and ">", (T, S, K.) and ">!, (T,

$) and *, *-ā; (K;) It (a bone) became set,

or reduced from a fractured state. (T, S, Msb,

K.)- And [hence,] the first of these verbs,

with the same inf ns.; (K;) and "L:e-l, (S,"

K) and "x−1, and *, +3, and "X-15 (K.)

! He (a poor man, K, and an orphan, TA) became

restored from a state of poverty to wealth, or

competence, or sufficiency: (S,” K:) or received

a benefit, or benefits: (K:) * :- is syn. with

U:x:51 t [he recovered, or became recovered, from

his embarrassment, &c.]. (A.) [And t It (any

thing) became restored to a sound, right, or good,

state.] El-'Ajjāj has used 3:- transitively and in

transitively in the same sentence, saying,

* 5.4% & 3"> * #

[+ God hath restored the religion to a sound,

right, or good, state, and it hath become restored

thereto]: (S:) or, accord. to some, the second

verb is corroborative of the first; the meaning

being, God hath desired, or purposed, to restore

the religion, &c., and hath completed its restora

tion. (B.)

2 : see 1, in three places.

4: see 1, in five places =9- also signifies

He imputed to him [the tenet of]> ; (S,” L,

K;*) he called him a &:- (L:) like as#=

signifies “he imputed to him infidelity.” (S.)

5. >5. see 1, latter part, in two places. Also

+ What had gone from him (a man) returned to

him : (K:) or some of his property that had

gone from him returned to him. (T, T.A.) + He

(a sick man) became in a good state. (K.) + It

(a plant, TA, and a tree, K) became green, and

put forth leaves (K, TA) and fresh green twigs,

nohen dry: produced fresh shoots in its dry parts:

(TA:) it (herbage) became somen'hat restored to

a good state after having been eaten: (K,” TA:)

or gren after having been eaten. (S.)- He

(a man, S) magnified himself; behaved proudly,

haughtily, or insolently. (S, A, K.)= + He (a

man) obtained wealth, or property: (K:) but
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Lh explains it as meaning, intransitively, he

obtained wealth, or property. (TA.)

: see 1, latter part, in two places.

8: see 1, in five places. You say also, £usi

ts: •) i.e.: [f A calamity befell him from

which he will not recover]; i. e. ū. *:- S

[t there is no recovering from it]. (TA.)

10: see 1, latter part =9- ! He eac

arted himself much, or exceedingly, or to the

utmost, in paying frequent attention to him,

taking care of him, or putting his affairs into

a right, or proper, state. (A.)

6 o' --

>>, in computation, +The addition of some

thing for the purpose of reparation. (TA.)

[Hence,' + Algebra ; more commonly called

#1;> perfective addition and compensa

tive subtraction; or restoration and compensa

tion; because of the frequency of these operations

in the reduction of equations.] = The contr. of

3.35: (S, Msb, K:) it is the assertion that God

compels his servants, or mankind, to commit acts

of disobedience; (Msb;) the virtual denial that

actions proceed from man, and attributing them

to God; the sect that hold the tenet thus termed

asserting that man, with respect to his actions, is

like the feather suspended in the air; whereas

3% signifies the “virtual attributing of optional,

or voluntary, actions to man; asserting that

man creates his own optional, or voluntary,

actions:” (IbrD :) A ’Obeyd says that it is a

post-classical term. (S.) = A king; (AA, T,

M, K;) of uncertain derivation: (M:) and a

slave, or servant : (A’Obeyd, Kr, K, &c. :) thus

bearing two contr. significations: (K:) and a

man : (AA, A ’Obeyd, K, &c. :) [see J: :]

and a young man: and [a] courageous [man]. (K.)

:= [Also, app., Aloes-nood: 3'-' is explained

in the K as signifying *'', which means wood

in general, as well as aloes-wood in particular;

and to this is added in the TA, as *: U.S.N', as

though the meaning were the wood with which

one sets bones; but I think that 5: is a mis

* ... • * - •

transcription for 23-3; and that the meaning is

aloes-n'vod with n'hich one fumigates.]

3 - - 3 * >

U&- Ol' &:*- :

6 J - -

See 42)-e-.
•

633 - - 6 & 5 o' -- 6 d e -

3×e- and 3×e- and -> &c.; see what

next follows.

3 - - 63 o • 63 o 63

#;"> (S,K) and£ and #:- and #">

and "ā," (K) and "#,” (Aboo-Nasr, TA)

and "#"> (S,K) and '5'-(K) and '32

(S, Msb, K, one of the forms most known, of the

neaSull'e **, like** and** and <s:

and *:-3, said to be the only other words of

this measure, though, as MF says, this requires

consideration,TA) and "-23"-(K) and '533.--

(Et-Tedmuree,TA)and "Lis:-(K, like is:

[&c.], TA) and 'is' (S,R) and "5* (Ll,

Kr) and #: (Lh,TA) and '3' and Suss,

(K) all inf ns, (TA) [or simple substs,] mean

ing The quality denoted by the epithet'; (K;)

i.e. self-magnification, pride, haughtiness, or in

solence; or proud, haughty, or insolent, beha

viour ; (S, Mgb, K;) &c. (K, T.A.) Hence,
2 < * > 6 o' - - - - -- * * ** d - - - •

à- 2. W-u5 S. 55% -ste - [There has

been no prophetic office but a kingly office has

succeeded in its place through some one's self

magnification, pride, haughtiness, or insolence];

i.e., but kings have magnified themselves, or

behaved proudly or haughtily or insolently, after

it (A, TA)=##" (S. K) and #-l.

(Th, Msb,) or the latter is a mispronunciation,

or is the correct form, (K,) and the former is so

pronounced in order to assimilate it to #,451,

(Msb, K.;*) the latter is the pronunciation of the

scholastic theologians of the persuasion of Esh

Shāfi'ee (El-Háfidh in the “Tabseer,” B) in old

times, but the term used in the conventional

language of the modern scholastic theologians

is "5:15 (B3) and #2-1, also, is a post

classical term; (TA;) The contr. of #, ill;

(S, K;) the sect who hold the tenet termed :

[q. v.]; (Msb;) a sect of those who follon,

their on n natural desires, n'hose founder nas El

J.Loseyn Ibn-Mohammad En-Nejjár El-Basree,

n:ho assert that man has no power; that [nhat

are termed] voluntary motions are of the same

predicament as a tremour; though this does not

oblige them to deny the imposition of duties;

(Lb, TA;) a sect nho assert that God compels

his servants, or mankind, to commit sins: (AHeyth,
3 - - 3 * >

TA) n un, 'G' or 3: (MS)

J.- and J.-: SeeJ:

6 * o y

colº- : see 1.

J.- and J.' &c. :

J Q =

&#24

*\

J. e-8 •

... O see J.5×-.

U++ and

9 * ~ *** o *3 - -

*A*- and £25.2- : see 42-.

J.5', ($, Meb, K, &c.) imperfectly decl.,

because having the quality of a proper name and

that of a foreign word, or being a compound

regarded as forming a single word, as some say,

(TA,) originally Syriac, or Hebrew, (bs"ma,

(Esh-Shiháb [El-Khafajee],) A proper name of

an angel; (TA;) [Gabriel : and also, of a man :]

signifying the servant of God: (A 'Obeyd, S,

Msb, K, TA:) or (rather, TA) the man of God:

(A’obeyd, TA ) being said to be composed of

*. (S, Msb, TA) signifying “servant,” or

“slave,” (MSb, TA,) or rather “man,” (TA) and

J.), (S, MSb, TA) signifying “God” (MSb,

TA:) or both together signify the servant of

the Compassionate: or the servant of the Mighty,

or Glorious: (TA:) this form of the word is of

the dialects of Keys and Temeem : (TA:) and
• Q -J.

there are other dial. vars. ; namely, "Jež-,
J - * > *

without , and 'J', (S. K.) and 'J',

and 'J', and 'J', (K) and 'J',

(Es-Suyootee,TA)and 'J',(K)and'J',

(Es-Suyootee,TA)and 'J', 's-,(S, Msb, K, which

is the form most known and most chaste, and

is of the dial. of El-Hijáz, TA,) and "J22-,

(Msb, K, reckoned of weak authority by Fr,

w • * -

because the measure Usas [or Uskašj does not

exist in the language, for as to U2**, mentioned

by Esh-Shihāb as against the objection of Fr, it is
J. d e > *

of the measure Jež, MF, TA) and 'J',

and 'J', and 'J', (K) and '3">

and '3'-' (S. K.) and '3:... (Essa.
yootee, MF.)

J. - O -

J%:- and J.5

J#5:- and J-5

J. • O =

&#94-#

- -

See J:

X: A thing of which no account, or for which

no revenge or retaliation or mulct, is taken. (S,

A, Msb, K, TA.) You say, 5. 4.3 *ś His

blood ment unrevenged, unretaliated, or unea

piated by a mulct. (S, A.) And 5: &: A.

wound for which is no retaliation, nor any

expiatory mulct. (A, TA.) And ju- 3- A.

war in which is no retaliation, (K, TA,) nor any

expiatory mulct. (TA.) And X: &*." [The

mine is a thing for n hich no mulct is exacted]:

i.e., if the mine fall in upon him who is working

in it, and he perish, his hirer is not to be punished

for it. (S and Msb from a trad.) And X- $.”

[The nell is a thing for n:hich no mulct is

exacted]: i.e., if a man fall into an ancient well,

and perish, his blood is not to be expiated by a

mulct: (TA:) or, as some say, it relates to a

hired man's descending into a well to cleanse it,

or to take forth something from it, if he fall into

it and die. (TA in art. 59.) And£ &:

X: The wound of the speechless beast, if it get

loose and wound a man or other thing while

loose, is a thing for n:hich no retaliation or

expiatory mulct is exacted. (T, A,” Msb.*)

Clear, or quit, of a thing: so in the saying,

5.4% #)- 4: [I am clear, or quit, of it].

(K. [See also £D=4 torrent. (K.)–

Anything that corrupts, or mars, and destroys;

(so accord. to some copies of the K, and the TA;)

as the torrent, &c. : (TA:) or anything that is

corrupted, or marred, and destroyed. (So accord.

to other copies of the K.)= Tuesday; (S, K;)

an ancient name thereof, (S,) used in the Time of

Ignorance; (TA;) as also "jū- (K.)

6 -

Jus-: see what next precedes.

5'- and W5* Splints; pieces of nood with

n:hich bones are set, or reduced from a fractured

state : (S, K:) or bones which are put upon a

diseased part of the person, to reduce it to a

sound state : pl. *. (Msb.)- Also, both

words, A nºide bracelet s syn. &: (S, K:) a

bracelet (23-) of gold or silver: pl. #:- [or#. as above?]. (A’Obeyd, T.A.) •

5- See #e.

6 - J -

Jus- One who magnifies himself, or behaves
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proudly or haughtily or insolently, and does not

hold any one to have any claim upon him, or to de

serve anything of him : (K:) one who slays when

in anger: (S, A:) one who slays unjustly: (K:)

imperious, or domineering, by absolute force and

poner; overbearing; tyrannical; a tyrant: (TA:)

any one who exalts himself, or is insolent and

audacious, in pride and in acts of rebellion or

disobedience; who is bold, or audacious, and im

moderate, inordinate, or exorbitant, or eacces

sively, immoderately, or inordinately, proud, or

corrupt, or unbelieving, or disobedient, or rebel

lious; or n:ho exalts himself and is inordinate in

infidelity; or who is extravagant in acts of

disobedience and in nurongdoing ; or n:ho is

refractory, or averse from obedience; (K,” TA;)

as also '-' (Ki) or this latter signifies one

n:ho magnifies himself much, or behaves very

proudly or haughtily or insolently: (S:) and the

former, one who proudly, haughtily, or insolently,

disdains the service of God: (Lh, TA:) fem.

with 5, pl. masc. &c., and #2 (A, TA)

—£" [A name of] God; so called because

of his magnifying Himself [above every other

being], (K,) and his highness: (TA:) meaning

the Compeller of his creatures to do nhatsoever

He willeth : (Bd and Jel in lix. 23:) or the Com

peller of his creatures to obey the commands and

prohibitions which He pleaseth to impose upon
- ~ 0 &

them : (Msb, TA:) accord. to Fr, from D-2-1,

and the only instance known to him of an epithet

of the measure Jú from a verb of the measure

Jši except 35, [q. v.] from £i: (Az, TA:)

or, accord. to Fr, from 3:- as syn, with £i.

(Msb:) it is also explained as meaning the Su

preme; the High above his creatures: (Az, TA:)

or the Unattainable; and hence applied to the

palm-tree [of which the branches cannot be

reached by the hand]: (IAmb, TA:) or it may

signify the Restorer of the poor to wealth or

competence or sufficiency. (Az, TA.) [God is

also called ūya U's -silje t'The Esta.

blisher of hearts according to their natural con

stitutions which He hath given them in the

mothers' wombs, disposing them to knon, Him

and to confess Him, both the unfortunate of

them and the fortunate. (TA from a trad. of

'Alee.)- Also A name of#:-" [the constel

lation Orion]; (A, K;) because it is [represented]

in the form of a crowned king upon a throne.

(A.)–9:-"& + The cubit of the hing: (A,

TA:) or the long cubit: or, as Kt thinks, by

3'-' is here meant a certain foreign king whose

fore arm was of full length. (TA)—# is

! A heart that receives not admonition ‘. (A:) or

that admits not compassion. (K.)—£, (Seer,

K,) without 3, (Seer, TA,) applied to a palm-tree

(£3), signifies : Tall and young; (Seer, K,

TA;) as also '-' (Ki) or is applied to palm

trees collectively (J-5), and signifies tall, and

above the reach of the hand; (T, S;) and the

epithet applied to a single palm-tree is with 5;

(S, A;) in this sense; meaning less than32

(A:) or, with 3, it signifies a young palm-tree,

that has attained its utmost height and has borne

fruit: (M.) or that has been ascended [..for the

purpose of cutting off its fruit], and retains its

excellence, surpassing therein other palm-trees.

(AHn, T.A.)- Also, hence, as Az. thinks, (TA,)

| Huge, tall, and strong; a giant. (T, A,” K.)

- And, with 3, (S, A,) and also without 3, (A,)

applied to a she-camel, 1 Great (S, A) and

fat. (S.)

5 & 4 6 : -

2'-: see 2.2-.

a 3- 2 : * 2 * * *

29-26- and 22*- : see 42-e-.

6 w 6 * >

*- : see 24-.

9- 3 - 6 * ~ *

3,324-: see à2):-.

* (S) and #-G#- (S, A.K.) names
- • • *

of t Bread; (S, A, K;) and '-2' is a surname

thereof (S. K.) and so A-X, which lastal.

signifies the ear of corn: (T in art. Al:) and i. q.

ā-* [grain, or n:heat, bruised, or brayed, and

then cooked]. (Harp. 227.)-J> 3% i. q.

W < *

• J. ! [Such a one exerts himself much, or

exceedingly, or to the utmost, in paying frequent

attention to me, taking care of me, or putting my

affairs into a right, or proper, state]. (A.)-See

also 1.

6 - d - 63 - -

2'-5: see àex:-.

6 * *

3: Ian inf n. of 1]: see 8.

5:1. see #:

6* > *

>< One nho sets bones, or reduces them from

a fractured state; a bone-setter. (S, A, K.)

6.- J O e.

3,9-e A woman possessed by a jinnee, or
6 * d d -

genie; syn. 332's-e; but this is held to be of

weak authority. (Mgh.)

3: The lion. (K.)
6 o' - d .

J->-e :
SeeX

J • Ö e.

U.5×e- and its vars. ; see art. J-e-.

U->

o o 3 3 - *

J-- [Gypsum :] i. 7. Jae-, or -a-, (K.)

with n'hich one builds (Kr, T.A.")

i: The place of U-- [i. e., in which

gypsum is found, or prepared;] as alsoa
6 * w - p.

[i. e. Va.--, or, more probably, it is a mistrans

cription, for " i-, like 5ua- (originally

3.2-3) and #2 &c.]. (TA)

3 * ~ * > 3 - a ~ * * * * *

ā-e-o or ā->~ : see à-la-.

J.--

1. 4.- (S, Msb, K.) aor.” (Mob, K) and 2,

(K) inf n. J., (KL) He (God) created him.

(S, Msh, K, KL) so in the phrase, Jā al

láš, (Msb) or "Úl use, (K.) He (God)

created him nith an adaptation, or a disposition,

to such a thing, or to the thing; adapted him, or

disposed him, by nature thereto. (Msb.) It is

• - 6 & * w J * * * ~ * * J.

said in a trad, 3- 3 -J's "still-i

3. ää &: Ja: (#) [Hearts are created with

(Z disposition to the love of him who does good to

them, and the hatred of him who does evil to

them]. (TA)- Also, (K,) inf. n. as above,

(TA,) i. q.* [evidently as meaning He com

pelled him, against his will, 2.9 L'é to do the

thing; for he who is created with a disposition to

do a thing is as though he were compelled to do

it]; and so *s-, (K,TA) inf n. Jú-l. (TA)

=J- +He (a man) became like a mountain

(J.-) in bigness, thickness, coarseness, or rough

ness. (TA)—24:22- J - (K, TA; in the

CK, J.- ; and in a MS. copy of the K, without

any vowels;) +Their iron was, or became, blunt,

such as nould not penetrate. (K,” T.A.)

3. U-la- He (a man) alighted, or descended

and abode, or sojourned, or settled, in a mountain.

(AA, TA.)

4. U.:*-* He came, or went, or betook himself,

to the mountain (ISk, S, K.)- | He (a digger)

reached a hard place, (S, K) or stone, (Mgh,)

in his digging. (TA. L*-1, meaning “the

digger,” Golius seems to have misunderstood as

meaning “the hoof” of a horse.])- [Hence,]

! He (a poet) experienced difficulty in diction,

(K, TA,) so that he said nothing original, nor

anything in the way of repetition. (TA) -

AndJ: à-la-* + He sought a thing that

he wanted, and failed of attaining it. (TA)

And b:XJt. ! We ashed them, and they

refused, and did not give. (Ibn-'Abbād, Z, TA.)

–And b: | Their iron became blunt, so that

it would not penetrate. (K,” TA)=4<-l | He

found him to be a J.-, i. e. a niggard: (K,

TA:) it is considered as implying fixedness.

(TA.)–See also 1.

5. ls:- They entered a mountain : (K:)

or, accord. to the O, you say, Jú-l Asi. J.-,

meaning, the people, or company ofmen, entered

the mountains. (T.A.)

J.- + Big, thick, coarse, or rough; (TA;)

as also "J.-, applied to a thing (S, O, K) of

any kind: (K.) or this latter is applied to an

arrow, signifying + coarsely, roughly, or rudely,

pared. (K.) You say J-5 J.- J43, (K, TA,

[in the CK, erroneously, J.'" J.-:) and *śl,

(TA,) t A man having a big, thick, coarse, or

rough, head, and face; (TA;) having little

sn'eetness. (K, T.A.) [See also U2'-.] And

W J.- J% +A big, thick, coarse, or. rough,

and heavy, man. (Hamp. 818.) And al-e- 39-ol
6 - - - 6 - d. -

(K [in one place in the CK al-e- and al-e-, but

only£ accord. to the TA,]) and " J.- (S,

K) A woman big, thick, coarse, or rough, (S,

K, TA,) in make; ($;) large in make. (TA.)

And ā- ā- +A big, thick, coarse, or rough,

make. (Hamp. 821.) And 20.1 #~ āū 14

she-camel having an increasing hump. (TA.)

And J: -: and 'Ju- + A sn'ord not made

thin. (TA) = Also (K, TA, [in the CK,
•

J.-:) A court [of a house]; syn. ā-0. (K.)
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6 * * 3.

U.:*- : see J.--and U- = Also Dry

trees. (K.)

J.- Much ; or numerous; (S, K;) as also

* 6 6 -

'J'. (K.) So in the phrases J.-Ju [Much
" * - 3 -

property; or numerous cattle]; and U+ J- A.

3

numerous tribe. (S.)- See also U+, in two

places. -

J.- [A mountain : or] any of the mountains
- c : -

(sü5i [lit. “pegs,” or “stakes,” a term applied

to the mountains because they are supposed to

make the earth firm, or fast,]) of the earth, that

is great and long; (Mgh, K;) or, as some say,

only such as is long; (Msb;) such as is isolated

being called# =>i, or #: (K:) [and also applied

to a rocky tract; any rocky elevation, honever

little elevated :] and sometimes it means stone;

[or rock;] such, for instance, as is reached by the

digger: and hence it is applied to Es-Safa and

El-Marweh . (Mgh :) pl. [of mult] J.- (S,

Msb, K) and (of pauc., Msb) U.:*-i (Msb, K)

and J.i. (K.) -- [Hence,] + A man who does

not remove from his place : you say of such a

one, J.- *. (TA.)– t A. niggard. (K, T.A.)

[See 4.] – f The lord, or chief, of a people, or

company of men ; and their learned man. (Fr,

K, TA)—J-" £ + The serpent: (K:)

because it keeps to the J.-. (TA.)-t Calamity,

or misfortune. (K.) – f The bon' that is made

from the tree called &: ; (K, TA;) because

this is one of the trees of the J.-- (TA)—

+ The echo. (Harp. 472.)

5 i e. 5

U.:*- : see U.-.

6 •

J.- :
See J.--Also, applied to the iron

head, or blade, of an arrow, or of a spear, or of

a sword, &c., ; Blunt; that will not penetrate

into a thing : (Ibn-'Abbād, K,” TA:) and so,
$.

with 5, applied to a U-U3. (T.A.)

J / 3

J.- see U2'-.

# (K, TA, [in the CK #,]) and 'i:

The face : or the 5: [or external shin] thereof:

or the part thereof that is turned tonards one.

(K.)= Also, (K,) or the former, (TA,) A vice,

fault, defect, or blemish. (K.)= And Strength.

(K.)–And Hardness of the earth, or ground.

(Lth, K.)=See also :- :=and see:

i: A camel's hump; (§, K3) as also W:

(K.)= See also J.- : =and see i.e., in two
places. • * * -

:- Seei-- Also The origin, or stock,

(K, TA) of any created thing; (TA) and so

'#'. (K, TA.)- The fundamental nature,

or composition, of a mountain. (TA.) -+:

*" + 14 garment, or piece of cloth, good

in respect of the thread (K, TA) and the neaving.

(TA)–: 25 J% + A big, thick, coarse, or

rough, man. (S, K.)=See also 3-, in two

places: =and see i:- • *

6 * ~ * 6 J

āk- : See alk:-.

see what next follows.

3 * >

J.-:

3- and 'J: and 'J'- [accord. to the

CK like J33, but correctly likeJ*] and "J:

and W J.-, (S, K,) accord. to different readings

of the instance occurring in the Kur xxxvi. 62,

the first being the reading of the people of El

Medeeneh, (S,) [and the most common,] A great

company of men; as also *ā- and "J

(K:) or [simply] a company of men; (S ;) aS

also "J.-, accord to Kh; (Sgh, TA;) and so

*ā- and 'it' and "āt- which last three

signify also the same as# [a nation, or people,

&c.]: (K:) it is said [by some] that J.- is pl.

[or coll. gen, n.] of " i- meaning a numerous

company: (TA :) is is pl. of 'J's One

says,><> Abi C# [May God remove far

from prosperity, or success,] your companies:

(Fr, TA:) and J- is pl. of "à-. (Bd in

xxxvi. 62.)

: Much, or an abundance, or a large

quantity or number, of anything; as also "i

(K)=See also i.e.- := and see what next

follows, in two places.

# - (S, Msh, K) and 'it' and 'il-($gh,

MF) and "āī- (AA, S, K) and "ā: and

*ā:- and *ā-, (K,) but this last, accord. to

MF, is unknown, (TA,) Nature; or natural,

native, innate, or original, constitution, disposi

tion, temper, or other quality or property; idio

syncrasy; syn. aala- (AA, S, Sgh, Msb, K) and

is.” (Msb, K) and #: all these signifying

the same: (Msb:) pl. of the first +S- (S.)

Hence, in the Kur [xxvi. 184], &#9 ā-15,

(S,) meaning #-1, (Jel,) or al-l ess, i. e.

And the preceding created beings : (Bd:) El

Hasan read with damm [i.e. "#" or "à:1].

(S.)= See also U2-, in three places:-and see

*** *

s

w • *

Us:- Of, or relating to, a mountain or moun
• 3 * > - -

tains; contr. of six-. (The Lexicons &c. passim.)

&- Natural; i.e. of, or relating to, the

natural, native, innate, or original, constitution,

disposition, temper, or other quality or property;

like J: ; i. e. essential; resulting from the

Creator's ordering of the natural disposition in

the body. (Msb.)

J.- #The body, with, or without, the members;

syn.+ and &#: (K, TA;) as being likened

to a mountain in bigness [?]. (TA.) One says,

40- £i &-i. meaning, 1 [May God render

beautiful] his body (33-); and [render good]

his created s: [or mind, with its qualities and

attributes : but I rather think that 3: is here

a mistranscription for 3++, meaning make].

(Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)

s • • -

J* : SeeJ.---> J* ! A man having

a bad, or an ugly, face. (K, T.A.) [See also
6 o' -

J.-.]

6 * •

al-e-:
•

* - d. 6 o' --

Uūs-e : see U.-, in three places.

2?

See al-e-.

J.-, applied to a man, + Great, large, or

big, (K, TA,) in make; as though he were a

mountain. (TA.)

1. 3.- (S, Msh, K) aor. “, inf n. 3.

(Msh, K) and 3: (K) and #U-5 (Mob, K.)

and 3-, (S, ISd, Mgb) aor. *; (MSb, TA :)

He (a man) nas, or became, such as is termed

&- (S, Msb, K) and c- (S, K;) i. e.

conardly, (K) or weak hearted. (Msb.) And

* &: He held back, or refrained, from him,

or it, through convardice. (TA in art. U-ys.)

2. <>, inf n. &: He attributed to him

convardice (c.'). (S.) And &: *. inf n.

as above, He is accused of convardice. (K.)

4. 4.- He found him to be such as is termed

cus-, (S, Msb, K;) i. e. a convard, or convardly,

(K) or weak-hearted: (Msb:) or he reckoned

him a convard; (M, K;) as also " <-l. (K.)

5, c. - I (milk) became like cl: [i. e.

cheese]. (K.)- And hence, perhaps, (TA) + He

(a man) became thick, gross, coarse, or big.

(S, T.A.)

8. 4:- He made cheese of it; i.e. of milk.

(T, K.)=See also 4.

a o y
* s J. J.

J.-- and "&: and "J., (S, Msh, K) the

first of which is the most approved, and the last

the most rare, and said by some to be used only

in a case of necessity in poetry, (Lth, Msb,)

[Cheese;] a certain thing that is eaten, (S, Msb,)

nvell known : (K:) n. un. i:, (TA,) a word

having a more particular signification than 3:.

(S,) meaning a L-3 [or round, flattened, loaf]

thereof, (Mgh,) [or a cheese, or piece of cheese,]

as also i: (TA) and # (S, TA)= Also

&: and W&: [inf ns of 3:- used as simple

substs.,] Convardice; weak-heartedness ;] the

quality denoted by&- (S.)

6 y o • * > .

c-- see d-a-, in two places.

3 * , 6 o o

U-> : See U->.

J: A seller of c:.I. e., cheese]. (TA)

– And a rel, n, from g-Il (33- [The cheese

market] in Damascus. (K.)

&+, (S, Msh, K) an epithet from 3-, (S)

applied to a man and to a woman, (S, Msb, K.,)

in the latter case like JLae- and clj, (Ibn-Es

Sarráj, S,) and with 3 also applied to a woman;

(M, Mab, K.) and "3+, (S. K.) from 3-,

($) applied to a man and to a woman; and

'J', (Ki) A conard; or convardly, i. e.

wont to dread things, so as not to venture upon

them boldly, (K,TA,) by night or by day; (TA)

weak-hearted: (Msb:) due is contr. ofels->

(Msb in art. &= ) pl. masc. #, (Msb, K.,)
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[properly of3-l and fem.+. (Lth, Msb,

TA.) -is &- * [He is one whose dog is

convardly,] means the is extremely generous:

(K, TA:) because, by reason of guests’ coming

to him, his dog does not growl. (TA.) And
© • J - e. & • j e / 6 - d.

you say, 2-, 3- -li el-4 & app.

meaning Such a one is courageous in heart, mild

in face]. (TA. [Expl. by as-3M U-1, which

seems to be a mistranscription.])

d •

U.e.:*- : See&* = Also The part above the

temple, on the right of the forehead, and on the

left thereof; the two being called du: ; ($ )

the side of the forehead, [so Bd in xxxvii. 103,]

..from the part over against the place where the

hair falls off, to the temple, on the right of the

jorehead, and on the left thereof: so say Az and

IF and others: the forehead (*~) is between

the c.* (Msb:) or the cu- are the tryo

borders of the forehead, on either side thereof, in

the part betneen the two eyebrows (3: (*

c'--" [so in the copies of the K, a mistake

for de-l-Ji& Uses in the part next to the trvo

eyebron's]), rising to the place where the gron'th

of the hair terminates: (K:) or betnceen the place

nhere the gron'th of the hair terminates and the

eyebron's : (TA:) or the Je:- is the borders (in

the T, the border, TA) of the forehead, between

the two temples, uniting nith the a-0 [or place

where the hair gron's in the fore part of the

head, or the hair of that part]: (K, TA:) and it

sometimes occurs as meaning the forehead: (MF,

TA:) [see an ex. voce* where it is used in

this last sense, and is fem, perhaps because syn.

with *. for] Lh says that it is always masc.:

(TA:) pl. [of mult.] &: and [of pauc.] i:

(MSb, K) and 3'-i (K) *

6 J - s

d's- see &* =Also One who keeps, or

guards, the produce of land in the desert. (TA.)

=See also what next follows.

#ú. (S, Mgh, Mgb, K) and "&", (S, Mgb,

K,) the former of which is the more common,

(Msb) A place of prayer, (Msb,) or common

Place of prayer, (Mgh,) in a3- [or desert

tract]. (Mgh, Mgb.)- A burial-ground: (K:)

this is sometimes called at:- because the place

of prayer is generally in the burial-ground:

(Msb:) accord. to Kh, these two words, in this

sense, are from J.--" and **". but others

derive them from U--. (TA in art. -->.)-A

[desert tract such as is termed] 3-2. (S, K.)

-A place that produces much herbage: and

level, elevated land: (AHn, K:) or the latter,

level, elevated land, that produces much herbage:

(Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) accord. to ISh, it is smooth,

without trees; but it may have in it hills, and a

tract abounding nith trees: and sometimes the

at:- is level, without hills and without any tract

abounding nith trees; but it is not in sand nor in

mountains, though it may be in [high grounds

such as are termed] -šūs [pl. of -# and in

[what are termed] Güé (pl. of #3]. (TA)Bk. I. •

5 & • & • ** •

Ust-A diveller in the due-, meaning 3-2.

(TA.)

s

U->! [More, and most, connardly, or neak

hearted]. (TA.) You say* &- &#. i. e.

[More conardly] than a whistling bird: ($ in

art. Ja.… :) or, as some say, than a thief (TA in

that art. [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 326.])

6 *> d >

a:*-* [A cause of convardice, or neak-hearted

ness]. One says, i: i:- 49 [Children

are a cause of concardice and a cause of niggardli

ness]; because one loves continuance of life, and

property, on account of them. (S, TA.)

dee

* * * *

1. 4-2-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, (Msb, K.) inf. n.

£, (Ham p.355) He slapped, (S) or struck,

(K,) or hit, (Msb,) or struck him on, (Ham ubi

suprà,) his :- [or forehead]. (S, Msb, K, and

Ham ubi supra.)- And [hence], (K,) aor. and

inf n. as above, (TA,) t He turned him back (K,

TA) from the thing that he wanted: (TA:) or

the met him, or encountered him, nith, or he said

to him, or did to him, a thing disliked, or hated:

(K, TA, TK:) or the encountered him, or con

fronted him, with speech in n'hich was roughness:

(JK, M, TA:) or the encountered him nith that

n:hich he disliked, or hated, or he accused him

thereof to his face; (M, TA, and Ham ubi

supra;) or so *:::U *. (S, TA)—it."*.

(JK, S,K) inf n, as above, (JK, S,) He came

to the nater, (JK, S, K,) when there was at it no

apparatus for dran'ing, (S) i. e. no pulley &c.,

(JK, TA,) or having no means of draning, so

that he only looked at the surface of the water.

(Z,K) (See also :-J–23:14-11 (win

ter) came upon the people unprepared for it.

(A, K.)

2. *: The mounting a fornicator, or an

adulterer, upon an ass, and turning his face

tonards the tail; whence the trad. of the Jews
J - © J. 2 * * * * * ~ *

respecting the adulterer, Ala-2 4-45 -->

[He shall have his face blackened with charcoal,

and be mounted on an ass with his face tonards

the tail, and be flogged]: (Mgh:) or the mounting

tno fornicators, or adulterers, upon an ass, and

turning the backs of their heads tonards each

other, (JK, Mgh,) and parading them round

about; thus accord. to the Tekmileh: (Mgh :)

or the blackening [with charcoal] the faces of two
~ * ~ * of .

ifornicators, or adulterers, (Xo-e d' in the K
• * ~ * 0 # -

being a mistake for L-o-' d', i. e. $34, TA,)

and mounting them upon a camel or an ass, and

turning their faces in contrary directions: accord.

to analogy, it should mean turning their faces

tonards each other; for it is from £1. *:

also signifies the bending, inclining, lowering, Or

hanging don'n, the head tonards the ground: and

it may be hence; (i.e. it may be hence that it is

applied to him who is mounted on a beast in the

manner described above; TA;) because he to

whom this is done bends down his head in shame

and confusion: or it may be from* meaning

“he did to him a thing disliked, or hated.” (K.)

8.* The deeming [one] rude, coarse, un

kind, hard, or churlish. (J.K.)– And The fear

ing [a person or thing]. (JK.)- And 4:

He disliked, or hated, and feared, it, or him;

namely, a country, or town, and a man. (JK.)

- He disapproved it, or disliked it, and did not

find it wholesome; namely, water, (En-Nawádir,

K.) &c. (K.)

* Largeness, (S) or nidth (JK, M, K) and

beauty, (M, K,) of the :- [or forehead]: (JK,

S, M,K:) or protuberance, or prominence, thereof.

(M, K.)

:- [The forehead;] the part of the face

n:hich is the place of prostration : (As, Mgb, K:)

or the even part that is betnceen the eyebron's and

the a-20 [or place n'here the hair grows in the

fore part of the head]: (Kh, JK, Msb, K:) so

of a man, (S, Msb,) and of others: (S:) [or,] of

a horse, the part that is belon, the ears and above

the eyes: (TA) pl.: (Msb,TA)—[Hence,

£ +A certain Mansion of the Moon; [the

Tenth Mansion;] (S, K, Kzw;) consisting of

four stars; (S;) the four stars [{, }, n, and a,]

in the neck and heart of Leo; [regarded by the

Arabs as the fore-part, or forehead, of Leo;]

(Kzw in his descr. of Leo;) betneen each of

n:hich and the next to it is the space of a nuhip's

length; the northernmost of them called by astro

logers 3-9. (Kzw in his descr. of the Mansions

of the Moon.) – Also t The moon (K, TA)

itself: but [it rather seems to mean the upper

part of the disc of the moon; for] it is said in

the M that a certain unknown poet has meta

phorically assigned a 4-2- to the moon. (TA.)

–Also £, ! The chief of a people, or com

pany of men; (JK, Mgh, K, TA;) like as one

says the a-, thereof (Mgh, T.A.) – 1 The

generous and manly, or manly and noble, persons

of a people, or company of men: or men exerting

themselves in the case of a bloodnit or a debt or

other obligation, (K, TA,) or in repairing the

condition of a poor man, (TA,) and who come

not to any one but he is ashamed to turn them

back, (K, TA,) or n:ho are seldom or never

turned back by anyone: so, accord. to Aboo

Sa’eed, in a trad. in which it is said that there

shall be no poor-rate in the case of the āv-a-.

(TA)-+A company, or collected number, of

men, (JK, S, Msb,) and of horses: (JK, Mgb:)

or, of horses, the best : (TA:) and [simply]

horses; (Lth, S, M, Mgh, K;) a word having no

sing., or n. un, : (M, K:) accord. to Lth, (TA,)

having this last meaning in the trad. above men

tioned; (S, Mgh, TA;) because horses are the

best of beasts. (Mgh.)=! Abjectness, or igno

miny; (JK, M, K, TA;) and a state of annoy

ance, or molestation : (Z, TA:) thought by ISd

to be from * meaning “he encountered him

with that which he disliked or hated,” or “he

accused him thereof to his face;” because the

doing this causes one to experience abjectness, or

ignominy. (TA.) It is said to have this meaning

in a trad, in which it is said, '-' is 3 &
a-31, a-il, *: 3-, i. e. For God hath

relieved you from aljectness, or ignominy, &c.,

and milk diluted with water, and blood dranwn

48
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from a vein [of a camel], which the Arabs used

to eat: or in this trad., (TA,) £-l is the name

of a certain idol (ISd, K, TA) that was nor

shipped in the Time of Ignorance: (TA:) and

as—" and as—" were two idols. (S and K in

art. •

£". . ...
ā- al āle (33.22 We came to a water that

was salt, so that the drinking thereof did not

take anay the thirst of our cattle: (ISk, JK, S:)

or that was altered for the norse in taste and

colour, from some such cause as long standing,

though still drinkable; or covered with the green

substance called---. and nith leaves : or that

was deep in the bottom, difficult to give to drink.

(ISk, S.) [See also 1, last meaning but one.]

- 9.

: i. q. t: (K) i. e. A fearful, or convardly,

man. (TA.)

*. applied to a gazelle, (JK,) or to a bird

or a wild animal, (K,) That meetstone neith its

face orforehead; and such is of evil omen: (K:)

contr. of Jess. (JK.)- Coming to water: so

in a saying cited and explained in art. Ú3!,

conj. 2. (IAar, T.A.)

£i, applied to a man, Large, (S) or n ide

(JK, M, K) and beautiful, (M., K.) in the a.

[or forehead]: (JK, S, M, K:) or protuberant,

or prominent, therein : (M, K:) applied to a

horse, having a protuberant, or prominent, fore

head, rising beyond the bone of the nose : (TA:)

fem. #:- (S, K;) of which the dim. is #:

(S)-4-9 The lion; (K;) because of the

width of his a:-. (TA)

**- and Us:

[The words belonging to the former of these

two arts. cannot well be classed by themselves,

being intimately connected with those of the latter,

which are the more numerous and common, and

from which they are generally easily distinguish

able.]

1. U-, (K) first pers. :-, (Ks, S, E

Rághib,) aor. . ; (K;) and L*, aor. *, (K,)

said by MF to be unknown, and also, because

neither the second nor the third radical is a faucial

letter, unreasonable, but mentioned by Sb, though

held by him to be of weak authority, and men

tioned also by IAar, as extr., like J'. 201", e. 5

(TA ) and U-, (TA) first pers. -->, (Ks, S,

TA,) aor. 2; (TA;) inf. n. [of the first and

second] J: (Sh, K) and [probably of the last

only] ū- and U- and U- and [of the last, but

whether in the first or the second of the senses

here following is not shown,] is:- (K; [or this

last has a different application, explained below;])

He collected water in a trough or tank for beasts

&c. [Ks, S, K, Er-Răghib.) – And (hence,

metaphorically, Er-Răghib, TA) the first of these

verbs, (S, Mgh, Msb, K, Er-Răghib,) and the

second, (K,) and the third; (S, Msb,TA;) inf. n.

(of the first, S, Msb) #0-($, Mgh, Msh, K, E.

Răghib) and (of the last, S, Msb) #us (S, Msb,

K) and* (TA) [and probably is:- also, which

see above]; 1 He collected the [tax called]?5

(S, Mgh, Msb, K, Er-Răghib) and [other] pro

perty. (Msb, T.A.) The last of these verbs is

said in the S to be originally with *, though pro

nounced without e; but IB says that this is not

the case, and that it has not been heard with e.

(TA) You say also, #1 * +[He collected

it from the people, or company of men]; (M, K,"

TA;) and ..." J- +[He collected from them].

(M,K,TA.)–Also us [orL-],(TA) first pers.

++, (Zj, TA,) + He appropriated a thing

purely to himself, exclusively of any partner;

chose it, or took it in preference, for himself.

(Zi, TA) And hence, (Zi, TA) **u-lt He

chose it, or selected it, (Zj, S, K.) -: for him

self. (TA.) = And U- and U-, [originally

t-l He returned, receded, retreated, or went

back. (TA.)

2. L- inf n. £5, He placed his hands

upon his knees, (K, TA,) in prayer; (TA;) or

upon the ground: or he fell prostrate; or fell

upon his face : (K:) or he lonered his body and

his hands, and raised his buttocks: (Ham p. 801:)

[or] as:=-3 signifies a man's standing [with the

hands upon the knees] in the manner of the &#9:

(S, K:*) accord. to A'Obeyd, what is thus termed

is of two kinds: one is the placing the hands

upon the knees, while standing: the other, the

prostrating oneself, or falling upon the face, lying

donn; which is *- : (S:) or the bending

don'n, and placing the hands upon the hnees;

because it is a bringing-together of the limbs.

(Mgh)=50-, inf n. as above, meaning He

gave to him, is vulgar. (TA.)

-oš o *- • 0 & 0 °

4. U- i. the trad. Use' > ** Us:- U-2 is

originally U-1 [q. v.]: (S:) accord. to IAth,

it is a corruption of the relater, or the is sup

pressed to assimilate the verb to Leyl. (TA.)

The inf. n., #!, is variously explained, as

follows: (TA:) The selling seed-produce before

it shows itself to be in a good state : (A’Obeyd,

Th, S, K:) and a man's hiding his camels from

the collector of the poor-rate : (IAar, A’Obeyd,

K:) and i. q. i.e : i. e. the selling to a man

a commodity for a certain price to be paid at

a certain period, then buying it of him with

ready money for a less price than that for n:hich

it n'as sold. (T.A.)

8. #: + The drancing forth property from

the places in which it is known, or presumed, or

accustomed, to be. (TA.)- + The collecting in

the way of choice, or selection. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)

–See also 1, last sentence but one. - Also

+God's particular, or peculiar, distinguishing of

men by abundant bounty, from which various

blessings result to them without their labour; as

happens to prophets and some others. (Er

Rághib, T.A.)- Also st-1, + He forged it :

and he extemporized it. (TA.) Hence, in the

Kur [vii. 202], ū: S; l, is + They say,

Wherefore hast thou not forged it, (Fr, TA,) or

produced it, (Th, TA,) or invented it, (Jel,) or

put it together by forgery, (Bd,) of thyself?

(Fr, Th, Bd, Jel, TA:) or n herefore hast thou

not sought it, or demanded it, of God? (Bd.)

(+, Or U-, (as in different copies of the K,)

written with 1 and with U4, (TA,) The camel

waterer's going in advance of the camels a day

before their coming to the water, and collecting

for them water in the drinking-trough, and then

bringing them to it (IAar, K, TA) on the morron.

(IAar, T.A.) [App. an inf. n., of which, in this

sense, the verb is not mentioned.] So in the

verse,

d * > • -2° - 6: - ow

* J*-* S ''x'' U ×U. *

& ... • • * *o-o: • • -

* J-ājū S Wºź ->Jús *

[Slonely I satisfied their thirst; not hastily: and

by going in advance of them a day, and collecting

for them water in the trough, and bringing them

to it on the morrow, I satisfied their thirst; not

by pouring the nater into the trough while they

nvere drinking, without having prepared any for

them beforehand]. (IAar, T.A.)=Also the former,

Water collected [in a trough]; and so *:::,

with damm. (TA. [See G-J)–4 watering

trough (K, TA) in which water is collected:

(TA:) or the station of the drancer of water,

upon the [upper part of the] casing. (K.)- The

place n'here a nell is dug : (K:) in this sense,

and in the next, also writtenU- (T.A.)-The

brink, or margin, of a well. (Aboo-Leylà, K.)

The earth that is around a nell, that is seen from

afar; (S;) originally t- (TA:) nºbat is around

a nell: (K:) and what is around a natering

trough: (TA:) pl. £i. (K)=U= meaning

A gift nithout compensation is a vulgar word.

(TA.)

U- Water collected (T, S, K) in a trough, (T,

K,) being dran'n from a nell, (T, TA,) for

camels; (S;) [like u-il as also " #- (K, TA,

and so in a copy of the S, but omitted in the CK,)
• O J.6 - d - - - 6

or W32-, (so in two copies of the S,) and W3

also, (so in a copy of the S, [see U-1) and"#">,

(K, TA, and so in a copy of the $) and 'is',

(K, TA, and so in another copy of the S, but

omitted in the CK) and "ās (TA as from

the K, but not in the CK: [perhaps a mistrans

cription for " #0–1) but accord to IAmb, U

is pl. of": . (TA) -

6 - d - 2

33:2- : see V-.

6 - d .p * * 2

33:- see V- and U-.

is:- See U- =Also +A mode, or manner,

of collecting the [taa, called] &=; and so *s-,

which Lh calls an inf. n. (TA.)

6 -o
-

*

ā-e-: see what next precedes:-and see Us–.

6 *> *

34:2- : see V-.

6 * * * 6 * > 4.

350e- and 35'-: see we-.

6 * > 2

aeus- see U--tThetawcalled #20 [orc5+].

(TA in art. 5:1.) [Originally an inf. n.]

ūus [a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned]

Wells which are dug, and in nihich the shoots of

grape-vines are set. (AHn, K.)
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-la. A collector of rater for camels: belonging

to arts. 3- and Us:-. (T.A.)– t The locust

(K) that collects everything by eating it; as also

&'s [G. v.). (TA) The Arabs say, eas $1

J-M3 LA-1 #2 * :), i.e. +[When the

year of drought comes,] the locust and the nolf

[come nith it]. (IAar, T.A.)

#: A natering-trough, (S) or large natering

trough, (K,) in n'hich water is collected (S) for

camels: (TA:) or a natering-trough that collects

water: (Er-Răghib,TA:) pl. -'3- (S.) Hence,

in the Kur (xxxiv. 12), L's-lè due: [And

bonels like watering-troughs, or great watering

troughs]. (S.)– t A company of men. (K,”

TA.)

i:- # A hollowed pearl: (Ibn-Wahb,

TA:) the latter word thought by El-Khattábee

to be formed by transposition from #4. (TA.)

-->

. 1 #, (SMsb,TA) aor.”, (Mab,TA)infn.

<--, (A, K,) He pulled it up, or out; as also

*:-l; (S, Msb;) or the latter denotes a quicker

action than the former; and properly signifies he

took its whole a' [or body]: (TA) or the

former, he cut it; or cut it off: (A, L, K:) or he

cut it off from its root: (L:) or he pulled it up,

or out, by the root; namely, a tree: (A, K.) he

uprooted it, or eradicated it. (A)=<> said

of a collector of honey, He took the honey with

its 3+ and its c-A-, i.e., the bees that had

died in it. (IAar, T.A.)

7. 3.5 (M, L, TA) and '3:í (M, A, L,

TA) It was, or became, pulled up, or out: pro

perly, its nhole a: [or body] was taken; said of

a tree: (TA in explanation of the latter:) it was,

or became, cut, or cut off; (A, L;) or cut off

from its root; (L;) pulled up, or out, by the

root; uprooted, or eradicated: said of a tree. (A.)

8: see 1 and 7.

3 - •

<-e-, so in the S [and L] and other lexicons,
s

but in the K it is implied that it is "3+, (TA)

Bees' nar: or any particles, of the nings of the

bees, (S, K,) and of their bodies, (S,) intermixed

with the honey: (S, K:) [or] the āş- of honey;

(K;) i.e. the young bees, or the nings, that are

upon honey; as in the M and L &c. : (TA:) or

the bees that have died in the honey. (IAar, T.A.)

- Also Dead locusts. (IAar, K.)

3 *
5

<<: see : * =Also Elevated ground (S,

TA, but not in all the copies of the former) such

as has a form visible from a distance: (TA:) or

ground that is elevated so as to be like a small

[hill of the hind called assi (K)=The

envelope of a fruit: (K;) [or of the spadix of a

palm-tree;] like -*: the + being a substitute

for J. (TA.)

- #. The body, or corporeal form or figure,

(Ja: ) of a man, (S, A, Mab, K.) [absolutely,

or] sitting, (S, A, Msb,) or sleeping, [by which is

meant, as in many other instances, lying don'n,]

(S, Msb,) or reclining, or lying on the side: (TA )

that of a man standing erect being termed Ulle

(Msb) or āsū; (TA;) and Jas-à applying in

common to what is termed a:- and what is

termed Ulle, in relation to a man: (Msb:) or

a:- is used only in relation to a man upon a

horse's or camel's saddle, wearing a turban : so

says IDrd on the authority of Abu-l-Khattáb El

Akhfash; but he adds that this has not been

heard from any other: (TA:) pl. [of mult.]

&: (A, TA) and [of pauc.] &:í, the latter

as though formed from 3-, without regard to

the augmentative letter [5]; or it may be pl. of

++, and thus a pl. pl. (TA.)- Also A body;

[a corpse; ] syn. -: aS in the saying, in a

trad., a. &: U.S. -ā-ź [O God, remove

the earth from his body, or corpse: i. e., let it

not press against his sides in the grave]. (TA.)

- [And The body of a tree: see 7.]

<< [a coll. gen. n.] Young palm-trees, or

shoots of palm-trees, that are cut off from the

mother-trees, or pluched forth from the ground,

and planted: n, un, with 3: it is thus called until

it yields fruit; when it is called #: (S:) or

what are planted, of the shoots of palm-trees;

(AHn, K;) not what are set, of the stones:

(AHn, TA:) or shoots of palm-trees when they

are first pulled off from the mother-trees: (As,

TA: [as also &: :]) or, with 3, it signifies a

palm-tree produced from a date-stone, for n:hich

a hole is dug, and n:hich is transplanted with the

earth adhering to its root: (AA, TA:) or nhat

falls in succession from [app. a mistake for at]

the roots, or loner parts, of palm-trees. (Abu-l

Khattāb, T.A.)- And Grapes that fall at the

roots, or loner parts, of the vine. (ISd, T.A.)

:- and *::- A thing with nhich<

[q.v.] are uprooted : (M, K:) an iron implement

with nihich young palm-trees, or shoots of palm

trees, are pulled up or off. (S.)

6 - d.

*U-2 : see what next precedes.

#: 5-5 A tree [pulled up, or out, by the

root: or] that has no root in the ground. (A.)

---.'X- The fourteenth metre of verse;

tlS though it were cut off from the -*** (TA;)

the metre consisting of

(K. [So originally; but in usage, the last of the

three feet is cut off. Accord. to the TA, the first

foot is properly written & &:, as in some

copies of the K.])

:

o 4 0 < 0 +

Axã 5 *

•

J.--

1. J#, aor. 2; (Lth, Mab, K.) and J#,

aor. -; (K;) inf. n. is: and ău-, (Msb, K;)

both of the former verb; (Msb, TA;) [but both

mentioned in the S as simple substs. ;] It was,

or became, such as is termed J*, explained

below. (Msb, K.)

Q. Q. 4. Jú. He (a bird) ruffled his fathers

(S, K) by reason of the cold. (TA)- + He

(a man) became angry, and prepared himself for.

fighting. (S, K.)– t It (a plant, or herbage,)

became tall, and tangled, or luxuriant, or abun

dant and dense: (Z, K :) or became tall (#1,

q. v.), and such as might be grasped with the

hand. (AZ, S, K.) - It (the plumage of a

bird) became ruffled. (K.)

J: (AZ,S, Msh, K) and "J.:-(K) A thing,

(Msb) or hair, (AZ, S. K.) and trees (3-5),

(K, TA,) much, or abundant, (AZ, S, Msb, K.,)

and thick, or coarse, or rough, (Msb,) or tangled,

or luxuriant and dense, (K,) and soft: (TA :)

or thick, or coarse, or rough, and short: or dense

and black : (K:) or the blackest hair: or the

thickest, or coarsest, or roughest : (Lth, TA:) or

anything large, big, or bulky, and dense, ..and

tangled, or luxuriant. (K.) You say alke-as-J

An abundant, thick, or coarse, or rough, beard.

(Mab3) or a thick, or dense, beard. (TA.) And

āk- a--U A horse's forelock moderate in respect

of quantity and length : such is approved. (S.)

And i:- 5-5 ! A many-leaved, big, tree. (S,

K, TA)=J:.4 species of ant, large and

black; as also Jä2-: (IDrd, TA:) or āka- sig

nifies a black ant: (S:) or a large ant: and

J:- is its pl. [or coll, gen, n.]. (K.)

J:- See J+.

it: Leaves that have become gradually scat

tered, or strenun. (K.)

3 * * *

U:~ Broad, or wide. (K.) - Standing

erect. (S, K.)

4.

_o-e

1. *-, aor = (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and *, (§, K.)

inf n X,+ ($, Mgh, Msh, K) and #, (K)

said of a bird, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and of a hare,

and sometimes of a gazelle, (Msb,) or of a [young

gazelle such as is termed] ---, (K) and of a

camel, (Msb, K,) and a jerboa, (K) and a man,

(S, K.) He clave to the ground: ($, K:) or kept

to his place, not quitting it : (K:) or fell upon his

breast: (Mgb," K:) 22:- in the case of a bird and

a hare is like 4× in the case of a camel: (Msb:)

or in the case of a bird it is likeJ.: in the case of a

man [so that the verb means he sat]. (Mgh.)

Also, (K,) aor. - , (TA,) said of seed-produce, It

rose a little from the ground. (K,” TA.)- Also,

(AHn, K,) aor. *, (AHn, TA,) inf. n. >+,

said of a raceme of a palm-tree, Its unripe, or

ripening, dates became somewhat large : (AHn,

K:*) or it became large, and kept its place.

(T, TA.)- Also, inf. n. X,+, said of the night,

! It became half spent. (Th, K, T.A.)=>

also signifies He collected clay, or mould, and

earth, or dust, and ashes. (K.)

2....", (S, Mgh) inf n...:, (KL) [He

made a bird, and a hare, and the like, to cleave

to the ground, then to be shot at, or cast at, and

so killed : seei: he kept, or held, a bird

confined, that it might [be shot at, or cast at,

and] die: (KL:) he turned an animal on his

side to be slaughtered. (Golius, as from the KL,

but not in my copy of that work.)

5. ... He (a bird) mounted his female for

the purpose of copulation. (TA)
48 *
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> Seed-produce rising a little from the

ground; as also "> (K,” TA.)- A raceme

of a palm-tree having its unripe, or ripening,

dates becoming somen'hat large. (K,”TA.)

6 * > -

_*- : see the next preceding paragraph.

6 * 6 * ~ * 6 * j,

-: see àete--- and Aū-.

2 - ** 6 # y

4-6-2- : see A2-.

i: Clay, or mould, and earth, or dust, and

ashes, collected. (K.)

2 < z* * : *

ā-o-o- : see Lee-e-.

# * : * 3 - 11° *1%"

ão:*- : see àove-,-and Awe-.

• & J.

&#. The body, with the limbs or members;

syn.-- and i. q. Je: [app. as meaning a

person; not, as J seems to have held, a corporeal,

or material, form or thing or substance, such as

is seen from a distance; see Lo-e-]: (K:) or,

accord. to As, it has the latter meaning, i. 7.

U-35 and &: has the former meaning,

that of + ($, Msh) and 3-5 (Mab3) or,

accord. to AZ, &: is syn. with &: (S,

Ms) i.e. +, (S) one says, 3-i –
J.'"&: and£, meaning [Hon goodly,

or beautiful, is] the body, or person, of the man /

(AZ, S.) J cites, as an ex. of this word in the

sense of Las-à, from a verse of Bishr,

* tää#.&#& Xu, *

observing that by a: is meant the Kaabeh :

but IB says that the right reading, as found in

his poetry, is £1, and &# ; and that the mean

ing is, A [long] hump like the Úlose- [or body]

of the she-camel that is placed [and confined

without food or nater until she dies] at the grave

of a dead man. (TA.) One says also, *, Gås

5uai'i c:* [He brought us crumbled bread

moistened with broth and piled up, like the body

of the bird of the hind called usil. (S.)

4." £, as used in the saying of El

Farajeeyeh, (K,) so in the copies of the K, [or

El-Faraheeyeh, accord. to the CK,] but correctly

of El-Farezdak, (TA,)

* : *** *

• 3 + ** daoe Ö • • •

* W->_* J- *15 es' *

means The water itself: or the middle thereof:

or the place n'here it collected. (K, TA.) [The

poet says, And her aged she-camels passed the

night in the nater, &c., . . . . like the companies

of mourning women having the head, or the face,

&c., uncovered: but what is meant by Els L'i

U-), unless it be mith one having a saddle upon

her, (Gl being sometimes used in the sense

of &”) I am unable to conjecture. In the CK,

w: and-* are erroneously put for *:

and ...'..]

A. Incubus, or nightmare; (T, K;) what

comes upon a man when he is sleeping; (T, TA ;)

what comes upon a man in the night, preventing

him from speaking, i. q. &345, (IAar, TA;)

as also *X,+ (T, K) and *āsū and "...#

and "ā3. (T, TA)

J.

*

s

L^2- :

>,' pl. of X. [S. v.]. (TA)= Also A
• - * * * * *

hill such as is called āś ; and so W i:- (K)

and "āś- (TA)

*** *A, *

Ale- see Loila-.

see:--Hence, t.A. hare. (TA.)

6 - 3 - 6 - e.

ãove-: see L.5ue-...-Hence, t A man n-ho keeps

to the region of cities, tonns, villages, or culti

vated land, and does not travel : (Msb :) a man

n:ho sleeps much, and does not travel; as also

*# (S,K) and t: and *X,ju- (K.) [see

also:- :] stupid, dull, nuanting in intelligence;

Or not penetrating, sharp, vigorous, or effective,

in the performing of affairs : and a forbearing,

or clement, personage, chief, or man of rank or

quality. (K.)- See alsoA:

X- A bird, (Msb, K,) and a hare, and some

times a gazelle, (Msb) or a [young gazelle such

as is termed] ---, (K,) and a camel, (Mgb,

K,) and a jerboa, and a man, (K,) cleaving to

the ground : or keeping to his place, not quitting

it (K:) or falling upon his breast : (Msb,”

K:) as also *X,+: (K:) [or the latter] and

*A: doing so much, or often: and *ist: doing

so very much, or very often : (Mgb:) and the

first, also, sitting upon his legs like a bird; pl.

>+ (TA) [and -: accord. to Freytag].

&:->'s -> b:6, in the Kur [vii. 76,

&c.], means [And they became, in their abode,]

bodies cast upon the ground: (TA:) or extinct,

or motionless; and dead. (Bd.)-As: ! The

stars composing the constellation of the Scorpion;

also called 92,41: see ).". (L and TA in art.

+.)

£ One who does not quit his house, or tent.

(Lth, TA) [See also ist:..]

d : • 3 - ** g 3 *

–225te-: see acte-: –and A-.

6 * > * * - d > •

_*-* [and L.--> A place where a bird, &c.,

cleaves to the ground : or to which it keeps: or

where it falls upon its breast. And particularly,]

The seat, or form, of a hare: (TA:) [pl. -:-.]

i:- A bird, and a hare, and the like, that

is confined, or set up, to be killed; (A’Obeyd, S,

Mgh;) that is made to cleave to the ground

(-:), and then shot at, or cast at, until it is

killed; (S, Mgh;) which manner of killing is

forbidden: (S:) or any animal that is set up and

shot at, or cast at, and [so] killed : (A’Obeyd,

TA:) or a sheep, or goat, that is shot at neith

arron's : ('Ikrimeh, Mgh:) or a sheep, or goat,

that is stoned (Sh, Mgh,TA) until it dies, and is

then eaten. (TA.)

*- and es:

1. - and U- (S, Msh, K) + c,”, (S,3 * * • J

Mb) aor. and 2, inf n + and # (S.

Msb, K.) He sat upon his knees; (K, TA;) for

the purpose of contention or disputation, or the

like: (TA:) or ü- [and L-] he kneeled; put

himself in a kneeling posture; which is the mode

of sitting of him who is contending or disputing:

(AZ, Har p. 512:) [or he put don’n his knees

upon the ground and raised his buttocks; i.e. he

kneeled with his body and thighs erect, or nearly

so: see els- :] and *:#; ū- he fell [upon his

* - 3 3.2 -

knee]; and -=AU s: [they fell upon the knees,

and sank bachnyards so as to rest the body upon

the heels or upon the left foot bent sidenays

beneath; for] #. is the manner of sitting of the

-: [in prayer]: (Ham p. 287:) or ú-, (K,

TA,) inf. n. #. and 3+, (TA,) he stood upon

the extremities of his toes; (K;) like lás-; from

which AO reckons it to be formed by substitution

[of + for 5]; but IJ says that they are two dial.

vars. (TA.) Aboo-Thumámeh says,

• *:::::::::# 365: ...--

[I contending, or disputing, with them one time

standing, and falling upon my knees n hen they

fell upon their knees]. (Hamp.287)=+,

($gh, K) infin. :- (TA) and <+, (Sgh,

K,) inf. n. J#: (TA;) I collected camels, and

sheep or goats. (Sgh, K.)

3. * J. J.: #, G#, "," in
some copies of the S,) or *::= G| L:=) a:le-,

(so in other copies of the S,) [I sat, or sat nith

him, with my knee to his knee, each of us sitting

upon his knees, in contending or disputing: see

1]: and 4:i- alone, ($ WOce #4–) [Signifies

the same,] inf. n. 305ta-e (K and TA voce 5'-3'-2)

[and £- see also 6].

- #

1 *

4. su- (S, K) He made him to sit upon his

knees : [see 1:] or he made him to stand upon

the extremities of his toes. (K.)

6. *: L'é #5 [They sat together upon

their knees], (S, K,) in contending or disputing;

inf. n. jū- and #4-, which are [properly

inf ns. of 3, but are] thus used as inf ns of a

verb to which they do not conform. (TA)—

2-1 : J Júl is like -ss-à [The

vying, one nith another, in lifting the stone, for

trial of strength]. (TA.)

ū, Or J#, [pl. of #, q. v. = Also] A.

company, or congregated body, of men; (TA;)

Ol' SO *:::- (Bd in xlv. 27) [or "#]: and

companies, or congregated bodies, thereof. (T.A.)

It has the former "'ing in a trad., where it is

said, U-3 &#: Jé & #1-# 3×e
[They shall 'become, on the day of resurrection,

a company, or congregated body, each people

following its prophet : or here the pl. meaning

is more reasonable]: and the latter in the trad.,
* /

*

L** Use- &- &% [Such a one is of the com

panies, or congregated bodies, of Hell, or Hell
w J Ö

fire], accord. to one recital; otherwise, "Ú- U-2

•* *

> of those that sit upon the knees therein.

(TA.)=t: is also said to have been A certain

idol, to which sacrifices were performed. (TA.)

3- A - -

52%-: see what next follows, in two places:

—and see :
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#. and *#- and *#. Stones collected

together: (S, K:) or the stones of earth collected

together like the [mound over a] grave: and the

first, a hillock: or a heap of earth : (TA:) or

collected earth : (Ham p. 399:) or a quantity

collected of earth &c.: (Ham p.381:) and (hence,

Ham p.381) a grave : (TA, Ham pp. 381 and

3093) pl. -, (TA, Ham p.399) or U+.

(Hamil:) It is said in a trad, £13,333,

t: I saw the tombs of the martyrs [to be]

collections of earth. (TA.) And2-0 L# (pl.

of#, TA) and A-1 G = (pl. of 'is', TA)

signify What are collected, in the sacred territory,

of the stones of the3'-- [or pebbles cast at Minë]:

(S:) or this is a mistake; (K;) pointed out by

Sgh in the TS: (TA:) the meaning is, what are

collected together of the stones that are set [in

heaps] at the limits of the sacred territory : or

the -La: [or stones set up around the Kaabeh]

upon which victims were slain in sacrifice. (K,

T.A.)=Also i. q. is: [A live coal; or piece

of fire; &c.]: (K:) or so *#. and *#-:

(TA) or 0 & - is:- (Fr,TA) asserted by

Yaakoob to be formed by substitution [of - for

3]. (TA.) = And The middle [of a thing].

(IAar, K, TA: but omitted in the CK and in

a MS. copy of the K.)= And, The body, with

the limbs or members; syn. -->; (K:) or so

#: pl. L*. (Sh, T.A.)- And#,4 great,

or large, man. (ISh, T.A.)= See also ta-.

6.- 6.- d f -

#-: see 52-, in three places.

£- i. 7. J.--> [app. as meaning A person;

or the body of a man, like is: and #1; aS

also "#. ($gh, K.)—[And hence, perhaps,]

Incubus, or nightmare. (TA. [But in this sense

it is written in the TA U.e-, without e, and with

out any syll. sign.])= Also i. q. #- [Requital,

or compensation]. (K.)- And Quantity, mea

sure, size, bulk, or eactent; and amount, sum, or

number, (K, TA,) as, for instance, of a people,

or company of men. (T.A.)

#: see the next preceding paragraph.

+\s- Sitting upon his hnees: or standing upon

the extremities of his toes: (K:) and [simply]

sitting: or [kneeling neith his body and thighs

erect, or nearly so; i. e.] putting don’n his knees

[upon the ground] and raising his buttocks:

(TA:) [see also 1, of which it is the part. n. :]

pl. G: and J-5 (K;) or these may be pls.,

3 * 3 • -

like C# and G#, pls of 90; or inf ns used
- - - 2.

as epithets [as is indicated in the S]. (Er-Rághib,

TA.) You say J: >; [A company of men

sitting upon their knees] '. (S, Msh ;) like as you
* * * * - - y y d =

say L-3'- U-la- and J-2'- A55. ($) And

hence, in the Kur [xix. 73], * &:uill 3.8%

*, and ū- also, with kesr to the & because

of the kesr of the letter following it, [And we

will leave the wrongdoers therein, sitting upon

their knees.] (S.) And <- &: &: &#:

see : (TA) And, in the Kur [xlv.27], us;

#. : Jé. (TA) And thou shalt see every

people sitting upon the knees, (Bd, Jel,) in an

upright posture, not at ease : (Bd:) or congre

gated; (Bd, Jel;) from is: signifying “a com

pany,” or “congregated body.” (Bd.) Whence,

(TA) agu'." #* The [forty-fifth] chapter, of

the Kur-án, next after that called clé-31. (S,

TA.) –[Li-il, Or *:#; L'é c.", + The

constellation Hercules.]

[ : * A place of sitting upon the knees.]

C

R. Q. 1. &- He mentioned a

e

[or chief, &c.] of his people. (TA.)--~~~~~

She gave birth to a cus--- (TA.) And

us.” --~~~~. She brought forth her child a

. (A. -

Cls--- (A)

---- see the following paragraph.-Also

A lon, an ignoble, a vile, a mean, or a sordid,

man; possessing no manly qualities. (AA, T,

K.) [Thus it bears two contr. significations.]

£--- (S, A, K) and '-(K)4 chief
lord, master, or man of rank or quality or dis

tinction: (S, A, K. :) or one who is liberal, boun

tiful, or munificent ; or one who is noble, or

generous: (TA:) and one who hastens [to render

aid] in cases of evil: (A:) pl. (of the former,

S, A, TA, [or of the latter accord. to analogy,])

&= - (S, A, K) and (of the same, A, TA)

i---- (A, K) and &= -*: (Ki) it is said

in the S that these two are pls of the first pl.;

the 3 in the former of them being substituted for

the U4 in the latter of them, which is rejected;

for one of these two letters must be retained, but

both cannot be together: this assertion in the S,

however, is well refuted by MF. (TA.)

*A*

1. 3-, aor. -, inf. n. --- and 3,-, He

denied a thing; disacknowledged it; (L, MF;)

in an absolute sense, whether knowing it to be

otherwise than as he represented it to be or not.

(MF.) [It is used by grammarians, and often

by others, as relating to something past, or sup

posed or asserted to be past; and thus, in a more
• Ji e > *

restricted sense than c:..] You say, Ai- 0-ka-a-,

and ai-, inf ns as above, [and 'so-l-; (see

3 in art.3.−, where 53-3 is used in explaining

5* : and see what follows;)] He denied, or

disacknowledged, his right, or due, knowing it

to be such, (S, A,” Msb, K, MF) and also, not

knowing it; (MF;) the doing of which is also

termed #: (TA:) but accord. to some, it is

made trans. by means of + only by its being

made to imply the meaning ofjás. (MF.)=

Also #3-4, He found him to be niggardly, or

avaricious : (K:) or he found him to possess

little good; i.e., to be either niggardly or poor.

(TA)=3-, (S.K.) aor. 2, (K) infin. ---,

(S,) He (a man) nas, or became, niggardly, or

avaricious ; (S;) possessed little good; (§, K;)

as also V.A.--! : (S:) or his property became

dissipated or dispersed, and passed anay; and

so "the latter verb, (AA, TA.)- It (anything,

TA) nas, or became, little in quantity, or scanty.

(K, T.A.)- It (a person's life, TA) was, or

became, strait, and difficult. (K,” TA.) – It

(a plant) was, or became, scanty; (S;) did not
4 of • •

grow tall. (§, K.)--> S >> The land

became dry, and of no good. (i.)—t: <--

[our year was, or became, one of little rain:

see 3-4-1. (A.)

3: see 1.

4: see 1, in two places.
6 d -

++ and "3+ and "3-2- Paucity, or

scantiness, of good; (S, K;) which means both

niggardliness and poverty: (A:) straitness of

the means of subsistence; as also "3,-- (TA)

One, says, * 13-4-5 4 36 (S) and 4 ×
W 3-4-5 (L in art. J.G) [May God decree strait

ness, or difficulty, to him, and poverty]: a form

of imprecation. (TA)=== as an epithet,

fem. with 5: see *>, in three places.

6 o' s

*-*- : * * * .

6 * * see A-4-, in four places.

*A*-*- :

3-4 (S. K) and "3++ and '3-# (K)

A man niggardly, or avaricious; (S;) possessing

little good. (S, K.) [Hence,] '#3-4- J. Dry

land, in nhich is no good. (L.) And --->e,

(S,) or "3-, (A). A year in which is little

rain. (S.) – Also re--. A thick and short

horse: fem. with 3: pl. 3->. (K.)

6. / / s o -

39-> : see A->.

St. (applied to a man, TA) Slon in emitting

his seminal fluid; syn. J}} 'G'. (K.)

e # 6

: See Aas-a-.

J-e

1. 3-, (A, K,) aor. *; (K;) and ">s-il,

(S, Msb, K.) and "--, (K) and "----,

(A) said of a [lizard of the kind called].3, (A,

Msb, K.) and of a jerboa, and of a serpent, (Msb,)

[&c., (see X-4)] It entered its burrow, or hole;

(S, A, K;) betook itself to it for refuge; or
* *o- d = • *

resorted to it. (Msb.) –[Hence,] axes -->

[and'-- or "-->3' (see #~~)] ! His

eye sank, or became depressed, in his head. (S,

A, K.)-** J-#" $5- t [The sun set,

or became near to setting]. (TA.)-And <--

J-5 + The sun rose high, (K,) so that the shade

receded and contracted. (TA.)—3- said of a

man, +He retreated, or retired; remained behind;

or held back. (S, TA.)-&#. j-17'he [rain

called]& withheld itself: (A:) [or] the [season

called] & did not give us rain. (K.)-And

£ te 5-4 to ood, or prosperity, kept back

from us, (K,"TA,) and did not betide us. (TA.)

:= See also 4.

4. 9- He made it (a [lizard of the kind

called] << [&c.]) to enter its burrow, or hole;
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(S. K.) as also "5-4-3 (K.) and it (rain)

constrained it (a< [&c.]) to enter its burron,
J. * * J J - e o z

or hole. (A," TA.)-[Hence,] &#91 Los --

! [Fright drove them into their divellings]. (A.)

—J." #: <!--! t Drought, or dearth,

brought the people into strait, or narron, circum

stances. (A.)–And 13& e' ow->! t He con

strained him, or compelled him, to have recourse

to, or to betake himself to, or to do, such a thing.

(K,”TA)=#| L-2-1 : The people, or com

pany of men, entered upon a time of drought,

(K) and difficulty. (TA)-2,+" -->

! The stars (i. e. the stars of winter, TA) occa

sioned no rain. (K, T.A.)

: | see 1; each in two places.

8. 5- -: J->! It [a -: &c.] made

for itself a burron, or hole. (S, K.)

10: see 1.

5 d >

3- A deep-bottomed cavern. (K.)

# (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) and "ö5-4 (S,

K) The burron, or hole, (M, K,) of a [lizard of

the kind called] ...<, (A, Mgh, Mab, MF) and

! of a jerboa, and t of a serpent, (Mgh, Msb,

MF,”) and + of any venomous reptile or the like,

and wild beast, (M, K,) or of any creature that is

not of a large size; (TA;) and [the den] of a

hyena: (K in art. 4-5 :) pl. [of mult..] of the

former, #-- (S, Msh, K [in the CK #-D

and [of pauc.] j-i. (S, K.)–And [hence,]

the former, (A,) or "the latter, or both, (IAth,

TA,) The vulva of a woman; the pudendum

muliebre: and 1 the anus. (IAth, T.A.)- You

say, 9- J:- ! [Protect thou (O woman)

thy pudendum]. (A.) And it is said in a trad.,

(by Asheh, A)'é5-12-#21 S-3-3,

(S, TA) t When a noman has the menstrual dis

charge, the vulva isforbidden : (TA :) or, (accord.

to one reading, TA) 95-1 >;- i.e. both

(A) the vulva and the anus (TA) are forbidden;

(A, TA;) one having been forbidden before.

(TA.)– [Hence likewise,] the former signifies

also +A hole, or aperture, (~13) nºhence rain

waterflows. (K and TA in art. --Jaj.)

## (S, K) and #~~ (K) +4 severe, hard,

or distressful, year; (S, K;) one of drought,

dearth, or unfruitfulness, (K,) and of little rain;

because it drives the people into the tents, or

houses. (T.A.)

*... o e 6 & P 6.- w e • * 6.- • Ö s

#==-&se i, q "5- or "5-3, (accord.

to different copies of the K,) i. e. f An eye deep,

or depressed, in its socket. (TA.) It occurs in a

trad., in a description of Ed-Dejál; but Az says

that [in this instance] it is correctly3-, with &:

(TA.)

as e o ż 6 o y

dy->: see 2-e-, in three places.

3-- [Entering a burron, or hole: and also]

tremaining behind, not having come up to others;

(K, TA;) applied to a horse or the like, &c.

(TA) 3-5-[is its pl., signifying] Entering

into burrows, or holes, ($, K,) and hiding-places:

(S:) entering secretly into [their] habitations:

(KL:) and also + remaining behind; applied to

wild animals &c. (T.A.)

3-, (K,) pl. 3-(-, (S, A,) t A hiding

place; (S, A, K;) a place of refuge. (K.)

6.- w - - - 6 d - 6.- • & J. ** d >

5'--> --> or 5-3 see :)--.

*

U-6

1. *-*, (Ks, S, Mgh, K,') aor. 3, (Mgh,

K,) inf. n. J.-, (S, K,) It scratched it, or the

like, (namely the skin, S, Mgh, K, or a man's

side, Ks,) so as to abrade the surface, (Mgh, K.)

or so as to abrade the skin; (Ks;) syn. 4--,

(Ks, K,) and 5:5: (Mgh, K:) or i, q. <--

or it signifies more than this last : (Ks, K:) or

less than this last : (Lth, K:) and it (an arrow)

made a mark upon it; [or grazed it;] namely, a
• * - - o - d - ~ *

wall. (Mgh.) You say, £3 - £42.

[A thing struck him, and abraded the surface of

the skin of his face]; and U-->* [in him, or it, ts

an abrasion of the skin]: (S, TA:) or L:--> is

not in the face, nor [anywhere] in the body

[except in the side]. (L., T.A.) It is said in a

trad, respecting Mohammad.-->&- ai.

aä. Hefell from a horse, and the skin of his side

was scratched, or lacerated, or abraded. (Mgh,"

T.A.) [See also J.--.]

J- A young ass; (S, Msb, K;) domestic

and nild: or before it becomes big : (TA:) or

from the time when it is brought forth until it

becomes big from sucking: when it has completed

the year, it is called −5: (As :) [or the latter

is applied to a wild ass of that age:] pl. [of

pauc.] J.-- (so in a copy of the S) and [of

mult] ...-- and &u=-- (S, Msh, K) and

J.-- (Ms) and ii-, (A, TA:) [dim.
6 o - d. 2 : * ~ *

U-3-2- :] and fem. a+--- (S, K.) It is said

in a prov, #9 9: u:J-1, (A, TA,) i.e.,

Seek thou, or pursue thou, the young ass when

the full-grown asses outstrip thee : applied to

him who seeks much, and it escapes him; so

one says to him, Seek thou less than that. (TA.)

[Meyd gives 450 in the place of 93.]– Also

! A mare's colt; (A, K;) as being likened to a

young ass. (TA.)- And t A gazelle ; (Ibn

'Abbād, K;) in the dial. of Hudheyl: (TA:)

or a young gazelle; (A, TA;) in that dial.; occur

ring in a poem of Aboo-Dhu-eyb; but accord.

to one relation, the word there is -*. (TA.)

J.- The side, (K, TA) of a man (TA)

and a iateral, or an adjacent, part, or place, or

tract. (Sh, K.) You say, £-s -- JHis

side was hit, or hurt. (TA.) And &% J#

J.--" Such a one alighted in the adjacent

part or tract. (T.A.)=A man who retires to

a distance, apart from others: ($:) who alights

apart from others, and does not mix neith them :

(IDrd, K:) who lives alone, with none to in

commode him in his house. (AHn.) You say,

ū- &% J# Such a one alighted alone;

apart from others. (TA.)

6 & - d. - 6 & e * * * * ~ *

U:- [dim, of U--J. You say, U-2-2A

*: ! He is one who follon's his on n opinion

only, (S, A, K,) who has his gain to himself ex

clusively, (TA,) and does not consult others, nor

mix with them ; (K, TA;) as also* 3: .

[q.v.;] meaning dispraise; (S, A, TA i) the man

being thereby likened to a [little] young ass.

(TA.)

J.-- *: [A tent] apart from the tribe.

(TA.) -

6 y o e

J#5-a-. One whose side (*-*, TA) is hit,

or hurt. (K, T.A.) *

lā-e

1 + -i-, hor -, (S. K.) inf n. *, +

(T, S, TA) and be-, (M, TA) His eyeball,

the globe of his eye, was prominent (T, M, K,

TA) and apparent : (TA:) or nas large (S, K,

TA) and prominent; (S, TA;) as though a large

pearl came forth from the eyelids. (Jm, T.A.)

=<= <! 1.-- ! He looked into, or examined,

his deed, and saw the evil that he had done:

(K:) and it may mean he looked into his face,

and reminded him of the evil of his deed. (Az,

TA.) The Arabs also say, 4.43. <!&###,

meaning + I n ill assuredly show thee the evil of

the effect of thy hand. (Az, TA)

2. *~, inf n. *~, He looked sharply,

or intently. (K.)

cula--, see cá-la

Ä- :

bi- The part [n'hich is next belon, or around,

the eye, and] which is called the2- of the eye.

(IDrd, Az, L, K.)- And, (Az, K.) in one copy

[of the work of IDrd, i.e. the Jm,](Az,) The edge

of the gland of the penis. (Az, K.)– cust-s-:

See &Gla-la-.

See #--.

cust-: see cº-a-.

#-- A man having the eyeball, or globe of

the eye, prominent and apparent; (TA;) or

large and prominent; (S, TA;) as also "...l.,

in which the A is augmentative. (S, TA.) And

c:* 4-4- A man whose blacks of his eyes

are prominent. (TA.) You say also, #-- &\s

*: Gl, and ***s-, meaning Such a one

is looking at me intently. (T, TA in art. Aj.)

And#: and à-, [which are pls. ofb-sil

applied to men, signify Raising the eyes, and

looking fixedly; or stretching and raising the

sight; or opening the eyes and not moving the

eyelids. (L., T.A.)

cº--, (so in copies of the S, and in the

L.) or "Jül-, (so in a copy of the S, and

so accord. to a copy of the KL, in which the

sing is written ill-, though Golius, on the

authority of that work, writes it ill--) Or

W cut--, accord. to Lth, (TA,) or " cula--,

(as written in one copy of the S,) The two blacks
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of the eye [or rather of the two eyes]. (Lth, S,

L, T.A.)

**** : See b-i

-

* * * *

1 *-*, aor. *, (K) inf n -i-, (TA)

He, or it, stripped off, scraped off, or othernise

removed, its superficial part; (K3) [and so

**->l; for you say, say J: -->

The torrent stripped off [or snept anay] the

superficial parts of the valley. (TA.)- He,

or it, took anay, carried anay, or removed, the

whole of it, or the greater part of it, or much

of it; or snept it anay : (K, TA:) or, as some

say, vehemently. (TA.) And ā-e-4 [an inf. n.

of W -à-la-] signifies The taking a thing, taking

it anay, removing it, or sneeping it anay. (TA.)

- He, or it, destroyed, and extirpated, him, or

it, as also 'as-- and a "Ca-l. (Mgh.)

- It (a bucket) took it and bore it anay;

namely, water. (S, K.)- He collected it, -:

for himself. (K.)- He laded it out with his

hand or with a ladle, namely, food, (IAar, K,) and

beverage, (TA,) 4 for him. (IAar, K.)- He

thren, it (a thing, IDrd) by hicking it with his

foot (IDrd, K.)—#1 -i-4-(K) and "ta->

(TA) He snatched anay the ball (K, TA) from

the ground. (TA in explanation of the former.

See also ā-)-[The inf. n.] --- also sig

nifies The act of eating (AA, S, TA) what is

called A2£, (S,” TA,) or butter with dates, or

with dried dates. (AA, S.)- And The act of

striking, or smiting, with the sword. (AA, S,

TA.)- And The act of ejecting, or expelling.

(KL.)– And The doing damage, or an injury.

(KL. (See also 4.])—And * -i-. He in

clined neith him, (K, TA,) 2: L'é against

another: and in like manner, 4. --- [he in

clined to him]. (TA)= -i-. He (a man)

nas affected with the flua. of the belly termed

-*-*. (TA)

3. -à-la-, inf. n. is-(+4. See 1.---,

(S, K.) inf. n. as above, (TA,) also signifies He

pushed, or pressed, against, or upon, him, or it;

(S, K, TA;) and so a: Jå-la-: (TA:) and clave

to him, or it : (Hamp. 62:) and --> [which

is also an inf. n. of the same verb] signifies the

pushing, or pressing, one against another, or one

upon another, in nar: and the striving, struggling,

contending, or conflicting, in an affair. (AA,

T.A.) Hence the saying of El-Ahnaf, &: Uí G.

*** We &si-s: Jej" *-*, i. e.

[I am, among Temeem, only like the milking

vessel of the pastor,] upon which they press, or

crond, together [on the day of coming to water].

(TA.)– He was, or became, near to him, or

it. (S, IF, K.) So in the phrase #1 -->

[He was, or became, near to committing the

crime, or sin, or act of disobedience]. (IF, TA.)

[See also 4.1–4 = --> He repelled from

him. (TA)—[The inf n.] --> also signifies

The act of fighting, or combating: (K:) and

slaying. (TA.) - And A bucket's striking

against the mouth of the well, so that its water

pours out, and sometimes it becomes rent. (S, K.)

4 * ---, (infin. J.--!, Msb) He, or

it, took anay, carried anay, or removed, him, or

it; (S, Msb, K;) said, in this sense, of a torrent:

(Msb:) and extirpated him, or it; (S, Mgh,

Msb;) said of a torrent, (S, Msb,) and of time,

or fortune, and of a calamity. (TA.) See also 1.

– He, or it, did damage, or an injury, to him.

(KL," M.A.) [See also 1.] It is said by one of

the sages, 45-0 --- (#3) 35i 3. [He who

prefers the enjoyments of the present life mars his

enjoyments of the life to come]. (T.A.) And you

say, āştill 4: <--> Want reduced him to

poverty, (K,TA) and caused his property to

pass anay. (TA.) And i:M -i-i The year

was, or became, one of drought, and dearth, or

sterility (Msb.) [Accord to Fei] -i- is

met. used as meaning 1 The making to suffer

excessive loss or detriment. (Msb.) [It is also

used as a simple subst, meaning Damage, harm,

or injury: pl. −0-l.]— He imposed upon

him, or tasked him with, (namely, his slave,

Msb,) that which he was unable to do. (Msb,

TA.)- [Hence, perhaps, the strained it, or

nrested it; namely, a word, or an expression.]

- He approached him, or it; was, or became,

near to him, or it. (S, K.) [See also 3.] – He

approached it, or dren, near to it, (namely, a

road,) but did not enter it. (T.A.) And -ā-e-l

* said of an enemy, and of a torrent, or rain,

He, or it, approached them, or dren, near to

them, but missed them. (TA.)- He was near

to falling short of accomplishing it, namely, an

affair, or of doing what was requisite therein; or

nas near to being remiss therein. (TA.)

6. 124-12-3 They reached, or hit, one another

with staves, (K, TA) in the O, with bonus, (TA,)

and sn'ords, (K, TA,) in fighting. (TA.) Hence

the phrase, in a trad,2:l.';<--- 151,

i.e., When Kureysh shall contend together in

ifight for dominion. (TA)–:# 134-la-5

They contended together in snatching anay the

ball (ssibl=5) with the gaff-sticks, (K, TA)

after rolling it along. (TA.)

8. *- : see 1, in three places. - Also He

seized it, took it, or carried it off, by force. (K,

T.A.)- He took it up, namely, the food called

*:25, with the three fingers. (Sgh, K.) – He

exhausted it, namely, the water of a well, (K,

TA,) with the hand or nith a vessel. (TA.)

-i- see the next paragraph.

#~~ A portion of clarified butter. (Sgh, K.)

-See also the next paragraph.=An affection

resembling Jaš (or pain and griping] in the

belly, (K, TA,) arising from indigestion. (TA.)

[See also J-4.] =The playing nith the ball;

as also *-i- [inf. n. of---, q. v.]. (K.)

* - d.

. A portion of nater remaining in the

sides of a natering-trough or tank; as also

Wā- (Kr, K.) – The nater that is ex

hausted from a nell: or, that remains in the nell

after the exhausting [of the rest]. (K.)-A

small quantity of the food called Jº25, in a vessel,

not filling it. (K.)- The quantity that is laded

out at once, of food : or a handful: (IAar, K:)

pl. -i- (TA.) – A portion of scattered

herbage in the j* (a mistake for că, meaning

the most elevated part, TA) of a desert, (K, TA,)

resembling waters on all its sides, such as that the

seeker of water knows not which of the neaters is

the nearest to the extremity thereof. (TA.)

-j-. That carries ancay everything; applied

to a torrent; (S, K;) as also *-i-. (TA;)

and to death. (S, K.)– Death [itself] (S. K.)

–A flua, of the belly, arising from indigestion:

(S, K:) or a pain that attacks in consequence of

eating flesh-meat without bread. (TA.) [See
G -

also aa-e-.

-,-- A bucket (#) that takes and bears

anay water. (S, K.)- Food of the kind called

-e); remaining in the middle ofa bonyl (IAar, K.)

--- see J.4.

ū--> 5-a-# 3. The thing passed by
• Q J 6 -->

approaching, or coming near (S.)-āā->ā

A year that renders the cattle lean: or a Syear

that destroys people, or impoverishes them, or

injures them, (>-ā-ā) by slaughter, or by

marring, or destroying, the cattle. (TA.)-And
* - o J

ää-~, alone, A calamity; (K;) because it

extirminates people. (T.A.)

* * * *

-39-> Aman affected with the flux of the

belly termed -su-e-. (S, K.)

Jā->

Q. 1 ++, (S. K.) inf n. iii-, (TA)

He prostrated him on the ground; thren him
* -- d -

don'n : (S, K:) and sometimes they said, akāae-.

(S.)= He reproved, chid, or reproached, him

for his deed; or did so severely. (Sgh, K.)

Q. 2. bis-à They congregated; collected

themselves together. (S, K.)

6 - d -

is *- An army : (S:) or a numerous army.

(K.) MF holds it to be formed, with an aug

mentative U, from--~, meaning “the taking,”

or “carrying,” a thing “away.” (TA.)=A great

man: (K:) or a man of great estimation or

dignity. (S.)-A generous, noble, or high-born,

chief or lord. (K.)- Great in the sides.

(IAar, K.)

ā--The lip (S, K) of a solid-hoofed animal,

(S,) [i. e.,] of a horse, a mule, and an ass: (K:)

and metaphorically applied to that of a man,

which is properly termed #: (TA:) not, as

some assert, peculiarly the upper lip : (MF:)
• * > 0 -

pl. Jst-*. (TA) - Also, (K) &li-,

(TA,) Two callosities (c.5) in the truo arms

of the horse, (K,) resembling two marks made

nith a hot iron, facing each other, in the inner

side of each arm. (TA.)

6 - d. “

Já'-- (with an augmentative J, $). Thick

lipped. (S, K.)
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* & - J - - 6 p. J.

1. 3" -----, aor. *, inf n. *s-, and

-->>, aor. , inf. * - and X- [accord.

to the CKX- andX- The fire burned,

burned up, burned brightly or fiercely, blazed, or

Jiamed; (K, TA;) and had many live coals, and

much flame: (TA in explanation of the latter

verb; and so the former or the latter is explained

in a copy of the S, in which it is imperfectly

written:) or the former signifies it became great:

(TA:) and W& *- it became vehement; said

of fire, and also of war. (Hamp. 810.)=~,

aor. *, He kindled fire; made it to burn, burn

up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or flame. (K.)

4 *---, (SK) infn. X-4, (TA) He

refrained, forbore, abstained, or desisted, from

it ; (§, K3) namely, a thing; like Los--l: (S:)

but the former is a rare dial. var. (Harp. 95.)

Both these verbs bear contr. significations; being

used as meaning He advanced, or nent forward:

and also he receded, or dren back. (MF.)=
* > /

U% -o-> He, or it, was near to destroying, or

killing, such a one. (K.)=See also 1.

5. Lo->5. He burned with vehemence of desire,

or covetousnsss, and niggardliness; (K;) as also

"L.-la-5: from -j-" ---. (TA)- Hence,

also, (TA) i. q &uā; [app. meaning He became

straitened in disposition]. (K.) You say also,

ū- "...--: **, i.e., &ú: [app., He becomes

straitened in disposition against us]: a phrase

mentioned by El-Mundhiree on the authority of

Aboo-Tālib. (TA.)

6: see 5, in two places.
4) - d -

The burning, burning brightly or

Jiercely, blazing, or flaming, of fire; (Ham

p. 77;) as also "...-- (TA:) or vehemence of

burning or blazing or flaming: (Bdin xxxvii. 95.)

or it is an epithet applied to fire because of its

redness [or as meaning red]. (Ham ubi supra.)

-See also---.

2 * * * o -

4-o'-e- : See Lorea-e-.

> A fire burning, or blazing, or flaming,

vehemently; (K;) as also "...-- (Hamp. 810:)

and any fire having one part above another; as

also "is-à- and "is- (K;) of which last

the pl. is - (TA:) or having many live

coals, and flaming much: (so in a copy of the S:)

and any great fire in a pit or the like; (S, K;)

from the saying in the Kur [xxxvii. 95], bjö

--~ J ####[They said, Build

ge for him a building, and cast him into the great

Jire therein]. (S.) And--" is one of the

names of The fire [of Heil]; (S, TA;) from

which may God preserve us. (TA.) See also

-o-le

9 & -

Al- Niggardly, tenacious, stingy, penurious,
- - 0 - -> -

or abaricious: (Ki) from -->Ji 2-la-, meaning

“the straitness, and vehemence, of war.” (TA.)

s - s - 6 o' -

---, see -os---. Also Live coals (£)

vehemently burning or blazing or flaming. (K.)

And a place vehemently hot; (S, K;) as also

"...-- (K) El-Aasha says, --&#3 (app.

meaning +Death is like a burning, or fiercely

burning, fire]. (S.) See also i-—--

-j-" The main part [or the thick] of the nar

or battle: (Ki) or the straitness thereof: (TA:)

and the vehemence of the fight or slaughter, in the

scene thereof (K.) You say,--"---J:

! [He warmed himself nith the heat, or vehemence,

of the battle]. (TA)—i.--- Fire: (TA )

or, [as an epithet,] fire burning, burning brightly

or fiercely, blazing, or flaming. (Hamp. 77.)

-Me

- s

1. 83-, aor.”, (S, Msb) inf n, 3-, (§, Mgh,

Msb, K.) He cut it, or cut it off (S, Mgh, Msb,

K.) This is the primary signification. (Mgh.)

You say of a weaver, ū: 3- He cut off a piece

of cloth [sufficient for a garment or the like, from

the web]. (S. K.) And J-3, 3-, (§, Mgh, L.)

aor. *, (S, L.) inf. n. 3- (S, L, K) and S.

(Lh, Mgh, L) and 3.3-, (Lh, Li [in the L, the

last two forms are mentioned as inf ns., and the

former of them is mentioned as inf. n. in the

Mgh; but in the K, they are only mentioned as

syn, with 3-; and in the S, it seems to be

implied that they are simple substs., or quasi

inf ns.;]) i. q.4.3).<; (Lh,S, Mgh, Ki") [like

$3. and 5-il i.e., He cut off the fruit of the

palm-trees. (Mgh, L. [See also S.-.]) And

aśā. J): &: The she-camel's teats mere cut

aff by some accident that befell her: (As, TA:)

or, in consequence of injury occasioned to her by

the JL-2 [q v.] (S.) And '40s-5 [inf n, of

*>3-] signifies The cutting off the teat of a

camel. (KL.) You say also, a: 9: 3- May

thy mother's breasts be cut off: a form of impre

cation against a man; and implying a wish for

his separation. (As, L, from a trad.)-See also 5.

=3-, aor. 2, inf. n. #3-, It (a garment, TA,

or a thing, S, Msb, TA) was new; (§, L, MSb,

K;) [as though newly cut off from the neb;]

from 3- as signifying “he cut,” or “cut off.”

(L.) [See also 5.]=::, like *. (Mb)

sec. pers. <2*, [like its syn. <-ki-l (L,

Msb,) aor.: (Msb;) or +, with damm,

(Mgh) sec pers.<ses, (S) [aor. 3:3] inf n.

:- (S," Mgh, L, Mgb;) He was, or became,

fortunate, or possessed of good fortune, (S, Mgh,

L, Msb,) or of good worldly fortune; (TA;) he

advanced in the norld, or in worldly circum

stances; (Mgh;) 2.99 by the affair, or event,

whether good or evil; (L;) or 'G' by the

thing. (Mgb.) And * 3,4- X4, as also

• • J.

Low J2a-3, They become possessed of good for

tune, and riches, or competence, or sufficiency.
* > * >

(Ibn-Buzurj, L.) [You say also, *...* -t: so in

a copy of the A: probably a mistranscription for
* *J wº

- -

*- Ja-, which see below: if not, meaning His

fortune became good; or his good fortune in

creased in goodness : or, perhaps, his dignity

became great; from what next follows] =:

L: -3% (S, A,) orJ-5 9: Us', and 2,242,

(Mgh,) aor. 2, inf n. 3-, (S,) He was, or be

came, great, or of great dignity or estimation, in

my eye, or in the eyes of men, and their minds.

(S, A, Mgh.) It is said in a trad of Anas, &u=

* 3: 39-e J, #15 # J:", i.e.,
[A man of us, when he recited the chapter of

the Con and that of the Family of 'Imrán (the

second and third chapters of the Kur-án),] used

to be great in our eyes. (S.)=#9 es' +, (S,

A, K,) or* -*. (L,) or *%- Us', (Msb)

aor. - (S, L, Msb, K) and *, (L, K.) inf. n. *,

(S.K.) or +, (L.M.) + being a simple

subst.; (Mab3) and as "3-1, (L.K.) He was

serious, or in earnest, (S, A, L, Mgb, K.) in the

affair, (S, A, K,) or in his affair, (L.) or in his

speech; (Msb;) syn. Ji-, (L) contr. of Jjs.

(L, Msb. [In the S and A and K, the inf. n. is

said to signify the contr. of J:s: and in the K,

it is also said to be syn. with&#)-And+

;:9 J,(A,S, L.M.B.K.)aor, and’,(S, Msb,

K.) inf n. *s-, (§, K, TA) or this is a simple

subst, and the infn, is 3-5 (Mab3) and **-l;

(As, S, L, K;) signify also He strove, 'laboured,

or toiled; exerted himself or his poncer or efforts or

endeavours or ability; employed himself vigorously,

strenuously, laboriously, diligently, studiously, se

dulously, earnestly, or with energy; was diligent,

or studious; took pains, or extraordinary pains;

in the affair. (As, S, L, Msb, K.) And L' 3

X: He strove, laboured, toiled, or eacerted him

self, in going, or journeying, or in his course,

or pace; the hastened therein and in like

manner, 3: W3- + he hastened his course, or

pace. (L.) And £- 3-, [meaning His labour,

or exertion, or energy, nas, or became, great,
w J - • -->

or extraordinary: or] meaning "Ja- 2-ka- 312.jl

[his labour, &c., increased in labour, &c.]: or it

may mean nhat was not [his] Je- became Je-;

wherefore, i.e. because it would be so eventually,

it is here so called. (Ham p. 33. [See also
3 - a - J Ö w -

•- A-, above.] —#9 * *- (A, L) t The

affair, or event, distressed, or afflicted, him.

(L.) So in the saying of Aboo-Sahm,
* 3- - - - 0 - - - - £

* & 's' & J S Sé- *

* £13,318 ::= } *

[O Khálid, his Lord will not approve of the

servant, or man, (meaning the son,) when cutting,

or biting, disobedience to a parent distresses the

old man]. (L)=3- aor. 2, inf. n. 3- and

3-, It (a house, or tent, -:) dripped, or let

fall drops. (K.)
- 6 C -

2. 2.x=-, inf. n. *.*.*: see 1.= See also 4,

in three places.= <!--> 3 also signifies The

making [or weaving] stripes of different colours

in a garment. (KL.)
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* * *

3. "S U 35-, (S. L. K.') in n iss-,

(L) i, q &- (S, L) or ā- (K) [He con

tended with him respecting a thing, each of them

asserting his right therein : so accord. to ex

planations of 45- in the lexicons, but I think

that the meaning intended here is, he acted

seriously, or in earnest, neith him in the affair;

and this is confirmed by its being immediately

added in the TA, after aist-, “and 3-i” signi

fies “ Ji-, as above mentioned: ” see Us' 3

2.9 expl. by Ji- as contr. of Jisk Also He

exerted his full effort, or endeavour, or energy,

with him in the affair. (So accord. to an ex

planation of the inf. n., 33-2, in the KL)

4. J: 3- The palm-trees attained to the

time for the cutting off of the fruit. (S, A, L,

Msb, K.)- [Hence, perhaps,] 4: J25**

I (myself, TA) relinquished, or forsook, him, or

it. (K)=$3-1, and '83-', (S, A, L. K.)

and W *>3-, (S, L, K.) He made it nen"; (S, A,

L., K;) namely, a thing, (S) or a garment: (A,

TA:) or he put it on, or nore it, new ; namely,

a garment. (TA.) One says to him who puts

on a new garment,U-6 *i;+, J: [Wear

out, and make, or put on, nen", and praise the

Clother, meaning God]. (S.) And you say,

*: &: t: 3-0 cºs < & [The tent of

such a one nas, or became, rent, or pierced with

holes; therefore he made a new tent of hair

cloth] ($) And 3.9 "23-, and 3-, and

*33-1, He originated, or innovated, the thing,

or affair; or did it newly, or for the first time.

(Msb.) And 349. "23- ! [He renenced the

ablution termed e3-33], and* ! [the compact,

or contract, or covenant, &c.]. (T.A.) –3

*: 5: &% Such a one established, or settled,

firmly his affair, or case, thereby, or therein :

so says As, and he cites the following verse:

* : * ~ *- : * ~ * • 3 - £

4-1 U-à-'2 W-el Uw- --> *

- * * * * ~ *

* @# 3-lis (s:### *

[He established, or settled, firmly his case thereby,

or therein, and knen certainly that he was for

*

*t, (app. meaning a war, or battle, -j-. which

is fem.,) or for another whereof the dust n'ould

be like flour]: Aboo-Nasr. says, It has been re

lated to me that he said, 5- w: 3- IneanS3
•

w: £i, [and so this phrase is explained in the

K;] but the former explanation I heard from
** of 3 - :

himself. (L.) or this phrase means to 5. 34-i

[so in two copies of the S, app., f his affair, Or

case, became easy, or practicable, thereby, like

ground termed **, which is easy to walk, or

travel, upon; see the next sentence]; +ol being

55.

(S)=3- also signifies It (a road) was, or

became, n'hat is termed 24- [i.e. hard, or level,

&c.]... (S, K.) AndJ% 4-3-1 The ground

hath become to thee free from soft places, and

clear to thy view. (TA.)- Also He walked

along, or traversed, nhat is termed **. (K.)

Bk. I.

put in the accus. case as a specificative, like
*ö - J. d

in the phrase Lee &<>, meaning L: 4:

And>il 3-1 The people, or company of men,

came to n'hat is so termed : (S:) and ascended

upon the surface (--) of the ground , or went

upon sand such as is termed **. (TA.)= See

also 1, in three places.

5. 23-5 [originally It became cut, or cut off.

–And hence,] It (an udder) lost, or became

devoid of, its milk : (S, K:) and [in like manner]

"3-, aOn". +, inf. n. **, it, (a breast, and

an udder,) became dry. (A Heyth,T.A.)- Hence

also, [It n'as men:ly made; as though men:ly cut

off from the neb;] said of a garment: (TA:)

and it (a thing, S, A) became new : (S, A, K:)

and it (a thing, or an affair,) originated; was

originated, or innovated; or neas done newly, or

jor the first time: and sometimes "3-lis used

intransitively [in the same senses]. (Msb.) [Also

+ It (an action, as, for instance, ablution, and a
• * *

compact, or the like,) was renened. See 2.x=- as
* ~ *

syn. with Je-l.]

10: see 4, in two places: = and see also 5.

*. Fortune, or particularly good fortune,

syn. ii., (S, A, Mgh, L. K.) and ++, (S, A,

L., K,) in the world, or in nordly circumstances;

(TA;) advance in the norld, or in norldly cir

cumstances: (Mgh:) pl. [of mult] * (S)

and [of pauc].# *nd £i. (TA.) You

say, '+ Us: 2-33 US$ Such a one is possessed

of good fortune in such a thing. (L.) And it

is said in a £ad. respecting the day of resurrec

tion, cº-s:- - -->! 1312 And lo, the

people n'ho were possessed of good fortune and

riches in the world. nvere imprisoned. (L.) And

in a prayer, (L) 3-'* 3-" 13 &: S The

good worldly fortune of him who is possessed of

such fortune will not profit him, (Mgh, L,) in

the world to come, (L,) in lieu of Thee; (Mgh,

L;") i. e., of obedience to Thee: (Mgh, and

Mughnee in art. 3- ) or in lieu of the good

fortune that cometh from Thee : or, as some say,

will not defend him from Thee. (Mughnee ubi

supra. [See also another explanation below.])
c - o- > * * > * • * ~ *

Hence, Uxâj ) 4). <- [or 9.x=-1]; and, accord. to
w * * 5 •

some, 9-2 :

the means ofsubsistence that one receives from the

bounty of God. (L, K.) One says, es' 9%

3- X:S 3. Such a one has in this thing, or

state of affairs, means of subsistence. (A’Obeyd,

L.)– Richness; competence, or sufficiency; or

the state of being in no need, or of having no wants,

or of having few wants. (S, L, Msb.) 15 &: S

J.-H. &. J.-J), [explained above, is said to

mean] Riches, &c., will not profit the possessor

thereof with Thee; for nothing will profit him

but acting in obedience to Thee: <!-- here sig

nifies 9:2. (S, Msb.)- Greatness, or majesty;

(Mujáhid, S, Mgh, Msb, K;) accord. to some,

specially of God: (TA:) so in the Kur lxxii. 3:

(S, TA:) or his freedom from all nvants or the

like; syn. L*. (S.) Hence, 33- Jú, (Mgh,

TA,) in a trad. respecting prayer, (TA,) Exalted

be thy great", or majesty. (Mgh,"TA.)

See 3-.-One's lot in life; and

• * *

See also :)-x-1, as an interrogative phrase, voce

3 J d >

+ =Also, (S. K.) and 'S3'-, (S, A, Mgh,

K) and ***, (S, Msh, K) and 'J.5-, (S)
3 * • 3 - 2 •

and W 3-, and * U.4.x=-, the last two with damm,

(K,) applied to a man, Fortunate; or possessed

of good fortune; (S, A, Mgh, Msb;) or possessed

of good worldly fortune : (TA:) or possessing

great fortune, or great good fortune : (K:) [the

words here given from the S are there coupled

with synonyms of the same form, thus; " ~~~

*-, and isk- ****, and las- +,

and Jä- "Ja-, on the authority of ISk:]

"3+, with damm, as an epithet applied to a

man, is said by Sb to be syn. with 3,4- and

3 * 3 -

its pl. is cº-º- only. (L.) = Also A-, A

grandfather; the father's father, and the mother's

father: (S, Msb, K.) and ta higher ascendant;

an ancestor: (Msb:) and " i:- a grandmother;

the father's mother, and the mother's mother :

(K:) [and + a female ancestor :] pl. of the

former, #3: [a pl. of pauc.] and 3,4- and

#24- (K:) and of the latter, +3+. (TA.)

J#S 9:3: see :
6 * * 6 -

=See also 5-4-3- and see .4-Me-.

Hence, accord. to some,

3 *
s -

J.2- : See 3-, in two places. = See also #.

–Also The side (~l-) of anything. (K.) =

And A nell in a place where is much herbage,

or pasture : (S, Msb, K:) a nell abounding nith

nater; (K;) [and] so *::::: (KL;) but

A’Obeyd says that this is not known: (L:) and,

contr., a nell containing little water: a scanty

water, or mater little in quantity: a nater at

the extremity of a [desert such as is called] 5%:

(K:) an old water: (Th, K:) an old well:

(KL:) pl. (in all these senses, TA) S-l.

(Msb, T.A.)

3 • -

J.- [accord. to some an inf. n., but accord. to
• • * - -

others a simple subst, (see Je-,)] Seriousness,
6 o'

or earnestness, contr. of UA, (S, A, Msb, K,) in
- 5 - 2.

speech. (Msb.) Hence, &#. 3- 34:3%

Je- [There are three things in relation to n'hich

what is serious is serious and what is jesting is

serious]: a saying of Mohammad, whereby he

forbade a man's divorcing and emancipating and

marrying and then retracting, saying “I was

jesting;” as was customary in the time of

paganism. (Msb.) 93-i and * 33- signify

the same; (S;) but the former is the more

chaste; (TA;) 3- and 3- being thus used only

as prefixed nouns: (S, K:) As says that the

meaning is, .# 4: :- [Does this proceed

from thee in seriousness, or in earnest ?]; and

that 3- is put in the accus case because of the

rejection of the [prep.] -- : AA says that the

meaning is, 4. 3- 30 U. [What aileth thee ?

Doth it proceed from thee in seriousness, or in

earnest ?]; and that 3- is put in the accus. case

as an inf. n. : Th says that the phrase as it occurs

in poetry is 93-i, with kesr: (S:) but when

it occurs with 5 [in the place of i, or with i in the

sense of 3. as a particle denoting an oath,] it is

49
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* 93-3 [or 93-il, with fet-h: (S, K:) you

say, J: •) 93-3, (K, in the CK 33-5.)

meaning, By thy grandfather, do not [such a

thing]: or by thy fortune, or good fortune, do

not : (TA:) also, when you say, J: •) 93-i,

[or 93-i, for i (q.v.) is substituted for a particle

of swearing, as in &#5 4.i. the meaning is,

I adjure thee by thy truth, (Lth, K,) and by thy

seriousness, or earnestness, (Lth, TA) do not :

and when you say, J: 5 w 93-i, [or 93-il

the meaning is, I adjure thee by thy fortune, or

good fortune, do not : (Lth, K:) Aboo-’Alee

Esh-Shalowbeenee asserts that it implies the sig

nification of an oath. (MF.) In the phrase

Js: N 95-1, AAF says, we may consider

Uxã5 S as put in the place of a denotative of state;

or the phrase may be originally Js: S&93-,

Ji being suppressed, and its government annulled:

[therefore it may be rendered, in the former case,

Is it with seriousness on thy part, thou doing

such a thing? and in the latter case, Is it with

seriousness on thy part that thou wilt not do such

a thing? i. e. dost thou mean seriously that thou

will not do it? or in this case, 93- may be

used as a form of adjuration in one of the senses

explained above, and J-5 S may mean, that

thou do not such a thing; or 93-1 may mean

93-3, (explained above, and so in the three exs.

below.) and J: S, thou wilt not do it:] and,

as AHei says, there is here a nice point, which is

this; that the noun [meaning the pronoun] to

which is is prefixed should agree in person

with the verb which follows it; so that one should

say, &# 5 es:-, and Js: •) 93-, and

ūs: •) 33- ; because 3- is an inf n. corrobora

ting the proposition that follows it. (MF.)–Also,

[and in this case, likewise, accord. to some an inf n.,

but accord. to others a simple subst., (see, again,

3-)]A stricing, labour, or toil; exertion of one's

self, or of one's poner or efforts or endeavours or

ability; vigorousness, strenuousness, laboriousness,

diligence, studiousness, sedulousness, earnestness,

or energy; painstaking, or extraordinary pains

taking; ($, L, MSb, K;) in affairs, (S) or in an

affair. (Msb, K.) Hence, 3- [meaning In a

great, or an extraordinary, degree; greatly,

much, exceedingly, or extraordinarily; very;

very greatly, or very much; extremely]; as in

the phrase, (MSb) 3-&-- 3% [Such a

one is beneficent in a great, or an extraordinary,

degree; very, exceedingly, or extremely, benefi

cent]: you should not say |... (S, Msb." [In

my copy of the Msb, it is* 5- c.- :

but the context shows that there is an omission

here, and that, after 3-, we should read, as in

the S, 3- Jä S3]) + [in a phrase of this

kind] is put in the accus case as an infn. [of

which the verb is understood; so that, in the eX.

given above, the proper meaning is, -s: 3
• 3 • & • •

1.xe- &l-Q striving in beneficence with a great

striving]; because it is not from the same root

as the preceding word, nor is it identical with it

[in meaning]. (L.) You say also, **. .# es'

* 3-, meaning 3-* [+ In this is a

very, or an extremely, great danger, or risk].

(S.) And Júl 3-2-113. This is the learned

Inan, the extremely [or the very] learned man.

(L.) AndJé 3-X- 15. This is a learned

man, all extremely for a very] learned man.

(L,” K.)–Also | Haste. (S, L, K, TA.) So in

the phrase*+ L' &% | Such a one is in

haste in an affair. (§, L,TA.)=Also Executed

seriously, or in earnest, [in which there .# no

jesting,] and excessive; syn. < &ll- Ji

(meaning 2:&%* 35-4: (see* es' 3-)

Je- thus used as an epithet having an intensive

signification because it is originally an inf n.,

or as some say, a simple subst.]: (L, K:) applied

in this sense to a punishment: (L:) and also

applied to a pace. (K in art. Laj.)=See also
6 * * s

5- -- and see ~2-.

*

6 * * 3 -

3.xe-: see Ja-, near the end of the paragraph.

i: The bank, or side, of a river; as also

*::= and "3+ (IAth, L, K) and "3+ (IAth,

Mgh,L) and #, (Mgh, L, K.) accord. to some,

but correctly J.; so called because cut off from

the river, or because cut by the water, in like

manner as it is called J-U- because it is abraded

by the water: (Mgh :) or the part of a river

that is near the land, as also V i:- (L:) and

the shore of the sea: (MF:) accord to As, 55

is an arabicized word from the Nabathean *.

(L.)- The stripe, or streak, that is on the back

of the ass, differing from his general colour. (S,

A," K.) And t A streak (Fr, S, K,TA) in any

thing, (TA) as in a mountain, (Fr,S) differing

in colour from the rest of the mountain, (S,)

white and black and red; (Fr, TA;) as also in

the sky: (A, TA:) pl. $34, (Fr, S,) occurring

in the Kur xxxv.25; (S;) where some read

$44, pl. of "5-4-2-[app. *], which is syn.

with i:; and some, 33- [q. v.] (Bd.)-A

sign, or mark, syn. #34, (Th, K,) of, or in,

anything. (Th, T.A.)– A beaten way, marked

with lines [cut by the feet of the men and beasts

that have travelled along it]: (Az, L:), or d

road, or way: pl. *: (Msb:) and 323s,

also, [app. another pl. of #34,] signifies paths,

or tracks, forming lines upon the ground. (Az,

L.) See also isis. -[Hence, app., but accord.

to the S from the same word as signifying “a

streak,”] 2.9 &: 53. +, (S, A, TA,) or

2.9 #, (K,) | He set upon a way, or manner,

ofperforming the affair : (A:) or he formed an

opinion respecting the affair, or case. (Zj, S, A,

K.) – See also **.

6 &
- 2 * * ,

3.x=-: see 53-, in two places: – and see

----Also A rag; or piece torn off from

Q, garment; and so *:::: thus in the saying,

53-* U. and is: [There is not upon him a

rad]." (K.)– A collar upon the neck of a dog :

* /

(Th, L.K.) pl.: [like J-5 pl. of £, or

perhaps a mistake for 33-l. (L.)

33- Hard ground: (S:) or hard level ground:

(Harp. 522:) [see also **: or rough level

ground: (K:) or rough ground: or level ground:

(TA:) or a level and spacious tract of land; a

tract such as is called 3-3, and such as is called

Alas, containing no soft place in which the feet

sink, nor any mountain, nor any [hill such as is

called] assi: sometimes wide, and sometimes of

little width: (ISh:) [and] a conspicuous road:

(BA in xxxv.259 pl. 3... (Ish.) It is said

in a prov., júall &- 33-1 41. &: [He who

walks along hard, or hard and level, ground is

secure from stumbling]; (S, TA;) meaning, he

who pursues the course marked out by common

consent is secure from stumbling. (TA.) And

*& occurs in a trad., meaning Level

ground. (TA.)- See also .*.*.—Also Sand

that is thin, or fine, (K, TA,) and sloping don'n.

(TA.)-And A thing resembling a axi- [or

ganglion] in the neck of a camel. (K.) *

33- and *33- The cutting off of the fruit

of palm-trees. (S," A," L, Msb,” K.”) You say,

23-1& lik and slas Ji [This is the time, or

season, of the cutting off of the fruit of the palm

trees]. (S, A, Msb.") Some say that Alve-sig

nifies particularly [as above,] the cutting off [of

the fruit] of palm-trees; and 51.ja-, the cutting

off of all fruits, in a general sense: others say

that they signify the same. (TA.)- Also The

time, or season, of the cutting off of the fruit of

palm-trees. (S," L.) You say 33- and 33-,

likeX- andX-, and -iù.5 and -jus; (Ks,

S;) whence it seems as though the measures

Jús and Jús were uniformly applicable to every

noun signifying the time, of th: action ; such

nouns being likened to cibl and cºl (S.)

33-3 See **, and Sú-.

3,4- (ISk, S, A, K,) or is,..., (L,) Having

little milk, (ISk, S, L, K,) not in consequence of

any injury, (ISk, S,) or not from any imperfec

tion; (L;) applied to a ewe, (ISk, S, K.) but

not to a she-goat; the epithet** being used

in the latter case: (ISk,S.) or a ewe or she-goat

having no milk; as also "#33-# (A:) pl. 3:13

(S, L) and S3-, (L)–Also Ajat she as:

pl. 33s (AZ, K.)
s • s *

Jū-ka-, of the measure Uess in the sense of the

Ineasure J*, [i. e. "3,4-4, Cut, or cut off.

(S, Msb.) A poet says,

• - of • O = j. w J •s

* '*' & Us" es:- -sel *

* • 12% = - 0° - of

* !--- tals- L.A.- Cs-12 *

[My love of Suleyma hath refused to perish; but

her cord (i.e. her tie of affection to me) hath

become worn out and cut]: (S:) (as ---> sig

nifies “new” more commonly than “cut,”] this

verse appears as though it involved a contradic

tion. (MF.)-Applied to a garment, or a piece
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of cloth [sufficient for a garment or the like],

Nenly cut off [from the neb] by the neaver:

(S, K:) and so (without 3, S) applied to a
* - d.

ää-le; (§, A;) thus applied to a fem. n. because

syn. with W #24-, (S, ISd;) or, accord. to

Sb, because by ääs-le in this case is meant 25,

and for a like reason in like cases; (Hamp. 555;)

but one also says 5-3-; (ISd;) and accord. to

some, Jº-As- is of the measure J.” in the sense of

the measure Jes, and therefore the 3 is regularly

affixed to it: (Ham ubisupra:) the pl. is 33- (Mbr,

Th;S,A,K)and $3.5 (AZ, A’obeyd, Mbr;) but

the former is the more common. (TA.)-And

hence, (L) applied to a garment, (L, TA,) or a thing,

(S, Msb,) Nen; contr. of 24, (Msb,) or contr.

of Ji- (S, L;) from, i:- aS COntr. of, i. :

(K:) pl. [of pauc.] 5-1 and [of mult.] --> and
6 - d. 2 J J' • *:: * o - - d =

3-A-. (L.) You say, 12- Dowala- --->!, a
* J. J. d J.J - d ...”

phrase mentioned by Lh, meaning 13.xe-Low

[i.e. Their old norn-out garments became replaced

by nerv]: or $3. may be here put for ---

(L.)-And hence, (TA)942-' and'c'S

The night and the day; (S, Msb, K;) because

they never become impaired bylime. (TA.) You

say, c'es-" -íčí ú £is and 'J'.S.

[I will not do it while the day and the might

succeed each other] : (S) or cl:--" Jésus

and cl:S [nhile the day and the night return
• (A.) - Hence

likewise, ** also signifies A thing of which

one has had no knowledge. (L.)- And hence,

(L.) <--" signifies Death: (K:) or is applied

as an epithet to death, in the dial. of Hudheyl.

(L.) Accord. to Akh and El-Mughāfig El-Báhilee,

<s." *** means The commencement of death.

(L.)= Also The face, or surface, of the earth,

or ground; [as though it were cut il (S, K, TA;)

time after time : i.e., ever].

and so "33-, and *#3-, and "3-, (K,) and

3. * *

"...s- (TA.)=See also Ja-, in two places.

#13. What is cut off from the roots, or

eradicated, of, or from, palm-trees &c. (Lh, T.A.)

#3. The hind of pad, or stuffed thing, (330).)

and the felt, stuch, or attached, beneath the two

boards of a horse's saddle: there are two such

things, called c.5:-- (S.) or the clu-->

consist of theJeit that is stuck, or attached, in the

inner side of a horse's and of a camel's saddle:

(L:) but 5.x: x- thus applied is a post-classical

word: the [classical] Arabs say #3-, (S,) or,

as in J’s own handwriting, #2+. (So in the

margin of a copy of the S.)=See also#.

3 - - 3 - .

see Ja-, in two places.U.S.A.- :

3 - 2 3.

Uś-A-: see A-.

** Hard level ground: (S, K:) [see also

s: :] smooth ground: and rough ground: (TA:)

a smooth tract such as is called -*. (AA, TA.)

: [The cricket;] i. q.J: #2, (S, M.,)

a small flying thing, (K) that leaps, or springs,

or bounds, much, (S, M,) and creaks by night,

(TA,) and bears a resemblance to the 25- [or

locust]: (S, M, K:) and a certain insect like the

~~ (M, L, K,) except that it is generally

blackish, and short, but in some instances inclining

to white; also called ><< (M, L:) or i, q.

J. and '-' (El-Adebbes) pl. -a-.

(S.) Accord. to IAar, A certain insect that

clings to % skin, or hide, and eats it. (TA.)=

See also Ja-.

s -

sts act. part. n. of 3-; (Mgh, L;) Cutting,

or cutting off (Mgh)=Jiu Xi &#5-i Art

thou serious or jesting? (A.) It is said in a

ind, 5-294&#3-13: 5 [Hy
no means shall any one of you take the property of

his brother in play and in earnest]; by which is

meant taking a thing without meaning to steal it,

but meaning to vex and anger the owner, so that

the taker is in play with respect to theft, but in

earnest in annoying. (TA in art. -->4)-3-&%

Such a one is striving, labouring, or toiling;

exerting himself or his poner or efforts or endea

coursor ability, &c. (TA) And "5-5-353,

thus with the two similar words together, (A5, S,

L) signifies the

(L,TA)=3: a;u. Su- Land, or palm-trees,

of n:hich the produce, cut therefrom, is a hundred

same [in an intensive degree].
2

camel-loads: Su- being here used in the sense of

*****. (L.) It is said in a trad of Aboo

Bekr, i-, 3-,+="33-à: J-3, meaning

He gave to Aisheh palm-trees of n:hich the quantity

of the dates cut therefrom was a hundred camel

loads; but the phrase heard from the Arabs is

&:- 5ts : the former is like the saying **

2-9 *>5.1; and the latter, like i:

#35 (Mgh.)

#: The main part of a road; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) its middle: (Mgh, Msb, and M voce**)

or its even part : or the beaten trach, or part

along which one walks, or travels; the conspicuous

part thereof: or a main road that comprises

other roads, or tracks, and upon which one must

pass: (TA:) or a road, or nay, absolutely; as

also #3: (Zj, MF) or a road leading to

water: (AHn, TA:) it is so called because it is

marked with tracks, forming lines: (T, TA:) pl.

33-, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) occurring in poetry

without teshdeed, but disapproved by A8. (L.)

35u-Ji L'é &% means t Such a one is folloning

the right course of action or the like. (Mgh.)

You say also, 3-1 33t- L'é * +[He is on the

road, or main road, of truth]: not, however,

Jelš15-J's, butJe": Jie, and 4:54,
• * > *

and a:Q-o. (MF.)

3 - a

Je- [Having some part, or parts, cut, or cut

off: fem. #3-].–IHence,] #: A ewe, or

she-goat, or she-camel, (TA,) having her ear cut

off (K, TA.)- A ewe, or she-goat, having her

teats cut off, (Sh, TA;) as also V#3- [q.v.],

applied to a she-camel: (A5, TA:) or having her

udder cut off. (Khālid, T.A.)– [And hence,]

+A milch animal (TA [in the Sapp. restricted to

a ewe]) whose milk has passed anay, (ISk, S, K.)

by reason of some fault, or imperfection: (ISk,

S:) see also 3,4- or a ewe, or she-camel, or

she-ass, having little milk, having a dry udder:

or having dry teats, being hurt by the 25- [q.v.]:

(L:) and 3-i + a breast that has become dry.

(AHeyth.)– tA woman small in the breast :

(S, K:) or having short breasts. (TA from a

trad.)- +A desert, (5%, S, K,) or land, (~#,

A,) in which is no water: (S, A, K.) a desert

(jū.) that is dry. (TA)-3-i> and it.

£ tA year of drought, and of dryness o the
3 * * •

earth. (T.A.)= Ul-Ma-Sl: see ---, in two

places.=: also signifies More [and most]

easy to n'alk or ride upon, and more [and most]

plain or level; applied to a road. (TA)= And

More [and most] fortunate; applied to a man.

(ISd, A, L.)

->+S, is:- A she-camel having her teats

cut off in consequence of injury occasioned to her

by the 25- [q.v.]. (S.) See also 3-i =And

33- A [garment of the kind called] U-->

having stripes of different colours. (S.)

w 3 - * * - ~~

*- : see 3'-...-J-yu 5-3 vil, a phrase

mentioned by As, said of a she-camel, meaning,

Verily she is quick in her pace neith the man :

but Az says, I know not whether he said 'i:
6 * * • •

or 5.x=-2 : the former would be from 3-; and
• 3 - £

the latter, from Je-l. (L.)

6 3 -

5.x=-e: see what next precedes.

6 y o e s •

s

• w e

25-a-2 : see .4-, in two places; and 3'-.
s •

w/ e -

=See also Ja-, in two places.

**

1. ***, (A, Msh, K) aor.”, (K) inf n.

is..., (S, A, Msb, K.) It (a place, S, A, K, or

a country, or region, Msb,) nas, or became,

affected with drought, barrenness, or dearth; or

with drought, and dryness of the earth; (S,

A, Mab, K.) as also e- (A) inf n +3+.

(KL) or '-' (K3) and '-e-I, (A, K.)

Ol' ---, aor. *; and "---i, both said of

the earth or land (~9) : (Msb:) and 7<<!

$$.” the countries, or regions, n'ere affected nvith

drought, and the prices became high [therein].

(TA)=4<-, (§, M, A, Mab, K.) aor = (M,

Mob, K) and *, (K) inf n. *.*, (Msb) He

found fault mith it; dispraised it; expressed dis

approbation of it. (S, M, A, Msb, K.) So in the

saying (S, A) relating to 'Omar, (A,TA) in a trad,

($) #~13:3:13-4-(S) or £13: (A)

[He expressed disapprobation of night-discourse

after nightfall, or after the first third of the

night reckoned from the disappearance of the

redness of the trilight].

3. As J.' -33'-, (ISk, S, A, TA) inf n.

#3:4, (TA,) The camels experienced, or have

experienced, drought, and barrenness, or dryness

49 •
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of the earth, this year, and have become in such

a state as not to eat anything but dry and black

herbage, dry A3 [or panic grass]: (ISk, S,

TA:) or have not met with, or found, anything

but n'hat was bad, by reason of drought, and bar

renness, or dryness of the earth, this year. (A.)

4: see 1, in three places.—á: << The

year became one of drought, barrenness, On"

dearth; or drought, and dryness of the earth.

(A,”TA.)—£il --A-1 The people, or com

pany of men, experienced drought, barrenness, or

dearth; or drought, and dryness of the earth.

(S.A.M.E.K.)—[Hence]t's c's Usui;
! We alighted as guests at the abode of the Sons

of such a one, and found not entertainment with

them, though they were in the enjoyment of

plenty: (A:) [or]£6 ū): ū; +ne alighted

as guests at the abode of such a one, and [..found

that] he did not entertain us. (TA.) [The latter,

if correct, is from what next follows.]= ~...~-l

J39 He found the land to be affected neith

drought, barrenness, or dearth; or with drought,

and dryness of the earth. (S, A, K.)

• * ~ of o •# * * * ~ *

5. 4.-->' d' ----ji U + I do not deem it

disagreeable, or unsuitable, to accompany thee;

** Drought, barrenness, or dearth; contr.

of~- ($) i. 9. J-, (A, Msh, K) i. e.

drought, or suspension of rain, and dryness of the

earth; (Msb;) dryness and barrenness of the

earth: (Harp. 576) and '3- is a name,

or subst., for **'', (K, TA,) meaning J~1;

as in the saying of the rājiz, cited by Sb,

* * - £ a y - * -

* U-5 5-- i. *

* * * * * ~ 0 - - - -

* t: it is $ 20 J *

[Verily I feared to see drought, or barrenness,

&c., in this our year, after it had been abundant

in herbage]; Ú- being used for 93-1; or,

accord. to one reading, it is "U.S.-, with a

doubled - added; the change being made for

the sake of the metre. (M, TA. [Respecting

tra-i, see 4 in art. -a-.])– Also A place,

(S, A, K,) or a country, or region, (Msb,) affected

mith drought, barrenness, or dearth; or with

drought, and dryness of the earth; and so

'-- (S, A, Msh, K) and '4- and

****, (K,) the last derived from **

though this verb has not been used, (TA) and

****, (M, A.) of which the pl. is ~2U-3.

(A.) You say also ** J% [in which ---

is an inf. n. (though app. obsolete as such) and

therefore applicable to a fem. subst.] (ISd, TA)

and #4 (S, A, Msh, K) and "ā- (A, Msb)

and '-e- (Ms) and '+,+(L), M, MSB)

and "#2-4, of which last the pl. is -×2,

(Msb) A land affected with drought, &c. : (S,

M, A, &c. :) and*&#. (S, K.) as though

to each part were applied the term ++ [used

as a subst.] from which is formed the pl. **,

(TA,) and ++, (K,) which is here an inf. n.

used as an epithet [and therefore applicable to a

pl. subst.], (TA,) lands affected nith drought,

&c. (S. K.) And '#: # Ifem of £3.4

(M, K) A desert affected with drought, &c.;

(K;) in n'hich is neither little nor much, neither

pasture nor herbage. (M.T.A.) And "-----&#3

-u-Ji Such a one is environed by a tract affected

with drought, &c. (S. [But this phrase is gene

rally used tropically, as meaning t Such a one is

ungenerous or illiberal or inhospitable. See art.

---.]) And ā'-x-a-' (K in art. jº-) and Letc.

'** (M,TA) [A year of drought, &c.]. See

also *i. in two places.= Also i. q.+ [A

vice, fault, defect, &c.]; (S, A, K;) a significa

tion which may be either proper or tropical.

(Er-Rághib, MF.)

6 o' --

See ~-ke-.

** - • *f

à- Už») :

** Us2'>

* * *• * *

Us: J-l: see -u-ka-, in art.

**--

3 - 3 - " - 5 d >

--> and -*.*- : see -->.

6 * > 6 o' -- -

-5-A-, see ----, in three places.

o • 6 o - .

-**- : see -->4-, in three places.

6 •

-->le- Finding fault, dispraising, expressing

disapprobation: whence the saying of Dhu-r

Rummeh,

6 * * £ w - 9 - - -

* #b-> J- + c < * tes *

of e * 3 - - - f : 9 * ... •

* ** J. Gl- c.22--> #

meaning [O thou smooth and even cheek, and

gentle speech, and make] whereof he who dis

praises it occupies himself vainly, finding no

defect in it. (S, T.A.)- It is also said [as in

the K &c.] to signify Lying; and the author of

the 'Eyn says that it has no verb belonging to it

[in this sense]; but this is ..a mistranscription

[for *]: AZ says that ->s-, with £, has

the signification here first given. (M, TA.)

6 * 5 y 6 4.

++ and '' (S, K, &c.) and '3'

like *.*, (Sb, M, K) the last of which is of

weakest authority, because of a rare measure,

whereof it has been said that there are only four

examples: (TA:) in all of them the U is said

by some to be radical; but others, with more

reason, hold it to be augmentative: (MF:) Sb

says that it is augmentative: (S:) A species of

locust, (S,K,) well known : (K:) or the male

locust: or small locust: or, accord. to Seer, i. q.

us- [a hind of cricket], that creaks by night,

and hops and flies : [but see es- :] or, accord.

to the M, it is smaller than the L5-2, and is

found in the deserts; pl. *. (TA.) j

-->Ji [i. e. ++1}< The ---> creaked]

is a saying of the Arabs, used as a proverb;

alluding to a difficult affair by which a person

is troubled in mind; originating from the fact

that the -->, when its feet are scorched by the

heated ground, does not keep them steadily upon

it, and a creaking sound is consequently heard,

produced by its legs. (TA)--": Xi The

sand, because the locust [or -r-e-] deposits

its eggs therein: and the walker therein falls into

evil [or encounters difficulty]. (TA.)- [Hence

it signifies also] Misfortune : (S, M, K:) and

perfidy, or faithlessness, or treachery : (M, K:)

and nurong, or injury: (S, M., K.) and evil conduct,
a .4 × < z

or ill treatment. (S.) You say, us' U}\} &”

+:ź Such a one fell into misfortune : or

into perfidy (TA) And ~4: Xi J. Lá,

They suffered nurong, or injury. (AZ, S, K.)

And**ź.Aśl &# The people, or company

of men, committed nurong, or injury, and slen,

him n'ho was not a slayer : (TA :) [as though

they came with violence upon sand in which eggs

of the --- were deposited, and so destroyed

the eggs, which had occasioned them no harm.]

And -:> -*. He committed wrong, or

injury. (TA.) -

[...i i. q.~ as syn. with--- fem.

#3-. Hence,] #3- #3: See +-[Hence

also,] #3- i: A year of much snon. (L in

art. -*)--- is [also] said in the M to

be [used as] a subst. applied to what is termed

~~ [i. e. as syn. with the latter word used

as an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

is predominant; app. meaning A place, or the

like, affected neith drought, &c.]. (TA.)-[Also,

as a comparative and superlative epithet, meaning

More, and most, affected nith drought, &c.;
* - c :

contr. of -as-l.]

J • 5 - • -

+2a-1, in a trad., where it is said, 4-5 <u>
- - * ~ * * * • * -- -

4." -: *s-, (K, TA) or 's ext=s,

(TA) [And there n'ere in it -->le-1 that re
6 - d ≤

tained the nater], is said to be pl. of -->e-1,

which is pl. of '3-, (K, TA) like as Just

is pl. of Jičí, which is pl. of i=; (TA;)

and signifies hard parts of the ground, that

retain nater, and do not imbibe it quickly; or,

as some say, land having no plants or herbage,

from " ": meaning “drought” &c.; the word

is thus written in the two Saheehs, of El-Bu

kháree and Muslim: (IAth, TA:) but some say

that it is an anomalous pl. of+. like as&--

is ofC-: and there are other readings; namely,

* and *-i and <-i and 9-i, pl. of

9:1, and #4, pl. of #4 (MF, TA)
6 o' --6 d - - * * * *

--As-2, and its fem, with 3: see ----.

~~ Land scarely ever, or never, abundant in

herbage, or in the goods, conveniences, or comforts,

of life; scarcely ever, or never, fruitful, or plenti

ful. (K.)

6 - d - 6 o –

*9-A-3 : See ***.

*.*

8. -->! He made, or prepared, a ---,

i.e., a grave, or sepulchre, or did so for himself.

(S, K, T.A.)

+3+ A grave; a sepulchre; pl. +3: (S,

Msh, K) and £i (S.K.) of which later,

J cites an ex., but in this instance it is the proper

name of a place. (T.A.) It is of the dial, of

Tihāmeh: the people of Nejd say --- (Msb:)

or [as some say] the -3 in the latter is a substitute

for the * in the former; for +1-4-1 is used as a
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pl. by common consent, and -jl-A*-1 is not used:

(TA :) but Suh affirms, in the R, that the latter

pl. is used by Ru-beh. (TA in art. -5.x=-.)

*A*

* * * C s

d =

1. C-, aor. *, inf. n. 2.-->4-, He mixed any

thing (L) &s: £3+, (S, A, Mgh, L. K.)

•2-33, aor. and inf. n. as above; and "4-3-,

inf n. C**. (L;) and '4----, (§, L, K.)

and '4-2-1, (Ki) He stirred about the 33

[or meal made of parched barley or n-heat], and

the like, nith water, [or milk, (see what follows,)

or clarified butter, or fat of a sheep's tail, &c.,

(see <!)] until the nhole became of a uniform

consistence : (L:) or he stirred it about with a

C*- : (A, L:) or he stirred about the G25

in milk, and the like, with a 2--X-2, until it

became mixed: (Lth, TA:) or he beat and mixed

•- (Mgh ) i. 1 #:

(§, K.) and '4-3-, inf n. £, he miced

it; in the K, 4-li, but the right reading is

alala-, as in the L and other lexicons: (TA:)

and "4-->! he drank it (a): [but this is per

the G22- with a

haps a mistranscription for* he beat it]) with

the C*-*. (L, T.A.)

2 : see 1, in two places.

4 : see 1.-J.' C*- He branded the camels

on their thighs with the mark calledc- (K.)

8 :
see 1, in two places.

J. • & J.

<--" : see the next paragraph.

6 - d.

C*- The instrument neith n'hich &s- is

stirred about with nater &c.; (S, A, K, &c.;)

which is a piece of wood the end whereof has

several sides; (S, L;) or a piece of nood at the

head of which are tryo cross pieces of nood; (A,

Mgh, L;) and sometimes having three prongs:

(IAth, TA:) pl. £2-. (L.) - It is some

times used tropically, as relating to evil, or

mischief. (L.) [Thus it means ! A stirrer-up

of evil or mischief; or a thing that stirs up, or

whereby one stirs up, evil or mischief.]- Also

+ Any one of the 4: £2- [or stirrers-up

of the sky, or of rain]; (L;) these being the
-- **

42% [or stars, or asterisms, n'hich, by their

auroral settings or risings, were believed by the

Pagan Arabs to bring rain &c.]; (S, L, K;)

of those 4251 that seldom or never failed [to bring

rain], accord. to the Arabs: (Mgh ) the Us in

the pl. is added to give fulness to the sound of

the kesreh; for the regular pl. is &*, and

the sing ofC*- should by rule be s 3-.

(A, IAth, Mgh.) One says,*-#:<-->

(L) or <-call &*- (A) + [Its stirrers-up, or

the stirrers-up of rain, or the stars or asterisms

n:hich were the bringers of it, sent forth rain].

It is related of 'Omar, that he ascended the

pulpit to pray for rain, and, having only offered

a prayer for forgiveness, descended; whereupon

it was said to him, “Thou hast not prayed for

- • • * * * : * ~ ** :

rain;” and he replied, C+2'- -ea-'l Júl

à: +[I have indeed prayed for rain by words

which are the stirrers-up of rain]; making the

prayer for forgiveness to be a prayer for rain, in

allusion to a passage in the Kur, lxxi. 9 and 10;

and meaning thereby to deny the efficacy of the

•1951. (A," Mgh,” L.) £, also pronounced

W . 3-3, (S, K,) thus pronounced by El-Uma

wee, (S) is moreover the name of +A particular

star or asterism, one of those which the Pagan

Arabs asserted to be bringers of rain: (L:) said

to be &#3 [the Hyades; or the five chief stars

thereof; or the brightest star thereof, a of

Taurus]; (S, A, L, K;) [which is called by this

name of Üß-AJ1] because it rises latterly [with

respect to the Pleiades], (S,) or because it follows

(£, i.e. &#) the Pleiades, (T in art. " )

[whence] it is also called >s: &2- [“the

urger of the stars,” properly, “with singing"],

(S,) or2: &al- [“the urger of the asterism,”

meaning, “of the Pleiades”], and -: Jú

[“the follower of the asterism,” or, “of the

Pleiades”], (Kzw,) and Júl and &ül [“the

follower”]: (Sh:) or it is a small star or asterism,

between cyl)-N1 and Ü [or the Pleiades]:

(IAar, K. :) [perhaps meaning the four stars that

are the chief stars of the Hyades exclusively of

a Tauri :] or three stars, (Mgh, TA,) like the

three stones upon which a cooking-pot rests, (TA,)

likened to a three-prongedco- (Mgh, TA;)

on the [auroral] rising of n!hich, heat is expected:

(TA:) the Arabs regarded it as one of the 425)

which [by their auroral setting] foretokened

rain. (IAth.) c-à-l is a name by which

some of the Arabs called + The two wings of

#-l [or Orion]. (Sh, T.A.) - £3- also

signifies + A certain mark made nith a hot iron

upon the thighs of camels. (K.)

:- Beverage, or wine, (-5%) stirred

about : (S, K:) and in like manner, blood, when

it is stirred about in the body of a gored animal

by the goring horn. (L.)

24- Blood drann from a vein, used in

times of dearth, or drought, (S, K,) in the Time

of Ignorance : (S:) or blood which was mixed

neith something else, and eaten in times of dearth:

(TA:) or a kind of food of the Pagan Arabs,

being blood obtained by opening a vein of a she

camel, which blood nas received in a vessel, and

drunk. (T, TA.)

J-A

1. 33-, (K) aor. 3, (TA,) He made a 2'

[app. here meaning a wall of enclosure]; syn.

*5- (K:) or he built a 21-a-: and he founded

it. (Ham p. 818.)= He concealed himself by

means of a '.' [or wall]. (Th, K.)=32

(A, K.) inf n + (TA) and 33-, (Lh, K.)

aor. *, inf. n. *: (Lh, TA;) and "33-, (S,

A,K) which last some disallow, because this form

denotes repetition, and the verb signifies the having

# a disease that befalls but once in a man's life;

(MF;) He (a man, S, or a child, A) had, or

became attacked by, &- [or small-pox]. (S,

3 - 2 • * *

A, K.) [And C#)-As-Ji 2-ke- The small-pow came

iforth, or broke out; as in the TK: for its inf. n.]
6 o' -- - - • -

2-As- signifies the coming forth, or breaking out,
** * *

of the3,4- (K)=33-, aor. *, inf. n. 5'-'a-,

He, or it, nas, or became, adapted, disposed,

apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent,

proper, or northy. (K.) You say, as 3- [and

4] He was, or became, adapted, disposed, apt,

&c., for it. (A) [And Liè Jsi & 4. He

was, or became, adapted, disposed, apt, &c., for

doing such a thing. See *]=94- He

made, or called, (J**) him, or it, adapted, dis

posed, apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, com

petent, proper, or worthy. (K.)

* * * * *

2. *** - :

** * 0.

4 × 53: ... [and '-il] How well

adapted or disposed, or hon, apt, meet, suited,

suitable, fitted, fit, competent, or proper, is he for

n:hat is good / or hon northy is he of n hat is good!

(A) And 43 3: 3:33: ...,

Hon nell adapted or disposed, or hon, ant, meet,

&c., is he for doing that or hon worthy is he

to do that (TA.) The usage ofj-, signify

ing “he was, or became, adapted, &c.,” refutes

the assertion of certain grammarians that these

two forms of the verb deviate from general rule.

(MF.)

• w J

see 8. =>s- : see 1.

d c <

and a: J-Me-1,

8. #2-1, and W 9:- inf n. *** (K)

and :*: (TA;) He raised his building high;

or constructed it firmly and strongly, and raised

it high; syn. #3:... (K, TA) [In the CK, we

read su: 34:-, as though the pronoun * referred

to the word 3'- which precedes, and thus the

verb signified “he built a wall;” but it is shown

in the TA that the right reading is that given

above.]

Q. Q. 1. +Gol 3: He passed the pen over

n:hat had become obliterated, of the noriting, (S,K,)

in order that it might become distinct. ($) And

*:: J.A.- He renenced the variegated, or figured,

work of the garment, or piece of cloth, after it

had gone. (S, K.) [J says,] I think it to be an

arabicized word. (S.)

6 d -

2-As- A wall; or a wall of enclosure; syn.

i- as also *}<-- [which is the more

common]: (S, A, Msb, K.) pl. of the former,

*. (S, Msb, K,) sometimes used as a pl. of

pauc., (Sb, TA,) and *: (K;) and of the

latter, 35. (S, Msh, K)– The basis, or

foundation, of a wall: (K:) and the side of a

wall: (Lh, K:) pl., in both these senses, :2.

(TA) 3-1 is applied to The [mall called the]

Asia- (A, K) of the Kagheh; (K;) because

in it is a part of the [original] foundations of the

house : (TA:) and it is also called 3-l. (A.)

- t A fence, or dam, raised of branches, to

retain water; likened to a wall: (Az, Msb:) or
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a fence, or dam, to confine water: pl. 3,4

(Suh, Msb:) and £, [which is also a pl..] sig.

nifies fences, or dams, between houses, which

retain water. (TA.) - [The pl.]* also

signifies Gardens, or walled gardens, (b:13-) of

grapes. (T.A.) •

6- * > 6- •

32-A-, see 5*.*-.

& 4- and &23- (S, Msb, K) [Small-pox :]

certain pustules (Msb,K) in the body, (K,) which

break forth (Mgb, K) from the skin, full of

water, and afternards opening, (Msb,) and gene

rating thick purulent matter; (K;) a nell-known

disease, that attacks people once during life.

(TA)- U.S. &* ! an appellation applied

to Truffles (#), denoting disapprobation. (TA

from a trad.)

6 - 6 de •6e •

31-2- : see 2- : and see also 54-.

** A place having a wall built around it;
- 9 * ~ *

a walled place. (S, K.) = See also 2-2.=

Also Adapted, disposed, apt, meet, suited, suitable,

fitted, fit, proper, competent, or northy; syn.

3.14. (S, A, Msb, K) and 3.5-: (Mab3) fem.

with 3: (TA:) pl. masc. &** and #3: .

(S.K.) pl. em. &#24 and #34. (TA)

You say, 14% - 54 (S, A, Ms) and is

(TA) He is adapted, disposed, apt, meet, &c.,

for such a thing; (S, A, Msb;) and Inaturally

drawn to it. (Ham p. 707.) And d! --> <-3

13é- Js: Thou art adapted, disposed, apt, meet,

&c., for doing such a thing , or worthy to do it.

(S.) And Ja: či '#3: 43), (K) and in

like manner you say of two persons, and of more,

(TA) and *%+., (K) Verily he is one who

is adapted, disposed, apt, meet, &c., jor doing

[such a thing]; or northy to do [it]; syn. Aáls-2.

(K.) [?#4- properly signifies A place, and

hence a thing, an affair, and a person, adapted,

disposed, apt, meet, &c.; like Aāl-e and 39-2 :

and "3,4-, Made, or called, adapted or dis

posed &c., though said by Aboo-Jaafar Er-Ru

ăsee to be a pass, part. n. having no verb.] Also

&# '53. #

adapted, disposed, apt, &c., for that : and &

a's Js: for doing that ; and in like manner

you say of two persons, and of more. (TA.)

And 315. *ā- £9. 13. This affair, or

thing, is one that is adapted, apt, meet, #, for

that; syn. #~. (S.) And 7 54- £9. lis

4. This affair, or thing, is one that is adapted,

opt, meet, &c., for him to do; i.e. he is adapted,

apt, meet, &c., for doing it. (TA.)

** Úl Verily she is one who is

#2+ An enclosure for camels, (AZ, S, K.)

and for lambs and kids and calves &c., (TA) made

of masses of stone; (AZ,S;) as also *#4- (TA:)

if of mud, or clay, it is called "#3+: (AZ, TA:)

or an enclosure (~3) for sheep or goats. (TA.)

* Nature; or natural, or native, disposition,

temper, or other property. (K.)

* - of * *

a 33-13. He, or it, is more, or most, adapted,

--------> -->*

disposed, apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit,

competent, or proper, for it, or him; or he is

more, or most, northy of it. (A.) [See an ex. in
• * f :

a verse cited voce āk-]

6- - d - o

3)-As-e Us: A land in n'hich is 3,4- [or

small-pow]: (Lh, S:) or a land in nihich is much

thereof. (K.)= See also **, in five places.

35-4 (S.Mgh, Msh, K) and "3,4-(Mgh,

K) and #4 (Mab, TA) Having the 33-for

smallpox). (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) And "24

as-2/ [Having the face marked with the small

por]. (A.)

6 y o e 6 3 * * s •

25-2 : see 2- := and see also 24-, in

two places.

&

1. – 9 33-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, (Msb)

inf n. ::= (S, Msb, K.) He cut off the nose;

and in like manner, the ear; and the hand, or

arm; and the lip; (S, Msb, K;) and a similar

part: (TA:) and#*-*.x: signifies the same

as #3-[I cut off his nose]: or &:- signifies

[absolutely] the cutting off; or cutting so as to

separate. (TA.) In the following saying of a

poet, the verb is used metaphorically,

• y o - o J J & J. • * 0 <

* -- is cº-'333:31: "

[lit. And nosed fortune became mutilated in the

nose; meaning, thecame marred]. (T.A.) And in
- - -1 - & # -

the following phrase, occurring in a verse, all Clée
0-0 - - - - of d e o –

8-4, the poet means, [As though

God cut off his nose] and put out his eyes: see a

similar saying in art. Als, voce &#. (T.A.)–

**, (S, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)

He mutilated him, or maimed him, by cutting off

his nose, or his ear, or his hand or arm, or his lip,

(S, K, TA) or the like; (TA) as also "aes

(S, TA) [Hence the phrase,] a 'te: ($, K)

[(May God decree) to him mutilation, or maim

ing, by the cutting off of his nose, or the like; or

cause it to befall him: or] meaning&:-" £f4%

[tmay God make injury, or diminution of n!hat

is good, to cleave to him]: (K:) said in impre

cating a curse upon a man: similar to 4. #,

q. v.: the first word being governed in the accus.

case by a verb understood. (TA.) One says also,

s' L:-*%2:...', a phrase mentioned by

IAar, but not explained by him; thought by ISd

to mean, t Act thou, in commanding, as though

thou mutilatedst them by cutting off their noses

[until they become submissive]. (TA.) In the

phrase 7£ A-" << [The voice of the
6 * > y

ass that has his ear, or ears, cut off, (see 2.x=-2,

below,)], occurring in a verse of Dhu-l-Khirak

Et-Tuhawee, (S) accord. to J, but not found by

Sgh in the verses of that poet, and said to be in

the Book [of Sb], though IB denies this, asserting

it to be in the Nawādir of AZ, (TA) Akh says,

the poet means &:- usill, like as you say,

&# 34, meaning 494 s: Aboo-Bekr

Ibn-es-Sarráj says, the poet, requiring refa for the

rhyme, has changed the noun into a verb; and

this is one of the worst of poetic licences (S.)

– [Hence,] Ślą &: # ! [The year of

drought cuts off, or destroys, the herbage]: (A,

TA:) and Júl, £5 destroys the camels or

the like. ($, o, K) And £1 b-à '83

! The drought prevented the growth, or increase,

of the herbage. (K, TA)- [Hence also,]&

£e, inf. n. &:- +He withheld good thing from

his family, or household. (TA) And#:

aor. <, inf n. as above, His mother fed him

nith bad food; (Zj, K;) as also *:::::i, (S, K,)

inf. n.&: (TA) and "4:3-, (K) inf. n.

&: (TA:) and **...* and "sea-lt He (a

pastor) confined him [a beast] to bad pasture.

(TA) #34, (S) inf n, as above, (K) also

signifies + I confined him, restricted him, or the

like; syn. 4:- and fl imprisoned him : (S,

K:*) and so with 5 : (S:) or &:- and &:

both signify tthe confining, or restricting, a person

nith evil management, and with contemptuous

treatment, and nant of good care. (AHeyth.)

=#2-, aor. *, (Msb) inf n. &*, (S, Msb,

K.) He (a man) was, or became, mutilated, or

maimed, by the cutting off of his nose, or his ear,

(S,” Msb, K,”) or his hand or arm, or his lip, (S,

K.) or the like: (TA:) or, accord. to some, you

do not say 83-, but &*: (TA:) and ***

31: The sheep, or goat, was, or became, mutilated

by having its ears entirely cut off. (Msb.)

[Hence,] also, (S, K.) aor, as above, (K,) and so

the inf. n., (S,) [as though meaning +He was, or

became, injured;] the (a child) had bad food:

(S, K, TA:) and he (a young weaned camel) had

bad food: or was ridden while [too] young, and

in consequence became weak. (TA.)

2. 4-3-, inf. n.&: see 1, in five places.

* * * * * * * *

–% 4-3-1 He made him to experience evil

treatment, and derided him; as n hen one cuts off

the ear of his slave, and sells him. (TA.)=Also

He said to him & te: [explained above; see 1].

($, K.”) [See also %.]

3. 8s", inf n. #4 (S. K) and #13-,

(K,) t He reviled, being reviled by another, (K,”

TA,) saying 4 te:- as though each of them

cut off the nose of the other: (TA:) and, (K,)

or accord. to some, (TA,) the contended in an

altercation; as also "esta-5; ($, K, TA;) [but

the latter is said of a number of persons &c.] You

say, well '#'s. 33.1 & #5, (Th, S) and
W$3.5 also, (Th,) t I left the countries with their

vipers eating one another; (Th, S;) not meaning

eating in reality, but rending in pieces, or man

gling, one another: (Th:) and* W&:>\s,

and W&ssi, ! A year in which the vipers eat one

another, by reason of its severity. (Th.)

4: see 1, in three places.

5: see 3, in two places.

6: see 3, in three places.

6 d >

8- What is cut off of the anterior parts of

the nose, to its furthest, or uttermost, part: (A5,
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TA:) an inf n. used as a [proper] subst. (TA.)

–4 U-3- see 1. = | Unruholesomeness in

herbage. (K.)

*** ! A child having bad food; or fed on bad

food: (S, K, TA:) pronounced by El-Mufaddal

with 3; but As repudiated to him this pronuncia

tion; (S, TA;) and his objection was confirmed

by a young man of the Benoo-Asad called in as

an umpire. (TA.)

#3- What remains, of the nose, ear, hand or

arm, or lip, after the cutting off [of the rest]:

(S, K:) the place of the cutting off thereof; like
4 - > * 4 - of • * * J - d.

as-ye from &=9, and £1.5 from &bj9. (TA.)

a' (S, A, K, &c.) and £3-(K, TA) 14
gear of drought; because it cuts off, or destroys,

(&:5) the herbage, and abases men: (A, TA:)

or a severe, or calamitous, year, that destroys the

camels or the like; (S, O, K;) or that destroys

everything; as though it cut off its nose or the

like. (L.)- See also8

#3: ; Withered herbage: (S:) or herbage

that is unnholesome to the feeder upon it: (K:)

or tall, unnholesome, and nithered. (TA.)

And hence,£ signifies : Death: (K, TA:)

written by some '83-'l. (TA.)

#3: Mutilated, or maimed, by having his

nose cut off, or his ear, (S, Msb, K,) or his hand

or arm, or his lip, (S, K,) or the like: (TA:)

fem. à-3- (S, Msb:) and the latter, applied to

a she-camel, having the sixth part of her ear, or

the fourth part of it, or more than that, to the

half, cut off; and to a she-goat, having a third

part, or more, of her ear cut off; or, accord. to

IAmb, any eve or she-goat having the ear lopped;

(TA;) or a ewe or she-goat having her ear entirely

cut off: (Mgh, Msb:) and 7:- an ass having

the ear cut off, (S,) or having the ears cut off.

(K.) It is said in a prov., &l= &: 4: &#
•3: [Thy nose is a part of thee though it be cut

off]: applied with reference to him whose good

and êvil attaches to thee though he be not firmly

connected with thee by relationship. (TA.)

#3:S one of the appellations applied to The

devil. (Fr, K.”)

6 & s : see 8-i-Also +A plant, or herbage,

of which the upper part has been eaten: (S:) or

of which the upper part and the sides have been

partly cut off or eaten. (AHn.)

−*-*

1. ***, aor. -, (IDrd, K.) inf n. ---,

(TA,) He cut it; or cut it off ; (IDrd, K:) and

so **. (TA)=-33-, (Ks, S, K,) aor. 2,

(Ks, IDrd,S) infin -, -, (Ks,S,K) or 33-,

(L as on the authority of Ks,) He (a bird) flen,

[nith his wings] clipped, appearing as though he

tarned his wings bachnard: (Ks, S, K:) or con

tracted his ning somen'hat, in order to descend in

his flight, and then inclined, or declined, in fear

of the hank : (TA:) and he (a bird) went quickly,

(K in art. -5.jë-,) with his wings, generally when

one of the nings had been shortened; (TA;) as

also "-5-1 and "-j-a-31; and so, all, with 3.

(Kib.)-[Hence,]--" £3." -j- [The

sailor rowed, or paddled, with the oar, or paddle].

(AA, TA) And :U →-, (TA) or 43

£1. aor. 2, inf. n. ---, (Mgh,) [He roned,

or paddled, the ship, or boat;] he put the ship, or

boat, in motion with the-- [or -*-l.

(Mgh.)— Also -i- He (a man) snung the

armsi (K, expl. by:49-#5 in the o, egu,

as is said in the TA;) as a man does in walking,

moving them about: and the meaning seems to

be, he walked quickly: (TA:) you say, L3 -**

a: he (a man) was quick in his manner of

nvalking; (AAF, TA;) and so with 5 : (S in art.

−$34-:) or –53-signifiesa repeated interrupting

of the voice (**) &#) in singing to camels

to urge or excite them. (K,” TA.)- Also, (K,)

inf n. ---, (TA,) He (a gazelle) went, or

nalked, neith short steps. (K,"TA.) And<<

She (a woman) walked like those that are short:

and she (a gazelle, and a woman, TA) went nith

short steps; as also "-3-2-1: and so, both, with 5.

(K in art. -āj-)-&#9 £1 -34. The

sky cast donon snon': (K:) and so with 5. (TA.)

2. – 3-, (S) inf n -i-.5, (§, K.) He

denied, or disacknowledged, favours, or benefits;

or nas ungrateful, or unthankful, for them: (As,

$, K:) or he deemed the gifts of God small: (El

Umawee, S, K:) or he said that he was in an evil

state when he was in a good state : (TA:) or he said,

use: J-5, es' J-5 [app. meaning There is no

thing due to me nor by me]; (K;) thus explained

by Mohammad on his saying that the worst of

deeds is -**: : (TA:) [accord. to Golius,

he blasphemed ; and identified by him, in this

sense, with the Hebr. FT3..] It is said in a trad.,

£i#: ls: S (S, TA) Deny not ye, or dis

acknowledge not, or be not ungrateful or unthank

ful for, the bounty of God, and deem it not

small. (TA.)

4: see 1, in two places. =12.5.x=-| They raised

cries, shouts, noises, a clamour, or confused cries

or shouts or noises. (K, T.A.)

7: see 1.

* * *

J.A.- A grave; a sepulchre; (S, Msb, K;)

like*: for the Arabs made -5 and & inter

changeable: (Fr, S:) the former is of the dial. of

Nejd; and the latter, of the dial. of Tihāmeh :

(Msb in art. "...A- :) [accord. to some,] the

former is formed from the latter by substitution

[of Jä for +]: (S:) IJ argues that this is the

case because the former has notJú: for pl.:

(TA:) but it has this pl., (Fr, S, R, TA,) used

by Ru-beh. (R, TA.)= Also, said in a trad. to

be the beverage of the jinn, or genii, (S, TA,)

Beverage that has not been covered [at night

according to a precept of the Prophet]: (Katádeh,

S, K:) or of n!hich the mouth of the skin con

taining it has not been tied [at night]: (K:) or

a certain plant of El-Yemen, the eater of n!hich

needs not to drink after it: (S, K:) or a certain

plant of El-Yemen, eaten by camels, which

thereby become in no need of nater: (M, TA:)

or the froth, or floating particles, cast up by

beverage; (El-’Otbee, Hr, K;) as though it were

cut off from the beverage. (El-'Otbee, Hr, T.A.)

6 * * *

ã5.xe-Cries, shouts, noises, clamour, or a con

fusion of cries or shouts or noises: and the sound

made in running. (Sgh, K.)

-is's- [pl. of #2:...] Gazelles going nith short

steps. (Sgh, K.) -

-i.i Short: (Lth, K:) applied to a man.

(TA.)- And [the fem.] #: A ewe, or she

goat, having somen'hat cut off from her ear. (K.)

-i- SeeJ.

J3- Straitened: so in the saying, asl

J'* –3–3 [Verily the means of living

are rendered strait to him]: (K:) but in the L,

*-i-4-3. (TA)

J13:- The wing of a bird: (S, Msb, K.)

sometimes with 3. (Msb.)- And hence, (K,)

[An oar; a paddle;] a certain appertenance of

a ship or boat; (As, S, Mgb, K;) a piece of nood

at the head of which is a broad board, with n'hich

one propels a ship or boat; (M, TA;) and

*-i- [signifies the same;] a certain thing

with which a ship, or boat, is put in motion :

(Mgh.) pl. -#2-#3 (Mab3) from -.'s said

of a bird: (As, S.M.) also called -ij- (IDrd,

S, Msb) and -iji- and -iji. (TA)-And

hence, as being likened thereto, 14 n:hip: and

so with 5. (TA in this art. and in art. -3.ja-)

And for a similar reason, 1 The neck. (TA.)

-*** A [skin of the kind called] & having

the legs cut off: and so with 3. (K,” TA.) And

94% -is- A man having the arms, or hands,

cut off. (TA)- And [hence,] the latter, tA

niggardly man. (TA)-And g': ---,

(K,TA) and 'J', and Jae-il, and 25), (TA)

+Short in respect of the sleeves, (K, TA) and of

the arm, and of the shirt, and of the waist

nrapper. (TA)- See also --~.

J.--

1. 43-, aor. (S,K) and -, (K,) inf. n. J.-,

(S,) He twisted it firmly; (S, K;) namely, a

rope. (S.)- He made it firm, strong, or com

pact. (TA.) - [Hence,] J.--" ā- #)

+[A girl of beautiful compacture; of beautiful,

compact make] (S.)—[Hence also,] L* J*

Ú- J2+ Li *::=ú + [He did according to

his onn particular nay, course, mode, or manner,

of acting, or conduct, to n'hich he was strongly

disposed by nature]. (TA.)= See also 2. =

J.-, inf n. J*, It (a thing) was, or became,

hard, and strong. (K,”TA)--> --" J.

J: The grain became strong in the ears: (S,

Ó, TA:) or, accord. to the K, it means &# [i.e.,

came into the ears]. (TA.)- U.N.- said of a
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young gazelle, &c., He became strong, and

folloned his mother. (K.) [See also Js- :

J.-, aor. *, inf. n. J.-, [said in the S to be

a subst, from 3, q.v.,] He contended in an alter

cation, disputed, or litigated, vehemently, or vio

lently. (Msb.)

2.43-, (S, Msh, K) in n. J.2:5, (Msb)

He thren him don'n (S, Msb, K) upon the all-,

(Msb, K.) i. e., (TA) upon the ground; (§,

TA) as also "4:3 (K) inf n. J.-: (TA )

or the former signifies he did so much, or often.

(TA.) You say, 4.- : * [He thrust him,

or pierced him, with a spear or the like, and

thren him don’n &c.]. (S, Msb.) [See also 3.]

3. *s-, inf n iss- and J.-, (§, Mgh,

K,) He contended in an altercation, or disputed,

or litigated, with him : (S, TA:) or did so vehe

mently, or violently, (Mgh, K,) and ably, or

powerfully: (K:) [or he did so obstinately, or

merely for the purpose of convincing him; for]

a/2.0-0 signifies the disputing respecting a ques

tion of science for the purpose of convincing the

opponent, whether what he says be wrong in

itself or not : (Kull p. 342:) [he wrangled with

him:] or U2'-, inf. n. 42's-2 and Ul-A-, as

above, signifies originally he contended in an

altercation, or disputed, or litigated, by advancing

what might divert the mind from the appear

ance of the truth and of n-hat n'as right: and

accord. to a later usage, of the lawyers, he com

pared evidences [in a discussion with another

person, or other persons,] in order that it might

appear nhich of those evidences nas preponderant:

and the doing this is commendable if for the

purpose of ascertaining the truth; but otherwise

it is blameable: (Msb:) accord. to Er-Răghib,

Ul-A*- signifies the competing in disputation or

contention, and in striving to overcome [thereby];

from J.-l <!--, meaning, “I twisted the

rope firmly;” as though each of the two parties

twisted the other from his opinion: or, as some

say, it originally means the act of wrestling, and

throning donn another upon the all- [or

ground]: accord. to Ibn-El-Kemál, a disputing

that has for its object the manifesting and esta

blishing of tenets or opinions. (T.A.) [See also

J.-.]

4. --J-A-1 She (a gazelle) had her young one

[sufficiently grown to be] walking with her.

(Zj, K.)

5: see 7.

6. 12'2'-5 They contended in an altercation,

disputed, or litigated, [or did so vehemently, or

violently, &c., (see 3,)] one with another. (KL,

MA, &c.,)

7. U-51 He fell don'n upon the ground :

($:) he became thronn don’n upon the ail&s-,

i. e., the ground; and in like manner "J3-5, he

became thrown don'n, &c., much, or often. (TA.)

8. Jú: The act of building, or constructing.

(TA.) El-Kumeyt says,

* Úl: &#25" × Jas- *

($, TA) i. e. [Pavilions of n:hich the masons

have made strong] the building, or construction.

(TA.)

[Q. Q. 1. J33- He ruled a book with lines;
6 - d -

such as are ruled round a page, &c. See U2-.]

J: Hard, and strong; as also "J

(K,”TA.)– Also, and * J.-, A. strong, firm,

or compact, penis. (K,”TA)-Also, (K) or

the former, (S, TA,) Any member, or limb : (S,

K.) pl. J34. (S, TA)—Also, (K) or the

former, (TA,) Any complete bone, [app. nith its

flesh,] not broken, nor mixed neith aught beside :

pl. [of pauc.] J.'i and [of mult.] J.-- (K,

TA.)- Also, (K,) or [the pl.] J*, (Lth,

TA,) The bones of the arms and legs (Lth, K,

TA) of a man: (Lth, TA:) and of the fore and

hind legs of the victim termed ai.ie. (TA from

a trad.)

J.-: SeeJ.

J.- Vehemence, or violence, in altercation or

disputation or litigation; (S, K;) and ability, or

poner, to practise it: (K:) [or simply contention

in an altercation; disputation; or litigation:] a

subst, from 43'-' ($ ) or infn of J.-Iq v.].

(Msb.)- Hence, as a term of logic, A syllogism

composed of things well known, or conceded; the

object of which is to convince the opponent, and

to make him to understand who fails to apprehend

the premises of the demonstration. (TA.)

J.-: See J* =Also One who contends

in an altercation, disputes, or litigates, vehe

mently, or violently, (Msb, K,) and ably, or

ponderfully; and so "J- and "J-2. (K.)

- O - * > d £ -

#S.A.- fem. of U.e-l. = Also syn., in two
6- - - -

senses, with ālū-ka-, which see, in two places.

6 - d -

U33- A rivulet; a streamlet ; (S, Msb, K;)

[whether natural, or formed artificially for irri

gation; being often applied to a streamlet for

irrigation, in the form of a trench, or gutter;]

it is less than a*: and this is less than a* :

- 6 - d.

(Mgh in art. Lā- ) as also U2- : (K:) pl.

J234. (Msb)—Hence, 33-Ai:Their

affair, or case, was, or became, in a right, a

regular, or an orderly, state; like the U.5-a

when its flon is uniform and uninterrupted.

(TA) And £-l J33-Ai: + The caravan

of the pilgrims formed an uninterrupted line.

(TA.)- [Hence also J33- as meaning + A

kind of small vein. (Golius from Ibn-Seenå.)]

—Hence also -C= J33- + [A ruled line,

(such as is ruled round a page, &c.,) and a

column, and a table, of a book]. (TA.)

J.-- applied to a rope, Firmly twisted; as

also "J-4-2. (TA.) - A camel's nose-rein

(S, K) of hide, or leather, (S,) firmly twisted:

(S, K:) and a cord of hide, or leather, or of

[goats'] hair, [that is put] upon the neck of the

camel: (K:) and the [kind of nomen's ornament

termed] cús (S, K) is sometimes thus called:

($) pl. J. (K.)

#13- The ground: (S, Mgb, K:) or hard

ground: (TA:) or ground having fine sand. (K.)

#2-4 as, Iq v, i.e., (TA) a thing like

an -ji, of hide, or leather, which boys, and

menstruous women, near round the n'aist in the

manner of an 25!. (K, T.A.)= A [tribe, such

as is termed] ai: ; and a region, quarter, or

tract; syn. #-d: (S, K:) and so *#3-, in

both. these senses, as used in the phrase, L'é#

a39.x=- [This is according to the n'ay of his

region, and of his tribe]. (TA.) You say also,

**S* L'é -*ś, in the K, erroneously, *S*,

(TA,) i.e.,*: Lie [He went his own way], (K,

TA,) and a:-ö [tonards his region, or quarter,

or tract]. (K)–4 state, or condition. (K.)

- 1 A particular nay, course, mode, or manner,

of acting, or conduct ; syn. ièts, (S, K,) and

#25. (K.) You say, *** L” J*, i. e.

[He did according to his on n particular way,

&c.; or 's J. J. ** U's J->

[explained above: see 1]. (TA.)-; A deter

mination of the mind. (TA.)- t The manage

ment, or ordering, of a people's affairs; the

exercise of the office of -iù”. (AA, TA.)

J>> A boy becoming, or become, strong,

rigorous, or robust. (S.)-A she-camel's young

one above such as is termed #9, which is such

as has become strong, and walks with his mother.

(AS, S.) [See also J.-.]

J.:- and Je: &c.; see art. U->.

J*i; fem. 5... : See J.-, in three

places. = Also, [accord. to most of the gram

marians J.i. but accord. to someJ: The

hank; syn. Xi- (S, K;) as also 'J'i:

(K:) or an epithet applied to the hawk [and

therefore without tenween]: (TA:) pl. J*i.

(K.)

3 - * *

L.A.- : see what next precedes. -

6 - © o -

U-As-- A -aš [or palace, or pavilion, &c.,]

(S, K, TA [in the CK j-ail is erroneously put

for 3-il]) strongly constructed: (TA:) pl.

J2-4 (S. K.)=See also Je

Ji- A piece of rock or stone: [an oblong

roofing-stone, of those n:hich, placed side by side,

form the roof of a subterranean passage, &c. :]

pl. Jess- (TA.)= See also J.--

* D - do

J.-: See J.-- [Hence,] is: &”

! A compact coat of mail, (S, TA;) as also

W #3: . (S, K:) pl. [of the latter] J*. (K.)

– 1 A man (K, TA) of slender make, (TA,)

slender in the [bones called] -aš, of firm, or

compact, make (J#1-3- [as though firmly

twisted]): (K, TA:) or slender, slim, thin, spare,

lean, or light of flesh; not from emaciation:

(S:) and 3'-' J.-, as some say, of firm,

Ol' compact, make. (TA.) And #24- + A

woman small in the belly, and compact in flesh :
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(A in art. Laes:) or Ji-l is..." a girl of

beautiful compacture; of beautiful, compact

make; syn. J.'s J1 a--- (S.) Also --el

"Ja-i t [A fore arm, or an upper arm,] of

rm, or compact, make. (K,”TA.) And 3

is:- and W #3- ! [A shank of beautiful com

pacture;] well rounded; well turned; syn.ā

Jill. (K, TA)

5-As

1. * 3-, (Msb, K,) and **, first pers.

+3+ (IB, TA) aor.”, (K) inf n 334 (Mab,

TA) and 3-5 (Mab3) and * 'use-l, (Mob,

K.) and "312-1, (S) the prep in the former of

these two being suppressed in the latter; (TA;)

and W 3-1; (TA;) He gave him a gift. (S,

IB, Msb, K,”TA.)- [Hence,] 4.5% * *

+ He dren, his evil fortune, or ill luck, upon him :

an ironical expression; [for it literally means he

gave him, or bestoned upon him, his evil fortune.]

(TA.)- Hence also, 4: * (5-1 t It (a

thing) sufficed thee (Mgb.) ut: £, 'us: U.

! His deed, or act, did not profit him, or avail

him, aught. (Msb.) And lää 4: * use: U.

t This does not stand thee in any stead; does not

profit thee, or avail thee. (S)=43-, (S,

IB, MSb, K,') [aor. *,] inf n, 33-, (Ki) and*: (K in art. L5-;) and o . *

Msb, K,”) and "4:3:1, I sought, or de

manded, (S,) or asked, (IB, Mgb, K,) of him (S,

IB, Msb, K) a gift, (S) or a thing nanted. (K.)

[See an ex of the last of these verbs in a verse

cited in art. U.] Hence, itsu:- [inf n of

* 5xt-]: whence, in a trad.,J # b% 33;

* *: J. &- *, meaning 4:

* [i. e. And they knen, that there nas not, in

the possession of Marnán, property for which

they should ask as oned by him]. (TA.)

3: see 1.

* £1, (S,

4: see 1, in five places.= Also L5-2-1, He

obtained a gift. (S, Msb.)

8: see 1, in two places.

10: see 1.

!--- i. q. L55-, q.v. - Hence, (Harp. 32,)

13-, (K) also written es:- (ISk, TA,) or
• O -

-- **, ($) and, accord. to the K, * (#33-,

but this latter is not known except as signifying

“a gift,” (TA,) A common, or general, rain;

(S, K, TA;) of nide extent: (TA:) or of n!hich

the uttermost is not known. (K.) One says

also 4- ā-, meaning A rain having a rain

folloning it ; making the latter word masc.

because it has the force of an inf. n. (TA.)

And tâb - G3: ... a. iii to God,

nater us with a copious rain, and a rain that

shall cover the land]: (S, TA:) occurring in a

trad. respecting prayer for rain. (TA.)-And

* :- Ample good; (K;) of wide extent

to men. (TA)=,831 3s. 4.5i S (S. K."

TA) i. e. [I will not come to thee] ever, like

>3' *: (S, TA;) or to the end of time. (K,

TA.)

Bk. I.

ess- A gift; (S, Msb, K;) as also *13-.

(S, K :) dual (of the former, TA) c'-- and

&: ; (Lh, M, K;) the former, regular; (M,

TA ;) the latter, anomalous, (M, K, TA,) formed

by commutation. (M., T.A.) You say,<: U.

L5 ess- 9% &: [I have not obtained from

such a one a gift ever]. (TA.) And hence the

prov., &#:- &: << see art. -*. (§

z -

in that art.)– See also '..e-.

#3: Profit, utility, or avail. (S, TA.) So in

the saying,* 43-M J.'s &% [Such a one

is of little profit, utility, or avail, to thee; will

stand thee in little stead]. (S.)

3 - •

U.S.A.- [originally*] Munificent, or bounti

ful. (TA.)

2- Ashing, seeking, or demanding, (S, K.) Q.

bounty, or benefit, (S) or gift: (K:) pl. 51-.

(TA.)

s: [More, and most, profitable, useful, or
d = • - o #

availing]. It is said in a prov., -á'í ú- US

a's U. [More profitable than rain in its season].

(Meyd.)

U.S.-Me

.* to ~ *

1. a-na-; see 1 in art. 5-a-...-One says of
o “ 3 * * - -

the locust, 'Us: Já- US-3, meaning It eats

of o

everything. (TA) = 13. 43 &- •- L. I

found no means of avoiding, or escaping, that,

is sometimes said for s-Ji Je-1 L.J. (Kz, TA inart. Ae-5.) •

2. J: es:- inf n. #2-3, He made, or

put, to the camel's saddle a [** or] *.

(TA.)

4. L5-1. It (a wound) flowed [nith blood:

see #2-}. (K)

Us: A hid: (S) or a male kid (IAmb,

Msb, K;) the female being called Gue: (IAmb,

Msb:) or a hid in his first year; (Mgh, Msb;)

not yet a year old: (TA:) one should not say

Usi- (Si) this being a bad dial var. (Mab3)

pl. (of pauc., TA, applied to three, S) •: (S,

Mgb, K.) and (of mult., TA, applied to more

than three,S)?!...+ (S, Mgh, Msb,K) and Jū-:

(K:) 913- [as pl. of s:- is not allowable.

(S.) – Hence, as being likened thereto, (M,

TA) (43-1 + A certain star, ($, Meb, K.)

[the star a of Ursa Minor, commonly called

the pole-star,] that revolves with Já <t', (K,)

by the side of the [north] pole, by which the

kibleh is known, (S) or according to which the

kibleh is turned; (Msb;) the bright star at the

extremity of the tail of the Lesser Bear; (Kzw;)

the star of the killeh; (Mgh ) also called six

.#1; (Mgh, Mgb;) and called by the astro

nomers V&: in the dim. form, to distinguish

it from what next follon's. (Mgh, MF) [See

also J-kill.]—Hence also, (M, TA,) A certain

sign of the Zodiac; (S, K;) [namely, Capricor

nus;] the tenth of the signs of the Zodiac ;

(Mgh;) that next to the s's unknown to the

Arabs [of the classical times]. (K.) This and

the former together are called [the] c'.

(TA)=c(3- is also an anomalous dual of

ess-, G. v. (Lh, M, K.)= See also what next

follows.

6 - d -

#3- and "#" (S. K.) but not i.e.,

which is used by the vulgar, (S) [A hind of pad,

or] a stuffed thing, (S,) or a stuffed piece (K,

TA) of a U.<>, (TA) that is put beneath a

horse's saddle, (K) or beneath the tryo boards

(c)33) of a horse's and of a camel's saddle;

[one on either side; for] there are two of such

stuffed things: (S:) the pl. of the former is

**, (Sb, S,) which may be used as a pl. of

mult., (TA,) or ++, so in [some of] the

copies of the K, [but omitted in the CK and in

my MS. copy of the K,] following the TS, as on

the authority of A’Obeyd and AA and En-Nadr,

(TA,) and W &:- (S, IB, [in some copies of

the S 3-, but the former (which I find in two

copies of the S) is said by IB to be the right;

or rather this is a coll. gen, n.,]) like as &: is

of #: (IB, TA ) the pl; of "#" is U+.

(S.) [See also 5-29-. and 5399.1

ā-, (K in this art.,) or ää- (A in art. 2.js-,

and Kin art. 2-A,) [the latter is the term commonly

known, An arithmetical square;] the product

of multiplication [of a number by itself]; as

n:hen you say, the el-As- [or elje-] of three [in

some copies of the K, of three multiplied by

three,] is nine; (K,"TA;) also called J. (Mgb

in art. J-i-.) [See:

&- * See&:

#3: and #3- A young gazelle; syn. J%:

(K, and so ina copy of the S:) or a young doe

gazelle; syn. Ajijë : (so in another copy of the S:)

said by As to be like the Juá of goats: (S:) or

the male, and the female, of the young of gazelles,

nºhen it has attained the age of six months, or

seven, and has run, and become strong : or, as

some say, the male thereof; pl. Glås (M,TA.)

#~~ See #3-, in two places.= Also Florv

ing blood; (Lh, K;) blood not flowing being

termed 5-a- : (Lh, TA:) or the former, blood

adhering to the body; and the latter, blood upon

the ground: (AZ, S:) or the former, a streak of

blood: (S:) or the first quantity that flon's at

once, of blood: (TA:) pl. Glä- (S)-4 piece

of musk. (K)-The colour of the face. (K,

TA.) You say, ** #~~ &#3 [The colour

of his face became gellowj. (TA)=I q. i-d

[A side; a lateral, or an outnard or adjacent,

part or portion, region, quarter, or tract; &c.].

(K.) So in the saying, ** c." * [app.

meaning He is keeping to his on n side : he is

folloning his onn course; like the phrase J'é *

*:#;" | or he is by himself; like* L" *

and 3.3-l. (TA)

2'- The locust; because it eats (4-3, i. e.

Jét) everything: but the appellation [more]

commonly known is&- (TA.)

50
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3'- [erroneously written in the CK, in this

art. and in art. 23-, without the sheddeh to the

Us] Saffron; (Az, IF, K;) as also *#3'-.

(Sgh, K:) the former a rel. n. from ast-il, Or

a 2-, a town of£1, in Syria, said to produce

saffron: it is mentioned by Az and IF in this

art., being held by them to be of the measure

J," [originally &*]: by J, in art. 23-, as

being of the measure5. (TA.)- Also t Wine;

(K, TA;) as resembling saffron in colour. (TA.)

#2'-' see what next precedes.

- J

1. :- (S, A, L, Msb,) aor. * , (L, Msb,)

inf. n. 3-, (L, Msb, K.) He cut it, or cut it off;

(S, A, L, Msb;) namely, a thing; (S, Msb;) as,

for instance, a rope: (L:) or he cut it off utterly;

(L.K.) and #4-5-[infn of "3-5-1 signifies

the same as 3-, i.e. the cutting off utterly:

(K.) and 33:1 [inf n, of "3-1], the act of

cutting: (KL9 or ** signifies he cut it off

utterly and quickly; and in like manner *35

[applied to many objects, or as meaning he cut it,

&c., repeatedly, or many times, or in many pieces,

Or much]. (L.) [Hence,] J-5 3-, aor. * ,

inf n. 3- and 33- and 33-, He cut off the

fruit of the palm-trees; syn. 34: (Lh, L:) or,

accord. to some, 31.5-signifies the cutting off of

all fruits, and sles relates particularly to palm

trees. (TA in art. --.) [Hence also,]X*

5- in a trad. relating to the battle of Honeyn,

+Cut ye them off utterly ; exterminate them by

slaughter. (L.)- Also, (S, A, L., Msb,) aor. * ,

(L,) inf. n. 3-, (L, K.) He broke it; (S, A, L,

Msb, K;) namely, a thing, (S, Msb,) or a hard

thing: (M, L:) and $4: [inf n, of "3-1],

also, signific; the act of breaking. (KL.)-Also,

(L,) inf. n. Je-, (L, K.) He hastened it; or has

tened to it. (L, K.") It is said in a prov., re

specting one who boldly ventures upon taking a

false oath, âû all* 3- us:- He hastened to

it as the ass hastens to the plant called aul-2. (L.)

2 : see 1.

5: see 7.

7. 3-1 It became cut, or cut off: (S, L, Msb,

K:) or cut off utterly: or cut off utterly and

quickly: and in like manner, "35-3 [said of a

number of things, or used in a frequentative or an

intensive sense; being quasi-pass. of 2]. (L.)

8: see 1, in two places.

5 e > 3 >• * > *

R. Q. 1. je-je-, inf. n. 3.5-ja-: see 1.

6 - d. 3

a fragment: pl. 51.52-1:
* - o £ so - -

so in the phrase, 5'5-W ax-e [I broke it in

pieces, or fragments]; occurring in a trad., relating

to an idol. (L.) [See also $3..]

3-A piece broken off;

9 & 4 o e > •

53- asks U2 There is not upon him a piece of

rag; i.e., any garment to cover him: (L:) or

anything (S, L, K) of clothing : (S, L:) pl. $3.

(Bd in xxi. 59.)

* : 6 * *

5.ja- : see 5'-ka-.

33-, with fet-h, The act of separating a thing

ifrom another thing (£ 3- 'G' J4, accord.

to some copies of the K and the TA; [see 1;]

accord. to other copies of the K, [probably by

mistranscription,] the superiority of a thing over

another thing, “Us: c." 'Us" Jā); as also

*ālā-. (K.)=See also what next follows.

$13. and *śj-, (S, L, K,) the former of

which is the more chaste, (S, L.) and "$5-, (L,
3 -

K,) substs. from Je- the act of “breaking;” (K;)

What is broken, of, or from, a thing : (S, L:)

or n'hat is broken, or cut, in pieces: or broken

pieces : so in the Kur xxi. 59, in which the word

is read in these three different forms: (L:) some

also read 33-, which is pl. of*** and some,

$34, pl. of#: (Bd:) or the first signifies frag

ments of a thing much broken; [as a coll. gen, n.;]

and the n. un, is " $15. (Lth, L:) [or] it is an

extr. pl. of **3-; (L;) or i, q. 3,4- and

"Slås is a dial var.; or is pl. of"++. (Bd.)

* - 3 - -

[See also Ja-.]- Also the first, Small pieces, or

particles, of silver: and 7 Śā-, pieces of

silver: (L:) or the latter, cuttings, or clippings,

(S, L, K,) of silver. (M and L in art. J.5.)

Also Stones containing gold; (Ks, S, L, K;) so

called because they are broken: (Ks, S, L:) or

stones containing gold &c. which are broken; as

also "Slá-. (Msb.)–And 5'54- [app. $13. Or

"$13-1, (L.) or "$5-, (TA) i, q & [Distinct

parties, or portions, &c., of men or things]. (L,

TA.)

33- See $54, in four places.

** and W 3,4- Cut; or cut off : or cut

off utterly: or cut off utterly and quickly: and

also broken : (L:) pl. of the former, $3. and

33- (Bd in xxi. 59) and $34, which last is

extr. (L. See the paragraph headed $34, in

three places)–Also the former, (A, K,) and

525- -94, (A,) and "5-4-is-, (§, L., K.) Meal

ofparched barley or wheat; syn. J.- : (S, A,

L, K;) so prepared [by being moistened with

water or nith clarified butter ye.] as to be

drunk : (A:) and W 3.525- is [a mess of the kind

called] a:- made of coarse G22- ; so called

because it is broken and made into coarse par

ticles: and a quantity of G.22-, or the like, such

as a man eats or drinks at one time. (L.)

6.- - - 6 - -

33).52- : see 5'-ka-.

*... • 6 * > * 6 - d. -

#5. and its pl. -151.52- : see 3'-ka-, in two

places.

9 - > * . . .

3.32.5-; see Jū-ka-, in two places.

- 3 - 6 - à 2 &

£1.ja-Jū [fem. of 3-1] 1 An amputated arm or

hand: used figuratively: see 3-1, in art. J-.
- J - 6 -

(L.)– £1.5-_c > t A bond of relationship [cut,

or severed, or] not made close by affection; expl.
d = J. Q- •

by J-35 - 3) [a well-known phrase: erro

neously explained by Golius as meaning “uterus

infoecundus vel interruptae conceptionis”]: (Fr,

S, L, K:) as also ää- (Fr, $, L.) -&:
* & - w

see #3-, -āj- U- A tooth much

broken; or broken in pieces. (K, T.A.)

33- (AS, L, and so in some copies of the K:

in other copies of the K, and in the TA,&: :)

Soft stones: (As, L, K:) as also &i= [q. v.]:

(AS, L:) m. un, (of both, Aş, L) with 3. (As,

L, K.)

6 * d - * J. & e o O > - -

55-km-o: see 32-– 33-5- * £ulas [A

gift, or stipend,] not cut short, or not interrupted;

syn. eski-3. (A’Obeyd, S, L.)

* * * *

1. a .32-, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. - , (Msb, K.,)

inf n. ~3-, (S, Msb;) as also **, (S, TA,)

inf n. +, of the dial. of Temeem, (TA,) or

formed by transposition; (S, TA; [but see art.

J.-il) and "44-15 (S, A, K.) He dren it;

dragged it; pulled it; tugged it; strained it;

extended it by drawing, or pulling or tugging ;

stretched it, extended, lengthened, or protracted,

it ; (S, A, K;) namely, a thing; and sometimes

relating to an ideal object. (TA)-3- **

£), (S,) or £ &: -j-. (K,) or à: -j-,

(A, Msb,) U.a5, (S, A, Msb, K.) or c)-ag, (S,

A, Msb) He drank ($, K) from the vessel, (S)

or of the nater, (K,) by putting his mouth into

it, [a draught, or two draughts:] (S, K:) or

he conveyed [or dren up] into the innermost parts

of his nose [a draught, or two draughts, of the

neater]. (Msb.) And w:<+ ! She (a camel)

drank her milk when she was milked. (A. [But

see what next follows: and see also *])--...-,

said of a she-camel, (S, K.) and of a she-ass also,

aor. = , inf. n. −3-, (TA,) + She became scant

of milk; (S, K;) she drew her milk (# ****)

from her udder so that it went anay upwards.

(TA)-43-...(K) or 3 & 43-, (S.A.)
aor. = , inf. n. --Ja-, (TA,) t He weaned him ;

namely, a colt, (S, A, K,) and a young camel,

and a lamb. (TA.) And one says of a mother,

us."3 <i> 1 She weaned her young one: so

accord. to Lh, who does not specify the kind.

(ISd, T.A.) And accord. to the T,** is said

of a child, or of a lamb or kid, meaning : He nas

weaned. (TA)- 45- and "4:3"> He trans

ferred, or removed, it (a thing) from its place.

(K)—4:- ! She repelled him, or rejected

him; namely, a man who sought her in marriage;

(T, A, TA;) as though from the saying£

£3-3 [which see below]; (T, TA;) [i. e.] as

though she contended with him and overcame

him, and thus he became separated from her;

(T, A, TA) as also #: (T, TA) [Accord.

to the TA, "4:3" has the same meaning; but

I think that this is a mistake of a copyist.]-

alues J.- &% -j- + Such a one severed the

bond of his union. (M., T.A.) And &% ~3
*...* de • C)

U: J.-l | Such a one severed the bond of union

between us. (A,TA)—is: ---, aor. 2 ,
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(AHn, K.) inf n :-, (AHn, TA) He cut

off the -j- (q.v.] of the palm-tree, (AHn, K.)

to eat it. (AHn, TA)-33s. -j- +He ran

quickly. (L in art. .xx...) See also 7.—-3

3:1 (S, A, K) aor. :, in n. *. (TA)

! The greater part of the month (£, S, A, K,

i. e. ##, TA) passed. (S, A, K.) =43-,

aor. *, He overcame him in asts—" (K) [lit.

drancing, dragging, pulling, &c.; (see 3;) but

also] used figuratively [as meaning the overcame

him in contention]. (TA) You say, "4:3".

£- [I contended with him in draning, drag

ging, &c., and I overcame him therein: and also]

! I contended with him and I overcame him.

(T, A, TA.)

3. 4.5- He contended neith him in dran'ing,

dragging, pulling or tugging, straining, or stretch

ing, &c. (L in art. J-2.) And J.- &st= [He

contended with him in pulling the rope]. (Mgh

in art. &#) And *::" &st= He contended

with him in pulling the garment, or piece of cloth.

(A) And £1 bis-, inf n. #'s. They

pulled the thing, every one of them to himself.

(Msb.) And 4:3-5 #3- see 1, last sentence:

[a phrase having two meanings: for] you say,

Ust-, (K, TA) inf n. *sū- (TA) and "3-,

(Har p. 636,) meaning + They tryo contended (in

any manner], each nith the other: (K,TA:) and

[in like manner,] "usus-3, (K) inf. n. *ś-5,

($) +They two contended together. (S. K.) You

say also, l,iii.3**2: <i> ! [There

were contentions between them: then they agreed].

(A, TA.) And£ &st= + I contended nith

him for the thing. (S.)- See also 1, in two

places, beside the instance in the last sentence.

5. 4:3-5 ! He drank it ; (A, K;) namely,

milk: said of a pastor. (A.)

6. -: 12:3'→5 They contended together in

pulling the garment, or piece of cloth. (A.)

[Hence,JASSI -## 12:30-3 | [They contended

together in discourse, talk, or conversation]. (A.)

See also 3. - And see 7.

7. ---is-5. It (a thing) was, or became, dran'n,

dragged, pulled, tugged, strained, extended by

drawing or pulling or tugging, or stretched, &c.;

it dragged, or trailed along ; syn. 5-l. (S and

K in art. ,<-.)- It was, or became, transferred,

or removed, from its place; and so * >3'-5.

(K)--4-5 also signifies + Quick going or

journeying or travelling. (S.) [You say, +...+31,

and 3: ***, (the latter occurring in the

TA in art. -, &c., like 3:4) -j-, Inen

tioned above, see 1) + He went, or journeyed,

or travelled, quickly..] And 2: —s '2'-'

and#:* +jē-31 || They brought, or purveyed,

Twheat, or corn, or provisions, from afar. (A,

TA.)

8. 4.- : see 1. - Also He seized it, or

took it, or carried it off, by force. (K, T.A.)

- And + He called, summoned, or invited, him.

(Ham p. 645.)

+++ touick journeying or travelling. (ISd,

K.)–And The stopping, or a stoppage, of the

flon of saliva (&# gues'). (S.)

~5- The pith that is at the head of the palm

tree, from which the [fibres called] -ā- are

pulled off, and n:hich is then eaten; as though SO

called because pulled off [or cut] from the tree;

(TA;) the heart, pith, or cerebrum, GC+) of

the palm-tree; (AHn, S, TA;) so in some copies

of the K; (TA;) i. e. the --> of the palm-tree:

(S:) or, as in some copies of the K, and in the

M and L, only such as is coarse: (TA:) as also

'3- (K:) n. un. #3- (S, K.) [See also
* - - -

J# &: #: A portion that is dranwn by a

single pull of spun thread, or yarn. (S.) [Hence,]

J# #3- Sussi U. ! He gave him not aught. (A,

TA)—#3- J: &#3 J: + Between me

and the place of alighting is a piece [of land or

country, or a tract], meaning a distance: (S:)

or a far-extending piece [of land or country].

(K) And #3 cº, Jr. 3: ..., and #,

+ Between us and the sons of such a one is a

small space, or short distance; i. e., they are

near to us. (ISh, T.A.)

• * > •

*w-i- U52'> -s: 3- [He took his nay into

the valley of Jedhebát]: (K:) or, as given by

Meyd, [and in the A] is:#; [they fell into the

valley of Jedhebát]: a celebrated prov.: (TA:)

applied to a man who has missed the object of

his aim or pursuit; (K, TA ;) = \'.je- being

said to be derived from C:" -3- “he weaned

the boy;” because, in weaning, a child sometimes

dies: or from 2: -> ls:, or * *:::

3:1, explained above: or, accord. to some, the

right reading is –03-; or, as Az says, on the

authority of As, the most correct reading is

---, from #~ £3+ “the serpent bit him;”

and the prov. is applied to him who falls into

perdition, and to him who wanders in perplexity

from the object of his aim or desire. (TA.)

[See also another reading in art. -->4-.]

&- The sandal-thong that is between the

great and second toes. (K, TA.) You say, U.

ū- L# Já He did not stand me in stead

of, or avail me as much as, a sandal-thong that

is betn'een the great and second toes. (AA, TA.)

~3-, indecl., [as a proper name, changed in

form from A-1,] (TA) Death . (ISd, K.)

so called because it draws away the soul. (ISd,

TA.)

6 * *s • o

-lja-: see "Ja-.

6 : * s -

-5-i- see ~Sla-.

#5- Hairs, (TA,) or coarse hairs, or a

coarse hair, (K) tied, and made into a snare,

(TA,) for catching larks. (K, TA.)

* | A she-camel that has exceeded the usual

time of pregnancy, and passed beyond the time

[of the year] when she had been covered: (Lh,

TA:) or a she-camel that has extended, or pro

tracted, the period of her pregnancy to eleven

months. (A, TA.) +A she-camel, (S, K,) and a

she-ass, (TA,) scant of milk; (S, K, TA;) as

also #3's and **** (K:) pl. [of the first

and second]* and ~...~. (S, K.)

** (M, K) and £33, the latter formed

&#3) A.

kind of food, prepared with sugar and rice and

flesh-meat: (M, K:) [from the Persian**,

as observed by Golius:] it might be hastily

imagined to be arabicized from * 5* but

this is not the case: (TA:) [n. un, with 3: or]

by transposition, (L and TA in art.

#3,4- is a cake of bread (#) put into the

oven (*:5), and having suspended over it a bird

or some flesh-meat, the gravy of n:hich flon's upon

it as long as it is cooking; also called &#" Xi.

because it removes one's anxiety for seasoning,

or condiment. (Harp. 227.)

2-ka

1. 34-, (A,TA) aor.”, (TK) inf n +,

(A, K,) He cut, or cut off, or severed, (K, TA,)

a thing: (TA:) and (K) he extirpated, or cut

off entirely, (A, K.) a thing; (A3) as also 95-;

($) and "2+, inf n. *l (AZ, K.)

2 : | see 1.

4:

7. Jji=3| It became cut, or cut off, or severed.

(K, T.A.)

}* (AS, IAar, S, A, Msb, K) and"> (AA,

S, K) The root, or loner part, (As, S, A, Msb, K.)

of anything: (As, S, A:) or (so in the K, but in

other lexicons “and”) particularly, of the tongue:

(Sh, A, Msb, K:) and of the penis: (Sh, K:)

and of a horn (S, A) of a cow (S) or of a bull;

(A;) or the horn [itself] of a cow: (TA:) and

the latter word, the root, or foot, or lonest part,

of a tree: (TA:) and the former word, the base

of the neck (El-Hojeree, K.) pl. , i. (K.)

Hence,** -> #-: +3; Love took up

its abode in the bottom (U-1) of his heart. (A:)

And [hence] it is said in a trad., +3; ău.S. &l

Júl ** * J. [app, meaning, Verily

reason, or intellect, or rather conscience, each of

which is a trust committed by God to man, and a

faculty which renders him responsible for his

faith and works, (see, in art. Ú-el, an explanation

of its as used in the Kur xxxiii. 72,) hath taken

up its abode in the bottom of the hearts of men].

(S.)- Also, both words, The origin, or stock,

from which one springs. (TA)- And the for

mer, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) and the latter, or the

latter only, (K,) or the former only, (IAar, TA,)

A root of a number; (A;) an arithmetical root;

(Mgh, K;) [a square root;] a number that is

multiplied by itself; (Msb;) as when you say

that ten multiplied by ten is a hundred; (Mgh,

Msb;) and three multiplied by three is nine;

(A;) in the former of n:hich cases, ten is the

2.j-, (Mgh, Msb,) i. e., the 25- of a hundred;

(Mgh;) and in the latter, three; (A;) and in

each case, the [square or] product of the multipli

cation is called the Jus, (MSb) or the 33- (A)

50 *
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or the **** (Mgh:) [pl. of pauc. #,

and of mult. 3,4- It is of two kinds, 3.0

3 -

[i.e. rational], andX- [i.e. surd, or irrational]:

the latter known only to God, accord. to a saying

of ’Aisheh. (Mgh.)

*: See*

$$...and# (SK) and #, and #3 and
6 d - 6 -

335- and "ji-, (K, TA,) the last of which is

written in some copies of the K [and in the CK]

}*, (TA,) The young one of a nild conv: (S,

K.) pl. of the first and second, st. (S.) ISd

thinks that 335- and3- are Arabic, and that

$5. and #: are Persian. (TA.) See also

*4.

* Ol'*: see what next precedes.

33- A wild cow having a young one. (ISd,

K.) Hence we decide that the in 72552- is

augmentative; and because it often occurs as an

augmentative in the second place. (ISd, TA.)

[In the S it is regarded as a radical.]

6 s o – 6 o e

25-k- : see Je

&

4. g3-1 (S. Mgh, Mob, K.) inf n. *l,
(Mgh, Msb,) He (a beast) became such as is

denoted by the term :- (TA;) said of the

offspring of the sheep or goat, he became in his

second year; of that of the cow, and of a solid

hoofed beast, he became in his third year; and of

that of the camel, he became in his fifth year:

(S, Msb, K:) but sometimes, when said of the

offspring of the ewe, it means he became six

months old, or nine months old; and such is allow

able as a victim for sacrifice: (S:) IAar says, it

denotes a time, not a tooth (Mgh, Mgb) growing

or falling out: (Msb:) and said of a she-goat,

-e-je- means she became a year old, and some

times, less than a year, by reason of plenty of

food; and of a sheep, £je- means, when from

young parents, he becamefrom six months old to

seven; and when from very old parents, from

eight months old to ten. (Mgh, Msb.) [See

83-, below.]

6. ests: ! He (a man) pretended to be a&:

[or youth]. (TA.)

&:- The trunk of a palm-tree: (S," Mob, K:)

or, accord. to some, only after it has become dry:

or, accord. to some, only after it has been cut:

(TA:) or the trunk of a tree n:hen the head has

gone: (Ham p. 656:) in the Kur, xix. 23, it is

applied to the trunk of a palm-tree which had

become dry and was without a head; (Bd;)

therefore this does not indicate any restriction nor

the contrary: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.]&: (Msb)

and [of mult.] £2:. (S, Msb.)-The beam of

a roof. (Msb, TA.)

#3: A beast (Lth, Mgh) before the 3: [q.v.],

(Lth, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) by one year; nhen it

may for the first time be ridden and used: (Lth:)

fem. with 5: (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) pl. masc. [of

pauc.] #3: (Yoo, O) and [of mult.] &é:
6 * @

(Yoo, S, Mgh, Msb, K) and cle.ie (L, Mgb)

and £3s ($, Mgh, Mil, K) and £3.5 (Yoo,
o,) and pl. tem. &l=3- ($, Mgb.) it is a

name applied to the beast in a particular time, not

denoting a tooth growing or falling out: (S, K:)

but it differs in its application to different kinds

of beasts: (Az:) applied to a sheep or goat,

it means a year old; (IAar;) in his second

gear: (Mgh:) or, applied to a sheep, a year

old; and sometimes less than a year, by reason

of plenty of food; (IAar;) or eight months

old, (Az, Mgh, TA,) or nine; (TA;) or, when

from young parents, from six months old to

seven; and when from very old parents from

eight months old to ten; (IAar, Mgh;) and the

sheep thus called is a satisfactory victim for sacri

fice: (Mgh, TA:) and applied to a goat, a year

old; (Az, Mgh;) or in its second year; (AZ;)

but the goat thus called is not a satisfactory vic

tim for sacrifice: (Mgh:) applied to a bull, it

means in like manner in his second year; (Mgh;)

or in his third year; and the bull thus called is

not a satisfactory victim for sacrifice: (TA:)

applied to a horse, it means in his third year;

(IAar;) or in his fourth year: (Mgh :) [but see

&" :] and applied to a camel, in his fifth year;

(Az, Mgh;) fem. with 5; and this (a acja-) is

what must be given for the poor-rate when the

camels are more than sixty. (Az, T.A.) [See also

#.-A youth, or young man. (K.)—tOne

who is light-witted, or neak and stupid, like a youth:
* >

opposed in this sense to Ujū as meaning “old:”

(IAar, TA:) or one whose teeth have fallen out,

here and there, [as though likened to a beast thus

termed that has shed some of his first teeth,]

because he has drawn near to his appointed term

of life. (TA: [but it is not quite clear whether

this explanation relate to &- or to Ujū.])
6 - d.

! [A novice, or recent beginner.] You say, US$
* * * **, , : " , - - -

8-> J-Sl '...A L5% ! [Such a one, in this affair,

is a novice, or recent beginner,] when he has
2-# 9 - - , o is

begun it recently. ($, Z.)– '-''' &- A.J.'

| Time, or fortune, is ever nerv, like a youth.
J • * 2- of

(K,” TA.)- Hence, (TA) 8-1-.59 1 Time,
• * ~ * of

or fortune; (S, K;) as in the saying,

#3-"j9. | Time, or fortune, destroyed them,

and 83-139 45 S 1 I will not come to thee

ever. (TA.) [See also art. Lejj.] And accord. to

some, (S,) The lion : (S, K:) but this is:istake.

(IB, L.)- And hence, (TA) e:-" >it Cala
2 - - - of 4 o' - #

mity, or misfortune. (K, T.A.)-\s.ke- -9'>~~!

! I renened the thing, or affair, as it was at the

first: as, for instance, a war which had been
2 < * * * * ... ** - . .

extinguished. (TA.) And ta.je- -29 " [signifies,

in like manner, 1 He recommenced the thing: or]
2 of * *

he commenced the thing. (T.A.) And "S" As

(-3- ! The thing was commenced: (TA:) or the

thing returned to its first state; it recommenced.

(K in art. '5.)– Jú-l &: + Small moun

tains. (K.)

iss: [The state of being what is denoted by

the term *: a subst. from &: [inf. n. of

e-l. (TA.)

* - - d -

ãoc.js- Young; (S, K,” TA;) not arrived at

puberty: (TA) originally is 3-5 (S. K.) the

Le being augmentative : (S:) the 5 is either to

give intensiveness to the meaning, or to denote

the fem. gender; the word being considered as

implying the meaning of J-5 Or #. (TA.)

• * j, © p *
-

-

&: Jä2,4- [A lamb approaching the age

in n'hich the term &: is applied to him : expl.

in some copies of the K by d's: in others, by

9% in the copies of the o, expl. by 3- 9's

1ja-') : in the TS and in the A, by Uls, which& - y U
*

is probably the right reading. (TA.)

(Quasi-e-ja-)

alos.ja- : see art. 8.

1. ***, (AA.S.K.) aor = (K) inf n -ij-,

(AA, S,) He cut it; or cut it off: (AA, S, K:)

and so with 2. (TA)= -$5 - said of a bird,

a dial. var. of -5.x=- : (S:) both signify He (a

bird) went quickly (K, TA) with his wings;

generally, when one of the nings had been

shortened; (TA;) as also "-53-1 and "-35-51.

and so, both of these, with 2. (K.)–IHence,

-j-.' -āj-, and£ –53-, or à:1;

i. Q -i-, q. v.]-##: es' -āj- He (a man)

nvas quick in his manner of nalhing: (AO, S:)

and so with 2: (AAF, TA in art. -5.xe-:) as

also '-35-5. (TA) And -si- She (a woman)

walked like those that are short: and she (a

gazelle, and a woman, TA) went with short steps;

as also " -3.3-l: and so, both, with 2. (K.)

-&#9 #: C-53s. The sky cast down snow:

and so with 2. (TA)=:: * i, q &á-.

(TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.

5: see 1.

7: see 1.

-3.3-2, (S,TA) in the K "#13-2, but the

former is the more proper, (TA,) i. q. ---,

(S;) The ning of a bird: and so with 2. (Msb

in art. -5-)-And [hence, An oar; a paddle;]

a certain thing with which a ship, or boat, is

propelled. ($,” T.A.) – And hence, as being

likened thereto, A whip : (Abu-l-Ghowth, S:)

and so with 2. (TA in art. -ā-A2-.)

* f d -

-555- A [skin of the kind called] 3 having

the legs cut off : and so with 2. (K" and TA in

this art. and in art. -3-A-.)

2:, ; * 3, 2 °

āşl.i.a-2 : see -ālijs-e.

Jj

1. Jā-, (aor.", TK) inf n. J.4. It stood

erect, and was firm, (K, TA) like the Ji- of

a tree. (TA.) And He set himself up as an

antagonist to others, in Jight. (TA in art, sla-.)
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And said of a chameleon, It became erect; as

also 'Uja-l. (TA) You say also,"J: >0.

*::* c." ! He slept [during the night] erect,

nithout commotion, upon the back of his beast.

(TA)=J.", (S.K.) aor.”, (K) infn. J3-,

(S,) He was, or became, joyful, glad, or happy;

as also "U.S.-l. ($, K.)

4. 4.- He made him joyful, glad, or happy.

(S, K.)

8 :

10: see 1, in two places.

see 1.

6 o' --

Jje-: see what next follows, in two places.

J* (S, K) and "Ji- (K) The trunk, stem,

stump, or loner part, (J-5) of a tree &c., after

the branch or the like has gone ; pl. [of pauc.]

Jú: and [of mult.] Jú- and J* and

is:-, (K) which last is pl. of Ji- (TA)

or a large trunk, or loner portion, of a tree;

(S," K;) pl. Já'í (S:) and a branch, or

piece of nood, like the fruit-stalk of the raceme

of a palm-tree. (K.) [Hence] 'ali- J. sle

[or *i- + He returned to his original state,

or condition. (TA.)- Also, the former, A post,

or piece of nood, that is set up (S, K) in the place

where camels lie don'n, at their watering-place, (S,)

for the mangy camels to rub themselves against

it. (S, K.") Hence, (S, K) the saying of El

Hobāb Ibn-El-Mundhir, (S) &-: *@#3: Uí

-:1 wišč, t [I am their much-rubbed little

rubbing-post, and their propped little palm-tree

loaded nith fruit, or their honoured little palm

tree &c.: see art. -->]: (S,” K,” TA:) i. e.,

I am of those by means of whose counsel, or

advice, people seek relief, like as the mangy

camels seek relief from their mange by rubbing

themselves against the post above mentioned,

(TA,) and one having a family that will aid and

defend me: (TA in art. --> :) the dim. is here

used for the purpose of aggrandizement. (K.

[See also art. 4-.]) And hence, (TA) Ji-*

Jú ! He is a gentle manager of cattle : (S,"K,”

TA:) likened to the Jis that is set up. (TA)

One says also, 95, Ji- £1, i.e., 4-12 [app.

meaning, + Verily he is one who is constantly

engaged in contending for stakes, or nagers;

cle, being here an inf n of 34%; not a pl. of

&: for if it were the latter, the explanation

would be 3-4]. (K.) - A small quantum

of property, or a small number of cattle; (K;)

as though it were the original stock thereof.

(TA.)-The summit, or head, of a mountain;

and a prominent portion thereof; pl. Jā-i.

(K.)- The side of a sandal. (K.)

J.- : see what next follows.

&Si- [in copies of the K with tenween, but

correctly without tenween, for the fem. is $34,]

Joyful, glad, or happy; (§, K;) as also V J.-,

(K;) and 7Js- occurs in poetry: (IDrd, K.)

pl. 393. (K.) You say, 43, #3-4:

His soul is joyful, glad, or happy, by means of

that. (TA.)

J: dim. ofJā- q. V.

Js- [part. n. ofJā-l + Erect, in his place,

m0t moving therefrom ; likened to the Ji- that

is set up in the place where camels lie down, at

their watering-place, for the mangy camels to rub

themselves against it. (S.) You say, SA- <0.

2:3 J." L* ! He slept [during the night] erect,

without commotion, upon the back of his beast.

(TA.)= See also &95-.

AJ

1 <3-, (S, Mab, K.) aor = (Msb, K, TA)

and * also, (accord. to some copies of the K,)

inf. n. >3-, (S, Msb, K.) He cut it off; (S,

Msb, K.) and so "4:3-5 (K.) or Ajs signi

fies he cut off many things; or cut off much,

or frequently: and>3- signifies also the cutting

off quickly. (TA.) [It is like 4-3-.] You

say, ** >3-, (Msb, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. as above,

(Msb,) He cut off, or amputated, his arm, or

hand; (Msb, K;) as also "wo-is-1, (K.) inf. n.

>3'-' (TA)—[Hence] all-, 3-&#23

! Such a one severed the bond of his union; as

also **. (TA.) =23-, (S, Msb,) aor. * ,

(Msb,) inf. n. 23-, He (a man) had his arm,

or hand, cut off, or amputated, was maimed of

it. (S, Msb) You say, J:- W *::: &: U.

Leje- [What is it that has maimed him of his

arm, or hand, so that he has become maimed of

it?). (TA)—And #1 -3-, aor. -, (Mab,

K,) inf. n. 23-, (Msb,) The arm, or hand, was

cut off, or amputated. (Msb, K.)=** He

(a man, S, Msb) was, or became, affected, or

smitten, nith the disease termedAl3+. (S, Mgh,

Msb, K.)

2 : see 1.

4: see 1, in two places. =>13: also signifies

The being quick in pace, or going. (Lth, TA)

You say,* es' Aje-l, (S) or: _2.j4-1, (K,)

He (a camel, S) hastened, or nas quick, in his

pace, or going. (S, K.) And Aja-1 said of a

horse, (Lh, K,) and the like, of such as run, (Lh,

TA.) He ran vehemently. (Lh, K.) -->is

'J', c” He abstained, or desisted, from the

thing. (S,” K.)- asMe Aja-i He decided, deter

mined, or resolved, upon it. (K.)

5: see 7.

7. Aja-ji It was, or became, cut off; (S, K;)

as also "A3-5 (K.) [or the latter is said of a

number of things; or implies muchness, or fre

quency:] the two verbs are syn. [respectively]

with &lai, and &#. (TA.)- [Hence] you

say, -#" c -j-" + He was, or became,

cut off from the company of riders upon camels.

(TA.) And En-Nábighah says,

w.i-fú:---is J.&.

[Suleymā has turned anay, and the bond of her

union with me has become severed]. (S.)

sk

X:- : see the next paragraph.= Also A cessa

tion of the supply of corn or other provision.

(TA.)= A rope cut off, or severed. (TA.)

A man n'hose extremities have fallen off in pieces,

piece after piece, in consequence of the disease

termed>3'-. (TA; but in this last sense, the

word is there written without any syll. signs.)

23- The root, source, origin, or original,

or thefundamental or essential or principal part,

syn. J., (S, Msh, K) of a thing, (S, Msb,TA)

whatever that thing be; (TA;) as also "23

($, #) pl. [of pauc.] A3+i and [of mult.]

A552-. (K.)- The family of a people; their

kinsfolk: whence the saying, in a trad., #J

£Xà- 4. SlJ# &- J4, [There nas not

a man ofTureysh but he had kinsfolk in Mekkeh].

(TA.) [And app. The main stock from which

tribes are derived : for,] accord. to some, it ranks

before -*. (TA voce &#)-The places [or

place] of growth of the teeth. (TA.) A poet

says, (S) namely, El-Hárith Ibn-Waaleh, (TA,)

• J. & e 3 3 *

* Us:- -a--" —- C') sk

* * • Ö * @ * -

* 2: J. J. & #5 *

(S, TA,) [Non, when the hair in the middle of

my bosom, extending dononnards to my navel, has

become white, and I have bitten upon the place of

growth of my canine tooth]: i.e., I have become

old, and eaten upon the Leje- of my --U. (TA.)

– The loner, or lonest, part, or the foundation,

of a wall: (Mgh from a trad. :) or the remains

thereof: or a portion thereof. (T.A.) - See

also #5-.

>* Quick, snift. (K.)

6 - *

#: The place of the arm, or hand, nhere it
6 * * *

is cut off, or amputated; as also "àoja- (K.)

#: The defect, or deficiency, of him who

has had his arm, or hand, amputated, or n:ho

has lost the end joints of his fingers: so accord.

to the copies of the K: but in the L, the defect,

or deficiency [resulting] from the amputation of

the arm or hand (23: 32). (TA)=0.

is: & <--, with damm, meaning [I heard

him not utter] a nord, is not of established

authority. (ISd, T.A.)

#5- A piece cut off (S, K) of a rope &c.,

(S,) or of a thing of which the extremity has

been cut off, the lower, or principal, part remain

ing; (K;) as also "X3-. (TA.)- A whip:

(S, K:) because it becomes cut by that which is

beaten with it. (TA.)- The part of a whip of

which the slender extremity has become much cut

[by use], the loner, or principal, part remaining;

pl.23- (L, TA:) or the remaining part of a

whip; its longer, or principal, portion. (A5,T.A.)

–A thick piece of nood, having fire at the end

of it or not, [i. e. a brand, or fire-brand;] like

#5-. (AO, Š and TA in art. 3-)—t 4

company of men [as though cut off from others].

(TA.)

6 - - - 6.

aloja-: see i:--Also The uppermost pith

of the palm-tree; which is the best; (K;) like
* * * *

älja-. (TA)- And Dates that come forth

upon one base. (TA.)
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X4+ [Elephantiasis; a species of leprosy;

the leprosy that pervaded Europe in the latter

part of the Middle Ages;] a certain disease,

(S, K,) arising from the spreading of the black

bile throughout the nhole person, so that it

corrupts the temperament of the members, and

the external condition thereof; and sometimes

ending in the dissundering, or corrosion, (so

accord. to different copies of the K, TA) of the

members, and their falling off, in consequence of

ulceration; (K, TA;) so called because it dis

sunders the flesh, and causes it to fall off ;

(Msb;) or because the fingers, or toes, become

cut off: (TA:) it is a cracking of the skin, and

a dissundering, and gradual falling off, of the

flesh. (Mgh.)

6 J - **

–25-ke-U435 A tract tonards which one journeys

separating lovers or objects of love. (TA.)

>+ Cut off, amputated ($, Mab, TA)

(See also ><il

ā-ā- What remains, of seed-produce, after

the reaping. (S.) - [See also #, in two

places.]

2.5- [an epithet] of the measure Jú from

23-' meaning &#1; so in the phrase 2.5

Used" J:- [Wont to sever the bond of love], in a

verse of Ows Ibn-Thaalabeh. (Ham p. 334.)

* - c <

_2.ję- Having his arm, or hand, cut off, or

amputated: (S, Msb, K:) or having lost the end

joints of his fingers: (K:) fem. #5- (Msb:)

pl. L-3- ($.) It is said in a trad, Kaj 3.

** * *** * (# *- : &#1,

(A’Obeyd, S,”) i. e., [He who learns the Kur-án

and then forgets it shall meet God on the day

of resurrection] having his arm, or hand, cut

off: (A’Obeyd, TA:) or having lost all his

limbs, or members: (Kt, TA:) or t having his

plea cut off; having no tongue with which to

speak, nor any plea in his hand: (IAth, TA:)

or + having his means of access cut off : (TA:)

or + nrith his hand devoid of good and of recom

pense. (IAar, El-Khattábee,TA) And in another

trad, #3- 2:- #3 & J-5 a.k: J=
[Every oration from the pulpit in which there

is not an acknowledgment of the unity of God

and of the mission of Mohammad is like the arm

of which the hand is amputated]. (TA.) –

£-l Jis." [The amputated hand;] + a name

of the star a of Cetus ; (so in the Egyptian Al

manacs;) [i. e.] the star that is in the head of

Cetus : so called because it is less extended [from

the Pleiades] than that called --- -#21.

(Kaw (See + -i- in art. -a-.])–

ā-ā- J% +A sandal of which the [thong

called] UU.5 [n'hich is between two of the toes]

is cut, or cut off, or severed. (TA.)= See also
a 2 ° -

A3J.--e.

• * ~ * * * * * -

AJ-2 : see A5-ka-2. = Also A man tried, or

proved, and strengthened by experience in affairs.

(TA.)

X4+. J: and *#3-, [the latter of a

very rare measure, (see #2)] + A man n ho

decides affairs. (K.) [A man who, loving and

being loved, nhen he is sensible of evil treatment

quickly cuts the tie of affection : (A, TA:) or

the latter, t a man who quickly cuts the tie of

love, or affection. (S, K, TA) A3- 6. / >
Q - C - Je

> L. Jaëll t A man quick in funning,

or fleeing, in war. (TA.) And "à-la- Je

-j-", and 2:0, and ess.", +A man n'ho desists

from, and relinquishes, war, and journeying,

and love, or natural desire. (Lh, T.A.)

• 2 ° -

A3J.--> A man (S, Msb) affected, or smitten,

with the disease termed Al3+; ($, Mgh, Msb,

K;) as also 'X: (K) and "3-i, (Kr, K,)

which J erroneously disallows: (K:) J says,

one does not say><i. (TA:) [and Fei,] they

say that 23-i, of the measure of3-, is not

said in this sense. (Mgb.)

6 * - d. 6 - O -

ãol-is-2 : see Al-ka-2, in two places.

*J

5, - 2 - * - 2 -

Aleja- or Xueje-: see what follows, in two

places.

6 y o y

22-eje- The root, or lonest part, of a thing:

or the first thereof; (K;) the beginning, or com

mencement, and fresh state, thereof; its first and

fresh state. (TA)-A piece, or portion, (S,

K,) of the lonest part (S) of a palm-branch, (S,

K,) [i. e. a stump thereof,] remaining upon the

trunk when the [rest of the] branch has been cut

off (S. K.) as also "jūj-, (S) or jūj-.

(K.) [Accord. to the S, the A is an augmentative

letter.]-The stump of a [tree of the kind called]

a:, remaining when the tree has been cut donn.

(TA.)- The stump of a hand of n!hich the

greater part has been cut off ; (TA;) what

remains of a hand that has been amputated, at

the extremity of the truo bones of the fore arm.

(T, TA.) One says, ** 4,4 and axiań.

[He struck him with the stump of his amputated

hand]. (TA.)- What remains of anything that

has been cut off. (IAar, T.A.)- [Pl. *.*.
J.

33- + He took it alto

gether; (K;) as also *5- •.js-l: (Ks, S,

K:) or he took it in its first and fresh state :

and Fr also mentions the phrases ***- •Jú-l

and '943- (TA) - - - -

J. O.

—You say, 225-2.5

* * *

*:- 33- : see what next precedes.

5.5

.1, 3-, (S. K.) aor.”, (TA) inf n 334 and

3:4, (K.) It (a thing, TA) stood firmly; as

also V (4.5-l. ($, K.) You say also, L* lás

'G' He [or it, for instance, a stone of those

(three in number) upon which a cooking-pot is

placed, as is implied in the S, (see su-,)] re

mained firm upon a thing. (S.) And 3% 3

*: -- Us. The ticks stuck, and clave, to the

side of the camel: (ISd, K,TA:) and J.<-lu l-is

clung to the camel. (TA)- I. q = [He sat

upon his knees; &c.]; (AA, Fr, S, K;) as also

'J', [in form] like &#1; (TA;) except

that is is more indicative of keeping to a place:

(Kh, TA:) or he stood upon the extremities of

his toes: (As, K:) accord. to Th, 53- is [the

standing] upon the extremities of the toes; and

:is [the sitting] upon the knees: (TA ) and

accord. to IAar, **u- means [a man standing]

upon his feet; and*, [one sitting] upon his

knees. (S.T.A.) Accord, to El-Hasan Ibn 'Abd

Allah El-Kátib El-Isbahánee, 154-, inf n. 33-,

said of a bird, means He stood upon the extre

mities of his toes, and narbled, and nent round

in his narbling; which he does only when seek

ing the female: and said of a horse, it means he

stood upon his toes; and in like manner when

said of a man, whether for dancing or for some

other purpose. (TA.) A poet says, (S) namely,

En-Noamán Ibn-Nadleh, (TA,)

- • *z -, - - *** * * * * *

* * &#92 L-> --> 3;
• * ~ * ~ *

* ###4, *

[When I will, the husbandmen of a village sing

to me, and a female player with the cymbals,

standing upon the extremity of a toe]. (S, TA:

but in the latter, +: Jé- J'é [upon every

toe].)- Also, inf n. 33-, He, or it, nas, or

became, erect, and straight; (TA;) and so

'us;33-1, inf n. #3.3-l. (A2, TA) Sees';*,

as applied to she-camels, in two places, vocess.

-It (a camel's hump) bore fat [so that it

became elevated]. (K)—%- |- His

nostrils were, or became, raised and extended.

(TA)- Er-Rá'ee, describing a strong, or sturdy,

she-camel, says,

• • & * 5 - ****

* 22 & -5." L. 949

meaning Her elbon did not stand out far from

the side by reason of [the distortion termed] ź.

(TA.)

4. Uglje-l: see 1, first sentence. — Also He

(a young camel) bore fat in his hump. (Ks, $,

J. C. - D -

--> -o) *

K.) El-Khansa says, -

* Us, 3:3: }; G 3:3: "

They bear fat [in their humps], and have not

ticks clinging to them. (IB, TA.)= He lifted

a stone, (AA, S, TA,) in order that he might

know thereby his strength. (TA.) One says,

"4:3-#3 5- &#24 [They lift a stone,

in order to prove their strength, and vie, one

nvith another, in lifting it, for that purpose].

(TA.) * 5ts-5, in the lifting of a stone, is like

*5: ($, TA:) 5-- $3.3 meaning *%

*::: [They vied, one with another, to lift the

stone, for trial of strength]. (TA)- (4.5-l

45% [in the CK, erroneously, **,] He raised

his eye, or sight, and cast it before him. (K,TA.)

6: see 4, in two places.

9. es:-1: see 1.

12. S$3: see 1.

6 - D 6.

#5- and #34 and is: ($, Msh, K) [4

brand, or fire-brand , ] i. q. **, (AO, S, K,)
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i. e. a thick piece of wood, having fire at the end

of it or not: (AO, S, in explanation of the first:)

or a thick piece of fire-wood, not flaming: (AO,

TA, in explanation of jü. &- #5- :) or a thick

stich, one end of which is a live coal: (Aboo

Sa’eed, TA:) or a thick stick upon n'hich fire is

taken [by hindling one end]: (ISk, TA:) and

a piece (#, K, or isis, Har p. 471) of fire :

(K, Har:) or a portion offire-wood that remains

after flaming : (Er-Rághib, TA:) and a live

coal: (S, K:) or a flaming live coal: (Msb:)

or Júl &- #3- means a piece of live coal; so

in the language of all the Arabs: (Mujahid,S,

TA.) pl. [of the first] ess- and [of the second)

cais (S, Mab, K) and (of the third, TA) usi

(Mgb, TA, and so in a copy of the S) and #3-,

(AAF, K,) which is held by ISd to be a pl. of

the third. (TA.)

* * * * - /

£1.5-: see #1-A2-, in art. US-Me-.

st- [part. n. of 1; fem. #: pl. masc.

#3-; pl. fem. −0s- and 35-]. A rájiz says,

(S) namely, 'Amr Ibn-Jebel-El-Asadee, (TA)

* 35, J. V."
- - • Ö << - d -

* &#12- J-2 Guix: *

i. e. [The continual fine rain left not thereof save

the three stones that were the supports of a cook

ing-pot] remaining firm. (S, T.A.)- I. q &le

[Sitting upon his hnees; &c.]: (Fr, TA:) or

sitting upon his heels, with his feet upright, [rest

ing] upon the extremities of his toes: (S:) or

standing upon the extremities of the toes: (AA,

o + d -

5- -2. *

§:) see also 1. pl. [masc.] iá-. (S) Aboo

Duwäd describes mares as *: c."+,

i. e. Standing upon the toes. (AA, S,”TA.)

33-, (K) applied to she-camels, (TA) means

That bear themselves erect (w3:3) in their

course, or pace, as though they lifted their feet

clear from the ground; (K, TA;) on the autho

rity of Aboo-Leyla: (TA:) [the last words of

the explanation in the K are &: &#: in the

TA, J-M &lá; witá- : I suppose that "...J is for

2: - and that the pret of the aor. here used

is &#; for &#, which is of the regular form of

a part. n. of such a verb as &#, means “raising

the feet clear from the ground in walking &c.:”

but in one copy of the K, I find&#: and another

4 & J.

reading in some work seems to be &#; for]

ISd says, I know not lis- with the meaning of

&# nor of &#: and As says that 35- Ineans

quick, or snift, camels, that do not stretch them

selves forth in their course, or pace, but bear
-

themselves erect(~: W 34-). (TA.)

3: [act, part. n. of 4]. #3-4 #5 J.

U.S. J's, (S) or +3 J'e - #.

Jä, ), (TA) occurring in a trad., (S, TA,) de

scribing the unbeliever, (TA,) means [Like the

pine-tree] that is firm (§, TA) and erect [upon

the ground]. (TA.)

*::: [in the CK, erroneously, &##".

Keeping constantly to the divelling, or to the

camel's saddle and the divelling, (J-5) and

J.", AA, S, K,) not quitting it: (AA, S:) like

J: J's 334-3. (AA, S)—And A man

n:ho loners, or abases, himself; (El-Hejeree, ISd,

TA;) as though he clave to the ground by reason

of his abjectness; from*"+ Us' $9: 4

[q. v.]. (ISd, T.A.)

*

1 * **, S.A.M.)if n > (S.K.)

and ">, inf n.* (S, K) [and app. 5-5,

said in the TA to be of the measure is: from

>0. with teshdeed to denote repetition or fre

quency of the action, or its relation to many

objects, or intensiveness; (S;) and ">!, inf. n.

55:1 (S.L.K.) and%2-, infin;--!, (L.K.)
in which the - is changed into 2, though you do

not say j...' for #!, nor" &: for &#!:

(L;) and "3-1; (K;) He dragged, dren,

pulled, tugged, strained, extended by drancing or

pulling or tugging, or stretched, (A, L., Msb, K.,)

a thing, (A,) or a rope, (S, Msb) and the like.

(Msb.) You say, Júi by- They dragged

along their hinder skirts. (A.) And . #. ">

He dragged, or dren, along, the spear. (TA.)

And * * > <---" ": &%

+ [Such a one dran's forth talk, or discourse, or

news, or the like, from its most remote sources].

(A in art. •) And #9 is J, 9% us: U.

+ [What dren, thee, led thee, induced thee, or

caused thee, to do this thing]. (TA in art. 3-2.)

–Also j-, aor. *, (TA) inf n. j-, (K,) t He

drove (camels and sheep or goats, TA) gently,

(K,TA) letting them pasture as they went along.

(TA.) And wels: L'é J.' > 1 He drove the

camels gently, they eating the while. (A.)–

[Hence,] W5-> ! At thine ease. (TA.) El

Mundhiree explains b:* as meaning t Come

ye at your ease; from j-" in driving camels and

sheep or goats, as rendered above. (TA.) You

say also,2: c." 5->is, 15s at #15 &t=

(S, A, Msb,” TA) t That neas in such a year,

and has continued to this day: (Msb, TA:) from

X-l meaning the act of “dragging,” &c.; (TA:)
* *o- o & - o- 4 do- o :

452--1, or from C” 43×4-l.

(Mgb.) 5- is here in the accus. case as an inf. n.,

or as a denotative of state: but it is disputed

whether this expression be classical or post

classical. (TA.) [See also art.>]—#9>

said of a numerous army, means +[It made a

continuous track, so that] it left no distinct foot

prints, or intervening [untrodden] spaces. (TA.)
- * * ~ 0 & J. J. * 3 -

—'l-e J&S Jes-" -> t The horses fur

rowed the ground with their hoofs. (As, A, TA.)

–5°,+ -, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. and *, (K.)

but the latter form is disallowed by MF as not

authorised by usage nor by analogy, (TA) inf n.
w

j-, (K.) He committed a crime, or an offence

or from &:

for n:hich he should be punished, or an injurious

action, (S, Msb, K.) against (Gle [and &l, aS

in the K voce ( :=-,]) another or others, (S,

K) or himself; (A, K;) [as though he dren,

it upon the object thereof;] syn. # = L*. (S,

** J. * * *

J - d. J C --> -** as:''

4-5 S! 2:le [He promised, or snore, allegiance

to him on the condition that he should not inflict

an injury, meaning a punishment, upon him but

for an offence committed by himself;] i.e., that

he should not be punished for the crime of

another, of his children or parent or family.

(TA)-J-es' j- see 4, in two places. -
• Ö - O - 3 - 3 -

[+9°'' Us -āj-, -, aor. *, inf. n. *-, + He

made the final letter to have hesreh, in inflection;

i. q. Jāi- q. v. :] X-" is used in the conven

tional language of the Bagrees; and Jâi-li, in

that of the Koofees. (Kull p. 145.)=<>, (S,

A,) inf n. X-, (K,) "t She ecceeded the [usual]

time of pregnancy. (A.) | She (a camel) arrived

at the time [of the year] in n'hich she had been

covered, and then nent beyond it some days without

bringing forth: (S, TA:) or withheld her faetus

in her womb after the completion of the year, a

month, or two months, or forty days only: (K,”

TA:) Th says that she sometimes withholds her

foetus [beyond the usual time] a month. (TA.

[See also >X-J) ! She (a mare) exceeded eleven

months and did not foal: (K, TA:) the more

she exceeds the usual term, the stronger is her

foal; and the longest time of excess after eleven

months is fifteen nights: accord. to AO, the time

of a mare's gestation, after she has ceased to be

covered, to the time of her foaling, is eleven

months; and if she exceed that time at all, they

T.A.) It is said in a trad.,* •) či

say of her,+. (TA.) | She (a woman) went

beyond nine months without bringing forth, (K,

TA) exceeding that term byfour days, or three.

(TA.)- +It (the night,#1) nas, or became,

long. (Lin art. -->.)—3-, aor. *, (TA,) inf. n.

3-5 (K.) and "X-15 (K.) +He (a camel)

pastured as he n'ent along : (IAar, K: [if so, the

aor. is contr. to analogy:]) or he rode a she-camel

and let her pasture [nehile going along]. (K.)

d'."# X- +The 22 [or auroral setting or

rising of a star or asterism supposed to occasion

rain] caused lasting rain in the place. (TA.)

2 : see 1, first sentence.

3, 5-, (S. K.) inf n.53-, (TA) or 544,

(TK,) He delayed, or deferred, with him, or put

him off, by promising him payment time after

time; syn. 45ub, (S,) or albu. (K:) or he put

off giving him his due, and dren him from his

place to another: (TA:) or i, q. sus-, (so in

copies of the K,) meaning, he committed a crime

against him : (TK:) or %-. (TA, as from the

K. [But this seems to be a mistranscription.])

It is said in a trad, jë 3, 3-ij-i S, i.e.

Delay not, or defer not, with thy brother, &c.:

[and do not act tonards him in an evil, or

inimical, manner; or do not evil to him, obliging

him to do the like in return; or do not contend,

or dispute, with him :] or bring not an injury

upon him : but accord. to one reading, it is
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*: 9, without teshdeed, from S-1, and

meaning, contend not with him for superiority.

(TA.)

4. 5- He pierced him nith the spear and left

it in him so that he dragged it along : (S, K:) or

SO £" 5-1, (A, Msb:) as though [meaning]

he made him to drag along the spear. (TA)

He put the **, i. e. the rope, upon his neck.

(Harp. 308)-5-)- 5- [lit. He made him

to drag along his rope ; meaning,] the left him

to pasture by himself, where he pleased: a prov.

(L.) And 4% 5- [lit. He made him to drag

along his halter; meaning,] the left him to do as

he would: (§, K, TA:) he left him to his affair.

(A, TA)—3:1 5-1 : He deferred for him

the payment of the debt: (S, A, K:) he left the

debt to remain oned by him. (Mgb.)-3

&" ! He sang songs to him consecutively, suc

cessively, or uninterruptedly, syn. (*.G: (§, K,

TA:) or the sang to him a song and then folloned

it up with consecutive songs. (A, TA.)–5

J*34, (S) or J. ai >!, (A, K,') infn.

#! (K) and J-aul "3-, (A, K.) int. n.

j-, (Ki) : He slit the tongue of the young

weaned camel, that it might not such the teat: (S,

K, TA:) or J-es' 55: signifies t the slitting

the tongue of the young weaned camel, and tying

upon it a piece of stick, that it may not such the

teat; because it drags along the piece of stick

with its tongue: or 39-? is like 4:1, signi

fying fa pastor's making, of coarse hair, a thing

like the whirl, or hemispherical head, of a spindle,

and then boring the tongue of the [young] camel,

and inserting it therein, that it may not such the

teat: so say some: (ISk, TA:) the animal upon

which the operation has been performed is said to
J O -s 3 - 2

be "325- and "5-5. (TA) [But sometimes

"> signifies merely He dren anay a young

camel from its mother: see #4. WOce J.-, in

three places.]-Hence, £u. X- ! He prevented

him from speaking. (A.) 'Amr Ibn-Maadee

Kerib Ez-Zubeydee says,

d a J - d.--> 0g

_*-le. Usilas' Ješ Čists *

* 841& 4is .

[And if the spears of my people had made me

to speak, I had spoken; but the spears have pre

vented speech]: i.e., had they fought, and shown

their valour, I had mentioned that, and gloried in

it, (S,) or in them; (TA;) but their spears have

prevented my tongue from speaking, by their

flight. (S,” TA.)=3- as an intrans, verb:

see 8.—#. -j- ! The nell was, or became,

such as is termed*. (Ibn-Buzuri, TA.)

*

*

7. j-" It (a thing, S) nas, or became, dragged,

drawn, pulled, tugged, strained, extended by draw

ing or pulling or tugging, or stretched; it dragged,

or trailed along; syn. ~3:1. (S, K.)– See

also 1, last sentence but one.

8.> and 5-1, see 1, in three places. =

*-i said of a camel, (S, Msb, K.) and any other

animal having a J-,+, (§,TA) [i.e.] any cloven

hoofed animal, (Msb) He ejected the cud from

his stomach and ate it again; ruminated; chened

the cud; ($, Mgb, K, TA;) as also "X-1.

(Lh, K.)

.d d - d - d.

10: see 1, in two places. =: ->! ! I

made him to have authority and poner over "me,

(K, TA,) and submitted myself, or became sub

missive or tractable, to him; (A, K, TA;) as

though I became to him one that was dragged,

or drann along. (TA)- als;” 9:3

+ He (a young camel) refrained from suching in

consequence of a purulent pustule, or an ulcer, in

his mouth or some other part. (TA.)

R. Q. 1.3% ($, Mgh, Msb) in n. 5*,

(S," K,” TA,) He (a stallion-camel) reiterated

his voice, or cry, (S," Mgh, Msb, K,”) or his

braying, (TA,) in his nindpipe. (S,” Mgh, Msb,

K.*)- He, or it, made, or uttered, a noise,

sound, cry, or cries; he cried out; vociferated;

raised a cry, or clamour. (TA.) It (beverage,

or wine,) sounded, or made a sound or sounds,

(K, TA) in the fauces (TA) Andjú ->

+ The fire sounded, or made a sound or sounds.

(Msb.)= Also, (A, Msb,) inf. n. as above, (K,)

He poured water donon his throat; as also

*:::: : (K:) or he snalloned it in consecutive

gulps, so that it sounded, or made a sound or

sounds; (A, Msb, TA;) as also "the latter verb.

(K,”TA.) It is said in a trad., (of him who

drinks from a vessel of gold or silver, Mgh, TA,)

>3' + U :-. He shall drink down

into his belly the fire of Hell (Az, A, Mgh, Msb)

in consecutive gulps, so that it shall make a

sound or sounds: (A:) or he shall make the fire

of Hell to gurgle reiteratedly in his belly; from

* said of a stallion-camel. (Mgh.) Most

read jul, as above; but accord. to one reading,

it is jul, (Z, Msb) and the meaning is, ; The

.fire of Hell shall produce sounds in his belly

like those which a camel makes in his nindpipe:

the verb is here tropically used; and is masc.,

with Us, because of the separation between it and

Juli: (Z, TA:) but this reading and explanation

are not right. (Mgh.)—You say also, J.5*

He poured water don’n his throat so that it made

a sound or sounds. (K,”TA.)

R. Q. 2: see R. Q. 1, in two places.

5-S and 3- 13 S, for 3-5 and 3- 13 S:

See art. Aya-.

3 -

X-- t The foot, bottom, base, or lonest part, of

a mountain; (S, A, K;) like J:s: (A, TA:) or

the place where it rises from the plain to the

rugged part: (IDrd, TA:) or J.--" J.'>

is a mistranscription of Fr, and is correctly

J.- 3-5-1 [i. e. J-25- signifies “a moun

tain”]: (K:) but J-9: is not mentioned [else

where] in the K, nor by any one of the writers

on strange words; and [SM says,]. there is evi

dently no mistranscription: J.--"> occurs in a

trad., meaning the foot, &c., of the mountain :

and its pl. is:- (TA)-5-2's see 1 =

See also 5.=> 5 i q.> 5: see art. Aye--

(TA.)

5- [A jar;] a well-knon n vessel; (Msb;)

an earthen vessel; a vessel made of potters' clay:

(T, I Drd,” S,"K.") or anything made of clay :

(Mgh.) dim, #3: (TA) pl.)> (T,8,Mgh,

Mih, K) and #: (M) and ': (T.s, M.,

K.) [or this last is rather a coll. gen. n., signify

ing pottery, or jars, &c.,] like X: in relation

to #: or, accord. to some, this is a dial. var.

of #4 (Mab.) Beverage of the kind called

3.5 made in such a vessel is forbidden in a trad.:

(Mgh,TA:) but accord. to IAth, the trad. means

a vessel of this kind glazed within, because the

beverage aequires strength, and ferments, more

quickly in a glazed earthen vessel. (TA.)=

See also 5- :=and see what here next follows.

# (S, K) and "#" (K) A small piece of

nood, (K,) or a piece of nood about a cubit long,

(S,) having a snare at the head, (S, K,) and a

cord at the middle, (S) with which gazelles are

caught : (S,K:) when the gazelle is caught in

it, he strives with it awhile, and struggles in it,

and labours at it, to escape; and when it has

overcome him, and he is wearied by it, he

becomes still, and remains in it; and this is

what is termed [in a prov. mentioned below] his

becoming at peace with it: (S," TA:) or it is

a staff, or stick, tied to a snare, which is hidden

in the earth, for catching the gazelle; having

cords of sinen; when his fore leg enters the

snare, the cords of sinew become tied in knots

upon that leg; and when he leaps to escape, and

stretches out his fore leg, he strikes with that

staff, or stick, his other fore leg and his hind leg,

and breaks them. (AHeyth,T.A.) X: #: Jesú

'Ju- He struggled with the 5- and then became

at peace with it [see above] is a prov. applied to

him who opposes the counsel, or opinion, of a

people, and then is obliged to agree: (S,” TA:)

or to him who falls into a case, and struggles in

it, and then becomes still. (TA.) And it is said

in another prov., 5-" c. *-ūlā- * [He is

like him who searches in the earth for the 5-l.

(AHeyth,TA) In the phrase:-3-##$!,

in a saying of Ibn-Lisān-el-Hummarah, referring

to sheep, [app, meaning When they escape from

their truo states of danger,] by w:- he means

their place of pasture G-J) in a severe season

[when they are liable to perish], and when they

are scattered, or dispersed, by night, and [liable

to be] attacked, or destroyed, by the beasts of

prey: so says ISk: Az says that he calls their

L-2 two snares, into which they might fall, and

perish. (TA.)

5-A mode, or manner, of dragging, dranwing,

pulling, tugging, straining, or stretching. (K.)

=The stomach of the camel, and of a cloven

hoofed animal: this is the primary signification:

by extension of its meaning, it has the significa

tion next following. (Msb.)- The cud n.hich a

camel [or cloven-hoofed animal] ejects from its

stomach, (Az, S,” IAth, Mgh, Msb, K,”) and eats

again, (K,) or chen's, or ruminates, (Az, IAth,

Msb,) or to chen', or ruminate, (S;) as also
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W 5-: (K:) it is said to belong to the same

predicament as *. (Mgh.) Hence the saying,

5-1, #31 -it-i U 43 J-5 S I will not

do that as long as the flon, of milk and the cud go

[the former] downwards and [the latter] upwards.

(S, A. [See also #2D And 5-0 #1-3:
[The flon of milk was procured by the cud]:

alluding to the beasts becoming full of food, and

then lying down and not ceasing to ruminate

until the time of milking. (IAar, T.A.) And

* J'é &- S + He nill not bear rancour,

or malice, against his subjects : or, as some say,

the will not conceal a secret : (TA:) and U.

5- c. 3- and 5-Ge as us the does

not speak when affected with rancour, or malice:

(TA in art. J.-:) [or the last has the contr, sig

nification: for] :- J. : S means the nill

not be silent respecting that which is in his bosom,

but nill speak of it. (TA in art. Lelås.)- Also

The mouthful nith n'hich the camel diverts and

occupies himself until the time when his fodder

is brought to him. (K.)

* ! A female that exceeds the [usual] time

of pregnancy. (A.) | A she-camel that with

holds her foetus in her womb, after the completion

of the year, a month, or two months, or forty

days only; (K,” TA;) or, three months after

the year: they are the most generous of camels

that do so: none do so but those that usually

bring forth in the season called &#" (£):

not those that usually bring forth in the season

called -:) (~2.9): and only those do so

that are red [or brown], and such as are of a

white hue intermixed with red (~), and

such as are ash-coloured: never, or scarcely ever,

such as are of a dark gray colour without any

admixture of white, because of the thickness of

their skins, and the narrowness of their insides,

and the hardness of their flesh. (IAar, T.A.. [See

also 1: and see -1,4-D-Also + A she-camel

that is made to incline to, and to suckle, a young

one not her on n; her onn being about to die,

they bound its fore legs to its neck, and put upon

it a piece of rag, in order that she might know

this piece of rag, which they then put upon

another young one; after n:hich they stopped up

her nostrils, and did not unclose them until the

latter young one had sucked her, and she perceived

from it the odour of her milk. (L.)– Also,

applied to a horse, (S, A, K,) and a camel, (K,)

! That refuses to be led; refractory: (S, A, K:)

of the measure Js: in the sense of the measure

J*: or it may be in the sense of the measure

Jets: (Az, TA:) or a slow horse, either from

fatigue or from shortness of step : (A’Obeyd,

TA:) pl. - (TA)- And tA woman crip

pled ; or affected by a disease that deprives her

of the porcer of walking : (Sh, K:) because she

is dragged upon the ground. (Sh, T.A.)—#

33% t A deep well, (Sh, S, K.) from which the

water is drawn by means of the asu- [q. v.],

(S, A,) and by means of the pulley and the

hands; like &: and &#: (A:) or a nell from

n:hich the water is dranwn [by a man] upon a

Bk. I. -

camel [to the saddle of n:hich one end of the well

rope is attached]; so called because its bucket

is drawn upon the edge of the mouth thereof, by

reason of its depth. (As, L.)

* A rope: pl. #-i. (Sh, TA.) A rope

jor a camel, corresponding to the lie of a horse,

($, K) different from the Auxi. ($) Also The

nose-rein of a camel; syn.X5, (K:) or a cord

of leather, that is put upon the neck of a she

camel: (Msb:) or a cord of leather, like a Aloj:

and applied also to one of other kinds of plaited

cords: or, accord. to El-Hawázinee, [a string]

of softened leather, folded over the nose ofan ex

cellent camel or a horse. (TA) [See also Aua'-.]

55- The art of pottery: the art of making

jars, or earthen vessels. (TA. [See 5-.])

#9- A crime; a sin; an offence which a

?nan commits, and for nuhich he should be punished;

an injurious action : (S,” Msb,” K,” TA:) syn.

−3, (Msb, K,) and it: ; (S:) of the measure

is: in the sense of the measure is: (Msb:)

pl.35- (A.) See also what next follows.

35 & 3& #4, (S, A, K,') and c

*5- (K) and 35- U-2, and 4:9- U-2, (S,

K) and '4", c., (K) means 4-ic-,

(S, A, K,) i. e., [originally, I did so] in conse

quence of thy committing it, namely, a crime:

and then, by extension of its application, [because

of thee, or of thine act &c.; on thine account;

for thy sake;] indicating any causation. (Bd

in v. 35, in explanation of 95- U-2 and U-2

4:4) One should not say 40-2, (S,) or

45+ (A.)

&= (written in the Towsheeh with fet-h to

the & also, TA,) [The eel;] a kind of fish, (S,

K.) long and smooth, (K,) resembling the serpent,

and called in Persian J* jū; said to be a

dial. var. of -34s-; (TA;) not eaten by the Jen's,

(K,) and forbidden to be eaten by 'Alee; (TA;)

having no scales: (K:) or any fish having no

scales. (Towsheeh, T.A.)

#- The stomach, or triple stomach, or the

crop, or cran, of a bird; syn. A-25-; (S, K;)

as also #= [q v.] (K) and #5 (AZ, TA)

You say,<> Us' ài, meaning, t He ate it.

(A, TA.) See also art. U5,4-.

35- +A man who leads a thousand. (T, end
6 & e * 6 - 6.- •

of art. ja-)-29- U*, (S, A) and à-->

55-, (S, K,) t An army, and a troop of horse

or the like, that marches heavily, by reason of

its numbers : (As, S, K:) or dragging along the

apparatus of war : (A:) or numerous. (TA.)

=A potter; a maker of jars, or earthen vessels.

(TA. [See 5-.])

# A small, (S, A, K, TA) yellon, (A, TA)

female (TA) scorpion, (S, A, K, TA) like a

piece of stran’, (TA, [thus I render Us: Lake

à:Ji, but I think that there must be here some

mistranscription, as the words seem to be descrip

tive of form,]) that drags its tail; (S, K;) for

which reason it is thus called; one of the most

deadly of scorpions to him whom it stings: (TA:)

pl. ~95-. (A,TA)
J. J. “

JV- : see 5'-. last sentence.

}<- The thing [or machine] of iron with

n:hich the reaped corn collected together is
9 * de 6 * o

thrashed. (K.) [See &” and U-2-2.]= See

also Jeże--

6 Ö 4 - d -

>: see 2-y-.=Also The bean; or beans;

syn. J*: (S, K;) and so*: (K:) of the

dial. of the people of El-'Irák. (TA.)- See
s o

also re-º-.

6- - © -

5*-ya-, an onomatopoeia: (Msb:) A sound

which a camel reiterates in his windpipe : (S,

K:) the sound made by a camel when disquieted,

or vexed: (TA:) the sound of pouring nater

into the throat : (TA:) or the sound of the

descent of nater into the belly: (IAth, TA:) or

the sound of nater in the throat nhen drunk in

consecutive gulps. (Msb.) [See R. Q. 1.]

6 - 9 •

juž- A camel that reiterates sounds in his

nvindpipe : (S:) or a camel that makes much

noise [or braying], as also '3-i- and "3-5-.

(K)-The sound of thunder. (K)=4 certain

plant, (S, K,) of sneet odour ; (S;) a certain

herb having a yellow floner. (AHn, T.A.)

6 y o ż

22*- A large, or bulky, camel: (K:) pl.

3-5-, (Kr, K,) without Us [before the final

letter], though by rule it should be with U4,

except in a case of poetic necessity. (TA.) And,

as a pl., Large, or bulky, camels; as also [its

pl.)>;-- (S:) or large-bellied camels: (TA:)

and generous, or excellent, camels: (K,TA:) and

a herd, or collected number, (K, TA,) of camels:

(TA:) and* ā- a complete hundred (K,

TA) of camels. (TA)

*(SK) and 9-3-(K) [The herberuca,

or rocket;] a certain leguminous plant, (S, K,)

nvell known : (K;) a plant of n:hich there are

tno kinds; namely, USA [i. e. eruca sylvestris,

or nild rocket], and J.' [i. e. eruca sativa,

or garden-rocket]; nhereof the latter is the better:

its nater, or juice, removes scars, and causes milk

to flow, and digests food: (TA:) AHn says that

the *- is the List. [q. v.]; and that the

&: x+ is the C-: [but see this last

word.] (TA in art. U-2,5.)

6.- - © -

5u-,+ A mill, or mill-stone; syn. L-3 (K:)

because of its sound. (TA.)

3-5- : See*.-Also That drinks much;

(K; [in the CKInisplaced;]) applied to a camel:

you say 5-9- J.). (IAQr, T.A.)- And hence,

(TA,) Water that makes a noise. (K.)

5. [act part n of 1; Dragging, drawing,

&c.].-&: 53- 1 Rain that draws the hyena

from its hole by its violence: or the most violent

rain; as though it left nothing without dragging

it along: (TA:) or rain that leaves nothing with

out making it to flow, and dragging it along :

51
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(IAar, TA:) or the torrent that dran's forth the

hyena from its hole: (A:) and in like manner,

8: *}<-- the torrent that has torn up the

ground; as though the hyena were dragged along

in it. (IAar, Sh,TA.) You say also&: * * * * *5'--la-2,
* * 23 e 6- o – 6s – a

and &all 5'-3'a-o. (A.)– 5 a- Us! ! Work

ing camels; because they drag along burdens;

(A, Mgh;) or tropically so called because they

are dragged along by their nose-reins: (Mgh:)

or camels that are dragged along by their nose

reins: (S, K,TA: [but in the copies of the S,

and in those of the K, in my possession, 's-3 is

put for# though the latter is evidently meant,

as is shown by what here follows:]) 5'- is of

the measure ited in the sense of the measure

is: it is like as when you say#5 i: in

the sense of a 4-2, and Jº's us in the sense of

3,434. (S:) or it means such as carry goods, or

furniture and utensils, and n'heat, or food. (AZ,
3 -

TA voce d'a-, q.v.) It is said in a trad. that

there is no poor-rate (ašče) in the case of such

camels, (S, Mgh,) because they are the riding

camels of the people; for the poor-rate is in the

case of pasturing camels, exclusively of the work
• ? * * •

ing. (S.)– "...is Uss Us Ala- ) 1 There is no

profit for me in this to attract me to it. (A, TA.)

=5- j- is an expression in which the latter

word is an imitative sequent to the former; (S,

K;) but accord. to A 'Obeyd, it was more common

to say jū j-, with Us: (S:) and one says also

"35 &# 35-. (TA in art -)

3

22- is mentioned by Az in this art, meaning

Rain that dran's along everything : and rain that

occasions the herbage to grow tall: and a large

and heavy [bucket of the kind called] → *;

explained in this sense by AO: and a bulky

camel; and, with 5, in like manner applied to a

ewe: Fr says that the 3 in this word may be

considered as augmentative or as radical. (TA.)

[See also art. 22-.]

3 * 3 -

5- [fem. of 32-, q.v.: and, as a subst.,] A

road to water. (K.)

* A river, or rivulet, of which the bed is

formed by a torrent. (S," K,”TA.)

c5-9 The jinn, or genii, and mankind.

(IAar, K.)

# - -

J-2 [The place, or track, along which a thing

is, or has been, dragged, or dranwn]. You say,
- * * * * **

a's 2-2 -el) [I saw the track along which his

hinder skirt had been dragged]. (A.) See also

5'-o', ; and 5'-.-A place of pasture. (TA.)

-The j%le- [or beam] upon which are placed

the extremities of the -** [or rafters]. (K)

3 - 2

2- : see 4, in the latter portion of the para

graph.

5-3. t[The Milky Way in the sky;] the

&# of the sky; (K;) the n:hiteness that lies

across in the sky, by the two sides of which are

the&# [or two constellations called:till 3:

and &#91 3:1; or [the tract called] &"

ā-s: [which is probably the same; or the

tract], in the sky, along which (\,...) the [nander

ing] stars [or planets] take their ways: (TA:)

or the gate of Heaven: (K:) so called because

it is like the trace of the j-, [or place along

which a thing has been dragged, or drawn]. (S.)

Hence the prov, *-*+: ":- cal- 1 Reach

the middle of the sky, O milky nay, (++-e being

for 5'-->) and the palm-trees of Hejer will have

ripe dates. (A," TA.)

6 y o -

25-s- [pass part. n. of 1]: see 4, latter

portion.

9

1. #, aor. 2, inf. n. #: (S, Msb, K) and

#5- and #54, with C#, [in the place of ej,

which is extr., (K,) and 394- and 5,3-, (S, K,)

thus sometimes, without e, like as one says #.

and #2, (S) [all mentioned as inf ns in the

TK, and app. as such in the K, but only the

first is explicitly mentioned as an inf. n. in the S

and Msb, and *#. is said in the Msb to be a

simple subst.,] He was, or became, bold, daring,

brave, or courageous; (S, Msb," K, TA;) so as

to attempt, or venture upon, a thing without

consideration or hesitation: (TA:) [said of a

brute and the like, as well as of a man :] and

*%--> is syn, therewith. (IJ, W p. 146.)

2 : &#, Gif n &#, K) 1 cm.

boldened him, or encouraged him, against him.

(S, Msb,” K, TA.)

5: see 8.

8. <= i+!, (S. K.) or "5-3, (Mab.) He

became emboldened or encouraged, or he em

boldened or encouraged himself, against him. (S,

Mab, K, TA)—Jsi Ji ,-- He ventured

upon the saying hastily and unhesitatingly. (Msb.)

10 : see 1.

#: Boldness, daringness, bravery, or courage;

as also #: (S: see 1:) the quality of venturing

upon a saying [&c..] hastily and unhesitatingly.

(Msb.) -

** Bold, daring, trave, or courageous :

(S, Msb," K, TA:) pl. £1,4-1, accord. to a MS.

copy of the K; [and so in the CK;] but in the

M, ###, with two hemzehs, on the authority

of Lh; and so in some copies of the K; and

** J. •* ~ * - -

sometimes W-, like 'Lola-, occurring in a trad.,

as some relate it; but the reading commonly

• & J C = C. (TA.)

—A-5." *Us2- Bold, daring, brave, or coura

geous, in venturing [against an adversary, or upon

an undertaking]. (S.) --&gs-Ji The lion; asalso W&:l. (O, K.) •

#9- A chamber (K, TA) constructed of stones,

with a stone placed over its entrance, (TA) for

the purpose of entrapping nild beasts: (K, TA:)

the piece of flesh-meat for the wild beast is put

in the hinder part of the chamber; and when he

. . .” - -

known is “V-, with the unpointed

enters to take the piece of meat, the stone falls

upon the entrance, and closes it: (TA:) pl.

&#, (accord. to some copies of the K,) or

&:54, (accord. to others,) mentioned by AZ as

one of the forms of pl. repudiated by the Arabic

grammarians except in some anomalous instances.

(TA.)

#-l The aa' [here app, meaning the

stomach, or triple stomach, or the crop, or cran,

of a bird], and theAsíl- [here app. meaning the

gullet of a bird]; like #5-1; (Ki) i. e. the

ai-s- [meaning the stomach, or the crop, of a

bird]: it is said in the T, on the authority of AZ,

that #! and #;" and āşşı signify the

a.i.25- of a bird. (TA)
• d J

&: : See **.

*

1. *, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. -, (Mgh,

Msh, K) inf n <>, (Mab, T.A.) He (a camel,

S, A, Msb, K, and a man, S, or other animal,

Msb) was, or became, affected with what is

termed -j- [i. e. the mange, or scab]. (S, Msb,

K.) ** 4 - is a form of imprecation

against a man [meaning What aileth him? may

he have the scab, and be despoiled of all his

nealth, or property: or may he have his camels

affected with the mange, or scab, and be despoiled

&c.; or may his camels be affected neith the

mange, or scab, &c.]: it may express a wish that

he may be affected with -j- or 2- may be

put for *i. to assimilate it to <!- or it may

be for £, <-9- (L.)- See 4.- Also ti. Q.

* * of o e - -

4-3) → [meaning His land had its herbage

dried up by drought; or became such as is termed
**o- J. - of

*-, fem of Pye-l, q.v.]. (K.)

2.45-, (A, Msh, K) in n. #5, (M.A,

K,) or -**, the former, which see also below,

being a simple subst., (Msb,) or both, but the

former is irreg., are inf ns., (TA,) He tried,

made trial of, made experiment of tested, proved,

assayed, proved by trial or experiment or ex

perience, him, or it: (A, K:) or he tried it,

made trial of it, &c., namely, a thing, time after

time. (Msb.) [You say also+,for 33.9+.

meaning He tried affairs : and hence, i. q.]
J : • w J.

22°S Us: Pre- [He became experienced, or
- • • * * * + o- 3 -

expert, in affairs]. (T, T.A.) And 25-291 as 's

[Affairs, or events, tried him, &c.; and thus,

rendered him experienced, or expert]. (S, TA.)

And is i-3 ää* +3+ U. [A foul action

was never found to be chargeable upon him].
6 - d.d.

(S voce à:#5.)

4. -->! He had his camels [or found them to

be] affected with n hat is termed --> [i. e. the

mange, or scab]; (S, A, L, K;) as also W +/-,

(L, K,) which may be for all -ij-, or used

for 3: to assimilate it to ~- in a saying

mentioned above; see 1. (L.)

* * * 0 °

Q. Q. 1. auss- He put on him [i. e., on his
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(another's) foot or feet,] ~5- [i.e. a sock or

stocking, or a pair of socks or stockings]. (S, K.)

Q. Q. 2.* He put on [i. e., on his onvn

foot or feet,] ~5- [i. e. a sock or stocking, or

a pair of socks or stockings]. (S, K.) And in
o,e - O -

like manner, gº2- -3-5 [He put on a pair

of socks or stockings]. (T.A.)

6 edo o

-*- : see à:/-.

* [The mange, or scab;] a certain disease,

(A,) well knonn; (S, A, K,) accord. to the

medical books, (Msb,) a gross humour, arising

beneath the skin, from the mixture of the salt

phlegm, (Msb, MF,) or the phlegm of the flesh,

(so in a copy of the Msb,) with the blood, accom

panied with pustules, and sometimes with emacia

tion, in consequence of its abundance; (Msb,

MF;) or [an eruption consisting of] pustules

upon the bodies of men and camels. (M., T.A.)

You say, >* * -j-" &- s: [More

transitive, or catching, than the mange, or scab,

among the Arabs]: (A, TA:) a proverb. (TA.)

-t Rust upon a snord. (K.)- A resem

blance of rust upon the inner side of the cis- [or

eyelid], (M, K,) sometimes covering the whole of

it, and sometimes part of it. (M.) You say,

** ! [In his eyelids is] a resemblance

ofrust upon their inner sides. (A.)- + A vice,

a fault, a defect, an imperfection, or a blemish.

(IAar, K.)

* - d. 3

** see +)-l.

#= A place of seed-produce; (S, K;) as also

'-o'- (K:) and a tract of land such as is

- C# [i. e. a field, or land, sonn or for

soning, without any building or trees in it; or

land cleared for soning and planting; or a

separate piece of land in which palm-trees &c.

grow; &c.]: (K:) metaphorically applied by

Imra-el-Keys to [a grove of] palm-trees, where

he says

[Like a grove of palm-trees, or like the planta

tion of Yethrib]: (AHn, TA:) or land prepared

for soning or planting: (AHn, K:) or a piece

of land differing in condition from the land

adjoining it, [i. e. a patch of land,] producing

good plants or herbage : (Lth, TA:) the pl. [or

rather coll. gen, n.] is "+. (Lth, AHn,) like

aS &: is of#, and> of#: (AHn:) or

>signifies a chi, and its pl. is #- (IAar,

TA.)-A skin, or a mat, n'hich is placed upon

the brink of a nell, lest the water should be scat

tered into the well [app. in falling from the bucket

into the channel of the tank or cistern &c.]: or

(a skin, TA,) that is placed in a rivulet or stream

termed

let (J33- [which is applied in the present day

to an artificial streamlet for irrigation, in the form

of a trench or gutter,]) that the nater may flow

don’n over it [app. from the well to the tank or

cistern &c.]. (M, K.) -

J - e. J. • o ż

aue-, see -->-1, last sentence but one.

J - d - 6 - d -

&W,+ or dù-:

latter, see &#.

* - of

See *:::=and for the

* - d ..., * > 6 * * *

JW,+ and 30- see ÚV,2-, in five places.

• 3.4 × *

al-º- and it.*- : see what next follows.

&# (S, MF, TA) and &s, (Mj, MF,
TA,) which are the two forms commonly known,

(MF, TA,) or, accord. to the K, * &- and

"&#,£r, accord to the L,

times "Júj-, or, accord. to some copies of the

K, [and so in the CK,] 'U- and * (#,

which are evident mistranscriptions, or, accord.

to the 'Ináyeh of El-Khafájee, &#, which is

more strange, (MF,) but this last accords [most

nearly] with its original, (TA,) [for it is] a

Persian word arabicized, (S, TA) originally

& 4, (TA;) The -: [or opening at the

neck and bosom] of a shirt: (K, TA:) or the

part around the neck, upon which are sened the

buttons: (IB and TA in art. G: :) or the [part

called] a: [q. v.] of a shirt. (S, TA.)-&:

-: (Fr.S,K) and ***, (K,TA) or "40-,

(CK) The edge (3-) of a sn'ord: (K:) or a

thing [i. e. a case] (K, TA) of sened leather

(TA) in which are put a snord and its scabbard

nith the cords or belts by which it is suspended;

(K, TA;) i. q. 4.95: (S: [see also *5-D Or

a large snoord-case in which are a man's sword

and his whip and what else he requires: (Fr,

TA: [also called cut- and &l- and c'. :])

in the L, the first is [also] said to signify the

scabbard of a snord. (TA.)

'J', and some

£- [a word of a very rare form, (see

#x=)] The north-west wind; a wind of the

kind termed à: , that blons in a direction betnceen

that of the [north wind, or northerly nind, called]

J.3 and that of the [nest wind, or westerly

wind, called] *. and that dispels the clouds :

(S, TA:) it is a cold wind, and is sometimes

attended by a little rain: (TA in art. -<}, q.v.:)

or the [north wind, or northerly nind, called]

UU•: ; or the cold of that wind: (K, TA:) or,

(K,) as also −43. (TA,) the south-east wind;

the wind that blon's in a direction betn'een that

of the [south wind, or southerly nind, called]

** and that of the [east wind, or easterly

wind, called] ú.3. (K, TA)- Also, with the

article U1, a name of The seventh earth: cor

responding to £1, a name of “the seventh

heaven.” (TA)=Also A weak man. (K.)

*%-, (S, Msh,K, &c.) not '94, (Isk, Mab,

K.) or this latter is of weak authority, (K, TA,)

or peculiar to the vulgar, (S, L,) A provision

bag for travellers: (K, Har p. 174:) or a bag,

or receptacle, for travelling-provisions and for

goods or utensils &c.; syn. (es: (K, TA:) or

such a receptacle made of sheep-skin, fin which

nothing #. kept but n'hat is dry : (TA :) pl. [of

mult.] --> (S, Msb, K) and rye-, (S, K,) the

latter a contraction of the former, (TA) and [of

pauc.] £i. (S, Msb, K.)- | A snord-case;

or a case, or receptacle, in which a snord is put

with its scabbard and its suspensory belt or cord;

syn. -: −55. (TA. [See also &#.])-

+ The scrotum. (K)--till 25* +[The

pericardium, or heart-purie]. (K in art. --~,

&c.)—" *5- + The cavity of the nell;

(M, Ki) or tits interior, (Lth, S, M., A) from

top to bottom. (Lth, S, M.) You say, &W-*

5'-'. Case thou its interior with stones. (A.)

s •

--> A certain measure, (M, A, Mgh, K.,)

or quantity, of wheat, (S, Msb) consisting of

four #1 (pl. of #1 (M, A, Msb, K.) or

ten 5a51; each jeas thereof consisting of ten#

[pl. of:]; so that the '£c is the hundredth

part of the whole: (TA:) or, as some say, a

measure differing in different countries; as is

the case of the Ji, and 34 and 853 &c. (MF,

T.A.) For the pl., see what follows.- Hence,

(Mgh,) + A certain quantity of land; (S, Mgh,

Msb;) as much as is son n neith the measure of

seed so called; (A, Mgh;) like as mules and the

space that they travel are termed *: (A,

Mgh:*) it is sixty cubits by sixty cubits accord.

to Kudámeh, the eatent termed J# multiplied

by itself; the U:l being sixty cubits; the cubit

being six -La: ; and the aä's, four &-i.

the tenth part of the re-º- is called jeas, and the

tenth of the jeas is called žs; so that the jeaš is

ten e!): cl: (Mgh:) it is a distinct portion of land,

differing according to the different conventional

usages of the people of different provinces: it is

said that the width of six moderate-sized barley

COI"ns i. called &: the: is four &- 5

the 893 is six -la.5; ten &3' are called ā-aš;

ten -0.45 are called J-1, and the --> is the

extent termed U:l multiplied by itself: the U.:)

multiplied by the a.a5 is called jeas; and the

U:l multiplied by the 893 is called 's : so the

--~~- is ten thousand cubits: or, accord. to

Kudámeh the Scribe, it is three thousand and

six hundred cubits: (Mgb:) pl. [of pauc.] i.2:

and [of mult] &# (S, Msh, K) and 23.

(R, TA.) See also #-- Also A valley;

(Lth, Mab, K, [accord. to the second of which,

this is the primary signification;]) i. e., in an

absolute sense; and, with the article Ul, the name

of a particular valley in the territory of Keys:

(TA) pl. , i. (Lih, TA)

* [A sock or stoching, or a pair of socks

or stockings;] the wrapper of the foot or leg:

(K:) or a pair of woollen envelopes for the feet,

used for n’armth : (TA:) an arabicized word,

($, Meb) from the Persian 's-s, originally

( , , i.e. "tomb of the foot." (TA) pl.

#9, and 99-, (S, A, Mab, K.) in the

former of which, the 3 is added because it is ori;

ginally a foreign word. (S, TA.) You say, 24.
• 6 -

+)3-)

ing than the smell of socks, or stockings]. (A,TA.)

• of

&#9 (2: &: [He, or it, is more stink

3 - - • *

Už'ss-A maker of ~90s- [i.e. socks or stock

ings]. (TA)

51 *
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<-i (S, A, Mgh, Mih, K) and '', (A,

Mgh, K) and "öß- or &= (K accord to

different copies) [Mangy, or scabby;] affected

with what is termed -j- (S, A, Msb, K.) ap

plied to a camel, (A, Msb,) and to a man : (S,

A ) fem. (of the first, Mgb)# (A, Msb) and

[of the second] #4 (A:) pl. (of the first, S.

Mb)+ (S, A, Msh, K) and (of the first, S.

Mgh, TA, or of the second, Mgh, or of the third

agreeably with analogy, TA) J.- (S, Mgh, K)

and [of the first] -jl-1, which is like certain pls.

of substantives, as J.-i and J-Uí, (TA,) and

(of the first contrary to rule, like J.-- and£u.

and J-e which are pls of-ā-ā and –1 # and

J-4, Msb, or of the second, IB, K, or of+,

which is pl. of the first, S) :- (S, IB, Mob,

K:) this last occurs in the following verse [of

'Amr, or 'Omeyr, Ibn-El-Hobáb, or El-Khabbáb;

these variations being in different copies of the

K; but in the TA art. 24.3, and in a copy of the

$ in that art and in the present one, 'Omeyr Ibn

El-Khabbáb]:

6, * - - - d - - d so - C - - -

* &éla u-ua el J.5 cl. U-35 *

* 2: G =%-15%iji. (..* *

(S, K*) Within us, though it be said that we have

made peace, one with another, and we are on

good terms outwardly, is mutual rancour: as the

soft wool of the mangy camels (while disease lurks

beneath, within them, TA) gron's by reason of

[eating] the 2-3 [or herbage] that becomes green

at the end of summer (in consequence of rain

falling upon it, TA) and is injurious to animals

that pasture upon it: (K, TA:) and it is said by

IB, and in the K, that --!>, here, is pl. of

*..", as J says, of+: but MF observes

that Ulaş is the pl. measure of several words of

the measure J#, as . % and &#, and is even

said by IHsh and Ibn-Málik and AHei to be

regularly applicable to sings of this latter mea

sure; whereas no grammarian nor Arabic scholar

asserts that a word of the measure J-5 aSSunneS

Jús as the measure of its pl. (TA)- [Hence,]

* ~ * * * d >

-)-1 Că- ? A snord reddened by much rust,

which cannot be removed from it unless with a

file (A)–And #- # 1 Land affected

with drought: (S, A, Msb, K:*) or salt land,

affected with drought, and containing nothing.

(ISd, TA)- And #~ : The sky; ($, M, A,

K;) so called because of the stars (S, TA) and

the milky way, (TA,) as though it were scabbed

with stars; (S, IF, ISd;) its stars being likened

to the marks of -j-. (A;) like as the sea is

called £i, and like as the sky is also called &#

because [as it were] patched with stars: (AAF,

ISd:) or that tract of the shy in which the sun

and moon revolve: (M, K:) or the lonest heaven:

(AHeyth, TA:) and accord. to the M, 3,4- [so

in the TA, app. "#,] is applied as a determi.

nate [proper] name to the sky. (TA.)- And

à- tA beautiful girl; (IAar, K.) so called

because the women separate themselves from her,

seeing that their goodly qualities are rendered

foul by comparison with hers. (IAar, TA.)

#5 is a subst: from 3-5 (Mab3) or it is

an inf. n. of that verb, (M, A, K,) and is one of

the inf ns. from which pls are formed: (M, TA:)

its pl. is 3'-5 (M, Mob, TA) and -j-5.

(M, TA.) En-Nábighah says, -

• 3 J. " • Cw a d - o- •

* +2'>! Já č-y- ~5 A* Us!! *

[To this day, they (referring to females) have been

tried with every hind of tryings]: and El-Aasha

says,

* d j a • 2 ° 2, 1-2 : *** d = *

-** >>! -> *-->

- - - - - d - 3 * ~ * * ~£

* taxall, As-oll S. ā-el-A5 ul *

[How often have they tried him, and their tryings

of Aboo-Kudameh have not increased aught save

his glory and contentment 'J; -->}\s-3 being here

a pluralized inf. n. made to govern an objective

complement; which is a strange fact. (M., T.A.)

[But in this latter instance, we may consider

ãol-A5 til as a first objective complement of -3.15,

and Čš, understood before Si, as a second objec

tive complement of the same verb.]

* A man nho has his camels affected with

what is termed -j- [i. e. the mange, or scab]:

whence the prov.,*: *S! •) [There is no god

to one n:ho has his camels affected nith the

mange]; as though he renounced his god by

frequently swearing falsely by him that he had

no pitch when it was demanded of him [for the

purpose of curing other camels]: (A:) or £i S

~ [There is no oath to one who has his

camels affected nith the mange; for the reason

above mentioned, or because he is likely to deny

that he has mangy camels lest his camels should

be prevented from coming to water: and hence

also,] ~~ 3- José [More lying than one

who has his camels affected with the mange];

another prov. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab.

Prov., ii. 382.])

6 * ~ *

--> One n:ho has been tried, or proved, in

affairs, and n:hose qualities have become known:

(T, TA:) or one niho has been tried, or proved,

and strengthened by experience in affairs: (S:)

[experienced, or expert, in affairs :] or one whose

qualities have been tried, or proved. (K, T.A.)

And'- One having experience in affairs.

(K,TA.) In general, but not always, (MF,) the

Arabs used the former of these two epithets

[which are virtually synonymous]. ($, MF)—

#->% Weighed money. (Krk)–:-"

The lion. ($gh, K.)=[It is also employed as

an inf. n. of 2, in accordance with a usage of

which there are many other instances; as in the

saying,] ~~ c." <ā [Thou art about to

have the proof, or experience]: a prov., men

tioned by AZ: said to him who asks respecting a

thing which he is about to know of himself:

originally said by a woman to a man who asked

her an indecent question which he was himself

about to resolve. (TA.)

6 * ~ * 6 & - 2

*A*-* : See *-*.

+)

<!-- A kind of fish, (S, Mgh, K) well
• * 3 * ow

known, (TA,) also called Us,3- and 3:2, (Mgh,

TA,) resembling a serpent, called in Persian

J* ju. [snake-fish, or eel]; forbidden to be

eaten by the Jens: whether it be lawful to the

Muslims is disputed: (TA:) 3-3 is a dial. var.

($ in art. & 5.)

-->

Q. 2. 3-5, see 3, in two places.= .57-5

J# He took the greater, main, or chief, part

of the thing. (K.)

Q. 3.X: He, or it, dren himself, or itself,

together; contracted; or shrank : (TA, Har

p. 297:) from is: signifying the “earth

collected around a tree.” (Har ib.) Also, and

L. :)-3, It (a thing, S) collected itself together,

or became collected, (S, K,) and kept to a place.

(K.) Hence, in a trad., 'u',: su: ū sts;

And the lambs, by reason of it, namely, the

vehement drought, became collected, or dran'n,

together [in one place, and kept to it]. (TA.)

- He (a man, TA) fell from a high, or higher,

to a lon, or loner, place; as also "L.5-5. (K,

T.A.)

• *o # * *

ā--> :

is: [and accord. to Golius, as on the

see what next follows,

authority of the S, 2,5- but this I have not

found in any Lexicon but his and that of Frey

tag,] The root, lonest part, base, stock, or source,

syn. J-i, of a thing; (S, Mgh, K;) whatever

the thing be; (Mgh ;) as also 'i: . (TA :)

and the place of collection thereof: (Mgh, TA:)

or the earth that is collected at the roots, or loner

parts, of trees: (K:) or the earth collected

around a tree : (Harp. 297:) or the root of a

tree to which the earth is collected: (Lth, TA :)

pl. 2:5- (Mgh.) One is related to have said,

* * * * ~ * **, 3 - # * * * * *

U-3' U-23 -> ā-225/4- ~91 [El

Asd are those, of the Arabs, to n'hom most others

congregate; therefore whoever loses his genea

* * * * * *

-: 4:

logy, let him come to them]: meaning $1.

(TA.) And 2:- -:5- means The greater,

main, or chief, degrees of the punishment of Hell.

(Mgh.)—The base (J-5) of a sandhill over.

looking what surrounds it. (Harp. 99.) And

the pl. (-2.59-), Places elevated above the ground,

composed of clay and earth collected together.

(TA.)- The earth collected by ants; (TA;)

an ant-hill: (K:) orJ: *::: signifies the

ant-hill. (S.)-The earth, or dust, that the

wind raises, or sneeps up and scatters. (K.)

The a-la [or epiglottis]. (K.)
6 o' -- d - 6 - ©- d. J. 6 * >

~~~~ : see 3.--> --> [in the CK,

*22- * * 6 d - - * o “d J

erroneously, -si-)--> -->),] ... q. -**-*, (K,

TA, [in the CK, erroneously,-:) i.e.,

A nide, elevated pubes. (TA in art. -ā-AA.)

Co

1. *-i- (S, A, K, &c.) aor.”, (K, Mab, &c.)

inf. n. &- (S, Msb, &c.,) He wounded him;
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C*-->

produced an effect, or made an impression, upon

him nith a neapon: (L:) he cut him : (A,

MF:) or clave, or rent, some part of his body :

(MF) syn. £is (K.) and '4-j-, (§, K.)

inf n. £, (TA,) signifies the same (K) in

an intensive sense, or as applying to several

objects; (S;) or he nounded him much. (L.)

Also, (K) or ast." 4-3-, (A, Msb,) inf. n. as

above, (Msb) [lit. He wounded him with his

tongue; meaning] the reviled him, or vilified

him; (A, K;) he imputed to him a vice, or

fault, or the like ; or spoke against him. (Msb.)

And C-54, -'t 3-- [lit. They wounded

him with dog-teeth and grinders; meaning] [they

reviled him, or vilified him, and imputed to him

vices or the like. (A.) And hence, (Msb,) &=

*ül (A, L, MSb, K) and '4-j-, as in many

of the law-books,] said of a judge, (A, L.) or

other person, (L.) | He annulled the nitness's

claim to be legally credible, (L, K,) by happening

to discover in him a falsehood &c.; (L;) he

evinced in the nitness something that caused his

testimony to be rejected: (Msb:) he censured the

witness, and rejected what he said. (L.) And

J: &- ! He invalidated the man's testimony.

(L.) And 53%ill £- ! [He, or it, invalidated

the testimony; or annulled its claim to be legally

credible] (A, TA)—Also 3-, and "cº-l.
! He gained, acquired, or earned ; (S, Mgh, K,

TA;) or applied himself nith art and diligence

to get, obtain, gain, acquire, or earn ; (S, K,

TA;) a thing: (TA:) he worked, or wrought,

with his hand, and gained, acquired, or earned;

&c.; (Mab3) from i-9-. (Mgh.) You say,

* £- &%, and "&#, | Such a one

[norhs, and earns sustenance, or] gains, acquires,

or earns, and collects, for his family, or house

hold. (TA) And 94 --- J-ā, and

* -->4, Very evil is that which thy hands

have done, or nºrought, or effected: a metaphor

taken from the signification of “cutting,” or

“wounding;” (A, TA;) accord. to El-Khafâjee,

a metaphorical meaning conventionally regarded

as proper. (TA) -- "b-3:1, in the Kur

[xlv. 20], means ! Have committed crimes, sins,

or evil actions. (TA.)= £2+, aor. as above,

He (a man, TA) received a nound. (K, TA.)

-And t He had his testimony rejected as not

legally entitled to credit: (K,” TA:) and so his

relation. (TA.)

2 :

8: see 1, in four places.

10. 2-4-1 t He deserved that his claim to be

legally credible should be annulled. (A, TA.)

And t It (a tradition, or narrative, A, or a thing,

Msb) deserved to be rejected [as unnorthy of

credit or regard]. (A, Msb.) * ---,

<-2-9 means ! These traditions deserved to be

rejected on account of their great number and

the fewness of such as were true : (A:) or, by

reason of their great number, obliged those who

were acquainted with them to annul the claim of

some one or other of their relaters to be credited,

see 1, in two places.

and to reject his relation: (L:) or were corrupt:

(T, S, TA:) [for] £5: signifies [also] the

being faulty, defective, and corrupt. (S, K.)

One says, *::1 Sl 23.3% is £5 35:

(S, A :) these words are from a a: of 'Abd

El-Melik; and the meaning is, [I have admo

nished you and ye have not increased save] in

corrupt conduct: or in what gaineth for you

censure. (TA.)

&- see the next paragraph.

+ a subst: from&- (S, L, K;) A nound;

(L;) and so W +, in its original acceptation;

but some of those skilled in the science of lexico

logy say that the former is employed to denote the

effect produced upon bodies by iron instruments

and the like; and the latter, that produced upon

objects of the mind by the tongue: (MF:) the
6

pl. of the former is £2: and £5: [which is a

pl. of panel (S. L. K) and £9- (T, A, L.)
but the second of these is of rare occurrence, (K,)

only used in poetry: (S, L:) [respecting the
6 - -

third, see what follows:] Waa-1,4- also signifies
* O. J. - 6 *

the same as C-: (Msb;) and its pl. isCb

(S, Msh, K) and +5* (A.M.) and £5

(A;) or 85- is a coll. gen, n., of which i-5

is the n. un. ; or, accord. to Az, this last has not

a sing. sense, as Lth asserts it to have, but is a
4 o y 6.- - 6 - - * * *

pl. ofC2- like as 5'-- is of 's--, and allo

ofJ~, and #1. of J.-. (L.)

#. ! A thing nhereby testimony is invali

dated, or its claim to be legally credible annulled:

as in the saying, i-j- & J* ! [Hast thou any

thing to adduce whereby to invalidate the testi

mony?]. (A, TA.) &t= &# ā-> 4:45

w: ā--" 4:&: ū.9:, said by the judge

of El-Medeeneh to one of the parties in a law

suit, when about to give judgment against him,

means ! I authorize thee to adduce anything

whereby to invalidate the testimony; [therefore,

if thou have anything nhereby thou mayest in

validate the allegation, adduce it.] (A,”TA.)

£2-, pl. J-3-5 (S.A., Ms. K2 each of
which is masc. and fem.; (S, K;) Wounded.

(Msb.) The pl. is not formed by the addition of

5 and c, because the fem. is not formed by the

addition of 3. (TA.)

6 o' y

i-5- See 2-.

s - -

Js-50-- see what next follows.

6 5- A surgeon that dresses wounds. (Golius

on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof; and so in the

present day; as also "J-5-)

ā-, - sing of 3'- (Mgh, L, Msb, T.A.)

–The latter signifies f Beasts, and birds, of

prey; or that catch game: (S, A,” Mgh, L, MSb,

K:) thus the falcon is a ae-jue-, and so is the

dog trained for hunting, because it gains for its

owner: (L:) and this appellation is applied alike

to the male and the female, like i-9 and #95.

(Msb.)- And t The members, or limbs, of a

man, nrith n:hich things are gained or earned;

(S, K, TA;) or nith nhich one works; (A;) as

the hands or arms, and the feet or legs: (S,

A, K, TA:) because they gain, or earn, or do,

good and evil. (TA.)- [And The organs

of the body: thus, for instance, a--,L-e- is

applied (in the Msb, art. 3-ax,) to the eye, which

is termed (in the TA in that art.) the seeing

a-'s (#-buil i>-1).]—Also t Mares:

[and the like:] because they bring gain to their

owners by their breeding. (AA, T.) You say,

i-,- a u + He possesses not a female beast that

bears young: he possesses not that which makes

gain. (TA) And J. C., & #51:34,

and &GS 3A, (K) and #1 *. (TA)

+ This she-camel, and this she-ass, and this mare,

is young, unimpaired by age (i.i. [i. q. #1)

in the nomb, (K, TA,) and in youthful vigour,

and one of which the offspring is wished for.

(TA.)

3/*

1. *-, aor. *, inf. n. *: see 2, in nine

places.--> 39-' 3,4- (A, L., Msb,) aor.

and inf. n. as above, (L) | The locusts stripped

the land of all its herbago; (A,” L;) ate what

was upon the land. (Msb)–32;" -**

! [The year of drought destroyed them]. (A.)

=U.S. >3)- +The land had its herbage eaten

by locusts; (S ;) was smitten by locusts. (Msb.)

–9- said of seed-produce, t It nas smitten

[or eaten] by locusts. (K.)- And said of a

man, (S,) + He had a complaint of his belly from

having eaten locusts. (S.K.)=3,..., aor. *, (K,)

inf n. 3,4-, (TA,) t It (a place) was, or became,

destitute of herbage. (K, T.A.)-t He (a man)

had no hair upon him [i.e. upon his body, or,

except in certain parts : see #1. (S: but

only the inf n is there mentioned.)- | He (a

horse, K, TA, or similar beast, TA) had short

hair : (TA:) or had short and fine hair: as

also 's-l. (KTA) (see #1-see also

7. – Also, (S, K,) inf n, as above, (S,) + He

(a man, S) became affected with the cutaneous

eruption termed &#, from having eaten locusts.

(S, K.)

2, 3-, (A, L.) inf n. *, (S, A, L.) He

stripped, divested, bared, or denuded, of garments,

or clothes. (S, A, L.) You say, *: &: **,

(A,) or *::: c”, (Th, L. K.) as also 's-, (K.)

and *::: *5-, (Th, L,) He stripped, divested,

or denuded, him of his garments, or of his gar

ment : (Th, A, L, K:) [this is the only sig

nification of the verb given in the A as proper;

its other significations given in that lexicon being

there said to be tropical :] or *:: &: 45- sig

nifies I pulled off from him his garments : and

; : * $94, aor. *, inf. n. 3-, + I removed

from the thing that which was upon it. (Mgb.)

–t He peeled, or pared, a thing; divested it

of its peel, bark, coat, covering, or the like; as

also '3-, (L, K.) aor, and inf n, as above :

(L:) and * the latter, the peeled off anything,
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# &: from a thing. (S, L.)– t He stripped

skin of its hair; as also "3,4-. (L, K.)—t It

(drought) rendered the earth, or land, bare of

herbage: so in the L and other lexicons: in the

K, "3-; but the former is the right. (TA)

– t J. Q. -: [generally signifying He pruned

a tree or plant]. (S, TA.) – f [He bared a

sword;] he dren forth a sword (S, A, K) from

its scabbard; (A) as also "3,4-, (TA, and so

in some copies of the K in the place of the former

verb,) aor, as above. (TA.)- [t He detached a

company from an army: see *]—[t JHe

divested a thing of every accessory, adjunct,

appendage, or adventitious thing ; rendered it

bare, shere, or mere.]- + He made the writing,

or book, (L, K,) and the copy of the Kur-án,

(L.) free from syllabical signs, (L, K,) and from

additions and prefaces: (L:) he divested the

Kur-án of the diacritical points, and of the vonel

signs of desinential syntax, and the like: (Ibrā

heem [En-Nakha'ee]:) or he wrote it, or read

it, or recited it, without connecting nith it any

of the stories, or traditions, related by the Jen's

or Christians. (Ibn 'Oyeyneh, accord. to the L; or

A ’Obeyd, accord. to the TA)—&lil> and

****, +He separated the cotton from its seeds, with

a 2:S- : or separated and loosened it by means

of a bon, and a kind of nooden mallet, by striking

the string of the bon with the mallet: syn. *-i-.

(K)–:-"> (Ish,K) and #~\, 's-,
(TA,) which latter alone is mentioned by Z and

Ibn-El-Jowzee, (MF) + He performed the rites

and ceremonies of the pilgrimage (:-") sepa

rately from those of 5:1 (q.v.]: (ish, Z, Ibn

El-Jowzee, K:) or the former signifies he made

the performance of the pilgrimage to be free from

the vitiations of norldly desires and objects.

(Harp. 392.) [See also 5.]–13&A: *:

see 5-si > (Ki) and 43%, (L.K.)

aor, and inf. m. as above; (L;) + He asked, or

begged, of the people, or company of men, and

they refused him, or gave him against their nill.

(L, K.)= Also, (K,) int n. as above, (TA,)

t He wore, or put on, 25 ye-, i.e., old and norn

out garments. (K.)

5.* He was, or became, stripped, divested,

bared, or denuded, (S, A, L., Msb, K,) [and he

stripped, divested, bared, or denuded, himself,]

*: &- of his clothes or garments, (A,” Msb,)

Or *::: U-2 of his garment; (L, K;") as also

* >>3', (A, L., K.) which latter, accord. to Sb,

is not a quasi-pass. verb, (L) [but it seems that

he did not know 3-, in a sense explained above,

(see 2, second sentence,) of which it is the quasi

pass., like as ** is of>]– t It (an ear of

corn, A, K, and a flower, TA) came forth from

its envelope, or calyx. (A, K, TA.)- + It (ex

pressed juice) ceased to boil, or estuate, (K,) [and

so became divested of its froth, or foam.]- + He

(a man) was, or became, alone, by himself, apart

..from others; as though detached from the rest

of men. (Harp. 430.)- 1 He (a horse) out

stripped the other horses in a race; as also

'**', and J-1 & 2-1, like J: A Lá;

as though he threw off the others from himself

as a man throws off his garment. (TA.) And

+ He (an ass) went forward from among the she

asses. (L.)->S.> ! [He devoted himself

to the affair, as though throwing aside all other

things; he applied himself exclusively and dili

gently to it;] he strove or laboured, exerted him

self or his poner or efforts or endeavours or

ability, employed himself vigorously or diligently

or nith energy, or took pains or extraordinary

pains, in the affair, (S, A, K, and Harp. 430,)

not diverted therefrom by any other thing. (Har

ib) And 330-i > 1 [He devoted himself to,

applied himself exclusively and diligently to, or

strove &c. in, religious service, or worship]. (A.)

And |& Agi. "3: #[He devoted himself to,

applied himself exclusively and diligently to, or

strove &c. in, the performance of such a thing].

(A) And ': J 35-3, and '2'-3', He

strove or laboured, exerted himself or his poncer

or efforts or endeavours or ability, in pace, or

going; he hastened therein; like 2: es' 3:.

(L, TA)-3-9 3-5 : see 2. Accord, to

Ahmad, as related by Is-hák Ibn-Mansoor,

(TA,) + He affected to be like, or he imitated,

the pilgrim of Mekkeh, or the man performing

the pilgrimage of Mekheh. (K, T.A.)

7.3/s-31; see 5, first sentence. [Hence,] -->3'

ū'i &: J.' +The camels cast, or let fall,

their fur, or soft hair. (L.) - See also 1. -

+It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) became thread

bare, or napless, (S, L, K,) and smooth ; (S, L;)

as also V 3'- (L.)- Said of a horse in a race:

see 5.—" Js 29-31; see 5.—£" '**',

(S, A, L,) in the K, erroneously, J: 4 xy-5',

(TA,) t The journey, or march, (S.A.L.) became

extended, (S, A, L, K,) and of long duration,

[n'ith us,] (S, L, K,) without our pausing or

naiting for anything. (A.)

8. 292-1 t The attacking one another with

[dran'n] snords. (KL.) [You say, 132,2-1 +They

so attacked one another; like as you say, 122, laal.]

#- ! A garment old and worn out, (L, K,TA,)

of n:hich the nap has fallen off: or one between

that which is nerv and that nihich is old and worn

out ; pl. *. (L, T.A.) You say * #.

(A) and 'is'. [alone], (§, L, TA) : A [gar

ment of the hind called] 32, norn so that it has

become smooth. (S, A, L, TA.") And [the pl.]

**, (K, TA, in the CK **) as a subst.,

(TA,) + Old and norn-out garments. (K.) It is

said in a trad of Aboo-Bekr, J. & Gale -:

aisleá'í ** £- Sl 3-3, meaning + There

is not in our possession, of the property of the

Muslims, save this threadbare and n'orn-outà laš.

(TA.)= t The pudendum, or pudenda; [app.

because usually shaven, or depilated;] syn. £,

(K) i.e. $52. (TA)—And The penis. (K.)

=+A shield. (K.)= +A remnant of property,

or of cattle. (K.)= See also #:2+.

6 d. J. 6 - -

3,4- : see 5.x:/-.

3,4- ! A wide, or spacious, tract of land in

n:hich is no herbage: (S, A, K:) an inf n, used

• * > /

es" ess,

and **: +He (a man, TA) was shot, or struck

with a missile, on his back. (K.)=See also

what next follows.

3-, (K.) fem: with # (S.K.) and "#,

(S, A, K.) fem, #3 (A, K.) and "5*, (TA,

as from the K,) which last is an inf n. used as

an epithet; (TA;) t A place (A, K) destitute of

herbage : (S, A, K.) you say #9. J. (S,R)

and '3'-(A, K) and "#33-, (TA) and#

*3:1 of which last the pl. is (# and 3,4-i.

(S)- Also, the first, + A man affected with the

cutaneous eruption termed &#, from having

eaten locusts. (TA.)

6.- d -

32,4-: see 9--Also t.An old norn piece

of rag: dim. * $33,4-. (TA from a trad.)

as an appellative subst. (A.)-*

#. [The denuded, or unclad, part, or parts,

of the body]. You say 32-M alas 31-1 (A, K)

and '3'-' (A, K) and "3:1, (T, A, K.)

[A woman thin-skinned, or fine-skinned, and

plump, in respect of the denuded, or unclad,

part, or parts of the body: or] nihen divested

of clothing : (T, A,” K:) the last of these words

is here an inf. n.: if you say **::1, with

kesr, you mean, [in] the [denudedj body: (K:)

[and so when you say 55-1, and *: ; or

this last may be regarded as an inf. n. :] s:-"

is more common than *:::1. (TA.) [In like

manner,] you say,39-' &- &% and***

and Ws: ; like as you say, ##" 3- and

ū-ji, which signify the same. (S.) It is said

of Mohammad, "3:13: &lés, i. e. He was

bright in respect of n-hat was unclad of his body,

or person. (TA)- Also t Plain, or level, and

bare, land. (S.)

&#1 (S.K.) and "###" and "#9 (K)

+ The yard of a horse &c. : (S:) or of a solid

hoofed animal: or it is of general application:

(K:) or originally of a man; and metaphorically

of any other animal: (TA:) pl. (of the first,

TA) & 25- (K)
53 - - 6 •

à:2y+: see 2/4-.

35- [a coll. gen, n., f Locusts; the locust; a

kind of insect] well hnonn : (S, Msb, K:) so

called from stripping the ground, (A, Msb,) i.e.,

eating what is upon it: (Msb:) n, un, with 3:

(S, Msb:) applied alike to the male and the

female : (S, Msb, K:) 39- is not the masc. of

3.294-, but is a [coll: gen, n.5, these two. words

being like +3, and 5,54, and -35 and 5-5, and

X- and i.e., &c. : it is therefore necessary

that the masc. should be [in my copies of the S,

“should not be,” but this is corrected in the

margin of one of those copies,] of the same form

as the fem., lest it should be confounded with the

pl. [or rather the collective form]: (S:) but some

say that >}}+ is the masc.; and 52',4'-, the fem.;

and the saying 335- c." 99-& [as mean

ing I san, a male locust upon a female locust],

like a...: L'é uč £%, is cited: (TA) it is

first called #~ : then, Us: then, #: then,
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&: then,&=; and then, 394-: (A’Obeyd,

TA:) As says thatwhen the males become yellow

and the females become black, they cease to have

any name but 29-. (AHn, TA.) [Hence,] &

25-1, (T in art. Us") or 535-N Us!, (TA in

that art.) t The egg of the locust. (T and TA

&# 4, (S.K.) or

29-' &l, (A, L.) | I know not what man, (S,

K.) or what thing, (A,) took him, or it, anay.

(S, A, K.)

ubi supra-)-% 25-&

** [a coll. gen, n.], n. un. "* (S,

Mgb:) the latter is of the measure is: in the

sense of the measure is: (Msb;) signifying

! A palm-branch stripped of its leaves; (S, A,

Msb, K;) as long as it has the leaves on it, it is

not called thus, but is called #3: (S) or a

palm-branch in whatever state it be; in the dial.

of El-Hijáz: (TA:) or a dry palm-branch :

(AAF, K:) or a long fresh palm-branch: (K:)

pl. #9 (TA)—[Also, 'is', tA tally,

by which to keep accounts; because a palm-stick

is used for this purpose; notches being cut in it.

-And hence, *- W i.* t.An account

book: and £5+" *#322- tThe register of the

taxes, or of the land-tax.]= #3.2- J.' | Choice,

or excellent, (A, L.) and strong, (L) camels.
* - d £

(A, L.)- See also 2,4-1, in two places.

#35: t.Anything that is peeled off, or pared,

from another thing. (S.)

£). n. un. of+ as a coll, gen, n. : see

the latter in four places. - Also fem. of the

latter as an epithet.- Also t A detachment of

horsemen; a company of horsemen detached

(>3'-, S, A) from the rest of the force, (S) or

from the main body of the horsemen, (A,) in

some direction, or for some object: (S, A:) or a

company of horsemen among whom are no foot

soldiers, nor any of the baser sort, or of those of

Twhom no account is made : (A:) or horsemen

among whom are no foot-soldiers; (K;) as also

' [as though pl. of £il, (K, TA) with
damm, (TA) or "3+. (So in the CK.) [See

an ex. under the word ++, last sentence.]

* - o- * ,. 2-* -

3.2L-dim of 32,-, q.v.

* - d. • *

#1-2,4-dim. of āşş- [fem. of# : so in the

phrase c: à: + The middle of the back of

the neck, which is free from flesh. (L.)

35- +One who polishes brazen vessels. (K.)

3: ! An unlucky man; (S, K;) one who

strips off prosperity by his ill luck; (A;) or as

though he stripped off prosperity by his ill luck.

(TA.)- Also, and " issis, (A,) or* ā-,

(S, K,); A year of drought: (A, K:) or a year

of severe drought and dryness of the earth; (S;)

as though it destroyed men. (T.A.)

* * * *

323;U+: see what next precedes.

£2,5- A sect of the Zeydeeyeh, (of the

Shee'ah, TA,) so called in relation to Abu-l

Járood Ziyād the son of Aboo-Ziyād: (§, K:)

Abu-l-Járood being he who was named by the

Imām El-Bákir “Surhoob,” explained by him as

a devil inhabiting the sea: they held that Mo

hammad appointed 'Alee and his descendants to

the office of Imām, describing them, though not

naming them; and that the Companions were

guilty of infidelity in not following the example

of 'Alee, after the Prophet: also that the appoint

ment to the office of Imām, after El-Hasan and

El-Hoseyn, was to be determined by a council of

their descendants; and that he among them who

proved himself learned and courageous [above

others] was Imām. (MF.)

#: ! A man having no hair upon him; (S,

A, L, K;) i. e., upon his body; or except in cer

tain parts, as the line along the middle of the

bosom and don’nnards to the belly, and the arms

from the elbon's don’nnards, and the legs from

the knees don’nnards; contr. of#. which sig

nifies “having hair upon the whole of the body.”

(IAth, L.) [fem. #' and] pl. 3... (A, TA)

The people of Paradise are said (in a trad., TA)
6 o' -- 6d. p.

to be 2-2 2,2-1 (Having no hair upon their bodies,

and beardless]. (A, TA.)- Also applied to a

horse, (S, A, K,) and any similar beast, (TA,)

meaning t Having short hair : (TA:) or having

short and fine hair. (S, K.) This is approved,

(S,) and is one of the signs of an excellent and a

generous origin. (TA.). Pl. as above. (A.) In

like manner,Aşāl #: means ! Having short,

or short and fine, hair upon the legs. (TA.)

Also t A cheek upon which no hair has grown.

(TA.) And +A sandal upon which is no hair.

(L from a trad.)- Applied also to a place; and

the fem., āşş-; to land: see:94-, in three places.

-Also f Milk free from froth. (A.) And the

fem., + Wine that is clear, (AHn, K,) free from

dregs. (AHn, TA.) And + A sky free from

clouds. (L.)-tSmooth. (Hamp. 413.)- tA

heart free from concealed hatred, and from deceit,

dishonesty, or dissimulation. (L.)-1 Complete;

(A, K;) free from deficiency; (A, TA;) as also

*** (S, A, K.) applied to a year Clé), (S,

A,) and to a month, (Th, TA,) and to a day:

(K:) fem. as above, applied to a year (#).
* * * **** - -

(A.) Accord. to Ks, (S,) you say, J-2 a.2), Le
• - O

cs: and 'c' is, meaning t|I have not

seen him, or it,for, or during,] truo days, (S, A,

K.) or two months, (S, K,) [or two years,] com

plete. (A, TA)- | A horse wont to outstrip

others; (K;) that outstrips others, and becomes

separate from them by his sniftness. (IJ, TA.)

-And the fem., | A voracious she-camel. (A.)

=It is also used as a subst.: see *—and

See &#1 –Also +The sea. (AAF, M in

art. -->.)-And the fem., tA smooth rock.

(S, TA.)

3 o - - s

sy-l, and sometimes without teshdeed, *!,

A certain plant which indicates the places where

truffles (::=) are to be found: a certain herb,

or leguminous plant, said to have grains like

pepper. (En-Nadr, TA.)

s: + A man ejected from his property.

(IAar, T.A.)

63 - 2 6.- d ..

3/">-o: See #, in two places.- : A bare,

or naked, [or dranwn,] sword. (A.)-[+Divested

of every accessory, adjunct, appendage, or adven

titious thing; rendered bare, shere, or mere;

abstract. - In philosophy, Bodiless; incorpo

real; as though divested of body..]=See also
J - d. ,

Cl2w-l.

:* +Peeled, or pared; divested of its peel,

bark, coat, covering, or the like. (S, L.)-Jä
6.- ... O -

532,2'-e t Land of which the herbage has been

eaten by locusts: (S:) or land smitten by locusts:

(Msb:) or land abounding with locusts; (A’Obeyd,
9 * j, d - #

ISd, K;) a phrase similar to 4:9-2-2 J% the

epithet having the form of a pass. part. n. without

a verb unless it be one that is imaginary. (ISd,

T.A.)–s23- J: +A man having a complaint

of his belly from having eaten locusts. (S.)

5: and 9: : See #, in four places:

—and see what follows.

6 - d.d.

2,2'-e tA horse having short, and little, hair:

(EM pp. 39 and 40:) or sharp, or vigorous,

in pace, [and] having little hair. (Harp. 455.)

—4:19::it: (AZA,TA) or '-'.

at:1, (so in a copy of the A,) said to one who is

shy, or bashful, [meaning tThou art] not free

from shyness in appearing [before others]: (AZ,

TA:) or ; thou art not celebrated, or nell-known.

(A, TA.)

*>/*

Q. 1. ** [from &ş- He put his hand

upon the food (K, TA) that was before him on

the table, (TA,) in order that no other person

might take it : (K, TA:) or he ate with his right

hand, and prevented [others from eating] with

his left hand: (IAar, K.) also, (K) or -->

Axial J", (TA,) he ate greedily, gluttonously,

or voraciously: (K, TA:) or Axial -s -->

he put his left hand upon food that was before

him on the table, in order that no other person

might take it; as also29- (Yaakoob, S:) or

# -s: U. -->}=- he ate, and made an end of,

devoured, or consumed, nihat was in the vessel;

as also Axe- [q. v.] (Sh, T.A.)

3 - 2 - -

-**- : see what next follows, in two places.

6 * >0 -

Júš-, an arabicized word, (§, K.) from the

Persian, (S) originally Jú 33% “guardian of the
• J & J. 5 • * *

cake of bread,” (S, K) and &#: and 'G's:
d = j.

and ****, (K.) One who puts his hand, (K.)

or n:ho puts his left hand, (S) upon food, (K.)

or upon a thing that is before him on the table,

(S,) in order that no other person may take it:

(S, K.) or who eats with his right hand, and

prevents [others from eating] with his left hand:

and one who eats greedily, gluttonously, or vora

ciously: or the first and "third signify, (K, TA,)

or signify also, t a spunger; (K, TA;) because

of his greediness, gluttony, or voraciousness, and

his boldness. (TA.) ...A poet says, (namely, El

Ghanawee, TA voceJ**)

* &3%** -> <=> Vo 13| *

• Lus: £ J* * *
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[When thou art among a greedy company of men,

put not thy left hand upon the food as a dux)+]:

(Fr, S:) or the last word is S**, meaning,

(accord. to Sh, as also cks:- TA voce U2'2'-,)

one that takes a fragment [of food] with his left

hand, and eats with his right hand, and, when

what the party have is consumed, eats nhat is in

his left hand. (TA.)

ô - J. • * d -s 6

->: see JW3)-.

Je:2

o • O = 6 * > d -

Je:2y+: i. 1. &#, explained in art. P2'-.

&xy-- and Jye

33% and 33-, (T, JK, TA) or #3 (S.

K) and āşş-; (IAar, K,) the last asserted by

IAar to have been heard by him from a man of

chaste speech, (TA,) A cake of bread: (JK, S,

K.) arabicized words, (T, JK, S, K.) from 33%,

(K, TA,) which is Persian, meaning “round 3.

(TA) pl. 525- and 335-. (J.K.)

Leże

Q 1 iss-, [infn of 23:..] (S. K.) in rela

tion to food, (S) in #39-5 (S. K.) i.e., The

covering the food that is before one nith the left

hand, [nhile eating with the right hand,] in order

that no other person may take it: accord. to

Yaakoob, the A is a substitute for the +'. (TA.)

And 29- signifies He ate, made an end of,

devoured, or consumed, what was in the bowl or

vessel: (IAar, Sh, K, TA:) and he ate entirely

the bread. (K.)- Also Ax)+, He talked much.

(S, K.)-And He hastened, made haste, sped,

or was quick; (Kr, K;) as also es/-. (K.)–

&: Axe- He passed the [age of] sixty.

(IAar, K.)

6 - d. •

>3)- [probably Voracious : see above: and

hence, -] Black locusts, having green heads.

(K.)- Loquacious, or a great talker. (K.)

5,4

1. 5- inf n. #- ! He (a horse [or similar

beast]) became affected with the kind of snelling

termed 3,4- [q.v. infră]. (A)—i-ji" $5,4

+ The nound, or ulcer, formed itself into a knot,

• * #-, or

3,4-. (K, accord. to different copies. [The former

reading is app. the right.])

or lump, (~&#) like what is termed

s

2. s:- ! He trimmed a tree, as though by re

moving its * meaning its faulty parts, or

knots, which are likened to CŞ- [pl. of#1;

whence *#- J49. (A.)-[And hence,] **

#31 | Time, or fortune, tried and strengthened

him by means of experience in affairs. (T, L,

TA.)

3-1 Any smelling, (A’obeyd, S, Mgh, L. K.)

and inflation of the sinen's, (A’Obeyd, S, Mgh,

L,) in the hock (A’Obeyd, S, Mgh, L, K) of a

horse (A’Obeyd, Mgh, L.) or similar beast; (S,

K;) and in the side of the hock-joint, externally

and internally; (A’Obeyd, Mgh, L;) derived

from 3-, because resembling in form the rat

(39) thus called: (Mgh:) or an inflation of the

sinen's of a horse's legs, occasioning snellings

which are likened to [the rats called] &#

(A:) or a snelling in the side of a horse's hoof,

and in his stifle-joint (a:), or in the hinder part

of his hock, which gron's so large as to prevent

his walking and working; also written >>;

(ISh, L in arts. 5/- and 2,2-3) and likenise

affecting the camel: (ISh, L in art. 5,4-:) the

original word is with 3. (TA.)- Also t The

faulty parts, or knots, of a tree, which are pared

aff, likened to diš- (A)
6 * > 6

$39- J.; Land containing, (S, L.) or abound.

ing with, (K,) [the large field-rats called] Ulys-;

(S, L, K;) like #: J&l. (A)-3- #3,

(M, L.) or 3,4- J% (Mgh,) t A beast, or horse,

affected with the kind of snelling termed 3,4-.

(M, Mgh, L.) And c'.15/-J* : [A man

n:hose legs are affected with similar snellings].

(M, L, T.A.)

#: [The large £ura's so in the present

day;] a species of jus [or rat]: (S, A, Mgh, L,

K:) or the male jus: (T, M, IAmb, L, Msb:) or

the large male *: said to be larger than the

jerboa, of a dusky colour, with a blackness in his

tail: (L.) or the large its that is in the deserts,

or uncultivated plains, and that does not frequent,

or keep to, houses: (Msb:) pl. &#~, (S, A,

Mgh, L, Mab, K.) or ös'. (TA) ###

9: &#- [lit. May God multiply the large

rats ofthy house, or tent,] means ! may God fill

thy house, or tent, with wheat, or food. (A.)

And a: čiš- # [lit. The large rats of

his house, Ol' tent, became dispersed,] has a contr.

meaning. (Harp. 274)-cis- ź A sort of

dates, (L., Msb, K,) of a large size: before the

fruit is cut [from the tree], rats collect beneath:

so called nohen fresh and ripe: when dry,U->

called in El-Koofeh &ús: (L:) and a sort of

palm-tree, the last in the time of the ripening of

its fruit in El-Hijáz: (A5, AHn, L.) or [simply]

the palm tree. (T in art. Al.) Hence the saying,

&= i+1.36:1-48 # [When E.
Kharátán (the Eleventh Mansion of the Moon)

rises aurorally (see 2.É. Jú. in art. U}), the

dates called ūlāye-> are eaten]: for El-Kharā

tán rises [aurorally] in the last part of the hot

season, after the [auroral] rising of J: [or

Canopus], and before the season called &#41.(AHn, L.) •

#- (in the CK ##) A sort of date:

pl. 3:39-. (K.)
63 - 4

53- 1 A man freed from his faults by ex

perience in affairs: see 2: (A:) or an intelli

gent, or a sagacious, man: (M, L:) one who has

been tried and strengthened by experience in

affairs. (T, S, M, L, K.)

Jy

6 - d > 6.--> d -

J33- and 453,2- : See &2)-.

A3/*

• * > *

Q. 1 #~, (K) inf n i-3-, (L.) He

hastened, made haste, sped, or nas quich, (L, K.)

in walking, or going, and in work; (L;) like

Axy--. (K.)

jja

1, 5-, (§, K, TA) aor.”, inf n. #, (S,

Mgh, TA,) He cut it; or cut it off. (S, K,

Mgh, T.A.) You say also, J&S -j-, Inean

ing, The land had its herbage cut, or cut off:

(A:) or became without herbage; its herbage

having been consumed by the locusts or the sheep

or goats or the camels or the like: (Fr, TA:)

-

and J:S -j-, aor.”

the land became what is termed jże-; as also

W -j-. (TA)- It (time, or fortune, &#1)

destroyed, exterminated, or extirpated, him or it.

(A, TA.)- Also, (K,) aor, and inf. n. as above,

(TA,) He slen him. (K,”TA.)= Also 53-,

(K) aor, and inf n. as above, (TA,) He ate

uickly. (K, TA)- And ji-, (K) inf n.

55-, (TA,) He ate much ; nas a great eater;

(K, TA;) not leaving anything upon the table:

(TA:) or (K and TA, but in the CK “and”) he

ate quickly; was a quick eater. (K, T.A.)

, signifies [the same, or]
J. J.

4. J.S. <>5x^-l: see 1–3% j/-), from

j: J% (S,) is a phrase similar to b: (S,

TA,) and signifies The people journeyed in a

land such as is termed3: (TA in art. U-2 :)

also (TA) they were, or became, afflicted with

dearth, scarcity, drought, sterility, or barrenness.

(K, T.A.) - [And hence, app.,] āşū -j-,-]

The she-camel became lean, or emaciated. (K.)

6 d >

- : 6. / /

: } see j-; the former, in two places.

j/*- :

6 * * 6 y o 2- - 22 -

j>: see j-, - Also ju- 4- 4 year of

dearth, scarcity, drought, or sterility: (S,” K,”
6 - c &

TA:) pl.j92-1. (S, T.A.)

# # (S, Mgh, Msh, K) and "#, and
6 - - 6 d > 6.- y o e

"jj-, and "jj-, (S, K,) and "523-2, (K,)

Land in nihich is no herbage; (Fr, S, Mgh;) as

though the herbage or the rain were cut off from

it: (S:) or from which the nater is cut off, so

that it is dried up and without herbage: (Msb,

in explanation of the first:) or dried up, pro

ducing no herbage : (Jel in xviii. 7, in explana

tion of the first:) or of n:hich the herbage has

been cut : (Bd ibid., in explanation of the first;

and A in explanation of the last;) or that pro

duces no herbage : (K:) or of n!hich the herbage

has been eaten : (K: or this is the signification

of the last [only] according to the S:) or not

rained upon : (K:) or, accord. to some of the

expositions of the Kur, by the first is meant the

land of El-Yemen: and by the second, accord.

to El-’Otbee, [land] that takes, or receives, much

water, and does not dry it up: and as to "j:

it may be an inf n, used as an epithet, as though
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meaning J.- Ś, i.e., of which the herbage has
* 6.- d e - o:

been eaten: also "555-2 J% is explained as

signifying land of which the herbage has been

consumed by the locusts or the sheep or goats or
6 * o 6.- - -

the camels or the like : (TA:) and "j9-2 5ü.

a barren desert: (A,"K:) [see also j5- ) the

pl. of£ is 5-, like as #-- is pl. of 3-4-5

and that of j: is #i, like as *: is

6 of

pl.of- (S:) and one says also j9: Já',

(KTA) as well as #3, #. (TA)

#, (S, A) or '##, with fath to the 2, (K,

TA,) Extirpation : (S, A:) or destruction. (K,

TA) Hence the saying, Sl išū J4: &

#)- A female that hates, by reason of the vehe

mence of her hatred, will not be content save

with extirpation [of the object of her hatred]:

(S) or 5: S.45 %.J. (A) or '#',
(TA,) His hater was not content save nith extir

pation of him whom he hated. (A, TA.) You

say also, " #2-> #: all ove), [or #)-> ##,

thus, only, the former word is written in the K

and TA in art. 5):, and I think that the latter is

correctly written in like manner, as in the S and

A,] God smote him with destruction [and extir

pation]. (TA.)

s-d d

3,4- A bundle of [the kind of trefoil called]

5.5 (A, Mgh, Mgb, K) or the like: (Mgh, Mab,

K:) or a handful thereof: (Mgh, Mgb:) Plj).

(A,” Mgh, Mgb.)

#: See

#, applied to a sword, (S, K,) Cutting, or

sharp : (K:) or cutting much, or very sharp :

(S:) or penetrating : or that cuts off utterly, or

entirely. (TA)- Hence you say of a she-camel,

likening her to such a sword, *#" j9: Gl

+ Verily she is one that eats and breaks the trees.

(TA.) See also j2,4-.

2- a - .

3,4-, in three places.

5,3- ! That eats much; (A, K;) [when applied

to a man,] that leaves nothing upon the table

when he eats: (S, A:) or that eats quickly:

(K:) applied to a man, and to a camel; (TA;)

and to a woman; and to a she-camel, as also

"j9. ; (S;) or [any] female: (TA:) or, applied

to a she-camel, that eats everything. (As, T.A.)

ji", applied [to land, and hence,] to 1 a

woman, Barren: (S, A, K. :) the woman is

likened to land that produces no herbage. (TA.)

[See also#|—5. J% Dry and rugged

land encompassed by sands or by a [level tract

such as is called] els: ($, K.) pl. 5'- (S,

TA:) mostly applied to islands of the sea. (TA)

6- d -

35-ys-2, applied to a she-camel, Lean, or ema

ciated. (K.)

6 - d.

j9-2: ** * •

3. * * * see j-,+; the latter, in two places.

53ya-e :

U-274

1. &#, [aor., app., and 2, as seems to be

implied in the K, inf. n. J., which see below,]

Bk. I.

He, or it, made a sound; (TA;) as also "L"-l:

(Mgh, TA:) [or both signify he, or it, made a

lon, gentle, slight, or soft, sound; as appears

from what follows.] You say, ASSUJ- (A,)

or *%l J-j-, (MSb) He spoke in a lon, gentle,

or soft, voice or tone; or nith modulation, or

melody; syn. * **, (A,) or a .33. (Msb)

And 3-, (S) if n > (Ki) and 'L-5,

(S, K;) He spoke: (K:) or he said a thing,

and spoke in a lon, gentle, or soft, voice or tone,

or with modulation or melody; expl. by _*:

.# £4. (Lth, S.) And "J-1 is also used

in the senses here following. It (a bird) caused

the sound of its passing to be heard: (S, A,” K:)

and in like manner it is said of a man. (K,

accord. to the TA; but not found by me in any

copy of the K.) "And t It (an ornament, J.-)

made a sound (S, A, K) like that of a J- [or

bell]; (TA;) ..as also "J->il. (A, TA.) "And

It (a tribe, J-) made its sound (…) to be

heard : or, accord. to the T, made the sound of

the J-5s of a thing to be heard. (TA) "And

He (a man) raised his voice. (TA.) "And He

(a camel-driver) sang to camels for the pur

pose of urging or exciting : (S, K:) or raised his

voice in doing so. (A.) -[Hence, app.,] J.

aor. (Lth, AO, S, K) and : , (K) inf n. J.-,

(Lth, AO, K,) He ate [a thing: because a slight

sound is made in doing so]: (AO, TA:) or he

licked [a thing] with his tongue. (K.) You say,
• Jo J

laš,allJ: << The bees ate the [trees called]

*: (S) and#1 *-*, (Lth, A) and J->

[put tropically for 3: because honey is made

from flowers or blossoms], (Lth, TA,) the bees

ate the floners, or blossoms, making a sound in so

doing : (A:) or licked the flowers, or blossoms,

and thence made honey. (Lth, TA) And -->

3-#" £1, and −4). The beasts licked the

trees, and the herbage. (TA.) And #3<

(83% The conv licked her young one. (TA)

2.2%g J- inf n. J-,-i, IHe rendered

the persons notorious, or infamous; [as, for in

stance, by parading them, and making public

proclamation before them; accord. to the usage

-
&-,

(K,) and #, (Ibn-'Abbād, TA) and 32.

(A)= 32.9 ×-, (S) and 3,43), (TA)

inf n. as above, (K,) {[Events, and misfortunes,]

rendered him experienced, or expert, and sound,

or firm, in judgment &c. ($, K, TA)

of the verb in the present day;] syn. 2.

4. L*-l: see 1, in six places.-J.-uU-9

! [He made a sound with the ornament]: said of

the owner [or wearer] of the ornament. (A.)

J%-" U->| He struck [or sounded] the bell.

(TA.) -&: J: The animal of prey

heard my sound (C-4). (ISk, S, A, K. :) or

heard it from afar. (TA.)

5: see 1.

7: see 1.

J.- (S, A, Mob, K) and "J- (S, A, K.)

and 'J' (Kr, Isa) A sounds (Isk, A.K.)

or a lon, faint, gentle, slight, or soft, sound :

(IDrd, S, A, K:) such, for instance, as the sound

of the beaks of birds, (S, A, Msb) pecking, (A,)

upon a thing which they are eating: (S:) and that

of bees eating flowers or blossoms: (A:) and of

a tribe [or crowd of men, more particularly as

heard from some distance; i.e., a hum]: (TA:)

and of a camel-driver singing to his beasts to

urge or excite them : (A:) and the slight sound

of a letter of the alphabet: (TA:) and lon,

gentle, or soft, speech: (Msb:) or when the

word is used alone, [i. e., not coupled with

another noun as it is in the second of the two

examples here following,] it is with fet-h: thus

one says, Ú- * <-- ū; (A, K;) i. e., I

heard not any sound of him, or it: (TA:) but

you say, "Ú- S5 - 4 <-- Us, with kest :

(A, K;) i.e., I heard not any motion, nor any

sound, of him, or it: (TA in art. L-a-:) pl. [app.

of the third] J.5:1 (Ham p. 200) [See also
cº-.]

6 &

U-ye-: see what next precedes, in two places.

J., [A beli] a thing well known, (Mab3)

the thing that is hung to the neck of the camel

(S, Mgh, K) &c., and that makes a sound:

(Mgh:) or, accord. to some, the [little round

bell called] J-i- (TA:) and also that which

is struck [to make it sound]: (Lth, S, K:) the

thing that is struck by the Christians at the times

of prayers: (Harp. 616:) pl. J.5:1. (Mgh,

Msb.) It is said in a trad, £31 -āj S

J.-* āş, [The angels will not accompany an

assemblage of persons journeying together among

n:hom is a bell]: (S, TA:) the reason is said to

be, because it guides others to them; for Mo

hammad liked not to let the enemy know of his

approach until he came upon them suddenly.

(TA.)= See alsoJ.

i: The act of rendering [a person or persons]

notorious, or infamous. (TA.) [See 2.]

Jo: Voracious. (IAar, K.)

J's- [as though pl. of£] Bees: (S:)

or bees eating florers, or blossoms, and making

a sound in doing so : (A :) or J-31 Jos- sig

nifies the males of bees. (TA.)

J.- [A species of millet;] a kind of grain,

(Mgb, K,) well known, (K,) resembling 53, but

smaller: (Mgb:) or, accord. to some, a species of

c +3. (Msb:) or i. q. &# : ($ in art. U-2,

and TA in art. U4-> ) or a nell-known grain,

n:hich is eaten, like c-, of n:hich there are

three species, the best nhereof is the yellon,

[A2'), or the word may be 's-291, the smallest,]

and weighty: it is likened to rice in its poncer,

or virtue, is more astringent than cº-3, promotes

the flow of urine, and constringes: the word is

arabicized, from [the Persian] J.'s. (TA.)

J.-: (S) and 5-4 (TA) : A man (TA)

experienced, or expert, in affairs, (S, TA,) and

rendered sound, or firm, in judgment &c. (TA.)

And with 3, 1 A she-camel tried and proved by

use, or practice, in pace and riding. (TA.)

52
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U-23-2 [Uttered nith a sound: or nith a lon,

gentle, slight, or soft, sound]. Every letter of the

alphabet is **, except the soft letters, (A,

TA) namely, 1, 2, and U4. (T.A.)

*

U-/*

* * * *

1. a+,-, (S, A, K,) aor. * (MS, K) and = ,

(K) inf. n. J.-, (A, TA,) He bruised, brayed,

or pounded, it, (S, A, K,) and he ground it,

namely, salt, and grain, (A,) coarsely, not finely.

(S, A, K.)- He stripped off, scraped off, rubbed

off, abraded, or othernise removed, its superficial

part; syn. 9:5. (K.)-He scratched, scraped,

rubbed, grated, chafed, or fretted, it; syn.&

(K, TA;) like as the viper does its fangs; when

its folds rub, or grate, together, causing a sound

to be heard. (TA)- He scratched it (£,

namely, his head,) with a comb, (S, A, K,) so as

to raise its scurf; (S, K;) as also **ś- (TA)

– He rubbed and pressed it (namely, the skin,)

nvith the hand, in order that it might become

smooth (K, TA) and soft. (TA.)

2: see 1, last signification but one.

J.- The sound of a viper's coming forth from

the skin [or slough] when the former rubs, or

grates, one part against another. (K.)- And

The sound of a viper's fangs, when they rub, or

grate [together]. (TA.)-And The sound arising

from eating a rough thing: or this is with U-.

(TA.)

J.- A thing, (S, K,) such as salt, (A,)

bruised, brayed, or pounded, (S, A, K,) and

ground, (A) coarsely, not finely: (S, A, K.) or,

applied to salt, it signifies-:42, U. [app. mean

ing such as has not been purified], (S, K, TA,)

that crumbles; as though one part thereof were

rubbed against another. (TA.)- Also Coarse

flour, such as is fit for [making the kind of food

called J% --- (TA)

: #9. What falls, of, or from, a thing

coarsely bruised or brayed or pounded, when

what is bruised &c. thereof is taken. (S.)

#9. also signifies What falls from the head

when it is combed : (A, TA:) and n:hat falls and

becomes scattered from wood: (A:) or cuttings,

chips, parings, and the like. (TA.)

J): [from the Persian Jus', A digestive

stomachic;] a thing that causes food to digest;
6 y >

as also L^2-ala. ($ in art. Lo-aa.)

6 J. d >

J#2/s-e A thing having its superficial part

stripped off, scraped off, rubbed off, abraded, or

othernise removed. (TA.)-Skin rubbed and

pressed with the hand in order that it may become

smooth and soft. (TA.)

Jége

1. ** -á, -, aor. -, (IDrd, A, K.) inf n.

-> (IDrd, Ki) or* -3-, aor. 2; (S;)

but IKtt says that the former is the right; (IB;)

His throat, or fauces, became choked by his

spittle; he was choked with his spittle: (IDrd,

A ) or, accord. to some, he suffered the chokings

(C-4) of death : (TA:) or the verb is some

times used in a general manner, in the former of

the senses explained above, and in the place of

U: and in that of &# and in that of C-5:

(MF in art. Laë, q.v.:) and the above-mentioned

phrase also signifies (A) he snalloned his spittle

nith difficulty, or trouble, or labour, contending

against ana.iety, or grief. (S, A, K.) You say

also, *-*: Lāy-e 2^, (S,) or a-à: Jay-3, (A,”

TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He is near to dying;

accord. to As: (S, TA:) or his soul reaches his

fauces: (TA:) or he is at the point of death, his
J - Ö •

soul having reached his fauces. (A.) And Jays

*J. He dies (TA) Andúj- #31-3
[app. meaning The she-camel nas choked with her

cud: or smalloned her cud neith difficulty]. (TA.)

And £, J%. He smallowed his spittle. (A,

T.A.) And& *A*Jás- &% [app, meaning

Such a one smallows his choler against thee].

(A)-4- He strangled him. (K.) You say,

2-3- 35, 2:- <āşi He escaped from them

n:hen they had strangled him [so as almost to kill

him]. (TA.)

• 3 - *

J - *

4. afie*<- He caused his throat, or fauces,
• * ** *

to be choked by his spittle. (S, K.)

J%- Spittle: (A, K:) or spittle by n'hich one

is choked. (S.)- [The choking, or strangula

tion, or rattles, immediately preceding death. See

1: and see also Jä.*..]— Difficulty, trouble,
6 o' -- *

or labour; syn. Jº-. (TA.)

.#* [A man having his throat, or fauces,

choked by his spittle.- And hence,] Having his

soul reaching his fauces: or near to dying: (TA:)

or at the point of death, his soul having reached

his fauces, so that he is choked by it: (A, TA:)

or dying: (TA:) or made, or suffered, to escape,

after evil: (Lth:) or oppressed by grief or

sorron; (S, K;) as also "-393- and "L:

(ADk, K.) or affected by intense anxiety or

grief: (TA:) [see alsoJ.5- pl. U-3- (A,

K.) like as L4 is pl. of £24 (A, TA)

You say, (4)- &% <āş, Or <ā. Such a one

escaped, or was made to escape, being near to

death; (TA;) or being at the point of death, his

soul having reached his fauces, so that he was

choked by it. (A, TA) And ways & Xs =l.

Such a one died oppressed by grief or sorron.

(S.)= In the following prov., &: J#)-lJ

Jā.Li'l [The Jae- interposed as an obstacle in

the may of the Jaxil, Ja: )--JW signifies the thing

choking the throat or fauces; (S, A.;) and Ja: ) all

signifies the cud: the meaning being, the thing

choking the throat or fauces hindered from chew

ing the cud: (A:) or the former signifies the

choking, or having the throat, or fauces, ob

structed; and the latter, the poetry: (TA:) or

the former, the snallowing of spittle in dying;

and the latter, the sound, or voice, of a man in

dying: (Er-Riyáshee :) or the former, spittle

snallowed: (Har p. 150, q.v.:) and also, the

chokings (C-4) of death: [see also J%- :] and

the moving to and fro of the trojan's at death :

(TA:) the prov. relates to an affair which is

hindered by some obstacle: (A, O, K:) or it is

said on the occasion of any affair which was pos

sible and which has been hindered by the inter

vention of some obstacle: and the first who said

it was 'Obeyd Ibn-El-Abras, when El-Mundhir

[on one of the days when it was his custom to

slay whomsoever he met] desired him to recite

some of his verses: (Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh :) or the

first who said it was Jowshan [in some copies of

the K, Showshan, which, as is said in the TA, is

a mistake,] El-Kilábee, when his father, having

forbidden him to poetize, and seeing him sick of

grief thereat, and at the point of death, gave him

permission to do so: (K, TA:) whereupon, after

saying these words, he recited some verses, and

died. (T.A.)

J.5-A strangler. (TA)=Suffering in.
d •

tense, or violent, grief (T.A.) [See also Jae-.]

6 *o

Láb-; * -

* - d. see Jae

Jālū-:

©

1. (Ji 894, aor.”, (S, Msh, K) inf n.&

(S, K,") or £- (Msb;) and **, aor. * ,

inf n :- (§, Mab, K.) but the latter is dis.

allowed by As; (S;) He sn'alloned the nater;

(Msb, K.) as also '42, - . (Mab3) or the

latter signifies he smalloned it at once. (Sgh, K.)

–See also 5.

2. [..."* He made him to sn'allon, the

nater.] &2: is The pouring beverage into the

throat against one's will: but sometimes it is

used of that which is not against one's will. (Har

p. 115.) And* signifies He gave him to

drink gulp after gulp, or sup after sup, or sip

after sip. (Harp. 350.)- [And hence,] 4-3

J-44), (K) or '#' Jaa: 4-5-, (S) inf. n.

&**, (K,) t He made him to repress, or re

strain, choking wrath, or rage. (S, TA.)

4.* He made it (a rope or a bow-string)

to have one or more of its strands thick [or rather

thicker than the others]. (TA.)

5. > He sn'alloned in consecutive portions,

one time after another, like him n'ho acts against

his on n will : or, as IAth says, he drank in

haste : or, accord. to some, he drank by little

and little. (TA.)- [And hence,] J-4%) 83-,

(S, Msb,K*)! He repressed, or restrained, choking

n:rath, or rage; (S;) as though he swallowed it:

(Msb:) and [in like manner] you say also, "89

i: ! he repressed, or restrained, wrath, or

rage. (TA.)

8 : see 1.

6 * *

je- A twisting in one of the strands of a

rope, (S, K,) or of a bon-string, (K,) so that

it appears above the other strands. (S, K.) [It

is app. an inf. n., of which the verb, if it have

one, is 82-.] := See also #~.

&- A rope, (K) or a low-string, (TA,)

having the twisting termed 82- in one of its
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strands; as also V ex-: (Ki) or, accord to

IAar, a bow-string that is even, except that there

is a prominence in one part of it, wherefore it is

rubbed and pulled nith a piece of a A = [q. v.]

until that prominence disappears : and " the

latter, accord. to ISh, a bow-string not uniformly

nor well tryisted, having in it prominences, so

that one of its strands appears above the others,

or some appear above others. (TA.)

#- se: what next follows, in three places:

=and see Aeº-, in two places.

#: A gulp, or as much as is snallowed at once,

of water; a as: of water being like a a.i. of

food: (Mgb:) or a sup, or sip; or as much as

is supped, or sipped, at once ; or a mouthful of

nhat is supped, or sipped; (syn. is-) of water;

(S, Ks) as also 'is' and "#- or #:

and 'is' are substs. [signifying the act of

sn'alloning water] from £1 &2- “he swallowed
6 * > * -

the water:” (K:) or Wäge-signifies 4 single act

of snalloning water: (IAth, L:) and ācya-, what

one snallon's : (L, K:) or a mouthful which one

sn'allons: (TA:) or a small draught : (IAth:)

and its pl. is &#. (Mgb, TA.) The dim. is
6 * @ - y • * of

Väx:y:-. (S, K.) And hence the prov., & Gi

căli” is: 3% ($gh, K) the verb being

intrans, and as:*- being in the accus. case as a

denotative of state, as though the speaker said,

*ill āşş- (#6 <15, (Sgh;) or:

cáil, (S,K) or "Úls: (Ki) Such a one

escaped [from destruction] when his spirit, or the

remains thereof, had become in his mouth; (L,

K;) or near thereto, (K,) as a sup [or little sup] of

water to the chin [of a person drinking]; (TA;)

or n:hen death nas as near to him as a little sup

of nater to the chin ; (L;) or n'hen at his last

gasp: (Fr, S:) applied to one who has been at

the point of destruction, and then escaped: (§3)

or, accord. to AZ, it is thus; cià āşş- Jili,

which may mean he made me to escape &c., or

he escaped from me &c.; in the latter case, Liz's

being for L: <āşi, and [it is said that] axe

is prefixed to c's ill because the motion of the

chin indicates the nearness of the departure of the

soul: or the meaning of the words related by AZ

may be, he made me, i. e. the remains of my

soul, to escape; the last two words being a sub

stitute for the pronoun affixed to the verb.

(Sgh.) One says also, J.;"#:J: Inean

ing He outnent me, [or escaped me,] and I sn'al

loned my spittle in wrath, or rage, against him.

(TA) And# 3. Güé - # 3 is
to: l: t[There is nothing that is swallowed

more praisenorthy fin its result than n:hat is

sn'alloned of wrath, or rage, which we repress,

or restrain]. (TA.)

6.- &
- 2 - 0 ,

asy"- : See as A-.

# ($, K) and "#" (K) and "# (S,

K) and W &: (K) An even piece, (S,) or a

round piece, or hill, or hillock, (K,) of sand, that

produces no plants, or herbage; (S, K;) and, as

some add, that retains no water : (TA:) or a

piece, or tract, of sand, good for producing plants,

or herbage, in which is no softness, or looseness :

($gh, L, K:) or land in n'hich is ruggedness,

resembling sand: (L, K:) or a hill of which one

side consists of sand, and one side of stones: (K:)

or what is termed "Acos- and 7 ex- is larger

than what is termed #: *A*- is also ex

plained as signifying sand of nhich the middle

is elevated, and of which the sides are thin: and,

accord. to IAth, W = }=-| signifies a wide place, in

n:hich is ruggedness : (TA:) or this last, a plain,

or soft, place, intermixed with sand: (Ham

p. 574:) ié- is sing., or n. un., of "89- (S,

K:") or, accord. to some, this last word is a

sing., like g-l; and its pl. [of pauc.] is 89:

and [of mult. #s : the l, of is: is 5'- :eye- p 2- is duee

and the pl. of 'is' is&- and the pl. of "Ache
6 * > d > • ... •

is ~15tee-: and the pl. of * @- is &#.

(TA.)

* *d, * * > * >

*- : see asya-, in four places.

* ~ * ~ * • 6 - d ..,

as: '-dim of asya-, q.v.
*- © - J. 3-0 .

*A*- : see àeye-.

* - of 22- . .

&- : see ācya-, in four places.

* @ p.

2-A she-camel in n'hich is not as much [milk]

as nill satisfy thirst, but only some sups: (K:)

pl. &js- (L, K) and&- (L:) J explains

the former pl. as signifying she-camels having

little milk; as though there were not in their

udders more than some sups; and the sing, he

does not mention. (TA.)

6 * > * s

&- see &- in two places.

->

.# 4-, (§, Mab, K.) ar. *, (S, Msb) inf n.
-3,4- (S, Msb, K) and āş)-, (Lh, K.) He took

anay, carried anay, or removed, the nhole of it,

(S, Msb, K.) or the greater part of it, (S) or

much of it: (S,K) and [in like manner "45-;

for its inf. n.] -i.2: signifies the act of carrying

anay wholly: (KL :) and **)- he took the

n:hole of it. (TA in art. --àe-.)- Also, (inf n.
5 d >
•

J)=-, TA,) He snept it anay, namely, mud,

(S, K,) from the surface of the earth; (TA;) and

so. "45-, (K) int n -i-, -ā, (TA) and

"45-55 (K.) or '-il's signifies the act of

clearing anay mud or the like well; in Persian,

U-4-x} \, : (KL : [Golius, app. misled by a

mistranscription, has explained the verb, -5- aS

on the authority of the KL, by “bene effudit:”])

and£" * -5,-1 he snept anay the thing

(45)=-) from the surface of the earth. (TA.) You

say also, Js: *: QMsb) or W<>, inf n.

-#/s-5; (S3) and "4:3-5; ($, K;) The tor

rents snept it anay; (TA;) [or snept it partially

anay; or wore it anay;] namely, a portion of

land. (S, Msb, K. See -:) And, of a death

commonly prevailing, J: -ā-ā- Jä -$4.

! [It snept anay, or destroyed, men, like the sneep

ing anay of the torrent]. (TA ) and " -#3

2#. Jú ! [It sneeps anay, or destroys, the

cattle of the people]. (S, TA.)-[He shovelled

it, or scooped it, anay, or up, or out..] You say,

<< tis,* [He scooped it up, or out, with

both his hands], i.e. something dry, as flour,

and sand, and the like. ($ in art. Jae-.) –

–94. It (herbage) was eaten up utterly. (TA.)

2. **, inf n. -i.9: : see 1, in four places.

—#3 45- + Time, or fortune, or misfortune,

destroyed, or exterminated, his property, or cattle,

and reduced him to poverty. (TA.) A poet (of

the Benoo-Teiyi, TA) says,

* .*** : • * .3% * • *k

Us:- +2'-' &c. &#

* & • dad e. 2 - -# 6.--

* 2-3 Us:--> Løue 2'-3's *

+[And if misfortunes have destroyed my property,

or cattle, and reduced me to poverty, I have not

seen any one in a state of perdition like the two

sons of Ziyád]. (S, TA.)

4. –5,4-i It (a place) was invaded by a torrent

such as is termed -āj-, (K.)

64 y

5: see 1, in two places; and see -5,-.

8: see 1, in three places.

6d s s
• •

*-*- : see -*.-Also A smooth side of a

mountain. (Aboo-Kheyreh, K.)

-> : see the next paragraph.

6.0 p.

c5- and " -#, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) the latter

a contraction of the former, (Mgb) [An abrupt,

nater-norn, bank or ridge;] a bank (~- Ksh

and Jel in ix. 110) of a valley, the lower.part of

which is excavated by the water, and hollowed

out by the torrents, so that it remains uncompact,

unsound, or neak; (Ksh ib.;) a bank, or an

acclivity, ofa nater-course of a valley and the like,

n:hen the water has carried anay from its loner

part, and undermined it, so that it has become

like n hat is termed a J-3, with its upper part

overhanging; (L;) a portion of land (or sand,

S in art. 7,5) which the torrents have partially
+ o-J - -

snept anay, or worn anay, (743-5, $, K, or

W **, Msb,) and eaten; (S, Msb, K;) a por

tion of the loner part of the side of a valley, and

of a river, eaten by the torrent; (M, TA;) the

side of the bank of a river, that has been eaten

by the water, so that some part of it every little

nihile falls: (Har p. 47:) and the latter, [or

each,] a place which the torrent does not take
6 o

anay; as also * -5-; (K;) [i. e. a bank, or

ridge, that remains rising abruptly by the bed of

a torrent or stream :] pl. [of pauc.] (of -ā-,

TA) -#i, (K) like 'uki pl. of £, (TA)

and [of mult.] (of-*. though it is implied in

the K that it is of -34, TA) i-, like 5->

(S,K) pl. of 3-4, (S) and -*. (ISd, TA)

-#: A torrent ...that carries anay everything;

(S, Msb;) i. q. -śla-e- applied to a torrent; as

also * -5,-, (K;) and '-35. a torrent that

sneeps anay that by nhich it passes, by reason of

its copiousness, carrying anay everything, and

SO * -3,4- applied to rain. (TA.)- 1 A very

voracious man: (K, TA:) a man n'ho devours

all the food : (S:) one who eats vehemently,

52 *
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leaving nothing remaining. (M, TA.)-; A man

n:ho marries much, or often, and is brisk, lively,

sprightly, or active; as also "-*. (K, TA.)

-1A sword that sn'eeps anay everything. (TA.)

- + A sort of measure of capacity; as also

* - 5- (S, K:) a certain large measure of

capacity. (ISk, T.A.)

6 -

-$92- : see what next precedes.

* f -
-

V-39)*- Ji: [A capacious bucket : see 3 in

art. 5*] ($ in art. 5:..)

-ā- See -*-Also tA death commonly,

or generally, prevailing, (S, K, TA,) that sneeps

anay, or destroys, (-, -) the cattle of the

people. (S, T.A.) And + Plague, or pestilence.

(K.) -à-l means + A plague, or pestilence,

that happened in the time of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr;

(S;) or, as Lth says, –5- &*u." means the

plague, or pestilence, that befel the people of El

'Irāk [in the year of the Flight 69], spreading

nide, and sn'eeping anay the people like the

sneeping anay of the torrent. (T.A.) And t Evil

Jortune, or an affliction, that sneeps anay, or

destroys, (Lth, K, TA,) a people, (K,) or the

cattle of a people. (Lth, T.A.)

6.- D

w$53*- : see -*.-Hence, as being likened

to the torrent thus termed, (TA,) t A quick, or
- d.

snift, c.23): [or hack, &c.]. (K.) And t.An

ass, [app. meaning a mild ass, because of his

swiftness.] (Sgh, K.) And, accord. to some, A

male ostrich: (as in the K:) but this is a mistran

scription for 53+, with J. (Abu-l-'Abbās, T,

Sgh, L, TA.)

->3'- See -##, in two places. - Also

! Greedy; having an inordinate desire, or appe

tite, for food. (K,TA.)-And :An unfortunate

man. (K,”TA.)

-*. See #-, -[Hence] -ā- &:

[Fingers, or fingers' ends,] that take much food.

(IAar, T.A.)

4 * > 0

aš- A broom, or besom; (K;) a thing with

which mud is snept anay from the surface of the

ground: (S,” TA:) [applied in the present day

to a shovel: and a hoe; and a rake :] as also

* -5,-2: vulgary, *āş-; [now applied by

many to a drag for dragging rivers &c.;] of

which the pl. is -#95-. (TA.)

43 - 2

Jys-2 + A man n-ho has had his property, or

or cattle, destroyed, or exterminated, and who

has been reduced to poverty, by time, or fortune,

or misfortune. (TA.)

2- ~ *

-*-* + Lean, or emaciated. (M., T.A.) [See

what next follows.]

e- - ~ *

v.5×-e + A ram whose general fatness has

gone; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) and so a camel. (TA.)

- Lean, or emaciated; as also -:. (TA

in art. -āla-.) You say, (5-3. à-tTIe (a man,

Ibn-'Abbād, TA) came in a lean and law state

(91-#4 Sej*). (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)

J

Jú- A certain red dye. (AS, S, K.)- The

redness of gold. (S, K.)- Pure; applied to red

and other colours. (K.) - Also, (S, K.) and

W iúj-, (K.) Wine; (S, K;) inferior in good

ness to such as is termed -ij-, (S:) or the

colour of wine. (S,K.) The phrase %3- +,

used by El-Aasha, [lit. I deprived it, namely,

wine, of its colour,] means I drank it red, and

discharged it in urine white. (S.)

6- - O

a)\!/2- : see above.

_A)*

(K) inf n. X-, (S) [like
- - -

1. 43-, aor. * ,

43- He cut it, or cut it off. ($, K.)-2'

júl, (K,) or still -*** >;--, ($) inf n, as

above, (TA,) He shore, or sheared, or cut off the

wool of the sheep. (S, K,”TA.) And:<

I took [or clipped somen'hat]from it; [namely,

the wool, like ::= (S)-J:12-, (S,

Mob, K.) aor, as above, (TA) inf n. X's (K)

and25- and> (S,"K,) He cut the palm

trees; (Msb;) [meaning] he cut off the fruit of

the palm-trees; (§, K;) as also *~~-1 (S.)

and in like manner, 3: -** he cut off the

dates. (TA) You say, 29-M & is and

29-', (S) i.e., [This is] the time of the cutting
off of the fruit of the palm-trees. (TA)- And

J#12- inf n. X-, He computed by conjec

ture the quantity of fruit upon the palm-trees;

(K;) and so '**'. (Lh, K:) [like 43- and

4×l.]=3-, (S. K.) aor = , (S) infn.X

(TK.) also signifies He gained, acquired, or

&c.,] (S. K.) as for his

"> (K) And you say,
* - of 2 o –

and alal Ars-, meaning He

- -

earned, [wealth,

family; and so
d : * -

nvent forth seeking [sustenance], and practising

skill, or artifice, for his family. (TA)-3,

>;& #: . 4, in the Kur [v. 3 and 11], is

explained by some as meaning And let not a

people's hatred by any means occasion you, or

cause you: or it means let not a people's hatred

by any means induce you, or incite you. ($, T.A.)
o 3

Some read "L:

and Zj says that <- and <-i signify the

same: but some say that the meaning is, let it

not by any means lead you into crime, or sin;

£i being like #, I led him into sin, &c.

(TA)- Fr says that the asserting <-- to

mean & Käs- [or rather -āāa-, for this is evi

dently, I think, the right reading, though I find

<ā- in the TA as well as in a copy of the §, in

: S, with damm to the U.5;

another copy of which I find -- and -í-,

suggesting that the right reading may perhaps be

<-- and <-i-.] is nought: they who so explain

it having been confused in their judgment by the

saying of the poet Aboo-Asmā, (§, TA,) or, as

some say, El-Howfazán, (TA,) or, accord. to

some, 'Ateeyeh Ibn-’Ofeyf, (IB, TA)
* > 0) = --d--> -: , oe - © • * *

* à: : W! - *] Mā): *

J. • O - g - - d > * * * > 0 * * *

* b: & W.A.” 5,55 -o/*- *

in which they made 5,53 to be in the nom. case,

as though the meaning were -áš ū &- [it

nas right, or fit, or proper, for it, (the tribe of

Fezārah,) to be angry; nearly agreeing with an

explanation of 3- given by Golius as on the

authority of Ibn-Maaroof, namely, “meritus, dig

nus fuit”]: but, he says, 3,55 is in the accus.

case; the meaning being, s:&#1-#.

[which will be found explained, on the authority

of IB, in what follows]: AO says that the mean
- - - J D --> o

ing is, -aall

3 - # J - 0 w * ~ *

2: &#-i, i.e., #1 -i-.
* - d - o £ - - - - * * - -

12-a: d! 5,55, and -i- also, [both having the

same signification, i.e., the thrust required Fezā

rah to be angry,] from 13& &#5 >;-- •) Inean

ing ui- [Verily Inill do thus]: (S, TA:) accord.

to Fr, the meaning is,*-ā'i 55;++,

the right reading being, <<l. 385, with fet-h

to the - ; [so that the verse means And verily

thou didst thrust Aboo-'Oyeyneh neith a thrust of

thy spear that occasioned, or caused, Fezárah,

after it, to be angry against thee:] for he is ad

dressing Kurz El-'Okeylee, bewailing his death;

and Kurz had thrust Aboo-'Oyeyneh, who was

Hisn Ibn-Hudheyfeh Ibn-Bedr El-Fezáree. (IB,

TA)- And 3-, (§, Mab, K.) aor. 2, inf n.

> (Msb,) He committed a sin, a crime, a

fault, an offence, or an act of disobedience; (S,

Msh,K) syn.<3,(Msh, K) and #1-#1;
(Msb;) [perhaps because he who does so brings

upon himself the consequence thereof; as though
J - ©e -

originall >. 3i -: | 4: ** he dren,
g y Al- > * > »e

upon himself the effect of a sin, &c.; (compare

-* and +1)] as also "Lee-l, (§, Mgb,

K.) inf n. 29:15 (Mab3) and "A-1 (S. K.)

and "Lys-5. (El-Okberee, Har p. 207.) You
* - • J D - - - - - d o- o

say, ***-** A/*-, and -**!, (K,) and Love,

used by a poet for Lovels or Love", (IAar, TA,) He

committed against them a crime, or an offence

for which he should be punished; as also "Lee-l.

(K.) They said also, J-551 "A-" [He com

mitted the sin, or crime, &c.]; making the verb

trans. (TA.) And a poet says,

* 2: ... -- ~" us: *

• J O - J J D - * - • 6.

* A*-* a-à-> Jež Jays *

[And thou seest the intelligent envied, or much

envied: he has not injured the honour of men,

n:hile his honour is reviled]. (Th, TA)=3-,

aor. *, (K,) inf. n. X-, (TK,) He (a man, TA)

betook himself to eating the *5- [in the CK,

erroneously, a 30-.] of the palm-trees, (AA, K.)

[i.e., the dates which had fallen in the cutting,

and] nihich were among the branches. (AA,TA.)
J. J. O. J. -

=> said of a man, also signifies 4-2,4-_ol:

[His sin, or crime, &c., was, or became, great];

and so >;-- like>: [both are thus explained,

in different places in this art., by the author of

the TA; and the explanation in the latter case is

followed by -33' Us!, i.e., he committed a sin,

&c.; probably added by him to show that the

reading found by him was *. not <- but

• * *

I think that the right reading is 43-24 his

body became great; and this is confirmed by what
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here follows:] "Less- explained in the copies of

the K by ke [in the TK2--> a-ye Usse-clas]

should be> a triliteral; and the meaning is

** and in like manner, the three signifi

cations here following, assigned in the K to V2,4-1,

belong to 2-. (TA)= It (his colour) was, or

became, clear. (K,” TA.)- He (a man, TA)

rvas, or became, clear in his voice. (K,”TA.)=

*> It (blood) stuck to him, or it: (K,” TA,

and so in a marginal note in a copy of the S:)

and in like manner, tar to a camel. (The same

marginal note.)

2. [Al- He cut off vehemently, or much.

(Golius, on the authority of a gloss in the KL.)]

*-.*, inf. n.>*5, We went forth from

**w • oJ -

them. (Lth, K.)–:1 (3- We completed
•

the winter. (TA.) [See also 5.]

4.£ Leys- The dates attained to the time

for their being cut off. (TA.)= See also 1, in

six places.

5.> [I. became cut off.-And hence,]

! It (a year, U3-) became completed; (AZ, K,

TA;) as though it became cut off from the pre

ceding year: (Az, TA:) it ended; (S;) and so

the winter: (TA:) and it (a night) passed anay,

(S, K,) and became completed; (K;) it ended.

(TA)=\su:>5, a phrase used by Sá'ideh

Ibn-Ju-eiyeh, means He passed eight nights.

(TA.) [See also 2]=<i> >;-- IIe accused

him of a sin, a crime, afault, an offence, or an

act of disobedience, (Abu-l-'Abbās, S, K) which

he had not committed, (Abu-l-'Abbās, S,) or

though he had not committed any (K.)–And

Al- He guarded against the commission of sin,

or crime, &c.; like Jü. (Harp. 207.)- See

also 1. = Also He called, cried out, shouted, or

vociferated; from X- meaning +4. (Har

p. 207. [But see>])

8: see 1, in five places.

O e 3 - 3 -

X: Hati syn. -, (S) or ratherlje (K)

contr. of 3-2, (Lth, TA;) a Persian word, (S)

arabicized; (S, K;) originally>5. (TA.) You

say :- J.; A narm land: (AHn, TA:) or a

hot land: (IDrd, TA:) or a vehemently hot

land: (Ki) pl. X., (AHn, TA) which, ap

plied to countries, or regions, means the contr. of
J. J. 6 * > *

3.34. (S)=4 boat (35%) of El-Yemen;

(K;) also called#: (TA:) pl. as above. (K.)

[In the dial. of Egypt, The largest kind of Egyp

tian boat used on the Nile for the conveyance of

grain and merchandise in general, but used only

when the river is high, and also in the coasting

trade, and generally carrying from 5,000 to

15,000 bushels of grain.]

so y

_*- A sin, a crime, a fault, an offence, or an

act of disobedience, syn. Jáš, ($, Meb, K.)

whether intentional or committed through inad

vertence; (Kull voceź. 3) as also 'i'*: (S,

Msb, K;) and * is: (K:) transgression:

(TA:) pl. [of pauc.]X5: and [of mult.]>:

(K) both ofX: the pl. of i., is 3%.

(TA.)=See alsoX->>. S: see 3- S.

> The body; syn. :-- (S, Msh, K) or
6 - ~ * 6 - 9

Jú; (Th, TA;) as also "Ju-j- (K.) or the

−' [pl. of c, q v.] and cl: ity of the

-->: (T, TA:) pl. (of pauc., TA)-2',4'-', (MSb,

K,) which is also used as a sing., (TA,) and (of
mult, TA) >;-- andX- (K.) 4.5-i o-e #

** Us"

is a phrase mentioned, but not explained, by Lh:

ISd thinks that it means He thren upon him the

neight of his body; as though the term>

applied to each separate part of his body. (TA)

-[Hence,] £ialX5:S The [heavenly] bodies

that are above the**, of the orbs and stars.

(KT.)=The throat, or fauces; syn. &- (K.)

The phrase> 4: &*, used by the poet

Maan Ibn-Ows, means +It is a great, or for

midable, thing, or matter: [properly,] the throat

(3-1) nvill not easily snallon it. (TA.)-The

voice; (S, K;) mentioned by ISk and others;

(S;) and so explained as used in the phrase

> &- US$ & [Verily such a one is good

in respect of voice]: (TA:) or highness, or loud

ne', of the voice: (K, TA:) you say, S. £- U.

aes- [I hnen him not save by his voice, or his

highness, or loudness, of voice]: but some disap

prove this: (TA:) AHát says that the vulgar are

addicted to saying,> Lé- &% Such a one

is clear in voice, or in throat: but it is a mistake.

(S, T.A.)= Colour. (IAar, S, Msb, K.) One

may say, of a-la [or filth], (3> S, meaning

It has no colour. (Msb.)=25:S (app. as pl.

of5- TA) The utensils, or apparatus, of the

pastor. (K.)

2,4-5 (S, Msb, K, &c.) and 3-13 S, (IAar,

K.) 15 being here a redundant connective as in
• of ~

several other instances, (IAar, TA,) and 15 d! )

2- and 3- 3 & S (K) and 3- ), (Ks, K,

[in the CKX-S,]) in which the 2 is elided in

consequence of frequency of usage, as the Us is in

al)

for£ 3, (Ks, TA) and 3-3 ; (IAir, TA)

and *>;-- 9 and 2: S, (K) originally i, q.

3: S and ājū-. §[There is no avoiding it; it is

absolutely necessary; &c.]: then, by reason of

frequency of usage, employed in the manner of

Jiu- for * Lāt-, and the L4 and • in J:

an oath, as meaning Ui- [verily, or truly];

wherefore, as in the case of an oath, U is prefixed

to its complement, (Fr, S, Msb, K,”) so that they

say, 3:35> •) [Verily: will come to thee],

(Fr, S, K,) and Jée Ulaş) Aya- ) [Verily I

will do thus], ($, Mob,') and 34 &é à 3-5

and X- 13 S and* 15 •) [Verily it was thus,

or verily such a thing happened]: (IAar, TA:)

ISd says, Kh asserts thatź. [or> S] is

only a reply to something said before it; as when

a man says, “They did such a thing,” and you
• * ~ o- ~ 0.2 &# * ~ * • 2 < * 2° - 2%

say, U2'-- * >> S, or '-' cus'-' 4"

13&4; and Az says that S in 3- ) is said to be

a [mere] connective; and the meaning [of the

former of the last two phrases] isź -*
- ~ * J - d - -

_2-xùl owl-sc [It (their deed) will earn for them,

or occasion them, repentance; and that of the

latter, it will occasion that such and such things

shall happen]: and some say that> Ineans

- * *

-->>, and J-, and that S is a contradiction to

the words preceding it, and that a new proposition

then begins; as in the Kur [xvi. 64] where it is

said, 3:13 číž S, i.e., [Nay, or] the case

is not as they have said: the fire [of Hell] is

their due. (TA.)

> S: see the paragraph next preceding.

#- People cutting off the fruit of palm

trees. (S, K, TA.) [In this sense it is app. a pl.

of pauc., or a quasi-pl. n., of X,+, q. v.]- Also

Ripening dates cut off from the trees; and this

sense, not the former as is implied in the S, is

meant by Imra-el-Keys, where he says,

• * > *• • 0 - 3 - of

* -ie # 3:=uki &#~ *
• o- J - * g * * •

* *:* : J- ** *

[They mounted, at Antioch, upon a variegated

cloth, like the ripening dates cut off from palm

trees, or like the garden of Yethrib]: he likens

the variegated cloth and wool upon the *** to

red and yellow ripening dates, or to the garden

of Yethrib because it abounded with palm-trees.

(TA.)

6 * > 6 & J.

ā-eye-: see Love-.

6 ed so

&low- see-ye.

25- (erroneously said in the K to be [25

like+% TA) and "> Dry dates: (AA, S,

M, K:) mentioned by ISk among [syn.] words
6 * * s • * -

of the measures Ulaş and Jeas, like £-3 and

**, and J- and J-4, &c. (S.)- Also,

both these words, (AA, S, K,”) but the former

not heard in this sense by ISd, (TA,) Date

stones; (AA, S, K;) and so 'X' : (mentioned

in one copy of the S, but not in the TA, [pro

bably an interpolation in the copy of the S above

mentioned:]) and *ā-* a date-stone; as in
*-o- -

the saying of ’Ows Ibn-Háritheh,&# J&Jul: )

#1 & 5% + 3- 3:41 [No, by

Him who has produced the palm-tree with its

fruit from the date-stone, and fire from broken

stones]. (TA.)

>* Dates (::) cut off from the tree; (§,

TA) as also "X2:4. (TA) And £-5-3

A cut tree. (TA)- See also>5-, with which

it is syn. in two senses: in the latter sense having

i:* for its n. un.- Also A thing with which

date-stones are brayed, or crushed. (TA)=See

alsoX-.*Also Large-bodied; (S,"K;) and

SO *>3'- (K:) pl. (of the former, S) >;

(S. K.) The fem of the former is with 5 (K.)

[but] one says also Lo-ye āle-, meaning Large

bodied camels advanced in age. (S.)= In El

Hijáz, The [measure commonly termed] 34 is

thus called; accord. to Z, the 3. of the Prophet.

(TA.)
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#: i. 1 #5 (Ki) i. e., (TA) The

dates that have fallen when they are cut off from

the tree : (S, TA:) so says As: (TA:) [but

see the latter word as explained on the authority

of the S in art. Leja-:] and, (K,) or as some say,

(TA) dates cut off from the tree : or n:hat are

gotten (*) thereof, after their being cut off,

being picked upfrom the loner ends of the branches.
- -

(K, T.A.. [See2-) And The U.a5 of wheat and

barley; i.e., the extremities thereof, which are

bruised, and then cleared, or picked: (K, TA:)

but the term more known is isis, with U15.

(TA.)

i-/* The last of one's offspring : (K:) as

though there were a cutting off after it. (TA.)
6 o o 6 * *

*See also> :=and see Leye-:=and AV+.

> * Cutting off, or 2: who cut off, the fruit

of the palm-tree : pl. Lowe- and Al-. (S.) [See

also :-]=<i>'' (TA) and as 'is'.

(S, K*) The gainer, acquirer, or earner, [ofthe

sustenance] of his family. (S, K, T.A.)=See

also Aya-2, in two places.

© d a

_*-* A sinner; a criminal; committing, or

a committer of, a sin, a crime, a fault, an offence,

or an act of disobedience, as also "...* (K)

and 'X' : (TA:) and &”: particularly

signifies the unbelievers : (Zj, K :) so in the Kur

vii. 88 (Zi, T.A.) You say, -i Ji- "X-3:

4.2235, [as also Leys-2,] He is committing a crime,

of an offence for which he should be punished,

against himself and his people or party. (TA.)

65 • *

_*-*, (fem. with 3, S,) A complete year (S,

K) and month; (Ibn-Háni, TA;) a year past,

completed. (AZ, TA.)

6 p 6 - s -

–22:4-2 : see-sex-, in two places.

32-2'

6 y o y

J2-ya- [A hind of galoche;] a thing that is

worn over the [kind of boot called] -i-. (S, Mgh,

Msb, K;) called in PersianJé- (Mgh:) or

a small -i- (JK,TA) which is n'orn over the

[ordinary] -: (TA:) an arabicized word;

(S;) [probably from the Persian-: “leather,”

and 3,4, which is said by some to be arabicized,

but by ISd to be a genuine Arabic word, mean
- & 4 - * ! ...” • J Ö -

ing “a kind of Jād-: or it may be from 55%,

given as its Persian equivalent in the PS:] pl.

&-5s (Msb)

U/e

1. 3- (S. K.) aor.”, (S) inf n. &#, (S,

K,) said of a man, and of a beast, (ISk, S,) He

became accustomed, habituated, or inured, to a

thing, or an affair. (ISk, S, K.) And & 5*

J* Ls” •l.», inf. m. as above, His hands

became accustomed, or inured, to the work. (M,

TA.)– Also, said of a garment, or piece of

cloth, (S, K.) and of a coat of mail, (K,) and of

a skin for water or milk, (S) It became thread

bare, or worn, and soft, or smooth: (S, K.) or,

said of a skin, and of a book, or writing, it became

old and n:orn out. (M, TA.)=&- (K) inf. n.

C}=-, (TA,) He ground grain (K, TA) vehe

mently: (TA:) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (TA.)

4 cy- He collected dates in the c---.

(ISd, K.)

8. Cre-' He made, or prepared, a c”y

(K.)

&: A holloned stone, [or stone basin,] from

n:hich the [ablution termed] 44; is performed;

(K;) water being poured into it; called by the

people of El-Medeeneh J* [app. Jr. per

haps a dial. var. of J.92, Or a mistranscription

for this] so in the M: in the Jm, the U-5

nvith which the ex-35 is performed. (TA)- See

also+.-[In the present day, applied also to

A stone mortar in which things are pounded.]

See also &2*, in two places.

&- The body, with the limbs or members;

syn.:- said to be a dial. var. ofX- Or

the U may be a substitute for the A ofLeye-; but

the former is the more probable, as the word has
6 - d £

a pl., namely, Cl) >!, and this is scarcely ever the

case when a word is formed by substitution.

(TA.) Hence the saying,£i* Ji, i. q.

4.5: asks Jill and 5% [He thren upon

him, or it, the weight of his body]: (Lh, TA:

[see also ###, under which other explanations

are given:]) or he thren his neights [meaning

his whole weight] upon him, or it; and so Li'l

* £5s age : or, accord, to the A, he disposed,

Or subjected, his mind to it ; or persuaded himself

to do it, namely, an affair. (TA.)

&- The anterior [or under] part of the neck

: [or the part a little

belon, the under jan] to the place where he is

stabbed: (S, Msb, K:) and in like manner, of a

horse; (S, TA;) the inner [or under] part of the

neck, from the pit of the uppermost part of the

breast to the extremity of the neck at the head:

and, metaphorically, of a man: (TA:) pl. [of

mult.] &: (S, Msb, K) and [of pauc.] #):

(Msb, TA;) which last is used by Tarafeh as 8.

sing. (TA' and EM.P. 68.) You say, of a

camel, J&SW a 9- Li'l [He thren, the under

part of his neck upon the ground]; meaning that

he lay down, and stretched out his neck upon the
6 Ö

ground. (Mgb,TA.) See another ex, voce dye-.

[And see a verse cited in the first paragraph of

art. 2'-.] You say also, 45- 3-" **,

meaning + The truth, or right, or just claim,

became established, or settled. (T, T.A.)- Also
6 y o

The inner [or under] part of the penis; pl. cya

of a camel, from his

and#, as above. (TA.)

&2- What one has ground [of grain]: (K,

TA:) of the dial. of Hudheyl (TA) - See

also &=–Also, and "&: (T, S, M, K)

and "ö, -, (K) or "3-2, (so in a copy of

the S, but in other copies not mentioned,) The

place in which dates are dried: (S:) or a*:

(K:) or the U:2- is for grain; and the 3-ket,

for dates: (Towsheeh, TA:) or the place where

dates are collected [and dried] when they are cut

from the tree: or, accord. to Lth, the place of

the J-2 in the dial. of the people of El-Yemen,

the generality of whom pronounce the word

[c/42-.] with kesr to the &: (T, TA:) or the

*: i. e. the place in which fresh ripe dates

are thrown to dry: (Mgh:) or the J-se: in which

nuheat is trodden out; and also the place in which

fruits are dried: (Msb:) the place of wheat;

and sometimes [the place] for [drying] dates and

grapes: (M, TA:) its pl. [of mult..] is &#.

(Mgh, Mab,TA) not 3%-, (Mgh) and [of

pauc.]&: and #): : (TA:) A ’Obeyd says

that 33 and Öys are of the dial of El-Hijāz;

and jai, of that of Syria; and #, of El-'Irák:

(TA in art. .x: ;) "&- is of the dial. of the

people of Egypt, who use it as meaning the 2-ket of

seed-produce, which is [sometimes] walled round;

and its pl. is 35:1. (TA) [See also '...]

&- a dial. var. of Júj-, (S, K,") meaning

A certain red dye. (ISd, TA.)

&", applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,

(T, S, K,) and to a skin for water or milk, &c.,

(T, TA,) Old, and worn out: (T, TA:) or

threadbare, or norm, and soft, or smooth: and in

like manner applied to a coat of mail: (S, K:)

as also 'C', '-' (TA:) or, applied to a coat of

mail ( >). in which case it is with 3, that has

become smooth from much use: (Ham p. 656:)

pl. ò's- (S, TA:) and, applied to a commodity,

or utensil, or an article of furniture, used, and

worn out: and to a skin for water or milk, dried

up, and rough, or coarse, from use : (TA:) and

to a road, worn, or effaced. (Abu-l-Jarráh, S, K.)

–Also The young one of a serpent: (S, K:) or

of a viper, (Lth, M, TA,) such as is smooth.

(Lth, TA.)

6 - d - o •

U-0 : See U-2-.

&- See &* =Also Very voracious:

(K:) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (TA.)

6 & P. J.

cys-- A whip of which the thong has become

soft, or smooth. (K.) Az says, I have seen them

make their whips from the cy- [pl. of dye

q. v.] of camels such as are termed J. [i. e. in

the ninth year, or nine years old], because of the

thickness thereof. (T.A.)

3,4

4. &: [in its primary sense app. signifies

She (a bitch, and any female beast of prey,)

whelped; or had a nhelp, or whelps: see 2-4.

(Accord. to Golius, as on the authority of J,

Cum foetu abiit vel asportavit eum fera: but I

have not found it in any copy of the S, nor in

any other lexicon.)- And hence,] said of a tree

(5-3), It had upon it [fruits such as are

termed] 5- [pl. of3-1, (As, TA;) said [for

instance] of a 5% [or banana-tree]: (AHn, TA

in art. j.2°:) and [in like manner] said of a herb,
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or leguminous plant, (iii.) it had5- (K in

art. Uga-; [in the CK, erroneously, 4-5]) be

longing to the present art., not to art. U5,4-.

(TA.)

35- and 3: and 3. (of which the first is

the most chaste, Mgb) The whelp, or young one,

of the dog, (S, Mab, K.) [and so, app., "#33-,

q. v.,] and of the lion, (K,) and of any beast of

prey (S, Msb.) pl. [of pauc] 'i, (S. K.)

originally 3:1, (S,) and #): (Lh, K) and

#(K) and [of mult15-5 (S.K.) #, as

pl. of 24-, being anomalous; (TA;) or it is pl.

of#- [and therefore not anomalous]. (S, TA.)

–And the same, (K) or the first of these, (S,

El-Bári’, Msb, TA,) only, (TA,) t The small of

anything, (El-Bári’, Mgb, K, TA,) as also *#)- 5

(TA;) even, (K,) of the colocynth, (As, S, K.)

and of the melon, and the like; (K;) as, for

instance, (TA) of the pomegranate, (S, TA,) and

of the poppy, (AHn, TA in art. ,<e,) and of the

cis-50, (TA) and of the cucumber, (S, TA)

as also 'is', (S, Msb) likened to the whelps of

dogs, because of their softness and smoothness:

(Msb:) or what is round of the fruits of trees;

as the colocynth and the like: (TA:) pl. [of

Panel* (Msb, K, TA [in the CK, erroneously,

33-1]) and [of mult..] :)--. (AS, Msb,K.)

+ Fruit when it first grows forth, (AHn, K,) in

its fresh, juicy, state. (AHn, T.A.)-tThe seeds,

(M, TA,) or envelope, or receptacle, of the seeds,

(K,) of the*= [app. meaning the round and

compact pericarps (in some of the copies of the

K, erroneously, as is observed in the TA, Jesús,)]

that are at the heads of branches. (M, K.)

! A tumour in a camel's hump; and in the

withers; so called by way of comparison [to a

whelp]: (TA:) and in the fauces. (K.)- See

also what next follows, last sentence.

6 * d 6 d •

323s- see 3-, in three places. A huntsman

beat, or disciplined, or trained, his dog for the

purpose of the chase (e." c." 4-3); and

thereupon it was said, #52-* [app, meaning

He beat, or disciplined, or trained, his whelp]:

and hence this phrase became proverbially used,

in instances here following. (Z, T.A.)- I. q.

J.: [as meaning Self]. (TA.) You say, ~~

6- *, meaning the disposed and subjected

himself to it; (S, TA;) namely, a thing, an

affair, or a case: and he endured it with patience:
& e > * @ • * *

and in like manner, a-à 32 ye- ~ : (TA:)
J - * > 6 - d. -oš “* •

and ai,x= & \s Já he endured the thing nith

patience. (S, TA.) Also * &#- <--> +I

endured with patience the want, or loss, of it:

(TA:) or my mind became at ease [respecting it].

(AA, IB, TA.)= Also (K, TA, [in the CK

W>]) ! A short she-camel. (K, T.A.)

2- and #2- applied to a bitch, (S, K,) and

a female beast of prey, (TA) Having a whelp,

or young one: (K:) or having with her her

whelps, or young ones. (S.) El-Aalam says,

* ..., x

d * * o £ - d •

* <!-- * u, üss- " " *-*>

And a hyena having young ones shall drag.for

-- * ~ * * * * ~~

her my flesh to young ones with snollen bellies,

and short. (Skr p. 57.)

U.S./">

1. Usis-, said of water (S, Mgh, Msb) &c., (S)

or of water and the like, (K,) more properly thus,

as in the K, aor. -, (TA) inf n. (3: ($, Mgh,

Msh, K) and 3% ($, K) and #~, (S. Mab,

K,) [which last see below,] It ran, or passed

along quickly; originally said of water: (Er

Rághib, TA:) or it flowed; syn. Jú.; contr. of

-ā, and 38. ,(Msb)–Said also of farina, in

the phrase J: J &#1 (£ [The farina

pervaded the ears of n!heat]. (L in art. 2-5.)

And of a horse (Mgh, Msb, K) and the like,

(Msb, K) aor, as above, (TA) inf n. (3:

(Msb, K) and d9,-(Mgb) and #94 (Lth, K)

and es:- (S,) [He ran;] from the same verb

said of water. (Mgh.)–And of a ship: you

#: <>, (STA) infn. J. (TA)

and (5)=-2, (S, K.) [The ship ran.]—And of

say,

>

the sun, and a star: you say,U+ -j-, aor. 2,

inf. n; &- [The sun pursued its course :] and

>:* The stars travelled, or passed along,

from east to west. (TA)-liás & es:

(Msb, and Harp. 152.) inf n &# and #-;

(Msbi) and as 'us-l, inf n. #! (Ham

p. 224, and Harp. 152;) He betook, or directed,

himself to such a thing; made it his object;

aimed at it; intended, or purposed, it : (Mgb,

and Har ubi supra:) and he hastened to it :

(Msb:) but in the latter phrase, an objective

complement is understood; and it is used in rela

tion to something disapproved, or disliked; (Ham

and Har;) properly, <! 4: &ye-1, (Ham) or

<! **i. 4: es:-l. (Har)—Hence, per

haps, the saying, liés (, – 9-1 es:- [fre

quently used as meaning A controversy ran, or

ran on, respecting such a thing between such and

such persons]. (Msb)–: & es:- (Sh,

TA) and a: Jay-, (TA) + The thing was

permanent, or continued, to him. (Sh, TA.)

[And, more commonly, t The thing happened, or

occurred, to him. Whence, *ś-w, as pl. of

S5-4, used as a single word, by late writers,

meaning +Events, or occurrences.]—us' *

45- +It is like it, or similar to it, in state,

condition, case, or predicament. (TA.) [It (a

word or phrase) follows the same rule or rules, or

occupies the same grammatical place, as it (ano

ther word or phrase). And similar to this is the

saying] 8:15- '99-# 35% & 3"

c.* + [The debt and the pledge are subject to

the same lan's as the thing sold and the price].

(Mgh.)-[Also flt acts as, or in a similar

manner to, it : and the acts in his stead: see

3 • d e / d

Us,'-. Hence the phrase, .# (sis- a co

fit acted upon him, or affected him, like, or in a

similar manner to, such a thing : as in the prov.,]

*es:- 4. es:- +[It acted upon him, or

affected him, like, or similarly to, the medicine, or

• •

draught, called 35J : 4-2 here having the mean

ing of aes]. (ISk, $ in art. J.)– [One says,

also, of an inf n., and of a part. n., that is regu

larly formed, J*" c." **, meaning flt is

conformable to the verb.]

2. &- He sent a deputy, or commissioned

agent; as also Wes)=-1. (K.) And Ü- es:

He made, or appointed, a deputy, or commis

sioned agent; (ISk, S, TA;) as also '89-l.

(S, TA.) Hence the trad, (TA) #9: 5

öue: (S, TA) By no means let the Devil male

you his followers and his commissioned agents.

(TA.) You say also, *:-- es' **)- [He sent

him to accomplish his needful affair]. (TA.)

3. *%+, inf n. #'s. (S, Mgh, Mob, K) and

#-, (§, K.) He ran with him. (S, Mgh, Mab,
3 * * * 0° -

K.) You say, # Us:- are le- I ran with him

until I passed beyond him, or outnent him. (TA

in art. -->25.)-[He vied, contended, or competed,

nvith him in running: and hence, t in any affair;

like %.] You say, J: J#3 liès -> 39'>

als, +[He vied, contended, or competed, nith him

in such an affair, and did like as he did]. (Mgh

in art. U435.) And <---" -> 39- +[He vied,

contended, or competed, with him in discourse].

(S.) And <-- U 5's (TA) and '15'i

4-5 (S, TA) t [They vied, contended, or competed,

one with another, in discourse]. And it is said in

a trad., £l 4: &#2" -i. &: +He

n:ho seeks knowledge in order that he may run

[i.e. vie] nith the learned in discussion and dis

putation, to show his knowledge to others, to be

seen and heard. (TA.) And in another trad.,

9.3 S; 95 S; 9: 2-5 S + [Contend not

for superiority with thy brother, (so explained

in the TA, voce 5'-, in art. ,<-,) nor dispute

nith him, nor wrangle with him]: (El-Jámi’-es

Sagheer:) or, as some relate it, S5 Asij- •)

Suá. (TA in art. 2-, q.v.)

4. 4- He made it to run; (S, K,” TA;)

said of water &c., (S,) or of water and the like.

a d - J. J.

(K,”TA.) [Hence, U-23 Jay-1, or les-23, He shed

tears..]– Also He made him to run; namely, a

horse (Mgh, Mgb, K*) and the like: (Msb, K:*)

in which sense es:- [as well as #!] is used

as an inf n. (S)-à:ll us - [He made the

ship to run]: (S:) in this sense, also,&- [as

well as #!] is used as an inf. n. (S, K.)-

USA-1 as syn. with &- ; and *l- us •ly-l:
de d --> * c > 0 <

see 2. –44) U&-l: see 1.–asks -->! [and

4] + I made a thing permanent, or continual, to

him. (IAar, T.A.) [And hence, both of these

phrases, in the present day, + I made him, or

appointed him, a permanent, or regular, allon

ance of bread &c.; I provided for him, or main

tained him.]—[3+ &- 39- + He made

it to be like, or similar to, such a thing in state,

condition, case, or predicament. t He made it

(a word or phrase) to follow the same rule or

rules, or to occupy the same grammatical place,

as such another. He made it to act as, or in a
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similar manner to, such a thing.]- [Hence,]

&- $ it i. Q. –94. S +[A noun that is

imperfectly declinablej. (TA in art. --~~, &c.)

==9- said of a herb, or leguminous plant,

(#) mentioned in this art. in the K: see

art. 9)4-. -

6. <--" es' £5. see 3. Hence, in a

trad., #9, a &\s: + [Natural desires, or

blamable inclinations, or erroneous opinions, con

tend with them for the mastery: or] they vie, or

compete, one neith another, in natural desires, &c.

(TA.)= See also 1.

10. 0-1 He demanded, or desired, that he

should run. (TA.)- See also 2, in two places.

3-5 and 3- $ ), for 3-5 and # 3 S :

See art. Leye-.

6.- y 6.- - - - fe

5- and "à 9-: see 1 in art. 9-.

&- See 5- = 99- 3- #3, and co

* @%-, I did it because of thee, or of thine act;

on thine account ; or for thy sake; i. q. Ú-2
• £ • * *

su-i, like +)- U-2 [which see in art. 2'-l.

(S, K.)

#- i. q. &- as inf n. of es:- said of water

(Msb, K) and the like: (K:) and also A mode,

or manner, of running [thereof]. (TA.) You

say, £1 .# #- 3: U. [How vehement is the

running, or manner of running, of this water 'J.

(S.)

# and *#= (S, K) and 's- (K) and

*#): (S, K) and "#" (IAar, K, TA, [in

the CK #5-1) Girlhood; the state of a *A*.

(S, K.) One says, (#5-2% Us' 43 &é- That

was in the days of her girlhood. (S.)=U-2 a.k.a5

#- : see the next preceding paragraph.

s
*

(sye. A commissioned agent; a factor; a

deputy: (S, Mgh, K. :) because he runs in the

affairs of him who appoints him, (Mgh,) or acts

in his stead (4,- us:-): (§, Mgh.) [in this

and other senses following] used alike as sing.

and pl., and also as [masc. and] fem.: (K:) but

sometimes, though rarely, ă.* is used for the

fem, accord to AHāt; and accord. to J [in the

$, and Mir in the Mgh], it has #1 for its pl.

(TA.) And A messenger, or person sent, (S, K,)

that runs in an affair. (TA.) But accord. to

Er-Răghib, it is weaker [in signification, or in

point of chasteness,] thanJ” andJ* [which

are given as its syns, in the S and K]. (TA)•

A servant. (TA.)- A hired man; a hireling.

(Kr, K.)- A surety; a guarantee ; one who is

responsible, accountable, or answerable, for ano

ther. (IAar,K.)=The word signifying “bold,”

or “daring,” is £32-, with e. (S.)

6e p

#9- see #5- =and# =and 3)4-.

#5- The office of a &2-, i.e. a commissioned

agent, factor, or deputy; (S, K;) and of a mes

senger: ($) as also * *. (TA)=A run

ning [or permanent] daily allonance of food or

the like. (S, T.A.) [Hence, in the present day,

*5-j: Bread made of inferior flour, for ser

wants and other dependants.]

#5- See #~.

** 3 o

#le2- : see U.2-l.

&- [The eel;] a certain fish, well known.

(K: mentioned also in art. 32-, q.v.)

#-, like #s, (S,) The stomach, or triple

stomach, or the crop, or cran, of a bird; syn.
6 - - d -

al-c3-: ($, K: mentioned also in art. Je-, q.v.:)

so called because the food at the last runs into it,

or because it is the channel through which the

food runs: (Er-Răghib, TA:) thus pronounced

by Fr, and by Th on the authority of Ibn-Nejdeh,

without . . by Ibn-Häni, [#3-.] with , on the

authority of AZ. (TA)

Já applied to water [and the like], [Running,

or.flowing, or] pressing forward, in a don’nnard

and in a level course. (Msb.)- Also, [as mean

ing Running.] applied to a horse and the like.

(Msb.)- a--)la- a 5-2 t A permanent, con

tinuous, charitable donation ; such as the un

alienable legacies provided for various benevolent

purposes. (T.A.)

#): A ship; (§, Mab, K.) because of its

running upon the sea: (Msb:) an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates: pl.

2%. (TA)-The sun; (K;) because of its

running from region to region: (TA:) or the

sun's disk in the sky. (T, TA) And Us, 3-1

J-8) The stars. (TA. [But see art. U.e.])

-The mind: pl. as above. (TA)-A girl,

or young noman; (S," Mgh, Mil,' ;) a female

of which the male is termed AS4 ; so called

because of her activity and running; opposed to

j** (Mgh :) and t a female slave; (Mgh

voce A.S.: ;) [in this sense] applied even to one

n:ho is an old noman, unable to nork, or to em

ploy herself actively ; alluding to what she was:

(Msb:) pl. as above. (Msb, K.) – t The eye

of any animal. (TA.) - + A benefit, favour,

boon, or blessing, bestoned by God (K, TA) upon

his servants. (TA.)

&# 4 hind of running: pl. &#. (TA.)

You say Ugle-1 23 Jr., A horse that has several

kinds ofrunning. (TA.)- See also t;*!.

6 * o

ãº--l:
· see what next follows.

*y-, . |
t;*! The act of running : (S, and so in some

copies of the K: [in this sense, erroneously said

in the TA to be U1 -a-. )) or "Ús,+! (So

in this sense in some copies of the K.)– Also,

(S, K,) and " #*! , (K,) + A custom, or habit,

(S,) or manner, (K,) that one adopts (S, K) and

follows: (Ki) [like Ü9-> &c.;] and so "##!

without teshdeed: (TA:) and t nature, constitu

tion, or natural disposition; [in the CK, &=l

is erroneously put for 3-1;] as also *#):

and *#):l. (K.) One says, £- 3° 38

and 'a'* U-2 + Generosity is [a quality] of

his nature, &c. (Lh, TA.)

*3 o •

#92-l: see what next precedes, in two places.

&- [A place, and a time, of running, &c.].

The channel of a river [and of a torrent &c. : a

conduit ; a duct; any passage through n'hich a

Jluid runs; pl. 2's-l. (TA) — Also an inf n.

of 1 [q v.] (S,K, &c.)

2- [Making to run]. It is said in a prov.,

3– #: es' 2- Jés [Every one who makes

his horse to run in the solitary place rejoices,

because no one can contradict his account of

his horse's fleetness]. (Mgh.) [See Freytag's

Arab. Prov., ii. 315 and 316, where two other
- s J *- - •

readings are added: ---> :)--> *-* U+,
- -

*

i.e., is possessor of a fleet horse; and 's-e Ue
6 * *

&l. X-', i.e., is one who outstrips.]

6 - - •

<>W,-le: see 1.

j*

, 1. j-, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor.”, (S, Msb) inf n.

5-, (§, Mgh, Mob, K.) and "5-, (K.) [but the

latter seems to be an inf. n. of un.,.] He cut

(Mgh, Msb, K) wool, (IDrd, S, Mgh, Mgb,) [see

&-l and, as some say, other things, (Msb,) or

a dense thing, (Mgh,) or hair, (A, K,) and dry

herbage, (K,) and seed-produce, (A,) and wheat,

(S,) and palm-trees, (S, ISd, A, Mgh,) meaning

their fruit; (Mgh;) as also "j-l. (K.) You
Jºe O.-->

Say, ones:

sense of &#- [I cut the sheeh, a species of
• Q - J • -

wormwood, &c.]. (S.) You say also, U: Ul<
• - 0 <

as-a-J), [I shore, or sheared, the ram and the

ene]; but of the she-goat and he-goat you say,

U.:- (TA). And it: j-, (Lh, A, Mgh)

aor. 2, inf n. 5- and #- and jj-, (Lh, TA,)

[like is and 3-,] He cut off the fruit of the

palm-tree. (Mgh, TA)=See also 4, in four

places.

* : J D = - 0 * 2° 2 - 9 •

C:" * <>, and "ajj.-l, in the

2.j-, inf n.j:3, He dried dates. (Mb)

4. 5- It attained to the proper time for being

cut; (S, Msb, TA;) said [app. of wool, and] of

hair, and of herbage, (A,) and wheat, (AZ, S,

Msb) and barley; (AZ, Msb;) as also "j-,

(S, Msb, K.) said of wool, (Mgb) and of wheat;

(S, K3) and "j-, [aor, app., -, as below,] said

of wheat. (TA.)

of wormwood] attained to the proper time for

being cut: (L, TA:) or £1j- + The old man

attained to th. Proper time for dying. (K.)

[SM says,] :

&#
:

(TA). [But see 4 in art. 25-, and 8 in art. -as-.]

--~all j=-| The sheep attained to the proper

time for being shorn; (§, TA;) as also "j-.

(TA)—J-5 j- The palm-trees attained to

the proper time for having their fruit cut off;

: W 5- The sheeh [a species

w

#1 seems to be a mistranscription,

for if not, it is a tropical expression.
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(S, K,TA;) as also #. (K.)-[Hence, app.,]

3: 5- The dates dried; (§, K.) as also "j-,

aor. = , (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. jaj: (S, K,) or5

(Msb:) you say jaj: * 3: IDates in which

is dryness. (S, T.A.) -ź. 5- The people

attained to the proper time for the shearing of their

sheep: (Ki) or had their sheep shorn: or had their

seed-produce cut. (S, L.)=J.'" 5- He as

signed to the man the 5- [or nool, &c.,] of asheep. (K.) •

8. j- andj- : see 1, in three places.

10: see 4.

}: i. 1 #: (Blinx. 4.)

5. [A single cutting, or shearing, or the like.].

(K.) See 1.

63

#- [A mode, or manner, of cutting, or shear

ing, or the like]. You say, ā-- #

cut it, or sheared it, &c., in a good manner].

(K, TA.) [In the CK, 5-3 is omitted after

• * *

5-3 ; so that the reading there is ā- 5-.]

=Also, (S,K) and #4 and #54 and "###,

(K.) What is cut, of dates: (K:) or [a fleece;

i. e.,] the nool of a sheep [shorn] in one year:

(S, K.) [and the hair of a goat, and of a camel,

(see #3) when shorn; a shorn crop of nool, and

ofgoat's hair, and of camel's hair :] or the nool

of a enve, (K, TA) or of a ram, (TA,) when

shorn, and not mixed with any other: (K, TA:)

so accord. to AHát: (TA:) or nool not used

after being shorn; (K;) in which last sense you

say also "jj- -is- : (TA:) pl.j- and£5

(Lh, K.) the latter like #94 as pl. of #4, with

out regard to the difference of the vowels [in the

sing.]. (TA.) One says to another, 5-L:

c:- 5i [Lend thou me the nool of a sheep, or

of two sheep]; and the latter gives him the wool

of a sheep, or of two sheep. (S.) And one says

of a man with a large beard, 5- J'é .* £&

[As though he were biting] the wool of a shorn

sheep. (K, TA: in the CK, #- L'é)

j- See j-, in two places.

j9- and '#- The act of cutting, or shearing,

wool, (Mgh," Msb) and hair; (Mgh;) and of

reaping; (Fr, S, K;) and of cutting seed-produce

(Mgh, K) before it has attained to maturity;

(K;) and of cutting off the fruit of palm-trees:

(Fr, S, Mgh:) and the time, or season, of shearing

sheep [and the like]. (TA.) You say,& lik

j5-1, and j5-1, This is the time of cutting, or

shearing, wool: (Msb:) and of reaping : and of

cutting off the fruit of palm-trees. (S.)

35- What one cuts, or cuts off, of anything;

(K;) the cuttings of wool or any other thing:

n. un, with 5: (TA:) [as, for instance,] what is

redundant of a skin or hide when it is cut : (K:)

or '#' signifies what falls from a skin or hide

(S, A) or other thing (S) when it is cut. (S, A)

See also j-.

ji- See#.

Bk. I.

jaj- What is cut, or shorn; a masc. n. ; and,
6- " -

as also W535-, fem.: (K:) or the latter signifies

sheep of which the nool is shorn; (S, A.;) and is
• J. “ • * * 6.- ... •

similar to ###, and #,i- and is,* (S.) Th

says that a subst of this class is only with 3, like

the three words justmentioned: Lh says that it may

be with 5 and without 5; and that the pl. in both

cases is of the measures J: andJ% : [in this

instance, #: and55-) but ISd says, I hold

that J: is the measure of the pl. of a subst, of

this class without 3, such as**, of which the

pl. is ++, ; and J%, of that which is with 3,

such as #3, of which the pl is 30+). (TA)

j.J- and

also 5.j-.

6* * *

3j}*- : See

"j.j: Cut, or shorn. (K)=See

65 6 - +

5- --and jij-.

6.- ... • © y >

535.j=- : see j9.j-.

# Aflock, or tuft, of wool; as also *5-j-.

(S, K;) which [latter] is a tuft of wool, or of

nool dyed of various colours, (i.e.) that is hung

upon a noman's camel-vehicle (2 $38): (S:) or

the latter signifies a tuft of nool tied with threads

or strings, with which the woman's camel-vehicle

(***) is ornamented: and #54 (pl. of the

former] and 3-5- [pl. of the latter] signify tufts

of dyed wool which are hung upon the camel

vehicles (~2.3%) of nomen on the day of going

forth on a journey; also called &#: or

J - * * o •

555-, (TA) or "jej-, (L) signifies a kind of

beads (j-) nith nihich the girls, or slave-girls,

(33-) of the Arabs of the desert are adorned,

resembling &- : or tufts of nool, or of nool dyed

of various colours, (c.”.) which were used in

the place of anklets. (TA.)

se o 6- •

3.jæ-ja- : see 352 je-.

3 -

j*-* An instrument for cutting or shearing. (S.)

6 y o * s •

j2}=-o: see Jej-.

.1, 5*, (S, Msh, K) aor. 4, (Mab, K.) int. n.
#52-, (S) He divided it (a thing, S) into parts,

or portions; (§, K;) made it to consist of parts,

or portions; (S, Msb;) as also V 5-, (S," Msb,

K.) inf n. #5, (S) or£5 (Mab3) when

that which is divided is property, as, for instance,

slaves, only this latter form of the verb, with

teshdeed, is used. (TA.)- Also, aor. and inf. n.

as above, He took a part, or portion, of it;

namely, a thing. (Ham p. 117.) And3: 5-,

inf n, as above; and "5-; He curtailed the

poetry of tno feet in each verse: or he made the

poetry to consist of two feet in each verse. (TA.
d

[See 33-4.)=Also He made it firm, fast, or

strong; or he bound it firmly, fast, or strongly;

(#) namely, a thing. (K)=2, 5-, (§, K.)

aor. *, (TA) inf n 5-, (S) and app. 3.

also,] He was, or became, satisfied, or content,

nith it; namely, a thing; (S, K;) as also &}*,

a dial var. mentioned by IAar; (TA;) and

4: *5-1, (S, Msb, K,) and aw *5-5. (S, K.)

A poet says,

* 2589#3: &: %

[And verily the man is satisfied, or content, with

the shank of the sheep or goat &c.]. (TA.) And

you say & 3- •) Asi. Food n:hereof one is not

satisfied with a little. (TA) And tââ L &
O y • *

#52-5 £u: [He has, in this, competence and] suff

ciency (Mgh.) And £1 c, -ijuJi',J. " * - " . " •

(S,Mgh,K) or [simply] J.' <>W-, (Harp.475)

inf n. #3-, with damm, (S, TA,) and #25-; (TA;)

and -5,-, (IAar, K.) and "-j-"; (Mgh, and

Har ubi supra;) The camels were satisfied, or

content, with green, or fresh, pasture or herbage

[so as to be in no need of nater]. (S, Mgh, K,

TA.) And: c” "5- [He was content to

abstain from, or be nithout, conjugal intercourse

neith his wife]. (M in art. Us!.)

2: see 1, in two places:=and see also 4.

4. 5- It (a thing) satisfied, sufficed, or con

tented, him. (S, Mgh, K.) [Hence,] es:-9

* [or* 5- It (a thing) satisfied, sufficed,

or contented, in lieu of another thing or other

things, stood, or served, in stead thereof. (Mgb.)
• f :* d tº • O. J. 2. d * d -

Andø935 – 4:#f(S,Mg,F) and #:p *** @ J. -ā- d -

U}\} and JS5 3.5-2 and d\# 35-2, (S, K,)

as also cºs us:- and c \, #: without

with damm, and c)3 es:- and c)3 #: 3,

(K in art. Usi-) I satisfied, sufficed, or con

tented, thee as such a one; I stood thee, or served

thee, in stead of such a one. (S, Mgh, K.) And

£1 & -5% J.' 5-1, (S.K.) inf n. #4,

(TA3) and 'uj-, (S. K.) inf n. #5, (S)

Or *Usj-5 ; (TA;) He satisfied, or contented, the

camels with green, or fresh, pasture or herbage

[so that they were in no need of water]. ($, K.)

–9-' is also syn, with us;*- : the former being

of the dial. of Temeem, and the latter of the dial.

of El-Hijāz; (Akh, Mgb;) and one may suppress
- of

the -, and say (45-1: (Mgh, Mgb:) this last is

used by some of the lawyers in the sense of [.55

i. e.] Lai (A., Mgh, Mab.) One says, &#:

it: 4: A sheep, or goat, made satisfaction for

thee (S, Mgb,"K, TA) as a sacrifice; (TA;) syn.

• and

-ā; ; (S, Msb, K;) the verb being here a dial.

var. of +5+ (S. K.) And 32 &#5 #3.

as: The camel, or con, makes satisfaction for

seven: or serves in stead of seven. (Mgh.) And

13. &= &* 13: [This nill make satisfaction,

for this: or this will serve in stead of this]; and,

accord. to 'Alee Ibn-'Eesà, L4j: also, suppress

ing the e. (Mgh.)- Also, said of pasture, or

herbage, (K, TA,) and of a meadow, (TA,) t It

nvas, or became, luxuriant: (K, TA:) because

satisfying the beasts that feed upon it. (TA.)

And, said of a company of men, They had their

camels satisfied with green, or fresh, pasture or

herbage [so that they were in no need of nater].

(TA)=&#: She (a woman) brought forth

53
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Jemales. (K. [But see #, from which it is

derived.])=9- He furnished an awl (~~,

S, K, or:#; S), (S, K.) or a knife, (Msb)

with a 35-, i.e. handle; (S, Mgb, K;) as also

Usj-l. (Msb)–: J 3-1 5- He put

the ring upon his finger. (K.)

5. 5- It became divided into parts, or por

tions. (Msb, KL.)=See also 1.

8: see 1, in three places.

#- : See 5. *= It is said by El-Khattábee to

be a name for -*. [app. meaning +, i. e.

Green, or fresh, pasture or herbage, (see 1 and

4,)], with the people of El-Medeeneh; and occurs

in a trad.; but the reading commonly known is

3,4-. (TA.)

3- A part, or portion, (Msb, K, TA,) or

division, (TA) of a thing; (Mgb, TA;) properly

and conventionally; (TA) as also "5-; (K;)

a constituent part of a thing, as of a ship, and of

a house or tent, and of a sum in reckoning; (B,

TA;) [an ingredient of any compound or mix

ture;] a share, or lot: (TA:) pl. #i. (S,

M5b, K, &c. :) it has no other pl. (Sb, T.A.)

[A volume of a book.]-A foot of a verse.

(TA)-In the Kur [xliii. 14], where it is said,

5. 22% 3. à '*ś, (K, TA,) or, as some

read, #, (Bd,) it means Females; (K, TA;)

i.e., they asserted the angels to be the daughters

of God: so says Th: and Aboo-Is-hák says that

it means, they asserted God's share of offspring

to be the females; but that he had not found this

in old poetry, nor had persons worthy of con

fidence related it on the authority of the Arabs

[of the classical times]: Z disallows it, asserting

it to be a lie against the Arabs; and Bd follows

him : El-Khafajee says that the word may be

used figuratively; for, as Eve was created of a

part (#) of Adam, the word je- may be applied

to denote the female. (MF, TA.)

#: The handle of the [kind of awl called]

---, (S. K.) and of the Laš ($) AZ says

that it is not [the handle, or hilt,] of the sword,

nor of the dagger; but is the handle of the #.

with which camels' feet are branded. (TA) (See

also #2.]– A vine-prop; (K, TA;) a piece of

wood nith nihich a vine is raised from the ground.

(TA)- In the dial. of the tribe of Sheybán, The

hinder, or hindermost, a: [or oblong piece of

cloth] of a tent. (TA.)

3 *

[&#: Relating to a part or portion or

- 3. *

division; partial, particular; contr. of Jés.

-And, as a subst., A particular: pl.&#|
ow o o

[ä.5- The quality of relating to a part or

portion or division, relation to a part &c.;

particularity.]

'CS's Satisfying food; as also V&J- ; (Fr,

K;) like &: and &:-. (Fr, T.A.)

&j- [act, part. n. of 1].-45". J4% 13:
J. • d

* U-> This is a man sufficing thee as a man.

(K,"TA)—#- # A doe-gazelle that is

satisfied with green, or fresh, pasture or herbage

[so as to be in no need of water]: pl. &jss

(S.) The pl. is explained by IKt as meaning

Gazelles: (TA:) [or] it signifies [or signifies

also] Wild bulls or cons; (K, TA;) because

they are satisfied with green, or fresh, pasture

or herbage so as to be in no need of water.

(TA.) Also, the pl., Palm-trees; as not needing

irrigation. (TA.)

#: More [and most] satisfying or sufficing

or satisfactory: hence, J-5 &-# Júl

[The horseman is more satisfactory than the

Jootman]. (Mgh.)

* 6

5- and 5- are used as inf ns. of 4 [q.v.].

(TA.)

4 o p

&j- :

camel; because sufficing for the wants of the

See **–Also A strong, fat,

rider and carrier. (TA.)=Also, and #4, A

woman who brings forth females. (TA. [But

See #, from which the verb is derived.])

#: and #:- are used as inf ns. of 4

[q.v.]. (TA.)

#: Divided into parts, or portions. (TA.)

-[Having a part, or portion, taken from it:

see 1.]-A verse curtailed of two [of the ori

ginal]feet: [like the &# and 8:4: &c., which

were originally of six feet each, but of which

every known example is of four only:] or a verse

consisting of truo feet only : [as a kind of the

5*, and two kinds of theg- to each of

which, or, accord. to some, to the former of

which only, when thus consisting of only two

feet, the term*: is also applied:] the former
• *

is said to be -: L'é; and the latter, Ls”

+2+3". (TA.)

2.j*

1. 33-, aor. 2 and sometimes *, (K,) inf. n. 3-,

(Mgh, K.) He cut, or cut off, (Mgh, K,) a thing.

(TA)-3-, (S, Mgh, Msb) aor.”, (S, Msb)

[inf n. as above,] He slaughtered a camel (S,

Mgh, Msb) or other animal, (Mgb,) and skinned

it; (S;) as also "25-a-l. (§, TA.) You say also,
o P- e > *

Low je-, meaning He slaughtered for them a

camel. (A) And 5.j-žill "> Heslaugh

tered and skinned for the people a camel. (TA)

-j-" 3-, *. (S,R) and (K) infn.

j- (§, K) and 55+ and 55-, (Lh, K.) He cut

off the fruit of the palm-trees: (Lh, S, K:) or,

as some say, he spoiled the palm-trees in fecun

dating them. (TA)—And j-, (TA) inf n.
6 9 •

j-, (K.) He gathered honey from the hive.

(K, TA)=35-, aor. and *, inf n, j-, (§,

Msb, K.,&c.,) t It (water) sank, and disappeared;

became low; or became remote; (S,K;) decreased;

nvent anay; (TA;) flowed anay, or retired, (A,

Mgh," Msb) from the earth, or land: (A, Mgh:)

it (the sea, and a river, Lth, ISd) ebbed; contr.

of 32; (S, ISd, K, [but in this last sense, only :

is authorized by the K, and app. by ISd also, as

the aor.;]) i. e., retreated, or went back; ($,

Msb;") as also 725-31; (ISd, TA;) or ceased to

increase. (Lth, Mgh.)

4. 95-1, (K) or Žil 23-, (ISk, S.) He

gave to him, or to the people, a sheep or a goat,

for him, or for them, to slaughter; (ISk, S, K;)

meaning a enve or a ram or a she-goat ; (ISk, S;)

or a sheep, or goat, fit for slaughter: (TA:) and
• * * * * *

U: ai).js- I gave to him a enve or a ram or a

she-goat, and he slaughtered it : (ISk, TA:) and

5.4 &#, Or its, I gave to thee a camel, or a

sheep or goat, that thou mightest slaughter it:

(A:) [but] accord. to ISk, one does not say
• * & J poe

-

āşū Low-')#. because a she-camel is fit for other

purposes than that of slaughter: (S:) and accord.

*

d

* - - J.

to some, one should not say 93.j4- ).j=-l, but
** * * *

3,52- 2).j=-l. (TA.)=).j=-| He (a camel) attained

to the fit time for his being slaughtered. (S, K.)
* o J

-Us-Ji ).j=-| The palm-trees attained to the

fit time for the cutting off of the fruit. (S, K.)

—[And hence,]£ j=-| | The old man at

tained to the fit time for his dying; (K, TA;)

being aged, and near to his perishing; like as the

palm-tree attains to the fit time for having its

fruit cut off (T.A.) Youths used to say to an
* 0 - - - - d - © &

&: \! *) j+', meaning, Thou hast

attained to the fit time for thy dying, old

• * > -o - a • o à

man: and he would say, cog-a-52 es: Us!,

i.e., “[O my sons, and] ye shall die youths:” but

old man

accord. to one way of relation, it is <£i, from

3, a -

All j: “the wheat attained to the proper time

for being cut.” (S.)—sil 25-1 The people

attained to the fit time for the cutting off of the

fruit of the palm-trees. (Yz, TA.)

5: see 8.

6. £30.5 +They reviled each other (K, TA)

vehemently, or excessively. (TA.)

7: see 1.

8, 2.5-l: see 1, in two places.--> 12).j-e

Júl and "bj=-3 (K, TA) They fought one

another [app. so that they cut one another in

pieces]. (TA.) [In the K, this is immediately

followed, as though for the purpose of explana

tion, by the words tabs &le: 5-**#:

but there is evidently an omission in this place, at

least of the conjunction 3.]—And 12).j-e-1 They

had a camel slaughteredfor them. (A.)

# inf n of 1. ($, K, &c.)=And also tThe

sea (K, TA) itself. (TA.)

6 * *

2.j-, (not "3-, Fr, S, [but see what follows,])

[a coll, gen, n.,] Fat sheep or goats: ($, K, TA:)

11, llll. #: (S, K:) or sheep, or goats, that are

slaughtered, (M;) as al: '...}- ; (Ki) n un,

as above: (M: in the K 5,5-:) or 525- signifies

a sheep, or goat, fit for slaughter: or a sheep, or

goat, to which the onners betake themselves and

n:hich they slaughter: and anything that is langful

to be slaughtered; n. un, of je-, which is some

times [written **) with fet-h to the j. (TA.)

•- at: # Theflesh which beast of birds of

prey eat. (S, Mgh.) One says, 952-->2<>5 ($,

K) They slen them : (S:) or they left them cut
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in pieces&: [for the beasts or birds of prey].

(K.) And 34: 53- bj4 [They became a

prey to the enemy, cut in pieces]. (Mgh.)= See
6- • * >

also 5.45-. =Also, and "j-, (Fr, S, Msb, K.)
•

the latter with kesr to the &’ (Mgb, K,) arabi

cized, (K.) from the Persian (#1, (AHn,)

[coll. gen, ns., meaning Carrots, or the carrot;]

a certain root, (*#) which is eaten, (S, K,)

well known : (TA:) n. un, with 5; (K;) or

55- (As, S, Msb:) the best kind is the red and

sneet, which grows in winter: it is hot in the

extreme of the second degree; moist in the first

degree; (TA;) diuretic; (K, TA;) lenitive;

emollient; (TA;) strengthening to the venereal

faculty; emmenagogue: the putting of its pounded

leaves upon festering ulcers is advantageous: (K,

TA:) it is difficult of digestion; and engenders

bad blood; but is made wholesome with vinegar

and mustard. (TA.)- [See also+, in art.

-Pj-.]

3- * See 3-, in three places.

35- The time of the cutting off of the fruit of

palm-trees. (Yz, T.A.) [See also 1.]

43 y •

225+ A camel [that is slaughtered, or to be

slaughtered]; (K;) applied to the male and the

female : (S, Msb:) or (as some say, Sgh, Mgb)

properly a she-camel that is slaughtered: (Sgh,

Msb, K:) but the former is the correct assertion;

(TA;) though the word is fem., (IAmb, S, Msb,

TA,) on the authority of hearsay; (TA;) there

fore you say, 523-' -* [the camel for slaughter

pastured]: (IAmb, Mgb :) or when used alone,

it is fem., because what are slaughtered are mostly

she-camels: (TA:) and when used as a common

term, it implies the like of predominance [of the

fem. gender]: (Háshiyeh of Esh-Shiháb, TA:)

[the shares into which the 225+ is divided in the

game called 2-." are described voce #:] pl.

3% ($, Mab, K) and #5 and ##, (Mil,
- J. J. 6 * *

K.) the last of which is pl. of #, like as #5

is of 3%. (TA)—see also 33

5,5-, of a camel, The extremities; (S, A;)

namely, (S,) the fore and hind legs, (c)''

cS:#13, S. K.) and the head, (S) or neck, (A,

K :) because the slaughterer receives them; (S;)

they being his hire, (S, K,) or right, (A,) not

being included among the shares in the game

called*l. (TA.) But when a horse is said

to be 55: J#, (S,) or 55-" 2–4, (M,)

what is meant is thickness of the fore and hind

legs, and abundance of sinews; and the head is

not included, because largeness of the head, in a

horse, is a fault. (S, M.)

59- The trade of him who slaughters camels

(Mgh, Mgb, K,”TA) and other animals. (Mgb.)

#: 1 An island; land in the sea [or in a

river],£rom which the nater has floned anay, so

that it appears; (Az, Mgh;) and in like manner,

land n:hich a torrent does not overflon, but nhich

it surrounds; (Az, TA;) land from n'hich the

tide retires; as also *:::: (K:) so called

because cut off from the main land: (S:) or

because of the retiring of the water from it:

(Mgb.) pl. #54 ($, Mgh.) [also, a peninsula:]

and a piece of ground or land. (Kr, T.A.)

35-(S, A, Mgh, Mab, K) and 'je (K) and

* ,ja- (A) One who slaughters camels (A, Mgh,

Msb, K) and other animals. (Mgb.)
6 *

rej-.

2.jle

see what next precedes.

33-, (Mgb, K.) or*. with kesr to the j,

(S, Ibn-Málik,) contr. to rule, as the aor. of the verb

is with damm, (Ibn-Málik, TA,) and sometimes
• * @ e 6

'#5- [or 53-3]. (Msb,) A place n'here camels

are slaughtered, (S, Msb, K.) and other animals,

(Msb) namely, bulls and cons and sheep and

goats, and where their flesh is sold: pl. j-.

(TA.) In a trad. of 'Omar, persons are enjoined

to avoid jus-2, (§, TA) meaning as above;

because of their uncleanness; (TA;) or because

the witnessing of the slaughter of animals hardens

the heart and dispels mercy: (IAth, TA:) or the

meaning is, places of assembly; because a camel

is slaughtered only where people are collected

together: (S, TA:) the "53:- is one of the

places in which it is forbidden to perform the

usual prayers. (Mgh.)

** - © - 6.- d - * ~ * > .

5.j-" or 5,3-2 : see 2.j=-2, in two places.

85

1. &+ [inf n. of 85- signifies The act of

cutting; or cutting off. (TA.) [See also 8.]
• • * * o J.e. e. * *

[Hence, Ju-Ji & aeje- a 85- He cut off for

him a portion of the property. (S.)- And 85

ess'', (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, (MSb, K.) inf n.

&#, (S.M. b. K.) He passed the valley to the
other side: (Msb:) or he passed the valley [in

any manner]: (K:) or he passed across it; i.e.,
- of

crossed it: (S, K:) and in like manner, La,Sí the

lands (K.) and jūji the desert: and &:

the place. (TA.)= &j-, (§, Mgb, K.) aor. 3,

(Msh, K) inf n &# (S, Msh, K) and £,

(K.) He was, or became, impatient, (§, K.) &

‘...." [of the thing] (S3) and cºš Jiā [on

account of such a one]; ($ and K in art. all, &c.;)

ej- being the contr. of X-e : (S, K:) or he had

not sufficient strength to bear what befell him, (O,

Msb,) and found not patience: (Msb:) or he

manifested grief and agitation : (TK:) or he

nas, or became, affected with grief: or he was,

or became, affected nith most violent grief, such

as prevented him and turned him from that to

which he was directing himself, or from his object,

and cut him off therefrom ; this meaning of cut

ting off being said by 'Abd-el-Kádir El-Bagh

dádee to be the primary signification. (TA.)

2. 83-, inf n. &£5, It (a full-grown unripe

date) became ripe to the extent of two thirds of

it: (S:) or to the extent of half of it; (K, TA;)

from the bottom: (TA:) or became partly ripe:

and in like manner one says of a grape. (TA.)

-It (a watering-trough, or tank,) had but little

remaining in it. (K,”TA.)- He put a little

nvater into a skin. (TA.)= ūšš 83-, (K.)

inf n. as above, (TA,) He caused the impatience

(83-) of such a one to cease : (K:) he said to

him that which comforted him, or consoled him,

and which caused his grief and fear to cease.

(IAth.)

4. #- 83-, and#, He left, or caused to

remain, a remainder: (O, K:) or less than half

(TA.)= *i- He caused him to be impatient :

(S, K.) or he caused him to want sufficient strength

to bear nhat befell him, and to be impatient.

(Msb.)

5: see 7, in two places.=áš. 1,4- They

divided among themselves the spoil. (TA.)

7. 85- It (a rope) broke, (K, TA,) in any

manner: (TA:) or broke in halves; (K, TA;)

but if it have broken at its extremity, one does

not say ex-l. (TA) And Last -->4), and

W --j-5, The staff, or stick, broke (K, TA) in

halves. (TA.) W 85-5 is also said of a spear,

and of an arrow, &c., meaning It broke in pieces.

(TA.)

8. *- He broke it, and cut it off : (K:)

or he broke it off, and cut it off, for himself;

namely, a branch, rod, or piece of wood, from a

tree. (S.)

&# (S, Msh, K) and '83-, (Kr, K) but
IDrd ascribes the latter to the vulgar, (TA,)

[The onyx; so called in the present day;] certain

beads, or gems, (#) (Msb) the beads, or gems,

(53-, [here rendered by Golius “Muroena seu

concha Veneris,” though he also gives what I

regard as the only correct signification, namely

“onyx,”]) of El-Yemen (S, K) [and] of China,

(K) in which are n!hiteness and blackness, (S,

Msb, K.) and to which eyes are likened, (S, K,)

and in particular, by Imra-el-Keys, the eyes of

nild animals, because their eyes, while they are

alive, are black, but when they die, their white

ness appears; (TA;) a hind of stone having

many colours, brought from El-Yemen and

China; (Kzw;) so called because interrupted

by various colours; its blackness being inter

rupted by its nihiteness and its yellonness: (IB :)

'Áisheh's necklace [which she lost on the occasion

that subjected her to the accusation of adultery]

was of&# of Dhafári: (TA:) the wearing it in

a signet induces anxiety, or disquietude of mind,

and grief, and terrifying dreams, and altercation

with men; and if the hair of one who experiences

difficulty in bringing forth be wound upon it,

she brings forth at once : (K: [and Kzw says

the like, and more of a similar kind:]) n. un.

# (Mob, K, TA) and #~. (K, TA)=
See also what next follows.

&- (S, o, L, MS, k) but Ao says that it

should be with fet-h, ["&#| (K,) The place of

bending, or turning, (Ca+, S, Msb, K, or

U-#,A#, K) of a valley (AR, S, Msh, K.)

or the middle thereof, or the place where it ends:

(IDrd, K:) or its side : (Msb:) or the place of

53 *
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passing, or crossing, of a valley: or a nidening

part, of the narron places, thereof, nrhether it

produce plants &c. or do not produce them :

(TA:) or it is not so called unless [it be a part]

having nidth, and producing trees &c. : (MSb,

K:) or it may be nithout plants, or herbage, or

the like : (TA:) or a place, in a valley, in which

are no trees: (IAar, K:) or a place, of a valley,

taking a round and nide form : (TA:) pl. 85-i.

(M5b, K.)-A place of alighting, or abiding,

of a people. (K.)- Elevated land, or ground,

by the side of which is a lon, or depressed, part.

(K.)=A bee-hive: pl. as above. (Ibn-'Abbād,

K.)=See also&
* f *

85-:

&# (Mil,K) and '3' and '83. (K)
and W 823- (Msb, K) and 7 £5- (K) part. ns.

of 83-, [Impatient; &c.;] (Msb, K;) but the

last two have an intensive signification [very

impatient, or having much impatience; &c.].

(IAar.)

6 - d -

acis-: see what next follows, in two places.

see what next follows.

#- A little, or small quantity, of property,

Ol' wealth; and of water, (S, K,) remaining in a

skin, (Lh, IDrd,) and in a leathern bottle, or

other vessel, (IDrd,) and in a pool left by a

torrent, but not in a well, (TA,) as also V#:

(IDrd, K) and [the dim.] 'i:#, (IDrd) and

of milk, in a skin; (Lh;) or a third part, or

nearly that quantity, of water, in a trough, or

tank; (ISh;) or a quantity of water, and of

milk, less than the half of the skin or other vessel,

and of the trough; (TA) and, as also 'is',

somewhat remaining; (O, K;) or the latter, par

ticularly, of milk; (IAar;) or both, accord. to

some, [a remainder consisting of] less than half;

(TA;) and the former, a portion [not defined]

of property, or wealth; (S;) and particularly

a portion of a flock of sheep or goats, (Aboo

Leyla, K.) as also "##5 (S.) thus in the

handwriting of Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee; but in

the Mjof IF, ***, of the measure is in

the sense of the measure is: (TA:) the pl.

of #= is &- (ISh.)-And [hence,] 1 A

part, or portion, of the night, (S, O, K,) past or

to come, (TA,) less than half, (O, K,) of the

former part thereof or of the latter part. (K.)

*=A place in which is a collection of trees (K,

TA) among which the camels or other beasts are

made to rest at night from the cold, and are

confined nhen they are hungry, or returning

from nater, or under rain. (TA.) = Also

n. un, of&= as syn. with &#. (TA.)

* - /

89- |
6 de

See&

82>
6 * * 3 - 0 < * 3 * * -

āae-j- and axe.j=-: see asj-, in three places.

&l= See &j-=Also The piece of wood

which is placed in the trellis of a grape-vine,

crosswise, upon which are laid the branches of

the vine; (S, K;) not known to Aboo-Sa’eed;

(S;) it is thus placed for the purpose of raising

the branches from the ground; and this piece of

wood is also called #: #- the latter word

being thus used as an epithet. (TA.) Also Any

piece of wood that is put crossnise betneen two

things for a thing to be borne upon it (K, TA)

is called its 85- (TA.)

&- Interrupted by various colours [like the

&#- or onyx]: (IB ) or anything in which ot?"e

blackness and whiteness; as also " &#- (K:)

and flesh-meat in nihich are n!hiteness and redness.

(TA.) [Hence,] 3- us; and " &#- Late

stones of n!hich some, or some parts, have been

scraped, or abraded, so as to have become white,

the rest being left of their [original] colour: (K:)
* - d. 6 o J

likened to the ej- (TA) And " &ja-e J-'

(S, K) and &#- (K;) the former, says Sh,

accord, to El-Ma'arree, but he adds that he him

self held the latter to be the right; Az says that

he heard the former from the people of Hejer,

and it has the authority of A ’Obeyd; (TA;)

Full-grown dates that have ripened to the half;

(K, TA;) from the bottom : (TA:) or to the

extent of two thirds: (S:) or that have become

partly ripe : (TA:) fem. with ; , (§, K :) and
w * * *

&#-> X: dates that
-

have ripened to the half (TA.)

in like manner you say *

6 w • d. 6 J - 6 d -

&#- : See &#-, in three places. -->43

6 - - -

85- A natering-trough, or tank, having but

little water remaining in it. (K.)

6 * ~ *.p 6 * ~ *

&#~ : See 83-,

Vij=

1. -3-[inf n of -5-] signifies The taking a

thing [in the manner termed] #- and 95

[i.e. by conjecture, not knowing the measure nor

the weight]: (S, TA:) or the taking largely, or

copiously: (IF, Msb, TA:) and it is [from] a

Persian word. (Mgb. [See –35-, below.]) And

you say, J.S. L. -5,-, inf. m. -5,-, He gave

large measure: (IKtt, Msb :) and Js a -35

J.S. He gave him large measure. (Jm, T.A.)

3. -5-, (Mab,TA) inf n. #'s. (S. Mab,

K,TA) and-> (S, TA,) He sold, or bought,

a thing not knowing its measure nor its neight:

(Msb:) or he conjectured in selling and buying.

(K.)– He acted in an easy, or a facile, manner,

(Msb, TA) in selling or buying. (Msb.) -

And hence, —i. -āja- | He perilled, endangered,

jeoparded, hazarded, or risked, himself; as though

he acted in an easy manner with himself. (TA.)

5. aeś –5-5 He picked out, or selected, the

good in it; syn. &#3 [in the CK, erroneously,

3:5]. ($gh, K.)

8. -āj-e-1 He bought a thing by conjecture, not

knowing the measure nor the neight. (AA, K.)

-ā- Of unknown quantity, whether measured

or neighed. (Nh, T.A.)

#- A portion of a number of cattle: (K:)

and of hair. (TA)

-#- see what next follows, in two places.

-#, accord. to the 'Eyn, in selling and buying,

is [The selling, and buying,] by conjecture, with

out measuring and without weighing; and by

rule should be *-ij-, with kesr; i. e., if formed

in accordance to the verb [which is -ij-]: (Mgh.)

or the selling or buying a thing not knowing its

measure nor its neight : (Msb:) or conjecture

in selling and buying ; as also *-ij- and *-ij

and W #5: and W #5- and W #5- : (K, TA:)

arabicized, from -##, (Mab, K,TA) which is

Persian: (Msb,TA:) they say -#3 Jš, Inean

ing “excess in speech, by conjecture:” accord. to

the Jm, its primary signification is muchness, or

copiousness: (TA:) some say that the most chaste

form of -552- is " -#-, with kesr; [because

this is a regular inf n, of -šū-il (MF, TA;)

and some, that the triple vocalization of the & in

-šlje- is a kind of -35+ [i.e. conjecture], since

all assert it to be a Persian word arabicized, and

it cannot be so and be also an inf. n., conformable

to the verb and to rule: it seems that, when

they arabicized it, its original was gradually for

gotten, so they formed from it a verb, and derived

from it, and made it analogous. (TA.)-&

–5: and W-> and *-ij- and W -** (K)

and " -#: (TA) A thing sold, or bought, of

unknown quantity, rhether measured or neighed.

(TA.) [See also -5°-.]

6 • 6 - d.

-35+: see -35+, in four places.

-is: A pregnant female exceeding the term

of her bringing forth. (K.)

-āj-, see #.

6.- - - 6 * * * 6 * > 6 * j,

āşīj- and āšlje- and āšlje-: see -35-.

-j- A fisherman. (El-'Azeezee, K.)

*Sé es' -ā- + One who pours forth his

speech nithout rule. (Msb.)

#- A fishing-net. (El-'Azeezee, K.)

4-2 ° 2 6 Q.- 6 • *

V-25-a-2& see -35-.

U

1, 4: (K) orc>4)-, (S) aor. 2, (K.)
inf n. Ji- (S,) He cut it (a thing, S) in two

pieces, (S, K,) with a sword. (K.)- āşū s:

They cut the base of the neck of a she-camel, that

was slaughtered and dead, in the part betnceen

the truo shoulder-joints, in order that the neck

might become relaxed; not cutting the whole of

it; previously to skinning. (Ham p. 689.)

Jäl **, (K,”TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above;

and "45-1; The saddle cut it; namely, the

withers of a camel. (K,"TA.)=U-, aor. 3,

(K) inf n Ji- (S. K.) He (a camel) had a

gall, or sore, in the withers, in consequence of

which a bone came forth from it, and the place

thereof became depressed: (S, K:) or he had his

withers cut by the saddle: (K:) or he had a gall,

or sore, in the neithers, penetrating into the inte

rior, and hilling him. (TA.) The epithet applied

to a camel in this case is 'J'í, (S, K;) fem.

* -d - 6 o J * - c & *... -->

#Sj-, pl. Jj-. (K.) See also J-i. =Ujs-,
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aor.”, (Mob, K.) infin. #5-, (Mab) said of

firewood, (Mgb, TA,) &c., (TA,) It was thick

and large. (Msb, K.)- Also, (K,) inf. n. as

above, (S) He possessed good, (S," K, TA,)

strong, firm, (TA) judgment, (S,” K, TA,) [and

natural disposition, and intelligence; for] #5

is used in relation to judgment and natural dis

position and intelligence: (Ham p. 770:) and

L}: #5- signifies + firmness of judgment:

(TA:) and Je." & #5-ji, + chasteness, or

clearness, or eloquence, and firmness, in speech.

(Harp. 8.)

4: see 1.=&as Uj*-1 | He made his gift

large. (TA) And £1 & 4 J-1, (S) or

tas' J., (Mab, TA) 1 He gave to him largely.

(S, Msb, T.A.)

• * * -8

10. J.A. L. a+b Uj=-1 t He esteemed his

judgment, or opinion, good [and strong and firm

(see Ji-)] in this [matter]; syn. $3:1.

(TA.) -

Ji- Large and dry firenzood: (S:) or dry

firenzood: (K:) or thick, large firenzood. (Msb,

K)–: Much of a thing; as also 'Jej-, (K.)

or the latter, great, or large; [and so the former:]

you say Ji- füas and *J.j- ! [a great, or large,

gift]: (S, TA:*) and 'Ju- *: ! [a great, or

large, recompense]: (TA:) pl. J5- (S, K;)

either of the former or of the latter. (TA) And

[the fem.] #- ! [A woman] large in the poste

riors. (K, TA.)-1 Generous ; munificent. (K,

T.A.).- : Intelligent ; firm, or sound, in judg

ment. (K, TA.) You say, s: Ji- &%

1 [Such a one is firm, or sound, in judgment].

(S, Mgb.) And when this is said to you, and you

desire to deny it, say, L5 'J'. J. ! Nay,

unsound in judgment; from Ji- [infn of Ji-l

relating to a gall, or sore, in the withers [of al

camel]. (A, TA.) You say also #. #: +A

woman possessing judgment: (S:) or intelligent;

firm, or sound, in judgment; as also *#~ :

(K:) [but] I Drd says that SV-, [app. a mis

transcription for #-.] as syn. with #, is not

of established authority. (TA.)-Applied to a

word, or an expression, ($, K, &c.,) 1 Strong,

(PS,) sound, correct; (PS, TK;) contr. of

+, (S, K.) And applied to language, tChaste,

clear, or eloquent, and comprehensive. (TA.)

6 o 6.-d

Uj=-: see 45-.

£: * > 6 o' -

us!" Jj-, see Uj-.

#: A piece, or portion cut off (S, K.")-A

large portion of dates (S. K.) as also "Ji- (K)

J5-133 (S. K) and Jij=-ji (K) The time

of the cutting off of the fruit of the palm-trees.

(S, K.)

J.j- See Ji- in three places.

* - of **6 = O y • -

Uj- ; fem. Sj-; pl. J#: see Uja-:=
6 d -

and for the fem., see also Uja-.

Aja

1.43-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. -, (Mab, K.) infn.

> (Mgb,) He cut it, or cut it off; (S, Msb,

K;) namely, a thing: (Msb:) [like <- &c.]

—J: Aj- He cut off the fruit of the palm

trees: (Mgb:) [like Us-Ji >;-- but see another

explanation, below.] And Ú- al: &- >;--

[He cut off a portion of the fruit from the palm

tree]. (TA)--> <- (S, ISd, Mab, K.)

aor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n., (S,) He

made the letter quiescent; (S, ISd, Msb, K;) i.e.,

the final letter of a declinable word; (S, ISd,

Msb;) he cut it off from motion: (Msb:) or as

though he cut off from it declinability: (Mbr,

TA:) from >;-- in the first of the senses ex

plained above: >;-- in a declinable word being
* , ,

like U2'-' in an indeclinable word. (S.) It is
6 o' - e o J

said in a trad of En-Nakha'ee, *::1, 3-##

>;-- meaning that neither should be prolonged in

utterance, and that the last letter in each should

be without a case-ending, i.e., be quiescent; so

that one should not say [in prayer] £i £i [nor

t_* f - d - e o so.--> J - w - c - c :

all as-, 3-2:Me AS-Ji, but 3,4- in the former

instance, and 31 in the latter]: or, accord. to Z,

that one should not exceed the due bounds in the

pronunciation of the hemzeh and the medd: (TA:)

or that one should abstain from giving fulness

and depth to the sound of the vowel, and should

elide it entirely in the places of pausing, and

avoid excess in the pronunciation of the hemzeh

and the medd. (Mgh.)–13– 9% J'é->

!...+2 He made such and such things to be

binding, or obligatory, on such a one. (K.) And

&: Aj-, (K) inf n, as above, (TA) i, q.

ūtai. (K;) i. e., He made the oath to be

unconditional, without exception, absolutely or

decidedly or irreversibly binding; (TK) usua:

#1. (TA.) One says also, Ú- U.:- ū- -i

[He snore an oath in an absolute, a decided, Ol'

an irreversible, manner]. (TA.) And29 <--,

(K) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He decided the affair
**C.e.- Qe - J. d - -

irreversibly. (K.) And a: Us: W* -j- I

decided the matter between me and him. (TA.)

And Ú- 43 Jai I will do that decidedly;

nithout any indulgence therein. (Mgb.) And

*: >;-- [He asserted it decisively]. (TA passim.)

And 2.9 L'é >;-- He decided, or determined,

upon, or upon doing, the thing, or affair. (TA.)

-Also, this last phrase, He was silent respecting

the affair; and so *-j- (K, TA)-And

*> He held back, or refrained, from it

through convardice; and was unable to do it;

and so !--- (K:) or >ill ">;-- the people

lacked poncer or ability. (S)-&: U.5*"Aja

[app., The camel stopped, and would not Tuit his

place]. (TA: but the verb–oje- is there without

any syll sign)=J:12-, (A’obeyd, S, K.)

inf n, as above; (TA) and "-j-" (K; and

the act, part. n. of the latter is also mentioned in

the S;) like <- (S) [and *ll; He com

puted by conjecture the quantity of fruit upon
6 o' --

the palm-trees. (A’Obeyd, S, K.)-And Aja

also signifies The selling, or buying, fruit [by

conjecture, while yet in a rudimental state,] in its

calyxes, for money. (IAar, TA)=Also j-,

(S, K,) inf n. as above, (TA,) He filled a skin;

(S. K.) and so *-j- (S. K.) inf n >5.

(S)-Jº <<-, (Fr. K.) inf n, as above,

(Fr, TA,) The camels satisfied their thirst [as

though they filled themselves] nith nater. (Fr,

K.)–And 3-, (IAar, K.) aor, and inf n, as

above, (IAar, T.A.) He ate one meal and nas

filled thereby: (IAar, K:) or he ate one meal in

every day and night. (Th, K.)=###!" 4-,

(Lth, K) inf. n. as above, (Lth, TA,) He per

formed the reading, or recitation, so as to put

the letters in their proper places, in a distinct, or

perspicuous, and leisurely, manner. (Lth, K.)–

And >;-- in writing means The making the letters

even. (K.)= *-i- >;-- He voided part of his

eaccrement, part thereof remaining: or he cast

forth his excrement. (K.)

2: see 1, in four places.

4. 4: Aj*-1 He sold his palm-trees. (TA.)

5. Lawl -j- The staff became split or

cracked. (K.)

7. Lej=-3) [It became cut, or cut off. - And

hence,] It (the final letter of a declinable word)

became, or nas made, quiescent. (S, T.A.) – It

(a bone) broke, or became broken. (K.)

8: see 1.-J., &- #-> He took a

portion of the cattle, or property, and left a

portion. (K)—£- Lejse-1 He bought his

5×lä- [or enclosure for camels &c.]: (AHn, K :)

of the dial. of El-Yemāmeh. (AHn, T.A.)–

à: Lej-e-A He bought the fruit, only, of the

palm-tree : and c.* J: _2} =-1 he bought the

palm-trees ofsuch a one. (TA.)

X- [an inf. n. (see 1) used as an epithet]. You

say X- ź. An indissoluble and irreversible

decree or ordinance or sentence; like :- ää5.

(Msb.)- A reed-pen (X5) having the nib evenly,

not obliquely, cut. (S,"K,"TA.)- The modern

Arabic character, ($, K,) composed of the letters

of the alphabet: (K:) accord. to AHát, (TA,)

so called because it was cut off from the character

of Himyer, (K, TA,) i. e., the•: which they

have still in El-Yemen. (TA.)=A thing that

is stuffed into a she-camel's vulva, (El-Umawee,

S, K,) that she may think it to be her young one,

[n'hen it is taken forth,] and incline to it, [and

therefore yield her milk;] like the as: [q. v.].

(El-Umawee, S.)=A thing, or an event, that

comes before its time, or season: (K:) that which
69 -

comes in its time, or season, is termed Aj9. (T.A.)

> A portion, share, or lot, (K) of palm

trees (TA) [and app. of the fruit of a palm-tree,

&c. : see 1, third sentence].

#- [The sign that is nºritten over the final

letter of a declinable nord when it is quiescent].

=A single act of eating. (S.)

i-j- A hundred [head] of cattle, and upwards:

or from ten to forty (K:) or it is peculiarly of
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camels; like #2: (TA:) or such a portion as

is termed alo-2 of camels; and such as is termed

aśs of sheep. (S, K.) [See also 8.]

>;-- A full water-skin or milk-skin; as also

*X-: (K, TA ) and [the pl] j%-filled

milk-skins (K)—Also, applied to a camel,

and Xi's- applied to camels, Satisfied with

water. (K.)

* * @ 6 *

>}=-2 : see Aja-.

* + 9 •

_*23-2 [Cut, or cut off –And hence,] applied

to the final letter of a declinable word, Made

quiescent. (TA.)

U.S.j=

1. Us;*, aor. 2,(Msb, K.) infin. #-, (Mob)

It (a thing) paid, gave, or rendered, as a satis

faction; or made, gave, or rendered, satisfaction:

(Msb:) or satisfied; sufficed; or contented. (K.)

And 3:3:1 &# I paid the debt. (Mab.) And

ai- US$ <+ I paid such a one his right, or

due. (TA) And #1 & Jij-, - This

garment does not suffice me. (TA)-And hence,

(TA) as usj-, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.) [aor, and]

inf n. as above, (Mgh,) It (a thing) paid for

him; gave, or rendered, [a thing] as a satisfaction

for him; made, gave, or rendered, satisfaction for

him; (S, Mgh, Msb,” K;) and some of the law

yers use V (454-1 in this sense, like 5-1, (Az,

Mgh, Msb:) usj- is of the dial of El-Hijáz,

and 5-1 of the dial of Temeem (Akh, Msh.)
Hence, in the Kur[ii. 45], U-4 cºs U-45 U-3-5 S

U: [A soul shall not give anything as a satisfac- ||

tion for a soul, i. e. for another soul: or a soul

shall not make satisfaction for a soul at all;

accord. to the latter rendering, te: being put in

the accus. case after the manner of an inf. n.].

(S, Msb.) You say also, # 4:Š- A sheep,

or goat, made satisfaction for thee [as a sacrifice];

(S,TA;) as also *::::: (TA:) Benoo-Temeem

say &#, with e: (S, TA:) this last, thus ex

plained, is a dial. var. mentioned by IKtt (Mgb.)

And is 3: liá- " -si-. Such a thing stood,

or served, in lieu, in the place, or in stead, of

such a thing, without sufficing. (Zj, K.) And

2:= &: J.'s "cs: and 1: 3-44; A

little stands, or serves, in lieu of much; and this,

of this. (IAar, TA). And sj-, * 'J

& and cºs #- and (as though the aug

mentative letter [! in Usj=-1] were imagined to be

rejected, TA) JSRs es:- and US$ #:- He

satisfied, sufficed, or contented, him as such a

one; he stood, or served, him in stead of such a

one; a dial. var. of 5-l. (K.) And " esj

* 3: It (a thing) satisfied, sufficed, or

contented, as another thing; it stood, or served,

in stead of another thing. (Mgb.) And W 35-1,

with the [second] objective complement sup

pressed, It was sufficient for thee. (Mgh.)–

13+ 35+ (Mab, TA) and a 35-, (K) or

&- '', (S,) and **, (K,) [aor. and] inf. n.

as above, (§, K.) He repaid, requited, compen

sated, or recompensed, him (Mgb, K, TA) [for

such a thing, for it, or for what he had done];

as also "35ts-, (§, K,) inf. n. 50's-- and #52- :

(K:) or, accord. to Fr, [contr. to many instances

in the Kur,] the former verb relates only to good;

and the latter, to good and to evil: but accord.

to others, the former may relate to good and to

evil; and the latter, to evil. (TA.) [See also

#-, below.] One says, in praying for another,

5: Aft 35- May God repay him good: and

requite, or recompense, him for good [that he has

done]. (Mgb.) And 4:3: "2:5'- I punished

him for his crime, or sin, or act of disobedience.

(Mgb.) And ūšš * es# He requited, com

pensated, or recompensed, for him, such a one.

(TA)-4:3-4 £jū-: see 3.

3: see 1, latter part, in twoplaces—I:35

He prayed for a renard for him from God: or

said to him, May God renard thee. (Golius, on

the authority ofZ)--5- Usite- and -##,

He employed a particle, and an adverbial noun,

as conditional, to denote that, with what follon's,

it expresses a condition with its complement. For

instance, in the S, voce <!-, it is said, &: <--

ū & S (a usjū- $Ji *. i.e. <-e- is

one of the adverbial nouns that are not employed

conditionally, or to denote that, with what follon's,

they express a condition with its complement, un

less with U2, affixed thereto. See #*, below.]

W#: #j- [I vied, or contended, with him

in repaying, requiting, compensating, or recom

pensing, and] I overcame him [therein]. (S.)

4. Usje-l: see 1, in seven places.=Also He

furnished a knife with a handle; a dial. var. of

15-1: (Msb, K:) but ISd doubts its being so.

(TA.) -

6. £3 Usila-3, and£, He demanded pay

ment of his debt. (K.) You say, J's <45-5

9% c." I demandedpayment of my debt [oned

by such a one]. (S.)- (2 jus-3 [They tryo repaid,

requited, compensated, or recompensed, each other].

(TA in art. Jays.) -

8. sy- He sought, or demanded, of him re

payment, requital, compensation, or recompense.

(K.)

&- [a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un, is

with 3]: see what next follows.

#j- The tax that is taken from the free non

Muslim subjects of a Muslim government; (S,

IAth, Mgh," Msb, K;) whereby they ratify the

compact that ensures them protection: (IAth:)

[from es: ;] as though it were a compensation

for their not being slain: (IAth, Mgh:) [or from

the Persian *#) and also, (metaphorically,

Mgh) a land-tax, (Mgh, K) a tax that is

paid by the on ner of land: (TA:) pl. es:

(S) or 'Jej-, (Msb) or both, (K) [but the

latter is, properly speaking, a coll, gen, n.,] and

#+, (K, [in the CK, erroneously, #5-.]) like

+. (TA)

#: Repayment, requital, compensation, or

recompense, for a thing, as also "#j-, (K;)

a satisfaction, good for good, and evil for evil;

(Er-Răghib, TA;) sometimes a renard, and

sometimes a punishment : (AHeyth, TA:) [the

former word is an inf. n.; see 1;] the latter, a

quasi-inf. n. : 5'- is pl. of the latter, or of the

former, or of *5'-, accord. to different writers

explaining the saying of El-Hotei-ah,

J e • • o e de • * G - • O - © e

* *j's---> S >> Jaé d' *

[Whoso doth good, he will not want his renards,

or his renarders]. (TA)—[Hence,Ju-uaillí

In the time between the complimentary prayer

addressed to a sneezer (called -:) and the

sneeze; [or as soon as one can compliment d

sneezer by repeating the usual prayer of4.-:

#(God have mercy on thee).] (TA voce**)

-[And *:#- An apodosis; the complement,

or correlative, of a condition; also called*

#, q. v. in art. "3-...-And #- -ā- A.

particle denoting compensation, or the comple

ment of a condition. And A conditional particle;

*S &: also termed #-l. -3-, and #- alone,

and# –5-]—#- 25 * He is possessed of

sufficiency, or competence, or nealth. (TA.)

3'- [act, part. n. of 1, q.v.]: see#-- "...a

J - d. - - 6 * *

J- c. 425'-J- This is a man sufficient for

thee as a man. (S.)

o

#j-. See# =Also Wild bulls, or cons.

(TA) [See &j'..]

es:- and es:- are used as inf ns. of 4.

[See 1.] (K.)

3- [act, part. n. of 4. It is said in the TA

that esj-, applied to a camel, signifies Sufficing

Jor a load or burden ; and its pl. is L4.jls-2.

And that*ś U43-2, applied to a man, signifies

Sufficing for his affair. But (4.5-2 in these

instances is evidently a mistranscription, for*:

and Usila-2, forj-. Mistranscriptions of this

kind are of frequent occurrence in Lexicons.]

#:- and#: are used as inf ns of 4. [See

1.] (K.)

L-e

1. £, (A, Mgh, K,”) Ol' **+. (S, Msb,)
g" * *

aor.”, (Mgh, Msb) inf n, J., (A, Mgh, Mob,

K.) He felt it with his hand (S, A, Mgh, K) for

the purpose of testing it, that he might form a

judgment of it; (Mgh, Mab3) as also " 4-l.

(S, Msb, K.) You say, <!." £, (Mgh,) and

** U--, (A,) The physician felt him, (Mgh,)

and felt his arm, or hand, (A,) to know if he

were hot or cold. (Mgh.) And 5ül U. He

felt the sheep, or goat, to know if it were fat or

lean. (A, Mgh.)—U- is also, sometimes, with

the eye. (IDrd, S, Mgb.") You say, *: 4:

(IDrd, S, A, K) t He looked sharply, or intently,

or attentively, at him, or it, for the purpose of

investigation and clear perception. (K,TA.) IDrd

cites as an ex, a verse (of 'Obeyd, or 'Abeed, [for

I find it written without any syll. signs,] the son

of Eiyoob El-'Amberee, TA) in which occurs
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U-a-- -A-a

• * * * * * *

the expressionź. •3-2- : (S:) but Sgh says

that the right rading is ,-- (TA)-3

J39 + He traversed the land. (Aboo-Sa’eed

El-Yeshkuree, TA)—#9 -, (S, Msb, K.)

and "U-5, (S, A, Msh, K) : He searched, or

sought, for, or after, nen's or tidings; inquired,

or sought for information, respecting news or

tidings; searched or inquired or spied into, in

vestigated, scrutinized, or examined, nen's or

tidings: (S, K:) he searched, or sought, re

peatedly, or leisurely and by degrees, for news or

tidings. (MSb) You say also, ö% "J-5,

and c5% 32, t He inquired, or sought for in

formation, respecting such a one; as alsoU-5,

which latter verb occurs in an extr. reading of

verse 87 of ch. xii. of the Kur: or the former

signifies he sought after him for another; and

the latter, “he sought after him for himself.” or

"J-3 signifies [he acted as a spy;] he in

quired respecting, or searched or inquired or spied

into, things which others veiled or concealed by

reason of disdainful pride or of shame or pudency;

and J-3, “he listened:” (TA) in the last

of the senses here assigned to it, the former verb

is used in the Kur, xlix. 12, where it is said,

"b-5 %, for b:3; (Mujahid, Bd, K.)

" or the meaning here is, and do not ye inquire

respecting, or search or inquire or spy into, private

circumstances: or take ye nuhat appeareth, and

leave ye what God hath concealed. (Mujáhid,

K.) You also say, Asin 3: 2: "J->| | He

examined or spied into, and sought out, for them,

the circumstances of the people. (Mgh.)

5: see 1, in five places.

8: see 1, first and last sentences.-->
• * J. # - -

Lá'." J.''', (A,) or ). Ul, (K,) | The camels

sought out the first sprouts of the herbage with

their mouths: (A:) or cropped the herbage with

their Jas-, (K) i. e., their mouths. (TA)

• ø *

U-e-e- : See J.-->

J- : See J.--— | The lion that marks

his prey nith his clans : (K, TA:) or one that

traverses a land. (Aboo-Sa’eed El-Yeshkuree,

T.A.)–it." A certain beast, that nvill be in

the islands, that will search after news, or tidings,

and bring them to Ed-Dejjál [or Antichrist].

(Lth, L, K.)

.# a dial var. of£, (Mb) and sing of

J.'ss-, (Mab, TA) which is syn, with J.5-,

(Kh, S, A, K,) signifying The five senses. (TA.)
6 * *

See a-la-.

J.-- ! A spy, nho searches for, and brings,

information, news, or tidings: (S," Msb,” TA:)

or one who is acquainted with private affairs of

an evil nature: as also "J--- (K) [and
6 & e. s * > *

"J-t-.] and U-230 signifies one who is ac

quainted with private affairs of a good nature:

(TA:) pl. U--!> (A.)
8 - - 3 * *

- (A, TA) and "ā- (S, A, Mgh, Mob,

K) The place which one feels neith his hand, (A,”

Mgh, K, TA,) for the purpose of testing it, that

he may form a judgment of it: (Mgh:) and

* the latter, the place which the physician feels

[to know if a patient be hot or cold]: (S, Msb:)

pl. J-e-. (S, A, Msb, K.) You say, "4:

5- [The place in which one feels him is hot].

(A, TA.) And ū- es; -#. [How dost

thou find the place in which one feels her?];

referring to a sheep or goat: to which one

answers, “Indicative of fatness.” (A.)–[Hence,

t Anything external n:hich indicates the internal

condition.] It is said in a prov., (S, A, Mgb, K.)

relating to camels, (Mab) -- 3%(SA,
• * ~ * ~ 3 - - ~ 3 - - - - - 9

K) or Čiča-, (Mb) orú (+0-i,

(A, K,) + [Their mouths, or their palates, are the

things which indicate their internal condition :]

for if they eat well, he who looks at them suffi

ciently knows their fatness, (S, Msb, K,) without

feeling them: (S, K:) if one see them eat well,

it is as though he felt them: (A,TA:) or, accord.

to AZ, they feel the herbage, to test it, with their

heads [or mouths] and their palates: so that,

accord. to his explanation, the term Uls- is

tropically applied to these parts. (TA.) The

prov. relates to external evidences of things ex

plaining their internal qualities. (K.) [And

hence,] C-3 $3. J.' -á (K) t The camels

cropped the herbage with their mouths. (TA.)
wd * * J • 6 - d.

You say also, U-s-J) &#12 J).5, like as you say

e55" <--, ! [app. meaning Such a one is liberal,

munificent, or generous]: and in the contrary

case, J-31 £4, (A,) or ":-3, (K) or

both, (TA) signifying j-all -- " ? [app.,

not liberal]; (K, TA;) and not --Ji &ls

[which is explained as meaning of ample bosom,

and judgment, and love; and of ample way, or

course of proceeding: but I rather incline to

think that the right reading is~~ 8-9, and

the meaning, of ample, or large, mind, or heart].

(TA.) You also say, taea)à W4:-* es' & (A)

or 4- (TA) | [app., Verily in thy bosom, or

mind, or heart, is narronness; or in thee is

illiberality.]

6 * > *

ā-ā-e:

be used as an inf. n. of £- in the first of the

senses assigned to it above. (Mgh.)

3 - -

see U-a-e, throughout. - It may also

s

t-a

# * >

1 -, aor.", inf n : and it., (K)

thus in the corrected copies of the K, but in some

copies the latter infn, is written £, (TA) It

(a thing, TA) was, or became, hard, tough, rigid,

or stiff; (K, TA;) as also U.<-, aor. 2. (Mab

and K in art. •-)–: <!--, aor. *, inf. n.

‘C-, His hand became hard, tough, callous, (S,

TA) coarse, or rough, (TA) from work. (S,
• • & 5 e >

TA)-4.2% •l-> His joints became rigid,

or stiff (TA)= -$9 -i-. The ground

became hard, or hard and level, and rough: from

'C+, explained below. (Ks, K.)

:- Hard, or hard and level, and rough,

ground, (c)+ J-, Ks, K, TA) resembling

small pebbles. (TA.) [Accord. to some copies of

the K, Rough shin (3+ +)]– Frosen

nater, (K, TA,) resembling hail [strenued on the

ground]. (TA.)

6: o o

5u.e.- Hardness, toughness, callousness, [coarse

ness, or roughness,] of the hand, from work. (S.)

- Rigidity, or stiffness, of the neck, (§, K, TA,)

in a horse or the like. (S, TA.)

ā- : A hard, tough, callous, coarse, or

rough, hand. (K, TA.)

&- [Hard, tough, rigid, or stiff : see 1].

You say ex-le-J.- [A hard, o: hard and

rugged, mountain]. (TA.) And 4:-le- 22-->

[Hard, or hard and rugged, rocks]. (TA.) And

&- *: A rigid, or tough, plant. (TA.) And

i:- J% Hard, or hard and level, and rough,

ground; (TA) as also 'it':-. (Ks, K.) And

&- & A. rugged place; as also &-ts.

(TA.) And -23'sill à-la- all: A beast, or horse

or the like, having rigid, or stiff, legs, that nill

hardly bend. (TA.)

à-la- [in the CK •le-le-] Hardness, toughness,

rigidness, or stiffness; and ruggedness, or rough

ness. (K,”TA.)

9 & 4, 6 e

349-a-o: See&

*A*

1 *-*, aor.”, (S.K.) inf n. *-*. (S. KL)

It (blood) stuck, or adhered, (S, K, KL) as [to

him, or it]: (§, K.) and it (blood) became dry.

(KL.)

4. 3- It (a garment) was made to stick, or

adhere, to the -- [or body]. (Fr.S.)–Also,

inf n. St.<!, It (a garment) was dyed so that it

stood up by reason of [the thickness of] the dye.

(ISk,S) [See:-..]

5. -- from+" is like---> from ~1.

($ ) [apparently signifying He became, or as

sumed, a *-ā-, or body; or became corporeal, or

incarnate; and thus it is used by late writers, and

in the present day; but-2-3 generally signifies

he became corpulent : accord. to the TA, --~,

said of a man, is like--5. accord. to the KL,

the former signifies he became possessed of a body:

accord. to the PS, he became corporeal, or cor

pulent.]

+ The body, with the limbs or members, [or

whole person,] of a human being, and of a jinnee

(or genie), and of an angel: (El-Bári’, L., Msb,

K:) it is thus applied only to the body of a

rational animal; (El-Bári’, Msb;) to no body

that is nourished with food except that of a human

being; but to the body of every rational creature

that neither eats nor drinks, such as the genii and

the angels: (L:) [the genii, however, are com

monly believed to eat and drink:] or, accord. to

ISd, it seems to be applied to a body other than

that of a human being tropically: (TA:) the

[golden] calf of the Children of Israel cried, but

did not eat nor drink; [wherefore it is termed
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J-e-;] and in the Kur [vii. 146 and xx. 90],

|-- is a substitute for Š-e, or it may be meant

for --- #: (L:) [but see another explanation

of ---, as there used, below:] or+ is syn.

with &: [which is generally held to signify the

body without the head and arms and legs]: ($,

A.) the pl. is su-i (Lh, Mab,TA) Lh men.

tions the saying, st-9 #~~ Úl [Verily she is

beautiful in respect of body]; as though the sing.

of which the pl. is thus used were applied to every

separate part. (TA.)= Saffron; (S, Mob, K;)

as also "St.-: (Lth, IAar, ISk, S, A, Msb, K.)

or a similar dye : (S:) and "the latter signifies

also a similar dye, (Lth, Msb,) red, or intensely

yellon : (Lth, TA:) or bastard saffron; syn.

X: (Msb;) and so the former word. (L.)

—Also, (S, L, Mob, K.) and '-' (L, K) and

**-ū (L, MSb, K) and ':-- (L, K) and

**u-, (R) +Blood, (S) as also '3-, as

being likened to saffron: (Ham p. 215:) or dry

blood: (R, L, Msb, K:) pl. of the first as above.

(Ham p. 127)—some say that 3-5-2, in

the Kur, [in two verses referred to above,] means

A red golden calf (S.)

* * >s - s -

--- see --:= and see also -la-.

6 - 6 * * -

20.*- : see J-e-, in three places.

6 - 6 *

*A*-*- : Sé6 -A-.

3- Blood sticking to (-) a person; as also

'-- (S.)=See also+.

3+(L.K in art-->) and -i- (S. L.
K, TA, in the CK 3-I-') the name of A certain

idol, (S, L, K,) which was norshipped in the time

of paganism: (L:) the U is an augmentative

letter accord. to J and most of the leading lexico

logists; but F disapproves of the mention of the

word in this art. (TA.)

+: Red. (S)-Also, (S, Msh, K) and

sometimes':--, (IF, Mgb,) and*::, (K,)

A garment dyed with saffron : (K:) or nith

bastard saffron: (IAth, TA:) dyed nith st-:

(IF, Msb:) or saturated nith dye : (S:) or one

says, 8-all &- &: *: 9% L* [Upon such

a one is a garment saturated with dye]; and a Me

>: +: [Upon him is a garment saturated

with red dye]; and when it is standing up by

reason of [the thickness of] the dye, it is termed

+4 (Isk, $9 the pl. of this word is 3-1-2.

(S)-see also what next follows:– and see

*-*.

---, (S, A, K,) or ":4, (A,) the latter
-

- * *

is the original form, because it is from J-e-1,

meaning, “it was made to stick, or adhere, to the

body,” (Fr, S,) like-#. and -#4,and-i
4 - d - - -

and -ā-ae, (Fr, TA,) A garment worn next the

body (IAar, S, A, K) by a woman, so that she

sneats in it : (TA:) and a garment norn next

the body dyed with saffron: (A:) pl. ---.

(IAar, A.) [Hence,] L3 *u-Ji J.3: •)

-la-Ji (IAar, A) They (women) shall by no

means go forth to the mosques in the shirts that

are next the body. (IAar.)-See also+.

© - d. J.

See J-a-0.

6 * * *

*-6 :

J-e

1.3-, (K) aor.”, (TA) infn. #4 (A,

K, KL) and }*, said of a man, (K.) He was

daring, courageous, or bold: (A, KL:) he acted

nvith penetrating energy, or sharpness, vigorous

ness, and effectivenes; syn.J- and#. (K.)

You say, like Lake ---, aor. *, inf. n. 5'--, He

ventured upon such a thing daringly, courageously,

or boldly; (S, A;) as also "X-la-5: (S:) and
• * *

** WA-la-5 he emboldened himself against it, or

him. (A, K.) And 53 U18 -, (A, Msb)

aor. *, inf. n. 5* + and 5-, (Msb,) He acted

daringly, conrageously, or. holly, against his

enemy. (A.) And 'J.- Uaia d' -a-. ) He

dares not to do such a thing. (A.)=3-, (K,)

inf n. X+, (TA,) He (a man) arched, or vaulted,

a > [or bridge] (K)— It is said of [the

giant] 'Ooj (**), in a trad, 3: J. J. &

ā-X5-4, i.e., f [He fell don'n upon the Nile

of Egypt, and] became a bridge to them [for the

space of a year]. (A.)- And one says, ++

júl Aé, and * {3,<!, The travelling.

camels crossed, or passed over, the desert, (A, K.)

as by a bridge: (A:) and 3-9.#: ">-->

! The ship crossed, or passed over, the sea: (A:)

or rode upon, and passed through, the sea. (K.)

2, 3-, (A, K.) inf n -ji (Ki) [and
J. * * * -

Wor-a-l; (see #1;)] He encouraged him ; em

boldened him. (A, K.)

4: see 2.

6. X-U>5: see 1, in two places.-Also He

stretched himself up, and raised his head. (K.)

—Vasu * A-U-5 He put himself in motion to

him (En-Nawādir, K) with the staff, or stick.

(K.)- 12-la-5 They acted with mutual daring

or courage or boldness. (KL.)- They journeyed

[app, with boldness, or emulatingone anotherinbold.

ness]. (TA)—itsu X--- J.- [for3-5)

! The horses convey the brave armed men anay,

or along, or across. (A.)

8: see 1, last sentence, in two places.

6 & e.

4-e-: See }*. in two places.-Also, applied

to a he-camel, Sharp, spirited, or vigorous; syn.

Law [as contr.of…]: as also#:and'5-s:

applied to a she-camel: or (so in the K accord.

to the TA; but in the CK, “and”) tall: (K:)

or tall and bulhy: and with 5, applied to a she

camel, it has this last signification; (TA;) or

signifies strong, and bold to endure travel: (A,

TA:) the masc. epithet applied to a he-camel is

rare. (Lth, T.A.)–Also Large, or bulky; ap

plied to a camel, (§, K) &c., (S) or to anything,

(K) or to any limb, or member: (TA ') £m.

with s. (S. K.)—ess: 5-, and 25-31,

Full or plump [in the fore arms, and in the place

of the anklet]; applied to a girl, or young woman.

(A, TA.) = See also what next follows.

> and 'X'... [A bridge; and a dyke, or

causenay:] that on which one crosses over a

river or the like; (S, Mgh, Mgb, K;) as a 51.3

and the like; (TA;) whether built or not built :

(Mgh, Msb:) and a bridge of boats; boats bound

together, and tied to stakes in the bank, being

over a river; see ###: (TA:) pl. (of pauc.,

TA) + (K) and (of mult, TA) , ... (S,

Mob, K.) [Hence]- J.: + &#."

--" L' ! [Death is d bridge that conveys the

Jriend to the friend]. (TA.) And £u. Jas

*: c." 5-> ! [He made his obedience a bridge

to his safety]. (A, TA.)

* M -

25-a- Daring, courageous, or bold: (S, A:) or

courageous and tall; as also *::: (K:) or

courageous; and also tall and bulky; applied to

a man; and so *::: (TA:) fem. of the former

without, and sometimes with, 5: (Msb:) and of

the latter with 5: (TA:) pl. of the former3

and - (K, TA.) It is not applied to a he

camel; but with 5 is applied to a she-camel,

meaning Bold to traverse rugged, or difficult,

tracts. (Msb.)

:- Very daring or courageous or bold. (TA.)
• *J. 6 d -

5-s:* : see 4-4-.

A->

1.-- (S, Msb, K, &c.) aor.”, (K) inf n.

i-, (Mab, T.A.) He, or it, (a thing, $) was,

or became, great, or large : (S, K:) or so---,

aor. *, inf. n. Lo->; and the former, it (a thing)

was, or became, great, big, or bulky: (Msb:) or

he, or it, was, or became, great, or large, in body:

(KL:) or he, or it, was, or became, corpulent;

or corporeal, or bodied; as also "--~. (MA,

PS.)

2. ---, inf n.~, He, or it, made, or

rendered, corporeal; or great, large, big, or bulky.

(KL.)- [He made to be solid, or to have length

and breadth and thickness.]

5: see 1. - [Hence,] ljé- L' -> -->

! Such a thing assumed a form, or shape, [or an

embodiment,] in my eye. (TA.) And~.

2% &- &% t[app. Such a one was, or became,

an embodiment of generosity]. (TA.) And &t=
• * * * * *

--> *> ! [app. As though he were gene

rosity embodied]. (TA) = 0.5-3 ...- : He

chose such a one (S, K, TA)Aş c: &- [from

among the people, or party], (S,) or 5:4) &

& [from the kinsfolk, or tribe, &c., and sent

him]: (TA:) as though he directed his course,

or aim, to, or towards, his-> [or body]; like
4 *ow:

as you say, are:Ú, meaning “I directed my course,

or aim, to, or towards, his àel, and his U-3.”

(S.) [See also 5 in art. Lo:-.] One says also,

ū-jū J.''' &: âûQ: [Choose thou her,

a she-camel from among the camels, and stick
• of -

her]. (TA.)- Lāy') -->5 + He betook him

self tonards the land, or country, (S, K,) desiring
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to go thither. (S)-3391--~, (S.K.) and

J-1, (S,) + He mounted, or ascended, the

greater part of the sand, (S,K,) and of the moun

tain. (S.) [See also 5 in art. Lo:*-.]—-

3.9 ti, a 4: ...#5 (S. K.T.A.) i.e., He

ventured upon, embarked in, or undertook, the

main part, or bulk, of the affair : (TK:) or he

constrained himself to do it, or perform it; as

also 4.5-5. (Aboo-Mihjen, Aboo-Turáb, TA:)

or both these verbs signify he took it, or imposed

it, upon himself, or he undertook it, in spite of

difficulty or trouble or inconvenience. (Aboo

Turáb, TA in art. ...+.) You say also, &\s

"...--" - and ~ : : [app.

meaning Such a one undertakes, in spite of diffi

culty or trouble or inconvenience, those things, or

affairs, that are causes of difficulty or trouble or

inconvenience; i.e., difficult, or troublesome, or

inconvenient things or affairs: supposing the

two nouns to be pls of which the sings. are
* * * d - 6 * > d > 6 * * d -

ā--> and as:*-*, of the measure alsåe, like

is: and i: and #: (originally iii:)

&c.]. (TA.)

> The body, nith the limbs or members;

syn. :-- (AZ, S, Msh;) as also & 4 and

&: (AZ, S.Msh :*) or - and '3'

are syn. with J-e-; (AS, S;) or signify the

whole body and limbs or members of a man, (K,

and T and Msb in explanation of L-2-,) and of

a beast, a camel, and the like, (T, Msb,) and of

any other species, (K,) of large make; (T, Msb,

K;) and &: is syn. with U--> [app. as

meaning “a person"]; and '3'-- signifies

the whole-- of a man: (As, S:) or - sig

nifies [a body, or material substance; a solid ;]

a thing having length and breadth and thickness;

so that, when it is cut and divided, no portion

thereof ceases to be a~: whereas a Ja:

[meaning “a person”] ceases to be a U--> by

its being divided: (Er-Răghib,TA:) a thing that

is capable of being divided in length and breadth

and thickness is called J.-->> and also,

because it is a subject of investigation, or inquiry,

in instruction in the mathematical studies,>
3 • • 0.

&: (KT:) pl. [of pauc.] Xuà and [of
- - • a p J J & • *

mult] -->--. (K.) You say, a--- ~13,

(M, A, K, in art.”) and 4: Ai (IKI,

M, ib.,) and 4.- : A, (T, M, A, ib.,)

! He became fat, after leanness; (A;) his good

state of body returned to him; (M, K;*) his

condition of body became good, after extenua

tion; and health, or soundness, thereof returned

to him. (T.) And 'gl: -ā-ā ā [Verily

he is slender, spare, or lean, of body]. (TA.)

•- &l." ău:A:S [The material*

stances of different natures; also called Au-9

à: the seven material substances, and Šláial 5

namely,] the 2-20- [which are the four elements,

fire, air, earth, and water,] and the three pro

ducts composed of these, (KT,) which are minerals,

vegetables, and animals. (Note in a copy of the

KT.) £ill A-9, as used by those who

Bk. I.

study to discover occult thing, signific, TheJ%

and the us.”: and aux-axll _2\-e-S1, every

thing beside these two, of the heavens and the

[elements termed] --it- therein. (KT.)

[3- Bodily, or corporeal.]

63 -

(#~~ Bodiliness, or corporeity.]

6 • O J. a o

du-ā- see L-e-, in four places.

3 - * * 6 •

Us'-- : See Loe-e-.

A+ : see what next follows.

* / 1

--- Great; large; (S, Msb, K;) as also*::

(S, K.) big; bulky : (Msb:) fem. with 5: (K.)

pl. X->.(S, Msb) [and + also, like as 33

is pl. of 49-]: and corpulent, large in body, or

big-bodied; (K,"TA;) as also 'J', applied

to a man. (T.A.) You say,* 2-> & *

[It is one of great affairs or events]; and &

*" *A*- [meaning the same, 9. ofgreat

afflictions or calamities]. (TA.) And--> [like

wise, or --- *: signifies Great affairs or

events. (TA.) 4-9 --> signifies [also] The

bulk, or the greater, main, principal, 9: chief,

part, of the affair; and so 2-9 "L-a-i. (S.)

–[The pl.] --> also signifies t Intelligent men.

(TA.)– U-59 --- Elevated land over n:hich

nater has risen : (K,” TA:) pl. Al->. (K.)

2+. Greater, larger, bigger, or bulkier; or

greatest, largest, biggest, or bulkiest. (S, K.) See
s •

also Lo--.

Jo • •

Le-la-2 : see 5, last sentence.

3-2- : omitted in some copies of the S.

1. t-, (S, M, Msb, K.) aor. *, (M., Msb, K.)

inf n > (M, K) and 5-, (M.T.A.) He, or

it, (a man, M, TA, or a thing, Msb) was, or

became, hard, tough, rigid, or stiff': (M, MSb,

K:) [see also t- or, said of a man,] he was,

or became, hard, rough, harsh, or ungentle; contr.

of-sis. (3) And 's-, if n +and

U+, The hand, or arm, nas, or became, dry,

or tough, or hard, (S, TA) in the bones, with

little flesh; (TA;) and in the same sense the

verb is said of other things. (S.)- It (water)

congealed, or froze. (S, TA) - Also, inf. n.

3+. He (an old man) attained the utmost age

[so that his limbs became rigid]. ($, T.A.)

3. Sull-, (K) infnius--, (TA) He treated

him, or regarded him, nith enmity, or hostility.

(K, TA.)

#-la- 3. A hand, or an arm, dry, or tough,

or hard, in the bones, with little flesh. (TA)

And -:3# à-la- #3 A. beast Javing tough,

or hard, legs. (TA.) And a-la- Cl-, Stiff,

rigid, or tough, and hard, spears. (TA.) [See

also J.-- in art. t-]

&

U

#
1 + (S, A, K.) aor. , inf n -, (S)

He ground it (namely wheat, S, or grain, A)
* * ~ *

coarsely; (S, A;) as also "a:<-1. (S.)- He

bruised, brayed, or pounded, it: and he broke it:

(S, K:) as also **.i. (K)- He beat him,

or struck him, with a staff or stick. (S, K.)

4: see 1, in two places.

6 * >

*

# (A, K, TA) and 'J'. (TA) Loudness,

or vehemence, of voice or sound: (A, K, TA:)

and a rough sound coming forth from the .50

[or air-passages in the nose], in n'hich is a hoarse

ness. (K, T.A.) You say, "U+J% J* es'

In the neighing of the horse is a rough sound:

(TA ) which is one of the qualities approved in

ho's (IDrd.) And* + 2* >5. J.

Usey. In the sound of the bon is a roughness of

twanging on the occasion of shooting. (AHn

TA.)

J- See #, in two places.

J.-- Wheat coarsely ground; as also

'J', '+'. (S)-And, [as an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. predominates,] (TA,) as

also "#, (S, K, TA,) What is coarsely

ground, (S, K, TA,) of n-heat &c., (S,) or of

wheat and the like: (K, TA:) or the former,

grain when bruised, brayed, or pounded, before

it is cooked: and " the latter, such as is cooked :

but ISd says that this distinction is not of valid

authority. (TA.)- Also, the former, i. q. 3.*

[Meal ofparched barley or n heat, coarselyground,

n:hich is made into a hind of gruel]; (El-Fārisee,

S, K;) and so " the latter: (A:) or * the latter

is the n. un. (El-Fārisee.) You say,J

*ā: Give thou me to drink [some] &3-.

(A.) Or G.2- is not called "à:-, but is called

55.25-, q v. (TA)- And the former, (Sh, K.)

or 'i:-, (TA in art. L:2,) Wheat coarsely

ground, and put into a cooking-pot, into which

some flesh-meat is thronn, or some dates, and

then cooked: (Sh, K:) also called á's: (TA:)

or a soup made of coarsely bruised wheat. (TA

in art. U53.)

6 • •

• * *

•

s -

a:*- : see U:a-, in seven places.

à -

Ji-i Having a rough, (S, K,) or loud, or vehe

ment, (A,) voice, or sound: (S, A, K:) applied to

a man, and a horse, and thunder, (A, K,) &c. (K.)

You say, *" J- J% A man having a

[rough, or] loud, or vehement, voice. (A.) And
w * * > * C - * ~ *

Ji- J”, (A,) or >2-all U-1, (§, TA,) A

horse in n:hose neighing is a roughness. (TA.)

And j-i 'A- (A) or * :-i, (S)

Clouds that thunder vehemently. (A8.) And

à:- J#, [:- being the fem. ofJ-ll A bon,

having a rough twanging, (AHn, K.) n:hen one

shoots with it. (AHR)-3-9 is also the

name of One of the sounds of n:hich musical

modulations are formed, (Kh, K) which are

three in number; [app. meaning the treble, tenor,

and bass, clefs; the last being that to which this

54
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term is applied;] the sound thus called being

from the head, (Kh) issuing from theL*

[or air-passages in the nose], having in it a

roughness and hoarseness, (Kh, K) and folloned

by a gradual fall (23-5) [of the voice] modulated

in accordance to that same sound, and then fol

c. * but I

think it probable that this is a mistranscription for

L*. or L-3', or the like, for, though J#3

might perhaps, by straining a metaphor, be applied

to denote a varied sound, its being understood in

this sense seems to be forbidden by its being here

added] like the first. (Kh, TA.) [This explana

tion is perhaps illustrated by the fact that the bass

in the music of the Arabs is often formed of one

loned by a sound [in my original

prolonged note, falling and rising.]- Also#,

IU# being understood,] A pebbly plain, fit for

palm-trees. (K, T.A.)

#. , (S,) or '#~, (A,) or both, (K,)

A mill (S, K) with which U++ is ground:

(S:) or a small mill with which one grinds

coarsely. (A.)

6 * >

4-a-0 :
•

see what next precedes.

• a d - 6 -

* * -
*

L-2-a-2 : see L-e-.

t

* o. of ~ *

1. a-ā Sūt-, (§, K,) aor. *, (K) inf. n.

+, (S. K. KL) like 3,43, (TA) and #4,

(KL, [or ti- so Golius on the authority of the

KLJ) [like+ ++, and ++] His soul

[or stomach] heaved, by reason of grief or fright:

(S, K; and so in the O'; but in one copy of the

K, by reason of grief or joy: TA:) or [simply]

heaved, or rose : (T in art. 223:) and heaved, or

became agitated by a tendency to vomit; (K;)

i. s. 3:- and -i (Sh, TA ) and Šlé

U-4 Gl My soul [or stomach] heaved, or became

* *
f

agitated by a tendency to vomit, or became heavy,

(#) in consequence of pain from something

that it disliked. (Ish, TA)—all c=t.

He nauseated food, in consequence of indigestion.

(TA.)—" <!-- The sheep emitted a sound

from their throats. (Ith, K)-- $8. <!--

# The earth put for: al it. plants, Or herbage .

like as they say, Wiel Jay') -as [lit. “the earth

vomited her victuals”]. (TA)-L303 <!--

ts' ! [The meadons, or gardens,] put forth

[their good things]. (TA.)- last. $$.” <!--

! [The countries, or tonns, &c.,] cast forth [their

inhabitants]. (TA)-3-34, 3-1 st

! [The seas] cast forth [their naves]. (TA.)

Also ū- said of the sea, t It rushed on, (TA,)

gren, dark, (K, TA,) and nas tumultuous with

its waves; (TA;) and [in the CK “or”] im

pended over one. (K, T.A.) And in like manner

said of the night, 1 It came on suddenly, (TA,)

gren, dark; (K, TA;) and [in the CK “or”]

impended over one. (K,TA)---> <!--

+ The wild animals made a single leap, or spring.

(TA.)-X* ti- f The people, or company of

Ú - – -

men, went forth from one country, or town, to

another. (S, K, T.A.) It is said in a trad.,
>

4-o's * L'é ź. <!-- + The Greeks rose,

• • J.

and advanced from their country [in the time of

'Omar]. (TA.)

2 :

5. tiss, (S) inf n. #5, (§, Mgh,K; [in

the CK, #1 is erroneously put for #~5.51;])

or G+:, in n > 3; (Mab3) and "ú-, (S)
inf. m. a 's-5; (S, K;) both signify alike; (S;)

He eructed, or belched; i. e., emitted a sound

accompanied with nind, from his mouth, on an

occasion of satiation of the stomach, (Mgh, Msb,)

intentionally: (Mgh:) or it (the stomach) emitted

nvind (K, TA) on an occasion of its impletion

nvith food or drink. (TA.)

8. 35." t-l, and $$.”#, +[Hefound

the country to disagree nith him, and] the country

disagreed nith him. (S, K.)

see 5.

#- A light bon: (S, K:) or a bon' that makes

a ringing sound : (Lth, TA:) or a light rod of

the tree called &#: (As, S.) pl. £i, (K)

anomalous, and asserted by IHsh to be rare, (TA..)

and <>W - (K: in the CK, -'l'-.) --~~

!--- A light arron'. (Yaakoob, T.A.)=A large

number (IAar, K, TA) of men, and of cattle.

(IAar, T.A.)

it: See #4.— Also t Daybreak : [or,]

accord. to 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh, the blowing of the

wind at daybreak. (TA.)

•

63 - d. < * ,

5u:-: see 'lis-, in two places.

s: J.;; A ringing bon. (TA. [See also

#~, WOce Ji-i, in art. U+.])

#: A belch; i.e., a sound accompanied with

wind, from the mouth, on an occasion of satiation

of the stomach; (Mgh, Msb;) a subst. from 5;
# * *

(As, S, Mab, K.) as also "it: (S,K) and

*# (K: but the first and last of these three

words are omitted in some copies of the K:) or

* the second of these three words, accord. to

some, is a superlative epithet, signifying a great,

or frequent, belcher. (MF.)- Also t.An in

vasion of the night, and of the sea. (K, TA.)

The torrent and the night (J:1, J:0 are

• - of

called &#9 [the two blind things] because

their invasion is vehement. (TA.)

*

-->

1. --, aor. *; and+. aor. *; (K;) and

- - 6 * * *

++, aor. 2, inf. n. All:e-; (TA;) said of

wheat, or food, (Axi.) It was gross, or coarse:

(K, TA:) it was badly and coarsely ground:

(TA:) or it was nithout seasoning, or condiment,

or anything to render it savoury. (K.)- And

the first, It (a thing) was thick, gross, big, coarse,

or rough. (TA.)-And ---, aor. 2, inf. n.

6 - d. J.

ãº:*-, He (a man, TA) was a foul, or bad,

eater. (K, TA.)=4: He ground it coarsely;

namely, wheat. (K,TA)—4:#-ā- God

caused his youth, or youthful vigour, to pass

anay: or rendered him vile and despicable (#,

#): or may God cause &c. (K.)

12. b:3:1, accord. to some, or ls:

accord. to others, occurs in a trad. of 'Omar;

(TA in art. --~~;) [and J says, and so Az

accord. to the TA,] the former, if used like the

latter, is not improbably correct; but I have not

heard it. (S.) [See art. --~4-.]

6 d - s -

--~~ : see ---.

* D /

-:*- The rinds of pomegranates: (K:) of

the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

o -

'-' (K) and ':-, (S,K) applied to

wheat, or food, Gross, or coarse: (S, K, TA:)

badly and coarsely ground: (TA:) or without

seasoning, or condiment, or anything to render

it savoury: (K, TA:) --~~- [probably+]

signifies also anything disagreeable in taste, and

choking : (TA:) and gross, or coarse, and dry,

or tough: (IAth, TA:) and what is dry, or

tough, of herbage. (TA.)- Also, the first, A

bulky and strong camel: (ISk, TA:) a thick

boned horse. (Ham p. 207.)

(S, K) and *-i-#. and '--** and

o J. •

-2'- A rough, or coarse, (or, as some say,

TA,) short woman. (K, TA.)

+: See --Also Anything rough,

gross or coarse, disagreeable to the taste, and

choking. (K.)- A thick, rough, or coarse, gar

ment, or piece of cloth. (S.)-A rough, or

coarse, and old, norn-out, skin for water or milk.

(TA.)- Rude, uncivil, unkind, rough, speech

or language. (TA.)- And (applied to a man,

TA) A foul, or bad, eater. (K, TA.)

--- Big, or bulky, and courageous, brave,

or bold. (IAar, K.)=[Also, accord. to Golius,

as on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof, but in this

case probably a mistranscription for ---, A.

wooden thing upon which clothes are put.] -

6 & - d.

-: *-* A man (Sh) coarse in his means of

subsistence. (Sh, K.)

* - d. s -

-l's-e: see -: *---Thick, gross, big, coarse,

Ol' rough, (S, and Ham p. 207,) and short. (Ham

ib.)– c).” *- Thick, gross, or big, in

body. (T, T.A.)

6 J d - s -

**-*: see -->.

&

J-e

1.3-, aor.”, (A, S, A, Mgh) inf n +,

(As, S. K.) and *, +, (A) inf n. 4-5 (K.)

He took, or sent, forth his beasts to pasture, (AS,

S, Mgh, K,) not to return in the evening : (As,

S, Mgh:) [or] he pastured his beast near to the

tents or houses: (A:) [or] X:- signifies also

one's pasturing his horses before his tent or house,

after their covering: (K:) or a people's taking

forth their horses and pasturing them before

their tents or houses. (L.)-And #- and

": also signify The leaving or neglecting [a

thing]: (K, TA:) and dismissing [it]. (TA.)
• *-ū /

&#13++, meaning He estranged himself from
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the Kur-án, is said of him who has neglected the

reading or reciting of i. for two months. (L from

a trad.)= alkal U's Utoll --> The cattle went

forth to the places of pasturage from their

07*67's. (A)--si &: J#. 3:- 1 The man

Journeyed anay from his family, or nife. (A.)
J C & • * * J. - s # *

-all -e-, (aor. *, S,) inf n. 23-, (S, A,

K,) | The dann broke, (S,) or rose, (K,) or came

..forth. (A.)

2: see 1, in two places.

• * >

J-*- :

6 - -

see -: *-, in three places.

* Camels or sheep or goats pasturing in

their place, not returning to their onners (As, S,

K) at night: (Ki) or [simply] not returning to

their onners. (As, T.A.) [See also*4.1–

+A people who pass the night noith the camels,

(As, S, K,) in their place, not returning to their

tents or houses: (As, S:) who go forth nith their

beasts to the place of pasturage, and remain in

their place, not returning to the tents or houses:

the doing this is not considered as travelling, and

therefore is not a legal reason for shortening the

ordinary prayers: (A’obeyd, TA:) and "X

signifies the same. (TA, as on the authority of

A’Obeyd. [But perhaps this latter is a mistran

scription for #: see what follows.]) [A man

who is anay (#, K, TA) from his family, or

wife, with his camels; (TA;) as also "3:

(K, TA:) and in like manner the former is ap

plied to a company of men; and soX: [a pl. of
s • 6 * ~ 6 d. 6 J A

**u-, q.v.]: you say -->55 and >. (L,

TA.)=The herbs, or leguminous plants, of [the

season, or rain, called] the &: (L, K;) as also
6 o' -- 2 * *

">. (L.) And x* [app. x++ or ">]

also signifies A pasture-land in which horses feed.

(TA.)

•

* See #.*Also A [quiver of the kind

called] aai, ; (S, K;) i.e., a aius ; andso:

accord. to ISd, a [quiver of the kind called] **,

of skins, slit in the side in order that the wind

may enter it and the feathers may therefore not

be eaten : (TA:) or, accord. to Z, i. q. *5

(IAth, T.A.)- And A large 39%. [or sackj:

(S, K:) pl. [of pauc.] #: and [of mult.] X+.(TA.) •

jú. The on ner (~~) of a pasture-land in

which horses feed. (K.) You say, “He is the

Jú- of our camels.” (A, TA. [But it seems

to be implied in the A that it signifies the same

aS* as explained below.])

* One who takes forth horses and camels to

the pasture-land, and remains there: [see also

#1 pl. - (TA) [and # is another

pl. of the same:] see*—Also [the pl.]}:

Camels, and asses, going whithersoever they will.

(TA.)

##"> t A drink that is taken at daybreak:

(S, A. K:) you say,ā-lū: We drank

the morning-draught that is taken at daybreak :

(S, A:) and it has no verb: ($:) or it is only of

camels' milk : (K:) or it is correctly of general

application: or is properly of nine; for this is

what is most frequently mentioned: and it is also

used as an epithet: thus you say #Al- #.

(TA.)- +A certain kind of food: (K,TA :) or

a kind of food eaten at daybreak. (TA)- +The

[last part of the night, called the] - (K.)

because near to daybreak. (TA.)- +Midday:

(K:) because of the appearance and spreading of

its light. (TA.)

* - ~ *

+:*-* [A beast] made to pass the night in the

pasture, anay from its on ner, not brought back

in the evening : (K,” TA: [see also*D Or

not pastured near the nater: (IAar, TA:) or

that is pastured near to the water. (El-Mundhiree,

TA.) And#~ J.- Horses pastured (S, K)

L-9 [in the place of pasturage that is pro

hibited to the public]. (S.)

inf n.

6 * *

*

1. &#, aor. * , &-, He nas, or be

came, affected with the most vehement desire,

eagerness, avidity, cupidity, or hankering, (S, O,

K.) and, (O, K,) as explained by an Arab of the

desert to As, (IDrd,) with the norst kind thereof,

(IDrd, O, K,) for eating &c. : (TA:) or, as ex

plained by another Arab of the desert to As,

(IDrd,) he took his on n share, and coveted the

share of another: (IDrd, K.) and "&#~ sig

nifies the like; (S;) or i, q. J3-5, q. v. (K.)

*

- also signifies The being impatient on

account of separation from an associate. (TA.)

–And The being frightened, terrified, or afraid.

(TA.)

5: see 1.

6. £1 (£ They straitened each other in

pressing to the nater, and [so I render L: letsäl

vied, each nith the other, in endeavouring to

satisfy their thirst; (K;) on the authority of an

Arab of the desert. (TA.)

&:- part. n. of&#, Affected nith the most

vehement desire, &c.: pl. &*, (S, K,) and

Lºuis- and \s:e- and &u= are also pls. [of the

same]. (TA)—&: The lion. (TA)—4 - 6 • 6 d - •

&: &:- U+. A man in whom are combined

impatience and fright and a heavy, or a heaving,

state of the soul. (TA.)

&:- One who assumes a false disposition, and

that which is not in him. (TA.)

&: [comparative and superlative of &#:

More, and most, affected with most vehement

desire, &c.]. (TA.)

_*

1. *%+, aor. , int n + ($, Mih, K)

and isús, (Msb, K.) He took, or imposed, upon

himself the affair, or he undertook it, as a task,

or in spite of difficulty or trouble or inconvenience;

(S, Msb, K.) as also "4:3-5, (S, Msb, K.) and
J wo

a-a-3: (Aboo-Turáb, TA:) or "the second and

third signify he constrained himself to do it, or

perform it: (Aboo-Mihjen, Aboo-Turáb, TA in

art. -->:) and liés liès "...#~ He did such

and such things against his will, and in spite of

difficulty or trouble or inconvenience. (TA.) [See

also an ex of "L:-5 in art. --, conj. 5, last

sentence.] #1 &= <!<+ is said to mean

[I have imposed upon myself difficulty or trouble

or inconvenience, in coming to thee,] so that I have

journeyed, and become in want of the water of

the nater-skin in the journey: or the meaning is,

I have suffered, and imposed upon myself, diffi

culty or trouble or inconvenience, so that I have

sweated like the water-skin: or by the 5% of the

as: is meant its Gle, i.e., its 33-2, by which it

2 o is ~ :

is carried; and the phrase means <! "<<+5

ăşăl J.- [I have imposed upon myself, in spite

of difficulty &c., in coming to thee, the carrying

of the nater-skin]; alluding to journeying and its

difficulties: (Harp. 511 :) [and in like manner,]

one says, £13, "'<:-5. (Sin art. 3-)

The sportsman, when he has not taken any game,

and has returned disappointed, says, <+ Lo

ū. 4: [app, meaning I have not had the

trouble ofbringing to thee so much as a hoof of a

gazelle or the like] (AZ, TA.) And +...+ U.

ūsī. Aśl, i.e., I have not eaten, to-day, food,

is said on the occasion of the disappointment of

any one seeking a thing. (AZ, T.A.)

2.359' 4.3-, (S, Msh, K) inf n. *:::

($) and "4:-l; ($, Msb, K.) He imposed

upon him, or made him to undertake, the affair,

as a task, or in spite of difficulty or trouble or

inconvenience; or he ordered, required, or con

strained, him to do the thing, it being difficult or

troublesome or inconvenient. (S, Msb, K.) Hence,

(S, TA,) in a trad. of Zeyd Ibn-'Amr Ibn-Nufeyl,

(TA,)

* *J J's - *

[Whatever thou impose upon me, in spite of diffi

culty &c., I undertake it, in spite of difficulty

&c.]. (S, TA.)

4: see 2.

* c > * >

* *

5: see 1, in six places.-J% --~~5 I

mounted, or ascended, the greater part of the
* c < * *

sand: some say thus; and some say -->5.

(TA)—sil c. 3- 0.93 +...+5, I directed

my course, or aim, tonards such a one, [and chose

him, (like *::, q.v.)].from among the people,

or party. (Abu-n-Nadr, TA.)

X:A state of destruction, perdition, or death.
* * *

(AA,TA)- See also -->.

X: see :=Also Bad money: pl.>+.

(IKh, TA.)

6 * *

Lo:*- : see>, in two places.—Also Fat

ness. (AA, K.)
6 • s •

* *

: See •

--- _*

6 * j,

&

L.:- Weight, or heaviness; ($, K;) as also

"...+. (K,) and "...+ accord to the K, but

correctly "...+, as in the A and L: (TA:) [and

54 *
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an unpleasing, and a difficult or troublesome or an
• * ~ *

inconvenient, affair :] a subst: from is .5-5

liés, explained above: see 1. (TA.) You say,
* * * * * * ~ * ~ * •os * * * *

4-> -ske U'X'. Usall, (S,) or "a~-, (TA,)

Such a one thren upon me his weight, or heavi

ness: (S, TA:) to which Z adds, or his difficult,

or troublesome, or inconvenient, affair, that he

had imposed upon himself, or that nas imposed

upon him. (TA.)= Also The –35- [i. e., the

belly; or the chest; &c.]: or the breast, with the

ribs that contain it: (K:) or the breast of a

camel: (S, TA:) and the part [of the skin] of

the camel's breast, and of the rest of the body

thereof, with which the [kind of quiver called]

cys [i. e. &# is covered. (TA.) You say, a:

*~, meaning He thren, his breast upon him.

(TA.)

+, [app. pl. of's , like ass: is pl. of

*] Fat men: (IAar, K:*) and tall, crafty

or cunning, and wicked or malignant, men.

(IAar, T.A.)

>+ A man who takes, or imposes, upon him

self, or n:ho undertakes, affairs, nith energy or

vigour, or in an extraordinary degree, in spite of

difficulty or trouble or inconvenience. (Msb.)

X---, (K,) or, as in the book of Kr,*.

(TA,) Thick, gross, coarse, rough, rugged, rude,

big, or bulky. (K.) See alsoX+.

> A man taking, or imposing, upon himself,

or undertaking, an affair, in spite of difficulty or

trouble or inconvenience. (Msb.) See 2.

2: The lion (K)

>s-, see 5 in art. -->.

U->

* > d > :

J+2+ and Us"3+: See art. U+2+.

Jae

2. --> He plastered a building with J.

[or gypsum]: (Mgh, K.) or he made a house

therewith: (Mab3) i. 7. Jaa, (S, TA) which

is of the dial. of El-Hijáz. (TA.)

s

... (S.Mg,M,K) and ..., &Mg,

K,) but the former is the more chaste: (TA,

from an Expos. of the FS:) the latter is dis

approved by IDrd, and disallowed by ISk;

(TA;) and it is said in the Bári', on the autho

rity of AHát, that the latter is the form used

by the vulgar, and the former is that which is

correct: (Msb:) [Gypsum; a certain substance]

nith which one builds, (S,) or plasters; (Mgh;)

well known: (Msb, K:) arabicized; (S, Mgh,

Mgb, K;) because & and Lo do not occur in

any Arabic word; (Mgb;) or, accord. to AZ,

there are some [Arabic] words in which they

both occur, as has been mentioned in art. Jae-l:

from &#, (Mgh, K, [in the CK &D or, as

d ; which are Persian: (TA:) in

the dial of the people of El-Hijaz, Jas [i. e. Jas

some say, 2

3.

or Las]. (Lth, T.A.) [The n. un, is with 5: see

art. Jaş.]

J.-- A preparer of --- [or gypsum].

(S, K.)

*** [pl. of i-us- Places in which

U- for gypsum] is made. (K.)

Jás

1. **, ..[aor, accord. to rule, -, and inf. n.,

probably,*] He was short and fat. (IAar, K.)

4. is- He was, or became, proud; or exces

sively proud, corrupt, unbelieving, or disobedient.

(Sgh, K.)

I:- [probably an inf n used as an epithet]

applied to a man, (S, ) Large; big; bulky; or

large in body, corpulent, and fleshy: (S, K, TA:)

or tall, large in body, a great eater and drinker,

who eacults, and behaves insolently and ungrate

fully to God: (Fr, TA:) occurring in a trad.

describing the people of Hell. (S.)

**

1 * (S.K.) aor. , (K) in n +,

(TA,) He prostrated him; he thren him donn

upon the ground; (S, K, TA;) like*: (S;)

as also "4:-, (K) inf n. *. (TA)

and 'u', (S,K, [in the CK erroneously written

*]) like it from it., (S) int. n. *.

(S, TA [in the latter, in one place, probably by a

mistake of a copyist, written 5usa-].)- He in

verted it, or him; he turned it, or him, upside

don'n, or over, or inside out ; syn. £5. (K.)

- He collected it; (K;) mostly used in relation

to that which is small in quantity, paltry, or in
• - -

considerable. (TA)=----, (A, K,) and -->

**, (A,) He made a quiver of the kind called

ā-e-. (A, K.)

2 :

5: see 7.

7. ~~! and " -> (K) and "J

(S, K) He became prostrated, or thronin donn

upon the ground. (S, K.)

Q. Q. 1. *: see 1.

see 1.

Q. Q. 2. J: see 7.

£- A. aius [or quiver] (A, K) for arrows

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K) of the kind called*

(S, A, Msb, K) and for those that are called J:

also : (Ham p. 154:) but some make a distinc

tion between i:- and ius: the former, they

say, is for -uś, and the latter, for U: : (Mz,

MF:) accord. to IDrd, the ājūče is only for U.5,

and is of leather: that which is of wood is called

*A*- : and that which is of two pieces [of wood]

joined together is called c)3 [i. e. &#1; (Ham

ubi supra:) accord. to ISh, the axe- is round

and wide, with a cover on the top, over its mouth:

the aă, is smaller, and its upper and lower parts

are of equal size; whereas the axe- is nide in

its upper part, and contracted in its loner part;

wide in its upper part that the feathers of the

arron's [having ample room] may not become

detached ; for the arron's are put in the quiver

nith the points don’nnards: each of these two

kinds is made of two corresponding pieces of

wood: (TA:) the pl. is ~\xe- (S, A, Msb, K) and

+. (Msb.) You say, is: *" b%

+: [They inverted, or inclined, the quivers,

and, poured Jorth.the arrors]. (A, TA.) And

<>2</l <>W was axe-axe [With him is a quiver

in which are the daughters of death; i.e., deadly

arron's]. (A,TA.)- Also The largest of drink

ing-vessels. (MF, TA.)

6 y o J

--> A man (S) short, and ugly, or con

temptible; or ugly, and small in body : (S, K:)

or weak, and destitute of good: or vile, or mean,

and despicable : (K:) or a lon, mean, or sordid,

and weak man: pl. -*. (TA.)

#ū- The art of making quivers of the kind

called A-, pl. of i' (A, K.)

3 -

Ustae : see what next follows.

* [and app. "&- also, as seems to be

indicated in the K, where it is mentioned as a

surname, but in the CK written Jess-l A maker

of quivers of the hind called*. (A, K.)

6 - d.

**-6
-

One who often prostrates, or throws
6 w - -

don'n, others, (&2-2, [in some copies of the K,

erroneously, &*]) but is not himself prostrated,

or thronin donn. (K, T.A.)

s • 6 y

*a-e or <--> (accord. to different copies
- • 6 w -

of the K) Dead, or dying; syn. --ee. (K.)

J. Re

1. ***, aor.”, inf n is,* (S, A, Mab,K)

and #5-, (K) said of hair, (S, A, Msb, K.) It

nas, or became, crisp, or curly, or twisted, and

contracted ; (Msb;) was, or became, the contr.

of la-, (K) or of U-y-e: (Msb:) or was, or

became, short : (Kr, k !) and **, [aor. * ,]

(Msb, TA,) inf. n. x-x-e-, (TA) signifies the

same; (Msb, TA;) as also **3. (K.)-tlt

became contracted, and compacted in lumps;

(L.) as also "...ass; (L, Ki") said of earth,

(K,) or of moist earth. (L.) [The inf. n.] 323se

is also sometimes used in describing the state of

the froth, or foam, of a camel's mouth, when it

is accumulated. (S. [See +])—Also, said

of a cheek, inf. n. is,*, + It was rough, or

coarse, and short ; contr. ofJ-i. (L.)

2. 3.--, (S, A, Mob, K.) inf n. *ā, (S,

A, Msb,) He crisped, or curled, or twisted, and

contracted, it; (Msb;) made it the contr. of

*::, (K,) or of J-3: (Msb:) or made it

short: (Ki) namely, hair (S, A, Msb, K.)

5: see 1, in two places.

3+, applied to hair, (S, A, Msb, K.) Crisp,

or curly, 9: twisted, and contracted ; (Msb;)

contr. of la-, (K) or of U-9-e: (Msb :) or

short. (Kr, K.)-Applied to a man, (S) Having

hair such as is termed +: (S, Msb, K:) [or]
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so #1 *- : (A, TA:) fem, with 5: (S, Mob,

K ) pl. sta- (A, Msb)—As an epithet of

praise, it has two meanings; namely, t Compact

tn limbs, and strong in make ; not flabby, nor of

slack, or incongruous, make; (L;) or big, or

bulky, and compact; (Ham p. 238;) or, as some

say, light, or active : (TA:) and having crisp, or

curly, not lank, hair; because lankness is the

prevalent characteristic of the hair of the Greeks

and Persians; and crispness, or curliness, is the

prevalent characteristic of the hair of the Arabs:

but very crisp, or frizzled, or woolly, hair, like

that of the Zenj and the Nubians, is disapproved.

(L.)- [Hence,] t Generous; bountiful; muni

ficent; (T, S, A, K;) alluding to a man's being

an Arab of generous disposition, because the

Arabs are characterized by crisp, or curly, hair.

(A.) As did not know Jae- in this sense; but it

occurs in many verses of the Ansár. (T, T.A.)

As an epithet of dispraise, it has also two mean

ings; namely, t Short, and incongruous in make:

(L:) [contr. of£–and tRNiggardly, (AS,

T.S.L. K.) as also :: *, (§, K) and

J-49 -, (S) and 8:49 - (A) or this

signifies thaving short fingers, (K) and 3:

&l, and -#91 -, (Har p. 96) and +

cus'; (A;) contr. of [...'" £, and]

* *- and cºl *- [&c.]: (Har ubi supra:)

and mean; ungenerous; base: (L:) and+

ūāli ! mean, or ignoble, in respect of rank, quality,

reputation, or the like. (A,K.)-A camel having

much fur: (K:) or having crisp, or curly, and

abundant, fur. (S.) [Hence,] *" * a Sul'

name of The camel. (L.)- + Soft moist earth;

as also : (S:) or moist earth. (K.)– t A

mess of the kind called U-- that is thick, (L.K.)

not flowing; (L;) as also V*~. (L, K.)

IAar cites the following words of a poet, accusing

a woman of foul conduct:

2 * ~ * : * de

* "...as-- U -

[And she mixes thick L--- with the food prepared

23- J & • *

*** lais-52 *

nvith asil; meaning, she confounds men together,

and does not select him who is to have intercourse

with her. (L.)- + Froth, or foam, accumulated

upon the fore part of the mouth of a camel. (S,”

L.) And Asia -- A camel having from, or

foam, accumulated upon the fore part of his

mouth. (S,”L,K.”)-tA cheek rough, or coarse,

and short, not J-l. (L, K.) And + A round

face, with little C: [or beauty], (K, TA,) or, as

in some copies of the K,--- [or flesh]. (TA.)

And #3: >3; 14 short foot; (A, TA;) cha

racteristic of low origin. (TA.) – It is also

applied, in the manner of an intensive epithet, to

the plant called &le; and in like manner, with

3, to the plant called J.: (TA.)—i.:- āşū

tA she-camel compact in make, and strong. (TA.)

9 * ~ * • * > .

*-*: see Axe-, in two places.

* * * * *

** Moist earth contracted, and compacted

in lumps. (L in art. Júc.)

Jae

1. 3*, aor. 3, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. X---,

(Msb;) and "Ass-31; (K;) said of a beast or

bird of prey (S, Msb, K*) having claws, or talons,

(S, K,”) or a hyena, and a dog, and a cat, (TA,)

and metaphorically of a rat or mouse, (Mgb,) He

voided his dung. (S, Msb, K.)

5. *~, (S, K,) or *> *~, (TA,) He

bound upon his (i.e. his own) waist a rope of the

kind called jū- (§, K, TA.)

7: see 1.

*. originally an inf. n., (Msb,) The dung of

a beast or bird of prey (S, Msb, K) having clans,

or talons; (S, K;) as also *#els-, (K;) which

is like $5, in relation to a horse: (TA:) or the

dung of the hyena : (A:) [and of the dog, and

cat : see 1:] or dry dung upon the2-, q. V. :

(K:) or dung that comes forth dry: (IAth, TA:)

and t that of the rat or mouse: (Msb:) pl.

}*. (K)—see also is: =Also Costice.

ness. (TA.)

#: A mark left by the rope called Jús (Th,

K) upon the waist of a man. (Th, T.A.)

** @ e. . 5 - 0 -

*W*- : see 'sa-2.

• - d. *g

c))= * [in which the latter word is imper

fectly decl. because it is a proper name ending

with the augment c,1] The [black beetle called]

J*, (Kr, K, TA,) in a general sense: or, as

some say, a fertain species thereof. ,(TA)

And 35+ Xi (K, TA) or £5.e. Xi, Go in a

copy of the K.) The as: [or female of the vultur

percnopterus]. (Kr, K.)

6 y o 4.

25 yaa-. A bad kind g dates; (Msb, K;) also

metaphorically called 5 till ** [the rat's, or

mouse's, dung], because of the bad smell, and the

diminutiveness, thereof: (Msb:) and you also say

2: 3: (TA:) or a species of the J53,

n:hich is the norst hind of dates: (S:) or a

species of the [kind of palm-tree called] J53 that

bears small things [or dates] in n'hich is no good.

(As, TA) [See :- 3:2, in art. 3-1

&- See :-3.

**, (S, A, K.) like Auxi, (K) indecl., with

kesr for its termination, because it deviates from

its original form, which is 5-, and is of the

fem. gender, and has the quality of an epithet in

which that of a subst. is predominant, so that the

thing to which it applies is known by it like as it

is known by its proper name; and as it is pre

vented from being perfectly decl. by two causes,

it must be indecl. by reason of three; as we also

say with respect to 33-, a proper name of death;

(S;) The she-hyena, (S, A, K;) a name of that

animal (S) because of the abundance of its dung;
- - & # 6 - d - - * ~ * *

(S, A,) as also 'as->}, and 's-, and '*-Xi.

(K.) Hence, Jas- &-&: [More mischievous

than the she-hyena]: a prov. (A, TA.) And

Jús L-3 (K) Be thou like the he-goat in

stupidity, O she-hyena; a prov. applied to a

stupid man: (A and TA in art. U-5, q.v.) or

* es: [Do mischief, O she-hyena]; a prov.

used in declaring a thing to be vain, or false.

(K.) And

d = • of A dao- • * *

* +" (): (s)"). Jae- Lex *

[for #2, Be afraid, O she-hyena, and look

where is a place to which to flee]: (K,” TA:) or

Jés, [i. e. turn aside, this way and that]: (S

and TA in art. &:J. :) a prov. applied to him who

seeks to escape, and cannot: (TA:) or with

reference to a coward, and his submissiveness.

(K.) And jū- Jes [Rise, O she-hyena]: said

to a woman, in reviling her; likening her to a

she-hyena. (ISk, T.A.)

* A certain mark made n'ith a hot iron

upon [the part called] thec5-> (K:) accord.

to the Tedhkireh of Aboo-'Alee, one of the marks,

so made, of camels. (Ibn-Habeeb, T.A.)= A

rope which a man who waters ties to a stake, and

then binds upon his waist, when he descends into a

well, lest he should fall into it: (S:) or a rope

which a dranwer of nater binds upon his naist,

(K, TA) when he descends into a well, (TA,)

lest he should fall into the nell; (K, TA;) the

end being in the hand of another man, who, if he

falls, pulls him up with it. (TA.)

• O - #
9aa- -A) : • •

#. | see laa-.

Axe-:

5* See *—96e- The place of

the [tno marks made by cauterization which are

called the] 9:#, in the buttocks (~) of an

ass: ($, K.) or the places of cauterization in the

hinder part, upon the [tno portions of the thighs

called the] cGštás, of an ass: (TA:) and the

part, (S, K,) or two parts, (A,) which the tail

strikes, (S, A, K,) upon the two thighs of a horse,

(S, K,) or of a beast, where he is cauterized:

(A:) or the two edges of the haunches projecting

over the thighs [behind]; (As, S, K;) i.e., the

tno places which the farrier marks, making lines

upon them [nith a hot iron] (*#): or the

heads of the upper parts of the two thighs: or the

depressed part of the haunch and thigh, in the

place of the joint. (TA.)=See alsoX.

*** The rump, or podex; or the anus; [in

the present day, the latter;] syn. X's. (S, K;) and

W#: and

+: (K;) or the last (3,-la-), as some say, i. q.

2:1 al- ($, K.)

'us':- and '#'s. the same; syn.

s • e

ja- A man very, or often, costive; (K;) as

also ck." 3-. (TA.)

• - 6 -

Q. Q. 1. U--> He (a man, TA) deposited

his ordure, or excrement, at once : (K, TA:) or

in a dry, or tough, state. (TA.) The A is aug

mentative. (Sgh, TA.)

0 - s o 6 y o –

J-*,(SK) and'-'(TA)and'...,'

(AZ, S, and K in art. U-saa-,) the first of which
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is post-classical; ($, K;) and the last, the term

used by the Arabs [of the classical ages]; (S;)

Human ordure, or excrement; (AZ, TA in art.

U->3) syn.&: (S.K.) or the first signifies

the place in which the U-2:-falls: (IDrd, K.)

the L2 in the last word is augmentative; and its

pl. is U--> (S.) You say, "U-ss- L*.

-i. [He cast forth the excrements of his

belly]. (S.)

J- see the next preceding paragraph.

J.-- pl. U-8- SeeJ

J-s: A man (TA) who deposits his ordure,

Ol' excrement, at once : (K:) or in a dry, or

tough, state: as also "J-4. (TA.)

6 o • *

U-c-Ra-6 :
•

see what next precedes.

e-axe

1. *,(S. K.) aor =,(K)int n + (TA)

He prostrated him; thren him don’n upon the

ground; (S, K;) cast him upon the gronnd;

like*; (TA;) namely, a man; (S;) as also

**-l. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)- He pulled it, or

plucked it, out, or up ; ($, K;) namely, a thing,

(S,) or a tree; (K, TA;) and turned it over, or

upside donn; (TA;) as also **-l. (K, T.A.)

4: see 1.

7. Jäx-ji [He became prostrated, thronin

don’n upon the ground, or cast upon the ground:

see its part. n., below]. - It (a thing, S, or a

tree, K) became pulled, or pluckt, out, or up.

(S, K.)

8 : see 1.

6 * /

Juxe- : see what next follows.

---, applied to a torrent, i. q. J.-- [That

carries anay everything]; as also *-jū: (K:)

and that overturns everything upon which it

comes. (TA.)

© e o –

Jäss- A place where one is prostrated, or

thronin don'n upon the ground. (T.A.)

6 y o *
•

-52ss-- Prostrated, or thronin don'n upon the
6 - of

ground; as also "-iss-3. (TA.)

o • o 2

*-* :
•

see what next precedes.

Júxe

Q. 1. 5: [inf n, of +] a compound

word from the phrase 913,*J:- [May God

make me thy ransom]. (Ibn-Dihyeh, T.A.) [You
J - - d. •

say, "...axe-, meaning He said to him all Us'se

49.4.]

*A*

* A small river; a rivulet, streamlet, or

brook# (IAar, $, K;) or one that is larger than

a J33-? (Ki) or, as in the Nawādir, a small

river, larger than a U.5-ka-: (TA:) or a river,

(IDrd, IJ, TA,) absolutely: (TA:) if small, it

is a ~ ; (IDrd, TA:) or (TA, but in the K

“and”) a large, wide river: (Ibn-El-Ajdábee,

K:) [if so,] bearing two contr. significations:

(K:) or (in some copies of the K “and”) a full

river. (K.)- Also (from the last of these sig

nifications, TA) | A she-camel abounding nith

milk. (K, T.A.)

Use

1. J., aor. :, inf n. J. (S, Msh, K) and

J. and is and its (K) and J-2, (S.

TA) He made a thing; syn. &: ; (Msb, K;)

but having a more general signification than

Jaš and &- and their equivalents [as will be

shown by what follows]; (Er-Răghib, TA;) and

so WU:-1: (K:) both these verbs signify the

same. (S.)- He made a thing of, or from, a

thing; as in the saying [in the Kur xvi. 74 and5 *

a o to a o

xiii.9), 4.5 × 3 × J* [IIe hath

made for you, of or from, yourselves, wives];

and [in the Kurzvi. 89] Jus' & 's J-5

üüéj [And He hath made for you, of the moun

tains, places of retreat ; as caves, and excavated

houses or chambers: so explained by Bd]. (T.A.)

- He created; (K, TA;) brought into being,

or existence; (TA;) as in the saying [in the

Kur vi. 1], *:* J-3 [And hath

created, or brought into being, the darknesses and

the light]; (K, TA;) and [in the Kur xxi. 31]

J- : Jé £l &: us-, [And We have

created of water, or the seminal fluid, everything

living]; and [in the Kur xvi. 80, &c.,] J*:

$3.49% 5-9, &:1.8 [And He created for

you the ears and the eyes and the hearts]. (TA.)

–He made, or prepared; as in the saying [in the
• *- C - O

Kur lxv. 2], --- alJ* [He will make, or

prepare, for him a way of escape, or safety]; and

[in the Kur lxv.4] 9: 9. &: 4J- [He

will make, or prepare, for him an easy state of

his circumstances; i. e., will make his circum

stances, or case, easy to him]. (TA) - He

made; meaning he made to be, or become; he

constituted; he appointed; [in which sense it is

doubly trans.;] (S, K;) as in the saying in the

Kur [xix. 31], U- Užiss- [And He hath

made me a prophet]; (S;) [and in the elliptical
C - e / e > *

phrase, asic alkae- He made him to be superin
•

tendant, or the like, over it; set him, or appointed

him, over it:] and in the phrase, u-&# J*

[He made that which was bad to be, or become,

good]. (K.)– He made a thing to be in a par

ticular state or condition; as in the saying [in

the Kurii.20], us; 3,91.3 J-us." [Who

hath made for you the earth to be as a bed];

and [in the Kur lxxi. 15] b: &: 3: J***

[And hath made the moon, in them (the heavens),

to be as a light]; and so, as some say, in the

saying [in the Kur xliii. 2], Ú- ū;* Gl

[Verily we have made it an Arabic Kur-án].

(TA.)- [He made a thing to be in an altered,

or changed, state or condition; i.e.,] the verb

signifies also the changing a thing from its state

or condition; as in the saying [in the Kur xi. 84

and xv. 74], wist. Úle ūs- [We made their

upper part to be their loner part]; (K;) and in

the words of the Kur [lvi. 81], *ś, &*#

&s:Xi [And do ye make the thanks that ye

should render for gyour sustenance to be that ye

charge nith falsehood the Giver thereof by attri

buting it to the stars called 3, it as expl. by Bd

and Jel]. (TA.)- He pronounced (Er-Răghib,

K) a thing by a true judgment or decision, (Er

Rághib,) or as a legal ordinance; (K3) as in the

saying (of the Legislator, TA), •ls." AftJ*

t- -->;--> [God hath -pronounced the

prayers that are made obligatory to be five]. (K.)

And He pronounced (Er-Răghib, K*) a thing

by a false judgment or decision, (Er-Rághib,) or

according to his own judgment, heretically; (K;)

as in the saying [in the Kur xv.91], bi- &#.

&-a= &#1 [Who pronounced the Kur-án to be

lies, or enchantment, &c.]. (Er-Răghib, K.)

He called, or named, (S, Msb, K,) a thing; (Msb;)

as in the saying [in the Kur xliii. 18], '*-3

Üül 9: $ve> &# āş." [And they

have called the angels, who are the servants of the

Compassionate, females]: (S, K:) or, as some

say, the meaning is, have described them as, and

pronounced them to be, females; like as one says,

J-31.1% '; &% Jä- [Such a one described

Zeyd as, and pronounced him to be, the most

learned of men]: or have held, or believed, them to

be females; like as the verb signifies in the saying

in the Kur [xvi. 59), -uji & 3×3:45 [And

they hold, or believe, God to have daughters: or

this may be rendered and they attribute to God
2 de d d > *

daughters]. (TA.) You say also,3- |->2.j-la--,

meaning I asserted Zeyd to be related to thee [as

a brother; or I called Zeyd thy brother]. (K.)

- He thought ; as in the saying, 5-3. J*

3.x: [He thought El-Basrah to be Baghdad];

(K;) and so in the saying, #: ** [I

thought him to be a slave, and consequently I

reviled him]. (Ham p. 31.)- He made known,

or plain, or perspicuous; as in the saying [in

the Kur xliii. 2, of which one explanation has

been given above], ** ū;5 Suis- Gl [Verily

nue have made it known, &c., as an Arabic

Kur-án]: (K:) or the meaning is, we have

revealed it [as such]. (T.A.)– He exalted, or

ennobled; as in the saying [in the Kurii. 137],
* - - 2 × 2 ×

Ula-5 a.2) >uis- [We have exalted you, or

ennobled you, as a nation conforming to the just

mean ; or just, or equitable, or good]: (K:) [or

it may be rendered, we have made you a nation

&c.:] or, as some say, the meaning is, we have

called you, or named you, a nation &c. (TA.)

– Also, inf. n. J.-, He put, or laid, a thing;

or put it, or laid it, donn. (K.) And 4: J*

Jax J5. He put, or threw, one part of it upon

another. (K.) – He inserted a thing into a

© - "

&*

_*13 U. [They insert, or put, their fingers into

their ears]. (TA)- He put into the heart, or

mind; as in the Kur Ilvii. 27], * u, ü-5
*- : * ~~~ - Jeo

as-ys asl, 22:51 &431 [And we put into the

hearts of those who followed him pity and com

thing; as in the Kur (ii. 18), #4
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Use-- a

passion]. (TA)- [He appointed, or assigned,

or stipulated to give, or gave, wages, pay, or a
J.e. J & P

stipend, &c.]. You say, S: 4+ [I ap

pointed him, &c., wages, pay, or a stipend].

(Msb.) And is J'é 134- 4Js- He stipu

lated with him to give him such a thing for [doing]

such a thing. (K.) And J* [alone] He gave

wages, pay, or a stipend, to another to serve for

him in war, i.e., in his stead. (Mgh.) And

2. *: I gave to him wages, pay, or a
z d d * - - c &

stipend. (S," Mgh.) And Sää- Walsa-i, and
* -- 0 &

4 * 4:i, He gave to him wages, pay, or a

stipend. (K, TA.) And it is said in a trad., Use

b: & c." J.') &- ău. *:: [He gave, or

stipulated to give, to his people, or party, a

hundred camels on the condition that they should

surrender]. (Mgh.)=láš J: J* He set

about, began, commenced, took to, or betook him

self to, doing such a thing; (K,”TA;) he became

occupied in doing such a thing. (TA.)—J- is

also, sometimes, an intrans. verb included among

the verbs of appropinquation (##" Jú); aS

in the saying, •

{..?” Jo •: * • J. & e > • 2

# * --~5 to 13] :-ka- -A52 sk

& 3 - d. 2 - 05* d =

* J.: +3" -á, -ão" Us.” *

[And I was beginning to be, or at the point of

being, in such a state that, when I rose, my gar

ment heavily burdened me, so that I stood up as

stands up the intoxicated drinker]. (K.)=J*,

(S, K) aor. *, (K) inf. n. J--- (S3) and

WJae-l; (K;) It (water) had in it many c. *,

pl. of J*: (S, K:) or had in it dead c3+.

(K)- And Use-, (TK.) inf. n. Use-, (IAar,

K, TK,) He (a boy, TK) was, or became, short

and fat. (IAar, K. [In the explanation ofJ-l

in the CK, 3-ail is erroneously put for 3-ail.])

–And He (aman, TK) persisted; or persisted

obstinately; or persisted in contention, or liti

gation; o: contended, or litigated; J* being

syn. with &l-l. (IAar, K.)

3. *, (A.K.) inf n is:- and Jū

(TA,) He endeavoured to conciliate him by means

of a bribe. (A, K." [In the CK, sus, is erro

neously put for *%.])

4 : see J*, above, in three places:=and

see Jas-, above. =33a) Use-1 He put down the

cooking-pot (S, K) from the fire (S) with the

piece of rag called Jú- (S,K)=<i> and

*-i- said of a bitch, (S,K) and of other

animals, (K,) of any beasts of prey, (S) She

desired, (S, Er-Răghib,) or loved, (K,) copula

tion : (S, K, Er-Răghib :) metonymically used in

this sense. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)

6.£ 12Mcts: They stipulated among them

selves to give the thing as wages, pay, or stipend:

(K:) from J+. (TA.) You say also, Jeta-3

<-#" * 2: J.G. [The people stipulated

among themselves to give wages, or pay, to such

of them as should serve as substitutes, on the

occasion of being ordered forth to war]. (TA.)

8. Use-l: see 1, first sentence.- Also He

took, or received, wages, pay, or a stipend.

(Mgh, T.A.)

10: see 4.

J- Short palm-trees: (S, K:) or shoots, or

offsets, of palm-trees, cut off from the mother

trees, or plucked forth from the ground, and

planted: or bad palm-trees: or palm-trees that

rise beyond the reach of the hand: (K:) n. un.

with 3: (S: [in the K, not so correctly, pl. of

#1) and palm-trees such as are called J:

[q. v.]. (K.) -

J: Wages; pay; a stipend; or a thing that

is appointed, or stipulated, to be given to a man

for work, or service; (S, Mgh, Msb,” K;) of

more general import than# and *::: (TA;)
6.e. e.

as also Väuse (S, Mgh, Mgb, K) and (as some

say, Msb) *ātā. (As, Mgh, Msb, K) and *ājū.

(Mgh, Mgb, K) and "āi-sā- (S, Mgh, Mgb, K)

and "Jús (K) and "J*: (Harp. 134:) pl.
6. / / • J - e. e.

Jae- (TA) and (of asse- or altas-, Mgh) J3\se

(Mgh, T.A.) Afterwards, (Mgh) or *ātās and

*ājū- and "ātā., (K, TA) Wages, or pay,

or the like, which one gives to a man who goes to

near (Mgh, K, TA) as a substitute for the giver,

(K, TA,) that he may aid himself thereby to serve

in the nar: (Mgh :) pl. of the last three words

J.G. (TA) And J., (TA in art. *) or

*ā-, (K.) A bribe. (K, TA) And "āiss

5,á' What is given, or stipulated to be given, to

him who dives for goods or for a man dronned.

(TA.)

* @ s • g d p

Jae- and "Ja- and "Jss- Water having in

it many c'-- pl. of J*: or having in it

dead c'. (K.) And 'il- c.5: A land
abounding withcº- (K.) •

J*: See J*.

J- SeeJ

J* [The species of black beetle called can

tharus;] a certain insect (£3), (S, K;) a

certain black insect, found in moist places, (TA,)

that rolls along a little ball [of dung] called

*** [in which it deposits its eggs]: (S and K

in art. &-> :) [see also #: it is strangely

explained in the Msb as the “U-, which is the

• * * * - * *

male of the c-Xi'l pl. &S.- (§, Mab, K.)

- Hence, as being likened thereto, (TA,) t A

black and ugly and small man: or one who is wont

to persist, or to persist obstinately, or to persist in

contention or litigation, or to contend or litigate:

and (as some say, TA) i. q. -č, [a natcher, an

observer, &c.]. (K, TA.)

Jú- A piece of rag with nhich a cooking-pot

is put down (S, K)from the fire; (S;) as also

*ātās and "ājū. (K.) pl. J. (S, TA) and

J%. (TA.)=See alsoJ.

J* The young of the ostrich. (IDrd, K.)

âû- See J*, in three places.

6 d p -

see Use-, for each in two places:=
its::

andJú
6.- e.

allas-:

* >

ā
•

Jes. [act, part. n. of J*] Giving [wages,

pay, or a stipend: &c.]. (K.)

* o .

see Jae-, in two places.

6 o p

Jas-e applied to a bitch, (S, K.) and to any

animal (S, K) or beast of prey, (S,) Desiring,

(S,) or loving, (K.) copulation. (S, K. [See 4.])=

Also, fem, with 5: see Jae-, in two places.

J- Taking, or receiving, [wages, pay, or a

stipend.] (K.)

U-o-Re

Q. accord. to the K, but Q. Q. accord. to $gh,
• * 0 e

U-oxe-: See art. U-sa-.

6 y o o

U-9-e-à

See art. U-sa-.

v-à

1. -i- (S,Mg,Msb) see pers -i-, (K)

aor. -i- (S, Mgh, Msh, K) and -i-, (§, K.)

the latter aor. mentioned by AZ, but rejected by

Ks; (S;) and sec. pers.<+, *Ol". -i-. (Sgh,

Msb, K,) of the dial. of Benoo-Asad; (Msb;)

inf n. Jús and -is: ($, Mgh, Msh, K.)

which are assigned by J and Sgh to -i- aOl".

-*: (TA;) It (a thing, Mgh, or a garment,

S, Mob, K, and also said of other things, S) nas,

or became, dry; it dried, or dried up. (Mgh,

Msb.) Hence the saying,L*&#32-íč.

-sui- He who experiences an emission of semen

in sleep, then rises in the morning neith n'hat is on

his garment, of the semen, dry. (Mgh.) And

£, +, an elliptical phrase, for* à.-i

[The water of the river dried up]. (Mgb.) And

3: -i- •) &% | Such a one does not remit, or

become remiss, in his work, or labour: (TA :) or

does not cease to go to and fro. (Harp. 589.)–

-*. inf. n. -*, said of a man, +He was, or

became, silent; he did not speak. (Msb.)=

& Jill &#, aor. Ji-i, infn. -i-, I col.

lected the thing to me. (Nawādir of AZ, T.A.)
o "... • o & à -

_ovixel 12a- They collected together their camels,

and took them anay. (Sgh,” K,” T.A.)

2. Asis, (S, Msb) infn. -#5 (S, Msh, K)

and Júš, (K.) He dried it. (Mob, K.)=

Jill -i-, (K) inf n + ($) He clad,

or attired, the horse nith a -*5. (S, K.)

5: see R. Q. 2.

8. #9 us' U. -ā- He consumed what was in

the vessel; (K;) i. e., drank up all of it; as also

-:l. (TA)

R. Q. 2.-: It (a garment, or piece of

cloth), having been moist, dried so far as to retain
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some moisture: (S. K.) if it has dried entirely,

you say of it, is 35: (S:) the verb is originally

'-ai-s, the medial - being changed into *- :

it is like C#, originally J-#5, (Lth,5)

3.

**- : See #~.

5.

-i. The spathe of the palm-tree; the envelope

of the &le; (AA, A obeyd, S.K.) as also :

(AA, TA;) or [in other words] the £5 of the

&le; (K;) i. e., the envelope that is with the

&: (Lth, K:) or, as some say, the envelope of

the cue n:hen it has become dry: (TA:) pl.-*.

(A’Obeyd, TA.) [See-]-A receptacle such

as is termed ** that is not to be tied round at its

mouth. (K, TA)-An old, norn-out water-skin

or milk-skin, of n:hich half is cut off and made

into a bucket: (S, K:) and sometimes it is made

of the loner part of a palm-tree hollowed out:

(Lth, S, K:*) or a thing that is holloned out in

(L: [probably a mistranscription for c-, i.e. of])

the trunks of palm-trees: (A’Obeyd, TA:) or a

worn-out milk-skin or butter-skin: (IAar, TA:)

or a water-skin, or milk-skin, of which part is

cut off at the fore legs, and in n'hich the beverage

called 3-3 is prepared: (Kt, TA:) or the loner

half of a water-skin or milk-skin, made into a

bucket : (IDrd, TA:) or a thing of camel's skin,

like a vessel, or like a bucket, in n'hich the rain

water is taken, holding half the quantity of a

water-skin or the like. (TA.)- An old man;

(K;) as being likened to an old, worn-out water

skin or milk-skin: mentioned in the L from El

Hejeree, and by Sgh from Ibn-'Abbād. (TA.)

-Anything hollon, such as has something nithin

it, like the nut, and the 5: [or fruit of the

-ás, &c.; in the CK, the 53-). (Ibn 'Abbād,
K, T.A.)- The body, or substance, (~~) of

a thing. (TA.)- An obstruction that one sees

between him and the kibleh. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)=

Jú -i. * He is a good manager of cattle,

(K.) acquainted nith the art of pasturing them,

and of collecting them at their proper time in the

place of pasture. (TA.)=See also what next

follows.

ā- (S, K) and 7#, (Sgh, K,) but the latter

is rare, ($gh) and *-i- (S, K) and *-i-, (K.)

A company of men or people; a collective body

thereof: (Ks, S, K:) or a great number (K)

thereof. (TA.) You say, J-5 * es' <-->

[I nas summoned, or invited, among the collective

body of people] (S) And #4-5 is bits (S,

K) They came in one collective body. (K.) Já Š
* ~ * • * DJ • - - 2 < *

ää- L-35 L - *** Us', (S, Mgh,) or Wääs-,

(K) means [There shall be no gift of spoil] until

it is divided altogether: ($, Mgh, K.) a saying

of Ibn-'Abbās: ($, Mgh:) accord. to one reading,

*::: Ja, i.e., [until it is divided] among the

collective body of the army first. (K. [Golius

(here copied by Freytag) appears to have read,

-* es' Jä S; and hence to have said, of ii-,

erroneously, “de pecore non dicitur nisi totus

grex sit.”])

aăa-: see what next precedes, in three places.

* Also A great s's [or bucket]. (K.)

6 * *

Jú. What is dry of a thing that one has

dried. (K.) You say, e.l., & su-J' (Put

thou apart n'hat is dry thereof from nuhat is fresh

and moist thereof]. (TA.)

-** Dry herbs or herbage: (S, K:) or dry

leguminous plants or herbs, of the kind that are

eaten without being cooked: (TA:) or of this

kind and of such as are thick and inclining to

bitterness; as also -#: (TA in art. Jä5:) or,

* c → *. (TA in the

present art. [But what this means I know not;

the verb being evidently mistranscribed.])

as some say,

ăști. What has become scattered, or strenced,

of dry herbage(C++) and of [the kind of trefoil

called] 3-5, (§, K, TA) and the like. (TA.)

Jú: A thing, (S,Mgh, Msb) i.e. a kind of

armour, (IAth, K,) [a cataphract,] with nihich a

horse is clad, (S, IAth, Mgh, Msb, K,) in nar, in

the manner of a coat of mail, (Mgh, Msb) to

defend him from being wounded; (IAth;) and

sometimes n'orn by a man, to defend him in nar:

(K:) of the measure Jú, (Mgh, Msb,) the -

being augmentative, (Aboo-Alee the Grammarian,

S, I.J.) to render the word quasi-coordinate to the

class of Juš, (IJ;) from -i-, because of its

hardness and toughness: (Mgh, Msb:) pl. -**i.

(S, Mgh, Msb) It is said in a trad, it sei

Gui's, and one says, du- is: U-ji, [both]

meaning, +Make thou preparation for poverty.

(TA.)

6 - - - -
-

Jääs-e Having a -su: upon his horse.

(Mgh.) -

ti- (S.K.) aor. 3, (K) inf n. *-i- (S) It

(a valley [flowing with water]) cast forth froth,

or foam, (S, K,) and particles of rubbish or

refuse, (S) as also "ta-1, (Ki) but this latter

is said in the O to be of weak authority. (TA)

And all -i-, and '-u-i, The cooking-pot

cast forth its froth, or foam, (S, K,) in boiling :

(S:) or ū-j. •u- it cast forth its froth, or

foam : (Ham p. 1323) originally --- and

<-à-l, without •. (Er-Rághib, TA in art. **)

=uss's" us-, (K,) or &29 c” ##! tie-,

(IAar, O,) He (a man, IAar, O) snept off the

scum and rubbish of the valley [after it had

flowed, or while it was flowing, with water].

(IAar, O, K.) And 3: ti- He cleared off the

froth, or foam, of the cooking-pot. (K, T.A.)—

Also #1 tie-, (S, Z in the Fik, TA) inf n as

above; (S, TA;) and *ust:1; (Z ubi suprà,

TA;) but the former is that which is commonly

known; (ISd, TA;) the latter is rare; (IAth,

TA;) or the latter should not be said, though it

occurs in a trad., (S, TA,") accord. to one rela

tion; (TA;) He turned the cooking-pot upside

don'n, or inclined it, (S, Zubi supra, TA,) and

poured out what was in it: (S:) or he emptied

the cooking-pot, and turned it upside-donn: (TA:)

and as ail es' £3. ti- JHe turned the cooling.

pot upside-don'n upon the bonel. (K.)- cuis-,

(S.K.) [like tie-J and #9 -ti- (TA) He

thren him don'n, or prostrated him, on the

ground ; (S, K, TA;) namely, a man : (S:) and

4: *u- [signifies the same; or] he thren him,

or it, (K, TA,) on the ground. (TA.)- See

also 8.

4: see 1, in four places.

8. u- He pulled, or plucked, up, or out, or

he uprooted, (S, K,) and thren don'n, or anay,

a thing, (S) or plants, or herbs, such as are

termed Ji, (K,) and trees; (TA;) [but see

Us:-l;] as also *ti-, (K,) aor, and inf n. as

above: (TA:) [or] both signify he cut a plant,

or herb. (IAar, Nh.)

£ What is cast forth [of froth, or foam,

and particles of rubbish or refuse, (see 1,)] by a

torrent: (ISk, S:) the froth, or foam, cast forth

by a valley [floning nith nater]; and by a cook

ing-pot, (K, TA,) in boiling. (TA.)- Hence,

as being likened to the froth, or foam, of the

cooking-pot, of which no use is made, (Fr, TA,)

i. q. Je. [meaning ! A thing that is northless,

useless, or unprofitable]. (Fr, K, T.A.) It is said

in the Kur [xiii. 18), #4 # 35i uts,

meaning Set. [i. e. i Non as to the froth, or

scum, it passeth anay as a thing that is northless,

or useless, or unprofitable], (Fr, S, Jel, TA,) and

thronn anay. (Jel.) You say also, &#. -*ś

**, meaning [The froth, or scum, passed anay]

driven from its nater. (TA.)---" &- £-,

occurring in a trad., is explained by IAth as

meaning t The first, or foremost, of the men or

people (žū-): but Bkh and Muslim read

(instead of u-) ā-, pl. of -i-. (TA)=

Also, [like £u...] An empty ship. (O, K.)

Jāa

1.3-i- He, or it, became wide : (K:) or

became inflated, or snollen. (A.) And £-ji

His (a kid's, S and Msb, or lamb's, Msb) sides

became nidened, or distended : (S, Mgb:) and

£- "A-" [and "A-" (K in art.--a-)] his

(a horse's) sides became inflated, or snollen. (A.)

- He (a lamb, K, and a kid, TA) became nhat

is termed:- as also "...is and 'A-l: (K.)

and "-j- and "-A- she (a kid) became

a 5:... (Ish,TA.) And t He (a boy) became

what is termed #4-5 as also ">5 (TA) and

* ,as-1: (A:) and this last verb, he became

large in the sides. (L.)== (S, A)*"c”,

(S) or J's, (A) aor.”, (S) inf n. xi.;

(S, K;) and "Là-l; and "Lis-1, inf. n. *!:

and "Ji-, inf n. *55 (K.) He (a stallion

camel) ceased, (S, K.) or abstained, (A,) from

covering, (S, A, K,) and avoided it; having in

dulged in it so much that he was nearied; (S;)

and his seminal fluid became little : (TA:) you

say of a ram, Jā, (S, A) not ji- (S.) And

-
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#~ c: #4, (IAar, TA,) and U. "Jäe-1,

(IAar, K.) and "A-", and *,*, (IAar, TA)

Be (a man) abstained from the woman; (K;)

he abstained from sexual intercourse with her.

(IAar, TA)--~~ &- 5* He recovered

from the disease. (K, TA.)
+ o- * of

2 : see 1, in two places.=* 2-29)* The

thing, or affair, cut him off from him, or it.

(IAar, L.)

4: see 1, in three places. = A-1 also signifies

He cut, abandoned, or forsook, (S, K,) another,

(S,) or his companion, or friend, (K) and left

off visiting him. (S, K.) And <+ U. Šiši

as I left, or relinquished, that in nihich I was

occupied. (S.)=Also It (a thing, TA) nas,

or became, absent, or hidden, or concealed, (K,

TA)from one. (TA.)

5: see 1, in three places.

7: see 1.

8: see 1, in two places.

10: see 1, in three places.

6 o –

Jae- A lamb, or kid, whose sides have become

widened, or distended:, (Msb:) or a lamb, (IAmb,

Msb, K,) and a hid, (K,” TA,) that has become

large, and begun to pasture, (K, TA,) and whose

sides have become widened, or distended : (TA :)

or a lamb, (K,) or a kid, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,”TA,)

that is four months old, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and

Twhose sides have become widened, and that is

weaned, (A’Obeyd, S,) and has taken to pasture:

(A’Obeyd,TA:) or this is sometimes four months,

and sometimes five months, after the birth : or a

3young lamb, and a kid, after it has been weaned,

when six months old: (IAar,TA:) pl. [of pauc.]

juži (K) and [of mult] us (Mab, K) and

#: (K:) fem. with 3: (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K:)

Ol' #- signifies a female hid that has become

satiated with leguminous herbs and nith shrubs,

and is independent of its mother: (ISh, TA:)

IAmb applies it to a female lamb and a female

kid; and this is correct, though some say that it

is applied to the latter only. (TA)-A boy

when his belly has become widened, (A,) or when

his flesh has become snollen out, (K,) and he has

begun to eat : (A, K. :) fem. with 3. (K.) [See
*

£25; and see also £4.]*=A nell, (Msb, K.)

or a nide well, (S, A,) not cased, or malled round,

within; (S, A, Mgb, K;) as also *#is . (R,

TA:) or, of which a portion is cased, or walled

round, within, (K, TA,) and a portion is not :

(TA:) the former of the masc. gender: pl. ju

(Msb)—[Hence] is 12.* &% (A, K.)

[Such a one's well is in a state of demolition;

meaning,] tsuch a one has no judgment: (A:) or

has no intelligence. (K.) And4% J'é 9:- &

[Verily thy nell is falling in upon me; meaning]

! thy mischief is coming quickly upon me. (A,

TA)—[The pl] is also signifies [simply]

Wells. (K.)– And hence, (TA,) t She-camels

abounding with milk. (K, T.A.)

#- see:

#: A round space in the ground: (S, K:)

or a round and wide cavity in the ground : (L:)

pl. lie- (S)- Hence, (S,) The belly, or inte

Bk. I.

rior of the body : (S:) or the cavity of the

chest : or what comprises the belly [in the TA

the chest] and the tryo sides: (K:) or the place

nhere the ribs curve; and so in a horse &c.:

(TA:) the middle of a horse, (S, Msb, K,) and

of a camel: and, as some say, the middle, and

main part, of anything: and thus, the main part

of the sea: (TA:) pl. #. and*, accord. to

the K; but the latter is pl. of#: in the sense

of “a round cavity.” (TA.)- Also [the pl.]
6 - d.

L-A- signifies The holes that are dug in the

ground for props. (TA.)

*A hind of quiver like the aide, but wider,

(Lth, S, TA,) in nihich are put many Q?"?'07t's .

(Lth, TA:) or a [quiver of the kind called] a:

[q. v.], of skins, in n'hich is no nood: or of nood,

in nihich are no shins; (K;) or in which is no

skin; as in some good lexicons: (TA:) or of

skins, and slit in its side, that the wind may enter

it, and the feathers in £onsequence may not be

eaten : (TA: [see also #=> 1) or the same as

the axe- and the ājūše : (El-Ahmar, TA:) or

a quiver for J. nide, of nood. (Ham p. 358.)

Hence, c: 3:* -> J-5 [There is not

in his quiver aught save two pieces of wood for

producing fire]: a prov. applied to him in whom

is no good. (Meyd.)

92 o – 3-2 * *

_A=-2 : see oya-o.

6 - d. J.

Jás-o, applied to a horse, (S, Msb, K.) and

with 3 applied to a she-camel, (S,) Large in the

middle (S.M. b. K.) and c'.13: a horse

inflated, or snollen, in the sides. (A.)

#4 (S, A, K) and "3+ (Lh, K) An in

pediment to venery; (Lh, A’Obeyd, S, A, K;)

and a cause of diminishing the seminal fluid :

(A’Obeyd, TA:) applied to food: (Lh, K:) and

such is fasting said to be; (A’Obeyd, S, K;) and

the sun, (A," TA,) i. e., sitting in the sun; and

such, also, the sleeping between daybreak and

sunrise, or in the first part of the day. (TA.)

Jäe

1. Ji', (§, Mab, K.) aor. and’, inf n Ji

(Mgb) and J,i-, (Mab, K.) He (a camel) took

fright, or shied, and fled, or ran anay at

random ; or became refractory, and went anay

at random; or ran anay, or broke loose, and

went hither and thither by reason of his spright

liness : and "Jä2-1 he (a bird) took fright, and

jlen anay; or became scared anay: (Msb:) or

the former, he (an ostrich, K) hastened, or sped,

(S, K,) in his pace, (TA,) and went anay in the

land, or country; as also "Ja-l; (IDrd, K;)

both, said of an ostrich, mean he spread his

wings, running; (Ham p. 555;) or spread his

wings, and ran quickly, or went anay at random

and sniftly: (TA:) or ästs:* means the

ostrich fled: (Mab3) and £e "Ja-, said of

anything, he fled from it : (TA, Ham p. 555:)

and bis-, aor. 2, inf. n. Ji- (Msb;) and

* , as (S, Msb) and "bus-31 and "Bliss,

(Msb;) they (a company of men) fled quickly;

(S, Msb;) or the second (K) and third (S, K)

signify they became displaced, (S, K, TA,) and

quickly defeated, (TA,) and went anay; (S, K,

TA;) or these two and the fourth, (TA,) or all

the four, (Harp. 373,) they hastened in defeat

and flight: (TA, and Harubi supra:) and -lis

&#1, (K,) and " -Jä-1, (§, K,) the nind was
* * *

snift (S, K, TA) in bloning. (TA.) - Jae-,

inf n. J*. ! It (hair) became shaggy, or

dishevelled, and frouzy, or altered in smell, in

consequence of its being seldom dressed; or dusty

and matted, by reason of its being seldom anointed;

(K, TA;) and became raised and spread. (TA.)

=Ji- is also trans., signifying He made a bird

to take fright, and fly anay; or he scared it

anay: its quasi-pass is "Jae- [explained above];

the reverse of the rule commonly obtaining:

(Msb:) or the former verb, as in the O; not the

latter, as in the K; he made a male ostrich to

hasten, or speed, in his pace, and to go anay in

the land, or country; or made him to spread his

nings, and run quickly, or go anay at random

and sniftly: (TA:) and "Ji- he, or it, made

an animal, or animals, to take fright, and flee,

or run anay at random ; or scared anay it, or

them : (TA:) [and, app., he frightened; J.:

being also said in the TA to be syn. with &25,

which, I think, is evidently a mistranscription

for &#] You say, J-9 J-C#. "Ji- [The

sportsman scared anay the wild animals]. (TA.)

And>% &= "...#Xs: [They came

to them, and scared them, or frightened them, or

made them to flee, anay from their stations].

(TA.) Andžiul &;" ** The wind put

in motion the male ostrich, and drove him anay,

or along: (K:) and [in like manner]:

It the ship). (TA) And A-l &#1*

! The wind smote the clouds, and put them into a

state of commotion, (K,TA) and made them to

speed along. (TA) And A.J. J: &;"

+ The wind carries anay the rainless clouds.

(Mgh. [See also 4.]) Whence, app., (Mgh,)

&- 3-9. Ji- + The sea cast fish upon the

shore; (Lth, Mgh, K;) a verb like*: Occur

ring in a trad., in which it is erroneously said to

be Ji-i. (Mgh.) – Also, (K,) aor. -, inf. n.

Ji- (TA,) He prostrated a man; thren him

don’n upon the ground. (K.) You say, *i.

**, meaning He thrust him, or pierced him,

[with a spear or the like,] and displaced and

prostrated him. (Mgh.)- He thren goods one

upon another. (IDrd, Msb, T.A.)– He, or it,

overturned, or turned upside-donn. (TA.)-

Also, aor. -, (K) inf. n. Ji- (TA,) He peeled,

pared, stripped, or scraped off, a thing; (AZ,

K, TA;) as, for instance, flesh from the bone,

and fat from the skin; (AZ, TA3) and so "Ja-,

(K) inf. n. J*: (TA:) he removed flesh

from the bone: (K :) app. formed by transposi

tion from -i-. (TA)- Also, (Msb, K.)

aor. 2, (Msb,) or ; , (K.) He snept anay mud

(Msb, K, TA) from the ground; (TA;) and so

"Jä- (K.) [It seems that Golius found, in a

copy of the K, &#" erroneously put for &#1;

55
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and 4- for 4- for he has explained the

former verb as meaning “combussit stramen.”]

2: see 1, in five places.

4: see 1, in six places. –You say also,*

*: &;" + The wind carried"y the dust,

made it to fly anay. (S.) And Locall Jae- The

clouds, or mist, became removed, or cleared off.

(TA.)

5: see 1. – You say of a cock, Ji-s, mean

ing 4.3% U: [i. e., +He ruffled the feathers

around his neck]. (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA.)

7: see 1. - Uás-ji also signifies t It went

anay, or departed; said of the shade, (K, TA,)

and of the night. (T.A.)- He, or it, became

overturned, or turned upside-donn. (TA.)

# -Jūs-31 The tree, blonin upon by a violent

nvind, became uprooted. (TA.)

Ji- See J.-l. It is an inf. n. used as an

epithet; and means A people, or party, fleeing

quickly; as also "illis (Msb) — Also A

cloud that has poured forth its nater and gone

anay (S, K) quickly; (S;) because it is then

lighter and quicker. (Harp. 373.)- 4. ship ;

(K;) because the wind drives it along ("Ass-3):

(TA:) pl. Ušia-. (K.)=Ants : black ants:

(#3) large black ants: (TA:) a dial. var. of

J' (K)

iii. J." es' Śā; [Fear Jell, pon. the

people;] the people feared. (TA.)=alka-5,-->

A leafy tree; a tree having many leaves. (K.)

:= See also what next follows.

6 * o

ălăa- (S, K) and *ā- (TA [there said in

one place to be 2-àJū, but this is most probably

a mistranscription for>ul) A fleece of wool:

(S, K:) [a word used in the sense of] a pass.

part. n., like as: in the phrase# -#. (S.)

J: .343, (AZ, S, Msb, K.) and

'Ji-9, (AZ, S, K,”) which latter was un

known to As, (S,) I invited them to my feast, or

food, (AZ, S, Msb, K,”) in common, (AZ, S,

Msb) without distinction, (Msb,) or nith their

company and commonalty. (K.) And &% Jes

g: J. S &#1 J, (Akh,S, Msb,') and

"Lise-S1, Such a one was invited among the dis

tinguished persons, not among the commonalty.

(Akh, S.) And J's #3 A general invitation;

contr...of es: #2-2. (Msb.) And Āši as-,

Valā-1, and alji, (Fr, S, K,”) The people came

in a company; (Fr, S;) and "...~", and

X:#, with their company. (Fr, S.K.) Accord.

to some, (S,) * Ji- signifies A collection, or

an assemblage, of any things; (§, K;) as also

Jºji (S.) and "id., (SSgh,TA) or '#,

(K) a company, or an assembly, (S,Sgh, K,) of

men, (S, TA) going along quickly. (TA.)

J - d. • 6 • d >

J%ie-, or U}\ka-, [whether with or without

tenween is not shown,] Fearful; wont, or apt, to

take fright and flee, or run anay at random.

(TA.) [See also Ji-]

Jú-: see what next follows.

Jú. What is cast forth by a torrent, (S, K,

TA,) of rubbish and scum, or of rotten leaves
6 * *

mixed with scum; (TA;) as also "Jüe-, like

--, (TA) and "ājū- (K, TA)—The

froth of milk. (K.)= Much (K) of anything:

(TA:) or of wool; as also "Ja- (K:) or

much nool. (S.) The ewe is represented as
- : *- : * ~ * *- - * * ~ *- 2 - > * ~ *

saying, Sü (34 -i-, Su-j-i Su-, 3.5

St. J: 5.3% [I am delivered of lambs, and I

am shorn of much nool, and I am milked of

heavy bonulfuls, and thou hast not seen cattle the
* ~ * * ~ *

like of me]: by Suis-j- is meant I am shorn

[of much wool] at once; for nought of her wool

falls to the ground until all of it is shorn. (S.)

UU- is applied, by Dhu-r-Rummeh, as an epithet

to hair; [meaning Much, or abundant;] and it

is not applied as an epithet to anything save what

is much, or abundant. (S.) Ed-Deijál [or Anti

christ] is described, in a trad., as xiii Jú:
* 3: * *

Having much hair : (TA:) and J-9 "Jsu

[also] has this meaning. (Ham p. 469.)

J* A wind (~9) that smites the clouds,

and puts them into a state of commotion; (K;)

or that makes them to speed along : (TA:) a
6 * - 6 o a

snift wind; (TA;) as also "isla- and "Ja-3:

(S. K.) pl. of the first, (i.e., of J*) Ji.

(K.)- Great, or large: so in the phrase i:

J* [A great, or large, quantity of hair ex

tending beyond the ears],(K)-An aged woman;

(K,” TA;) as also "Jess-l: (K:) pl. of the

former as above. (K.)

J.-: See Jú.

ău: ; SeeJi

ăuis.; See U-11–and Jú--Also

ău:1, (K,) or 2:l âû-, (S) What one takes

Jrom the head [of the contents] of the cooking

pot with the ladle. (S, K.)

6 - J -

Jús an intensive epithet from Jás in the first

of the senses explained above; i.e., A camel that

takes fright, or shies, and flees, &c., much, or

often. (Msb.) [See also &Si-]

it: See Ji-il.

Js: part. n. of Ji- in the first of the senses

explained above: (Msb:) [and in other senses.]

- Hastening, or speeding. (TA.) See J*.

- Disquieted, disturbed, agitated, or flurried.

(S, K, TA.)- See also Jú.

J: a name of [The month] 5:ii 25, (K,

TA,) in the time of paganism. (TA.)

6.--> of • * *

ālā-l: see Uskás-Ji, in two places.

Ji-i. See L'is', in three places.

J.: Conwardly, or a convard, (S, K, TA,)

that is frightened at everything. (T.A.) A he

ostrich (S, K) that takes fright, (K,) and flees

from everything (S, K, TA) that he sees; (TA;)

as also "Ji- (K.)- A bon of n!hich the arrow

goes far. (K.)- See also J*.

Ja: Turning anay, or going back, or retreat
- 6 J -

ing; going anay. (TA) -See also U3A2-.

Ji- applied to a camel's hump, Heavy:

[properly, an instrument of overturning:] applied

as an epithet to a camel's hump that is so heavy

as to overturn the animal when, after rolling on

the ground, he desires to rise. (TA.)

1. ii. 3., (K) inf n &l-, (TA) He

slaughtered a she-camel, and gave her flesh for

food (K, TA) to the people, (TA) in bonyls

(due). (K, TA)

2. bi- They made bowls (Jü- [probably

meaning they prepared bowls of food : accord. to

Freytag's Lex., ci- means “apposuit scutellam;”

but he does not name his authority]). (TA.)=

cº- and "ois. It (a grape-vine) attained to

the state of having an J-si [i.e., app., a stock].

(TA.)

5: see 2.

&: The eyelid; both the upper and the loner:

(S, Msb, K:) of the masc. gender: (Msb:) pl.

[of pauc.] &u= and&: and [of mult.] &si

(K.)- The upper surface, and the loner, of a

cake of bread: both together being called uis

-###". (Lh, T.A.).- The scabbard, or sheath,

(*, S, K, or -354, Msb) of a sword: (S,

Mab, K.) [or] the case, or receptacle, in which

is [put] the sword together nith its J-24 and

suspensory belt or cord: (S voce* :) [but the

former signification only is commonly known:]

and [it is said that] "Ji-signifies the same;

(K;) but this is doubted ty IDrd: (M, TA:)

pl. [of pauc.13: and [of mult]&#. (Mb.)

–The J-f [app, here meaning stock] of a

grape-vine : (K:) or a grape-vine itself, in the

dial. of El-Yemen; (T, TA;) so called as being

imagined to be the receptacle of the grapes: (Er

Rághib, TA:) or a species of grape : (ISd, K:)

or the skin of the grape, in nºbich is the juice:

(IAar, TA:) or a climbing shoot of a grape-vine:

(AHn, TA:) or the shoots of the grape-vine: (T,

S, M, K:) n. un, with 3: (T, S, M:) or, accord.

to IAar, #. is syn. with asy- [app. a mistran

scription for is's a single grape-vine]: or, accord.

to some, as ISd says, the leaves of the grape-vine.

(TA) [Hence, cis-1 & The juice of the vine;

(A, TA;) wine: (TA :) [or it may originally

mean tears; then, rain; and then, wine: for]

wine is also called ~(~ #: and it." &i

means the clouds. (TA)-4 kind of tree, of

sneet odour. (AHn, K.)- A certain plant, of
- d -

the kind called JW-1, that grows in a spreading

manner, and, when it dries up, contracts, having

grains like the axi- [or fenugreek]. (AHn, TA.)

Cis- See &#.

#-A (bowl of the kind called as: (Ki)

or like a âa-as: (S:) the largest hind of as...a5;

(Ks, S in art. -ā-2, M ;) next to which is the
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ax.a5 [properly so called], which satisfies the

hunger of ten [men]; then, the ai-2, which

satisfies five; then, the als:, which satisfies two

men, and three; then, the ai:-3, which satisfies

one man: (Ks, $ in art. -ā-2 :) it is peculiarly

applied to a receptacle for kinds of food: (Er

Răghib, TA:) pl. [of mult] &ti- (S, Mgb, K)

and Cie (Sb, TA) and (of pauci, TA) +.
(S, Msb, K.) [Hence,] £- Śāé. [His bonel

was turned upside-down; meaning the nas slain;

a phrase similar to $35, &#. (A in art. A$).)

-+A small well; (K ;) aS being likened to the

ā-ā- for food. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)–: A generous

man: (K:) ##: is an appellation applied to

a generous man who entertains many guests and

feeds many: (IAar, TA:) he is called äuäe

because people are fed in the āāa-, and the

epithet# is added because of the whiteness of

the camel's hump in the ālā- (TA.)- Also

i. q. #:- (meaning Some nine, ..or a hind of

rvine: see also Jäs-Jl Sue, voce Use-]. (IAar,

TA.) -

9*

1. i-, (K) aor.”, (TA) inf n. #3-; and

W Us's 5; It did not keep, or cleave, to its place.

(K.) You say, J-94.1 c. 4: tie-, (Mgh,)

and 4: "Ust-2, (§, Mgh.) His side did not

rest, or nas restless, or uneasy, upon the bed; or

shrank from it; (S, Mgh;) and heaved, or rose,

from it: (Mgh:) or the former, his side did not

keep, or cleave, to its place upon the bed; and the

latter, it became withdrawn, or removed, from it.

(TA.) And .** 3: &: us-, (S, Msb,

TA) aor. and inf. n. as above; (Msb;) and

* Ljus-3; (S, Msb;) The saddle heaved, or rose,

from the back of the horse : (S, Msb:) or did

not heep, or cleave, to its place upon his back.

(TA.)- [Hence,] it is said in a trad. of 'Omar,

-:) &: ää &= s: J. Verily I recoil,

shrink, or am averse, from some matters of hnon

ledge, or science, and ignore them, or neglect

them. (Mgh.)–Also us-, (MSb, TA) aor, as

above, (Msb,) [and so the inf. n.,] said of a

garment, or piece of cloth, It was thick, coarse,

or rough: (Mgb, TA:) and in like manner said

of a reed-pen, it was thick, coarse, or rough, in

its nib. (TA)-[And hence, (see #4, below,

and -*) He was, or became, thick, gross,

coarse, rough, or rude, of make : and, more com

monly, coarse, rough, or rude, of nature or dis

position, or in his intercourse and dealings with

others; unhind, hard, churlish, uncivil, or surly.

(See also 10)] It is said in a trad, is a 32,

i.e. [He who abides in the desert] becomes coarse,

rough, or rude, of nature or disposition; [or un

kind, hard, churlish, &c.;] by reason of mixing

little with men. (TA)-láš << ū- Such a

thing was, or became, heavy, onerous, burdensome,

or oppressive, to him. (K)= 2* £- ti

-35". and &: ū- see 3.–3: *-i

u% The cooking-pot cast forth its froth, or

foam; as also "-à-l; (TA;) [like -i. and

-a-lil originally without. (Er-Raghib,TA)

AndJ: ti- The torrent drove anay [things

in its course]. (Msb)—J: ti-, aor, as above,

He turned anay from the man; avoided him;

Or' shunned him: or he drove anay the man;

from J: Uía-, explained above: sometimes

meaning, with hatred. (Mgb.) And sus. He

withdren, or removed, far, or to a distance, from

him: whence the saying of Mohammad Ibn

Sookah, Jºsé Jús. Ju Ji ... [When my

property became little, my brethren withdren, far

from me]. (TA.)- And 4. tis. He did not

keep, or cleave, or hold fast, to his property.

(K)—And sus, (S. K.) aor.”, (S) inf n.

£- (S, K) and #, (K.) He treated him, or

behaved tonards him, coarsely, roughly, rudely,

unkindly, hardly, churlishly, uncivilly, or surlily:

(S, K:) you should not say <+. (S.) The

pass. part. n. is *: and W J.- : (S, and K

in art. Usia- ) the latter formed in accordance

with G: in which the 2 is changed into Ug.

(Fr,S.)-He did to him what displeased, grieved,

or vexed, him; did to him what he disliked, or

hated ; did evil to him. (TA.) So in the trad.,

* * *-* ~

the pilgrimage to Mekkeh and does not visit me,

i. e. does not visit my tomb afterwards, either on

his homeward journey or by journeying to El

Medeeneh for that special purpose, does nhat

displeases me]. (TA)—ts.<3 #3 -ā- The

noman neglected to take care of her child, or to

pay frequent attention to it. (TA.)

- -

3. [He who performs

2. i: [inf. n. ofJi- signifies, in Persian,

U>>2/3 elas- [app. as meaning The ordering one

to act, or to treat another, coarsely, roughly,

rudely, &c.]. (KL. [Accord. to Golius, as on

this authority, “i. q. us-, sign. injuria affecit ;

duriter et inique tractavit: seu transit. ejus.”])

3. L#" &# 4: Ussle-, and ***, He

caused his side not to rest, or caused it to be

restless, or uneasy, upon the bed; or caused it to

shrink therefrom ; and he heaved it, dren, it up,

or raised it, [making it to be separated by some

space or interval] from the bed. (Mgh.) And

hence, (Mgh)434 U"-(Mgh,TA)<-3
(TA) He put, or set, his upper arms apart, Or

remote, from his sides. (Mgh,TA.) [Thus the

Muslim is enjoined to do in prostrating himself in

prayer.] And Jill* &= &" Lssue-, (S,”

Msb) and "sus-1, (§, K) and 'u', (K, [said

in the TA to be a mistake, but a similar usage

of this verb has been mentioned above on the

authority of the Mgh,]) He raised the saddle

from the back of the horse: (S, Msb, K:) and

in like manner, eagl* &= -:#1 *<: [I

raised the saddle from the back of the camel].

(M, TA.)

4. sus- He made, or caused, him, or it, to be,

or become, distant, remote, far off, or aloof.

(TA.) – See also 3, in two places. -(s-à

à:u." He fatigued the cattle, [in some copies of

the S, ū: is put for (*#) and did not let them

eat, (AZ, S, K, TA) nor fed them previously,

driving them vehemently. (TA.)=#| *i;

See 1.—-49 ** The land became like the

£, or rubbish and scum cast forth by the

torrent of a valley, or by a cooking-pot, in

respect of the departure of the good thereof. (Er

Rághib, TA.)

6. Lists-3 : see 1, in three places. [Said of a

person prostrating himself, or lying down, it

means He dren up his body from that on which

he rested. And 4: Usus-3 generally signifies

He, or it, receded, withdren, removed, or became

remote or aloof or separated by some space or

interval, from him, or it: and he dren anay,

shrank, or flinched, from him, or it..] It is said,

** and J#1, that

the former is by cutting the external jugular

veins; and the latter, &: J~ es' J.' gig

Ljus: [By causing the act to take effect upon

the place thereof while standing aloof]; meaning

that the J55 strikes from a distance, not knowing

whether he will hit the place or not. (Mgh.)

And [hence] you say, ai- &= 4 Us's 5 f [He

relinquished, i. e.] he gave, to him, his right, or

due. (TA in art. Jass-.) - He inclined, or

declined, or turned, from side to side : and from

right to wrong. (Har p. 125.) [See 6 in art.

242.]

8. su- He removed him, or it, from his, or

its, place. (K.)

10. sus- He esteemed it (namely, a bed,

&c., K) -*, (S, K.) i. e. thick, coarse, or rough.

(TA.)– He demanded, or required, of him that

he should do what was displeasing, grievous,

vexatious, or evil. (TA.)= ( ska-' He became

coarse, rough, rude, unkind, hard, churlish, un

civil, or surly. (KL. [See also 1.])

* - - -

tae- see #Väe-.

of the difference between

6.- d -

334- A single act of coarse, rough, rude, un

kind, hard, churlish, uncivil, or surly, treatment,

or behaviour. (TA)- See also is, in three

places.

--

isi- see 'las-.

£- is in make; [signifying Thickness, gross

ness, coarseness, roughness, or rudeness:] and in

nature, or disposition; (TA;) signifying coarse

ness, roughness, or rudeness, (Mgh, Msb,) in

one's intercourse and dealings with others; (Mgh;)

unkindness, hardness, churlishness, incivility, or

surliness; a predominant quality of the people of

the desert; (Mgh, Msb;) from ū- said of a

garment, or piece of cloth; (Msh;) Contr. of X,

(S,) or of i.e., (K;) as also "us", (K.) accord.

to Lth ; but Az says that he knew not any one

who allowed this latter: (TA:) so, too, "isi

and "isis, in the sayings isis as and isis. [In

him is coarseness, roughn's, or rudeness, &c.]:

(K:) and 324-31 Au d'). Such a one is a

person in whom coarseness, roughness, or rudeness,

&c., is apparent: ($ ) but accord. to Lth, 52Aa

[whether 32ka- or 52* is not shown] denotes a

more constant quality than *. (TA.) You

55 r
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say also, W isi- al, meaning He is suffering

coarseness, roughness, or rudeness, &c. (K.) And

c3 W isi- £usi ! [The roughness, or rudeness,

&c., of time, or fortune, smote him]; and £isis.

[its roughnesses, or rudenesses, &c.]. (TA.)

# The rubbish and scum cast forth by the

torrent of a valley, and by a cooking-pot. (Er

Raghib, TA) [See also art.us-]—And hence,

as being likened to the ă. of the torrent, The

first, or foremost, of men, or people. (TA.)

[But see art. u-.]

-šū- [act part. n. of 1:] applied to a garment,

Ol' piece of cloth, (Mgh, Msb,) and to a bed, &c.,

(S, K, TA,) Thich, coarse, or rough. (Mgh,

Msb, T.A.)- And [hence] applied to a man, (S,

TA,) meaning Thick, gross, coarse, rough, or

rude, of make; and coarse, rough, or rude, of

nature or disposition; coarse, rough, rude, un

hind, hard, churlish, uncivil, or surly, in his

treatment of, or behaviour tonards, his com

panions: pl. ju. (TA.) You say also, J*.

ail-l Jé- [A man thick, gross, coarse, rough,

or rude, of make]: and g-il J- niggardly

and incompliant; coarse, rough, or rude, (K,

TA,) in his intercourse and dealings with others;

oppressive n-hen angry and irritated against his

companion neith n'hom he sits. (TA.) And -ā

alies."&" [Obdurate against admonition]. (TA

in art. Alaa-.)

3. * *

9am-e :

3 * * see 1.

Je

1. 3-, or 3-4 (S.M., K.) in n. #4,

(S,) or J}~, (K, [in the CK, erroneously,S}.

is put for S5-.]) or both, (TA, [but see what

follows,]) and J.-, (Ham p. 218, see this word

below, under Ji-) [in its primary sense, It was,

or became, thick, gross, coarse, rough, rugged,

rude, big, or bulky : (see J.-:) and then,] it,

(a thing, Msb,) or he (a man, S) was, or became,

great ; (S, Msb, K, TA;) [said of a thing, mean

ing in size; and] said of a man, meaning in

estimation, rank, or dignity : (S, TA:) or.#5

signifies greatness ofestimation or rank or dignity:

butJ> supreme greatness thereof: (Er-Răghib,

TA:) the latter is an attribute of God only; (As

in Ham p. 607, Er-Răghib, TA;) except in few

instances: (As ubi supra:) or it means the great

ness, or majesty, of God: (S, Msb:) or his abso

lute independence. (Bd in lv. 27.) IJ-5 }*,

referring to the name of God expressed or under

stood, is a phrase of frequent occurrence, meaning,

To Him, or to Whom, belong might and majesty,

or glory and greatness 1–2. abla-' 9:J

[He is too great to be comprehended within

limits] and 13-0 #3 & J-3 [He is too

great to be perceived by the senses] are phrases

used in speaking of God. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)

The saying of El-Ahmar,

* (#3, #4 #3: V. J. W. "

Joao.e. e.e. * * * * * * *

* •: 3 & 2 × 3: *

[0, hon greatly distant to thee is our country !

therefore threaten in thy land as long as it seems

Jit to thee, and menace], means --> U. "Jai U.

[&c.] (S)-Also J-, (§, K) aor. 2, inf n.

#5- and J.S., (K) said of a man, ($) He

became old, or advanced in age, (§, K.) and firm,

or sound, in judgment. (K.) And <i> said of

a she-camel, She was, or became, old, or advanced

in age : (Abu-n-Nasr, S:) and so *-j-5 said

of a woman. (TA)=.js' cº- 3-0. <!--

[The girl married before she had arrived at

puberty, or the beast covered before she was of fit

age,] was too young [to bear offspring]: (S:) a

prov. (TA.) [Thus the verb bears two contr.

significations. See also &="..]=2#. J-, (S,

Msh, K.) '''1 24, (S) or "j" &#, (K)

aor. - , (Msb, K.) or * [contr. to rule], (S,Sgh,)

or both, accord. to Ibn-Málik and others, (TA,)

infin. J,', (S. K.) [and 5- accord to the K,

but this is an inf n. of S-], The people, or com

pany of men, went forth, or emigrated, (S, Msb,

K.) like S-, (S, K,) from a country, or town,

(Msb) [or from their places of abode,] to another
- 3 -

country, or tonn. (S, Msb)=#9 *-, (K,)

[aor., accord. to rule, *,] inf. n. 3: (TA,) They

took the main part, or portion, of the [prepara

tion of milk termed] laşl. (K.) [See also 5.]

4: c." |&# 3 is Thou hast brought this as

an injury(£) upon thyself (K)=#J

(S.K.) or , (s) infa. J. G. K.) and ii

(K,) He picked up, (S,) or collected with his

hand, (K,) the camels', or similar, dung; (S, K;)

and "4:- signifies the same, (S) or he picked

it up for fuel. (K.) [See i-] *= See also 2.

2. Ji- inf n. J:.5, said of a thing, i. q.X

[as meaning It included persons, or things, &c.,

in common, or generally, or universally, within

the compass of its influence, or effects]. (S, TA.)

So in the phrase ** J:S Ji- +

[Clouds that include the land in common, Or

generally, or universally, within the compass of

their rain; i.e., that rain upon the land through

out its general, or universal, extent]: ($, TA:)

or, as in the A, thundering clouds, covering the

land with rain. (TA.) And so in the phrase,
- c.5 J - * • * *

JaySt Ja...' Je- The rain included the general,

or universal, extent of the land within the com

pass of its fall; and covered the land so as not to

leave anything uncovered. (IF, Msb.)– And

hence, [in a general sense,] He covered a thing.

(Mgb.) It [or he] ascended, rose, mounted, got,

was, or became, upon, or over, a thing; (Ham

p. 45) as also 'J's 5 (S. K.)— He clad a

horse (S, K) or beast (K) with a J- [or covering

for protection from the cold]; (§, K;) as also

"J-. (K.)

4. 4-1, (§, K) inf n, J94 (TA) [He
made it J.-, i.e., thick, &c.: contr. of assi:

see Hamp. 546 – And hence,] He magnified

him; honoured him; (K, TA) as also "3-5.

(TA:) he exalted him (TA) in rank, or station.

($) It is said in a trad, Xi Jak & bi-i,

meaning [Magnify ye God, and He willforgive

you: or] say ye,29.4% J%-" 15 (3 [0 Thou

who art possessed of greatness, or majesty, and

bounty], and believe in his greatness, or majesty:

it is also recited otherwise, with C; (TA in the

present art.;) i. e. aft bi-i, meaning “Resign

yourselves to God;” or “ quit ye the danger and

straitness of belief in a plurality of Gods, to avail

yourselves of the freedom of El-Islām;” (TA in

art. U-;) but the former recital is confirmed by

another trad., namely, 25+}; J}-l 15 '' Lili

[see art, la)]. (TA in the present art.) [Hence,]

* 3: 43 is, and 49- J. c

see Ji-– He gave him much. (S.) You say,

Jisi S; Ji-i U. (S, TA) He gave me not

much, nor gave he me little : (S:) or the gave me

not a camel, nor gave he me a sheep, or goat.

(TA.) A poet says, (S,) namely, El-Marrár El

Fak'asee, describing his eye, (TA,)

* <!-, J'L' is & *

+It wept, and shed fen tears, and shed many. (S,

TA) You say also, #3 & # 3 J. He
gave his horse a large feed of millet. (TA.)

He gave him a à-la-, i. e., a she-camel that had

brought forth once. (S, K.) You say, Ji- U.

Ju:- S. He gave me not a she-camel that had

brought forth once, (S, K,”) nor gave he me a

3/oung, or small, camel. (S.)= J-i U.: see 1.

[You say, £i U. How great, &c., is he, or it !]

=J- He was, or became, strong : - and He

was, or became, weak: thus bearing two contr.

significations. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

5. all- He took the greater, main, principal,

or chief, part of it; the main, gross, mass, or

bulk, of it; (S, K;) as also *4:- (K) and **i-5.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K. [In the CK, in the explanation

of the second and third of these verbs, 49- is

erroneously put for 4:9-1)—see also 2 –

[Hence,] He sat upon him; namely, a horse.

(KL) And isúl J-il Ji-S (S and K in art.

Als) The stallion-camel mounted the she-camel.

(TA in that art.)

6. J.- i. 7.253 (S. K) and #5 (S.)

You say, 43 &= J.-: &% (S, K*) Such a

one exalts himself above that; holds himself above

#: disdains it; Ol' is disdainful of it; syn.&#

asc, (S) or Lalala: ; (K3) as also asks J-e

(TA.)- See also 1.=4-5 : see 4:-and 5.

8 :

R. Q. 1. J.-- [app. It sounded ; or made a

sound, or sounds; said of a little bell, such as

is called J~ : said also of thunder: and it

sounded vehemently; or made a vehement sound,

or vehement sounds : and he threatened: (see
6 * > d >

à-la-, which seems to be the inf. n. of the verb

in these senses:) and,] said of a horse, he neighed
J e - d -

see 5:=and see also 1.

clearly; or had a clear neigh. (K.)= alks-Mº-,
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($) inf n is is, (K.) He put it (a thing, S)

in motion ($, K) with his hand. (S.) And Us-le

£ He (a player at the game called 2-3)

moved about [or shuffled] the gaming-arron's.

(TA.)- He mixed it. (K.)- He tryisted it

vehemently, or strongly; namely, the string of a

bow or the like. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

R. Q. 2. J~~ It was, or became, in a state

of motion; or was put in motion. (K.)- It

was, or became, agitated in the mind. (K,” TA.)

- He sank into the ground. (S, K.) It sank,

or became depressed; syn. #3 -āj. (K.) One

says, -:) 3.2% <--- The foundations of

the house sank, or became depressed; syn.
d = • d > *

<-a-a-ay. (S.)

J- Trail of a ship: pl. J.'. ..(S, K.)=

See also U2-, in two places: =and U2-:=and

J.--Also Contemptible, mean, or paltry:

thus bearing two contr. significations. (K.)

3 *

U2- The greater, main, principal, or chief,

part of a thing; the most thereof; the main,

gross, mass, or bulk, of it; (S, Msb, K;) as also

"J54. (K) You say, 4. 3- (K, TA) and

*45- (S,Sgh, K) [He took the greater part of

it]. =A horse-cloth, or covering (Msb, K) of a

horse or similar beast, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) for

protection (Msb, K) from the cold; (Msb;) as

also "Ja (K.) [in Persian J. :] pl. [of mult]

J}=(S, Mgh, Msh, K) and [of pauc] J%i,

(Msh, K) and is is pl. of J%- (S, TA)—

The cover of, or d thing with which one covers, a

book, or volume; which latter is hence called

*ā- (Er-Răghib in TA; but, in this sense,

written without any vowel-sign.)=The place of

the pitching and constructing of a tent or house.

(K)=Also, (S, K.) and "J-, (K.) The rose,

(AHn, S, K,) the nihite and the red and the

gellon; (AHn, K;) plentiful in the countries of

the Arabs, both cultivated and nild: (AHn, TA:)

tl Persian word, arabicized; (AHn," S, Sgh;)

from Js: ($gh, TA:) and the jasmine: n un,

with 3. (K.) =See also Je. :=andJi

3- See J*, in six places.=Also The

stalks of seed-produce [or corn] when it has been

reaped; (S, O, Mgh, K;) as also "J: and "J-:

(K:) when it has been removed to the place

where the grain is trodden out, and has been

trodden, and cut by means of the U-2-2, it is

called £5. (AHn, Mgh.) And, by amplifica

tion, applied to The stalks remaining upon the

jield after the reaping. (Mgh in the present art.

and in art. -a-.)

# (S,Mgh, Mob, K) and "is and "#,

(K) the second whereof is that which is most known

[in the present day], and next the first [which

seems to be the most chaste], (TA) Camels,

or sheep's, or goats', or similar, dung; syn.* :

(S, K:) or a single lump thereof: (Mgh, Mgb,

K:) or such as has not been broken. (K.) [Com

monly applied in the present day to Such dung

kneaded with chopped stran, and formed into

round flat cakes, which are dried in the sun, for

fuel.] You say, is " -*** cº; & &

[Verily the sons of such a one, their fuel is the

dung of camels or sheep &c.]. (S.) - Also

(metonymically, Mgh) applied to Human ordure.

(Mgh, Mgb.)

#: A large [receptacle made of palm-leaves

woven together, such as is called] aii, for dates;

(K;) a receptacle (S, Mgh, Msb, K) for dates,

(S, Mgh, Msb,) made of palm-leaves; (K;) [a

thing made of palm-leaves woven together, gene

rally used as a receptacle for dates, but also

employed for other purposes, as, for instance, to

lay upon the mouth of a natering-trough, where

the water is poured in, by nay of protection;

see #1 pl. JY-(Mgh, Mob, K) and J1+.

(K.)=See also #.

is: See # =and J.-, of which it is

in most instances a pl.

Ji-A great, momentous, or formidable, thing,

affair, matter, case, or event; as also *L' (S,

K, TA) and *#: (TA:) or "L' [as also

Jis and "5*] signifies a hard, difficult, severe,

or distressing, and a great, momentous, or for

midable, thing, or affair, &c.; (Msb:) pl. [of
4 - > 6 - d ?. w J 6 * /

J.-,] JS-i, (TA;) and of "J-, J.-. (S,

K.) El-Hárith Ibn-Waaleh says,

* * ~ *-# , #2 * * * o: *

ess- _*l 1945 Los use”

* C = .” J J O e • . < *

ess" -s:--> -- 39

*

* * *

* * * * * # * :- * * * * *

SU- c.24-9 -24s cºls

* f < * : *# * * * * *;” sk

Uske &#39 -'s a- &#2

- * ~#

[My people, they have slain, O Umeymeh, (Locol

being apocopated, for ::) my brother; so, if

I shoot, my arron will strike me; and verily, if

I forgive, I shall indeed forgive a great thing;

but verily, if I assault, I shall indeed weaken my

bone : see Ham p. 97]. (S.) And Beshāmeh

Ibn-Hazn says,

• * > * > • 0 < e o e

* . *"G-G =s** &!> sk

* u-šū -ó125+ #: @: *

[And if thou invite to a great affair, and a gene

rous act, any day, manly and noble persons, the

generous of mankind, invite us] : (TA:) orJ

is here an inf. n. in the place ofJ}- and #5-,

like Us: &c. (Ham p. 218)— Also, i.e.,

Ji- A small, (K,) an easy, or a mean, paltry,

or contemptible, thing, affair, matter, case, or

event : (S, K, TA:) thus bearing two contr. sig

nifications. (S, K.) Imra-el-Keys says, on the

occasion of his father's having been slain,

d = e J. e. o - 3 > -t; o 3- ~ * * , 22

* J's als- L. Jæ Sl" -", +- Us: J: *

meaning [By Benoo-Asad's slaying their lord:

non, surely everything beside it is] a mean, paltry,
d • * J o – “

or small, matter. (§,"TA.)—c- 403 -las

suis I did that on account of thee, for thy sake,
- - of o

or because of thee; syn. <!-l J*; (S,K;*) as

also '4' c., (K) and "45- c.", (§, K.)

and"4: J-2, and'4' U-2, and J: U^

W 45-l. (K.) Jemeel says,

d • • - J. * a * - J. de

* a---> Us? ~-à-99 2'> -o-') *

• * Ö * * * a y -

* *3: #44 Jaii & = *

meaning [The remains marking the site of a

house, I paused at the relic thereof that n'as still

standing : I almost died, in the early morning,]

on account of it (* & ), or, as some say,

because of its greatness in my eye. (S.)= Accord.

o ~ * & e >

to Zj, Ula- is a particle syn. with -os). (Mughnee.)

J}~ an inf. n. ofJ- (K, T.A.)-[Hence,]

40%- &: 43 << see Ji-+.

6 - J. # ,

U}\e-: see Je-, in two places:- also, and
- - 6 • -

its fem, with 3, see J.'s-, in three places:o •

and see J-34

J> The deck, or part resembling a roof, of a

ship: a sing word. (Mgh.)– (See J- and

#, of each of which it is a pl.]

J.- in its primary acceptation, signifies

Thick, gross, coarse, rough, rugged, rude, big, or

bulky; applied to a material substance; (Er

Răghib, TA;) opposed to J33; (§, Er-Răghib,

TA) as also "J-, (S) opposed to 32 : (S,K :)
• " .. 3

[and then,] great ; (Msb, K;) as also "Ja- and
3 - 6 - d. *

"Ja- (K) and "JS-, (S, K.) which is also

explained as signifying large, big, bulky, or large

in body, (K) and "J% fem. #' and
6- - - •

"àS.- : (K:) [also] great in respect of estima

tion, rank, or dignity : (S, TA:), pl. [of pauc.]
63 & & *3

#-i and is and [of mult] 5-i. (TA) You
" .. 3. ... à 2: . . . * - - - 2 --

say, "J-3, 3, 4 us, i.e., J.-S, Gs, [He

has neither slender, or fine, or small, nor thick,

or gross, or coarse, &c., or great]. (S.) And

"J- 3-3 [Large trees; or trees as] opposed

3 * ~ *

to 52 +: [or shrubs, or bushes]. (Lth, Mgh in

art. U.K.) And "J- Ji- Thick, or coarse,

[garments, or dresses, of the kind called] Ji-;

opposed to 32 Ji- (Mgh in art. Ú2 :) or the
2 * 3

things termed J-, of commodifies, are carpets,

and [the garments called] a-ás [pl. of ā-āl,

and the like; (K;) contr. of 52; such as the
© •

[cloth called] L-le-, and the mat, and the like.

(TA) And "āş-signifies Agreat she camel,

(S, KS) big-bodied. (TA) You say also, 4-1.

S.- u-b [He ground it coarsely]. ($ in art.

U--.) J.", meaning The great in dignity,

is not applied peculiarly to God: when it is

applied to Him, it is because of his creating the

great things that are indicative of Him, or because

He is too great to be comprehended within limits

or to be perceived by the senses. (Er-Rághib,

TA.) And i->; means A great people; lords,

chiefs, or people of rank or quality; (K;) a good

people; (TA;) a people of eminence, nobility,

dignity, or high rank. (K.)– Also Old, or

advanced in age, and firm, or sound, in judgment:
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.pl. ii- : (K:) which pl., as meaning old, or

advanced in age, is applied to camels, (S,Sgh,K)

as well as to men. (K.) Hence, in a trad, Järrels

Jala- &: 5* (# J-44.2% [And Iblees pre
2 *

sented himself to them in the form of an old man

advanced in age]. (TA.) * is in the sense

last explained above, is also used as a sing, and

is applied to the male and the female [of camels]:

or signifies such as is termed: [i. e., a she

camel that has entered her sixthgear,] until she

has become a Ujū [in her ninth year]: or a male

camel that has become a &: : or it is applied to

a she-camel, and '3- to a he-camel. (K.) And

[the fem.] W i." [used as a subst.] signifies A.

she-camel that has brought forth once: (S, O, K:)

and [simply] a she-camel; as in the saying, 4 U.

#3 S5 is: He has neither a she-camel nor a

ene, or she-goat : (S:) or camels. (JK and TA

in art. G2 [q.v., voce &#3].) Also (i.e. "all-)

A great palm-tree having much fruit: pl. J.-:

(K;) [or rather this is a coll. gen, n.;] or, accord.

to some copies of the K, the pl. is J}~. (TA.)

= Also i. q.ź [Panicum, or panic grass];

(S, K;) a neak plant, with n'hich the interstices

of houses are stopped up : n, un, with 5: ($:)

or '#'- signifies a species of A. : (TA in

art. . ) pl. J%- (S. K.)

ii. [used as a subst.]: see the latter part of

the next preceding paragraph, in three places.

* * * : * .

see J.M-, in four places.use :
* & P 6 * *

*Y*- : see U.M-, in two places.

3. J. 3 * -

U.S.- a rel, n, from Ja-; A seller of Jºe [Pl.3%, •

of Ja-]for horses or similar beasts. (T.A.)

J: : See J*.

# (S, Mgh, Mab, K) and "ā- (Mgh,

Mgb) A con that repeatedly seeks after filths [to

eat them]; ($, K;) the milk of which is for

bidden: (S:) a beast that eats al-, meaning

human ordure; (S, Mgh, Msb;) the flesh of

which is forbidden: (Mgh :) pl. [of the former]

3.5%. (Msb) and of the latter J.-: (Mgh,

Msb;) the latter pl. occurring in a trad, in

which some erroneously substitute for it •95-.

(Mgh.)

6 y o ż

Us-le- [A little bell, consisting of a hollon,

ball of copper or brass or other metal, perforated,
• *

and containing a loose solid ball;] a small U-ye

[or bell]; (Msb, K;) a thing that is hung to the

neck of a horse or similar beast, or to the leg of a

hank : (Mgh.) pl. J-3- (§, Mgh, Msb)

You say, 2: es'J: & &% [Such a

one hangs the little bell upon his neck;] meaning,

! such a one imperils, or endangers, himself. (TA.)

Abu-n-Nejm says,
s

.d. d d *- de 3

* J-Me-N 9- Sl *

[Except a man who ties the string of the little

bell;] meaning, texcept a bold man, who imperils

himself: AA says that it is a prov., meaning,

except a man n:ho makes himself notorious, so

• d • * ~ * *

laa- -ax:

that no one precedes him except a courageous

man who cares not for him, and who is stubborn

and notorious. (T.A.)– See also J.-S.

i. i* [app. inf. n. of J.-- q. v.;] The
* @

sound, or sounding, of a J-i-, (S,) or of a

U-3- [or bell]; (TA;) and of thunder: (S, K:)

and vehemence of sound: and a threatening (K,

TA) from behind a thing covering or concealing.

(TA.)

&:- What is J.'s- [app. meaning great

in estimation] of a thing. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)=

Also The fruit of the 5's [or coriander]: (S,

Mgh, K.) and, (Mgh,) accord. to Abu-l-Ghowth,

(S,) sesame, or sesamum, (S, Z, Mgh, TA,) in its

husks, before it is reaped: (S:) or it signifies

also the grain of sesame or sesamum. (K.)

! The heart's core (~il £-). (S, Z, K, T.A.)

You say, a's 39-1-<: ! [I hit his heart's

corel (S) And is cº: J 4, #:
! [That rested, or remained, in his heart's core].

• J & J. - - - 6 * *

(Z, TA) And -li cº-i- J- £2->>=
2 : - - - -

U3Sl &: J. : [Speech that came forth from

the core of the heart to the meatus of the ear].

(Z, TA.)

• O •

J.-- SeeJ~.

J-S: An ass that brays clearly; (S, K;) as

also "J%. , (El-Moheet, K;) which is in like

manner applied to a she-camel. (El-Moheet,

T.A.)-A boy light in spirit; brisk, lively, or
* - d -

sprightly, in his work; (K;) as also "J-i-.

(Ibn 'Abbād, K.)=U+ J-S+ +: I re.

vealed to him what was agitated in my mind.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA.)

J- Goingforth, or emigrating, from a country,

or town, to another country, or tonn; (Mab3)

[as also Jú-; (see art. 2'-;)] and so ā-, (S,

Msb, K.) its pl., (Msb) applied to a people, or

company of men; (S, Msb, K;) originally applied

to the Jews who were expelled from El-Hijáz;

as also #. (Msb.)- Hence, *ā-, as a

subst, meaning The poll-tax; (Msb;) as also

age-, (§ and Mgbin art. 2'-.) You say, J-sa-l

All-A L* &% [Such a one nas employed as

collector of the poll-taal; like as you say, Lle
-

a Ju-l. (S, Mab.) =#4. as a fem. epithet
• -

used as a subst.: see#.

#. (as a subst.): see J- of which it is

also pl. and fem.

3: [Thick: &c., and thickest &c.; seeJ.

and] i. q. ...las! [more, and most, great &c.]: (S,

TA:) fem. J. (Ham, p. 45.) With the

article, [as a superlative epithet,] it is applied

to God; (S, TA;) and so, by poetic license,

Ji-Sl. (TA)

#~5 a subst. [signifying The act of magnify

ing, or honouring]; (K, TA;) like is, 3. (TA.)

—[Hence] 4:-3 & 4 iss, like c

4:9-l &c. : seeJi

i- A. *- [or book, volume, writing, or

nritten paper or the like,] in n'hich is science:

(S, K:) and any book, or writing, (A’Obeyd,

S, K,) is thus called by the Arabs; (A’Obeyd,

S;) as, for instance, that of Lukmán, and one of

poetry: (TA:) and so in the phrase used by En

Nábighah (Edh-Dhubyánee, TA) # 5 -

*} [Their book is that of God]: or, as some
or so - -

recite it, he said Low-la-2, with al-, meaning,

their abode is one of pilgrimage and of sacred

sites. (S, T.A.) See J.--IHence, Science;

and the doctrine, or science, of practical lan".

(AA, TA.)

Ji-A horse clad nith a J*: tas also'J,'- ;

(TA;) which latter is likewise applied to a camel.

(Ibn-Abbād, T.A.)

6 * * * *

Ji-. A- Clouds that include the land in

common, or generally, or universally, within the

compass of their rain; i.e., that rain upon the

land throughout its general, or universal extent :

(S, TA:) or thundering clouds, covering the land

nith rain : (A, TA:) or clouds in which are

thunder and lightning. (A5, TA in art. ---as.)

[See also J~..]

6 y o - 6 * *

- U2'>: see Ji-*Also Water into n'hich

al- [q.v.] has fallen. (TA.)

6 - © - J.

Us-la-e A man very excellent, or elegant, in

mind, manners, address, speech, person, or the

like; in whom is no fault, or vice. (K.)- A

camel that has attained his full strength. (K,

TA)=it-i- J. Camels having small bells,

of the kind called J-l:, hung upon them. (K.)

J~~ Clouds (*~) in which is the sound

of thunder: (S, K:* [in the CK, in this instance,

erroneously written Us-la-2 :]) or sounding :

(TA:) [see also J.-:) and in like manner

'Ju-l- applied to rain. (K, TA.)-A strong

chief: or [in the CK, “and,”] one whose voice,

or fame, (-34.) reaches far: and bold, vehement

in repelling or defending, eloquent, or able in

speech, (K,) who subjects himself to peril, or

danger. (TA.)

-la

1. *, (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K.) aor. 2 and *,

(S, Msb, K.) inf n + ($, Mgh, Mab, K) and
6 * *

-le-, (S, K.) He drove, (A, K,) or brought,

conveyed, or transported, (Mgh,) a thing, (S, A,”

Mgh, Msb, K,”) or things, such as camels, sheep,

goats, horses, captives, or slaves, or any mer

chandise, (TA,) from one place to another, (A,

K,) or from one country or tonn to another, for

the purpose of traffic; (Mgh;) as also "-ka-1,

(A, K, KL) and '-'-' (KL) And <i>

J-5 c. £il and*: signify the same;

(S;) i.e. +I brought, dren, attracted, or pro

cured, the thing to myself. (PS.) [Hence,] 13

&ls=} <-- U. ! [This is of the things that

bring, dran, attract, or procure, brothers, or
* - **** *

•friends]. (A, TA) And #1 *-* :

! [The calamities of time, or of fortune, or of fate,

brought, dren, or attracted, him, or it]. (A, TA.)
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[Hence also, accord. to some,] --> S;<-- 5, 9.

trad., explained as meaning, The onner of cattle

shall not be required to drive them, or bring them,

to the tonn, or country, in order that the collector

may take from them the portion appointed for

the poor-rate, but this shall be taken at the

nvaters; and nºhen the cattle are in the yards,

they shall be left therein, and not brought forth

to the place of pasture, for the collector to take

that portion : or, as some say, -e- 95 means,

nor shall one have a horse led by his side, in a

race, in order that, when he dran's near to the

goal, he may tranfser himself to it, and so out

strip his fellon: and other explanations have been

given: (Msb:) [accord. to some,] --le- ) here

means, they shall not drive, or bring, their cattle

to the collector of the portions appointed for the

poor-rate in the place where he alights, but he

shall himself come to their yards and take those

portions: or [-- here is from the verb -is:

in a sense which will be explained below, and]

the trad. relates to horse-racing, and means, one

shall not cause his horse to be followed by a man

crying out at it and chiding it; nor shall he have

a horse without a rider led by his on n horse, in

order that, n'hen he dran's near to the goal, he

may transfer himself to it, and outstrip upon it :

(Mgh:) or --", which is forbidden, means

the collector's not coming to the people at their

naters to take the portions appointed for the

poor-rate, but ordering them to drive, or bring,

their cattle to him: or it relates to contending for

a stake, or wager, and means the mounting a

man upon one's horse, and, nhen he has drann

near to the goal, folloning his horse and crying

out at it, in order that it may outstrip; which is

a kind of fraud: (S:) or it is used in both these

cases: (A’Obeyd: [his explanations are virtually

the same as those in the S:]) or the meaning of

the trad. [so far as the former clause of it is con

cerned] is, that the contributions to the poor-rate

shall not be driven, or brought, to the waters nor

to the great tonns, but shall be given in their

places of pasture: or it means, [or rather -J.--Ji

means,] the collector's alighting in a place, and

then sending a person, or persons, to drive, or

bring, to him the cattle from their places, that he

may take the portion thereof appointed for the

poor-rate : or it [relates to horse-racing, and]

means the sending forth a horse in the race

course, and a number of persons' congregating,

and crying out at it, in order that it may be

turned from its course : or a man's folloning his

horse, and spurring on behind it, and chiding it,

and crying out at it: (K, TA:) or the shaking a

thing behind a horse that is bachnard in a race,

that it may be urged on thereby, and outstrip:

or one's riding a horse, and leading behind him

another, to urge it on, in contending for a stake,

or nager: or the crying out at a horse from

behind, and urging it to outstrip. (TA. See

also 1 in art. -e-.)–49 -j- He gained or

earned; sought or sought after or sought to gain

[provisions &c.; generally meaning he purveyed];

and exercised art or cunning or skill, in the man

agement of his affairs; for his family; as also

*-i-l. (Lh, K)=1,..., aor. and *, (K.)

[infn 4-, and perhaps#- also;] and "12:

(S. K.) and "ls -, (K) inf n. 25.15 (Mgh;)

[the second of which is the most common;] They

raised cries, shouts, noises, a clamour, (S, Mgh,

TA,) or confused cries or shouts or noises. (Mgh,

K.*) And* J'é -j-, (S, Msb, K,) aor. *,

(S, Msb) infn. -i-, (S) or -i-, (Mab.) He

chid, or urged on, his horse; as also *-i- and

'-le-l; (K;) the first, rare; the second and

third, usual: (TA:) he cried out at his horse,

(S, K.)from behind him, and urged him to out

strip [in a race], (S,) aor. 2 and 2; (K; but this

explanation is erased in the copy of the K in its

author's handwriting, as being a repetition; and

rightly, accord. to MF; though this requires con

sideration; TA;) as also '-la-l: (S:) he urged

his horse to run, by striking, or goading, or by

crying out, or the like; as also '-la-l: or, as

some say, he led behind his horse that he was

riding another horse to urge on the former, in

contending [in a race] for a stake, or wager; as

is shown in an explanation of the tradition cited

above, -} + š, (TA) It is said in the

Kur [xvii. 66], *% 4:- X: "...is

And raise thou confused cries against them,

(Mgh,) or cry out against them, with thy forces

riding and on foot. (Bd. But see another expla

nation in what follows.) And it is said in a well
c -- ~ o 5 & 2 2- o – o “* *

known prov., -i> a.ks- - - It, i.e. a

cloud (4-), thundered, then refrained from

raining : applied to a coward, who threatens, and

then is silent: but accord. to some, it is with C

in the place of 2-. (MF. See art. --J.-:)

[Hence,] -i-, aor = and *; and '-'. He

threatened with evil; (K, TA;) followed by an

accus. (TA) [or, app., by L'é before the object]:

or (so in the TA, but in some copies of the K

“and,”) he collected a company, a troop, or an
o o £

army. (K, TA) [It is said that] ...: "C-le-is,

in the Kur [xvii. 66], means And collèt thou

against them [thy forces], and threaten them nith

evil. (TA. But see another explanation above.)

And * "3:le-l signifies also They collected

themselves together against him, (S, K,”) and

aided one another; like b.l-l. (S)---is

**, aor. * , inf. n. -*. He committed a crime

against him ; or an offence for which he should

be punished. (K, TA)=-i-, aor. - and *,

(S, K.) It (a wound) healed: (K:) or it (an

ulcer, Ag, or a wound, S) became covered with a

skin in healing : (As, S:) as also W-J-1. (S,

L.)-And It (blood) dried; became dry; as

also '-le-l. (Lh, K)=-|--, aor. *, It [app.

a company or troop] assembled, or became collected

together. (K.)

2: see 1, in two places.=The inf. n.<!

also signifies The act of bringing together ; or

collecting. (KL.)

3. [-,-]le- is explained by Golius, as on the

authority of the KL, as meaning He helped, or

assisted: but this is a mistake for -Ju-; for I

find #1- explained by J2,& Us,' in a copy

of the KL, and the order of the words there shows

that it is not a mistranscriptiou for a Jus-2.]

4. --Me-l: see 1, in eleven places, in the latter

half of the paragraph.= Also His camels brought

forth males; (S, K;) because the males that

they produce are driven, or brought, from one

place to another, and sold; opposed to --Ja

“his camels brought forth females:” (S:) and
- o- c :

his camel brought forth a male. (TA.) --Me

<: S5 May thy camels bring forth males,

and may they not bring forth females, is a form

of imprecation against a man, implying a wish

that he may lose the milk [that he would have

otherwise]. (TA.)= He aided, helped, or assisted,

another. (S, K.) [So, too, -M-1.]= He put

an amulet into a a: [which must therefore sig

nify the piece of skin in which an amulet is

enclosed, as well as an amulet enclosed in a piece

of skin; see :-}. (K)—4: -, (S,

K,) inf n. *}<!, (T,) He covered his --5 [or

camel's saddle] (S, K) with a £, i.e., (S)

with a piece of fresh, moist skin, which he left

upon it until it became dry [and tight]: (S, K:*)

or he covered the head of his --5 with a piece

of kid's, or lamb's, skin, and left it to dry upon

it. (T.) -

5. [~~ rendered by Golius Clamorem ac

murmur excitavit, as on the authority of the K,

I do not find in that lexicon nor in any other.]

7. --J-31 It [a camel, sheep, goat, horse,

captive, or slave, or a number of camels &c., or

any merchandise, (see 1, first sentence,)] was

driven [or brought]from one place to another [or

from one country or town to another, for the

purpose of traffic]. (K.)

8. --JGe-l: see 1, first and second sentences.

- Also the (a poet) took, or borroned, from

the poetry of another. (TA.)- And He sought

or demanded [a thing]. (Harp. 44.)

10. <!-- He sought, or demanded, or desired,

that it [a camel, sheep, goat, horse, captive, or

slave, or a number of camels &c., or any mer

chandise, (see 1, first sentence,)] should be driven

[or brought]from one place to another [in which

he was, or from one country or tonn to another,

for sale]. (K.)- See also 1, first sentence.

R. Q. 1 #, (K) or 's 44-, (TA)
inf n.:- the second - not being incorporated

into the first because the word is quasi-coordinate

to the class of#-s, (S,) He put on him a gar

ment of the kind called -ui- (S. K.) Accord.

to Kh, the first - in -- is [augmentative]

like the 5 in 33- and 35%: accord. to Yoo,

the second is [augmentative] like the Us inLi

and Us:*-. (IJ, T.A.)

R. Q. 2. ~£3, (K) and <!--i, (A, Msb)

He, and she, put on a garment of the kind called

~!- or clad himself, and herself, therenith.

(A, Mob, K.) And *: -As-J He covered

himself nith his garment. (Harp. 162.)

+: See ++.- Also The blackness of

night; (K, TA) and so 'U' (Harp. 480.

[The latter evidently tropical in this sense, and

perhaps the former also.])

<!-- (S, K) and '-' (S. L) 4 camel's

saddle of the kind called J-3, Twith n'hat it
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contains, or comprises: (K:) or its cover: (Th,

K:) or its pieces of wood: (S:) or its curved

pieces of wood: (TA:) or its nood, without [the

thongs called] at: and other apparatus. (K,

TA.)= Also, both words, Clouds, (K,) or thin

clouds, (S,) in which is no water: (S, K:) or

clouds appearing, or extending sidenays,(~#)

[in the horizon,] like a mountain [or mountain

range]: (K, TA:) or a cloud like that which is

termed J% [q. v.], but narroner, and more

distant, and inclining to blackness : (AZ, TA in

art -,-) pl. "S+i (TA) [See also i:

* A thing, or things, driven, or brought,

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) from one country or tonn

to another, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or from one place to

another, (A, K,) for the purpose of traffic;

(Mgh;) as horses, &c., (K,) camels, (TA,) sheep

or goats, captives or slaves, (Lth, TA,) or any

merchandise: (TA:) and so '#1-, thus in the

handwriting of the author of the K in his last

copy of that work, and mentioned by more than

one, (MF, [who adds that it is correct, but SM

thinks it a mistake,]) and '#'s. and *::::

(K:) [see this last, below:] pl. [of the first]

*%+i. (K.) Hence the prov.,# Jäu.

-j-" The failure of provisions causes the

camels, driven, or brought, from one place to

another, to be disposed in files for sale. (TA.)

-[And, app, Male camels; like is: because

they are driven, or brought, from one place to

another, and sold; (see 4;) opposed to ---,

q.v.]-Also Persons who drive, or bring, camels

and sheep or goats [&c.] from one place or country

or tonn to another, for sale; and so [its pl.]

*i. ($) [In the present day, 'S' sig.

nifies One who brings slaves from foreign coun

tries, particularly from African countries, for

sale.]=Also, (S, A, K.) and "ā-, (S, A,”

Mgh, K,) [the former an inf. n., and so, perhaps,

the latter, but often used as simple substs, the

latter more commonly, meaning] Cries, shouts,

noises, or clamour: (S, TA:) or a confusion, or

mixture, (A, Mgh, K,) of cries or shouts or noises,

(A, Mgh,) or of crying or shouting or noise. (K.)

-And the former, An assembly of men. (TA.)

#: The small piece of skin, (S) or the crust,

or scab, (A, K,) that forms over a nound (S, A,

K) when it heals: ($, K.) pl. -ī- (A)-A

piece of skin that is put upon the [hind of camel's

saddle called] --5. (S, K.) [See 4.]–IA

piece of skin in which an amulet is enclosed:

see 4.]- An amulet upon which is sened a piece

of skin: (K:) pl. as above. (TA.)-A detached

portion of cloud (K:) [or] a cloud covering the
6 o

sky. (IAar, T.A.) [See also -ka-.]- A piece

of land differing from that which adjoins it; a

patch of ground; syn. #. (K.) One says,
o - d - • 23 • ... • ... < 22 -

5-> ** Us" as i. e. e-2 + c,” [app.

meaning t Verily he is in a good station or posi

tion : see art. &]. (TA)-A detached portion

of herbage or pasture. (K,” T.A.)= Also Seve

rity, or pressure, of time or fortune; (S, K;)

like# : ($:) and hunger: (so in some copies

of the K:) or vehemence of hunger: (so in other

copies of the K:) or severity; adversity; diffi

culty; trouble: (TA:) and a hard, distressful,

or calamitous, year. (K.)

6 * * *

axle-: see+, in two places.

Jú-(S, A, Mg, M'b, K, &c.) and ':

(K;) the latter mentioned as an ex of form by

Sb, and thought by Seer to be syn. with the

former, but not explained by any one except the

author of the K; masc. and fem.; (TA;) A

[woman's outer n:rapping garment called] ai-l.

(S:) or this is its primary signification; but it is

metaphorically applied to other kinds of garments:

(El-Khafájee, TA:) or a shirt, (K, TA,) abso

lutely: or one that envelopes the nhole body:

(TA:) and a nide garment for a noman, less

than the āā-Me: or one with which a noman

covers over her other garments, like the āā-le:

or the [kind of head-covering called] jus+ (K.)

so in the M: (TA:) or a garment wider than

the A-, but less than the 49, (Mgh, L, MSb)

with which a woman covers her head and bosom :

(L:) or a garment shorter, but noider, than the

Juss-; the same as the axi. (En-Nadr, TA:)

or a woman's head-covering: (TA:) or the [kind

of nirapper called] 25!: (IAar, TA:) or a gar

ment with which the person is entirely enveloped,

so that not even a hand is left exposed, (Har

p. 162, and TA) of the kind called 354, worn

by a woman : (TA:) or a garment, or other

thing, that one uses as a covering : (IF, Msb:)

pl. --> ($, Mgh, Msb)—see also -i-.

- t Dominion, sovereignty, or rule [with n'hich

a person is invested]. (K.)

4 - d. , 6 * > / * * * > .

Ul-Me- and JV:\e- : see Úl-Me-, in three places.

6 & * -o

-l. Me-: see P\,\-.

6 : * >

d'é-: see the next paragraph, last sentence.

&#, (K, TA, in the CK cuis, and so in

the TA in art. -5, 4-,) and without teshdeed, (K,)

[i. e.] W&#, (S, Msb,) and, accord. to some,

* &# also, (Mgb) not heard by AHn from

the Arabs of the desert but with teshdeed,

though many others pronounce it without tesh

deed, and pronounced in the latter manner, he

says, it may be a dial. var. ; (TA;) [a coll.

gen. n.;]. A certain plant; (K;) or a certain

grain, or seed, of the hind called Jus: [i. e.

pulse]; (Msb;) the [grain, or seed, called] *,

which is a thing resembling the cus: ($ :) or

a dust-coloured, dusky kind of grain or seed,

n:hich is cooked; of the colour of the L'uo, except

in its being of a more dusky shade; but larger:

(T, TA:) a certain kind of grain or seed, resem

bling the Jue, of the hind called Ju-5, well

knon n : (TA:) [a common kind of vetch, or pea,

the common lathyrus, or blue chickling vetch, the

lathyrus sativus of Linn., is called in Upper

Egypt, and by some of the people of Lower

Egypt also, cul- n. un, with 5. (TA.)=

Also the first, (#) and '50', (TA) and

* &-, (MF, on the authority of Ibn-El.

Jowzee,) [like&: and &: or &- A.

thing like a -9s- [or sword-case], of skin, or

leather, (K, TA,) in n:hich is put the snord

sheathed, and in nihich the rider puts his n:hip

and implements &c., and which he hangs upon the

5+1 or the* [see these two words] of the

camel's saddle; derived from a le- meaning “a

piece of skin that is put upon a -35:” (TA:)

or the case (-95) of the snord-sheath, or scab

bard: (Ki) or 89: &:- occurring in a

trad., signifies the case (-95) with its contents:

or the snord and bon, and the like, which require

some trouble to draw forth and use in fight; not

such a weapon as the lance. (L, TA)= Also

the first, and 'J', (K, TA) or "&", (so

in the CK,) A clamorous man; or one who makes

a confused crying or shouting or noise. (K, T.A.)

&l= see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

£- and #ū-:
- - 2- * *

see à')--.
6* - d. , 6.- ed

ău:M- and ău:Me-:

-*. applied to a male slave, (A, Mgh, K.,)

One who is brought from one place or country

or tonn to another [for sale]: (S, K:) or one

n:ho is brought to the country of the Muslims

[for sale]: (Mgh:) pl. L:- and #4. (K.)

It is also applied [in like manner] to a woman :

pl. J.'s and ~#4 (Lh, K.)

is: A thing that is driven or brought from

one place or country or tonn to another for sale;

(T, S, TA;) such as an aged she-camel, and a

he-camel, and a young she-camel such as is called

Jess, and any other thing; but not applied to

stallion-camels of generous race, that are used for

procreation: pl.--> or the pl. signifies camels

that are brought to a man sojourning at a water,

who has not means of carriage; wherefore they

put him [and his companions or goods &c.]

thereon : (TA:) or ā-2A-signifies male camels :

[see also ---.] or camels that are laden with

the goods or utensils yo. of the people : and it is

used alike as pl. and sing. (K.) See ---, with

which it is syn. (K.)

:- : See+.-Also t An affected habit

or disposition. (Ibn-Abi-l-Hadeed, MF.)

+S- See*.

*S. Rose-mater: an arabicized word, (K,)

from the Persian [+1 J$1. (TA.)

āşş- and W#~ and W£- (K, TA) and

*# (CK) and "à:- and *#, (K,

TA,) applied to a woman, Clamorous, noisy, very

loquacious or garrulous, and of evil disposition :

(K, TA:) or at:- signifies, thus applied, rude

and coarse : (TA:) the U in this word is not a

substitute for the in #0- [which has a similar

meaning]: for it is from £1. (IJ, T.A.)

Jú (A) and "#" (L) and 'i: (Har

p. 194 &c.) [all signify] +A cause of bringing or

drancing or attracting or procuring of a thing:

(Harp. 194, in explanation of the last:) thus
o &

&*."

* > * > *

à:ks- means t the cause of dranwing tears :
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(Id p. 15:) pl. of the second,*: as in the

phrase 2.5* +[the drawing, or procuring,

Cat-Ses of destiny]: (L, TA:) pl. of the third,

**. (Harp. 430.) You say,* £as Jš

<!- j, J% ! [For every decree of fate there

is a dranwing, or procuring, cause; and for every

flow of milk there is a milker]. (A, TA.) And

[hence] the pl.* signifies + Calamities, mis

..fortunes, evil accidents, adversities, or difficulties.

(TA) See an ex. in the first paragraph, near the

beginning. --25- £2.5 and* Wounds,

or ulcers, healing, or becoming covered with skin

in healing. (As, T.A.)

#1- see the paragraph next preceding.

<-- A person who puts an amulet into a

case of skin: after which it is sewed upon [the

headstall, or some other part of the trappings, of]

a horse. (TA.)

#- : See*.

6 w

---, applied to thunder, (K) and to rain,

(TA,) Boisterous. (K, T.A.) -#~ : See

2*,* * •

a 'Xe

-: A. 53- [i.e. bead, or gem, or similar

stonej (T, K,TA) used by the Arabs of the desert,

(T, TA,) [or by the women of the desert, as a

charm,] for captivating, or fascinating, men ;

(K,” TA;) or for bringing back after flight;

(T, K;) or for procuring affection after hatred :

(T,TA:) Az mentions it as a quadriliteral-radical

word. (TA.) The Arab women used to say,

• . . .'; ~ *** - 2 * d • de * * * * * *

* --> S >> \s --~~' as-is

o - 5 • & & • * **

* --all ×e U. S. *

[I have fascinated him with the yenjelib, and he

shall not seek another, nor absent himself, nor

cease to remain at the tent-rope]. (Lh, T.A.)

1 - *, aor. *, inf n. £is, Ble (a man, S,

L., &c.) was, or became, bald in the two sides of

his head : (S, K:) or in the two sides of the fore

part of his head: (Msb:) or in the fore part of

his head : or a little more bald than he who is

termed# (L) [See also &: and£)

-Ló)'\l --la-, inf. m. as above, The herbage

of the land was eaten; as also -i-. (TA.)

And #~ -- The branches of the tree

were eaten, and it became reduced to its stem, or

root. (AHn, T.A.)=#| Júl £, aor. * ,

(S, K,) inf. n. £- (S;) and *4-i-, inf n.

6 # (TA;) The cattle ate the trees: or ate

the upper parts thereof: (TA:) or fed upon the

upper parts thereof, and peeled them. (S, K.)=

See also 3.

2, see 1.= ~5 [the inf. n.] signifies also

The acting, or advancing, boldly, (K,) or very

boldly: (S:) or being bold to do evil or mischief;

and showing open enmity or hostility : (A:) and

Bk. I.

acting with penetrating energy, vigour, or effec

tiveness, (S, K, TA,) in an affair: (TA:) and

going, or journeying, vehemently: (TA:) and

the assaulting, or attacking, (AZ, K, TA,) of a

man, (AZ, TA,) and of an animal of prey. (K.)

See also 3. You say, &% 9 usié £: •) [Be

not bold to do evil or mischief, or to show open

enmity or hostility, to us, O such a one]. (A.)
g & • d e

And C:- 4-5 L In his face is [apparent]

boldness to do evil or mischief, and a show of

open enmity or hostility. (A.) And Lie Ci

>sil He charged, or made an assault or attack,

upon the people or party. (AZ,TA.) AndCi

-#" £5 [He assaulted with the assaulting

of the wolf]. (A) And u:

upon us; or came don’n upon 24S and 0?'e?"came

t!8; or destroyed us; syn. "As Lil. (ISh, T.A.)

And 4-9 es: C*- He went at random, heed

w

*- He came

lessly, without any certain aim or object, or nith

out consideration, in the affair; or pursued a

headlong, or rash, course therein. (TA.)

3. i-à- [the inf. n.] signifies The acting

openly with another in an affair : (As, K :) and

the showing open enmity or hostility neith another.

(S, K.) You say, 2.99 J: <--its-I acted

openly with the man in the affair. (S.) And

&% J-i- Such a one showed open enmity or

hostility with me; as also * Ji- Cl-, (A.)–

Also The contending with another for superiority

in strength; syn. #t3. (S) and i-jū. (S, K.)

You say, 7 :- i-, 3% L-is- [app. meaning

Such a one contended with me for superiority in

strength, and overcame me therein]. (TA.)–

And i. q. #: [The contending nith another

for superiority in greatness; &c.]. (K.)

Q. Q. 1 -* He shaved his head: "(Fr, S,

K:) the A is augmentative. (S.)

£- Baldness in the two sides of the head: (S,

K:) or in the two sides of the,fore part of the

lead : (Msb:) it is more than &*:and less than

&l-, (S, Mgb,) which is less than al-; (Msb:)

or baldness in the fore part of the head: or bald

ness that is a little more than n'hat is termed
6 -->

&#. (L.)

i-i- A part, or place, in which is baldness

such as is termed Cls. (S, Msb.)

6 * > 0

3ala-la

(K.)

-34- A torrent that carries anay everything

in its course. (S, K.)

£- Wide (K,TA) and bare, or open, (TA,)

land. (K, T.A.)

6 & 4 * - d £

C-: See Cl-l.

ā-ju (TA) and &ls- (S, K [the latter being

pl. of the former].) What flies about in successive

portions from the heads of reeds and papyrus

plants (S, K, TA) and other plants, in the wind,

(TA,) resembling cotton, (S, TA;) and spiders'

6 of

Jay Land that produces no herbage.

n’ebs so flying about. (TA.) And the latter,

Flakes of snow falling quickly and continuously.

(TA.)

* - : A man bald in the two sides of his head :

(S:) or in the two sides of the fore part of his

head: (Msb:) or in the fore part of his head :

(Mgh, L}).or a little more bald than he who is

termed &j}) : (L 2. it signifies more than £jśl,

and less than LA-1 and al-': (Mgh :) when a

man is bald in the sides of his forehead, he is

termed £551; when the baldness is a little more,

*-l; when it extends to the half, or the like,

Uske-l; and then, ale-l: (A.Qheyd, TA:) the

fem. is 'la-la-: and the pl. C*- (L, Msb) and

3-i-. (L.)– t Having no horn; applied to

a bull and a he-goat: (A:) and in this sense the

fem. is applied to a ewe (T, M, Msb) or she-goat,

(T, M., A., Msb,) and to a cow: (T, M, A:) and

in like manner [the pl.] -is is applied to cows

or bulls having no horns; ($, TA;) erroneously

said in the K to be &#, like : (TA)—

+A [woman's camel-vehicle of the kind called]

cs: that has not a high head or top : (Ibn

Kulthoom, IJ, S, K:) or without a top : (T:)

or one that is of a square form : (As, IJ:) pl.

'#, ($ IJ) like as J5% is pl. of Jiā; a

very rare form of pl. of a sing of the measure

Jaii. (IJ.)- + A flat roof not surrounded by a

nall or anything else to prevent persons' falling

from it. (IAth,K.)–:\-le-à,514 tonn having

no fortress: (A, TA:) pl. £4. s: the for

6 - - -

tresses being likened to horns. (TA.)- a sei

*u-la- t [A hill], not having a pointed summit.

(TA.) And a-'. à-aa + [A] smooth [hill].

(A.)– 'ta-la- Užil t A land in which are no

trees. (TA.)–£ 2: +A hard, distressing,

or calamitous, day; as also &l-el. (A, TA.)

#. See&:

<!-- A plant of which the upper parts have

been eaten. (TA.)

s i. - Eaten: (S, K:) eaten until nothing of

it is left: (S:) herbage so eaten. (TA.)

6 vs -

• : A man (S) who eats much; a great
• 6 - d.

eater; voracious. ($, K.)- See also CD-2,
6 * * * * •

i: A gear of drought, barrenness,

(TA.) = Insolent and audacious.or dearth.

(L.) You say, 6 's

impudent, insolent, and audacious]. (A, TA.)

A bold wolf. (TA.)

£- A she-camel (S) that bears with hardi

ness a severe year, preserving her milk; (S, K;)

as also '3-i-. (L.)—See also 8-.

- 6 • J

52 d').3 [Such a one is

£- A tree having the head, or upper part,

eaten. (L.)-A plant, or tree, that has been

eaten and has grown again. (TA.)

£- i. 4.* [Contending with another

for superiority in greatness, &c.; see its verb, 3].

(S.)-The lion. (K.)-A she-camel that yields

56
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milk abundantly in ninter : (S, K:) or that

crops the twigs of the dry trees in winter, in a

year of drought, and becomes fat upon them, and

so preserves her milk : (IAar, TA:) pl. '#'-.

(S. K.) or this is pl. of:- and ':S- as

epithets applied to a palm-tree and a she-camel

that cares not for the nant of rain. (AHn, T.A.)

And à-la- A she-camel that eats the 2- and

1.5%, whether they have leaves upon them or not.

(TA.)

sts- see s (~2.- Also Years of drought

that carry off, or destroy, the cattle. (S, K.)

-la

1. *.xls, (S, A, Mgh, &c.) aor. -, (Mab, K.)

inf n. *, (S, Mgh, Msb) He hit, or hurt, his

skin, (S,K) like as you say, 4-5, and #:

(S:) he beat his skin: (Mgh:) he beat him;

namely, a criminal: (Msb:) he struck him with

a whip, and with a sword: (TA:) he flogged

him (A, K) with a nihip, (K,) or nith n hips:

(A:) &als is sometimes written and pronounced

+. (MF on the letter 3.) You say, 3-l **,

inf n, as above, He inflicted upon him the flogging

ordained by the lan". (S,L)–:-" --is- The

serpent bit: (K:) or, accord. to some, one says

of the serpent called £i, specially, *::: 4:

[it strikes with its tail]. (TA)-4,8-34

(K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) t He lay

with his young woman, or female slave. (K,TA.)

[Hence,] #:* [+ i. q. 33. &], a metony

mical phrase: 3×os AM- meaning a-as-as-Ji,

and * à:9, also termed J9:", and

juś91: the similar act of a woman is termed

-uži (Har p. 572)--> * * He

smote the ground nith him; (TA;) he thren him

donºn prostrate on the ground. (A, TA.) And

4:* He fell donn (K, TA) upon the ground

iy reason of.much 'pine: as also ū; 4:*.

(TA.) Use als- >~51 -->, in a trad, means

[I used to exert my strength, or energy, but]

sleep would overcome me so that I fell don’n.

(L.) –X-9 c." $44- 1 He compelled him

against his mill to do the thing. (A, K.)

X- J% +: (or, as related by AHát, J.J.-è,

with 3, TA) ! He is imagined to possess every

good quality. (A, K.) But the saying of Esh

Shāfi'ee 34: * &l= means t Mujálid

wsed to be pronounced a liar, (K, TA,) or sus

pected and accused of lying. (TA)==<

J#9, (S, L, Msb,) the verb being in the pass.

form, (Mgb) or ---, (A, K,) a verb of the

same form as &#: (K;) [or both may be correct,

like -94 and -94 in the same sense;] and

*-*i; (Ki) [but this last I believe to be a

mistake for-*. like -:> ;] The land nas,

or became, affected, Or smitten, by hoar-frost, or

rime. (S, A, L, Mab, K.) And Jägi als- [in

the TA *] The herbs, or leguminous plants,

were, or became, affected, or smitten, thereby.

(L, TA.) And *b: They (men) were, or be

came, affected, or smitten, thereby. (L, K.)=

<!--, aor. *, inf. n. #5- and is,. and *

(or this last is a simple subst., L.) and*. (an

inf n. like -,- and J*. (S, or from J-5,

M in art. -c,) He (a man, S, L) was, or became,

hardy, strong, sturdy, (S," L, K,”) and enduring,

or patient. (L.)

2. al-, (IAar, T.S. Mgh) inf n. *. (T.

S, Mgh, K,) He skinned a camel (IAar, T, S,

Mgh, K) that had been slaughtered: ($, K.) one

seldom uses —- thus [in relation to a camel].

(S.)–Also He covered a thing nith skin; as, for

instance, a pair of socks, or stockings: (Mgh :)

and in like manner, [he bound] a book: (A, K:*)

and he clad a young camel in the skin of another

young camel: (L: [see * :]) thus the verb

bears two contr. significations. (Mgh.)=[He

ordered to be flogged. (Freytag's Lex.: but

without any indication of an authority.)]= [He,

or it, rendered a man hardy, strong, sturdy, and

enduring, or patient: so in the present day.]

3. *.xls- He contended with him in fight,

whether the fight were with swords or not. (A

in art. 2, le.) You say, -: **s-, (L) inf. n.

£- (S, A, L) and SS- (A, L.) He con

tended nith him in fight neith the snord. (S," A,

L.) And -is:24,4'- They contended with

them in fight neith snords. (A.) And 15-alla

Js:U, (K,TA) and "balls: (S, A, L, and so

in the CK instead of 13-Nu`-) -$2:-Jū, (S) and

* 12-i-1, (S, A, L.) They contended, one with

another, in fight with sn'ords. (S, A,” L., K.)

[See also 94-.]

4. <! **- +He constrained, compelled, or

necessitated, him to have recourse to, or betake

himself to, him, or it: (so in some copies of the

K:) or he made him to stand in need of, or to

nant, him, or it. (AA, L, and so in some copies

of the K and in the TA)=-3.9 × [or
- * J. • #

*i. : and 15-AM-1: see 1.

5. Als: He affected hardiness, strength, stur

diness, and endurance, or patience, constrained

himself to behave with hardiness, &c. (S, A, L,

K.) So in the phrase 3:U xis: [He con

strained himself to behave with hardiness, &c., to

those who rejoiced at his misfortune]. (A, TA.)

In the phrase* ~~ [He constrained himself

to endure with hardiness and patience the loss, or

want, of him, or it], the verb is made trans. by

means of cle because it implies the meaning of

3:45. (L.)- Also He feigned, or made a shon,

of, hardiness, strength, sturdiness, and endurance,

or patience. (L.)

6 : see 3.

8: see 3. =#| al-', (AZ, TA) or L. L.

:09, (K,) He drank all that was in the vessel;

(AZ, K, TA;) as also JX-1. (AZ, TA.)

6 o' -- 6 o

J.-- (sometimes pronounced 3-as-, S) and

**, (applied to a man, S, A, Mgh,) Hardy,

strong, sturdy, (S," A,” L, K,”) and enduring, or

patient: (L:) not '… [Q. v.]: (Mgh:) pl. [of

either] +, (S, L, K,) or +, (so in some

copies of the K,) and ă. and 39-i [a pl. of

pauc.] (S, L, K) and SS- (K.) And [the fem.]

#: A hardy and strong she-camel; strong to

labour and to journey; that heeds not the cold :

and also snift: pl. Šlël- (L:) and a she-camel

that yields a copious flow of milk : (Th, TA:)

sing of 39.2-, (S,) which signifies she-camels

abounding with milk ; as also <!--, (K,) pl. of

"35-; (TA;) or she-camels having neither

milk nor goung: (K:) [see also *] or she

camels that yield the most greasy, or unctuous,

sort of milk: and so the sing., 5.AM-, applied to a

ewe or a she-goat. (S.) SS- (pl. of #1-, TA)

is also applied to palm-trees, meaning Large,

hard, hardy, or strong : (S, K, TA:) or such as

are not affected by drought. (TA.) And #:

54- signifies A tough-skinned, excellent, date;

as also W i.e.: and a hard, compact, date. (L.)

+, (S. Mab, K, &c.) the only form of the

word mentioned by the generality of the lexico

graphers; (TA;) occurring at the end of a verse

with kesr to the second as well as the first letter,

"+, agreeably with a license allowed to a poet

in such a case, to give to a quiescent letter in a

rhyme the same vowel as that which the preceding

letter has; ($) and '3'-, (IAar, S, K) like

*: and £, and J. and J%; but this is said

by ISk to be unknown; (S;) The skin of any

animal; (K;) the integument of the body and

limbs of an animal: (Az, Msb:) or the exterior

of the 5: [or upper shin] of an animal: (Msb:

[but this is a strange explanation:]) pl. 3,4- (S,

Msb, K) and (sometimes, Msb) $$...i [a pl. of

pauc.]. (Msb, K.)-[The pl.] $5: signifies also,

and 'Ju-3 likewise, The body and limbs (S, A,

L) of a man; (S;) the nhole person, or body and

limbs, of a human being; (L, K;) and his self:

(L:) so called because enclosed by the skin: pl.

of the former, £i. (L.) You say, 4: U.

* *S*t. # Hon, like are his person and

body to the person and body of his father ! (L.)

And 'S' as 353 and 'Asia (A, L)

Such a one is large and strong (L). in respect of

the body and limbs. (A, L.) And 3.9 bi;

>}: J'é Repeat ye the oaths to the persons,

themselves: occurring in a trad.: said on the

occasion of a man's entering among others of

whom an oath had been demanded. (L.) –

<!--" also signifies + The penis. (Fr, L, K: but

in the CK, in this sense, it is written 31-1)

Agreeably with this explanation, its pl.* is

said by Fr to be used in the Kur xli. 20: (L:)

or as meaning the pudenda : (L, K:) but ISd

holds that this word there means the skins, with

which, as in manual operations, acts of disobe

dience are performed. (L.)

6 * *

Ja- : see +-Also The skin of a camel,
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or other beast, neith n'hich another beast is clothed:

(L:) the shin of a young camel, which (being

stripped off, S) is put over the body of another

young camel, in order that the mother of the

skinned young one (smelling it, S) may conceive

an affection for it [and suckle it]: (S, K:) or

the skin of a young camel, which is stuffed with

panic grass (A.), (K, TA,) or some other plant,

(TA,) and put before a she-camel, in order that

she may be induced thereby to affect that which

is not her young one [and so yield her milk],

(K, TA,) or, to affect the young one of another.

(L, T.A.)=A ewe or she-goat whose young one

dies at the time of her bringing it forth; as also

*::: pl. [of the former] SS- and [of the

latter] &l. (TA)—Also, [as a coll gen, n.,]

Great she-camels, having neither young ones nor

milk ; n. un, with 3: (S:) [see also +: Ol'

great camels, among which are no little ones;

(K;) n. un, with 3: (TA:) and (app. as a quasi

pl. n., TA) sheep or goats, and camels, having

neither young ones nor milk; (K;) app. meaning

having no little ones to which they give such :

(Mohammad Ibn-El-Mukarram, TA:) or she

camels having no young ones with them, so that

they endure patiently the heat and cold: (Fr,

TA:) or she-camels having no milk, and the

young ones of which have gone anay from them;

including what are called cs: <1%, and such

as are above these in age; and also such as are

called J.-, and jús, and J.-: but when

they have given birth to their young, they cease

to be termed *, and are called £e, and£:

the pl. is $9.5 and (pl. pl] &ai. (AZ, TA)

E Hard ground; as also *::: (S:) or hard

and level ground; as also " #1- (K:) or level

but rough ground; (L 3) as 'lso **i. (TA:)

pl. (of the former, TA) >>4-1 and (of the latter,

TA) £i. (S, TA.) You also say 31- J%

with fath to the J, (AHn, TA) and 'is',

with a quiescent U; (Lth, AHn, TA;) and U3)

'#' also, and is & (Lih, TA)=

Also, as a subst, or an inf. n., (L, [see <!--.])

Hardiness, strength, sturdiness, (S,” A,” L, K,”)

and endurance, or patience. (T.)

*: See +.

#1- see :

i.e. a more particular term than :- (S,

L;) signifying A piece, or portion, of skin. (L.)

-One says also c." $41- [app. meaning The

eyelid]. (TA)- And Gai- &:ź A people,

or company of men, of ourselves, and of our

kinsfolk. (TA)=See also :-.

#31-3

* A woman flogged with a nihip; as also

with 5, pl. c.3:- and #94-# (Lh, L.) the

former pl. thought by ISd to be of the former

sing.; and the latter, of the latter. (L.)= Hoar

frost, or rime; i. e. den that falls (S, A, K.)

from the shy (S) upon the ground (S, A, K) and

congeals; (S, K;) also called *2-3 and *::: ;

6 * >

see AM-, in three places.

($) like &#4 (M'.)–Congealed, or frozen,

nater; ice. (TA.)=See also +.

i: [dim, ofisi- One of the -Aib [coats,

or tunics,] of the eye. (TA.)

&* [A dealer in skins;] a rel. n. from

3,4-, pl. of+. (TA)
6 * *

>}}<- One n'hose office it is to flog others with

a whip. (Mgh.) [In the present day, An execu

tioner, in a general sense.]

* - of 6 * >

Je-l: see Ale-, in two places.

J. * - 6 d

*Jus-5: see Ale-, in two places.

31- A piece of skin which a wailing woman

holds in her hand, and with which she slaps (S,

K) her face (S) or her cheek : (K:) pl. 34-3

(Kr, K.) or, as ISd thinks, this is pl. of "$5

[as syn. with *], for J:- and Jú. are

often interchangeable as measures of words of

this kind. (TA.)

63 - d.

Jūs-e Covered with skin: thus applied to a

pair of socks, or stockings, meaning having skin

put upon the upper and loner parts. (Mgh.)

[A book, or portion of a book, bound: -and

hence, A volume: pl. <!--..]–A bone

covered only by the skin, having nothing remain

ing on it but the skin. (K.)=A horse [rendered

hardy and enduring ;] that is not frightened by,

(K) or not impatient at, (S, and so in some

copies of the K,) being beaten (S, K) with the

whip. (TA.)=A certain quantity of a burden,

or load, of known measure and weight; (K;) six

hundred pounds' weight. (IAar, TA in art. ".)

6w * >

*-* One nho binds books, or covers them

nith skin. (K.)

6 • d 6 - d. 6 d >

>}<-2 : see Ala-2 : =and see also Ja-.

6 J & e.

321-6 [Having his skin hit, hurt, or beaten :
6.- ... d -

flogged: &c. : see also +] =#s: J3;

Land affected, or smitten, by hoar-frost, or rime.

(S, A, L. Mab, K.)=3,... is also an inf n.

of £-Iq v.] (S. L. K.)

6.--> o

:A place of contending in fight with

sn'ords. (L from a trad.)

U-le

1. J-1-, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. 2, (A, K,) inf n.

J.' (S, A, Msb, K) and "J--, (S, A, K,)

He placed his seat, or posteriors, upon rugged

[or rather elevated] ground, such as is termed

J-i- this is the primary signification: (TA:)

[and hence,] He sat; i. q. & [when the latter

is used in its largest sense]: (Mgb, and so S and
• *J e * *

L and A and K in art. Jax5:) you say, (*): J-Me

and t: & [He sat cross-legged]: (Mgb:)

accord to El-Fārābee and others, contr. of A5;

and thus it has a more common application than

3.5 [when the latter is used in its most proper

and restricted sense]: (Msb:) but & also sig

nifies the contr. of £5: ('Orweh Ibn-Zubeyr, L

in art. … :) properly speaking, J-i- differs

from 3:5; the former signifying he sat up; or

sat after sleeping, or prostration, (Msb,) or after

lying on his side; (B, TA;) and the latter, he

sat down; or sat after standing: (Msb, B, TA:

and see other authorities to the same effect in art.

Jax5:) forJ.' is a change of place from low

to high, and 3225 is a change of place from high

to low ; and one says, t: J-i-, but not as

tà:, meaning [He sat] leaning, or reclining,

upon one side: (Msb:) but both these verbs

sometimes signify he was, or became; and thus,

[it is said,] ú: -i- and #:& signify

he was, or became, cross-legged :

2.9 *: in like manner signifies he was, or

became, [betneen her four limbs,] (El-Fārābee,

Msb,) because the man, in this case, is resting

upon his own four limbs. (Msb.) [4< J-i

and <! J-> like a* 54 and agi Ská-, signify

the same; i. e. He sat with him : or the latter,

he sat by him; like “assedit ei.”]. An instance

of the inf. n. J-1- is found in a trad., in which

it is said, i-&#1, #~~~. JL'íš
[But nhen ye come to sitting, perform 3/e the

duties relating to the road]. (TA.) [The trad.
• * w * * • * * * c > &

commences thus: <ls, all Js" -->}}> _s=\!

Benare ye of sitting on the roads: and then,

after the words before cited, (in which, however,

in my copy of the Jámi es-Sagheer, instead of

U-'-o', I find J-91, which is pl. of.--~1)

it is added that the duties thus alluded to are the

lowering of the eyes, the putting away or aside

what is hurtful or annoying, the returning of

salutations, the enjoining of that which is good,

and the forbidding of that which is evil.]

# --- ! The aquiline vulture lay upon its

breast on the ground; syn. <-- a saying

applied to him who is of the seceders. (A, TA.)

[See also <!---> also signifies + It (a

thing, as, for instance, a plant,) remained, or

continued. (AHn, TA.)-Also, (aor. 2, inf. n.
6 de

J-i-, TA) He came to U-1-1, (TA) or [the

high country called] Nejd: (T, S, A, TA:) and

in like manner said of a cloud; it came to Nejd.

(TA.)

3. 4-is-, inf n. i-jū- and J.S.-, [He sat

with him.] (TA.) You say, •) & Jú •)

J-5 [Sit not nºith him nith whom thou wilt

not be congenial]. (A, TA.) AndJ-312

J-5-1 -: [Generous in origin, or dispositions

pleasant to sit with;] is said of a man. (TA)

4. *-i- [He seated him ; made him to sit :

or he made him to sit up]: (§, K, TA:) he gave

him place, or settled him,(£) in sitting. (TA.)

6. 12-Ju-5 [They sat together; one with

another;] (S, A,TA;) U-'-."& [in the sittingplaces]. (S.) •

10. 4-is- [He asked him, or desired him, to

sit: or to sit up]. You say,J: Üü &b

[He san, me standing, and he asked me, or desired

me, to sit]: (A, TA:) but this is at variance with

what we have mentioned in the beginning of the

art., respecting the distinction [between J-i- and

335]. (TA)

56 *
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J-i- Rugged ground or land: (S, K:) this is

the primary signification. (TA)-[Also, app.,

Elevated ground or land:] a place elevated and

hard : or, as some say, a tract of land extending

widely. (Ham p. 688)—[And hence,] -i-.

What is elevated above the* [or lon, country]:

(TA:) applied especially to the country of Nejd.

(T, S, M, K.)= [Persons sitting: or sitting up:]

a quasi-pl. n., accord. to Sb, or a pl., accord. to

Akh, of "J-: said to be used as sing, and pl.

and fem, and masc.; but this assertion is of no

account: (ISd, L:) or the people of a U-4

(Lh, Isd, L.K.) ['...' is also a pl. of 'Ju

like " ', originally &# is of *s or it is

an inf n used as an epithet: see -:)] you

say J-*>: [a company gf wen sitting: Or

sitting up]. (S.) [See also U-la-2.]– Also A

woman who sits in the us [or court of the house],

not quitting it: (K:) or she who is of noble rank

(K, TA) among her people. (TA.)

6 o' o • -

J-Me-: see L-el-, in two places.

ā-i-1-4 single sitting: or sitting up. (Msb.)

i-i- A mode or manner, (TA,) hind, (Msb,)

or state, (S, A, Msb) of sitting: or of sitting up.

(S, A, Msb, K.) You say, a-i-li &-- 3:

[He has a good mode, &c., of sitting]. (A,

Mgb, K.)

ii. A man (S) who sits much; sedentary.

(S, K.)

J-s: * See C++.

J.'s (S, A, Msh, K) and "J- (TA, as

found in a copy of the K, [but this is an intensive

form,]) and "J-i- (S, A, K) A companion with

n:hom one sits: (A, Msb, K:) fem. of the first

with 5: (TA:) and pl. [of the same] ā-i- (A,

K) and [irreg., being by rule pl. of:-.] J.S.

(K.) You say, 7 c-i- * and J.--> [He is

my companion with nºbom, I sit]; like as you

say, J.--* and L-2- (S.)

...: See J-4

J- See C++, in two places. -Also A

man, and a cloud, coming to [the high country

called Nejd. (TA) You say, 3.4% 'i,

3- I saw them running, coming to Nejd.

(A,TA)

J-i- see 1:- and see J-.

J- A sitting-place; (S, Msb, K;) as also

* with 5; (Fr, Lh, Sgh, K;) similar to& and

#: (Sgh, TA:) [a place where persons sit

together and converse; a sitting-room :] a thing

upon which one sits: (MF:) some make a strange

distinction between J. and 'C++, asserting

the former to be applied to the chamber or house

(~£) [in which people sit]; and the latter, to a

place of honour upon which it is forbidden to sit

nithout permission; but the former is the only

correct form of the two: (MF, TA:) pl. U-.
(S, Mgb.) You *y, *L," &#and" à: : •

[Be thou grave] in thy sitting-place. (Fr, Sgh.)

- The people of a U--> (Msb, TA;) ellip

tical, forU-- Jši. (TA :) an assembly, or a

company of men, sitting [together]: (Th, TA:)

not well explained as being, with the article J,

syn. nith J-di. (TA:) persons sitting, or sitting

up. (A, TA.) [See also J-i-.] You say,J:

U-'-." +[The assembly of persons sitting together
2 d - o Još

broke up]. (Msb.) And t-la-e Lowel, I saw

them sitting. (A, TA.)- tAn oration or a dis
6 • of 6 - p ≤

course, or an eachortation, (à-la-e 3' #4)
d =

delivered in a U-Ms-o; like iài. (Mtr, in the

Preface to Har)-It is also used in the same

Inannel" as 5:- and-us- you say &\sU--

[meaning +The object of resort, nith whom others

sit and converse, such a one]; like cºs 5-a

(Kull p. 146.) [See arts. -a- and -- But

this usage I believe to be post-classical.]- [Also

+A stool; meaning, an evacuation. So in medical

books.]

i

s & •

see U-Ma-e, in two places.

--Me

* - d - J - d -

J-Me- and J-M">Ji : see art. J-e-.

"Al

1. *ā-, (S, Msh, K) aor. 2, infin. C#, (S,

Msb,) He peeled, pared, stripped, or scraped, it

off; (S, Msb, K, TA;) namely, a thing; (TA;)

as, for instance, (S, TA,) the mud, or clay, (S,

Msb, TA,) from the head of a [jar of the kind

called] &s. (S.T.A.) You say also, #4 -ā

*~! &= He stripped off his nail from his

finger. (Lth, T.A.) And accord. to some, -āk

signifies The scraping off, or stripping off, the

skin with somen'hat of the flesh : and the act of

pulling, or drawing, out, or up, or off, or dis

placing. (TA.)- Also i. q. 4- [He took anay,

carried anay, or removed, the nhole of it, or the

greater part of it, or much of it; or he snept it

anay]: (K:) or, as some say, -il- signifies a

more intensive and more exterminating action

than ~#4 (TA)—And He cut it off (S)

or pulled it, or plucked it, out, or up; or eradi

cated, or uprooted, it ; (K;) and exterminated

it: (S. K.) as also "al-l. (K)-- it is

He struck him with the snºord: (K :) or he cut,

or cut a piece from, or cut in pieces, his flesh

[with the snord], (A, TA)--G1 -il. The

herbage was eaten to the uttermost. (TA)—

ā- als es' -* He suffered the loss of some

what of his property, or cattle. (TA.)= -āj-,

aor. * , inf. n. -i- and #3-, +He was, On"

became, rude in disposition, or in make; coarse,

or churlish. (K.)

2. &s: £- The years of drought, or bar

renness, or dearth, destroyed his cattle. (S.) And

J-* <!--, (S,) or J-*, (K,) The year of

drought, or barrenness, or dearth, exterminated

the cattle. (K.) AndJúi *-al- [It de

stroyed their cattle] is also said of a year of great

drought, or barrenness, or dearth. (S.) And

#: **u- Time, or fortune, or misfortune,

destroyed his property, or cattle. (TA.)

4. –al-l He (a man) removed the -** [or

clay from the head of the [jar called] as:

[i. q. 33). (IAar, K.)

8: see 1; and see also 2, in two places.

Ji- A Ljar of the hind called 33: (M, K.)

or an empty Ös: (AO, S, Msb, K.) this is said

(S, Msb) by AO (S) to be the primary signification

of the word: (S, Msb:) or the loner part of a

Js when it is broken: (ISd, Sgh, K) and a

[receptacle such as is called] -##, (AA, S, Hr,

Msb, K, [in the CK, erroneously, -*) and

£2, (AA, S, Msb, K,) of any kind, (AA, S,

Māb) such as a saddle-bag, or pair of saddle

bags, and a sack, in n-hich bread or other food is

kept: (Hr, T.A.) pl. [of mult.] -, - ($, M,

Msb) and [of pauc.] J.S.: and -i.i. which

last is rare. (Msb.)- Also A [skin of the hind

called] 3. nithout head and nithout legs. (IAar,

K.)—And A skinned animal, (AO, S,) or a

skinned sheep or goat, (K,) of n:hich the belly has

been taken forth, (AO, S, K,) and the head and

legs of which have been cut off; (K;) the body

of a skinned sheep or goat, without head and

without belly and without legs: or, as some say,

a body of any hind without a head upon it: (L:)

or a beast without fat, and without back [to bear],

and nithout belly to conceive : (IAth, TA:) or

the skin of a sheep or goat, and of a camel: (As,

Msb:) pl. Jşi (Sb, L) and sometimes Ji-i:

(Sb, T.A.) and [it is also said that] still -$:

signifies the shinned sheep or goat that is without

head and without legs and without belly. (S,

Msb.)- Hence, i.e., from 5t:ll 35'-l, (S, Msb,)

! Rude in disposition or in make; coarse, or

churlish; (S, M, Msb, K;) as also *-*.*; (K;)

meaning that the person so termed is empty,

without intellect: (M, TA:) applied to a Desert

Arab, (S,) or to an Arab: (so in a copy of the

Msb:) or it is so applied as though meaning one

with his skin; not having assumed the gentle and

soft habits of the people of the tonns or villages

or cultivated lands; for when one does this, it is

as though he pulled off his skin and clad himself

with another: (Msb:) or t stupid, foolish, or

unsound in intellect; likened to a skinned sheep

or goat because of the weakness of his intellect.

(IAth, T.A.)-Also Thick, or coarse, dry bread:

or bread not rendered savoury by anything eaten

therenith: or the edge [of a cake] of bread. (K.)

[See also iii-]=A male palm-tree, (Lth, K,)

with the spadic of which the female palm-tree is

fecundated: (Lih, T.A.) pl. -, *. (TA)=

A certain well-known bird. (K.)

āls (infn of un, of-*. q. v.].=See also

ââle-.

ää. A part of a skin that is peeled, pared,

stripped, or scraped, off. (L, K.)

iii- A broken piece of dry bread, (K, TA,)

thick, or coarse, (TA,) and nithout anything to

-E- - -

------------------- -->

-*-*----→
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render it savoury: (K, TA:) pl. -ā- (TA.)

[See Ji-, of which it may be regarded as the

n. un.]–4 piece of anything: (Sgh, K:) pl. as

above. (TA.)-The portion of a reed for writing

that is betnyeen its&: [or place where the paring

is commenced] and its point, as also "il- (K.)

6 - J.

-52's Clay; such as is put upon the head of

the [jar called] as: [See 4.] (IAar, K.)

-i." Peeled, pared, stripped, or scraped, off;

as also *-is:-. (K.) It is said by some that

the last word in the following saying of Keys

Ibn-El-Khateem,

J & J J J - d. - - •o- -- *-* ~ *- : * >

* -#4,#25-Js s333 3: &# *

is pl. of the former in this sense: but accord. to

ISk, [the meaning of the verse is, As though

emaciated locusts nithout heads and nithout legs

occupied the tryo sides, or the nhole, of the part

of her breast where the necklace lay; for he says

that] the poet likens the ornaments upon her a:

to locusts without heads and without legs. (TA.)

#- J: [An excoriated leg]. (TA)—it's

[or #1- i:) A year that destroys the cattle;

(S, Ki) as also "ill-i (S. K.) any bane, or

calamity, that destroys the cattle ; pl. -#5- and

-ā- and -i. (TA.) You say, is.” ..."

i: A great destruction of their cattle befell

them. (S. T.A.) And C#- 3,4- and -it

and Ji- Years that destroy the cattle. (K.)

And -#5- also signifies Torrents. (TA.)=

See also -i-.

-à- [act, part. n. of -i-].-* [ori:

ālū-] A nound of the head that peels off the

skin with the flesh: (S, K:) or that peels off the

skin but does not penetrate into the interior.

(Msb.) And ău. #1. A spear-nound, or the

like, that does not penetrate into the interior;

(S, K;) opposed to #s. (S)--is-&

i. q. -à- [A time, or season, that speeps anay,

or destroys, the cattle]. (TA.) See also -à-la

-it- Having a portion, or portions, taken

from its sides. (S, K.)- Having somen'hat

thereof remaining. (S, K.) So explained by

Abu-l-Ghowth as occurring in the saying of El

Farezdak,

o “e d > * > d e - Dad • -- 3 - -

* 8-22 cl” cºlu& Jae: *

* £- 'í t: o y Sl JG &- *

i.e., [And a biting of fortune, O Ibn-Marnán,

left not, of the cattle, save] such as were destroyed,

or they were such as had only a remnant remain

ing. (S.)- A man (S) whose cattle have been

destroyed by years of drought, or barrenness, or

dearth. (S. K.) And "ösi. X: A people,

or party, whose cattle have been destroyed by a

gear of drought or the like. (S, T.A.)

-is: See -i." –Also A skinned sheep

* * * * * * *

or goat. (L.) --52's-e j<- Bread burnt by

the oven, (K, TA,) so that its outer parts stick to

it. (TA.)

• *-* o f 6 d

J2AM's-e A55: see -á-.

Jāl-e Lean, or emaciated; (K;) as also-

•

* * * ~ *

-*-*. (T.A.)

&l=

&# (S, M, MA, Mgh, K) and #4 (IAar,

M, K) and 3'- (K) A sach; in Pers. J.-,

(MA, PS;) [not so well rendered in the KL by

&=- which means a saddle-bag or a pair of
J.

saddle-bags, like the Arabic :++;] a certain kind

of Aé. [or receptacle], (S, M, K,) [for corn &c.,]

well inown: (M, K:) it has a loop, into which

is inserted a stick, or piece of wood, called 13tláà,

(S and K in art. Já:,) this being also inserted into

the loop of another G-132-, when they are bound

upon the camel: (K* and TA in that art. :) or it

has two loops, one of n!hich is inserted into the

other, (S and K voce -ā) [and then the stick

is put through,] on the occasion of putting it on a

camel: (TA ibid.:) the word is arabicized; (M,

TA;) said to be from all2=, (TA,) or 4012-,

(KL) but correctly from a be-, which is Pers.:

(TA) the pl. is #34 (S, MA, Mgh, K) and

395-. (Sb,S, MA, Mgh, K) the latter occurring

in poetry, (TA,) and +\ills. (S, K) was some

times used, (S) but this is disallowed by Sb. (S,

M.) The saying [of a rājiz], cited by Th,

- - 5 * ~ 3 - 3 *

* U-52'-2 --- a-->|-> --! *

• • J. • J. # * *

* tallas-J1 GJ12=-ji Us! --- *

[I love Máneeyeh neith a true love; with the

love of the onner (lit. father) of the sack for the

sack;] means that the speaker had a vehement

love for the food, or wheat, that was in his g/122-.

(M.) Another says,

* 3, #3- J - 3-0 *

* * * : * ... " . . . . 2, # * * %

39-a-2 **-> 9- c.”

[0, lovely is nhat is in the black sacks, of biscuit

and meal of parched barley sneetened with sugar

candy!]. (S.)

_*

1. **, (S, Msb, K.) aor. -, (Msb, K.) inf. n.

Xi+, (S, Msb.) He cut it, or cut it off (S,Mgb,

K;) [like *...]— He shore it, or sheared it;

namely, wool, (Msb, K,) and hair, with the

c.1-, (Ms) or--- (TA) And * :

I took [or clipped somen'hat] from it; namely,

wool; like -- (Sin art.--) Andži

3ü He shore, or sheared, the sheep or goat.

(Harp. 100.)—3.j-" is, (S. K.) inf n as

above, (S,) He took the flesh that was on the

bones of the slaughtered camel; ($, K;) as also

**-l. (K.)

8: see what precedes.

> The fat of the -: [or thin integument

that covers the stomach and bonels or intestines]

of a sheep or goat. (K.)

> The instrument nith which one shears (S,

K, TA) wool and hair: (TA:) and c\, is signi

fies a pair thereof; a pair of shears: (S:) or

> and cº-signify alike, in Jixi.; like

as one says J3;i. and 9-#2, and is and

c.15: and 'êt-i- is also allowable, as a sing.;

(Msb;) authorized by Ks; (TA;) and in like

manner, &#. (Msb. [But see .#..])—

f The moon; (Az, Ks) as also "X: (k :) or

the [nen moon, or moon nhen it is termed] J%a:

(K:) likened to the L.1-[as meaning the blade

of a pair of shears]. (TA)- [Hence also, pro

bably,] tA certain mark of camels, made neith a

hot iron. (Ibn-Habeeb, K.)-[Hence also,]+The

tick, or ticks. (K.)- And, accord. to some, as

being likened to these, because of their smallness,

(TA,) +The sheep of Mekheh : (A’Obeyd, TA:)

or certain sheep nith long and hairless legs, found

at Et-Taif (K.) And t The male of the gazelle,

and of the sheep: pl.> (K.) And +A kid:

(Kr, K.) pl. as above. (§, T.A.)

:- The whole of a thing (S. K.) as also

*i... and "isis (K.) You say,£ &:

<!-- I took the thing wholly. (S.)

£:

** A shinned sheep or goat (S, K) nithout

the intestines and nithout the legs, (S,) [or] when

the shanks and the redundant parts have gone.

(K.) And the whole flesh of a slaughtered camel.

(S.)-See also*.

6 * > * 6 * >

d'Ae-: see Lola-.

i.S. Shorn wool. (K.)

X. Shorn he-goats. (K.)

4 - d - 6 * >

L*a*- : see L*-.

>|-> Cut, or cut off (Msb.)-A shorn

sheep or goat. (K,”TA.)

* -- d.

*: A bone having the flesh cut off with

the L.-. (TA in art. -->.)

Quasi −l

&:- see Q. Q. 1 in art.C

--~le

...is and *:::: Rock : (S, K:) or a rock;

or mass, or piece, of rock : (M:) or a round

stone: (Mgh, Msb:) or [a stone] smaller than

n:hat is termed J.'s, of such a size as that

n:hich is thronin nith a ballista: (L:) or a great

stone : (Harp. 95:) or the latter word, [a stone]

like the head of a kid, or less, such as may be

carried in the hand by grasping its side but over

n:hich the two hands will not meet, n'ith n'hich

date-stones &c. are bruised, or brayed: (ISh:)

[pl. of the former, 3-3-3 and of the latter,

3-34. Accord to the Mgh and Msb, the A is

an augmentative letter; but most of the lexico

graphers regard it as radical.]-[Hence,]&
J.

*...*, said of one known to be a niggard, mean

ing, t He gave something. (Harp. 95.)- And

see what next precedes.

*}-*Já + He thren, his neight (<āş)
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upon him. (K. [See 41st: aeke Usall, voce

Júš.])—Also 3-i-, (L.) or "+, (K.) A

mass of rock rising out of shallon water. (IAar,

L., K.)- And the former, t A strong man; and

So *:::: (K:) or a man having a strong

voice; and so * 3:. (L.) = Also, ++,

Many camels: (S:) or camels composing a large

herd: or camels advanced in years; as also

* 32.<-: (K:) and sheep exceeding in number

a hundred: (L, K:) you say <!- 3. (L.)

-And Owen, or cons: (L:) and the same word,

(K) or '#', (AA, L.) a single or or con.

(AA, L., K.)

* / o y

--~~ :

|
see above.

a o

- -

i:- applied to land (…) Stony: (K:)

and 3-2- is [its pl.] like J29-. (TA) – See

also+, in two places.

6 y o y * ~ * > .

22-le-: see ---, in two places.

Jule

9 -: *

Jule- The flower of the pomegranate: an arabi

cized word, from juis, (K,) which is Persian,

composed of Js “a flower,” and jū “a pome

granate.” (MF.) It is said that whoever swallows

three grains of it, of the smallest that may be,

(K,) on the condition of his taking them with his

mouth from the tree, before their opening, at

sunrise, on a Wednesday, (Tedhkiret Dáwood,

TA,) will not have ophthalmia in that year. (K.)

ale

1. 4-, aor. 4, (S, MSb, K.) inf. n. *, (S."

Msb, TA,) He was, or became, bald in the fore

part of the head: ($, K:) or in the greater part

of his head. (Msb.) [The latter seems to be the
o e -

correct meaning: see al- below.]-4-1.-*

His court, or yard, nas, or became, vacant, or

void. (J.K.)= als-, (§, K.) aor. *, (K) inf n.

al-, (TA,) He uncovered a thing; or removed

it [from a thing that it covered or concealed].

(K, T.A.)- He raised the turban, while folding

it, from the side of his forehead (+ 34), (K,

TA,) [like L*!] and from the fore part of his

head. (TA)- He removed the pebbles from a

place. (S, K.)– He turned back a person from

a difficult, or hard, thing or affair. (K.)

* (JK, $) or '#', (K.) Baldness in the

fore part of the head; (S, K;) which is the

beginning of &4; like -i-. (S:) or baldness

of the greater part of the head; (Māb;) more

than *. (JK,) and more than & 4, which is

6 - -

more than *. (Msb in art. •

* - d - e: • (Ms C-)

à-le-: see als- = Also The part that faces

one of the bron's, or brinks, or edges, of a valley:

(S:) or the side of a valley; (K, TA;) the bank,

or border, thereof: (TA:) or elevated parts in

the interior, or loner part, of a valley, rising

above the water-course, so that, when the valley

flon's neith water, the nater does not reach them :

(ISh,TA:) and, some say, the mouth of a valley:

and some, a part of a valley uncovered by the

torrents, and so made apparent: (TA:) and [the

dual] c'-' (JK, M, TA) or 3% tal-, (S)

the two sides, or borders, of a valley, (S, M, TA)

nohen there is in them hardness : (JK, M, TA:)

occurring in a trad., or, as some relate it,'9:

with an augmentative A : (TA:) pl. 3-. (S.)

-A great round rock. (JK,K)-A large

[hill, or the like, such as is called] 55; as also

'i:- with an augmentative Le. (TA.) -

The place of alighting and abiding of a people,

or company of men : (JK, K, TA:) and a yard,

or wide space, in front, or extending from the

sides, of their divelling. (JK.)-And A meadon,

in which water collects and stagnates: pl. as

above. (JK.)= Dates, (K, TA,) of n:hich the

stones have been picked out, (TA,) macerated

and mashed nith milk, (K,"TA,) then given to

drink to women; (TA;) having a fattening pro

perty; (K, TA;) as also "*. (K.)

6 * > d -

à-la- :

#- A mode of wearing the turban, in nihich

the cº- for side of the forehead] is uncovered,

so that the part where the hair gron's is seen.

(JK, Sgh.)

* A place from n'hich the pebbles have

been removed. (JK, S, K.) = See also id

last sentence.

£i Bald in the fore part of the head; (S;)

i. q. &l-i: (TA:) or [it denotes more than the

latter; meaning] bald in the greater part of the

head: fem. #'s pl. al. (Msb.) [See al-J

- Large in the forehead, having the places of

growth of the hair receding. (K.)- + A bull
4 - d -

having no horn; (Ks, JK, S, K;) like C-1.

(Ks, S.)

6 y d - 6 o

**-* A tent, or house, or chamber, (-el,)

in which is neither door nor curtain. (JK, K.)

6 -d -

see axle-, in two places.

&la

&: Bullets, syn. 3: (S, Msb, K,) or

rounded things, (En-Nadr, TA,) made of clay,

(En-Nadr, Msb, TA,) which one shoots [from a

cross-bon]: (K:) n. un, with 3: (En-Nadr,

Msb, TA:) a Persian word, arabicized; (Msb;)

in Persian *, meaning “a ball of thread;”

pl. Wi- applied also to “a weaver;” (S, K;)

i.e., ta- is so applied. (TA.) Hence, J.;;

J*S*H [The cross-bon, for shooting bullets].

($, Mgb.)

Quasi-o-le

see art. al-.

*A*

1. 53-, (S, Mgh, Msb) [aor. 2,] inf n. 54-,

(Msb,) It (a thing, and + an affair, or a case,

Mgh, or + information, or tidings, Msb,) was, or

became, clear, unobscured, exposed to vien, dis

played, laid open, disclosed, or uncovered, (Mgh,

6 * - d -
-

ão--la-.

Msb) J-uu to men, or the people; (Msb;) as also

"J-5, said of a thing: ($, Mgh, Msb) it (tin

formation, or tidings, S, Msb, or t an affair, or a

case, Mgh,) was, or became, apparent, or plainly

apparent, overt, conspicuous, manifest, notorious,

plain, obvious, or evident, (S, Mgh, Msb,) -s to

me, (S,) or J." to men, or the people. (Msb.)

One says, J-#" *-i-3 The sun became un

obscured, or exposed to vien, and ceased to be

eclipsed. (TA from a trad.) Er-Răghib says that

W L'il is sometimes by the thing itself, as in

the phrase [in the Kur xcii. 2], J-5 Sl 2%

[By the day nºhen it becometh clear, &c.]: and

sometimes, by the case, and the action; as in the

saying [in the Kur vii. 139], J.--"&J-5 U.is

[And n:hen his Lord became manifested to the

mountain]: Zj says that the meaning in this

instance is, appeared, and so say the Sunnees;

El-Hasan says that the meaning is,* J-5

U5, all [became manifested by light, the light of

the empyrean]. (TA.) —S-...[aor. * ,] inf. n.

:^\s- (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and 2.2-, (K;) and

W -*-l; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) He, (a man, Msb,)

or they, (a company of men, Mgh, Msb,) went

forth, or emigrated, (S, Mgh, Mgb,) *13 *

..from the country, or tonn, (S, Msb,) and &=

Jus; from their homes: ($, Mgh ) (like

J.-:) or they (a company of men) dispersed

themselves, or became dispersed, 849." 94,

and *, from the place : (K:) or \*- means,

in consequence of fear : and "Use-l, in con

sequence of drought: (AZ, K.) or :":

signifies they left their place of abode in con

sequence of fear; the verb in this case being

trans, by itself: but if they have left for some

other reason than fear, you say, X: &

(Mab3) accord. to IAar, S-signifies he fled,

being driven anay, from his home. (TA.) [See

also 12.J-CA-, aor. *, inf n. S- He had

that degree of baldness which is termed "Sa-;

(K;) i.e. baldness of the fore part of the head;

(S, K.) like 4-1 (S.) or baldness of half

of the head; (S, K;) which is the beginning

of&: (S:) or baldness less than what is termed

& 2. (K.) And 3-1 -, inf n. S-, sig.

nifies the same as J.' [The part above the temple

became bald]. (A’Obeyd, TA.)= 2 \*-, [aor. 2,

inf n., app., 5-, or perhaps 5-, but the

former seems to be indicated by what follows;]

(S, Mgh, Msb;) and "85-; (MA;) He made

it, or rendered it, clear, or unobscured, exposed

it to vien, displayed it, laid it open, disclosed it,

or uncovered it; (S, Mgh, MA;) namely, a thing:

(S, Mgh:) he made it, or rendered it, apparent,

or plainly apparent, overt, conspicuous, manifest,

notorious, plain, obvious, or evident; (S, Mgh,

Msb, MA;) namely, + an affair, (Mgh,) or tin

formation, or tidings. (Mgb.) You say, S

J-2}-1, inf n. 5- and #3 (S, Msh, K) and

#3 (MSb, K) and #5 (K.) and 'w':-1:

(S, Msb, K;) He displayed the bride, Q: L'é

to her husband: (K:) or he looked at the bride
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displayed: (S:) and you say also, L'é +:

G-55 (TA) She mas shonn to her husband, and

he looked at her displayed: (Harp. 30.) and

G-55 ūš- Her husband presented, or gave, to

her a female slave (S, K) or some other thing at

the time of her being displayed to him; as also

*u-j- (K) and J-24s. i. e. The

female hairdresser adorned the bride [to display

her to her husband]. (TA.) You also say, S
• of s

J-29 & 7 : | Such a one displayed, discovered,

disclosed, revealed, or manifested, the affair, or

case; as also '3-, and 4: X- (K,” TA:)

Ol' 3.9 ūšš 5- he displayed, discovered, &c.,

to such a one the affair, or case; as also "*S

[i. e. 59' 3-1, and * > [i. e. #9 -->

Ol' 2.9 &= ü53 Ske-]. (So accord. to the CK

and my MS. copy of the K. [The reading in

the TA is, in my opinion, preferable to the

latter.]) And āsūl "J- * + God nill make

manifest the hour, or time of the resurrection;

or will make it to appear. (K in art. Lika-;

[but it belongs to the present art.:]) so in the

Kur vii. 186. (TA) And e-à J.- "J-434

+ He declares, or explains, his mind. (S)

-: *%+, inf n. 5-, (§, Mab, K, [in the

CK SA-, but it is]) with kesr, (S, Msb,) and

*, (K,) I removed, or cleared off, the rust

from the snºord; (Msb;) I polished, or fur

bished, the snºord, (S,K;) and #." the mirror;

(K;) and the like; (TA;) [as, for instance,]

ää" the silver; and so 'l- (K in art. Us!e-.)

And J-80 es: <!-- [I cleared my sight

with collyrium] (S.) [whence,] 5- He applied

collyrium to his eye or eyes. (IAar, T.A.) And

L: L:- ** ! I removed my anxiety, or

caused it to depart, from me : (S, K,” TA:”)

and ź. 4: * Lis-1 + He removed, or cleared

anay, from him anxiety. (Lth, T.A.) And

-*..." * #1 5- + God removed from him

the disease. (TA)-->>, and "L.A.S.-, (S,

Mgh) or $4, and "S-1, (Mab, K.) and

*:S-1, (K.) He, (a man, S, Msb, or the Sultán,

Mgh,) or it, (drought, K,) caused them, or him,

to go forth, or emigrate; or expelled them, or

him; or drove them, or him, forth; ($, Mgh,

Msb, K;) [from their homes, or from his home.]

And J-5 3-, inf n. 5-, Ol' $4, (accord. to

different copies of the K.) and 5,1-[thus written

without any syll. signs]; and "us)>!; (TA;)

He smoked [out] the bees, in order to collect the

honey; (K;) he drove anay the bees by means

of smoke. (TA.)

2. J-i,see 1, in six places.= Also, inf. n.

#: and J'i, He (a hawk, or falcon,) raised

his head, and looked, (K, TA,) seeing the prey:

(TA:) or he (a hawk) closed his eyes, and then

opened them, in order to see more clearly. (Ibn

Hamzeh,T.A.)-And [hence,]*:J-, infn.

£5, He cast his eyes (S, K) like the hank

looking at the prey. (S)=[-,- is also men

tioned (in Harp. 161), on the authority of Mtr,

as signifying He, or it, outstripped; from L'-."

meaning “the first of the horses in a race;” but

as being not known in this sense on any other

authority.]

3.2%£, inf n. $5–8, I acted openly

neith him in the affair; as also *-i-. (S.)

4. Usle- as an intrans. v.: see 1, in two places.

-U2 all U-12'-' They cleared themselves anay,

Or removed, from the slain person. (S, Mgh,

Msb, T.A.)—24: Usis- He hastened, running:

(K:) or hastened somen'hat, running : (TA:) or

*-* signifies he became distant, or remote, and

hastened. (So accord. to some copies of the K,

&# 3: t *.i; instead of *:t;

see 1, in four

where we find

- - of J O =

©- 5-3.)= As a trans. v. :

places.

5. L'-'. see 1, in three places:- and see

also 7 =&#1 U-5 He looked at the thing,

(Kin art. Use-,) standing upon a higher position.

(TA.) [See also 8.]

6. Usius-3 Our states, or conditions, became

disclosed to each other; the state, or condition, of

each of us to the other. (S.)

7. L.'s-il It became removed, or cleared anay;

said of anxiety, (S, K,” TA,) and of an affair

[&c.]; as also "J-5. (K,” TA.) You say,

X." * Us's-3) Anxiety became removed, or

cleared anay, from him, (S,)# L'-5 U.<>

like as the darkness becomes removed, or cleared

anay. (TA.)

8. S-1 He looked at him, or it. (K.) [See

also 5..] Hence, J-> U:S-1, explained above:

see 1. (TA.)- See also 1 in two other places,
• 3 e > * * de • O£ J.

last two sentences –Us", de à l'all -eke

I raised the turban, while folding it, from the

side of my forehead (L:- 34): (S:) [like

<i>]= <!-- It became polished, or fur

bished; said of a sword [&c.]. (TA.)

12. J2a-1 He went forth, or emigrated, from

one country, or tonn, to another. (IAar, K.)

[See also 1.]

• * ~ 0.

Sa- Us! ! A man who is nell known, celebrated,

or notable; (Mgh;) of n:hom it is said, 3.4% S.-,

i.e. he has made affairs clear, unobscured, or

manifest; (S, Mgh;) or # 5-, i.e. his case

has become clear, unobscured, or manifest: (Mgh:)

or one whose case is clear, apparent, plainly appa

rent, or manifest; (K, TA;) as also 'U'i &:

(K:) applied to a man who is upon an elevated

and conspicuous place; and applied by El-Hajjāj

to himself, as meaning that he was one whom

every one knew: (TA:) and also, (K,) for this

reason, (TA,) the name of a certain man, (S, K,)

well known, (K,) of the Benoo-Leyth, who was

a person of great daring. (TA.) A poet says,

(S,) namely, Soheym Ibn-Wetheel Er-Riyáhee,

(TA,)
deo - 5

* Üül &: S+ & Gi *

J. C. e > * * • * •*

* &#39*** *** -> *

[I am a man nell known, celebrated, or notable,

&c.; and he who rises to eminences, or who is

accustomed to embark in, or surmount, lofty and

difficult things: nhen I put don’n the turban, ye

will know me]. (S, T.A.) Sb says, (TA,) \e in

this case is a verb in the pret, tense: 'Eesa Ibn

'Omar says that when a man is named J3 Or<

or the like, the word is imperfectly decl.; and he

adduces, in evidence, this verse: others say that

5\e- may be here without tenween because it is

imitative of a phrase, as though the poet said,

* S- 4 Jú. ce." &#ui. (S,TA:) accord.

to IB, it is without tenween because it is a verb

with its agent [implied in it]. (TA.)- Accord.

to some, it signifies + The daybreak, or dann;

(Harp. 498;) and so 'U'i &#1 (TA) accord.

to Hamzeh, + the beginning of aay: and accord.

to some, t the moon. (Har ubi supra.)

S+: see 1, voce J's :=and see #~.

S- see 5'-.
•

#1- A female slave, (S, K,) or some other

thing, (K,) that is presented, or given, by the

husband to his bride at the time of her being dis

played to him. (S,” K.) One says, &#1- U.

[What is her bridal present?]; and is answered,

“Such a thing.” (S.)

54- A thing, an affair, or a case, that is

apparent, manifest, plain, or evident. (S, K, T.A.)

-And Acknowledgment, or confession: so in

the saying of Zuheyr:

J. J. •6 * * & •

* <>}\} axlais
3-1 &# ź

*

*~ * 0 & - of 6 •

#)-> 5' 2"-à- 5' U->

[For verily the means of deciding the truth are

three: an oath, and incongruity of circumstances,

and acknowledgment, or confession]: (S:) but

Az writes the last word *:S-, with kesr to the

-, as meaning an evidence, or a proof, and nit

nesses; from iš. [inf n. of 3, q.v.]. (TA.)

—Jes: 5-8: < *. (KTA) or 2: 5-,

(so in some copies of the K.) [I remained with

him, or at his abode,] during the n'hiteness of my,

or a, day. (Zj, K, T.A.)= See also the next

paragraph.

*

5-: see the paragraph next preceding.=Also,

(S, Mgh, K,) written by El-Muhellebee * #,

(TA) and "S+, which is more correct than the

first, (Mgh,) or it is allowable, as also "S+, the

former of the last two mentioned on the authority

of En-Nahhás, (TA,) Collyrium : (S, K:) or a

particular kind thereof, (K, TA,) that clears the

sight; (TA;) [i. e.] i q. .# [antimony, or an

ore of antimony]; (Mgh, TA;) so called because

it clears the sight. (Mgh.)=$5– U. What is

his honourable name, or surname, (S,) or his good

surname, (K,) by nihich he is addressed? (S, K.)

&- Clear, unobscured, exposed to vien, dis

played, laid open, disclosed, or uncovered: appa

rent, or plainly apparent, overt, conspicuous,

manifest, notorious, plain, obvious, or evident:

(S, Msb, K, TA:) J- thus used has not been

heard. (Er-Răghib, T.A.) It is applied as an

epithet to information, or tidings, (Mab, TA,)
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63 - 6 o
-

and to analogy, or rule. (TA)-à-la- Use Aseeing eye. (IB, TA.) •

#- Sure information or tidings. (S.) -

*S :- &= L'i He informed me of the

true, or real, state of the affair, or case. (TA.)

** *

#}=- #33 [A medicine that clears the complexion

or skin]. (K voce #, &c.)

&l= The act of rendering apparent, open,

manifest, plain, or evident: rendering clear, or

unobscured; exposing to vien, displaying, laying

open, disclosing, or uncovering. (TA.)

J- Going forth, or emigrating, from his

country, or town : [like J.-- :] and so #-,

applied to a company of people; [as also ā- ;]

(Msb;) or to people who have gone forth, or

emigrated, from their homes; (S;) and particu

larly to those tributaries, (Mgh, Msb,) namely,

certain Jews, (Mgh,) whom 'Omar expelled from

the country of the Arabs; (Mgh, Msb;) and

afterwards, to such as have the poll-tax imposed

upon them, of the people of the Bible, and of the

|Magians, though not having emigrated from their

homes; (Mgh;) [i. e.] the free non-Muslim sub

jects of a Muslim government; because they were

expelled by 'Omar from Arabia; (K;) the word

being fem. because denoting a azusa-; (Mgh;)

and its pl. is Jús (Mgh, Mgb.)— Hence,

(MSb) 'igū (as a subst] is applied to The

voll-tax that is exacted from the persons last

mentioned above; (S, Mgh, Msb;) as alsoā

(S:) first, in this sense, applied to that which

was exacted from the people expelled from Arabia

by 'Omar. (Msb.) You say, c." &% J:

*" [Such a one was employed as collector of

the poll-taw]. (S, Mgh, Msb.)=See also U3ts-,

in art. U2'-. -

6 - -

àelle- (as a subst.); see what next precedes.

L: Having that degree of baldness which is

termed X-; i.e. baldness of the fore part of the

head: or baldness of half of the head; (S, K;)

which is the beginning of &l- : (S:) or baldness

less than nhat is termed &l- (K:) or baldness

of half of the head, and the like: (A’Obeyd, TA:)

fem. āşş- (K.) [See &l-il-Beautiful, Ol'

handsome, in face, bald in the sides of the fore

head. (K.)—#1-#-A wideforehead. (K.)

—#1-#~ +A cloudless sky (Ks, S. K.) and

#1-# ta cloudless, bright, night. (TA)—
• o # * o

Use- cal: see 3-& in two places,—Also

(i.e. Usis-i c'el) + The lion. (TA)=c- a.k.as

95:1, and '95: , I did it on account of thee,

for thy sake, or because of thee; syn. 4'i 32.

(K.)

95-l &: #3: see what next precedes.

Ji- sing of Ju-8, which signifies The£ore

parts of the head, which are the [first] places of

baldness: (Fr, S:) or what is seen of the head

when one fronts the face. (TA.)

J- [act, part. n. of 4. Hence,] + ū;
* - c > < e <

*j*-*-*- ū):i: And either n’ar that shall

cause you to emigrate, or abasing peace. (TA.)

J-3 The first of the horses in a race. (K

in art. Us".)

Some words are mentioned in the K under this

head belonging to art. 3M-, q.v.

_o

* - 3 -

1. Lee-, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. - , inf. n. *-,

(Msb,) said of water, (S,) &c., (S, Msb,) It

became much, or abundant, (S, Msb;) as also

"Los--l; said of a thing: (TA:) and, said of

water, aor. * (S, K) and 2, (K,) the former of

which is of the higher authority, (TA,) inf. n.

>+. (S, Mgh, K,) it became much, or abundant,

(S, Mgh, K) in the nell, (S,) and collected (S,

K) after it had been drawn from ; (S;) as also

"X-1. (K.) And is:- They became many.

(TA.)—#. <- (K,) aor. * and - , inf. n.

*. (TA) The water of the nell returned by

degrees, (K,TA,) and became much, or abundant,

and collected; (TA) and *- :-- signifies

the same. (S.)- [Hence,* âû. ++. al

tropical phrase, explained in art. *..]—-

Jøl, inf n. +, with damm, The measure

became full or filled. (KL. [But only the inf. n.

is there mentioned: so that the verb may be

> which see below.)–38 X- (S, K,)

aor. and 2, (S, TA) inf. n.X- (S, K) and

X- (S;) and !---, (S;) The horse abstained

from covering, (S, K,) so that his seminal fluid

(#) collected. (K.)- Also, (aor. of the former

verb as above, TA, and inf. n > andX-, S,

K,) The fatigue of the horse nent anay; (S;)

[he recovered his strength after fatigue;] he re

covered from his fatigue, being left unridden;

(K, TA) and so "X-i [of which see also the

pass, form, below]. (M, K.)- [And hence,]

> [infn.X- q.v. infră,] He rested; said of a

man [as well as of a horse]; (TA;) and so !-l.

(Har p. 324.)- Also, said of a bone, (K,) inf. n.

> (TA,) It had much flesh; its flesh became

much, or abundant. (K.)- Also i. q. Sé [He,

or it, became high, &c.; perhaps said of water in

a well]. (T, TA)—Also, inf n >, >, He

rose (&#) in his pace, or going. (TA)- Also,

(S.K.) inf n > (TA) and X,+, (S.T.A.) said

of an event, (K,) of the arrival of a person, (S,)

It dren, near; (S, K;) it came to pass: (S:)

and "X-1 signifies the same, (S, Msb, K.) said of

an event, of separation from another, (S, TA,)

and of an object of want: (TA:) X-, [q.v.,]

with the unpointed 2-, in this sense, was not

known to A5 (TA)-And, said of the Jai,

and the &#2, [two plants, inf n, not mentioned,]

It attained to the state of having a a:- [app.

meaning tuft, or floner-bud]. (TA)=. 91...,

(TA,) or ità ---, [perhaps a mistranscription

for -] aor = (Mb) inf. n.~ (S, Msb,

TA) The ram, (TA,) or sheep or goat, (S, Msb,)

was hornless. (S, MSb, T.A.)=4<-, (K) [aor.”,

accord, to rule,] inf n. *, (TA,) He left it

(namely, water [in a well],) to collect; as also

**-l. (K.) And #1 *-* [The well was left

jor its nater to collect]. (TA.) And 3:%

He left the nell for some days until its water

should collect: whence the metaphorical phrase,

*- : X-: čá, [explained in art, -sil

occurring in a trad. (Harp. 68.)– Also He

filled it (namely, a measure, S, such as is called

*. K) so that it had nºhat is termedX

and so "4:-l; (§, K.) and "4:- (K) And

X. It was filled. (T, TA) See also ..., last

Sentence.

* c :

2. -.591- The L.- (Q. v.] of the land

became full, or abundant. (Ish, TA)-->

[in the CK.-- It (herbage) became such as

is termed----, as also "L.-3. (K, TA)—

He made a £ [Q. v.] of his hair. (Z, TA)

:= See also 1, last sentence but two.

4, X-1, as an intrans, verb: see 1, in two

places. =4:-1: see 1, near the end of the para

graph, in two places. - He left him unridden,

so that he recovered from his fatigue; namely, a

horse. (K.) And -i He (a horse) was left

unridden. (S)-[Hence, He rested him, or

gave him rest.] You say, 3i w: 4-#2-i

c: [Rest thyself a day, or two days]. ($.)

And hence, in a. trad. respecting the als: [or

quince], 35% -á, i. e. It rests the heart, and

consolidates it, and completes its soundness and
*

* - o 3- -

•

liveliness. (TA.) One says also, W_c=-3.9 es'

3- G - es: "3 G+: G' (rarily

I relieve my heart with somen'hat of diversion,

in order that I may become strong thereby for

that which is substantial, or solid, not vain or

frivolous]. (S.) And J39 X- He gave the

land rest from tilling. (TA in art. &=)-He

gave him the a:- [or supply of nater, that had

collected after draning,] of the nell. (Th,T.A.)

-->> The grape-vine had all its branches

that were above the ground cut off. (AHn, TA.)

5: see 2.

10. X-1, as an intrans. verb: see 1, in five

* 3:2:1. 5: ..."4: i.e.

[Whoso loveth that men] should collect themselves

to him, standing in his presence, and confining

themselves to him, [let him take his sitting-place

in the fire of Hell:] or, accord. as some relate

it, -o-; see art. Lo-; (TA;) and, as some,

~ (TA in art ---, q.v.)--~!

J:S The land put forth its plants, or herbage,

(K, TA,) so that it became like the [hair termed]

a:- [i. e. *]. (TA.)= As a trans. verb:

see 1, near the end of the paragraph, in two

o :

places.- It is said in a trad., Ül
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places: - and see 4.—£ i: *:::: [The

supply of water that had collected after drawing]

was drunk. (TA.)

R. Q. 1.-- (STA) in n. *-*. (K.)

He spoke indistinctly, (S,K,) not from impotence,

or, accord. to the T, from impotence; (TA;)

and "--- signifies the same. (S. K.)–

Also, (TA) inf. n. as above, (Mgh, K,) with
6 - - e -

which as-os-2 is syn., accord. to Ez-Zowzanee,

(Mgh,) He concealed (Mgh, K, TA) speech,

(Mgh) or a thing, (K, TA) in his bosom.

(Mgh, K, TA.) You say,* es' &#-->

He concealed a thing in his bosom; did not reveal

it. (TA.)- Also, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (Kr,

K.) He destroyed, or killed, (Kr, K,TA,) another

or others. (TA.) •

R. Q. 2. -*** see R. Q. 1.- Hence,

*- IHe held back from the thing,

not daring to do it ;] he did not dare to do the

thing. (Ham p. 240.)

> an inf. n. used as an epithet, (Msb) Much,

or many; (S, Msb, K;) as also V-** accord.

to the copies of the K, but correctly W~, as in

the L. (TA) You say - J. (Msb, TA) and
"...s. (TA) Much property, or many cattle.

(Mgb.) And it is said in the Kur [lxxxix. 21],

ū- ū- J.' &:-3 (S) And they love property

with much love. (A’Obeyd, TA.) Aboo-Khirásh

El-Hudhalee says,

a • * *- : * : * ~ *
- -

*

(*-** ****#&
*

(TA) i. e. [If thou forgive, O God, Thou for

givest] much sin. (Mgh.) &#12-, in a trad.

respecting prayer for rain, means Copious, abun

dant, extensive rain. (TA in art. Gx".)- The

greater, or main, portion of the 5* [i. e. mid

day, or mid-day in summer, &c.]: and of water;

as also *ā-, (as in some copies of the K,) or

Wi: : (so in other copies of the K, and accord.

to the TA: [the former app. the right: if it

were the latter, the author of the K, accord. to a

rule which he has seldom neglected, would have

added>u, as SM has here done, unless his

transcriber have thus written by mistake for

8: V :] or> signifies the nater, of a nell,

that has collected [after it has been dranwn from]:

and "ā:, the place in which the water collects:

(S:) and also, this last, the water itself: (TA:

[i. e. the supply of water that has collected after

dranwing : see 4, last sentence but one; and see

10, last sentence:]) the pl. (of i:- S [or of this
3- - • 6 p. p.

and of Lee also]) is> (S, K) and A2-.

s & - 6 o * > * 2 . . , 5 - #1 *

(K.)-as-X: ; see A*s-, -9448 - 125'-,
• * a 3 - £ •

and #1->4), &c.; see L-1, and art. 248. –

> also signifies People of the lonest, or basest,

or meanest sort. (T,TA.)=Also The measuring

to the head of the measure; [app. an inf. n., of

which the verb is "> ; see 1, last sentence but
• • 6 * / * *

two, and so "Xu's and 'X' and 'XU= (K.)

6 * > 3.

ā-e-: see Lee-, in two places. – Also The

part, or place, of a ship, in which collects the

Bk. I.

nater that leaks from itsJ* [or seams: in the

CK*]: (K.) a genuine Arabic word. (TA)

–Also, (S, K,) and *#, (S, K, and Ham

p.746,) A company demanding a bloodnit (S,

K) or an obligation that must be discharged, (TA,

and Ham ubi supra,) or peace; or coming for

some other purpose: (Ham:) pl. Loos- [probably

...+. pl. of the latter, or perhaps of both; or it

may be> as pl. of both]. (TA.) You say,

*** :- -> ā- and a-lae ": He came
2 * 2 • *

in a great company &c. (S, K.)

6 & 5 2 < *
s

ā-se-; see L*- :-and see also a ce-, in two

places.- Also The collective mass of the hair of

the head, or the head of hair, (~#. • * < &:

S, Mgh, K) when more in quantity than what is

termed .# (S, Mgh:) or the collective mass of

the hair (x: 2 < * 5) nvhen it hangs donn

from the head to the lobe of the ear, and to the

tno shoulder-joints, and more than that ; what

does not extend beyond the ears being termed

5,53 : (TA:) or the collective mass (~)

of the hair of the as-et [or anterior part of the

head]: accord. to some, n:hat reaches to the two

shoulder-joints: (Msb:) in the M it is said

to signify the hair; and in like manner in the

Deewan el-Adab : but ISd adds that it is also

said to mean hair more in quantity than that

which is termed as accord. to IAth, the hair of

the head that falls upon the two shoulder-joints: in

the Muhedhdhib, what extends beyond the ears:

in the Mukaddameh of Z, what extends to the

lobe of the ear: accord. to IDrd, much hair:

(TA:) [see also #: and #3 :] pl.-: (Msb,

TA) and X- (TA) dim. 'i:. (TA)

Hence, *: (# à: & meaning [He

Soft) a spot, and nvashed it] by a moistening of

his a:- or with the water of his as the pre

fixed noun being suppressed. (Mgh.) - Also

[app. t.A. flower-bud;] the ā.5 [rendered by Golius

“nodosior pars”] of a plant, from which the

jioner comes forth. (KL) [See an ex. above,

voce - If from £- applied to hair, it would

seem rather to mean A. tuft.]- One says also,

(#4 # 53-'£ -ij- ! [app. meaning He

thren anay the husk of the nalnut : then ate

it]. (TA.)

6 * *

6 * * - :

Alo-.

A- A state of resting; (Fr, S, Msb, K;) as
6 * > *

also W i-Use-: (TA:) particularly of a horse.

(Fr, S, Msb.) [See :-, of which it is an inf n.]

–See also 2-, last sentence: and see what

next follows.

s

* * •

see Los-, in two places:- and see also

>0. What has collected of the seminal fluid

of a horse [after his resting from covering]; as

also "X- (K)-Also, and">and Cū-,

(S, Mgh, Mab, K.) [but see what follows,] The

quantity [of flour or the like] that rises above

the head of the [measure termed] **, (S, Mgh,

K.) after the filling, (Mgh,) exceeding the -Sül.

thereof; (S, Mgh, K;) as also "...-: (K. :) or

the fill of a bowl, without a head: accord. to

ISk, only said of flour and the like: one says,
z - • • • - of

ū.52 a'i' Alo- Usuas' [He gave me the bonulful

of flour]: but Al- meaning the “resting” of a

horse is with fet-h only: (Msb:) or, accord. to Fr,

one says $Ue c." *A*- with kesr, meaning the

bonulful of nater; and tiss* A*, with

damm; and Jill A*, with fet-h only; and
• 6 * j,

one does not say Ass-, with damm, except in

relation to flour and the like, meaning the quantity

that rises above the head of the **, after the

being filled: one says, *::"A. L'i when

one puts what the head of the* will bear,

and gives it: ($, TA:) in the T, it is said that

** A-* means Give thou him [the

quantity of] a 92% nithout a head: but [SM

says,] I have seen in its margin written that the

right meaning is, the quantity borne by the head

of the*. (TA)-See alsoX- last sentence.

• • J. 3 -

> See+, in three places: - and >,

last sentence:=and see also i:-* It is

6 J - 3 -

also a pl. of ass- (S) [and perhaps of_*-like

wise: (see this latter :)] and of£. (TA.)

> * : (S,K) and 'i' (K) A well of
• 6 J - •*

"much water. (S, K.) -->2-> J.;;A horse that,

after any run, runs again; (T, S, K;) applied

to the female as well as the male: (T, TA:) a

horse that goes much. (KL.)

~ A plant, or herbage, that has grown

somewhat, but not attained its full height: (S:)

or much, or abundant, herbage: (K:) or herbage

standing up and spreading : (AHn, K. :) or that

has grown up until it has become like the a: of

hair : (TA:) a plant, or herbage, when it first

appears in the ground is termed .# then,

>* then,#: then, à:4; and then, [when

it is dry,] J.-- ($ in art. --! :) pl. £i.

(K.) And, with 5, A [plant of the kind termed]

£a. that has become half a month old, so that

it fills the mouth. (K)—See also :-.

£: See><--Also The state of being

satiated, or satisfied, nith food, and nith drink.

(TA.)

2 * > * > ..

ão-o-dim. of£, q. v. (TA.)

L: The bean, or beans; syn.J% (AHn, K.)

&: See&:

> see what next follows.

&: A measure, (S,) such as is called *.

(K) filled so as to have nºbat is termed---,

(S,K;) as also *A*: (K:) [fem. of the former

L*. Hence,] g: i: [A] full [bonyl].

(K. In the CK ass->.)

&: with J, (S) an irreg. rel.” applied

to a man, (Sb,S,) Having a long ass-: ($, K:)

or having a great and long a: : (Sb,TA :) but

if you name a person*. the rel. n. formed from

it is W&: (Sb,S) only. (Sb, T.A.)

57
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_*-*- : see what next follows.

* - J & J.

ães-> The skull; i. e. the bone that contains

the brain: (S, Msb, K:*) or i, q. -: [i. e. the

bone above the brain, or a separate portion of the

skull, or a distinct bone of the skull]: (K:) or the

bones of the head; (IAar, Mgh,TA;) all of them;

the uppermost of them being the asū; (IAar,TA)

or the aleu is the ass-> altogether; (ISh,TA;)

and the Jä-5 is said to be a piece of the 43-o-:

(TA:) pl. "...+, (K) for this (in the CK,

erroneously, 2-) is a coll. gen, n.,] and

X--- [is the pl. properly so called, and that

which is more commonly known]. (TA) —

Sometimes it is used to signify A man; so that
- * 0 < * ,

one says,* **-*- Já- &- b: [Take ye

from every man, or head, a dirhem]; like as
#. w J. D J. • - - -

one says, Jr.), Já č-2 : (MSb :) and A.'' &-32

[The Imām imposed the tax, or land-tax, upon

the heads; upon every head so much]. (Mgh.)

- A nooden bonyl: (S, K:) a bonyl of glass;

as also -i-. (Az, T.A.)-A kind of measure

for corn or the like. (K)- Also t Chiefs, or

lords, of the Arabs; because the aes-o- is the

head, which is the most noble of the members:

(TA) also, (TA) [the pl] -- has this

meaning. (T, K, TA.) And +Any sons of a

father that are persons of might, or poner, and

eminence, or nobility: (T, TA:) and [the pl.]

>U.<- the tribes (J35) of the Arabs which

comprise U % and in relation to which persons

Q?"e called; as Kelb Ibn-Webreh; for when you

say &#, you do not need to call the person in

relation to any of the U2 law: (S:) or the tribes

(U30.5) in relation to which the J2ja are called;

as also "> (K.)=A well that is dug in

salt ground. (S, K.)= Sixty head of camels.

(IF, IB, TA)=-j-" --> The piece of

nood at the head of which is the ploughshare.

(TA.)

ā

> [Greater, and greatest, in quantity, and

in number, &c.; fem. £-. Hence,] J-93

&u= U. X-l. in a trad. of Anas, means The

revelation being the most that it used to be. (Sh,

TA.)- A bone having much flesh. (K.) You

say also Alas!" ā- #: A noman having much

flesh (K.TA) on the hones (TA) And #:

39." £ [A woman having much flesh on

the elbows: or, as seems to be indicated by J,

having no prominence of the elbows; and if so,

from £- applied to a ewe, in a sense explained

in what follows]. (S)-3-4 C-1 bi-, (S,'

Msh, K) and ###, &c.,] and ##".

(K,)[and*"t", &c.,] They came all together,

(S,” Msb, K.) high and lon, none of them remain

ing behind, and they being many: (S, K, in art.

* :) see art. Aë. (S, K.)= Hornless, applied

to a ram (Mgh, Mgb, K) or he-goat; (Mgb;)

and so £- applied to a ewe ($, Mgh, Mgb) or

she-goat: (S, Msb.) pl. ... (Mgh, Msb)–

And [hence,] | A man having no spear (S, K,

TA) in war or battle : (S, TA:) pl. as above.

(TA.) The pl. is also applied to horses, (S,)

meaning + whose on ners have no spears; the

spears being regarded as the horses' horns. (Ham,

p. 90.)–Also t A building having no [acro

terial ornaments such as are termed] -##: (S:)

and the pl., + Mosques having no -## (Mgh,

TA) upon them, (TA) [i. e.] upon their walls.

(Mgh.)- + A flat house-top having no parapet,

or surrounding wall. (TA)- t Short ; having

no elevation. (TA.) - +A woman's anterior

pudendum. (K.)-And, as being likened there

to, or the reverse may be the case, (TA,) tA bonel.

(K.)- Also, the fem., t Smooth. (IAar, K.)

–And hence, because of its smoothness, (IAqr,

TA,) + A helmet: (IAar, K:) to which the

epithet ." [q. v.] is applied because it covers

the head; but this meaning of “a helmet” was

not known to ISd on any other authority than

that of IAar. (TA.)

w * *

Los-2. A place nhere water remains: or to

which it reaches, and where it ends. (TA)

+ The breast, or bosom, or mind: (K, TA:)

because it is the place in which are collected the

knowledge &c. that it retains. (TA) You say,

X-31 & 3", i.e. 2: &# 853 -->

! [He is possessed of ample power and might,

and free from distress of mind or from narrow

nes of mindl. (Asr, K, TA) And #4 &

2-3 ! Verily he is contracted, or straitened, in

mind by affairs, or events. (IAar, T.A.)

:- A thing in which resting is usually

known to take place. (TA.)

X: A boy (IDrd, TA) having a head of

hair such as is termed a 4:... (IDrd, K, TA)

i:- * A woman who makes her hair to form

d **, to make herself like a man: the doing of

which is forbidden. (TA.)

C

1. £, aor. * , inf. n. £- (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K, &c.) and £2: (S, A, Msb, K) and
* O. e.

*-, (K) or this last has not been heard,

(Mgh,) He (a horse) overcame his rider, or

gained the mastery over him, (S, L, K,) running

anay with him : (L:) or broke loose, or ran

anay, (Msb,) and went at random, without any

certain aim, so as not to be turned by anything :

(Mgh, Msb:) or ran so as to have the mastery
- - -

over his rider: (Ham p. 568:) and *:=9:C

(A, Mgh, Mgb) he overcame his rider, (A, Mgh,)

and ran anay so that he could not govern him :

(A:) or became refractory, so that he overcame

his rider: (Msb:) and sometimes, (Msb,) this

verb also signifies he was quick, or snift, (A,

Msb,) and brisk, lively, or sprightly; denoting

in this case a quality that is approved; whereas

in the senses before explained it denotes a quality

that is disapproved: but in the last sense it is

obsolete [unless tropically applied to a man].

(Msb.)- [Hence,] + He (said of anything [i. e.

of a man or any animal]) went at random, or

heedlessly, without consideration or certain aim,

not obeying a guide to the right course. (TA.)

And the (said of a man, S, L) hastened, or nent

quickly, (§, L. K.) <! to him, or it, so that his

course was not turned for anything. (L, TA.)
- J - d - D -, *

U2-ss- eas, in the Kur [ix. 57], means f They

hastening, or going quickly: (AO, S, L:) or

hastening so that nothing turns them back, like

the horse that is termed *: (Bd, Jel:) or

running like horses that overcome their riders

and run anay so as to be ungovernable by them.

(A.) And : -> £, occurring in a trad.,

+He hastened after him, or it, so that nothing

turned him back. (L.)—#." --~ : The

woman nent forth from the place where she

used to pass the night, in anger, without the per
• * * ***

mission of her husband. (Msb.) And -->

ū-3; 3-, so in the S and L &c., but in the K
* - © - d

ū-55 ---, [which is evidently a mistake,]

(TA,) She went forth from the house, or tent,

of her husband, to her onn family, before he

divorced her; (S, L, K;) inf. n. t"- (L, T.A.)

And (as L'--~ : She went to her family

without the permission of her husband. (A.)

i: <--> ! The ship quitted her course, (A,

TA,) and became ungovernable by the sailors;

-*. (TA)--sig 5" -->

! The desert led the people, or party, far anay,

by reason of its great extent. (A, TA)-- -

$39. * The olject of his desire baffled his efforts

to attain it. (A, TA.)

- - -

inf n.

-

i- [A trick of overcoming the rider, and

running anay with him]. You say, i- #3

i-, S; i- w: U. [A beast submissive, or

easy, or gentle: there is not in her a trick of

overcoming the rider, and running anay with

him, nor a trick of kicking]. (A.)

£ (T.S.A, Mgh, L. M., K) and '-'.
(Mgh, Msb) A horse that overcomes his rider, or

gains the mastery over him, (S, A, Mgh, L, Msb,

K,) being refractory, (Msb) and runs anay

nvith him, (L.) or runs anay so that his rider

cannot govern him, (A,) or goes anay at random,

nithout any certain aim, so as not to be turned

by anything: (Mgh:) or that will not bend his

head: (TA:) the former epithet, (T, Mgh, TA,)

and the latter, (Mgh, Msb,) applied alike to the

horse and the mare: (T, Mgh, Msb, TA:) and

the former has two meanings; one denoting what

is a fault, for which the horse may be returned;

(T, Mgh, TA;) i. e., that habitually takes his

onn way, so that his rider cannot turn him from

it; (T, TA;) or as explained before; (Mgh;)

the other meaning being quick, or snift, and

brisk, lively, and sprightly; and this does not

imply a fault (T, Mgh, TA) for which he may be

returned. (T, TA)-[Hence,] tAnything [i. e.

a man or any animal] that goes at random, or

heedlessly, without consideration or certain aim,

not obeying a guide to the right course : (TA:)

and the former epithet, (Msb, K,) or each of the

two, (S," A,) ta man n-ho follows his on n natural

desire, nithout consideration, not obeying a guide

to the right course of conduct, (S, A, Mgb, K.)
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so that he cannot be turned back. (S, K.) And

": [is pl. of'*, accord. to analogy, and]

signifies + Men routed, defeated, or put to flight,

fin n’ar. (IAar,K)—ts:- jú. +[A desert

that leads one far anay, by reason of its great

extent : see 1, last sentence but one: likened to a

horse that is termed *] : occurring in a poem

of Dhu-r-Rummeh. (TA in art. --~5.)

: An arron, (S, K,) or a small arron,

(L) without an iron point, having a round head,

with which the art of shooting is learned (S, L,

K) by a boy: (S, L:) or one with n'hich boys

play, putting upon its head a date or some clay,

in order that it may not wound: (L:) or it

signifies also a date put upon the head of a piece

of nood, with n'hich boys play: (K:) birds are

shot at nith it, and hnocked don'n, without being

killed, so that the shooter takes them : and it is

also called£: (T, TA:) or a boy's arron,

upon the end of which he puts a lump of chened

dates of the size of the Jouie [here meaning

stopper] of a bottle, in order that it (the end) may

go more directly, and be smooth; without feathers,

and sometimes without a notch. (AHn, L.)=

Also That [kind of plant] at the extremities of

which come forth what resemble ears of n:heat, soft,

(L,K,) like foxes' tails, or (L) resembling the heads

of the J.- and the c:- and the like: (L, K:)

a coll. gen, n.: n, un, with 3: (L:) pl.3:4
and in poetry J. *: (L, K;) the latter allow

able only in cases of necessity. (L.)=See also
g J e

C**.

*: See£, in two places.

*-es

1. *.*, aor.”, inf n + and 3,..., said of

water, (S, M, L, Mgb, K.) &c., (Msb,) [i. e.,] of

anything fluid, or liquid, (K.) It congealed; con

creted; became solid, or contr. of fluid or liquid;

froze; syn. A5; ($, M;) contr. of 213; (Msb,

K.) as also :-. (L.K.) And said of blood,

&c., (S, M,) It congealed, or concreted; syn.

_els: (M:) or became dry; dried. (S.) See

also 2.-Also, inf. n. **, + He, or it, re

mained fixed, or stationary. (KL.) You say,

** L:-4:& U. | [I ceased not to beat

him until he became motionless]. (A.)- +[He,

or it, was, or became, incapable of growth or

increase; lifeless, or dead : see *—tHe

nas, or became, stupid, dull, wanting in intelli

gence; inert; not sharp, penetrating, vigorous,

or effective, in the performing of affairs; or soft,

without strength or sturdiness, and nithout endu

rance: see, again, *]-Also, inf. n.*.

! said of a man's state or condition [as meaning,

It was, or became, stagnant, or unimproving].

(A.)- Also ***, aor. *, inf. n. **, 1 She

[a camel, &c.,] had little milk. (T, TA.) And
4 do e o - * *

a: J.A.- : His eye shed fen, tears: a phrase

alluding to hardness of the heart. (Mgb.)

Also: (L, K.) aor. *, (L.) [inf. n. 22-se-;]

and "...i, (A,TA; [in a copy of the A, --,

- --

C--- J-o'

but this is doubtless a mistranscription; see

-- ;]) [ He nas, or became, niggardly, penu

rious, or avaricious; (L, A, K;) as also<

4:- [or<<-l; (Msb;) or $3:*: (A:) and

W.A.- he possessed little good: (A,TA:) ors:

signifies the refraining, or holding back, from bene

jicence. (Har p. 140)—Ji- * es. <

! My right, or due, was, or became, incumbent,

or obligatory, on him; or established against

him; (A, K, TA;) as also -15. (A, TA)=
* * * *

•.A." He cut it, or cut it off. (K.)

2 *, infn. 3-5 (Ki) or '-' (so

in the L;) It (water, and expressed juice, L)

was about to congeal, concrete, become solid, or

freeze; n as at the point of congealing, &c.;

expl. by : Ji Ji-. (L. K.)=[And the

former, It caused water &c. to congeal.]

4. -->!: see 1, in two places. - Also, inf. n.
6 - d.

2'--l , He was entrusted nith the management of

affairs among a people or party [in the game

called -:1; see :-}. (T.T.A.)=4<!

Ji-* ! I made my right, or due, incumbent,

or obligatory, on him; or established it against

him. (A, K,” TA.)

6 d - o • •

-*- : see -ele-, in two places.

6 o y * J. J.

J-o'- : Sée J-oe--

+ pl. [or rather quasi-pl. n.] of---, q. V.

(S, Msb, K.)–:Also Congealed, orfrogen, water;

ice : [see also -o-, mentioned with J-cla-:] and

snow. (K.)- See also what next follows.

* , ,

+ and ' '. Elevated ground; as also

*...*: (M, K.) or a hard, elevated place: (S,

TA:) or: signifies rugged ground: (TA:)

or an elevated, rugged place: (As, TA:) or a

small isolated mountain, not high, sometimes

rugged and sometimes soft, and producing trees,

only found in rugged land; so called because of

its dryness; it is the smallest hind ofassi, round

and small, not extending along the ground, rugged

at the top, and producing herbs, or leguminous

plants, as well as trees; differing from*

[q.v.]: (Ish, L, TA:) pl. [of mult..] Sus (Ish,

$, M, K) and [of pauc] st-i (S.M.K.)—

Also, the first, Astone; pl. su - (Fr, TA)

S.- +[A thing that does not grow, or increase;

that is incapable of growth, or increase; an inor

ganic thing; as a mineral and the like:] an

inanimate thing; a thing that has no soul : [an

epithet used as a subst.; or an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. is predominant:] pl.

*. (Har p. 13.) [See also 3-4-.] –
of: •

| Land (…) upon which rain has not fallen:

(T, S, K:) or dry land, upon which no rain has

ifallen, and in which is nothing : (T, TA:) or

land in which is no produce : (A:) or, as some

say, rugged land: (L:) or sterile, barren, or

unfruitful, land, in which is nothing; as also
• * 6 - d.

*; pl. ... (AA, I, in art. --)-1A
6.-->

year (a.) in nihich is no rain: (S, K:) or in

nvhich is no produce of the earth : (A:) and, in
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like manner, * 53-'- a year in which is no

herbage, or pasture, no plenty, or fruitfulness,

and no rain. (T, TA)-t A she-camel having

no milk; ($, M, K:) and so a ewe or a she-goat:

(L:) or having little milk: (T, TA:) and [accord.

to some,] a slow she-camel; syn. £, (L, K;)

but [this is app. a mistranscription for #.

“having little milk,” and] ISd says that the

explanation #k: does not please him. (TA.)

–See also "la-, in two places. = A hind of

cloth or garment, as also **. (K.)

*. like Auss, (K,) or 4 *, (S, A, L.,)

said with reference to a niggard, (S, A, L, K,) in

dispraise, (K,) as an imprecation, meaning t May

a stagnant, or an unimproving, state or condition

(J-A **) be his lot [or his constant lot]:

(A :) or may he not cease to be in a stagnant, or

an unimproving, state or condition (** Jí Š

Ju-J), (§, L.) >0~ is [a proper name,] indecl,

with kesr for its termination, because it is trans

formed from the inf. n., namely, $3:1, like

£, which means ##1; (S:) and the contr.

of 4 * is a st-, (S," A,) which denotes

praise. (S.) El-Mutalemmis says,

* J*S**** *

- - * J. • *# -->

* *-**ś is 3:1 (3 *

* J. J. f J. J.

i.e., Say thou 122--> to her, [132-se-;] and say
* d -

not to her [ever, when she is mentioned,] .x-os

and #. (S.)

6 - 6 * > -

2L.-: see 3'--, last meaning.

6 d > d •

22- : see -ele

* [app. Elevated tracts,] softer, or more
6 p d

plain, than what is termed A*-, and more inter

mixed with soft, or plain, tracts, sometimes in, or

by, that [hind of high ground] nihich is termed
3 * -

-āş, and sometimes in, or by, soft, or plain,

tracts. (ISh, L, T.A.)

& • J. • o •

call -->: see -t-.

ess- One of the names of the months, (Msb,

K.) applied to two of the Arabian months, to

gether called &#, (TA,) and distinguished

by the appellations ofU.S. ess- and ess:

$4.9 [the fifth and sixth months of the Arabian

year]: (S, K:) it is of the measure Jú, from

3-1, (S;) the two months to which it is

applied being [said to be] so called because,

when the months were named, these two fell in

the season of the freezing of water: (ISd, L,

Msb:) [but this derivation seems to have been

invented when the two months thus named had

fallen back, into, or beyond, the winter; for

when they received this appellation, the former

of them evidently commenced in March, and the

latter ended in May; therefore I hold the opinion

of M. Caussin de Perceval, that they were thus

called because falling in a period when the earth

had become dry and hard by reason of paucity of

rain, from*, an epithet applied to land upon

which rain has not fallen, or from ess", an

57 *
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** ------------

epithet applied to an eye that sheds few tears;

which opinion is confirmed by the obvious deri

vations of the names of other months,* and

& and &Lás, and J%: afterwards, when

the lunar months superseded the solar, !he Sanne

names were retained: (Msb:) [see Ú-ej, and

#-ol :] (520.* is determinate, (K,) being a

proper name, (TA,) and of the fem. gender:

(Mgb, K.) if you find it masc., it is because it is

made to accord to 3:1; all the other names of

the months are masc. : (Fr, IAmb, Msb:) the

pl. is £, (Fr. L. K.) agreeably with ana

logy; and if the form* [a mistranscription

for+, like #0-, pl. of&- were used,

it would also be agreeable with analogy. (Fr,

L.) The former of these two months is also

called a:- ess'; and the latter,: us;*

(K) which mean, respectively, Junáda the fifth

month and Jumádà the sixth month, from the

commencement of the year. (TA.) Lebeed says,

[describing a pair of wild asses,]

* # (s3t-- a-- is J.- *

* *~ Jú45- *

[Until, when they both pass, and come to the end

of Jumádà, completing six months, they satisfy

themselves with green pasture so as to be in no

need of nater, and his and her abstinence from

water becomes of long continuance]: thus cited

by Bundār; a:- being in the accus case as a

denotative of state, and by U.52'ss- being meant

3,4-9) USA.- : or, accord. to IAar, the poet

said a-, meaning the six months of winter,

which are the months of dew; and Aboo-'Amr

Esh-Sheybánee says the like. (MF.) AHn says

that the Arabs applied the name of U.52'ss- to

The nhole of the winter; [see above;] whether

the winter were at the same time as the months

so called or not: and Aboo-Sa’eed says the like.

(L.)– See also*.

#1. # A wintry night. (Aboo-Sa’eed,

L) [See ss...]

* | A sword such that he who is struck with

it becomes motionless (*): (A, TA:) or a

sharp, cutting, sword. (AA, K.)

*. applied to water, (M5b, K,) &c., (Msb,)

[i. e.] anything fluid, or liquid, (K.) In a state

of congelation, concretion, or solidity; freezing;

as also " …<-; contr. of -313 : (Mab, K:) you

say+ à [as well as -- £]: (Mgb:) or

*:- signifies what is congealed, or.frozen, of

Water [&c.]; ice; (S, A.;) contr. of ~25 : (S:)

[see also J-se-;] it is originally an inf n. : (S,

Msb, K:) [or it is an epithet from +, like

2-3 from ~ : and *...* is a pl. [or rather

a quasi-pl. "..] of ~le-, (S, Msb, K.) like as

23- is of-24 : (S, Msb:) you say, #= Jas

*" [The frozen waters have become many].

(S.) [Hence,] #32- i: A hard piece of

marron. (L.)- + Remaining fixed, stationary,

or motionless. (Bd and Jel in xxvii. 90.) -tA

thing that does not grow, or increase; [incapable

--- -, --

of growth, or increase; inanimate;] as stone, in

contradistinction to a tree [and an animal]. (Kull.)

[See also st-] You say, Júl lää -- 4.

43% (A, L, K*) #To thee belongs, or shall belong,

what consists of gold and silver [or the like in

animate things], of this property, and n:hat con

sists of live stock, thereof: (L, K:) or what

consists of stones, thereof, and n:hat consists of

trees, thereof: or nhat is solid, thereof, and

what is fluid, or liquid, thereof (L.)- [Hence

its application in lexicology and grammar to + A

noun that is not an inf n, nor derived from an

inf n. ; a noun having the quality of a real sub

stantive (c. X"), opposed to that nihich has

the quality ofan ideal substantice (L: ...);

and t a verb that has but one tense and no inf n.,

aS J-5 and* &c., opposed (as is said in the

TA voce 3) to –54; it may be rendered (and

so I have rendered it), in these cases, aplastic.]

– t Lifeless; dead. (Kull p. 147.)- + Stupid,

dull, wanting in intelligence; inert; not sharp,

penetrating, vigorous, or effective, in the per

forming of affairs; or soft, without strength or

sturdiness, and nithout endurance. (TA.)- It

is also applied to a man's state, or condition: you

say J-M 3-4- J% t [A man in a stagnant, or

unimproving, state or condition]. (S, L.)-And

to the eye: you say* &: +An eye that

sheds no tears; (Ks, K.) as also 'est-, (Ks,

K,) and **** (S, K;) or this last signifies

! an eye that sheds fen tears. (A.) And J:

c" -, (A, K.) and cº- ***, and

cºsa!" "*. (A,) t A man n'hose eye sheds fen,

tears; (A;) or whose eye sheds no tears. (K.)

—see also st.--Also, (L,) and ":4,

(M, A, K,) and Jisi "sus-, (A, K,) | Niggardly,

penurious, or avaricious; (M, A, K;) niggardly

of that which it is incumbent on him to give:

(L:) and "3-4, also, a man of little, or no,

good; possessing little, or no, good. (K.) =

3-5-, (as its pl., IAar, L.) Limits, or bounda

ries, or boundary-marks, between lands, (IAar,

L, K,”) and betneen two divellings. (L.)

6 d d o -

J-o-o: see J-cla-, last sentence but one, in two

places.—The person who is entrusted with the

management of affairs in a game of chance (2.5

[here meaning the game called 2-30): (K :)

[i. q. -2-3 :] or the person entrusted with the

management of affairs among a people or party,

(T, K, TA,) who does not take part in the game

called 2-...", except that he shuffles the arron's

(% **) for the players, and has them placed

in his hands, and is confided in with respect to

them, and compels him who has incurred an

obligation to fulfil it : (L, TA:) or one who

takes no part in the game called2–4, (who is

called>'') but who sometimes shuffles, or deals

forth, the arron's, (% J#) for the players;

so in the following verse of Tarafeh:
* * • J & . * * 0 - - - o £

* 2-3- --la- Gs--- 2-à-el: *

d : * > * > d - e - de- w • *

* --> -áš ass33-lb ul Usks *

[And of many a yellon arron, changed in colour.

by fire, I have anaited the sound over the fire,

and I have deposited it in the hand of one taking

no part in the game but only shuffling, or dealing

forth, the arron's for the players]; meaning, I

have awaited its sound, which was like an answer

proceeding from it, when I straightened it and

marked it, over the fire: (S:) [or, accord. to the

EM (p. 105), where we find 5'- in the place

of *s-, the meaning is, and of many a yellow

arrow, &c., I have anaited the returning and

gaining, while we were assembled at the fire,

&c.:] or -os-- here means a man taking with

both his hands so as not to let anything go forth

from them : (AA, TA:) or, accord. to As, it

here means a man entering upon Jumádà, which

was in that [the poet's] time a month of cold:

(S, K:*) or one n:hose arron does not gain any

thing in the game called–", (L.) or a person

in n'hom one confides, and who is tenacious of

that nihich is in his hand or possession, and not

to be deceived. (A 'Obeyd, TA.)

i:- A place in nhich ice is kept. (M.A.)

es:-- * He is my neighbour, his house,

or tent, adjoining mine. (K.)

J-o'

1: see 2, in two places: = and see also 4:

-and 5. = Also 3- He gave him* [live,

or burning, coals]. (K.)= He put him aside,

apart, anay, or at a distance. (Th,K)-->

3.il J-5), aor. *, The sun concealed [or as it

were put out] the moon [by its proximity thereto:

See** &]. (IAar, T.A.)=> [said of the

moon, It became concealed by its proximity to

the sun : see an ex. voce** and see also 4].

= Also, (K,) aor. * , (TA)He (a horse) leaped

while shackled; and so "L-ss-l. (K.)

2. -- in n. *-ji (K) and '-' (Mb)

He collected together (Msb, K) a people, and

anything (Msb)—ts: <>, inf n :

(S, A, K.) and "3,4-, (Msb) and "3:f,

(K;) She (a woman) collected together her hair,

(S, A, Msb, K.) and tied it in knots, or made it

knotted and crisp, (#4, S, A, Msb,) at the

back of her neck; (S, A, Mgb, K;) not letting it

hang don'n loosely: (S:) or plaited it: (T, TA:)

and 3: 2:- he collected together his hair at the

back of his head: (Mgh:) and Č. ">

she collected together the hair of her head, and

plaited it: and 3: ">! he disposed his hair

in -3.35 [or locks hanging donon loosely from the

middle of the head to the bach, or plaits hanging

donn]. (TA)- And> It (a thing) necessi

tated a people to unite together. (TA.)– Also,

(inf. m. as above, S,) He (a commander, As, A)

detained the army in the territory of the enemy,

(S, K,) or on the frontier of the enemy's country,

(A,) and did not bring them back (S, A, K)from

the frontier: (S:) the doing of which is forbid

den : (TA:) or he detained them long on the

frontier of the enemy, and did not give them

permission to return to their families: (A5, TA:)

or he collected them on the frontiers of the enemy,

and kept them from returning to their families.
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(TA)= See also 4–and 5. =:: *,

(A, Mgh, Mgb,) inf. n. as above, (Mgh, Mgb,)

He fumigated the garment with perfume; (A,”

Mgh, Msb;) as also "3-1: (Mgh, Msb, K:)

but the former is the more common. (Mgh.)

And 3-31 -, (Mgh, TA) or *%-l,

accord. to different modes of writing the surname

of a certain No’eym, i.e.,£" Or 5-9,

(TA,) [and accord. to different copies of the K,]

He fumigated the mosque with perfume: (Mgh:)

[or perhaps it may mean he strenced the ground

of the mosque with pebbles; from #:- like

<<-, from #4- Or £- Or :-.]—And

2:- [for (.-.>] He put flesh-meat upon live

coals [to roast]. (A.) =Also, (A,) inf. n. as

above, (S, A,) He (a pilgrim, A) thren, the

pebbles [in the valley of Mine]; ($;), and so

"Ass-l. (TA in art. 25.) Hence,*#>

[The day of the throning of the pebbles, by the

pilgrims, in the valley of Miné]. (A.) [See

#:-.]=á:> (inf n, as above, A,) He

cut off the heart, or pith, (*) of the palm

tree. (S, A. K.")

4 × 4+, and C#, and 54 -1.

See 2. –c.3: & 3:Sl L-se-1 The thing, or

affair, included the common mass, (K,) or the

Twhole mass, (TA,) of the sons of such a one

within the compass of its relation or relations,

or its effect or effects, &c. (K, TA.)-->

J: He computed by conjecture the quantity of

the fruit upon the palm-trees, and then reckoned,

and summed up the quantity so computed. (K.)

He who does so is termed ":4. (TA.)–
• Q =

Ues-Ji -> He prepared the horses for racing

&c. by feeding them with food barely sufficient to

sustain them, after they had become fat,(*#)

and collected them together. (K.)= sil -->

‘Gil J's, (S) or, 9 J'e (K) and "...-,

(K) inf n : (TA) and "3+, and

*-1, (Ki) The people, or party, agreed

together to do the thing, (§, K.) and united for

it. (K.) [See also 5.]=:: *l, and

3~1. See 2.—5.3 -->!, inf n. 3-, EHe

- prepared the fire [app. in a 5-l. (S,"K.)=

L-2-1 said of a camel, He had his foot rendered

even, so that there was no line betneen its pha

langes, (K, TA,) in consequence of its having

been wounded by the pebbles, and become hard.

(TA.)=Also, said of a camel, (S,) and of a

man, (TA,) He hastened, or nas quick, in his

pace, or going; (S, K;) and ran : (TA:) you

should not say j-ee-l. (S.) - See also 1. =

#1-: The night had its moon concealed by

its proximity to the sun. (K,” TA.) [See also 1.]

5.> It (a people, or party,) collected

together; (A, Mgh, TA;) [and] so ***, this

verb being intrans, as well as trans.: (Msb:

[see 2:]) and 72:- it (a tribe) collected together,

and became one band. (A5,T.A.)-It (an army)

became detained in the territory of the enemy,

and nas not brought back (S, K) from the fron

tier; (§3) as also "Ass-l. (K.)=See also 10.

8*>, (K) and "--, (AHn,

A, Mgh,) He fumigated, or perfumed, himself

with aloes-nood [or the like]. (AHn, A, Mgh, K.)

10. -->:-1: see 4:- and 5:=and 8:=

and 2. — Also, [and vulgarly "-5,] He per

Jormed the purification termed *: with

J.-, (Mgh, Mab, K.) i. e., with stones, (AZ,

S, Msb) or small stones. (Mgh, TA.)

6 o' --

*: see what next follows, in two places.

6.- d -

3-os- A live, or burning, coal; a piece of

smokeless burning fire: (Msb:) or burning fire:

(K:) [but the former is the correct explanation.]

when cold, [before it is kindled,] it is called Lo-3

(TA) [or -b- &c.]: and when reduced to

powder by burning, Sú: (L in art. J-2) :) from
- 6 d -

3: “he collected together:” (Mgh ) pl. "X:

(S, Msb, K) [or rather this is a coll. gen, n.] and
s

$5.4 and #2 (Mb)—[Hence] us ;..."

Je:* ! [Live coals are in my liver]. (A.)–

[Hence also,] &% +9:-" +[The three live

coals; meaning the first three degrees of heat]:

the first is in the air; the second, in the earth,

or dust; and the third, in the water: [or, accord.

to the modern Egyptian almanacs, the first is in

the air, and is cold, or cool; the second, in the

water, and is lukewarm; and the third, in the

earth, or dust, and is hot: the first falling exactly

a zodiacal month before the vernal equinox; and

each lasting seven days:] whence the saying,

5:-" **i. £e 43 &= +[That was at the

time of thefalling ofThe live coal], i.e., when the

heat had acquired strength. (TA.)= Any body

of men that have united together, and become one

band, and that do not form a confederacy with

any others: (S:) or a body of men that con

gregate by themselves, because of their strength

and their great valour; [said to be] from the

same word signifying “a live coal:” (Msb:) or

any people that endure patiently fighting with

those who fight them, not forming a confederacy

with any others, nor uniting themselves to any

others: (Lth, TA:) or a tribe that does not unite

itself to any other: (K:) or that comprises three

hundred horsemen, (K) or the like thereof: (TA:)

or a tribe that fights with a company of tribes :

(TA) pl. #'s. (S, Msb, K.) You say, 3:

5: cº; The sons of such a one are a people

able to defend themselves, and strong. (TA.)

->* is an appellation especially applied

to three tribes; namely, Benoo-Dabbeh Ibn-Udd,

and Benu-l-Hárith Ibn-Kaab, and Benoo-Numeyr

Ibn-'Amir, (S, A, K,) the first of which became

extinguished by confederating with Er-Ribáb,

and the second by confederating with Medhhij;

the third only remaining [a 3-2-1 because it

formed no confederacy: (S:) or it is applied to

'Abs and El-Hárith and Dabbeh; all the off

spring of a woman who dreamt that three live coals

issued from her &#. (S, K.)- Also A thou

• 6e C -

sand horsemen. (S,K.) One says5:- 3-os

[A troop of a thousand horsemen like the live

coal]. (S, TA.)=A pebble : (S, K:) or a stone:

(Mgb:) or a small stone or pebble: pl.*

(Mgh, Mgb, Et-Towsheeh, TA) and +5+.

(Mgh, Msb)—Also sing of £5. (S, Msh,

K) and of: (TA) in the appellations &;.

J” (Ms) or *-ū Ş. (S,K) and jus

*:", (TA,) which were three in number, (S,

Mºk) alled J.S. #'and J-9 #:

and #15 -, (K) at which ~5: (i.e. small

pebbles, TA) were cast; (S, K;) each of these

being a heap of pebbles, at Mine, and each two

heaps [or rather each heap and that next to it]

being about a bow-shot apart: (Msb:) accord. to

Th, from 3- “he put him aside, apart, away,

or at a distance :” or from 3: “he hastened;”

because Adam pelted Iblees in Minë, and he

hastened away before him: (K,” TA:) or from

by:- “they collected together:” (Mgh:) or

from 3: “he collected it together.” (Msb.)=

See also 5*.

* * *

5'- An assembly; an assemblage; a collec

tion: (K 3) a people assembled together. (TA.)

–5- all 3. He counted, or numbered, his

camels in one herd, (A5, TA,) by looking at their

aggregate. (As, T voce **, q. v.) –bi

"cs', and with tenween, [i. e., app., 5*,

not, as might be thought at first sight,&- 8.

form which MF disapproves, though it is said in

the TA that his disapproval requires considera

tion,] They came all together, or all of them. (K.)

* A place of assembly of a people. (S, K.)

—'s- (£ The night and the day: (S, K:) so

called because of the assembling [of people there

in]; like as they are called 2- ū because

people held conversation therein: (S:) or the two

nights during which the moon becomes concealed by

its proximity to the sun. (T.A.) And yese- &l,

(IAar,S) or '#' &#, (Lh, Th.) The moon in

the night when it is concealed by its proximity

to the sun : (TA:) or the moon in the end of

the [lunar] month; because the sun conceals it

(9:5, i.e. <2%); (IAar, TA) or the dark

night : (S:) or the night in nhich the moon does

not rise, either in the first part thereof or in the

last : (TA:) or the last night of the [lunar]

month. (Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid, T.A.) You say,

":- c: ā- Gås- [He came to us in the

darkest part of the moonless night, or of the night

in nihich the moon did not rise]. (Th, T.A.) And
& e.g. J. dao * * * • • * - oš -

"> & - U. 4} Ux5' ') [I n ill not do

that as long as the moon in the end of the lunar

month becomes concealed by its proximity to the

sun , i.e., I will never do it]. (Lh, TA.)

ź. ** What is collected together, of the

hair, and tied in knots, or made knotted and

crisp. (TA. [See 2.])

o e d d d •

Je-os- &: see 'sa-, in three places.
z • •

#: A plait of hairs (T, Mab, K.) and

i. q. #3 [app. here meaning a plait of hair

hanging donn; or a lock of hair hanging don’n

loosely from the middle of the head to the back]:

(TA:) and "5* a lock of hair. (TA :) pl. of

the former£. (T, Mgb.)

• * * J = * * >

U&ls=-155'-' seej's--
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£ (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) and '' (K)

[each a coll. gen. n.] The heart, or pith, [or

cerebrum,] of the palm-tree, (S, A, Msb, K, TA,)

that is in the summit of its head, nhich part is

cut off, and its outer portion is stripped off from

the pith nithin it, which is a n'hite substance,

like a piece of the hump of a camel, large and

soft : it is eaten with honey : (TA:) from it

come forth the fruit and the branches ; and when

it is cut off, the tree dies: (Msb:) the spathe

comes forth from it, amid the part n'hence two

branches divide : (TA:) the head of the palm

tree; a soft, white substance : from* ** he

collected together;” for a similar reason termed

}:= . (Mgh:) n, un. 5. (A,TA.) [See also

..ii. You say, 5'-'- 3. & He has a shank

like a piece of the heart of the palm-tree. (A.)

And 3:4-8- c. 3.- : [Legs like the heart

of the palm-tree are nithin their anklets]. (A.)

Sakhr El-Hudhalee says, using a double trope,

likening the fresh juicy stalks of the &* to the

pith of the palm-tree, and then applying this ex

pression to the legs of a woman,

e J - J - d. * - d - -

* - # ." ka-Ská * Sl *

- - © - • * *

* U--- us:- '9---> *

! [When their anklets are bent, (for the anklet of

the Arab woman is formed of a piece of silver, or

other metal, which is bent round so that the two

ends nearly meet,) they are choked, or entirely

Jilled up, with plump legs like the pith of the

papyrus]. (A, TA.)

9 - * * * *

**- : see ----.

6 y - s

22-la-: see5:--Also ! A nell-known apper

tenance of a ship or boat; [i. e., the head of the

mast; a kind of truck, which is made of harder

wood than the mast itself.] (TA.)-And hence,

! The head [absolutely]; but accord. to Kr, only

the vulgar call it so. (TA.)

J - d £ J O - -

4-o'-l occurs in a trad., where it is said, J-5
3.2 • * ~ 0 < * ~ - - & - -

* - -- --Lab --~1, meaning I entered

the mosque when the people were in their most

collected state. (TA.)

*: See X---and see also #-, in

two places.- Also, (S, K.) and "3-4, (K,) A

hard solid hoof: (AA, S, K:) and a hard,

strong, compact camel's foot: or one that has

been wounded by the stones, and become hard.

(TA.)

:-:*: see }:s3, in two places:-and3:

J: :=and see also3:

© • & 6.- d.

--~ : see 5'-->3.-Also, (Mgh, Msb, K.)

and '3-, (K) Aloe-wood, (AHn, Mg,Mg,

K.) and the like, (Mgh,) or other substance,

(M8b) with which clothes are fumigated, (Mgh,)

or with which one perfumes himself by burning

it: (Mab3) pl. 32.4-3. (Mgh.)
2- - o 6 - d.

5'--> and "X-2, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K.) which

latter is sometimes fem. [like the former], (K,) or

fem, when by it is meant the fire Gü), and

masc. when meaning the place [of the fire],

(TA,) and '4, (K.) A vessel for fumigation;

a censer; (Msb;) a vessel in nhich live coals are

put, (S, K,) with incense, or some odoriferous

substance for fumigation; (K;) a vessel in nhich

aloes-wood is burned: it is disapproved, because

enerally of silver; but not so what is termed

#3 (Mgh.) or *%+ signifies the thing

for which the live coals are prepared: (S:) [and

6* - d.

5->-e also signifies a blacksmith's fire-place:

(K in art. 3- )] pl. --- (S.)

X- Flesh-meat put upon live coals [to

roast]. (A.)

© w • J.

X: (SZ) and '-' (TA) one who collects

together his hair, and ties it in knots, or makes it

knotted and crisp, at the back of his neck, not

letting it hang don'n loosely: (S:) or n:ho plaits

the hair of his head. (TA.) He who does so

(while he is a 2-4, TA) is commanded to shave

his head. ($ and TA from a trad)=Also, both

the former and "the latter, and **, which is

a possessive epithet, without a verb, One whose

business is to fumigate garments [..yc.] with per

Jume. (TA.)

-j-ee

1.3-, (S, A, &c.) or -, if n : (S,

Msb, K) and us;*, (K) or the latter is a

simple subst., (Msb,) said of a camel, (S, K,)

and of a man, (A, K,) [He went at a gentle trot

or run;] he went a pace quicker than that termed

&#, (S, A, Msb, K,) but not so quick as that
* o o

termed -a-, (K,) or not so quick as a vehement
o J. ; (TA;) he nent the pace with which corpses

are conveyed [to the tomb; which, according to

the practice prescribed by Mohammad, is a quick

pace]: (TA:) or simply, he went, or nent along:

(Msb:) and he ran; syn. 1%: (Mgh, Msb:)

and he went quickly. (Mgh, Msb, T.A.) You

say, 5:3- He went a pace quicker than

that termed &: [nith the corpse upon its bier].

(A.) And J:S es' J#13- The man went

anay into, or in, the country or land. (Kr, K.)

[2. 3-, if used, He rode a camel such as is

calledjū- or jū- See the act, part. n., below.]

us;* a subst: from 5-; [signifying A gentle

trot or run; a pace quicker than that termed

&#, but not so quick as that termed Xà

or not so quick as a vehement 2-4-3 &c.]

(Msb.) You say, us;--" 2: 34, (A,) and

&#~" 2: ājūl, and in like manner J.3%

(Ks, S,) [He, and the she-camel, and the mare

or horse, runs at the pace termed &#~1–

See also j-, in two places.

jū-, applied to a he-camel, (S, K,) and jč,

applied to a she-camel, (K,) That is ridden by

the*: (S;) that goes the pace described

above, [voce es:- and] voce 5-: (K, TA :)

[the latter is also said in the TA to be <>9 J-2

U-el-Ji; but the correct reading seems to be

J.-:) >}; &- and the meaning, of those

that carry the vehicles called J-et-2, pl. of
6 w - 6

J.-:)—jū-jū- An as that leaps, jumps,

springs, or bounds, quickly: (K:) andX

'us:- a quick ass; (S, K;) or an ass that

leaps, jumps, springs, or bounds, quickly, and is

snift; (TA;) the latter word in this phrase used

as a masc. and fem. epithet, though its final letter

is a denotative of the fem. gender. (Ham p. 277.

[See below; and see also es-J) Umeiyeh

Ibn-Abee-'Aidh (S,TA) El-Hudhalee (TA) says,

• J & J - d = • *# 4

* U--> 13] Us!--> Læl-ā

* Júl &js "us:- c.1% *

[As though I and my she-camel's saddle, when I

..frightened her, were upon a snift nild ass satis

fied with green pasture, so as to be in no need of

mater, in the sands]. (S, T.A.) He likens his

she-camel to a wild ass, to which he applies the

epithet (4.5-se-, that is, snift; meaning, 3'-- c."

us;*. (TA.) As says that this is the only

epithet of the measure c." heard by him applied

to a male; and that IAar cited the verse above

to him saying J-3' --, meaning J-31 ca,

[i.e., “shying and turning aside from the hollows,

narrow at the top but wide below, in the ground:”

but this is probably a reading of some in the place

of J-3' es--, which ends the next verse,

agreeably with what is said in the L in art. J-e- :]

Az says that es:- L'é may be explained as for

Usi- U43 ×e Lake, i.e., upon an ass having the

mode of pace termed us;*-; and &#3 isú has

a similar meaning. (TA.)–See also j-es-e.

j: (S,K) and 'us: (K) [The sycamore.

fig: and the sycamore fig-tree : ficus sycomorus;

also called the Egyptian fig:] the male fig; (K,

TA;) which is found in the Ghoner, or Ghár,

[here meaning the Valley of the Jordan,] (TA,)

and is sneet: (K, TA:) this is the yellon: the

black makes the mouth bleed: (TA:) it is of

various colours, or kinds, (c.15) (K,” TA,)

abundant in Syria and in Egypt : n, un. #: :

(TA:) [a fruit] resembling the U-5 [or common

Jig]: (S:) AHn says, of the kinds of fig is the

fig of the5: a sneet, moist fig, which has long

.fruit-stalks, and n:hich is dried in the sun: and

there is another species of the> the fruit of

n:hich is like the fig in make, but its leaves are

smaller than those of the fig, and its figs are

yellon, of a small size, and black : it is found in

the Ghonor, or Ghör, and is called the male fig:

the yellon is sneet: the black makes the mouth

bleed: and its fig has no stalk, but cleaves to the

wood. ('Abd-el-Lateef, Account of Egypt. White's

ed., entitled Abdollatiphi Historiae Aegypti Com

pendium: p. 22. See also De Sacy's notes to his

transl. of that work, pp. 82–86)–(5: also

signifies t The pudendum muliebre: opposed to

# as meaning “the anus.”]

s: : See:-

&:A seller of: (TA)

6 w • *

>s- One who rides the camel calledjū,

(S,"TA,) or who rides the she-camel called 5-;

(K, TA) as also "jū. (TA)
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U-of

1. J.--, (A, Mab, K.) aor.”, (Mab, TA)

inf n. 2: (S, Msh, K) and :- (TA)

and U--, aor. *; (TA;) It (grease, Aš, S, A,

Msb, K, and clarified butter, and water, A, K,
* * *

but Asa- is more commonly said of the last, K,

or U-23- is incorrect when said of water, A5, TA)

congealed. (AS, S, A, Msb, K.)

ā-s: A tough dates (IDrd, M, K, TA:) a

date ripening (AS, S, Z, K) altogether, (AS, Z,

K, TA,) but as yet hard, not mellow, or digestible,

or easy of digestion : (As, S, Z, K:) pl.U

(As, T.A.) [See }:]=Also A distinct number,

or herd, of camels. (O, K.)

J-U- Grease, (A) and clarified butter, (TA)

and water, (S,) or it is improperly applied to the

last, (AS, TA,) in a state of congelation. (S, A,

Mgh, T.A.)-A plant that has lost its freshness,

or juiciness, (AHn, K,) and become old, and
6 * • 5- d -

hard, or tough. (AHn, TA)—a-la-5,--> A

tough rock, (TA) firm in its place. (K, TA)

[In the TA is added#: but this is evidently

- 33-2 & J. - •

a mistranscription, for 5,3-2, which adds nothing

to the explanation.]

J.-- (The buffalo, a kind of, , (Mgh,

Msb, TA;) well known : (K:) n, un, with 5:

(K) and pl. J-5s ($, Meb, K.) an arabi.

cized word, (T, S,#) from the Persian; (T, S;)

originally -5%. (T, K.)

*

U-of

1. **, (S, A, K,) aor. - and *, (TA,) inf n.

J.-, (S,) He shaved it, or removed its hair;

(S, A, K;) namely, his pubes; (S;) or his head.

(A, K.) And 4:- She shaved it; namely, her

pudendum; or removed its hair : and it (3.s:7

q.v.) removed it; namely, hair. (A.)

J.-, applied to 5, [q. v.], That removes
s •

hair; (S, K.) as also "C:-. (K.)-Applied

to a year (al-), t That shaves off, (S) or nips,
#

shrinks, shrivels, or blasts, [lit., burns, see 5-il

(K) the plants, or herbage. (S, K.)

J.-- applied to the pubes, Shaven, or having

its hair removed, (S, A, K, TA,) by means of

5* [q.v.]. (TA.)–Applied to a place, +[Shorn

of its plants, or herbage; or] having in it no

plants, or herbage. (S, K.)=See also .*.

&s=

1. &: (S, Mgh, Mgb,) aor. *, (Mgh, TA,)

inf. n. &*, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K.) He collected;

brought, or gathered, together; gathered up;

assembled; congregated; mustered; drew to

gether; or contracted; (Mgh, Er-Răghib, B,

K;*) a thing; (Er-Răghib, Mgb, B;) so that

the several parts or portions became near to

gether; (Er-Răghib, B;) or a thing in a scattered,

or dispersed, state; (Fr, S;) and a number of

men; (Fr;) as also "&" ; [or this has only an

intensive signification;] and W&-l. (TA) [See

also the inf. n.,&: below; and] see 2; and 10.

• * *@* > *

[...: *** He brought them two together, into a

state of union, after separation; and particularly,

reconciled them; conciliated them : and he, or it,

united, connected, or formed a connexion betneen,

them troo: see 3 (last sentence) in art. 253.]-<

4:* He put on, or attired himself with, his

clothes. (TA)-->4.1%) -1 --> The girl

put on the& and the* and the ai-, (S,

TA;) i. e., t became a young woman; (S, K,

TA;) became full-grown. (TA.) –<-- U.
3 - £- **w £- © -o •

las 39-2W, and 39-olds, tl have never gone in to
z - z -

a woman; or I have never had a noman con

ducted to me as my bride. (Ks,K)—b:

>+, and £- &:*3: see4–% &:-*:

see 4.-I&- also signifies He composed, ar

ranged, or settled, a thing, or an affair; as in the

phrase 4: *: see art. J.-S.— Also It

comprised, comprehended, or contained.]- Also

IHe pluralized a word; made it to have a plural,

or plurals. (The Lexicons passim.)

2. ~, (Fr. Msb) inf n. *::5, (K.) He

collected; brought, or gathered, together; gathered

up; assembled; congregated; mustered; dren, to

gether; or contracted; [thus I render ; * , as

explained above;] much; with much, or extra

ordinary, energy, or effectiveness, or the like;

vigorously; or well. (Bd in civ.2; Mab, K.)

Thus in the Kur [civ. 2], $33, St. &:- es."

($," Bd) Who hath collected much wealth, and

hath made it a provision for the casualties of

fortune, or reckoned it time after time: (Bd:)

[or who hath amassed, or accumulated, wealth,

&c. :] or who hath gained, acquired, or earned,

wealth, &c.; thus differing from ***, explained

above: but it is allowable to say St. *** j

without teshdeed; (Fr;) and thus it is [generally]

read in this passage of the Kur. (Bd.) See also 1.

---, (TA) inf. m. as above, (K,) She (a

hen) collected her eggs in her belly. (K, TA.)–

s:- (inf n, as above, S,) They were present on

the Friday, (S, Mgh, Mgb,) or with the congre

gation [then collected], (Mgh,) and performed the

prayers [mith the congregation] on that day. (S,

Mgh)—Hence the saying, L --> ā- Ji

L#: *** *>} [The first Friday

that was observed by the performance of congre

gational prayer in the time of El-Islám, after

the observance thereof in El-Medeeneh, was in

Ju-áthá]. (TA.)

3. ** G -- (S. K.) inf n is:

(TK) [and &-l. He combined nith him,

(< * &:-l, S, K, TA) and aided him, (TA)

to do such a thing. (S.K., TA). It is said in a

trad. of Aboo-Dharr, J-2 (* UJ at-e- S3 i. e.

t; "&# S [which may mean Nor any com

bining, or nor any coming together, for us after

wards: see 8]. (TA)-3: &sl=-, (MSb)

inf n. *** (S, Msh, K) and &- (Mgh,

Msb,) | He lay with his wife; compressed her.

(S,” Mgh,” Msb, K.") [The latter inf. n. is the

more common as meaning Coitus conjugalis, or
* * * * * * * - - ?

the act of compressing].=axels-e Jes-Sl£,

and tsus-, He hired the hireling for a certain

pay every neek. (Lh,"TA.)

J * c > 0 &

4. *- : see 1.: << signifies I put

the thing together; such, for instance, as spoil,

or plunder. (S.) You say,-: ***, Imean

ing I collected together from every quarter the

camels taken as spoil from the people to n'hom

they belonged, and drove them anay: (AHeyth:)

or &: signifies [simply] the driving of camels

together, or collectively. (K.) -£ also

signifies The composing and settling a thing which

has been discomposed [and unsettled]; as an

opinion upon which one determines, resolves, or

decides : (TA:) or as: 3: **9 J*,

(AHeyth, K) i. e. the determining, resolving,

or deciding, upon an affair, so as to make it

firmly settled, [after it had been unsettled in

the mind, or] after considering what might be its

issues, or results, and saying at one time, I will

do thus, and at another time, I will do thus.

(AHeyth.) You say,339 ***i. (Ks,S, Mgh,"

Msh, K) and #9 U", (Mgh, Mab, K.) I

determined, resolved, or decided, upon the affair;

(Ks, S, Mgh," Msb, K;) as though I collected

myself, or my mind, for it; (TA;) as, for in

stance, a journeying, and a fasting, (Mgh, Msb,)

and a going forth, and a tarrying or an abiding;

(TA;) and in like manner, £i "&- He deter

mined, resolved, or decided, upon his affair; as,
- £3 J Ö •

for instance, a fasting: (TA:) and Us!,"<:

I determined, or settled, the opinion. (TA.) You

5, 3.5

thou, or decide, upon thine affair, and do not

leave it unsettled]. (S.) The saying, in the Kur

[x. 72), ####, # b: means Then

determine ye, or resolve, or decide, upon your

affair, (Fr, Ibn-'Arafeh, Bd,) and prepare for

it, (Fr.) orū- **!, [which has the former

of these meanings, as shown above,] (AHeyth,)

and call ye your companions, (Fr, S, Bd, K.)

Loselë): being governed in the accus. case by

the verb understood, (Bd, TA,) becanse the verb

in the text is not used with als): for its object,

(S, K,) but only the unaugmented verb: (S:) or

the meaning is then determine ye, with your com

panions, upon your affair; (Bd, K;) so says

Aboo-Is-hák, adding that what Fr says is erro

neous: (TA:) or then determine ye upon your

affair and the affair of your companions, for *i;

Sté. (Bd.) It is also said that the phrase,

in the Kur [xx. 67],><= b: Imeans

Therefore determine ye, or resolve, or decide,

upon your artifice, or stratagem : (TA:) but

some read><= ****, (Bd,TA,) meaning

therefore combine ye all your artifice; leave

nothing thereof unexerted; (TA;) and this latter

reading is favoured by the phrase ** W&

[in verse 62 of the same ch.]. (Bd.)-Also The

agreeing, or uniting in opinion. (K,"TA.) You

say, "Si Lake bass- meaning They agreed, or

were of one mind or opinion, upon, or respecting,

the affair; (Mgh, Mgb;) [and so :* ****-ī;

* - d. J J & P - o o &

say also, 9:4 as...} &c=- [Determine
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and agle " b-.]—Also The preparing [a

thing], or making [it] ready; syn. £). (K,

TA. [In the CK, erroneously, $2:9).]) You

say, liés <: I prepared, or made ready,

such a thing. (T.A.) And+:b: Prepare

ye for your affair. (Fr.)- Also The binding

the teats of a she-camel all together with the 25-2,

q, y, (K.) You say, aśī, &*-l, (S, TA,) and

45UJ' 8.-, (TA,) He so bound the teats of the

she-camel; (S, TA;) and so ty. U-sel. (TA.)

-Also The drying [a thing] ; drying [it] up;

making [it] dry; syn. J's -###". (K,

TA. [In the CK, erroneously,Jú9, -##1.])

Hence the saying of Aboo-Wejzeh £s-Saadee,

• * * * o £o * - • •

* 3- Já->>, <--> *

**e & • • 6 & •

* #1 *-* *SI 3- *

i. e. [And the vehement mid-day-heats] dried up

every pool left by a torrent [of the hard and

elevated grounds and of the soft and even ground].

(TA)--.5913. 2.- The rain made the

whole of the land, both its soft tracts and its hard

tracts, to flon : (K:) and in like manner you

say, i.e. £9 -: The land flowed in its

soft tracts [as well as in its hard tracts; i. C.,

in every part]. (T.A.) [See also 10.]

5: see 8, in three places: and see also 4, latter

half.

7. Jä* &*** [He withdren himselffrom

men]. (TA in art. Ja.s.)

8. &:- It (a thing in a scattered or dispersed

state, S, and a number of men, Msb, [and a

number of things,]) became collected, brought

together, gathered together, gathered up, assem

bled, congregated, mustered, dranwn together, or

contracted; or it collected, collected itself together,

gathered itself together, came together, assembled,

congregated, dren itself together, contracted it

self, coalesced; combined; (K, TA;) so that the

several parts or portions became near [or close]

together; (TA;) as also &:...', (K,) with >

[substituted for the -->]; (TA;) and 7&:- and

"&"-- signify the same: (Mab, K.) and "12-s-s

signifies they became collected, &c., [from several

places, or] hence and thence. (S,K.) [See also 10.]

You say also, * &*- (Mgh) and * (Msb)

[meaning He was, or became, in company nvith

him; came together nith him; met nith him; met

him; had a meeting, or an intervien, with him].

And jë* J'é * &*- : (S, K:) see 3,

first sentence: and see the sentence there next

following. And in like manner, L's "12-s-s

cS: They combined, conspired, or leagued, together

against such a one. (Ibn-Buzurj, TA in art. 34.3.)

[See also 2.9 L'é 12-3'-' in 4, latter half.]

You also say, *S L'é>5%<<! [Their

opinions agreed together, or were in unison, upon,

or respecting, the affair]. (Er-Răghib.) And

asus'' £3% <<! The conditions of the office

of Imām occurred together [or were combined, or
they coexisted, in such a case]; as also " * ... • * ~ *

*-l.

(Msb: [but it is implied in the Mgh that the

latter verb in this sense is not of established

authority.]) [See a similar ex. voce &l.]

[He, or it, was, or became, compact in make or

frame, compressed, contracted, or the like. -

And hence,] He (a man) attained to his full

state of manly vigour, and his beard became full

gronn. (K, T.A.) The verb is not thus used in

speaking of a woman. (S, T.A.)- [Hence also,]

3-5-l es' &:- [He was quick and vigorous

in executing the needful affair, or in accomplish

ing that which was n'anted; as though he com

pacted his frame, and collected all his energy:

See*: L*, below: and see also 10]. (TA

in art. L:-->.)- [Hence also,] jail <-->

The cooking-pot boiled. (Z, TA.)- [Hence also,

&*- said of a thing, or an affair, It was, or

became, composed, arranged, or settled.]

• O = s

10. "3- Jé &- [He desired, or

demanded, the collecting together of every body of

soldiers; or he summoned together every body of

soldiers]: said of him who demands, or summons,

armies, or military forces. (S, T.A.) [But this

usage of the verb is perhaps post-classical: for

Mtr says,] With respect to the saying of El

Abeewardee,

J - d. • • 6 & J. 6 - d - 63 -->

-*- Us" &-- ** *

[A north wind, cold and vehement, inviting to

collect themselves together the she-camels whose

milk has dried up, they having passed seven or

eight months since bringing forth, or since preg

nancy], it seems that he has compared this verb

with the generality of others of the same class,

[and so derived the meaning in which he has

here used it,] or that he heard it [in that sense]

from the people of the cities, or towns, or villages,

and cultivated lands. (Mgh.) =&- used

*

intransitively is syn. nvith &*-l, which see in

two. places, and &**. (Msb, K.)-8-->

U.J. The torrent collected itself together from

every place. (S, Mgh, K.) - es?'s"&

The valley flowed in every place thereof. (TA.

[See also 4, last signification.]–4 <<:
2 * *

•) 2-ol His affairs, or circumstances, all combined

in a manner pleasing to him. (Mgh, K.) –

Ú- Jill &*-l (S, Mgh, K) The horse

exerted all his force, or energy, in running :

(K, TA:) the last word is here in the accus. case

as a specificative. (Mgh.) You say also,ls:

ź. meaning They exerted [all] their strength,

force, or energy, for fighting them : and hence,

Xs "...- : J-5 & [app. meaning Verily

the men, or people, have exerted all their strength

for fighting you]. (A, TA)—sil&

The people, or company of men, all went anay,

not one of them remaining; like as one says of a

valley flowing in every place thereof. (TA.)

J# *:...) The herbs, or leguminous plants,

all dried up. (TA.)

&:- inf n. of 1. (S, &c.) [Hence,] 8-1-#

The day of resurrection [when all mankind will

be collected together]. (IDrd, K.)- Also, with

out the article Ul, A name of El-Muzdelifeh

[between 'Arafat and Minë]; (S, Mgh, Mgb, K;)

determinate, like <0%: (TA:) so called because

people collect themselves there; (S, Msb;) or

because Adam there met with Eve (Mgh, Msb)

after they had fallen [from Paradise]: (TA:)

[or, app., a name of the tract from 'Arafat to

Mine inclusive of these two places: and hence,]

g-A: the day of Arafeh [when £ pilgrims

halt at Mount 'Arafat]: and &*- Alel the days

of Mine. (I Drd, K.)-As an inf. n. used as a

subst., properly so termed, (S," Mgh, Msb,) it

also signifies A collection; a number together;

an assembly; a company, troop, congregated or

collective body, party, or group; a mass; syn.

"is", (S,Mgh, L, Mob, K.) of men; ($, L,

K;) as also V&:- (L, Mgb, TA) and 7&:

(MSE) and 'i:-- (L, TA) and '8-3 (0,
K:) but *i-us- is also used as signifying a

collection, a number together, or an assemblage,

of other things than men; [of beasts, as camels,

horses and the like, bulls and cows, and antelopes,

gazelles, &c., i.e. a herd, troop, or drove; of

dogs, i.e. a pack; of sheep and goats, i. e. a

jlock; of birds, i.e. a flock or bevy; of bees,

and locusts, &c., i.e. a snarm;] and even of

trees, and of plants; (L,TA;) it signifies a collec

tion, or an assemblage, or aggregate, of any things,

consisting of many and of fen'; (Msb;) [as also

W . * 6 -82- and '8:

and a multitude, of any things: (TA:) the pl.

of £- is &: ($, Mgh, Msb, K.)- And

particularly, An army; a military force; (TA;)

•

;] a number, a plurality,

lso 's--- (S. K. -as a £k ) Whence the":

a trad., &--~~ al, [or, more probably, Low

3-) meaning For him is, or shall be, the like

of an army's share of the spoil. (TA.)– Also

The plural of a thing [or word; i.e. a proper

plural, according to the grammarians; and also

applied by the lexicologists to a quasi-plural

noun, which the grammarians distinguish by the
t de : a 3.4%: d **u

erms &----' and us.” &-1; and so r-y

(S, K,) and ":- seen that his ' his
5, IA,) an *-*-, except that this last is wha

• * - 5 - - •

is termed Aj') -o-' [app. meaning a subst, which

does not govern another as its complement in the
- a d - 6 • -

gen case like as B- and 2\o-do, being thus

- 8-": " "
likened to what is termed Loj'). J*, 1. e. an in

transitive verb; so that you say of Al-Ji, for
• s • *

instance, #:S &:-" the plural is aes-ºl;

for in this manner I always find it used when it

has this signification, which is frequently the case

in several of the older lexicons, and in some

others; not#:S £-l &*]; (TA;) [where

*] you say, [#9 - £nd '4
i:S U-M, (S. K.) i. e. the &:- [or plurall

of A-1 is a-Sl: (Ki) for "&" is what
comprises a number [of things]. (S, K.) See

also this last word below.- And see also the

next paragraph, in three places. - The norst

sort of dates; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) because they

are collected together and mixed, (Mgh, Msb,)

from among the dates of fifty palm-trees :

(Mgh:) and afterwards, by predominant usage,
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[any] bad dates: (Mgh," Msb:) or a certain

kind of dates (K, TA) mixed together, of several

sorts, not in request, and not mixed but for their

badness: (TA:) or it signifies, (Mgh, K,) or sig

nifies also, (S, Msb) palm-trees (As, S, Mgh,

Msb, K) of any kind, (As, Mgh, Msb,) growing

from the date-stones, (§, K.) of which the name

is unknon n. (AS, S, Mgh, Msb, K.) – Red

gum; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) [app. because collected

and mixed with gum of lighter colour.] – The

milk of any camel having her udder bound with

the 25- [q. v.]; ([i. e. the milk that collects in

the udder so bound;] that of any camel not having

her udder bound therewith is called 5% ;) as

also W& c=-. (K.)

£, (TA, and EM p. 102) and -āśl &:

(S, Msb, K,) and -āql "&">, (Msb, K, and so

in the margin of a copy of the S, as mentioned in

the TA) and -ić "&:- (Msb,) The fist; the

hand clinched; (S, Msb, K;) the hand with the

fingers put together and contractedin the palm :

(TA,”and EM uli: pra) pl. 8-l. (K.) You

say, L** &s= *-* I beat him,Or struck.him,

with my fist. (S, Msb.") And Lowelse-l' oxy-3

They beat him, or struck him, with their [cinched]

hands. (TA) And 2: J. :& £

Such a one came neith a quantity in his grasp as

much as filled his clinched hand. (S,TA.) And

-# &: signifies [also] The quantity that a

hand grasps, of money &c. (Ham p. 778)—

*::: 8.- US. +4+!, (S, Msb") and W&s=

£, (Msb,) i. e. [I took, or seized, such a one]

by the part where his garments met together. (Msb.)
C. J. o of: d

&s= _*-el, and W &c=-4, ! Their affair, or

case, is concealed, (S,K,) undivulged by them, and

unknown by any one [beside them]. (S,TA.)

anay wholly; all of it. (K, TA)– c." Ls”

g: G-33, (S, Mgh, K,) and 'g:- (S, K,)

She is as yet undevirginated, or undefionered,

(S, Mgh, K,) by her husband. (S, Mgh.) And

: * -ālis, g- s"was divorced being

get a virgin. (TA). And &s= <-juo, (S, Mgh,

Msb, K.) and "&s=, (Ks, S, Msb, K.) and

'8-9 (K,) She died a virgin: (Mgh, Msb,

K:) or it signifies, (S, K) or signifies also,

(Mgh, Msb,) she died being with child; (AZ, S,

J-43, and "g- The month passed

Mgh, Msb, K;) whether suffering the pains of

parturition or not : (AZ:) or heavy with child:

(K:) occurring in the first sense, (Mgh, TA,)

or, as some say, in the last, (TA,) in a trad., in

which it is said that a woman who so dies is a

martyr: (Mgh, TA:) it properly signifies she

died with something comprised in her, not sepa

rated from her, whether it were a burden in the

womb, or her maidenhead: (Sgh:) [the pl. is

&: for] you say, &:£ -jū The

nomen died [being virgins: or] being with child.

(AZ.) You say also, &: #0 A she camel with

young. (TA.) And W&= #: A woman with

child. (TA.)

Bk. I.

* @ see the next preceding paragraph, in
&*:

six places.

J - d. •- -, - * - of

&s= pl. of:*-, fem. of&: [q. v.].

#: is [a subst.] from &#9, like as [its

contr.] #: is [a subst.] from &#91; (Mgh :)

and signifies A state of union, agreement, con

gruity, or congregation: or sociableness, social

ness, familiarity, companionableness, companion

ship, fellonship, friendship, and amity : syn.
3:?: • * >0~ * ~ * 0 , 21 * * ~ *

da)| :• as in the saying, Loš: to axo- all Al21

[May God make permanent the state of union,

&c., subsisting betn'een you tryo]. (Aboo-Sa’eed,

K.)— Hence, (Mgh,) 3: 2% (S, Mgh, &

Msb, K,) the original form, (TA,) of the dial. of

"Okeyli (Msb, TA) and a::1234, (S, Msb,

K,) the most chaste form, (TA,) of the dial. of

El-Hijāz; (MSb, TA) and a: " ::, (Mob,

K,) of the dial. of Benoo-Temeem; (Msb, TA;)

and, in consequence of frequency of usage,is:

alone; (Mgh;) A nell-known day; (K;) [the

day of the congregation ; i. e. Friday;] formerly

called (TA) the day of a 2:1: (S, TA:) called

axo~Ji A22 because of the congregating of the

people thereon: (Msb:) Th asserts that the first

who named it thus was Kaab Ibn-Lu-ef; and he

is related to have said that it was thus called

because Kureysh used to gather themselves to

gether to Kuses, [on that day,] in [the building

called] 33: 3's : (TA:) accord. to the R, Kaab

Ibn-Lu-ei was the first who collected a congrega

tion on the day of a 2, all, which was not called

axo~Ji save since the coming of El-Islām; [or it

was not generally thus called before El-Islām;

for it is added,] and he was the first who named

it as-os-Ji, for Kureysh used to congregate to

him on this day, and he used to preach to them,

and to put them in mind of the mission of the

apostle of God, informing them that he should be

of his descendants, and bidding them to follow

him and to believe in him: (TA:) or, as some

say, it was thus called in the time of El-Islám

because of their congregating [thereon] in the

mosque: accord. to a trad., the Ansár named it

thus, because of their congregating thereon:

(TA:) or it was thus named because God collected

thereon the materials of which Adam was created:

(I’Ab:) those who say is: regard it as an

epithet, meaning that this day collects men much;

comparing it to #: and #: and #-4: (TA:)

the pl. is 8: ($, Mgh, Msh, K) and +

(Msh, K) and +...+ ($, Mgh, Mab, K) and
6 * ~ *

<>(x-se-; (Msb, K;) of which the last is pl. of
6 - - ,

asse-, [as well as of i:, accord. to analogy,]

but not so &: (AHát) [nor either of the other

pls, mentioned above].- In like manner you

say3: #2 [The prayer of Friday], and,

in consequence of the frequency of usage,£

alone. (Mgh)–:-", with the A quiescent,

is also a name for [The neek; i.e.] the days of

the neek [collectively]; of which the Arabs are

said, by IAar, to have reckoned the Sabbath

(→ [i. e. Saturday]) as the first, though they

called Sunday the first of the days. (Msb.)

is: is also syn. with iss: [meaning Things

collected together, or a collection of things];

(K) as in the phrase J4-3- is:- [a collec

tion of pebbles]. (TA)-You say also i:

*: 32, meaning A handful of dates. (S, K.)

3 * >

[...”- Of, or relating to, a plural.]

J: One who fasts on Friday by himself.

(IAar, Th.)

*: See &: as signifying “a plural,” in

three places. [The primary signification seems to

be the last there mentioned; where it is said,]

£-l is What comprises a number [of things]:

(S. K.) one says, 49. &= -1 (STA) [i.e.
Wine is nhat comprises a number of sins: or]

that in nhich sin is comprised, and known to be:

the saying is a trad.: (TA:) or 39 &- sig

nifies the plurality (&*-) of sins. (Msb.) Hen:

also the saying of El-Hasan El-Basree, 23- 12:

jū ūstā.3 ăşăll wāt-e- &# āşş. [Benare ye

of these natural desires; for what they involve is

error, and the place to which they lead is the fire

of Hell]. (TA: in the L, tax\x:23.) And it is

said in a trad.,ū- &s:£L'- i. e. Tell

me a saying comprising [virtually] a plurality of

sayings. (TA.) [See a similar phrase below,

WOce &:-.] -[Hence also,] &- #3: A. stone.

cooking-pot of the largest size: (Ks, L:) or 3-5

&- and ****, (S, K, TA,) a cooking-pot

that comprises a slaughtered camel; or, accord.

to the A, that comprises a sheep or goat : (TA:)

or a great cooking-pot; (S, K;) as also'* :

($gh, K).pl. [most probably of this last] &:

[like as J} is pl. of Uju, &c.]. (K.)—You

say also, 9% L: &- &% Such a one is an

object of resort for his counsel and authority to

the sons of such a one. (TA.)=[See also 3.]

6 * > 6 J -

82- See 8->

g •

& c=- In a state of collection, congregation, or

union; being together; met together; [as also

'8: contr. of &#. (S, K.) You say

* A35 A people, or number of men, in a state

of collection, &c.; being together; met together;

syn. "&": (TA:) and in like manner,

**u- J. Camels in a state of collection; &c.

(TA)—[All, or the whole, of any things or

thing.] See : i. last sentence.-[As an epithet

in which the quality of a subst, is predominant,]

A tribe [or any number of men] in a state of

collection, congregation, or union; being together;

met together; syn. "&: J- (S, K.) See

also : +, in four places.—A man compact, or

compressed, or contracted, in make, or frame;
& e j e o J

(GM-31 "&:- ;) strong; who has not become
• - • - --## J. • 6 d -

decrepit nor infirm. (TA.)- alo')\! &s= J~

A man having his arms, or neapons, collected

together. (TA)—s: &:J# and*:

A man of right, not disordered or unsettled,

opinion, or judgment, or counsel. (TA)-J

58
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3-- ~ *- : * * * *

aśyaj Jºsé laes- £9. (AHeyth, K) He deter

mined, resolved, or decided, upon the affair, so as

to make it firmly settled, [after it had been un

settled in his mind, or] after considering what

might be its issues, or results, and saying at one

time, I mill do thus, and at another time, I nill

do thus. (AHeyth.)

6 - - - 6 o' --

asloe-: see &s-, in two places.

6 * *

Use- and "&- [are mentioned together, but

not explained, in the TA: the former signifies,

and probably, judging from analogy, the latter
likewise, as also " s*. One nho collects much;

o: n:ho collects many things].-£- J.' See

&: Anything of which the several component

parts are collected, brought, gathered, or dran'n,

together. (IDrd, K.) - [Hence,] as an epithet,

applied to a woman, it means Short. (TA.)

[Hence also,] U# &: The cluster of the

Pleiades: (IDrd:) or persons n'ho collect together

for the rain of the Pleiades, which is the rain

called J-9, looking for the fruitfulness and

herbage resulting from it. (IAar.)- And&

J-Cl A medley, or mixed or promiscuous multi

tude or collection, of men, or people, (S, Msb, K.,)

of various tribes; (S, K;) as also &: alone:

(TA:) or the latter, people scattered, or in a

state of dispersion. (Ham p. 302.):-&: also

signifies The place [either properly or tropically]

which comprises the origin of anything; (K,TA;)

the source of descent or extraction of people; and

hence applied by I’Ab to main tribes from which

other tribes are derived; or, as some say, used by

him as meaning various classes of men, such as

are termed 25% and ~# (TA)—[And The

main, or most essential, part of a thing. Thus,]

c-:) --- * means The head of the man.

J • * * 3 - -

(TA.)—" al- The contraction(~) of

the envelopes of the floners of dates, in one place,

upon [the germs of] the fruit, or produce, thereof.

(TA.)

&:- [act, part. n. of 1; Collecting; &c.]
J *" one of the names of God; meaning The

Collector of the created beings for the day of

reckoning: or, as some say, the Combiner of

things of similar natures and of things of con

trary natures, in existence. (IAth.)-The belly;

[because it collects what passes from the stomach;]

of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)– Also, (Msb,)

or &st=| ~!, (S, K.) [The congregational

mosque;] the mosque in which the [congrega

tional] prayers of Friday are performed; because

it collects the people for a certain time; (Mgb;)

and you may also say, &st= ---, meaning

22- >: 3-, (S, K,) like as you say 3-l
5 * > * - 2 -

c-à." and Jes." G-, [the latter] as meaning

9: 'J', 3-; for it is not allowable to prefix

a noun to another of the same meaning except

with this kind of subaudition; or, accord. to Fr,

the Arabs used to do so because of the difference

of the two words themselves: (S:) or Jºs-e

(*!) is a mistake: (K:) so says Lth; but all

others allow it; for the Arabs prefix a subst. to

another signifying the same thing, and also to its

epithet, as in the phrases in the Kur a'il &

[ch. xcviii. v. 4) and 3:13-3 [ch. xlvi. v. 15]:

(A, TA) [Pl. &#1–82-: [A great
tonn comprising a large population; a compre

hensive great tonn]. (Msb in art. Ú-e [where it

is given as the explanation of #241; and K in

art. U4,5 [where it is less properly given as the

explanation of #1)– &l= 3: and *:

See &=-&l- #: see the paragraph com

mencing with : l; last signification.—&

&= A. she as: pregnant nhen beginning to be so.

(S, O, K.)—"à-la-A [collar of the kind called]

J#; (S, K;) because it collects together the two

hands to the neck : (S:) pl. &'s- (T.A.)–

&= X: An affair that collects people together:

or, as Er-Rághib says, a momentous affair, on

account of n:hich people collect themselves to

gether; as though the affair itself collected them.

(TA) [Similar to this is the saying,] # all

J-Ul Jø #2- Prayer is a collector of all

people." (Msb) — It is said of Mohammad,

(Msb) is 8-15- J& &l= He used to

speak comprehensive but concise language; lan

guage conveying many meanings in fen words.

(Msb, K. [In the CK, J.C. is omitted.]) And

hence the saying of Omar Ibn-'Abd-el-'Azeez,

-'81829-–$49-# 3.03-93----,
meaning [I nonder at him n'ho vies with men in

endeavouring to show his superiority of intelli

gence,] hon, it is that he does not [know the nay

to] confine himself to conciseness, and abstain

from superfluity, of speech. (TA.) In like mar

ner, (TA,) it is said in a trad, is &ls= <-55,

meaning I have had communicated to me the

Kur-án, (K, TA,) in which many meanings are

comprised in a fen words. (TA.) &- &ls

£1, also, signifies Prayers, or supplications,

combining petitions for good and right objects of

desire with praise of God and with the general

prescribed observances proper to the case. (TA.)

You say also, -t-.” '3- -* * *- I

praised God with word, comprising various

forms of praise. (Msb.) [See also &-J–

82- J% A man n-ho combines such qualities

that he is suited to hardship and to easiness of

circumstances. (As, T in art. Lest.) And J:

*i. &:- (T and M and K in art. Al) A man

combining all kinds of good qualities. (TK in

that art.)–&"# A beast fit for the -stš)

and the -- [i.e. for the saddle gf either of the

hinds thus called]. (Sgh, K.)—&sl=- J-o-, and

à-la-āsū, (K) accord. to Ish, (TA) A he

camel, and a she-camel, that fails of putting forth

the tooth called - U at the time expected; expl.

by S.: ūši; but this is not said except after

four years: (K:) so in the copies of the K; but

correctly, accord. to the O and TS, this is not

said after four years, [app. reckoned from the

usual time of U25+, for this is in the ninth year,

or, sometimes, in the eighth,] without the exceptive

particle. (TA.)

is... used as a subst: see the next preceding

paragraph.

* - c <

&- [Collecting, comprising, or containing,

a 9reater, or the greatest, number or quantity;

more, or most, comprehensive. Of its usage in a
• - # -

superlative sense, the following are exs.]. - 31
- - * - - of & • - * y - •

&= 0 & - 3: L', 4& 25 A*[When

he took a false nitness, he sent him to the market

nohen it comprised, or contained, the greatest

number of people]: &- being here in the accus.

case as a denotative of state with respect to the

J2- : and the reason why -jl- is not here said

[instead of Úle] is that J3- is sometimes masc.

(Mg.) And 2'-9. J-5 &# * : J-h
[Do thou that nihich is most comprehensive in

relation to the principles of the ordinances apply

ing to the case]. (Msb in art. 122-.)= [As a

simple epithet, Entire, complete, or n:hole: fem.

à:- You say,] à:- i: A beast free from

defects, entire in all its limbs or members, nithout

mutilation, and nithout cauterization; (TA;) a

beast from the body of which nothing has gone.

(S,K.)–: āşū [may sometimes have the

like meaning: or,] accord. to IAar, (TA,) A she

camel extremely aged, (K, TA,) so that her

teeth have become short, and almost gone. (T.A.)

= It is also a sing, having the meaning of a

pl., (S, K,) without any proper sing. of its own :

(S:) its pl. is &**i. and its fem. is #: ;

(S, K:) and the pl. of this last is &*. though

by rule it should be formed by the addition of 1
* - d =

and - to the sing., like as the pl. of ~~! is

formed by the addition of 5 and Ú; (S;) the

original form from which &: is changed being
6 - - d - - - - -, * * ~. . 6 o

-15'-->; or it is useuse-; it is not
* - d #

*-1 is not an epithet,

the pl. is:- (L;) for it is determinate, though

of the measure of an epithet, which is indeter

minate; (AAF;) and though it is in concordance

with the noun which precedes it, like an epithet,

it is shown to be not an epithet by its not having

a broken pl.: (L:) it is a simple corroborative;
• * - of *- d - J - d.

(S, K;) and so are d2-3-1 and Aase- and &s=;

not used as an inchoative nor as an enunciative

nor as the agent of a verb nor as the objective

complement of a verb, like as are some other

J

, because

like as :- is, of which

corroboratives, such :# and# and £4.

(S.) You say, £i i- #: [I took my

right, or due,'#' and<5
• - . is: [I san, the nomen, all of them, or all

together] : the last word in this and similar cases

being imperfectly declinable, and determinate,

because it is a corroborative of a determinate

word: (S, TA:) and&: bj- [They ca',

all of them, or all together]: and Úease-1-ovel»

[I san, them, all of them, or all together]: and

&:#2-#3 (1 passed by them, all of them,
or all together]. (Msb.) Fr mentions the phrases,

• * of o – • - of

&*- x-aall Us:--> [The palace pleased me, all

of it, or altogether], and axo~ 21.0 [The house,
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all of it, or altogether], with the accus. case, as
• * - o £

denotative of state; but does not allow &s:
J. • J.

nor &- to be used otherwise than as corrobora

• - o #

tives: IDrst, however, allows Jex->-1 to be used

as a denotative of state; and this is correct; and

accord. to both these ways is related the trad.,
- - o £ 2 * * 3 - - - * * o & -

des-os- U-21-13'-as and U2-3-1 [And pray ye

sitting, all of you, or all together]; though some

make U-2-3-1 [here] to be a corroborative of a

pronoun understood in the accus. case, as though
• ~ of 9 2 3

the speaker said, U****-ź. [I mean you,

all of you, or all together]: (K in art. &:) Ol'

U.exes- in this case is a corruption committed by

the relaters in the first age; and he is in error

who says that it is in the accus. case as a denota

tive of state, for corroboratives are determinate,

and the denotative of state is literally or vir

tually indeterminate. (Msb.) [Respecting the

usage of this corroborative together with others

similar to it, see #.] You say also, bi
o - d = o - d.

Leva-la, and >'', with damm to the Le,

[They came, all of them, or all together,] (S,

Msb, K,) the latter mentioned by ISk. (Msb.)

And you say, *: J.' <-#3 [I took, or

received, the property, all of it, or altogether].

(Msb.) And 7&- also, is used as a corrobo

rative: (S, Msb:) as in the saying t- bj-,

meaning They came, all .# them : (S :) and

** Us! -a.", like aa-oe-1 [explained above]:

(Msb:) and ā-- occurs as its fem.; but this
is extr. (TA.) •

&- and 3-, (S, Msb, K.) the latter

anomalous, like 3: and* &c., (TA,) A

place of collecting, and the like : (S, Msb,” K:)

[pl. &:-.] [Hence,] c:3-4 &*, in the

Kur [xviii. 59], means The place where the two

seas meet. (Bd.) And in like manner, where it
- -,

is said in a trad, Us:

2

c:=3, [in which us seems to have been dropped

by the copyist between and U-4,] the

meaning is, [And he struck with his hand] the

place where my neck and my shoulder-blade meet.

(TA) [Hence also the phrase -t-.' &*,

explained above: see& 4,near the end ofthe para

graph. And 23.9 &:-, meaning The concur

rences of affairs, or of circumstances, or of events.]

-A place in which people collect, assemble, or

congregate: (Msb,” TA:) and [in like manner,]

i:- signifies an assembly-room; a sitting

room in which people assemble : (TA:) [pl. of

both &”.] You say, es' & ></ 3.

84-3. -s’ J# 82." [This language, or

discourse, is more, or most, penetrating into the

ears, and more, or most, circulating in the places

of assembly]. (TA.)- See also &:- as syn.

with is.-, in two places; and see 10, first

sentence. - [The whole of anything, considered

as the place in which the several parts thereof

-
# *

are collected: see an instance voce Jää-: and see
6 - - d -

also &*-*.]

s - d > 5 of • 6 - d d

&: Xi, (S. K.) and 2: &#, (TA) An

affair determined, resolved, or decided, upon :

(S, K:) an affair agreed upon. (TA.) [The

former signification applies to both of the above

mentioned phrases: the latter signification, per

haps, only to the latter phrase.]—is: #4.

[A discourse in rhyming prose, or the like,] in

n:hich is no flan', or defect. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

&-X- A year of dearth, drought, sterility,

or unfruitfulness: (Ks, K :) because it is an

occasion of people's collecting together in the

place where herbage, or plenty, is found. (Ks.)

And #: #5, (S.T.A.) like #-- . (TA)
[in Gol. Lex., erroneously, i-il and *:::-.

like #3-4, (TA;) A desert in n'hich people

collect themselves together, not separating them

selves, from fear of losing their nay, or perishing,

and the like; as though the desert itself collected

them. (S.T.A.) And is:- 'i, like :--,

A land of dearth, drought, sterility, or unfruitful.

ness, wherein the camels upon which people journey

are not dispersed to pasture. (TA.)

6 - d. 6 & -

&c=-2: See &\s

2 - - 6 - 6 - d - 6 o e -

dix-on-o: See :– and 2-3-, as syn. with
4 - > *

âclo-.=Also Sands collected together: (K:)

pl. &:-. (TA.) And A vacant, or void, land,

destitute of herbage or vegetable produce, and of

water. (AA, K.)

* * * ~ * 2.7% s d a

as-os-2 3')\} : see &*-*.

6 J Ö e

ex- Collected; brought, or gathered, to

gether; gathered up; assembled; congregated;

mustered; dran'n together; [or contracted ;] (S,

K, TA;) [from several places, or] hence and

thence, although not made as one thing. (S,Sgh,

L. K.) It is said in the Kur [xi. 105], X: 43

J.C. &&: That is a day for which mankind

shall be collected. (TA.)- See also &:
9 * > 0 ,

:=-2 [A place in which a thing becomes

collected, brought together, or the like; or in

n:hich things have become so; where they collect

themselves, come together, or unite; or in which

they are comprised, or contained; a place in

which is a collection of things]. You say,£

39 &:- [The egg is that nihich comprises the
* * * d d

young bird] (Mgh in art. Jae'.) And &*-*

–3." signifies the same as -: J33-, which

see, in art. Jas-. (TA in that art.)—[Also The

collective mass, or whole, of the hair of the head:
6 J , £: C = • • O J.

(see à e-, in three places:) J-91 ×: &:
- - • - G - d >

meaning the whole head of hair: see also &ss-l

6 - o ż

: See &- in five places. -A man

who has attained to his full state of manly vigour,

(S, Mgh, TA,) and whose beard has become full

gronn : (TA:) because at that time his powers

have become collected, or because his beard is

then full-grown. (Mgh.) [See the verb,8. And

see an ex. in a verse of Suheym Ibn-Wetheel
* - o -oš

cited in art. 253, conj. 3..] –ta->< 2\all [He

threw him don'n gathered together, or in a heap].
2 - d -

(§ and Mab and K in art. 234.)—ts:- G.

He walked quickly, (K, TA,) with vehemence of

motion, and strength of limbs, not languidly.

(TA.)

#!-A-J)

the part in nhich [as it were] it collects itself;
• * ~ * o f * * * - C /

syn. W-Mar-25 W olás-o. (TA.)

• 3 * * *

*: The main part of the desert;

J<>

1. J., (K) aor.”, inf n. J., (TA) He

collected [a thing, or things]. (K.) [See also 4.]

- Also, (S, Mgh, K) aor. and inf. m. as above,

(S, Mgh,) He melted fat; (S, Mgh, K;) and so

"U->!, and "J.- : (A’Obeyd, S, K:) this

last was sometimes used: (S:) the best form is

J.-: (Fr, TA:) accord. to Z, "U.--! signifies

he made the melted grease of fat to drip upon

bread, putting it again over the fire. (TA. [See

U23'-.]) ałl 40-32-, meaning May God melt

the like as fat is melted, is a form of imprecation

mentioned in a trad., as used by a woman. (T.A.)

=J- J.- He put the he-camel apart from

the she-camel that was fit to be covered. (TA.)

=J.-, aor. * ($, Mgh, Mab, K.) and J.-,

aor = (MSb) inf n. J.-, (§, Mgh, Msb, K.')

originally i.-, (Msb;) He was, or became,

beautiful, goodly, comely, or pleasing, (S, M,

Mgh, K.) in person, (M, K,) and good in action,

or actions, or behaviour, (M, TA,) or also in

moral character : (K:) or elegant, or pretty;

i. e., delicately, or minutely, beautiful: (Sb,

Msb:) or characterized by much goodness, beauty,

goodliness, comeliness, or pleasingness, in his mind,

or in his person, or in his actions or behaviour;

and also, characterized by much goodness com

municated from him to others. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)

[See J.-, below; and see alsoJ

2. J.-, (S. K.) in n. J-5, (K) He, or

it, embellished, or adorned, another. (S, K.)

Hence the saying,* > 4.* * ls)

4.- 4: [If thy wealth do not embellish thee,

thy beauty of person, or of moral character, will

not suffice thee]. (TA.) And you say, & J.

**, inf n, as above, meaning, May God render

him beautiful. (TA.)= He gave a camel to be

eaten. (K in art. L:5):.)= He detained an army

long [on the frontier of the enemy]; (K, TA;)

like 3:- [Q. v.]. (TA)

3. *s-, (K) inf n iss-, (§, TA) He

coaxed him, or nheedled him, with comely beha

viour or speech (U-U), not rendering him

pure, or sincere, brotherly affection: (ISd, K:)

or he associated with him in a good manner:

(K:) or he treated him nith comely behaviour.

(S, T.A.) One says, à-la-J's $5.4% <i>

[Keep thou to blandishment and coaxing, &c.].

(TA.)

4. U.-1 He collected a thing (Msb, K) without

discrimination, or distinction, (Msb,) or from a

state of separation, or dispersion. (K.) [See

also 1.] And J- It was collected into an

aggregate. (TA)—He reduced a calculation to

its sum ; summed it up: (S, K, TA:) and in like

manner, he summed up a speech, or discourse,

and then analyzed and explained it. (TA)

58 *
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See also 1. = He made good and large [or

liberal]: so in the phrase, à: U-3-1 (S, K)

IHe made the benefit good and iarge [or liberal]

(K) c.* + = [to such a one]. (S.)= [He

acted with goodness, or nas good and liberal:

and he acted rith moderation, or was moderate.

You say,]* J. J.--! [He was good and

liberal, or, perhaps, moderate, in his benefit]. ($.)

And -il." es' U-34-1 He was moderate, not

extravagant, in demanding, or desire. (Msb,"
• - 4 of

K, T.A.) It is said in a trad., -u- L. 12:

4. 3'- U. }: Šá- &# &# [Be ye moderate

in demanding, or desiring, the means of sub

sistence, for every one is accommodated to that

which is created for him]. (TA)=#|J

The people, or company of men, had many

camels; or their camels became many. (S.)

5. J.-- He beautified, embellished, or adorned,

himself. (K.)- He affected nuhat is J.-- [or

beautiful, goodly, comely, or pleasing, in person,

or in action or actions or behaviour, or in moral

character, &c.]. (S.) You say, U.X:J.

** [He affected beautiful, goodly, comely, or

pleasing, qualities, more than he possessed]. (TA

in art. *::)- He was, or became, patient; or

restrained himselffrom impatience; or constrained

himself to be patient: (Mgh, TA:) from J.

meaning “patience.” (Mgh.) Hence the saying,

* # islas à: 5 §13 *

And when poverty, or straitness, befalls thee, then

be patient, or restrain thyself &c. (Mgh in art.

Jas-.)= He ate what is termed U-sa-, i.e.,

melted fat. (S, K.”)

8. U->-1: see 1, in two places.=Also He

anointed himself with fat. (TA.)=And He ate

of a camel. (Kin art. U.5×.)

10. U-os-il He (a camel) became a J*, (S,

K,) i. e., such as is termed #9 [or one in his

seventh year], (S,) or such as is termed Jü [or

one in his ninth year], or, accord. to Z, one that

had covered. (TA.)

6 d - 6 * >

U->: see U->.

6 o y 6 - d .., 6 & d -

J->: see al-o- and U-se-; the latter in two

places.

J. (S, Mgh, Mab, K, &c.) and 'J', (K.)

which latter is so rare that it is said by some to

be used only in poetry, in cases of necessity,

(MF,) but it is a correct dial. var., (TA,) a word

of well-known meaning; (K;) i. e., [A he-camel,

but commonly applied to the camel as a generic

term; in like manner as J.-- is applied to the

males and the females; but properly,] the male

of the Jel; (TA;) the mate of the asū; (F, $,

Mgh;) among camels, corresponding to U.e.,

among us; (Sh, Msb;) āşū corresponding to

#2, and # to ¥4, and # to #94-# (Sh,

TA;) [in general] peculiarly applied to the male;

(Msb;) exceptionally to the female, as in the

saying&: &: &#, (K) i. e., I drank the

milk of my she-camel ; but ISd doubts the cor

rectness of this: (TA:) [as corresponding to

J4% among us, it signifies a full-gronn he

camel:] or it signifies such as is termed guy [or

one in his seventh year]: (S, ISd, K:) or such as

is termed #3- [or one in his fifth year]: (ISd,

K:) or such as is termed Jiu [or one in his ninth

year]: (ISd, Mgh, Msb, K.) or such as is termed

J: [or one in his sixth year]: (ISd, K:) or,

accord. to Z, one that has covered: (TA:) [see

also >, and X, and * :] pl. [of pauc.]

Ju:i, (S, Mgh, Mab, K.) which may be pl. of

J.-, (TA) and J:i (Ms) and [of mult]

Jús (S,Mgh, Mab, K) and J. (K) and il

(Mgh, Msb, K) and [quasi-pl. n.]i. andi

and J-la-, (K) which last is disallowed by some,

as will be seen below, (TA)and (pl. pl.] &S.-,

(S, Msb, K.) which is pl. of J.-, (Mil,TA)

or it may be pl. of i.e. (TA,) and Ś.

[which see also voce J:- and Śl- (K) and

J.- (S,K) Pl, of all- and J.-- (Hum
p. 527,) and U-cla-l. (K.) One says of camels,

when they are males, without any female among

them, 9% & ău- ** [These are the he

camels of the sons of such a one]. (ISk, S. [See

also it...]) And they said also cº-[mean

ing Tno herds of camels, thus forming a dual

from the pl. J.-], like as they said &l-ū.

(ISd, in TA voce J.-) It is said in a prov,

J-135 3. 3:1 U. [He does not conceal

himself who leads the he camel]. (TA) And in

another prov., S.- J: 3-5 He journeyed

all the night. (K, TA. [See also Freytag's Arab.

Prov. i.230)—J- also signifies A certain

jish (IAar, K) of the sea, (IAar, TA,) thirty

cubits in length : (K:) or, as some say,J

2-9 is the name of a very great fish, also called

the Jú, [i.e., the whale,] thirty cubits in length:

accord. to some, this, (TA,) or £" J.-, (Mgh,)

is nhat is called the&# and &é (Mgh, TA)

and ---, [i.e., aiphias, or snoord-fish,] which

passes by nothing nithout cutting it. (TA.) [In

the present day, 2-3 J- is an appellation of

The pelican] – J--" &#, in the dial. of

Egypt, i. q. ** still [The chestnut]. (TA.)

J.- signifies also tA woman's husband. (L in

arts. J4-1 and J-5. See 2 in each of those arts.)

-Also | Palm-trees; (K;) as being likened to

the he-camel in respect of their tallness and their

bigness and their produce: in some of the copies

of the K, J: is erroneously put for J:1.

(TA.)- See also J*.

* * * 2 : " .

see U->, in three places.U-2- :

J: A company, or congregated body, of men.

(ISd, K.)—See also J.

#: A strand of a thick rope: pl. [or rather

coll. gen. n.] "J: or many strands of a rope,

put together [to compose a cable: see J*].

(TA, in two places in this art.)- Hence, app.,

(TA,) The aggregate of a thing; (K;) the sum,

whole, or total; (KL, PS;) it implies muchness,

or numerousness, and means any aggregate un

separated: (Er-Rághib, TA:) pl. J. (S.)

[Jú. &: #: generally means A large sum of

money; and in a similar sense i:- is often used

in relation to various things.] It is said in the

Kur [xxv. 34], * J#5 # 12: &#Jús

53-3 à: &#, i.e., [And those who disbe

lieved said, Wherefore was not the Kur-án sent

don'n, or revealed, to him] aggregated? (TA:)

[or in one aggregate?] or at once? (Bd.) [Hence,

ai:0 as meaning Upon the n:hole; to sum up.]

–And hence, in grammar, (TA) [A proposi

tion; a clause; a phrase; sometimes, a sentence;]

a phrase composed of a subject and an attribute,

[i.e., composed of an inchoative and an enuncia
* - d. J.** deo

tive, (in which case it is termed aes-l al-sa-,) or

of a verb and its agent, (in which case it is termed
6 - d. 6 - e l’

ā-kas allo-,)] (KT,TA,) [&c.,] whether affording

a complete sense, as #5: [Zeyd is standing],

or not, asJ:& [If he treat me with honour].

(KT.) -

5:- see J-+.

&* A building, or structure, in the form

of a camel's hump : (TA:) [a ridged roof: so in

the present day: pl. & J.-.]

Jús inf n, ofJ: ($, Mgh, Msb.) [when

used as a simple subst, meaning] Beauty, goodli

ness, comeliness, or pleasingness, syn. &+, (S,

M, Mgh,” K.) in person, (M, K,) and goodness

in action, or actions, or behaviour, (M, TA) or

also, in moral character: (K:) or elegance, or

prettiness ; i. e., delicacy, or minuteness, of

beauty: (Sb, Msb:) or much goodness, or beauty

or goodliness or comeliness, in the mind, or in the

person, or in the actions or behaviour; and also,

much goodness that is communicated from its

possessor to another: (Er-Răghib, TA:) accord.

to As, [when relating to the person,] &- is in

the eyes; and J.-, in the nose. (TA in art.
• * -

U--.) [See also J.-- One says, &*

3- Jai S, (ISd,K) or '# 3-53, (IDrd,

TA,) meaning, Keep to that which is most comely

for thee to do, and do not thus. (IDrd, ISd, K.

[But see what follows.])-Also Patience. (Mgh

in art. Jad-.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

* &# -li (, al- *

* 2° 24 3 2 * * 2?2°

***- c. Lás- *

(S,”TA, the former of which cites only the first

hemistich, and the latter substitutes &us-1 for

its syn. &Jāl) meaning, [Keep thy patience, O

thou wounded heart : thou wilt find n:hom thou

lovest, and be at rest : or] heep to thy patience,

or thy constraint of thyself to be patient, and thy

shrinking from what is foul, and be not impatient

in an evil manner. (S, TA.)

J.-: See J.--:=and it.

Js: A piece of fat melted. (IAir, TA)

[See also J*]—A fat woman. (IAar, K.)

–A person, (K) or woman, (M,) who melts

fat. (M, K.)
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J.-- Melted fat: (S, Mgh:) or melting fat:

Orfat that is melted and collected: (K, TA:) or

£at that is melted, and, whenever it drips, made

to drip upon bread, and then replaced over the

fire [that it may drip again : see J-]: (TA:)

and W i..., also, signifies [the same; or] melted

grease. (Mgh,"TA.) [See alsoJ.-l=Hence,

accord. to Abu-l-'Alā, because, when a man be

comes fat and in good condition, hisJ.- becomes

apparent, (Hamp. 155) as also 'J. and 'J.,

(K.) o: this last denotes a higher degree of beauty

than J:s-, (S,Sgh,) and has no broken pl.,

(TA) and 'J'i, (TA) Beautiful, goodly,

comely, or pleasing, (S, M, Mgh, K) in person,

(M, K.) and good in action, or actions, or beha

viour, (M, TA,) or also in moral character:

(K:) [like the Greek kaxos, the Latin pulcher,

the French beau, &c.; and so C-: or elegant,

or pretty; i.e., delicately, or minutely, beautiful:

(Msb:) [or characterized by much goodness, or

beauty or goodliness or comeliness, in his mind, or

in his person, or in his actions or behaviour; and

also characterized by much goodness communicated

from him to others: see UU•e-:] pl. of the first

J.-: (TA) fem, ii-, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.)

applied to a woman; (§, Mgh, Msb;) as also

*5-, (Ks,S,K,) [said to be] an instance of [the

measure] #: having no [masc. of the measure]

Jasi: (TA;) [but see above;] or this is applied to

any female as signifying perfect, or complete, in

body. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) It is said in a trad, aúi&!

J.--" -- J.-- Verily God is comely in

deeds, (TA) or an Abundant Bestoner of good

things: He loveth those who are of the like cha

racter. (Er-Rághib, TA.) And you say, 4×

J-lu [He treated him with comely, or pleasing,

behaviour]. (TA) And J-1 4-1. [He

coaxed him, or n heedled him, with comely, or

pleasing, behaviour or speech]. (ISd, K. [See 3.])

—J-- * [The kind of plants called Jig',

because they embellish by their presence, and

render good, the seasoning of food; or because

they take away the J-, i.e., the grease of the

flesh-meat, and dry up the food. (Harp. 227.)

âû-: see the next paragraph.

it..." See J::=and J-- =Also A.

herd, or distinct number, of camels; (K;) men

tioned before as a pl. of J.- [q.v.]: (TA:) or,

of she-camels among which is no he-camel; as

also "ius- and "āt- (K3) but this is con

tradictory to a saying of ISk [respecting i.e.],

mentioned above [voce J.-, where all these

three words are said to be pls of U->]: (TA:)

and also horses: pl. 'J', which is extr. [as a

pl.; though, in relation to it..., it may be a

coll. gen, n., forming its n, un, with 3]. (AA, K.)

6e »

allos-: see what next precedes.

ā- A number of gazelles together: and of

pigeons. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

3 - ,

J.-- applied to a man, (S, Msb, K.) Large

in make : (S, Msb:) or tall in body: (Msb:) or

firm [in make], (K,) or big in limbs, complete in

make, (TA,) like a he-camel. (K, TA.) And

with 3 applied to a she-camel, (S, K,) Resembling

a he-camel in greatness of make : (S:) or firm

(K, TA) in make, (TA,) like a he-camel (K, TA)

in greatness of make and in strength. (TA.)

J: (§, K, &c.) and 'J' and 'J' (K)

and 'J' and 'J. (IJ,K) [A cable; the

rope of a ship, (S,K) i.e.* the thick rope thereof,

(TA,) that is also called U-15, (§, TA) consisting

of [a number of] ropes put together: (S:) and

Wi. also signifies [the same; or] a thick rope,

because consisting of many strands put together;

pl. Ś.-, (Zj, TA;) which Mujáhid explains

as meaning the ropes of bridges; but I’Ab, as

the ropes of ships, put together so as to be like

the naists of men [in thickness]. (TA.) In all

the forms mentioned above, except the last (allo-),

the word is read in the phrase [in the Kur vii. 38],

*** - L. J.'" & L:- [Until the cable

shall enter into the eye of the needle]: (K,TA:)

I’Ab reads J:l, (S, TA) and so do ’Alee and

many others: "J: is pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.]

ofi: a strand of a thick rope; or, accord. to

IJ, pl. ofJ- [q. v.]: the first is explained by

Fr as meaning ropes put together; but Aboo

Tālib thinks that he meant 'J', without tesh

deed. (TA)=J: "U-- (SK) thought

by IDrd to be not Arabic, (TA) and "J-1,

(K,) but IDrd doubts its correctness, The calcu

lation by means of the letters , -",& 2, &c. (TA.)

Jć- An onner, or an attendant, of a camel

or camels: (KL, TA:" [see also J-la-.]) and

id: onners, or attendants, of camels; (§, K,

TA;) similar to #: and #:- (S, TA;) as

the former is to jū- (TA) [See an ex of the

latter in a verse cited voce 's]]

J.-: See J.--

J.-- [act, part. n. ofJ*.=And also part. n.

of J.-l. The Arabs say, 52- <= &J:

[Become beautiful, &c., if thou be becoming beau

tiful, &c.], but when they mean the quality

[alone], they say,J* & [Verily he is beau

tiful, &c.]. (Lh,TA.)=A man possessing a

J.-for he came]. (TA. [See also Jú-J)—

A herd, or distinct number, of camels, (S, K,”

TA,) males and females, (TA,) nith their pastors

and their onwners : (S, K, TA: [also said in the

K to be a pl. of J.- in the CK, &:-" is

erroneously put for J.--" :]) or a word formed to

denote a pl., meaning camels, (Ham pp. 122 and

490,) males and females; (Id p. 122;) derived

from J-i.(Id. p. 490) like# {Id, ib and

TA) from Xi', (Ham p. 490,) and -Juás [from

-á). (TA)-AlsoA great tribe. (AHeyth,K)

J: [More, and most, J*, or beautiful,

&c.]. (S, K.)- See also J.--

J.- [pass. part. n. of 4, q. v. - Also,

applied to a phrase or the like,] properly, In

cluding, or implying, a number of things, many

and unexplained: (Er-Răghib, TA:) as used by

/

the lawyers, [confused, or] requiring explanation.

(TA.)

J.- [act, part. n. of 3, q.v.- Also] One

n:ho is unable to ansner a question put to him by

another person, and therefore neglects it, and

bears malice against him for some time. (TA.)

U-o'

&: Beads made of silver, like pearls; (S;)

things in the form of pearls, of silver; (K;) one

of which is called £, (§, K) pl. Göt..:

(Harp. 181:) or pearls (K, TA) themselves:

(TA:) or the first is the proper meaning, and

this is metaphorical: (EM p. 161:) [said to be]

a Persian word, arabicized. (TA.) Also A kind

of belt (a: ) woven of leather, in which are

beads of every colour, worn by a noman as a

Cú, [q. v.]: or silvered beads. (K.)

24-ce

Q. 1.3: (T.A.K.) inf n. #: (A) He

collected together (T, A, K) a thing, (TA,) or

earth, or dust, (T, A, TA,) one part upon another.

(T,TA)—#1 x-, (S, Msb, K.) inf n, as

above, (S,) He collected the earth, or dust, over

the grave, (S, Msb, K.) not plastering it n'ith

clay, or mud, (S,K,) nor making it even, or level.

(TA.)–& Jwo- He took the main part of

the household-goods, or commodities: and in like

manner the verb is used in relation to plants, or

herbage. (Kitāb el-Addad, TA)-2's X

3-1, (Ks, S. K.) or 4, (Lth, TA) or <!, (AZ,

TA) He acquainted him with a part of the

nervs, or story, and concealed what he desired, or

meant: (Ks, S, K:) or he acquainted him nith a

part of the news, or story, incorrectly, or not in

the proper manner, and omitted what he desired,

or meant: (Lth, TA:) or he acquainted him nith

a small portion thereof, omitting most of what

was necessary for him to know, and relating it in

a manner different from the proper way : (AZ,

TA:) and accord. to the Kitāb el-Addád of

Abu-t-Teiyib the Lexicologist, it seems to have a
• J O - © -

contr. signification; for he says that & -2'-o'

3:1 means, I acquainted thee with the main

part of the nervs, or story. (TA.)

*ö- * * * @ e

Q. 2. Wels3-5 He held up his head nrith an

assumption of superiority over us; domineered

over us ; or exalted himself above us. (TA.)

#: [originally inf. n. of *]: see the

next paragraph.

6 y o p s

22-se- (not*:- which is a form of the word

mentioned by Et-Tilimsánee, MF) A quantity

of sand rising above what is around it, (S, Msb,

K.) and collected together; ($;) as also "with

3; (L;) so called from its abundance and height:

(Msb:) or a large quantity of sand, heaped up,

and extensive : (Lth, TA:) and * with 5, sand

compacted together, and extending in an oblong

form upon the surface of the earth. (T.A.)–

The generality, or main part, of men, or people:

(S, A, K.) and the eminent, elevated, or noble, of

them: (TA:) and a great number of people :
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(Mab3) pl. --- (A, Msh;) which signifies

also collective bodies of men. (TA.) You say, .#

*:-" J# This is the saying of the generality,

or main part. (A)—The generality; the greater,

main, or chief, part; the main body, main, gross,

mass, or bulk; of anything; (K;) as also'#:

(W 95.)—Also, (K) or '#' (TA) A

noble, or high-born, woman. (K, TA.)

#*:: See :*: in three places.

&: An intoxicating beverage : (AO, K:)

or [bererage of the hind called] ... made of

grapes, that is three years old: (Ki) or i, q.

: < * # (TA;) which is expressed juice [of grapes]

cooked (Mgh voce <--, and TA) so as to be

reduced to one third, (Mgh,) such as is lanful to

be drunk : (TA:) or the beverage called 2-s-' to

n:hich what has gone from it has been restored,

and which is then cooked, and put into vessels,

and becomes very potent: (AHn, and Mgh ubi

suprà, and TA:) or juice of grapes cooked until

half of it is gone and half remains: (KL:) called

&2-2- because used by most men. (TA.)

* Large, big, bulky, or corpulent. (TA.)

** - d. • J.

5x-os- A she-camel compact in make; (K;)

as though she were a 22-se- of sand. (TA.)

U-6

. 1 + (S.Mgh,K) aor.”, (Mgh,TA) infn.

&- (TA,) It veiled, concealed, hid, covered, or

protected, him; (S, Mgh, K;) said of the night; (S,

K) as also :=3-, (S.M.,k)aor.’,(S, Msb)

inf n. &*, (S) or 3-, (K) or both; (TA;)

so in the Kur vi. 76, meaning it veiled him, con

cealed him, or covered him, nith its darkness ;

(Bd;) and *:-1: (S, Msb, K:) or this last

signifies he, or it, made, or prepared, for him, or

gave him, that which should veil him, conceal

him, &c.: accord. to Er-Răghib, the primary

signification of&- is the veiling, or concealing,

&c., from the sense. (T.A.). And* &: Ineans

It (anything) was veiled, concealed, or hidden,

Jrom him. (K.)- He concealed it; namely, a

dead body; as also "4:-1: (S, TA:) or the

latter, he wrapped it in grave-clothing: (K:) and

he buried it. (TA) And 3,32-, 3:1":

I concealed the thing in my bosom. (S.) And

'', '+', (S) or '-' (k) said of a

woman, (S,) or a pregnant female, (K,) She con

cealed [or enveloped in her womb a child, or

d? embryo, or a fetus]. (TA)= 3-, aor. 2,

inf n. 3-, It (an embryo, or a foetus,) was con

cealed in the womb. (K.)- Also, [inf n., pro

bably, 3- and ös: and &- explained

below,] It (the night) was, or became, dark.

(Golius on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof)=

&# (S, Msh, K) inf n &s: ($, K) and is

(#) and 3- (£) and '3-i, and 'ca-5,

and 'Ju-5; (K;) He (a man, S) was, or

became, co- [originally signifying possessed

by a C+. or by 3-; possessed by a devil or

demon; (see Bd li. 39;) and hence meaning

bereft of reason; or mad, insane, unsound in

mind or intellect, or wanting therein: the verbs

may generally be rendered he was, or became,

possessed: or mad, or insane]. ($, Mgb, K.)–

30: 3+, (S, A, TA) inf n &s', (TA)

+ The flies made much buzzing : (S:) or made a

gladsome buzzing in a meadow. (A, TA.)–

<: 34, inf n. &: ! The herbage became

tall, and tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and

dense, and put forth its flowers or blossoms: (S,

TA:) or became thick and tall and full-grown,

and blossomed. (M., T.A.) And J&S <,

(Fr, K,) inf. n. &: (K,) | The land produced

pleasing herbage or plants: (Fr, TA:) or put

forth its flowers and blossoms; as also '-->3.

(K, T.A.)

2 : see 4.

4: see 1, in four places:= and see 8. = Also

4:- He (God) caused him to be, or become,

es:- [originally signifying possessed by a J.-,

or by &- and hence generally meaning bereft

of reason; or mad, insane, unsound in mind or

intellect, or n'anting therein]. (S, Msb, K.) [And

so, vulgarly, ":- whoever, or whatever, be the

agent]-4- U• [Hon" mad, or insane, &c., is

he 'J is anomalous, (Th, S,) being formed from a

verb of the pass, form, namely, &- (Th, TA;)

for of the ~2: one should not say,* L.;

nor of the Js: should one say, al-i u : (S:)

Sb says that the verb of wonder is used in this

case because it denotes want of intellect [which

admits of degrees]. (TA)=&- also signifies

:- es' &#: [app. meaning He fell into, or

upon, a place containing, or abounding with,

3-]. (TA)

5: see 1, in two places.-2: c's, and

'3.5 (S.K.) and '3-i, (S) de Joigned

himself co-s- [i.e. possessed by a Lie-, or by

3-; and hence generally meaning bereft of

reason; or mad, insane, &c.;] to him; (S, K;)

not being really so. (TA.)

6. 3: and 35-5 see 1:- and see also 5.

8. 3-, (accord. to the S,) or '5-1, (accord.

to the K,) He was, or became, veiled, concealed,

hidden, covered, or protected, or he ceiled, con

cealed, hid, covered, or protected, himself, (S, K,)

£from him, or it; (K;) as also 'os--l. ($,

K.) You say, a= "3-1 He was, or became,

veiled, &c., or he ceiled himself, &c., by a thing

whereby he was veiled, &c. (S.)

10: see 8, in two places:=and see also 1. =

&: is also syn. with *::::: (S, K;)

£- meaning **-l. i. e. He excited him to

mirth, joy, gladness, or sport. (TK.)

3- The darkness of night; as also '3' and

'30s, (K,TA,) the last [written in the CKcu

but it is] with fet-h: (TA:) or all signify its

intense darkness: (TA:) or all, the confusedness

of the darkness of night: (K:) [all, in these

senses, are app. inf ns.: (see 1:)] the last, 'Ju-,

also signifies night [itself]: (K:) or [so in copies

of the K, accord. to the TA, but in the CK

“and,”] the dense black darkness of night: (S,

K.) and "ö, -, the veiling, or concealing, or

protecting, darkness of night. (ISk, S.)- Con

cealment: so in the phrase,> 14: 3-5

There is no concealment with this thing. (K,"

TA.) One of the Hudhalees says,

* 2:12:15 tašu 3: $; "

[And there is no concealment with vehement

hatred and the looking with aversion]. (TA.)

*= [The genii; and sometimes the angels ;] ac

cord. to some, the spiritual beings that are con

cealed from the senses, or that conceal themselves

from the senses; all of such beings; (Er-Răghib,

TA,) the opposite of J-31 (S, Mgh, Mab, Er

Rághib, TA;) thus comprising the angels; all of

these being 3-; (Er-Răghib, TA;) thus called

because they are feared but not seen: (S:) or,

accord. to others, certain of the spiritual beings;

for the spiritual beings are of three kinds; the

good being the angels; and the evil being the

devils (c.9%); and the middle kind, among

n:hom are good and evil, being the 3-; as is

shown by the first twelve verses of ch, lxxii. of

the Kur: (Er-Răghib, TA:) or it here means

intelligent invisible bodies, predominantly of the

fiery, or of the aerial, quality: or a species of

souls, or spirits, divested of bodies: or human

souls separate from their bodies : (Bd:) or the

3- are the angels [exclusively]; (K;) these

being so called in the Time of Ignorance, because

they were concealed, or because they concealed

themselves, from the eyes: so, accord. to some,

in the Kur [xviii. 48], where it is said that Iblees

was of the 3-: and so, as some say, in the Kur

[vi. 100], where it is said that they called the

3- partners of God: (TA:) but some reject the

explanation in the K, because the angels were

created of light, and the 3- of fire; and the

former do not propagate their kind, nor are they

to be described as males and females; contrary to

the case of the 3-, wherefore it is generally

said that in the phrase [in the Kur xviii. 48,

above mentioned] &- & &'s U-4 S!, what

is excepted is disunited in kind from that from

which the exception is made, or that Iblees had

adopted the dispositions of the C-: (MF, TA:)

or, as some say, the 3- Were a species of the

angels, who were the guardians of the earth and

of the gardens of Paradise : (TA) *ā-, also,

signifies the same as J.-: (S, Msb, K:) so in

the last verse of the Kur: (S:) in the Kur

xxxvii. 158 meaning the angels, whom certain of

the Arabs worshipped; (TA;) and whom they

called the daughters of God: (Fr,TA:) a single

individual of the 3- is called * J:- [fem. with

5:] (§, TA:) and '3'-, also, is syn, with 3-,

(Mgb.) or ös-M means the father of the 3-; (8,

Mgh,TA;) [i.e. any father of 3-; for] the pl. is

&cs, like &\le- pl. of* : (S, TA:) so says

El-Hasan : it is said in the T, on the authority of
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AA, that the &l- is, or are, of the&- (TA:) or
3 . 3 • 6 •

cle-is a quasi-pl. n. of C-5 (M, K;) like J-la

and st: (M, TA:) so in the Kur lv.56 and 74:

in reading the passage in the Kur lv. 39, 'Amr Ibn

'obeyd pronounced it 3'-' (TA) it is related

that there were certain creatures called the 3-,

who were upon the earth, and n:ho acted corruptly

therein, and shed blood, wherefore God sent angels

n:ho banished them from the earth; and it is said

that these angels became the inhabitants of the

earth after them. (Zi, TA) > -#3 & Xs &

[Such a one passed the night a guest of 3-]

means, in a desolate place, in which was no one

that might cheer him by his society or converse.

(TA.) The saying of Moosa Ibn-Jábir,

*

ess: J. S. J. &# 3 *

may mean And my companions, who mere like

the 3-, did not flee when I came to them and

informed them, nor was my tongue, that is like

the file, deprived of its sharp edge: or by his

3- he means his familiar &-, such as were

asserted to aid poets when difficulties befell them;

and by his 2-2, his tongue: (Ham p. 182 [where

other explanations are proposed; but they are

far-fetched]:) or by his 3- he means his heart;

and by his 2-2, his tongue. (S.) The Arabs

liken a man who is sharp and effective in affairs

to a C:- and a cu: and hence they said,

4:- &#, meaning + He became weak and abject.

(Ham ubi supra.)-The greater, main, or chief,

part, or the main body, or bulk, of men, or of

mankind; as also V&- (K;) because he

who enters among them becomes concealed by

them: (TA:) or the latter means the general

assemblage, or collective body, of men: (IAar,

S,” TA:) or nhat veils, conceals, covers, or pro

tects, one, of a thing. (AA, TA.)- The flowers,

or blossoms, of plants or herbage. (K, T.A.)

! The prime, or first part, of youth: (S, K, TA:)

or the sharpness, or vigorousness, and brishness,

liveliness, o: sprightliness, thereof. (TA.) You

say, 2:... J- L 403 d'> t That was in the

prime, Orfir: part, ofh:gouth. (S, TA.) And

43 &- 29 sus Jaši ! I will do that thing

in the time. of the first and fresh state of that.

(S, TA.) &- may also signify + The madness,

or insanity, ofexultation, or of excessive exulta

tion. (TA.) And one says, 3- ū: âûl 55.

29-4, meaning + Fear thou the she-camel, for

she is in her evil temper on the occasion of her

bringing forth. (TA.)- Also i. q. 3- [app.

3-, as meaning + Seriousness, or earnestness];

because it is a thing that is an accompaniment of

thought, or reflection, and is concealed by the

heart. (TA.)

#. A [garden, such as is called] c: (S,

Mgh:) or a garden, or n’alled garden, (#2-,

Mşb, K.) of trees, or of palm-trees, (Msb,) or

of palms and other trees: (K:) or only if con

taining palm-trees and grape-vines; otherwise,

if containing trees, called ää2- : (Aboo-'Alee

in the Tedhkireh, TA:) or any UV- having

trees by which the ground is concealed: and some

times concealing trees: (Er-Răghib, TA:) and

palm-trees: (S:) or tall palm-trees: (Mgh:) or

shadoming trees; because of the tangling, or

luxuriousness of their branches; as though con

cealing at once what is beneath them : then a

cots- ; because of its dense and shadowing trees:

(Bd in ii. 23:) or a cot: of palms and other

trees, dense, and shadowing by the tangling, or

luxuriousness, and denseness, of their branches;

as though it were originally the inf n of un, of

£, and meaning “a single act of veiling” or

“concealing” &c.: (Ksh ib.:) then, with the

article Ul, [Paradise,] the abode of recompense;

because of the cus- therein; (Ksh and Bq ib.,)

or because the various delights prepared therein

for mankind are concealed in the present state of

existence: (Bd ib.:) [and] hence <t'\l [the

gardens of Paradise], (so in a copy of the S,) or

c:+ [the gardens of continual abode]: (so

in another copy of the S:) [for] the pl. of#.

is &u= (Mgh, Mab, K) and + (Msb, TA)

and #-i, but this last is strange. (MF, TA.)

[Dim. *::, vulgarly pronounced as:-, and

applied to A garden; as though it were a little

Paradise.]

#. A thing by nihich a person is veiled, con

cealed, hidden, covered, or protected : an arm, or

armour, nith nihich one protects himself: (S:)

anything protective : (K:) or coats of mail, and

any defensive, or protective, arm or armour:

(TA:) pl. J.'s. (S.)– A piece of cloth which

a noman wears, covering the fore and hind parts

of her head, but not the middle of it, and covering

the face, and the two sides of the bosom, (K,) or,

accord. to the M, the ornaments IJ- instead of

J:- of the bosom, (TA) and having two eye

Moles, like the &#. (K.)
5

6 &

ā-e-:

w 6 y o

see its syn. Úe-:= and U2'-.

4 * >

U-> A grave; (§, K}), because it conceals

the dead: (TA:) and so "J-a-, of the measure

J- in the sense of the measure Jets. (Er

Răghib,TA)- Grave-clothing; (Ki) for the

same reason. (TA.)-A garment that conceals

the body. (TA.) [See also due-.] =A dead

body; (S, K;) because concealed in the grave;

the word being of the measure Uxs in the sense

of the measure J*, like J: in the sense of

J35:2. (TA)

&: See &#.

&- See 3-, first sentence, in two places;

= and see the same in the latter part of the

paragraph.- Also A garment: (K:) or a gar

ment that conceals one; as in the saying, J'é ū.

es: U. S.&: [There is not upon me a garment

that conceals me save what thou seest]. (S.) [See

also3- —TheLo:/- [or surrounding adjuncts,

or appertenances and conveniences,] (K, TA) of a

house; because concealing the house. (TA.)-

The interior of a thing that one does not see;

(K;) because concealed from the eye. (TA.)

The heart ; (T, S, M, Msb, K;) because con

cealed in the bosom; (T, M.;) or because it holds

things in memory: (M, TA:) or its &” [i. e.

the heart's core, or the mind, or understand

ing, or intellect]; (K;) which is more deeply

hidden: (TA:) and (sometimes, TA) the soul,

or spirit ; (IDrd, K;) because the body conceals

its (IDrd, TA) pl. &#i. (IJ,K) You say,
ejs &- £-}: U. [His heart does not rest

in its place by reason of fright]. (TA.)-A

secret and bad action. (TA. [Before the word

rendered “secret” is another epithet, which is

illegible.])

* * * w

UV-e- : See&- :=and what here next follows.

6 * J.

J*- : see de

=Also, inf. n. of 3+. ($, K;) [originally sig

nifying A state of possession by a Ge. or by&

diabolical, or demoniacal, possession ; and hence

meaning] loss of reason; or madness, insanity, or

unsoundness in mind or intellect ; (Mgh;) or

deficiency of intellect: (Sb, TA:) [it may gene

rally be rendered possession, or insanity:] "3:

is a contraction thereof; (S, K;) or accord. to

s

w •

See U+, first sentence, in two places.

some, an original form: (MF, TA ) and *ā-,

also, (an inf. n. and a simple subst., S,) signifies

the same as&: : (S, Msb, K.) as also *:-,

(S, K.) and "ö", but this last is vulgar. (TA.)

–Also Persistence in evil; and pursuance of a

headlong, or rash, course. (Ham p. 14.)

&: Anything veiled, concealed, hidden, or

covered: (K:) applied as an epithet even to

rancour, or malice. (TA)- Buried; deposited

in a grave. (IDrd, S.)- An embryo; a foetus;

the child, or young, in the belly; (S, Msb, K;)

[i.e.,] in the womb. (Mgh ) pl. £i ($, Meb,

K) and 3:1. (ISd, K.)—And the former of

these pls., Waters choked up with earth. (TA.)

*= See also&--Also The vulva. (TA.)

3 -

: see Ús-o.

6 * * *

as U.

#4, accord. to the copies of the K, but in the

M := (TA) A garment of the kind called]

-#", (K, TA,) of a round form, (TA,) like the

c-i', (K, TA,) worn by women : (TA:) in

the T, said to be certain well-known garments.

(TA.)

32.8% J. 35 •

ā-e-: see als-, last sentence.

3 -

Us:-Qf, or relating to, the 3-, Or*. (K.)

-See Ú-. In the saying,

* * : J C's 9 -: *

• -: • * & e. d x d £

* * Li Ji Ji Jež Č *

[Mercy on thee! O Jinneeyeh, (> being for

#:-) doth it appear fit to thee that thou shouldst

restore my reason? for the time hath come for

thee to do so], a woman resembling a a:- is

meant, either because of her beauty, or in her

changeableness. (TA.) =The tallness, or length

and height, of a camel's hump. (TA.)

:- [fem. ofJe. q. v.]=See also#.
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6 & 6 - d - 6 * d

J--> and U--> and "ā-> (S, K) and

*ā- (K) and (as some say, TA) "&"

(K) are sings. of &-us-, which signifies The

bones of the breast : (§, K.) or the heads of the

ribs of men and of others: (M, TA:) or the

extremities of the ribs, next the sternum. (T, TA.)

6.- e o e

> * see what next precedes.

&*:

5- See 3- — Also A n'hite serpent :

(Lth, S, Msb:) or a small white serpent: (Mgh :)

or a great serpent : (Zj, TA:) or a species of

serpent (AA, M., K) having black-bordered eyes,

(M, K,) inclining to yellon, (M, TA,) harmless,

and abounding in houses: (M, K.) pl.&

(AA, TA) or òs. (TA)

13s 3: i. q. &# J: 3- [Because that

thou art thus]; (S, K;) from which it is con

tracted by suppressing the U and l, and trans

ferring the kesreh of the U to the &: (S.) A

poet says,

o w if & * - og d 3 #

* Low M* Usúl J.-- Us.” <!--! *

[Because that thou art in my estimation the

goodliest of all mankind]. (S.) The &: is omitted

as in the phrase 4: £25 for 4: 32. (Ks,

TA.)

s - o <

What is said by the &- [or genii : or, accord.

to Es-Sukkaree, strange, uncouth speech or lan

guage, difficult to be understood. (TA.)

[an inf n. used as a simple subst,]

5- A shield; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) because

the owner conceals, or protects, himself with it;

(Mgh, Msh;) as also #~ (Lh, K) and "ö".

and tâû (K.) pl. 5-3. (S, Msb.) Sb held

it to be of the measure J*, from U-2; but his

opinion is opposed by the fact that the word is of

the form which is significant of an instrument,

by the doubling of the J, and by the syns, due

and ājue-... (MF, TA.) It is said in a trad., that

the hand [of a thief] shall not be cut off save for

the value of a&- which in the time of the

Prophet was a deenár, or ten dirhems; for this is

the lowest amount for which that punishment is

to be inflicted. (Mgh.) You say, £- *

[He turned his shield], meaning ! He dropped

shame, and did nºhat he pleased : or he became

absolute master of his affair, or case. (K, T.A.)

And&-* 4<: [I turned towards him

the outer side of the shield], meaning + I became

hostile to him after reconciliation. (Harp. 265.)

-Also A [neoman's ornament such as is com

monly called] Cú3. (AZ, K.)

4 J - *

a. *-* A place in which one is veiled, concealed,

hidden, covered, or protected; or in which one

veils, conceals, hides, covers, or protects, himself.

(S)-A land having in it 3- ($) or abound.
*- w - * - /

ing with U-. (K.)=See also d2+.

93 - 3 -

ass-2 : see U->0.

6 y o e

U2's-e [Possessed by a Je. or by 3-, or by

a devil, or demon; a demoniac: (see Bd li. 39:)

and hence meaning bereft of reason; or mad,

insane, unsound in mind or intellect, or manting

therein : (see &:) it may generally be ren

dered possessed; or mad, or insane :] part. n. of

5* (M.b) or anomalously used as pass. part. n.

of £i. (S,” K,” TA:) one should not say

3 - 2 J • - 6.- J o • 6 - d -

"3-2: (S.T.A.) (pl. c.'s-.]—is's: il

! A tall palm-tree: ($, K, TA:) pl. c. 5'--.

(S, TA) And &s:- - 14 plant, or herbage,

that is tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and
6 of

dense, in part, and strong. (TA.) And Lāy
6.- d d -

ãº--> t Land producing much herbage, that has

not been depastured. (TA. [See also what next

follows.])

6 * * * * *

4.--> -o £i ! Land having much herbage, so

that it extends in every way. (K, T.A.)

o • * 6 • & •

&: and U-2 : see art. J-2.

e

Use

o-- # - -

1. *t: (As, S. L. K.) aor. 3, in n. *,

(AS, K.) He bent don’n over, or fell prostrate

upon, him, or it; (As, S, L, K;) namely, a man,

(Th, L,) as one does in speaking to another [who

is sitting], (Th,) or to shield or protect another

from blows, (L) and as a woman does over a

child; (TA;) or a horse, said when a man has

bent down to preserve himself [from an arrow

&c.]; ," a thing; (S;) as also &#, aor. * ,

inf n. Us-; (K, TA; [in the CK, erroneously,

-us-;]) as also "us-1, (As, L, K) likewise said

of a man bending over another to shield or pro

tect the latter; (L, TA;) and W Gue-, and WüU-5,

(S.K.) and 't-l. (TA)-9: J & He
persevered, or was fatigued and slow, ( w ii, [which

has these two different meanings,]) and bent don'n,

in his running. (T, TA.)=&-, aor. *, (Lth,

K.) inf. n. (+, (Lth, S.) said of a man, ($) He

had a bending fornard of the upper part of his

back over his breast : (Lth, K. :) or nas hump

backed: (S:) or he had a bent and humped

back: but Lth denies that U- signifies the being
3- 0

humpbacked. (TA.) [See also t£i]

3 :

4:

6 :

8 :

see 1.

#2 c &

U-1, applied to a man, (S,) Having a bending

..forniard of the upper part of the back over the

breast : (Lth, K:) or humpbacked: (S:) or

having a bent and humped back; but see what
* - 3. *

Lth says, voce es:- (TA:) or i, q. üşi and

* - c. -

U-x51, meaning a man having a bending in his

breast towards his back : (AA, TA:) accord. to

As, applied to him who has been straight in the

back and has then been affected with what is

termed us ; it is also applied to an ostrich: fem.

it:- and #. (TA.)- Also à: A ewe, or a

she-goat, having her horns bending bachnyards;

(Esh-Sheybánee, K.) and so #3:... (TA in art.

*-.)

s

t: A shield: (S, K:) so called because of

its being humped, (K, TA, [in some copies of the

former of which, for**ś, we find #34-5

a', i.e. having no piece of iron in it,]) and on

account of its bending form. (TA.)

it:- A grave. (K.) [App. so called because

the grave of an Arab of the desert generally has

a small oblong humped mound raised over it.]

--->

1. 4:- He broke his side : (S, K:) or he hit,

or hurt, his side. (TA.) [The aor. of the verb in

this sense is probably *, and the inf n., accord.

to the TK, is :-.]— He led him by his side;

(S, A,” Msb, K;) namely, a horse (S, A, Msb,

TA) or the like, (S, A,) and a captive. (S, T.A.)

In this sense, its aor. is *, (A, Msb, TA,) and

the inf n + (S, A, Msh, K) and ~.

(K) Hence, --> &#: See +. -->

which is forbidden (S, A, TA) in a trad, [in

which it is said, `-- S3 → S,] (A, TA)

relating to horse-racing and to [the collecting of]

the poor-rate, (TA,) means [in the former case]

A man's leading, by the side of a horse that he

rides in a race, another horse, (S, A, K,) without

a rider, (TA,) and when the horse that he rides

has become languid and neak, (K,) or when he

fears that he will not outstrip upon it, (S,) or

n:hen he draws near to the goal, (A,) transferring

himself to the other, (S, A, K,) in order that he

may outstrip: (A:) and in relation to the poor

rate, it means the collector's alighting in the most

remote of the places whence the portion appointed

for the poor-rate is to be collected, and then

ordering that the camels or the like [that constitute

that portion] shall be led to him : or the going of

the on ner of the property to a distance, [or aside,

or out of the way,] with his property, so that the

collector is obliged to go to a distance in quest of

it. (K. See more in art. --Me-, first paragraph.)

- He placed, or put, at a distance, or he put,

or sent, anay, or far anay, or far off, or he

removed far anay, alienated, or estranged, him,

or it, (K;) as though he put him, or it, aside,

or as though he walked aside; as also *:::U-.

(TA.) And He pushed, thrust, or drove, him, or

it, anay, aside, or to a distance. (K,"TA.) And

£ 4:-, (§, K, ) or #1, (Fr. Zi, Msb)

aor. *; (S, Msb, K.) and "4:-, (Fr, Zj, S, A,

Msb, K,) but this has an intensive signification;

(Msb;) and **-1; (Fr, Zj, A, K;) He put

aside, or anay, or he warded off, from him, (S,)

or he removed from him, (S, Msb, K.) or removed

far from him, (MSb, K,) the thing, (S, K,”) or

evil. (Fr, Zj, A, Msb.) It is said in the Kur

[xiv. 38], 2.9 *: & &# J: [And

put Thou anay from me and my S0}\S 07/7' 7t'07"

shipping of idols], (S) or, accord. to one reading,

'U'is. (TA.)- He yearned towards, longed

for, or desired, him, or it. (K,”TA)== ---,
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aor. *, [He went aside, apart, out of the nay, to

a distance, or far anay, with him, or it: or, like

<-, in a sense explained above,] he placed, or

put, at a distance, or he put, or sent, anay, or

far anay, or far off, him, or it. (K, TA.)

cS: -: -> <--, (S, K,”) aor. *, inf. n. £-,

($) and '-->3; (so, app, in the TA.) He

alighted, or descended and abode, or settled, as a

stranger, among the sons of such a one. (S, K,”

TA.) One says, asus." 2- : Āšil." [Ec

cellent are the people, they] to the neighbour n:ho

is a stranger. (S. [See also +.]) And S

:- &= J2-5 Do not thou by any means

refuse me because of being remote (S, A, TA) in

respect of relationship. (A, TA.) [See also#:

mentioned below as a subst.]-&;" <-, (S,

A, K,) aor. *, (TA,) inf. n. *: (K;) and

W-1; (TA;) The nind was, or became, such

as is termed -* [i.e. south, or southerly];

(K;) it blen, in the direction of the wind thus

called: (A, TA:) or the former, (S,) or-*.

(TA) the wind changed, or veered, so as t? become

--> (S, T.A.)– [And hence, (see P5+)]

<! ---, (IA, K,) or 2% &l. (TA,) aor. 2;

(K3) and -i-, aor. *; (Th, K3) [inf n., app.,

+. for the verb is said in the K to be like 34:

and &: the nas, or became, disquieted by

vehement desire to see him, or to meet him. (K,”

TA)=~, aor. *, (S,) inf. n.+. (S, K,)

He (a camel) limped, or halted, by reason of

[pain in] his side : (S:) or he had an affection

resembling &ll. [i.e. limping, or halting], (K,

TA,) but not the same as this: (TA:) and, (K,):

or accord. to As, (S,) his lungs clave to his side

by reason of vehement thirst : (S, K:) or, accord.

to the Arabs of the desert, as ISk says, he became

bent, or contorted, by reason of vehemence of

thirst : (S:) and he (a camel) had a pain in his

side from vehemence of thirst. (TA.) The epithet

is "--, which is applied by Dhu-r-Rummeh

to an as (STA)-531 --> [app.<

The bucket inclined to one side in consequence of

the breaking of one or two of the thongs attaching

it to the cross-bars. (L., T.A. =~- and+

and -- are syn, with* in a sense explained

below: see 4 =~ He had, or became affected

by, the disease termed--" &ls [or pleurisy]:

(S, Mgh, Msb:) he had a complaint of his side.

(K.) = ls: They were, or became, affected by

the [south, or southerly, wind called] -*. (S,

A, K.) And also, [in allusion to the fertilizing

effect attributed to the wind so called,] They were,

or became, affected by that wind in their cattle.

(L, T.A.)

2. 4:- see 1: - and see also 3 =~,

inf. n. ---, He did not send the stallion-camel

among his she-camels, nor the ram or he-goat

among his enes or she-goats. (K.)—# -->

The milk of the people's camels became little:

(S:) or the people's milk ceased; (K, TA;) or

became little: or the people's camels had no milk :

and --> said of a man, his camels had no milk,

Bk. I.

nor had his sheep or goats. (TA.) Hence,Aé
& •

-*-j [A year of little, or no, milk]. (S, T.A.)

- J.' --> The camels, with the exception of

one or two, brought forth no young. (AZ, T.A.)

The camels did not conceive, so as to have milk.

(TA)=~: [as an inf. n. of which the verb,

if it have one in any of the following senses, is

*] also signifies A bending, or curving, and

tension [of the sinen's] (*#), of the hind leg of

a horse; which is a quality approved: (S, K:)

or, accord. to AO, a turning aside of his fore

legs in raising them and putting them down '. but

accord. to As, it is in the hind legs, and -e-.5 is

in the back-bone and in the fore legs. (TA.)
6 * - J.

[See also 2 in art. -->; and see also --~~~.]

3. *s-, (A, K.) inf n. #C- and A-,

(K.) He was, or became, at, or by, his side : (A,

K:) and he n'alked, or nent, by his side. (A.)

=Also i. q. *: (A, K,) i. e. He was, or

became, [distant, remote, far off, or aloof, from

him; or] apart from him; or in a part, quarter,

or tract, different from that in which he (the

other) was; (TA;) thus bearing two contr. sig

nifications. (A, K.) asle- and "4:30-5 and

"4:3 and "4:- all signify the same, (§, K.)

i. e. He was, or became, distant, remote, far off,

or aloof, or he went, or removed, or retired, or

nvithdren himself, to a distance, or far anay, or

far off, or he alienated, or estranged, himself,

or he stood, or kept, aloof, from him, or it; he

shunned, or avoided, him, or it; as also "*:

(K) [and 4. '--l. You say,Aül -->

[Remove thyself far from the mean, or ignoble;

stand, or heep, aloof from them; shun, or avoid,

them]. (A.) And &:* L. £ He per

sisted in removing himself to a distance, or

estranging himself, from his family. (S, A, K.

[In two copies of the S, I find +U- here written

with fet-h to the 2-; but it is expressly said in

the TA to be with kesr.])- See also 1.

4. 4-1. see 1, in the former half of the para

graph, in two places.= -2-1, (S, IAth, Mgh,

Msb, K, &c.) inf n +!; (IAth, TA) and

* -- (IB, K.) but the former is more com

mon than the latter; and the latter, than the next

here following; (IB, TA;) and 7+, (S, Msb,

K,) [inf. n. £, agreeably with analogy;] and

*...*, aor.”, (LTA) and <--i, and "---!,

(K,) and '-->3; (L,TA;) He nas, or became,

in the state of one who is termed-: (S, IAth,

Mgh, L, Msb, K;) i. e., under the obligation of

performing a total ablution, by reason of sexual

intercourse and discharge of the semen. (IAth,

TA) -: , said by I Ab, of a man, and

of a garment, and of the ground, (TA) and

of water, (Mgh, TA,) means | He, or it, will

not become polluted (Mgh, TA) by the touch of

him who is -: so that one should need total

ablution in consequence of the touching thereof.

(TA.)= 12:3-1 They entered upon [a time in

which blen] the [south, or southerly,] wind termed

-*". (S, A, K.)- See also 1 in the latter

half of the paragraph.

5: see 1:-and 3, in two places:- and 4.

6: } see 3.

8 :

10: see 4.

* d -

--~~, a word of well-known meaning: (S;)

The side, or half, or lateral half, syn. 3, (A,

6 * > *

K,) of a man &c.; as also 'Ju- and "ā:- :

(K:) or the part of a man that is beneath the

arm-pit, extending to the flank; as also W--,

because it is the side of the person: (Mgb.) pl.

(of the first, Msb) : (Mob, K) and [of the

same, a pl. of pauc.,] Jú: (CK) and [of-]

<!-- (Lly ISd, K, but not in the CK) and

[app. of --> Clike as J% is a pl. of J.) or of
** *

i: (like as #3- is pl. ofi.e. which is ori

ginally is 3-)or of both these]'...u., (M.K.)

which is extr. (M., T.A.) [Hence,] & *J.RS

c5% --- and Ú).5 "-j- L'i [I sat by the

side ofsuch a onej, both meaning the same. (S.)

And '-3'3-l &: a. [Verily he is inflated

in the side]: -312'- being here one of those

words which are used in the sing. sense though

in the pl. form. (Lh, T.A.) And -> āşi

[lit. He gave him the side; meaning] he was, or

became, submissive, manageable, easy, or tract

able, to him. (A.) And -> 5'- JHe who

cleaves to one, keeping by one's side. (K. [Differ

ing from ~15-, q.v. infal) And -->

--" [in the Kur iv. 40] The travelling.com

panion; the companion in a journey : (S, K:)

or he nho is near one; or by one's side : or the

companion in every good affair : or the husband:

or the wife. (TA) And -> <ls, (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K, &c.) with which "+" is syn,

(K,) [and sometimes --", as will be seen in

what follows,] A nell-known disease; (Mgh;)

[the pleurisy; called by the first of these three

appellations in the present day;] a severe disease,

being an inflammatory tumour in the [pleura, or]

membrane within the ribs : (Msb:) or an ulcer,

or a purulent pustule, that comes within a man's

side : (S, TA:) it is a severe disease in the side :

accord. to El-Hejeree, it is in either side; and

they assert that when it is in the left side, the

patient perishes: accord. to ISh, the a's; which

is an ulcer that penetrates into the belly: or the

wlcer (a: and J%) that comes forth within

the side, and discharges internally; the sufferer

from nuhich seldom recovers: he who suffers from

it [and dies in consequence], or, as some say, he

who is afflicted by a complaint of the side (abso

lutely) while warring in the cause of God, is

reckoned a martyr: (TA:) [soldiers in a cam

paign are notoriously more subject to it than persons

in most other circumstances; and it is app. for

this reason that] it is termed *>3' #5 [the

disease of the courageous chiefs]. (A, TA.) 25

--", of which --> Šiš is the fem., signifies

Having a complaint of his side by reason of [the

disease above mentioned, or n:hat is termed] a'3".

(TA. [See also *..])–A poet says,

* c - a - 6 o - 2 -

-- "Sl: --> --"
*

59
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[The people are a side and the prince is a side]:

(Akh, S, TA:) as though he reckoned the latter

equal to all the people. (TA. [This is cited in

the S and TA as though it were an ex. of -->

in the sense here next following: but it seems to

be rather an ex. of this word in the sense first

explained in the present paragraph.]) - I. q.

#-d [A side; meaning a lateral, or an outnard

or adjacent, part or portion, region, quarter, or

tract; or a part, region, quarter, or tract, con

sidered with respect to its collocation or juxta

position or direction, or considered as belonging

to a whole; a vicinage, or neighbourhood]; (S,

K.) as also '-' (S, Msh, K) and ':

and *: (S,K) and 'i: (S) and "ius.

(L, TA.) It is said that the primary signification

of+ is the part of the body mentioned in the

beginning of this paragraph, and that its use in the

sense of ā-ū is metaphorical, as is the case of

&- and J.-: but #-d is mentioned in the

Msb -

(MF, TA;) though its primary signification ac

cord. to the K and ISd seems to be that first

mentioned. (TA.) You say, ":- is: and

-

- * ... -

as the primary signification of "J-sus-,

"...us and "4: and "4:- [They walled,

or went on foot, on either side of him]. (A,TA.")

And "4: 3,5- 23 (S. L) and ':

and *ašvā (L, TA) They went along journey

ing on either side of him. (S, L.) AndX:ū

'c' and 'uus. We were apart from them

[on two sides and on one side]. (T.A.) And 5.

us?'" 'Gus L. [They alighted in the sides of

the ralley, or in the tracts beside the valley]. (A.)

And W w:- 5* •) &% Such a one mill not

approach our quarter: (S:) thus accord. to AO;

with fet-h to the cy: IJ, however, says, people

are wont to say, 74: 995 es' Uí [meaning

I am under thy protection and in thy quarter];

but that the correct expression is "*, with

the c, quiescent (IB, TA.) The Arabs also

said, J: WG:- }-1, meaning + The heat is

on either side of Suheyl [or Canopus: i.e., during

the period next before, and that next after, the

auroral rising of Canopus; which rising began,

in central Arabia, at the commencement of the

era of the Flight, about the 4th of August,

O. S.]: this is the greatest heat. (TA.) One

also says, "4:1-3-4 1,4- [meaning They

surrounded him on all his sides ; lit., on his two

sides]; dividing the surrounding parts into two,

but not meaning that any of these remained

vacant. (Expos. of the exs. cited as testimonies

by Sb, TA in art J.-)—Also, [and '-'l-,

which is thus used in the L in art. -->, and by

many authors,] A part, or portion, of a thing;

(L;) the greater, or main, or chief, part or

portion thereof; most thereof; (L, K;) or a great

part or portion thereof; much thereof. (L.)

Hence, [or perhaps from+ in the second of

the senses assigned to it above, conveying the

idea of juxtaposition, and thus of comparison,]
• w * * d e o - • 1

4522- --> -s; U2's '.… [This is little in com

parison with the magnitude of thy love; or

simply, in comparison with thy love]. (TA.) –

#-G# <i> U. J” Ú-- 0 [in the Kur

xxxix. 57] means **ls- Us', i. e. t (O my grief,

or regret, for my negligence, or remissness,] in

respect of that which is the right, or due, of

God! (A, Bd, TA,) i. e., (Bd.) in respect of

obedience to God! (Bd, Jel:) or, in respect of

[the means of attaining] nearness to God! (Fr,

TA;) or, nearness to God in Paradise ! (IAar,

TA:) or, in respect of the way of God, to which

He hath called me! i. e., the profession of his

unity, and the confession of the prophetic office

of Mohammad. (Zj, TA). The saying of the

Arabs, est- es' £: S3 *:- es' aft 35, [may

be rendered t Fear God in respect of his (thy

brother's) right, or due, and impugn not his

honour, or reputation : or] means, accord. to the

copies of the K, 4: S [slay him not], or, as in

the L, and in the original draught of the author

[of the K] 4: S [slay him not clandestinely,

or on an occasion of inadvertence], from āş,

and thron him not into trouble, or trial: (TA :)

or, accord. to some, a-a- means in detracting

from his reputation, or reviling him. (K, T.A.

[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 240.]) A poet,

cited by IAar, says,

* G - G & #5, # J.: "

+ [O my two friends, refrain, and be mindful

of God in respect of my reputation; (see also

--> ;)] meaning, in detracting from my repu

tation, or reviling me: or, accord. to MF, in my

case. (T.A.) And one says,+ -> << ū.

Us:-- + What didst thou, or n:hat hast thou

done, in the case of the thing that I want? (L,

TA.) -

C+ : See+=~ £1. : See +.

=~ also signifies Short; (K;) applied to a

man. (TA.)

6

J-- see ---It is also applied as an

epithet to a wolf, because he pretends to halt,

from guile, or cunning. (L,TA.)–Also A man

who goes aside, or to a distance, from the beaten

way, for fear of guests' coming to him for enter

tainment. (K, T.A.)

6 J. J.

-e-, (El-Fārābee, S, A, Msb, K,) which is

sometimes used in the sing, form as pl., and has

no fem. form, (TA,) and 'Ju- and W3:

(El-Fārābee, S, Msb, K,) which is said by Az

in art. 2-2, to be seldom or never used by the

Arabs, but is mentioned by him in its proper art,

(Ms) and "J-i, (A, S, Msh, K) are syn,

(El-Fārābee, S, Msb, K,) signifying A stranger;

(K) as also '-' ($ ) or a man who is

distant, or remote: (Msb:) or distant, or remote,

in respect of relationship: (Az and Msb in ex

planation of the third and fourth :) [or not a rela

tion; as will be seen from what follows:] and

'Ju- as an act part. n.] signifies one alighting,

or descending and abiding, or settling, as a

stranger, among a tribe : (S:) pl. of the first

*i. (A, TA,) and of the second +, (S,

TA) and of the fourth -i. (Mb) -

--> [occurring in the Kur iv. 40] (T, S, A,

Msb, K) and -: 5'- (TA) The person who

is one's neighbour, but who belongs to another

people; (T, S, A, Msb, K;) who is not of one's

family nor of one's lineage; (A;) who is of

another lineage than he of whom he is a neigh

bour; (T, TA;) who is not a relation : (MF:)

or one who is distant, or remote, in an absolute

sense : (TA:) or the person who is not a relation

to another, and n:ho comes to him, and asks him

to protect him, and abides nith him: such has the

title to respect that belongs to him as neighbour

of the other, and to his protection, and as relying

upon his safeguard and promise. (TA in art.

25- [Differing from -->s| 3-, q. v. supra.])

It is said in a trad., U-5 +i_* They are

the strangers ofmankind, or of the people. (TA.)

And in another trad., #: &- Js #;"> Jú

3- W-- c." <35* [He said to a girl,

Is there any news from abroad? She ansnered,]

It is for a stranger coming from a journey

[to gire,' news]. (T.A.) And one says, 22

-** WU- [He is a person not related to me].

(A.)- Also, "the same four words, (of which

only the last is mentioned in this sense in the S,)

That will not be led; intractable. (K)–: is

also an epithet from #U- ; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;)

signifying A man under the obligation of per

forming a total ablution, by reason of sexual in

tercourse and discharge of the semen : (IAth,

TA: [see 4:]) and is used alike as masc. and fem.

(S, Mgh, Msb) and sing. (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K) and

dual (Msb, TA) and pl.; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;)

being regarded as quasi-coordinate to the class of

inf ns.; for the inf. n., when used as an epithet,

must remain, in form, sing and masc.: (MF in

art. -ā- :) or one may use the dual form&:

(K;) and sometimes they used the pl. +i

(S, Msb, K*) and &#, (S, Msb,) and the fem.

pl. #5 (Mab3) but not +, (K, TA)

applied to a female. (T.A.) It is said in a trad.,

+ * U. ăș." J+: S, meaning [The

angels n'ill not enter a house, or chamber, or tent,

in which is] one who usually neglects the total

ablution when under an obligation to perform it

for the cause above mentioned. (IAth, T.A.)

6 - d - 6 o' -

ā-e-, see -e-, in four places: - and see

---.- Also Retirement, or secession, from

others: (K, TA:) and in a trad., in which it is

enjoined, used as meaning retirement from nomen;

avoiding the sitting by them, and the approaching

the place that they occupy. (TA.) You say,

: 25 J: A man of retirement. (TA.) And
-o- • *2

# He alighted, or descended and abode, or

settled, in a place aside, or apart. (S, TA.) And

i:- 3.x: He [sat apart, or] retired from others.

(A, TA.)- The state of being a stranger; as

also **u-. (K. [Both are there mentioned as

simple substs.; but the latter is an inf n. : see

cº's es: Us' ---, and what next follows it:

and see also 4.]) Both also signify Remoteness in

respect of relationship. (TA.)= Also, :- A.

piece of skin from the side of a camel, (S, L, K,”)

of n:hich is made a kind of milking vessel (a:),

(S, L,) larger than the 3:2, but smaller than the

**. (L.)= And Every kind of plant, (S) or
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every hind of tree in general, (K,) that produces

[nerv leaves such as are termed] J% in the season

of the -: [which may mean either summer or

spring]: (S, K:) or every kind ofplant that pro

duces leaves in that season without rain : (TA:)

or a name given to many plants, all of them3×

[perhaps meaning resembling roots, i.e. strag

gling, or spreading like roots]; so called because

less than large trees and higher than those that

have no root-stock (**) in the earth; com

prising the J- and &#2 and bus- and x.

and 25- [so in the TA, but I do not find it else

where, and think it may be a mistranscription for

23-, of which #- (the name of a certain sour

tree) is probably the n. un.,] and £3 ; which

are smaller than2-3 and superior to J%. all

this has been heard from the Arabs: (T, TA:) or

green and fresh c. : (TA:) or nhat is [of a

kind] between Ji and 2-35 (AHn, K, TA)

being [in the TA (*5, but this is evidently a

mistake for &l of the kind of n:hich the root

remains in the ninter n:hile the branches perish :

(AHn, TA:) or herbage of n:hich the root is deep

in the earth; such as the J- and the &2.

(TA voce2-a-)

6 & e

*-, in four places: - and see

6.--> *

4.--> :

--la-.
•

See

6 * * *

à:- A thing from nuhich one retires, or with

dran's himself, to a distance, or far anay, or far

off, from which one stands, or keeps, aloof. (K.)

6 * *

-Le-: see ++, in five places. [Hence,]

c:-X: ūč and Gu- We n'ere remote, or

retired, from them; or out of their way. (TA.)

– Also, (S, A, Msb, K.) and 'J', (Mob,"

TA,) A court, or yard, or an open or a nide

space in front of a house or extending from its

sides : (S, A, K, TA:) and a place of alighting

or abode; or a settlement, or place of settling :

(A:) a mansion; an abode; a habitation, or a

place to which a man betakes himself, or repairs,

for lodging, covert, or refuge, in a city or town

or village or other place of settled habitations ;

syn. J-3: (K:) and a vicinage, neighbourhood,

or tract adjacent to the place of abode or settle
6.- c <

ment, of a people or company of men ; pl. a-l.

(S.) You say, 2.5+ es' Uí I am in the

court, or yard, of Zeyd; and in his place of

alighting or abode, or settlement. (A, TA.) And

--" ---, &%, (A, TA,) and*"---,

($, A,) the former meaning Such a one is possessed

of an ample J- [or mansion, &c., as explained

above]: (TA:) [and the latter, such a one is sur

rounded by a plentiful, or fruitful, tract :] or

both mean t such a one is generous or bountiful

for hospitable] (A) And -u- ~~~ &S

(S, TA) [meaning Such a one is environed by a

tract affected with drought, or barrenness; as

explained in the S in art. -->: but generally

used tropically, as meaning t such a one is un

generous, illiberal, or inhospitable]. And ---

Ass'* [The neighbourhood of the people, or

the tract surrounding them, became plentiful, or

fruitfull (S.T.A.) And£1 & 23: four

neighbourhood, or the tract surrounding us, be

came affected with drought, or barrenness]. (TA

from a trad) — "C-" &: J% [perhaps a

mistranscription for -'-'ll #A man easy to deal

nvith, compliant, or obsequious. (A.)—[*H

is also a title often given by writers of letters and

the like to any great man to whom others betake

themselves, or repair, for protection; and some

times to God; meaning ! The object of recourse;

the refuge; the asylum : similar to #-1, Q. V.,

and used in the same manner, i.e., alone, and,

without the article, prefixed to the name of the

person to whom it is applied, or to a pronoun;

but the latter is generally considered as implying

greater respect than the former.]

J. • J.

-->4) i. q. : &#: see+. (K.)

+ A cord tied to the head and neck of a

beast, by which he is led, or dran'n. (KL.)

[Hence,]*" &#. J% A horse easily led;

or easy to be led; tractable; [obedient to the

+3] (S, A, K, TA) as also '-' &#.
(TA. [See 1, near the beginning.])

*. of the fem. gender, and, accord. to Sb,

both a subst, and an epithet, [so that one says

* £9. as well as* alone and &

**") (TA,) [The south wind : or a southerly

wind :] the nind that is opposite to that called the

J. : (S, K:) [consequently, the nind that blon's

from the direction of the south pole, accord. to

the S;] the wind that blons from the direction of

the left hand of a person standing opposite to the

hibleh [by which is here meant that corner of the

Kaabeh in which is set the Black Stone; which

corner is towards the east]: (Th, TA:) or the

n ind that blon's from the quarter betneen the place

where Canopus rises [S. 29° E. in central Arabia]

and the place where the same star sets [S. 29° W.

in the same latitude]: ("Omárah, TA:) or from

the quarter between the place where Canopus

rises and the place where the sun sets in winter

[W. 26° S. in central Arabia]: (As, TA:) or it is

a hot wind, that blon's in every season; bloning

from that part of the tract between the quarter

n:hence blon's the east nind.(...) and that whence

blon's the west nind (**) n:hich is next to the

place where Canopus rises: (T, TA:) or the nind

that blons from the quarter betnceen the place

n:here Canopus rises and that where the Pleiades

set [W. 26° N. in central Arabia]: (IAar, K:)

[the points whence it usually blows seem to differ

somewhat in different parts:] As says that the

-3-2- is attended by good, and by fecundating

influence; and the UU2: by drying up [of the

earth &c.]: (TA:) accord. to IAar, it is hot in

every place, except in Nejd, where it is cold, or

cool '. (MF:) pl. -: (T, K) and [of pauc.]

*i. (T, T.A.)- One says, of two persons,

when they are on terms of sincere friendship,

* --> + [Their mind is south, or sou

therly]; and when they are separated, <--

(~~ + [Their wind has become north, or

northerly]. (TA.)

-*. applied to a horse and a captive, (TA,)

Led by one's side; as also V*: and W+: :

(K) or you say 'i: J.-, meaning horses

led by the side; the teshdeed denoting application

to many objects: (S, TA:) pl. [of the first, and

of:- q. v., or only of this last,] --> and

[quasi-pl. n.] '-. (K.) One walking by the

side of another; (A;) [and] so *+. (K)

Any animal or man that is obedient, tractable, or
• - 0 &J e •

submissive. (S, T.A.) You say, az-e

J.

became compliant to him. (A.)= See also+.

=Also, applied to a man, [app. Having a pain

in the side; or having the pleurisy; like*:

and hence, or from---, q.v., irregularly formed,]

as though walking on one side, bent or crooked,

ū: ; so in the L: in the M and K, on the

authority of IAar, ū: [to which I am unable

to assign an appropriate meaning, except its mo

dern one of lagging behind]: so in the saying of

a poet, 3. g

• 3: - 3 - O- O J. J. •*

* a}\-> U.5- 235' es' ess" Ú *

J. * - • J o •

#

--> -->'' () + -->

#

[Hunger increased in him (lit. in the two sides of

his saddle-bags); so that he seemed as though he

nealked on one side, bent thereby; for he who

has a pain in his side walks on one side, in that

manner]. (TA.) = Also An excellent kind of

dates, (K, TA,) well hnonn; (TA;) one of the

best kinds of dates. (Mgh in art. &s-, Msb.)

#:

=See also:--Accord. to IAth, its primary

signification is Distance : and hence it signifies

The state of him who is under the obligation of

performing a total ablution, by reason of sexual

intercourse and discharge of the semen. (TA.)

–The sperma genitalis [itself]. (K. [But in a

marginal note in my copy of that work I find this

last signification rejected as erroneous.])= See

also the next paragraph.

6 d > 6 •

see -e-, in four places: and see-jue-.*~~~,
- "

i:- A led horse or mule or ass; (S, TA;)

a horse that is led [by one's side], not ridden :

(Msb.) pl. ~~~ (A, TA) —» :

The [tno equal loads on the two sides of the

camel. (K.)-[Hence, app.,] Sj es: aft &#

&* | Fear thou God, to n'hom there is no

equal. (A, TA)- Also **, (S,) or *ā-,

(K,) or both, (TA,) A she-camel that one gives

[or lends] to people, (S, M, K,) with money,

(M, TA,) in order that they may bring corn or

other provision for him; ($, M, K;) also called

#; pl. ~5us. (S)= Also, (Kr, M, K.)

and**, (M, TA,) The wool of a &: [or sheep

in its third gear]: (Kr, M, K:) it is better and

cleaner than what is termed aā ās, which is the

wool of a 25-[or sheep in or before its second

year]. (TA.)

3

[..." Of, or relating to, the quarter of the
- J. • -

nind termed the +3*-; south, or southerly.]

J • - * D -

--5L- as an extr. pl.: see -->, first sentence.

6 * * 6 •

-U- : see --->.

* ... - * . , ~ * 6 c - .

-jus-; pl. -312- : see -e-, in eleven places.

- - 59 *
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[Hence,* &S + He was, or became, gentle,

easy to deal with, compliant, or obsequious. And

--" &:J% + A man who is gentle, easy to

deal with, compliant, or obsequious; contr. of

-j-" *; see art. lälä : and see +.

And] → c: &# +[She is suspected of

easiness, or compliance], (K in art. U-2J,) tonards

him who desires of her that he may lie with her.

(TA in that art.) [Hence also,] -:Slugu-(CK)

and "ús and * (# and * (# (K) The two

sides of the nose : (K:) or the tro lines that sur

round the tryo sides of the nose of a doe-gazelle:

(Sb, TA:) pl. [of the second, agreeably with

analogy,] -*. (TA.)- See also+. [It

often signifies The vicinage or neighbourhood of a

people &c.; and a region or quarter or tract of

a people or country: like as-U.- The bank of a

river; and any bank, or steep acclivity.- And

A limit, bound, or boundary: see a tropical usage

of its pl. (~3-) WOCe. 3'-.–And-- L*

means Beside, aside, or apart; and so Ú-, and

* es'.- Jú &: ---, in post-classical

writings, means. A portion, and particularly a

large portion, of property: and --- alone, in

the same, a sum, and particularly a large sum, of

money.- The latter, also, in post-classical wri

tings, signifies, like+, q.v., + A man’s honour,

or reputation, which should be preserved inviolate;

so used in the K voce Lé's, in an explanation of

the latter word taken from IAth; i. q. U-23U and

#-, as in the TK in that case.]=Avoided and

despised. (K, TA.)- [Hence, perhaps, 13& &

ūla- Let thou, or leave thou, such a thing alone:
*: 6 d a -

See an ex, voce s!..] – See also -e-, in four5 a 3 - d. r-r-3

places. – And see -->-2.

* ~ of 6 * j,

-- see -e-, in two places.

3 - 2 #

ce" d 3 - * * ~ * d =

also, Jée J-2 us:- *, (A,) or 'Jú= 0°, (TA,)

! He has no concern nor acquaintance with such

a thing. (A, TA.)

<-- (S, AAF, K) and '-'-' (AAF, K)

Much (A’Obeyd, S, AAF, K) ofgood (A’Obeyd,
zo e > * > 0 *

es elK) and of evil. (K.) You say, bes- U-2

ū- Verily with us is much good, and (#4 5:
6 - d - 6 • *

much evil. (S.) And -as-e Aale means Much

[n'heat or food]. (Sh, T.A.)

6 y i.

See -e-, in three places-You say

o J

*-* :
•

see what next follows.

-: A shield; (S, A, K,) because it wards

off from its possessor what is displeasing to him;

(A,TA) also with damm to the 2 (app. "...' ...,

act part. n. of 4]. (K.)— A thing by which a

person or thing is veiled, concealed, or hidden; a

veil, curtain, or covering; (K, TA;) for a house,

or chamber, or tent. (TA.) – A thing like a

door, upon which the gatherer of honey stands;

(K, TA;) he being let down [upon it] by means

of ropes to [the place of] the honey [in the face
of a rock or mountain]. (TA)-A thing ( s :

[app, here meaning a wooden implement]) re

sembling a comb without teeth (K, TA) and thin

edged in its lonest part, (TA,) neith nº hich earth
• & J.

is raised upon, or against, the stati and Üla-Ms

[or raised borders of watering-troughs or the like,

and streamlets for irrigation]. (K, TA. [In the

CK, c-fill is put for cis-lil])—The exc

treme part of the territory of the foreigners

tonards that of the Arabs: (S, K:) and the

nearest part of the territory of the Arabs to that

of the foreigners. (S)=See also ---.

6 * ~ *

--~~~ ; and its fem., with 3: see+

Also, the former, (TA) or 'Ju-, (K, [but this

is said in the TA to be a mistake,]) A horse nºide

in the space betneen the two hind legs, (K, TA,)

nithout what is termed 2-2-3 [which is an awk

ward kind of straddling, with the hocks wide

apart]: it is a quality approved. (TA. [See also

2; and see --.])

6 w > y

--~~~. A man whose sheep or goats [&c.] have

fen, goung ones; [and therefore, having little

milk;] (TA in art. X-e;) contr.of: (S andTA in that art. [See also 2.]) •

2-2 - 2

a:*-* The van, or fore part, (K, TA) of an

army. (TA.)

c: The right and left wings of an army:

(K: [Golius has erroneously written 9:-,

and has given J as the authority instead of the

K:]) or i:- signifies a portion of an army

(#) that takes one of the tryo sides of a nay:

but the former meaning is the more correct.

(IAar, T.A.)

*:- pass, part. n. of 1 [q. v.]. - See also
s

----, - Also Affected by the disease termed

-:1 &ls [or pleurisy] (S, Mgh, Msb, TA:)

and said to mean also having a complaint of his

side, absolutely. (TA.)- And Affected by the

[south, or southerly, wind called] -*. (S,

TA.) [And Affected by that wind in one's cattle:
• y d > g.

see 1, last sentence.] is: ā- A cloud

brought by the bloning of that wind. (S, A, K.)

The saying of Aboo-Wejzeh,

• * • * * * o * o: * * * > *

* us.” U2- L-39, à9-> *

means Her familiarity passes anay with the

** [or south-n'ind], and her promises pass

anay with the Jusã [or north wind]. (IAar, TA)

<-- i. q. J: [as meaning The stock, or

stem, or the root, or base, or lonest part, of a

tree or plant: and the stock, or origin, of a man];

(S, K;) a dial. var. of U-e-, or a word mispro

nounced: ($:) or, as some say, a root (of a tree)

of n:hich the axi [i.e. root-stock] is erect in the

ground: or the part of the Jú. [i.e. stock, or

stem,] of a tree that is in the ground, above the

3× [or roots properly so called]: (L, TA:) pl.
• d 6 d is

[of pauc.] £i and [of mult.] -->2-a-. (TA.)

One says, 4:- &: &% and 4+, meaning

4x4 c” [i. e. Such a one is of thy stock] (S.)

And 3-2 ++& &: £) [Verily he traces

back his lineage to an excellent stock, or origin].

(TA.)

C->

1. £, (S, A, K, &c.,) aor. <, (S, Msb, K,)

agreeably with analogy, of the dial. of Temeem,

and the most chaste form, (TA,) and *, (S, Msb,

K,) of the dial. of Keys, (TA,) and 2, (K,)

inf n. £*, (S, Mg,M,K) He, or it, i.

clined, leant, or propended, (S, A, Mgh, L, K.) *l

(L, Msb) and a] (L) [to, or tonards, it]; as also

'*', (S, Mgh, K,) and "C-l. (K [but, by

the omission of a 5 after it, this is made in some

copies of the K to relate to what there follows

it]). It is 'id in the Kar (viii.68), 2-&#3

w C-"-i il (Mgh, L.) And if they incline to

peace, incline thou to it: L.A., being here made

fem. because syn. with a-juá. (L.) You say,

-: ,- and : (A)- He (a man)

inclined, or leant, on one side; and leant upon his

bon" : as also '*'. and * '*- he leant

upon him. (L.) And<-- She (a camel lying

on her breast) leant on one side. (AO, T.A.)

He (a man) set about a thing, to do it with his

hands, his breast leaning over it. (T,TA.)

*:::: J's - - - &: and £, He (a

man) rested himself upon his elbows, having set

them upon the ground or upon a cushion. (ISh,

TA.)—:& andź He [inclined to them;

or]followed them and submitted to them; namely,

a sect (Ish,TA)-->4 - 5 -[The

sun inclined to setting]. (A)---, (A, L,

Mb) aor. *, (L. Mab) inf n. *, +, (S.L. K.)
said of the night, (S, A, L., Msb, K.) and of the

evening, (A,) and of the darkness, (L) It in

clined to going, or to coming : (A:) or it came

on, or approached. (S, L, Msb, K.) – Also,

with the same aor. and inf. n., said of a bird, It

contracted its nings to descend, or alight, and

*-, inf n.

approached like one falling, and repairing to a
* *

place of refuge. (L.)- --- said of camels,

They longered the fore part of the neck [in run

ning]: or they went quickly, or sniftly. (TA.)

– And, inf. n. £, said of a ship (a:), She

came to shallon water, and stuck to the ground,

(A, L,) so as to cease from motion. (L.)=

~, inf n.£, He (a man) gave with his

|cus,£) hand. (TA.)=a-e-, (S, L.) sor. * ,

inf n. *-e-, (L.) He hit, or hurt, its cu- [or

wing]; (S.J.) i.e., the cu- of the bird. ($)

And 5% C- IHe hit, or hurt, the arm (~us-)

of such a one. (K. [In some copies of the K, by

the omission of a 3, this signification is erroneously

made to relate to 2-is-i: so in the copies used by

MF and SM, who state that the right verb is

£-D=&#, &#) with damm, (S) like

&#, (K) inf n. C*, (TA,) He (a camel)

had his

reason of the heaviness of his load: (S, K:) or

* [the ribs so called] broken by
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he (a camel) had the first of his ribs broken in

the part next the breast. (TA)=[- also

signifies He regarded an act as a crime, or sin.

Thus,] £ 441 .

s

respecting the property of the orphan, means

Verily I regard as a crime, or sin, (~) my

eating, or devouring, [aught] thereof. (TA.)

J. w s e -

[2. a-e-, inf. n. C:-*3, He furnished it with* • 6 4. J f.

nings, or +the like: see C-.]

4. *-*-l: see 1, first sentence.=4- He

made him, or it, to incline, lean, or propend.

(S, K.)

5: see 8.

8. C*-l.

(an old man) leant tonards the ground, supporting

himself noith his hands upon his knees, by reason of

his weakness. (Mgh.) And He (a man pros

trating himself in prayer) rested upon his palms,

putting his fore arms apart (from his sides,

IAth), not laying them on the ground; (so that

they became like the nings of a bird ; IAth); as

also '*'. (Sh, IAth, Mgh,K)—tú: in

a she-camel is The going quickly, or sniftly:

(Sh, K:) or the going so that her hinder part as

at n'ere leans tonards her fore part, by reason of

her vehement pressing on, (ISh, K,”) by her

pushing fornard her hind legs tonards her

breast: (ISh:) and in a horse, the running with

a uniform leaning on one side. (A, O, K.)

10. C:- It (the night) began. (L.)

J#1&# (S.A.M.K.) and '-' (S.M.,
K) A part, or portion, of the night: (S, A,K.) or

a great, or the greater, part thereof: or the first

part thereof; or a part thereof, about the half:

(L:) or the darkness thereof; and its confused

ness. (Msb.) J: * 0 < *

see 1, in three places. - Also He

<té- [As though it n'ere

a portion, &c., of a night] is said of a numerous

army heavily encumbered. (L.) [See also an ex.

in a verse cited voce &l

- £- A side (S, Msb, K) of a road. (S, Msb.)

- And The vicinage or neighbourhood, or the

region or quarter or tract, and the shadow or

shelter or protection, syn. #-d and -#, (S,

K,) as also 'gu', (K,) of a people, or party, or

company of men: (S:) the latter word thus used

is tropical. (TA.) You say, Aşāl * * > <0. He

passed the night in the vicinage, &c., of the people.

(S, TA) And '4-d: J & I am in his

shadon, shelter, or protection. (TA)-See also

the next preceding paragraph.

£- The 24 ($, K) [meaning wing] of a bird

or flying thing; (S;) i. e., of a bird or flying

thing, the limb that corresponds to the Ae of a

man: (Msb:) and also the A2 [i. e. arm, some

times also meaning hand, (see a signification of

£). of a man: (L, TA:) and (K) the upper

arm, or arm from the shoulder to the elbon :

(Zj, L, K:) each of these is so called because it

is on one side of the body: (L:) and the arm

pit (K.) pl. i-i (S, Msh, K) and :C-1,

(IJ, K :) the sing., though masc., has the latter

pl., which properly belongs to a fem. sing. [of
6 •

this form], because 2-La- is assimilated to a:);

. (IJ,) [or rather, I think, to 34, which is fem.]]

but some assert -La- to be both masc. and fem.

(M.F.) [Hence,] cus' J**i. * [He has

the wing clipped; meaning] the is one n:ho lacks

strength or poner or ability; he is impotent. (A,

TA.) And 4-us- & Jääs 1 [He abased himself

to him : lit. he longered to him his ning : but see

an explanation of a similar phrase in the Kur,

below). (A) And All J-1,+, (Fr. L.

K.) in [some of the copies of the K, 3,...,

(TA) + They quitted their homes, or accustomed

places. (Fr, L., K.) And £u. J-U- es' &%

| Such a one is in a state of disquiet, and con

jounded, or perplexed, unable to see his right

course. (L.A.") And *-ū-3% -é,

| Such a one employed himself vigorously, labouri

ously, sedulously, or diligently, in an affair; (A,

K;) managing well. (K.) And& L'é&

2: [lit. We are on the ning of travel; meaning]

five are about to travel, or journey. (K, T.A.)

And Jill&u= fA certain star [7] of Pegasus,

one of the four bright stars, in Pegasus, which

form a square; the other three being that at the

extremity of the neck, called Užl &#, [i.e. a

of Pegasus,] that called Jill<, [3 of Pe

gasus,] and the star [a of Andromedal that

belongs to both Pegasus and Andromeda. (Kzw.)

[And: Cus- #The fin of a fish.] And sus

J: The two wings, or blades, of a spear-head

or of an arrow lead. (L.) And J-3 &u=

+ The ning (23-0) of the mill or mill-stone. (L.)

And £: U-u- 1 The two wings of an army.

(A, TA) And cas's" U-us- 1 The two sides of

the valley (A, L) down which the nater runs, on

the right and left (L.). And cº-d- (3:

3% &- and J%u*ā- I [A mess of crum

ited bread moistened with broth, having tryo side

garnishes of bones with some meat remaining

upon them]. (A, TA.)- See also£, in two

places.—Also The side, syn. - (K.) So

in the saying in the Kur [xvii. 25], (." * . * *

- 3 - - - • * - - - - - - -

U.N.' cus-, meaning U.J.5-M 445ta- low &

! [And make soft to them (thy two parents) thy

submissive side; i. e. treat them with gentleness

and submissiveness : or the former words may be

literally rendered loner to them the wing of sub

missiveness; meaning be submissive to them].

(Jel, T.A.)- And A part, or portion, of a
d

thing; as also": (K.)
5 *

6 u- A sin, a crime, or an act of disobedience:

(AHeyth,S, A, IAth, L, MSb, K.) or an inclining

thereto: (IAth,”L,TA:) and anxiety, and annoy

ance or molestation or hurt, which one is made to

bear. (LTA) #4£ 9, in the Kurii. 235,

means, accord. to AHeyth, There shall be no sin,

or crime, chargeable upon you : or, accord. to

others, there shall be no straitening of you. (L.)

=See also Cus. last signification.

£- Inclining, leaning, or propending: pl.

£i. like as# is pl. of +5. (L, TA)

i- sing of &#: (S, K;) which latter

signifies The ribs of the breast : (A:) or the ribs

that are beneath [those called] the -355, of the
* /

part next the breast; (S, K;) like the ex- of

the part next the back: (S:) or the anterior

parts of those ribs; so called because they incline

over the heart: or the short ribs that are in the

anterior part of the breast : or, of a camel and a

horse and the like, the ribs against which lies the

shoulder-blade: and of a man, the ribs of the

back which are called us's , six in number, three

on the right and three on the left. (L.)

6 * > d =

a-a-. A piece of leather upon the fore part

of the camel's saddle, upon which the rider leans

nith his hands, thus resting himself. (TA.

[See 8.])

6 * *

: [Furnished with wings, or the like].

– [Hence,] J%u i-:- i: See £4.

–9:-"i- āşū +A she-camel wide in the

U:- [app, here meaning the forehead]. (TA.)

J-e

2. is,'+ (S, A) He collected, or assembled,

22*- [i. e. armies, military forces, &c.]. (A.)

5. •: He took, or prepared, for himself,

& * [i. e. an army, a military force, &c.].

(A, TA.)

: [a coll. gen. n.] An army; a military

force; a legion; a body of troops or soldiers;

(L, K;) a collected body of men prepared for

7var" : (Mgh :) auxiliaries: (S, L, Msb, K. :)

n un. "Cs... [signifying a trooper; a soldier;

an auxiliary]; like as Jes: is n. un. of >3.

(Msb:) pl. of the former,* (S, A, Mgh, Msb)

and (pl. of panel: (Mgh, Msb) It is said

in a trad, 'i:- 3,' £5.9 (S, A, L.) Souls

are troops collected together: meaning that they

are created of two parties, each party agreeing

together, and disagreeing with the other party,

like two armies opposed, each to the other. (L.)

–Also Any kind, or species, of creatures, or

created things, regarded as alone, by itself, or

apart from others (K,"TA.) It is said in a

prov., J-4) ū. ** * & Verily to God

belong kinds, or species, of created things [by

means of which He effects his purposes as by

armies or auxiliaries], of which is honey: (Z,

K:) first said by Mo'âwiyeh, when he heard that

El-Ashtar had been given to drink some honey

containing poison, in consequence of which he

died: and used on the occasion of rejoicing at a

misfortune that has befallen an enemy: it occurs

in the history of El-Mes'oodee thus; 14: * &

J-> L3. (MF)– Also, [as a term used in

Syria, and afterwards by the Arabs from Syria

in Spain,] A city [nrith its territory; i.e. a
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province, or district]: (K:) or particularly a

city of Syria [nith its territory]: (AO, TA:)
~ o #

pl. su:i. (TA.) Syria consists of five 2Ue-l;

namely, Dimashk [or Damascus], Hims [or

Emessa], Kinnesreen, El-Urdunn [or the Jor

dan], and Filasteen or Falasteen [or Palestine]:

(S, M, A:) they were thus called because the

military forces were thence collected. (A.) [See

5 o J d a

U.S.--> : See +.-Also Of, or relating to,

a + of Syria. (A.)

6 * ~ * 6 o ż

J.--> --> An army, or a military force,
6 o y

collected. (TA.) See also --.

**-a

6 - d.d. 6 * > * 6 • C)

--> and --> and ~~~ : see art. -->

J-A-e

• * > *

2- : see Q. Q. 1 in art. 2-4-.

U-->

Q. 1. [4: He, or it, made him to cleave to

the stones. Hence, <--> •l." -: [May

his arms, or his hands, cleave to the dust, or earth,

and the stones, by reason of poverty]. (M in

art. - 5.)

J: ($, K) and J.' (K) Stones: ($ in

art. U.xe-;) used in the sense of [the pl.] Jau
6* - d - •

(Sb, TA:) n. un, al-e-. (TA:) or what a man

can lift, of stones: (K:) or, as some say, any

stone : (TA:) or a mass of stone like a man's

head. (T, TA.) [Hence, Sää-5 4 3,5: see

−55.]

J. : ($ in art. J.-) or Je', (Kr. K.)

A place in which are stones (Kr, S, K) collected

together : (Kr, K:) but ISd doubts its correct
6.- e l’ 6 of

ness. (TA.) And al-As- J% (K,) and some

times with fet-h, (Sgh, K,) i. e., to the &’

(i...] (TK,) A land abounding with stones.

(Sgh, K.)

Js: Strong and great. (K.)

• •

L-a

** * *

1. *::: aor. -, (A, Msb, K.) and *, (A,)

inf n. 5-a-, (TA,) He veiled, concealed, hid, or

covered, it. (A, Msb, K.)= He collected it; or

gathered it together or up; (K;) as also * :-,

inf.nj: (Sgh,T.A.) You say also, J45 j*,

part. n. *},..., The man nas gathered up [app.

as a corpse is gathered up in the grave-clothes]:

(TA:) or + he died. (Harp. 122.)

2. 3-, inf. n.j: see 1. - It is used by

El-Hasan El-Bagree as signifying He put it

(namely a corpse) upon the bier. (K,”TA.)

# - and jus signify the same, (Mgh, Mob,

K,) namely, A dead person; a corpse : (K:)

but the former is the more chaste: (Msb:) or

the former signifies the dead person ; and the

latter, the bier : (As, IAar, Msb, K:) or the

former, the bier; and the latter, the dead person :

(Mgh, Msb, K:) so accord. to Th, as related by

Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid: (Msb:) or the former is

said by the vulgar to mean the bier : (A5, TA:)

or the former signifies the bier with the dead

person: (K:) or the dead person upon the bier:

(S:) and the bier is not so called unless the dead

person is upon it: (AAF:) when the dead person

is not upon it, it is called ex- and #3 (AAF,

S:) but the vulgar say jū-, with fet-h; (S;)

which is not allowable: (Lth, As, Mgh, TA:)

Or' jū- [so in the TA] signifies the man: or the

bier with the man : (En-Nadr, TA:) 5jU- is

derived from 3-, in the first of the senses

assigned to it above: (A, Msb, TA:) so some

assert: (IDrd, TA:) but ISd says, I know not

whether this be correct: (TA:) or a 5us- is so

called because the clothes are gathered together

when the man is upon the bier: ('Abd-Allah

Ibn-El-Hasan, TA:) some say that it is Naba

thean : (TA:) the pl. is £us. (S.) The Arabs

say, 5- #5 I left him a corpse, or dead.

(As T.A.) And 5: 9; J - J-31 + [so

in the TA, The man was beaten until he was left

a corpse]. (Ish, TA) And jus J. J.,

meaning, He died: (Lth, Mgh :) or he has been

carried, or lifted, and put [into his bier]: this

they say when they give information of the death

of a man : (TA:) and they say also, L' &=l.

45us-, meaning the same. (Lth, Mgh, T.A.)

Also ju- [orjū- ! A wine-skin [n'hen emptied;

aS though it were a body without a soul]. (K.)

A certain impudent man of the Arabs, 'Amr Ibn

Ki’ás, says,

:

* • 3 • 5 - J & J -

* U-2-2 ūj L52 |3} ->> *

* < *ā- J. & *

[And I used, when I saw a nine-skin laid pros

trate, its corpse being wailed over, to weep, or

accord. to Th, as is said in the TA in art. -*,

to sing]. (TA) - + Anything oppressive and

grievous, 2% c." to a people. (Lth, K.) -

+ A sick person. ($gh, K.)

&#, [from£, pl. of jū-.] One who

recites [or chants the profession of the faith &c.]

before the dead [in a funeral-procession]. (TA.)

6 y o –

52- : see 1.

U-a

2. 4:-> (TK,) inf. n. J-: fromJ-1,

(S, K.) [He made it homogeneous, or congenial,

with it; or similar, or conformable, to it: expl.

in the TK, not well, by alet: ; but the inf. n.,

with tolerable correctness, by Uç): Us: &

&c.15 U-V-2 4-2J'. The usage of the term
s d

U-5 in rhetoric, to signify the use of two or

more words completely or partly conformable, is
9 - • * *

post-classical, like U-U>, an inf. m. of U-5te-.]

j - 3 * *, * * 6 -

3. a-te-, [inf n. 4-5ts-2 and U-U>,] It was,

or became, homogeneous, or congenial, with it; or
- - - J -e e •

similar, or conformable, to it; syn, aket: :

J - “

(Mgh, Msbi) āū-ji is from U-1 (S.T.A.)

You say, lis U.S.- 13. This is homogeneous

nvith this; syn. &=ú: (Mgh, Msb:) so says

Kh. (Mb) And st- 9 & 1.33: Cicé,

[Hon nill he be sociable with thee who will not

be congenial nith thee?]. (A.) And of a man

who has not discrimination nor intelligence, one

says, "J-- $33%" G-: &% [Such

a one resembles the beasts, and does not resemble

men]: (Mgh, Msb,” TA:) so says Kh. (Mgh.)

But As says that this usage, (Mgh, Msb) in the

first and last of the above-mentioned phrases,

(Msb) is post-classical. (Mgh, Msb.) The usage

of the term L-Le- by rhetoricians [to signify the

complete or partial conformity of two or more

words] is post-classical [like U-5]. (TA)

6. c: U-5'-5 [The two things were, or be

came homogeneous, congenial, similar, or conform

able,] is a phrase of the scholastic theologians, not

[classical] Arabic. (TA.)

to o

U-> [A genus, kind, or generical class, com

prising under it several species, or sorts; or

comprised under a superior genus, in relation to

n:hich it is a species, or sort;] a~ of a thing;

(S;) or of anything; (Mgh, Msb;) any~ of

a thing; (A, K;) [as] of men, and of birds, and

of the definitions of grammar and of the art of

versification, and of things collectively; so accord.

to the lexicologists; (ISd, TA;) a term of more

common import than & [which is a species, or

sort]: (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K:) thus animal is a

U-> and man is a 82°, (Mgh, Msb,) because the

latter is of more particular import than the former,

though it is a U-e- in relation to what is under

it; but the scholastic theologians reverse the

case, (Mgh,) for with them L-e- is of more par

ticular import than 82° : (Kull p. 139:) thus also

camels are a U-2- of beasts: (A, K:) pl.Jú

[properly a pl. of pauc. but used also as one of

mult] (Mgh, Mab, K) and J., + (IDrd, K.)

You say,U-5-:#; J. : Jú. [Men are

of several kinds, and most of them are impure].

(A, TA.) And 4-> &- &%, meaning Susi

[i. e. Such a one is of thy stock]. (S in art. <--)
od J

–IIIence, --> *-l A generic noun , and
wn & e. d ~ *

Us-os- L-> -- a collective generic noun.]d * - 3 & •

a->J U-23 signifies He left by will, of his

property, to the children of his father, [or his

kindred by the father's side,] exclusively of all

relations of the mother: and so, *: J#.

(Mgh.) - The assertion, in the K, that J's

saying, on the authority of IDrd, that As used

to sayU-> as meaning£ is a vulgarism,

is erroneous, is a matter for consideration; for

As said not this, but [what has been cited above,

WOce --, or] what will be found below, voce

J-4 (TA)

IJ- Generic; generical.]

(#-> Generical quality.]

s * /

U-5'-- Homogeneous; congenial; similar;
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conformable; syn. J=ú. (K.) But IDrd

asserts that As used to reject the saying of the

vulgar, 3. J- lis [This is homogeneous

with this, &c.], and to say, It is post-classical.

(S.) [See also 3.]

1. -: (T, S, Mgh, Mab, K, &c.) and -5,-,

(K,) the former being inf n. of -ā- and the

latter of -i-, (TA) The act of inclining, Ol'

declining (T, S, Mgh, K,TA) in speech and in

all affairs: (TA:) and declining, or deviating,

from the right course; acting wrongfully, un

justly, injuriously, or tyrannically; (T, Msb,”

K, TA;) like -:- which some erroneously

assert to be the act of a judge only. (T, T.A.)

You say, -:- (T, S, Mgh, Msb,) aor. 3, inf. n.

-:- (S, Msb;) [and app. ---, aor. 2, inf n.

J.'-il and " -->!, (T, Mab, T.A.) He in

clined or declined [in speech and in any affair]:

(T, S, TA:) and he declined, or deviated, from

the right course; acted wrongfully, unjustly,

injuriously, or tyrannically; (T, Mgh, Msb,TA;)

* against him. (Mgh.) Hence, in the Kur

(ii. 1781, is 2, 3- – - c. (STA) i.e.

[And he who feareth, (or, as is said in the Kin

art. -$24-, knoneth,) from, or on the part of,

the testator,] an inclining [to a nurong course],

or a declining [from the right course]: (TA:)

or a manifest inclining or declining. (Er-Răghib,

T.A.) You say, *:25 es' -*, aor. *; [He

inclined, &c., in his testament;] and so " -ā-l.

(K.) And W -ā- signifies He deviated from

that which was right. (K.) And*-C *-*

[He declined from the right course, or acted

wrongfully or unjustly, in his judgment]. (T.A.)

Or " -ā- relates peculiarly to the case of a

testament: and -ā- signifies absolutely He

declined, or deviated, from that which was right.

(K.) And you say, #2,” &= -*. aor. *;

and -i-, aor = i inf n. -*. (K, TA,) which

is of the former verb, (TA,) and -,+, (K,TA,)

which is of the latter verb; He turned anay

from his course, or way; deviated therefrom.

(TA.)- Or [app. a mistake for “and”] -:

signifies Depression (J-5 and>0~ :) in one

of the two sides of the breast, or chest, (#)

with evenness of the other side : (K:) the verb
4 - o &• • 6 •

is -ā- and the part. n is " -ā- and " -ā-j,

fem. [of the latter]:-. (TA)

3. -à- [an inf n. of which the verb (-su-)

He persisted in removing himself to a distance,

or estranging himself, from his family; (Aboo

Sa’eed, K;) like c: -Le-. (Aboo-Sa’eed, T.A.)

is not mentioned]. You say,

4. Jä:- He committed an act of inclining [to a

nurong course], or declining [from the right course,

or acting nurongfully or unjustly or injuriously or
- -3 -

tyrannically]; like as you say, AS1, meaning

“he did a thing for which he should be blamed.”

(S.) See also 1, in five places. =* He

found him to be one who deviated from the right

nay in his judgment, who acted wrongfully, un

justly, injuriously, or tyrannically, therein. (K.)

6. *: L -āls. He carried himself in a

proud and self-conceited manner, [affecting an

inclining of the body from side to side,] in his

gait. (T.A.) [And He inclined on one side in

his gait : said of one who is lame of one leg:

See 3,5-.]--il," &- Jä5'-5 He affected

a declining, or deciating, from his course, or

way; he purposely declined, or deviated, there

from ; (K, TA;) syn. J45. (K.) And in

like manner, 'U' C'. Jü's-3 [He affected an

inclining to the thing; intentionally inclined to

it]. (TA.) You say, --> Jāt-J He inclined

to a sin, (S, Mgh,) for affected an inclining to

it, (see the part. n., below,)] intending, or pur

posing, the commission of an act of disobedience.

(Mgh.)

-: is [an epithet] like -ás, applying to a

sing, and a pl., [being] also an inf. n. [of Jás-,

q. v.]: Abu-l-'Iyál El-Hudhalee says, -

• *-os- - - d - • *-- 3: -

* Low-29 U-Lo-a=! -93 Sl *

-* / > + of 3 - - * * * -

* 92->> &-' (-e ū- #

[Wherefore didst not thou repel the adversaries,

when thousan'est them inclining, or acting nurong

fully, against me neith tongues and eyes?]: or,

accord. to one reading, u. [which is a pl. of

W -ā- : (Skr p. 1283) [or, as some say,] ú:

is a pl. [or rather quasi-pl. n.] of '-o', like

6 * > s - • - •

as is of -51, : or it may be for Jā: •

(T# C9 y or --- Us:

* - ** * : .

-ā-e-: see -ă =-1, in two places:- and see

also 1, last sentence.

Jiu- One m'ho carries himselfin a proud and

self-conceited manner, (UU-6, [for which Golius,

here copied by Freytag, appears to have read

J-4, with the unpointed Cl) nith an inclining

[of the body from side to side]: (Sh, K:) or one

n:ho affects an inclining [of the body from side to

side] (-is-à) in his gait, and carries himself in

a proud and self-conceited manner therein. (TA.)

6 • * * 0 & 6 * >

Jägle-: see -ā-e-l; and see also -ā-e-, in two

places.

-: [fem. £] Inclining [to a n:rong

course], or declining [from the right course], or

acting wrongfully or unjustly, [absolutely, as

also * --> and " -iù- and * -i-, or pecu

liarly] in his testament. (K.) You say, assus

*::- -> *u-s- [He found him to be one who

deviated from the right way in his judgment;

n:ho acted wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously, or

tyrannically, therein]. (K.) And *-i- -

An adversary n'ho inclines [to a n'rong coursel,

or declines [from the right course]; (K;) who

acts wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously, or tyranni

cally. (TA.) – Inclining; [or pendulous;]

applied to a penis. (T.A.)- Having a bending

back; (S, K;) applied to a man. (S.)- See

also 1, last sentence.- Big, or large; applied to

a bowl (~$). (TA.)

32 ° * - of

−ás-o: see -ā-, in two places.

–39 -**: #, in the Kur [v. 5], means
2 **

Not affecting an inclining to sin; intending, or

purposing, it. (Msb, T.A.)

*

1. b£, aor = , (IAar, K.) inf. n. &:

(IAar,TA) and "bi-, inf n &#5 (AZ,

K;) They cast stones of [or with] the&:

(K"TA) and "bi-, (K) or ties: Li'.

[app. meaning they constructed a C*-e], (Lth,

TA,) is said by such as hold the Le to be radical;

(K;) or it may be that the L2 is augmentative,

and that the verb is [denominative,] similar to

&: from C- (TA)-3:... Us:

They cast at us with the3:- mentioned by

El-Fārisee on the authority of AZ. (M.) An

Arab of the desert, in describing the wars of his

people, said, J# s: &: #5 [One time

rve are cast at nith the Ge:=-o, and another we

are shot at neith arron's]: (S,” M:) also men

tioned by El-Fārisee. (M.)

2. &l-J ls:- and Wus:- [app. They

constructed the engines of the kind called G*-*].

(JK.) See also 1.

Q. Q. 1. b: see 1 and 2.

&: The stones of the G-2. (M, TA)

[But] IAar says that G'= [app. J#| means The

people who manage the G*-*. (TA.)

:- dim of 3:2, 1 v. (S,S)

6. / > d >
-

J2's...e.: see what next follows.

&: (S M, Msh, K) and 3: (Mab, K.)

and '5,' ... (Ith, IAar, Msh, K) [A kind of

balista;] an instrument [or engine of nar] with

which stones are cast (S, M, K,TA) at the enemy;

made by binding [in some manner] very tall

nooden poles, whereon is placed what is to be

cast, which is then struck n'ith a long pole, and

so cast to a very distant place: [this imperfect

description (the only one that I have found of

this engine) seems to show that it was of a very

simple and rude construction :] it is an ancient

instrument, anterior to the invention [or use] of

gunpowder and cannons by the Christians; and

was used by Mohammad in the siege of Et-Táif;

but the first [of the Arabs] who used it in the

time of paganism is said to have been Jedheemeh

El-Abrash, of the Mulook ef-Tawāif: (TA:) pl.

&ü: ($, Msh, K) and Gus' (Lih, TA)

and 3:1-3 (Sb, S, Msh, K) and 35- (K:)

dim. "...' ... (Sb, S:) it is fem, (Lth, S, Msb,

K,”) preferably, (Lth,TA,) and in mo instances

(Msb;) and hence it is also calledL:S ; (M in

art. -31;) but sometimes it is masc.: (MSb, K.)

and is arabicized, (S, Msb, K.) from the Persian

(S, K) 4. & č, i.e. “How excellent am I!”

(S,) or 4. *& i. e. “I, how excellent am

I!” (K;) TGolius asserts it to be from th: Greek

Má7%avov; but this is the original of U2-2,

which has a different meaning: its derivation,

however, seems to have been unknown to the
s • o- .

Arabs in general; for] some say that Je:-" is of
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the measure J.", [so in copies of the S, but

correctly J*, as in the Msb and TA,] because

of the phrase #2 & 3 (see 1] (S, Msb") or,

(Mgb,) accord. to Sb, (S,) it is of the measure

J. : : (S, Mab ;) because &l- is its pl. and

the dim. is 3:44, and because, if the A were

augmentative as well as the Ú, there would be

two augmentative letters at the beginning of the

noun, and this may not be in substs, nor in epithets

that are not conformable to augmented verbs;

and if the U were made an essential part of the

word, the noun would be a quadriliteral-radical,

and augmentative letters are not prefixed to words

of this class except nouns conformable to their
* /

verbs, like $3-34. (S, TA:) but MF says that

these disquisitions are unprofitable; for in his

opinion, all the letters of the word are radical,

since it is a foreign word. (TA.)

5 • * *

L*a*-* [app. A maker of the kind of engine

calledG-: being mentioned as a surname:]

a rel, n, from Jess-2. (K.)

<!--

4: [and *] A certain [musical] instru

ment, which is beaten like the * [or lute;

namely, the Persian harp; two specimens of

which are figured in Note 26 to Chap. iii. of my

translation of the “Thousand and One Nights”];

mentioned by El-Khafājee in the Shifā el-Ghaleel;

and often spoken of it is an arabicized word;

(MF, TA) from the Persian &#; and applied

[also] to the -32, I-55 or -53, i.e., tambourine,]

with which one plays. (TA.)
s 5

&: [andJ: A player on the élie- above

mentioned. (TA.)

9-a

6

us i, q is [inf n of &#, q v.] ($gh, K.)

• 6 3.

t£i, applied to a man, i. q. t£i, q. v. (Sgh,

K.) And [its fem.] is:-, i. 1 #, ($gh, K.)

applied to a ewe, or a she-goat, meaning Having

her horns bending backwards. (TA.)

Us

1. #" L'-' (S,Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. 2, (S,

Msb) inf. n. Use-, (§, TA) or Use-, (so accord.

to one copy of the S, and written in the accus. case

leve- in the Ham p.355,) andà-, (Ham ib., but

there without any vowel-signs) He gathered,

plucked, or took from the tree, the fruit; (Mgh,

TA;) i. q " tau- (S, Msb, K) and "usus-3.

(K) and in like manner one says of a thing similar

to fruit. (TA.) One says also, 4. usus- and (sūl*

[He gathered it, pluched it, or took it from the

tree, for him]. (A’obeyd, K.) And #14:

[Igathered for thee truffles]. (TA.) AndL

U43 He collected gold from its mine. (TA.)–

Aboo-Dhu-eyb uses this verb metaphorically, in

the phrase c." L*. meaning ! [He acquired]

eminence, or nobility. (TA)-You also say,

* L-, (S) or *-* J's, (Ms) int. n.

#ū-, (S, Msb) : He committed, [against him,

or] against his people, or party, a crime, or an

offence for which he should be punished; (Msb;)

as also 'sul-[or 44; L -] (TK in art. ,<-)

[and the brought an injury upon him, or them :]

and* 35' L*. aor. 2, inf. n. #ús, (K,)

with kesr, (TA,) t He committed the crime, offence,
• * *

or injurious action, against him; syn. <! oye- :

(K: [see art. ,<-:]) thus used, also, the verb is

metaphorical, from#: L- (Er-Rághib,TA:)

and so in the phrase, 5% J- meaning t He

brought topass an evil thing or action. (Mgh.)

[See also #us-, below.] It is said in a trad.,

*: c." S. cº- L- 5 +[An injurer shall

not bring injury save on himself]; meaning that

one shall not be prosecuted for an injurious action

committed by another, of his relations or of others.

(TA.) And a poet says,

* 3:1-3:8-3 use: "

[which may be rendered, + Thine injurer whom

thou shouldst punish is he who brings an injury

upon thee: but sometimes the mangy camels infect

the sound ones so that these become mangy; and

thus a criminal sometimes brings punishment

upon his relations: for] A’Obeyd says that sleju

*A* Usis- U-2 is a prov, applied to the case of a

man who is punished for an injurious action;

because brothers [sometimes] bring injury upon a

man [by occasioning his being punished for an

injurious action which they have themselves com

mitted], as the latter hemistich of the verse cited

above indicates: but AHeyth says that this prov.

means X:l*U-3-3- &J." [The

person bringing thee good is he who brings, or n ill

bring, upon thee evil: perhaps intended as a

caution; for the Arabs often suspect that a bene

factor has some evil intention]; and he cites the

following hemistich :

d J - * * * * d.o.

* -- 0: Cl-eles.” *

[meaning Sometimes the places nhere the mangy

camels lie don'n, and which afford benefit to other

camels, infect the sound ones]. (TA. [See also

Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 298.]) You say also,

4-5 J'é lää+ [Thou hast brought this

as an injury upon thyself]. (K in art. U+.)

o * * 6

3. ** Ust-, inf. n. jūs-, He accused him

of a 40- [or crime, &c.]. (TA)—See also 1.

d = d > - -

us:- -- *le- *-

4. Use-' said of a tree, (S, K,) or of a palm

tree, (Msb,) It had ripe fruit: (S:) or it attained

to the time for the gathering of its fruit: (Msb:)

or it attained to maturity : (K:) or, said of a

tree, it had fruit to be gathered and eaten : and,

said of fruit, it became ripe : (TA:) and, said of

grass, or herbage, it became abundant. (KL.)

–And #9 - The land had much Ji

(S, Msb, K,) i. e. herbage, and truffles, and the

like. (S.)

- 5: see 1.--> L-5, (S,” K,) or*J

(33, (TA,) +He accused him of a crime, an offence,

or an injurious action, that he had not committed;

(S, K;) i.e. he forged against him the charge of

his having committed a crime, &c., he being guilt

less [thereof]: (TA:) J.-:) being like2.Él.

(S.) You say also, *:43 U. t:<J: [He

accuses us of committing nhat we did not commit].

(Abu-l-'Abbās, TA in art. Aja-.)

8 : see 1.—" à. (#: IWe came to rain

nater, and drank it: (K:) a phrase mentioned

with approval by IAar, but not explained by

him: thought by ISd to have this meaning. (TA.)

U- [in the CK &- Whatever is gathered,

or plucked; as also * it: (K:) or n'hatever

is gathered, or plucked, from trees, (S,) &c.; (so

in a copy of the S;) as also " ju- (S:) so that

these two words are of the same class as G- and

ā-, or the latter of them is a n, un: (TA:)

or the former signfies what is gathered from

trees while fresh; (Msb;) as also'': (Msb:)

or this last is an epithet applied to fruit, signifying

just gathered or plucked; (S, K;) or gathered,

or plucked, while fresh : (TA) and "G-,

also, pl. cla-3, signifies fruit gathered or plucked:

(Harp. 369:) L- also signifies fruit [ready to

be gathered or pluched]; so in the Kur lv. 54:

(Jel:) and is applied to fresh ripe dates: (Fr,

K:) and grapes: (TA:) and truffles, and the

like: (S:) and even cotton: (TA:) and herbage:

(S:) and gold, (K,) which is collected from its

mine : (TA:) and convries, (K,) as though

gathered from the sea: (TA:) and honey, (K,)

when it is gathered: (TA:) pl. £i (K) and

9: originally J'i. (TA.) Hence the saying,

J.J. e. e. • * * • *

* *** *** Usus like *

• y o e • * * *

* ** Us! -->4 &l-Jée 3! *

[This is nhat I have gathered, and the best of it

is in it; when every gatherer but myself has his

hand to his mouth]: or, accord. to one reading,

4-5 <--> (which has the same meaning, TA in

art. c-s): a prov., ascribed by Ibn-El-Kelbee

to 'Amr Ibn-’Adee El-Lakhmee, the son of the

daughter of Jedheemeh : he says that Jedheemeh

had ordered the people to gather for him truffles,

and some of them ate the best that they found;

but 'Amr brought to him the best that he found,

and addressed to him these words: and 'Alee is

related to have repeated them on an occasion of

his entering the government-treasury; meaning

that he had not defiled himself with anything of

the tribute belonging to the Muslims, but had

put it in its places. (TA.)

jus- see *, in two places.

&: : SeeL- Also Dates cut from the tree.

(TA.)

#ū-, primarily, The act of gathering, plucking,

Or taking from a tree, fruit: [see 1:]– then,

+ The bringing to pass an evil thing, or action :

(Mgh, Kull p. 147:)—then, +IEvil, [itself]:

then, +The doing a forbidden action: (Kullib.:)

specially used in this last sense; though it has a

general application: (Mgh:)—[as a simple subst.,

it generally signifies] A crime, an offence, or an

injurious action, for which one should be punished:
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(Mgb:) or an action that a man commits re

quiring punishment or retaliation to be inflicted

upon him in the present norld and in the world

to come : (TA :) or any forbidden injurious

action : (Kull p. 134:) and in the language of

the lawyers, especially a n’ounding: and an am

putation, or a maiming: (Msb:) and * :

signifies the same as #:- (Ham p. 241:) the

pl. of ague- is &ū- and Üüs-, but the latter

of these pls. is of rare occurrence. (Msb.)

6: -
-

ment such as is called] 42), (K,TA) of a round

form, (TA) made of [the kind of cloth termed]

5* (K, TA)

cits. A gatherer of fruit [&c.]:—and also tA

committer of a au- [or crime, &c.]: (K,” TA:)

pl. iv. ($, K) and # (Sh, K) and [of pauc.]

£i, which last is extr., (S, K,) or doubtful.

(S.) Hence the prov., ūšči ujči, explained

in art. L. (S,TA)—[Hence also,] Ljuši tThe

wolf (IAar, TA voce Ple-, q.v.)= Also i q.

#5 (IAar, Az, TA;) i. e. A fecundater of

palm-trees. (Az, T.A.)

c.'s-" i. 1; <!--" (pl. of <-N1 (K;)

similar to L'a' and Us!, \l. (TA.)

L- SeeL

J: A place of gathering, or plucking,

fruits, &c. (TA.)

see what next precedes. =Also A [gar

*

1. *,(S, A, L, &c.) aor.”, (K) infn.:*,

(TA,) He strove, laboured, or toiled; exerted

himself or his poncer or efforts or endeavours or

ability; employed himself vigorously, strenuously,

laboriously, diligently, studiously, sedulously, ear

nestly, or with energy; nas diligent, or studious;

took pains, or extraordinary pains; (S, A, L, K;)

13és U, in such a thing; (§3) or 2.9 Us in the

affair; (A) as also *-x-l; (A, K,) and so

W.A.Ale-, with respect to speech and actions: (L:)

Or 2.9 es' **, aor. and inf. n. as above, he did

his utmost, or used his utmost power or efforts or

endeavours or ability, in prosecuting the affair:

(Mgb:) and "-- and "...Als-3 he exerted un

sparingly his power, or ability: (S, A, K.) or

,59. U. " - he exerted unsparingly his

power, or ability, in the prosecution of the affair,

so as to effect his utmost. (Msb.) You say also,

2.9 1: -> 9:*! ! Do thine utmost in

this affair: (Fr, S, K:*) but not9: (Fr, S.)

And# ".…- : He took pains, or put himself

to trouble or fatigue, to form a right judgment or
O - e. J D > - d.

opinion. (M.A.) AndL-L-is L'i"<>

U.62%--><< t I exerted myjudgment and my

mind so that I attained the utmost of my ponyer,

or ability. (T, L.)-4: 3- He tried, proved,

or examined, him, (L, K,)**" 9: [re

specting good qualities, &c.]. (L)=s**, (Mgh,

L, Msb,) aor. *, (Mgh, L,) inf. n.+, (L, Msb,)

It, (an affair, and a disease,) and he, (a man,)

Bk. I.

affected him severely; harassed, embarrassed,

distressed, afflicted, troubled, inconvenienced,

fatigued, or wearied, him: (Msb:) it (disease,

L and K, and fatigue, and love, L) rendered

him lean; emaciated him: (L, K:) he burdened

him beyond his poncer; imposed upon him that

n:hich was beyond his power; as also ***'.

(Mgh:) and, [as also *s-, he importuned

him, harassed him, or plied him hard, in asking,

begging, or petitioning. (A.) [Hence,] +,

said of a man, He was severely affected, harassed,

embarrassed, distressed, afflicted, troubled, incon

venienced, fatigued, or wearied: ($, L:) or was

grieved, or made sorry or unhappy. (L.) And
+ o-, - * *

Drought befell them, and they consequently be

came severely distressed. (S.) And b: They

were, or became, afflicted with drought, barrenness,

or dearth; or with drought, and dryness of the

earth. (L.) And 4-3- J-3 & 4:J:
J - d - J - © “

Jää" &-, for 4-# 3-, 4 man who imposes

upon himselfa difficulty, or trouble, or fatigue, or

a difficult or severe task, or who strains, or strains

himself, in the carrying of his weapons, or arms,

by reason of weakness. (Mgh.) And £3 **

and " LA-1. He jaded, harassed, distressed,
• O = * **

fatigued, or nearied, his beast; i. q. "us:- &:

(K:) or he tasked, or plied, his beast beyond his

poner in journeying, or marching, or in respect
• – o – c = * o - of

of pace. (S, Msb.) And Us: Ul c: "45-i

liés, ljé- [I importuned him, or harassed him,

to do such and such things]. (L.)- Also, (S,

Msb,) aor. as above, (A,) and so the inf. n.,

(Msb,) | He deprived it (namely, milk,) of its

butter, (S, A, K,) entirely: (S, K:) or churned

it so as to extract its butter and render it sneet

and pleasant : or mixed it with nater: (Msb:)

or diluted it so that it consisted for the most part

of water: and in like manner it is used in relation

to broth. (A.)- Hence, (Mgb,) us.' He

lay with her; or compressed her: (L, Msb, from

a trad.:) or i. q. ūš, and us#- [which has a

similar meaning]. (L)–Asia" + +He de

sired the food eagerly; longed for it; (S, K;) :

also *.*.*-l. (K.) Andžūki ' and ':

+ The food was eagerly desired, or longed for.

(S.)- Also t He ate much of the food: ($, K:)

he left nothing of it. (A.) You say also, lis

Júl *: Šá- t This is herbage, or pasture, of

which the cattle eat perseveringly. (AA, TA.)

=<- It (a state of life) was, or became, hard,

difficult, strait, or distressful. (S, K.)

3. 34-, inf n, of Jala-, properly signifies The

using, or exerting, one's utmost poner, efforts,

endeavours, or ability, in contending nith an

object of disapprobation; and this is of three

kinds, namely, a visible enemy, the devil, and

one's self; all of which are included in the term as

used in the Kur xxii. 77. (Er-Răghib, TA.) See

also 1, first sentence. You say, 5&l JAle-, (JK,

A, Mgh,) inf. n. as above (JK, Mgh, K) and

*4, (JK, K,) He fought with the enemy:

(K:) or he encountered the enemy, imposing upon

himself difficulty or distress or fatigue, or exerting

his poncer or efforts or endeavours or ability, [or

the utmost thereof,] to repel him, his enemy doing

the like: and hence Jala- came to be used by the

Muslims to signify generally he fought, warred,

or naged war, against unbelievers and the like.

(Mgh.) You say also, aff J: Us: "Ala-, inf n.

* (S, Mgb) and iss-, (S,) [He fought, &c.,

in the nay of God; i.e., in the cause of religion.]

4. Awe-i, as trans.: see 1, in six places. -Also

He made, or incited, another, to strive or labour

or toil, to exert himself or his power or efforts or

endeavours or ability, &c.; trans. of 1 in the first

of the senses assigned to it above. (JK)–:

He was thrown into a state of difficulty, distress,

affliction, trouble, inconvenience, or fatigue. (L.)

–4 - He consumed, or wasted, and dis

persed, his property: (K:) or gave it anay, and

dispersed it, altogether, here and there. (En

Nadr, T.A.)=As intrans., He (an enemy) strove,

laboured, or exerted himself, in enmity, (K, TA,)

ū- against us. (T.A.)- He acted nith energy,

or nith the utmost energy: so in the phrases5

** He marched, or journeyed, and did so nith

energy, or with the utmost energy; and*-ā
• * c :- • -

Jºva-ú He snore by God, and did so with energy,

&c. : in which cases one should not say 4-5.

(Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā, L.) - He took the

course prescribed by prudence, precaution, and

sound judgment, 2.9 Us in the affair; syn.

let-l. (L, K.)— He became in a state of diffi

culty, embarrassment, distress, affliction, trouble,

inconvenienee, or fatigue. (L.)-tlt (a thing)

became mixed, or confused. (K.)= He entered

upon land such as is termed*: he went forth

into the desert; and into the plain, or open

country. (JK)- It rose up; rose into view;

appeared. (JK.) You say, Aşil C - The

people, or company of men, came nithin my sight,

or vien'; syn.b% (AA, K.) And as x=

.# Hoariness appeared upon him, and became

much : (TA:) or ; became much, and spread:

(A:) or became much, and was quick in its pro

gress, (K,TA) and spread. (TA) And£i

J&S 4 The land became open to him. (L, K.")

And in like manner, &;" a .44-1, (L.) and

j-Ji, (L, K.") The road, and +the truth, became

open, apparent, and manifest, to him. (L, K.")

And £9. 4 *-i tThe thing became, or has

become, within thy poner, or reach; (Aboo

Sa’eed, K;) and offered, or presented, itself to

thee. (Aboo-Sa’eed, T.A.)

6: see 1.

8: see 1, in five places.—#! aS a COnWen

tional term means A lawyer's exerting the faculties

[of the mind] to the utmost, for the purpose of

forming an opinion in a case of lan' [respecting

a doubtful and difficult point]: (KT:) the seeking

to form a right opinion : (KL:) [investigation

of the lan", or the working out a solution of any

difficulty in the lan', by means of reason and com

parison : and] the referring a case proposed to

the judge, [respecting a doubtful and difficult

60
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point,]from the method of analogy, to the Kur-án

and the Sunneh. (L, T.A.")

3: Power; ability, as also *:- (S, A,

IAth, L, Msb, K;) the latter of the dial. of El

Hijáz, and the former of other dials.; (Mgb;)
J 6 -

and '3'-' (A:) -- in the Kur ix. 80 is

read both 2:... and "...+: (S) and ** signifies

also labour, toil, exertion, effort, endeavour,

energy, diligence, painstaking, or extraordinary

painstaking (L: [see :-.]) or *: has the

signification first mentioned above, (Fr, S, IAth,
• C - ©

M.) and *. with fet-h, is from 9:- *!

4-9 like Laš, (Fr. S.) or from 429 U. ---,

being an inf. n. from this verb, (Msb,) and signi

fies, [as also*] one's utmost; the utmost

of one's power or ability or efforts or endeavours

or energy. (Fr, S, IAth, Msb, K.) You say,

*"J% (Mgb in art. &, &c.,) and '**',

(S, A) or £, (Mgh) [and ****] He

exerted unsparingly his poncer or ability: (Mgh :)

[or his utmost poner or ability or efforts or en

deavours or energy; as shown above..] And&

*.*.*, (A, L.) and '32-, (A.) He accom.

plished the utmost of his poner or ability; did

his utmost. (A, L. [Like ** *. See also

* * &#, below.]) And 'us'. is syn.

with :-; (k) as in the saying,&:&#

2.9 Us', (JK, TK,) i. e. I will assuredly accom

plish the utmost of my poner, or ability, in the

affair. (TK. [In a copy of the A,4:- and

so in the TA, I believe from that same copy.])

[So, too, is 'uss'; as in the saying] 3.3%.

J: & The utmost of thy poner, or ability, and

the utmost of thy case, is, or will be, thy doing

[such a thing], syn. 95ua (Q. v.], (JK, K.)

and 9, #. (TA) + æ b:# 3-5

2: in the Kur [v. 58, &c.], means Who

snore by God with the most energetic of their

oaths: (K," Jel:) or the strongest, or most

Jorcible, of their oaths; +/- being originally

an inf. n., and in the accus. case as a denotative

of state with&: understood before it, or as

an inf n. (Bd.)- Also Difficulty, or grievous

ness; embarrassment, distress, affliction, trouble,

inconvenience, fatigue, or neariness; (S, A, IAth,

Mgh, Msb, K;) so accord. to some who say that

*:::, with damm, has the first of the significa

tions assigned to it above; (Mgb;) as also
6 J Ö e.

***-*: (Mgh:) a disease, or difficulty, that

distresses or afflicts, a man; as also " +.

(J.K.) Hence, $31,3-, (Msb) i. e. A state of

difficulty, or trouble, to n'hich death is preferred:

or largeness of one's family, or household, com

bined with poverty. (L, K.") [Hence also,] &

2:3 *. [i. e.ū: &] i. q. (**** see 1.

(K.)–Also Small provision, upon which a man

possessing little property can live (JK, L) with

difficulty. (L.) And J: * What a man

n:ho possesses little property can afford to give in

payment of the poor-rate required by the lan.

(L, from a trad.)

6 o p

• : * / o e

mixed [n'ith water: see 22a-2]. (JK.)

3%. Hard land: (JK, $ ) or land in which

is no herbage : (TA:) or hard land in which is

no herbage : (K:) or level, or even, land: or

rugged land: also used as an epithet; so that you

say* Uží. (TA:) or level, smooth land, in

which is no hill: (JK:) or the most plain and

even of land, whether it have produced herbage or

not, not having any mountain or hill near it:

and such is what is termed a5- : (ISh, TA:)

or an open tract of land: (Fr, TA:) or sterile,

barren, or unfruitful, land, in which is nothing;

as also* pl. +. (AA, L.)=Also The

fruit of the *i; (IAar, K;) and so Jiu

(IAar, T.A.)

see :-, in five places.= Also Mill

* J% ! Pasture much eaten by cattle.

(S, A.K.) And 5S is:-->it Land of which

the herbage is much eaten by cattle. (A.)

• * h

U52'- : } 6 o' -

• 0 - d. See Awa-.

U.S.-Aewe- ?

++ [Striving, labouring, or toiling; &c.:

See 1. Hence,]* 0: [Our journeying is

laborious]. (TA in art. 34.1.) And*+

[Intense labour or exertion, or the like : or severe

difficulty or distress &c.]: an intensive expression,

(K,TA) like jets #3 and J.S. J.J. (TA)

t Eagerly desiring [food]; longing for [it]: (JK,

S:) pl. *i. (JK)-3- &# ! Hungry

and greedy, leaving no food. (A.)

6 - d >

---. A man thronn into a state of difficulty,

embarrassment, distress, affliction, inconvenience,

trouble, or fatigue. (L.)

** © o f * J.

<V Jºva-2 54. He is one who takes the course

prescribed by prudence, precaution, or sound

judgment, for thee; syn. lae:-2. (L.) And

* &e A sincere, or faithful, and careful,

6 & J. 6. / e.

adviser, or counsellor. (L.) - Awa-e U- A

man in a state of difficulty, embarrassment, dis

tress, affliction, inconvenience, trouble, or fatigue:

possessing little property; poor. (L.)-And A

man n'hose beast is neak by reason of fatigue. (L.)

s* Severely affected, harassed, embarrassed,

distressed, afflicted, troubled, inconvenienced,

fatigued, or nearied: (S, Mgh, L:) distressed,

or afflicted, by disease or difficulty : (JK :)

afflicted with drought, barrenness, or dearth; or

n:ith drought, and dryness of the earth : (L:)

and angry. (JK.)-A hard, difficult, strait,

or distressful, state of life. (TA.) – t Milk

deprived of its butter (S, A) entirely: (S:) or

mixed with nater : (Msb:) or diluted so as to

consist for the most part of nater; and in like

manner, broth: (A:) or churned so that its

butter is extracted and it is rendered sneet and

pleasant : and used as meaning eagerly desired,

or longed for, and drunk without its occasioning

disgust, by reason of its sneetness and pleasant

ness: (Msb:) or eagerly desired, or longed for;

and so food in general: (JK, L:) or eagerly

desired, or longed for, and drunk with perse

verance, on account of its pleasantness and sneet
Qi o e •

ness. (L.)= See also Av=-, in six places.

J'é

..!. *, (A, Mab, K.) aor. *, (Mab, K.) int. n.

*- and Xue-, (Er-Răghib, TA,) It (a thing,

A, Msb) was, or became, plain, apparent, con

spicuous, open, or public; syn. **, (A, Msb,)

and 13, (TA) and 31* : (Ki) or the radical

signification is, it (a thing) was, or became, ex

ceedingly plain to be perceived, either by the sense

of sight or by that of hearing. (Er-Răghib,

TA.) [Accord. to some, when relating to what is

visible, it is tropical; and when relating to what

is audible, proper: but if so, it seems to be so

much used in the former sense as to be, in that

sense, conventionally regarded as proper. See

also #:- =#, aor. *, [inf. n., app., 54

and 5*] He (a man, TA) was, or became,

great, or bulky, (K, TA,) [and therefore a con

spicuous object,] before the eyes of the beholder.

(TA.) [And He was, or became, pleasing, or

goodly, in aspect: see 5'-. below.]- Also,

(A, Msh, K) int. n. #2-, (A, Msb) It (the

voice) rose [so as to be plainly heard]; nas, or

became, high, or loud. (A, Msb,” K.)- Also,

(S,) inf. n. 5'- (TA,) He, (a man) nas, or

became, high, or loud of voice. (S, TA.)=x

aor. *, (Msb,) inf. n. xv+, (S, Msb,) He (a man)

nas unable to see in the sun. (S, Msb, T.A.)

And in like manner said of the eye. (K.)=

* (Mab,TA) infn.”- (TA) and **

(A, Msb;) and "5-1, (A, MSb, TA) [and

* "X-1;] and "5*, (TA;) He made it

plain, apparent, conspicuous, open, or public.

(A, MS, TA)—X's X-, and a 3-5 (K.)

and "3,4-1, inf n. 5'-' (§3) and 4: ">!,

(K) and "3,4-5 (TA ) and J#9 ×, and

**, and 4:54, (TA) and *#, (Sgh,Msb,

TA) aor. *, inf n :- and jū- (TA) and

až. *A*-l; ($gh, Msb, TA;) He uttered the

speech, and the saying, and his supplication, and

his prayer, and his recitation, neith a plain, or

an open, voice; openly; publicly : (S, Msb, K,

TA) or *%+, (A) and J#9, and's:

(S;) and *::::: (A;) he uttered his speech,

and the saying,and his recitation, with a raised,

or loud, voice; aloud: (S, A:) and <<!*

he raised the voice [so as to make it plainly

heard]. (K.)– c.** *, and "x=l, and

"Ala-, He made known the acts of disobedience

that he had committed, by talking of them : he

who does so is termed c. ** ">s-, and

simply -- (TA) And 9:4 J - "X
He revealed what was in his bosom. (A.) And

* : * ~...~" '33. He revealed the

story after he had concealed it. (A.) And "x=-|

3.9 He made the case, or affair, notorious.

(TA)—Also #3. He discovered it (K, TA)

ocularly. (TA)- He san, him (a man) without

any veil (K, TA) intervening; (TA;) as also

**- : (Ki) or he looked tonards him, or

regarded him. (K.) You say, 3-iJ- -> U.
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Us:= 2x=-5 There is not in the tribe any one

whom my eye regards as worthy of notice or

": by reason of his greatness therein; syn.

33-5. (TA) And 54 sil 'x- The people

looked tonards such a one without any veil inter

vening between them and him. (TA.) - He

treated him, or regarded him, with reverence,

veneration, respect, or honour: (K:) or (TA) he

regarded him as great in his eyes: (K, TA:) he

san" him to be great in aspect, or appearance;

(S3) as also '9"> (S,K) and '9-1 (A:)

he was pleased nith his beauty, and his form, or

appearance, or state of apparel or the like; as

also **- : (Lh,” K:) or he pleased him by

his beauty and form or appearance &c. : (A:)

or it pleased him by its beauty; as also " 9-l.

(TA)- He san, it (an army, S, A, K, and a

people, TA) to be numerous in his eyes; as also

'**'. (S, A, K.)=#132-, (S. K.) aor. 3,
inf. n. X- (TA,) He cleared out the nell, (S,K,)

and took forth from it the black fetid mud that

it contained; as also "tax e-l: (S:) or both

signify he entirely, or nearly, eachausted the nell

of its nater: (K:) or the former, he reached the

nvater of the nell, (K, TA,) in digging: or so
J D = •

*. alone: (TA:) and accord. to Akh, -×

ă =#| signifies I cleared out the mud that the

water covered in the nell, so that the nater

appeared and became clear. (S.) 'Āisheh said,

describing her father, 45%l &# *x-l, lit., He

cleared out the filled-up wells of abundant nater

so as to make the water well forth; alluding to

his rectifying affairs that had become disordered.

(TA from a trad.)=X* We came to them

in the morning, at the time called Cúl, (S, A,

K, TA) when they were inadvertent. (S,K,TA)

--459%- He traversed the land (S,K) with

out knowledge. (S)=#| || 3. He shook the

milk-skin to make butter, (Fr, $, K.) and took

forth its butter. (Fr, TA)= U+" <

30-3 The sun dazzled the eye, and confused the

* -o- o -- 0:5

sight, of the traveller; syn. Ases −)-l. (K.)

3. Ale-: see 1.- [Its inf n.] 5*- signifies

The fighting [nith any one].face to face: and the

shoning open enmity, or hostility, neith any one:

and the reading, or reciting, a thing aloud : and

the speaking loudly. (KL) You say, 33.3% A-,

(Msb) inf n. #'s. (S, Msb) and 3%-, (MSb)

He showed open enmity or hostility, nith another.

(S, Msb.) And ,39.X:* I acted openly

with them in the affair, or case; syn. *_2:\s.

(JK.) [And *> He treated him openly with

enmity &c.]—ASU sys-,(TA)int n is:
* - - -

and jū-, (K) is explained as signifying] He

vied with them, or strove to overcome or surpass

them, in the affair, or case. (K,”TA.) [But

Low-Jú, in the TA, and ājúl, in the K, are here

evidently mistranscriptions for jū and £1.]

4: see 1, in eight places. -->4-1 also signifies

He begat sons goodly in stature (IAar, K) and

in aspect, (IAar, TA,) or in cheeks: (K:) or, a

squint-eyed son. (IAar, K.)

6. Use: signifies The showing oneself openly:

and acting openly, or being open in one's conduct or

converse, with others. You say,] 35&t bis

They shoned open enmity, or hostility, one with

another; syn.w 1335. ($ in art. 5.N.)= [And

Ala-5 He feigned himself unable to see in the

sun: see the part. n., below.]

8: see 1, in eight places.

10. 9- : see 1. - Also He took it forth.

(TA from a trad.)

Q. Q. 1. *: see 1, in four places.

* d - 6 - d -

W*-: see 3,4-, in two places.

6 o y 2*, * > . -

*-: see 5'-, in six places.

* *

Jee- :

#: A thing that is plain, apparent, conspi

cuous, open, or public. (K.) You say, #: %

(S, A, &c.) He san, him, or it, [plainly,] without

the intervention of any veil: (TA) and '5%-4,

[signifies the same: or] he san, him, or it, with

exceeding plainness: (Er-Răghib, TA:) or the

former signifies he san, him, or it, nith his eyes,

ocularly, or before his eyes, (S, A, Bd in ii. 52,

Msb,) nithout anything intervening : (S:) so in

the Kur. ii. 521, #2 &f us, C-: (S, B4)

and [some say that] 3×- is here originally an
- J. de • - **. J Q- - • zo •

inf n. of ~+ in 34, all +, [like "9-.]
- - a < *, * * .

and metaphorically used in the sense of ā:U-2: it

is in the accus. case as an inf. n.: or it is thus used

as a denotative of state relating to the agent or the

6 *

see reve-, in two places.

object: and some read "5*, as an inf. n. like

#, or as pl. of:--, and as such it is a deno

tative of state: (Bd.) or #: is here from <!--

à:=#1: (Akh, S:) accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, it here

signifies unconcealed from us: (TA:) and in the

Kur. iv. 152, ocularly; not concealed from us by
2-0 - - - J -

anything. (K,”TA.)-You say also, 5×- a.s.le

[and '5. He spoke to him plainly, with an

open voice, aloud, or publicly]. (§, TA)- And

'9%-5% as and "jū. (He met him in the

daytime, openly, or publicly]. (K.)

#: [A blaze covering the face of a horse: or

the quality of having such a blaze:] a subst. from

* applied to a horse. (TA)–A cast in the

eye. (AA, TA. [See also re-l.])

6 - d -

3×e-: see 3×-.

* * * * * * - d >

bly- and blve- see 5», in three places.

*: see :- — Also, and *::, An

army seen to be numerous. (A.) - And the

former, Bold; daring: in the K, erroneously,
6 - d -

*- - -

*(in the TA, here, "> but in another

place, **) High, loud, or vehement, speech;

(Msh,K,TA) as also : and '3'-' (K)

and so applied to the voice; (Msb, TA;) as also

'%', (A,TA) Also, and": (TA) and
* - O -

'G'+(A, TA) and '-(A)and*

(S, A) and -:) 'G'+, (S,) A man having a

high, loud, or strong voice. (S, A, TA)- A

man (S, A) of pleasing, or goodly, aspect; (S, A,

K.) as also "X-: (Ki) fem of the former with

5: (S:) beautiful: (K:) of goodly aspect, who

pleases the beholder by his beauty: and a face of

goodly, or beautiful, fairness: (TA:) and *:::

a man (TA) of goodly aspect, (K, TA,) and of

goodly and perfect body. (AA, K, T.A.)-Also,

(K) or '-i > and -is: (A) Adapted

to, or constituted for, goodness : (A, K:) because

he who beholds him desires his beneficence: (TA:)

pl. #. (A, K.)=Also Milk not mixed nith

water: (Fr, S, K:) or from nuhich the butter has

been taken forth. (TA.)

5'- [an inf. n. (see *)] Pleasingness, or

goodliness, of aspect; (S, A, K,) as also *}, *

(K) and *::: (TA:) [and a quality pleasing to

behold: for] Abu-n-Nejm says,

* ####"J" C." (š *

[And I regard fairness in women as a quality

pleasing to behold]: (S:) and *:::- signifies the

form, or appearance, or the like, and goodliness of

aspect, of a man: (K:) or n:hat pleases by its beauty,

of the form or appearance or the like, of a man, and

his goodliness of aspect : (S:) [and simply aspect,

or outnard appearance..] You say, 5'- 33; &:

Sons goodly in stature and in aspect: (IAar, TA:)

or in stature and in cheeks: (K:) but the former

is the more agreeable with authority. (TA.)

And c's "3: 3- U. How goodly is the

form, or appearance, or the like, and the beauty

of aspect, of such a one! (S, A:") [or simply,

the aspect; for] you say also, *:::- is: U. [Hon.

evil is his aspect!]. (A.) And 5%-" &- J*.

and "L." A man goodly in aspect. (TA) And
J. D.e. e. “ J.- D / J &

5- <-5, as "*-& [I san, his aspect, and so

knen his mind]. (A.)

6.- J. J.

5,2,4-: see the next preceding paragraph.
- - - • * 4 - 6 - J. -

3×-J's 5»-J -ăsăc d'B's [Such a one is

chaste in secret conduct and in public behaviour].

(A.)

3 - 2 - * > .

U£2-: see eve-, in four places.

6 - d -

j45- a word of well-known meaning, (Msb,)

[a coll. gen, n., Jenels; precious stones; gems;

pearls: any kind of jewel, precious stone, or gem:

and also applied (as in the T, M, Mgh, Msb, and

K, voce 35, q.v.) to native ore:] any stone from

n:hich is extracted, or elicited, anything by nihich

one may profit : (K:) n. un, with 3: (S:) [pl.

** :] it is of the measure Jess, (Msb) and is

from *" signifying a thing's “becoming ex

ceedingly plain to be perceived by the sense of

sight:” (Er-Răghib, TA:) or it is of P:n

origin, (TA) arabicized, (§, TA) [from #1

accord. to most persons. (TA) - -:**

The diversified wavy marks, streaks, or.grain, of

a snoord; syn. 3. (T and K voce *..]-

'G' ** [The essence of a thing; or that

whereby a thing is what it is; the substance of a

thing: the constituent of a thing; the material

part thereof;] that upon which the natural con

60 *
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stitution of a thing is as it were based; or of

which its natural constitution is made to be; [or,

as IbrD thinks to be meant in the K, the collective

parts and materials of a thing, of which its na

tural constitution is moulded;] expl. by <--> le

# - **, (K,) or, as in some Lexicons, [as the

JK and the Mab,14: *-i- [which is

virtually the same]: (TA:) **'. and &lā)

and #A." and ā-ā-l are all syn. terms; and the

first has other significations; but in the classical

J Ö

language it signifies J-91, i.e., *::" J:

[the original of compound things]; and not what

subsists by itself. (Kull.)-[Hence, #! *::-"

+ The indivisible atom.]- In the conventional

language of scholastic theology, }** signifies

| Substance, as opposed to accident; in which

sense, some assert the word to be so much used

as to be, in this sense, conventionally regarded as

proper. (TA.)= See also*.

&#-Ajeweller; a seller of,4,-for-5-].

(TA)-[In scholastic theology, +Of, or relating

to, substance, as opposed to accident.]

* - of

Awa-l: see*-Also A man having the

eyeball, or globe of the eye, prominent and appa

rent, or large and prominent; syn. la--, Or

resembling such as is termed laa-la-: fem.#

(TA.) And this latter, An eye having the ball, or

globe, prominent and apparent, or large and pro

minent; syn. i-la- (K:) or resembling what

is thus termed. (TA.)- Having a pretty cast in

the eye : (AA, K:) fem, as above. (K.)- That

cannot see in the sun; (S, A, Msb, K;) applied to

a man, (A, Msb,) and to a ram: (S:) fem. as

above: (S, A, Msb, K. :) or neak-sighted in the

sun: (Lh, TA:) or that cannot see in the daytime;

Já signifying “that cannot see in the night:”

(TA:) and the fem., a woman who closes her eyes

in the sun. (A.)- A horse having a blaze that

covers his face: fem. as above. (K.)- Also the

fem., Open, bare, land, not concealed by anything :

(A:) or plain land, in nihich are no trees nor hills

(K, TA) nor sands: (TA) pl. #39;... (A,

T.A.) – And A company (S, K) consisting of

the distinguished part (TA) of a people: (S:)

the more, or most, excellent persons of a tribe.

(K.) You say, [with reference to distinguished

persons,] X=5%: # = How is gour company?

(S.)

6.- d ..." 6 y o e 6 • -

x=-2 : see 5*-* : and see also ºve-, in two

places.

}:-- (S,K) and '-' (K) A man accus.

tomed to speak n'ith a plain, or an open, voice;

openly; or publicly. (S, K.)

* - d.

jū-2 : see what next precedes.

4: *Notorious; applied to a thing: (TA:)

and so "X:- applied to a man: (A, TA:) and
* - © J.

"X-2 plain, apparent, or conspicuous; applied

to a thing. (TA) — 5:1 -5,-1 (The

letters that are pronounced with the voice, and

not neith the breath only; the vocal letters;] the

letters (nineteen in number, S) that are comprised
• • 1, 2 * : * : * * ~ *# 3.

in the saying & b - 9: 31 Jai, * J%:-

(S, K:) opposed to ā-s:": (TA:) so called

[accord. to some] because there is a full stress in

the place where any one of them occurs, and the

breath is prevented from passing with it until the

stress is ended with the passage of the voice.

(Sb, S.)=>- #U. Water which, having been

buried in the earth, has been dranwn until it has

become sneet. (TA.) - is: A well (#)

cleared out, and cleansed from the black fetid mud

n:hich it had contained. (S.)- And Wells fre

quented [and in use], (K,) n'hether their nater be

sneet or salt. (TA.)

X---- see, above, Jets." *.

6 * > d J

X: see is: and see also :

}*: Feigning himself* as in the say

ing, cited by Th,

*

*:: *
*

[Like the looker that feigns himself unable to see

in the sun]. (TA.)

j+

- - - - -

1. C:*" Uske j-, see 4, in two places.

2. J.-, inf n. *5, He fitted out, equipped,

furnished, or supplied, a bride, and a traveller,

and a corpse, (S, Msb, K,) and an army, (S,)

with her, or his, or their, Jú- [i.e. requisites,

equipage, furniture, accoutrements, or apparatus]:

(S, Msb. K:) he provided a warrior with a beast

to ride, and nith other requisites for his expedi

tion: (TA:) he prepared him or it. (TA.) You

say also, J: * j:- [He fitted out the

horsemen and sent them against him]. (S.)=

See also 4.

4. a' L'é j,4-1, (AS, JK, S, Mgh, Msb,

K.) in n.jū. (Mab3) and ***, aor. *,

(Msb, K,) inf. a 3- (TA;) He despatched,

or he hastened and completed the slaughter of,

the wounded man; (AS, S, Mgh, Msb, K;) he

made his slaughter sure, or certain : (JK, K:)

and"> with teshdeed, signifies the same, but

denoting muchness, or frequency, or repetition,

of the action, or its application to many objects,
- - -

and intensiveness: (Msb:) or C*- eske "X

signifies he slen the nounded man. (IDEA, TA.)

You should not say, 2-4 ya-J) -j-, (S) or*jči (Isa,:- us."

5.** He fitted out, equipped, furnished, or

supplied, himself; or he or it became fitted out

or equipped or furnished or supplied; nith his or

its jū- [or requisites, &c.]: (Ki) he prepared

himself (S, K.) You say, is,.5&#, (S,

K,”) and 7 &##!, (K,) I prepared myself for

such a thing. (S, K.)

11. 3&*Š <ājū. see 5.

jø-, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) so accord. to the seven

readers in the Kur xii. 59 and 70, (AZ, Msb,)

and "jū-, (S, Msh, K) but the latter is rare,

(Msb,) or bad, (Az, TA,) or an erroneous pro

nunciation of the people of El-Basrah, (Lth, TA,)

The requisites, (Mgb, K.) equipments, equipage,

furniture, accoutrements, or apparatus, (Msb,)

of a bride, [i. e. her paraphernalia,] and of a

traveller, and of a corpse: (S, Msb, K:) pro

visions and other requisites for a traveller: (Har

p. 104:) pl. [of pauc.] 5.4, and pl. pl. $5.4

(S, K.) – Accord to some, Household goods or

furniture and utensils: accord. to 'Alee Ibn

'Eesà, excellent goods that are conveyed from

country to country: and hence the jus- of the

bride: (Harp. 104:) or excellent goods that are

conveyed as merchandise. (Mgh.)- Also the

former, What is upon a camel that is used for

riding [consisting of the saddle and its apper

tenances]. (K.) It is said in a prov., ->*

•jū-, with fet-h [to the &l, (A, S, K) i. e. He

took fright and fled or nent anay at random,

and did not return : (K:) or it is said of a thing

that goes away and does not return: (As, S:)

originally relating to a camel from whose back

the saddle with its apparatus tumbles, falling

between his legs, in consequence of which he

takes fright and flees or runs away at random, so

that he goes away into the land: (As, S, K:)

<-3 signifies he went; (ju. ; for which in the

CK is put JU.e.;) and the meaning of the phrase

is, he went stumbling upon his apparatus. (K.)

In the T it is said, The Arabs say, 3-3*

* Ls, meaning The camel took fright and

ran anay at random, beating the ground with

his feet so as to thron don’n the apparatus and

load that were upon him. (T.A.)= Also the

former, The pudendum of a noman. (S, K, T.A.)

6 • 6 * *

jw-: seejw-.

s - 6 * > w & J. •

Jews- U-93, (S, K.) or •+!" jewe-, (AO, TA,)

A horse quick, or snift, in running: (AO, S:)

or the former, a horse that is light, or active. (K.)6 - 6 o' -- •

-j- ***, and "#4, A quick death. (K.)

6 o p 6 o'

j*-* *** : see what next precedes.

#~ One for n'hom are prepared travelling

provisions and equipage, that he may perform

the pilgrimage for another. (Mgh.)
6 w • *

j-. One who sends forth traders with ex

cellent goods: or who travels with such goods.

(Mgh.) Hence, app., the vulgar term "jals...,

meaning A rich merchant. (Mgh.) – And

J2jz-- Travelling-companions who assist one in

the loading of the beasts. (Msb.)

}*- : see the next preceding paragraph.

&

U*

de * * * • *

1. **! -**, (S, K,) and U-, (K,) which

latter, accord. to IDrd, is the more common,

(TA) Bor:#, inf n. J.- (S,R) and C#,'

and &#4-, (K.) He betook himself to him by

reason of fright or fear, seeking protection, and

being about, or ready, to weep; like as the child

betakes himself to his mother by reason of fright

or fear, (As, S, K.) and to his father, (As,) being

about, or ready, to weep; (AS, S.;) as also

4 s r.

-- of J J C - o • * >

'J'. (AO, S, K)--. -**-, (S, A,)

Ol' *::::: ++, inf n. *. (TA) and

" -:*-ī; (§, A, TA;) His soul heaved, (S, A,)
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and he was about, or ready, to weep : (A:) or

his soul heaved, and quitted him. (TA)-->

ci-l. &: He was ready, or about, to desire,

and to mourn: (IDrd.) and £u 'J'í He

was ready, or about, to weep. (El-Umawee, K.)

--Jill & C#, (AA, K) and #, (K)

aor. *, inf. n. &#, (AA, K.) He was frightened

at the thing, or afraid of it: (AA, K.) or he

fled from the thing. (Šgh, K)-3' ls:

c” They came quickly to me, frightened. (A.)

--> &l J. 3. J: He removes, and

goes quickly, from land to land. (K.)- Live

-sil &l. inf n. J.-, He came to the people,

or company of men. (TA.)

4: see 1, in three places =# U-- He

hastened such a one. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

#: A flow of tears (A, K, TA) falling one

after another on the occasion of J- [or the

betaking oneself to another by reason of fright or

fear, &c.]. (TA.)=A company of men; as

also * #2: . (K:) or the latter signifies a

Party, and a multitude, of men. (TA.)

.* Quick; who removes, and goes quickly,

from land to land. (K.)

6 * • 6 - d -

a: Ale-: see à:*-.

Jāve

1: see 4, in two places.

3. *s-, (K) inf n. *. (TA) He en

deavoured to prevent him, or to turn him anay

[from a thing]; and strove to be before him;

syn. 4× and 4-le. (K.) Hence the saying,

in a trad. of Mohammad Ibn-Meslemeh, relating

his endeavouring to attack a man on the day of
- * - d d * o- • * * *

Ohod, d'A- 3:1 axe Lass- But Aboo-Sufyān

endeavoured to turn me anay from him (Gæwass), and put me anay [from him]. (TA.) •

- - o &

4. Us:-a- He overcame me in contending for

th: thing; as also " ...-a, - (S.) You say,

*Sl &= -a-, He overcame him in contending

for the thing, and made him to quit it, or put

him anay from it; as also : " 44-, aor. 3.
* * * * * * * * * * ~ * ~ *

(A, K.) And Ležáll as Jays-(3 CD's U-5 Such

a one n'as slain, and the people were overcome so

that he was taken from them. (S.) And 303

4:£5 3: ā-,-] The beast, or bird,

of prey caught the game, and ne removed him,

and overcame him in contending for that which

he had caught. (S, A,” Msb.)- Jays- is also

syn with J->i (A.K.) Thus, sometimes, (S)

* 3:4:4, (S) or 'S' ca, (Mgh, TA)

signifies I hurried him so as to prevent him from

doing such a thing, or the thing ; (S, Mgh, TA;)

and made him to quit it. (Mgh.)– You say

also,* &: *A*- Be roused him, or made

him to rise, from his place. (A, TA.) And

[elliptically] 3& ū: We roused the enemy,

or made them to rise, from their places; and

removed them therefrom, or made them to quit

them. (Mgh.)=<-awe-i She (a camel, AZ, Aş,

S, A, K) cast her young one : (S, A:) or cast

her young one with its fur grown, (AS, K,) before

it was perfect: (As:) or cast her young one before

its form was apparent: (AZ.) or in an imperfect

state : (TA:) oruáš-a,-l, inf. n. -**!, she

(a camel, and a woman,) cast her young one im

perfect in form. (Mgb.)

J:- See L*, in two places.

J%- [The act of a camel's, and ofa woman's,

casting an imperfect foetus;] a subst. from -aya

said of a camel and of a woman. (Msb.)

.*.*, applied to the young one, or foetus, of

al camel, (S, A, Msb,) and of a woman, (Msb)

i. s. 'J'. (pass part n of- * i, q. v.]:

(S, A, Msb:*) or, (K,) as also 'J', on the

authority of Fr, being, as he says, like &:- in

the K, erroneously, .*.*, (TA) an abortion:

or a young one perfectlyformed, and into nihich

the spirit has been inspired, nithout its living :

(K:) or 'L' signifies the young one of a camel

that is cast before its form is apparent. (TA.)

*:::

J:4, applied to a she camel, (S, Mab, K.)

and to a woman, (Msb,) act, part. n. of***

[q.v.] j (S, Msb, K;) as also with 3: (Msb:) pl.

Jów-e A she-camel that is accustomed to

cast her young (S, A) in an imperfect state. (TA)

see the next preceding paragraph.

J

1. J.-- (S3) and 4.4, (Sh, Mab, K.) and

* J. (JK) and * (see Jes)]; aor *,

(K) inf. n. J: and iù- (S, Msb, K) and

£; (TA;) He was ignorant; (S;) he was

characterized by Ji- in any of the senses as

signed to this word belon : (TA:) and he was

ignorant of it; he did not know it; (Sh, JK,

Msb, K;) contr. of £4. (Msb, K.) You say,

*J: 5 L': The like of me will not be

ignorant of the like of thee. (Sh, TA.) And

* c." J* EIe acted in an ignorant or a

silly or foolish manner tonards another: and
2-8- • J.

wrongly. (Mb) And 45&
* -8

ael), He was ignorant, or silly, or foolish, in his

opinion, or judgment]. (Sh, TA) And 3-1.J.

He neglected the truth, or the right, or due ; for

he ignored it;] syn. *Usi. (Msb.) See also 6.

—£" ** t The cooking-pot boiled vehe

mently; contr. of-5. (TA.)

2.4-, (Mab, K.) inf n. J:5, (S. K.) He

attributed to him J.- [or ignorance, &c.]. (S,

Msb, K.)-And He caused him to fall into
o *

U-. (TA.)

3. iss- The acting nith levity, and in an

ignorant or a silly or foolish manner, nrith any

one. (KL) [You say, alAle-, meaning He so

acted nith him.]

6. UA-5 Hefeigned, or made a false shon of,

}* [i. 4.4

J: [or ignorance, &c.] (S, K.) And "J.--

<< He feigned ignorance [to him]. (K.)

10. *~! He reckoned him, or esteemed him,

Jal- [or ignorant, &c.]. (S, T.A.)- He, or

it, excited him to lightness, or levity, and un

steadiness. (S. K.) – 3-&l &# *:

! The nind put the branch into a state of commo

tion. (K, TA.)

J.- an inf. n. of 1: Ignorance; contr. of le:

(S, Msb,” K:*) [and silliness, or foolishness: and

wrong conduct : (see 1:)] it is of two kinds;

namely, simple, which is the non-existence of

knowledge of that which should be known; and

compound, which is a decisive belief not agree

able with the fact, or reality: so accord. to

Ibn-El-Kemál: or, accord. to Er-Răghib, it is

of three kinds; namely, the mind's voidness of

hnon ledge, which is the primary meaning; and

the believing a thing to be different from what it

is; and the doing a thing in a manner different

from that in nihich it ought to be done : or,

accord. to El-Harállee, the proceeding in dubious

affairs nithout knowledge. (TA.) It is said in a

prov., S:- &#9 Li+ [Doubt is sufficient igno

rance]. (Mab.) And it is said in a trad, 3- 31
2 o' --

Swe---> [Verily there is, among the kinds of

knowledge, what is ignorance]: this is one's

learning what is not requisite, and neglecting

what is requisite; or a learned man's affecting,

or pretending, a knowledge of that which he does

not know. (TA.)

*> 0 e

#94-#

6 * *

U2,4-: see what next follows.

* & •

See£1.

Ja- and 'J*, [but the latter has an inten

sive signification,] Ignorant: (Msb, K.) and

silly, or foolish, in conduct: and wrong in con

duct: (Msb:) [characterized by J.- in any of

the senses assigned to this word above:] pl. Jú.

(K, KL) and J: and J: and J: and5:

(K:) see&: The former epithet is mostly

used in dispraise: but sometimes not in dis

praise; as in the saying [in the Kurii. 274],

#Jas'2:- i.e., The ignorant of their

[real] state [would,feckon them possessed of com

petence]. (TA) as: Jel- 3A means UAla- 3A

as, (K, TA) i. e., He is ignorant [of him, or it,

or] of his, or its, state, or condition. (TA)

Jas' The lion (K, TA) that is ignorant of the

prey. (TA). In the Ck, 3–9, Jas-M, is a

mistake for J-Sl Jets-12.]

6 - © -

Uwe-: seei:=Also Great as an epithet
6 * *

applied to a smooth rock (5ta-2). (K.)
6.--> d > 6 ed

#: (IDrd,JK, K) and 'J' and "J

(IDrd, K) and * à:-- (K) A piece of wood

with which one stirs live,orburning, coals (*),

(JK, K, TA,) or nine (2-34-); (so in some copies

of the K;) of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

3 •

Jets [A pagan; a pagan Arab; one of

those who are called collectively " aske's-l'; and
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sometimes 'J', pl. of Ja-l. and particu

larly, a pagan poet;] a poet of the first, or

earliest, of the four classes which are ranked in

chronological order; of the class which was suc

ceeded next by the cs:-. (Mz, 49th 89.)

[See also *G.]

£1.

"5:15 as A, (JK, S, K.) in which the later• • * -- o- G -o

word is a corroborative, (S, K,) as in ''): āke,

&c., (S,) [The time, or state, of ignorance, or

paganism; or of intense ignorance;] the time of

see what next precedes.-[Also, or]

the 5: [or cessation of the mission of apostles,

and of the effacement of the signs of their reli

gion] (JK) one says, * c 4.5 &t=

#:-" [That was in the time, or state, of pagan

ism, or of intense ignorance]. (S.)

6 * d > -

Jy-e An affair, or an event, or a case, and a

land, and a habit, a property, a quality, a prac

tice, or an action, that induces a man to believe a

thing to be different from what it is. (Er-Răghib,

TA.) A desert (#) in which are no signs of

the way. (S.) And Uw-e Jā) A land in which

are no signs of the n'ay: (TA:) or in which one

will not go aright (K, TA) unless by means of the

[signs of the way called] Aji: (TA:) pl. J*,

which is the contr. of J. : (TA:) accord. to

the K, it has neither dual nor pl.; but it has both,

as 'Iyád and others have affirmed. (MF, TA.)

6 * o 6 * > d >

U-2 : see alkee

6 * > d >

alys-2 [A cause of, or an incitement to, igno

rant, silly, foolish, or nurong, conduct;] a thing

that incites one to J.-l. (S, K.) Hence the

saying, i:- 49 [Children are a cause of

silly, or foolish, conduct]. (S.)

6 * > 0 37 - 2 -

à-2: See alre-.

J.- ! A she-camel light, brisk, or agile, in

her pace, or going. (TA)

Js: [Unknown]. You say, ju." +,

Ús:- L' [I ventured upon traversing the

desert notnithstanding its unknown character].

(S, TA.)-[A man of unknown origin. A book

of unknown authorship. - In grammar, The

Passive voice.]-is:- āşū A she camel that

has never been milked : or that has no brand

upon her: (K, TA:) and t a she-camel that has

never conceived. (Z, T.A.)

6 d >

• < * * Making himself like the Jss- [or

ignorant; feigning himself ignorant]: or reckon

ing, or esteeming, Jala- (Harp. 572.)

_ove

1. *, aor.”, inf n. ** (S,R) and #4-,

(K,) He (a man) became fronning, or contracted,

in face; or grinning in face, with a fronning, or

contraction, or a stern, an austere, or a morose,

look : (S:) or he was, or became, coarse, or rough,

and contracted, and ugly, in face. (K.)- Also,

said of the pubes, It was coarse, rough, or big.

(TA) = **, (§, K) and +, aor. 3, in

both instances; (K;) and " ---, (S, K,) and

4 *~ ; (JK, K.) He grinned, fronning, or

looking sternly, austerely, or morosely, in his face:

(S:) or he met him, or regarded him, with a dis

pleasing, (JK, K,TA)fronning, or grinning and

Jronning, (TA) face: (JK, K, TA:) or "L.-->

signifies he showed a sour, a crabbed, or an austere,

face. (TK in art. U-4s.) A poet says,

*k *** ** *

g

• J e 2 *o- - J. de •

* U23-, 5-we we -->j *

(S,” TA,) i. e. [Many a region] that exhibits to

the impotent that nihich he dislikes, [or that fronyns

upon the neak, or impotent, I have chidden therein

a strong she-camel that leaves the marks of her

Jootsteps upon the ground.] (S.) You say also,

2.99. "...: #3, #[FortuneJronns upon the

generous]. (TA.) And J. WL:- ! [My

object of hope fronned upon me] is said when one

has not attained his object of hope. (TA.)

4. #: <: The sky had clouds such as

are termed A*. (K.)

5: see 1, in six places.

8. Love-' He entered upon, (K,) or journeyed

in, (A, TA,) the portion of the night termed

a. *. (A, K, TA)
6 o e

_*- A coarse, or rough, and contracted, and

ugly, face; as also "...-, (K;) or, as in some of

the lexicons, *. (TA) And *śl ~

Fronning, or contracted, in face; or grinning in

face, with a fronning, or contraction, or a stern,

an austere, or a morose, look : (S, Mgh:) or

coarse, or rough, in face: (JK, TA:) applied to

a man : (JK, S, Mgh, TA:) and to a lion. (JK,

TA) And [hence, '-'. The lion (K)=

See also X*.

6 • 6 d >

Lowe- : SCG Aoya--

2 - 2 - 3 * * * • -

ãove-: See a-o,+, in two places. = Also A big

cooking-pot. (K.)

i: and Wi:- (JK, S, K,) both mentioned

by Fr, (S,) A portion of the night: (JK:) the

first of the last portions of the night, (JK, S, K,

TA,) extending [app. from midnight] to near the

period a little before daybreak : (TA:) or the

remaining portion of the darkness of the last part

of the night: (K:) or the former signifies, [or

each,] the beginning of the night, extending to a

..fourth part : or, as some say, the middle of the

night: (KL:) pl. of the former ź. (JK.)

You say, i. J: &: L- and 'i: [app.

meaning A portion, or a portion at the com

mencement of the latter part, of the night passed].

(A’Obeyd, TA) = Also the former, Eighty

camels: or the like. (K.)

> Clouds in nihich is no mater: (JK, S, K.)

or that have poured forth their water (K, TA)

nith the wind. (TA.)

* applied to a man, (JK, S,) Impotent;
6 o' --

(JK, S, K;) weak; as also "Love-. (K.) See

an ex. in the first paragraph.

6 • 6 o' --

Loève- : SCC Dove-.

Low

... [Hell; or Hellfire;] (T, S, K, &c.) a

name of the fire with n'hich God will punish,

(T, S,) in the life to come, (T,) his [disobedient

and unrepentant and unbelieving] servants; (S;)

a proper name of the abode of punishment : (Bd,

ii. 202;) a word rendered quasi-coordinate to the

quinqueliteral-radical class by the doubling of the

third letter: (S:) accord. to some, it is an Arabic

word, applied to the fire of the world to come

because of its depth; [see the last paragraph;]

(T, TA;) or originally syn. with júl [fire, or

the fire]; (Bd in ii. 202;) and imperfectly decl.

because determinate and of the fem. gender: (T,

S:) accord. to others, it is an arabicized word, (T,

S, Bd ubi supra,) imperfectly decl. because deter

minate and of foreign origin; (T,TA;) some say,

originally Persian; (S;) others, from the Hebrew

Auxe, (TA) [or as Golius says, Din STA “the

Valley of Hinnom,” where children were burned

alive as sacrifices to the idol Moloch.]- See

also>.

[...: Of, or relating "...+. i. e. Hell,

Or Hellfire.]

> (S. K. Ham p. 817) and Lúč and

X:l, with each of the three vowels (K, TA)

to the £, (TA,) [' accord. £he K it would

rather seem to be A- and Aū-,] and "L:--,

(K,) applied to a well (#), S, K, or 3: Ham),

Deep; (S, K, Ham;) in nihich he who falls into

it perishes. (Ham.)

**

3.

5- The air: (K:) or [the atmosphere; i. e.]

n:hat is betn'een the heaven, or sky, and the earth;

(S, Mgh;) the air [or the region] betnceen the

heaven, or sky, and the earth : pl. £i. (TA.)
- - - w =

*L*-J) ** Us', in the Kur [xvi. 81], means In

the air between the heaven, or sky, and the earth:

(Jel:) or in the middle of the sky: (Katádeh,

TA:) or in the air that is remote from the earth.

(Bd.)—A lon, or depressed, part of the ground;

(M, K.) as also "$5-; (K.) or a wide part

of a valley : (S, Msb:) pl. (in the latter sense,

Msb, or in the former, K, TA) #32 (MSb, K)

and [of pauc.] £i. (TA.) It has the latter

meaning in the saying of Tarafeh, [addressing a

lark,]

s”: J-45-14. S. "

[The nide part of the valley has become vacant

for thee; so lay thine eggs, and whistle]. (AA,

S.) AZ says, I entered, with an Arab of the

desert, a [hollow place in which water collected,

termed a] J-3 , in El-Khalsa, and when we came

to the water, he said, -33° S =U.” J-2 3'- "...a

•las! Like [This is an abyss of nater: one knows

not the utmost extent of it]. (TA)-A vacant,

void, or desolate, place, in which is no one to

cheer by his company. (Hamp. 293.) – The

inside, or interior, of a house or tent; (K;) and

of anything; of the dial. of Syria; also termed

'#'-, (TA) and 'J' (K; [in the CK
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*:::= is erroneously put for *::::= ;]) in

which last, the 1 and c) are augmentatives for the

purpose of corroboration. (TA.) - [Hence,]

5.&* 's-& I desire concealment, or secrecy,

and he desires publicity. (A in art. N.)

63 - :

32-, see 2-, in two places.

3 a. 3

Us!2- : see 3-. Hence the saying of Selmán,
* & Je of so * * of 23 a • * ~ * : o –

aël, all C- 4:124- &#3. [explained in
•

art. "J. (TA.) [It generally signifies Inner,

innard, or interior; and secret, or private;

opposed to &# and is now vulgarly pro

nounced &#.] It is a rel. n. [irregularly

formed] from 3- signifying “any low, or de

pressed, part of the ground.” (T in art. ".)

b

1. #: is a dial. var. of'G-: [aor. of As and

meaning He comes, or will come]: (K:) men

tioned by Sb, who gives as an ex.9:9: üí

[for &#,* Ul, I will come to thee and

inform thee]. (TA.)

&#912

&# and &#: and &#- : see art. GM-.

*94

1. *, (§, TA) aor. ::, (S.T.A.) inf n.

+ (S, A, K, TA) and #5, (Harp. 336)

IIe made a hole in it; or rent, or tore, it; (S, A,

K, TA;) as also "4A-1 (K, TA:) he made a

hole through, or in, or into, it; perforated, pierced,

or bored, it: (TA:) he cut it: (S, A, K, TA:)

he cut it in like manner as one cuts a-: [or

an opening at the neck and bosom of a shirt &c.]:

(L, TA:) he made, or cut, a hole in the middle

of it; cut a piece out of the middle of it; holloned

it out; or excavated it. (TA.) You say, -te
--> d …
-

3)s-all He made a hole in the rock; (A, TA;)

perforated, pierced, or bored, it (TA.) Hence,

in the Kur [lxxxix. 8], j-ž b'.&J *::

39W (Fr, S, TA) And Thamood, who made holes

in the rocks, (Fr, TA,) or cut the rocks, (Bd,

Jel,) [or holloned them out,] and made them

divellings, in the valley, (Fr, Bd, Jel, TA,) i. e.,

in Wádi-l-Kura. (Bd, Jel.) You say also, -la

U--il, (S.A.K.) aor. £, [int n :-)

(S, K, and Msh in art. --) and aor. ---,

(S, K,) [inf n., app., ---, originally+: See

a verse cited below, and a remark of Sh thereoni]

and "43-; (A, K;) He holloned out, or cut

out in a round form, the -: of the shirt: (S,

and Msb in art. --> ) or he cut the --- of

the shirt: (A:) or he made a -: to the shirt,

(K;) as also 4:- ($, and Mşb in art. -->,)

inf n. -i. (S.) And *: -le- He cut

the garment, or piece of cloth; [or cut it out ;]

as also "4A-l. (A.) And J: --le-, inf. n.

+,Hecutout the sandal (TA) And&#1->

[i. e. <-il -et-] The horn cut the flesh and came

forth. (TA)- [Hence, also,] →le-, (S, A,

Mab, TA) aor. '-' (§, Mab,TA) and -e-,

(S, TA) inf n + (TA) and '-e-I, (S,

A, TA;) t He traversed, or crossed, (S, A,” Msb,

TA,) or cut through by journeying, (TA,) a

country, (S, TA,) or a land, (Msb,) and a desert,

and the darkness: (A," TA:) and+ signifies

likewise the pouncing don’n of a bird. (TA.) A

rājiz says, -

* 2%ill &=> --> 3.5% *

• * o

* *3:*~* *k

+[She passed the night cutting through the black

darkness, like as the tailor cuts through the noollen

tunic of the valiant chief, making the opening at

the neck and bosom]: (S: [but in one copy, in

stead of---, I here find-: and in art. Alas,

• * > * > -

&:]) and Sh remarks that this [verb -->5, or

the inf. n. --es-,] is not from --> [meaning

“the opening at the neck and bosom” of a shirt

&c.], because its medial radical is 2, and that of

-->}} is us: (TA:) [i. e., -a-, aor. -->4, is

originally **, alor". *] One says also, of

news,*& * &: J.59* +[It traverses

the earth from country to country, or the land

from tonn to town]. (S, TA.) And of proverbs,

35." ** + They are current in the countries,

or towns. (TA)- It is said in a trad, <>

taki &= t=} <- U.é- ū-* + The Arabs

were rent from us, like as the mill-stone is rent

from its pivot; we being in the midst, and they
- o J • * • 0 &

around us. (TA)=#3" <!-- see **i.

2. ~5- see 1.- Also, said of the light of

the moon, + It illumined, and rendered clear, [by

penetrating,] a dark night. (TA)=4< ->

[from+ “a shield"] He shielded him. (TA:

so accord. to an explanation of the act, part. n.)

3. [*s-, inf n. #-, He returned him

ansner for ansner, or ansniers for ansners; held

a dialogue, colloquy, conference, disputation, or

debate, with him; bandied words with him.]

See 6, in two places.

4. 4-1, (S, A, MSb, TA) int. n. ##! (S,

Mab, K, TA) and '-' (K, TA) and "āt-,

(Kr,TA,) or this last is a simple subst., (AHeyth,

S, TA) like àeu, and #ü, (S, A) used in the

place of an inf n., (AHeyth,TA) and '4's

(A, K, TA) and "4: and 4 '----,

(K, TA;) [for] #! and *#: are syn.;

(S, TA;) He answered him, replied to him,

responded to him, (Msb, TA,) either affirmatively

or negatively. (Msb.) And *:: -la-l. He ansnered,

or replied to, his saying. (Msb.) And &= -la

all: (S, TA) He ansnered, or replied to, his

question. (TA.) And #3 -i-, (Mab, TA, )

and #4 "--, (S, A, TA) and a "----,

(MSb) and 4- " ----, (Harp. 307) said of

God, (S, A, Msb,TA) [He answered his prayer;]

He accepted his prayer; (Msb;) He recompensed

his prayer by gift and acceptance. (TA.) It is

said in the Kur [ii. 182], 'Sl Jelš. #3 <!

es 'b: 9% [I answer the prayer of

him nuho prayeth to me;] therefore let them

ansner me; (TA;) i. e., let them ansner my call

by obedience, (Jel,) when I call them to belief

and obedience: (Bd:) accord. to Fr, what is

here meant [by the last verb] is *: [q.v. in

art. L'I : (TA:) [or let them give me their

assent, or consent, to my call; or let them obey

my call: for you say,:& 4-land: L*.

(for the latter of which there is authority in this

art. in the TA, but the former is more common,)

and] a "-(a-1, He obeyed him, or complied

with his desire, in doing a thing, [or consented to

do it,] when summoned, or invited, to do it.

(M.D.)--> S >> The land produced

plants, or herbage. (Ham p. 94.)--: £3

+ Tears running, or floning; as though called

for and answering the call. (Harp. 71.)=The
• * o 5 o o 5

forms ~3°-1 and +2+! [as verbs of wonder] are
• Je e - e.

not used: therefore you say, all2=- s: U. and

*: £i [Hon good is his answer, or reply!];

U nor a: *f; nor do you say, *

4: ** (meaning He is better in ansnering,

or replying, than thou : but see **i. below].

(Sb, T.A.)

2 d > © J. J. de

6. 295-5 i, q, tax *-ax. "*5- [They re

turned one another ansner for ansner, or ansners

ifor ansniers; they ansnered one another; replied,

one to another; held a dialogue, colloquy, conference,

disputation, or debate, together; bandied words, one

nith another]: (K:) *āśs- and ~5-5 both

signify i. q. 33-5. (S, TA.) In like manner

one says of turtle-doves, (A,) of pigeons, of bray

ing camels, and of neighing horses. (TA)

[Hence,] 5-1, a-Sé- J: *: ! The first

and the lastparts of his speech correspond, or

are consistent. (A, TA.)

7. ~(~3) [It (a garment) became rent, or slit.:

See*].–Said of a cloud, or a collection of

clouds, It cleared anay [so as to leave an open

space]. (S, Msb.) It is said in a trad,*#

J.'s jus J-3:2:1 c, A-" And the
clouds became gathered and dran'n together, and

cleared anay from the city [so that they became

like a cronyn]. (TA)- [It (a place) was, or

became, clear, open, or unobstructed.] See #.

= ~U+3] She (a camel) stretched forth her

neck, to be milked; (K;) as though she complied

with the desire of her milker to be restrained [for

that purpose]: but Fr says that he had not found

a verb of this measure from *i. (TA.)

8. --Ue-l: see 1, in three places.- He dug

a well. (K.) And -*te-l, said of a wild cow,

She holloned out, or excavated, a place to shelter

herself from the rain. (TA.)– He put on, i.e.

clad himself with, (T, S, K,) a garment, (T,) or

a shirt; (S, K;) he entered into a shirt; and in

like manner, t the darkness. (T.A.)

- * o 2 o, . 3 * > .. 6

10. <r's-l and ~3-), inf n. 4-1 :

see 4, nine places.

• # - . *

+: See+, in art, -le-.

+ [an inf. n. (of 1, q.v.) used in the sense

of a pass part. n. Hence,] a tribe is said to be
* * o –

-i Jež- as meaning Cut [as it were] from one
2 - -
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father; [sprung from the loins of one father;]

occurring in a trad. (TA.)- A fire-place ; [so

called because hollowed out;] syn. &#t=. (K.)

- A large s's [or bucket; because of its hollow

form], (Kr, K.)-A shield; (S, K;) as also

*** (TA) and '**** (K:) [see a verse

cited voce -i. :] pl. of the first *i. (TA.)

—A garment like the 5: [so called because it

has a slit in the middle, through which the head

is put:] (S:) or a woman's shift. (K.) – See

also # = [A kind, or sort.] You say, &%

Ji- &- cG- 4e5 [In such a one are two kinds

of temper, Or disposition]; i.e., he does not

remain in one temper, or disposition. (TA.)

And Dhu-Rummeh says,

ded e- og • * >

* J249">''<> <!-- c.45

meaning Thou hearest troo kinds of the sounds,

or voices, [or mutterings,] of the ghools. (TA.)

*

+, meaning The [part called 3% of a

shirt, (see art. --es-,) is, accord. to some, from

the root +2+, because the middle of it is cut out:

accord. to others, from the root ----. (TA.)

£ is an inf n of £i, (Kr, TA) or a

simple subst. (A Heyth, S, TA) used in the place

of an inf. n. (AHeyth, T.A. See 4.) Hence,
2- - - - £- 9 * * * *

asle-2-13 t:- <!-l [He heard ill, and therefore

ansnered ill]: (S, A, K:) a prov., and therefore

not to be rehearsed otherwise than in the original

way, as above: [not to be altered by the substitu

tion of à-l Or ū-l for al- :] its origin is said

to have been this: Sahl [or Suheyl] Ibn-'Amr

had an insane son; and a man said to him, &:

ai, i.e. “Whither is thy tending?” to which
- &# - 0

he (thinking that he said, 4. &# [“Where is

thy mother l’’),) answered, “She is gone to buy

flour:” whereupon his father uttered the words

of this prov. (TA. [See also Freytag's Arab,

Prov. i. 603.]) See also*=&."ā

is a dial. var. of L$)--~! #: (K: [see art.

-- :]) accord. to AO and Sh, it is without -:

accord. to the former, it means A doe-gazelle

when her horn has come forth; and accord. to

the latter, when her horn has cut the skin and

come forth : (T, TA:) or it means having smooth

horns; and if so, it has no [known] derivation.

(TA.) [See also art. (4,2.]

#- A depressed, place amid the houses of a

people, into which the rain-nater flows: (TA:)

a pit, an excavation, or a hollon, (T, K, TA,)

round and wide : (T, TA :) a gap, or an open

ing, in the clouds; and in mountains: and a

clear space ("+: &**) in a [stony tract

such as is called] 5'-' ($) a place (AHn,K)

that is clear, (AHn,) plain and smooth, (AHn,

K,) such as is termed 5's, nvith fen trees, like a

round lazu [or wide and depressed tract], (AHn,)

in a tract that is hard, or hard and level, or

level but rough, (AHn, K,) and such as is of large

extent, not in sands nor in a mountain; so called

because [for the most part] clear of trees: (AHn:)

and an intervening space betnceen houses; (K;) as

also *** (TA:) and a wide, or spacious,

and smooth tract, between two lands: (K:) any

nvide gap, or opening: any gap, or opening, with
* - / 4 * > *

out buildings: (TA:) pl. --> (S,K) and -už-.

(TA.)- The former of these pls also signifies

The pudenda of women; syn. £23. (TA.)–
6 d -

See also P3'-.

# = i, q +, q, y, (S. K.) So in the

phrase, *" &- £, [Verily he is good

in respect of answer or reply or response : or

here it seems rather to signify, agreeably with

analogy, the mode, or manner, of ansnering or

replying or responding]. (S.)

* An ansner, a reply, or a response,

(Msb, TA,”) to a letter, or writing, and to a

saying, or question; and this is either affirmative

or negative: (Msb:) [accord. to some, it is only

after a question or demand; but this is not cor

rect; for it is often a reply to an affirmation:]

*::= [G. v.] is syn, therewith: (S, K;) and so

are 'i' [q. v.] and "is- (K:) the pl. of

•l,- is is: and #4 (M'.) [Hence, in

grammar,-3- -ā- A responsive, or replicative,

particle. And *:* An apodosis; the com

plement, or correlative, of a condition; as *:::=

in. the saying,# J:- & also called

b): #-, and :5- Pla-. And a 5 -P!»- The

complement of an oath.]- Also The sound of a

bird pouncing don’n from the sky. (TA from a

trad.)

* [An excellent well-digger:] a surname

given to Málik Ibn-Kaab El-Kiläbee, (AO, ISk,

$, K,”) because he dug not a well nor bored a

rock without making it to yield water. (AO,

ISk, S.)- +A traverser of countries; one who

travels much. (TA.) Hence, <- J: *

t One who travels all the night without sleeping.

(TA.) And+* +One who traverses the

countries and gains wealth. (TA.) And*

5%l tThe guide of the desert. (TA)

c:* - The lion (K)
• • J -

4-4- āşla t News that traverses the earth,from

country to country, or tonn to tonn: (S, A:")

or i. q. aşū- ai,is [app. a mistranscription for

āş)'s- aä.25, meaning recent men, that traverses

the land]. (K.) And [the pl.] --512+ + Tidings
- of * * ~ *

from afar. (K.) And Jú.S. --512+ + Current

proverbs; such as traverse the countries. (TA.)

* ~ 0 +

**i. [see 4,] in the following question, put
- d - d - o 5 3 & #

to Mohammad, (TA,) #3 ** J: Us!, is
- of * @ J •

either from Ja, Sl &: (K, TA) “I traversed

the land,” (TA,) and signifies 1 More, or most,

penetrating to the places whence the answer is

imagined to proceed; (K, TA;) or [it signifies

more, or most, quick in being ansnered,] from

#: * <!--, of the measure -iss, [i. e.,

originally<i>] “the prayer became answered,”

which, however, is a verb not in use, like as
o • o •

Jeas and 24-x: are imagined to be derived from

3# and 3: (Z, TA:) or it signifies more, or
* ~ *

most, quick of answer, [from rºle-l,] and is [ano

malous, and] similar to &# [“more obedient”],

from āsūl, [i. e. from gui “he obeyed,”] (M,

L, TA,) and to Je: [“more, or most, excellent

in giving,” from Je: “he gave”], and 3's

[pl. ofi-SS a “fecundating” wind, (in the Kur

xv.22) from : # “ he, or it, fecundated”],

(M, L, K, TA,) and the like; (M, L, TA;) and

if so, the word is anomalous because a word of

the measure Jaff of this kind is not derived from

a verb of more than three letters, except in certain

cases of deviation from the constant course of

speech: (L, TA:) the meaning is, t What part

of the night is that [in which prayer most quickly

penetrates? or] in n'hich prayer is most quick in

being answered? (Mgh:) or nhat part of the

night is that in nhich God is most quick in

ansnering prayer? (L, TA.)

* [pass. part. n. of 1, q.v.:] Anything

cut in the middle, or of n:hich the middle is cut

out; as also 's-, (T, TA;) and the latter,

anything hollowed out in the middle. (TA.)

6 - d. • -

-**-* An iron instrument with n'hich one cuts

[or perforates or hollon's out]. ($, T.A.)- See

also+.

<--" one of the names of God; The An

snerer of prayer; He who recompenses prayer

and petition by gift and acceptance. (TA.)

**** See*.

6 * ~ * 6 * * 6-3 * * 6 of

->: see -3-2. -[Hence,] *-* -->

+A land of n:hich one part has been rained upon

(K, TA) and not another. (TA.)

*- An instrument neith which palm-sticks

and canes &c. are bored by the maker of cages or

crates or the like. (TA in art. --Jaj.)

*: ! Speech, or language, of n:hich the

several parts correspond, or are consistent. (A,

TA.)

* - d. J.

-U>: A garment rent, or slit. (Ham p.338.)

C*

1. £, (S, A,) aor. £4, (S,) inf n. £,

(S, K,) He (a man, S) extirpated, or extermi

nated, (S, A, K,) a thing: (S:) He (God, S)

destroyed (S, A, K) a man's property, or cattle,

(S,) by what is termed ā-3-3 (S, A:) as also

"al-, (S, A.) int. ". i-li (Ki) and 'co-,

(S,) inf. n. Cù-l. (K.) You say [also], S-le

Júl #9), i. e. ā-5-1, aOn". 4-5.5, inf n. as

above; and '4-la-l; and '4-0-1, The bane,

or pest, or the like, destroyed the property, or

cattle; as also <--, aor. 4-5, inf. n.i-:

(Msb:) and one says ofanything, such as drought,

or dearth, and civil war, or conflict and faction,

&c., Júl Cl- and '4-0-1, meaning it extirpated,

or exterminated, the property, or cattle. (TA.)

And i-su-ji -i-, (S) or £1, inf n.£

and:- and'-i (TA) and ::-...},

(S, A, TA;) i. e. [The calamity, bane, pest, or

the like, or drought, or dearth, destroyed or]

extirpated [them, or] their property, or cattle.
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C*-->

(TA.) And 4. #4. ** Us- The enemy de

stroyed, or made an end of his property, or

cattle; syn. * Li (TA.)- Also Cl-, alor".

£4, inf n. £, He destroyed the property,

Or' cattle, Of his relations. (IAar, T.A.)= And,

aor. C*-, He deviated from the road, or beaten

track. (IAar, K.)

4: see 1, in three places.

8: see 1, in five places.

6 * d > 6 •

aa-34-: See ā-5-.

£- [act. part. n. of 1]. You say i-jū- #1

A destructive bane or pest or the like: (Msb:)

and i- i: a year of drought or dearth or

sterility (Mgh.) pl. -- (Mg, M'b)—

[And hence,] The locust. (IAir, Tin art. (s-)

i- [fem. of +, q. v.: and hence, as a

subst.,] A bane, a pest, (Msb,) a calamity, or

the like, (S, Msb, K,) or a great calamity, (Mgh,

TA,) that destroys, or extirpates, men's property,

or cattle; (S, Mgh, Msb,” K, TA;) as drought,

or dearth; or civil war, or conflict and faction,

and the like : (S, TA:) drought, or dearth, that

destroys, or extirpates, men's property, or cattle;

as also *i-s: (Wásil, TA:) or a calamity

that befalls a man, and destroys all his property,

or cattle: (A’Obeyd, T:) or severe drought or

dearth, that destroys, or extirpates, men's pro

perty, or cattle: (ISh:) sometimes it is the effect

of large hail; and sometimes, of excessive cold or

heat: (T:) or (accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee, Mgh,

Msb) a blast, or blight, or calamity arising from

the atmosphere, that destroys the fruits, (Mgh,

Msb, TA,) or some thereof; (Mgh;) only relating

to fruits: (TA:) pl. £3- (A, Mgh, Msb.)

It is said in a trad., C#- &#: 34, which is

an elliptical phrase, meaning He commanded to

remit the poor-rate in respect of things affected

by a blast, or blight, (Mgh, Mgb,) namely, pro

perty, (Mgh,) or fruits, (Msb,) so affected; (Mgh,

Msb;) i. e., that no portion thereof, (Mgh,) or

of the remains thereof, (Msb,) should be taken

for the poor-rate. (Mgh, Msb.)

6 * j,

Cls- : see what next follows.

6 •

C*- Property, or cattle, destroyed by a bane,
- 6 • •

or pest, or the like; as also C*- [belonging to

• "...u... (Mab.art C*-], and C- (Msb.)

6 - d.

C*- [A person or thing] that destroys, or

extirpates, everything. (K, T.A.)

32°

• * J. * * • 6 * J 6.- d -

1. 3-, aor. 23-4, inf. n. 533- and 523-, It

(a thing, S, or a commodity, an article of house

hold-goods, or the like, Msb, and a work, or per

formance, TA) was, or became, a.s. [i. e. good,

goodly, approvable, or excellent; the verb being

the contr. of $29, as is implied in the A and K]:

(S, A, Msb, K:) in this sense, accord. to some,

of the class of Jú; accord. to others, of the class

of +3. (Msb.) [Also said of a man, meaning

Bk. I.

He was, or became, excellent, or egregious, in

some quality; sometimes, though very rarely, in

a quality that is disapproved.]- And sle-, (S,

A, Msb, K,) of the class of UG, (Msb,) aor. as

above, (S, Msb) inf n. *, (S, A, Msb, K.)

with damm, (S, Msb,) He n'as liberal, bountiful,

munificent, or generous: (K:) or he affected, or

constrained himself, to be generous: (Msb:) or

he gave neithout being asked, to preserve the

receiver from the ignominy of asking: (MF:) or

he gave n'hat was meet to him to n'hom it was

meet : (El-Karmánee, TA:) or he gave n:hat was

meet to him to whom it was meet, not for a com

pensation; so that it has a more special significa

tion than 3-i (MF) You say, all- >>

[He was liberal, &c., with his property]; (S:)

Or Júl, Ala- he affected, or constrained himself,

to be generous with the property. (Msb.)

Hence, (MSb) -: *s-, (§, Mab, K.) aor, as

above, (S, A) inf n. *. (TA) and $23-, (S,

TA,); He gave up his spirit, (A, Msb, TA,) at

death; (S, Msb;) like as one gives away his

property; said of one in the agony of death:

(TA:) and the gave anay his life, in war.

(Msb.) And you say also, 4: +SU [His

soul, or spirit, resigned itsel , or departed).

(Msb in art. U-45.)– las' 2-, inf. n. 23-,

The rain was, or became, copious, or abundant.

(S.) And £1 *s-, (A, Msb) inf. n. *s-,

with fet-h, The sky rained. (Msb.) And ***

&l, inf. n. 35- and 3:54, The eye shed many,

or abundant, tears. (Lh, K.)- 3\e- said of a

horse, (S, A, L., Msb, K,) aor. as above, (S,)

inf n is,* (§, L, Msh, K) and #5-5 (Mob,

and some copies of the K5) and "23-, (A, L. K.)

inf n.** (TA;) and "2U-1, (L) and **i;

(L, K;) IIe became fleet, or snift, and excellent,

(L) 49% (S. L. K.)*U in his running.

(A, L., K.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce el3,

in art. A52.]- See also 4, in two places.->le

2: He inclined to him, or it. (TA)=2\s-He

overcame him in liberality, bounty, munificence,

or generosity. (K.) See 3.–43-, aOr". **,

inf. n. 33-, It (rain) rained, or descended, upon

them copiously, or abundantly. (L.) Andb

They were rained upon with a copious, or an

abundant, rain. (L.) And 39. **,(S.L.K.)

inf n. 35- (A5, TA;) and "---i, (K;) The

earth, or land, was rained upon with a copious,

or an abundant, rain : (S, L, K:) or, so that the

moisture of the rain met that of the soil. (As,

TA)--> (S.A.K.) aor £4 (S. K.) infn.

33-, (§, K, TA) + He (a man, S, A) thirsted,

or became affected by thirst: (S, A, K:) or

thirsted vehemently: (accord. to an explanation

of $9. in the K:) or nas at the point of death,

or destruction; (K;) as though destruction rained

upon him. (TA.)-[Hence,]& e'#c.'

! Verily I am affected with a longing desire to

meet thee : (A:) or <! £5& (K, TA [in

the CK, erroneously, st-S] ! Verily I am affected

with a longing desire for thee, (K, TA,) i. e., to

meet thee, (TA) and am impelled tonards thee:

(K) and #53 e' su: ; He is affected with

longing desire for such a female; like as you say

ū. (A.) One says also, us.” **- : Love

affected him with longing desire, (Gus, L, K, in

the CK ašu,) and overcame him. (K.)- [Also,

app., 3-, aor. St-, infn. #, (as in a sense

explained above,) + He became affected, or over

come, or distressed, (see **) ly drowsiness, Or

slumber: for] 22:- is syn. with L-la: ; (L, TA:)

and you say, J.G. 32- + Dron'siness, or slumber,

overcame him; (L;) as though sleep rained upon

him. (TA.)

2 : see 4:-and see also 1.

3. **** He vied with him, or contended neith

him for superiority, in liberality, bounty, munifi

cence, or generosity. (S, T.A.) You say, ***

**śls. He vied with him, or contended &c., in

liberality, &c., and overcame him therein. (TA.)

4. 32- He made it good, goodly, approvable,

or excellent; (S, A,” K;) as also **i. (S,” K,)

like as they said UU21 and U2'21, and Ula-' and

J2-1, and ~U2' and -ek), and US and U21;
J w o Q -

(S;) and "23-, ($.” A,) inf n. 23-5. (S.)

[Hence,] .# 3-1 He gave him the cash, or
2 oz - o ~ :

ready money, good. (S, K.) And U23 &j-e

I gave thee a garment, or piece of cloth, that was

good, goodly, or excellent; or in a good state.

(A, TA.)- He gave him a dirhem, or piece of

silver. (K)--49 -><-i: see 1 = He, or

it, slen him, or killed him. (L.)= 2\e-l, (inf n.

53'-', Msb,) He said, gave utterance to, uttered,

or expressed, what n'as good, approvable, or ex

cellent; he said, or did, well, or excellently;

*L. (L.M., K) J35 J, 32; (Msps)

as also #i, (L) and **, it n. *. (L.)

[You say, s: Jü He said, and said well; and

* J. He did, and did well.] And J -

alse, and >2-1, He did well, or excellently, in

his work. (L.)–Said of a horse, and 332-1 like

wise: see 1.-Also He had nith him a horse

such as is termed 25- [i. e. fleet, or snift, and

excellent]: (S:) or he became possessed of such a
• - #

horse; (A, K;) as also 222-l. (K)-->s

She brought forth a child, or children, of liberal,

bountiful, or generous, disposition. (A.) And

43'U' st- He begot the child, or children,

of liberal, bountiful, or generous, disposition;

(K;) and in like manner, #3: a "ste- [His

tno parents so engendered him]. (TA)

5. *** He chose n-hat was good, goodly,

approvable, or excellent, among all things. (Ham

p. 299.) He affected nicety, or refinement; he

was, or became, nice, exquisite, refined, or scru

pulously nice and exact; or he chose n'hat was

excellent, or best, to be done; and exceeded the

usual bounds ;* Ls in his n'ork of art, or

his manufacture; syn. 3:5. (A,TA.) And ****

** es' &: [He was dainty, nice,

exquisite, refined, or scrupulously nice and exact,

or he chose what n'as excellent, or best; and eac

ceeded the usual bounds; in his food and his

G1
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apparel]; (JK and K in art. G25;) he was

studious of his diet and apparel, alnays eating

exquisite food and wearing sumptuous clothing.

(TK in that art.)=23- : see 10. ś (335-5

. I chose, or selected, the best, or most excellent,

(***9) thereof for thee. (TA)

6. 1225'-5 They considered [or tried] which of

them had the best argument, or plea, or allegation:

(K, TA:) so says Aboo-Sa’eed on the authority

of an Arab of the desert. (TA) And 3,33-#

<-- They consider, or see, [or try,] which of

them will be best in narration, or talk, or discourse.

(A.)- [Also They vied, or contended together

for superiority, in liberality, bounty, munificence,

or generosity.] -

10. Sals- He reckoned it, or esteemed it,

good, goodly, approvable, or excellent : (S:) or

he found it to be so: (K:) or he desired, or

sought, that it might be so, (A, K,) and chose it,

or selected #: (A;) as also "25-3. (A.) You

say also, 4% 33: [He esteemed his judgment,

or opinion, good: or found it to be so]. (TA in

art. Uj=-.)-He desired, or sought, or demanded,

his liberality, bounty, munificence, or generosity.

(K.)– He desired, or sought, that he (a horse)

might be such as is termed 25- [i. e. fleet, or

snift, and excellent]. (K.)=2\s-l. It came

or happened, well. (KL.)

6 d -

33- Copious, or abundant, rain; (S, L, K;)

as also '3'-' (S.) or rain that thoroughly

irrigates everything: (M.) or rain that is not

eaceeded: (M, L, K:) accord. to some, who

observe that the phrase, mentioned by Sb,ū:

ūšš* [Thou hast assailed us with a storm

of reproach or the like not to be exceeded, and

with that which is above it,] is one of hyperbole

and reproach. (M., L.) It is an inf. n. thus used

as an epithet [and therefore applicable without

variation to a fem, as to a masc. n., and to a dual

and a pl. as to a sing, n.]: (L:) and is also pl.

[or father al quasi-pl. n.] of*. (S, L,#) like

as ---> is of -\e. ($, L.) You say 33"

[A copious, or an abundant, rain; &c.]: (L:)

and 35- #1- [A cloud yielding a copious, or

an abundant, rain; &c.]: (IAar, L:) and ++"

s: £- uí [A copious, or an abundant, rain,

&c., became stirred up for us]: (S, K:*) and

you also say, [contr., to the usage mentioned

above, or as though 35- were an epithet from

3-, and this originally 33-, like --> from

2-4, but used as a subst.,] c)33- c5!.

[Two shoners of rain, copious, or abundant, &c.].

(S. K.) **s-, [app signifying the same as

35- used as a pl.,] occurring in the following

verse of Sakhr El-Ghei,

• * ~ & • d = d > * - J • y

* Ala-aş *:u-aalu C:gll --> *

* 3-4-#" &L: &#3% *

[Its dust makes sport with the nind in the morn

ing and evening, or night and day, and so do

the violent shoners of big drops, and the pouring

of copious, or abundant, rains, &c.], (L, K,”) is

a pl. having no sing.; (K;) or it may be so,

like -la. and -** and *i; or it may

be pl. of#: [an inf. n.]. (L.) You say also,
- - J • * * * * *

Ala-Ji "Jesus-3 a U21 [Copious showers of rain
- - 6 - -

fell upon him, or it]. (A.)- See also 215-.

#5- [an inf. n. of 1, (q.v.,) in two senses; as

also iss- and an inf. n. of un., signifying] A

single affection of thirst ; a thirsting. (S, K.)

-See also 39.

&2's Saffron. (S,K)

33-, used alike as masc. and fem., (S, K,)

Liberal, bountiful, munificent, or generous : (S,”

K:) or one who affects, or constrains himself, to

be generous: (Msb:) or nho gives without being

asked, to preserve the receiver from the ignominy

of ashing : (MF:) or who gives what is meet to

him to whom it is meet: (El-Karmánee,TA :) or

nvho gives nhat is meet to him to n'hom it is meet,

not for a compensation; so that it has a more

special signification than U-- : (MF:) pl.[of

pauc., masc.,] #. and (of mult, TA) **,

(S, A, K,) like as Uj.5 is pl. of Ujj, but the 3

is made quiescent because it is an unsound letter,

(S,) [in some copies of the K **) and 9-i,

(S, K,) contr. to analogy, (TA) or **i.

(reg.", pl. of £il (A) and #3 (S. K.)
and 5228-, (CK, [in some copies of the Komitted,])

Or ##, Or ##, [written in the latter manner

in a MS. copy of the K,] with 3 added to the

[proper] pl. form (33. Or *], accord. to the

doctrine of Sb: (TA:) s: is used as a fem. pl.,

(S, Msb) and is like; pl. of #. (S)-Also,

applied alike to the male and the female, (S,) A

courser; a fleet, or snift, and excellent, horse;

(L;) a horse fleet, or snift, in running; or ex

cellent in running, or in the motion of his legs;

as also "3+ (Bd in xxxviii. 30.) or that out

strip: others: (Jel ib.:) i. q. &# (S, L, K:)

pl. 2'-, (S, A, Bd, L, Msb, K,) which by rule

should be 33-, like Júb, but this latter form

has not been heard from the Arabs; (L;) or

* is pl. of 33-, or of+: (Bd ubi supra;)

and* has also for its pl. *i, [a pl. of pauc.,

and irregular, or this is pl. of+, and therefore,

though irregularly, retains the es substituted for

3,] (S, L.) and #, [also a pl. of pauc., but

agreeable with rule, or this is pl. of*] (L.)

and ** (S, L) is pl. of #i. (L.) Hence,

's'. J# + He came on, or advanced, like a horse

that is termed 2'2'-: and 2'2'- **)-> + I went

to him, or it, like a horse that is so termed,

(Mgh in art. J.E.) You say also, 33- #: 3

He ran a long run. (A, TA.) And # ū

33-, and c's' & #, and # 3 (S, A)

and 3,4, (A, TA,) We journeyed a long march

or stage, and two long marches or stages, and long

marches or stages. (S, A, TA.)

3,4- [accord. to the TA inf. n. of 3-, which

see in two places,]+Thirst: (S,K:) or vehemence

of thirst. (K.)-Also, [accord. to the K "##,

but this is corrected in the TA,] + Dron'siness, or

slumber. (TA.)

** • 6 d -

*- : see 22-. ,

+, originally of the measure J-5, ($, Meb)

as the Bagrees say, i. e. **, (Msb, TA,) the 3

being changed into Us because of its being meksoor

and preceded by Us, and the augmentative Us

being then incorporated into i:i.(TA ;) or, as the

Koofees say, of the measure Uses, like Ulage &c.,

because there is found no sound word of the

measure J-3 except J:4, a woman's name, and

the unsound is accorded to the sound; or, as

others say, of the measure J-4, [and so I find in

one copy of the S,] originally **, the kesreh

of the 5 being, accord. to them, suppressed because

difficult of pronunciation, and the quiescent 2 and

U5 thus coming together, [the latter receives the

rejected kesreh, and] the 2 is changed into L5 and

incorporated into the [augmentative] Us; (Msb;)

Good, goodly, approvable, or excellent; contr. of

#39; (A, K;) applied to a thing, (S) or a

commodity, an article of household-goods, or the

like, (A, Mob) and a work, or performance:

(TA) pl. Sue (S, A, Msb,K) and 3.3-, (K.)

the latter a pl. pl., [i. e. pl. of 20-,] (TA,) and

*, (S, K,) with hemz, [and, accord. to some,]

contr. to analogy. (S.) [It is also applied to a

man, meaning Eccellent, or egregious, in some

quality; sometimes, though very rarely, in a

quality that is disapproved.]

#: [Better, and best; more, and most,

goodly or approvable or excellent]: see 5. –

[More, and most, liberal, bountiful, munificent,

or generous. Hence,] ..it- &- 3: [More

liberal, &c., than Hátimj: al prov. (Meyd.)

[More, and most, fleet, or snift, and excellent;

relating to a horse. Hence,] 26-1 &- #

3: [More fleet, &c., than the courser that

surpasses others]: a prov. (Meyd.)

J - - • * > .

->3'-5: see 22-, in two places.

32- A field, or garden, rained upon: (A:)

[or rained upon copiously, or abundantly..] And
6 * ~ * 6 of

323s-e Jay Land rained upon with a copious, or

an abundant, rain. (S, L, K.)-tA man (S, A)

affected with thirst; (S, A, K. :) [or, with vehe

ment thirst : (see 3,4- :)] or at the point of

death, or destruction. (K.) - And [hence,]

! Affected nrith longing desire. (L.) - Also

+ Overcome by dron'siness, or slumber : (TA:)

or distressed by dron'siness, or slumber, ye.

(Lh, L.)

a horse such as is termed 25- [i.e. fleet, or snift,

and excellent]: pl. *3'- [by rule pl. of33-2,

See 33-.-Also A man possessing

q.v.). (A, TA)--> --! Present death.

(K, T.A.)

#:- One who says, utters, or expresses, or

who does, (K,TA) much, or often, (TA) what

is good, goodly, approvable, or excellent; (K,

TA) as also "...- : (TA) [or rather the

latter is a simple, not an intensive, epithet:] the

former is applied to a poet, (S, A, K,) as syn.

with the latter, (K,) or as meaning who says, or

utters, much, or often, what is good, or excellent :
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(S:) and both are applied to a workman, or an

artificer: pl. of the former &3'-. (A.)

-P133

** See art. "Ja-.

29*

1.3-, aor:#4 (TA) in n. *. (S.A.K.)

He declined, or deviated, from the right course;

(S, A.;) and so -ai c” – (A:) he wandered

from the right may : (TA :) he pursued a nurong

course: (K:) or he left the right nay in journey

ing: and it (anything) declined. (TA.) You

say also, G2Hall c” Ala- He declined, or deviated,

Jrom the road, or way. (S, Mgh, Mgb.)—And

Jue-, (S, Mgh, Msb,) aor, as above, (Msb,) and

so the inf. n., (Mgh, Msb, K.) He acted wrong

fully, unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically, (S,”

Mgh, Msb, K.) * against him, (S, TA,) es'

* in his judgment, (Msb) or '-'. Ls in

judgment. ($, T.A.)-J39 <>ile-1 The plants,

or herbage, of the land gren, tail: (A, TA:) and

so -i-. (TA)=See also 10.

2. 93-, (S, A, K.) in n. **3, (S) He

attributed, or imputed, to him, or charged him

with, or accused him of, wrongful, unjust, in

jurious, or tyrannical, conduct; ($, K;) contr.

of 432. (A.)= He prostrated him (S, K) by

a blow, (S) or by a thrust of a spear or the like;

from Ala- “he, or it, declined;” (A;) like $.

(S.)- He thren, it don'n, (TA,) and overturned

it; (K, TA;) namely, a building, and a tent,

&c. : (TA:) he took it to pieces; namely, a

tent. (A.)

3. *s-, inf n. #3'- and #3 (S. Msh, K)
and '%', (S, M, and some copies of the K,) or

the last is a simple subst., (Msb,) and *%+, (M,

and so in some copies of the K instead of**)

of which forms the second (53-) is more chaste

than the third (S, TA) and than the fourth, as

relating to the verb in the sense here following,

though some disapprove of it, and assert the third

and the fourth to be more chaste; (TA;) He

became his jus- [or neighbour]; (K;) he lived in

his neighbourhood, or near to him : (Msb, TA:)

or he lived in a divelling contiguous to his. (Msb.)

—Also us, (TA) infn.}se, (K) and 95.

is said to be a quasi-inf. n., and more chaste than

33- as relating to the verb in the sense here

following; (TA;) He bound himself to him by

a covenant to protect him. (K, TA.)-And

9% J: 23-, and c > J. J., inf n. 55

and **, He protected himself by a covenant

with the sons of such a one; from 525-0 sig

nifying the “living near.” (TA)-And 25ta-,

inf n. 53-4, i. Q. 2- es' -:) [He con

fined himself in a mosque, or place of worship,

during a period of days and nights, or at least

during one n:hole day, fasting from daybreak to

sunset, and occupying himself in prayer and

religious meditation, without any interruption by

affairs distracting the mind from devotion and

not pressing]. (S,K.) Butáš: 2-, and#40,

signifies absolutely He abode in Mekheh, and

El-Medeeneh; not necessarily implying con

formity with the conditions of -st& required

by the law [though generally meaning for the

purpose of study: and so in the neighbourhood of

the great collegiate mosque called the Azhar, in

Cairo: so that the term *%- means a student

of Mekkeh &c.]. (TA)

4. £-, (S, A, &c.) inf n. #1 (Mgh, K)
and *##, (Kr, K,) [or the latter is rather a

quasi-inf n., like isu, from *u.i. He protected

him; granted him refuge; (K;) preserved, saved,

rescued, or liberated, him; (S, A, Msb, K;) from

(32) wrongful, unjust, injurious, or tyrannical,

treatment; ($, K;) from punishment; (S, A;) or

from what he feared: (Mgb:) he aided him; suc

coured him; delivered him from evil: the fhaving

a privative effect. (Mgh.) It is said of God,3
de • j . .e. f *

* >= S3 He protects, but none is protected

against him. (TA.) And in the Kur [Ixxii. 22],

3- aft &: &: && Já Verily none mill

protect me against God. (TA.)- eu." Ju-1 He

put the household-goods, or commodities, into the

repository, (K, TA,) and so preserved them from

being lost. (TA.)- It is said [of God] in a

trad.,2-4 &#3-He makes a division betneen

the seas, and prevents one from mixing with

another and encroaching upon it. (TA.)

5.> He became prostrated; (S;) he fell

donn; (K;) by reason of a blow. (S, TA.)

It (a building, TA) became thronn don'n, or

demolished. (K.)- He (a man, TA) laid him

self donn on his side (K) upon his bed. (TA.)

6, 1935.5 and "bis: ($, K) are syn, (S)

signifying They became mutual neighbours; they

lived near together: (K,” TA:) the [radical] 5

in the latter verb remaining unaltered because

this verb is syn. with one in which the 2

must preserve its original form on account of

the quiescence of the preceding letter, namely,

1993'-5, (S, TA,) and to show that it is syn.

therewith : but bjël also occurs. (TA.) -

[Also They bound themselves by a covenant to

protect one another.]

8: see 6.

10. X-1.and '3'-, (K) the latter like j.
as syn, with res--, (TA,) He sought, desired,

or asked, to be protected ; to be granted refuge;

to be preserved, saved, rescued, or liberated. (K.)

And 5'-- He desired him, or ashed him, to

preserve, save, rescue, or deliver, him, (S, A,

Msb,) cº; 3- from such a one. (S.) And

4:X- He had recourse to him for refuge,

protection, or preservation; he sought his pro

tection. (TA.)

X-A neighbour; one n:ho lives near to another;

(S, Mgh, Msb, K;) one n:ho lives in the next tent

or house : (IAar, Th, T, Msb:) pl. [of mult.]

&5- (Msb, K) [and 59- (a pl. not of unfre

quent occurrence, and mentioned by Freytag as

used by El-Mutanebbee,)] and [of pauc.] 5

6 - of 6 • 6 • 6 •

and 512+1; (K;) like au, pl. class and aas

and &#, the only similar instance: (TA:) fem.

with 3. (Mgh.) L'il 23 jus- [in the Kur

iv. 40] is The relation, or kinsman, who is abiding

in one's neighbourhood: or who is abiding in

one tonn or district or the like nihile thou art

in another, and who has that title to respect

n:hich belongs to nearness of relationship : (TA:)

or the near neighbour: (Bd, Jel:) or the near

relation: (Jel:) or he who is near, and connected,

by relationship or religion. (Bd.) ->5

and-: j-" and-: 5'- See art. -->.

• *.* A stranger [nho has become one's neigh

bour]. (TA.)- A person whom one protects

from nurongful, unjust, injurious, or tyrannical,

treatment. (S, Mgh, M5b, K.)- One niho seeks,

or asks, protection (Msb, K) of another: 45

signifying he who seeks thy protection. (TA.)

A protector; (A, Mgh, Msb, K;) one who pro

tects another from that which he fears; (Msb;)

one niho grants refuge, or protects, or preserves.

(AHeyth.) 2.9 43 &- *ā-> They are

protectors from that thing, is a phrase mentioned

by Th, respecting which ISd says, I know not

how this is, unless the sing be supposed to be

originally:- so as to have a pl. of the measure

is [as is is originally #1 (TA)-An

aider, or assister. (IAar, Msb, K.)- A con

federate. (IAar, Msb, K.)-A woman’s husband.

(Mgb, K.) –A man's wife; (Msb;) as also

*5-: ($, M, A, Mgh, Mgb, K.) or the latter,

the object of his love: (M:) and the latter also,

a woman's fellon-wife; (Mgh, Mgb, TA;) so

called because the term #: is disliked, (Mgh,

Msb,) as being of evil omen. (Mgh.) - A

partner who has not divided with his partner:

so in the trad.a.i.a. 3- 5'-' [explained in art.

-ā-2]; as is shownby another trad. (Az, Msb.)

- A partner, or sharer, (Msb, K.) in immove

able property, such as land and houses, (Msb,

TA,) and in merchandise, (K, TA,) whether he

divide the property with the other or not, (Msb,)

or n'hether he be partner in the whole or only in

part. (T.A.)- One who divides nith another.

(IAar, K.)- The & [or pudendum] of a

woman: and t the anus; as also V 5'-. (IAar,

K, T.A.)- The part (IAar, K) of the sea-shore

(IAar) that is near to the places where people

have alighted and taken up their abode. (IAar, K.)

6 d -

22*, an inf. n. used as an epithet, (TA,) i. q.

*:::: (K, TA;) i. e. Declining, or deviating,

from the right course: and acting wrongfully,

unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically: (TA:) pl.

[of the latter], applied to men, '#', (K,) in

which the 5 remains unaltered contr. to rule,

(TA,) and 7 5*, (A, K,) as in all the copies of

the K, but some substitute for it, as a correction,

"##, [found in a copy of the A,] which, how

ever, requires consideration, (TA,) and &”.

(K.) You say* &;" A road, or nay, desia.

tingfrom the right course. (TA.) And >:- *

Vá22" de He is declining, or deviating, from

our way. (TA.)- Also, for* 25, meaning

Wronged, or unjustly treated, by the judge.

61 *
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J o • - - * * >

(Mgh from a trad)–33. JG 3 ''

t He possesses, of property, an extraordinary

abundance. (A, TA.) See also 5*.

5 d -- - 6 -

5- see 3'-, in three places:=and 25

*= and see also 4.

6.- - - 6.- - d. 6 O =

3,36- and 525- see 25+.

5-" 3-4 <! Verily he is good in respect of

the mode, or manner, of '3- [i.e. living as a

neighbour, or binding himselfby covenant to pro

tect others]. (TA.)

3

53- A rain accompanied by vehement thunder:

(K:) or by a vehement sound of thunder: ($:)

Or a copious rain; as also *. and 35-5 (K in

art. As ;) and, accord. to As, 53- (TA:) and

an exceedingly great torrent. (TA. [In this last

sense written in a copy of the A *%+, and there

said to be tropical.]) See 212°-: and see also art.

----You say also 53-Jü (S) [app. meaning

A camel nine years old that brays loudly: or]

hard and strong: and 55-* a bulky camel.
(TA.) • *

39- see 3.= Also The part of the exterior

court or yard of a house that is coextensive with

the house. (K,”TA.)=Abundant and deep water.

(K.) Whence '53- applied to rain. (TA.)=

Ships: a dial var. of 213-; on the authority of

Sá'id, (K,) surnamed Abu-l-'Ala: (TA:) said in

the K to be strange; but similar instances are

well known. (MF.)

-
6 *

#: see 3, in two places.—Also, and "j's-,

or the latter is only an inf. n., The covenant

between two parties by which either is bound to

protect the other. (TA.)

*: see what next precedes.=[Also a pl.

of 5'-.]

*: See }*-Also ! Wide and big; ap

plied to a [bucket of the kind called] -: and

so, with 5, applied to a [skin of the kind called]
•o

aws. (A, TA.)

9 * ~ *

33-.. [as meaning Thronin down, or over

turned,] occurs in the following prov.:

3 - 2 - - o “ 6 o'

* 25-31 -āk- 122: A22 *

[A day for a day of the household-goods (or,

accord. to the TA, the hair-cloth tent) thronin

don'n, or overturned]: applied in the case of

rejoicing at a calamity befalling another: a man

had an aged paternal uncle, and used continually

to go into the latter's tent, or house, and throw

down his household-goods, one upon another;

and when he himself grew old, sons of a brother

of his did to him as he had done to his paternal

uncle; wherefore he said thus, meaning, this is

for what I did to my paternal uncle. (K.)

g • J.

32-2 : see 3, last sentence.

5.9°

1. &** ju-, (§, K.) or &J', (A, Mgh,

Msb) aor, j2s-1, (§, Msb) inf n jøs (S, Msb,

K) and ji- and j-i- and j-, (K,) He went,

or passed, in, or along, the place, and left it

behind; (Mgh, K;) [whether this be meant for

one signification or two, does not appear; but in

either case it is evident that one signification is

he passed through, or over, or along, and beyond,

the place; and this signification is of frequent

occurrence;] as also a je-; (K;) and *5-1;

(Mgh:) and '53-, (Mgh, K) inf n, j9-5

(K, TA; in the Ck j%-3) and '53-5;

(Mgh;) lit., he traversed, or crossed, its J*.

i.e., middle, and passed through it: (Mgh:) or

he went, or passed, in, or along, the place; (AS,

S, A, Msb, TA;) as also a jus-, and '93'-,

(TA) and '5-1, (A) and "#L-1 (S: [so it

appears from its being said that jū- is syn.

with 3, . :]) and in like manner, G," the

road: (TA:) &ás." "jale- and 5- signify the

same : (TA) or *%-1 (As, S, Msh, K) and

*%- and "#2-3 (A) signify he left it behind

him, (As, S, A, K,) and traversed, or crossed, it ;

(As, S, A, Msb;) and '53- and as "J.'s also

signify he left it behind. (TA.) You say,+

3031 J%+, which is like :- [I passed amid,

or among, the houses: (see the remarks on the

letter j :) or I nent to and fro amid, or among,

the houses, in a hostile attack upon them: or nent

round about them]. (Ibn-Umm-Kásim,TA.) And

láš +, i.e., a '-' (I passed by, and

beyond, such a thing]. (TA) And* ju- He

passed by him, or it; syn. * X*, and 4: ź. and

*. (M and K in art. 2-3.) And 5- He

passed, or crossed, over it. (L.) jus- and "jus-l

are syn. [in this last sense]. (TA.) You say,
- - - - - * * * - - - #

by-all "35ts- Usie abi sùuci (A, TA) May God

aid thee [to pass, or cross, over, or] to pass along,

and to leave behind thee, the Sirát. (TA.) And

it is said in a trad. respecting the Sirāt, Uí &#9
- - J J D > • * al

* "j- U-8 J; essels [And I, with my

people, shall be the first who will pass over it]:

j*** being here syn. withj*. (TA)-3

* L' #1; see 3. – 53: <3 ju

[The piece of money passed, or nas current, and he

accepted it as current : in the TA written jus

•j2s--> L.A)-N1, and without any syll. signs; but

that the reading which I have adopted is right

appears from what immediately follows:] a poet

says,

*...* * 6 * > *d * * *

-āj: "*- :* >92 *

[Pieces of money whereof there are current and

bad]: and Lh mentions the saying, äää: #3

#: is: U.é> c' js: [I have not seen

money for expenses pass anay in a place as it

passes anay in Mekkeh]: ISd says, He has not
J. J. C

explained it, but I think that the meaning is gas.

(TA)—#1j-, inf n is-, The thing was,

or became, allonable; it passed for lanful: as

though it kept the middle (j9-) of the road.

(TA.) You say, £15.4, and &l, (A, Mgh,)

** * * * J O -

and 3) #3 J.Kali, (Msb) [The sale, and the mar

riage, and the contract, or other thing, was, or

became, allonable; or] passed as right, sound,

valid, or good [in lan" :] (Msb:) or had effect.

(Mgh.) [And 13&J:& 45- It was allon:

able to him to do so. And tââ &# & js

It may be so; or such a thing may be.]=5

in the sense of 5-1: see 4, second sentence, in

two places.

2 : see 4, in nine places.

3. 2- and *: j9'>, inf. m. j%- see 1, in

* * * /

six places.-3-1.jst-, and 3:1, inf n.#:

and so "j2s-5, alone; He exceeded, or trans

gressed, the proper bound, or limit, or measure;

acted extravagantly, eacorbitantly, or immode

rately: he, or it, was, or became, eaccessive, ex

travagant, exorbitant, or immoderate. (The Lexi

cons &c. passim.)–: &l£ Śs- (S,

Msb") I passed from the thing [to another thing];

(Msbi) as also '453-5; S, Msb) i. 1. "3+.

($)–4:3 de j2'-' see 6.-[Hence, app.,]

j%-" Ji- 3- &= It was of my disposition

to be easy, or facile, in selling and demanding.

(TA from a trad.) = 4: 55ta-; see 4, in two

places. -

4. jus-1 and 5-1, see 1, in six places. =#|

He made him to go, or pass along; as also

*%+: (TA:) he made him to pass through,

or over, or along and beyond : (S, IF, Msb, K;)

as also [*: "jau-, as will be shown by an ex.

below, and '53-, and] * ju-, for which we

find 3,4- incorrectly substituted in the K. (TA.)

A rājiz says,

5- c.

* 5- - - -

[Leave ye the road to Aboo-Seiyárah until he

make his ass to pass through, or over, safely].

(S.) And it is said in the Kur [vii. 134, and

x. 90), 3-4) J35- c.4: "Uji-, [And we

made the Children of Israel to pass through the

sea]. (TA.) You say also2:12: '3- inf n.

}:*5, He led for them their camels one by one

until they passed. (K.)- [He made it to pass,

or be current; as also "$5-; as in the follow.
• - - o- # * > * G - -

ing phrases.] - Usks -j- i. 7. Vila

*

&# 3," bi- *

s
*

[I made his name to pass, or be current, by

stamping money with it]: (ISk, S, TA:) and

<--> [I coined, or minted, money in his name].

(ISd, TA) And 293 ): "3+, inf n.

j.*5, [The coiner, or minter,] made the dirhems,

Ol' pieces of money, to pass, or be current. (Mgh.)

- He made it, or held it, to be allonable, or to

pass for lanful; he alloned it, or permitted it;

(S, K,TA) as also '55-; ($,TA) syn.&

(S, K:) and syn. of j-, [the inf. n. of the

former verb,] &l. (K, TA: omitted in the CK.)

You say, &- u: & j-, (§, K,") and a "jss-,

(S,) He made, or held, what he did to be allon

able, &c. (S. K.) And Jás "3-45 - is

[This is of the things which reason will not

allon']. (A, TA.) - [He granted him the

authority or degree of a licentiate in some one

or more of the various departments of learn

ing, for the instruction of others therein;] he
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granted him a license with respect to the matters

that he had related and heard [from other

learned men, to teach the same]. (TA.) You say
• J O = •

&* 9% jus- [He

granted him a license nith respect to all the mat

ters n'hich he had heard from his sheykhs, to teach

the same to others]. (TA.) The licentiate is termed

'4. and the matters which he relates are termed

'#5-4. (TA)—& *', (A,Mgh, K) and

Cúl, (A, Mgh,) and Jäxji, (Msb,) He (the

judge, A, Mgh) made the sale, (A, Mgh, K.) and

the marriage, (A, Mgh,) and the contract, (MSb,)

to have effect; he executed or performed it;

(Mgh, Msb K;) & for him: (Ki) he decreed it.

(MgH) And [in like manner # 3-, and

"33-, He made his judgment, or opinion, to have

effect; he executed or performed it. (K.) Hence

J* bj-, i.e., Before they slay me, and exe

also, as-Sū. &- ajles---

- o :

the saying, in a trad. of Aboo-Dharr, Ul

cute your order upon me. (TA)=-j-i (S,

K*) | He gave me nater for, (S) or he watered

[for me], (K,) my land, or my beasts. (S, K.)

And all"> (K) inf n. 23:3, (TA) He

watered his camels. (K.) And 39. jus-1 He

gave to the party who came as envoys, or the like,

the quantity of water sufficient to pass therenith

from one watering-place to another. (TA.) And

&;" * j," à. 5-i +He gave him nater

wherenith to travel the road. (A.) AndJ

à, Give thou me some water that I may go my

way, and pass from thee. (Aboo-Bekr, T.A.)

Hence, (Aboo-Bekr, TA,) #- 5-1, (Aboo

Bekr, TA,) and a: #l- 5-1, (S, A,) +He

(the Sultán) gave him a gift, or present, (Aboo

Bekr, TA,) and he gave him a gift, or present, of

high estimation. (S, A.") Or the origin of the

expression was this: Katan the son of 'Owf, of

the tribe of Benoo-Hilál-Ibn-'Amir-Ibn-Saasa’ah,

gave the government of Färis to 'Abd-Allah Ibn

'Abbās; and El-Ahnaf passing by him with his

army on an expedition to Khurásán, he waited

for them upon a bridge, and said,>;- [Make

ge them to pass over]; and he began to mention

the lineage of each man and to give him according

to his rank: (S:) or from the fact that a certain

commander, having a river between him and an

opposing force, said, 13s 4.5 3:) &j- 3.

[Whoso passeth this river shall have such a thing];

and whenever one passed over, he received a

#'s. (TA.) You say also, 5-i, meaning + He

gave him. (T.A.) And it is said in a trad.,

* 29- <= < *: 339 bj- Give ye to

the party who come as envoys, or the like, a

similar #l- to that which I used to give them.

(TA.)

5. J: j:- The darkness of the night cleared

anay. (A)= 4:34 & Ji- He relaxed, or

remitted, in his prayer; (S, A, Mgh, Msb,K,TA;)

and so in other things; (A;) and abridged it;

and was quick in it: said to be from 53-' “the

act of traversing, and going, or passing along:”

(TA:) or did less than nas sufficient in it.

(Msb.)- Hence, >'' 3: es' J*, (A,

Mgh) or *%l ji=3, (K.) He accepted the

dirhems, or pieces of money, as current ; did not

reject them : (A, Mgh:) see 1: or he accepted

them as they were, or notnithstanding n:hat was

in them : (Lth, TA:) or he accepted them not.

withstanding what was intermixed with them,

(K, TA,) [of bad money,] concealed therein, and

notnithstanding their fewness. (TA.) In the

phrase 3-" co: j: [The accepting less

than what was duel, the inf. n. is made trans.

by means of - because it implies the meaning

ofūji [which is made trans. by the same means].

(Mgh.) "jiu-j also occurs in the sense ofj:

in * trad. of Ibn-Rawáhah: -> jiu-ji 3 &

L-all This is thine, or for thee, and be thou

remiss, or not extreme, in, or neith respect to, the

division: and is allowable, though we have not

heard it. (Mgh.) You say also, 13. es' j:

* es' 3-#3 U. 2.9 He bore patiently, or

neith silence and forgiveness, and neith feigned

neglect, or connivance, in this affair, or case,

what he did not so bear in another. (K,” T.A.)

–See also 6, in three places.=22%= es'j:

He made use of a trope, or tropes, in his speech.

(S, K.) Seej-, below.]

6. 33-5. see 1, first sentence: and see also 3.

=j9'>5 i. q. #, [i. e., 3-1.js-, explained

above,] *:: in it, or with respect to it. (K. See

3)–4:32-3, (S, A, Mgh, Msb) and "ji-ji:

(S, A, Mgh:) and 4:3 & J.'ss, (A, K.) and

"53-5, and '53-5 (K.) He (God, S, A, or a

man, Msb) passed him by, or over, without punish

ing him; or forgave him; (S, A, Mgh, Msb;)

namely, an evil-doer; (A, Mgh, Msb;) and He

passed by, or over, without punishing, or forgave,

his sin or offence. (A, K*) You say,35-5Jú

L'é, and L: '#5, O God, pass me by, or

over, without punishing me; or forgive me. (S,

A.) *j3'-5, followed by a noun in the accus.

case, also signifies He forgave him a thing. (L.)

And the same alone, Hefeigned himself neglectful

of it; he connived at it. (K.)- [Also, this

last phrase alone, He transcended it.] —issi

--il L. : see 5.

8. 3- : and as jūs-l: see 1.

10. 5'- He asked, or demanded, of him

permission. (K,”TA.)-He asked, or demanded,

of him [the authority or degree of a licentiate;

i. e.,] a license nith respect to the matters that he

had related and heard [..from other learned men,

to teach the same]. (TA.) [See 4.] = | He

asked, or demanded, of him (S, K) water for,

(S,) or to water [..for him], (K,) his land, or his

beasts. (S, K.)= He approved it. (Harp. 326.)

3: The middle (S,K) of a thing, (K) or of

anything; (S;) [as, for instance,] of a desert,

(A,) and of a camel, (TA) and of the night:

(A, TA:) and the main part of a thing, (K)

or of the night: (TA:) pl. j'í, (Sb, S, A.;)

beside which it has no other. (Sb.) = [The

nalnut; or walnuts;] a well-known fruit, (K,)

which is eaten: (Msb:) a Persian word, (S,)

arabicized; (S, Msb, K;) originally #: (Mgh,

Msb, K. :) n. un. #-: (S, TA:) pl. +55

(S, K, TA: in the CK &# :) the tree thereof

abounds in the land of the Arabs, in the province

of El-Yemen, where it bears fruit and is culti

vated ; and in the Saranát (~5:) are trees

thereof, which are not cultivated : the nood

thereof is characterized by hardness and strength.

(AHn, TA)—us: £, (K) or *%+, with

the short alif, as heard from the physicians, in

Persian Us: jś, (Mgh, under the letter ~,)

[vulgarly called -la/ j*, The nutmeg;] a

certain medicine; (K ;) it is of the size of the

gall-nut (~~is), easily broken, nith a thin coat,

(Mgh, TA,) having a pleasant odour, (Mgh,)

or a pleasant and sharp odour; and the best

hind is the red, with a blach coat, and heavy:

(TA:) it is good for the [affection of the face

termed] #, strengthens the stomach and heart,

and removes cold. (Mgh.) – Jits ji- [The

datura stramonium, or thorn-apple ;] also a cer

tain medicine; (K;) having the property of pro

ducing torpor; resembling the 'Jim ji- (see

what follows); having upon it small, thick thorns;

and its seed is like that of the &# [or citron].

(TA)- Jill ji- [Nuac vomica;] also a cer

tain medicine, (K,) having a poncer similar to

that of the white 3:34. [or hellebore]. (TA)—

*" j: [The cocoa-nut ;] what is commonly

called the Jejū. (TA)
6.- © e. 6 - -

53*- : see 55t-, in four places. = Also n, un.
6 o' --

of j2+ [q. v.].

#- See#.

#-l A certain constellation (*): (S;)

a certain sign of the Zodiac; (K;) [namely,

Gemini;] said to cross the jś- (i. e. the middle,

TA) of the sky; (S, TA;) for which reason it is

[asserted to be] thus called. (TA)- Also i, q.

jū-l [The constellation Orion]: (A and K in

art. -- ) it has three very bright stars disposed

obliquely in the midst thereof, called by the Arabs

X:1, and #5-l 5ux, and #: jú. (Har

p. 456.) *

j," + The act of natering, or giving to drink :

(S:) or a single watering of, or giving drink to,

camels. (TA) [See also #1-.] A rajiz says,

d.- ... d > * **ded - * *

* U-# 45% (#--> ü #

d = *...** • * * d w = -

# Cs-- J#19 US$12- J-* *

[O master of the water (may my soul be thy

ransom) hasten the natering of my camels, and

make my detention little]. (T.A.)– The nater

neith n'hich beasts are natered, or nith which

seed-produce is natered: (AA, S, K:) [and]

nater which is given one that he may travel mith

it the road. (A, Mgh.) [See also #1-.]–

Hence, (Mgh,) + The traveller's pass, (A, Mgh,

K,) given him to prevent any one's offering oppo

sition to him: (A,Mgh.) pl. #'i. (A, TA)

=The office, or authority, of a guardian and

affiancer. (T.A.)
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* [act. part. n. ofjū- in all its senses].-

Passing, or current, money. (Mgh.) See an

ex, above, voce ju- [And hence,] ja:S 33-,

and J&S), (K, TA) for the former of which we

find, in some copies of the K, *#1, which is

incorrect, (TA,) Verses, or poems, and proverbs,

current from country to country, or from tonn to

tonn. (K, T.A.)- Applied to a contract, [and a

sale and a marriage, Allonable; passing for lan:

ful;] passing as right, sound, valid, or good [in

lan]; having effect. (Msb.)= [The beam of a

house, or chamber, upon which rest the-*, Ol'

rafters;] that upon which are placed the extre

mities of the pieces of wood in the roof of a

house or chamber; (AO, TA;) the palm-trunk,

(S,) or piece of nood, which passes across betn'een

tno walls, (K,) called in Persian #5, (S, K.)

which is the< gf the house or chamber: (S:)

pl. [of pauc.] 52-1, (S, CK, TA) in [some of]

the copies of the K, incorrectly, j2s-1, (TA) [and

both these al"e given, in the CK,] and [of mult.]

d!j9- (§, K) and d!»e- (CK, but omitted in

my MS. copy of the K and in the TA,) and 5512+.(Seer, K.) •

#4. +A draught of nater; (S, K;) as also

6.- d -

* #3: . (K:) or * the latter signifies a single

watering, or giving of water to drink; ($, K;

[see an ex. in art. Ú51, conj. 2.;]) or such as a

man passes with from one person to another: and

* both signify the quantity of water with which

the traveller passes from one watering-place to

another; as also '#'s. (TA.) It is said in a

prov., &# X; W#-*J8, i.e., + For every

one that comes to us for nater is a single water

ing, or giving of water to drink; then he is

repelled from the water: or, as in the M, then

his ear is struck, to indicate to him that he has

nothing more than that to receive from us. (TA.)

- Hence, (A, Mgh,) accord. to Aboo-Bekr,

(TA,) [but see 4,] + A gift, or present: (Aboo

Bekr, S, Mgh, K.) pl. #'s. (S, A, Mgh)–

Hence also, (Mgh,) Kindness and courtesy:

(K:) or kindnesses and courtesy shown to those

who come to one as envoys or the like: (Mgh :)

or provisions for a day and a night given to a

guest at his departure after entertainment for

three days (Mgh, TA). It is said in a trad,

# 35 U., ii., X: £3,201 & ##"

#32, meaning, [The period of] the entertain

ment of a guest is three days, during the first of

which the host shall take trouble to show him

large kindness and courtesy, and on the second

and third of which he shall offer him what he

has at hand, not exceeding his usual custom ;

then he shall give him that nherenith to journey

for the space of a day and a night; and what

is after that shall be as an alms and an act of

favour, which he may do if he please or neglect

if he please. (TA.)

ju- A nay, road, or path, (S, K, TA,) n'hich

one travels from one side [or end] to the other;

(K, TA) as also jus-3. (TA.) You say,

2:l- c." 5'- 3.9 43 &% J*- +Such a

one made that thing a nay to the attainment of

his want. (S, TA.) * '#'s. signifies A bridge.

(A) And W#: alone [also] signifies A road

(ää2/k) in a as- [or salt tract]. (K.)-A

privy, or place where one performs ablution; syn.
6 :-->

jj:. (TA)= A trope; a word, or phrase,

used in a sense different from that which it was

originally applied to denote, by reason of some

analogy, or connexion, betnreen the two senses;
6 - # - - -

as, for instance, J-1, properly signifying “a

lion,” applied to “a courageous man;” (KT,

&c.;) what passes beyond the meaning to which

it is originally applied; (TA;) [being of the
6 - d - 6 •

measure Jake in the sense of the measure Usú;]
6 - * - - 6 * *

contr. of āā.5-. (K.) [This is also called jus

3 -> 23 * ~ * - - - • - -

U533), and ää jus-e; to distinguish it from what
• 3 * : * ~ * zo p 6 -- * - -

is termed J% jus-2, and Ús jus-2, which is A

word, or phrase, so little used in a particular

proper sense as to be, in that sense, conventionally
24.2 .

regarded as tropical; as, for instance, à!2 in

the sense of “a man,” or “a human being;”

it being commonly applied to “a beast,” and

especially to “a horse” or “a mule” or “an

ass.”]. A aij-, when little used, becomes what

is termed (; ji-. (M2,24th e”) Thej

is either what is termed 5ta-l [i.e. a metaphor]

(as 3-i used as meaning “a courageous man”),
6 * o f * > * 6 •

or U-)- jus-e [a loose trope] (as - used as

meaning “a benefit,” “benefaction,” “favour,”
6 * *

or “boon”). (KT, &c.) [jus-- also signifies A

tropical meaning.]

jú , and 35ts: see 4, in the middle of the

paragraph.

s *

j-e A commissioned agent of another; an

executor appointed by a will; syn. J.é, and

G-3: because he executes what he is ordered to

do; so in the conventional language of the people

of El-Koofeh: (Mgh:) or a slave n'ho has re

ceived permission to traffic. (Mgh,K.)—The

guardian and affiancer [of a woman]; syn. &s.

(K) You say, 3- 5 J-###* [This is a

noman who has no guardian and affiancer]: and
- - % *** - 28%. ,<

s: is related to have said, clies."& is!

J.9%

affiancers give a woman in marriage, the mar

riage is the former's]. (TA.)-The manager

of the affairs of an orphan. (K.)

J. e_w

££0. [When the two guardians and
•

• * 6 og• * - • * 6.

ju- See j-, in three places. =55'-e Jā)

(S, A) A land containing trees of theJ* [or

walnut]: (S:) or a land (in the K, cits [a

place], which is wrong, TA) abounding with

53- (A, K.)

[ćj- Tropical]

jū- Going, or passing along. (K.)- One

who travels, or penetrates, along a road. (K.)

-One niho loves to hasten, or outstrip. (K,TA.)

U-'9">

1. J.-, aOI". Jes:4, (S, TA,) inf. n. J.-,

(A, K,) He sought for, or after, (Zj, S, A, K,)

a thing, (Zj, A, K,) or news, or tidings, (S,)

with the utmost of his endeavour. (Zj, A, K.)–

[Hence,] j93. J5- b-, (S, A,) in the Kur

[xvii. 5], (TA) inf n, as above, (S, A, K.) They

went through the midst of the houses (ssil-5),

and sought for n hat was in them, as a man seeks

for nen's, or tidings; as also "12-02-1 : (S:) or

they went to and fro among the houses, in a

| sudden attack: (A, K:) or the meaning in the

Kur is, they slen, you amid your houses; and

ls-- signifies the same; going and coming:

(Fr,TA:) and, inf. n. as above, (K) and 3-5-,

(S, K,) they went round about (Zj, S, A, K) by

night, (S) among the houses, (Zj, A, K,) looking

if any remained whom they had not slain, (Zj,

TA,) or doing mischief: (A:) and "...# sig

nifies the same as &C.", (K, TA,) the going

round about by night. (TA)--> also sig

nifies It (anything) was trodden : J.- is said

to be like J:s: (TA:) and you say, &%ā

J-Ü Jo- Such a one came stepping over the

people; syn. Al-#. (A, TA.") And accord.

to A’Obeyd,£ and 4:- both signify I came
* f * d -

into it, and trod it; (£bs: 4:i-iv-3) meaning,
- * ~ * J J - -

any place. (TA.) You say also, J-91 -ox-la

The lion trod upon them : or came into the midst

of them, and did mischief among them. (TA;

[in which the inf n. of the verb in this sense is

said to be J.- and :*: but the latter is

* * *

probably a mistranscription for 3-3-D

8: see 1, in two places.

J-3- One who treads upon everything : or

n:ho comes into the midst of a people, and does

mischief among them. (TA.)– Hence, (T.A.)

The lion. (K, T.A.) And in like manner it is

applied to a man. (TA.)

J-3

&: i. q. X: [A palace: or a pavilion, or

kind of building wholly or for the most part

isolated, sometimes on the top of a larger building,

i.e., a belvedere, and sometimes projecting from

a larger building, and generally consisting of one

room if forming a part of a larger building]:

(S, K, and Ham p. 823:) or a fortress; syn.

* * -: (M, IB, TA:) or [a building] resembling

Q. c- (M:) an arabicized word, (Lth, JK,

S, M.) from the Persian *: (TA:) its

primary meaning is a c-> in a state of demoli

tion, and a ruined -á. pl. 3-5- and3-5

the latter formed by giving fulness of sound to

the kesreh, or by poetic license. (Ham ubi

suprà.) There were, in the Karāfeh, [the great

burial-ground of the Egyptian metropolis,] nume

l'OuS **, i.e., what are called G-13s-, having

belvederes (Alsulo) and gardens: but most of

the G-12- were without gardens and without a

well; being lofty belvederes: all of them were

called **i. (El-Makreezee's “Khitat,” ii. 453.)

clºse

cis- The breast, (S, A, K;) as also.#

(S) and U+3*- : (S, A:) and [particularly] that
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of a man; as also *...* (K:) and the middle

of a man. (K.)- Also t The fore part (3:4)

of the night; like J.-, (S;) and so '-3,4

(TA) or the middle thereof; (Ki) as also #:

(AA:) and a great portion thereof; or of the

latter part thereof: (K:) or a portion of the

latter part thereof: (TA:) or from the time of a

quarter to a third thereof. (T, TA.) You say,

J: &- J.- Já- +[A portion of the fore

part, &c., of the night passed]. (S.)

6 p. •

L:24-: see above, in two places.

J+2+

6 - © =

U+2+ The breast : (IDrd, S, Mgh, K:) or

the broad part of the middle of the breast : and

the fore part of the body of a locust. (TA.) –

A coat of mail: (S, Mgh, K:) or mail with

n:hich the breast and the>;-- [or parts adjoin

ing the breast] are clad. (M., T.A.)–The middle

of the night: (S, K:) and (so in the S, but in

the K “or”) the fore part thereof: (S, K:) pl.
J e • o3 - 43 - © - z -

&#13-. (S.) You say, J.M & &#2+ Us

An early portion of the night passed: (S:) or

[simply] a portion of the night. (M., T.A.) It is

a dial. var. of .*, [in the first of the meanings

explained above, and also as relating to the night,]

although augmented. (TA.)

: - o –

Us:- A manufacturer of coats of mail. (K.)

82

1 & (S, Msh, K) aor. £24 ($) inf n.
&- (Msb, K,) or 824, (S, so in two copies)

or this is a simple subst., (Msb, TA,) and ācla-2,

(S, K,) He was, or became, hungry; or empty

in the belly; (TA;) contr. of &#. (S, K, T.A.)

[See also &: below.] - [Hence,] *'' al-,

(K) or 4: L' 8', (M, TA,) t He desired,

(M, K,”) and longed, (K,) [as though hungering,]

to meet with him; like Jilae. (M, K.") And

all. ël 8- ! He longed for his property. (AZ.)

2 : see 4, in two places.

4. 4-1-1, (S, Msb, K.) inf n. **!, (Mab3)

and ***, (S, Msh, K) inf n &#5 (Mab3)

IHe constrained him to be hungry, or empty in

the belly: (S,” K, TA:) or he debarred him

from food and drink. (Msb.) It is said in a
• d. 3.- ... • O > £

prov., &l= <!-Mé= &= [Make thy dog to be

hungry and he will follon, thee]; ($, K;) mean

ing + constrain thou the ignoble to have recourse

to thee, by want, in order that he may continue

by thee; (K,” TA;) for if he be in no need of

thee, he will leave thee: and for £, some say

W&*. (TA.)

5. 3-5 He made himself hungry, or empty

in the belly, intentionally, or purposely. (S, K.)

You say,#: J# and £30 &#, [Make

thyself hungry, or make thy stomach empty of

food and beverage, (see art. Uto-3) or] abstain

thou from eating the full quantity of food, for

the purpose of taking medicine. (TA.)

10. els-- He shoned hunger. (KL, PS.)

[Hence,] --i-l isis: + The being insatiable of

knowledge. (TA.)

&*, a subst, (Mil,TA) signifying Hunger,

or emptiness of the belly; (TA;) contr. of&#3

(S, K, TA;) as also "iels-, [properly an inf. n.,]

and "####, (K,TA) and "ies: 2. (TA) You

say, tes; 4. tes: [May God decree hunger to

him]: accord. to Sb, an instance of inf. ns. in the

accus. case by reason of a verb understood: it is a

form of imprecation: and the latter noun may not

be put before the former, because it is a corrobora

tive to it: (TA:) or, accord. to some, &: ImeanS

“thirst.” (S, &c., in art. 83.) And "asts. As

and "**** (S,K) and ***. (TA) A year
in which is hunger, or emptiness of the belly:

(K, TA:) and*** * and **** [the

gear of hunger, &c.]: (Msb:) pl. &l- (K)

J. de • *

and &- as in the phrases 33-31...:

[Cases of hunger, &c., befell them] and Us: 1,43

e's-3 [They fell into cases of hunger, &c.].

(TA) And "aats-, 3- ieu391, meaning The
sucking which occasions interdiction [of marriage

with the woman whose milk is sucked and certain

of her relations] is that consequent upon hunger

which is stopped by the milk in the time of

infancy of the child; not when the child's hunger

is only to be stopped by solid food. (Mgh.) [See

also.1 in art. 84).] And it is said in a prov., & -

* as: **, i. e. [The dog's becoming fat

is] by reason of [the hunger of his on ners occa

sioned by] murrain befalling the camels; (K,”

TA;) his owners falling into hunger and distress

and leanness: (TA:) or -J.é> was the name of

a certain man, who was an object of fear, where

fore he was asked for a pledge, and he pledged

his family: then obtaining possession of the camels,

or cattle, of the people to whom he had pledged

his family, he drove them away, and left his

family: (K, TA:) some relate this prov. diffe

rently, saying [+ &- “a dog,” or “Kelb,”

“became fat,” and] als: .# [“by reason of

the distress of his owners,” or “his family”].

(TA.) [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 615.]

#- A single temporary affection of hunger.

(S, TA.) A state of destitution and hunger of a

tribe. (TA.)

&- see the next paragraph.

&- and 'été-, (Mab, K, TA) but not
* > d >

Claes-, [as the vulgar say,] for this a mistake,

(TA,) Hungry; or empty in the belly: (K,"

TA:) or debarred from food and drink: (Msb:)

the fem. [of the former] is #1- and [of the

latter] &: (Mb, K.) and the pl. [of the

former] is 82- (S, Msb, K) and &-, with the

* changed into L4, (L) and [of the latter, or

perhaps of both,] &- (S, K) and is: (K* in

art. 63-) andL* [with the 3 changed into es

contr. to rule, if this be not a mistake for 8',

in which the 3 is changed into US by rule].

(Msb.) You say &: &#: the latter word

being an imitative sequent; (TA;) or, accord.

to some, signifying “thirsty.” (S, &c., in art.
d J. • 6 y e

89.)–2-5) &l- Je. 14 man whose tooling.

pot is not full. (TA)-clas' axils- 39-21 t A

noman slender in the [naist, or] belly. (K,”

TA.) [See art. C*.]

&- [The pace in.which one becomes hungry].

You say, &la:/ g- 2-5 Ls” es: *, i.e.,

&: &* us 33; L'é [He, or it, is distant

from me as far as the space in which he who is

satiated with food becomes hungry]: (O, K*)

and in like manner,£ J: 3: L'é [as

far as the space in which he who is satisfied with

drink becomes thirsty]. (Z, TA.)

6 * * *

ăcla-2 : see

6 * > d - 6 * J. *

ass-2 and as2-2 : see

&- A man (S) who always shon's himself,

&: in four places.

&”, in five places.

or is seen, to be hungry: (S, A, O, K:) or, accord.

to Aboo-Sa’eed, n:ho is alivays eating one thing

after another. (Sgh, L.)

−39

1. -is- The being [hollon, or] wide and hollon,

nvithin : (PS:) or the being empty, vacant, or

void : an inf. n. of which the verb is of the class

of* [i.e. -i-, originally -5,-, like -jū,

sec. pers. <i>, aO1". -à-l. (M.b.) the being

mide, spacious, or ample: (K:) the inf n., or

source, whence -# #. ($). [see also 10.]

=asle-, [aor. -#2-4,] inf. m. -$2=-, It reached

his -ā- [or inside, or interior, &c.]. (TA.) It

(medicine) entered his -533-. (TA. [See also 8.])

And ā-5-1 #4. The nound reached his -*.

(Msb)—asts- 4:40, and "as-, He pierced

him and pierced his -× (Mgh, Msb:) and

****, inf n. -**, he pierced him in his

•' (TA) #4, #, and #1": i,

I made the spear-wound, or the like, to reach his

-> (Ks, A’obeyd, S, K.), 3:1 -iù. He

made the arron to enter the -33° of the object of

the chase. (TA.)

2. -i.* The making [a thing] hollon, or

empty in th: middle. (KL, PS.) You say, *s-,

inf n. -āg 2+5, [He made it hollon; holloned it

out;] he made it to have a -*. (Msb.) And of

a thing that is -5-4, (S. K.) i.e. -,-i, (S)

you say, -is: 4-5 [In it is a holloning out;

meaning a hollow, in which sense -ā23-5 has a

pl., namely, -**5). (S, K.)- See also 1.

4: see 1, in two places.--0 Jāle-1 | He

shut, or closed, the door. (S, K, TA.) Hence, in
• • * * of.- • - of J #

a trad., 8-sta.' 'skl'' ''), 'sac-12 [And

shut ye the doors, and extinguish the lamps].

(TA.)

w

5. -#2-3 It was, or became, hollon, or empty

nvithin. (KL)=45-5, See8-iss-le-is:
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• - d -

&" The leaf was in the -ā- [or inside] of

the [plant called] &#", not having yet come

forth. (S.)

J d •

8. ašt-i He entered its -533- [or inside, or

interior; he entered into the midst of it]; as also

**5-5. (S. K.) [See an ex, in a verse of Lebeed,

VOce J.i. and see also 1.]

10. -śls- and -is: It (a thing) became

wide, spacious, or ample. (S, K.) [See also 1,

first sentence.]=4s-- Hefound it (a place)

to be -** [i.e. hollon, or empty within; or

wide, spacious, or ample]. (O, L., K.)

-is- [A hollow; an interior empty, vacant,

or void, space;] a vacancy; pl. J'i. this is

the primary signification: then it was used in

relation to a thing capable of being occupied and

of being unoccupied; so as to be applied in the

sense next following. (Msb.)- The inside, or

interior, (MSb, KL,) of a house [&c.]. (Msb.)–

[The midst, or middle, of a thing.]–A lon, or

depressed, (S, K, TA) and wide, (TA,) tract, or

portion, of land, or ground: (S, K, TA:) what

is wider than the-: the [nater-courses termed]

835, and the valleys, flon into it; and it hasaş

[or abrupt, water-norn, banks]: sometimes it is

wider than a valley, and deeper: and sometimes

it is a plain, or soft, tract, that retains water :

and sometimes it is completely round, so that it

Tetains water: accord. to IAar, it signifies a

valley: or, as some say, the interior (ck.) of a

valley. (TA.)- The belly, or abdomen, of a

man: ($, K:) or, accord. to ISd, the interior of

the belly: and the part upon which close the

shoulder-blades and the upper arms and the ribs

and the truo flanks (cºià): (TA:) the chest,

or thorax, i.e., the part of the body that is

separated from the ck. [or belly, or abdomen,]

by the --- [or diaphragm, or midriff']; con

taining the Weart and its appertenances: (Zj in

his “Khalk el-Insán:”) pl. as above. (TA.)

See also -ā- It is one of the words that are

not used adverbially except with prepositions.

(Sb, T.A.) It is said in a trad, -33s-11: )

Lé U% [Forget not ye the "3.3°- and what it

hath collected]; meaning what enters into it, of

food and beverage; but some say that -32=-J)

here means the belly and the # [or vulva, or

pudendum muliebre], together, which are also

called '96,-81: and some say that the meaning

is, the heart and what it hath retained, and kept

in memory, of the knowledge of God. (A ’Obeyd,

TA.)—-i:S is also applied by the people of

El-Ghowr (K) and of El-Yemen (TA) to The

tents (a.ku.3) of their J.: [or governors, or

collectorsof the poor-rates]. (K.)-J: -is

3-9., occurring in a trad., means # The last

third of the night : [or] the fifth of the sixths of

the night: (K:) not the half, as some assert.

(TA.)

-***- :

3 *

us?-,

* * c :

see -33°-l.

: * ~ * •

see -33°-l.= Also, and without tesh

deed, (S, K,) [app, meaning, when with the

article Ul, written and pronounced Lás-M,] in

the accus. case **, by poetic license, (S,) A

species of fish; and so '-5's. (S, K.)

30,- The penis of an ass: (El-Muårrij, K:)

and of a man. (T.A.)

-à- Reaching the -*. (Msb.) [Hence,]

iæ, i.e., (§, Mgh, K, &c.) or its i-,-,

(Msb) A spear-nound, or the like, that reaches

the *-*, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) by which is here

meant [the interior of the body or head, or],

accord. to IAth, any vital part, as the belly and

the brain : (TA:) and sometimes, that penetrates

into the -52*- : (A’Obeyd, S, Mgh:) and that

passes through also: (A’Obeyd, S:) and said

to be such as is in the pit betneen the collar

bones, and in the pubes; but not in the neck,

nor in the throat, nor in the thigh, nor in

the leg: (Mgh:) not if it reaches the interior of

the bone of the thigh: (Msb:) opposed to*.

($ in art. -āle-.)– Hence, #4. is applied to

! A great fault or imperfection or vice. (TA

from atrad)—#- #54 deep [nater-course,

&c.; see als]; pl. -#54 (K, TA: [In the

CK, #2; is erroneously put for 5*)—

U-3. -** The deep recesses of the -** [or

chest] in the places where the soul has its seat;

expl. by as: jú. -s: -3- &: 3: U. (L,

K.) So in the phrase, used by El-Farezdak,

-#13-1 &: J-: 5% [And he drove back the

soul into the midst of the deep recesses of the

chest]: (L, TA:) but some read --9: Ue'.

(TA)--in-l [The cephalic vein;] a vein

that runs along the upper arm to the [cartilage

called] Ja: of the shoulder-blade; it is the &#.

(TA.)

-is: Having a -*. (TA;) [i. e.,] hollow,

or empty within; (KL, PS;) having in it a

-** [or hollowing out, meaning a hollow],

(S) and so *-ij-, (S, K: [but the latter is

more properly rendered holloned, or holloned

out:]) empty, vacant, or void: (Msb:) wide,
• - © J.

spacious, or ample; (S, K;) as also W-3 r-w,

(S, TA,) and 'J', with damm, (K,) thus cor

rectly written, being a rel. n. altered from the

original form, like& and 3,4, (Sgh, TA,)

but meaning neide in the -> [or belly, &c.],

written by J [in the S] 'J', with fet-h:

(TA) great in the -35-5 (TA) as also'-5,-,

(AO, S, K;) each applied to a man: (TA:) [fem.

#-il pl. -,+. (TA) You say -is: #,

and '-3-4, [Hollow, and hollowed, pearls; or]

both signify the same. (TA.) And #. #üs

An empty [or a hollon'] cane, or reed: (K:) and

in like manner, 5-5 [a tree]; (S, K;) having a

-*. (S.) And #5- #3 A nide, or an ample,

bucket: (K:) and -is: #2 mide, or ample,

buckets: (S:) and #- 3: a wide, capacious,

cooking-pot. (Hamp. 719.) And J:S The

lion that is great in the -ā- [or belly, &c.].

(K.) And c6:S The belly and the& [or

vulva, or pudendum muliebre]; ($, K;) because

of their width. (TA.) See also -*. Hence

the trad., cl:S 2: -ā- U. -is-i &

[Verily what I most fear for you are the belly

and the vulva]. (TA)-; A cowardly man; as

also *-is-, and *-ij-, the last explained in

the K as meaning having no heart : pl. [of the

first] -*. (TA.)–A horse white in the-ā

[or belly] as far as the part where the sides termi

nate, whatever be the colour of the rest of him;
6 - d.

(AO, TA;) as also "-53-6. (TA.) [See also2 * ~ * •

-522-2.]- In the conventional language of the

science of inflection, + [A hollow word; i. e.] a

word having an infirm letter for its medial

radical; (K, TA;) as Jú and& (TA.)

J.-- ! A shut, or closed, door. (TA.)

* - of

see -32=-l.

* * *

V-99-0 |

* - d £6 - d. - -

- see -33°-1, in two places.*-99-0 :

* * ~ *

*-992-2 : see -,-i, in three places.- Also A

beast whose G. [q. v.] reaches up to his belly:

(AS, S, K:) or a horse n'hose GAA reaches to his

sides is said to be it -5,-4. (AA, TA) (see

also -is-i, last meaning but one..]– And an

epithet applied to the bird called *. because it

is white in the belly. (Mgh and Msb in art. 2-2.)

6 * > 0 , * - of

−3-2 : see -33°-l.

U2'

1. J., (§, K, &c.) aor. J,-, ($) int. n.

J.- (S. K) and J., (K) and 3%. (Az,s,

Isd, Z, $gh) and J.4. (ISd, K) and J.S.-,

(Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA) in some copies of the K

cº-; (TA) and in like manner, "Jus- and

'Ju-31; (S, K;) He nent round, or about, or

or round about; as also "J3-, inf n. Js:

(K:) or Ji- signifies he went round, or about,

or round about, much, or often; agreeably with

what Sb says of the measure Jú, but accord.

to the O, J'i is an infn of J.- (TA) You

say, 23:1 L J's He went about, or round

about, in the countries, or districts, not remaining

fixed, or settled: (Msb:) and $5:1 "J3-, (T,

TA) or >39. J. J.- ($) in n. Jes: (T.

TA,) or J%:, (S,) he went about, or round

about, much, or often, in the countries, or dis

tricts (T, S, TA) And c'. L J-, aor.

as above, inf. n. #- and &#, He (a horse)

traversed the sides, or lateral parts or tracts, of

the horse-course; which are termed J'i, pl. of

J* (M.E.) And -j-"J. J.-, inf n. *,

He wheeled round, or about, in battle. (K.) And

Jú. sts X: cº-0 j; [He fled, to wheel

round, or about, and then returned to the fight].

(Msb in art =.) And bio-, (Msb) or "1,5-5,

(S.K.) means -a-, Ježá: J-, (S. Mab,
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K,) i. e., They assailed, or assaulted, one another,

(TA,)>'' J" (in battle]; S, Ms.K.)[andso

app., *1,35's, inf n. iss- :] and X: -jū

* +%u- (S, K*) There were between them

mutual [assailings, or assaults, and] defendings.

(Ibn-Abbād, TA) And #1 J-, inf n. #~,

The company of men were routed, defeated, or

put to flight, (5:3) and then returned to the

fight, or charged, or assaulted. (K.) And*
6.- d.

#5- 3-3 Defeat befell the Muslims: a

metonymy; used only in relation to the favourites

of God; from 3%-" (Mgh) -- sus

#5-all, ($gh, TA) or āśāl J, (A, TA)

+ They became excited to lightness, or levity, and

unsteadiness, and carried anay, and driven, (Sgh,

TA,) or they became fascinated, and turned ancay,

(A,TA,) by the influence of devils, (A,Sgh,TA,)

from their religion, (Sgh, TA,) or from the right

course, (A, TA,) to error. (A, $gh, T.A.)–

+5: J-, (ISd, K.) in n. J.- (TA) The

dust went anay, and rose; as also "Jus-31:

(ISd, K:) or the latter signifies became removed,

or cleared anay [by the wind]; syn. la:31. (T,

TA)—4: 5 & 2 J J* : [It is re

volved in my bosom, or mind, that I should do

it]. (T.A.).-See also 4, in two places. =Ule

£, (K,) inf. n. J.-, (TA,) He chose, or

selected, the thing. (K.) You say, &: .# <!

lik I chose, or selected, thisfrom this. (AA, S.)

And SS-2:*: I chose, or selected, from

them [a choice portion], (S, K,” TA;) and sepa

rated some of them from others. (T.A.) And

S* all- &: "UU-1, and **, He chose, or

selected, from his property, or cattle, a choice

portion. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

o J - de O ~ *

3. ls', inf. n. #;"> and Low-e S-L

Ś-4:

4. 4-1, (MSb, K.) and a J-1, (K) inf n.

à-l, (S,) He, or it, made, or caused, him, or

it, to go, move, or turn round, or about, or round

about ; to circle, or revolve; (S, Msb, K;) as

also as "Ule- (Zj, K.) One says in the game

called 2-...", [see this word,]A." J- [Turn

thou round about, i.e., shuffle, the arron's in the

ãol (S.T.A.) Andžil 3:2:1 J-1 He

moved about the arron's, [i.e., shuffled them in

the ājň,] (Az, ISd, TA) and then distributed

them among the people, or party. (Az, T.A.)

And 4: Ula-1 He brandished, flourished, or

played with, his sncord, turning it round about.

(Msb) And ~5: "Js: £), (Lih, TA)

and Ja-lu, (K, TA) [The wind makes the
dust, and the pebbles, to turn round £out, to

circle, or to revolve.]–2. U.’ &#" b's

! They turned about, or revolved, [in their minds,

the idea, or opinion, respecting the matter that

nas between them.] (TA.) And 5&J 12/le-l

+[They turned about, or revolved, thoughts, ideas,

schemes, or contrivances, in their minds]. (Jel

in ix.48)—[*, J - J-1, in the 7th

Bk. I.

see 1.

Makāmeh of Har, (p. 76 of the sec. ed.,) is ex

plained in a MS. of that work as meaning U-21,

(De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., p. 185,) i. e.,

He inserted : but the proper meaning is, he

turned about, or round about, his five fingers in
- - - - - d =

his bag.]—"<u> U-1 | Accomplish, or finish,

the affair in nºbich thou art engaged. (M, K,

TA.)

6: see 1.

7: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1, first sentence. =Xiu- JHe turned

them from their course. (K.) He (the devil)

caused them to leave, or forsake, the right nay.

(T, TA) > 3> 3.5%:12: The devils
excited them to lightness, or levity, and unsteadi.

ness, so that they turned anay from their religion,

to error; i.e., they carried them anay and drove

them [from their religion]. (Sgh, T.A.) [See

also 10.]= See also 1, last two sentences.

10. &:X: The devils turned them

from the right course, to error; fascinated them

so that they turned neith them. (A, TA.) And
o & J

*Us:M als- The thing excited him to lightness,

or levity, and unsteadiness. (TA.) [See also 8.]

–4:Ś. U.J: --Jū-- The horses removed,

or displaced, that by which they passed. (O,TA.)

—£5. J.-:# The +W, [or white cloud:

were driven together after a state of dispersion,

and became ready to rain: (M, TA:) or it means

£5 # £-, i.e., the nind came to

them, and removed them, or displaced them, and

dissundered them, and drove them anay. (TA.)
- - - • d e - d.

-Awa-Ji U's--" | We san, the rainless clouds

going about, or round about, in the horizon, (A,

TA,) or in the sky. (TA.)

J- : See J*. in five places:-andJs

J- See J*.

J.-: See &#-, in two places.= Also A

large army, or military force, or troop of horse :

($gh, K.) pl. J. ($gh, T.A.) A herd of

camels: and a troop ofJ.- [meaning horses or

horsemen]: as also 'J',: in both these senses:

(K:) or the latter, which is also explained in the

K as signifying a herd of camels, and a flock of

ostriches and of sheep or goats, is pl. of the former:

(TA:) or the former signifies thirty [horses or horse

men]: or forty: (K:) or less: or more: (TA:) or

the choice, or best, of camels: and [in like manner]

*#): signifies the choice and best; as in the

saying, au- āş- 3- [He took the choice and

best of his cattle, or property]. (K. [See also 1,

last two sentences: and see &S,-]) And Many

great sheep or goats. (K.)- Also A male moun

tain-goat that is old, or advanced in age: (M,

K.) pl. J'i. (M.T.A.)

Js. The wall [that surrounds the interior of

a nell : accord. to A 'Obeyd, every side of a nell,

£rom its top to its bottom: and 'Ju- signifies

the same: (S:) or the former, the side, or lateral

part, (M, Mgb, K,) of a well, and of a grave, and

of the sea, and of a mountain; as also 'Ju

(M, K) and "Je (K, TA; in the CK J.-:)

or the surrounding parts [or sides] of a grave:

(M, TA:) and Ussis' "Su- the two sides of the

water of the valley; and -31 'S'- the two

shores of the sea, or great river : (T, TA :) pl. [of

pauc.] J'i, (Az, S, Msb, K,) pl. of J.- and

J.-, (TA,) and [of mult.] J%- and is-, (so

in copies of the K, and in the M, but in some

copies of the K Js: and is: ;) and J.- is

pl. of J'i. (TA.) Also, as in the T and the

Moheet, (TA) The portion of rock that is at the

bottom of the nater, (K, T.A.) upon which is the

casing of the well; so that if it quit its place,

the nell falls to ruin: this is [said to be] the

primary meaning of the word: and hence the say

ing, ** 4: 5 U. .# [This is nater of n:hich

the rock beneath it is not to be reached]. (TA.)

-[And from this word as signifying the casing

of a well, or the portion of rock above mentioned,]

! Intelligence; (S, K, TA;) judgment, and in

telligence, or full intelligence, or intelligence to

n:hich one has recourse; (T, TA;) understanding

of the heart; (TA;) and resolution, or fixed

purpose of mind; (S, M ;) and prudence : (T,

TA:)> in the K is erroneously put for 3-1.

(TA.) You say, of a man, J* & L. : He has not

intelligence and judgment, or fixed purpose of

mind, to withhold him, or protect him; like the

Use of a well; (S, M,” TA;*) because a well,

when cased with stone or the like, is stronger.

(TA.) And J.- : * J: A man having

judgment and intelligence, or full intelligence, or

intelligence to n-hich recourse is had ; n'hose U2'

does not become demolished: and in like manner,
- - 6 - d - - -Ow • D e. - 6 o f * do J. < *: -

*}'' --~ " --~~5* J3-II U299 ****

U2=-Ji J-e: and in the contr. case, USA U-4)

6 p.

U2*- : Such a one has not intelligence nor prudence;

i. e., his U2'- is demolished, therefore one is not

sure that the -j [that rests upon it] may

not also fall: and J* 4 J-3, and 'Ju-, ! He

has not prudence. (T, TA)– als- c." £as

I did it on account, or for the sake, or because,

of him, or it. (Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.) = See also
6 - d -

U2- :=and JS2-.

J- See J*.

&#- Dust; as also 'Ji- and 'J', (K,)

both mentioned by Az, (TA,) and 7&#, (K,)

mentioned by ISd: [or] all signify dust which

the nind makes to turn about or round about, to

circle, or to revolve, upon, or from, the surface of

the earth. (TA.) And Small pebbles which the

nvind makes to turn about or round about, to

circle, or to revolve; (K, TA;) as also "J3

and 'J'. (TA)= &S, see J*i.

>>." &%- ! The first, or beginning, [lit. the

revolving, (see 1,)] of anxieties. (Ibn-'Abbād,

K, TA: [In the CK, erroneously, &S,-])

You say,*: &SS- * Us In his heart

are revolving anxieties. (A, TA)=Júl &%:

The small, or young, and bad, of cattle : (Fr,

S, K:) so in the M and O'; but in a copy of the

M, written &SS- which is app. a mistake.

(TA.) Accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, The choice, or

62
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best, of cattle: the contr. of what is said by Fr.
6 o' -

(TA. [See also U2'-.])

6 - d - 6 - J - © e

U}se-; see &#, in two places.= c/
* - 0 &

see U2-l.

3 - " -

-***- :

benefits are common to the near and the distant;

(K, TA;) whose benefits go round to every one.

(Sgh, T.A.)

&#- see J.i.

J.- What the ninds sneep anay (AHn, M,

K) and round about, (AHn, M,) of fragments of

plants and of the fallen leaves of trees; (AHn,
6 •

M, K;) as also WJ3ū-. (M., T.A.)

* - 0 &

See J.-i-Also ! A man whose

#: See J*.

# 4 - > * • -

> U3)2+ t The turns (25192) of an affair, or

event. (TA.)

J%. One niho goes about, or round about,

much, or often, in the countries, or districts,

(MSb, TA) not remaining fixed, or settled;

(Msb;) as also V #5- [but in a more intensive

sense, meaning who does so very much, or very

often]. (T.A.)-A horse having a flexible head:
3 * * *

(TA:) and 'G' a snift horse, that turns

about hon’soever one turns him. (K,”TA.)

#5-; see the next preceding paragraph.

J- See Jes--Also Rainless clouds going

(A, TA.) – And, applied to a

[woman's ornament of the kind termed] Cús,

round about.

and to a camel's belly-girth, Loose; not tight;

unsteady; as also 'Ju-. (T, TA.) [Hence,]

cº-las' ă'. #: 14 woman slender in the

waist. (Z, TA)

#. An affair in which one is engaged. (M,

K.) See 4, last sentence.

J: [More, and most, wont to go round, or

about, or round about; to circle, or revolve;] is

from the first of the verbs in this art. : and hence

the prov., -āki &: J: [More wont to go

about, or round about, or more restless, than a

- las; a certain animalcule, or insect, that is

constantly moving about: see art. -->}las]. (Har

p. 661.)– Also, [as meaning + More, and most,

circulating,] applied to language, or discourse.
(TA in art. A-.) [See an ex, voce x. Q -

*-*.]
* - o # 6 o- • de: 3 * o –

U2+! A22, and "C's-, and "C'93-, (Lh,

M. K.) and '3%-, and '3'-, (M.K.) A

day of much dust (T, M, K) and mind: (T, TA:)

from J5-signifying “dust.” (TA)
3 * * * 3 *

us'9-1; see J5-.

J.- A place in which one goes round, or

about, or round about : (TA:) [a field of battle :

a circus:] a place of exercise for horses. (Har

p. 10)—[Hence] one says, L.; J.-- & J

2.9 [[There remained not any scope in the affair,

or case]. (TA.)

6 - ©

J3- A certain garment for women, (M., K.)

doubled, and sened together at one of its two sides,

and having an opening made to it at the neck

and bosom; in which a woman goes about : (M,

TA:) or for a young girl; (K;) the & being

for a woman: (TA:) a small garment in which

a girl goes about: (S:) or a garment which a

girl wears before she is made to keep herself behind,

or within, the curtain, and in nhich she goes

about : (Z, TA:) accord. to IAar, i. q. #4.

(TA.) Imra-el-Keys says,

* * * * J. • J. Oe * | * •

* à--> Loe'> * 'w': Cs' *

• C) as d - 0 < e <-- 0 < * *

* J.--> 8,2 & 2 ×- " '}} *

[At the like of her the staid n'ould firedly gaze

with tenderness of desire, when she has become of

erect and justly-proportioned stature, between

such as wears a noman's shirt and such as wears

a young girl's garment]. (S,”TA.)-A noman's

anklet. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)- An amulet, a phy

lactery, or charm of the kind termed **. (IAar,

K.)–A crescent of silver in the middle of the

necklace termed 55%. (IAar, K.)–Silver [it

self]. (Th, K)–4 good, or sound, --> [or

silver coin]. (IAar, K.)-A shield; (S, o, K.)

sometimes used in this sense; (S, O';) as also

'J'. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA) - A large wooden

bowl. (IAar, T.A.)- A n'hite -: [or piece of

cloth] that is put upon the hand of him to n'hom

the players at the game called 2-3 commit the

arron's [to be shuffled and distributed, in order

that he may not be able to distinguish them by

the feel,] when they have collected themselves.

(ISd, K,”TA.) [For the same purpose, a piece

of thin skin was also used : see #9.]*A pool of

nater left by a torrent; because the water goes

round about in it. (IF, TA.)=A mild ass.

(IAar, K.)

• * > *

J.-: [pass. part. n. of 10, Turned from the

right course, &c. :] excited to lightness, or levity,

and unsteadiness: (TA:) being bereft of his

reason, or intellect. (AA, TA.)

_A^*

X- A vessel, (K,) or »id [i. e. a basin, or a

table, or a tray used as a table], (IAar, TA,) of

silver: (IAar, K, TA:) or a nhite dish or tray,

of glass or of silver : (Mgh:) or a vessel (-5)

of glass: (Harp. 200:) [a Persian word, i. e.

>>, arabicized; or] a genuine Arabic word:

(TA) pl. [of pauc] Xi'i, with , (IAar, K.)

andX: and (as some say, IAar, TA, [of

mult])},..., (K) with damm, (TA, in the CK

X*) and [of pauc. or mult.] *: (IAar,

K:) but IB says that> is pl. of *ā-, as is

also -Lola- : [instead of which he should rather

have said that Ala- is a coll. gen, n. of which the

n, un, is a cle-, (though this requires considera

tion, as the former is commonly used as a sing.,)

and that the pl. of the latter is -llele- :] that its

dim. is *:::: and that it, i. e. Ala-, is of the

fem. gender. (TA.)

*:
2~ 6 * *

} see above.

4-o-'9"> :

U.9*

1. Ös-, (K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,
w 6 & e

Ula-,]) inf. n. c2+, (TA,) It (the face) became

black. (K.)

&: White, and black: ($, Mab, K.), thus

bearing two contr. significations: (S:) and "G",

also, has the latter signification: (IAth, TA in

art. •2-:) or &:- signifies black tinged over

with red: (T, M, TA:) and black intermixed

with red; the colour of the U.5: (T, TA:) and

also red: (K:) or of a pure red colour: (TA:)

and, applied to a horse and a camel, of the
- of

colour termed LeAxl, (S, K,) intensely blach : (S:)

every camel, and every wild ass, seen from a

distance, is of this colour: fem. with 3: (T, TA:)

and, applied to a plant, or herbage, green, (K,)

or intensely green, (TA,) inclining to blackness :

(K,TA ) pl. 3,' (S.T.A.) like as : is of

><, (S) and 3% of #3 (M.T.A.) You say

also, #. J-: The sun is characterized by

n:hat is termed is: (S:) or is intensely glisten

ing and clear. (Az, TA.) [See also a 3-below.]

See also Jes: Accord. to ISk, 93-'* ineans

The nºbite man: opposed to £13: meaning

the negro. (TA in art. Jae'.)– Also t Day:

(AO, S, K:) pl. as above. (K.) So in the

saying,
o e de J, ~ * | * ~~~ *

* es' - | J) - & le * -

C. e. 2. 5.87° • * •

* £2-1 ->-12 us'." " *

[The passing of the nights, and the alternating of

the day, have changed, O daughter of El-Holeys,

my colour]. (AO, S.)- And, accord. to certain

of the lawyers, metaphorically, f The light : and

the darkness. (Msb.)-And accord. to IAar,

+The 3, [app. 53, meaning day-break]. (TA.)

=cos- The two extremities of the bon. (Fr,

Az, k.)

#- The sun; (K;) [i. e.] the sun's disc;

because it becomes black [or of a blackish colour

tinged with red] at setting; (S;) or it may be

because of its whiteness and clearness; but it is

said to be only applied to the sun when it is

setting; opposed to ălă ; as observed by MF:

(TA:) [see also &- :] the sun is also called

W #3-, (K,) because of its becoming black [or of

a blackish colour tinged with red] at setting.

(TA)-A [jar such as is called]* (IAar,

TA:) or a aests smeared nith tar, or pitch. (S.)

[See an ex. in a yerse of Lebeed cited in art.

U.é>>.] See also a 3-...- And A bucket (33)

that has become black. (IAar, T.A.)- And i. q.

i.-, [which may here mean either A piece of

charcoal, or the blackness of night or the like].

(IAar, K.)–And i, q.£-i [perhaps as a subst:*

meaning A red thing]. (K.)-See also Jes:

#s. The quality [i. e... colour], in horses,

denoted by [the epithet] d2+; like à-> and

#3; (S;) in horses, i. q. #3: (K:) and in

the sun, Also, the quality denoted by #- [as

fem, of cis-, q.v.]: and blackness; as in the
• J - J. * ** 3.- : * ~ of ~

saying, till #5. J. J.-4:i5 (I will not
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do it until the blackness of pitch, or tar, become

white]; but if you say till "###, the meaning

is the assus [smeared with tar, or pitch]. (S.)=

A small basket (a:), (K,) or lai, (K in art.

ci-) of a round form, (TA,) that is with the

sellers of perfumes, (S, K,) used for containing

their perfumes: (Kin art.c-) called in Persian

&'s *: [a receptacle for bottles or the like]:

(KL:) originally with e: (K:) or sometimes

pronounced with -: (S:) El-Fārisee approved the

suppression of the: (M, TA:) pl. &*. (S, M,

K.) [See also as….]=A small mountain. (K.)

** @ - 6.

*U2+: see #.–Also A cooking-pot; (K;)

because it is black. (TA.)-And A she-camel

such as is termed £3 [of an intense, or a dark,

gray colour, without any admixture of white];

from Gls said of the face. (K.)

&: See &:--Also A species of the

kind of bird called Uaj, (§, K.) black in the belly

and nings, larger than the [species called] 3, #,

one of the former species being equal to tico of

the latter: (S, TA:) or, accord. to Isk, the Ulaş

compose two species; one called Jés: and

&#; and the other, bu. ; and the former

is ausky, or dingy, or of a hue inclining to black

and dust-colour, (*i) in the back, black in

the inner side of the ning, yellon in the throat,

short in the legs, having in the tail tryo feathers

longer than the rest of the tail: (T, TA:) or,

as some say, the £é and ** are one of

the two species of the us, and the other is the

bulač; and the former are short in the legs, yellon,

in the necks, black in the primary feathers of the

wings, ofa nhite hue tinged with red (~~) in

the tertials: (TA voce buse, q.v.) [but see
* > *

U5)--> : the J's- is described by De Sacy, on

the authority of the book entitled U-2 3Li:Ji 52

~122-3-oll --5943 - 53'-o' --5\s-s, thus: “le

djouni a les barbes internes des ailes et les pennes

primaires noires; il a la gorge blanche, ornée de

deux colliers, l’un jaune et l'autre noir; son dos

est d'un gris cendré, moucheté, mêlé d'un peu de

jaune: on appelle cette espèce djouni, parce que

sa voix ne rend pas un son clair et sonore, mais

qu’elle fait entendre seulement une sorte de gar

gouillement dans le gosier:” (Chrest. Arabe,

2nd ed., ii. 369:)] it is stated in the handwriting

of A5, on the authority of the Arabs, that &24-,

applied to the uas, is with - app. meaning that it

was pronounced J&#: (M, TA:) a single bird

of this species is termed **: (S:) and you

say also *#: jūš, with fet-h: (TA:) [but

Jes: seems to be also used as a n. un., like
s J. J.

&:23: for it is said that] &: is pl. [or rather

coll. gen, n.] of &*. like as 3: is of #.

(Ham p. 605.)

69">

1. *::::A; **, (S,) or *:::: (K,) [aor.

J. J. • • 6 & e - * * * *

•3-3,] inf. n. *-, ($) i. q. as aw:- [He met

him, or encountered him, with, or he said to him,

or did to him, or he accused him, to his face, of,

that nihich nas, or a thing that was, disliked, or

hated]. (S, K.) And [in like manner,]**

He encountered him with evil [speech or conduct].

or confronted him therenith: whence <- S,

i. e. Mayest thou not be encountered with evil s

said in chiding a he-camel: see su- below. (TA)

A woman of Ghatafān, being chidden by her son,

and being asked why she did not reply against

him, said, 13. &: #t Less: & -à-i,

meaning I fear that he mould encounter me with

more than this. (JK.)

[2.25- and "st- are rendered by Golius Ad

dignitatem evexit : spectabilem reddidit: as on

the authority of the S: but in my copies of the S

the two verbs are as-31 and *: and belong to

art. 4-5, though mentioned in the present art.]

[4: see 2.]

5. 3-5 He magnified himself; or nas, or

became, proud, haughty, or disdainful: or he

affected rank, station, or dignity, not possessing

it. (TA.)

* Rank, station, or dignity, (§, K, TA, and

JK in art. as-2,) with, or in the estimation of the

Sultán; (JK, TA;) as also " is-, (K,) on the

authority of Lh, (TA, as from the K, [but not in

my copies,]) or, accord. to Sgh, of Ks. : the

former word [probably arabicized from the Per

sian* ; but] said to be formed by transposition

from *: ; this being first changed to*: then,

to* and then, to *: or, accord. to Lh, it

is not from £3, but from< [app. <+, first

pers, sing of **, q. v.]; though he does not

explain what is -*. (TA.) You say, 25 &%

•l- [Such a one is possessed of rank, station, or

dignity]. (S.) And X: * 9% To such a

one belongs rank, station, or dignity, among them.

(Aboo-Bekr, T.A.) The dim of: [or of is...]

is *ā:3+. (TA)=2\s, indecl., with kest for

its termination; and, accord. to A5, sometimes,

•ls-, with tenween; (S3) or el- els-, (JK, K.)

and *, *, and a £, (Lh, K) and **

**, Or***, (accord. to different copies of

the K, but) indecl., with kesr for the termination,

[i. e.* **, Or* *] mentioned in the

M, (TA) and '4-5 st-, (IDrd, TA, [see 1,])

ejaculations used for chiding a he-camel, not a

she-camel: (As, JK, I Drd, S, K:) or one says

to a she-camel, gé and :- (A’Obeyd, TA in

art. 2-2- : [or perhaps there is an omission here:

I think it more likely that what A’Obeyd said

was that one says to a she-camel g", and to a

he-camel :-.])

6 d =6 y

*** The face, or countenance; syn. ae-3; as

also *: (Lh, K:) the latter with kesr: (TA:)

Alá; and 53- aes-' [He

looked with an evil face or countenance]. (Lh,

d e J

so in the saying, 2- 23

K)=* *. Or* *: see the next pre

ceding paragraph.

6 * *

aAl2- :

| see :

44-3.9°- :

* * * • • • • *

o'-3 and ole-3 and 3'-5: see art. 48-5.

A9°

6.- d -

J-892- :

3 - 2 - See art. Awe-.

U53*2+:

U-69">

1. (52*, (S, K.) aor. *, (TA) inf. m. U43+,

(K.) He (a man, S) nas, or became, affected nith

what is termed "css-, (S, K,) meaning ardour:

and violence of amorous desire; or of grief, or

sorron : (S:) or innard love: (M, K:) and

grief, or sorron : (K, and so in a copy of the S:)

and ardour: and violence of love; or of grief, or

sorrow: (K:) [seeJ-l—and also as meaning

consumption; or an ulcer in the lungs: and long

continuance, or oppressiveness, of disease: and a

disease in the chest : (K:) or any innard disease

during which one does not find food to be whole

some : (TA:) part. n. **: (S, K;) fem. #*.

(TA)-You say also, C-: **, meaning I

found the country, or tonn, to disagree with me.

(S.) And**** and 4: [He found it

to disagree with him: a meaning indicated, but

not expressed]. (K.) See also 8.-And -33°

Jáš The land stank. (TA.)

8. *- He disliked residing in it, namely, a

country, or town, even if in the enjoyment of ease

and plenty: (S:) or he disliked it, (K, TA,) and

found it to disagree with him; (TA;) as also

*** : (K, TA:) or he disliked it, namely, a

city, and found it to be insalubrious: or, as AZ

says, he disliked it, namely, a country, even if it

agreed with him in respect of his body: and he

says, in his Nawādir, that #! signifies the

yearning tonards, or longing for, home, and dis

liking a place, even if in the enjoyment of ease

and plenty: and disliking it without yearning

tonards, or longing for, home: and also the not

finding the food nor the beverage in a land to be

n:holesome; but not when one likes the residing in

it but its food and beverage do not agree with

him. (TA.)=And U43-2-1 His heart was burnt

by the fire of enmity. (Hamp. 219.)

ess- see 1:-and see what next follows, in

two places.

* part. n. of 1, q.v.; (S, K;) and 's:

signifies the same, being an inf. n. used as an

epithet. (K.)- Hence, (S,) the former, (§, K.)

as also V the latter, (K, and so in a copy of the S,)

signifies Stinking water; (K;) or water that h:

become altered and stinking. (S, T.A.)– Uā,"
6 * *

āş- and " #3: A land that disagrees with

one. (K.)

&* Contracted in the bosom, (K,TA) by

reason of disease therein, (TA,) so that his tongue

cannot explain for him, (K) or so that his tongue

can hardly, o: 710t at all, explain for him. (TA.)

6 * * 6 d

-*** Jā) : see 3-. 62 *
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3. £-, inf. n. £4, He faced him, fronted

was opposite to him, or was over against

a dial, var. of *. (IAar, K.) You say

also, jus- Us: 5. He passed by me being in

..front, or opposite. (T.A.)

him,

him :

*>

U

1 *, aor. G-3, in n. G-: (S, Ms), K.

&c., [the most common form, but] deviating from

the general rule [respecting inf ns. of this class],

for the inf. n. of a verb of the form Jai having

its aor. of the form Js: is [accord. to the general

rule, if commencing with an augmentative A,]

J*, though some words, beside 'G-: deviate

J-4, [forfrom this rule by being of the measure

2 ° • is originally&- as J.-- and J:

and *** and :- and 3- and J- and

J: and* and J.-- and &: andJ

and Jā-, S, TA) and # (S, K, of the form

of an inf n, of un., but used as an inf. n. in an

absolute sense, like is: and i-, S, TA) and

* (K.) He, o: it, came; or was, or became,

present; syn. Lil; ($, K;) or -a-, said of a

man [&c.]; (Msb;) or U-aa- [meaning it came,

came to pass, happened, took place, betided, befell,

or occurred; it resulted; it ensued; &c.]; and

it is used in relation to ideal, as well as real, sub

stantives; so that * 3: à- #! [When the

assistance of God shall come (in the Kur cx. 1)]

is [not a figurative but] a proper phrase. (Er

Răghib, T.A.) Sb mentions, on the authority of

certain of the Arabs, 4-s-s * [for 9: 9A

He comes, or nill come, to thee], with the hemzeh

suppressed: (TA:) and he also mentions #3-4

as a dial. var. of 'G-4. (Id. in art. is-, q.v.)

[As shown above,] à- is used intransitively and

transitively. (Msb, MF.) You say,: ā- Zeyd

came; or nas, or became, present. (Msb.) And
2 * * zo

U-> Če- -> [I came with a good coming:

or in a good manner] (S.) And I-25 --> I

came to Zeyd (Msb.) And sometimes one says,

2:) --> meaning I went [as well as f came] to

him, or it. (Msb.) And J.J." U-2 --> [I came

from the tonn, or country]: and 2% 3-,

meaning Asil * &- [..from the presence of the

people, or company of men]. (Msb.) And ā

& The rain [came, or] descended. (Msb.)

And cual- £i à- The order, or command, of

the Sultán came, or arrived. (Msb.) And<+

2: (S, Msb, K) and *:::i, both signifying the

same, (§, K,) [I came nith him, or it;] I brought

him, or it, with me. (Msb.) And us." 4.<

4. à- [Praise be to God who brought thee];

and-> 3.*<- [Praise be to God because,

or that, thou camest, or hast come]; but not

<+ (5: ! :-1: (§, TA:) and [in like

manner] you say, is &l= $! * 3-1; but

not lié &u= s: 4. 3:- unless you say as

Or 4: or 4: [after UgljJ1]. (ISk, T.A.) [Hence,

*:: à- He begot a child, or children; like L:

#. And as* s' brought him forth; gave

birth to him ; like a J-51. And -**** ale- It (a
• -

word) conveyed, or imported, a meaning.]

[:

eacecuted, performed, or effected, a thing : and he

said, gave utterance to, or uttered, a thing : like

4: J" in both these senses.] And is ā- He

did thus, or such a thing. (TA.) Hence, [in the

Kur xix. 28,] ú, 3 -> ā (TA) [Verily, o

Mary, thou hast done] a thing hitherto unknown;

a thing deemed strange. (Bd. [See another ex.

WOce 34, likewise from the Kur.]) And &:+

u--I did a good thing. (Msb.) And 84-39à

He produced a new saying, or nen' poetry, not

after the similitude of anything preceding. (TA

in art. 8-4) And s:- 3: Ú-: (k in art.

AU) or [more commonly] U.S.- … (4,-- ele

(M in that art.) [He (a horse) performed, On"

is also signifies He brought to pass, did,

fetched, run after run],- als- is also syn. with

5.4, like Ji, as in the saying, U.S.- it." ā

The building became, or came to be, firm, strong,

or compact. (Kull p. 11.) [And hence the phrase,]

<-->4-us, (M.K.) thus in all the copies of

the K, with the noun in the accus. case; i. e.

What became, or has become, thy want? syn.

Š- ū; (M, K;) or What was thy want? syn.

+jūs ū: (Er-Radee, TA:) us being here an

interrogative, and the [implied] pronoun [in the

verb] being made fem, because its predicate is

fem.: but some say <--, in the nom. case, [as

it is in the CK, meaning What did, or has, thy

nant become?] regarding £e-la- as the subject of

<>els-, and U2 as the predicate of this verb. (TA.)

-See also 3.

65- - -

3. 50's-3 [inf n. of ū- signifies The act of

facing, or fronting ; being opposite, or over

against : (IAar, K:) and the act of coinciding;

as also £- (AZ, K.) You say of a man,

-: &: L'- He faced me, fronted me, was

opposite to me, or was over against me, at a short

distance. (TA.) And £- Us: 5. He passed

by me being in front, or opposite. (T.A.) And

ū53* I coincided nith such a one in his

coming. (T.A.) And<!- &J 3. <53- 3.

& Hadst thou passed beyond this place, thou

hadst met nºith rain, or coincided with rain in its

coming. (TA)—": c:*, [so in copies

of the S, and in copies of the K, as from the S,

but in the TA, as from the S, Ji- and said to

be with two hemzehs, though this is evidently

wrong,] aor. £i, the former verb of the mea

Sure Jé", (S,) is [said to be] a mistake for

a-a-3 -sul-, since the former verb has an

infirm letter [US] for its medial radical and for

its final, not the reverse, (Sgh, K) [therefore]

what J says is not allowable unless it be an

instance of transposition; (IB, TA;) but what is

given by F [and Sgh as the correct form] is that

which is accord. to rule, and what J says is that

which has been heard from the Arabs, as ISd has

pointed out; (TA;) [and rule is not to be re

garded when it is contr. to classical usage;] the

meaning is, He vied with me, or strove to surpass

me, in frequency of coming, and I surpassed him

therein. (S, K.)

*> *
-

4. £i He made him, or it, to come. (Kull
* 28 - # j d

p. 11.):- [Hence,] aste- i. q. 4 -e- :

- > *- :

- - -

(S,K)–: a3le-1 I compelled him, constrained

him, or necessitated him, to have recourse, or

betake himself, to it; (Fr, S, K;) or made him to

want it, or be in need of it: (S:) in the dial. of
2 * ~ * s - - - -

Temeem, ajúl. (TA in art. Us: .) It is said in a
J D / < * • * * * * ~ 3 -

prov., P* *-* (*) </52- U - [It is an

evil thing that compels thee to have recourse to

the marrow of a hock]; for, as As says, the

-35/- contains no marrow, and only he who

cannot obtain any [other] thing is made to want

it. (S.) And it is said in the Kur xix. 23,
* c & o - • * - * * *

3'-'8- L'/ Jäu-Ji sã- And the motion

of the child in her womb compelled her to betake

herself to the trunk of the palm-tree. (Bd.)

see 1.

i:- [A coming;] a subst. from ā-, (S, K,)

of the measure iss, with kesr to the C. (S.)

- #.

&:- and 'le-: see what next follows.

£, (K,) mentioned by Sb as an extr. word,

(TA) [but regularly formed, of the measure
6 J * - * >

Júš,] and 'la-, also written ita-, (K) with the

Ug changed into hemzeh, (TA,) and "G-, (K,)

[originally &- of the measure J-5, denoting

- s

intensiveness, in the CK written cels-,] men

tioned by IJ as anomalous, A frequent comer.
** ~ *

(TA.) One says,+: #les- <! Verily he is a

frequent bringer of good. (TA)

[*, originally&- then &#, then J.-,

and then £-, Coming; act. part. n. of 1.]

*r-es

• . * , J - - -

1 -le-, aor. --> : see 1 in art. -->, in

two places.

6 © •

2. ---, inf n. -->5: see 1 in art. -->.

+ The 3:1. [or opening at the neck and

bosom] (K) of a shirt (S, K) and the like; (K;)

as, for instance, of a coat of mail: (TA:) or the

opening of a shirt at the uppermost part of the

breast : (Msb, MF:) or the opening in a garment

for the head to be put through: or such an open

ing as a sleeve and a3: (MF:) pl. [of mult.]

**, (Msb, K.) also pronounced*. (TA,)

[like *: for *] and [of pauc.] *i.

(Msb:) this is said to be its proper art., (K, TA,)

not +2*-, because its pl. is **. (TA.) [The

Arabs often carry things within the bosom of the

shirt &c.; and hence the word is now applied by

them to A pochet.]- t The heart; the bosom.

(K.) So in the saying, --" & 2"* + [He is

pure, or sincere, of heart or bosom]: (K:) or

trusty, trustworthy, or faithful (S. [See also

art. C*.]) A poet says,
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--- ** d > 2 o • - d 3 - -

*

&*

+[And thou hast exasperated a bosom the heart

of which was faithful to thee]. (TA.) You say

also, --> U-3 * t[He is a person of foul

heart]. (A in art. U-52.) And * 4: &

+ He cleared his heart, or bosom, of it. (K in

art. &2), 1. v)-->9.+ + The place of

entrance of the land, or country: (K:) pl. -->

(TA.)

5 *

ā-e- :*- : see art. --'9">.

+&#9 Holloned [sapphires]: occurring

in a trad. describing the banks of the river of

Paradise: but accord. to one reading, it is #
6 *6 * ~ * 6 3 - 4 * * *

*-*; accord to another, -e- or -55-2;
6 * ~ * 6 3 - *

and accord. to another, -e- or ~2=-0. (TA.)

1. J.' āş, ---, aOn". 4-5, infn. i-us-,

[perhaps a mistranscription fori-] i. q. £--

of which the aor. is 4-s: : See art. C*- (Msb.)

.d. l ad J J -

And alji---, inf n. &: and i-Sl-, the latter

an inf. n. like isle, God afflicted them with a

calamity. (TA.)

s • s

C*- i. q. £2- See art. C*. (Msb.)

**

1. **, (Lh, L,) or Su-, of the same class

aS ---, aO1". s', (Msb) inf. n. *. (Lh, S,

A, L, MSb, K.) He had a long neck : (A, Msb,

K:) or a long and beautiful neck : (S, L:) or a

slender and long neck. (L, K.)

3-, of the measure Js, (Sb, Akh,) or it may

be originally of the measure J*, (Sb, TA,) The

neck : (S, L, MSb, K:) said by Sh to be used

only in praise; and J#, in dispraise; the use of

the former in the Kur cxi, being ironical; (TA;)

but accord. to Esh-Shiháb, the contr. is often the

case: (MF:) generally applied to that of a

woman: (L:) or the part of the neck upon n-hich

the necklace lies : or its fore part : (L, K:) pl.

[of pauc.] 3. (S.J., Msh, K) and [of mult.]

3, ... (L.K.) 20:Sliš means A female soft

in respect of the neck; as though the term Jee

applied to each distinct part of the neck, and the

pl. denoted the whole neck. (L.)

* > * > * * - of

451.xes- : see Aeº-l.

6 w •

Jee- : See art. 52'-.

J e Ö

3: Having a long neck : (A, Msb, K:) or

having a long and beautiful neck : (S, L:) or

having a slender and long neck : (L, K:) or it is

not applied to a man: (T, TA:) fem. ā-, (S,

L, MSb, K.) with which "#1: is syn., (K.)

or this signifies having a beautiful neck : (L:)

Pl.:* [originally £1 (S, A, K.) And &

Jes- A long and beautiful, or slender and long,

neck. (L.)

*N 4-8- 9-> -->> * | *

2. - He plastered a watering-trough or tank

with ''. (TA)

* with kesr to the 2, (S, Mughnee, K, &c.,)

like .# (Mughnee ;) and 3-, like &#: and

sometimes 's-; (Mughnee, K;) or this, where

it occurs, is for & *. and is properly written

& d - *

• • -2 -

Jee-, col in the sense of Lox: being a corrobora

tive of*. and its hemzeh and sheddeh and final

vowel being here suppressed : (Mughnee :) a

form of oath, (S, K,) or put in the place of an

oath, (IAmb,TA) meaning Verily, or truly;

syn. Li- (S, K:) or a responsive particle,

(Mughnee,) meaning yes; syn. X: [which is

most approved as responsive to an interrogation],

(Mughnee, K,) or J- [which is most approved

as responsive to an affirmation]; (Sharh et-Tes

heel, K;) not a noun in the sense of ū-, for

were it so it would be an inf. n. ; nor in the sense

of 'i, for were it so it would be an adv. n. of

time; and if it were a noun it would be decl.,

and would admit the article Ul, and would not

have &! for a corroborative, nor have S opposed

to it, as it has in the saying,

* & e J. 22°: • Jº £2. : *

* * J.: #5544: *

[When the daughter of El- Ojeyr says 9, she

speaks truly : not nhen she says 's-]: (Mugh

nee :) or it is a verbal noun, meaning I know;

syn. -##, as is mentioned by Ibn-Abi-r-Rabeea,

and by Er-Radee on the authority of 'Abd-El

Kāhir (M.F.) You say, 4.5i S> Verily, or

truly, [&c.,] I mill not come to thee. (S.) And

43 Jaii 9* Verily, or truly, [&c.,] I will

not do that. (K, TA) And 3.5 S : No,

verily, or truly, [&c.,] I will not do [that]. (K.)

5

X- Gypsum ; syn. U- (IAar, T.A.) [In

modern Arabic, Lime: see also what next follows.]

* Quick lime, and the mixtures thereof, with

n:hich are plastered, watering-troughs or tanks,

and baths; syn. C2'- (S, K:) quick lime and

gypsum mixed with ashes: (IAar, TA:) or quick

lime alone. (TA. [See also>])= [A lime

burner: so in the present day: See &#1=

Heat in the chest, by reason of rage or hunger;

as also *:::: (S, K:) or cough, or the like.

(Ham p. 56.) It is app. of the measure Jú, Or

it may be of the measure Jús; or Júš [ori

ginally jūš-]. (IJ, TA)—Strength, or rehe.

mence. (TA.)

X- : See*.

6 * > *

Jes-- A watering-trough or tank made small:

or made deep : or plastered with gypsum. (K.)

&

U-ee

1. -3-, (S, A, Mab, K.) aor. J.-3, (S, MSb,

K.) inf n. * (M.b, K) and &s (T, K)

and #, (K) said of a cooking-pot (T, S, A,

Msb, K) &c., (T, A, K,) It boiled, or estuated:

(T, S, A, Msb, K. :) or began to do so, not yet

boiling or estuating; this latter being said by

some to be the correct meaning. (IB, L, T.A.)

- It (the sea) estuated (A, K, TA) with the

waves, (A, TA,) so that it was unnavigable.

(TA.)- + It (a valley) floned nith much water,

its nater, or waves, rising high. (S, K.”)– t It

(a water-spout, or pipe,) poured forth nater:

(TA:) and [in like manner] you say of the eye,

-ā-, meaning, t it floned, or overflowed, with

tears. (K.)- + He (a horse) reared, and became

excited. (TA)—4: <!-- (S.K.) or <<ls

4: <!, (A,) t His soul [or stomach] heaved;

or became agitated by a tendency to vomit; syn.

++, (S, K, TA;) or Ś; (T in art. 235; see

4: Śd in that art.;) as though n'hat n'as in

his belly rose to his fauces: (TA:) or his soul

[as it were] turned round, [i.e., he became giddy,]

noith the tendency to vomit: (S, K:) as also

* --> ; (K;) which occurs in the former of

these senses in a trad.: (TA:) and 4: --> s

also signifies his soul [or stomach] heaved, by

reason of grief or fright; (K;) [as also&: ;]

or when this last signification is meant, you say

<!-- ($:) and his (a coward's) soul purposed

flight : or was frightened: as also <<i>, in

either of these two senses: (TA:) and << s

Jill <! his heart quitted its place by reason

of fear. (EM p. 79)–934 Jiu- His bosom

boiled with nºrath, or rage. (TA.) You say also,

Js' J%J- £32 ! [His bosom boils against

me nith rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite ;

or with latent rancour, &c.]. (A)–: Jiu

*" es' Anxiety boiled. in the bosom ; and in

like manner, 2-all es' a.a.all <<!- + [Choking

n"rath or rage boiled in the bosom]. (T, T.A.)–

X: <- <- (A, L) : War, or the nar,

[boiled, or raged, or] began to boil [or rage,]

between them. (L., T.A.) - In the following

words of a poet, cited by IAar,

* Qū-J 4 si < * *

t[She arose, showing herself to thee] in her strength

and youth, [us: being fors: Ulès-, [the

inf. n.,] meaning as rendered above, is with

sukoon [to the Us] by poetic license. (ISd, T.A.)

w 6 o' --

2. U-es-, [from J.- He collected, or assem

bled, armies, or military forces. (S.) And L:

ū:- [He collected, or assembled, an army, or a

military force]. (A.)

J. J. de w * 6 d >

5. £: <-->5: see 1.=[12<>5, from U+,

They became collected, or assembled, as an army,

or a military force : or they formed themselves

into an army, or a military force.]

ti d -

10. L:le--, [from U-->,] He demanded, or
w > * >

summoned, armies, or military forces, U- J-2

15& from such a place. (A.) And a:\s--" He

demanded of him an army, or a military

force. (S.)

• * * > . * .

J.- see J:le-, in art. Usue-, in two places;

and see āşū, below.
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J:- An army; a military force: (A, K:) or

a body of men in war: (TA:) or men going to

war or for some other purpose : (T, K, TA:)
* f d

pl. J:22-. (S, A, Msb, K.)

i:- A single rising, or heaving, or the like:

pl. +: hence the phrase J.P.9+

[app. meaning The risings of false or vain things

in the mind, or the like]. (T.A.)

.# J: [A cooking-pot boiling, or boiling

much]. (A.) – J.- J% +A horse that rears

and is excited when thou puttest him in motion

with thy heel. (K,”TA.)

à:ls. The soul; syn. J.:1; (K;) [as also
J. g - • J -

J:l-Ji, sometimes written "Jiu-Ji, without *;]

mentioned by some in art. Usua-. (T.A.)

Quasi&

&: See &= in art. 83-,

* * *

Us-la- and

1. à-l-j-, aor. -*i; (K;) and *-*,

(S. K.) inf n -i-.55 ($ ) and '-su-,

(K) [and '-a'-3, Golius, as from the K, but

not found by me in any copy thereof.] and

"-sta-31; (TA;) The dead body stank, or became

stinking. (S," K, T.A.)

2. -ā- He became a stinking dead body.

(Mgh, KL.)– See also 1.

5:

7: see 1.

8 :

à- [A carcass, or corpse, i. e.] a dead body

[of a beast or a man], that has become stinking;

(S, Mgh, K;) or, as some say, in a general sense;

[n'hether stinking or not:] (TA:) or, of beasts and

cattle, an animal that has died a natural death, or

been killed othernise than in the manner prescribed

by the lan', and has becomestinking: (Msb:) [and

the corpse of a man: (see+ :)] pl. [of mult.]

-ā- ($, Mgh, Msh, K) and [of pauc.] -iù.i.

(S, k.) [Hence,] 3% .# J: ā- One who

sleeps all the night, and labours all the day.

(TA from a trad. [See also art. -->}las.]) IDrd

mentions this word in art. -$24-, holding the L5

to be originally 3. (TA.)

6 * >
-

Jus- A rifler, or ransacker, of graves; (K,

TA;) because he removes the [grave-] clothes

from the corpses, and takes them; or, as some

say, because of the stinking nature of his act.

(TA.)

Je

J- A nation, people, race, tribe, or family of

mankind; (S, Msb, K;) such as the Turks, and

the Greeks, (S. TA,) and the Chinese: (TA:)

pl. J. (M.M., TA) and &S-. (M.T.A.)

-And A generation of men. (TA)= See also

U>.

L- &%. Small pebbles which the wind

makes to turn about or round about, to circle,

or to revolve : (S, K:) but this belongs to art.

U2+. (TA)=&S.>: See J*i. in art.

U2+.

: • & • so e

-> *-** :

*...fo - . *

see Ule-, in art. Ula-.

See J#. in art. U2'-.

_oe

2. --> He wrote a c. (K.)

:-: masc. and fem.: (T, K,”

TA) pl. X: and +...+ (TA)

o

* The letter

Quasi aes

d
a y

**- : see 99-, in art. •24-.
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The sixth letter of the alphabet: called it. [and

t- (respecting which latter see the letter +).

It is one of the letters termed **, Or non

vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,

without the voice; and of those termed a:

i. e. faucial, or guttural, for] the place of its

utterance is in the fauces; and were it not for

a hoarse aspiration with which it is pronounced,

it would resemble 2: next after it [with respect

to the place of utterance] is 2: [2 having the

lowest place of utterance; then C; and then 2 :]

and and 2 are never consociated in any un

compounded word of the which the letters are all

radicals, because of the mutual nearness of their

places of utterance: they occur together inJ:

but this is only a compound word in the classical

language; and as the name of a certain kind of

tree it is a post-classical word. (Kh, L.)= [It

is often put for 3:- =Asa numeral, it denotes

Eight.] -

to

ū- and #~ : see the letter C’ and see arts.b

and L5-.

*r

1. <- [signifying He, or it, was, or became,

loved, beloved, an object of love, affected, liked,

or approved, is originally -- or ~-]. You

say, # 13. Gl ---, [aor. 2 or #, inf n.

J.-, This thing was, or became, an object of love

to me. (K. [The meaning is there indicated, but

not expressed. In the CK,£ is erroneously

put for£) And <! <:- I became loved,

beloved, or an olject of love, to him : [said to be]
J. J. J. •

the only instance of its kind except -× and
* O.J.e.

&#. (K.) And <:- is 4-# Us, with

kesr, Thou wast not loved, and thou hast become

loved. (S.) See also 5.----, formed from

---, by making the former - quiescent and in

corporating it into the latter, is also a verb of

praise [signifying Beloved, lovely, pleasing, charm

ing, or excellent, is he, or it]; (TA;) and so--,

[which is more common,] formed from the same,

by incorporating the former + into the latter

after transferring the dammeh of the former to the

C. (ISk, S, TA.) A poet says,

o --- d = w " * > J - * *

* << 5 - L. is $53 *

• * : cºl J, # 3-5

[And her denying increased his devotion in love:

for lovely, as a thing, to man, is that which is

denied]. (TA.) And Sá’ideh says,
• * ~ -- 0 - 3 - * J - d - - -

* --~~! U-* --> -->2-a” -/*-* *

J - © - • O- • J. • - 0 - - -

* --~ *> & 22 39° --” *

[Ghadoob hath forsaken thee, (and lovely is the

person who withdranweth far anay,) and obstacles

in the way of thy drawing near have occurred to

separate thee and her]. (S, T.A.) [See also 13:

below.]-[Both are also verbs of wonder.] You

say,& ---, (AS, S, and so in copies of the

K,) and ---, (I’Ak p. 236, [where both forms

are mentioned as correct,] and so in the CK,)

Hon beloved, or lovely, &c., is such a one (As,

S, K) to me! (As, S.) [See also 4.] A’Obeyd

and Fr read this --, saying that it means --

JSA, and that the former - is rendered quies

cent by the suppression of its dammeh, and in

corporated into the latter. (S,"TA.)=See also

4, in two places.= Also ---, [aor., accord. to

analogy, = ,] He stood still, stopped, or paused.

(K.)=And+. with damm, He was fatigued,

or tired. (K.)

2. & 4:- He, or it, [rendered him, or it,

an object of love, lovely, or pleasant, to me;]

made me to love, affect, like, approve, or take
J w

pleasure in, him, or it. (K.) You say, &l 4->>

at-l [His beneficence made him an object of

love to me]. (A, TA.) And &''} *::#-:

[God made faith lovely to him]. (A, TA.) And

&#& Gl -- [Thy visiting me hath been

made pleasant to me]. (A,TA)=#33. --

[He formed the medicine into pills, or little clots

or balls: see its quasi-pass., 5]. (K in "e-, &c.)

=And -- He filled a water-skin &c. (AA,

TA.)= See also 5.

63 -

3. *-, (S) or £-, (K) and A-sig.

nify the same [as inf ns. of--]. (S, K.) TYou

say, uá:X: ~- They loved, affected, liked,

approved, or took pleasure in, one another.] And

£-He acted, or behaved, in a loving, or friendly,

manner with him, or to him. (A, TA.) - See

also 4.

4. £-, (S, A, Mab, K.) infn. A -l, (KL)

and "4:-, (S) first pers. £-, (Mob, K.) aor. 2,

which is anomalous, (S, Mgb, K,) the regular

aor. being *, which is unused, (Mgb,) [said to

be] the only instance of a trans. verb whose

second and third radical letters are the same

having the measure J-# as that of its aor. with

out having also the measure J#, (S,) and

therefore by some disapproved, as not chaste, and

disallowed by Az, though he allows the pass.

form+. (TA,) inf. n. <- (K,) or this is a

simple subst, (Msb) and - (K) and I'-.]

first pers. £-, aor. 2.; and '-. inf n.*

of the dial of Hudheyl, (Mab3) and '4-1,

(Msb, K;) signify the same; (S, Msb, K;) He

loved, affected, liked, approved, or took pleasure in,

him, or it: (A, K, and KL in explanation of the

first and last:) he held him, or esteemed him, as a

Jriend: (KL in explanation of the first and last:)

Or++! signifies the esteeming [a person or

thing] good: (S:) and the preferring, or choosing,

[a person or thing,] as also +!. (KL:) and

* L'é <-- means he loved, or esteemed,

him, or it, above another, or others; preferred

him, or it, to another, or others. (K, A,” TA.)

33 &-its, in the dial of the tribe of Suleym,
is for £i L* [I loved not, or liked not, that];

like : for £, and is and is for

<!". (LWTA) [3+ 3×3 - may be

rendered I would that it were thus, orthat such

a thing nere.] It is said of Ohod, in a trad.,
>

* 3 2- ** - 4 - > * *

4-35 L = U+2A, meaning It is a mountain

whose inhabitants love us, and n:hose inhabitants ne

love: or it may mean we love the mountain itself,

because it is in the land of people whom we love.

(IAth, T.A.) And one says ū- *u. es'

Auxili for* <- [In an hour, or a time, in

which food is loved, or liked]. (TA)---it

J. i. 4. 4. <-- [How beloved, lovely, pleasing,

charming, or excellent, is he, or it, to me!]; (As,

§, K, TA) and so a 3 -i, (A, TA) [De

Sacy, in his Gram. Ar.,sec. ed., ii.221, mentions

the saying, £f & <-i ū, * 3-#" <-- ls,

as meaning Hon greatly does the believer love

God! and hon great an object of love is he to

God']=<--, (S, K,) inf. n. as above, (S,)

also signifies He (a camel) kneeled and lay don'n,

and would not spring up: (K:) or was restive:

or kneeled and lay donn: (S:) or was afflicted

by a fracture, or disease, and would not move

from his place until cured, or remained there

until he died: (AZ, S, K:) or became jaded:

(TA: [agreeably with this last explanation the

act, part. n. is rendered in the S and K on the

authority of Th:]) or n as at the point of death,
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by reason of violent disease, and therefore kneeled

and lay don'n, and could not be roused. (AHeyth,

TA) Accord to Ao, #33 - --

c. [in the Kur xxxviii. 31] means I have stuck

to the ground, on account of my love of the horses,

[lit., of good things,] and so been diverted from

prayer, until the time of prayer has passed:

(TA) by X-1 is meant J.-H. (Jel)=Also

He became in a state of recovery from his disease.

(K.)=And It (seed-produce) had, bore, or pro

duced, grain. (S, K.)

5. --> He manifested, or shoned, love, or

affection, (S, K,) <! to him. (S.) --- and

"-- are both syn. with *S*. (TA)- [Also,

app., He became, or made himself, an object of

love or affection to him: see ---, said to be

syn. with -:)= He became sn'ollen, or

inflated, like a jar (~), from drinking. (A,

T.A.)– It (a water-skin &c.) became full. (AA,

T.A.)– He began to be satiated nith drink.

(K.) — He (an ass &c.) became filled with

water: (S:) and '-- also is used in this

sense, but ISd doubts its correctness: (TA:) one

says, +:- L:- J.' ** The camels drank

until they were satiated. (S)= <!--J -->

Júl #t= [The hoar-frost formed into grains

like small pearls]. (TA in art.~)---

cu-9 L'é &;" [The saliva formed, or col

lected, in little bubbles upon the teeth]. (Az, T.A.)

---> &: &laii [The milk became decom

posed, and formed little clots of curd]. (S in

art. > -º)–: -:- [The butter formed

into little clots, when first appearing in the milk

or cream]. ($ and K in art. --5.) The verb is

also used in like manner in relation to honey, (K

in art. 2'-,) and J-> (S in that art.,) and

medicine. (TA in that art. [See also 2.])

al- --- [The skin broke out noith pimples,

or small pustules : so in the language of the pre

sent day: see :-}. (TA in art. *-.)

6. ls:- They loved, or affected, or liked, one

another. (S, A,” K.”)

10: see 4 =U.”Já<-- The stomachs

of the cattle, or camels *c., retained the water

[that they had drunk], and the time betnceen the

two waterings thereof became long, or became

lengthened. (K.) This is at the conjunction of

[the periods of] -#" anda: [the ninth and

tenth of the Mansions of the Moon, which, in

central Arabia, about the commencement of the

era of the Flight, took place on the 12th of

August, O.S., (see* Jú, in art. U},)]

when Canopus rises with them. (TA. [a;-all is

there put for -##1; but evidently by a mistake

of a copyist. There is also another mistake,

though a small one, in the foregoing passage: for

Canopus rises, in central Arabia, after -s, laji,

and before à->Ji, and rose aurorally, in that

latitude, about the commencement of the era of

the Flight, on the 4th of August, O.S.])

-- and -- A cry by which a he-camel is

chidden, to urge him on. (TA voce --, q.v.)

, (S, Msb, K,) a [coll.] gen, n., (Mgb,)

11. llll. #-; (S, Msb, K;) Grain of wheat, bar

ley, lentils, rice, &c.; (Az, TA:) accord. to Ks,

only of wheat and barley: (TA:) or wheat &c.

while in the ears or other envelopes: (Msb:) [but

applied also to various other seeds; among which,

to beans, (as in the Mgh in art. U5,) and peas

and the like; and hernels; and] the stones of

grapes, dates, pomegranates, and the like: (Mgh

voce -- :) by some it is applied even [to ber

ries; as, for instance,] to grapes: you say:

-- 32, as well as 3: 32. and*# &: and

the like: (TA:) [and hence, to beads: (see

J.-:)] the pl. (of :--, Msb) is es:- (S, Msh,

K) and 3:, like&# (K) pl. of: (TA)

and (of i-, Ms) <- (Mob, K) and A-,

[or this is pl. of:- also,] like+% as pl. of

it= |and of del (M*) and -i also

called [by lexicologists, but not by grammarians,]

a pl. of i:- (TA.)–[Hence,] Seed-produce,

whether small or large. (TA) - And #~

#-l (S, K) i. q.J.' [The fruit of the tere

binth-tree, or pistacia terebinthus of Linn. (Delile,

Flor. Eg, no.936)] (K)–And #3: ...- (S,

K) i. q. ** [The black aromatic seed of a

species of nigella]. (K.) [But see art. 22-.

And for other similar terms, see the latter word

of each.]– And 2." J-- and c: -- and

5- Hail. (S. [See a metaphorical #age of

the first of these in a verse cited voce d!.])

[Hence likewise,] *- also signifies Pimples, or

small pustules: [so in the present day: and any

similar small extuberances: a coll. gen, n. : n, un.

with 3.] (S and K" in art. ,<-.)

s

:- Love; affection; syn. 33, (A,) or Sls,

(K;) inclination of the nature, or natural dispo

sition, tonards a thing that pleases, or delights s

(Kull p. 165;) contr. of #: (Mgh, TA:) --

and'- and W: [this being said in the S to

be syn. with+ and in the K to be syn. with

i-, and it is used as an inf. m. in an ex. cited

Voce t's in art. C22) and *-ū- ($, K) and

*:::U- (K) and *ā- (S) signify the same;

(S, K.) i. e., as above. (K.) The degrees of

J- are as follow: first, s", the “inclining of

the soul, or mind;” also applied to the “object

of love itself:” then, āşşe, “love cleaving to the

heart;” so termed because of the heart's cleaving

to the object of love; then, -is, “violent, or

intense, love;” from Aale signifying “difficulty,

or distress, or affliction:” then, J*, [“amorous

or “passionate love;”] in the S, “excess

of love;” and in the language of the physicians,

“a kind of melancholy:” then, -##, “ardour

of love, accompanied by a sensation of pleasure;”

like # and : 25, the former of which is

desire;”

“ardour of love;” and the latter, “ardent love:”
* *

then, U43-, “inward love;” and “violence of

amorous desire,” or “of grief, or sorrow:” then,
9 3- -

L*, “a state of enslavement by love:” then

Jš, “lovesickness:” then, 43, 44 distriction, or

loss of reason, in love:” and then, Al-A “a state

of wandering about at random in consequence of

overpowering love.” (Kull ubi supra.) [Accord.

to the Mab, it is a simple subst.: but accord, to
o do - d = - • *

the K, an inf. n.; and hence,] Lo:- Vol V.",

meaning ū- <-fu love with loving, i. e. much,

what ye have loved]. (Harp. 186.) Hence the

phrase, *** *:: * [Yea; and with love

and honour will I do what thou requirest: or for

the sake of the love and honour that I bear thee:

Or :- may be here used for ū- to assimilate it

in termination to a292 : see what follows]. (S,

T.A.) Hence also the saying of Abu-l-'Atà Es

Sindee,

* * , - . *, * o: - !." < *

&2-a- Us-12 e5!?! - 40's-s

J. g • y & • * ~ *

* X-Xi'4'-3' cA, #5 *

[And by God, I know not (and indeed I am

speaking truth) whether disease have befallen me

in consequence of love of thee, or enchantment]:

(S, TA:) but IB says that the reading best known

is W£- &: and that PU-, here, may be an

inf n. of£-; or it may be pl. of* like as

Jiu- is of: (TA;) or it may be an inf. n.

**U- 3-, with fet-h

, said to mean on account of the love of

thee, and of the main amount thereof: (Ham

p. 26:) and some read* &: “from thy

part” [or “from thee”]. (TA) - See also

-=Also a Persian word, arabicized,

(AHät, S, Msb) from --, (AHát, TA) [or

-- or -, i. 1 #4, (S, Msb) A jar, (K,

MF,) whether large or small, used for preparing

nine: (MF:) or a large jar: (K:) or one for

water: (IDrd, TA:) or the four pieces of wood

upon which is placed a two-handled, or tryo-eared,

jar: (K, TA: [in the CK, by a misplacement

of words, this last signification is assigned to

-(-) pl. [of pauc.] *-i (K) and [of mult.]

*- and :- (S, Msb, K.) From this last

signification is [said to be] derived the phrase

#25-3 U- [pronounced *%+3 ū-, lit. A jar

stand and a cover will I give thee, or the like],

ãol,a signifying the “cover” of a jar, (K, TA,)

whether of wood or of baked clay. (TA.) [If

this be the true derivation, the phrase may have

originated from a person's asking of another the

loan or gift of a jar, and the latter's replying

“Yea; and I will give thee a jar-stand and a

cover;” meaning “I will do what thou requirest,

and more:” but this phrase is now, and perhaps

was in early times, generally used, agreeably with

the more common significations of the two words,

* ** *

of a-- : some also read

to the

- - a * *

in the sense assigned above to the phrase à:
* * * * *

s

ā-9-3.]

s •

-: see --- :–and ----, in four places:

=and i- *Also, and'-, [but the latter is

doubted by the author of the TA, and thought to
5 3 *

be perhaps syn. with J- in the sense of --~~,

5

and in the L it is said to be syn. with -e-, but in
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what sense is not explained,] An ear-ring

[formed] of one a- [or bead]. (K.)

6 * > 3 -

à:- n. un. of -- [q. v.]. (S, Msb, K.)

[Hence] :- & As a name oftBread. (Isk,

S.)- See also #-, in two places. – [A grain;

meaning the weight of a grain of barley;] a nell

known weight. (K.)-A [small] piece, or por

tion, of a thing. (S,K)--til ā- The heart's

core; (AA, TA;) the black, or inner, part of

the heart; or i, q. 45.5, (S, A, K;) which is

that [same thing]: (S:) or a black thing in the

heart: (K:) or the black clot of blood that is

within the heart: (T, TA:) or the heart's blood.

(K.) You say, als ā- #53 <-i [Such a

woman smote his heart's core]. (A, TA.)=A

want: or an object of nant; a needful, or requi

site, thing: syn. i-te- (K.)

2 * * is . . © -

4.- : see ---, in two places:— and ~~.

–[It is also used in a pl. sense..] You say, *

*: a:- &: [He is of the beloved of my soul].

* 6 & 4 • * *

(TA voce ào-.)-And <!-- also signifies What

thou lovest to receive as a gift, or to have. (K.)
* ~ * * o- o

You say, £- >! Choose thou what, or n hom,

thou lorest, as also "4:-. (TA.)= Also A

grape-stone: sometimes without teshdeed; (K;)

i.e. i- (TA)

#-, a pl., [or rather quasi-pl. n.,] The seeds of

desert-plants that are not used as food; pl. -->:

(S:) or seeds of herbs, or leguminous plants,

(J.i.) and of odoriferous plants: (K:) or of

the latter only; (Ks, Az, TA;) and one of such

seeds is called "#-, (Az, T.A.) or i-; the

coll. n. being ":- (Msb:) or different seeds

of every kind: or the seeds of the herbage called

"à- or this signifies everything that is sonn:

or all seeds of plants: sing the same, and

and £-, the seed of everything that grows spon

taneously, without being sonn: or a small plant

growing among the kind of herbage calledU:<:

(K:) and dry herbage, broken in pieces, and

heaped together: (Aboo-Ziyād, K:) or dry herbs

or leguminous plants: (K:) or the seeds of wild

herbs or leguminous plants, and of those of the

hind called -#, and their leaves, that are scat

tered and mixed therenith; such as the cSáš

andU- and 35 and J: and CS4. and all

kinds of those herbs or leguminous plants that are

eaten crude, and those that are thick, or gross,

and bitterish: upon these seeds and leaves, cattle,

or camels &c., pasture and fatten in the end of

[the season called] the -*. (T, TA.)

-: See*--Also, (S, K,) and '--

(K.) A beautiful arrangement of the teeth in

regular rons. (S, K.)-And Streaks of saliva

on the teeth. (TA)- And (both accord. to the

K, but the latter only accord. to the TA,) The

saliva that flows over the teeth, or collects in the

mouth, in little bubbles. (T, K, TA.)

*6 • 6 * > 6 * >

--- : see ---,-and ---.

Bk. I.

6 * * 3 * • * * *

-- see -- - -2\l- Thine utmost :

(Msb:) or the utmost of thy poner: (S:) or the

utmost of thy love: or, of thine endeavour (92

[like 93%. and 91st- and 9%uai and 9.4%

and Just:1). (K. [In the CK 9.2:..]) You

say, is 4:- (K,) and 43 Js:& *\,-,

(S, Msb,” TA,) and sus &# & *\,-, (TA,)

Thine utmost, (Msb,) or the utmost of thy ponier,

(S,) or of thy love, or of thine endeavour, (K,)

will be such a thing, (K,) and thy doing that,

(S, Msb,” TA,) and that event's taking place.

(TA.) = Also, and "-- and "--, The

main body, the mass, or bulk, or greater part Or

portion, of water, (S, K,) and of sand, (K,) and

of [the beverage called] 3-3, but it is said that

the third word applies particularly to water: (TA:)

or the first signifies the streaks, or lines, of water,

(AS, K, TA,) resembling variegated work : (A5,

TA:) or the naves of water that follon, one

another: (TA:) or the bubbles (S, A, K) of

water, (S, K,) or of wine, (A, TA,) that float

upon the surface; (S, A, K;) as also the second

(AHn, A) and the third: (AHn, TA:) [it is a

coll. gen, n., in this sense, of which the n. un.

is with 3:] accord. to IDrd, £1 --- and~

£ signify 5: [app. meaning the ripple, or

broken surface, of nater, such as is seen when it

is slightly fretted by wind, and when it flows

over uneven ground]. (TA.) &#3 (a. Śl.

'-', in a trad. of ’Alee, relating to Aboo.

Bekr, is explained as meaning Thou hast outrun

others, and attained to the place n'here the flood of

El-Islám collects, and reached the first [springs]

thereof, and drunk the purest of it, and become

possessor of its excellencies : [this is the only ex

planation of it that I have found:] but it is also

otherwise explained. (Hr and others, TA in art.

--)--- also signifies f Denv-drops; (A;)

the den (IAth, K) that is on trees &c. in the

evening. (IAth, T.A.) It is said in a trad., of

the inhabitants of Paradise, that their food shall

turn into a sweat like a..." -les-, by which is

meant Musky den : or, perhaps, musky bubbles.

(IAth, T.A.)

6 • y 3 *

-U-: see ---, in two places:-and ---.

=Also The serpent: (S, IAth, K:) or a serpent

not of a malignant species : (TA:) and the name

of a devil, (S, K,) accord. to some; (S;) but

said to be so only because a serpent is called

cu. (A’obeyd, S, TA)- And a pl. [or

rather coll. gen, n.] of which the sing. [or n. un.]

is £- [accord. to the CK £-], meaning A

certain black aquatic insect or small animal. (K.)

--- Xi ! The present world; (K, TA;)

metonymically used in this sense. (TA.)

6

~~ See +. in two places: =and --.

--- A person loved, beloved, affected, liked,
Ol' approved; (S, A, Msb,” K;) as also*. : Q =

and W ---, (S, Msb, K,) of which two the

TA,)
J O -

former is generally used for the latter, (S, K,
o

- 6. / O -

in like manner as are used A2-j- and U2
J Ö - * J o -

and &:- and j9.5% and 2%, each of which

has its proper verb of the measure J-4, (TA,)

and " - (S, K) and 'A- and "#, which

last is also applied to a female, and has for its
• d g •

pl. --- (K:) the fem. of --- is with 5;

(Msb, K.) and so is that of 's', (K, TA)

[and that of "J--..] and that of "J-- (TA:)

the pl. of- is ā-i, instead of à:- which

would be the reg, pl. but for the repetition of the

- ; and the pl. of £- is ~U- (Mob ) the

pl. of " -- is Jú-i [a pl. of pauc.] and &:

(K) and &- (MF) and , and #- and

'--, which last is rare (#54) [as a pl], or is a
* J.

quasi-pl. n. (K.) Though "J.--- is uncommon,

it occurs in the following verse of 'Antarah:

J. C.

• & J. ~ āj: w

*-* -s:* -2''' -

[And thou hast taken (and imagine not other

noise), in respect of me, i.e. of my heart, the

place of the beloved, the honoured; or become in

the condition of the beloved, &c.]. (T, TA.)–

Also, (IAar, KL, TA) and " -, (K, KL.) A

person loving; a lover; a friend; (KL;) i. q.

W-: (IAar, K, TA:) [fem. of each with 5:]

- - o £

the pl. of the first (i.e. --) is "U-i (TA)

[and £- and #-i, mentioned by Golius as

from the S, but not in my copies of the S: both,

however, are correct: the former, the more com

6.--> O 2.1.”

<!} ~i? #

*

3- d.

mon: the latter, a pl. of pauc.]. You say #:
s -

'*5% • • * Js

her husband]. (Fr, S, K.")--> *l The kid.
52 *

(Harp. 227)–:-1: see -:

*ā- and * -- [A woman loving to

J-U-, (K) or --->'', (S) [A Kind of

fire-flyil a fly that flies in the night, (K,) re

sembling fire, (S,) emitting rays like a lamp :

(K:) AHn says that --!> and ----- *|

were both unknown to him, and that nothing

respecting them had been heard by him from the

Arabs; but that some people asserted the insect

thus called to be the 54, a moth that, when it

flies by night, no person not knowing it would

doubt to be a spark of fire: Aboo-Tālib says,

as on the authority of Arabs of the desert, that

--L-- is the name of a flying thing longer than

the common fly, and slender, that flies betneen

sunset and nightfall, resembling a spark of fire:

(TA:) or, accord. to As, it is a flying thing, like

the common fly, with a nuing that becomes red;

n:hen it flies appearing at a distance like a lighted

piece of fire-nood. (Harp. 500.) ---" 2U

(S, K) and --- e' jū and simply-->

(S) mean The fire of the fly above mentioned :

or of El-Hoháhib or Aboo-Hobáhib.: (TA:)

[for] El-Hobáhib, (S,) or Aboo-Hobáhib, (K,)

is said to have been a niggardly man, who never

lighted any but a faint fire, fearing to attract

guests, so that his fire became proverbial. (S, K.)

El-Kumeyt says, describing swords,

# ū Şāśl, & 39 es: *

~ 3 - • * / f • -

# Velá'ís --- us' jus *

63
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[The beholders see, in the sides of the blades

thereof, and the extremities, the semblance of the

fire of the fire-fly]: (S:) here the poet has made

--~U- imperfectly decl., regarding it as a fem.

[proper] name [of the fly above mentioned]. (TA)

Or ---L-li jü (§, K) and simply --|--Il (8)

signify The fire that is struck by a horse's hoofs:

(Fr, S:) or the sparks of fire that are made to

fly forth in the air by the collision of stones:

or the sparks that fall from the pieces of wood

that are used for producing fire [by means of
* - d -

friction]: (K:) or they are derived from 4:---,

(IAar, K,) signifying “weakness,” (IAar, T.A.)
D

• &#

[and their meaning is faint fire.]----- Al

A flying insect resembling the [species of locust

called] -*. (K, TA) spotted with yellon

and green: when people see it, they say, es:

<--ó- Ú [Spread forth thy wings (*#), O

hoiáhib]; whereupon it spreads its two wings,

which are adorned with red and yellow. (TA.)

• * * -

l-ka-, meaning ---, as in the phrase 3:

#9. [Loved, beloved, affected, loved, or approved,

is the thing, or affair; or lovely, charming, or

excellent, is it]; (K;) and in .# lá' [Loved,

beloved, &c., is Zeyd]; (S;) is composed of

--, (Sb, Fr, S, K,) a verb of praise, in the

pret. form, invariable, originally ---, (Fr, S,)

and 15, (Sb, Fr, S, K,) its agent, (S,) which

together constitute it a single word, (Sb, S, K.)

a noun, (Sb, K.) or occupying the place of a

noun, (S,) governing the noun [particularized

by praise] that follows it in the nom. case; (Sb,

S, K;) the place that it occupies in construction

making it virtually in the nom. case as an in

choative, and the noun that follows it being its

enunciative: (S:) [but see what follows.] It is

used in the same manner as a prov.; (Sb, K;)

[i. e., it is not altered to agree in number or

gender with the noun particularized by praise,

which follows it;] remaining the same when

used in the dual and pl. and fem, sense; so that

one says, .# 3:- and c';" and &##|

and + and <3i and U: and X: [&c.];

(Ibn Keysān, TA) and # 3-, not :

#31: (Sb, S, K;") which shows that the noun

that follows it may not be regarded as a substitute

for is : (S:) [but see what follows.] It is allow

able, but bad, to say, 1:- £5. (TA.) [There

are, however, various opinions respecting 3:

and the noun that follows it..] Some hold that

1:- is a noun, composed of J- and 15, and

is an inchoative, and that the noun particularized

by praise is its enunciative; or that the former is

an enunciative, and the latter an inchoative,

reversing the usual order: others hold thatJ

is a verb in the pret. form; and 13, its agent;

and that the noun particularized by praise may

be an inchoative, of which 13:- is the enuncia

tive; or it may be an enunciative of which the

inchoative is suppressed, so that £5 |- is for

& # 3- [Loved, or beloved, &c., is this

person: he is Zeyd], or A2;C2- 1.32-[loved,

&c., is this person: the person praised is Zeyd]:

others hold that '... is a pret. verb, composed

of -- and 13, and that the noun following it

is its agent; but this is the weakest of opinions:

one also says, in dispraise, .# 13-9. (I’Ak

p. 235.)

3 -

-la- An arrow that falls [in the space] around
3 - -

the butt : pl. ~13-. (K.)

<- [More, and mo', loved, beloved, &c.
• * @ 3 * • * ~ *

You say, 915 U- Us! --- i.ks. This is more

an object of love, affection, liking, or approval,

or is more lovely, charming, or pleasing, to me
• 23 -

than that. And &lX:- * He is the most

beloved of them to me.]

3 - 2 s • - 4 & 2 ×

--~~ : see ----, in three places. -a-...)

and '#'-." and '#'-3 and "ā:-" are

epithets of El-Medeeneh. (K.)

w J. - s * .

--~~, and its fem.: see -->, in three places.

63 - *

4-a-o: See +-A" A cause of love or

affection: (Jel in xx. 39:) [pl. +. like

U: pl. of #~, &c.] You say, &&

>3'-āli J- [Such a one was gifted with

qualities that are the causes of the love of hearts].

(A, TA.)

63.2

See aza-.

63- 4

4-o:

J" (#1 - #4. -: [see 5], (A,

TA)—i:-31; see --.
4 J O -

*94-0 :

3 - 2 J C ~ *#

see -------'2:- At a surname of The serpent.

(K) [See also '...]

6 • - 2- : * ~

see -e-, in two places.-à:2-3):

_j^

J.e. e. e.

1. ox:-, (S, Msb,TA) aor. *, (Msb) inf. n.

£- (S, MSb, TA ) and '3'-' (TA) inf n.

*-ā; (S, K, TA;) or the latter has an inten

sive signification; (Msb;) He made it beautiful,

beautified it, (S, K, TA,) or adorned it, or em

bellished it, (Msb,) and made it plain; (TA;)

namely, handwriting, and poetry, &c., (§, K,

both in relation to the latter verb, and TA in

relation to both verbs,) such as language, or

speech, and science, (S, TA,) and pronunciation,

and a recitation; meaning, with respect to the

last, the voice [with which he recited]. (TA.)

—Also 3-, (S, A, L. Mab, but in the Mob

not “also,”) aor. *, inf. n. }:- (S, Msb)

and #- (S;) and "9-1, (K;) and in an inten

sive sense *:::-; (Msb;) He, (God, A,) or it,

(a thing, or an affair or event, S, L,) made him

happy, joyful, or glad; (S, A, L., Msb, K;)

affected him with a happiness, joy, or gladness,

that made his face to shine, or of which the mark,

“or,'

or sign, (30-, i. e. ,ii) appeared upon his coun

tenance; (Bd in xliii. 70, in explanation of the

pass. form of the first of these verbs;) he made

him to enjoy a state of ease and plenty; and

treated him with honour: (Lth and S in explana

tion of the pass. form of the first verb as used in

the Kur Xxx. 14:) or treated him with extraordi

nary honour. (Bd in xliii. 70, and T.A.) [3-,

properly signifying He was made happy, &c.,

may be used as meaning he was, or became,

happy, &c.; like: and}*, and its syns, men

tioned with it below, may be regarded as its

inf ns. Golius, app. from his finding X- ex

plained in the KL as an inf. n. meaning The

being happy, &c., (3.4% su%) assigns to £,

as on the authority of that lexicon, the meaning

of “hilaris laetusque fuit;” but I have not found

this verb in any Arabic work.]=£i-3- IHis

skin was beaten so that there remained the mark

of the beating. (K)=#| 3-, (S. K.)

aor. *, (K,) inf. n. X-, (S,) The nound broke

out afresh: (S, K:) or became healed, but left
** - og o *

scars. (Ks, S, K.)– aju.) *-, aor. *, (S,

A, Msb, K.) inf n. 4-, (S, Mab, ) His teeth

became of a yellon colour mingled with the n'hite

nes: (K.) or became yellon, (A, Msb;) syn.

<--is. (S.) [See also>]

2. £- see 1, in two places. - Also, inf n.

3-3, He pared it well; namely, an arrow.

(TA.)

4. 9-1: see 1 =4, --! He, or it, left a

mark upon him, or it. (TA.) And ##" ---!

** and *~ The blon, made a mark, or

marks, upon his skin. (TA.)

J-> :

g 6 o' -- 6 o

two places:— and j-.=Also 3- and "j.-;

(S, A, Msb, K, &c. ;) but As says, I know not

whether it be the former or the latter: (S:) IAar

says both: A ’Obeyd says that some of the law

yers say the former; and some, the latter; (TA;)

and that in his opinion it is the former: (S, TA:)

AHeyth, that it is the former only: (TA:) Th

mentions the former only: (Msb:) Fr says it is

the latter only: (TA:) and the latter is [said to

be] the more chaste because the pl. is of the

measure Jú, and not J,4: (S, TA:) [but a

pl. of the latter measure is also mentioned:] A

learned man (AS, S, Msb, K) of the Jens: (S,

A:) or n'hether he be a Christian or Jennish or

Sabean subject of a Muslim government, who

pays a poll-tax for his freedom and toleration, or

one niho, having been such, has become a Muslim:

or one skilled in the beautifying of language:

(A’Obeyd, S:) or a good, or righteous, man :

(Kaab, K, TA:) pl. (of the former, Msb) 5*,

(Msb, K,) [but this is seldom used,] and (of the

later, Ms)# (IDrst, S.A, ME, K, &c.)

5 i l’ to o

see 22-, in two places:–and >>, in

3- Ink, syn. $32, (Msb) and Ji, (K.)
with which one writes: (S, Msb:) so called 'because

it is one of the means of beautifying writings;

(Mohammad Ibn-Zeyd, TA;) or because it beau

tifies, and makes plain, handwriting; (Hr, TA;)

or because of the marks that it leaves: (A5, TA:)
• 0 &

pl. [of pauc.] jū-i (IDrst, TA) and [of mult.]

5*. (TA)- I q. &#3 [The variegation, or

figuring, of cloth or of a garment; or a hind of

variegated, or figured, cloth or garment]: (IAar,

K.) pl. 5:- (K, TA) [See also #-1–4

mark, or sign, of the enjoyment of ease and

plenty: (As, S, K: [in one copy of the S, and
- d > d = < ./ e.

in the CK, for as: ji, I find, erroneously,#

3:1;]) and [hence,] beauty; (AS, S, A, K;)
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beauty of aspect ; or a beautiful and pleasing

aspect, that satisfies the eye by its comeliness:

(AS, S, TA) plour; completion: (Fr, IAar, S,

TA:) pl. XL-1 (S) and 22:-. (K,”TA.) One

says,£3*" &- £, Verily he is beau

tiful, and of goodly appearance : (AS, S:) or of

beautiful complexion. (IAar.) And £- -**

3-5 His colour, or complexion, (Fr, 'S,) Ol'

beauty, (A) and goodliness of form or aspect,

departed: (Fr, S, A:) from the saying, *

3:9% jū-9 ā- J.' [The camels came

beautiful in colours and in appearances]. (Fr, S,

A.") One says also, £1. ":-" &- &%:
J /d- *

where -- seems to be the inf. n. of 45):- “I

made him, or it, beautiful.” (S.)- Also, (S,

K) and '- (TA) and '3'-(K) and "ju

(S, K) and "jū-, (A, K.) A mark, or trace, (S,

A, K,) of beating, (A,) or of a blow that has not

brought blood, or of a healed wound, (TA,) or of

work, or labour: (A, TA:) pl. of the first [or

second] 5* (Yaakoob, S, K) and [of the first

and third, accord. to analogy,] ju-i, (TA;) and

of the fourth Šus-, (Yaakoob, S, TA,) it having

no broken pl. (TA.) One says,>* * Upon

him are marks [of beating, &c.]. (S.) And

-> *%-* Upon his skin is the mark of

beating. (A) And J*** ** Upon his

hand is the mark of work, or labour. (A.)

See also>–And see .*::=Also, [like the

Hebrew Siri, and the Chaldee "arl,] A like;

an equal, a fellon. (K.)- See alsoX
* * * 6 J y 6.-->

See *::=andž--and

5 * 5 •

J->: See Jets--

6.- *

24- : see 3-.

ge

3-, (Msb, K,) the only subst. of this form

beside J.' , (Msb,) [and a few rare dial. vars.,]

and "#" (K) and ':- (A, K) and "#"> (S,

Mob, K) and '#' (A, K) and '#' (K3)

or X- without 3, [as also X- and X-.] is a

pl. [or rather a coll. gen, n.], (S) and with 3 it is

said to be a n. un. ; (Msb;) A yellonness that

mingles with the whiteness of the teeth; (K;) a

yellonness of the teeth; (Sh, A, Msh;) n:hat is

termed 2-15 in the teeth : (S:) or 2-15 is when

they become green: and when the crust increases

so as to encroach upon the gums, and to make

the roots of the teeth. to appear, this is what

is termed Jae- and Jae-: (Sh, Msb, TA:) pl.

* OK.)

3×a-: See 5*, in three places.- Also Ex

traordinariness(#) in a thing that is described

as beautiful. (K.) [See 1.]-A musical per

formance, or concert, instrumental or vocal or

both, (8-) in Paradise; (Zj, K;) agreeably

with which signification Zj explains [the verb in]

the verse of the Kur [xxx. 14, or xliii. 70]:

(TA:) and any sneet melody. (K.)=See also

J->.•

• *

6- 6 J o

3×2- : see 24-.

6.- * * s

3×e-: see )*::=and see also the next para

graph, in two places.

# - (S, Mgh, Msh, K) and "#" (K) A

[garment of the kind called] * (S, Mgh,) or a

sort of 3%, (K) of the fabric of El-Yemen, (S,

Mgh, K.) striped (:: [or this word, q.v., may

perhaps signify spotted]); (TA;) a kind of gar

ment of the fabric of El-Yemen, of cotton or
4 J - d. % -

linen, striped (i.i.4): (Msb:) pl.> and

&#- (S, Mgh, Msh, K) and ; and +5:

(TA) [or rather 9 - and %- are coll, gen, ns.]

Accord. to Lth, (Az, Mgh, TA,) 5):- is not a

place, nor a known thing, but only signifies Us:
6 o

[see :-]; (Az, Mgh, Msb, TA;) and one says

5-3. (Mab,TA) and #-32%. (TA) and

5-3. (Mgh, Mab, TA) and 5:32, (Mgh,

TA,) like as one says>**, the word 5-2,5

signifying a certain dye. (Az, MSb, TA.) [The

term "#:- is now applied in Egypt to 4 lady's

outer covering of silk, black for the married, and

n hite for the unmarried, worn in riding and

walking abroad; the former worn also by concu

bine slaves. See also*

4.- s

3,4- see 2-.

s -

Us:- A seller of ink. (K) "jū-, also, is

mentioned as having the same signification; and

some say that analogy is a sufficient authority for

it: but it is disallowed by F. (TA.)

&24-, not *%-, (K) or the latter is allow

able on the ground ofanalogy, (MF)4 seller of

the garments called --. (K.) [See 5-.]

6 y o o 6 o 6* de •

52%-(Mgb, K) and "je, - and"> and
6 y o f d

'3”- and **: [in the CK *] and

W (K) The young one of the L5'-' (MSb,
6 * J.

J C =22- J. * - J • - s

K:) pl. 230- and 'l'-. (K.) [See also 23:

below.]

s o

*:

6 - d - -

3:)-; ) * what next precedes.

6 J & J. J.

J.9%)--> :

jū- See X--Also The £ [i. e. form,

or aspect, or the like, or goodliness of form or

aspect,] of a man. (Aboo-Safwan, Lh.)

6 * so .

20-: see -, in three places.

6 * j,

3:- and '-' ($, K) or *%-, with kest,

(Msb,) and ":- which last occurs in a verse of

El-'Ajjāj, for #-, [by poetic license,] (S) and

W #:- (A, K) and W 5-, (K,) Happiness, joy,

or gladness: (S, Msb, K:) or the first signifies

cheerfulness; i. e. pleasure, or delight, and dila

tation of the heart, nhich has a visible effect in

the aspect: (TA voce2: :) and the same word

(IAth) and "#-(Az, IAth, K) and "X-, (K.)

a state of ease and plenty; syn. #: (IAth,

K: [in the CK and in a MS. copy of the K, erro

neously, a: :]) or a state of complete, or per

..fect, ease and plenty: (Az:) and ampleness of

the circumstances of life. (IAth) [See 1. Hence

the saying,] #: ts: " 5:- Jés [After every

state of happiness, or joy, &c., is a tear]. (A.)

X- A garment of the kind called] ×, varie.

gated,@#) (K,) [i. e] triped. (TA.) One

says >> 3; and 4:- > *. (TA) [See also

5- Hence the saying.]&#9"> J-:

** J. (He clad himself with the
mantle of cheerfulness, and seated himself firmly

upon the couch of happiness]. (A.) – Also,

applied to a garment, or piece of cloth, Nen :

(S, K:) and soft and nerv; (K, TA;) applied to

the same; (TA;) and so "3-; (K;) which

also signifies a soft thing: (TA :) pl. of the

formerX- (K.)- And Clouds; syn.~ :

(S:) or clouds spotted G:); (K;) in which

one sees nihat resembles**, by reason of the

abundance of their water; but Er-Riyáshee dis

approves of this. (TA.)

es:- [a word respecting which J says,] its

alif [written Us] is not the fem. alif nor the alif

of quasi-coordination; [as F says of the alif of

&#3, though he finds fault with J for saying

thus of the alif of us.'"; (see2: Jāi, in

art. 1;)] the name [says JJ being only composed

with it, so that it is as it were a part of the word

itself, which is imperfectly decl. when deter

minate and when indeterminate; i.e., without

tenween: (S:) but its alif is the fem. alif; for

were it not so, it would be perfectly decl.; (K;)

and J says that it is imperfectly decl.: (TA:)

and his saying that the alifis [as it were] a part

of the word itself is a strange expression, for

which it would be difficult to give an answer,

and which therefore requires not exorbitance:

but “it is sufficient excellence for a man that his

faults may be counted:” (M:) [A species of

bustard,] a certain bird, (S, Msb, K,) well

knonn, of the form of the goose, nith a dust

colour upon its head and belly, and the back and

nings of which are for the most part of the

colour of the quail; (Mgb;) or it is a long-necked

bird, of an ash-colour, of the form of the goose,

with a beak somervhat long, and that is preyed

upon, but does not itself prey: Az says that it

does not drink water, and that it lays its eggs

in distant sands: [the truth is, that it drinks

seldom: the male bird has a pouch, extending

from beneath the tongue to the breast, said to be

large enough to contain seven quarts of water;

and it has been supposed by some that he fills

this with water for the supply of himself and his

mate:] and Az further says, We used, when we

journeyed, to proceed in the mountains of Ed

Dahnà, and sometimes we picked up in one day

between four and eight of its eggs: it lays four

eggs, of a bluish colour, more delicious in taste

than those of the domestic hen and than those of the

ostrich: and others say that it brings its food

from a greater distance than any other bird,

sometimes from a distance of many days’ journey:

also, that it is constantly provided with a thin

excrement, or dung, which it voids upon the hank

when pursued by the latter; thus saving itself,

63 *
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by preventing the hank from continuing its flight,

and, as some say, causing its feathers to drop off:
J -

whence the prov., 550- &: 1 : [see art.

: (TA:) usju- is applied alike to the

male and the female, and used as sing, and pl.:

(S, K:) but it has pl. forms, (TA,) namely,

&u= ($, Mab, K, TA) and 3.5. (TA )

accord. to Sb, it has not jus-, [in the TA in

correctly written & C-, as though it had the

article U1 prefixed to it, or were prefixed to another

noun,] nor #0-, [though both of these are men

tioned as pls. of it in several of the grammars

of the Arabs,] in order to distinguish between

us.'" and nouns of the measures 5: and âtas

and the like. (TA.) It is said in a prov., *

• --- * * * * * * * * *

* ** -> * :Us: J=> *

6 * * * * *- * * * & •

* *** Usik-J -ss- *

[And everything certainly loves its offspring :

even the bustard; and it jlies by its side]: (S,

Mgh: ) [in the TA, #3: -54s:] it flies by the

side of its young one to teach it to fly before its

wings have grown, because of its stupidity: (TA:)

the U4,U- is thus specially mentioned because

it is proverbial for stupidity, and, notwithstand

ing its stupidity, loves its offspring, and teaches

it to fly. (S, Mgh.) Another prov. is, +: &%

us;..." 3.<= [Such a one is dying with the con

cealed grief of the bustard]: because the U4,U

moults with other birds, but its new feathers are

slow in coming: so when the other birds fly, it

is unable to do so, and dies of concealed grief.

(TA.) [See also2:- and*]

6 5
9 3- * > •

2'-: see U.S.- : - and3×

9 & 2 s so J

22- : See 294->.

*- A sitting-place, or a company sitting

together, (~~) of unrighteous persons [or

revellers]: ($, K.) from 9:- “it made him

happy,” &c. (S.)

6- e o e

-

3-2, (Msb, K,) which is the most approved

form, (MSb, TA) and "5-, (S, Msb) because

it is an instrument, (MSb, TA) a correct form,

though said in the K to be incorrect, (TA,) and
• J D “ 3 * o –

*#- (Mob, K) and "5-3, (K) the last

used by poetic license, (TA,) The place, (S, K.)

or earthern pot, or glass bottle, (TA,) in nihich

ink is put ($, K, TA:) pl. 3.- . (MSb)=

Also, the first of these words, A. thing, or things,

in n'hich happiness, joy, or gladness, is usually

found: such are women said to be. (TA from a

trad.) [A cause of happiness, joy, or gladness;

agreeably with analogy: of the same class as
*** o – 6 - - d -

à:=-2 and als-2.]

#~ :

6 * > 0

# = . . ) see the next preceding paragraph.

*~ A man (T) having his skin marked by

the bites of fleas. (T, K.) - An arrow well

Pared. (K.)

**, applied to a man, [Very happy, joyful,

glad, or cheerful;] of the measure Js: from

2:1: (S:) a soft, tender, or delicate, man :

pl. *-*. (AA, TA.)= A certain bird: or

the male of the us;*: or its young one. (K.)

See2:

U->

1. 4.- (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. -, (Msb, K.)

inf n. :- (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) and --,

(Lth, Sb, K.) He confined, restricted, limited,

kept in, prevented from escape, kept close, kept

within certain bounds or limits, shut up, im

prisoned, held in custody, detained, retained,

arrested, restrained, nithheld, debarred, hindered,

impeded, or prevented, him or it; contr. of

Ś- (S, TA;) syn. **, (A, Mgh, Msb, K,

TA) and <-i, (TA) as also '4-l: (S,

K:*) and i. q. al: (Sb, TA in this art) or

* 1.3 (TA in art. lax.3) [he took, held, or

retained, him or it, strongly, vehemently, or

firmly; &c.]. You say,> U- S mean

ing, 53. <!: J-5S [Your milch animals shall

not be confined, or restrained from pasturing].

(TA.) And* al." J-- +[He confined, or

restricted, the property to him, by will or other
J - Co- - - -

wise]. (Mgh in art. -ā53.) And L'é 4-à U->

13& [He confined, or restricted, himself to such

a thing]. (S and K voce U-5) And --

*: &= [He restrained, or withheld, him from

his course, purpose, or object]. (S in art. --Ji;

&c.) And *- := <-- [He withheld, or

debarred, him from the thing that he wanted].

(K in art. -->; &c.)– [Hence,] 4--, (IDrst,

Mgh, Mob, K.) inf n :- (TA) and '4--,

(S, IDrst, Mgh, Msb, K, [in one copy of the S,

and in one of the A, W ---, which is perhaps

allowable,]) inf. n. J-U-1: (TA;) and "4--,

(Drd, Mgh) in n. J-5 (IDrd, TA:) us:

£fJ- ; (S, IDrst, A, Mgh ;) | He bequeathed

it, or gave it, (namely, a horse, S, IDrst, A, Mgh,

K,) unalienably, (S, IDrst, Mgh, Msb, K,) to be

used in the cause of God, or religion; (S, IDrst,

A, Mgh, K;) i. e., to the warriors, to ride it in

war against unbelievers and the like : (TA:) it

is said that the chaste forms are '4-1 and

"4--. (TA) or the latter of these two is some

times used; (Mgh;) but has an intensive signi

fication [or is applied to several objects]: (Msb:)

4.- is said to be a bad form ; (TA;) it is used

by the vulgar, but is allowable: "4--! is used

in preference, to signify the bequeathing or giving

of horses and other articles of property that are

forbidden to be [afterwards] sold or given, to

distinguish between that which is so forbidden

and that which is not: (IDrst, TA:) the reverse

is the case with respect to 4:5; and &: and

4:5; ; for the first of these three is the most chaste,

and the last of them is disapproved and rare:

(TA:) '#' -- inf a C-5, signifies + He

made a thing to remain in itself unalienable, (K,”

TA,) not to be inherited nor sold nor given anay,

(TA,) assigning the profit arising from it to be

employed in the cause of God, or religion. (K,

TA.) Mohammad is related to have said to

'Omar, respecting some palm-trees belonging to

the latter, (Mgh, TA,) which he (the latter)

desired to give in charity, (TA,) J-49 "...--

#: J. : Make thou the property itself to

remain unalienable, (Mgh, TA,) in perpetuity,

(Mgh,) not to be inherited nor sold nor given

anay, (TA,) and assign thou the profit arising

therefrom to be employed in the cause of God, or

religion. (Mgh, TA) [See J-.]

2 : see 1, in four places.

8. 4- - -, (K) inf n i-, (TK)

i. q. J-- [He confined his companion, or re

stricted him, &c.]: or [more probably, and agree

ably with analogy,] he confined his companion,

&c., the latter doing the same to him. (TK.)

4: see 1, in three places.

5. 13és c." c- He confined, restricted,

limited, restrained, or withheld, himself (C

4:) to such a thing. (S, K.) &# c” J-5

He held back from the riders. (TA) U. U-5

2.9 [He withheld himself, or held back, in, or

respecting, the affair]. (TA in art j9-.)

7: see 8.

8. U--! quasi-pass. of ~, He, or it, was,

or became, confined, restricted, limited, &c.;

and he confined, restricted, limited, &c., himself;

(S, A, K;) [as also "J-31; but this latter is

probably post-classical.] – Said of urine [as

meaning It became suppressed]. (S and Mgb in

art. --ā-, &c.)=4-1 syn. with a--, which

see, in two places. (S, K.)- Also He appro

priated it to himself; restricted it to his on n

special possession : (A, TA:) or he made, or con

stituted, it (3-5) what is termed U---. (TA.)

• * *

J- A place of confinement, restriction, im

prisonment, or the like; a prison; a jail; (A,

Msbi) as also "J--, (Lth, A, TA) which is

also an inf n.; (Lth, TA;) or, accord. to analogy,

"J-- (Sb, TA) pl. of the first, J., -

(Msb;) and of the second [and third], U--.
(A.)= See alsoJ- •

6 o y 6 y

U-> a contraction of J-, which is pl. of

J-IQ. v.]. (IAth, TA)

J- A dam constructed of wood or stones, in

a channel of nater, to confine the nater, (S, K,)

that people may drink from it and nater their

beasts; ($, TA) as also "J-s (El-'Amiree,

K.) pl. J-1 (STA) and Jiu- (Meyd, in

Golius:) or a dam by n-hich the water-course of

a valley is obstructed, in any place where it is

confined: (TA:) or stones put in the mouth of a

river or rivulet or the like, preventing the over

floning of the nater: (IAar, TA:) or a as:

for water; [i. e. a thing like a •s-, or ovate?'

ing-trough for beasts &c., in nihich the rain-nater

is collected;] (Si) as also "J-A- (TA:) or a

thing like a as: for water: (AA, K. :) pl.
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J-U-ís (AA, TA) and "i-U- and 'i-e

signify the same as J- or, accord. to Lth,

the -u-la- in a piece of land are what surround

a [portion of ground such as is called] #s, n:hich

is the same as a 5.4, in nihich the nater is con

fined until they are full, when it is made to flon.

to other parts: (TA:) or a U-> is what is

surrounded by dams [or by ridges of earth] n'hich

confine, or retain, the water [..for irrigation];

as also #: and #s. (R, TA in art. 23:..)–

Also Water collected, and having no supply to

increase it : (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) thus called by the

name of that by which it is confined. (TA.)

i:- a subst. from J.C.- [signifying A state

of confinement, restriction, limitation, &c.]: you

say, i:- --~~ [Speechlessness is a state of

restriction]. (S, T.A.)– [Hence,] A difficulty

of utterance which prevents one's speaking dis

tinctly; (A;) a difficulty of speech, (Mbr, K,)

and hesitation, (Mbr, TA,) when one desires to

speak; (Mbr, K;) a hesitation in speech. (Msb.)

J-- i. 1; "J"-, [pass part " of 1.]

Confined; restricted; limited; &c. (TA.) –

! Anything bequeathed, or given, unalienably,

(Lth, Mgh, Msb,) for the sake of God; whether

an animal or land or a house; (Mgh;) as also

"...s:- and ':- and "J-- (Mgb.) pl.

of the first L-a-, (Mgh, Msb,) and, by contrac

tion,J- : (Msb:) J- is used as a sing, and

as a pl.: (Msb:) it is of the measure J.-: in

the sense of the measure Js: and is some

times used in the place of the pass part. n. of

J- (TA:) it is also particularly applied to a

horse bequeathed, or given, unalienably, to be

used in the cause of God, or religion; (S, A,”

Mgh, K;) i. e., to the warriors, to ride it in

war against unbelievers and the like; (TA;) as

also "J-- ($, Mgh, K) and "J-s: (K.)

and J-, (S,) orJ- (K,) to what is, or are,

bequeathed, or given, unalienably, (S, K,) not to

be sold nor inherited, (TA,) of palm-trees, or

vines, &c., (K,) as land, and anything that is a

source of profit, (TA,) itself to remain unalien

able, and the profit arising therefrom to be em

ployed in the cause of God, or religion: (K,

TA:) but the U-- which Mohammad is related

to have made common property were what the

pagan Arabs bequeathed, or gave, unalienably,

for (Gé [so in the TA, and this I regard as the

true reading, rather than U-2, which is the read

ing in the Mgh and L]) the [camels called]

-3.3- and**, and such as was called Al

(Mgh, L, TA). Hr, in the Ghareebeyn, gives

the reading L- which, says IAth, if correct,

is a contraction of U-- (TA.) [From U--,

used as a subst., has been formed, app. in post

classical times, the pl. J-U-i: see De Sacy's

“Chrest. Ar.,” sec. ed., vol. i. p. 189.] *ā-, also,

[used as a subst.,] signifies +A thing that is be:

queathed, or given, unalienably, in the nay of

beneficence: and its pl. is J-30- (TA.)

i:- and i-U-: pl.*: SecJ

3 * * s *

ā-e-, see U----, last sentence.

[...-Ajailer.]

J.-- [act part. n. of J--, Confining; 7"6

stricting; limiting; &c.]: pl. J- (IAth,T.A.)

[Hence,] Jes-l J-A- The Restrainer of the

Elephant: an epithet applied to God; alluding

to the case o: Abrahah. [See Kurch. cv.] (TA)

AndJ- Gj A shin that retains the water [&c.j.

(TA.) And J- 54- Herbage that is abun

(TA.)–See alsodant, and retaining the nater.

J-=Also i. q. Jo-, Ol' e-->5. (Ham

p. 188.) >

g : & e. and s - d = :

latter, [or both,] The manger, or stable, of a

beast. (T.A.)

6 d -

see U--. – Also, the

6 * @ J. 6 *

U-2 : see U---, in two places.

5 * ~ * g •

U->-0 : See U-ee--

6 J. d > s • •

U-2-2 : see U-23-, in three places.

6 * > d J

a-->

syn. ā-s: as though they were restrained from

pasturing. (TA.)

o

Us! Camels that remain at the house;

&

U->

1 & #~, (K) aor.”, (TK) inf n :

and #30-3 (K, TK.) or āsū- 4 J-3 (S3)

[whence it appears probable that the author of

the K is in error in regarding asl.e- as an

inf n.;] He collected for him something; as

also "...:- inf n. J-5 (S, K:) and"4:

and "4:- likewise signify he collected it. (TA.)

You say also, 4.2% "...:- inf n. J-5, JHe

collected his people. (S.) And all- J:- inf n.

J.-, He gained, or earned, and collected, for

his family, or household; like J:s; as also

"U:-l. (TA.)

2 : see 1, in two places.

4 (4.43 e--- She brought forth her child

like an Abyssinian (-s:-) in colour. (S.)

5. ls:- They collected themselves together,

(S, A, TA,) * against him; as also ls:

(TA)=<-5: see 1.

8: see 1, in two places. .

J:-1:

J.-A, (S, A, MSb, K.) a coll, gen, n., (Msb)

and 'J', (A, MF) or this is a pl., and the

former is also said to be an anomalous pl., (TA,)

and "ā:-", (S, A, Msb, K.) also said to be an

anomalous pl., (TA) and wrong with respect to

rule, (T, M.) having no sing. of the meaSure

Jets, (M.) for they did not use U:l- as a sing:

thereof, like J-0 as sing of #4, (T,) but

i:-" became used as a dial. var., (T, Msb,)

commonly obtaining, for J'-', (Msb,) and is

allowable in poetry in cases of necessity, (T,)

and 'J'S', (IDrd, K.) also used as syn, with

J.-A, (IDrd) or it is pl. of J.-J., with Jamm,

see the next paragraph.

not a sing, as it seems to be from the mention of
o #

it in the K, (MF) and W -25-91, (A, TA,) and
J - d.

&:-A, (A,) which is a pl. (IDrd, S,K) of

J'-' (IDrd) like as &S.- is pl. of J.-,

(S) and -5,-1, (A) [also a pl..] and 'J'-',

which is also a pl., (TA,) [or rather a quasi

pl. n.,] and J.-S., which is likewise a pl.,

(K) app. of £i, (TA) and #4-5), (A)

[which is pl. ofJ: A certain race of the

blacks; (S, A, Msb, K, &c.;) [namely, the Abys

sinians; who, however, are not properly called

“blacks:”] one of whom is called J:- (A,

Mgh, Mab.) The dim of J.- is '... (Mob.)
J e * *

à:-J): see J.-1.-It also signifies The

country of the c- [or Abyssinians]: (K:) a

proper name applied thereto. (TA.)

3 * > - 3 - -

Us:- fem, with 5. For the latter, see Us:-.

&:- a rel, n. from i:-1: (TA;) [signify

ing Of, or belonging to, or relating to, Abyssinia or

the Abyssinians.]-[An Abyssinian;] one of the

race called U-M, (A, Mgh, Msb)–:

(K) and ':-(A, K) A black, (A) or an in

tently black, (K) she camel. (a.k.)–:

J.J. c- The black ant. (M in art. LJ3.)

J-1. See J.-l.

J.-dim of C+, q.v. (Mb)—Also A

certain well-known bird; [the Numidia; which

comprises the species commonly called the Guinea

hen, and pintado: so applied in the present day:]

the word is thus, [without the article Ul, apparently

as a proper name, and] in the dim. form, like

:= and <==: (S, TA:) it is strangely

omitted in the K. (TA.)

āşū- What is collected, (S, and TA in art.

U.A,) of men, and of property; as also isús:

(TA ubi supra:) pl. Güü- ($, and TA ubi

suprà.)–A company, or body, of men, not of

one tribe; (S, K;) like āşūs: (TA;) as also

W J.-: and J.-i, (S;) or as also Wis:

(K, TA) of which the pl. is J.-i, (TA) the

pl. of ā:U- in this sense is as above. (TA.)

> * o 5 J. * *

U:-Sl: see U:-Jl.

4 - > y

c: See J.-->-t; See asle- :

accord. to some, it signifies Any company, or

body, of men; because, when they are collected

together, they are [in their general huel black.

(TA.)
>

6 * * d =

à:2:-l: see

* * * *

ââla-.

la:

1. a-, aor. *, inf n. **, (Az, S, K, &c.,)

He (a beast, Az, S, or a camel, ISd, K) ate

much, (S) or had pain in his belly from pasture

n:hich he found unnholesome, or from eating

much of herbage, (ISd, K,) so that he became

sn’ollen, or inflated, thereby (S, ISd, K) in his

belly, (S) and there would not come forth from

him (S, ISd, K) what nas in it, (S) or anything;
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(ISd, K;) he did not void either thin dung or

urine, his belly being bound: (Az:) or he (a

sheep, or goat, ISk,S) became snollen, or inflated,

in his belly, in consequence of eating [the herb

called 33, (Isk, S. K.") which is the 3,53:

[i.e. the herb lotus, melilot, or bird's-foot-trefoil]:

(ISk, S:) or he (a beast) lighted upon good pas

turage, and ate immoderately, so that he became

snollen, or inflated, and died: (Z, IAth:) or, in

speaking of a horse, you do not say, Jill i-, but

J-ji"s: 1.-, or 45-4, Or **, because

it means that the horse's belly became swollen, or

inflated: (ISd, Z, L:) you say also, 4: *

his belly became snollen, or inflated, so that he

died: (Az, TA:) or his (a man’s) belly became

sn'ollen, or inflated, by food &c. : (Mbr, TA in

art. ti-) and la:- is also said of the skin,

meaning it became swollen, Ol' jylated. (TA.)

[See also Q. Q. 3; and see la:- below.]

Hence, app., i. e. from I.- said of the belly,

(Az, TA,) or it is from this verb said of a beast,

(Z, IAth, TA) -- a--, (Az, S, Msb, K, &c.)

aor. <; (Az, Msb, K;) and i-, aor. -; (AZ,

Az, Mgb, K;) the latter, says Az, heard by AZ

from an Arab of the desert, but I have not heard

it on any other authority; (TA;) inf n. 1.-,

(Az, S, K, [but in the Msb it seems to be indi

cated that it is la:-,]) with the -r quiescent,

(Az, S,) thus differing from the inf n. of £

said of the belly, (Az, TA) and b, ..., (Az,s,

Msb, K,) which latter, accord. to AZ, is the

inf n, of a- like #4; (T, TA;) : His work,

or deed, became null, or void, or of no account;

it went for nothing; it perished; (Az, Msb, TA;)

for like as he of whom one says * *

perishes, so does the work, or deed, of the hypo

crite : (Az, TA:) or it became ineffective of

renard; its renard became annulled. (S, K.)

And hence also, (Z, TA) *, *-, aor. *, (Z,

Mab, K, TA) but not k- also, as is implied in

the K, (TA) and in this case the inf. n. is £-,

(Msb,”TA,) with the + movent, (TA,) t His

blood (the blood of one slain, K) went for

nothing; unretaliated, and uncompensated by a

mulct. (Msb, K, TA)—i- said of the water

of a well, i. q. i-i, q. v. (TA)- Said of a

wound, (S, Ibn-'Abbād, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf. n.

**, with fet-h to the -, (S, K,) It had scars

remaining after having healed: (Ibn-'Abbād,

K:") or it broke open again; or became re

crudescent; syn.* [which has the signification

given above on the authority of Ibn-'Abbād as

well as what follows it] and J-4. (S.) [See also

£- below.] -

4. [al- seems to signify, in its primary

acceptation, He made him, (namely a beast,) or

it, (the belly,) to be in the state termed **,

which see below. - And hence,] * la:

! He (God, S, K, or a man, Msb) made his nork,

or deed, to become null, or void, or of no account,

to go for nothing; to perish; (Mgb, K, TA ;)

to be ineffective of renard; or he annulled its

reward. (S.) So it signifies in the Kur [xxxiii. 19,

&c.], and you say, a £i -u- *J.- &
- - s

J. J. J - J - d - • * > * - • * 0.5 d > * J.

*: U + 33i: (..* J#&#*

| [1If he do a good deed, he makes to follow it that

n:hich annuls it; and if he send forth good n'ords,

he sends forth after them that which annuls them].

(TA.) And hence also, (Z, TA) 23:11-1 : He

made the blood to go for nothing; unretaliated,

and uncompensated by a mulct. (Msb, K,"TA.")

—£4. al- The beating made a mark or

scar, or marks or scars, upon him. (TA)=

a =#| # 1-1, (K) inf n, bu-l, (AA, S,) The

water of the nell ment anay, and did not return

(AA, S,K) as it was; (AA, S,) as also "la--,

aOr. *. (TA)-cºs3: la:- He turned anay

from, avoided, shunned, and left, such a one.

(IDrd, K.)

Q. Q. 3. J#: He (a man, TA) was, or

became, snollen, or inflated, in his belly: (K,

TA:) he (a man) was short and bigbellied: (S:)

he (a man) was, or became, filled with wrath, or
* - 0°

rage; or by repletion of the belly; as also u:- :

from £- (TA) [See 1.]

i- [inf n. of 1.-, q. v.:] A beast's having

the belly snollen, or inflated, so that what is in

it does not come forth, in consequence of eating

much : (S:) or pain in the belly, of a camel,

from pasture n!hich he finds unnholesome, or

from herbage of n:hich he has eaten much, so

that he becomes sn’ollen, or inflated, therefrom,

(ISd, K,) in his belly, (TA,) and nothing comes

forth from him: (ISd, K:) or a swelling, or

inflation, of the belly, (K) or a beast's having

the belly snollen, or inflated, (ISk, S,) from

eating [the herb called] 33. (ISk, S, K.) [see 1:]

and a snelling in the udder or other thing: (K:)

or, accord. to the M, the slightest snelling in the

udder: or, as some say, snelling, or inflation,

nherever it be, from disease or other cause. (TA.)

#£ in a trad., U-52 to &" -: U- Cl

L* > U.- [Verily, of n hat the (rain, or season,

called)& causes to grow, is nhat kills by infla

tion of the belly, or nearly does so]. (S, TA.)

The scars, or marks, of a nuound, or of whips,

upon the body, after healing: or the snollen scars,

or marks, (of whips, TA,) not lacerated: when

mangled and bleeding, they are termed **

[pl. of-j-l : (K:) the excrescent flesh upon the

scars of nounds. (Sgh.)

** part. n. of 1.-, A camel [or other beast

having his belly snollen, or inflated, so that what

is in it does not come forth, in consequence of

eating much : or] having pain in the belly, from

pasture which he finds unnholesome, or from

herbage of n:hich he has eaten much, so that he is

snollen, or inflated, therefrom, [in his belly,] and

nothing comes forth from him: (K:) [see i...]

pl. Ubu (K) and il- (M, TA) You say

also s:# £- J% A horse snvollen, or in

flated, in the flanks. (TA.)

bu- The disease in which the belly is snollen,

or inflated, from eating [the herb called] 33.

(K:) or, as Az says, accord. to some, it is with

the pointed &’ from£" signifying “the being

in a state of commotion, agitation, convulsion,

tumult, or disturbance.” (TA.)

O- a

: O- -

See *>.

la:

O. J.

* D--> -

s

Usla:-, with tenween, and ti-, the U and

the [which latter is written in the former word

Us] being added to render the word quasi-coordi

nate to Ježá., (S, TA,) the derivation being

from **, (TA,) A man short and bigbellied;

(S, TA) as also jus:- and **-: (S) (see

the last of these words below:] or filled with

n"rath, or rage; or by repletion of the belly;

(K;) as alsoL#- and jus:- (Ks, Lh:) and

this last, a woman short, ugly, and bigbellied;

(K;) also related with . [i. e. it:- or, as it is

written in the L, £-, but this I think a mis

transcription]. (TA.) When you form the dim.,

you may reject the U, and change the [which is

the final letter] into L4, so that [the dim. becomes

originally Je:- for which, accord. to a well

known rule,] you say ***, with kest to the b,

and with tenween; for the is not to denote the

fem. gender, that the letter preceding it should be

with fet-h, as in [L'- and es: the dims.

• & J.

ofL:- and L4- : you may also retain the J,

and reject the 1; saying **:: and thus you

may do in the case of any noun having two letters

added for the purpose of quasi-coordination: you

may also put a compensation for the letter rejected

in either place, or not: if you put a compensation
De J. •

in the former instance, you say "Ula-, with

teshdeed to the Us, and with kesr to the le; and

in the latter instance, you say **:-. (S, O,

TA.)

s .*. *

s+ -: see Usla:-.

a:- and&#~ A man, or child, snollen,

or inflated, in his belly: (TA) or filled with

anger: (AZ, TA:) or n ho becomes angry, deem

ing a thing slow or tardy or late: (IAth, TA:)

or refraining as one nho seeks or desires, not as

one who refuses: (TA:) or the former, becoming

angry; and the latter, snollen, or inflated: (IB,

TA:) or the former, deeming a thing slow or

tardy or late; and the latter, bigbellied: and the

latter also signifies cleaving to the ground. (TA.)
4 de •

See also Usla:

&ea=

1. 3 -, (S, Msb, K.) said of a goat, (Lth,

TA,) or mostly said of the camel and of the goat,

(K,) and sometimes of a man, (TA,) or <i>,

said of a she-goat, (Msb,) aor. 2, (S, Msb, K.)

inf n. 3.- (S, K) and 3'-(Mgh, K) and jū-,

(K.) He, or she, broke wind. (S, Mab, K.)–

[Hence,] 9% J'é &#- ! They revile such a

one; and act in an ignorant, or a silly, or foolish,

and a nurong manner tonards him. (TA.)

6 d - 6 •

&-: see&
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&- [The mentha pulegium of Linn., or penny

royal; so generally called in the present day, in

Egypt and other countries; accord. to Golius,

applied by the Moors and Egyptians to ocimum

(i.e. basil), which, he says, the Easterns call

Ulaall &-; but he should have said &-l

&#1, which see below;] a certain plant of

sneet odour, (K) of sharp flavour, the leaves

whereof are like those of the -354- [Q. v.]; of

which one kind gron's in the plains, and another

on the mountains; not depastured; (TA;) called

in Persian &#1, (K, in the CK &##!)

Or £3,81, (S,) or *::: (TA:) AHn says,

on the authority of an Arab of the desert, that it

is a cause of diminishing the seminal fluid; that

the horse rolls upon it and it diminishes his

seminal fluid; and it is put into the pillon, which

is placed beneath the head of a man and it

diminishes his seminal fluid: (TA:) it resembles

the sweet-smelling plant called theA3 [q. v., in

the CK, erroneously, A.il; (K,”TA;) and grows

abundantly by nater : (TA:) [a coll. gen, n.:

n un, with 5 and] pl. 3.- (IKh, TA)—

£1 &- andc-: &- [Mentha aquatica, or

nater-mint,] &: &#1; (K;) so called

because it grows upon the sides of rivers, and

because the crocodile eats of it much. (TA.)–

ūāl &- or U.All &- [Marjoram, sneet mar

joram,] Lás:##". (K)-->50 &- [Com

mon artemisia, or mugwort,] ---> [or

-à-la-#11 (K, TA: in the CK -à-la-3,41.)

-** &-[Chamomile]£1. (K)-3
33

£” [Marum; so called in the present day;]

* - * G -

#(#): alled *:# 3-5. (TA)

—es):-all G-M and Ussue, Ji G-Ji [Basil

royal]ż: [from the PersianX- sts or

X- A &c.], (K, TA; in the CK>, still,)

which is the Sultan of the cº-05; also called

&\las' d'a-'A'; and which is son n in houses.

(TA)–&#.£ [Common clinopodium,

Or will basil.] <!-->3)all; (K, TA; in the CK

4:-9all;) [a word of Persian origin,] meaning

the musk of the Franks. (TA)–: &=l,

i. e. --L-- de-, [which is Garden-basil:

<--" is said in the K, art. Lo-, to be&

&#. with wide leaves; also called&

&#0. (TA)-9:&- [Melissa, citrago,

balm-mint, or balm-gentle,] as3-5,391. (TA.)

•-&#. 3- What is eaten of 3: J#

[see art. Uio]. (K.)

3-, (S, O, L, TA) in the K, erroneously,

3-, (TA,) Emission of wind from the anus,

with a sound; (S, O, L, K, TA;) mostly used in

relation to camels and sheep or goats; (K;)

accord. to Lth, in relation to goats; but some

times used in relation to human beings; a simple

subst, as well as an inf. n.; (TA;) as also

"jū. (K) and '3'-. (TA)

ā- A single emission of n ind from the anus,

nith a sound: (K:) or a slight emission thereof.

(IDrd, T.A.)

3'- ü is said to a female slave, [in reviling

her, meaning O thou stinking one !] (K) like as

one says to her 263 9. (TA)

3. * * 2 *

3'-: See C*-.

5: 5:4, (As, S, MSb) or, accord to Mālik

Ibn-Anas, G-1 cºf 532, (Msb) and &

&:-", (S, and TA in art --) or 3: 3+,

(K, in the CK 3: 532) A sort of Jis, of

bad quality: (As, S:) or dates such as are

termed J#3; (Msb, K;) dust-coloured, small,

and somen'hat long; of bad quality: (As :) so

called because of their badness; (Msb;) or so

called in relation to [a man named] Ibn-Hobeyk

(TA) It is said in a trad, & 9:5 & J.'

3:1 c3, 2:1 : [He (Mohammad)

forbade two sorts of dates; the 22,-- and

3:" cyl: (S) or 33% P," J. J.
&:-}l: (Msb:) meaning, in the case of the

poor-rate. (S, Msb.)

<!--

1. &-, aor =(S,K) and’, (K) infin. :

(S, K.) He bound it, or tied it; and made it fast,

or firm: (K: [see also 2:]) he made it well:

(TA:) he wove it well, (S, K, TA,) and firmly,

or compactly; (TA;) namely, a piece of cloth:

(S, K, TA:) he made the effect of the nork

therein to be beautiful; i. e., in a piece of cloth:

and "4:- signifies the same: (Ki) or this

latter, he made it (i.e. anything) firm, or com

pact; and made it well. (IAar, S, Msb.) It is

said of Áisheh, in a trad, <-- "4:3 <=

55-all es' ge" She used to bind the 25, [or

waist-nºrapper], and make it fast, beneath the

shift, in prayer, (S) from £, q.v. (TA:)

she used, in prayer, to bind an 25 over the shirt.

(Msb.) [It is said that] *30: is also syn.

nvith £), on the authority of A$: (S:) [i.e.,

that] 4:- is syn, with Us:-1: (Msb:) [and

that] 959 <!-- signifies Us:-), (K) or Us:

4% &l #: a: ; so says Aboo-’Obeyd, as on

the authority of As: but Az says that this is a

mistake: that what AS said was, that :)-->),

with U4, is syn. with el-Si, as ISk relates.

(TA.) One says also, **i. #-l<

Jú-lu-'81 -5, 4-5 (+ [I bound the en

closurefor cattle with canes, or reeds, (or perhaps

we should read &#, i. e. with twigs,) like

as the trellises of the grape-vine are bound with

cords : see also the last sentence of this para

graph]. (AZ, TA)- [In the present day, 4.

also signifies He sevedthe leaves of a book: and

he bound a book.]=<!-- also signifies The act

of cutting: and smiting [or severing] the neck.

(K.) One says, -: £-, aor. 2 and * ,

inf n. 4.-, (IAar, TA,) He struck him, or

smote him, upon his middle, or waist, with the

snord: or he cut the flesh [or his flesh] above

the bone [nith the snord]: (TA:) or he smote

[or severed] his neck n'ith the snoord : or he smote

him with the snord. (IAar, T.A.) And 4

>'s c: He cut the trellises of the grape

vine. (TA. [But this has another meaning, ex

plained above.]) -

2 *-, (A, TA) inf n. 4-5, (Sh, K)

He made firm, or fast, (Sh, A, K,) a knot.

(A, TA. [See also 1.]) = He striped, or nove

neith stripes, (A, K,) a [garment of the kind

called] = (A, TA)

5. 4-5 He bound, or tied, the aš-, i. e.

the 5- [see £, below :] (K:) or i. q.

*:-: [he raised, or tucked up, his clothes;

or girded himself, and raised, or tucked up, his

clothes, &c.]. (IDrd, K.) And Gua" -<-5

She (a woman) bound, or tied, her Gus [q. v.]

upon her waist. (IDrd, K.)

8: see 1, in four places; and see£.

*: $45 and *~ and 4'-' and *~

and 9:1 and 4..." (TA) and 4.- (Bd in

li. 7] and a- and <!--J) (TA) are various

readings in the Kur [li. 7]: <-l is a contrac

tion of 4:1, of the dial. of Benoo-Temeem :

<-l is a contraction of <!-- 1: 4-1 is as

though its sing, or n. un, were #-: *: is

as though its sing. were £: 9: Ji is the

common reading, and is pl. of 50- [q. v.] or

of #- 4- is of a form unused [in any

other instance]: (TA:) *-l is like2: [as

though its sing, were £-]: (Bd:) *" is

affirmed to be a mixture of two dial. vars. :

4:-" is of a rare measure, like J.' &c. (TA.)

6 * @ J. 6

aš- i. q. #- [i. e. The part of the 25, (or

waist-wrapper) where it is tied round the waist;

which part is folded, or doubled]: (Sh, K :)

whence *3.3-9., meaning “the binding, or

tying, the 25 :” or the folds of the 5- let

down, before the wearer, for the purpose of his

carrying anything therein. (T.A.) And An Alj"

[itself]; as also 'Ju-. (Ham p.37.) And 4

cord, or rope, which one binds on the waist:

(K:) and "Ju- [also] signifies a cord, or rope,

or an ilji, or other, thing, with which the waist

is bound; pl. 3.- : whence the saying, Aas

Jua: 4:&% meaning ! Such a one prepared

himself to go anay; or applied himself exclu

sively and diligently to an affair. (Harp. 160.)

And The thong (5:3) [in the CK, erroneously,

#ID that connects the head to the [pieces of

nood called] -****, of the [camel's saddle

called -3, (K, TA) and of the saddle called]

J-35 (TA) as also 'Ju- (K) Pl, (of the

former, TA) <!-- and (of the latter, TA)

4.- (K)

30- See £, in three places.- Also An

enclosure for cattle (#4-), [made] nºith canes,

or reeds, (*#, [or perhaps we should read
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c'í, i. e. nith twigs,]) put crossnise, and then

bound, or tied: (Az, TA:) or pieces of nood put

together like a 5-la-, and then bound in the

middle with a cord, or rope, that joins them

together. (Lth, TA)—The -suiás [i.e. selvages,

or the like,] of a garment, or piece of cloth.

(Z, T.A.)– The black threads with n'hich are

sented the borders, or extremities, of a [cloth of

the kind called] ... (Ibn 'Abbād, TA)-A

streak, or line, (ii,i) in sand and the like;
6 - - • 6 d n,

as also Väs:- ; pl. of the former ska-; and of

the latter "30-: (S) or 4.-, the pl. of£-,

signifies the ridges of sand [that are formed by

the wind]; (K;) the ripples ©2) of and, and

of water, when moved by the wind; pl. ofJu

and of W#:- (Az, TA:) [i. e.] (31 A-sig

nifies 4.3: [the ripples of water]: and so

--" *: 4:- [the rimples, or wavy forms,

of crisp hair, appearing as though it were

crimped]: (K:) [and the like of other things:

this is what is meant by the following passage:]

Fr says, +. $!J% 'G' JésX: 4:

&# * + 3 + £15 #su &#. *

9:54:15:1, 4:14: 3-2-1 #23
4: (S:) [respecting the*: of a coat of mail,

here mentioned, see what follows: in like manner,]

'*- (T, K) and '40- and <-, all as pls.

of 'i:- [or rather *4- is a coll. gen, n.,.]

signify the streaks of locks of hair; (K;) or of

a helmet; (T, K; [in the CK, £) is erro

neously put for a: ;]) and likewise of sand,

such as are made by the wind: (T, TA:) the

<-- of the sky, (§, K) sing "is-, (K) are

the tracks of the stars: (S, K:) and "45u

signifies also streaks, or tracks, in the sky: and

the heavens; because in them are the paths of

the stars: and 4.-, the streaks of a mountain :

(TA:) and& <-, the rows of rings of a coat

of mail: (TK in art. -à:/~ :) [in a passage in

the S, cited above, it seems to be implied that it

means the rimples, or folds, thereof:] or the

scales of silver with which a coat of mail is orna

mented; likened to the scales on the back of a

fish, by their being termed the -:- of a coat

of mail: (TA in art. -a-,-) and A-1 50-,

the blackness of the part above the wings of the

pigeon. (Ibn-'Abbād, A, K.) The phrase &

4-, in a description of Ed-Dejël [or Anti

christ], means The hair of his head is rimpled

(::) by reason of crispness; like stagnant

water, and sand, when the wind blows upon

them, and they in consequence thereof become

rippled @*#): and marked with streaks:

or, as some say, it is*: *4-5, as in the K,

meaning the same; (TA;) or crisp-haired: (K:)

Or *::1 4.-, (IDrd, K, TA) meaning the

: (TA }." <!-- *- 3: &!: (S:) or

4.- …-a-b (TA.) In the phrase, in the

Kur [li. 7), 4:1 -15 (~43, it is said that

J.-J) means the tracks of the stars, (S, Er

Rághib, TA,) and the milky may : or ideal

tracks: (Er-Rághib, TA:) or streaks of clouds :

(TA:) or beautiful &;i. [which is generally

understood to mean, in this instance, streaks,

or the like; but may also be rendered stages, one

above another, to the number of seven]: (Zj,

TA:) or structures, or construction : (Mujáhid,

TA:) or beautiful construction. (I’Ab, T.A.)

See also the paragraph, above, commencing with

4.- :45.

<!-- and "3,4- Bound, or tied; made

fast, or firm: (K, TA:) made well: noven nell:

(TA:) made beautiful in the effect of the work

therein : applied to a piece of cloth: (K, TA:)

and the former, [app. as meaning firmly, or nell,

made,] to a bow-string also. (TA)- For the

former, see also 30- in two places.

6 * > * * * 5 *

aš- and its pl. 950-: see 90-, in seven

places.

6 J -

[4/U-, in the present day, signifies A senter of

the leaves of books: a binder of books : and also

an ornamental sen'er: and a maker of the kind

of lace called *:::..]

4:- Striped; applied to a [garment, or

particularly to one of the kind called] it =.

(A,TA)–: 4.- : see J.-, in the latter
part of the paragraph. •

*: See 4--, -[Hence] A strong

horse, (Ki) firm, or compact, in make: (TA:)

or strong in make; applied to a horse &c. (S.)

And +,- #3 A beast having a nell-knit

frame. (Sh, TA) And j+1; c. 9, -

Even, and high, in the back and rump. (Lth,

TA.)

J.

1. 4-, (K) aor. , inf n. J.- (TA) He

bound, tied, or made fast, him, or it, with a rope,

or cord. (K, T.A.) - [Hence,] J.- signifies

[also] t The making a covenant. (KL.)–And

t The obtaining clai [i. e. a promise, or an

assurance, of security or safety]. (KL.)–And

The placing a snare for game. (KL.) And The

catching game with, or in, a snare. (KL) You

say, 3:1.J.-, (Az, Isd, Mab,K) aor.”, (Msb)

inf n. J.- (Msb, T.A.) and '4-, (AzS,

ISd, Mab, K.) and '4-55 (TA) He took, or

caught, the game nith the ău- [or snare]: (Az,

S, ISd, Mab, K.) or he set up the au- for the

game. (ISd, K.) And âû- 4:- The snare

[caught him, or] clung to him ; and hence, es:

4: 4:- ! [Motes nºbich his eye caught]; a

metaphorical phrase, used by Er-Rá'ee; the eye

being likened to the snare; and the motes, to

game. (TA.) And 89.3 &= J- + [He was

prevented, as by a snare, or by a rope, from

quitting his place]. (TA.) And (4.53 **:

[app, meaning t Her husband entrapped her:

or laid a snare for her]. (TA.) And "4:

+3. |[Death ensnared him; or took him]. (ISd,

Z, T.A.) And #53 4:- | Such a noman smote

his heart neith her love ; [or captivated him :]

as also "4:1. (TA) [And accord, to the

CK, J.- also signifies the same as is 34 [i. e.

+ The endeavouring to conciliate; &c.]: but

the reading in the TA, and in my MS. copy of

the K, is assis : which, however, occurs after

wards in the k as a meaning of J.- and of J.-.]

=<-, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. 3, (MSb, K.)

inf n. J.-, (S, Mgh, Mab, K, TA, [in the CK

J.-J) said of a woman, (S, Mgh, Msb,) and of

any female beast, (Msb,) She was, or became,

pregnant : (S, Msb, K:) J.- and J.- signify

ing the same: (AO, S, ISd, K:*) or the former

applies only to human beings; and the latter,

to others. (Msb, T.A.) You say as<J.- <āş

[The time of his mother's being pregnant with him].

(S.)- [Hence,] J.- signifies also : The being

full. (ISd.K.T.A.) You say, >0~ :- J-and

£1, aor. 3, (K) inf n. J.-, (K, TK.) | He

became full of beverage, or wine, and of nater,

(K, TA,) and his belly became snollen [therenith,

like that of a pregnant woman]. (TA.)- And

! The being angry. (K,” TA.) You say, J.

&\s | Such a one became angry. (TK.) -

2. &#. J.-, infn J-5, (M.A, K, [in the

CK, and in my MS. copy of the K, erroneously,

&#1) ! The seed-produce shot forth (-355) 07te

part thereof upon another, or parts thereof upon

others: (M, K, TA:) or the ears of the seed

produce [or corn] became compacted and filled

neith the grain. (A, TA.)

4. suás." U:- The [trees called] elac [pro

duced their J.-, Or J.-: or] scattered their

blossoms, and organized and compacted their

fruit [i. e. their pods nith the seeds therein];

expl. by &ies ūš5 35us [meaning3: .*]:

(A, O, K:) from à-l [q. v.], like -ā- from

-##1 (AA, O, TA)= <-1, (§, K.) inf n.

J.-, (TA,) He fecundated it; syn. 4-#.

(S, K.)

5: see 1.

8: see 1, in four places.

J.- i. q. C-3 [as meaning A rope, or cord];

(S;) a certain thing well known; (Msb;) a

thing neith nihich one ties, binds, or makes fast, a

beast &c.; syn. bú. (M, K:) and i, q. C-3 [as

meaning a halter]; (M, Mab, K;) as in the Kur

cxi. 5; (TA) and so "J.- : (M, K.) in the

former sense, the pl. [of pauc.] is J.- (S, M, K)

and Ju-i (M, K) and [of mult] Ju- ($, M,

Msb, K) and J.- (M, K) and ā- (L voce

&#) [and is:- agreeably with a usage of the

Arabs, which is, to add 3 to any pl. of the mea

Sure Jú or of that of J*, (see :-)] and

'Ju-, which is anomalous, as in the phrase

# J%- [cords of pearls], occurring in a

trad. ; or this is a mistranscription for£, (K,

TA, [in the CK £u-J) with & [and Cl and 5 :

(TA:) and in the latter sense, the pl. is J.-.

(M, Msb, K.) In a trad. in which it is said that

a man's hand is to be cut off for his stealing a
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J.-, the J-- of a ship may be meant (Mgh in

art. Jacq.)- [Hence, t.A. bond; cause of union;

or link of connexion:] connexion with another by

the bond of love or friendship or the like; ($, K,

TA;) pl. J.-: (TA:) mutual connexion by

such a bond. (ISd, Msb, K.) You say, J-5

c5-; J- &% + Such a one married his

daughter to such a one. (Harp. 223.) And*
* / d

& J.- L' J-k: the aids such a one in

seeking, or demanding, a woman in marriage.
- • • Qee << *- :

(TA). And * is said in a trad, J-2 use: Cl

UA2-lots U-55 Su-Lesall t Verily there is be

tneen us and the party a connexion by the bond

of love or friendship or the like, and we are

severing it. (TA.) You say also, J.-l 8-9 <!

! Verily he is large, or liberal, in disposition; [or

in the scope of his friendship;] and J.-l &:

! narrow therein. (TA.)-1A covenant, or com

pact: (S, Msb, K, TA:) ; a covenant, or an

obligation, by which one becomes responsible for

the safety, or safe-keeping, of a person or thing:

(K, TA:) and a promise, or an assurance, of

security, or safety; (A’Obeyd, S, Msb, K, TA;)

such as a man, desiring to make a journey, used

[and still uses] to take from the chief of a tribe:

(A 'Obeyd, TA:) pl. J.- (TA.) You say,

-*: J.-2: <u> | There n'ere betn'een

them. covenants, and obligations whereby they

mere responsible for one another's safety, and

they broke them. (TA.) And it is said in the

Kur (iii. 1081, J.C. &. J.-: * & J.-S.
| Unless [they have] a covenant from God and a

covenant from men: (Ibn-'Arafeh, TA:) for the

unbeliever requires a covenant from God, which

consists in his being of those who have a revealed

scripture without which he cannot retain his reli

gion nor enjoy protection, and a covenant granted

to him by men. (Er-Răghib, T.A.) And it is

also said in the Kur (iii. 98), & J.- ...a:

i. e. f [And hold ye fast] by the covenant of God:

(TA:) or tthe means of approach, or access, unto

God; i. e. the Kur-án, and the Prophet, and

intelligence, &c., which are the means of obtaining

the protection of God; for J.- is metaphorically

applied to t any means of access to a thing: (Er

Rághib, TA:) or these words of the Kur mean

! and follon, ye the Kur-án, and abstain from

schism. (A ’Obeyd, T.A.) And in like manner,

the saying of Ibn-Mes'ood, aii J.- X:,

means | Keep ye to the Book of God; for it is a

security for you, and a covenant, against the

punishment of God. (A’Obeyd, T.A.)- An

elongated, or extended, tract of sand, (T, S, M,

Mgh, K) collected together, abundant, and high:

(T, TA:) or J% &- J.- means a long, eac

tended, tract of sand, collected together, and ele

vated: (Msb:) [or simply a long, or long and

elevated, tract of sand; likened to a rope, as is

indicated in the Mgh:] pl. J.- (TA.)- [+A

long, creeping, or tryining, stalk or shoot or branch *

likened to a rope or cord: pl. J.-: often occur

ring in descriptions of plants by Aän and others.]

-See also i:-—J-" + The *23; [a name

applied to each of the tryo carotid arteries, and

Bk. I.

sometimes to each of the two external jugular

veins;] also called *29 J.-: a vein betn!een

the nindpipe and the [two sinen's called the]

c's'le, (Fr, TA;) a certain vein in the neck,

(S,) or in the &l- (Msb)—t The Gla [or

part betnseen the shoulder-joint and the neck]:

(K) or J-1, (K) or Gjúl J.-, (TA) sig

nifies the ai,is [app. here meaning, as it does in

some other instances, oblong muscle] that is be

tween the neck and the head of the shoulder-blade:

or a sinen between the neck and the shoulder

joint: (Ki) or Gül J.- signifies a bond, or

ligament, between the G-5te and the neck; (T,

Msb, TA;) or between the neck and the shoulder

joint : (Lth, TA:) or certain sinen's. (S.)

+A certain vein, or nerve, (3-) in the fore arm,

(K, TA,) extending from the wrist until it be.

comes concealed in the shoulder-joint: (TA:) or

853, J.- is [a vein, or nerve,] in the arm :

(S:) or declj.iji UU- signifies the sinen's that

appear upon the two fore arms; and in like

manner, those of a horse. (TA.) One says,

4-9s J.- c, ss, (S, TA) a prov, (S)

meaning He, or it, is near to thee: (T, S,

Sgh:) or nithin thy power, or reach; or possible,

or practicable, to thee; or easy to thee. (ISd, Z,

TA)—Also, (K) or jià J.-, (TA) +4

certain vein, or nerve, (3-) in the bach, (K,

TA) extending from the beginning thereof to its

end. (TA)-Gül Li Ju-Ji, (K) or J.:

&#Cl, (M.) + The siners of the two shanks.

(M,K)-2'-3' es' Jú-", (K,) or "Jiu

*ill, (M,) + The veins (39%) of the penis.

(M, K)—J:-" also signifies The station of

the horses collected for a race, before they are let

go. (K.) [Probably it was marked by an ex

tended rope; and for that reason was thus called.]

=Also Heaviness; neight, or weightiness; pon

derousness; syn. J#. (AZ, K.)

6 o J

J.- :

J.- A calamity, or misfortune; (S, K;) as

also 'J, - (K.) pl. J.- (S. K.) ISd cites

as an ex. the saying of El-Akhtal,

2; 9 •

See alk:-.

- * * 3 * ?: • • : *: •

* Us:-e G--"Lee" ->> *

" Ji-Sui,'" Sū-91 & "

[And I was sound of heart until calamities befell

me from the resplendent females, exhibiting their

beauty]. (TA.)— U- J-2 +4 learned, saga

cious, intelligent man. (IAar, K.) [And J.

also signifies + Very intelligent, or very cunning.

P]. Jú-i] You say, qu- &- J.- £1, mean

ing t Verily he is one who possesses much intelli.

gence, or much cunning : and verily he is a gentle

manager of cattle. (ISd, K, TA.)

6 * >

U-: see i:- =It is also an inf. n.; i.e.,

of 3-1.- ($, Mgh, Msb, K.)=And it is also a

simple subst: (K, TA: in the CK. 3-2-1,

is erroneously put for Lo-12 :]) [i. e.] it also

signifies The foetus in the nomb : (Mgh:) pl.

J.-i (k) It is said in a trad, J-3 U.

de d >

W :-), (S, Mgh,) or à-l J.- & c=&

(Msb, K,) i. e. He forbade the selling of the off

spring of the offspring (S, Msb, K) in the belly

(Msb, TA) of the she-camel &c.; (Msb;) [i. e.,]

the offspring of the fetus (A’Obeyd, S, Msb) in

the belly of the she-camel [&c.]; (A’Obeyd,

Msb;) [i. e.,] n'hat the faetus will bring forth, if

it be a female; (Mgh;) the 3 in al-Ji being the

sign of the fem. gender; (A’Obeyd, Mgh, Msb;)

or a sign of intensiveness of the signification:

(IAmb, TA:) for the Arabs in the Time of

Ignorance used to sell the offspring of the off

spring in the bellies (T, M, Msb, TA) of pregnant

beasts, (T, Msb,) or of sheep or goats: (M, TA:)

or the meaning is, what is in the belly of the she

camel: (A’Obeyd, Esh-Shāfi'ee, K:) or the pro

duce of the grape-vine before it has attained to

maturity: (M, K:) but Suh disapproves of this

last explanation, as a mistake occasioned by the

3 in al-Ji. (T.A.)- +Anything that is in ano

ther thing: thus, for instance, the pearl is the

J.- of the oyster-shell; and the wine is the J.

of the glass bottle. (A, TA.)=! Fulness; (ISd,

K, TA; [see J.-:)) as also 'Ju-. (IAar, K.)

– t Anger: (K, TA:) f anger and grief; as in

the saying J.- a In him is anger and grief:

(Az, ISd, K, TA:) from the same word as mean

ing the “pregnancy” of a woman. (Az, TA.)=
Q - e. d e

J.- J.- A cry by which sheep or goats are

chidden. (Sgh, K.)

6 - d -

āk-:

6 - - -

See alk:-.

it:- The fruit, or produce, of the [kind of

trees called] •lae, (S, K.) in general: (K:) or

the pod, or receptacle of the seeds, of the2- and

---, [so accord. to AZ; as appears from a com

parison of passages in art. U2 in the T and TA;]

that of other [trees of the kind called] ouac being

termed #~ : (TA:) or the fruit, or produce, of

the 2-, resembling the [species of kidney-bean

called] (, ; (IAar, TA;) or of the ... and

J- and 3-, (M, K,) which is a curved thing,

containing small black grains, resembling lentils:

(M, TA:) or, accord. to AO, a species of tree;

as is the -: (Az, TA:) pl. 'J', [or rather

this is a coll. gen, n.,] and [the proper pl. is]
6 * /

J.-. (K.) Hence, in a trad. of Saad, 3 U-3

2: 53,ā- Sl Asi. [We having no food

except the āk- and the leaves of the -o-l. (S,

T.A.)-A kind of ornament worn by nomen,

(S, K, TA,) fashioned in the form of the fruit

thus called, (TA,) and put upon necklaces, (S,

TA,) used in the Time of Ignorance. (AS, T.A.)

-A certain herb, (iii, ISd, K,) sneet, or

pleasant, of the herbs termed *ś so says

ISd: and in one place he says, a certain tree

which [the lizards termed] --> eat. (TA)-
See also what next follows. •

à-(M, A, K) and "it', (M.A.) or '#-,

(K,) + A grape-vine; (M, A, K;) its branches

being likened to ropes, or cords: (A, TA:) or

a stock of a grape-vine : (K:) the first of these

words has the latter signification (Mgh, TA)

accord. to As: (TA:) or it signifies a stock of

a grape-vine having its branches spread upon its
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trellises : (TA:) or the first and second signify

a branch of a grape-vine : (S:) or, accord. to

Lth, aka- [thus in the TA, without any syll.

sign,] signifies a grape-vine: and also a 3U2

[app. here meaning an arch] of the branches of

a grape-vine: so in the T (TA) and "J.

and "J:- [are coll. gen, ns., and] signify grape

vines. (K)-2'- ā- A sort of grapes of

El-Taif, white, and pointed at the extremities.

(T.A.)= See also J.-:=and see what next

follows.

L:- Pregnant; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) as also

*ā-, (Ki) and *#): also occurs in the

same sense: (ISd, K:) applied to a woman, ($,

Mgh,) or, accord. to AZ, to any animal having

a nail, (S,) or to any beast, as, for instance, a

sheep, or goat, and a cat: (Mab3) pl; of the

first J'-($, Mgh, Msh, K) and ~-(Mg,

K) and <>Wu-, (S,TA) which lastis pl. of L'U-:

(TA:) and the pl. of all- is * à:-, (K,) which

is extr. (TA.) One says, &:< J:J:

JJ Le t [The night is pregnant : thou knowest

not what it will bring forth]: meaning that the

events of the night are not to be trusted. (TA.)

-See also a B-.

3 * , 3 -> * 3 - 2 -

C:- and "Us:- and *Gs: of, or re

lating to, one that is J:- i.e. pregnant. (S, K.)

#-: See J:-– [Hence, &S:- f Full

[of beverage, or wine, and of water; see J.-];
* O. J. • o •

as also "JSG-: fem. of the former J.c:-; and

of the latter "G"- [which is anomalous]: (AHn,

Isd, K, TA:) and "J: a man full of beverage

or wine. (Z, T.A.)– And cº-f Angry; (K,

TA;) full of anger; 9% c." against such a

one : (TA:) fem. with 3. (Ibn-'Arafeh, K, TA)
- D -

U.S.- : see the next preceding paragraph.
* - d -

[By rule, it should be with tenween, like Jū,3,

and should form its fem. with 5.]

&: - 3 * >

&#- | See -s:-. -

T: : See J.-=Also + Much hair. (Az,

TA.

6 d > 6 o

J*- : see U.-.

* * *

G!" J.:- + One who stands in his place like

the lion, not fleeing : (S:) or ; courageous: (K,

TA:) and an appellation given to a lion; (K,

TA;) as though he were prevented, as by a

snare, or by a rope, from quitting his place; not

quitting it, by reason of his boldness. (TA.)

6.- e. 2- : * *

ău- (S, Msb, K) and "ā, śi (Lth, Msb, K)

and 'J',: (Lth, K) A snare, or thing by

means of which one takes, catches, or snares,

game, or wild animals, or birds; ($, M, K;) of

whatever hind it be; (M, TA;) a 4%, and the

like : (Mgb :) or all:- peculiarly applies to the

cord (J.-) of him who takes, catches, or snares,

game or, the like: (Er-Răghib, TA:) pl. of the

first J%-, (MSb, TA,) and of the second [and

third J.'-i (M'.) It is said in a prov,

ău-Jū #3 J- [Frighten thou the wolf to

catch him with the snare]; a 135 meaning the

wolf: applied to him whose threatening is not

cared for: i. e., threaten another than me; for

I know thee. (Meyd, TA)- [Hence,] #3

clu." Jiu- + [Women are the snares of the

Devil]. (TA) And £1 J%-tThe causes

of death. (K.) And J. S. āū-3s + He is one

nvho takes good care of the camels, so that they

do not escape from him. (T.A.) – For the pl.

J-U-, see also J.-, in two places; in the first

sentence, and near the end of the paragraph.

J.- One nho binds, ties, or makes fast, a

rope, or cord. (TA.) Hence, (TA) J.A.- :

S->3', a prov., (K, TA,) meaning 0 binder,

or tyer, of the rope, bear in mind the time of

untying. (TA)—The setter of the snare (ājū-)

for game, (S, TA) as also "J:-. (TA)

It is said in a prov., J.G. J.-11: (S)

+ The setter of the snare became confounded with

the shooter of the arron's : (TA in art. lais :)

or, in this instance, (S,) UAl-Ji signifies the

warp; and U-U, the noof (S, K.) And in

another prov., 2: L* X:- jú + They

kindled mischief among themselves: (K, TA:)

U-la-Ji [properly] signifying the on ner of the

au- and U-U!, the shooter with J#, or the

onner of J: i. e., their case became confused:

and sometimes it is applied to a party whose case

has become turned from its proper state, and who

become roused, or stirred up, one against another.

(Az, T.A.) One says also, 4:0 L'é 4- Ji

+ He turned it upside donn. (K.) AndJ

4.0 <-, and* c." 4-, +Turn thou it

upside donn. (TA.)- f An enchanter. (Sgh,

K, TA)=A [lizard of the kind called] .3

that feeds upon the a:- [q. v.]; (S, M, K;)

and so a gazelle. (TA)=#|- : SeeL

Js:- A rope [in the form of a hoop] by

means of which one ascends palm-trees; (S, M,

K;) made of bark, or of [the fibres of the palm

tree called] -ig. (Harpp. 544-5.)

J.-i: See &#-, voce #:-.

J D * • y & ? 6.- e.

J.- and is: : see all:-.

J.- The time of pregnancy: (K:) [or the

time of one's mother's pregnancy: for] you say,

& J.- L# 4.5 &t= That was in the time

of such a one's mother's being pregnant with him.

(S, T.A.) So in the saying of El-Mutanakhkhil

El-Hudhalee :

J: J &#4+ · & #1-#5 •

[His possessions by means of which he preserves

himself shall not preserve him from death: that

nvas nritten for him in the time when his mother

was pregnant with him : or the last word is

J.' so in the TA in arts. J.A. and L55 : see

what here follows, in the next sentence]: or

the meaning is that here following. (TA)

[The register of God's decrees; which is called]

the first noriting : (ISd, K:) but in the verse

cited above, the last word, accord. to some, is

"J.-J., (TA) which means J.J., (K, TA)

and this is the reading best known, signifying

the place of gestation in the nomb. (TA.)

6 d >

J.- :
-

see what next precedes.

J.-4: See J.-, first sentence. - Also Hair

crisped, or twisted and contracted: so accord. to

the K; in which is added, J: A £; but the

right reading is J:-" 4: [like the rope or

cord]: or having its locks twisted like ropes or

cords: [thus many Ethiopian races, and some

of the Arab women, twist their hair, like cords;

and thus, generally, did the ancient Egyptians:]

or, accord. to the M, i. q. 23.ao [meaning

plaited, or twisted]. (TA.)

J.- A wild animal caught, or entangled, in

a 40- [or snare]: (S:) or one for nhich a

all:- has been set, though he may not as yet have

fallen into it: and "J:- [in the CK erro

neously J:- one that has fallen into it,

(ISd, K.) and been taken. (ISd, TA)

6 - - & J.

U.:-e: see what next precedes.- Also [The

place of the hobble; i. e.] I the pastern of a

beast: (T, TA:) or the pasterns of a horse:

(S, K:) originally used in relation to a bird

caught in a snare. (A, TA.)

SeeJ.
6 •

J:

U->

1, 3-, aor = (S. K.) and 3-; inf n.

(of the former, TA) 3- and (of the latter,TA)

&:- (K;) He (a man) had the dropsy; as

also "J--!: (KL:) he had a disease in the

belly, whereby it became large and snollen. (K.)

-[Hence,]*&-, aor. *, (K,) inf. n.&

(TA) t He becamejilled with anger against him.

(K. T.A.)

4. <- [It caused him, or his belly, to become

large and sn'ollen]: said of a disease [app. dropsy]

that has befallen one; or of much eating. (TA.)

8: see 1.

&:- The tree called J% [q. v.]; as also

"J-. (K.)

&:- and ':- i. 7. J., [all which are

applied in the present day to A boil]: (K:) and

[small swellings or pustules, of the kind termed]

$54, (K) like J:s: (SK) or a thing that

comes upon the body, or person, generating pus,

or thick purulent matter, and snelling ; pl. [of

the former] cº-. (K)= Also, the former,

An ape, or a monkey; syn. 2,3. (Kr, K.)

&- The dropsy; (S;) a disease in the belly,

n hereby it becomes large and snollen. (K.)

The yellon water [of the blood; i. e. the serum :

a superabundant effusion of which, in the body,

constitutes dropsy]. (TA.)

6*d as o

al-a-; see U->.

s • * - of 6 d -

de:- : see U-- := and see also c--.
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o:- A certain small beast or reptile, (S,

K.) well known; (K;) the aquae : (Mgh :) or

a species of the [kind of lizards termed] alie;

of stinking odour : (Msb:) so called because of

the largeness of its belly; from 3-i [q. v.]:

also called *:: (S, Msb, K;) and sometimes

the article U1 is prefixed to it, (S, Msb, K,) so

that it is called c'." Xi, (S, Msb) by poetic

license: (TA:) it is of the form of the£- [or

chameleon], broad in the breast, and large in the

belly: (TA:) or, accord. to some, (TA,) it is

the female of the 45-5 ($ and Mab and K in

art. -->, and TA in the present art. :) accord.

to Az, it is a small reptile resembling the [kind of

lizard called] -*. (Msb:) or, as some say, a

certain reptile of the size of a man's hand: or,

accord. to Ibn-Ziyād, a dust-coloured reptile,

nvith four legs, and of the size of a frog that is

not large; and n:hen the children hunt it, they

say to it,

• **ść ' 's'íči"
- * * * ~ ** – > --> *-*4 =-

[Umm-el-Hobeyn, spread forth thy two wings:

verily the commander is looking at thee]: they

hunt it until fatigue overcomes it, when it stops,

standing upright upon its truo hind legs, and

spreads forth two nings that it has, of the same

dust-colour; and n'hen they hunt it further, it

spreads forth nings that were beneath those two

wings, than which nothing more beautiful in

colour has been seen, yellon, and red and green

and n:hite, in streaks, one above another, very

many; and when it has done this, they leave it:

no offspring of it is found; nor any genital

organ: (TA:) the appellation c:-> is deter

minate, like Je & and us;1 &#5 (S. Mab3)

and [so is *:-.] like āsū; (S;) but deter

minate as a generic appellation: (S, Msb:) the

suppression of the article does not render it in

determinate; which, is contr. to rule: (S, K:)

the pl. is* Xi, [which is strange,] and

c:- &#. (Mgb.)-The Arabs say, in one of
a? ~ *- : * ~ 3 -

their imprecations,ū- c:->* all -->

meaning + [May God pour upon thee] the night.

(Ibn-Buzurj, TA in art. Jas-e.)

J - J - J.

ā-- : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

&: Having the dropsy; (S, Mgh, Msb;) as

also 'C',: (KL) [and "3-; so in the Lex.

of Golius; and so in the present day]: having a

disease in the belly, whereby it becomes large and

sn’ollen: (K:) fem. à:-, (S, K,) applied to a

woman: (S:) pl. &:- (TA)- Hence, (TA,)

the fem., ; Big-bellied; (K, TA;) applied to a

woman. (TA.) And t A foot (235) having

much flesh in the a.a.s.. [app. here meaning the

pulpy portion of the sole]; (K;) as though it

n’ere snollen. (TA.) And,+A pigeon (2-)

that does not lay eggs: pl. c.--. (K.)

&* : see the next preceding paragraph.

*3

&: tAngry (K)

9->

• - • 3. *

1. U-, (Mab, K.) [aor. 3:..] inf n :

(K,) He, or it (a thing, Msb, TA), was, or

became, or dren, near. (Msb, K.) And hence,

(TA,) 3--" <!- I was, or became, or

dren, near to fifty [years]; (S, ISd, TA;) [as

also&- <2*-; for] IAar says that usu

and Ú £- both have this signification. (TA.)

--~" (#! &#9 <-- The ribs joined to

the backbone; (K;) and in like manner, with

the same meaning, one says of the entrails: and

the ribs were near to the backbone. (TA) And

-ā-kāl <-, (K) inf n, as above, (TA)

i. e. [The extremities of the ribs, projecting over

the belly,] nere long, so that they n'ere near one

another. (K.) And J-3 U- The water-course,

or channel of a torrent, became [contracted,] so

that one part thereof nas near to another. (K.)

=U-, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. 5:4, (Mgh,

Msb,) inf. n. :- said of a child, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) before he stands. (Lth, TA;) as also L:

aor. Us:-3, inf. n. Us:-, which, however, is rare;

(Msb;) He crept, or craneled, [or dragged him

self along,] upon his posteriors; (Mgh;) or so

*::1 L'é U.- : (S:) or he went along upon his

posteriors, protruding his chest: (K:) or went

along on four [or, as we say, on all fours]: in this

last sense it is used by the lawyers. (Mgh.) And,

said of a man, He went along upon his hands, or

arms, and his belly: (K:) or upon his hands, or

arms, and his knees: or upon his posteriors: or

upon his elbon's and knees: (TA:) [or he crept, or

cran led : for] you say, s:- S! ā- Us, meaning

He came not save creeping, or craniling: and

s:- Sl &\s ls. U. [Such a one escaped not

sate creeping, or cransling]. (TA.) Also, said

of a camel having his fore shank bound up to his

arm, He crept, or cran:led, along: [or he dragged

himself along on the ground:] and, said of a

camel, he lay don'n, and crept, or cran:led, [or

dragged himself along,] by reason of fatigue:

or, as some say, being constrained to ascend a

difficult tract of sand, he protruded his chest,

and then crept, or cran:led. (TA.)- [Hence,]

said of an arrow, It glided along the ground,

and then hit the butt: (S:) or so L*.* c." U-.

(Msb)—And JJ U-, (K) inf n :- (TA)

The cattle clave to the ground, motionless, by

reason of emaciation. (K.)-And#: <-,

(K,) inf. n. :-, (TA,) The ship ran. (K.)E

4. U-It (a thing) presented itself, or its breadth,

or width, or its side, to him, or it; syn. •4:1,

(K,) or •*; (Mgh;) as do, for instance,

waves to a ship; (TA;) and as clouds, like a

mountain, before they cover the sky. (S.) And

J% U-, aor. *4, inf n. :- The sands rose

up, eactending siden'ays (4,-4): (TA:) or ex

tended widely. (IAar, T.A.)=%-, (S, Msb, K.,)

aor. as above, (TA,) inf. n. 3'- (TA) and is:

(S, TA,) or this is a simple subst., (K,) and the

inf n is U-, (Msb,) or this last also is a simple

subst., (S, K.) He gave him (S, Msb, K) a thing

(M5b) without any compensation (MSb, K) and

neithout [receiving] any favour, or benefit: or

in a general sense. (K. [See also ā- below.])

You say, 13& su- and li: He (God, or a

man,) gave him such a thing without [receiving]

any favour, or benefit, and without requital.

(Ham pp. 327 and 654.)– And also, (K,) aor.

as above, inf. n. ā-, (TA,) He denied him,

refused him, or refused to give him; (K, TA;)

on the authority of IAar only. (TA.) Thus

the verb bears two contr. significations. (K.)

- 45- U. U- He defended, protected, or

guarded, what was around him; (As, S, K;) as

also *sū-, inf. n. #3 (S. K.) J cites as

an ex. of the former verb, from a poem of Ibn
Ahmar, the phrase 6 d - '- d.- [as though

meaning A stallion did not defend them]; refer

ring to she-camels: but accord. to AHn, it means

did not regard them; being occupied with him

self (TA)—You say also sue #~ &%

and źwas *s-, [Such a one fights in their

defence; or defends them in a distant quarter:

but generally meant ironically: see 1 in art.

123-]: both signify the same. (Abu-l-'Abbās,

TA.)

2: see 1.

3. su -, (Mab, K.) inf n. #~ (Mgb, K,

KL) and £-, (K,) He vied, or contended, with

him in giving. (KL.) - He aided him, or

assisted him : he treated him, or behaved towards

him, with partiality; was partial tonards him :

and inclined tonards him : (K:) he treated

him in an easy and a gentle manner. (Msb.)

& J U- (S, MA) inf n. *-*. (S.

Mgh, KL,) He abated the price, or payment, to

him in selling : (MA, KL, PS:) or he treated

him in an easy and a gentle manner therein :

(TK:) from £- signifying “a gift.” (Mgh.)

4. J:& He shot, and made his arron,

to fall short of the butt (IAar, K) and then to

leap so as to hit the butt. (IAar, T.A.)

5 : see what next follows.

8. L.--! He drew together and confined his

back and his shanks (S, Mgh, Msb, and Har

p. 179) with his 39, (S,) or with a garment,

or piece of cloth, or neith some other thing, (Mgh,

Msb, and Har ubi supra,) when sitting, to be like

him who is leaning [his back against a nall]:

(Har ubi supra:) he dren, his legs against his

belly neith a garment, or piece of cloth, confining

them therenith, together with his bach, and bind

ing it, or making it tight, upon them, so as to

preserve him from falling, [n'hen he sat,] like a

nall: (IAth, TA:) £d "C-5 signifies the

same: (TA:) or* Us:- he inn rapped

himself with the garment: or he dren, together

and confined his back and his shanks with a turban

or the like : (K:) for the Arabs not having walls

in their deserts to lean against in their assembling,

the man used to set up his knees in his sitting,

and put against them a sword, or surround them

[and his back] with a piece of cloth, or knit his

hands, or arms, together upon them, and rest

against them; this standing him in stead of lean

ing. (Har ubi suprà.) The doing this in one

garment is forbidden, in a trad., lest, by accident,

64 *
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what decency requires to be concealed should

become exposed. (IAth, T.A.) You say also, Us:

a: Je' [He confined his legs against his belly with his

hands, or arms, in sitting, to support himself by

so doing] (S, Msb.) [See also taš.] à:-S

with the sword is practised on the occasions of

making a covenant for mutual protection, or war,

or appointing a chief, and the like; because the

sword may be wanted in these cases. (Ham

p. 711.)

7 *

U.-: SeeJ

ā- A grape: (K:) or grapes when they first

grow, from the berry, not from planting : (TA:)

pl. J.- (K)

Seeā
6 - J -

39:- :

is:- a subst. from L:-l. (Yaakoob, S, K,)

as also "is- (S, Msh, K) and #- (K) and

* U- and * : ; (Ks, K ) meaning [The act

denoted by L: i. e. #: and also] a

turban, or piece of cloth, or some other thing.

with which a man performs what is termed

à:-91 (Harp. 1793) pl. U- (Yaakoob, TA)

and L- (Yaakoob, S, T.A.) [See an ex. from

a trad. voce 5- : and see also a verse of

El-Farezdak cited voce J-.] Hence,£-J

and £- &ās mean + He rose, or stood tip,

and + He sat. (Harp. 179. The former phrase

is also mentioned in the S.) And the saying,

* &u- J-1 [The things used for the

purpose of 4:- are the n'alls of the Arabs :

see 8]. (TA). And the saying, in a trad. of El

Ahnaf (when he was asked in a time of war,

“When is forbearance?"), " £1 Ce [on the

occasion of A-1, meaning that forbearance is

to be approved in peace, not in war. (TA.)

32-J on Friday, when the Imām is reciting the

khutbeh, is forbidden; because £-S induces

sleep, and exposes the purity of the worshipper

to be annulled. (TA.)= See alsoā

6 - o 4 * o J *

52:- : see 52:- :=and see also :U-.

** / g * 0 y

*u-; see 32-, in two places.

ā- (S, Mgh, K) a subst. from £- “he gave

him without any compensation” &c., (K,) as also

*#: (MSb, K) and 'is' and "#-5 (K.)

all held by Lh to be inf ns.: (TA:) or meaning

A gift. (S, Mgh.) And the first, The don'ry of

a noman or wife. (TA.)= See also #-, in

two places.

J- see -t-.—Also A collection of clouds;
* 6 -

syn. -(-;

ū- meaning •*, wherefore it is also called

*
-

because it creeps along; or from

J%: (Mgh:) or applied to a collection of

clouds as meaning that presents itself, or its

breadth, or noidth, or its side, or extends sidenays,

(S, Ham p. 785, and EM p. 51,) heaped up,

(EM,) in the tracts of the horizon, (Ham,) like

a mountain, before it covers the sky; (S, EM;)

as also "u-; ($;) so called because near to the

earth, (S, Ham,) as though creeping, or crawling,

like a child; or from Ú- like as*~ is from

---, (Ham) or from**i- (TA:) or,

*S also '3- a collection of clouds overpeering

(-3-2, in [some of] the copies of the K, erro

neously, G-2, TA) from the horizon upon the

earth : or heaped up, one part above another.

(K, T.A.)

3 *

Us:

-- Near; applied to a thing of any kind.

(s) [Hence,]*" ce- Having the heads of

the ribs connected [by means of the cartilages],

one with another. (Az, T.A.) And cs:- <!

--!> Verily he is protuberant in the two sides.

(S.)– Having the shoulder:joints elevated to, or

tonards, the neck; (K;) applied to a man, and

likewise to a camel. (T.A.) = An arrow that

creeps along (Kt, K) upon the ground (Kt) to the

butt, (Kt, K,) having fallen short of it: (Kt:)

or an arrow that glides along the ground, and

then hits the butt; pl. ~13-. (Msb.) Hence the

: see the next preceding paragraph.

- * 60 - 2 - J -

saying, in a trad., Galj U-2 ×- al- cl, i. e. An

arrow such as is termed -la-, though weak,

having hit the butt, is better than one that goes

beyond the butt by its vehemence of passage,

and its force, not having hit it: meaning, by the

two arrows, one who attains the truth, or right,

or a part thereof, though weak; and another who

goes beyond it, and far from it, though strong.

(TA.)=A thing presenting itself, or its breadth,
*

w •

or nidth, or its side; as also "Č-; (K;) as in

the saying of El-'Ajjāj, describing a [vessel such

as is called] 23%,

i. e. [So it,] when waves present themselves, or

their breadth, &c., to it. (TA) [Hence, J.,

-- Overpeering sands presenting themselves, or

their breadth, &c. (TA) And -- J - A

heavy, overpeering mountain. (TA)—Also A.

certain plant: (K:) so called because of its

height. (TA.) And#-A tract of sand (£),

(K, TA,) elevated and overpeering, (TA,) pro

ducing that plant. (K, T.A.)

Use=

• * o “ - 6 o' -- -

1. Us:-, aor. Us:-', inf n. Us:- : see 1 in art.

94-.

6.-d * - d. J.

ae:- : see 32-.

* s

J- and C-: See art. 9-.

*>

1. 4-, (A, Mgh, Mab, K, &c.) aor. 2, (Mgh,

Msb) inf n <>, (§, Mgh, Msb) He scraped

it, or rubbed it, off, (Az, Mgh, Msb, TA, and

Ham p.310,) or rubbed it and scraped it off, (A,

K,) or scraped it off by little and little, (Az,

TA,) namely, a thing, (TA,) as, for instance,

blood, (A, TA) or semen, (S, A,) or something

dry, (Ham ubi supra,) from a garment, (S, A,

Ham, TA,) or the like, (S, Ham,) with the hand,

or neith a stich, or piece of nood, (Mgh, Ham.)

or with the end of a stone or of a stick or piece

of wood. (Az, Msb.) And 531 -, (A, Msb)

inf n. as above, (S, Msb,) He removed the leaves

[by rubbing or scraping], (MSb,) from a branch,

(S,) or from trees. (A.)- Hence, au: &# ---,

(A, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) ; God destroyed,

or may God destroy, his property: (A:) or God

caused his property to pass anay, and so reduced

him to poverty; or may God cause &c. (TA.)

–And ‘ū c” 4:- (A," TA,) aor. and inf. n.

as above, (TA) ! He repelled him, drove him

back, or turned him back, from the thing. (A,”

TA.)--> ău. 4-1 He payed him hastily a

hundred dirhems. (A, TA.") And *s- ău 4

! He inflicted upon him hastily a hundred ashes

neith a nihip. (S,A.)–: -- i. Q. al

[He put the thing; put it don'n; &c.]. (K.)=

See also 6.

4 - It (the kind of tree called Jej)
dried, or dried up. (K.)

6. El- It became rubbed and scraped off;

as also '-' (Ki) it (a thing) became scat.

tered, strenn, or dispersed; or became so by

degrees, part after part; syn. #ü5. (S.) And

Jus" <-5, (A, TA) or -ji-ji (Ki) and

"---il, (A) or ---' (Ki) and "--, (K.)

[aor, app., -, the verb being intrans.,] inf n.

---, (TA;) and "---5, (K;) The leaves

became rubbed and scraped off: (A:) or fell (K)

from the branch &c.; or fell successively, one

after another. (T.A.) And #: -j- The

tree shed its leaves, one after another. (Msb.)

&= 3-3 ''<-- His hair fell off

from his head. (TA) And Gui -jū-5 His

teeth fell out, one after another. (TA.) –

[Hence,] 4.5% -j-. His sins fell from him.

(TA, from a trad.)

7: see 6, in three places.

R. Q. 1. ---,

R. Q. 2: see 6.

8.

And 4-9

6 - - d -

See al-e-.

•

<-- (indecl., with kesr for its termination,

TA) A cry by n:hich birds are chidden. (K.)

•

# •

*>> : see -t-.—Also Dead ; [as though

strewn upon the ground, in fragments;] applied

to locusts (25-); pl. *i; (K;) its only pl.

(MF.) [Hence, app.,] t: *-**: and tâë

# They destroyed them. (A, TA)- Dates (2:)

not sticking together. (K,"TA.) [See also <-.]

–! A fleet, or snift, horse; (S, A;) as though

he scraped the ground; (A;) light in pace, and

nide in step : pl. as above: (S:) or a fleet, or

snift, and excellent horse; (K;) that runs sniftly

and much, or that furron's the ground much neith

his feet : (TA:) also generous and high-bred

(3:>= [app. as applied to a horse]): (K:)

and a fleet, or snift, camel: (K:) a quick-paced

and light-paced camel, as also "---, (TA:)

and a male ostrich. (K.) The Hudhalee says,

(S,) namely, El-Aalam, (TA,)
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* – 3-###" -- Jº
• d - 3 * • •

* Jls” (5- - J1 +2- *

(S, TA:) he likens himself, says As, in his run

ning and fleeing, to a male ostrich, as is shown

by what precedes this verse: (S:) by a 941 --

is said to be meant #9: * <--, i.e. £fleet, or

snift, n'hen emaciated by journeying: the subst.

ãº being said to be put for the inf. n. &#:

(A,” L:) some of the Basrees say that the poet

means a camel; but As disapproves of this, be

cause to that which he here describes he has

before applied the epithet cis-> ISd says that

in his opinion he likens his horse or his camel to

a male ostrich, because of the epithet --> pre

ceding, and because neither the horse nor the

camel eats the colocynth, but this plant is cropped

by ostriches; U.S.): meaning the colocynth: IJ

says that us - here signifies a tree of which bows

are made; and the poet means that if the trees

thus called are tall, they conceal him, and he is

the more lonesome, or sad; and that if they were

short, his eye would range freely, and he would

be pleased, and would run gently. (L.)= See

also L-, near the end of the paragraph.

# J • J Ö •

---, applied to G.22-, i. q.*: [i. e. Mois

tened, or stirred about, with nater, &c.]. (K.)

[See also <-J

6 * >

--~~A disease that affects trees, in consequence

of n:hich their leaves fall off. (TA.)

a:- [app. #-, as pronounced in the present

day; pl. <--, now applied to A bit of any

thing; properly, a paring, or scraping; ] a piece

of peel or bark or crust or the like. (TA.)

6 * >

<>U.e.- Cries, shouts, noises, or clamour; or a

confusion, or mixture, of cries or shouts or noises,

or of crying or shouting or noise. (K.)

&ū- What is rubbed and scraped off; or

n:hat becomes scattered, strenn, or dispersed; or

what becomes so by degrees, part after part; of

a thing. (S, T.A.) A word of this class generally

ends with 5; (TA;) [as āo'X5 and 3)'-' &c.;

but "ijū- seems to be also used in the same

sense: and hence the phrase,] * se: es: ū.

ā-, so in the A, but in the K --, (TA)

There is not aught of it in my hand. (A, K,

TA.)- Also A disease that attacks the camel,

so that he becomes emaciated, and his flesh and

fat and colour change, and his hair falls off.

(TA.) *

+ A palm-tree of n:hich the full-gronn

unripe dates fall off and become scattered, one
6 - ©

after another; as also '-'U-2: (K:) and the

latter, a tree that scatters its leaves. (TA.)

6 * /

see -w-.

L:- is a particle, used in three senses: (Mugh

nee:) it is a particle denoting the end of an ex

tent; (Mughnee, K;) which is its predominant

meaning; (Mughnee;) asserted by some to be

always its meaning: (TA:) and denoting a cause,

or motive: and syn. with S! as an exceptive;

(Mughnee, K;) which last is the rarest, and is

mentioned by few. (Mughnee.)- It is used as

a preposition governing the gen, case, in the same

Inannel as c." (S, Mughnee) in respect of mean

ing and government, (Mughnee,) denoting the

end of an extent; (S;) [signifying To, till, until,

or to the time of; but the word that it so governs

must be a noun properly so called, not a pronoun

except in a case of poetic license; and must

signify the last part, or portion, of what is signi

fied by that which precedesL- as in the saying,

*5 L:-à:1-ié [I ate the fish, even to its

head]; or must be prefixed to the word signifying

that part, or portion, as in the saying, [in the

Kur xcvii. last verse,]** gll. L:- &eX

[A night of peace, or of salutation, is it, until the

time of the rising of the dann]. (Mughnee.) It

is also followed by a mansoob aor, as in<

ū-Siu- [I journeyed until I entered it, w->

here virtually meaning Gl-s], & being here

understood after L- and the Úl together with

the verb being rendered in grammatical analysis

by an inf. n. governed in the gen, case byL

[so that WAG-21 d) L:- Ineans alJ* J-l:

this is one of the cases in which L- differs from

L' for one may not say, Ú-si &l <- [with

3i understood after L'il and in the same sense

it is used in the phrase, [in the Kur xx. 93.JJ.

* . .

£ is also syn. with Jé, denoting

a cause or motive [of action &c., signifying To

Q -

&=> [Until Moses return to us].

the end that, in order that, or so that], as in the

saying, à-l J+: J.--> [Become a Mus

lim, to the end that, or in order that, or so that,

thou mayest enter Paradise]; being in this case,

likewise, followed by a mansoob aor. (Mughnee.)

–It is also used [as a preposition virtually go

verning the gen, case, či being understood after

it,] in the sense of Sl , meaning Eaccept, or unless,

likewise followed by a mansoob aor., as in the

following verse:

* i-U- J* 3-#41 -: *

J • • & • - * * * J = J -

* U---5- <\!..J U23 35-5 -5- *

[The giving of superfluities is not liberality:

(giving is not liberality) except, or unless, (or

here we may also say until,) thou be bountiful

n:hen little is in thy possession]. (Mughnee.)-

It is also a conjunction, like 3. [signifying And,

or rather even,] (S, Mughnee,) but on three con

ditions: first, that the word following it and

conjoined by it be a noun properly so called, not

a pronoun: secondly, that this noun signify a

part, or portion, of what is signified by that

which precedes L-, as in L:- £-l 225

it: [The pilgrims arrived: even those on foot],

and% L:- à:ll <lási [I ate the fish : even

its head]: thirdly, that the noun following it and

conjoined by it denote either the greatest or the

least [literally or figuratively] of what are in

cluded in the signification of the noun that pre

cedes L-, as in #9 J.--" *. [Men

3 - 2
-

have died: even the prophets], and L.-- J.C. 4%

&*--" [The people visited thee: even the

cuppers]. (Mughnee.)- It is also used as an

inceptive particle, (S, Mughnee,) preceding a

nominal proposition, (Mughnee,) as in the fol

lowing verse (of Jereer [so in a copy of the S]):

# *: G = <! - #

... . *- * ...

# U£) āle-> * Us:- all--> *

[And the slain ceased not to emit their blood into

the Tigris, so that the nater of the Tigris was of

a mixed colour consisting of red and white]: (S,

Mughnee :) and preceding a verbal proposition,

of which the verb is a pret., as in the phrase,

[in the Kur vii. 93,] bid, 'is U- [So that

they became numerous, and said]: (Mughnee :)

and preceding a marfooa aor, as in the phrase,

[in the Kurii. 210, J, #1 J, L- [So that

the Apostle said, or, as in the S, so that this was

the case: the Apostle said], accord. to him who

reads J: ; (IHsh, in De Sacy's “Anthol.

Gramm. Ar.,” p. 82 of the Arabic text;) others

reading J*, which, as well as J*. here means

Jú. (Jel.)– [Respecting the cases in which

the mansoob aor. is used after U.S.-, and those

in which the marfooa aor. is used, the following

:

observations are made.] When L:- precedes a

future, the latter is mansoob, by reason of& un

derstood before it, as in the saying, & <

Ú-si J- ass: [I journeyed to El-Koofeh

until I entered it : see above]: (S:) it is not

mansoob unless the verb is a future: if it is

future with respect to the time of speaking, it

must be mansoob, as in U-> u:& L:

[cited above]: if the verb is future with respect

to what precedes, only, it may be mansoob, as in

J: Js: L- [mentioned above]; or it may be

marfooa; but not unless [somehow] denoting a pre

sent time; (Mughnee;) and if present with respect

to the time of speaking, it must be marfooa, as in

• 2 o & -

the saying, W-Mi-24 L:- #,G)& <- [I have

journeyed to El-Koofeh so that non I am enter

ing it]; (S, Mughnee;") but if not really present,

it is not marfooa unless denoting a past event as

though it were present, as in U2-,' U252 L5

[explained above]; nor may it be marfoog

unless denoting an effect of what precedes it;
- o+ c 3 J / 0 ° • J.

so that you may not say, L-o-J) Us-- -2",
• of * * &

nor WA->! Us:- <- us unless the U2 is regarded

as prefixed to the entire affirmative phrase that
• J J o- 2 - • & o “

<!-- UA ; nor mayfollows it, nor W.M.A. Us:

it be marfooa unless it denote a complement to

what precedes it, so that you may not say es}~

ūči L*, as the inchoative would in this case

be without an enunciative. (Mughnee.)- [The

following verse of El-Farezdak is cited in the

Mughnee as an ex. of L:- used as an inceptive

particle:

3.2 - 0 o- * < * , ~ * ~ *- :

* J.-5 -> Us:- '+*b* *

J • J. " • *- • -# 3 # -

* £- J- UAl-'l Juá- *

* 3 3 * *

and it is there added that U-ul Us:-2 must be

understood in this verse before L-; but I rather

think that L- is here a conjunctive particle, and
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that the meaning is, And alas, my nonder! the

people revile me: even Kuleyb revile me, as

though their father were Nahshal and as though

he were Mujáshi'.]- It should be observed that

L- may be used in three different ways in some

sentences: thus you may say, using it as a pre
- 3 * ~ * ~ * 2 o - #

position (in the sense of es'!). Use-as-l' -->

u-i, [I ate the fish, even to its head]; and, using
- - -3- a -

it as a conjunction, W-9 L:- [even its head];
• J --> * -

and, using it as an inceptive particle, W-9 Use
- - - 3- a -

[for J,ét.C# U- so that its head was eaten].

(Mughnee.)- It is said in the K that Us:

renders makhfood and marfooa and mansoob ;
- * * *

and that therefore Fr said, &: U-4 Us” ->*

'G' J- [“I shall die with something respecting

J- (remaining unsettled) in my mind" : this is

said on the supposition that L:- deviates in

government from an established rule, which is,

that a particle which governs one part of speech

governs that only; those, for instance, which

render mansoob and mejzoom governing verbs

only, and the particles that govern nouns govern

ing none but nouns: but the truth is, that L:

governs only the gen, case; a marfooa noun or

aor. after it would be so without it, as L- in

this case is only an inceptive particle; and a

mansoob aor. after it is rendered so by& under

stood, so that L- in this case virtually governs

a noun in the gen, case [as has been shown

above]: therefore the remark quoted above from

the K is faulty, and confounds things that should

be distinguished. (MF, TA.)-Some say that

L:- is [a noun] of the measure J", from

W<- the ceasing from a thing, having finished

it; or the becoming unoccupied by a thing; like

J: from 3:1; but Az disapproves of this,

because, were it so, the pronunciation termed

au-l would be allowable in its case, and it is not

so: L-, he says, is a particle, not a noun, nor

a verb. (TA)—Al- is originally L. J.- [Till

when 2 until nuhen? or hon, long?]: the of Le

is elided because the expression is used interroga

tively, like as it is when any preposition is pre

fixed to it if used interrogatively, as in 2: and

* and >. (S)- In the dial of Hudheyl,

us.”

&ū- 54% Sl 1945 us, or cit:-, (as in diffe

rent copies of the K in art. *) They left not

of them so much as thou mightest rub thy hands

therenith and then blon, it anay in the nind

after rubbing it off. (Kubi supra.)
5

w •

See *.

is said for U- (L)

6 - d -

• -

**- :

i:- ! Quickness, (K, TA) and haste, in

anything. (TA.) [App. an inf. n., of which the

verb is * ---.] Hence the prov., 2:l 3:

ā--" ! [The norst pace is that which is quick

and hasty: but in Freytag's “Ar. Prov.” (i. 654,)

aí-i-Ill. (TA)

<--iq.---[Quick, or swift, &c.] (K)
6 * o d

<!--~ : see -3-.

-

*A*

1. J& 3-, aor. -, (S. L.K.) inf n :

(L,) He femained, stayed, abode, or dwelt, in

a place, (S, L; K,) and became ficed, o: settled.

(S, L.)= x-, aor. *, (L, K,) inf. n. x-, (L)

It (anything, L, K) was pure, (L) or pure in

origin. (K.) -

2. --, inf n. 3-5, He chose it for its

purity and excellence. (K)

:- Anything (L, K) pure, (L.) or pure in

origin. (K.)

6 Q - 6 of

--- Origin; syn. J-el; (IAar, $, L, K;) app.

in respect of race, or lineage, only, as several of

the lexicologists have expressly asserted; (MF)
Q -

as also 's- (S, L) and *~ and *-*:

(IAar, L:) pl. £-. (A.) You say, &: &%

3--> *-*, (S,) or 5-> *:- Us', (A,) [Such

a one is of a good, or an excellent, origin..] And

-: * * * [He is generous in respect of

origin]. (A, L.)- Also Nature; natural, or

native, disposition, temper, or the like. (L, K.)

You say, of a man who has done an act of kind
- - o • - - - -

ness and reverted from it, •--> es' &= IIe

returned to his natural disposition. (L.)

J

X- The circuit, rim, or surrounding edge,

of a thing; n:hat surrounds [the whole of] a

thing: (S, K:) pl. -e-. (S.)- The hoop of a

sieve [and the like]. (TA.)- The anus ; syn.

X." ā-, (K;) or such is the meaning50

£, and *::: (Mgh in art.* :) and the

extremities of its skin; i.e. the place where the

external skin and the extremities of the cis

[or rectum] meet : or the edges of the* [or

anus]: (TA:) or the part betn'een the anus and

the anterior pudendum : or the line between the

tno testicles. (k)–99 jū- The circuit of

the edges of the gristles of the ear. (TA.)

c." jū- The edges of the eyelids, which meet

when the eye is closed: (TA:) or the G25 of the

eyelid, (K accord. to some copies, [and this is

the right reading, meaning its edge, G2.j being

here used tropically, its proper signification being

the “part” of a shirt “that surrounds the neck,”]

as is said in the TA,) internally: in most copies

of the K cis-l 35, [in the CK cº-l &l

with 4, [not us;]. (TA)—it jū- The

part of the flesh which is around the nail. (TA.)

w-8-a

1. -ā-, aor. 2, is a verb mentioned by IKoot

and IKtt and others, as derived from -:- sig

nifying “death,” though J says that no verb

is formed from this word; as IF and Meyd and

Az also assert: (MF, TA:) and 3: is its

inf n., as well as pl. of -:- [accord. to SM,

it is intrans., signifying He died; for he says,]

hence the saying in the A, -is: L: #."

-á, -" £es [Man labours, and goes about :

and his end is dying]. (TA.) [But see what

follows.]= IF says that no verb is formed from

-:- signifying “death;” and so, after him, J.;

and Az says that he had heard no such verb:

but IKoot mentions 4:-, aor. -, inf. n. -ā-, as

signifying He, or it, killed him; or caused him

to die. (Msb.)

C:- Death: (S, MSb, K, &c.) pl. -, -.

(S, K) You say, asi - - -, (A’obeyd, S,

Mgh, Mgb, K.) and as #-, but this is rare,

and* ***,

or it may mean *** axi, the -āśl being made

predominant, (TA,) Tie died upon his bed;

(A’Obeyd, Mgh, Msb, K;) [a natural death;]

respiring until he yielded his last breath; (Msb;)

not from slaughter, nor beating, (A’Obeyd, S,

Msb, K,) nor dron'ning, nor burning, (A’Obeyd,

Sgh, Msb, K,) nor by a nild beast, &c.; (A’Obeyd,

TA:) the nose is particularized as meaning that

the spirit passes forth from it with the breath;

or because they imagined that the spirit of the

sick man passes forth from his nose, and that of

the wounded man from his wound; (IAth, K;)

or because the spirit passes forth from the mouth

and the nose, and the latter of these is made

predominant: (O, TA:) and -ā-e- is put in the

accus. case in the manner of an inf. n. (TA.)

This phrase was used in the time of paganism,

by Es-Semow-al: (Msb, TA:) or, accord. to

some, in the phrase attributed to him, the right

reading is not as Case--", but* U → ;

and the former was first used by Mohammad.

(Ham p. 52.) It is said of a human being : (S,

Mgh:) and then of any animal when it dies

without any accidental cause: (Mgh :) hence, of

a fish that has died, and floats upon the water.

(Msb, T.A.) It is said in a trad. of 'Amir Ibn

Fuheyreh,

* - , (K,) which may mean

O.- 0 J / > * 8. d = -

* 2554 J-2 air-Ussu :-Q12 *

[And man, his death comes from above him]:

meaning that his caution and his cowardice will not

repel from him the decree of death when it befalls

him: originally said by 'Amr Ibn-Māmeh. (L,

TA)=#:- :- [A dead serpent] is a phrase
6.- d > 3-d

like al-As #: : (Z, TA:) the latter word is

here an epithet. (Z, K.)

<!--

1, 4-, aor. -, inf. n. 4- and& He

nvalked with short steps, and quickly; (S, K;)

said of a man (T, S) &c.; like 45, except that

this is said peculiarly of the camel: (T,TA:) and

*::-5 signifies the same; (ISd, Ki) or he walked

neith a moving, or shaking, of his limbs, and neith

short steps. (TA)-L-- 3:1 (3: 3 (K)
Or ls:- *: &f J'é, (S,) I know not nhither,

or in what direction, they went, or have gone. (S,

K.)=4<-, (K) aor =, inf n <-, (TA) He

scraped it up; orsearched, or sought, for it, or after

it, in the dust, or earth; namely, a thing; syn.

4- (K, TA: [In the CK, 4-3.D–He (an

ostrich, K, and any bird, TA) dug it up, or hol

loned it out, (K, TA,) with his wings; (TA;)

namely, sand, (K, TA,) and pebbles. (TA.)
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5: see 1.

* * * 6 * > d -

<!-- : see āś2-.

6 * ~ *

as:- A man despised and little in the eyes of

others. (Az, T.A.)

Lé- see #~.

*- Slon, or short in step, and lacking strength

or power. (Az, T.A.)

* - d -
s

#153- and "J's- Short, and lean, or ema

ciated, and small in body, or slender in the bones,

(Az, S, K.) and short in step; (Az, TA;) applied

to a man and to an ass: (TA:) or the former

signifies anything short: (AZ, Th, TA:) or small

in body, and mean, or ignoble : (Az, TA:) and

* the latter, anything small, or young: (Ham

p. 631:) and also, the latter, a man that eats

vehemently. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

āşş- The manner of walking of him who is

short; as also 'C':-. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)=Also

sing of £3-, (Ibn 'Abbād, TA) which signifies

Ill-fed beasts. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)-The same pl.

also signifies Young ostriches: (S, K:) the little

one of ostriches; as also "4:-. (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)

&#3- Young children. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA)

J:- : See *s-, in two places.

6 J - d -

a £55-A certain kind of turban, worn by the

Arabs: (Sh, K:) said by some to be so called
6 - d -

after a man named 452-, who wore it. (TA.)

_o

1. 4-, aor.-, (K) inf n -, (S.T.A.) He

made it, or rendered it, firm; or established it, or

settled it, firmly; namely, a thing, or an affair.

(S, K, T.A.)- He decreed it; ordained it; pro

nounced it; or decided it judicially: (TA:) and

so asX- (TK.) [SeeX-J–He necessitated

it; or made it, or rendered it, necessary, requisite,
2 * ~ of:

or unavoidable; syn. 4:2-3): (S, K,"TA:) and so

*: >. (Msb.) SeeX- You say, -:

#* I made it, or rendered it, necessary,

&c., for him to do, or to suffer, the thing. (S.

[Golius, reading <--> for <+5. the expla

nation in the S, has rendered> as signifying

“inspiravit:” and the next explanation given by

him, i.e. “indicavit,” is a misprint for “judi

cavit.”]) Or 3.9 *X-, aor. and inf. n. as

above, signifies He made the thing, or affair, Or

event, to be absolutely, or decisively, or irreversibly,

necessary, requisite, or unavoidable, for him to do,

or to suffer. (Mob.) >, >, which is pl. of >,

may also be an inf n of ~, and is likewise pl. of

-Ju- (TA.)

5. - He made a thing to be necessary, or

unavoidable. (K,”TA.) - [Hence, perhaps,]

*gºš---. He wished such a one good:

or he augured good for him. (K.)—See also 7.>

[It (a thing that was eaten) was soft, yielding,

crummy, or easily broken.] It is said in the S

thatX-5 signifies £1. but in a marginal

note it is stated that there is an omission in this ex

planation, the right rendering being ‘Já äälä.

J*. (TA) One says, -52338 [It is

soft, yielding, crummy, or easily broken: explained

in the K by Jús, which is evidently a mistran

scription for c:*. syn. with Jál. (S, K.)

And -..." J#3% [It is fresh, juicy, sappy,

or moist, in its soft, yielding, crummy, or crum
a 3 - * *

bling, nature; Lo:-o being a regular inf. n.]

(S.K.) — It (a J,# [or wart when it had

become dry) crumbled, or broke into small bits.

(TA.) And It (a glass vessel) broke in pieces,

one part upon another. (T.A.) - He ate a thing

that was soft, yielding, crummy, or easily broken,

in his mouth. (Lth, K.)- He ate the ast-, i.e.,

the food that remained upon the table, or what

fell from it during eating, (K, TA,) of the crumbs

of bread &c. (TA.) It is said in a trad. that he

who eats and does this will enter Paradise. (TA.)

=13&> He was, or became, cheerful, brisk,

lively, or sprightly, by reason of such a thing. (K.)

7. Lo:-ji It (a thing, or an affair, or event,)

nas, or became, absolutely, or decisively, or irre

versibly, necessary, requisite, or unavoidable; as

also "L.-J. (Msb)

Q. Q. 4.X: He cut or cut off [a thing]. (K.)

-:- [inf n. of 1: when used as a simple subst.,]

A decree, an ordinance, a sentence, or a judicial

decision; (S, K;) accord. to some, adapted to a

particular case: (TA:) pl. >+. (S, K.) It is

said in the Kur [xix. 72], C- & L* &t=

Gai. [It is imposed by Himself upon thy Lord

as a decree judicially decided]. (TA.) And

Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-s-Salt says,

3 - - 28 - 2 J. • J. e.

* 3, #3&# 93% *

* A:l GC-3, 4: *

[Thy servants sin: and Thou art a Lord: in thy

hands are the decrees and the judicial decisions].

(S.)- [As a term of the law, it is, sometimes

used instead of Laj as opposed to $1.]= Also

[an inf. n. used as an epithet, signifying] Ne

cessary, requisite, or unavoidable; that must

inevitably be done [or suffered]: (TA:) or indis

soluble and irreversible: as in the phrase> #35

[an indissoluble and irreversible decree or ordi

nance or sentence or judicial decision]. (Msb in

art. Aja-) - And [hence,] Death. (M.A.)=

Pure; free from admixture; genuine : formed

by transposition from ---. (K.) One says,

> $1.3% He is the pure, or genuine, true,

brother. (TA.)

i: Blackness (K) as also "i:-. (TA)

i:- see what next precedes.= Also A flash

(5.256) broken into small pieces. (K.)

ā-e- The food remaining upon the table : (S,

K:) or n hat has fallen from it during eating, (K,)

of the crumbs of bread, &c. (TA.)
6 • J.

iss: Acidity, sourness, or pungency; syn.
6 * if y

s •

Loja-Ajudge; or one nho decrees, ordains, or

pronounces a judicial decision : (S," K,”TA:) pl.

>;-, (K) like as 3,3 is pl. of 34. (TA)—

[Hence,] because, as they [the Arabs] hold, or

assert, it necessitates separation, or departure,

(3% "X-4) (S, Mab, TA) i. 9 -->4,

(Msb,) by its croaking, (MSb, TA,) Lost-J sig

nifies The* [a name applied to any species

of crow; and here, app., particularly to the ra

ven]: (Msb:) or the black –54; (S, K:) and

[the bird called] c', '94, [see art cº, which

is red in the beak and legs: (K:) said by Lh to

be that which is fond of plucking out its feathers,

and which is held to be of evil omen. (TA.)

And [hence,]> signifies also £plucky, or in

auspicious. (TA)-See also co-l.

6 *d, * 6 - de

_2:-, of the measure U.a.s, signifies A green

jar (:: -j-, meaning 5*): it is also applied
- d ≤

to anything [of the colour termed] 32-1 : and
J - © * - o #

34-9 is, with the Arabs, 32.1 [which may mean

either that green is, with the Arabs, termed 22-1,

or that "as-Si is, with the Arabs, black; but the

former appears to be the right meaning: see
J - © * - o £

33-il. (Mgb.) [See -as-i: and see also what

here follows.]

>i Anything (TA) black; (K, TA) as also

WX- (TA.) [See also what next precedes.]

Us

J- The &:- [or meal of n:hat has been

parched, or perhaps of n:hat has been dried in
d a

the sun,] of the Užic [or fruit of the Theban palm,

or cucifera Thebaica]: (S, K:) or what is rasped,

of the Ji', n:hen it has become ripe, and is then

eaten: (AHn, TA:) also, (K) or as some say,

(TA) the [fruit called] Ji, (K, TA) itself:

(TA:) or what is bad thereof; or n:hat is dry

thereof. (K.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce

3.1—The refuse (Jič) and skins (>5) of

dates: (Ki) [like - and L:-.]—The scaly

substances (2: [app. meaning bits of the nax)

of honey, or of honey in the wax. (Th, K.)

I. q. c." [Dung of beasts, compacted together;

&c.] (A, K, TA. [In the CK, &#1 is put for

&:I.])—The apparatus (&) of the [kind

of basket, made of palm-leaves, called] Jej, or

its &= [meaning the suspensory, by which it is

carried: see this word, which also means the

“suspensory” of a water-skin]; (K;) its -st:=

[or cord by which it is carried, being attached]

in its as: [or edge, lit lip, and app., as is com

monly the case, passed through a loop-shaped

handle in the opposite edge, so that the two oppo

site edges are drann together n:hen it is carried:

Jú= originally signifying “a rope with which

one’s arms or hands are tied together behind his

back”]. (TA.) - The at: [or furniture and

utensils, &c.,] of a house or tent. (TA.)- And

What is bad of spun thread. (TA.)

U5-?
See art. *-a-.

*

#
•

23 ° • -

1. a-, aor. 2, inf. n. <-- He hastened him,
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*
*

or hurried him uninterruptedly, or in any man

ner. (TA) And as: -, (S, A, Msb, K.)
* 3 -

aor. 2, (Msb) inf. n. <--, (S, Msb, K,) with
J & J.

*

which are syn. w & [app. a quasi-inf. n.]

and WL:- [an intensive inf. n.]; and 7 4:-1:

and "4:-, (S. K.) inf n. 4-5 (S.) and

**:-1, (A, K.) and '4-1, (Ki) and "4:--

(S, A, K;) He incited, excited, urged, or insti

gated, him to it, or to do it, (S, A, Msb, K.)

namely, a thing; (S, Msh;) syn. 44-5 (Mab3)

Ol'4- (S, A, K;) or <-- is used in relation to

pace, or journeying, or marching; and Jae- in

other cases: so says El-Hareeree, on the authority

of Kh. (TA) You say, £3 - and "--,

[He incited, or urged, his beast,] *** [n'ith

the chip]. (A) And 3. L' Užič-, and

*4-1, He made the horse to go quickly, or in

a brish or sprightly manner; or urged him to run

by striking him neith the foot, or by beating him.

(MSb.)– See also R. Q. 1.

2 : see 1.

4: see 1.

w 3 - -

6. 125-5, (S, A,) inf. n. <>U-5, (K,) They in

cited, eaccited, urged, or instigated, one another.

(K, T.A.) You say,c-L".L* &sji= •)

They do not incite, excite, urge, or instigate,

one another to feed the needy. (S, TA.) And

* Cú - . J. Jä (Piety is the

principal, or best, thing to which men incite one

another.] (A, TA.)

8. --- He was, or became, incited, excited,

urged, or instigated. (S, K.)=See also 1. This

verb is both trans. and intrans. (K.)

10 : see 1, in two places.

R. Q. 1. <-- see 1, in two places.-Also

He moved about [a thing]; or put [it] in motion,

or into a state of commotion 3. (K;) [and so "--,

as is implied in the M, voce is, where it is used as

meaning it (a bird) moved, or flapped, its wings.]

You say, Jeall es' Je." <-- He moved about

the collyrium-style in the eye. (A, TA.) And
* * ~ * : * ~ * * • 1 - - - -

[hence, ***,5_c >S 403 ls:-- They stirred

up (2+3-) that affair, and then left it, or aban

doned it. (TA.)- He scattered about the uten

sils, or furniture, of his house, or tent; as also
• * o- * - d -

<---. (TA in art. •)=Also, inf n. *--,

It was, or became, in a state of commotion : (L:)

or in a state of consecutive motion. (TA.) It

(lightning) neas, or became, in a state of com

motion, (K, TA,) as some say, (TA,) in the

clouds. (K, T.A.) – It (rain, and hail, and

snow,) appeared and ment anay, without pouring

donn. (L.)= He (a man) slept. (TA.)

<-- Small particles of stran. (S, K, TA.)

Anything bruised, brayed, or broken into small

particles. (L.) – Coarse sand: (As, S:) or

what is 3,3,..., (K.) probably, [says SM,] a
- • 2 o'

mistake for 325-2 [broken into small particles],
3 *

agreeably with an explanation of S. in the L,

for, as to 3,5", [he adds,] I have not found it

in any book, (TA, [meaning that he had not

-o

found a signification assigned to it that is appro

priate here,]) of sand, and of earth, or dust: or

what is dry, or firm, or hard, and coarse, of

sand. (K, T.A.)- Bread nithout any seasoning,

or condiment, to render it pleasant, or savoury.
3 * * -

(A’Obeyd, S, K.).---> G23-, (§, K,) as also
5. •

3-3, (TA in art. --e.) [Meal of parched barley

or n:heat] not moistened, or stirred about, with

nater &c.; expl. by** (S, and in a

similar manner in the K ;) and in like manner

<-- is applied to collyrium (U+), and to

musk, Or &*: not finely ground. (TA.) [See

* ** , 6 o' --

also ---.]---> -oj Dates not sticking together.
s

(IAar, T.A.) [See also :--.]

&:- and '40- Sleep; as also '3-- and

* +,+. (TA.) You say, du- -35 u I

tasted not sleep. (TA.) And Üü-či-#1 U.

and Gu-I slept not: (S, K.) As says the latter;

but A’Obeyd asserts the former to be the more cor

rect: (S:) Th mentions both. (TA.) And--> 0

->u- J.- I have not anointed my eye with
z • • 2 o," ./ o - * *

sleep. (TA.) And Gū- Us:= L - U [I

have not put any sleep into my eye]; (A, TA;)

meaning I have been very wakeful. (TA.) Or

-U- signifies Light, or little, sleep. (I Drst,

TA.) It is related on the authority of an Arab

of the desert that it signifies A little collyrium:

and on the authority of El-Fihree, that it is syn.

with 32%, i.e. J-# (collurium]. (TA)—i.

+- or £- Little sleep. (TA.) [See also

<---.]

+0- see the next preceding paragraph.

* / -

<>2- : see what next follows, in two places.

<---, in the sense ofā-, A woman inciting,

exciting, urging, or instigating. (TA.)- And

in the sense ofis:- A woman incited, eaccited,

urged, or instigated. (TA.) [So, too, a man.]

-And [hence,] A sharp man, quick in his

affair; as though his soul incited him; as also

**::=. (TA.)- And Quich, or snift; as also

'**'. and'-- and '*-*:: (k ') pl. of

the first "U"-. (L.) You say 'J' --> -->

[A horse quick, or snift, of pace]. (A) And

&:- L- (A, Msb) He passed, or went anay,

quickly, or swiftly. (MSb.) And t:- J3 He

retreated quickly and eagerly. (S.) And -×5

"+-- i.e. [A] quick [night-journey to water],

in which is no flagging : (S:) or [a] hard [night

journey to water]; as also -u-3 and 3-5

(TA) And '3'-- U- i. e. [A journey in

which the second and third and fourth days are

without water,] in which is no flagging; as also

3-3- or long and fatiguing, in which is no

flagging; as also&#. (TA.) And'++-i

4 serpent that is in constant motion. (T.A.)–

<--> Light sleep. (IDrst, TA.) [See also

+-.]

- -

* *

Use-;
see 1.

• *

* * - 6 * * o - -

see -t- := and see also -e-, in+--

four places.

? * * *

-2"- :

# * *

6 * *

see 1:=and see also :ate-:=and

&

-

* - J. * * 6

|ā-oll 2'2'- J% A horse that runs repeatedly
-

n:hen incited [to do so]. (S.)

.

–2'

6 * > * >

ão, e- Thickness of the lip. (K.)- See also

what next follows.

#3:- The #3 [or small protuberance] in the

middle of the upper lip, (S, K,) beneath the nose;

(K;) also termed is:- with - as well as C;

(S and K in art. Lex's-;) or, accord. to Aboo

Hátim Es-Sijzee, i:- (TA;) and#- (K

in art +):-:) when somewhat long, it is termed

35uá. [q.v.]; ($ in art. " ) and when it is so,

the man is termed Jail. (S in the present art.)
-- of

–Also The ā-, [i.e. the lobule, or loner por

tion, of the nose]: or the extremity of this:

(IAar, K:) accord. to IDrd, [V £-l with

fet-h. (TA.)

>;-- A man (TA) having a thick lip. (K,”

TA.)

• &

*-8

-:- and -:- dial. vars. of-a- and<!

(o, K.) pl. -ie-i. (TA)

J.--

see what follows, in two places.

6 o' -

J.-:

ău- [The grain of the need called] &#. and

the like, (M, K,) of n-hat is northless, (M, TA,)

found in wheat, (M, K,) and thronn anay; (M,

TA;) said by Lh to be somen'hat grosser than

dust, or earth, and than n-hat are termed Jús

[q. v.]: (TA: [see also ău-il) and bits, or

particles, that fall off, or are pared off, (K,TA,)

from dates, and barley, and the like : (TA:) or

what falls of the husks of barley, and rice, and

of the skin of dates, and of everything of which

bits, or particles, fall off, or are pared off; when

it is picked for the purpose of removing what is

bad: (S:) the refuse of 1,5 [or leaves of the

mimosa flava] after picking to remove what is

bad : (TA:) dregs of oil (S, TA) &c.; (TA;)

the thick, or turbid, portion that remains at the

bottom of that which is clear: (Msb in art. U.a5:)

broken pieces of straw : (TA in art. -:) what

is northless: (K:) what is bad, and n:hat remains,

of wheat: (Lh, TA:) what is bad (Az, S, K) of

dates, (Az, TA,) or, (S, K,) app., (S) of any

thing; (S, K;) as also "J:-. (K.) [Hence,]

+ The refuse of men or mankind; the bad, or

evil, thereof; (T, TA) as also "J:-. (T)

*

Lo-e

6 o' --

> see what next follows.

:-A hill, or rising groundi (Msb) as also
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---&
6 * * *

W 3...e.: (Az, as heard from the Arabs; and TA:)

or a red [hill such as is termed] assi: (S:) or

a small red assi: (K:) or a black as el con

sisting of stones: (M, K:) as also *ā- (K:)

or, as some say, an elevated road: (Msb:) pl.

>u- (K,” TA) and +:- (TA:) and "X

[as a coll. gen, n.] signifies elevated roads. (TA.)

* * * *

•e &

6 * > * -

a.*- : see as:-, in two places.

5:- and Us:

1. 25:1 U- and -9: L:-, (§, Mgh, Mab,

K,) the latter of which is the more usual, or more

supported by authority, (TA) aor. s:- and

U-4, (S, Msh, K) inf n :- and Ji- (S.

Mgh, Msb, K) and £5, (S.) He poured dust

(Msb, TA) with his hand; (Msb;) thren it,

or cast it; (TA;) or seized it with his hand

and threw it; (Mgh, Mgb;) asis [upon him,

or it], (K,) and* U, [in his face]: ($,
***

-

Msb:) J- and J: both signify the pour

ing of dust; but the former, not nithout [first]

raising it; and the latter, the sending forth,

or down, without raising. (Ham p. 477.) [See

an ex. in a verse cited in art. Us!, conj. 6.]

Accord. to IAth, the saying, in a trad., L3 b:

*::: &-l." * means + [Repel ye with]

disappointment [those who praise much]: but

some make it to have its overt meaning [of thron,

ge dust in the faces of those n'ho praise much].

(TA.) The verb is also used in relation to water;

as in the saying, ''':- &% 3'- či *ś,

(MSb) and *- : J-3 &é, (TA, [and
the like is said in the Mgh,]) i.e. +[It is suffi

cient for him to thron, and he used to thron,]

three handfuls [of water]. (Msb, TA)-L:

said of a jerboa means He went so deep into his

hole that he could not be dug out, the direction of

his hole being unknown, and it being seen to be

filled nrith dust, or earth, even with the rest of

the ground. (TA in art. Jia-.) The jerboa throws

up (**) the dust, or earth, from his hole.

(IAar,TA)-4+- also means +I gave him

something little in quantity, or paltry. (S, K.)

=You, say also,*: t:- or c. *, *Ol". s:

and L:- ; (K;) so in the copies of the K, but

correctly u-, [or rather L+] which is extr.,

like 's- [or L-l. alon". (* [or J:l. and 55

[or Jil, aor. S: [or Jil; i. e. The dust

became poured; or thronin, or cast. (TA.)

4. J39 Us:- and (3- [He turned, or

thren, up the earth, or ground, searching for

what was in it:] both signify the same. (TA in

art. "3-.) And $5." J: < The horses

bruised, or crushed, the regions [with their hoofs];

as also (#1-i. (K.)

10. is: They thren, or cast, dust, each in

another's face. (TA.)

ti- (S, ISd, TA) and U- (K, TA) Dust

poured; or thronn, or cast : (ISd, K, TA:) or

dust being poured; or being thronn, or cast :

Bk. I.

dual J's - and c'-' (TA) - Also, (K)

written in both ways as above, (TA,) The skins

(*#) of dates; (K;) and the bad thereof:

(TA:) [like J.-:) pl. of it:- (K:) [or rather

this is a n. un., and what is called the pl. is a

coll. gen. n.;] like jua- and La-. (TA.)

And Stran, (c.: [in the CK, erroneously, U-5]):

(K, TA:) or broken pieces thereof; (Lh, S,K ;)

i. e., of stran : (Lh, S:) or stran, ©: [in the

CK, again, cºl) separated from the grain. (K.)

J.- What is raised nith the hand [to be poured,

or to be thronn, or cast, therefrom ; of dust;

and also t of nater]; (K, TA;) or, as in some

copies of the K, with the two hands: and so

(*#- and] *ā:- [or rather these signify a

single handful of dust, and t of nater, raised to

be poured or thronin;] pl. [+,- and] +:

(TA.) See 1.

6 - d - g • **

£) • ? -

- * ** * see Us--

#-; pl. &#-:
*- d - of

#- J.; Land abounding in dust: (S, K:)

but IDrd says that it is asserted to be not of esta

blished authority. (TA.)

£- One of the holes of the jerboa; (TA;)

like āsū: (K:) or the dust, or earth, of the

jerboa, (IAar, K,” TA,) which he thron's up

nith his legs from his hole: (IAar, TA:) pl.

$43-[like asJ% is pl. of #01. (IB, TA)

3. * •

:- (K) and"J- (ISd,TA) Dust poured;
• à o – •de •

or thronn, or cast. (K,”TA.) * s:-.'" Us: 9

* [O would that I nere he upon£
is poured, or thronn: (in Freytag's Arab. Prov.

ii. 920, U-31)] said on the occasion of wish

ing to be in the condition of him of whom the

honourable treatment that he receives is concealed,

and of whom the contemptuous treatment that

he receives is made apparent: originating from

the fact that a man was sitting with a woman,

and a man attached to her approached; so, when

she saw him, she threw dust in his [the former's]

face, to show this man who was sitting with her

that he should not draw near to her, lest their

case should become known. (TA.)

J:- see what next precedes, in two places.

* *

&-
:

1. --, aor.”, (S, A, Mgh, Msb) inf n. £-,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K.) He repaired, or betook him

self, to, or tonards, syn. 3-45, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,

K,) a person (S, A, Mgh) [or place], in an

absolute sense: or to, or towards, an object of

reverence, veneration, respect, or honour: or,

accord. to Kh, he repaired, or betook himself,

much, or frequently, to, or tonards, an object of

this kind: and also he repaired to, betook himself

to, or visited, a person: (TA:) and he went to,

or visited, a person repeatedly, or frequently.

(ISk, T, S, Mgh, K.) You say also, 3: &

ū% £5.5 The sons of such a one continued long

going repeatedly to visit such a one. (S.)-

Hence, (S, Mgh, Msb) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(S,) and inf. n. . also, (Sb, L,) or this is a

simple subst, (S, Msb, K,) by a conventional

usage, (S,) or predominantly, (Mgh,) or by

restriction of its usage in the law, (Mgb,) He

repaired to Mekheh, (S, K,) or to the Kaabeh,

(Mgh, Msb,) to perform the religious rites and

ceremonies of the pilgrimage; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;)

or for the purpose of the 5: [q. v.; but this

latter meaning is very rare: the usual meaning

is, he performed the pilgrimage to Mekheh and

Mount 'Arafat, with all the rites and ceremonies

prescribed to be observed at, and between, those

tno places]: (Msb:) or he repaired to the House

[of God, at Mekkeh,] and performed the actions

prescribed for that occasion by the lan' of the

Kur-án and the Sunneh. (L.) [See &- below.)
You say also, <: -- •

(T, S,) and "4--, (El-Hejeree, TA,) He per

formed the pilgrimage to the House [of God,

at Mekheh]; (T, S;) because people repair to

it every year. (T, TA.) And à: b- [They

performed the pilgrimage to Mehkeh]. (A.) And
* * * J 1 - w

C2 a£2 &- U. He did not repair to Mekheh

to visit the House of God, (Aboo-Tālib, Az,) or

for the performance of the rites and ceremonies

of the pilgrimage, (Msb,) but he journeyed for

mercantile purposes. (Aboo-Tālib, Az, Msb. [See

also art. £2.]) And hence, accord. to some,

: • - : , a prov., which see below. (TA.)

Also, (TA,) inf. n. -, (K.) He came, or

arrived. (K, T.A.) You say, &% usks

Such a one came to us. (TA.)= Also, [aor.,

, aor. *, inf. n. C-,

* -

accord. to rule, as above,] inf. n. *-a-, He shaved

[his head; as one does on completing the per

formance of th: rites and ceremonies of the pil

grimage: see £-, below]. (TA.)=Also, (IAar,

A, &c.,) aor. *, inf. n. &- (TA,) He probed

a fracture of the head, (K,) or a wound, (A,TA,)

with a £-2, (A.K.) or J. (TA) for the
purpose of curing it: (TA:) or he probed a

wound to know its depth: (IAar, TA:) or he

eacamined a cleft in the head to know n'hether

there were in it bone or blood: (ISh, TA:) or

he dressed and cured a wound in the head reach

ing to the brain: or he poured boiled clarified

butter upon a fracture of the head, in consequence

of which the blood was mixed with the brain,

until the blood appeared, nhich he took a: y

with a little cotton: (TA:) or 4-, inf n. * -,

signifies he probed a fracture of his head for the

purpose of curing it: (S:) or he made a perfora

tion in the bone [of his broken head] (425£)

with an iron instrument, it being broken so that

the brain was befouled with blood, and pulled off

the skin that had dried up, and then cured it,

so that it closed up with a [nen] skin: it relates

to a wound re:hing to the brain. (L.)- Also,

aor. *, inf. n. 2 - , He cut out and extracted a bone

£rom a nound. (TA)=Also, (A, Msb,) aor. * ,

(MSb, TA) inf n. *-, (K.) He overcame

another in, or by, an argument, a plea, an alle

65
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gation, a proof, an evidence, or a testimony.

(A, Msb, K.) See 3. It is said in a prov., &

: ~ : (S, TA) He was pertinacious in litigation,

dispute, or altercation, and overcame therein [as

is implied in the S, and expressed in the TA]:

or he persevered until he performed the pilgrimage

[not having intended to do so when he set out:

see Freytag's “Arab. Prov.” ii. 452]. (TA.)=

Also, (TA,) [aor., accord. to rule, 2,] inf. n. 2 -:

(K) and ':----, (K) inf n is --- (TA)

He refrained, forbore, or abstained, (K, TA,)

: &= from a thing. (TA.) [See also the

latter verb below.]

3. *-, (S, A, Mgh, Msb) in n. *

(A, Msb, TA) and Cls-> (TA,) He contended

with him in, or by, an argument, a plea, an alle

gation, a proof, an evidence, or a testimony.
* * * J w

(S, Mgh, Ms., T.A.) You say, '4-3 4- He

contended with him in, or by, an argument, &c.,

and he overcame him therein, or thereby. (S,

A,” Mgh, Msb.)-[And hence, £- He pleaded

in a lan'suit.]

4. 4.- He sent him to perform the pilgrimage

to Mehkeh, and the religious rites and ceremonies

thereof. (S, Msb, K.)

5

6. £-5 [inf. n. of b-l The contending,

one with another, in a litigation, a dispute, or

an altercation; (S, K;) the adducing arguments,

pleas, allegations, proofs, evidences, or testimonies,

one with another. (KL.)

8: see 1. = [...: £- He adduced, or

urged, or defended himself by adducing or urging,

a thing as an argument, a plea, an allegation, a

proof, an evidence, or a testimony.] You say,

à:a-~- L* &:- [He argued against

his adversary with a strong, or a difficult, argu

ment, plea, &c.]. (A.)

O - 6 * > d e

R. Q. 1. s -> , inf. m. as-s-s-a-: see 1, last

signification.- Also He retired, or dren back;

or did so in fear : (S, K:) or he lacked poncer,

or ability. (TA) One says, 25i c." ls:

ls--- *: à:- They made a single charge,

or assault, upon the party, and then retired, or

dren back; or dren back in fear : (S, TA:) or

lacked poner, or ability. (TA)- He refrained

from saying what he desired, or was about, to

say; ($, K;) like &: (S:) or he did not

reveal, or manifest, what was in his mind. (M,

TA.) It is said in one of the provs. of Meyd,

.." : -- (- 4: Thou thyself knowest

better than others [nhat thou refrainest from

uttering, or] what is in thy mind. (TA)- He

remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt, (K,TA,)&
3 - -

in a place; not quitting it; as also "G---J.

(TA.) .

• *

• * > * >

R. Q. 2. <-- : see what next precedes.

3 - 5

and " :--, the former an inf. n., and the

latter a simple subst, (S, Msb, K,) or the latter

also is an inf. n., (Sb, L.) [both used as substs.,]

The pilgrimage to Mekheh, (S, K,) or to the

Kaabeh, (Msb,) to perform the religious rites

and ceremonies prescribed to be observed on that

occasion: (S, Msb, K:) Ks makes no difference

between these two words: some say that the

former is employed to signify the religious rites

and ceremonies of the pilgrimage because they

follow the repairing to Mekkeh, or because

they are completed by shaving [the head], or

because people continue long going to and fro

to perform them: accord. to AZ, it signifies the

performance of the religious rites and ceremonies

of the pilgrimage of one year; and some

and "ā:- (TA) or this last sig

nifies a single pilgrimage, for the performance

of its appointed religious rites and ceremonies;

deviating from rule; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) for by

rule it should be 'i:-, (S, Mgh, K) which, Th

says, has not been heard from the Arabs: (Mgh,

say * >
•

Msb:) Ks says that W i:- <-- and <:

āş, are the only deviations from the model of
* - d > t d > *

ākas --Jaš in all the language of the Arabs: but

El-Athram and others are related to have said,
2 3 J O - -

We have not heard from the Arabs as-a- --~~~

ā-g - of- - 2 * ~ * * * ~ *

nor a 5 -39; they saying only "ás-- ~~~~

(L, TA:) whence it appears that 'i:- and

*ā-- were both used: (TA:) the pl. of the

latter is : -- (Mgh, Msb:) so in the saying,

&-> J-34 [He made a von to perform

five pilgrimages]. (Mgh.) Hence, "as--"*
* -

* -

($, Mgh, Mgb) and "3-il 23, (MSb, TA)

which latter is said by Kz and 'Iyád and Ibn

Kurkool to be the more common, (TA,) [or,

accord. to Fei, the contr. is the case, for he says,]

some pronounce it in the latter manner, (Msb,)

[The last month of the Arabian calendar;] the

month of the pilgrimage; (S, Mgh, Msb;) so

called because the pilgrimage to Mekkeh, and

the religious rites and ceremonies thereof, are

performed in it: (TA:) pl. 3--" <!33: (S,

Msb:) they did not say 3--" 233 agreeably

with the singular. (S) [Hence also,] 'as-->

Js: •) aii [By the pilgrimage which is the

ordinance of God, I will not do this or that

thing]: a form of oath used by the Arabs. (S,

K.) What is commonly termed : ~1 is some

times termed # =9 £-" [The greater pil

grimage]: #: [q. v.] being termed &

£39 [the minor pilgrimage]. (Kull p. 168.)

-See also£

#
s

w • ... "

-- : see 2-, in two places:– and see also
: *• £

-la-.

s: 3 -

ā->; see 2-, in five places.= Also, (IAar,

K) and "ā:-, (S. K.) the former of which is

the word commonly known, (IAar in a marginal

note in a copy of the S,) and " ā-, which is a

subst, like Jaé and #, (L.) The lobe of the

ear. (S, L,K)—And the first, The bore, or

perforation, of the lobe of the ear. (AA, TA.)

–And A bead, or a pearl, that is hung in the

ear; (K;) sometimes called ":- (IDrd,

T.A.)

i:- A mode [of argument or the like] by

mhich one overcomes in a litigation, dispute, or

altercation; so called because recourse is had to

it (~~ 39, i.e. 3.25): (T.T.A.) that by

n:hich one rebuts, or refels, an adversary in a

litigation, dispute, or altercation: an argument;

a plea ; an allegation : [it may be true or false:

see Kur xlii. 15, and xlv. 24:] (TA:) a proof;

an evidence; a testimony: (S, Msb, K:) [a title;

a voucher: often thus used in the present day:]

also applied to a person; like +: (A and Mgh

and TA in art. -3;) [as in the saying, *-&

*- : 3. L'é ā-- He who preserves in his

mind a word, or an authority, &c., is an evidence

against him who does not; occurring often in the

larger lexicons, expressing the superior authority

of hearsay, or usage, over analogy &c.; and in

the saying,] 4: c." i:-< [Thou art an

evidence against thyself]; a phrase mentioned by

Akh; (S in art. +a;). [also, an excuse :] pl.

<-- (A, Msb) and £-> (TA.)

as-- :
•

See £- in four places. - Also A

gear: (S, Msb, K:) pl. &- (S, A, Msb.)

J - O • * ~ *

*...* -35) [I stayed at his abode

a year], and J-3=&

gears]. (A.)=See also as--

2 <

You say, as

3×3 [three complete

3

* , a * -

*- . see :- in two places:-and see

also Gls--

£-- and '-- The surrounding bone of

the eye, (MSb, TA) upon [the upper part of]

which grows the eyebrow; (TA;) the bone that

surrounds the cavity of the eye, upon [the upper

part of] n'hich grows the hair of the eyebron :

(ISk, TA:) it is said in a trad. that a female

hyena and her young ones were within the

Cls-- of the eye of an Amalekite: (TA:) or

the [supra-orbital] bone upon which grows the hair

of the eyebron; ($, K;) the bone that projects

over the cavity of the eye: (IAmb, Msb:) or the

upper bone, beneath the eyebron : (TA:) of the

masc. gender: (Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] i:- (S,

Ms) and [of mult] ****, deviating from a

general rule, accord. to which a sing of the

measure to which this belongs does not assume

this form of pl. because the reduplication is dis

approved: also by poetic license, <-,-, Contr.

to rule, for $5- (TA.) The expression es'

J-o-3 --- ls-- is used by poetic license for

X--> --- £-- Us (TA)- [Hence.]

both words also signify tThe upper limb of the

disk (i. q →l-) of the sun, appearing when it

begins to rise. (A, K, TA: but in the A, only

the latter form of the word is given.)- Also,

[hence,] both words, 14 side. (A, K.) You

say, J.--" J.--> b: ! They passed by the

tno sides of the mountain. (A.)

&ls-- see the paragraph next preceding.

£- A man upon whom the operation termed

3 > *

<- (the probing of a fracture of the head, &c.,)
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&-
--->

has been performed; (S, L;) as also's

(L.) And A fracture of the head that has been

medically treated, or cured:-and also A certain

mode of medical treatment, or curing, of such a
4 y + o •

fracture. (As, TA)—":-- (pl. of&:

TA) signifies Probed wounds. (K.) – And

W this same pl., Roads much furrowed [by the

feet of beasts or men] (#~); (L.K.) but it is

uncertain whether its sing., if it have any, be

--- or -t- (MF)=Also i.a. "~~&=- or ~"-- or) Also i. q e

as act. part. n. of &l=: so in the phrase, Úl
J. J.

- I am he who will overcome him by

arguments, or proofs, or the like: occurring in a

trad, relating to Ed-Deijál. (TA)= See also

t".
£- A frequent performer of the pilgrimage

to Mekheh, and of the religious rites and cere

monies ordained for that occasion: the 1 in this

word, as in other epithets of the same measure,

does not [regularly] admit of imáleh; but when

it is used as a proper name, it admits this, agree

ably with rule: some pronounce its 1 with imáleh

even when it is in the nom. or accus. case,

contr. to rule. (TA.)

5

£- act, part. n. of 1; Repairing, or betaking

himself, to [a person or place]. (Msb.)- And

hence, (S, Msb,) A man repairing to Mekheh,

(S, K,) or to the Kaabeh, (Msb,) to perform the

religious rites and ceremonies of the pilgrimage;

(S, Msb, K;) or for the purpose of the #:

(Msb: [but see 1:]) [a pilgrim of Mekkeh; or

one who has performed the pilgrimage of Mekkeh:

see what follows:] as also " £-- (S, K,)

the original form, sometimes used by poetic

license: (S:) ." Gls-- and '*- (S, A,

Msb, K) and C-: (S, K;) or rather the second

of these is a quasi-pl. n., a kind of noun which,

as well as the coll. gen, n., is often called by the

lexicographers a pl., though not so called by the

grammarians: (MF) £- is also used as a pl.,

syn, with £4-, like as 32- is with jū.
(Mgh:) it may be considered as a gen, n., and is

sometimes a quasi-pl. n., like J.- and 39;

(TA;) as is also *: -; signifying a company of

pilgrims of Mekkeh; or, pilgrims, collectively;

(ISk, L;) and likewise ":- (So in a marginal

note in a copy of the S.) The fem is W£u

pl.£- (S, K:) you say £i *: £3- when

they have performed the pilgrimage; but when

they have not yet performed it, [being in the act

of performing it,] you say £f <: £- in

which latter case you would say : '3- Were not

this word imperfectly decl.; [and in like manner,

£i *: £-, and aft -: *-il like as you

say. U-4 : +4, and 13: .# *. (S.)

["C-le-, as a n. un. of£- considering the latter

as a coll, gen, n., like>, of which the n. un. is

Cesi, is commonly used by the Turks and Per

sians as signifying a pilgrim of Mekkeh: but I

have not found it so used in any classical Arabic
& a ~ 3 - - • * @

work.] You say, cl.", &l=" Jši The company

of pilgrims to Mekkeh, and of men travelling for

mercantile purposes, came. (TA: [See also art.

C2.]) And #3 S, "ås-u- 5: ź. He left not

a company of pilgrims to Mekkeh (äs-la- aclo-),

nor a company of their followers, or dependents.

(TA from a trad. [See also arts. C2 and & 22.])

=Also Overcoming in [or by] an argument, or

a plea, or the like. (Mgh.)

4 & -

ae-la-: see

3 * *

as-a-, in two places.

s •

ta-:
&= 3 -

5

3 -

£", in two places:=and see also

see -la-.

w * * &

-5'

* * * ~ * ~ *

4×o &- ** He is one who overcomes in [or

by] a :- [i.e. an argument, &c.,] more than

he. (Mgh.)

6 * ~ *

as-a-. A road, or nay: (Mgh, TA:) or the

middle of a road; (M, voce ā-,-3) the beaten

track, or part of a road along which one travels;

(T, TA;) the main part, and middle, of a road;
6 * * à - -

syn. 32\a- (S, Msb:) pl. Gl-”, (A, TA.)–

[Hence,] #4-6 ā- 3:S J: tMake thou

the affair, or case, [uniform, or] one uniform

thing. (Fr, TA in art. &)
6 * @

&l- A surgeon's probe. (S, A, K.)=A

man much addicted to litigation, dispute, or alter

cation. (S, K.)

:*~ A man repaired to. (S.)=See also

£-*=Also A man overcome in [or by] aa

[i.e. an argument, &c.]. (A,” Mgh.)

3 • Jº

& : See

s •

- * A blon, that is feeble, and

falling short. (IAar, T.A.)

s Q = d.

t--

1. &t- aor. <, He rejoiced in it, or at it;

namely, a thing, or an affair or event; (S, K;)

as also as &- aor. * : (K:) or the latter, he

was, or became, attached to it, and tenacious of

fit; (S, K.) as also a: &- without e; and

as "t-ji (S:) or he laid, or hept, hold upon

it, and clave to it; (Fr, K;) as also &&

without e; (Fr;) and a: ---, (TA,) and"t:

an. (Fr,K)-34- 4: t--, aor. : , He kept,

or withheld, from him such a thing. (K.)

5: see above, in two places.

8. 4: (~-l He had recourse to him for pro

tection. (TA in art. 's--.)

4: &- Attached to, and tenacious of, him,
•* • • * • • 6 • * *J -

or it. (Fr, S.)-cºs Us: L'l &-- *| Verily

he is betaking himself for refuge, or protection, to
o • • J.

the sons of such a one. (AZ, K.")– ess-- **

lić. He is adapted or disposed, apt, meet, suited,

suitable, fitted, fit, competent, or proper, for such

a thing; or northy of it: (Lh, K:) a dial. var.
3 • * • • , 3 *

of Use - (Lh:) you say, &u= - (< *, and &s

Üls--. (TA)
6

t- A refuge; a place to n'hich one has

recourse for refuge or protection. (Lh, K.)

*-a

1. 4.--, (S, A, Msb) aor.”, (Msb) inf n.

---, (Mgh, Msb) He, or it, prevented, hin

dered, debarred, or precluded, him, or it: (Mgh,

Msb:) he, or it, precluded him, or it; i. e. pre

vented him, or it, from entering. (S, A.) [Hence,

<-till c. 35. &:- #} [Brothers of a

person deceased preclude the mother from re

ceiving the third of the inheritance]. (S, A.)–

Also, (A, K.) aor, as above, (TA) inf n. --

and *- (K.) He, or it, veiled, concealed,

hid, covered, or protected, him, or it; (A, K;)

as also "4:-- (K)—[And It intervened be

tween two things. Thus the diaphragm is de

scribed as] cl: ; 25%l 3: -; i3- [4

piece of skin that intervenes between the heart

and the belly]. (A.)-[And He held the office

of---, i. e. door-keeper, or chamberlain. You

say,] *ś,-: &% Such a one holds the

office of--- to the prince, governor, or com

mander. (A, TA.)

2 : see 1.

5: see 8.

8. Jae-a-1 [He, or it, became prevented, hin

dered, debarred, or precluded: he became se

cluded; or he secluded himself:] he, or it, became

veiled, concealed, hidden, covered, or protected;

as also '-->3. (K, TA) You say, -->

J-5 c” & Ji [The King secluded, or concealed,

himself, or became secluded or concealed, from the

people]. (S, A.) And--" es' U-#" <---

! [The sun became concealed, or concealed itself,

in the clouds]. (A, TA.) – [Hence, app.,]

2: #." <---, (K,) or ū-d 3:25: and

to-d & 2: 32, (TA,) [as though meaning

The woman secluded herself from the commence

ment of a day of her ninth month of pregnancy:]

said of a pregnant woman, (TA,) when a day has

passed of her ninth [month, during which it was

probably a custom for a woman to seclude herself

in the house or tent]. (K, TA.)

10. 4.--> He appointed him to the office

of -a-la [i. e. door-keeper, or chamberlain].

(S, K.)

* * * 6 * *

-->>: see 4'--=Also [The windpipe;]

the passage of the breath. (K.) -

J.- A Mill, syn. i*i; (K) or a lofty

assi. (TA)
2- 9 6 * *

4-a-a- : See ă's->.

6 * * *

ā-- The head [or crest] of the hip or haunch

(S, A) [of a man, (see #-) and] of a horse;

65 *
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(A;) i. e. each of the 9:--, n:hich project above,

or beyond, the &#-4- [or two flanks]: (S:) or

the dual signifies the two edges of the hip or

haunch, that project above, or beyond, the 5'-elé

[or flank]: (K:) or the tro bones above the pubes,

that project above, or beyond, the soft parts of the

belly, on the right and left: (Zj in his “Khalk

el-Insān,” and K:) or the heads of the two hip

bones or haunch-bones, meat thecº- [q. v.];

pl. [or rather coll, gen, n.] "...--, and pl. of

pauc.*- (TA:) and in a horse, the parts

of the two hips, or haunches, that project

above, or beyond, the [skin called] Jú-2, of the

belly. (K.)
-

~~~ [A thing that prevents, hinders, debars,

or precludes :] a thing that veils, conceals, hides,

covers, or protects; (S, Msb, K, TA;) because it

prevents seeing, or beholding: (Msb:) a thing,

(A, K,) or body, (Msb,) that intervenes (A, Msb,

K) betneen two things, (A, K,) or betnceen tro

bodies; which is [said to be] the primary signi

fication; (Msb;) [a partition, a bar, a barrier,

or an obstacle :] and sometimes applied to ideal

things: (Mab3) pl. --- (A, Msb, K.) You

say,: L* ~~ ~~ [The veil, or cur

tain, was put, or let down, over the women]. (A,

TA) And -- 3:5 &# 4 [He has

prayers that rend the ceils]. (A, TA.) And

--- Asia." #3. U. [There is no veil, or

obstacle, to the prayer of the nuronged]. (A, TA.)

It is said in a trad, U. &#3 -->& c.

% [He who gets sight and knowledge of the veil

falls into that which is behind it]: i.e., when a

man dies, he falls into what is behind [one of]

the two veils, that of Paradise and that of Hell:

(ISh, TA:) or, accord. to some, -->&

signifies the stretching out the head [and looking

over the veil]; for he who examines into a thing

stretches out his head to see what is behind the

veil, or covering. (TA.) And in another trad,

a saying of Mohammad, (TA) 2.4 ###&l
*-> &#J us [Verily God forgiveth the ser:

vant (his creature) as long as the precluding event

shall not have happened]: -la->Ji here meaning

the dying in the belief in a plurality of gods:

(K,"TA:) as though one were precluded from

true belief by death. (TA.) One says also,

22% o-'3: *-j-.' [Inability is a

bar between man and his desire]. (Msb.) And

< &:* &: +-- #2: [Disobedience

is a bar between the servant and his Lord]. (Msb.)

- [Hence, in the present day, +A n:ritten charm

or amulet; generally worn in a case (called <:

---) suspended, on the right side, by a string

passing over the left shoulder, or on some other

part of. the person: Pl, of mult. -->>, and of

pauc. a-- and ~\'s->]- [Hence also,] A

thin piece of flesh, (K,) resembling a piece of

skin, (TA) in the interior of the body, betneen

the two sides, intervening betnceen the lungs and

the -as [in the K -eń, but this is evidently

a mistranscription for -ál the loner intestines;

for the -la-- is the diaphragm, or midriff']:

(KTA)and-lii~--(A)or-£1:

(S,) signifies [the same; as also *:S~ ; (see

Cl-)] n:hat intervenes between the heart and

the rest of the J2+- ; (S;) the piece of skin that

intervenes between the heart and the belly: (A,

TA:) or —lil <-- signifies a certain fat that

clothes the heart: (ÁHeyth, TA in art. Jää: :)

[or it signifies, or signifies also, the septum cordis:

See Jáš: pl. --- (A, T.A.) Hence the say

ing, a's --- -> *: [Fear rent open

his midriff; or his septum cordis]. (A, TA.)

t The horizon : [because it terminates the view:]

so in the phrase, ---. $5% f It (the sun)

became concealed by the horizon; occurring in

the Kur [xxxviii. 31], and in a trad. (TA.) –

t A mountain : (A:) or an elevated part of a

mountain. (K.) You say, ~'s--" J# es' 3.35

! He sat in the shade of the mountain. (A.) –

+ The place where a [stony tract such as is called]

5- ends. (K.)- + A tract of sand uniformly

continuous, and long. (K.)- + The light of the

sun: or the tract, or side, of the sun: (K, TA:)

or [like --- a side, or part, of the sun.

(TA.) -

£--, (K,) or * i:- (S,) The office of door

keeper for chamberlain]. (S,” K.) - And the

former, The office of door-keeper and guardian

of the Kaabeh. (TA.)

<---, an epithet in which the quality of a

subst: predominates, (TA) A door-keeper; (MSb,

K;) so called because he prevents person: from

entering: (Msb:) [a chamberlain:] pl. --- (S,

Msh, K) and is - (Msb, K.) And <1:--

[The door-keepers and guardians of the Kaabeh :

See i-], (TA.) - Each of the tro bones

over the eyes, nith the hair and flesh upon them:

(IF, Msb, K:) or the eyebron; the hair growing

on either of those bones: (AZ, K :) so called be

cause it precludes the rays of the sun from the

eye: (TA:) of the masc. gender: (Lh, TA:) pl.

<-s- (S, Msb, K.) One says, : #: <!

-(-Ji [Verily he has the eyebron made narrow

and long, by the removal of redundant hairs; or

made narron, and long and arched; or lengthened

neith antimony]. (Lh, T.A.)-[Hence, as being

likened thereto,] + The piece of wood that i.aver

the lintel of a door:frame. (Az, T.A.) [See a.c.]

- The edge, (A,) or side, (K,) or upper limb

of the dish, that appears when it begins to rise,

(T, TA,) or the first part that appears, (Mgh,)

of the sun, (T, A, Mgh, K,) and of the moon:

(T, TA:) likened to the -t- (A, Mgh) of the

face (Mgh) of a man: (A:) and U-5.-5

the sides of the sun. (S.) You say, --- 13.

U-:), (T, A, TA) and #1, (T, TA) 1 The

upper limb of the dish, (T, TA) or the edge, (A,)

of the sun appeared, (T, A, TA,) and of the moon.

(T, T.A.) - +The edge of anything. (K.) A

woman said to a man who was eating of the

middle of a round cake of bread, *-i- &- Jé.

! Eat of its edges, (As, TA) or its sides. (A.)-

+[The beginning of the dawn..] You say, <-->

: <--5- ! The beginnings of the dann ap

peared. (A, TA.)

6 x ~ *

--~~~ : see what next follows.

*- [pass, part. n. of 1]. You say 4.

*-(A) and '-' (S) and '--

(A) and '-3-4 (TA) [A King secluded, or

#s- #:

A noman veiled, or concealed by a curtain or the

like (TA) And '-' c > -- 3: [He is

debarred from good.] (A, TA.)–t Blind; (S,

K.) and so *-*-*. (TA)
6 • O J.

--~~~: see the next preceding paragraph.

concealed, from the people]. And

-

* - d - d. 6 J. d >

---4-2 : see P5+---2, in two places.

A-a

X---, aor.”, (ISd, TA) inf n :- (ISd,

Mgh, K) and X- and 3- and 39- and

35-, (Isa, K.) He prevented, indered, with

held, restrained, debarred, inhibited, forbade, pro

hibited, or interdicted, (ISd, Mgh, K) alie from

him, or it: (ISd, TA:) [or axle is here a mis

transcription for *: for] you say, 4: j- S,

meaning There is no prevention, &c., from him,
6 d -

or it: (TA:) and* 3-, aor. *, inf. n. *-a-,

(S, A,” Msb,) He (a kádee, or judge, S, A) pro

hibited him (a young or a lightwitted person, TA)

Jrom using, or disposing of his property according

to his on n free will: (S, A, Msb, TA:) orj

alu. ->* he (a kádee) prevented, or prohibited,

him from consuming, or nasting, or ruining, his

property. (Mgh.)-See also 5:- and 8.

2. 9- see 5.–-: J.- *- [He made

a bound, or an enclosure, around his land]. (A.

[Perhaps from what next follows; or the reverse

may be the case)-->3' 3: '-' (Msb)

inf n. 3-5, (S, L,) He burned a mark round

the eye of the camel with a circular cauterizing

instrument: (S, L, Msb:) and: &: 2-,

and (33-, [i. e.'J3-, like as is said in the

A,] he burned a mark round the eye of the beast.

(L.)=*5-The camel had a mark burned

round each of his eyes with a circular cauterizing

instrument. (K. [Perhaps this may be a mis

take for* 3- or for 5-3. 3-, meaning

he burned a mark round each of the eyes of the

camel &c.: but see whatfollows.])—#1 2-,

(S, K.) inf n, as above, (K,) The moon became

surrounded by a thin line, which did not become

thick : (S, K:) and (S [in the K“or”]) became

surrounded by a halo in the clouds. (S, K.)

5. * 2-5 He straitened him, (K, TA,)

and made [a thing] unlanful to him, or not al

lowable. (TA) And &f 4-5 (. ...-. He

made strait to himself what God made ample.

(A.) And £f 4: us J* <-5 Thou hast

made strait and unlanful to me what God has

made ample. (Mgh.) And ū-5 2- He

made strait nuhat was ample: (M'b :) or he made

strait n'hat God made ample, and made it to be
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peculiar to himself, exclusively of others; as also

*%-- and *%-- (TA)=See also 8:=

and 10. - [Hence, perhaps,] : 2-5 It (a

wound) closed up, and consolidated, to heal. (TA

from a trad.)

8. --!, (TA) or 5- --, (S, Msb)

and *,----' and "J-5, (K.) He made for

himself a 5- [i. e. an enclosure for camels].

(S.M., K.)—Andhence, (MS)-5312-0

(Mgh, Mgb, K.) and * u,<--, (TA) He placed

a land-mark to the land, (Mgh, Msb, K.) to con

fine it, (Mgh, Msb,) and to prevent others from

encroaching upon it. (Mgh, T.A.)– as 's--"

He sought protection by him, (A,” K.) as, for

instance, by God, cu: &- from the devil.

(A.) = C#. x=--! He put the tablet in his

2- [or bosom]. (K.)

10. --~~l: see 8.= Also It (clay) became

stone : (TA:) or became hard; as when it is

made into baked bricks: (Mgh:) or became hard

like stone; (A, Msb;) as also ">~. (A.)

+ He became emboldened or encouraged, or he

emboldened or encouraged himself, (K, TA,)*

against him. (TA.) -

Q. Q. 1. #:- He slaughtered him by cutting

his throat [in the part called the 5- -]. (K in

art. "--.)

6 d -

A*-*- : see 3-, in three places.= Also, and

*:-- (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K, TA) [the latter of

which I have found to be the more common in

the present day,] and "3++, (K, [but this I have

not found in any other lexicon, and the TA, by

implication, disallows it,]) The c-à- (Mgh,

Msb, K;) [i. e. the bosom; or breast i. agreeably

with explanations of c-à- in the K: or] the

part beneath the armpit, extending to the flank;

(Mgh, Msb;) [agreeably with other explanations

of c-à-l of a man or noman: (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K:) pl. 3,4- (S, Msb.) Hence the say

ing, (Mgh,) 9%2- es' &% + Such a one is

in the protection of such a one; (AZ, T, Mgh,

Msbi) as also '3- J. (TA) And t:

**- Us and9- + He gren up in his care

and protection. (K.)- Also "js-- (T, K) and

X-- (T, TA) [The bosom as meaning] the fore

part of the garment; or the part, thereof, between

one's arms. (T, K.) - See also 5- : – and

c." X--.=Also An extended gibbous tract

of sand. (K.)

9 O y

J--> :

–and c." 3-.

6 d. - 6 o' -

see 's--, in three places:=and 's--"

X-- (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K) and "3: (S,

Mgh, Msh, K) and '--, (§, K) of which the

first is the most chaste, (S) and ":-- (S, K)

and 's-l-(K) [and "3,-], Forbidden,

prohibited, unlan ful, inviolable, or sacred. (S,

A, Mgh, Msb, K.) Each of the first three forms

occurs in different readings of the Kur vi. 139.

(S.) You say,* }:- 13: This is forbidden,

or unlanful, to thee. (A.) In the time ofpaganism,

a man meeting another whom he feared, in a
J. D - *

sacred month, used to say, " 5*- 5

meaning It is rigorously forbidden to thee [to

commit an act of hostility against me] in this

month: and the latter, thereupon, would abstain

from any aggression against him: and so, on

the day of resurrection, the polytheists, when

they see the punishment, will say to the angels,

thinking that it will profit them: (Lth, S:*) but

Az says that I’Ab and his companions explain

these words [occurring in the Kur xxv.24] other

wise, i.e., as said by the angels, and meaning,

the joyful annunciation is forbidden to be made

to you: and accord. to El-Hasan, the former

word will be said by the sinners, and the latter

is said by God, meaning it will be forbidden to

them to be granted refuge or protection as they

used to be in their former life in the world:

but Az adds, it is more proper to regard

the two words as composing one saying: (TA:)

and the latter word is a corroborative of the

former, like <su in the expression << +3.

(Bd.) The same words in the Kur xxv. 55

signify A strong mutual repugnance, or incon

gruity; as though each said what one says who

seeks refuge or protection from another: or, as

some say, a defined limit. (Bd.) A man says

to another, “Dost thou so and so, O such a one?”

- 9

meaning [I pray for] preservation, and acquit

ment, from this thing; a meaning reducible to

that of prohibition, and of a thing that is pro

hibited. (Sb.) The Arabs say, on the occasion

of a thing that they disapprove, a w5- with

damm, meaning, May it be averted. (S.)—

Homeyd Ibn-Thowr says,

and the latter replies 5-, or '--, or "

* *1. o • 3. # # J 6 --> * *

*-* e' -s."" Q

* * ~ : 6- 2 * * | *# 1 - *

meaning, And I purposed doing to her a for

bidden action: and verily the like of her is one

to n'hom that which is forbidden is done. (S, K.)

'3- is also explained as signifying #3-;

[app. meaning a thing from which one is bound

to refrain, from a motive of respect or reverence;]

and to have this meaning in the verse above.

(Az)– Also, the first of these words, Any bil

[i. e. garden, or walled garden of palm-trees,

n:hich one prohibits [to the public]. (S.)-And

3--" That [space] which is comprised by [the
-

curved wall called] the Leelaa-, (S, A, Mgh, K.)

n:hich encompasses the Kaabeh on the north [or

rather north-nest] side; (S, A, K;) on the side

of the spout: (Mgh :) or the Leelaa- [itself],

which encompasses the Kaabeh on the side of the

spout. (Msb.) [It is applied to both of these

in the present day; but more commonly to the

former.]- Also, 3-, The anterior pudendum

of a man and of a woman; and so ":-- (K,

TA:) the latter the more chaste. (TA.)- A

mare; the female of the horse : (S, A, Msb, K. :)

and a mare kept for breeding; (A;) as though

her womb were forbidden to all but generous

horses: (T:) but in the latter sense the sing is

scarcely ever used; though its pl., the first of

the following forms, (as well as the second, A,)

is used to signify mares kept for breeding; (K. :)

6.- d.

* 5,--, as a sing, is said by F and others to

be a barbarism: it occurs in a trad.; but perhaps

the 3 is there added to assimilate it to akā, with

which it is there coupled: (MF:) the pl. [of

pauc] is £i (Msh, K) and [of mult] is
(A, Msb, K) and 5,2-. (K.) A poet says,

J. J • * * J Ö z • . -

* 22--" la-> U-áll U-9- 13] *

* 3: 34; "S-91 & 23 *

When the stallion, seeing the army and the

gleaming swords, is mute in the midst of the

mares kept for breeding, and does not look

towards them, and the dogs bark at their masters,

because of the change of their appearances, and

children behave undutifully to their mothers whom

fear diverts from attending to them. (A.)

Relationship [that prohibits marriage]; near

ness with respect to kindred. (Msb,K.)- Under

standing, intelligence, intellect, mind, or reason :

(S, A, Msb, K:) so in the Kur lxxxix. 4: (S,

Bd .) thus called because it forbids that which

it does not behoove one to do. (Bd.) One says,

2- -5-N 5: 43 U. In that is an admonition

to him who possesses understanding, &c. (A.)=

See alsoX---, in three places.

3- [A stone; explained in the K by 5- ;

but this means “a rock,” or “a great mass of

stone” or “of hard stone”]; ($, K, &c.;) so

called because it resists, by reason of its hardness;

(Mgh;) and *::: signifies the same: (Fr, K:)

p. (of pauc, of the former, S) = - (S, Mg,

K) and #-i (K) and (of mult,S) - and

[more commonly] 5'-- (S, K,) which last is

extr. [with respect to rule], (S) or agreeable

with a usage of the Arabs, which is, to add 5 to

any pl. of the measure Jú: Or at that ofJ*,

as in the instances of 5××3 and all- and 525-5

and #,-i, (AHeyth.) And, (m:onymically,

TA) Sands (IA:K.) pl. 5'--i. (TA)—

[Hence,] 2--" Jai The people of the desert,

who drvell in stony and sandy pla: : occurring

in a trad., coupled with ** Jal. (T.A.)–

3, #13-1, and simply 3-1. The [Black

Stone of the Kaabeh. (K, TA.) El-Far'ak

applies to it, in one instance, the pl. Jus--91,

considering the sing, as applicall: to. every part

of it. (TA) -One says, J259 *- U'X',

meaning + Such a one is unequalled. (TA.) And

J-59 2- &% & | Such a one has had

a very sagacious and crafty and politic man

made to be an assailant against him. (K,"TA.)

El-Ahnaf Ibn-Keys said to 'Alee, when Mo’á

wiyeh named 'Amr Ibn-El-'As as one of the two
** ... • * * * *

umpires, čí*J: Ješ 2--> <--> J.5

Ú- Śl#3: 5# J.C. + Thou hast had

a most exceedingly sagacious and crafty and

politic man made to be an assailant against thee:

so appoint thou with him Ibn-'Abbas; for he

will not tie a knot but he shall untie it: meaning

one that shall stand firm like a stone upon tle

ground. (L from a trad.) One says also, &”

•- &%, meaning Such a one was coupled

[or opposed] with his like: (A:) [as though he
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had a stone suited to the purpose of knocking him

down cast at him.]–3--" *ś, occurring in

a trad., means t For the fornicator, or adulterer,

disappointment, and prohibition: accord. to some,

it is meant to allude to stoning; [and it may

have had this meaning in the first instance in

which it was used;] but [in general] this is not

the case; for every fornicator is not to be stoned.

(IAth,TA.) [See also art. *]—3--" Gold:

and silver. (K.) Both together are called

JV--". ($)

3- [Stony; abounding neith stones]. You

6

dsay 5
• 6- •

in the CK #:-- ;] Land abounding with stones;

as also*5- and '#'--> (K.)

• 6 oz. -

U351 [so in several copies of the K;

X- The flesh surrounding the nail. (K.)

4.- d -

5,--- A severe year, that confines men to their

tents, or houses, so that they slaughter their

generous camels to eat them. (L in art. --~, on

a verse of Zuheyr.)=A side; an adjacent tract

or quarter; (ISd, K;) as also '#'-- (EM

p. 281 :) pl. of the former *::--, [or rather this

is a coll. gen, n., of which the former is the n, un.,]

and +)-- (S, K) and "5-5-3 (K.) the last

is mentioned by ISd as being thought by him to

be a pl. of#- in the sense above explained,

contr. to analogy. (TA.) Hence, 2:5- The

tract or quarter adjacent to the abode of a

people. (S.) And J," Ú- The two sides

of the road. (TA.) And x: Ú- The two

sides of an army; (A, TA;) its right and left

wings. (T.A.) And 5- 3. He sat aside.

(A.) And 5- 5. He journeyed aside, by

himself. (TA) And '9-- is also said to sig

nify the same, in the following ex.: 5- L:

2 :)-52 She (the camel) pastures aside, and

lies don’n in the middle. (T.A.) It is said in a

prov., u- Le: 5- J# He lies down

aside, and pastures in the middle : (S:) or US's

5- Jāj: ~3 L: Such a one pastures in

the middle, and lies down aside : (TA:) applied

to a man who is in the midst of a people when

they are in prosperity, and when they become in

an evil state leaves them, and lies down apart:

the prov. is ascribed to Gheylán Ibn-Mudar. (IB.)

Imra-el-Keys says, [addressing Khālid, in whose

neighbourhood he had alighted and sojourned,

and who had demanded of him some horses and

riding-camels to pursue and overtake a party

that had carried off some camels belonging to

him (Imra-el-Keys), on Khālid's having gone

away, and returned without anything,]

J-1, +--- 2-&#3

[Then let thou alone spoil by the sides of which a

shouting was raised: but relate to me a story.

What is the story of the riding-camels?]: hence

* Q- C -->

* @-

*

the prov., * :-"

- - - - fo- * D - d > *

* #9- J -- " + 82° *

[Dominion belongeth to God: then let thou alone

&c.], said with reference to him who has lost

part of his property and after that lost what is of

greater value. (TA.) [And hence the saying,]

&- &# .5 + His property has become

large, or ample. (S.)– See alsoX

4.- d .

39-a- An enclosure (5-a-) for camels. (S,

K.)-[And hence,] The5- of a house; (S;)

[i. e.] a chamber [in an absolute sense, and so in

the present day]; syn. -->: (Msb:) or an upper

chamber; syn.#: (K:) pl.X- and #5

(S, Msh, K) and +5++ and #5- (Z, Mil,

K.)- See also#:

6- o 6 d.

3/s-: see Jº->.

: d y 3 ©

Usys-- and U.S.- A right, or due; a thing,

or quality, to be regarded as sacred, or inviolable;

(K;) a peculiar attribute. (TA.)

5- Jä. See :--

X-- The part of the brink (aíš) of a valley

that retains the nater, (S, K,) and surrounds it;
• O J.

(ISd.) as also 's--, pl. of the former Cy:

(S, K.) High land or ground, the middle of

which is lon, or depressed; (Ki) as also '-'.

(TA:) and">< [pl. of the latter] lon, places

in the ground, retaining water. (A.) A fertile

piece of land, abounding with herbage, lon, or

depressed, and having elevated borders, upon

which the nater is retained. (AHn.) A place

where water flows, or where herbs grow, sur

rounded by high ground, or by an elevated river.

(T, T.A.) A place where trees of the kind called

<, grow; where they are collected together;

and a place which they surround: (M, K:) pl.

as above. (K.)-A n'all that retains water

between houses: so called because encompassing.

(TA.)

}*- : See X---and X---Also A.

refuge; a means of protection or defence: ana

logous with }*, which signifies “a place of

perdition:” whence,

..., - w o y J. • - - -

* 25-1- c.5:1–2,435 Jús *

And their sayer said, Verily I lay hold on that

n:hich will protect me from thee and repel thee

from me; *: being understood. (TA.)

3-5- See5

#:- and *:::, (S, K,) each with an

augmentative cy, (S, Msb,) [The head of the

nindpipe; consisting of a part, or the nhole, of

the larynx : but variously explained; as follows:]

the nindpipe; syn. X,á-. (S, K:) or the former

[has this meaning, i. e.], the passage ofthe breath:

(Mgh, Msb:) or the extremity of the A35/-, at

the entrance of the passage of the food and drink:

(Bd in xxxiii. 10:) or [the head of the larynx,

composed of the two arytenoides;] two of the

successively-superimposed cartilages of the A35/

(A,i-" Jubi &: citie), next the as als [or

epiglottis], where it is pointed : or the inside, or

cavity, of the A9Al-: and so's- (TA in

art. 's--") or "the latter is syn, with Ji

|[q.v.] (Mab3) pl. *u- (K.)

* / o y

52- : see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.- Also A small laä. [or receptacle

for perfumes and the like]. (K.)- And A glass

flask or bottle (5:36), (K, TA,) of a small size,

(TA) for 5.255 [q.v.] (K, TA.)

3 * * * * -

2-1 : seeX

- 6 : - 6 * 0.

or "J--- and "D-2, (K.) The tract sur

rounding a tonn or village: (S, K.) [pl. X--.]

Hence the ,-- of the kings (JG) of El
Yemen, which were Places of pasturage, whereof

each of them had one, in nihich no other person

pastured his beasts : (S, K:) the J-2 of a

J: of El-Yemen was his tract of land into n'hich

no other person than himself entered. (T.)

See also 5:-–And see c." :

See 3-, in four places.- Also, (S,)

Q -

J-o.

3- (§, K) and ':-- (K) A garden sur.

rounded by a mall; or a garden of trees; syn.

#2- (S, K:) or a lon, or depressed, place of

pasture: (T, TA:) or a place in which is much

pasture, with nater: (A," TA:) pl. X--. (S,

A.) See also X-- for the former word and its

pl.: and seeX----"X- (S, K, &c.)

and "us:-- (TA) and 's-- (K) and

simply -- (Mab,TA) and '-' (K) and

"3-1, which occurs in a verse of El-Akhtal,

(IAar,) [The part n'hich is next belon, or around,

the eye, and n:hich appears when the rest of the

face is veiled by the ~ti. or the &# :] that part

[of the face, next belon, the eye,] which appears

from out of the [kind of veil called] -i. (T, S,

A, Msb, K) of a woman (A, Msb, K) and of a

man, from the loner eyelid; and sometimes from

the upper : (Msb:) or the part that surrounds

the eye (Msb, K) on all sides, (Msb,) and appears

from out of the [kind of veil called] &#: (Msb,

K:) or the part of the bone beneath the eyelid,

which encompasses the eye : (TA:) and -->

Jeall means also what appears from beneath the

turban of a man when he has put it on : (K:

[accord. to the TA, the turban itself; but this is

a meaning evidently derived from a mistranscrip

tion in a copy of the K, namely,* for

* :]) also*"X- that part of the face

against which the -ta, lies : and 's--Ji the eye

[itself]: (T, TA:) the pl. of ,--- is X--.(A, Msb.) •

X- * SeeX-:-and see also3-, in

two places. •

*}: for which the doctors of practical

law say53- only, omitting the preposition

and the pronoun governed by it, on account of

the frequent usage of the term, A person prohi

bited [by a kádee] from using, or disposing of,

his property according to his onen free will :

(Msb:) or prohibited from consuming, or nasting,

or ruining, his property. (Mgh.)– See also

3-, in two places.

* - • * / o og s -

5'-->- -á)': See 1-.
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1. 3-, aor. * (S, K) and -, (K,) inf. n.

j-- (S. K) and 5- and 'us'-' (K) [or

the last is rather a quasi-inf n. of bj--5, and,

accord. to some, it is of an intensive form,] He,

or it, prevented, hindered, impeded, withheld,
- * * *

restrained, or debarred, him, or it; syn. As-2,

(S, K.) and *. (K.) It is said in a trad,

J% U339 bi- & J.'"J"), And it is
for the family of the slain person to prevent the

nearest [in relationship] and then the nearest

[after him] from retaliating the slaughter. (TA.)

And one says, es' $5.4 × Ú, 2#. &: <=

"us:-- There was a shooting of arron's or the

like [or a great shooting &c.] betn'een the people;

then they withheld themselves [or withheld them

selves much] from each other: (S, L:) which is

a prov. (T.A.) It is also said in another prov.,
D 6 - J J - d. J. •

L*all L, JS's j=-- to tSuch a one's case [nith

respect to knowledge or science] cannot be con
- J - d.e. - *

cealed. (A, TA.)–Low-e j=--, (A, Msb, K.)

aor. (Msh, K) and 2, (K) inf n, j-, (Msb)

He, or it, intervened as, or made, or formed, a

separation, a partition, a fence, a barrier, or an

obstacle, or obstruction, betn'een them two ; he

separated, or parted, them; (Msb, K;) i. e., two

things; (Msb;) or two persons or things facing,

or opposite to, each other. (Az, A, TA.)

2. '3- 3-4: £i- [A flat roof that has

not been fenced round with a nall to prevent per

sons falling from it]. (K in art. Cl4.)
* * * * J. • * - 2 - . . .”

3. * * >3-le- (A) inf n, 5- -, (S. K.)

They reciprocally prevented their enemy from

fighting with them, or reciprocally abstained from

fighting with them, and made peace neith them; syn.
- * - - - d.

**, (A,) and syn. of the inf. n. assus", (S,

K, TA,) and #4. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,

3-0. J# 5-(-3. <s;& [If thou desire

the reciprocal prevention of fighting, and the

making of peace, let it be before fighting]: (S,

TA:) or 5-0..." J: 5-3. [The reciprocal

prevention of fighting, and the making of peace,

should be before fighting]. (A.) [See also art.

j=-3.]

4: see 8.

6. 5-(-5 They prevented one another, or mu

tually abstained, from fighting, [and made peace,

one with another; (see also 3;)] syn. ūšū:

(S,” K, TA:) said of two troops. (S.)-j-la-5

Aš The people separated themselves, one from

another; they left, forsook, or relinquished, one

another; as also "bj=--> and "2.5-l. (TA.)

=Also Aşill je-la-5 The people took, or took

hold of, one another by theJ- [pl. of #:- ;

took hold of one another's j=-- . (TA:) [or

sought aid, or refuge and protection, one of ano

ther : see #:-.]

7. j=-ji quasi-pass of 3- in the first of

the senses explained above; (TA;) He, or it,

was, or became, prevented, hindered, impeded,

withheld, restrained, or debarred; he withheld,

or restrained, himself; he refrained, forbore, or

abstained (§, K, TA)—4: ;--> He left,

forsook, or relinquished, it. (TA)-See also 6.

:=See also 8.

8. & j=-| He, or it, was, or became, de

fended, or he defended himself, by it; syn. &l.

(TA.) [See also another explanation in what

follows.]-1}>:- They tryo n'ere, or became,

separated, or parted, each from the other. (TA.)

See also 6.=9- He carried it in his5

(A, K,') like as 4:1 signifies “he carried it

in his c-à-.” (A)–959 -- He tied his

251 upon [or around] his waist; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) he made the two ends thereof to meet, and

tied it upon his waist; (A, TA;) he wrapped it

round his n'aist. (T.A.)- Hence, 25-9 j*-a-l

Jús' It nas encompassed by the stony tracts

called 29- [pl. of 5-], and by the mountains.

(Mgh.)=j=-| He, (a man, TA,) or it, (a

party of people, S,) came to the province called

El-Hijáz; ($, K;) as also "j=-31; (ISk, S,

K.) and "j-, (K) inf n jū-l. (TA)

j- One nho abstains from what is unlandful
6.- d. ,

and indecorous. (TA.) [See also 5-a-.]

6 o 6.- d. J. -

j=-: see 5*-a-, in two places.

6.- O -

35-a- A severe year, that confines men to their

tents or houses, so that they slaughter their gene

rous camels to eat them. (L in art. --.5, on a

verse of Zuheyr.)

25% #:-- The place [or part] of the 25t

where it is tied [round the waist]; (S, Msb, K,

TA;) the place where the end of the 251 is folded,

or doubled, in wrapping it round: (Lth, TA:)

and [in like manner] J-45" #- [the tuck, or

doubled upper border, of the trousers, through

which passes the n'aist-band, i.e., the band or

string that binds them round the waist;] the part

of the trousers in which is thea: [or n’aist-band];

(S;) the place of the a: : (K:) pl. j-- (Msb,

TA) and+5- and$5- (TA:) and hence

#:- is applied to the garment called 25, itself;

as also Wj-, of which latter the pl. is j-,

with two dammehs, [app. contracted into j-,

and pl. pl. j*- : Z says that"> and#:

signify the same. (TA.)- Hence, 5-l #:

! Patience, (K, TA,) and hardiness. (TA.) One

says, 5-1 £4 * ! He is patient in diffi

culty. (TA) And it is said in a trad, of

'Alee, when he was asked respecting the Benoo

Umeiyeh, 5- Üisi>, or j-, accord. to

different relations, 1 They are the most patient of

us in difficulty. (TA)-You say also J:

j-" -: , (ATA) and 5-1-2,+, and
j:-" >*, [app. a contraction of 5-1,

(TA) ! He is one who abstains from what is un

lanful and indecorous [especially with respect to

women]; like 35'-'. (TA.)- And& *

5'-->Ji i He is full in the flanks: the being so is

a fault. (K, T.A.)- You also say,<-- 3-i,

meaning ! He sought aid of him : (A, TA:) Or

he had recourse to him for refuge and protection.

(TA) And # 5- 3-, i.e., 4 -

[meaning, +He laid hold of a means of obtaining

access, or nearness, to God]: said of Mohammad,

in a trad (TA) And 43: 3-1 X= 13.

Ja:j- ! This is language disposed in regular

order, consecutively. (A, TA.) It is said in a

trad, c* :- $:A-31 &l [Verily
_2~!! is connected with Ú-o-'ll]: said to mean,

that the name of Lo-y!" is derived from U-3-ºl;

so that it is as though it attached itself thereto,

and laid hold of the middle thereof. (IAth, T.A.)

#:- A mode, manner, or form, of tying the

25). (TA)

j- Soo jet

45- Separate thou, or part thou, the

people; (S, A, K; and T in art. U33, on the

authority of IAar;) time after time: (K:) app.

meaning, without intermission : (TA:) or it may

mean nithhold thyself (IAar, T in art. U52.)

es:- see 1, in two places.

X-- A thing intervening, as a separation, a

partition, a fence, a barrier, or an obstacle, or

obstruction, between two other things, (TA,) or

betneen tryo things facing, or opposite to, each

other; (Az, A, TA;) as also "jū->. (AZ, A,

TA.) Hence the province called El-Hijáz is thus

named, because it forms a separation between

Nejd and the Ghowr, or Ghór; (S, Mgh, TA;)

or between Nejd and the Sarāh; (Msb, K;) or

between the Ghowr, or Ghór, and Syria (Mgh,

Msb, TA) and the Bádiyeh; (Mgh, TA;) or

between Nejd and Tihámeh; (K;) or because

the Hirár [or certain stony tracts] separate it

from the high part of Nejd; (Az, TA;) or be

cause it is encompassed by the Hirár and the

mountains, (Mgh, Msb,”) or by the five Hirár,

namely, the Harrah of Benoo-Suleym and that of

Wākim and that of Leylà and that of Showrán

and that of En-Nár. (As, K.)- Also sing of
6 * * *

5-a-, (K,) which latter signifies Wrongers, or

nurongdoers, who prevent one from obtaining his

right: (S:) or persons who defend men, one from

another, and decide between them justly. (Az,

TA.) In the K, the signification of “wrongers,

or wrongdoers,” is combined with the contrary

explanation given by Az. (TA.) It is said in a

trad. of Keyleh, &- -i.e.: 3i ** &#3-4

5-l #3 [Is the son of this woman unable to

obtain his right in the absence of the nurongdoers

n:ho prevent his doing so?]: (S:) or [according
d • 3 + - o- o 5 o de ~ *

to one relation] U-2 är..." J-aä’ & 23 & AS2'

3--" #5 [Is the son of this woman to be

blamed for deciding the affair in the absence of

those who defend men, one from another, and

decide between them justly 2]: by “the son of this

woman” she means her own son: she says, if he

suffer a wrong, and allege for himself that which

repels from him the wrong, [without having re

course to the judge,] he is not to be blamed.

(TA.) [See also it...]

6. / d -

j2s->-e Hit, or hurt, in the place [or part of

the body] where the 25, is tied. (K.)
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5:- The place [or part of the body] where

the 25! is tied. (K.)

j- Having his naist bound [nrith the 25):

and with 3, a woman having her2: bound upon

[that part of her person which is termed] the

3, 25. (TA.)

wā

3. *-i- He opposed him and repelled him,

[app. with a ass-, (see the act, part. n., below,)]

being opposed and repelled by him. (S.)

6 * * -

-ā-a-; see what next follows, in two places.

ā-A shield made of skins, (§, K, TA) or,

as some say, of the skins of camels, cut out in a

round form, (TA,) without wood and without

sinens, (S, K, TA;) as also #3: (S) or of

skins sened one over another; as also #3:

(ISd:) or a small shield made of two [pieces of]

skins sened together, one over the other: (Msb:)

pl. *-i-, ($, Meb, K.) [or rather this is a

coll, gen, n.,] and [the pl is] +- (Meb.)

The saying of the rājiz, (S,) namely, Su-r-edh

Dhi-b, (TA,)

* * * *

* -ā-J)

** de © • 6 *
-

o e >

**j2- J. *

*... de

means alrej jš- < [i. e. Many a middle of a

desert in which one loses his nay, like the back

of a shield such as is called ääs->]: and [by

-à->Ji is meant aaa->J1; for] some of the

Arabs, in pausing upon a 3, make it - : thus

they "y, 4-is is and ### (SSA)

these are Teiyi. (Sgh, T.A.)– ; The breast, or

chest; (Abu-l-‘Omeythil, K:) as being likened

to a shield: (Abu-l-’Omeythil, TA:) pl. [or

coll, gen, n]'---. (Abu-l-omeythil, K.)

--- Fighting with another, having a

ass-- (§, K.) opposing reciprocally. (K.)

J

1. J.--, aor. and 2, inf n &S.-- (S,K)

and J-, (K,) He walked having his legs

shackled: (S:) or he raised one leg, and went

slowly on the other leg: (M, K:) or he went with

short steps, like him who has his legs shackled:

(Ham p. 221:) and he raised one leg, and hopped

on the other: (TA:) it is said of a bird: (S:)

and it means, (§, K,) in like manner, (S,) as also

"J--, (TA) he leaped in going; (S, K, TA;)

said of a crow, or raven; (K, TA;) as leaps

(J-8) the camel that is hocked [in one leg]

upon three legs, and the boy upon one leg or upon

tno. (S)=4: ---, aor. -, inf. n. J.-:

(K) and '-' (As, S. K.) inf n. J.--5,

(AS, S;) His eye sank, or became depressed, in

his head; (As, S, K;) said of a man, and of a

camel, and of a horse: (TA:) and "J-3-,

alone, signifies the same; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) said

of a man. (Ibn 'Abbād, TA)=4:34: J--,
- 6 o –

inf n. J-, An obstacle was made to intervene

betn'een him, or it, and him, or it. (K.)

2. [J.-, inf n. J-5, originally, He orna

mented a woman, or her legs, with anklets: and
6 o

he shackled a man, or a man’s legs: see Us-a-.

d =

-And hence,] 4:13; ---, inf n. J-5,

said of a horse, H.is legs were white in the lower

parts, the whiteness extending [upnards] beyond

the pasterns but not extending beyond the knees

and hocks; because they [the lower parts of the

leg] are the places of the Uls-a-1, i.e., the anklets,

and the shackles. (S, TA.) [See J-5 ex

plained as a simple subst, below.]– [Hence

also,]ú<-- She (a woman) coloured the dye

of her fingers, or of the extremities of her fingers.

(K, TA.) In the copies of the T, +3; is put in

the place of$45, app. by a mistake. (TA)-

[Hence also,] J-5 in the 34: signifies The

nvashing a portion of the -ā- [or upper arm,

perhaps a mistake for the 853, or fore arm,] and

a portion of the shank, while washing the hand

and foot. (Mgb.)-[Hence also,] us;i." J~,

(TA) inf n, as above, (K) 1 A little milk, as

much as the measure of the J-5 of a horse,

was poured into the bonyl for the guest, or guests,

and then the bonyl was filled up with nater; this

being done in a case of dearth, or drought, and

want of milk: (K,” TA:) or, accord. to As, it

means the bonyl for the guest, or guests, was con

cealed in the als--, through niggardliness, in

order that the owners might drink its contents.

(TA.)-[Hence also, asJ-5 renders a horse

• * * *

conspicuous,] 5. ö): J- + Such a one made

his case, or affair, notorious, or public. (TA.)

-See also 1, first sentence. ="a-, inf. n.

as above, He made for her a al- (M, K:)

or he brought her, or put her, therein. (O, K.)

—[And hence J-- signifies also He concealed

a thing in the als-- see above..] =See also 1,

second sentence.

4 ×1 Js--! He loosed the camel's shackle

from his left fore leg, and fastened it upon the

right : (S, O, K:) or, accord. to the M, he

loosed it from his right fore leg, and fastened it

upon the left. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. J*s-, see 1.

J.-- : see what next follows.

J-- and "J-- (S, Mgh, Mab, K) and
o * 3.

"Js-- ($gh, K) and "Js-- (K) An anklet;

or a pair of anklets; syn. J.-- (S, Mgh,

Mşb, K:) and the first and second (S, Mgh,

Msb, K) and third, as some say, (K,) by a meta

phor, (Msb,) t a shackle; or a pair of shackles,
so

or hobbles; syn. J-5 : (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) and

t the two rings of the 2.5 (K.) pl. [of pauc.]
6 - 9 & J. J.

Jú-i (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and [of mult] J.--.

(Mgh, Mab, K.) You say, "J- su. L' (or

Js--&c.] Upon her legs are anklets. (TA.)

And J-1-0, J.--13 Júl J.--> āl,

i. e. Shackles are the anklets of men; and anklets

are [..for the mistresses of the curtained canopies,

i.e.,] for women. (TA.) And: j:&

*:-- es' &\le's [He went forth dragging his

legs, and hobbling in his shackles]. (T.A.) And
J.J. J. J. • 6 * * 4 × - d.

[hence] a2- 29 J” i. 7. J.--> [q. v.].

(TA)= Also, the first, Whiteness: (M, K.)

pl. J.--i (K)

J- [The partridge; or partridges; com

prising several species, of which those most com

monly known appear to be identical with the

Barbary partridge and the Greek partridge;

both red-legged: accord. to Forskål, (“Descr.

Animal,” pp. vii. and 11,) applied both to this

bird, tetrao perdix, and also to the phasianus

meleagris:] a well-known bird; (Msb;) i. q.

&#: (ISh, S:) or the male of the &#: (K:)

or the females of the -*. [pl. of *#,

q.v.] (Lth.) also called 'G' [33, £3]:

there are two species; U.S.A-3 [ć- of Nejd]

and L-la [Jets of Tihámek]: the former
4 - > *

species is -aa-1 [here meaning of a dark, or

an ashy, dust-colour], with red feet [or legs];

the latter, of the former colour intermixed with

n:hite: but U.4.x=-3 is found used for the male;

and 5,595 and U4.xx-Ji -->, for the female:

(Dmr, cited by Freytag :) a single bird of the

kind is called "à-- (S, Msb, K.) J-- is

a pl., as also &S- and "G-: (S;) or

[rather] Us-- is a coll. gen, n., (Msb, K,) and

the pl., (Msb,) or quasi-pl. n., (K,) is"J- 5

(Msb, K;) which is the only instance of its kind

except L: (S, K: in a copy of the Msb

es:b:) its flesh is of moderate temperament,

(K, TA,) more delicate than that of the &# and

that of the <--53, and very fattening: (TA:)

the swalloning halfa mithhál of its liver is good

for the epilepsy; and the introduction of its

gall-bladder into the nose once in every month

sharpens the intellect greatly, and strengthens

the sight : (K:) its flesh is good for the dropsy,

benefits the stomach, and increases the venereal

faculty. (Ibn-seon, TA)– Also, ($). or

"às--, of which Us-- is pl., (K) or als-- is

n. un, of Us-a-, [which is a coll. gen, n.,] (S,)

The young offspring of camels; the little ones

thereof (S,K)—J- -> A certain game

(Fr, #) ofthe Arabs of the desert. (Fr.)=See

also als--.

J.- : * 0 .

5 see J->, in three places.

J.- :
* -

i-- [A kind of curtained canopy or alcove

or the like, prepared for a bride;] a thing like

Cl a: ; (M, K:) and a place, (K) or a tent, or

pavilion, or chamber, (--ee,) (S,) adorned with

cloths (S, K) and nith raised couches (S) and

with curtains, for a bride : (S, K:) or the cur

tain of the bride, within a -: [meaning tent, or

pavilion, or chamber]: (Mgh :) pl. J.-- (S,

Mgh, K) and [coll, gen, n.] "J-- (K) (See
• *s £ 6 * * o

4&g', and a.a...]=See also Us--, in two places.

J.-- See J~, in two places.

5-, applied to a ewe, (S,"K,” TA,) Whose

Jore and hind shanks are nºbite, (S, K, TA,)
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and the rest of her black: so in the M and O.

(TA.) [See also #33-, voce><il

J.-- A horse that isJ- [q. v.] in three

legs. (Fr, K.)

J.-- [part. n. of J.-- has for its pl. J.-,

which is applied by Jereer to crows or ravens

[as meaning Leaping in going, as though shackled].

(TA.) [The fem. pl.] &S-la- is also applied

to camels, (S, K,) meaning That have been

smitten in their legs, (3,) or that have been ham

strung, (K) and in consequence walk not on all of

their legs. (S, K.)

#:- (S.K. &c.) and ii-,-, (M.K.) like
#23- and #23-, and i-33 and i-33, &c.,

(TA) A flash, or bottle, syn. #3 (K.) or

a small 5,525 with a wide head, (S, M, O,) [the

head] resembling a as: and the like: (M,

TA:) or a 5,225 large in the loner part: (K:)

or one like the 22,135 of [the kind of perfume

called] #3 (TA) pl. Jels- and J-5-3

(M, K;) in the latter of which, the U.4 may be

inserted by poetic license, or as a substitute for

90e, of the Us in al-s- (M, TA.) [See also

als:-.]

J-5 [inf n. of 2, q.v.: and also used as a

simple subst, signifying] Whiteness in the legs

of a horse, (S, K,) all of them; (K;) or in three

of the legs; (S;) in the truo hind legs and a fore

leg; (K;) or in a hind leg and the two fore legs;

(TA;) or in the two hind legs (S, K) only; (K;)

or in one hind leg only; (K;) but not in the two

jore legs alone, nor in one fore leg without the

other, unless with the two hind legs, (AO, S, K,

TA,) or with one hind leg; (AO,S, TA;) whether

little or much, so that it extends [upnards] beyond

the pastern but not beyond the knee and hock.

(S.)- Also A whiteness in a she-camel's teats,

occasioned by the 25- [q. v.]. (K.)–And,

accord. to ISk and the K, A certain mark made

with a hot iron upon a camel: but Sgh says that

the right word is 3-3, with J. (TA.)

J- Wearing J.--, i. e. anklets; [or

adorned therenith ;] applied to a woman [with

out 3 because men do not wear anklets]: if applied

to a man, shackled. (Ham p. 238.) - [And

hence,] applied to a horse, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.,)

Having what is termed J-5, as explained in

the first sentence of the paragraph next preceding;

(S, K;) as also 'J,-, (K:) white in the

place of the anklet, and above that; wherefore

the horse is thus termed: (Ham p. 53:) having

his legs, (Mgh, Msb,) all four, (Mgh,) white;

the n:hiteness extending [upnards] beyond the

pasterns, (Mgh, Mgb) to a third, (Mgh,) or to

half, (Mgh, Msb,) or thereabout, (Msb,) or to

tno thirds, (Mgh,) of the shank. (Mgh, Msb.)

When the whiteness is in all the four legs, he is

termed g: J-4: when in the two hind legs,
o- ow J w

J-Me" J.- : when in one of the hind legs,
w • J

extending [upwards] beyond the pastern, 3~~

J: J.'" Ol' &#1; when in three legs,

exclusive of a hind leg or of a fore leg,J

•: &l. +% Or J* : when in the fore leg
* z 2 •

Bk. I.

-----------------------

and hind leg of one side, Jil. c-99 4:

–09 Or c-09 &: –09 4: : when

- - - - - - 6 p. 6 -

on opposite sides, whether little or much, U2:-e:

(S.) Hence, in a trad., &*-* #1 L:

#1 Aff 3- a-Gill as f(My followers will

be those having a whiteness on the forehead and

on the norists and ankles, on the day of resurrec

tion, from the effects of the ablution for prayer].

(TA) [Hence also, because the horse that is

J~~ is conspicuous,] à-vi ā-still +.

+He committed a bad and notorious deed. (S

in art. £", q.v.) And the saying of El-Jaadee,

satirizing Leyla El-Akhyaleeyeh,

5-4:4:i-e ā;

+[For she has committed a glaring, notorious

deed]. (A2, TA) And J:- #1 X: #4

day bright and beaming with happiness and

cheerfulness. (Har p. 377.) - Also A she

camel's udder having a n'hiteness in the teats,

occasioned by the 29-2 [Q. v.]. (K.)=A woman

n:ho keeps, or cleaves, to theJ.-- [pl. ofi-],

and in like manner, a man; meaning + one nho

keeps much, or habitually, to the company of

women. (Ham p. 238.)

© J o -

2*-*- : see

6 * ~ *

_o

1. -- said of the breast of a woman or girl:

see 4-2-, (ISk, S. K.) aor. and 2, inf. n.
6 d -

_s=-a-, (K,) He (a child, ISk, S, TA) sucked

(ISk, S, K) the breast of his mother. (ISk, S,
4 d -

TA.)- [Hence,] 4.--, aor. *, inf n. Los--,

(S, Mgh, Msb,) He scarified him [and dren:

blood from him with the*-: i.e. he cupped

him]; (Msb;) he performed upon him the opera

tion of the---, (Mgh,) or, of the L.--, (S)

who sucks the mouth of the*~ [to draw the

blood]. (Az, TA)—And [hence,] :- 4:--

+ The serpent bit him. (TA) And -----

3:1 J,-i, The stallions bit the ass. (TA)

And..." -- (TA) inf n as above, (K)

+He ate off the flesh from the bone. (K, T.A.)=

* -- (S, Msb,TA)aor.”, (§,TA) infn.

as above, (TA,) He put a As-- upon the mouth

[or muzzle] of the camel, when excited, in order

that he might not bite; (S, TA;) [he muzzled

the camel;] he bound the camel's mouth [or

muzzle] with a thing. (Msb.)- Hence, (Har

P. 474) Jiji c. 4:-- (S, MSb, TA) and

<--> &#, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (K,) I made

him to refrain, forbear, abstain, (S, TA,) or go

back; (Msb;) or I withheld him, or restrained

him; (S, K, TA;) from the thing, (S, TA,) and

from his female companion. (TA.) And---

4: 45% He turned anay his eye, or eyes, from

him, or it. (TA) And <-- 3: "2:1 is

also mentioned, as meaning I withheld him from

the object of his want; or prevented him from

attaining it. (TA.)

2.-- see 4.= Also, inf. n.~, ! He

- ---------

looked hard: (K, TA:) and so, accord. to Az

<--. (TA.)

4. Lo-a-' It (the breast of a woman or girl)

nas, or became, swelling, prominent, or protube

rant (Mgh, K.) as also '...--, inf n. *- :

(K:) or nas, or became, round, and snelling,

: (A,

TA:) properly, became such as to have n:hat is

termed X- (Mgh, TA,) meaning projection,

protrusion, prominence, or protuberance, and

elevation: (Mgh:) or, as some say, became such

that the suckling might such it. (TA.)- * - ti

25%: ! She (a woman) suckled the nerv-born

child for the first time. (K, TA)=<---

He refrained, forbore, abstained, or desisted,

£rom it; (§, K;), quasi-pass of £--, like

aS Jási is of £=; which are extr. of their

kind; (S;) and as Lo->l signifies the same;

($ in art. Lo->;) but is a rare dial. var.: (Har

p.95:) or he dren back from it, or him, in ance,

or fear: (K, TA:) or he receded, or dren back,

from it; namely, a thing, or an affair: (Msb:)

and >sil c- <--- I dreaded, or feared, the

people, Or" party, and returned, and left them,

after I had desired to go to them. (AZ, Mgb.)

-_*-a-1 also signifies He (a man) advanced,

or nent fornard; and so Lo->-1 : both of these

verbs thus having two contr. meanings. (MF.)

= See also 1, last sentence.

prominent, or protuberant; as also W

8. Los---! He performed the operation of

cupping : (MA, KL, PS:) [or rather he had

that operation performed upon him; or had

blood dran'n from him by that operation; a

quasi-pass. verb, like -a-51 and (42-&l and

&:- and countless others:] or he sought, or

demanded, the performance of that operation
- O - - d.

[upon himself]. (K, TA.) One says, -ss

All &- [app. meaning I had some of the blood

drawnfrom me by cupping]. (S.)= He (a camel)

was withheld, or restrained, or prevented, from

biting [by being muzzled]. (TA.)

6 o' --

_2=- A rising, protuberant, or prominent,

part of a thing: (S:) a projection, protrusion,

prominence, or protuberance; (S, Mgh;) and a

rising, or an elevation: (Mgh:) or the part of a

thing that one feels beneath his hand: (El

Ghooree, Mgh :) or the part of a thing that one

feels projecting, protruding, prominent, or pro

tuberant, beneath his hand: pl. >++. (K.)

One says,X- *:::: J: There is no projection,

protrusion, prominence, or protuberance, to his

elbon'. (S.) Lh says that." X- means One's

perceiving the feel of the bones [or bone] behind

the skin: thus explaining it after the manner of

explaining inf ns. : and ISd says, I know not

whether it be in his opinion an inf n. or a simple

subst. (TA.) And Lth says that..:” means

One's perceiving the feel of a thing beneath a
• d • * @ - -

garment : [and that] one, says, claw --~~

tal. es' J." X- *** J:-" [which

plainly means, I felt the belly of the pregnant

woman, and perceived the bulging of the child in

her belly]. (Mgh, T.A.) It is said [of a woman's

garment] in a trad, ū-use--- -i.e. 5 [lit.

66

------
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! It does not describe the projecting of her bones]:

meaning, the garment does not stick to her body

so as to tell what projects of her bones: it is

made to be a describer by way of comparison.

(IAth, T.A.) - [In post-classical works it is

often used as signifying Bulk, bigness, or mag

nitude.] -

X--- [A muzzle for a camel, commonly a net

of cord;] a thing that is put upon the mouth,

or muzzle, of a camel, (S, K.) when he is excited,

(S,) to prevent his biting. (S, K.)

>s- Gentle, nice, or skilful, in operation;

syn.& [in the CK, erroneously, &l aS an

epithet applied to a_*- [or cupper]; as also

"L*-*. (K.)- 1 The &” [meaning vulva,

or vagina,] of a woman. (K, T.A.)

isis-- The craft, or art, of the--- OrA:

[i.e. cupper]: (S,” Mgh, Msb, K:) and the ope

ration that he performs. (S,”TA.)

X:- A cupper; syn. Jú. [lit. one who is

in the habit ofsucking] i. (K ;) one who performs

the operation termed Los-a-; ($, Mgh;) gue.who

scarifies [and dran's blood with the a-oe-a-o];

(Msb;) as also 'X--, (S, Mgb, K;) but the

former is an intensive epithet [denoting frequency

or habit]: (Msb:) so called because he sucks the

mouth of the 3-2. (Az, T.A.) Hence the

prov. Lüt.--- &: $# [More unoccupied

than the cupper of Sábāt (the name of a place)]:

for military forces used to pass by the man to

whom it relates, and he used to cup them on

credit, in consequence of want of employment,

waiting for payment until they should return.

(S: more fully explained in the K in art. la:-..)

X-- see what next precedes.

>;- : see what next follows.

6 * > 0

ā-3- The red rose: (K:) or [rather] a single

red rose: (A’Obeyd, S:) pl. [or rather coll. gen.

n.] "X-3-. (A’obeyd, S, K.)

X---, (Mgh, Mb) or 'i: -, (TA)

The place to which thea- is applied, (Mgh,

Mab, TA) in the neck (Mgh, TA:) pl.----.(Mgh, Msb.) •

X- The scarifying instrument of the---

(IAth, TA) - See also iss---. = And see
* f * -

A9">>.

ā-- see :--.

i- and "...~ The $2.5 [or glass vessel,

or the like,] of the A-3 (Az, S, Mgh, Msb;)

the thing with which theAl- operates; (K;)

the utensil in nihich the blood produced by the

operation ofass- is collected by sucking: (IAth,

TA:) pl.----. (TA)

2- A man (TA) who dran's back much,

or often, in ane, or fear. (K, TA.)

* - d -

A2-. A breast sucked. (TA)-A man

[cupped, or] operated upon by the ---. (S.)

=A camel [muzzled, or] having a 24-- put

upon his mouth [or muzzle] in order that he may

not bite. (S.)

U->

1 <--, aor. 3, (K, TA, [in the CK2,]) inf

Im. 3-, (TA,) He bent it, or made it crooked

[or hooked]; namely, a stick, or branch, or slender

piece of wood, as also "4:-, (K) inf n.

J:s->3. (TA)- + He marked him (i.e. a

camel) with the brand of the c-, which is

a line with a crooked, or hooked, end, like the

stick called cis--, inf n, as above. (TA)—

He dren it, or pulled it, [or hooked it,] (S, K,)

tonards himself (S) with the c-, as also

'4-l. (S, K.)– 1 He turned him anay

(#TA) 23:• &- and ~, aor. 3, (K,) inf. n.&

(TA) He rvas, or became, avaricious, tenacious,

or niggardly, of it; (K;) like *J- (TA.)

-2'3", 3- IHe remained, stayed, drvelt, or

abode, in the house. (K.)

2: see 1.

ce from the thing. (TA.)=
6

4. Ös--!, said of theA3 [or panic grass],

It put forth its -es-, (A’obeyd, S, Ki' [in

the K, its ** ;]) [i. e.] its leaves appeared.

(TA.)

5. c- It was, or became, crooked, [or

hooked,] or curved: (T, K:) said of a thing that

is termed 3-i. (T)

8: see 1.-[Hence, Júl cºs:- 1 He dren:

the property, or camels &c., together (S, K, TA)

to himself, (S, TA,) and took, or took possession

of it, or them. (S, K, T.A.) And as:- 1 He

took possession of it (i.e. a portion of land), ex

clusively of others. (TA from a trad.) And

<-- &” -: <-- : He appropriated it

(a thing) to himself, exclusively of his companions.

(T, TA.) And* J. J.--! t He took anay,

and stole, the property of another. (TA.)

Also t He put the property, or camels &c., into

a good, or right, state, and dren, together what

had become scattered thereof. (TA.) - And

a: c’s-- t He straitened him. (TA)

&- Crookedness, [or hookedness,] or curva

(S, K;) as also "ā- (K)—See alsoture;

&

i:- See &---Also Crispness [or re

curvation] in the extremities of hair. (T, T.A.

[See 3++)- A place of crookedness or

curvature (ISd, TA) of a staff or stick. (TA.)

-The hook in the head of a spindle, (S,” K,”

TA,) with which the thread is caught prepara

tively to the twisting thereof. (TA.) - The

*s-, (K,) or •+, (S,) [i. e.] the leaves [or

blades], (TA,) ofA.: [or panic grass]; ($, K,

TA) as also "is- (K.) And '3-- [of

which *::= is the n. un., if not a mistran

scription of3-) Tender, or soft, shoots, that

grow upon the sides of the stalks of theA. and

* > 0 g

See U-l.

the as: [which is said to be a species ofA:l.

(TA) And 3-, pl. of: -, The fruit-stalks

of grapes. (TA.)=Also A thing, or portion of

a thing, that one has drawn and appropriated to

oneself. (TA.)

i. • :

two places.

see the next preceding paragraph, in

3,4- Sluggish, lazy, or indolent : (K:) from
w * - 6 p * 6 * d >

3'-' ce-- [q v.] (TA)-cis-- * : A

hostile, or hostile and plundering, expedition, in

n:hich the party feigns to be going in one direction,

and then turns to another: (A, K,” TA:) or far

extending. (S, K.) And ūs:--# ū- ! We

journeyed a long stage. (S, T.A.) -

J

3. -i Crooked, [hooked,] or curved: fem.

à:- pl. 3+. (Ham p. 403.) You say,

jú." &- ji=l The hank is crooked [or

hooked] in the bill. (TA) And &-i Xi

-j-.” A hank having froghed for hooked]

talons. (S, T.A.) And Ús-a-i Jä51 [A hooked

nose;] a nose having the tip approaching the

mouth, and, Az adds, having its c5-0 [or tro

alae] receding in an ugly manner. (TA.) And

à:-& An ear having one [app. the upper]

of its tryo extremities turning towards the fore

head, don’nnards: or having its edges turning

towards the other ear, in the direction of the fore

head: (M, K:) in either case, curving. (M., T.A.)

And&- 3: ! Hair that is crisp, or curly,

in its extremities: or, accord. to AZ, wavy hair:

(T,) or hair that is recurvate at its extremities

(C#), and intermingling: (M :) or hair form

ing a succession of rimples (J-5), pendulous,

wavy, and crisp, or curling, in the extremities;

as also W U+-. (K.)

&- +A crooked, [or hooked,] or curved,

brand, or mark made with a hot iron [upon a

camel]: (K:) [originally inf. n. of 2; but in this

sense,] a subst., properly speaking, like <<5 and&: (TA: [See also 3-D •

&- A crooked, [or hooked,] or curved,

staff or stick; as also " i:-- : (K:) or a stich,

(IAth, Mgh, Ham p.403) or staff, (IAth, Ham,)

or piece of nood, (Msb,) nith a crooked, or hooked,

head, (IAth, Mgh,) or crooked at the end; (Msb;)

like the c-84: (S, Mgh, Msb, Ham:) one

draws tonards him with it the extremities [of the

branches] of trees, and the like: (Ham ubi suprà:)

or a stick with a crooked, or curved, end, being

naturally so on the tree on which it has grown;

distinguished from a cyl-J2-2, the end of which

is crooked, or curved, artificially: (T:) or, accord.

to AZ, any stick with a curved head: (Msb:) or

it signifies also anything bent, or crooked: (K:)

pl. &= -2. (Mab, TA) The appellation --us

c-" [The on ner of the crooked stick or staff]

was given to a certain man who, in the Time of

Ignorance, used to sit in the highway, and take

with his U+--- one thing after another, of the

goods of the passers-by; and if any one were

cognizant of his doing, he excused himself, saying

that the thing had caught to his cº-o. (TA.)

-

-
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You say, 3--" Jaé-> y &% [lit. Such a

one will not kick the crooked stick or staff],

meaning + such a one is of no use, or stands one

in no stead: the saying originating from the fact

that a U->e is put between the hind legs of the

camel, and if he be inert, or wanting in vigour,

he will not kick it; but if he be sharp in spirit,

he will kick it and go on. (TA.) And you say,

J.&- <!, meaning + Verily he is one who

puts the cattle into a good state, and pastures and

manages them well. (TA.) Also + A brand, or

mark made with a hot iron, upon a camel, in the

form of a line with a crooked, or hooked, end,

like the stick so called. (TA. [See also &-5.)

–And The [hooked] bill of a bird; because of

its crookedness. (TA.)

6 * * *

ass-a-2 : see the next preceding paragraph.

3- A camel marked neith the brand termed

c-2. (T.A.)

*-a

1. -- (S. K.) aor. -->4, (S, TA) inf n.
6 o' -

**-a-, (TA,) He thought, or opined: (S, TA:)

or he thought, or opined, a thing, and, doing so,

claimed it (#5), not being certain of it: (K:)

[or he thought it and asserted it; as appears from

a verse here following, cited in the TA as an ex.

of the meaning explained as above in the K:] and

*: "J-5, andJ- alone, he thought, or

opined, a thing, not being certain of it. (T, TA.)

You say, 5: **- üí I think, or opine, that

there is good in him. (S, T.A.) And Aboo

Shembel says, respecting Aboo-'Amr Esh-Shey

bánee,

<a . . . • * * * * * * *2 °2

* ää5 s. 52-se w! 2*-a- --> As *
z - 2.

* - 3 - 2 - 2 o' -- * J -5 * *

* <-- L., & #.U+- *

[I used to think and assert Aboo-'Amr to be a

trustnorthy person, until, one day, misfortunes

befell us]. (TA)- 4&5 &# 35ii U. (S,

K") He repaid, requited, compensated, or recom

pensed, the people, or party, [nith, or for, such

and such things,] syn. X45-; [so in my copies

of the S, and in the K; but Freytag gives, as the

reading found by him in the S, LeAlja-, as though

meaning he computed them by conjecture to be

such and such in number; which is agreeable with

what follows;] and he thought them to be so. (S.)

= He directed himself, or his course or aim, to,

or tonards, him, or it: (Az, TA:) and "L-5

£il he directed himself, or his course or aim, to,

or tonards, the thing. (S, T.A.)= Also, (K,)

inf n. as above, (TA,) He kept a secret: (K:)

or he concealed it: (AZ, TA:) [and * L-L- has

a similar meaning; for] you say, us.” is-le-S

15& es', i. e. There is no concealment with me in

respect of such a thing; as also #& S. (TA.)

–4|*~ S, said of a pastor, He does not,

or nill not, keep and tend, or pasture and defend,

his camels. (TA.) One says also of a pastor

whose sheep or goats [and camels] are lost by

him, and become dispersed, <! $34.*~ U.

[He does not keep his sheep or goats, nor his ca

mels, from being lost and becoming dispersed].

(TA)—#13- 9 #. A skin that will not

<-- .

(# I did not keep, or retain in my memory, of

it, aught; as also #3-4 le. (Ks, TA)=Also,

(K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He, or it, prevented,

or withheld. (K, TA) [See :--.]=:

3-5. see 3. = cé.jū (-, (S, K,) inf. n.

as above, (K,) He remained, stayed, drvelt, or

abode, in the place, (S, K, TA,) and became fixed

[therein], (TA) as also a "J-3. (S, K.)
And ta--, (IAar, K.) inf n. as above, (IAar,)

He stopped, or paused. (IAar, K.) - And

* --, [inf n, as above, (see Ham p. 523,)] He

was, or became, tenacious, or avaricious, of it,

namely, a thing; (S, K;) as also as "J-5.

(TA.) And a G--, (Fr. §, K.) aor. 3, inf n.

J- [or (*-], (TK,) He nas, or became at

tached to it, and clave to it; (Fr, S, K;) as also

“J-- and "'G-# (F.S) and *-*.

(Fr, T.A.) "J-5 also signifies He kept to the

hold, or retain, water. (TA)-4

ls--, or place of bending or turning of a valley.

(TA.) And cus." .# W&:- I preceded

3you, or outwent gou, to this place, and clave to it

before you. (S, TA.) And [hence,]* "G"--

is said to mean + He was first, or foremost, or

quick, to blame them. (TA.)-G-, (K, TA,)

aor. 3, (TA,) is also [said to be] syn. nith luc, (K,)

He ran; (TK;) thus bearing two contr. signi

fications: (K:) but this requires consideration.

(T.A.)- [Golius, as on the authority of the KL,

assigns to it also the meaning “Hilaris et lubens

fuit:” but in this sense it is said in the KL to be

*

with - for its last radical letter: see art. Us--.]

J. J. & “ - - d to * *

3. "453-5 4:-t- (T, S, K.) inf n, of the

former à-l- and ā--, (K,) I contended, or

vied, nith him in intelligence or skill and know

ledge, or in endeavouring to shon my superiority

in intelligence &c., (£0.) and I overcame him

therein; (K;) from L- [or t-- meaning

“intelligence.” (Harp. 9.) [And hence, I tried

him with an enigma or enigmas, and overcame

him therein: (see 6:) or] I proposed to him an

enigma [&c.]: (T, TA:) [or I contended with him

in proposing an enigma or enigmas, &c.]: i.e.

# 4:43: (S:) so in the handwriting of

Aboo-Zekereeya, and in that of Aboo-Sahl, [and

in my two copies of the S,] but in [some of the

copies of] the S asses. (TA) And as&*

[He was tried with it as an enigma to be ex

plained by him; or he had it proposed to him as

an enigma]. (TA)—i-- signifies [also]

The ashing a thing of one much, so as to neary;

as also #34. (KL)–And £--, (K, TA)

[accord. to the CK '--, but correctly] like

+, (TA,) An engaging in conflict, or fight.

(K, TA)—see also 1.

4. *-i Us, and as **i. Hon well adapted or

disposed, or how apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted,

fit, competent, or proper, or how worthy, is hel

(S, K, TA:) verbs of wonder having no corres

ponding verb of the measure Jas. (TA) You

say, 4.i.£f U. How well adapted or disposed,

&c., is he for that I (S, T.A.)

5: see 1, in eight places.-You say also,

& L-5, meaning He knen it, or understood

it, readily, or nith quickness of intelligence.

(AHeyth, T.A.)

6.£5 They tried one another with enigmas:

[or proposed enigmas, one to another: or con

tended, one with another, in proposing an enigma,

or enigmas: (see 3:)] from L- [or '--

meaning “intelligence.” (Harp. 189.) You say,

**t 33-# [They try one another with an

enigma: or contend, one with another, in pro

posing an enigma]: (S, TA:) Le-in signifying

Lelål. (TA)

8. J.--! He found out, or discovered,(*!)
that with which he was tried as an enigma to be

explained by him. (TA.)

ū- Ol' L- A side, region, quarter, or

tract: (S, Msb, K, TA:) and an extremity:

(TA) pl. -i (S, Msb) — A refuge; a

place to nhich one has recourse for refuge, or

protection; as also "J- (Lh, TA) and

* > d >

(~~~. (Lh, K in art. (--)-Elevated ground.

(TA.)- A place of bending or turning of a val

ley. (TA.)- Anything by which one is veiled,

concealed, or protected; (Mgh, Msb, TA;) as

also "u"- (Mgh, TA) [Hence applied to A

parapet on the top of a house; as is indicated

in the Mgh and TA.]= Bubbles upon water,

arising from the drops of rain: pl. [or rather

coll. gen, n.] of * its -: (S, K: [in the CK,

erroneously, st--.]) the latter word, which is

like it.<-, is explained by Az as signifying a

bubble that rises upon nater, like a flask; and as

having for its pl. +,-- and the same word

(3ts--) signifies also a pool of water, itsel; such

as is left by a torrent. (TA.)=See also us---

=ls-- is also used, by poetic license, for Cls--,

q.v. (TA in art. &-)
- w - • , - • * - - 25

G-: See U-- =9% -s: es' -5- al

means." &-9 [i. e. Verily he is betaking him

self for refuge, or protection, to the sons of such

a one; like &-j. but by rule it should be

- -1, and thus, perhaps, it is correctly written].

(AZ, TA.)

t- OrL- Intelligence, or understanding;

(S, Mgb, K;) sagacity, or skill and knowledge:

(K:) [said to be] from U-- meaning “he, or it,

prevented, or withheld;” because it prevents, or

withholds, a man from doing that which is bad,

or corrupt. (TA)=And i. q. 21.5% [Quantity,

measure, &c.]: pl. U-1. (K.)=See also 's--.

=[Also said by Golius, as on the authority of

J, to signify “an enigma,” as though syn. with

#-i. but I have not found it in this sense in

any copy of the S, nor in any other lexicon.]

* * * * >

5ts-- see --.

6 * * *• O = bst, signifying 5ta-la-2 [i. e. A

U83a- a su gnifying 66 *
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contention in intelligence &c.; and particularly,

in trying with an enigma or enigmas; in pro

posing an enigma or enigmas; or simply the

proposal of an enigma; see 3]; (T, TA;) the

subst: denoted by 3-3 £--, (K;) [or

rather by the verb <!--, agreeably with the

foregoing explanation from the T;] as also*u-,

(S, K, TA,) with a dammeh, (K, TA,) and with

teshdeed of the Us; (TA; [in some copies of the

K erroneously written (-i) and":

($) or '-' is the dim of Las:-- (T, TA:)

and‘i: signifies a saying of which the mean

ing differs from the letter, as also "is: (K,)

but as-- is preferable, (T, TA) and islé

"is-, (K) like #5 (TA: [in the Ck,

erroneously, #~~) [i. e.] ":- signifies

an enigma; a *iddle; (MA, PS, TK;) and so

* :-- (PS) or a question put to one with the

vien of causing him to make a mistake; (TA;)

and is from Cs--> [or s->] meaning “intelli

gence,” because it-le- is like a vying, or con

tending, in intelligence: (Harp. 9:) the pl. of

W#~ is J.-- and st-i. (MA, and Har ubi

suprā) agreeably with a g'l rule. £ating to

words of its measure, as āgāi and #2). (Seer,
• * ~ *

in Har ubi supra.) One says, &l= u2 '90s--

láš: 1jé [The question of contention with thee

in trying thine intelligence by an enigma, or the

enigma proposed to thee, is, What is, or was,

such a thing, and such a thing?]: it means a

certain game, and a question put neith the view of

causing one to make a mistake: A 'Obeyd says,

It is like their saying, Disclose what is in my

hand, and thou shalt have such a thing. (S.)

One says also, lik& W£- ū, meaning&

4.-- [i. e. I am he who contends with thee in

intelligence, or in trying with an enigma, &c.,

respecting this thing]. (S.) And *ā- #:

ta &*-: [Between them is a contention in

intelligence, or in proposing enigmas, or between

them is an enigma, with nuhich they try one ano

ther]. (S.)

s

*: J- * He is adapted, disposed, apt,

meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent, or

proper, for it; or northy of it; as also":

(S, M, K,TA,) of which the pl. is clas-a-; (TA;)

and "L"--, (S. M, K, TA) which last has no

fem. nor dual nor pl. form, (S, M,) retaining the

same form as fem. and dual and pl.: (M:) and

in like manner you say,43J: 3i*ā-3&

Verily he is adapted, &c., to do that; ($, K;") and
• 6 -- ~~ • 6 -- d .23 3 - .

is− 5, and is -53 (S)-3-is
* 6 - -

also syn. with Jazy- [Wehemently desirous, eager,

&c.]. (KL.)

(*- Sees:- in five places.= Respecting

this word in the phrase90-£- See is-le- (in

art. C2-), near the end of the paragraph.

• e :• d 1 More, and most, adapted, disposed, apt,

meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent, proper,

or northy: (TA, Ham p. 523:) so in the saying,

liás &# 3iL- * [He is more, or most,

adapted, &c., to be thus; or northy of being

thus]: (TA:) and láš.L- &% [Such a one

is more, or most, adapted, &c., for such a thing;

or northy of it]. (Ham ubi supra.) Hence, in

a trad, #58. &- J-1 34::* [The

companies of Hemdān are the most northy tribe

in El-Koofeh]: or, as some say, the meaning is,

the most intelligent tribe. (TA.)

• a • ?

32-1 : see s:--

• * * * • * * .

ães--!: see LS3-, in five places.

* @ e * >

*-* : see 's---

*

Niggardly, tenacious, or avaricious.
* 6 * o p 6 • , e. • O -

(K)=a+--- à-le: See U.S.*--.

6 - d - 3 -

5ts-a-2 : see U.5">>.

*A*

1. : (A, Mgh, Mgb,) aor. *, (Mgh, TA)

inf n. 3-, (§, Mgh, Msb, K.) He, or it, pre

vented, hindered, impeded, nithheld, restrained,

debarred, inhibited, forbade, prohibited, or inter

dicted: (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA:) this is the

primary signification: (Mgh:) and he repelled,

turned anay, or averted, (L, K, TA,) evil [or the

like], and also a person from a thing, good or

evil. (L.) You say, , 9 &= J: 3- He

prevented, or hindered, and withheld, or re

strained, the man from the thing, or affair.

(L.) And 3:1 c” ü); <33-1 prevented, or

hindered, such a one from [falling into], or pre

served him from, evil. (L.) And 43* - 35

us [God hath forbidden us that]. (S.) And
* * * * * * * * *

23-1 ovul (T, A, L.) O God, prevent him from

hitting the mark : said with reference to a man

shooting, or casting a missile weapon, or the like.

(T, L.) And 3- He (a man) was prevented, or

nithheld, from obtaining good fortune, success, or

what he desired or sought. (L.) And u: &#5

c)3 X: May God repel, or avert, from us, the

evil, or mischief of such a one. (L.)– [Hence]

$34-, (§, L, MSb) aor.”, (L) inf n. x-, (L,

Msb, K,) He inflicted ton him the castigation,

or punishment, termed 3-; ($, L;) he inflicted

upon him (namely, a criminal or an offender

[against the law],) a castigation, or punishment,

that should prevent him from returning to his

crime or offence, and that should prevent others

from committing such a crime or such an offence:

(K,” TA:) he inflicted upon him a flogging.
de d zo - J -

(M5b.)– ove: J-2 te: -, aor. *, (L) inf. n.
5 • • • • J w

3-; (L, K;) and W 335-; (L;) He distin

guished, or separated by some mark or note, or

marks or notes, a thing from another thing. (L,

K.") And 3:30 3-, aor, and inf n, as above;
w s © -

(S, Msb;) and * usix-, inf. n. **-5; (§3)

He distinguished the house from the parts ad

joining it, by mentioning [or defining] its limits.

(Msb.) =[And hence, 3- in logic, inf. n. 3-,

+He defined a word; as also *>3-, inf n.*]

T-3-, (L, Mab, K.) aor.”, (L, Msb) inf n.

3-, (L.) and "23-, (S, L, Mob, K.) [which is

more common,] inf. n.*: (S3) and "3-1,

(S, L, K,) which is the form preferred by Lh,

(L) inf n. *-1 (S1) and '3-1, (A, S,

L;) He edged, or sharpened, a knife, (L, K,) a

blade, (S,) a sword, (L, Mgb,) or anything blunt,

(L,) [and pointed, or made sharp-pointed, an

arrow-head or the like, with a stone or file. (L,

K.)- [And hence,] <! 34 3-, aor. *; (Lh,

Li) and '3-1, (L.) or agi ji:1 3-1; (S,

Msb;) and **23-5 (K in art. t!, &c.;) | He

looked sharply at him, or it; (L.) or intently,

or attentively. (Msb.)==3-, (S, Mgh, L, K.)

Or Ge: L'é −3-, (Msb,) aor. - and *, inf. n.

#3- (S. Mg, L, MW, K) and :- G. Ko

and "-j-, (As, S, A, Mgh, L, MSb, K.) infn.

3.3-l; (Mgh, Msb;) the former the more com

mon in the language of the Arabs, but the latter

preferred by the early grammarians, (Fr, TA,)

and the only form known to As, (S,) who rejected

the former; (Msb;) She (a woman) abstained

from the nearing of ornaments, (A’Obeyd, S,

A, Mgh, L, Msb, K.) and the use of perfumes,

(L) and dye for the hands &c., (S, Mgh,) be

cause forbidden such things, or because she for

bade herself (Mgh,) and put on the garments of

mourning, (A,) after the death of her husband,

(S, Mgh,) or on account of the death of her hus

band, (A’Obeyd, A, Msb) for the period called

53-1: (K:) or she mourned for her husband,

and put on the garments of mourning, and ab

stained from the wearing of ornaments, and the

use of dye for the hands &c. (L.) The epithets

applied to a woman in this case are "Su- (S, L,

Msb, K) and ":- (S, A, Mgh, L, Msb, K) and

*#3-4 also, but the first [always] without 5,

(Msb) or both more chaste without 5. (TA)=

3-, aor. 2, inf n. i:- ; (S, L, Msb, K;) and

":-l; (L. K.) [and app. 3-1, q.v.;] It (a

sword, S, Msb, and a knife, L, K, [or the like,]

and a canine tooth, L) was, or became, [edged,

or] sharp, or pointed. (§, L, Mgb, K.)– (And

hence,] 3-, aor. -, inf. n. i:- ! He was, or

became, sharp [or effective] in respect ofeloquence,

and of intellect, or understanding, and of anger.

(L.) And *3-, aor. 2, (S. L. K.) inf n is

and 3-, (S, L,) t He became excited against him

by sharpness, or hastiness, of temper; by irasci

bility, passionateness, or angriness; (Ks, S, L,

K;) as also* *5-1: (TA:) and* 3-,

aor. as above, inf. n. 33-3 (L, K3) and "23-,

(accord. to some copies of the K,) and "3-1, (S,

[in which it is not followed by a.kc,] A, L., K.)

and "3-2-1, (L, K;) the nas angry with him;

($,” A, L, K;) but Az remarks upon the last of

these verbs as not heard from the Arabs of classical

times in this sense: (L.) and ... *sū- the

became exasperated by them : syn. ---.

(AZ, L.)

2. 2.- as a trans. v. : see 1, in five places.
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—4: 23- He repaired, or betook himself, to

the limits, or boundaries, of a country, or tonn.

(L.) And <! 33- and 4 He repaired, or

betook himself, to him, or it. (K.)=As an in

trans. v., inf. n. *-i, It (seed-produce) nas

late in coming forth because of the lateness of

rain, (K, TA,) and then came forth [pointed,]

without forking, or shooting forth into separate

stalks or stems. (TA.)-** >3-; see 1.

• * ~ * : * ~ *

3. * >=5 # Our land borders upon,

or is conterminous with, your land; syn. (*-ū.

(K in art-->)—[And hence, 3-, (L.K.)

inf n. #t=, (S,) t He acted tonards him with

reciprocal anger and enmity (L, K) and opposi

tion or contrariety or repugnance, (S, K,) con

tending with him, (TA) and refusing to do what

nas incumbent on him: (S:) like£ as though

meaning he became in the 3-, i. e. the side,

region, quarter, or tract, in which was (or oppo

site to that in which was, Zj) his enemy; like

as aju, means he became in the 3, i. e. the

side, or quarter, in which was [or opposite to

that in which was] his enemy. (L.) and **śt-5,

(TA) inf n. Su-5, (S) signifies the same. (S,

TA.)

4: see 1, in three places.

5: see 1, last sentence.

6: see 3.

7. 3-1 It was, or became, slender. (TA in

art. "l.)- See 1, latter part.

8: see 1, latter part, in three places.

10. 3-1 as a trans v.: see 1.= Also : He

shaved (S, Mgh, K) his pubes (S, Mgh) with [a

razor of] iron: (Mgh, K:) derived from Je-A-.(Mgh.)– See also 1, last sentence. •

6 • 6 * £ **e d - •

Ja-, for Ja-1, in the phrase uel J.- U : see
6 * *

Ja-1, in art. A-l.

:- Prevention, hinderance, an impediment, a

withholding, restraint, a debarring, inhibition,

..forbiddance, prohibition, or interdiction; (S,

Mgh, L, Mab, K, TA) as also '83-' (S.L.

K:) and, both words, a repelling, or an averting.

(K. [See 1.]) A poet says, (S) namely, Zeyd

Ibn-'Amr Ibn-Nufeyl, (TA,)

& e • • de 2 * - * * * < ...;

* _*-iju- " -- d.” ) *

j e • ** J J) :2% •: ...) d - *

* "3-422 b'sis -×52 &!”

[Ye shall by no means worship any deity except

gour Creator; and if ye be invited to do so, say

ge, There is an impediment in the way of it, or

a prohibition against it]. (§, TA) And one

says, " $3- 4: <it us &” (A,” L) There is

an impediment, or a prohibition, in the way of

that respecting which thou hast asked. (L.) And

A: "33- 9 There is nothing to prevent, or

hinder, one from it. (L. [But this admits of

another meaning, as will be seen, under the word

33-, below.])- [Hence,] A restrictive ordi

nance, or statute, of God, respecting things lawful

and things unlanful: pl. 3,4- (L.) The 25

of God are of two kinds: first, those ordinances

prescribed to men (T, Mgh, L) respecting eat

ables and drinkables and marriages &c.; nhat

are lanful thereof and what are unlan ful: (T,

L:) the second kind, castigations, or punishments,

prescribed, or appointed, to be inflicted upon

him who does that which he has been forbidden

to do, (T, Mgh, L;) as the 3- of the thief,

which is the cutting off of his right hand for

stealing a thing of the value of a quarter of a

deenár or more; and that of the fornicator or

fornicatress, which is flogging with a hundred

stripes and banishment for a year; and that of

the adulterer or adulteress, which is stoning; and

that of the person who [falsely] charges an honest

or a married woman with adultery, which is

flogging with eighty stripes [as is also that of

the person who has committed the crime of

drunkenness] : (T, L:) the first kind are called

23-N- because they denote limits which God has

forbidden to transgress: the second, because they

prevent one's committing again those acts for

which they are appointed as punishments; (T,

Mgh, L;) or because the limits thereof are deter

mined: (Mgh:) the latter kind of 3- is also

explained as being that [castigation, or punish

ment,] n'hich prevents the criminal from return

ing to his crime, and prevents others from com

mitting his crime. (L, K.”) :- J” £5 5,

in a saying of 'Omar, means Hadst thou seen

him engaged in an affair requiring the infliction

of the 3- (Mgh.) - A bar, an obstruction,

a partition, or a separation, (S, A, Mgh, L,

Msb," K,) betneen two things, (S, A, L, K,) or

betneen two places, (Mgh,) [or betneen two

persons,] to prevent their commixture, or con

fusion, or the encroachment of one upon the

other: (L:) an inf. n. used as a subst.: (Mgh :)

pl. 3,4- (L.)-A limit, or boundary, of a

land or territory: pl. as above. (L.) [Hence,

3-l jš- + He, or it, exceeded the proper, due,

or common, limit; was excessive, immoderate,

beyond measure, enormous, inordinate, or eacor

bitant.]-[And hence, in logic, t.A. definition.]

It is applied by the learned to the - of a

thing, [or that by being which a thing is what it

is,.] because it is [a term] collective and restric

tive. (Mgh.)-The end, extremity, or utmost

point, of a thing: (S, L, K:) pl. as above. (L.)

–[t The point, or verge, of an event.] The

saying --* - L'é #3. i:- means +4

Muslimeh brought to the point, or verge, of being

subjected to an infidel's lying with her: and in

like manner,+ 3- L'é -#3 2: +A

Muslim brought, by beating or slaughter, to [the

point, or verge, of] denying God. (Mgh.) -

The edge, or extremity of the edge, (S, L.) and

point, (L) of anything, (S, L,) as of a sword,

a knife, a spear-head, and an arrow : (L:) the

part of a sword [&c.] with n'hich one cuts:

(M.F.) pl. as above. (L)–See also i3-, in

four places. - [And hence, app.,] Arms, or

weapons; as in the phrase 3- 23; [Possessors

of arms or neapons: or this may mean I persons

endoned with valour]. (Ham p. 143.)- A side,

region, quarter, or tract. (L.) – t Station,

standing, rank, condition, or the like; syn. #4.

(KL.)– [t A case: as when a noun is said

63 w •

to be &#91 - Už in the nominative case.—

And t A class, or category: as when a verb is
* * * * *

said to be --> -- &- of the class, or category,

of +/-3.] – [! A quarter of the year.] You
w & • * ~ *

say, &" Jae- Als! # He remained, stayed, or

abode, during the quarter of the &2. (A)=

See also 25-2.

3 *

*- : See 3,4

i: A small quantity of water or milk &c.
6 - © a

remaining in a vessel or skin; syn. A.:* and

#4. (K.)

i:- [Sharpness of a sword, a knife, or the

like: see 1]. - [And hence,] | Sharpness, or

hastiness, of temper; irascibility, passionateness,

or angriness; (Ks, S, A, L, K;) as also "5-:

(KS, S, L, K:) I sharpness [or effectiveness] in

respect of eloquence, and of intellect or under

standing, and of anger: (L:) # sharpness, pene

trating energy, vigorousness, effectiveness, and

briskness, in the performance of affairs; and also,

in matters of religion, nith ambition to attain

nhat is good: from 3- as signifying the “edge”

of a sword [&c.]: (L:) and " the latter word,

[or rather both,] t a man's sharpness, penetrating

energy, or vigour, in the exercise of courage;

his mettle; (L;) his valour, or valiantness, in nar.

(S, A, L. K.) You say, "3-1& #| | Verily

he is one who displays sharpness like that of a

knife. (L)–:- and * 3-, as denoting a

quality of anything, are syn. (K.) [Both signify

+ Sharpness; vehemence ; force ; and strength :

and] both, + the force, or strength, of wine and

the like; syn. 53-3 (Msb and K, in explanation

of the former, [which is the more common,] in art.
6 : 6.- - -

22-5) meaning 3.x:; (MF;) and ā''}-2. ($ and

L and K in explanation of the latter in the present

art.) [Also, the former, t Pungency; acridness.]

3 -

3.x-: see J-, first four sentences.–You say
• * g • - -

also, 33- 2.9 lää &= L. V., (S, A,”) and

*:: * > L., (K) and "5-3, (K, TA)

with damm, of the same measure as><, (TA,)

or "5-3, (so in the CK.) I have no way of

avoiding, or escaping, this thing. (S, A, K.)

And 3: $; "|3:- 4:- +iu. I find not any

may of avoiding, nor any way of escaping, it.
5 i • *

(S.) = Also, (L.) and '32-3-2, (Mgb) Pre

vented, hindered, impeded, nithheld, restrained,

debarred, inhibited, forbidden, prohibited, or in
- - 6 of • 1

terdicted. (L, Msb.) You say, 33- >el 1.ja

This is a forbidden, or prohibited, thing; a thing

unlanful to be done, or committed. (S. [See
* - -

also what follows.]) And liés &# & 13.Ma

(S, A, L.) Forbidden be it that it should be so:

like as you say, de Ali &í 3- 354; its”. (S,
• • d : • •

A,” L.) 33- : also signifies A disallowed, and
6 - e.

vain, or false, thing or affair. (L.) And 32°3

33- A vain, or false, pretension. (S, L, K.)

slā-, like Auss, [indecl., a proper name, for

#1-1, fem, act. part. n. of 5-; like J-5 for

#-wl; and hence, for #w- ū;] occurring in
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the phrase, 43- 23-[0 averter, avert him, or

it]: said [with respect] to him whose aspect, or

countenance, thou dislikest (A,” K.)- [It is
- - - J - d -

also a proper name for Ja-JI; like 's-3 for 5/-äll

or 32-àjí; as in the following hemistich :]

* 3'-ts' & '3- *

[May there be an impediment in the nay of her

evil, or mischief: an impediment]. (L.) -

93.3-, see the next paragraph.

© • J. s • y • J.

3'-Ma-: see ++. =láé- Js: & 492'-,

(K, TA,) with damm, (TA,) or "33.3-, (so in

a MS. copy of the K and in the CK,) The utmost

of thy poner, or of thine ability, [will be] thy

doing such a thing; and the endf thy case; syn.

3%,(K) for £4,] and 9: G. (TA)

33- The black garments of mourning [worn

‘by a widon]. (S, A, Mgh, L.)

s - 3 - 2 J. - • J.

.#2- i. 7. "3-2. (A.) You say, 4- &%

& Such a one is the close, or next, neighbour

of such a one; meaning that the house of the

former is next by the side of that of the latter;

(A,” L;) or that the land of the former is adjacent

to that of the latter (S, L.) And us--- 3:

* Us', i. e. 'uss- [He is my next neighbour

in respect of house] (A.) And ey's 5-3- &l2,

and "úš- (L, K) or 94 "is-, (A)

My house is close, or next, or adjoining, to his

house; meaning that the limit of the former is

like that of the latter. (L, K.”) = Also, (S, L,

Msb, K,) used as masc. and fem. without 3, and

also as fem, with 5, (L) and "5-, (S, L, MSb)

but this is disapproved by IKh, (TA,) though

allowed by some as agreeable with analogy,

(MF) and "33-, (As, L. K.) and "33-, (AA,

S, L, K.) [Edged, or sharpened; or] sharp; ap

plied to a sword, (S, Mgb,) a knife, (L, Msb, K,)

[and the like: and pointed, or sharp-pointed:]

pl. [of the first] >|->, (S, L, K,) masc. and fem.;

(L.) and +3.2- and £3-, (L. K.) fem, (L)

And +2+ Jú and i.e- A sharp canine tooth:

(L, K:) 33- thus applied has not been heard.

(L.) – [Hence,] .4- U- £4 man who is

sharp [or effective] in respect of eloquence, and

of intellect or understanding, and (as also *:-.,

S) of anger: pl. #-i and #3-4 and 33- (L,

K.) And $13- i-fi t Sharp tongues. (S.)

And Ludi&-J% ![A man n/ho looks sharply,

Ol' boldly;] a man not suspected of evil, so that

he should cast don’n his eyes. (L.) żl 4-3

&- [in the Kurl, 21] means tAnd thy sight,

or intellect, to-day, is] sharp, or piercing; so

that thou perceivest therewith what thou didst not

know, or what thou deemedst improbable, in thy

life on earth: (Jel:) or thy judgment, to-day, is

penetrating... (L.) [Hence also,] £2- i-A)

(L) and "āt- (L, K) 1A sharp, or pungent,

odour. (L. K.) And 5-1 #2-#3 tA she

camel whose cud has a pungent odour ; (K, TA;)

which is a quality approved. (TA) = ---

also signifies [Iron;] a certain substance, (L)

well known; (S, L, K;) so called because of its

resistance: (S, L:) ****- is a more particular

term, (S,) signifying a piece thereof; (L;) [and

an instrument, or implement, thereof:] pl. 3:13

(S, L, K) and #133-, (S, L;) the latter (which

is erroneously written in the K <!---, TA) is

a pl. pl., (L) sometimes occurring in poetry.

(S.) It is said in a prov.,

*

&# *- : *%-" &
*

Verily iron with iron is cloven, or cut. (S and K
* - J. • *

in art. Cls.) And in another, **- -> +a;

* [Thou beatest upon cold iron]: applied in

relation to him who hopes for that of which the

attainment is remote, or improbable; and to him

in whom is nothing to be hoped for. (Har

p. 633.) - Also +Like iron in hardness: ap

plied in this sense to solid hoofs. (Mgh.)

#3- one's wife. (Sh, K)

#13- The office of a door-keeper. (Msb.)-

The art of a blacksmith, or worker in iron.

(Mgh.) [The art of a maker of coats of mail.]

-* - 6 -

3.A.A.- : see ….A-.

* * st - - s

U.S.A.- : see 3'-A-, in art. '...A-.

35- A door-keeper: (S, A, Mgh, L, Msb, K.)

so called because he prevents men from entering.

(Mgh, L.)- A keeper of a prison : (S, Mgh,

K:) because he prevents persons from going out,

or because he works the iron of the shackles.

(S. [See what follows.])—The person who in

flicts the punishment #med 3-; so in the saying,

5," c." 3.3-l #: [The pay of the inflicter

of the 3- is to be imposed upon the thief]; or,

as some say, the meaning here is, the keeper of

the prison, because, in general, he has the charge

of the amputation; but the former meaning is

the more probable, and more obvious. (Mgh.)

- A seller of nine; a vintner: because he with

holds his wine until he obtains for it a price that

contents him: so in the following verse of El

Aasha:

d • *-* - c. -• J.

* use C* ..., u is *k

- * - - d. • 6 - -

* taxl.--> āş- L' *

[And we arose, when our cock had not yet crowed,

to a nine-jar smeared with pitch, in the possession

of its seller]. (S, L.)-A blacksmith; a norker

in iron. (Mgh, L, K.) A maker of coats of

mail. (TA.)

6 * * 6 -

Al-Ma-: see A2. Aa-.

3-3- Short (L, K) and thick: an epithet

applied to a man. (L.)

5- fem, with 3: see :--, in two places.

:= See also 1, voce +3-. -

3- [More, and most, sharp: &c.]-You say,

Júj" 3- &- * t He is of the most sharp, or

hasty, in temper, or of the most irascible, pas

sionate, or angry, of men. (A, TA)

* 3 - 2* * * 16 - -

*a-o, or *A*-e : Sée D-A-.

:- and #~: see 1, voce+3

3,4- see 33-...-Also A man (L) denied,

or refused, good, or prosperity; prevented, or

withheld, from obtaining good; (T, L, K;) and

so '3-, with damm, (K) or "3-5 (as in the

L;) the latter heard only from Lth: (T, TA:)

nithheld from good fortune 3 c.; (S, L;) with

held from sustenance; contr. of3,4- : (Mgh:)

and nithheld from evil. (L, K.)

3 - 2 * ~ * -

st- and #t= see :--, in four places.

3. d tº s - - -

*-*: see .A.A.-: =and see also 33-, in two

places.

£,

'Ja

6

P. • * 6:
- - 63 -

!-A-: see 3'-' isand see also 5.x-, in two

places.

*

* * sf - -

|-: see 5'-, in three places: = and see

also what next follows.

is- (As, S, K) and *#3-, but the former is

the more chaste, (TA,) A double-headed .#

[i. epoe, or adz, or axe]: (AR, S, K:) [a kind

of U-5 used in the present day is a hoe with two

heads, one : each end of the handle:] or the

head of a J-3, and the head of an arrow: (K:)
*

-

pl. of the former "i3-(As, S, K) [or rather this

is a coll. gen. n.] and #3-, (K, TA, [in the CK

#1-,]) mentioned by AO and A5 and A’Obeyd;
4.

(TA) and the pl. of #3- is "is- (TA) for
s - -

rather this, like i3-, is a coll, gen, n.] = See

also the next paragraph, in two places.

#3-, (S.M., K) or "i3-, [but see what

follows, sometimes pronounced *i-, (Mgh,)

[The kite, vulgarly called ālā-;] a certain

bird, (S, Mgh, K,) well known; (S, K.) a cen"

tain noxious bird; (Msb;) surnamed -sul- *

and <-all ») : (TA;) that preys upon large

field-rats (c.55–), (Mgh, TA:) J and Sgh say

that the word should not be pronounced V ii.;

but AHei mentions this pronunciation on the

authority of [some of] the Arabs; and accord. to
£.

IAar and IAmb, the L-G [see above] and this

bird were sometimes called alike " ii. and

*i-, the more approved pronunciation of the

name of the bird, however, is with kesr [i. e.

#3-1: the pl. is "is- (S, Msh, K) and #3-,

(K,) both extr., (TA) [or rather the former is a
6 - ©

coll. gen, n.,] and &l-: (Msb, K.) and the

following are variations of the name of this bird:

J.-, and G3-, (TA,) the latter said by AHát

to be an erroneous form of the word, used by the

people of El-Hijāz, (Mgh, TA) and * :...,

app. a dim., for #34, also pronounced #:

(TS, TA,) and,#- oce:ng in a trad. in con

junction with *** [for Laší), (Mgh, TA,) of the

dial. of the people of Mekkeh. (TA in art. 3-A-.)
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Hence the saying, as: 933 *ía- is-, (S, K,

TA) for which the vulgar say, 13-14-, (S)

[accord. to some, meaning Okite, 0 hite, a bullet

is behind thee: accord. to others, O Hidd, O

Hida, Bundukah is behind thee ‘J Esh-Sharkee

(Ibn-El-Kutamee, TA) says, (S) 4- and #:
* @

were two tribes, descendants of 5.5 & 3- and

ă. &###, (S. K.) and both of 5:13:5

(S, TA;) the former in El-Koofeh, and the latter

in El-Yemen: the former attacked the latter, and

obtained spoil from them; and then the latter

attacked the former, and destroyed them: (TA:)
# -

and hence this saying: (S, K, TA:) or "Ja- is
# - •

here an apocopated form of 3i.e.- : (S, K:) so

says ISk: (S:) and AO says that by it is here

meant the bird [i.e. the kite]; and by ä5.x", the

thing with which one shoots [from a cross-bow,

namely, a bullet]; and the prov. is used to caution

a person: accord. to Ibn-El-Kelbee, it is applied

to him who esteems himself cunning in an affair,

and is outwitted therein by another: accord. to

the A, to him who is threatened with an evil near
6# * • *

at hand. (TA)=31- also signifies The āājū.

(meaning the fore part, TA, [or the fore part

from beneath the ear to the middle of the collar

bone,]) of the neck of a horse: (As, K.) pl. #3-.
of - - -

(A5, TA.)=See also 5l. a-.

** *

6.-0 - d. 6.-- * /

aë- and #3-: see the next preceding

paragraph.

*A*

1. *-, aor =, infn. "3-i (S, A, Mgh,"

Msb, K.) and "...-l, and '-2'-3, (K) and

"-->2-1; (§, K;) He (a man, Msb) was, or

became, humpbached; (Mgh, Msb;) he had a

prominent, or protuberant, bach, and a hollow, or

receding, chest (A," K) and belly: (K:) [accord.

to the Msb, from **- signifying “elevated

ground;” but the reverse is indicated in the A:]

and it (the back) nas, or became, humped, or

protuberant; (S, A;") as also "--a-31. (KL.)

-And the first, tit (a thing) rose, or grew up

or out, high : (KL:) [it was, or became, gibbous,

or convex; as also '-'25-l.]--> ---, (S,

A, K,) inf n, as above; (KL,TA;) and '-3-5;

(S, A, K;) t He was, or became, affectionate,

favourable, or kind, to him. (S, A,” K, KL,

TA) And sei, Já 4-, (K, TA) infn.

as above; (TA) and '-'3-5; (K;) She (a

woman) applied herself constantly to the care of

her child, or children, after the loss of her hus

band, not marrying again. (K, TA)=-3

4:3, aor = , inf n. ++, He repelled from him,

and defended him. (MF, TA.)

2. --- (inf n of ~3-] The act of ele.

vating, or raising high, the back. (KL.) -

[And, accord. to Golius, as on the authority of

the KL, The making a thing gibbous, or convec :

but this meaning which the word has in the pre

sent day, I do not find in my copy of the KL.]

4. 4.- He (God) rendered him humpbacked.

(S.)- t He, or it, rendered him affectionate,

favourable, or kind. (KL.)

5: see 1, in two places.-a, -i-. He, or

it, clung, or clave, to it. (K, TA)

6 :

7: see 1.

9: see 1.

12: see 1, in two places.- Also t1t (sand)

was, or became, curved, or n inding; or curved,

or winding, and long. (K.)

see 1.

*- ! High, or elevated, ground; so in the

Kur xxi. 96; (S, A, Msb;) as also V #3-, and

So J:S &- -- (a :) or rugged and high

ground: (T, K.) pl. --- ($) [and app., accord.

to the TA, 33-f also, a pl. of pauc.]. And

J% **- ! Sand brought by the nind, [or

blown together,] and elevated. (A, TA.) And

hence, as being likened to such sand, (IAar, TA,)

L: ~~~ ! What is scattered, and heaped up,

of [the species of barley-grass called] User'. (IAar,

K, TA.) And 4." **- + The elevated waves of

water: (T, TA:) or the rolling over of nater,

volume over volume: (K, TA:) or the rolling of

water in waves. (TA.) And '4' **- + The

motion and waves of the pool ofwater left by a

torrent. (IAar, T.A.) And J: ~3- ! The

rise, or snell, and abundance, of the torrent.

(A, TA.)- tA slope in a declivity; expl. by

** es' 24-, as in the correct copies of the K,

and in the L; in some copies ofthe K-2-A-; (TA;)

[in the CK 334-) as the -&- of waves (in

some copies of the K, of the wind, TA, [an evi

dent mistranscription, C:All for C*-b]) and of

sand. (K.)-tA mark left upon the shin; (As,

K;) such as the [neal or] snelling and thickness

produced by beating. (A5, T.A.)- The intense

ness of the cold of winter. (A, K.)=A certain

plant: or the [plant called] Je. (K.)

--- See **i.-Also t Affectionate, fa

courable, or kind. (A, TA.) You say, --- *

*L' t He #ffectionate, &c., to his brother.

(A.)=āt-e-Jay! A land abounding with the

plant called -3-. (K.)

6 * * >

à- A hump on the back. (Az, S, A, Mgh.)

—See also -3-.

+13-, like Zuai, (K) indecl., (TA) +A year

of drought, barrenness, or dearth: (K:) or a

year of severe drought. (TA.)

**d, * j,

*\x-A-: see what next follows.

−3-i Humpbacked; (S, Mgh, Mgb;) having

a prominent, or protuberant, back, and a hollon,

or receding, chest and belly, (Ki) and "...

signifies the same: (Sb, S, K:) fem. of the former

#: (Mab3) and pl. "... (Mob, TA) #

*#3-(dim of £3-), meaning A little hump

backed daughter, occurs in a trad. (TA.) –

Hence, #3- #1, (see a verse of Kaab Ibn-Zu

heyr, voce 31, in art. U31)+A gibbous bier: (A,”

TA:) or (as used in that verse) it means a dis

tressing state, or condition: or an elevated appa

ratus. (TA.) And #3- āş, t [A gibbous tract

of sand]. (Ish, K in art. -->, &c.) And āū

#3-, (S, A,) or #2- #3. (K,) 1 A she-camel,

(S, A,) or a beast, (K,) the prominent parts of

n:hose hips, (S, A, K,) and the bone of n:hose back,

(TA) appear, (S, A, K,) by reason of her lean

ness. (A, TA.) And *::-ā- and jū- are

expressions used in the same sense: (L, TA:) pl.

*- :- (S. L, TA)-4-3-9 is the

name of A vein (3-) penetrating into, or lying

within, the bone (* [app. a mistranscription

for aské the upper portion]) of the fore-arm.

(K)—23-#(A) and£-in-(A, TA) 14

difficulaffair (ATA)and:#ATA)and

*$1.3- (K) difficult affairs, (A, K, TA;)

sing. £- [for ā- # or the like]. (K.)

And #3- i: ! A severe, cold year. (A, TA.)

[Hence,] **-i 3-3 +A quick driving. (TA.)

- [Hence, also,] **śl [used as a subst.]

t Vehemence, severity, difficulty, or distress; syn.

#1. (K.)=[Also thfore, and most, affec

tionate, favourable, or kind.] &# -:

Jes'-o', said of Aboo-Bekr, in a trad. of ’Alee,

means t The most affectionate, favourable, or

hind, of them, to the Muslims. (TA.)

**

1. 33-, (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. *, (Mgh,

Mb) infn 24-(S.Mgh, Mab,K) and #13-,

(A, K,) It was nerv, or recent; contr. of2.5:

($,” A, K:) it (a thing) came into existence;

began to be; had a beginning; began, or origi

nated ; existed newly, for the first time, not

having been before: (S, Mgh, Msb, TA:) but

when mentioned with 235, it is written +3-,

with damm to the 2, (S, Mgh, K,) as in the

saying, ** ū; -35 U. L'i. (S,) or £i

*J', (A, Mgh,) meaning Old and nerv anxieties

and thoughts [came into my mind, or his mind,

or overcame me, or him]; (TA;) or old and new

griefs or sorron's; (Mgh;) the former saying

occurring in a trad.: (TA:) the verb is not thus

in any other case [in this sense]. (S.) You say,

-: 4: *3-4 vice, or fault, or the like, origi

nated in him, or it, not having been before.

(Msb.) And }: **- An affair, or event,

originated: (Mgh:) or happened, or came to pass.
J. J.

(S.) $24- is of two kinds: Jets +2+,

which is A thing's being preceded by non-exist

ence : and J's **, which is a thing's being

dependent upon anotherjor its existence. (KT.)

-ājl- and āja-i-, [as inf ns. of which the

verb, if they have one, is, accord. to analogy,

+3-.] relating to a man, signify The being

goung; or [as simple substs.] youthfulness.

(ISd, K.)

2. 33- [He told him, or related to him,

something ; he discoursed to him, or talked to

him : see also 5]. You say, <!--" 43-, (L,)

and 4: 33-, (A," L,) inf. n. <---, a word of

well-known meaning, (S,) He told him, or related

to him, the story, or narrative, or tradition. (L.)

----------- -
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[And -3- He related traditions of Mohammad:

and cº; cle -ā- he related such traditions
z

heard, or learned, from such a one: the verb in

this sense being an Islámee term.]- [Hence,]
* * * *

53-5 $5." &# + I left the countries, or

tonns, resounding with a buzzing, or confused

noise. (Th, ISd.)

3. * >2-, (TA) infn. #3-4, (S. K.)

He polished his snoord; (S,"K,” TA;) [as though

he made it new by doing soil as also "4:--,

(TA) infin. ...+ (K)—Hence,* 1,3

2,531 is - 3 & #3, #1 +Polish and

cleanse ye these hearts by the remembrance of

God, like as the snord is polished: [..for they

quickly become sullied:] a trad. of El-Hasan.

(TA)=#31- and * +st-5, words of well

known meaning, (S,) are syn.: (K:) [but the

former generally relates to two persons: the

latter, to more than two:] you say, <--> <>u

[He talked, or conversed in words, with his com

panion]: (A:) and 1,520- and "1,521-3 [They

talked, or conversed in words, together, or one

nvith another]. (TK.)

4. 4.- (S, A, MSb, TA) and '32-- (A)

He (God, S, or a man, Msb) brought it into exist

ence, caused it to be, made it, produced it, effected

it, or did it, nenoly, for the first time, it not having

been before; began it, or originated it; invented

it; innovated it. (S, MSb, T.A.) [Hence,] →Ja-l

9: [He brought to pass an event]. (Kur lxv. 1.)

And 53- --- He originated an innovation

[see #3-]. (TA)—see also 3–Also ---,

(S, L, Mab, K.) inf n &la=!, (Msb) from

53-M, (S,) + He voided his ordure; or broke

wind: (L, K:) it has both these meanings: (L:)

or he did a thing that annulled his state of legal

purity. (Msb.) [See +-J–And ! He com

mitted adultery, or fornication: (K, TA:) and

in like manner one says of a woman [-3.x-l].

(TA.)

5. –3-3 [He talked; conversed in nords;

told, or related, stories, or narratives]. (S.) And

* >3–5 [He talked of it; told it; related it];

(§, A, Msb, K;) namely, a ---, (Msb,) or

< * * * * * ~ **

what is termed ais-l. ($, K.) And +3=

à:" & [He talks to nomen]. (S, A.") [See
&

also 2.]— It is said in a trad, el-M# &:
• • - 0 & 2 × - - - - w • * 0 < * ~ o --

<-->4) & ! ~~~25 +/-all U-- *-ass

! (God shall send the clouds, and they shall laugh

with the best laughing, and talk with the best

talking]: the talking here mentioned, says IAth,

is said to mean thundering; and the laughing,

lightning; thundering being likened to talking

because it announces rain, and its near coming:

or by laughing may be meant the smiling of the

earth, and the appearing of the flowers or blos

soms; and by talking, the talking of men in

describing and mentioning the plants or herbage:

this figure of speech is termedJ:j-, and

is one of the most approved kinds of jus-2. (TA.)

6: see 3, in two places.

10: see 4.-You say also, 9: ---.' He

found new tidings or information: (S:) or he

gained, or acquired, tidings or information. (A.)

* *

*.*

(K) and "33-, (L) A man of many stories or

narratives, (L.K.) and who relates them nell: (L:)
* * 6 p *o

or "Š- U- and
* * *

relates stories, or narratives, well: and U->)

6 * * * f * s • 6 *

- and "33- and"-- and "3-5

6 -

W+--- signify a man who

'é-3- signifies a man of many stories or nar

ratives; (S, A, El-Wa'ee,) but is used by the

vulgar to signify a man who relates stories, or

narratives, nell. (El-Wā'ee, TA.) And you say

* +:- J% A man who is a companion of

iings in talk (S, A, K) and in. their nocturnal

conversations: ($) and L-3 - one who talks

to women; (S, A;) or who talks with women.

(Az, TA in art. &#.) And "43- * [He is

his story-teller]. (A.)

+3-4 novelty, or nen' thing; an innovation;

a thing not hnonn before: and particularly re

lating to El-Islám [i. e. to matters of religious

doctrine or practice or the like]: (Mgh:) [and

so '54- #: for]* <03- (pl. of

+3-4, TA) signifies innovations of people of

erroneous opinions, (Msb, TA,) inconsistent nrith

the doctrines, or practices, of the just of pre

ceding times : or what is not knonn in revealed

scripture, nor in the Sunneh, nor in the general

conventional tenets of the doctors of the lan. :

and +3-, [in like manner,] an innovation that

is disapproved, not agreeable with custom, or

usage, and not knon n in the Sunneh. (TA.)

* 33- s: occurring in a trad., means He

entertained an innovation; [i. e. he embraced,

or held, it;] or he was content, or pleased, with

it; or he bore it patiently: or, as some say, it

is Wča- S3, meaning he entertained, or har

boured in his dwelling, a criminal, or an offender,

and protected him from retaliation. (TA.)

Also i. q. *āst- and '363-[in some copies

of the S 'c' -] and "Lj. [signifying An

accident, an event, a hap, or a casualty: and

generally an evil accident or event, a mishap, a

misfortune, a disaster, a calamity, or an afflic

tion]: (S:) [the most common of these words

is *ā-, and its pl., +2's-, is more common

than the sing. :] the pl. of $3- is #3-i.

(TA) #31 & 3-1 and '42, - (A, K) and

*&#3-, (K,) or, as is said by Fr and others,

this last is "4:33-, (TA) signify The accidents,

or casualties, of time or fortune; or the evil

accidents, or calamities, of time or fortune. (A,

K.) '*'s- occurs used as a sing, said to be

put by poetic license for 'Ju- and this

latter is also used [as a pl.] for +25- so say

Az and AAF: and it is said to be a noun in the

SenSe of £3. $29- and >3' *: accord.

to Fr, the Arabs say, [using it as a pl.,] ū:

&ö-l [The accidents, or evil accidents, of

time, or fortune, destroyed us] : some say

c63-1, making it dual of +2-, and meaning

thereby the night and day; like as they say [in

the same sense] 934-) and 931.” &c. (TA)

-[Hence] 53- is a term applied by Sb to

The* [or infinitive noun]; because all22

are [significant of] accidents [considered as sub

sisting in, or proceding from, agents]; and the

pl. which he assigns to it in this sense is &l.i.

(TA.)- + The voiding of ordure; or the break

ing of wind; syn. £1. (K:) or legal impurity

that forbids, or prevents, one's performing prayer

&c.; (KT:) or a state annulling legal purity:

pl. ---i (Msb) [See 4.1–1.g. 3; # The

rain folloning that called the J-31 (L :) or

+3-9 [pl. of 53-'ll signifies the rains of

the commencement, or first part, of the year.

(K.)- Poung, applied to a man, (A," L, Mgb,”)

and to a horse or an ass or the like, and a camel,

and, accord. to IAar, to a mountain-goat: (L:)

pl. £i(A, L, MSB) and 30+. (L.) You

say +3- J% (Th, S, L, &c.) and "----

3-M, (Th;S, A, Msb, K.) and 3:153-,(IDrd,

K, [but this is by some disallowed, as will be

seen below,]) A young man, (S, I, Ms), K.)

and in the pl. sense you say *l-A-l &l-lä and

&#- [pls of +3-], (S,) and $13: Js,

3-1 and 3: &63-, [or these, as is implied

above, are not allowable,] and 3: #3- [pl.

of "3-2-1 (ISd, TA) J says, [in the S,]

if you mention the 3-, you say 3:1 "---

[lit. Young of tooth]: and IDrst says, the vulgar

say,3: +3-*. like as you say &: *-A-;

but it is a mistake; for +3- is an epithet applied

to the man himself, and is originally an inf. n. ;

one should not apply it as an epithet to the&

nor to the J-s nor to the -u, but "--- is

an epithet applied to anything recent. (TA.)

* r *

- 6 * > -

~...~ : l see "Ja-, first sentence; each in

+--- j two places.

6 * >

: see "...A-.

: see what next follows.

&:- The first, or beginning, or commence

ment, of a state, or a case, or an affair; (S, A,

Mgh, K) as also "ijiā- (S, Mgh, K.)

and its freshness; which is also a signification

of both these words. (S, Mgh.) So in the saying,

*:::= *śl &; Jai and "4:14- [Do thou

that thing while it is in its first and fresh state].

(S, Mgh.") One says also, *::: Jö3- es' £i

and awls: "G- and al.: "<--- + I came

to him in the beginning, or first period, of his

youth. (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, TA.) And

it is said in a trad, addressed to 'Áisheh, S;

ū: āśl -->< *, *, 363-, (Mgh,"

TA,) or, as some relate it, 41-35 V #13-, which

means the same, (Mgh,) i. e. Were it not for the

shortness of the period that has elapsed since thy

people mere in the state of infidelity, I would

pull don’n the Kaabeh, and build it [anew]. (TA.)
* * *

–See also --, in two places.

* * * > - 6 - -

dU-, used as a sing, and as a pl.: see ---,

in three places.
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<--- Nen, recent; (K;) contr. of £25,

(S:) having, or having had, a beginning; exist

ing nervly, for the first time, not having been

before; as also **: (Mgb:) brought into

existence, caused to be, made, produced, or done,

nently, for the first time, not having been before;

begun, or originated; invented, innovated; as

also '53-4. (TA)- See +3-, last two

sentences, in four places. And see 363-. You

say also,2% * <--- * He is, or mas,

recently become a 2Muslim. (Msb.) And*#2

>* > *. (TA) or ***, or *****,

(Mgh5 'Men lately in their state ofinfidelity [or

in the state of paganism or ignorance]; who have

but recently ceased to be in their state of infidelity

[&c.]. (TA.)= Also i q. 's- [Information; a

piece of information; intelligence; an announce

ment, nen's, or tidings; a piece of news; an

account; a narration, or narrative; a story;

&c.]; (S, K;) employed to signify little and

much; (S;) and 'L'3- signifies the same:

(K:) or a thing, or matter, that is talked of,

told, or narrated, and transmitted: (Msb:) [and
J 0 ≤

talk, or discourse:] and [in like manner] *#23

signifies a thing that is talked of, told, or nar

rated : (S, K:) or this last signifies a nonderful

thing : (IB, TA:) it has been asserted, says

MF, that there is no difference between ä32-l

and --- in usage, and in denoting what is

good and what is evil; in contradiction to such

as say that the former peculiarly signifies that

[kind of story] in n'hich there is no profit nor

any truth, such as amatory stories, and the like

fictions of the Arabs: Fr asserts it to signify

peculiarly a laughable and an absurd story; differ

ing from 4-2-A-: and Ibn-Hishám El-Lakhmee,

in his Expos. of the Fs, says that it is only used

to denote what is bad, or evil: but Lb replies

against him, in his Expos., that it is sometimes

used to denote nuhat is good; as in a saying

mentioned by Yaakoob, which see below: (TA:)
* * . o • *

the pl. of +--- is --!>u-i, contr. to analogy,

(S, K,) said by Fr to be pl. of W #,4-i. and

then used as pl. of -e-, (§,) but IB says

that this is not the case; (TA;) and &úš- and

&:- are also pls of +----, (K, TA,) some

times occurring; the latter, rare. (TA) You

say, ū-- (s-<-- (TA) and ā--"L:

(S, A,” TA) [I heard a good story or narrative

&c.]; both meaning the same. (TA.) And3:
-

22, 2

24- J-d -> & [A good story of

him became spread abroad among the people]:

a saying mentioned by Yaakoob in his “Isláh.”
6 * * * * * *

(TA) And i-, "is-i [A pretty story],

and £3. <--- [pretty stories]. (A.) And

2 < 7 o # 4 - > -

W āja-i d'Ys 3% 35 [! Such a one has become

the subject of a story, or of a nonderful story:

and in like manner, as is said in the A,

<-- bus: there said to be tropical]. (IB,

TA.)- Hence the ------ of the Apostle of

God: (Msb:) [i. e.] <--- also signifies A
- • • 6 •

narration of a -j-. (L:) [meaning <-3
5 • •

w **

U435, i.e. a tradition, or narration, relating,

Bk. I.

6 * > *

• , W

or describing, a saying or an action &c. of Mo

hammad :] this word and* both signify a

tradition that is traced up to Mohammad, or

to a Sahábee, or to a Tábi'ee : (TA in art. ū, :)

or <<!-- is applied to n'hat comes from the

Prophet: X-, to what comes from another than

the Prophet; or from him or another: and 3,

to what comes from a Companion of the Prophet;

but it may also be applied to a saying of the

Prophet: (Kull p. 152:) the word in this sense,

i. e. the ----- of the Prophet, has for its pl.

only <---i, and therefore Sb mentions it in

the category of those words which have pls.

anomalously formed; such as .*, pl. Já'í,

and J59, pl. J.". (TA.) [--- written

at the end of a quotation of a part of a trad, is for

<-2-1}, Read the tradition:--> <---
[A holy tradition or narration] means what

God has told to his prophet by inspiration, or

by a dream, or in sleep, and the prophet has

told in his on n phraseology: the Kur-án is

esteemed above this, because [it is held that]

its words also were revealed: (KT:) that of

which the nords are from the apostle, but the

meaning is from God, by inspiration, or by a

dream, or in sleep. (Kull p. 288.)

#13-. See &:- in three places. [Hence,]

&: #13- ! Youth; the first period of life.

(TA.)

3, #2 * * ~ *

•l-A-: see ---e.

6 w * d •

***- : see "Ja-, in three places.

* * d •

**- : see -----, in two places.

6 • s •

<>>u-: see & A-, first sentence.

* * * - J = * * ~ * .

āşxt-; and its pl., +2'2- see ---, in four

places.

* e o &

+-A-1 More, and most, nen", or recent: fem.
• O J. - # * * .# 9 -

Usi-; as in the phrase Li-ji Ussy-el, occurring

in a trad., My nife who was more, or most, re

cently married. (TA.)

22 * * * o " . "

à:3-4-1 : see -----, in five places.

6 - d. ,

**-* : •

in two places. – Also, applied to a poet, i. q.

s • 6 * >

see ----, -and see also +--,

33. [A post-classical author: itself a post-clas

sical term]. (Mz.49th es'.) [And &#3-9

The moderns; or people of later times; opposed

to £il.]
* d p 2 - -

*J-0 : See "Ja-.

s * /

+3- A true, or veracious, man: (K:) a

man of true opinion: (S:) of true conjecture :

(A, TA:) inspired; into n'hose mind a thing is

put, and who tells it conjecturally and with

sagacity; as though he were told a thing, and

said it: occurring in a trad.: (TA:) such was

'Omar. (A, TA.)

6 * > /

*...*-* A teller, or relater, of stories, narra

tives, or traditions: [and particularly a relater

of, or one skilled in, the traditions of Moham
6 & 2 • 2 w - d.

mad:] '+'l- in the sense of £333-3, signify

ing a company of men telling, or relating, stories

&c., is an anomalous pl., formed by assigning it

to the same predicament as words of similar

meaning, of which X-, pl. of X--, is an ex.

(L.) See also +3-.

#,4- J. t Land upon nhich the rain

called -- has fallen. (L.)

co

1. 4-3-, (S, A, K,”) aor. 2, inf. n. £- (S,

K) and $3-, (TA,) He bound the s:- upon

him, i.e., upon the camel; (S, A, K,) as also

"4-2-1: (K:) or he bound upon him the as---,

i.e., the [saddle called] ---5 and its apparatus;

(Az, TA;) which apparatus consists of the 93.”

with the two girths called the dual and the-i

without nhich a camel is not [said to be] 22-4.

(Sh, TA.) [See £-] Accord to J, #3

also signifies He bound loads, or burdens, and

divided them into camel-loads: (TA:) but this

is a meaning that was unknown to the Arabs.

(Az, T.A.) J cites as an ex. the words of El

Aasha,

* #####3: *

[Is it for separation that her loads are bound

&c.?]: but he adds that, accord. to one reading,

the poet said (i.i. and this [SM says] is the

right reading. (TA)—[Hence, *ā- is used

to signify tEHe betook himself to narring for the

sake of the religion.], 'Omar is related to have

said, J: L:- t: #2-#3 t" i:- Inean

ing Perform one pilgrimage, then t betake thyself

to warring for the sake of the religion until thou

become old and weal, or die; co- literally sig

nifying bind the as--- upon the camel. (Az,

TA)—[Hence also, 4-3-, (TA) inf n. &: -,

(K) t He imposed upon him in a sale. (K, T.A.)
o - &:£- (A.TA) 11 imposed

upon him nith a bad sale, and 22- g": neith bad

merchandise. (TA.) The person imposed upon

You say, 3

is likened to a camel upon which a a-la- is

bound. (Az, TA)—And J.: ... :- "I

imposed upon him a heavy dowry, iy deceit and

fraud. (A, TA.)= Also, aor. 2, inf. n. &:

He cast 2 3- [or unripe and hard colocynths,

or small colocynths, or small and green colocynths

or melons,] at him. (A, TA.)- Hence, (A,

TA) -- ~~~ (S.A.) in n. 43-, (K.)

! He shot at him with an arrow. (S, A, K.)

And was 4-4-, inf n. &:- ! He beat him,

or struck him, with a staff, or stick, (Ibn-El.

Faraj, K,” T.A.)- [Hence also,] a:0 4-3-,

inf. n. &:- ! He ca: "picion upon him. (K,"

TA," TK.) And 2: 3: 4-3-(S, A) : He

accused him of the crime, or offence, of another,

($, TA)and put it upon him. (TA) And 4-3

*: (S, A,) aor. 2, inf. n. &:- (S, TA) and

67
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a 2-5 and "4-3-, inf. n. &#2-#3 (TA;)

; He cast his eyes at him; (S, TA;) as also

54: £3-: or he looked intently, and sharply,

at him : or he looked at him nith a look n'hich

he [the latter] suspected and disliked: (TA:)

but &:- in looking may be unattended by alarm,

or fear: (Az, TA:) ":2-5 is like 3.2-3,

(S,) syn. therewith: (K:) and also signifies the

looking intently, after alarm, or fear. (TA)

Also **- aor. 2, inf. n. £24- + He (a horse)

looked at the figure of a man, or the like, seen

from a distance, or heard a sound, and raised

his ears, and directed his eyes, tonards it. (TA.)

y w s d • -

2. a--, inf n. **- : see 1, in two places.

• * > d e - © 5* c > J.

4: see 1, first sentence.EUlás-Il 5'-' (-e-Ja

The colocynth-plant bore, or produced, fruit such
6 * *

as is termed co- (S.)

6 d

£-> A certain thing upon which the nomen

of the Arabs of the desert ride; not a J-3 7:07"

ot &#: (Lth, TA:) a certain vehicle, or thing

to ride upon, for nomen, (Az, S, A, K,) like the

ai~, (A.S.K.) and like the*: (Az, TA;)

as also *ā-ā- (S, A, K. :) pl. of the former

£24- and $44 (S.A.K) and£- (AAF,
TA;) and pl. of the latter&l- (Yaakoob, S,

A:) Az, however, says that ISk makes no differ

ence between the** and the "as-is-, though

there is a difference between them accord. to

the Arabs, as will be seen from what follows:
• deo

Sh says that £- is a name given to a £2*

bound upon a ~5 [or small kind of camel's

saddle] when it is bound upon the camel at once

with all its apparatus: he also says that "is-la

is a name given to the apparatus composed of

the #1, pl. of S.", q. v.,] which are also called

-#" J-3, [and which are appertenances of

the -5,] when they are filled, and dranwn to

gether, and bound, and tied to the -:5 : [and

he shows, in his explanation of the verb **-,

that this apparatus comprises the-: and c's'

with the two girths called the dual and the -i-.

this is what is meant in the K by the saying that

*ā-13-1 also signifies #91;]. Aboo-Sa'id El.

Kilábee says that "as-l-signifies the apparatus

(312) of the -3 ; and Az says that it signifies

the --~5 with its apparatus. (T.A.)- Also A

load, or burden. (S, K.)- And [its pl.]&

Camels with their J-2 [or saddles]. (TA)

$3- [a coll. gen, n.] The colocynth, or colo

cynths, when unripe and hard: (TA:) or nhen

become hard, (S, TA;) before becoming yellow:

(TA:) or small colocynths : (A:) or the colo

cynth or colocynths, and the melon or melons, (M,

K,) while small and green, before becoming yellow,

(M.) or nhile continuing succulent, or fresh, or

green: (K:) or [more correctly] the melon or

melons; and the colocynth, or colocynths, while

continuing succulent, or fresh, or green : (T:)

n. un, with 3. (S.)

6 - • 6 o -

ăa-l-A-: see &-e-, in five places.

J-A

1.3-, aor. (M,Msb, K, &c.) and -, (M,

K.) inf. n. 23- (T, S, M, Mgb, K) and J-A-,

(T, M, K,) He made to descend, or to go donn

or don’nnards or donon a declivity; sent, let, or

put, don'n, or from a higher to a loner place

or position; (T, S, M, A, Mgb, K;) as also "X

(Msb:) [or this latter is not chaste; for, accord.

to J,] one says, à:ll 3- he lonered the ship;

or sent it to a lower place, (S) or from a higher

to a loner part of a river; (A;) but one should

not say, Uty-le-l. (S.) You say also, 3--"34

J.--" 3: He rolled down the stone from the

mountain. (A) — 5:1 ~5- ! Dearth,

scarcity, or drought, made them to descend [from

the desert]; brought them to a descent; (T, S;)

brought them, (TA) or brought them don'n, or made

them to descend, (A,) to the tonns, or villages.

(A, TA) — as:- &: Aül 34- IIe turned

down the As for muffler] from the part beneath

his chin. (TA.)-&: 33-, aor. * and 2,

inf n. 3,4- and 3-, He shed, or let fall, tears;

as also "95-. (TA) And £13.5 & 4,
(A, K,”) and 3-3, inf n. 3-, (K,) t The eye

sheds, or lets fall, tears; (A:) or flows with

tears. (K.) And J-Sl 3- & ! [The

tears make the collyrium to flow donn]. (A:)–

4: #: 3-, (A,) aor. *, (TA,) inf n. 33-,

(K) t The medicine made his belly to discharge

itself. (A, K.) [And&: "23- +It (a medi

cine) caused the menstrual flux to descend: see

33-4.]=33-, (T, S, Mgh, K) aor. and 2,

(K,) inf. n. 33-3 (S, Mgh, K;) and "J-1,

(T, S, A, K.) inf n. 13-15 (Ki) : He made

the skin to snell, (T, S, A, Mgh, K,) and to

become thick, (A) by beating. (T, S, A, Mgh.)

=::133-, (A, K) aor. and 2, in a 33

(K) and '99-', (S.K.) inf n. 14-15 (K.)

! He twisted the unwoven warp, (K) or the ex

tremities of the unnoven warp, (S, A,) of the

garment, or piece of cloth; (S, A, K;) like as

is done nith the ends of [garments of the kind

called) *-* (pl. of t =]: ($) because its

length is thus diminished. (A)= See 7.—

[Hence,] # es' 3-, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,”)

and 359 J, (§, Mgh, Msb) and *}l J,

(Msb,) aor. 2 (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and -, (K,)

inf n. 4-5 (S,Mgh, Mab, K.) and "23-, infn.

*2-5; (Ki) and #1 j4-, (A, Msb) and

&#9, and āsū); (Msb;) | He hastened, or

was quick, in the reading, or recitation, (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K,") and in the call to prayer, (S,

Mgh, Msb,) and in the [form of words called

the] acts; (Msb;) and he hastened the reading,

or recitation, &c. (Msb)=33- and 34-,

inf. n. [of the latter, accord. to analogy,] 5,4-,

It (a bow string) was thick and strong. (TA.

[See also 22-.])– And [hence, app.,] | It (a

boy) was, or became, such as is termed3

[q. v.]: (TA:) [or] 34-, aor. *; (Lth, As, S,

A, K,) and 3.3-, aor. *; (ISd, K;) inf. n. [of

the former] #3- (A, K) and 33-3 (S, K;)

! he was, or became, compact in make, (AS, S,

K,) and thick : (TA:) or short and fleshy: (A:)

and he was, or became, fat, with, thickness, (K,

TA) and shortness. (TA. [See 22-.])– And

33-, (T, $A, K.,) aor. * (T, Š.K.) and > y (K,)

inf n. 25- (T, S, A) and 2-5 (K.) and

|: "J-1, inf. n. #34, and "J.-, inf. n. **-5;

(K, TA;) or the first form only; (T;) ! It (the

skin) became snollen, (T, S, TA) as also "J-5),

(S, K,) by reason of beating: (T, S, TA:) or

became snollen and thick, by reason thereof.

(A, K.)-3:8 =54-, in n. #3-, + The

eye was, or became, large and wide : (Mgb:)

was, or became, beautiful. (TA.)

2: see 1, in four places.

4: see 1, in four places. = Also *:: J-A-l

+He sened the garment, or piece of cloth, the

second time, after the [slight sening termed] J4,

Or Jš. (S.)

5. &#123-5 (S,K) and "22-3 (A) The
tears descended gently, or little by little. (S, A,
K.") And*: L'é *33 • # ji." <: I san,

the rain descending and dropping upon his beard.

(TA.)

6: see 5, in two places.

7. 3-M-5 He, or it, descended; went don'n,

don’nnards, don’n a declivity, or from a higher

to a loner place or position: (S, A, Msb, K:)

and [in like manner] '34-, inf n. 4-, (TA)

Or 24-, (A,) he went don'n, or descended, a de

clicity. (A, TA) [Hence, 5-31 J, #4-5,

I went don’n to El-Basrah. (S.)- Also He

journeyed, or nent, tonards El-'Irak, and Syria,

and ’Omán: opposed to **i. which signifies

“he journeyed, or went, towards Nejd, and El

Hijáz, and El-Yemen:” (ISk, on the authority of

'Omárah, TA in art. J-e:) or the former, he jour

neyed, or went, tonards El-'Irák: and the latter,

“he journeyed, or went, towards the Kibleh:”

(Aboo-Sakhr, T, TA ubi supra:) and "33-# is

used as an inf n. of the former; like as ** is

of the latter: (T, TA ubi suprà:) also, the former

verb, he returned from any tonn or country: and

the latter, “he commenced a journey or the like,

in any direction.” (Ibn-'Arafeh, TA ubi suprà.)

– Also, said of a place, It sloped donn. (Mgb.)

:=See also 1, last sentence but one.

6 * * 6 * >

2- : see 25-A-, in two places.

#3- A single thread, of the threads of a [gar

ment of the kind called] ús. (TA) [See 33
- d ..., 6.- d. • 4; 3 -> •

-2''..]=5)-- Jés (AS, T, S, Msb, K) and

"es:- (K) tAn eye compact and hard: (As,

T, S:) or thick and hard: (K:) or wide and

large and projecting : (T:) or large and nide :

(Msb:) or large : (K:) or nide : (TA:) or

sharp-sighted. (K.)

#: A herd of camels, (S, K,) like, or about,

Q. 43-2, (S,) which is [as some say] from ten to

–
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forty: when they amount to sixty, they are termed

a *-: (TA:) a flock of sheep or goats. (Lh,

TA.)- See also #3.

** 9 - 6 p * ** 6 - © de -

#3-: see 25-A-. =::\,- Ues tA beautiful

eye. (TA.)

& 2 © e o -

USJ-A-: see 5'--

3,4- (S, A, Msh, K) and "33- (S, K) and
** @ e.

W #3-, (T, K,) of the same measure as 'Wä-2,

(T,) [in the CK, erroneously,33-, and"24

and 's-(K) and "33-# (S. K.) [which is of

frequent occurrence] and *::: and "32-3,

Or '32-3, or *%+, (as in different copies of

the K, the last of these being the third form given

in the CK.) A declivity, or declivous place; a

place sloping down; a slope; a place of descent,

or by which one descends: (S, A, Msb, K.) a

22- is at the foot of a mountain, and in any

place. (TA.) You say, #4 24- es' ūk:

[We descended Ol difficult declivity]. (A.) And

"24- es' L-: ūté [As though he were de

scending a declivity]: (S:) occurring in a trad.

(TA.)

6.e. < *

5,55-; see what next follows.

* * * *

53- and *ā-3- and *#33- ! A flow, or

jloning, of tears from the eye. (Lh, ISd, K,

TA.)=Also the first, (S,) so accord. to the M,

&c., (TA) or '#', (K.) Multitude, and*

gregation. (S, M., K.) You say #23. 25 C

A tribe numerous and congregated. (S, M.)

*- A rope strongly tmwisted: a bow-string

strong and full. (TA. [See also 1.])-A thick

spear. (TA.) And 32.5- + Thick and

round knots, or joints, of a spear. (TA.)-A

cake of bread (-5.5%) complete: or having thick

edges. (TA)-1A man compact in make: (S:)

a boy short and fleshy : (A:) a youth thick and

compact: (TA:) or full of fat and flesh, with

softness, or thinness, of skin: (Lth, Az:) a boy

full in body, and of great force : (Th :) or a boy

full of youthful vigour; as also 3,2'- [but this

is an intensive epithet:] (Lth, Az:) or a fat boy:

(K:) or a boy fat, thick, and compact in make:

(ISd:) or goodly, or beautiful: (ISd, K:) pl.

#3-. (TA) Also the fem, 52-, 1A thick, or

bulky, she-camel. (T in art. -3) And the same,

+Bulky in the shoulder-joints. (IB.) And 32%

[the pl. fem.] +Compact and bulky camels or the

like. (TA.)- +Anything full of moisture, and

of beautiful make. (TA) And c's #2-#A

she-camel having full eyes: (S:) or having eyes

full of fat, equal, and beautiful. (TA.)–A

tribe congregated. (TA.)- A lofty mountain.

(TA)-See also #3:-l.

#: and "## (S,K) and "3,4- (R)

and "#33- (Th, K) and "## and**

and W #:- and *:::- and W#:- (K) of

which W #2'- is the most approved form, (TA,)

The black of the eye. (S, K.) One says, c." #

*:::- and 4: "5,4'-(S,R) and '2'

*: and a: " $34- (TA) +He is deemed bur

densome, or troublesome, by him, so that he cannot

look at him by reason of hatred. (S, K.) And

made him, or it, a conspicuous object, or a thing

in full vien, of my eye. (S, K.) Several lexico

graphers mention these forms in art. J-A-, re

garding the U as a radical letter, as it should not

be held to be augmentative, when occupying the

second place in a word, unless on strong evidence.

(TA.)

6 * d > J. • de

J-A- and >>J1: see what next follows.

J - * @ e

#3:- [The lion; (§, K.) as also "3+",

(K,) and *:::- without J, (TA) and '32-1:

(K:) or the lion that is, among other lions, like

the king among men; (IAar;) because of the

thickness of his neck, and the strength of his

fore legs. (Th, T.A.)-Also5* ! Destruction,

or perdition; (AZ, K;) and so **u- (K:)

or a severe calamity; as though it were a lion in

its severity. (A.)

23- See 24- =Also An ear-ring; syn.

55 (S.K.) pl. 2,13-. (TA)= A larative

medicine, (A, K,” TA) contr. of J.i.e. (A.)

:= See also #:-l.

6.- d > 6.- y J.

3,52- see 55-A-.

6 y o p 6 o ed * * * * ,

22- and 25-: see 2-, in three places.

a o

X-A-> : | * , * J.

6.- - o See XJ-e-.

321-a- :

2- J & J. 3- J & 2-2 - 2 4 y & J. -

3,5- and 5,5-> and 5,2- : see J---, in

six places.

6e & 6 * o .

5,4-x- see 2-, in three places.

* > of

J-1 + More, most, or very, fat and thick.

(TA.)

* * * * © y •

25-1: see 25-A-.

<!." 33- t [Emmenagogue]. (K in arts.

Je- and j+ &c.)

6 * > 0.p 6 * ~ 6 p. 6 - d.d. 6

2-2 and J-A- and 2-2, or ,
* f - © y 6 s > • -

: see 25-A-: = and for the first, see

• & e

, or

U*A*

• * * • 6 0 e

1. J.--, [aor, app., 2 and *,] inf. n. U---,

He thren, cast, or shot. (TA.) You say, <---

~~ I shot an arrow. ($) And tâ 4:3-1

thren, cast, orshot, at him with such a thing. (A.)

:= Hence, Jill J.- The conjecturing without

evidence or proof. (TA.) You say, J.-, (S,

A, Msb, K.) aor. - (S, Mgb, K) and *, (K,) inf n.

J.-, (S, A, Msb, K.) He opined: (S, A, K:)

or he formed a confirmed opinion : (Msb:) he

formed a surmise, or an opinion; or he spoke

conjecturally, or surmising: (S, A, K:) he sur

mised respecting the meanings of speech or lan

guage, (A, K) and things. (K.) And -e- is

He says a thing according to his opinion. (S,
-ā- so 4 * * * * * * A.

U.5TA) And 4.2-iù; ###3:

thing has been told me of such a one, and I speak

of it conjecturally, or surmising. (TA.) And

Js: 3-4-1Jormed my. opinion of it, not

being certain of it, as also --~~5. (T.A.) And

*% J'é AS&l J-3- Be spoke without any

thing to guide him, and without caution. (TA.)

And£ J-3- He computed by conjecture the

quantity, measure, or the like, of the thing. (A.)

Andw:-" 46 [generally meaning He said it

conjecturally, or surmising: but also meaning]

he said it by means of intuition. (A, TA.) [...

is also explained in the A as signifying-ā- X: :

in the TA &: Xà: both app. meaning An ob

scure, or an occult, mode of judging of a thing.]
6 & -

–U-- is also syn. with 34, (K,) used transi

tively, (T, K,) [app. signifying The aiming at a

thing..] by, or nith, whatever thing it be; [app.

meaning by any mental operation;] by opinion,

or by judgment, or by intelligence or cunning saga

city. (TA)=->9. es' J.-, (El-Umawee,

Msb,) aor. 2, (El-Umawee, TA,) inf. n. J.-,

(S,) He went anay, (S, Msb, TA,) or journeyed,

(TA,) into, or in, or through, the country, or

land, nithout guidance : (S, Msb, TA:) or simply

he went anay into, or in, the country, or land;

as also J.G. (El-Umawee, TA)-[Hence,

app., the phrase # es): & J-3-, which

seems to mean A thing came at random into my

mind. See U-4.] – Also J.-, inf n. as

above, He went in a right course, or direction:

(TA:) or in one regular, uniform, or constant,

course : (O, K:) or, accord. to Az, not in one

regular, uniform, or constant, course. (TA)—

And "J. J.3-, (Ms) inf n. J.-, (K)

He hastened, or was quick, in pace, or in jour

neying. (Mgb, K.)

5.5:9-3-3,(S.K.) and X:Sics, (AZ,

S, A, K,) He sought to learn the news, or tidings,

nithout others' knowing of him; (AZ, S, M, A,

K;) as also we U-35, and U--> (AZ, TA:)

or he sought for, or inquired respecting, the news,

or tidings, in order to know nhat others knen,

not. (A.)

J: one n:ho opines, or conjectures, much;

syn. Júls. (TA.)

J.A

1.43- (K,TA) *, aor. 2, inf n, 33-,

(TA). He looked at it. (K, TA.) It is said in a

trad.,_*\al: –23 all es:-- And the people, or

party, cast the blacks of their eyes at me. (TA.)

And 43- He, or it, hit, or hurt, the black of

his eye. (K.)=33-, (K, TA) aor. 2, (TA)

inf n. 3,4-, said of one that is dying (-),

He opened his eyes, and moved his eyelids, or

tninkled nith his eyes. (K.) You say, <:

5-<l I san, him that was dying open his

eyes, &c. (TA)*= See also 4.

2, 33-, (Mgh) or# 33-, (Ms) inf n.

&2-3, (S,Mgh, Mab, K.) He looked hardly, or

intently, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K.) and rolled the black

 

67 *
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of the eye, (Har p. 221,) <! at him: (Mgh,

Msb:) and 7 #3-, with an augmentative U, is

like 3:3-5; [the verb of which it is the inf n,

namely, "35., said of a man, signifying he

rolled the black of his eye in looking. (S.)

4 * 1552-15 ($, Mgh, Mab, K.) and "sis

4, (S, Msh, K) aor. -, (Mab, K.) in a 33

(TK;) and a "1,525-l; ($gh, K;) They sur

rounded, encompassed, or encircled, him, or it ; (S,

Mgh, Mgb;) namely, a man, (S) or a town or the

like: (Msb:) or they nent round or round about,

circuited, or compassed, him, or it. (K.) You

say of anything, a J-1 as meaning It sur

rounded, encompassed, or encircled, it; (TA;)

as, for instance, a house [or a wall] surrounds a

*

J.' ta 3-i 35 [Upon him is a black mole

which whiteness has surrounded]. (TA.) And
* ... • - - of

ā-oll 44-j- ! Death encompassed him. (TA.)

garden. (Mgh.) Thus you say, #3- ist:

–54-9 4: 1,534, a phrase used by El

Hareeree, means They made the blacks of the

eyes to surround him. (Harp. 186.)=-3

â45%), (K) or u : * ~s--, (Zi, TA)

i. e. [The meadow] became a âge- [q.v.], (Zj,

K,) [by producing herbs such as are termed

--~~; for] without --~~ it is a 4.42). (Zj, T.A.)

12: see 4.

Q. Q. 1. &#3-, and its inf n. #3-; see 2.

6 * >

J.A.- : see #3-, in three places.- Also The

[fruit of the] cis-is' [q. v. : accord. to Forskål

(Flora AEgypt. Arab, p. 47), solanum cordatum]:

(IAar, Az, K:) [a coll. gen, n. :] n, un, with 5:

likened to the blacks of the eyes of the [species of

antelope called] ú. : in the handwriting of 'Alee

Ibn-Hamzeh, written jja-, with the dotted 5;

but this is not known. (TA.)

#53- (S, Msb, K, &c.) and *#24- and

*ā---, (K,) but IDrd doubts the correctness

of this, (TA) The black of the eye; (IDrd, Msb,

K;) i.e. the round part in the middle of the eye;

(TA;) the greater black of the eye; (S, TA;)

the smaller being the bu [or pupil], in which

is what is termed c" &C., for it is like a

mirror, in which one facing it sees his figure;

(TA;) [the part, of the eye, that is surrounded

by the white; the iris, together with the nhole of

the anterior chamber of the eye;] what is in the

middle of the white of the eye: (Zj in his “ Khalk

el-Insán:”) or, as some say, externally, the black

of the eye; and internally, its 5,4- [or lens]:

(TA:) [and sometimes the eye, absolutely; as,

for instance, in a phrase mentioned voce *5, in

art. -53 :] pl. "33-, (S, Msb, K) [or rather

this is a coll. gen, n.,] and [the pl. is] 53-i [a

pl. of pauc.] (K) and $54- (Msb) and 3,4

(S, Msb, K.,) which last is applied by Aboo

Dhu-eyb to the A53- together with what sur

rounds it. (TA.) [Hence,] "33- J”<

-***) I spoke nihile the people, or party, looked

at me. (TA) And '3-il it. Those who hit

the mark in throning or shooting. (TA.) And

** as:- Ji. Us' t; ! They alighted, or

alighted and abode, in a tract abounding with

herbage; likened to the ā-5-a- of the camel

because this is plentifully supplied with moisture.

(TA from a trad.)

#2- A n'alled garden; a garden surrounded

by a wall: (S, Msb, TA:) of the measure is:

in the sense of the measure is: (Msb:) or

any round piece of land surrounded by a fence or

the like, or by elevated land: (TA:) or n hatever

is surrounded by building : (K:) and, by exten

sion of its application, a garden, though without a

nall: (Msb:) or a meadon, or garden, (44%)

having trees: (S, K:) or a garden of palm-trees

and of other trees, (Zj, IDrd, K,) dense and

luxuriant, (Zj, IDrd, TA) and, as some say,

fruit-bearing: (TA:) or a garden (a:-) of palm

trees and grape-vines : (TA:) or a distinct col

lection of palm-trees: (K:) or a plot of seed

produce : (Kr, TA:) or a hollon in a valley,

that retains water: and any depressed place in a

valley, that retains nater, though water be not in

its bottom: (TA:) pl. &l- (S, Msb, K.)

• o- <-s: 4:= Gie 33

2:13- as—" t|Thy letter has come to me, and I

have recreated myself in contemplating the beauty

of its garden-like phrases]. (TA.)

Hence the saying, ->

#3- (mentioned in the K in art. G-A-) A

large a53- [or black of the eye]: (§, K.) a

meaning which shows the U to be augmentative:

(TA:) or some part of the body that is unknown:

(K:) one says, #3:1 still &- *ill Jási

[the n'olf ate, of the sheep, Or goat, the as-],

A’Obeyd says, it is some part of the body

thereof, but I know not what it is: (S:) or the

eye : (S, K:) so says Lh; (S;) and so Kr:

(TA :) As heard an Arab of the desert, of the

Benoo-Saad, say that it means its as als [or

epiglottis]. (IB,TA)—#3- &: An eye of

n:hich the ball, or globe, is prominent, or large

and prominent; or of nhich the black is prominent;

syn. iii-la. (TA)

334- Short and compact. (IDrd, K.)
22. J & J.

āş5-; | 6
<

6 - d. See 49-ka-.

àid-;

6 J - d -

3,5- and its vars. (mentioned in this art.

by J and $gh): see art. J.A.-.

6 w • J.

J.A*-* A difficult, or distressing, affair or

event; in consequence of nhich men look hardly,

or intently. (TA.)

&J.'s

For several words mentioned under this head

in some of the Lexicons, see art. 3.x-.

-A-Me

6 d -+ c < J Ö- * * * *

1. U-->'' a 2-, and Júl, aor. -, inf n. *.x-,

The sun, and the fire, was, or became, vehemently

hot upon him. (Msb.)

: ! see what next follows.

5:

8. júl -*.x-l, and X-" A.A.-l, in the K,

erroneously, '-3-i, The fire, and the heat,

burned, or burned fiercely: (K, TA:) and

#! <-e-A-1 the fire flamed, or blazed: (S,

Mgh, K:) and in like manner, [as meaning it

became inflamed, or made to flame or blaze,] the

verb is said of anything: (T, TA:) or ---

júl, andjū A.A.-1, the fire, and the day, was,

or became, vehemently hot : (Msb:) and J-e-a-1,

said of a day, (AZ, TA,) and of heat, (S in art.

J-o-,) signifies the same as A-A-1, (AZ, Subi

supra, TA,) from which it is formed by transposi

tion. (Subi supra.) And A.N.- He suffered

vehement heat from the sun, and from fire.

(Mgb.) And j+1 --- The cooking-pot

boiled vehemently. (AZ, TA)-[Hence,] ex

*: ! The nine, or beverage, estuated, or fer

mented; syn. J". (Mgh, T.A.) And Lexie-l

u: 9% 3- (S) t The bosom of such a one

burned with anger, wrath, or rage. (TA.) And

u: * Le-A-1 | He burned against him with

anger, wrath, or rage; (K, TA;) as also "23-5.

(K.) And 33 A.- : The blood became in

tensely red, so as to be [nearly] black, (S, Msb,

K, TA;) and became vehemently burning. (Mgb.

[See also the part. n., below.])

* D - 6 - -

_*.x- and "Lex-The vehement burning of fire,

(K,) and of heat: or, accord. to the T, Lex

[app. > - signifies the vehement heating of a

thing by the sun, and by fire: [see 1:] accord.

to AZ, Jú1% signifies “the flaming, or blazing,

of fire;” and #: and w:- and us:- and

(*~i= have all one meaning [app. the third

of the meanings assigned below to #3-]. (TA.)

6 * >

_2-x- : see what next precedes.

6 - - -

ão-- Fire: and the sound of fire: (K:) or

the sound of the flaming, or blazing, of fire; (Fr,

§3) as also :- (Fr, TA)—t The sound of

the belly of the serpent, (K,) or, as some say, of

the species of serpent termed *-i- (TA:) or

the rustling sound of the skin of the serpent,

caused by rubbing one part thereof against ano

ther; as though it were the confused and con

tinued sound of a thing --- [i. e. flaming,

or boiling]. (AHát, TA)- The purring of

a cat: likened to the sound of flaming, or blazing.

(TA.)

6 - - d. 6 o
- -

ão-J-5 A cooking-pot quickly boiling; contr.6 * - •

of 221-2 : (Fr, S, A, TA:) in the K, erroneously,

#2-, like i-, (TA)

X2: A day vehemently hot. (S.)- + Blood

intensely red, inclining to blackness: or, as some

say, intensely burning. (Mgh.)

5-A

1. J.' ...-, (S, Mgh) or J.' 13-. (Msb,)

or both, (K,) aor. 5-aa-e, (Msb) inf. n. 33- (S,

Mgh, K) and #3- (S,K) and #3-, (K.) He

drove the camels; (S, Mgh, K;) and chid them:

(K:) [and " tal.--' app. has the former signifi

cation :] and he sang to them : (S:) or he urged,

or excited, the camels by singing to them, which
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is termed "#3-: (Msb:) or 3 4- signifies he

sang to them. (Mgh.) The Arabs in driving

their camels used commonly to sing verses of the

kind termed #3 (TA in art.j-..) [It is said

that] * $3- originated from the fact of a Desert.

Arab's beating his young man, or boy, and biting

his fingers; whereupon he went along saying
d = d = -

U43 (.63, meaning3% t; [“O my two hands!”];

and the camels went on at his cry; therefore his

master bade him keep to it: (K in art. U43 :)

so says IAar. (TA in that art. [Other (similar)

accounts of its origin are mentioned by MF in

remarking on this passage of the K.]) <- sig

nifies also He raised his voice with [the singing

termed].' ". (Harp. 576.) [And Hebreathed

short (anhelavit), and sent forth a voice or sound.

(Golius, from a gloss in the KL)]– You say
J.

also of the north wind, *-il 34-5, i.e. + It

drives along the clouds. (S.)- And L'é 33

1je t He urged him, incited him, or put him in

motion or action, to do such a thing. (Msb, T.A.)

—And 43- fit Jolloned it; namely, the night

the day; (K) as also "six-l. (AHn,K.) and

so the [wild] he-ass his she-asses; and anything

any other thing. (TA) Hence the saying, •)

3: J: 13-1 4-5 + I will not do it as long

as the night follon's the day]. (TA.) - See

also 5.

4: see 5.

5. 35-5, in its primary sense, is from 53-M,

and signifies He (a driver of camels) vied, com

peted, or contended for superiority, nith him,

or emulated him, (namely, another driver,) in

driving camels, or urging them by singing to

them; each of them desiring to elicit the ability

of the other in doing so. (Z, TA.)-[And hence,]

He vied, or competed, and contended for supe

riority, with him, (S, K," mentioned in the K

in art. U5-) in an action or a work [of any

hind]. (S.) You say, &#1 J." &: I

sought to elicit the ability of the people in order

that it might be known which of us nas most

skilled in reading or reciting [the Kur-án]: it

means like as does the saying of a person con

tending with others for the superior glory of his

people, “Bring ye a people like my people, or

like one of them.” (Msb). It is said of Moham

mad, in a trad., cău *" s:- [He vied,

or contended, with the Arabs by means of the

Kur-án]. (TA.) And one says,#all4-12es:-}

and 894, [He vied, or contended, with his com

panion in reading, or reciting, and in wrestling,]

in order that it might be seen which of them was

the superior reader or reciter, and the superior

wrestler. (TA.)- Also He aimed at it; made

it his object; sought, endeavoured after, pursued,

or endeavoured to reach or attain or obtain, it;

intended or purposed it; (AA, and K* and TA

in art. (4-4-;) as also **13-, (AA, TA,) and

**i-l. ($gh, and Kib.) Hence the saying of

Mujahid, #6 &#1 (si-ji & = [I used to

aim at reading, or reciting, the Kur-án, and so to

read, or recite]. (AA, TA.)

6. J.' *u-3 The camels urged on one

another. (K.)

8: see 1, in two places.

*# 3-4-#5 I will not do it ever, (K)

as long as the night follows the day. (TA.

[See 1.])

#33- The north nind; (S, K;) because it
- - o £

drives along the clouds: the masc. form, usa-i,

is not used. (S.)

#3-; see 1, in two places.

: J. J.

9-A- :

3 - 2

U.6-ka- :

63 • *

āz-A-:

of - *

See 5'-e-, in art. '..e.,

* * *

Ú-A- A vying, or competition, and contention

for superiority. (K. [There mentioned in art.

U5-; but belonging to the present art, (see 5.)

like asÚ- belongs to art. 2'--.])= [One n'ho

vies, or competes, and contends for superiority.]

You say, 2.9 3. 494- Uí [I am he who vies,

&c., with thee in this affair], meaning come forth

to me as an adversary, by thyself alone, (T, S,”

K,” TA,) and compete, or contend, with me [in

this affairl. (T, TA) -And #33-34. He

aims at them; makes them his object; seeks, en

deavours after, pursues, or endeavours to reach,

or attain, them. (TA) - And |3: U3- 13:

This is the like, or like in form, of this. (As,

TA.) - And J-5 G3- one of the men or

people. (Kr, K.) = See also #3-, in art. 12-)

53- see what next follows.

2- Driving or a driver [of camels; or urging

or exciting them, or one who urges or excites

them, by singing to them: see 1]: (Mgh:) pl.

#3+. (TA) You say st- J% and '53

[which latter is an intensive epithet]. (K.)- It

is also applied to a [wild] he-ass, as meaning

Driving before him his she-asses. (S,” TA.) He

is said to be >>3 ess- [A driver before him of

three she-asses] * (S, TA) and c\,:ess-[a driver

before him of eight she-asses). (TA)—uss

2: [lit. The driver, or urger, of the asterism]

meanS &#39 [i. e. the Hyades; or the five

chief stars thereof; or the brightest star thereof,

a of Taurus]: (TA:) and so 2," ess

[lit. the driver, or urger, of the stars]. (S voce

t”) •- ess's- [pl. of the fem. #2-1]

means tThe hind legs; because they follow the

fore legs. (K.) And +The latter or hinder, or

the last, or hindmost, parts or portions of any

thing. (Az, T.A.)– 2- is also the act, part. n.

of - as syn. with es:-5, and thus means

Aiming at a thing; &c. (AA,TA)= (s3t

*s, &c.; see art. Ja-2.

us- fem. of3- : See art. Ja-l.

oa o # * > -o 93 • *

ā-, -o- and £i Among them is in use

a certain kind of 13-. (Lh, K.)

Q 6-A

For several words mentioned in the K under

this head, see art. 2-4-.

Ja

1. *, *, *, (L.M.) int" i-, (L.M.,

K.) He cut, or cut off, a thing: (Msb:) or gut,

or cut off, quickly; (IDrd, A, L;) as also,”

(A:) or cut off quickly and utterly: (L:) Ja- is

syn, with 3-. (K.)

i- + Quickness in speech and actions. (TA.)

i: A piece of flesh-meat; (A," L, K;) as

also j-. (A, L.)

- 33-, an inf n. having no verb, (Az,L,) Light

ness of the tail: (S, L, K:) lightness of the hair of

the tail of a horse: shortness of the tail of an ass;

and of a bird of the kind called ūaš; or lightness

of the feathers of the tail thereof; or flightness and

quickness of the flight thereof: (L:) and lightness

of the beard. (L.)– t Lightness of hand. (S.

[See 5-il) + Quickness: or quickness and light

ness or agility. (L.)

6 y o y 6 - J & f

Ja-j- and 5.5-ja- A short woman. (L.)

3.5- 3; +A quick [night-journey to water];

(S, L, K.) like+ (S, A, 1.3) and far
extending, or distant; as also *5-13-. (L.)

And 5.3-J - (L) and *ā-i (K) [A journey

of five days whereof the second and third and

fourth are nithout water] in nhich is no languor,

or flagging ; (L;) and quick. (K.)

* , , ,

Ja-lja-: see what next precedes.

3- Deprived of an arm, or a hand, &c., by

amputation: fem. #3-: [pl. 5- ) thus 5-i

+31 means having the arm, or hand, amputated:

and [hence] t not having the means of acturing

eminence, or nobility. (L.) [Hence, also,] J*

ää- *, in a trad. of ’Alee, means + Shall J

assault the enemy with a short arm, that will not

attain to that which I desire? or, accord. to one

reading, it is 43-, meaning amputated: alluding

to his companions’ falling short of their duty, and

keeping back from the war. (L in #: Ja- and

3-.) [Another meaning of ~41 -i will be

found below.]–A light-tailed camel: (§, L:)

a horse light, or scanty, in the hair of the tail:

(A, L.) or having it (the tail, Msb) cut off:

(A, Msb:) a short-tailed ass. (L.) āş-iù. A

bird of the kind called Uas having a light, or

scanty, tail; having a tail of n:hich the feathers

have become light, or scanty; (S, L;) having

fen, feathers in the tail : (A:) or short-tailed:

(L:) or + light and quick in flight. (A,” L.)

And #3- ā- A light, or scanty, beard. (L.)

– Lean, lank, or light of flesh , or slender; or

lank in the belly. (K.)- Smooth; (Kh, Msb;)

a thing to which nothing clings, Or attaches.

(Msb, TA) #- 3:1 -ji, in a #4 of

'Otbeh Ibn-Ghazwān, means ! The world hath

retired, passing anay quickly, (A,"L, K,”) nothing

clinging to it [so as to retard it]: (L, K:) or

the people thereof not clinging to aught of it [so

as to retard it]: (A:) or quickly; its latter part

being cut off. (Az, L.) - A sword quick in

cutting. (A.) – t Light-handed; (S, A, L, K;)

quick-handed; (L;) i. e. thievish, or quick in
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getting, or attaining : (A:) [and so* i-i. aS

is implied in the § and, L.J. El-Farodak uSeS

the expression Jazsáll 32 J-1, (S, L,) meaning

thereby '' 5-i. (L.) ää- iíč + A she-camel

quick in pace. (A)-3- Jis +A sharp,

3 - # * *

quick, active mind. (L.)- ja-i > 1 A very

quick, unpleasant journey or pace. (A.) See

also #-—i- 3: ! An affair, or event,

quick in passing: (L:) or decisive and quick :

(TA:) or severe and abominable; (A, L, K;)

without a parallel : (A:) or as though it eluded

every one, so that he could not attain to it, and

was not sufficient for it : (A:) pl. 3- (L, K.)

quickly: (S, K:) or an abominable, severe oath,

whereby one decides a right, or due : (A, L.:)

&- ! An oath which a man takes

• * ~~~

ta-jj

ää- 1 He snalloned it [i. e. took it, namely, an

oath, hastily,] like as one sn'allon's butter. (TA.)

some say #33 (S.) It is said in a prov.,

-āj- i:j<! An energetic and effective reso

lution, from which one does not turn to anything.

(A)-à- i-te-14 light want, quickly ac

complished. (A, L.)—āj-,-, 1A bond of

relationship [cut, or severed, orj not made close

by affection; expl. by J4, 3 ''', (Fr, S.K.)

as also 4:- [q. v.]. (Fr,$)–: 5-i. see #.

* 2-ka

1. 33-, aor. *, inf n. 33-, and "2+-l;

(Msb, K.) He was cautious, wary, or vigilant;

was on his guard; took care; (K, TA;) was in

a state of preparation; (Mgb 3) was in fear;

feared. (TA) [You say, +21& 25- and "…-l

4. He was cautious, &c., of a thing, or an event.

And '3' 3-4 is 33- and "2+- He was

cautious, &c., for him, of such a thing. And

both verbs are also trans.: for you say,] 53-,

(S, A, Msb) aor, and inf n, as above; ($) and

*%+,-, (TA) and **-; (A;) He was cau

tious of it; guarded, or was on his guard,

against it; (S, A;) prepared, prepared him

self, or was in a state of preparation, against

it; (TA;) feared it. (MSb, T.A.) [And 33

4:& and WJJ:- He was cautious of doing

it; or he feared doing it..] And 33-3 ić 33

The thing was an object offear, and so he feared

it. (Mgb.) And <5% 33- [Death was an

object of fear]: and <s." "25ts- [He feared

death]. (A.)

2. ** [The cautioning another; putting

him on his guard, making him to be cautious or

wary or vigilant, to be on his guard, to take care,

or to be in a state of preparation;] the making

to fear, or be in fear. (S, TA.) [You say, 33

* &- He cautioned him against a thing. And

the verb is also doubly trans.: you say,] 3.9 93

[He cautioned him against, or made him to fear,

the thing, or event} (TA) And #3-i II
caution thee against him, or it]. (K.) And it is

said in the Kur (iii.27 and 28), 4:41.43-4

God maketh you to fear Himself. (TA.)

3, #1-, (TK) infin. 53- (S.K) and #3-,

(S,) They tryo were cautious, or in fear, each of

the other; were on their guard, or in a state of

preparation, each against the other. (TK.) >1.5
© • * * * 6.--> * * •

is syn. with 325ta-2, (S,) and 3,3'-2 is between

two. (K.)- See also 1, in two places.

8: see 1, in five places.

11. 53- He was angry, (K,) and prepared

himself to do mischief, (TA) and drew himself

together (~#): so in some copies of the K and

in other lexicons: or became enraged (#): SO

in other copies of the K. (TA.)

> see what next follows, in two places.

35- and "33-, (S, A, Msb, K,) the former an

inf n., (S, Msb,) and the latter a simple subst.,

(Msb,) Caution, wariness, vigilance, guard, or

care; (S, A, K.) as also "#33-35 (Ki) or a

state of preparation; (Msb;) or fear; (Mgh,"

TA) and so #33-# (S, Msb, K.) [pl.

#44.] You say, *55- 3- He took care;

nvas cautious, or vigilant. (Bd in iv. 73 and 103.)

And 23-i &#3% 1 He is a son [i. e. a person]

of resolution, or determination, and caution, or

nvariness. (S, K.) And & 3,4- See 23

–25-* The male chameleon: (K:) because

of its frequent changes. (TA.)

6 d -

#~, and its pl.: see what next follows.

33- (S, A, Mab, K) and "ji- (S, A, K) Cau

tious; wary; vigilant; on his guard; careful;

(S;) or in a state of preparation; (Msb;) as also

*}st-, (S, A, Mgb;) and fearful: (S) or very

cautious or nary or vigilant or careful; as also

W #25- (K) and '595- : (A, K:) or this last

signifies very fearful and cautious &c.; (S:) pl.

of the first 3:33- and usili- (S. K.) Sb cites,

as an ex. of33- used transitively,

< * * * * . -s - J - J.

* c” -ā- ) 92- 29- *

• 23 - * * ~ *; ,

* 2'-39 & 22- J-. U- *

[Cautious, or very cautious, of things not to be

feared, and trusting in that which will not save

him from the decrees of destiny]: but this is

extr.; for an epithet of the measure Js; is not

[regularly] trans., so as to govern an objective

complement. (S, TA.) In the Kur xxvi. 56,

some read "3-is-, and some, 3×3- and

"&sji-, cºst-signifying in a state of prepa

ration; (Zj, S;) or fully equipped with arms:

(Sh:) and c)3).ja-, in a state of fear; (S;) or in

a state of preparation; (TA;) or in a state of

preparation with the accoutrements of war; (Ibn

Mes'ood;) or cautious, or vigilant. (Zj.)

ă.23- A rugged piece of ground: (S, K:) or

the top ofa mountain, when it is hard and rugged,

but level: (Aboo-Kheyreh:) and rough ground:

(TA:) and a rugged [hill such as is termed]

**i; as also "#,3- (K) pl. es; 3- and

Jä- (S)= Also The a,ie [or feathers of

the back of the neck] of a cock: (S, K:) pl. as

above. (K)

#*: see what next precedes.

393- See 33

Ji-il, [like (83%) What is false, rain, or

ineffectual; syn. Jeu". (K.)

25- [an imperative verbal noun] meaning

Benare; be cautious, wary, or on thy guard;

or take care. (S, A, K.) The poet (Abu-n-Nejm,

TA) says,

* 53- (-3 & #3- *

Benare of our spears: ben are. (S, A.) And

you say,>;-- es' 25- <-- [The cry “Be

ware” was heard in their army]. (TA.) When

the word is repeated, the second is sometimes

with tenween: (K:) but this is only in poetry,

when required by the metre, as in the following

verse, cited by Lh:

- • • & • - • *

- 522 - 2 # 19.4 ° • **

* le-J J' U-5 co-> *-wl *
• • * *

[Benare, ben are of the horsemen of Dárim, O

Aboo-Khálid, before that thou repent]. (TA.)

You say also, 4,3-, [with the 4) of allocution,]

meaning Benare thou. (Lh, TA) And when

you caution a person [against another], "3,4

.# [Benare thou of Zeyd]; (K,” TA;) and

.# *śj-, (K,) which latter means Beware

thou, and ben are thou again, of Zeyd: both then

[also] being verbal nouns. (TA.)

6 • d • - -:

A.ja- [A cautioner]. You say, 4. *** U!

- "~... w - - 2. 2

1. C. 4,5- [I am thy cautioner against him, or
- • * 2 * * ~ * - -

it]; (TA;) or 4&5-1 [I caution thee against

him, or it]: (K:) known to As as heard only

from Lth. (TA.) [See also what next follows.]

6 : * ~ *

->''}}.j- Persons who make others to fear :

(K:) or rather, as others than F explain it,
- ./ & y

c/9): [cautioners, or warners, &c.]. (TA.)

3- and 3,33- See3

#- See 3-.

* - of

J-ka-' [More, and most, cautious, wary, vigilant,

careful, or fearful]. You say, -3% 3-34

More fearful [or cautious, &c.] than the raven:

a prov. (Mgh.)

334- A thing that is feared. (Mb) One

says, 32-i- Jés * 353 [May God preserve

thee from everything that is feared]. (A.)
6.- J. C. e.

5.5-ka-* A calamity that is feared, or regarded

with caution: (K:) or a troop of horse making

d hostile. attack, or incursion, upon a people: or

i. q à--> [app. as meaning a hostile attack, or

incursion, when it comes upon a tribe suddenly,

or unexpectedly; or it may here mean a punish

ment, or chastisement; or a crying-out, which is

the primary signification]: (A:) and war. (K.)

-See also 33-, in two places.

wā-ā

1.43-, (S,"Mgh;Mab, K, &c.) aor.-, (Mgh,

Msb, K.) inf n -ij-, (§, Mgh, Mgb) He cut
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it off: (Mgh, Msb:) or he cut it [so as to lessen

it] at its extremity; (TA;) he cut off somen'hat

from the extremity of it; he curtailed it; as,

for instance, the tail of a beast: (Lth, TA:) and

he made it to fall; dropped it; rejected it. (S,

Mgh, Msb, K.) One says, &# &: <!--,

(S) or 94% g”, (Mab, k, ) and #31-33 c-,

(S, Msb,) [ć being understood,] I took, or cut

off, [somewhat]from my hair, [or his hair,] and

from the tail of the beast; ($, K;") I clipped

it. (Mob.) And #1 -śā- [He clipped the

hair]: said of a cupper. (TA.) And * -3.5-l

*śl He cut off a piece from the garment, or

cloth. (TA) and -> <<!-- I cut off
a portion of his head with the sword: (IF, Msb:)

I struck his head with the snoord and cut off a

portion of it. (S.) - Also, inf. n. as above,

+He elided it, struck it off or out, or rejected it;

namely, a letter, [and a syllable,] from a word:

(MA, PS:) he omitted it. (M.A.) [t He sup

pressed it; namely, a word of a proposition or

sentence.] Andź -#-, (K,) inf. n. as

above, (TA,) t He made the salutation to be light

[of utterance], and concise; (K, TA;) i. e., the

salutation in prayer. (TA.) And* es' –33-,

(Ms) and 359'J', and #1, aor, and inf n.

as above, (Mgh) + He was concise, (Mgh,

Msb,) and quick, in his saying, (Msb,) and in

the call to prayer, and the recitation, or reading.

(Mgh.)—last 453- He struck him, or beat

him, with the staff, or stick : (TA:) and he cast,

or thren, at him the staff, or stick. (S, K, T.A.)

It is said in a prov. of the Arabs, mentioned by

sh, 39 +4-i -is: 3; #1, i. e.
[Benare ye] lest any oneofgow cast at, or shoot,

the hare: because this animal is of evil omen.

(TA. [But the reading there given is usūl, an

evident mistranscription.]) Or 43-, inf. n. as

above, signifies He struck, or he cast at, or shot,

him, or it, from one side. (Lth, TA.)-[Hence,

#t= G93 -śā- He gave such a one a gift.

(Z,K)—And a 33- He broke wind. (Ibn

'Abbād, TA) –4: L -ij- He moved
about his side and his hinder parts (in the CK

he moved about his hinder parts and his shoulder

joint) in his gait: and (in the CK “or”) he

went with short steps. (En-Nadr, K, TA.)

2. *ā-, [inf n -à-5] He clipped it

much : he took, or cut off, from its lateral parts,

whatever it was, so as to make it even : (Msb:)

he (a workman, or an artificer,) made it (a thing)

becomingly even; as though he cut off from it

whatever required to be cut off, so that it became

Jree from everything unseemly, and was nicely,

neatly, or properly, trimmed. (A, TA.) -#4-5

£ [or.# signifies The cutting of the hair

so as to form a 5% [q. v.], by taking from its

sides so as to make it even [nith the cut portion

over the forehead]; (T, Mgh;) as is done by,

or to, a girl: (Mgh:) or U-9. wā-ā-3 is a

custom of women, consisting in the removing of

the hair from [the sides of] the head as far as a

line upon the side of the face made by putting one

end of a string, or thread, upon the top of the

ear, and the other end upon the angle of the

c” [or part above the temple]: (Mgb.) accord.

to £n-Nadr, the Cá'J-5 of the 5% is the making

& [51. such as is termed] :, [i. e., after the

fashion of Suheyneh the daughter of El-Hoseyn,

as is shown in the S and K &c. in art. Ús...,]

like as do the Christians. (L., T.A.) - Also,

inf n. as above, I He prepared it; or put it into

a right, or good, state; and made it; or made it

skilfully, or nell. (S, K, TA.)

8: see 1.

-ā- Small, black sheep or goats, (S, Msb, K.)

of El-Hijáz; (S, K;) or of Jurash, (ISh, K,

TA,) of El-Yemen, small, with short, or short

and fine, nool or hair, (ISh, TA,) nithout tails

and nithout ears: (ISh, K, TA:) or the young

ones of sheep or goats, in general : and meta

phorically applied to 1 gazelles: (TA:) n. un.

with 3. (S, Msb.)– A certain kind of bird:

(Sgh, K. :) or small i. [or ducks]: (K:) like [or

likened to] the sheep, or goats, thus called: it is

said by IDrd to be not a genuine Arabic word.

(TA)—The small #5 [or rook], which is eaten;

(Lth, K;) the small black birds of the crow-kind,

calledcé [pl. of #lj], which are eaten: n un.

with 3. (ISh,TA.)=The leaves of seed-produce,

(L) or of grain. (O, K.)

#3-4 piece cut off from a garment. (L,

TA.)

4.- - d.

āş.j- Short: applied to a woman: (Sgh, K. :)

and to a ewe. (Sgh.)

#5- & An ear that is as though it were

clipped, or cut off. (K, T.A.)

6 * * *

āśi-ka- Clippings, or what one cuts off, of a

hide, (Lh,S,Sgh, K,) &c.: (S, Sgh, K:) or nuhat

is cut off, of a thing, and thronn anay. (TA.)

– [Hence,] one says, #13-* es' U. 1 There

is not in his travelling-utensils any food: (S,Sgh,

K:) or any small quantity offood 9%. (Z, TA.)

And #3-4. 9; 3 Asia. Jási +[He ate

the food, and ift not of it anything]. (ISk, S.)

And #3-4. 35 U.5 4-3 J:- +[He took

up and carried anay his travelling-apparatus,

and left not of it anything]. (ISk, S.) Accord.

to the companions of A ’Obeyd, the word is

āşl.ja-, with 3; but this is disallowed by Sh;

and is wrong. (Az, TA.)

#13-1 The anus, or the podex; syn. <-9.

(K.)

-#t= [act, part. n. of 1].- You say, U.>

-#53 - Al- &#, i. e. [They are partly, or in

part,] beating with the staff, or stick, and [partly,

or in part,] pelting with stones; [or some beating

&c., and the others pelting &c.] (TA in the

present art.; and S and TA in art. J.J.5, but

without U before ce.)

- --SS: -āj-. J4% ! A man chastened, good,

free from every fault, in respect of speech: and

you say also ASQ) #3-4; in which the 3 is

added to give intensiveness to the signification:

the latter occurring in a trad. (TA.)

*Ja

%i- (S, K) and "3,43-(K) A side; or a

lateral, or an adjacent, part; (S, K, TA;) of a

thing: and the upper, or uppermost, part of :

thing: (S) pl.:43- (S. K.) You say, £i

**: and 963- and *5- He took it

altogether: (K, TA:) or nith its lateral parts :

or with its higher, or highest, parts. (TA.)

And us'- (#3) su-si He gave him the

world, or worldly goods, altogether: (S, TA:)

or nith the lateral parts thereof; or nith the

higher, or highest, parts thereof. (TA.) And

>''<- bjū- They came altogether. (TA.)

6 y o p

235.j- : see above, in two places.– Also A

numerous congregation or assemblage. (K.)–

And An eminent, an elevated, or a noble, man :

(K, TA:) pl. as above. (TA)- And the pl.,

(as some say, TA,) Persons prepared,for war.

(K.) Whence the phrase, 4,43- s: Prepare

thyself (K, TA)for war, &c. (TA.)

J.k

1. 453-, aor. 2, inf. n. 5:- (S, K, TA, in

the CK 35-) and #13-, (K, TA, in the CK

ašlj-) He cut it; (S, K;) namely, a rope,

(S,) or a thing: (K:) or he stretched it, or ex

tended it, to cut it with a reaping-hook and the

like, (K, TA,) so that there remained not of

it anything. (TA)— still & £1 53- The
bond made an impression upon the fore leg of the

sheep, or goat, (IDrd, K,) by cutting...(IDrd.)

– 30 33-, (IDrd, S. K.) inf. n. 53-, (S)

said of vinegar, (IDrd, S, K,) and of milk [when

sour], and of the beverage called 3-3, and the

like, (TA,) t It stung, bit, or burned, his mouth,

by its strength and sharpness, (IDrd, S, K, TA)

and contracted it. (K.)-And &ā-, (S, MSb,

K.) aor. - , (Msb, K.) inf. n. 3,4-, said of

vinegar, (S, Msb, K.) and of milk, (TA,) t It

nvas, or became, sour, (S, Msb, K, TA,) in the

utmost degree, (Msb,) so that it burned the tongue.

(MSb, TA)-3%. 53-, and (so in the S,

but in the K “or”) J*1, aor. : ; and 33-,

aor. 35 ($, K.) or * 53-, and 33- (TA)

inf n. (of both, S) 33- and (of the former, S)

33-, and 55- and #13- (S,K) and 35

and #13-; or "this last is a simple subst.;

(K;) ! He (a boy) was, or became, skilled in the

Kur-án, and the work; (S;) or learned the

whole of it, and was, or became, skilled in it:

(K, TA:) from 53-' signifying “ the act ef

cutting.” (Z, TA.) You say, 2:13- A34 ja

This is the day of his finishing [the learning

or reciting] of the Kur-án. (S, K.) And Jia

<< es', [and * also,] aor = ; and 33-,

aor. *; # He was, or became, skilled in his art,

or habitual work or occupation, and knew its

abstrusities and niceties. (Mgb.)

2. &+3, [inf. m. of*5- +He, or it, made,

or rendered, him skilful,] from 53-M, rests upon

analogy, not upon the authority of hearsay. (Mgh.)
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4. as:- + It (the heat) rendered it sour, so

that it burned the tongue; namely, vinegar. (TA.)

5. Gié 55-5 t He feigned, or made a show

of, skilfulness to us. (TA.) And * 3:3-, (S,

K, mentioned in the latter in art. Gja-) with

an augmentative U, (S) inf. n. #~, (A, TA,)

! He feigned, or made a shon of skilfulness, and

[in some copies of the K “or”] laid claim to

more than he possessed, as also '33-5. (S,

K, TA) or '#3-signifies + the employing

oneself, or using art or artifice, with skilfulness,

cleverness, or ingeniousness: and L' "Ji

ale)& the feigned, or made a shon of skilfulness,

cleverness, or ingeniousness, in his speech. (L.) You

say, *āj- aeś and "33-3 ! [In him is a

quality offeigning, or making a shon of skilful

ness, &c.]. (A, TA.)

7. Gj-ji It (a rope) was, or became, cut.

(K, TA.) Hence the saying of the poet,

* 53-# -ill & 4.30%

[The suspensory of the heart is near to becoming

severed in consequence thereof]. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. &#-, inf n. iii-, see 5, in three

places. = Also, [perhaps originally,] It was, or

became, sharpened. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. 33-5. see 5, in three places.

#3-4 piece, or portion cut off, of a rope:

pl. 33- and 33-3 as in the phrase, &#

ūlā- J-1 and ūlā- [I left the rope in pieces].

(K.) [See also what next follows.]

(S,
&:- (S,R) and "3,4- (K) Cut: .

K,” TA:) pl. Ólja-l. (Lh, T.A.) One saysU

3,4- A rope altogether worn out; as though

it were cut : (Lh, K,” TA:) every part of it

being termed G3- (Lh,TA.)
• • J J - d.

#3: ... = u : He has not aught of food. (K,
- 6.- - d.

TA.) [See also asl.is-, with -5.]

* > *

ašlja-: see 1.

£3- Sharpened, applied to a knife: (Ibn

'Abbād, K:) and * 59.5-signifies the same,

applied to a thing [of any kind]. (TA)-See

also 39-–1A man chaste, or eloquent, of

tongue; (S, K,” TA;) perspicuous in language.

(S.)=A young ass; syn.J- (K.)

&:- +A loquacious man; who affects to be

commended for, or glories in, that which he does

not possess. (TA.)

6 - d. 3 • J.

J').ja-: see Us!...+.

35- Cutting, or sharp: (S, K:") applied to a

knife [&c.] (S)-1 Wine (~9%) that has

attained to its full maturity [of strength, so that

it stings, bites, or burns, the tongue; see 1]:

(AHn, TA:) likewise applied to vinegar [in the

same sense; or as meaning sour, or sour in the

utmost degree, so that it burns the tongue; see
3 - 2

again 1]; as also "Glä-. (TA.)-1 Skilled,

or skilful, and thoroughly learned, [so as to know

abstrusities and niceties, (see 1,)] in an art, or a

habitual work or occupation, and in the Kur-án:

pl. 3,5- (TA.) You say, *: -> ò's

33% 33- (S, TA) t Such a one is skilled, or

skilful, &c., in his art, or habitual nork or occu

pation; (TA;) using the latter word as an imita

tive sequent. (S, TA.)-1 Bad, evil, wicked,

mischievous, or the like; syn.+. (TA.)

3,4- See&:

6 & e > y

Gj-e Feigning, or making a shon of skil

fulness, cleverness, or ingeniousness: or desiring

to exceed his due bounds. (L.) [See 5.]

&JJa

For several words mentioned under this head

in the K, see art. Jja-.

AJ

1. 4.3-, ($, Msb, K.) aor =, (Mob. K.) infn.

X:- (S, Msb,) He cut it, or cut it off, (S, Msb,

K.) in any manner: (TA:) or hastily, or quickly.

(K.)- And [He did it quickly: or] he was

quick in it; [as also des 23- ;] i.e., in any

action. (S, Msb) You say, * A 24

(MSb) and 23:05, L. (S, K.) He was quick [in his

nalking, or going, and in his reading, or reciting]:

(S, Msb, K:) and so in other things: (K:) by

“other things "...being here meant walking and

the like; for Deja-, of which the verb is Aja-,

signifies the being quick in walking, app. with a

stretching out of the arms bachnyards : (TA:)

and a light, an active, or an agile, walking. (S,

TA.) [See also öw.i-, below.] Hence, (Mgh,

Msb, TA) 'Omar said, (S,TA) to the c.33% of

Jerusalem, (TA,) &# $15 J: <35 $!

>3-ti, (S, A, Mgh, Mab,TA) i.e. [When thou
chantest the cist, be moderate; not quick : and

when thou chantest the asūl,] cut short the

lengthening of thine utterance; meaning, be quick

in the acts): (As, Mgh, TA:) another reading

is said to have been given by Z, namely, [X3:45,

with £. (TA) -

24- The jlight of a bird that has its nings

clipt, (K, TA) as the pigeon and the like. (TA.)

s ... • - 6 - d.

_*-i-Asharp, or cutting, sword; as also "...ej-,

with kesr to the C’ (K,) and with fet-h to the

J. : (TA) or "L"- (So in two copies of

the S.)

6 - d.

>3- and "is: Short in stature and in step;

(K;) applied to a man: (TA:) and the latter is

likewise fem.; (S, K, TA;) applied to a woman

as meaning short in stature. (S, TA.)

24- Sniff hares. (IAar, K. [See also#3-D

-And Skilful thieves. (IAar, K.)

#23-, See > --one says of the female

hare, :=$9 &:-" &: is: #3-, i. e.

Snift, persistent in running, she outstrips the

company pursuing her upon the hill. (TA.)

3.44- Quickness in walking or going: (K:)

accord. to Aboo-'Adnán, a pace of the kind

termed J-3, exceeding what is termed J#.

(TA.)- And Slonness (K, TA) in walking or

going: so says Aboo-'Adnán on the authority of

Khálid Ibn-Jembeh. (TA.) Thus it bears two

contrary meanings. (K.)

>13- an epithet applied to a slave: so in the

saying, L:12:- ...: es: He bought a

slave slow [in gait], lazy, (K,TA) devoid of

good: so says Khālid Ibn-Jembeh. (TA.)

s - d -

A.ka-: see AJ-.

*i- Skilful (K, TA) in a thing. (TA)—

See also-j-.

5-ka

1. J: j-, [aor. 24-4, inf n. 3:- and

#3-, He measured the sandal, or sole, or made

it according to a measure; (K;) and cut it (T,

K) according to a pattern: (T, TA:) or he made

the sandal, or sole, L for me. (Mgh.) And

Júsū J: 13- He cut the sandal, or sole, by

the pattern. (Mgh.) And J:0 J: 13-, (S,

Msb, K.) inf. n. 33-, (S.) He measured the

sandal, or sole, by the sandal, or sole; or made it

according to the measure thereof; (S, Msb, K;)

and cut it according to the pattern and measure

thereof: (Msb:) and in like manner, ## 15

##" He measured the feather for an arron by

thefather for an arron; or made it according

to the measure thereof. (K.) Hence the prov.,

(TA,)#: ##! 3:- [meaning + With like for

like] (S.T.A.) And the saying,J:133-#5

Jšu, meaning fl requited him [nith like for

like].' (Harp. 43. [See also Freytag's Arab.

Prov. i. 345.]) One says also, £- 3:- *

He is good in respect of proportion, or conforma

tion. (TA.) And [in like manner] a beast is

said to be ää-l &- Goodly, or beautiful, in

respect of proportion, or conformation. (TA in

art. L5-5-)-[And hence,] … j >Ja-lja- + [He

did as Zeyd did;] he did the deed of Zeyd. (K.)

And it "us:-l, (S,K) or * Jie, (T,

TA,) t He followed, or imitated, his example (T,

S, K, TA) in his affair, or case : (TA:) or

as Ug.:- he followed, or imitated, his example

in his affairs: (Msb:) syn. U4.x:51. (T, S, Msb,

K.)-See also 3, in three places.—S: 43

He put on him (namely a man [i.e. on his foot])

a sandal; as also "315-1: (K) the former is

authorized by As, but the latter is disallowed by

him: Az explains the former by Jay L.A. al-3

[as though meaning he gave him a sandal upon

which to walk; like as 4:- for #3 J'é 4:

means “he gave him a beast upon which to

• *o - of

ride"], and accord. to J, (TA) # *::i-i

signifies I gave him a sandal. (S, T.A.)-13

&j, (K) in n. 33-, (TA) He gave to Zeyd.

(K, TA. [See also 4 in art. (4.5-.])– a 15

#5- He cut off from it a piece of flesh-meat.

(TA)-3-1 4-, aor. 24-, i. 1 #5 IHe

cut a piece out of the skin, generally meaning in

a round form]. (TA)-4- 13-, (K) aor.
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as above, inf. n. 33-, (TA,) t It (wine, or be

verage,) bit his tongue; (AHn, K, TA;) a dial.

var. of es:- aOI". es:- which is the word

well known. (AHn, TA)=L; *: '3

Xes: i. q. st- [i. e. He poured nith his hand,

thren, or cast, the dust in their faces]. (IAth, K.)

3, #1-, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) inf n, itsu

(Msb, TA) and #3-, (Mgb.) He, (Mgh, Msb)

and it, (Mgh,) was, or became, over against, or

opposite to, him, or it; (S, Mgh, TA ;).faced, or

fronted, him, or it; (TA;) syn. 25", (Msb," K,)

and 4:5; (TA) as also **15-, aor. 24-4,

(Mgh, Msb) inf n. 35-3 (Mab3) [and] the

latter, (S) or each, (Harp. 43,) signifies he sat

over against, or opposite to, him, o, it. (S, and

Har ibid.) J-3: }; -i > 0-5 '2'-' (

Ineans *s-, w [i. e. What is against, or oppo

site to, her head, of the hair, and does not hang

don’n below it]. (Mgh. [See another ex. in an
2 cg d

U3) -

* * * - 0 & •- - - - - * * -

W-> ** Usks wi: * 5-35 I came to a land

the herbs of n hich were opposite to the mouths of

its sheep, or goats, not rising beyond them. (Sh,

TA) And 5:1 * 33-, 5-3 Be thou

over against, or opposite to, this tree. (TA)

o-3

explanation of #44.]) One also says,

täts-, said of a girl, She matched her, namely,

another girl; she was, or became, her match,

fellon, or equal ; syn. (#5. (A and TA in art.

- 5.)–[Hence itsu- signifying A conformity,

a mutual resemblance, or a correspondence, with

regard to sound, of two words occurring near

together; like £35, &c. : see art. &:j.]

4: see 1, in two places. – #3-1 also signifies

He gave him a thing. (TA) (See #5- andsee 4 in art. U45-.] •

5: see 3.

[6. 1st-5 They were, or became, over against,

or opposite to, each other; they faced, or fronted,

each other. -And They matched each other;

each of them was, or became, the match, fellon,

or equal, of the other.]—ess-à in selling

and buying: see J35%l. [This, perhaps, may

belong to art. (4.j-.]

8. Us.j:- He wore, or put on, a sandal, or

sandals. (S, TA.) Hence the saying, c-*

Júl us: [The best of those who have norn

sandals]. (TA.) A rájiz says,

* & LA-1 s−443-'Jé *

[The barefooted n'hese sole is hurt by the rugged

ground and stones will put on any sandal : a

prov.]. (S. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 317.])

-See also 1.

10. #13-1 He ashed him to give him a sandal

[or a pair of sandals]. ($," T.A.)

* * * -

-

53-: see #15-, in three places.– You say

also, o:- c)34: ā- The two men came to

gether, side by side. (TA) [See also #3-, in

art. L4.5-.]

Bk. I.

35-[originally an inf n of 1, q.v.] see: 3-,

in three places.

#5-: see āj- =and see also #3+.

#:- A gift; (K, and Ham p. 596;) as also

* 33-; (TA;) or 93-; (Mgh, and Ham ubi

supra:) or a portion that is given of spoil. (S.)

[See also 93-, in art. C4-i-.]– And A piece,

(K,) or small piece, (TA) of flesh-meat: (K,

TA:) or a piece of flesh cut lengthnise; or so
6 - d. 6.- d.

à:5-, accord. to some. (Mgh.) [See also a j-,

in art. U45-.]=See also £1.3-, in three places.

#3-4 sandal, or sole; syn. J%; (S, Msb,

TA;) vulgarly called 33.j- : (TA [there written

without any syll. signs]:) pl. #3-i. (Msb.)

+ The sole of a camel's foot and of the hoof of a

horse (S, Msb, TA) or similar beast; (Msb;) as

being likened to a J%. (TA.) Hence the saying

in a trad., (S,” Msb,” TA,) respecting a stray

she-camel, (Mab, TA) sā-3 silä- (< (S,

Msb, TA) + With her are her foot, with which

she may defend herself from the smaller beasts of

prey, and [her stomach, which, by her replenish

ing it, affords her means of long] endurance of

the want of water: (Msb:) [or] it means that

she has ability to traverse the land and to go to

water. (TA)-tA wife; because she is s: *.

like the J%. (TA.)=Also, [originally an inf n.,.]

i. q. #! [The front, as meaning the part, place,

or location, that is over against, opposite, facing,

fronting, or in front]. (S, K.) One says, U-1

a15- [He sat in the place over against, oppo

site to,facing, or fronting, him; or simply he sat

over against, &c.]. (S.) And 9ää- * and

*435- and 'Gi- [in the CK, erroneously,

*#5- and 3.3-, and '91st-: [He, or it, is

Over" against, opposite to, facing, or fronting,

thee], (Ki) and '905- **; i.e. 4:59. (K in

art. 33-) And 's 43- 93 ($) and "#3

•' (§, K) and * * #3-(S) and * * 55

($, K) and *, *33- and * * #3- and

•y's "ij- and *, *śj- (K) i.e. tsā [My

house is over against, &c., his house]; (K) and

[so], 2, #3-4 (M'b) And "33-44 &

ašší and 4:51 ää- [He raised his hands over

against, Or opposite to, not higher than, his

ears]: (Mgh,” Msb:) both are correct expres

sions. (Mgh.) [Hence, 2-3 £i- L'é Corre

sponding to, or matching, one another; uniformly

disposed.]=See also art. U45-.

#5- and #33- and "is: What falls, and

is thronin anay, of skins, when they are pared

and cut: whence the saying in a trad, respecting

the bridal furniture of Fátimeh, that one of her

two beds was stuffed with 52.5- of the makers of

sandals. (TA.)

Gá- [perhaps belonging to this art, like as

ū- and ū- belong to arts. 5- and 2-1:
5 e o * -

see 323-, and art. C&Ja-:= and see also £1.5-.

#3-4 maker of sandals: whence the prov.,
*... ** • * : *, * * * - d -

* •B\xi <-521.3- 92 U- *

[He who is a maker of sandals, his pair of sandals

is good]. (TA. [Freytag (Arab. Prov. ii. 665)
2 - 0 - 0 , ~ * * * * * * * * •

gives it thus: *%a, As-5 al-ā- ***! U.S.: &: He

whose father is a maker of sandals, his pair of

sandals is good.])

st-A man wearing a sandal [or a pair of

sandals]. (TA.)
• - • * • , * *

</13'-- 5* : see £1.5-.

U43

1. J% ##" -j-, [aor. and inf. n. as be

low,] The shoemaker's knife cut the sandal, or

sole. (S.) And ** es:- He cut, or cut off,

his arm, or hand, (T, S, K,) with a knife. (S.)

And &# es:- He cut off a piece of his ear.

(TA)-3-1 (si-, aor (53-4, He, or it,

wounded the skin. (TA.) And *} -si-.

(K,) inf. n. (4.j-, (TA,) He rent, or tore, much,

or he made many holes in, the shin, or hide. (K,

TA)–45u- usá-, (§, Mgh, K) and 50 ($)

Or 4.3, (TA) aor, as above, (S, Mgh, Mgb,) and

so the inf. n., (S, TA,) It, namely, vinegar, and

wine, or beverage, (S, Mgh,) and [sour] milk,

(Mgh, K,) &c., (K,) bit his tongue, (S, Mgh, K.)

and his mouth; (S, TA;) had a burning effect

upon it, like cutting. (Mgh)—at 4 ūšš es:

! He spoke evil of such a one, saying ofhim n'hat

would grieve him if he heard it; reviled, vilified,

or vituperated, him; (K, TA;) [as though] he

cut him with his tongue. (TA.) A man who does

so is termed "#3-. (K, TA.)= See also what

next follows. -

4. $13-1; (S, Mgh, K;) as also *:13-, first

pers. <3-; (Mgh;) He gave him a thing, or

somen'hat: (Mgh :) he gave him a portion, or

share, of spoil. (S, Mgh, K.) [See also 4 in art.

53-.]– [Hence,] āşi. &: ! [I gave him a

thrust, piercing thrust, or stab;] I thrust, pierced,

or stabbed, him. (Lh, TA.) -

6. 2: (* 2% U43'-5 ! The party, or con

pany of men, divided among themselves (K, TA)

water equally; like 12:30.25. (TA.)- See also

6 in art. 3.5-.

6 o 6.- d.

U43-: see 445-.

#3-, with damm, The diamond neith n'hich

stones are cut and bored. (TA.)

6.- 0

ā-ā- A piece cut lengthwise (As, S, K) of

flesh-meat: (As, Š :) or a small piece (K) thereof.

(TA.) [See also #3-, in art. 3.5-.] Hence the

saying in a trad., L: L: #3- £26 (~!

(Cá'í U. +[Fátimeh is only a piece of me: what

distresses, or grieves, her, distresses, or grieves,

me]. (TA.) –9:- lás- They two came side

by side : (K, TA :) and soc:- lite-, mentioned

in art. 5-a-. (TA.)=A gift; as also 'Ji

(TA) and *03-, (Mgh, and Ham p. 596,) or

*G3-, (TA in art. 23-) and #3- (K in that

art., and Ham ubi suprà.) [See also Új-.]

• & P

U.J.-: see what next precedes. - Also A share,

68
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or portion, of spoil; (S, K;) and so *:::- and

*#3-(K) and ':- (S,K) and #5-. (S.)

#j- The gathering of the crop of grapes: or
- 6 -

the time thereof: syn. -$Ulaş. (K.)= See also

art. 53-.

* -
* *

ael.j-: • d o

23 . ~ see Úja-.

42-Ma- :

ū- A gift, or present, for bringing good

men's (K, TA) See also #3-. You say, 3-i

3:1; ūj-" &: He took it as something be

trueen a gift and a thing carried off by force.

(ISd, K.) - See also 94--505- *: See

#13-, in art. 55-.

es:- A large, or broad, knife; or such as is

used by a shoemaker or maker of sandals. (TA.)

* * @

#1.ja-e: see 1.

Ja

X-, sec. pers.<- aor. <; (S, A, Mgb, K;)
• De -* *

and 2-, sec. pers. ©-, aor. - and *; inf. n.
6

j- and 23- (S, Msb, K) and 55-, (S, K,) or
63

this is a simple subst., (MSb,) and 5-; (TA;)

and "X-1, (S, K.) a dial. var, heard by Ks, (S)

and mentioned by Zjand IKtt; (TA;) It (a day,

S, A, Msb, K, and food, Msb) was, or became,

hot; (A, Msb, K;) or very hot. (TA.) And

jū <!-, sec. pers. +,-, aor. *, The fire

burned up, and became fierce or hot. (Msb.)–

See also 10. -j-. sec. pers.+,-, aor. *, inf. n.
5& • •

3-, He (a man, S) thirsted, was, or became,
J. J. • - - d -

thirsty. (§, K.) Lh mentions U- U -->,
63 3 -

aor. *, inf. n. 5/- [perhaps a mistake for 5
6.- ... • •

and 5,0-: [app. in the same sense:] ISd says,

I think he means [from] X-1, not #-l. (TA)

And 5- [an inf n, of the same verb] signifies

The liver's becoming dry from thirst or grief.

(TA) =j-, sec pers. <!- aor. -, (S, A,”

Mgh, Msh, K) inf n.5-, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.)

He (a slave, S) became free : (S, A, Mgh, Mgb,

K:) and 725-5 in the same sense is agreeable

with analogy. (Mgh.)– And X-, sec. pers, and

aor. as above, inf. n. #-, He (a man) was free

born, or of free origin. (S.) =3-, [sec. pers.

<i>] aor. 2, inf. n. j-, He heated water (A,”

K) &c. (A.)= j-, aor. 2, He cooked [nhat is

termed] 52- . (K.) and Š- she made 5/2/-.

(A) Hence, in a trad, *-iö, ä sprini.

thou the flour, and I will make of it 3,4)-.for

thee. (TA.)

2. 23-, inf n. **, He freed, liberated, or

emancipated, a slave. (A, Mgh, Msb.) And

āş, 25- He freed a nech [i.e. a slave]. (S, K.)

- Also He set apart a child for the norship of

God and the service of the mosque or oratory:

(S, TA:) or he devoted him to the service of the

church as long as he should live, so that he could

not relinquish it while he retained his religion.

(TA.) - Also, inf n, as above, t He made a

writing &c. accurate, or exact; (S, K;) he made

a writing beautiful, or elegant, and free from de

fects, by forming its characters rightly, and

rectifying its faults: (A:) he wrote a writing

well, or elegantly, and accurately, or exactly;

(TK;) he wrote well, or elegantly: (KL:) and

he made an account, or a reckoning, accurate,

without mistake, and without omission, and nith

out erasure. (TA.) [And simply He wrote a

letter &c.]

4. X-1: see 1. - Also His (a man's) camels

became thirsty. (S, K.)= Also He (God) made

a man's liver to become dry by reason of thirst

or grief (TA.) And He made a man's bosom

thirsty; as in the saying, used by the Arabs in
*~ 0 - " " -> <

cursing a man, J-A-2 at) j- a u- [What aileth

him? May God make his bosom thirsty]: or the

meaning is ** [app. here used as signifying the

bird called azus, in the form of which the soul

was believed to issue from a slain man, and to

call incessantly for drink until the slaughter of the

slayer]. (TA.)

5: see 1.

10. ś- (S, K) and "X- (S, TA) t It

(slaughter) was, or became, vehement, (S, K,)

and great in extent; (TA;) and the same is said

of death. (TA) =u- He asked, or de

sired, of her [that she should make nhat is

termed] 52- (A) [See 1, last signification.]

d

>:

3

U.6/s- :

X- Heat; contr. of #: (S, A, Mgh, Mgb,

K5) as also "il- ($, Meb, K) contr. of

iss: ($) and 's-(S, Msb, K) and "5-3

(TA:) [see 1, first sentence:] pl. [of the first]

23- and *%-i, (K;) the latter anomalous,

both as to its measure and in the non-incor.

poration of the first into the second: it is men

tioned on the authority of AZ and others; but

IDrd doubts its co'ness; and the author of

the Wá'eementions ju-1 as a pl. form, but appa

rently to avoid contrariety to rule: the pl. of

*#5- as a simple subst., or as an inf. n., but

more probably as the former, is $55- (TA.)

- + A burning of the heart, from pain and

wrath and distress or affliction or trouble or fa

tigue. (TA.) [See also 55-l- thiffficulty,

or severity, of work. (TA.)= £e also ju-:=

3

see J-, below; and see also art.&

See art.&

33- * * *, * J.

and 5-:= and J-3'-', voce J-.
z

3 *

J- Free, ingenuous, or free-born; contr. of

* : (S, A, Mgh, Mil,5) em. 5-5 ($ Mgh,

Msb, K:) pl. masc. 20-1 (Msb, K) and Al-;

(IJ, K;) not 35-, as some say; nor is 35- an

inf n. as well as a pl., as others say: (MF:)

pl. fem.4%-, (Msb, K.) contr. to analogy, and,

as Suh says, the only instance of the kind except
J - * * * * 93.4

>3)- s-à as pl. of 3× #: for the [regular]

pi. of# is Jai; but,5- has this form of pl.

because it is syn. with a .494- and alje [as will

be seen in what follows]; and #, because it

Incans*" *. (Msb.) Omar said to the

women who used to go forth to the mosque,

35- &#5 [lit. I will assuredly make you to

become £ree women]; meaning I will assuredly

make you to keep to the houses: for the curtain is

lowered before free women; not before slave

women. (TA.) [See also #-]–! Generous,

noble, or well-born; like as* is used to signify

“ignoble,” or “base-born:” (Mgh:) and so the

fem. 5-; (S, Mgh, K;) applied to a woman;

(TA;) and to a she-camel: (S:) and so the

masc. applied to a horse. (K, TA.) [Hence,]

5- a'& ![She passed a virgin's night] is

said of her whose husband has not been able to

devirginate her (S, A, K) in the night when she

has been first brought to him: (TA:) because

the 5- is modest and repugnant: (Har p. 418:)

in the contr. case one says, #:: (S, L:)

and one says also 5- #: and #: #.

(TA.) [And hence,] 5- # and 5- # sig

nify also tThe first night of the [lunar] month :

(#) its last night is called £: āū and #3

#. (TA.) You say also X- *: ! [app. mean

ing An ingenuous countenance]. (A.)– f Ge

nerous, or ingenuous, in conduct: as in the saying

of Imra-el-Keys,

* - *J J's - 9:* -

[By thy life, my heart is not generous in conduct

to its, or his, companion]; meaning that it is

averse therefrom, and inclines to another. (Az,

TA.) [Hence,] 5- #= ! A cloud bountiful

with rain; (A;) or abounding nith rain. (S,

K.)- || A good deed or action. (K, T.A.) You

say, j-* 3. U. ! This is not good, or nell,

of thee." (S, A)— t Anything good, or excel.

6 - -

lent; as poetry, &c. (T.A.) You say X- Leys'>

! [app. meaning good, or excellent, speech or lan

guage]. (A.)- | Good earth, or clay, and sand:

(K, TA:) or earth, or clay, in nihich is no sand :

(S, A:) and sand in which is no earth or clay :

($:) or sand that has good herbage : (A:) you

say 5- i: ; (S, A;) and the pl. is £5- (S:)

or sand in which is no mixture of any other

thing: (Msb: [accord. to which, this is the

primary meaning of the word, whence the Inean

ing of “free,” i. e. the “contr. of J.e.:” but

accord, to the A and TA, it is tropical:]) and

5- J: tland in nuhich is no salt earth: (A:)

or in which is no sand : as applied to that upon

n:hich no tithe is levied, it is post-classical. (Mgh.)

- [The middle, (S, A, K,) and best part, (TA,)

of sand, (S, K, TA,) and of a house. (S, A, TA.)

-+The best of anything; (K, TA;) as for in

stance, of fruit. (TA.)- Also pl. of 29-1 in the

term Js: 39-1, (TA,) which means | Herbs,

Or leguminous plants, that are eaten without being

cooked, (S, A) as also J, #1 *#- (A) or

such as are slender and succulent; and **ś

Js: means “such as are thick and rough:”

(AHeyth :) or the former are such as are slender

and soft; and the latter, “such as are hard and

thick:” (TA in art. --~~:) or the former are
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such as are slender and sneet; and the latter,

“such as are thick, and inclining to bitterness:”

(TA in art. ,<>> ) or the former are such as are

rough; and these are three, namely, Jää and

<--" and #1; or J.J. is applied to a plant

of the kind called J-5), groning in salt grounds.

(TA.)–*"X- ! What appears of the face:

(K, TA:) or what appears of the elevated part

of the cheek; (S;) [i. e.] the ball, or most pro

minent place, of the cheek; (W p. 28,) and

*#-A signifies [the same, or] the elevated part

of the cheek : (TA:) or the former is what fronts

one, of the face : or the four tracks of the tears,

from each corner of each eye. (TA.) One says,

*X- J'é 4: ! [He slapped him on the ball

of his cheek]. (S, TA.")= The young one of a

gazelle. (S, K.)-The young one of a serpent:

(S, K:) or of a slender serpent: or it is a slender

serpent, like the 5-, of a nhite colour: or a

n"hite serpent: or a serpent, absolutely. (TA.)

-The young one of a pigeon : (S, K:) or the
w

male thereof. (TA.)

nify] The male of the &#3 [or hind of collared

turtle doves of which the female is called a:#

(see &#)]; (S, Mgb, K.) Homeyd Ibn-Thowr

says,

* £-5, 3:13 & 4, *

-3-2- 3 - 24 - > 2. ~

U-952 as, 4-3

[And nothing excited this desire but a pigeon (see

_2\o-) that calledX- Ju-, sorroning and warb

ling]: or, accord. to IJ, the right reading is

-à--

* U-25

J. 5- [is said to sig

6 * *

* --G5 *

• *

<< *

[that called X- Ju- among other pigeons, warb

ling]: but some say that GLJi is the pigeon; and

j-, its young one : or X- Ju- is the cry of the

&\", and is an onomatopoeia: accord. to Aboo

'Adnán, it is *}- Ju-, and means the narbling

of the pigeon: and Sakhr El-Ghei makes it a

compound, and indecl., using the phrase, cast:

> āū [she calls 3-5-1; on which II ol

serves, As says, j- Ju- is thought to mean the

young one of the bird; but it is her cry: and he

(IJ) adds, the fact that the poet [Sakhr] does not

make it decl. is an evidence of the correctness of

the assertion of As; for, were it decl., he would

have said X- 3u, if it consisted of two nouns

whereof the former was prefixed to the other so

as to govern it in the gen, case, or 5- Ju- if it

were a compound; as it is indeterminate: and its

being made decl. by Homeyd does not show it to

be not significant of a sound; for sometimes an

expression significant of a sound consists of two

nouns whereof the former is prefixed to the latter

so as to govern it in the gen. case, like jū já.
(M, MF, TA.) d

3

X-(Mgb, K) and "3- (8, Mgh, Mab, and K,
in art. Co-) The vulva, or pudendum, of a

woman: (Mgb, K:) the former a dial. var. of

the latter; (K;) originally&= [q.v.]. (Mgb.)

ow

5'- A stony tract, of which the stones are

black (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and norn and crumbling,

(S, K,) as though burned nith fire: (S:) or a

hard and rugged tract of ground, strenn nith

black and worn and crumbling stones, as though

they were rained donon : (TA:) or a level tract

abounding with stones, over which it is difficult

to walk, and hard: (IAar:) or one [whereof

the stones are] black above and white beneath:

accord. to AA, of a round form : such as is

oblong, not wide, is termed &#: (TA:) pl.

"3-, (K) or rather this is a coll. gen, n., (MF)

and 39- (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K) and #5- and

&x-, (S. K.) with and c, like &#, (Yoo,

S,) to which it is made like because it is fem.,

aSJ: is, (Yoo,) and "&", i. (S, K,) as though

the sing were 5-i, (Yoo, Sb,S) though this

sing, is not used; (Yoo;) or as though its sing.

Were 5-i, accord. to Th, who app. means that

this place is hotter than others. (TA.)

#~1. See X--&#3 5- ! The part of

the protuberance behind the ear where the earring

snings about: (S, K:*) or it is an epithet, sig

nifying beautiful and smooth and long in the pro

tuberance behind the ear; applied to a woman

and to a she camel. (TA) - c.5~ is also

said to signify The tryo ears. (TA.) One says,

85- 9::= #ia-(A, TA) i.e. : [May

God preserve thy tryo eyes and] thy two ears.

(TA.)= Chamomile, or chamomile-flowers; syn.

£9. (TA.)

5- See :--Air A heat, or burning, in

the throat: when it increases, it is termed 324-.

(TA.) [See also 55-J-Thirst: (S, A:) or

the heat and burning of thirst : (IDrd:) it may

be said that it is with kesr [instead of fet-h

(see 1)] for the purpose of its being assimilated

in form to #5, with which it occurs. (S, K.)

One says,# <--5 5-9 #1 su% (A, K.) May

God afflict him by thirst with cold, and 5'-il,

#1; by thirst and cold. (TA.) And Jias' 33;

# c." 5- The most severe of thir: is thirst

in a cold day. (S.) And 5,3 --5 5- Thirst

in a cold day: (ISd:) a prov., applied to him

who makes a show of the contrary of that which

he eonceals; (TA;) or who makes a show of

friendship while he conceals hatred. (Meyd.)

© • • 6 ** *

29-: see *-.

23-, of the fem gender, (Mob) A hot wind,

(Msb) in the night or in the day; (AA, Fr,

Msb;) as also>: (AA, Msb:) or the former

is a hot wind in the night, and sometimes in the

day; (AO, S, K;) and the latter, a hot wind

in the day, and sometimes in the night: (AO,

S:) or the former, a hot wind in the night; like

the latter in the day: (S:) or the former, in the

day; the latter being in the night; accord. to

Ru-beh, as said to AO: (Mab3) pl. #9 - (A)

-The heat of the sun: (K:) or heat [abso

lutely]: (ISd:) constant heat: (K:) the fire of

Hell: (Th, K:) pl. as above. (TA.) In the

Kur [xxxv. 20),3,3-l S; Jiul $3 means Nor

shade nor heat: (ISd:) or nor Paradise nor

Hell: (Th:) or nor the people of truth, who

are in the shade of truth, nor the people of false

hood, who are in constant heat, night and day.

(Zj.)

6 y J. 3.

29-y- : See /*-.

J O -

* - Heated by wrath £c.; as also *:::: :

(§, K.) fem, of each with 5; the former being

with 3 because it is syn. with i:- [afflicted

with grief or sorron']: or 5.2- signifies affected

with grief or sorron, and having the liver burned

[thereby]: (TA:) or heated in the bosom : (Az,

TA) and its pl. is +54,-, (Az,S, TA)=

Silk; syn. -->4. (Mab :) or dressed silk;

syn. £: Lo-Al. (Mgh, Msb:) and a gar

ment, or stuff, made thereof: (Mgh:) or stuff

wholly composed of silk : or of ruhich the woof is

silk : (Mgh, from the Jema et-Tefäreek:) n. un.

with 3; (Msb;) meaning one of the garments,

or pieces of stuff, called >2-. (S, K.)

59

#5- as used in the saying, 2ülü .# 3-5 &l

J.' es' 53-, (S, TA,) meaning Verily I find

that this food has a burning effect, or a pungency,

in my mouth. (TA.) It signifies A burning in

the mouth, from the taste of a thing: and in the

heart, from pain; and hence one says, 55- 3-3

-:), and ~#1, and -s.", and 35", [He

felt the burning effect of the sword, and of

beating, and of death, and of separation.] (IDrst,

TA.) [See also 5-]=See also#

See j-, in two places.- Also I. q.

** J tº 43 w."

3,5 ye- : see 42-ya-.

# - n. un. of*- [q. v.]. (Msb.)= Also

A hind of soup of four and grease or gravy:

(TA:) or flour cooked with milk, (S, K,) or with

grease or gravy: (K:) it is of flour, and#5

is of bran: (Sh:) [when a mess of this kind is

thickest,] it is *** then, 5*: then,54

then,:- (IAar.) [See also #.]

3 * *

J422,-: see the next paragraph.

23 - * * * * 6 *- : 2* J. •

ă »- and ă295)-; see 429-.= 4295 ya-Ji

A sect of the heretics, or schismatics; (~2'

[q.v.];) so called in relation to Haroorå ($23-),

a certain town (Az, S, A, Mgh, Mgb) of El

Koofeh, (Az, Mgh, Mgb,) from which it is distant

two miles; (TA;) because they first assembled

there (Az, S, Mgh, Msb) and professed the doc

trine that government belongs only to God: (Az,

S, Mgh:) they dived so deeply into matters of

religion that they became heretics; and hence

the appellation is applied also to any who do

thus: (Mgh, Msb:) they consisted of Nejdeh

and his companions, (K) and those holding their

tenets : (TA:) they were also called £1,

because their ensigns in war were white: (T

VOce #:-- :) a man of this sect is called

"&"3-; (S, K;) and a woman, as well as the
- 6 * * *

sect collectively, à:32,a- (Mgh, Mgb:) which

- 68 *
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also signifies the quality of belonging to this sect.

(S," K, T.A.)

3 - -

USA- A camel that pastures in a stony tract
J.

such as is termed 5-. (S, K.)

63w "

ā-,- The state, or condition, of freedom;

contr. of slavery; as also *#):- (S, A, Msb,

K) and " £2.3-, (S, Mab, K.) of which two the

latter is the chaste form, (Mgh,) or it is more

chaste than the former, which is the regular form,

(MF) and '99-, (S, A, Msb, K.) not j9-,

(TA) and "#"> (K, TA [in the CK #23-1)

and W55- (TA)- Free persons, collectively.

(Mgh.) [See5-- || The eminent, elevated, or

noble persons of the Arabs, (K, TA) and of the

foreigners. (TA.) You say, ** a:- &- *

He is of the noble ones of his people: (A:) or of

the choicest, best, or most excellent, of his people.

(TA.) - + Sandy, soft earth, (K, TA,) good,

and fit to produce plants or herbage. (T.A.)-

Js:

35- Thirsty: (S, A, K:) or it has an intensive

signification, as will be shown by what follows:

• ** * w J

42)- : See J^-.

(TA:) fem. es:- pl. (masc. and fem., TA)

30- (S, TA) and 5'- and us;9-. (TA)

One says &# 3% &#- (TA.) It is said in

a trad., }: ex-+ Jé- Ls, meaning For

the giving of drink to any liver that is dried up

by thirst from intense heat, there shall be a

*mpense: and in another, "5- := Jés es'

2-1. (IAth, T.A.)- [See also a tropical use of

this word in a verse cited in art. --~~, conj. 2.]

5- Hot: (Msb:) a very hot day, and food.
6 d -

(A.) IAar says, I do not say *5->54. (TA in

art. 35.) [This seems to imply that some allow

it; and it is common in the present day. See

X-J–see an ex. of its fem., 5-, in the

next preceding paragraph.-f Difficult, trouble

some, distressing, fatiguing, or severe work. (K,

TA.) El-Hasan, when [his father] 'Alee ordered

him to flog El-Weleed the son of 'Okbeh for

drinking wine, in the days of 'Othmān, said, J.

ūjú Js: 3. ū- + Set thou over n:hat is evil

thereof him n'ho has superintended what is good

thereof: (Mgh:) or set thou over what is diffi

cult of the affair him n'ho has superintended

what is profitable thereof: (Msb:) meaning that

only he should undertake the infliction of the

flogging who superintends the profitable affairs

of government. (Mgh)-4- 5- & £,

and Alas!' j-, | Such a one came in a plump,

or fat, state; contr. of4- 9, and Aūs' 39%.

(A and TA in art. 3/4.)

j- [Hotter:

* :- j- * + He is more delicate

[or more free from defects] in goodliness, or

beauty, than he. (K, T.A.)

~ 3 - a

and hottest]. - cº-l: see
5* *

* ~ * w •

32-1 : see 2-, first sentence.

o

- X- A man whose camels are thirsty. (S.)

43 - 2

j-. Freed from slavery; emancipated. (TA.)

–A child devoted by the parent to the service

of a church. (TA.) [See also 2.]

6 y o * * >

2.92=-e : See 22-.

*}=

J e = *

1. 4-, (S, A, K.) aor.”, inf n. 3-, (S,

K,) He despoiled him of his wealth, or property;

or plundered him; (S, A, K;) leaving him with

out anything. (S)-[Hence,] --, (A, Mgh,

Msb,) or 4. ~-, (S,) He was, or became,

despoiled, or plundered, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,) of his

nealth, or property, (S) or of all his wealth, or

property; as also~-, (Mgh, Msb,) aor. *, (Msb)

inf. n. ~- (Mgh, Msb.) You say,* a U.

*: : see art. -->. (T.A.) And <> <!

+ He nas despoiled of his religion, was rendered,

or became, an unbeliever. (TA.)- [And hence,]
• *

---, aor. *, inf. n. 3-, He said 9-13, or

*- 13: [see 3-, below.] (TA.) - And

+, (S, A, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf n. +. (A,

TA,) He (a man, S, A) was, or became, angry,

(A,) or violently angry. (S, K.) And i. q.*

[meaning + He was, or became, affected with

canine madness: see -->]. (K.) And t He

(an enemy) was, or became, like a lion; as also

* ---l. (TA.)

2. -j-. inf n. -*. He sharpened a spear

head. (S, K.) – 1 He angered: (S, A:) or

angered violently : (K:) and he provoked, or

exasperated. (S, K, T.A.) And it is said to sig

nify + He acquainted a person with a thing that

angered him : but where it is said to have this

meaning, it is accord. to one reading with & and

hemzeh [in the places of ~ and -r]. (TA.)

3. *)- (S, A, Msh, K) infn. #3-4 (M',

K) and *5- (K,) He waged, or contended in,

war with him ; narred, or battled, with him.

(S, A, Msb, K.) See also 6.- He was, or became,

hostile, or an enemy, to him. (S,” T.A.)- He

disobeyed Him; namely, God. (TA.)

4. <- -->! He excited, provoked, or

stirred up, nar. (K)-4- He guided him

to spoil, or plunder; guided him, or showed him

the way, to obtain spoil, or plunder, of an enemy;

(S, K, TA;) acting as a spy. (T.A.) – He

found him to be despoiled, or plundered, of his

nealth, or property, or of all his wealth, or pro

perty. (TA.)

6. 12'2'-3 and * >>! (S, A, K) and "beil

(S) They waged, or contended in, war, one neith

another; warred, or battled, one nith another.

(S, A, K.)

8: see 6. –* It was all plundered,

taken, or carried off. (Harp. 313.)

10: see 1, last meaning.

3- War, battle, fight, or conflict; (Msb,

TA;) contr. of L.J.; (TA;) consisting, first, in

shooting arron's, one at another; then, in thrust

ing, one at another, with spears; then, in com

bating one another with sncords; and then, in

grappling and struggling together: (Suh, TA:)

it is [generally] fem.; ($, L, Misb;) but its dim.

is *-ij-, without 5, (Kh, ś, L, Mob) contr. to

rule, (L, Mgb,) like &#, and J-45, and #

in a fem. sense, (L) because originally an inf. n.

[of which the verb (~~~) seems not to have been

used as meaning “he waged, or contended in,

war”], (El-Mázinee, S,) or in order that it may

not be confounded with the dim. of:- (Msb:)

Seer makes its origin to be the epithet <!-,

which, however, is originally an inf n.: (L:)

sometimes it is masc.; (IAar, Mbr, S, Msb, K;)

but this is extr. (L.) the pl. is ::= (S. K.)

<-2: <<3 [War happened be

tneen them]. (S.) And 5- Ji- <- <5

The nar, or battle, became vehement, so that

safety from destruction was difficult of attain

ment. (Msb.) And making it masc., as meaning

Ju-5, you say *** -- 4 vehement fight or

battle. (Msb.) [Hence,] --& A narrior :

(Er-Raghib, TA in art L') and ~~1& [the

warrior; or] he nho suffices for nar, and who

defends. (Msb in that art.) And ~~ j's The

country, or countries, of the unbelievers, (Msb,)

or of [those called by the Muslims] the polytheists,

(K,) between whom and the Muslims there is

not peace. (Msb, K.) In the saying of Aboo

Haneefeh, Ú- 913 $: #. <=, the meaning is

+)- j's [Mekkeh was at that time a place of

which the people were at war with the Muslims].

(Mgh.)= It is also an epithet; originally an

inf n. (L.) You say :-J., (K, TA) [in

the CK-r-, but it is] like J's, (TA) A man
- 6 - d.

vehement in war, and courageous; as also V-2,--

You say,

and '5-: (K:) or '3- signifies a man

of wars; (S;) or a man of nar, as also'5-;

and a known, experienced warrior. (TA.) [Being

originally an inf. m.,] S- as an epithet is used

in the same form as masc. and fem. and sing, and
o ~ 6.3- o a d

39-1 and Less

3- (TA) as also '5- 25 ($ K.)—

Also An enemy, (S, K,) whether, or not, actually

at war. (K.) So in the saying, 3. <- Uí

Usul- [I am an enemy to him who wars with

me, or who is an enemy to me]. (S.) And &%

c)3 <- Such a one is the enemy of such a one.

(TA.) Some hold that~- is a pl. [or rather a

quasi-pl. n.] of+)- Ol' +2-4. (TA.)

pl.: (K:) so that one says *

<-infn of +/- (A, Mgh, Mob) (3-1,

is an ejaculation expressive of grief, lamentation,

or regret, [meaning Alas, my spoliation 1 or my

loss! or my grief!] (ISd, Mgh, TA,) used in an

absolute manner, like u-i ls, (ISd, TA,) or

ti-id, (Mgh) from 45- “he despoiled him of

his wealth, or property:” (K:) [or from --,

q. v. :] or it originated from the fact that Harb

the son of Umeiyeh, when any one died, used to

ask his family what they required to expend on

the occasion, and used to supply them therewith;

(TA;) and when he himself died, the people of

Mekkeh and its neighbourhood bewailed him,

saying, Ú- 13, (Th, K,”TA,) or:- ls, (TA,)

[Alas for Harb 'J and then they changed the

expression to Ú- 13, (Th, K,) or 39- ls, and it
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became used in the case of bewailing any person

who was dear, and in the cases of other calamities:

but this account of the origin did not please ISd.

(TA.)- Also Perdition. destruction, or death.

(Harp. 158.)

-- See--=Also ! Angry: (A:) or

violently angry: (S, K.) applied to a man and

to a lion. (S, A.) And i. q.* [meaning

Affected with, canine madness]: pl. J.-, (K,)

syn, with L'ée, but unknown to Az in this

sense except in one instance. (TA.)

#- [A dart, or javelin;] a certain neapon

(K) resembling a spear, (Msb,) but smaller,

(TA,) having a nide head; (AS, TA;) not

reckoned among Cú, (IAar, TA:) dim. *#)

(Msb:) pl.> (S, A, Msb, K.) You say,

~5-i. *5-0 1,4-i [They took the darts, or

javelins, for contending in nar, or battle]. (A.)

=A thrust, stich, or stab. (K.)- Spoliation.

(K.)- Corruptness of religion. (K)=#

a name of Friday; (K, TA;) accord. to the

Námoos, because it is a time for warring with

oneself: (TA:) pl. $9- and&- (K.)

#- A mode, or manner, of war, battle, fight,

Ol' conflict. (K.)

#- [The male chameleon;] the male of n-hat

is called c.: # (S.M., K, [But see the

latter appellation in art. Ú->;]) a nell-known

animal : (TA:) or a certain reptile, like the

salas, (K,) said to be larger than this latter,

(Msb,) somen'hat larger, (S,) that turns itself,

(S, Msb,) or its head, (K,) tonards the sun, (S,

Msb, K,) turning nith the sun as the sun turns,

and assuming various colours (S, Msb) by reason

of the heat of the sun : (S:) Az describes it as a

reptile resembling in form what is calledU2:>0,

with four legs, slender head, [which is not correct

as applied to the chameleon,] and striped back;

that all the day looks tonards the sun; and he

adds that its flesh is impure, and the Arabs never

eat it: (TA:) [accord. to Freytag, the word,

thus applied, is said (but I know not on what

authority) to be from \;= meaning U-s: lášte

(guardian of the sun):] the fem. is with 3: (S:)

and the pl. Jeti- (S, Msb.) [The word U

is used in passages cited in the TA as masc. and

fem.; whence it seems that it may be written

#- as well as £-.] The Arabs used the ex

pression - # 82 #- Ol' -: like was *:

(S:) [the latter word in each of these cases being

the name of a tree:] the former is proverbially

applied to a prudent man; because the A22- does

not quit the first branch but to leap upon the

second. (TA) The phrase L3 ** -:

£- is used, by inversion, for £4-J --~~!

* U. [The male chameleon stood erect upon

the branch]: for it stands erect upon stones, and

upon the roots or trunks of trees, looking towards

the sun, and declines as the sun declines. (TA.)

-Also ! The back : or its flesh : (K:) or#

c: means the flesh along either side of the

backbone : (TA:) or this, (TA,) or #2,-Ji, (K,)

the ridge of the backbone : (K, TA:) or&

c: (S, L, TA) signifies the portions ofjesh,

(S) or the flesh, (L, TA,) along either side of the

backbone; (§, L, TA:) the sing, is £-; likened

to the “U”- [or male chameleon] of the desert,

and therefore tropical: Kr says that the sing of

2* C#- is #- accord. to rule; showing

that it has no known sing on the authority of

hearsay. (L., T.A.)=The nails, (S) or a nail,

(K,) of a coat of mail: ($, K:) or the head of

a nail in a ring of a coat of mail: (K:) pl. as

above. (TA.)= And Rugged ground: (K:) or

rugged and hard ground; accord. to Th; but the

word commonly known is fúj-, with záy. (TA.)

[This meaning has been supposed to be assigned

in the K to #3-4, but the TA shows that such

is not the case.]

<--and's:--&Mgh, Mab,Kand':

(MF) Despoiled of his wealth, or property; plun

dered; (S, Mgh, Msb, K, MF;) and left without

anything: (S, Mgh, Msb:) pl. (of the first, TA)

Jo- and #- (K.) And #2- and 'is'.

A woman deprived of her child, or children. (TA.)

And "-2,-- t|Despoiled of his religion; ren

dered, or become, an unbeliever. (TA.)
6 d - d. 6 d >

--- dim. of ~-, q.v.

6.- ... •

a 'ye-: see what next follows.

#)- (S, A, K) and "#- (A) Wealth, or

property, of which one is despoiled, or plundered:

(A, K:) a man's property is not so called until

he has been despoiled of it: (TA:) or (K, but

in the A “and”) wealth, or property, by means

of which one lives, or subsists: (S, A, K:) pl. of

the former [and of the latter also accord. to ana

logy] .30- (TA)

#- dim. of#-, q. V.

#5- A troop of plunderers. (TA.)

~~ [act. part. n. of --].–It occurs in a

trad, as signifying One who strips people forcibly

of their clothes. (TA.)

<- and#~ :

6 - d > y

#~ : (S,K, in the CK is:-) A land

containing, (S,) or abounding with, (K.) animals

of the kind called £- [i. e. male chameleons].

(S, K.)

5-9 and '3-# The lion (K, TA)

*- :

upper end of a sitting-room, (Msb, and so accord.

6 o e

see -r/-, in three places.

See 3-, in two places.=Also The

to an explanation of the pl. -j-, in the S,

on the authority of Fr.) or of a house, or tent, or

chamber; (K;) the chief, or most honourable,

sitting-place; (AO, L., Msb, K;”) whence, in a
J e o e >

trad, -5-3.* &= [he used to dislike the

uppermost, or chief, sitting-places in rooms]:

(L:) the place where kings and chiefs and great

men sit: (Msb:) a high place: (As, Hr, TA:)

a [chamber of the kind called] as: : (S, Msb,

K:) the highest chamber in a house : a chamber

to n'hich one ascends by stairs : (Zj, TA :) a

king's closet, or private chamber, into which he

retires alone, out of the nay of the people: (K:)

a [pavilion, or building of the kind called]*:

(AS, TA:) the station of the Imām in a mosque :

(K:) the ~5- [or niche which shows the di

rection of the kibleh] of a mosque; from the same

word as signifying the “upper end of a sitting

room;” (Fr, S, Msb;) or, as some say, because

the person praying wars with the devil and with

himself by causing the attention of his heart:

(Msb:) the highest place in a mosque : (Zj, TA:)

the kibleh: (L, TA:) a mosque, or place of nor

ship; so in the Kur xix. 12: (S, L.) a place of

assembly. (As, T.A.) J.5-1 es:-j- means

The places of norship of the Children of Israel,

(T, K,) in which they used to assemble for prayer,

(T, TA,) or in which they used to sit; (K;) as

though they sat therein to consult respecting war.
9 * o – 6 * ~ *

(T.A.) [See also ~...] – I. q àss-i, (K.)

meaning The haunt of a lion. (TA.) – The

neck of a beast. (Lth, K, T.A.)
s J & -- 6.- d = d •

--> and #25-3. see --4--, in three
places. •

--~ : see -/-oll.

-j

. . 5-, aor. (S, Msh, K) and -, (K) inf n.

+)- (S, A, Msb, K.) He gained, acquired, or

earned, (S, A, K,) wealth; (S;) as also "-)-1:

(Az, TA:) he collected wealth. (S, A, Msb, K.)

- He sought, sought after, or sought to gain,

sustenance; and laboured diligently; a'al for

his family; as also "-ox:-1: (TA:) he worked,

or laboured, for the goods of the present world,

(Az, TA,) and ; for those of the world to come.

(Az, A, TA.) You say, 45-S +)- ! Labour

for thy good in the world to come. (A, TA.)

And it is said in a trad., &t= 9:30 5-i

|ali J.-: (S, TA) Labour for thy good in the

present world as though thou vert to live for ever:

and, in continuation, *: &t= 454-9 J:

laš and workfor thy good in the world to come

as though thou wert to die to-morron. (TA.)

–Also Š-, (T, S, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. *and-,

(K) inf n &- (T, Mgh, Mob, K) and #9-:

(TA;) and *- :-l; (T, S,) He soned; (T, S,

K;) he cast seed upon the ground: (T, TA:)

[accord. to Bd (xlii. 19), this is the primary sig

nification: see +,-, below:] and the former

verb, he tilled, or cultivated, land, either by soning

or by planting: (TA:) or he ploughed up land

for soning : (Mgh, Msb:) or he ploughed land;

because the doing so is a means of gain. (Ham

p. 70.) And the former verb, He ploughed up

the ground by much walking upon it; as also

"<>,-l. (TA.)— Also, the former verb, (L. K.)

aor. and -, (K) inf n. E-, (A, L. K.) He

took, or had, four nives together. (A, L., K.)

Immoderate inivit: (A, K.) multim inivit. (IAar,

L.) And &# <!-- Multim inivit mulierem

suam. (IAar, L.)-1He emaciated, or rendered

lean, (IAar, S, A, K,) a beast, (K,) or a camel,

(IAar, TA,) or a she-camel, (IAar, S, A,) and a

horse, (IAar, TA,) by journeying (IAar, S, A, K)

thereon; (IAar, S, K;) as also "+,-\, (so in the
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A and L and TA, and in some copies of the S, in

this art., and so in the S and L and K in art. Jú,)

or V-2,-1. (So in some copies of the S in the

present art.)– t He stirred a fire, (S, A:K,) and

made it to burn up, (TA) with the -9-3. (A,

TA.)– t He examined, looked into, scrutinized,

or investigated: (K, TA:) app. in an absolute

sense: but accord. to some of the leading lexi

cologists, he examined, looked into, scrutinized,

or investigated, and studied, the book, or the

Kur-án: (TA:) he studied the Kur-án: (S:) or

he studied the Kur-án long, and meditated upon

it. (A, TA.)- + He called to mind a thing, or

an affair, and became excited thereby : [for ex.,]

Ru-beh says,

*::::::::::3%

[And the saying is forgotten if it be not called to

mind so as to produce excitement]. (TA)*

+He applied himself to the study of aiwi [i. e.

the lan]; or he learned the science so called. (K.)

4:

8 :

* *

see 1, in two places.

see 1, in four places.

$5- Gain, acquisition, or earning; (Jel in

xlii. 19;) as also "#,-, of which the pl. is

<-39-: (K:) and recompense, or renard. (Bd

and Jel in xlii. 19, and TA. [Accord. to Bd, in

the place here referred to, this is from the same

word as meaning “seed-produce: but the reverse

seems to be the case accord. to the generality of

the lexicologists.]) 54-9 <> .** &u= 34, in

the Kurxlii. 19,means tWhoso desireth the renard,

or recompense, (Bd,) or the gain, i.e. renard, or

recompense, (Jel,) [of the norld to come.]- A lot,

share, or portion. (TA.)-Worldly goods. (TA.)

–tSeed-produce : (S,"K,”TA:) twhat is grown,

or raised, by means of seed, and by means of

date-stones, and by means of planting : (Mgh:)

an inf. n. used as a proper subst.: (Mgh, Msb:)

pl. +. (Mgb.)—t A place, ploughed for

soning; (Mgh, Msb;) as also '3-, (Msb,)

pl. +)-; (Mgh, Msb:) or land prepared for

soning: (Jel in ii. 66:) and it is said to signify

also a plain, or soft, place; perhaps because one

ploughs in it. (Ham p. 70.) [Being originally

an inf. n., it is also used in a pl. sense..] It is

said in the Kurii.223, # 3--4513 (Mgh,

Msb) Your wives, or nomen, are unto you

things wherein ye son, your offspring: (Bd, Jel:)

they are thus likened to places that are ploughed

for sowing. (Mgh, Msb.)- [And hence,] . A

wife, as in the saying, 45- -#. ! [Hon is

thy wife?]. (A, TA) - A road, or beaten

track, or the middle of a road, that is much

trodden [as though ploughed] by the hoofs of

horses or the like. (K,” TA.)-[A ploughshare:

so in Richardson's Pers. Ar. and Engl. Dict,

ed. by Johnson; and so, app., in the Munjid of

Kr, voce *..]

#)- See Ś- =The pl., $35- also sig

nifies +camels emaciated by travel: (El-Khattá

bee, K:) originally applied to horses: of camels

you [generally] say,ū- [“we rendered them

lean”], with -3; and -à- is means “a lean

she-camel.” (El-Khattábee, T.A.)

$5- A soner, plougher, tiller, or cultivator,

of land; ($, TA) as also '+)- (pl. 5-l:

(KL:) a plougher of land for soning. (Msb.)

- One niho eats much; a great eater. (IAar,

TA.)

+)- A collector of property. (Mgb.) -

+)-1, (K, [also written +,-, in the CK,

erroneously, +/-ll) as a generic proper name,
• **

(MF) and <>,\s-Ji 2", (S, K,) the latter the

better known, (TA,) The lion: (S, K:) because

he is the prince of beasts of prey, and the strongest

to acquire. (Harp. 662.):- See also+5

# * * * # *
-j-e: See -)a-.

24° 0 ° s of 6 * / d -

āş-> Jay': see à:23-2.

45- : see what next follows.

6 - d.

*!)--> The thing (i.e. the piece of wood, or

the wooden thing, TA) with n'hich the fire is

stirred (S, A, K) in the [kind of oven called]

2: ; (S;) as also '5-2: (K:) and*5

Júl the shovel (st-) with which the fire is

stirred. (TA.) [Hence,] ~~ +)- + That

n:hich [or he who] stirs up, or excites, 7tar".

(TA) - [In the ..present day, it signifies A

plough : and (like "ya-) a ploughshare.]

#3:- J: and "āś- Ground ploughed

up by people's treading much upon it. (T, TA.)

£2

1. &- aor. *, inf. n. &- It (a number of

things) became collected together: and, neces

sarily, became close, strait, or narron': (so accord.

to an explanation of the inf n. by Er-Rághib, in

the TA:) said of anything, it was, or became,

close, strait, or narron. (KL.) One says of

dust, *u- &l &- or *, It rose, (Lth, Az,

TA,) in a narron place, (TA,) and became

collected [against a nall, or an acclivity or the

likel. (Lth, Az, TA)-534 £2-, aor, and

inf n. as above, t His bosom became strait, or

contracted; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, TA;) not ex

panded, or dilated, by reason of what nas good.

(TA.) And&- alone, aor. and inf n, as above,

t He became disquieted, and contracted in bosom:

and the became in doubt; he doubted; because

doubt disquiets the mind. (So accord. to ex

planations of the inf. m. by Er-Rághib, in the

TA.)- Also £2-, aor. and inf. n. as above,

[t He became straitened, or in difficulty: and

particularly, by the commission of a sin, or crime:

(see &- below:) and hence, simply,] the

committed a sin, a crime, or an act of dis

obedience for n'hich he deserved punishment.

(Msb.)- Also He looked, and was unable to

move from his place by reason of fear and rage.

(T, TA) And& S--, (S, A, K.) aor -,

(K) inf. n. as above, (TA) ! The eye became

dazzled, (-)-. §, K, TA) or sank in its socket,

(<5%) and its vision became straitened: (A,

TA:) or it did not turn about, nor wink, by

reason of intent gazing. (T.A.)- Also, (S, A,

K.) aor. as above, (K,) and so the inf. n., (S, K,)

! It was, or became, forbidden, or prohibited,

(S, A, K,) and attended nith straitness, or diffi
* c > 3 - - -

culty. (A.) So in the saying, 4.1% es”.&2

! The wronging of thee is forbidden, or prohibited,

to me. (S, TA.) And is-n * &- ! The

meal termed 25- became forbidden, or pro

hibited, to him, (A, TA) namely, a man fasting,

and attended with difficulty, (A,) by reason of

the straitness of the time thereof (TA.) And

#5 all -*- : Prayer became forbidden, or

prohibited, (A, and TA as from the K, [but not

found by me in the copies of the K,]) w: to

her [by reason of legal impurity, as is shown in

the A]. (A, TA)–: £2- : He betook him.

self, or had recourse, to him, or it, for protection

from a strait, or difficulty. (TA.) And&

lääs; jë & + He betook himself to such and

such things. (TA.)

& •J w - s

2. as-y-, (TA,) inf. n. 8-2-5, (S, K,) + He

made it strait, or difficult; (S, K, TA;) and

forbade it to be violated; namely, a right.

(TA)–:- c." &- + He said to a serpent,

[by way of warning, lest it should be a Jinnee,]

Thou nilt be in a strait if thou return to us;

therefore blame us not if ne reduce thee to a

strait by pursuing and driving anay and killing.

(TA from a trad.)

4. *- He made him to betake himself to a

narron, or confined, place; and so 3- and

#4. (TA.) And He made him (a dog or

a beast of prey) to betake himself to a narron,

or confined, place, and then attacked him. (TA)

[Hence,] <! *- + He constrained him to

betake himself, or have recourse, to him, or it.

(S, A, K.) And 3+, liás Gl 4-,- + He

made him to betake himself to such and such

things: (TA:) or he, or it, caused him to want

such and such things. (AA, TA in art. &**)

–t He caused him to fall into a strait, or diffi

culty: (A, TA:) he straitened him; reduced

him to a strait, or difficulty. (TA) - + He

"made him, or caused him, to fall into a sin, a

crime, or an act of disobedience for which he

deserved punishment. (S, K, TA.) –<:

35 all t I made, or pronounced, prayer to be

forbidden, or prohibited. (K.)=a_1= &4-l,

(A,) or*3.*-l, (AS, T.A.) He gave to

his dog a portion of his prey. (A.)

5. *- t He made it strait, or difficult, to

himself. (TA)= And &- ! He put anay,

or cast anay, from himself, sin, or crime; (TA;)

he shunned, avoided, or kept aloof from, sin, or

crime, (Mgh;) he did a deed whereby he shunned,

avoided, or kept aloof from, sin, or crime; (Msb,

TA) syn. 36. (S, A, Mgh.) And 4. &

! He shunned, avoided, or kept aloof from, it, as

a sin, or crime. (A," Mgh.) [See <--5.]
6 o y 6 * >

£2- see &-, in two places.
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&- : See &- *= Also The dog's portion of

the prey, or game, (S, A, K;) such as the head

and the shanks and the belly: (TA:) what is

thronn to the dog, of the prey, or game, that he

has taken : (Az, TA:) or a piece of flesh: pl.

$9-i (TA.) = And A convry; syn. #3: (S,

A, K:) pl. £5- (S, A) and #9-1 (TTA) and

£5-; (TA;) the second, [as also the first,] a

pl. of pauc. : (T, TA:) or convries (8%) Twhich

are hung upon the necks of dogs. (As, TA.)

And A dog's collar [of convries]: (TA:) or a

collar [of convries] for any animal. (T, T.A.)

:- [inf n. of 1, q.v. :] I Straitness; a strait,

or difficulty. (A,” TA.)- A sin, a crime, or

an act of disobedience for which one deserves pun

ishment; syn. Xi, (S, Msb,"K;) as also':

(Yoo, S, K:) or the straitness [n:hich is the con

sequence] of sin or crime. (A, Mgh.)-[Hence,]

&- S i. q. J.' •) [There is, or will be, no harm

in thy doing this or that]; and Loji ) [there is,

or nill be, no sin, or crime]. (IAth, T.A.)= See

also &- in six places.- Also, applied to a she

camel, 1 Lean, lank, light of flesh, slender, or
J & J.

lank in the belly; (S, K;) as also":- (S,

A,) accord. to AZ, (S) and '#23- (A:) or
J. O. J.

'*)- signifies, so applied, lean, &c., as above,

and sharp-spirited: (K:) or this last, (K,) and

&- and W £2:- (TA,) fat, (K, TA,) large

bodied, (TA) and long [lit. long upon the face of

the ground, as distinguished from tall]: or strong:

(K, TA:) and &- signifies also, (K,) or, as

some say, and so do '-' and ':- and
6 o y

"g- (S,) so applied, long [lit. long upon the

face of the ground]: (S:) and some allow

":- in the sense of":- (TA;) which

last is originally "####, which is originally
6 o y

'g- ($) the pl. of ":- (S) and of

*** - (L) is :-)-. (S, L.)=See also
&= - &*w

£-, in three places. = Also A thing composed

of pieces of wood, (AS, S, K,) bound together,

(As, S,) in which dead bodies are carried; (As,

S, K;) sometimes put over the bier of a noman :

(S:) accord. to the T, the &- of a bier is a

2-3, [i. e. the frame-nork of a **] nvhich is

constructed of nood, and put over the bier of a

corpse: accord. to ISd, the 8-y- is a vehicle for

women and men, which has no head. (TA.) See

also J:, in two places.

&- and ":- A strait, narron, confined,

or close, place: (TA:) or strait, narron, con

fined, or close, in the utmost degree: (Zj, T:) or

a strait, narron, confined, or close, place, abound

ing with trees, (S, K.) and impenetrable to the
s •

pasturing animals: (S:) and "&"2-, also, ap

plied to a place, signifies the same as &- (TA.)

g • 6 o e * * *

—g-2- (S, Msb, TA) and "g- (S, A,

TA) like 3-, and 3-3, and 3, and #, and
6 • 6 * >

&#3 and -āj:2, (S)A bosom strait, or contracted;

(A, Mgb,TA;) not expanded, or dilated, by reason

of what is good. (TA.) *- ti: 3. J:

or "Ú-, accord. to different readings, [in the

Kur vi. 125,] (S,) is explained by I’Ab as mean

ing He nill make his bosom strait, timpenetrable

to wisdom. (TA.)- Also &- and ":- A

man having a strait, or contracted, bosom, nihich

does not expand, or dilate, by reason of what is

good: the former has a dual and a pl.; but the

latter has only the sing form, because it is [pro

perly, or originally,] an inf. n. : Zj says that the

former is a part. n., and that by the latter is

meantg- 33. (TA)-And the former, tone

who fears, or dreads, to venture upon an affair.

(TA)-And t That seldom, or never, withdran's

from fight : (K:) that nill not be put to flight;

as though it were difficult for him to find an

excuse for being put to flight. (TA.)- And

Committing a sin, a crime, or an act of dis

obedience for n:hich he deserves punishment;

(Msb;) and so '#'- which is thought by ISd

to be after the manner of a rel. n., because it has

no corresponding verb [of which it may be re

garded as the part. n.; the regular part. n. being

&- aS &- is intrans.]. (TA)- Also tAb

staining from sin, or crime; and so ":- and

6 * * > /

"g-3. (TA.) [Thus bearing two contr. sig

nifications. See 5..]– Also, and '#-, ; For

• * >

bidden, or prohibited: so in the phrase, 4:

&-& and &- ! [The wronging of thee is

forbidden, or prohibited, to me]. (A.)
6 * * >

as-ya- ? A nood, or collection of trees, (S, K,

TA;) so called because of their closeness: or

dense and tangled trees: (TA:) or a thicket, or

collection of dense and tangled trees, of the kind

called ---, into n'hich no one can penetrate;

(AHeyth, Az, TA;) or of the X- and Cli. and

: * andL. and 2-5 or of the 2- and olive

and other trees: or a place in a wood where trees

are dense and tangled, extending as far as a

stone's thron: and also a tree n:hich the pasturing

animals cannot reach: (TA:) pl.'3- (S,K) [or

rather this is a coll. gen, n., of which#- is the

6 * * > 6 -

n, un,] and -le-ya- (S, A) and &lr= (S) and [of

pauc.] $5-f: (A, TA:) or '-signifies a

place in which is a collection of trees, and nhere

they are close together. (A.)- Also t A collec

tion of camels: (S, K, TA:) a hundred camels:
6 * >

(ISd,TA:) pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.]'g- (K.)

&:- See &- in two places.

6 y o y

:-9'>ya- : See

g”
&- in five places.

* * *

&=- see &- in two places.

£ill £5.e., (K) or 2%ill 32, (A,TA) and

£1.3-, (TA) 1 Dense darkness (A, K, TA)

6 * >

=9-ya- : See

g".

&g- 6 •

- See&
s

&-
:

having a collar of contries; (S,

6 * >

in two places.&- P

9 & - 2

&- A dog

a o

K;) from &= (S:) having convries upon his

neck. (As, TA.)

*#9 &% -ā- | Such a one snore by

the three divorces [n'hich render the nife abso

lutely forbidden to the husband]: (A:) or by the

oaths that rendered his scope strait, or narron.

(Harp. 178.)

6 w - e.g. o •

&->: Seeg

Co

1. %-3-, aor. *, He hit, or hurt, her (a wo

man's)&= or 4- [i.e. vulva, or pudendum]. (K.)

X-, (S.Mgh,Mg,F) similarin form to 3 and
- 3 6*

23, (Msb,) and ga- (AHeyth, Az, Msb) and 5-;

(K;) the first of which is the most common; and

the last, strange; (TA;) or the first is sometimes

used instead of the second; (Mgb;) The vulva,

or pudendum, of a noman: originally '8-, (S,

Mgh, Msb, K,) as is shown by the form of its

broken pl., (S, Mgh, Msb,) and by that of its

dim.; for in the formation of the broken pl. and

of the dim., a word is restored to its original state:

the final 2- in the original is elided, and , is put

in its stead, and incorporated into the medial

radical letter; and sometimes the word is used

without any letter of compensation: thus are

formed X- and X- (Msb:) the pl. is £5-i,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) its only broken pl., (TA,)

and 3.3-, (S.K.) which latter is like 324 and
* / • 6 • 6 - *

c”, ple, of defective nouns [5-) and a 21: (S:)

dim. "#- (Mob)
'c'

: see the paragraph next preceding.&= paragrap p g

&- A man loving, (L, TA,) or fond of, (K,)

the c5-i [or pudenda] of women: (L, K:) an

epithet after the manner of a rel. n. (Sb,T.A.)

See also &Aa-.

s

U--- see what next follows.

3 3 -

Üçy-, and (if you will, S) "Gege, (S, K.) in

which latter the medial radical letter is with fet-h,
6 * 6 *

as in the re. ns. formed from A4 and Aë, namely,

3 - - • •

U33- and Us?"; (S3) [Qf, or belonging to, or

relating to, the vulva, or pudendum, ofa noman; ]
6 o

rel ns of:- [and cº-], and (if you will, S)
• 6 *

you may say ":- like a... (S, K.)

£- : SeeX- above.

6 * / o e

à-2,--- A woman hit, or hurt, in herC- Ol'

Js- [i.e. vulva, or pudendum]. (K.)

3ya

1.3-, (S, A, Mab, K.) aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n.

3-, (S, Msb,) He tended, repaired, betook him

self, or directed himself or his course or aim, to

or tonards; made for or tonards; aimed at;

sought, pursued, desired, or intended; (him, or

it; IAar, K.) syn, 3.35. (IAar, S, A, Msb, K.)

Agreeably with this explanation, some render the
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words of the Kur [lxviii. 25], s:- L'é 13%

&P", (S.) You say to a man, "43- &#- 35

I have tended, repaired, &c., to, or tonards, thee;
• * > * J. Q - e. • * * + o-o:

like :)-x-aš ---as (Fr, S,” L) and 40.5 -J.5l.

(Fr, L.) A rājiz says, (S) namely, Hassän, (so

in a copy of the S,)

o. -> d # 6 ~~ ** * * * * *

* all -el U-2 sle- U45) *

* £ : 3-9: *

[A torrent advanced, that came by the command

of God, tending to the fruitful garden]. (S.)=

Also, aor. -, (K,) inf n. 3-, (S, L,) He pre

vented, hindered, impeded, withheld, restrained,

debarred, inhibited, forbade, prohibited, or inter

dicted; (IAar, S, K;) and so ">>, (L, K,) inf n.

*i. (TA.) Agreeably with this explanation,

also, some render the words of the Kur cited

above: from &sj- said of she-camels, meaning

“they became scanty in their supplies of milk.”

(S.)= Also, aor. -, (S, L, K,) or *, (AZ, S, L,)

inf n. *: (S, K.) [and app. "3-5 and

">>31; (see * - ;)] He (a man) separated

himself from others; (K;) he left, or abandoned,

or forsook, his people, and removed from them;

(AZ, S;) he retired from his people, and alighted,

or took up his abode, in a place by himself. (S.)

=3-, (Sb, S, Msb, K.) aor. #3 (MSb, K.) and

3-, aor. , (L. K.) inf n. 9- (Sb, As, T,

IDrd, S, Mgb, &c.,) so says Aboo-Nasr Ahmad

Ibn-Hátim, companion of As, (S) and 3-, (T,

S, Msb,) this latter form of the inf. n. sometimes

used, accord. to ISk, (S,) and this is the form

heard by AZ and AO and As from the Arabs of

chaste speech, (TA,) but both forms are chaste,

(IAar, TA,) though the former is the more com

mon, (IAar, Msb,) He was, or became, angry:

(S, Msb, K, &c.:) he was, or became, exasperated

(~~~) by one who angered him, and desired to

hill him. (T, L.) And 2: ś- (A, L) and 9

(L) He was angry nith him. (A, L.)=9-, (S,

Mab, K.) aor. 2, (S,K) inf n. *-, (§, Mgh,

Msb,) He (a camel) had the disease termed3

[q. v.]: (K:) he had the tendons, or sinen's, of

one of his fore legs relaxed by the cord nhereby

the fore shanh is sometimes bound up to the arm,

or had them in that state naturally, (S, Mgh,

Msb,”) so that he shook his fore legs, (S,) or so

that he beat the ground [nith the fore leg], (Mgh,

Msb,) in walking, or going : (S, Mgh, Msb:) or

he (a camel) had the tendon, or sinen, of his arm

broken, so that his fore leg became law, and he

never ceased to shake it : the tendon, or sinew,

breaks only in the outer side of the arm, and it

[the arm] seems, when the camel walks or is in

motion, as though it stretched, by reason of his

raising it so high from the ground, and by reason

of its laxness: (ISh, TA:) or he (a beast) raised

his legs very high, in walking, or going, and put

them don’n in their place, by reason of his being

very short in his step. (L.)- Also, aor. and

inf n. as above, He (a man) was oppressed by

the neight of his coat of mail, so that he was

unable to stretch himself out in n’alking. (K.)–

And, with the same aor, and inf. n., It (a bow

string) had one or more of the several portions of

nehich (by their being twisted together) it was

composed longer than others. (K.)

2. s:- see 1.=Also, (T, L, K,) inf. n. +,-i,

(K,) He twisted a rope so tightly that the strands

formed knots, and overlay one another: (T, L:)

and he rolled a rope in twisting it (4:3 £) SO

that it became round. (AHn, L, K.) [See also

the pass. part. n., below.]- And, (K) inf n, as

above, (S, K,) He crooked, curved, or bent, a

thing, (S.K.) in the form of an arch. (S.)-

See also &x- [It seems to be implied in the L,

that one says -ai!! la:l- 2}-, meaning He

bound a &s:- (q.v.) upon the fence of reeds, or

canes, of a fold for sheep &c.]=Also, (K.)

inf n, as above, (T, K,) He (a man) betook him

self, or repaired, for covert, or lodging, to a

[house, or hut, such as is called] £2+, (T, K,)

nvith a gibbous roof. (K.)

3 &4, (S, A, K.) inf n. 99-, (S) She (a

camel) was, or became, scanty in her supply of

milk : (S, A, K:) or ceased to yield milk, or to

have milk in her udder. (K.)- [Hence,] | She

(a woman) ceased to have milk in her breasts.

(L.)-And t It (a aget, or other vessel) ceased

to have nine, or beverage, in it. (L.)- And t It

(a year, i:) was one of little rain. (S, A, K.)

– And xyla- t He (a man) was about to give,

and then refrained. (A)–And J-35

! My state, or condition, became changed, so as

not to be hnonn, or so as to be displeasing. (A.)

4. **- He separated, or set apart, (K,) and

removed, (TA,) him, or it. (K, TA.)

5: see 1.

7: see 1.-[Also,] It (a star) darted donn. (K.)

6 & - 6 o • J O ~ * d •
-

x- i. q. …a5: whence the phrase, -2)- A5

93- see 1 = Anger; [as also *ś- see 1:]

so in the prov,-45- 4): L:- *> 4:

Retain, or persist in, thine anger until thou ob

tain thy right. (TA.) Rancour, or enmity nihich

one retains in the heart, watching for an oppor

tunity to indulge it. (El-Kálee, MF.)= See

also 3.y

9- The 2: [i. e. the intestine, or gut, con

taining the 24, or dung,] of a camel, (AS, S, K,)

male or female; (K;) as also *#)-; (As, K. :)

pl. $2:. (AS, S.) - An intestine, or a gut:

(T:) pl. as above: (IAar:) [or] 35- signifies

the intestines, or guts, of camels; and is probably

a pl. of9- like*, as the Jews and the £i

are nearly alike. (L.) Accord to Lth [and the

K], 3- signifies A piece of a camel's hump : but

this is a mistake: it means (as explained above)

an intestine, or a gut. (T.)

6 * > 6 d -

3-: see 2,2-.= Also A certain disease in the

legs of camels, (K, TA,) occasioning them, in

nalking, or going, to shake their legs, and to beat

the ground nith them much : (TA:) or a certain

disease in their fore legs; (K, TA;) not in the

hind legs; caused by the cord whereby the fore

shank is sometimes bound up to the arm.: (TA :)

or an aridity in the tendons, or sinen's, of one of

the fore legs, occasioned by that cord, (K, TA,)

n:hen the animal is young and recently weaned,

(TA,) in consequence of which he beats the ground

with his fore legs, (K, TA,) or [strikes] his breast

[therenith], in walking, or going : (TA:) the

disease thus called is casual; [or generally so;

(see #34;. ;)] not natural. (T.) [See 3-.]

3-i, in

two places. = Also A rope uneven in its strands.

(AHn, TA.) A bow-string having one or more

of the several portions of which (by their being

twisted together) it is composed longer than others.

6 • d • * *

>y-: see XJ-:=and >2- := and

(K.) [See also 3-4]=A man in mant, or

needy. (Yoo, on the authority of an Arab of the

desert.)

iş-; See9

&x- A bundle of reeds, or canes, which is

laid upon the rafters, or pieces of nood, (called

3.1%, IAar, L.) of a roof: (IAar, Mgh, Msb:)

[the reeds, or canes, which are thus used in the

construction of a roof are tied together in small

bundles, each of which I have generally found to

consist of about five or six: over them is added a

coat of plaster:] pl. (3,5- a Nabathaean word :

(S, Mgh, Msb, K:) arabicized: (S:) you should

**, 3% (isks, Mg.)—Alo, (L.K.)

and "#33-, (Mgh, L. K.) The girdle (a 3-,

Mgh, L, K, TA, in the CKasu-) of a fold for

sheep, &c. (5-a-), which is boundupon the fence

(al-) ofreeds, or canes, (Mgh, L, K,) crossnoise:

(Mgh, L.) accord to IDrd, Nabathaan. (L.)

You say, **ś-, inf n. +5. (L.)– Also

*#)-, (Lth, Mob) in the 'Eynäs's, (Mgh.)

but this latter is disallowed by ISk, (Msb) Reeds,

or canes, which are connected, in a bent form,

nvith the arched branches (>5u.) of a grape-vine,

(Lth, Mgh, Msb,) and upon nihich the shoots of

the vine are let fall. (Mgh.) - Also &*,

with damm, [irregularly formed from 3-, unless

it be a mistake for &*] A man having wide,

or capacious, intestines [like those of the camel].

(L, T.A.)

63 o "

ā-2}-: see what next precedes, in two places.

J - d - s • 6 •

colx-: see -->:= and xyla--

3:-(S.A.K) and '3'-(A, K) and 'is/

(K, TA, but omitted in some copies of the K) A.

she-camel yielding little milk : (S, A, K:) or

ceasing to yield milk, or to have milk in her

udder. (K.)

6 y +

s:- and "33%-, (K,TA) or '3225-, (so in

a MS. copy of the K and in the CK,) The pro

minent edges of a rope: (K: [in a MS. copy of

the K and in the CK, for J.- is erroneously put

J.- :]) or the former, knots, and parts overlying

one another, in a rope, in consequence of the

strands being tryisted very tightly. (Az, on the

authority of Arabs of his time.) - Also the

former, pl. of* [q. v.]. (AS, S.)

s •

Jex-A man n/ho separates himself from others;
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as also '3- and '3'- and '3'- and "3:

(K) and '3's:-- (L:) fem. #34,-, notsş-;

(L:) or a man who has left, or abandoned, or

forsaken, his people, and removed from them :

(AZ, S:) or a sole, or single, man: (As, S:) and

"3-4 signifies solitary, in the dial. of Hudheyl :

(As, $3) pl. (of the first, S) āş- (S. K) and

(of the second, TA) 35- (K.) You say, J

!--- He alighted and abode aside, or apart,

from the people. (A.) And* - &- A tribe

that separates itself from others, (K, TA,) not

mixing neith them when departing and alighting,

(TA,) either on account of its might or on ac

count of its smallness of number (K, TA) and its

meanness of condition. (TA.) And*--**

(S, A) and "3-2 (S) A solitary star. (S.)

Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

'9-###". "+ + *

[As though it were a solitary star in the region

betnceen the heaven and the earth]; but AA reads

[3/2-2,] with &’ explaining it in the same sense;

*

6 d > y

and saying that the poet means U2-, [or Canopus].

($). [see also 7.] And they say, us' J.'s J=

Jeja- +:= [Everything little among much, or

small in number among great in number, is soli

tary]. (AZ, S.)

* - d. • J.

#1-2,- A tendon, or sinen, that is in the place

of the cord whereby the fore shank is sometimes

bound up to the arm, occasioning a beast to be

n:hat is termed > -t; (K,) i. e., to shake one of

his fore legs in n’alking, o: going : sometimes this

is natural. (T.A.) [See 2-.]

6 y i.

See 35-y-.
* -

3.25- :

3,- See *-=Also, (S, A, K,) and *3,

(A, K) and "&#-, Angry : (S, A, K. :) eacas

perated (-3-:) by him who has angered him,

and desirous of killing him : (T, L.) or the first,

compact in make, strong, feared, or dreaded;

whom, by reason of [his] disdainfulness (5)= [i. e.

5*]) one thinks to be angry. (Ham p.300.)

9- 3- An angry lion : pl. 99- (S, A.)

3- A camel (or a beast, L) having the disease,

or fault, termed 2,2-; (S, Mgh, L, Msb, K;) as

also W3- (K:) fem. of the former āş- (S.)

– A man oppressed by the neight of his coat

of mail, and unable to stretch himself out in

walking (T, TA:) [and] so *s-, (K) –

! Niggardly; mean; sordid. (K, TA.) And

9:29. 9-i t Close-fisted, or niggardly. (T.)

63 - *

3- A rope plaited so that it has prominent

edges, by reason of its distortion. (S, L. [See

also 2; and see3-D And A bow-string strongly

tnisted, having one or more of its strands, or the

several portions of n!hich (by their being twisted

together) it is composed, appearing over, or above,

others; as also X-4. (L.)- Crooked, curved,

or bent, ($, K,) [in the form of an arch : see 2:]

applied to anything. (S.)- A room in which

Bk. I.

are [bundles such as are called] &25- of reeds,

or canes, (S, L.) laid across [over the rafters of

the roof]; (L;) as also #- applied as an

epithet to a room of the kind called as: : (S,

L:) and the former word, (K,) used as a subst.,

(TA) signifies as above. (K, T.A.)- Also, (K.)

Ol'5-+, (As, S, A,) A house [or hut] with

a gibbous roof, such as is termed &#. (AS, S,

A, K.")

* - / 6.- - - 6 J -

22'-' and 53, -2 : see 25-.

9w - - - 6 -

>~ : see .44-.

6 • O.J. 6 -

>~ : see A2/-, in three places.

U2/e

6 o' - d.

U53)-: see the next article.

J33

&#- (S. L. K) and 33-, (L.K.) some

say the former; and some, the latter: (Msb:)

A certain small reptile (*#): some say, the

male of the [kind of lizard called] -*. (S, K:)

accord. to As and IDrd, and several others, a

reptile (a:3) of n!hich the real character is un

known; and therefore, by several authors, said to

be a reptile (als) of the reptiles (**) of the

deserts: (Msb:) in the O (Msb) and in the L,

(TA,) it is said to be a small reptile (a:33) 7"e

sembling the £- [or chameleon], (Msb, TA,)

of a beautiful hind, (TA,) diversified with various

colours and spots, found in the region of Egypt;

and [it is said that] it (the male thereof, Msb) has

tno penes (c)(4), like as the< has: (Msb,

TA:) accord to some, the d is augmentative:

accord. to others, radical: the pl. is &:30- [or

&25-]. (Msb.)-Also, the former, The [kind

of lizard called] Alae : (Th, Seer, TA:) not what

is here, immediately before, described. (TA.)–

[In the present day, Any lizard.] – And A she

camel that is ridden until no strength remains in

her. (TA.)

j/

1. ji-, aor. *, (K,) inf. n. #5- and j-,

(TA,) It (a place, TA) was, or became, fortified,

strong, or protected against attack. (K, TA.)

=j,-, aor. *, He was very pious, or abstinent

from unlanful things. (Sgh, K.)=5- : see 4,

in three places.

2, #3-; see 4, in two places.

4. 3,-, inf n. j9-1, He hept, preserved, or

guarded, it; he took care of it; (TA;) as also

* 64-, (K,) aor. *, (TK.) inf. n. 55-; (TA;)

or the latter is formed by substitution of a letter

from 4-3- (K:) or the former signifies he

put it in a Ji- [q. v.]; (Mgh, Msb;) and so

* the latter: (TA:) and the former, he preserved

it from being taken. (TA.) You say, L35
•

astes [He kept, or preserved, it in his, or its,
- T- - * * * c - d =

receptacle]. (A.) And eu." -j-,-] I put the

good into the - (M'.) And #">}}

Preserve ye, or guard ye, yourselves: (A:) [or
J w

do so strenuously; for it is said that] oil-, inf. n.

j:

in keeping, preserving, or guarding, it.

d 5, signifies he took extraordinary pains

• * o- o * - c & (K.)

You say also wºš -j-,-] She (a woman, TA)

guarded her pudendum; (K, TA;) as though

she put it in an inaccessible j}- .(TA.) And

J.'"& j,-] The place protected the man;

afforded him refuge; as also " 53-, (K) inf. n.

j.2-3. (TA.)- He made it firm, or strong.

(KL.) [He fortified it, or protected it against

attack: see j;-)- He dren, collected, or

gathered, it together; (Msb, TA;) as also *%-,

#- (TA.) Hence, (Msh,)[aor. *,] inf n, j-.

-as jj-1 He grasped, or clutched, theJ:

winning-canes; he got them for himself: (Msb:)

! he outstripped ; outran; or n'on the race. (A,

T.A. See -*) [Hence also,] #9. j,-i He

took, received, or got possession of the recom

• * *

syn. 3-.
• Ji-- C - 2 oz o &

(K.). Whence the prov., Lää:15 L., Six

Js: [I have gained my spoil, and I seek the

superabundant gain]: originally said by Aboo

pense, renard, hire, pay, or mages;

Bekr: he used to perform the prayer called 252/

in the beginning of the night, and to say these

words; meaning, that he had performed his ź.

and was safe from its escaping his observance,

and that he had gained his recompense for it;

and if he awoke in the night, would perform the

supererogatory prayers. (TA.) You say also,

31-15,-1 [He won the bet]. (A in art. Al-)

5. *>3. see 8.

8, j) e-1 He prepared himself; he nas, or

became, in a state of preparation. (Msb in art.

2-)-4-5,-, and al-e "jj-5, He guarded

against it; was cautious of it; syn. ##, (S,)

or 4: Lisi, (K) and 4: Li-ji (A, Msh;)

namely, a thing; (S, Msb;) or an enemy: (A:)

as though he put himself into a> to Secure

himself therefrom. (TA.)

10.j2: It was, or remained, [or n as pre
- o

served,] in the [or in a] jża- [or place of custody,

&c.]. (A.)

JX- A place that is fortified, strong, or pro

tected against attack: (S, Mgh, K:) or a place

in n'hich a thing is kept, preserved, or guarded,

a place of custody or protection: (Msb:) or a

place or other thing that protects a man: or a

place or other thing that is held in one's possession

(j-), or to which one betakes himself for refuge

or protections (TA) pl. 59-i (Ms, TA)

You say, <! J-> Sji- es' * He is in a

place of protection to which there is no access.

(TA.) And ji-) &til 9: [The thief broke

into the place of custody]. (A.)= [Hence,] An

amulet, or a charm, bearing an inscription, n'hich

is hung upon a person to charm him against

the evil eye &c.; syn. **, (S,) or #: (A,

K:) pl. as above. (A)= 4 share, or portion :

69
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• & • - #

pl. as above: you say, 5- J4-1 He took, or

received, his share, or portion. (A, TA.)

# - A place fortified, strong, or protected

against attack; (A, TA;) as also *}X-. (TA.)

You say, jo-ji- (S, Msb, TA) A strong forti

fied place : (TA:) the latter word is a corrobo

rative. (Msb.) [See alsojo- Hence,]}}-S

&: &: [There is nothing kept from sale]: (A,

TA:) a prov.; (TA;) meaning, if thou give me

a price that I approve, I will sell to thee. (A,

TA.) [Hence also,] j%- [a pl.] Camels that

are not sold, because of their preciousness. (K.)

And is 3- jo- &% Such a one is a person

who keeps aloof from, or shuns, this. (A.)–

A recompense or the like, taken, received, or
6 * o "

got possession of, as also "jj-2. (TA)

j," occurs in a trad., in a form of prayer;

ja'- Ji- -s’ ū-fź, meaning O God,

place is in a protecting asylum. (T.A.)

6.- d. J. 6

j/-2 : see 52-, in two places.

U-ye

1. a 3-, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor.” (S, Msb,

TA) and -, (TA) inf n. *-ij- ($, Mgh, K)

andJ- (K.) or "the former is a simple subst,

(Msb,) and the latter is an inf. n. only on the

authority of analogy, though often used by [the

Hanafee Imām] Mohammad, (Mgh,) He guarded,

hept, preserved, or took care of him or it: (S,

Mgh, Msb:) [and so "4-o'-, or he guarded him,

being guarded by him : see 3 in art.9] You say,

$3. &- aui 4-3- [May God guard him from

trial, or affliction]; and4:9-2's [May He con

tinue the guarding of him]. (A.)----, aor. = ,

(Msb, K.) in n. J-, (Msb) : He stole;

(Msb, K;) [ironically used in this sense; see

Jo- ;] as also "J-,--I (K:) or the latter, he

stole a sheep or goat by night: (S:) or both, he

stole camels and sheep or goats by night, and ate

them: (TA:) or the latter, he stole [a sheep or

the like] from the mountain: (El-Fārābee, Msb:)

or he took, (Sh, TA,) or stole, (TA,) a thing

from the place of pasturage. (Sh, T.A.) You

say also, 5us L-3- (A, Mgh,) and "J-,-i,

(A, TA,) [but the latter is perhaps a mistranscrip

tion for 'J', -9] ! He stole from me a sheep

or goat. (Mgh.)

3: see above.

4: see 1, last signification.

5. 4: J-5, and a "J-, -l, He guarded,

i.e., guarded himself, against him; syn. Ai-S

a.o. (S, Msb, K.)

8: see 5:=and see J3-, in two places.

6 - -

U-27- : See Jo- for the former, in two

3 - - -

-5-)- places.

6 * * - - J. 2- * /

a-9-: see 1.=~U-9-3) Jét. &% Such a

one eats stolen things: (A:) or steals the sheep

or goats of people, one after another, and eats of

them. (TA.)

i-2- What is guarded, hept, preserved, or

taken care of (Msb.)- A thing stolen: (K:)

or a sheep, or goat, that is stolen by night: (S:)

of the measure is: in the sense of the measure

is: (TA:) hence, J.--" i-,- (S) a sheep,

or goat, that is overtaken by the night before its

return to its nightly resting-place, and is stolen

from the mountain: (Msb:) or a sheep, or

goat, that is stolen, of those that are guarded,

or kept, in the mountain : or, as some say, from

Jo- applied ironically to a thief: (Mgh:) pl.

J-5- (S, K.) Hence the saying, (TA,) &l; S

J.--" a-,- U. 1 [There shall be no amputation

of the hand for the sheep, or goat, that is stolen

by night from the mountain]. (A, TA.) IF says

that there are two explanations of the expression

U+J1 a-2- : some make it to signify theft, or

the thing stolen, (#):1) itself: others make the

meaning to be, that there shall be no amputation

for [stealing] what is guarded, or kept, in the

mountain, because it is not a place well pro

tected: ISk says that ā-,- signifies #5, #1.

(Msb.)- A mall of stones, made Jor sheep, Ol'

goats, (K) to guard them. (TA.)

Jo- Guarding, keeping, or preserving: d

guardian, or keeper: ($, Mgh, Msb:) pl. "Jo

(Mgh, Msb, K) [or this is rather a quasi-pl. n.]

and J-5- (Msb, K) and [pl. of pauc.] J-U-i.

(K.) "J- also signifies The guards of a

Sultán (S, Msh, K, TA) and so J.5-i (S,

K.) the former is thus used as a gen, n., (S,

Msb:) and the n un, is "J-j- (S, Msb, K.)

you do not say Jo- unless you mean to denote

thereby the signification of guarding, or keeping,

without the quality of a gen, n. (S, Msb.) –

Also ! A thief; used in this sense ironically; (A,

Mgh, TA;) because they found guardians to be

thieves; (A, TA;) and SO 'Ju-, (TA:)

pl. of the former, J.5- (A.)

J.- [pass. part. n. of 8]. You say, J: C. J.

Jo-* al: &- [From such as he does one

guard himself, whereas he is a guardian]: a

prov.: (S, K:) alluding to him who finds fault

with a bad man when he is himself worse than

he: (K:) or to him who is intrusted with the

guarding of a thing when one is not secure

from his being unfaithful with respect to it.

(TA.) [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 706.]

6 • O J. 6 •

U->~ : see J-2'-, last signification.

J-7s

1 < 3-, (S, A, K.) aor = , inf n >

(S, K) and J5-5, (K,) He hunted, or sought

to capture or catch, or captured or caught, the

[lizard called] -*; syn. sus; (S, A, K,) by

moving about his hand at its hole, (S, K,) at

the entrance thereof, (K,) in order that it might

imagine it to be a serpent, and put forth its tail

to strike it, whereupon he would seize it; (§, K;)

as also "4:-1: (A, K.) or, as also " 4×-l.

and W 4:3-5, and a "J-5, he traced its hole,

and made a noise with his staff, or stick, at it,

and inserted the end of this into the hole, and

the -*. hearing the sound, thought it to be a

beast desiring to come in upon it, so it came

backwards upon its feet and hinder part, fight

ing, and striking with its tail, whereupon the

man hastened nith it, and seized it firmly by its

tail, and it was unable to escape from him.

(TA.) And hence, He hunted, or sought to

capture, or captured, the -3 in any manner.
- o f -4

(Ham p. 61.) Hence also the saying,&: s:

n:hich thou hast hunted]: for sometimes the -->

scents [its pursuer], and circumvents [him], and

cannot be caught. (TA.) And hence the prov.,

alluding to one's discoursing to a learned man
+ ox:

Us: Majl
J. J. J. • * - * " .

4: Ü) [Dost thou acquaint me with a -->

n:hich I have captured?]. (A’Obeyd, Az.) Hence
O - • 3 - E -

also the prov., L:-M U- J-l * [This is a

greater matter than the hunting, or capturing, of

< &- [Verily he is n'orse than a ->
*

-

with the desire of instructing him, -*.

the J-31 (M, A, K.) originating in one of

their fables, to the effect that a <--> said to its

young one, “O my little son, beware thou of

J-j-" :” and the young one heard, one day,

the fall of a digging-implement upon the mouth

of the hole; so he said, “O my father, is this

J.- ?” to which his father answered, “O my

little son, this is a greater matter than U:-1:"

(M, K:") and it became a prov., which is applied

to him who fears a thing and falls into that which

is more severe. (M.) [Hence also the saying.]

X: #44 - " -3-1 : [He round the

rancour of enmity between them]. (TA) -

*- (S.K.) aor = (K) inf n. CŞ- (S. K.)
and L:W-5, (K,) signifies also He scratched

him neith the nails; or mounded him in the outer

skin; (S, K;) and so <- with & (S.)–

Both also signify It (a fly) bit him. (TA in art.

-*-)- And >'' &- He scratched, or

rubbed, the -* [or neithers] of the camel with

his staff, or stick, to make him 90. (T.A.)–

And He scratched, or rubbed, the camel so as to

abrade the upper skin, and make it bleed; where

upon it is smeared with * [or tar]; as also

<- (TA.)=2#. &: -āj-, &c. : see 2,

in two places.=-3- aor. <, inf. n. J.-, He

deceived, beguiled, or circumvented; syn. **

and "J:-l signifies the same; or nearly the

same; i.e. he endeavoured to deceive, beguile, or

circumvent; syn. of the inf. n. &- (TA.)

2.2%l 3: .3-, inf n >!-5 (S. A.'

K." TA3) and ... 'J',-, (A, TA, ) inf n.

J.-: (TA;) He excited discord, dissension,

disorder, strife, quarrelling, or animosity, be

tween, or among, the people; (S, A, K,” TA;)

and (so in the S, but in the K “or”) -SS G.

between, or among, the dogs; (S, K;) and-*.

the beasts; eacciting, or provoking, them, one

against another; as is done with camels, and

rams, and cocks, ye. ; the doing of which is for

bidden in a trad.; (TA;) orJ- andJ.

signify one's inciting a man, and a lion, to attack
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his adversary; (TA;) and iš- and J5

[inf ns. of "-3-] are syn. with J.- [in the

last of the senses above]; as also#: and

Joe: (TA in art. L:y^, q.v.:) you say, 45

[and "3-, meaning, he incited him, &c.; On"

rather, he exasperated him; app. from L:)- or

or a:)-, signifying “roughness”]. (AZ, S in

art. >)— [Hence, app.,] J.-: also signifies

The mentioning a thing that renders reproof ne

cessary. (TA.)

3 J.S. # A- The - fought with
the viper, the latter desiring to come in upon him.

(TA.)- See also 2.

4.*" à: U:)- [app. originally signifying

The tar made the camel to scratch : and hence

meaning,] the tar made the camel to break out

n:ith small pustules; syn.5: (K:) or excoriated

him, and made him to bleed. (Ibn-'Abbād.)

5. <!-5 and 4: L5-5. See J-all c5- =

[CŞ- is also quasi-pass. of 2. You say,]&

2. [He became exasperated by them]. (AZ, L

in art. --, in explanation of the phrase 35-5

2:) [See also 9-.]

8. 4:-1: see ..." -5- in three places.

=See also U.5-.

J- A mark, or trace; syn. #: (S, K:) by

poetic license written "L5-3 (S3) or a mark

upon the back: or a mark of a blon, or beating,

upon a camel, which has healed, but upon which

no hair nor fur grows : or, as heard by Az, from

more than one of the Arabs of the desert, a gall,

or sore, on the back, n'hich has healed, or become

covered neith a skin in healing : or a scar of a
6 -

gall, or sore, on the back : (TA:) pl. -39-. (§,

T.A.)

Ji- Roughness, harshness, or coarseness; as

also wi:-; (Ki) or roughness, &c., of the shin.
6 *

(S.) [App., it has no verb: see Ly-, voce
* - o #

U:)-1.]=See also L5-.

* > * - c &

: see L:)-l.

: SeeJ.

--> L5- A hunter, or catcher, of [lizards

of the kind called] -\;< (pl. of ~1. (S, A:)

pl. a+/-. (A.)

J.- Anything rough, harsh, or coarse; as

also ".5/-, on the authority of AHn, and thought

by Az to be a possessive epithet, [meaning having

roughness, &c., from J- Ol'#-l because he

had not heard any verb belonging to it: (TA:)

or the former is applied to a <, signifying

rough; (S, K;) or rough in the skin, (A, TA,)

as though notched, or serrated: (TA:) and in

like manner, its fem., #-, to a serpent (a:-),

signifying rough , (K;) or rough in the skin:

(S, TA:) and the masc. to a deenár, signifying

rough (S, A, K) by reason of its nervness; (A,

K;) good, rough, recently coined ; having upon
4 y y

it the roughness of the stamp : pl. U:)- (TA)

[and Ji-]: and to a camel, signifying n:hose

galls, or sores, on his back have healed, or become

covered nith a shin in healing: (Az, as heard by

him from more than one of the Arabs of the

desert:) and the fem., above mentioned, is applied

to a she-camel, signifying, having the mange, or

scab, (K, TA,) and not smeared [n'ith tar];

(TA;) she being so called because of the rough

ness of her skin: (Az, TA:) and to a a: [or

scab], signifying having small pustules, (S,) not

smeared [n'ith tar]. (S, A.)

JoJe

J - e •

1. 4-, aor. [- and]’, (TK) infn. J.-,

(T, S, K, &c.,) He rent it; or clave it: (T, S,

K, &c. :) and he, or it, stripped off, scraped off,

rubbed off, abraded, or othernise removed, its

superficial part, peel, rind, or the like: (T, K,

&c. :) the former, (Az,) or the latter, (Az, Er

Rághib, B,) is the primary signification. (TA.)

You say, 3:15uail .3-, (S, A,Mgh, Msb)

aor. 2 (S, Msb, TA) and *, (Msb) inf n. J%

(Msb, TA,) The beater and nasher and n:hitener

rent the garment, or piece of cloth, (A, Mgh,

Msb, TA,) in beating it: (Mgh:) or made holes

in it by beating it: (S, TA:*) or made holes and

rents in it thereby : or abraded its superficial

part thereby. (TA.) And L#." -2'- The

pasture, or herbage, became entirely consumed,

nothing of it being left; (IF, K,) as though it

were stripped off from the surface of the land.

(TA)=4< •3-, (T, S, A, Msb, K,”) aor. -

(T, S, Msh, K) and *, mentioned by IKit and

the author of the Iktität (MF) inf n. J.-,

(Msb;) and J3-, aor. 3, (T, Mab, K.) inf n.

J%- (Msb; [but it seems to be indicated in

the K, by its being said that the pret is like

&-, that it is L:- ;]) the latter form of the

verb, however, is bad; (T, TA;) though El

Kurtubee is asserted by MF to have said that the

former is of weak authority; which is clearly

wrong, as the readers of the Kur are generally

agreed in using it; (TA;) He desired it vehe

mently, eagerly, greedily, very greedily, or nith

avidity; he hankered after it; he coveted it; he

desired it excessively, or inordinately : (S,” K,”

TA:) or he desired it culpably; namely, worldly

good: (Msb:) said by Az to be derived from

the first of the significations mentioned in this

art., or, as is also said by Er-Răghib, and

in the B, from the second thereof; because,

says Az, he who does so [may be said by a

figure of speech to be one who] scratches off

the outer skin of the faces of men by his so doing:

but MF regards this as improbable; and says

that most of the lexicologists hold the last to be

the primary signification, and others to be taken

from it: (TA:) *---, aor. 2, inf. n. ...-,

also signifies he strove, or laboured; eacerted

himself; took pains, or extraordinary pains; to

acquire, obtain, or attain, it: (MSb, TA:") and

"U2-1 signifies the same as J<- [he desired

vehemently, &c.]: (K:) and he strove, or laboured;

exerted himself; took pains, or extraordinary

pains; to acquire, obtain, or attain, a thing.
d • di -> * * >

(AA, K,” TA.) You say, •3- U- all U-9- •)

[May God not guard him who desires inordi

nately, or culpably]. (A.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb makes

<- trans. by means of ~, in the following

Verse :

# 2- -...- : * * * * * ~ * :- *

ow-e &ls d's <-2 = x*): -

* - d > • -- of , J - • *

# &: j : #3, #9 *

[And verily I had purposed to defend them by

repelling aggression from them; but lo, the decree

of death came : it was not to be repelled]: mean

ing, **. (TA.)- [Also He was excessively

solicitous, or careful, and fearful, respecting him;

and excessively pitiful, or compassionate, to him.
5 d g •

See Jaya- and Jae-.]

3. Aş L'é U2'- He kept, or applied himself,

constantly, or perseveringly, to the thing, or affair.

(TA in art, laaa-.)

4. (#3) c." <-i us [Hon. vehemently or

inordinately or culpably desirous art thou, or

how greedy or covetous art thou, of norldly

goods !] (A.) *

* * * * C. J. " - e.

5. Xäsä sii. 4: 3, Perily he

watches for the time of (3-#) their morning

meal and their evening-meal: (K:) from U.S.

as meaning “vehemence of desire,” &c. (TA.)

& e >

8: see aske

U2'- a subst. from* ---, (Msb,) Vehe

mence of desire; eagerness; avidity, cupidity;

hankering; greediness; vehement greediness, or

avidity, for an object sought after; covetousness;

excessive, or inordinate, desire; (TA;) or i, q.

&+: (S, K:) or culpable desire for worldly

* > *

U.2)=.

good: (Msb:) [the different opinions respecting

its derivation have been mentioned above, voce

--- :] also the act of striving, or labouring;

exerting oneself, taking pains, or extraordinary

pains; to acquire, obtain, or attain, a thing.

(Msb, T.A.) c5-9 J4,- &” [Greediness,

&c., is coupled with prohibition of the object

thereof] is a saying of the Arabs. (TA.)- Also

Eccessive solicitude, or care, and fear, respect

ing a person and eaccessive pity or compassion.

(TA.) [See Jaej-.]

6 * d > - -

ā-2,- A rent in a garment or piece of cloth.

(TA.)- See also i4,-, in two places.

J.2- A garment, or piece of cloth, rent [in

being beaten and washed and whitened: see 1].

(K.) = Vehemently desirous; eager; greedy;

hankering ; vehemently greedy; covetous; exces

sively, or inordinately, desirous : (S,” A,” K,”
& “ - -

TA:) [or culpably desirous:

fem, with s (TA) pl. --5-, (A, L. K. [in the

CK, erroneously, U-5-) which is masc. (A,

L) and fem, (L, TA) and #43-, (K) which is

masc., (TA) and J%-, fem. (TA)- Also

Eccessively solicitous, or careful, and fearful,

respecting a person; and excessively pitiful, or

compassionate. (TA.) -* L.2-, in the Kur

[ix. 129], means [Wehemently desirous, &c.,] of

profiting, or benefiting, you: or excessively soli

69 *
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citous, or careful, and fearful, respecting you ;

and eaccessively pitiful, or compassionate, to you.

(TA.)

6 • -

ā-a2+-: see the next paragraph, in three places.

i2). A mound in the head (#) by nihich

the skin is cleft (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) a little,

(S, K;) the first [in degree] of £-> [pl. of

#1; (TA;) as also *i-3- (S, K) and

*ia,- (TA:) or, accord. to IAar, *#4;.

is syn. n:ith £5, q. v. (Az.) [See also #23.]

–Also, and *ā-,-, A cloud (#-) the rain

of which, (S, A, K,) falling vehemently, (A,) re

moves the surface of the ground. (S, A, K.) One

* '42-'84, J's --* : [I

saw the Arabs vehemently desirous of the descent

of the cloud of n:hich the rain should fall vehe

*nently so as to remove the surface of the ground].

(A, TA.)

J.- [comparative and superlative ofJ.2- ;

i. e., More, and most, vehemently desirous, &c.]

It is said in the Kur (ii.,90], 3-###,

#- L* J-5), meaning, And thou nilt assuredly

find them the most vehement of men in desire, or

the most excessive of men in greediness, of life.

(TA.)

6 : * > * > -

-2'- 2'-- An ass much lacerated by the

bites of other asses. (A.)

2 • J C -

4-29)-o

(TA.)

o:

J: Land depastured and trodden.

Jów

1. J3-, (§, Mab, K.) aor. *, (Mab, K.) inf n.

-āj-, (Msb,) His stomach became in a corrupt,

or disordered, state : (K:) or he (a man) became

in a corrupt, or disordered, state, and sich, or

diseased, so as to defile himself in his clothes:

[see J.-, below:] or he became emaciated (lit.

dissolved) by grief, or by excessive love : (S:) or

he became at the point of death : (Msb:) and

he suffered protracted disquietude of mind, and

disease; as also Jā- aor. 2: (K:) and •3-,

and 2, infn. 5,3-(K) and #3 (TA)

he became heavily oppressed by disease; or con

stantly affected thereby so as to be at the point of

death: (K:) or this last form of the verb signifies

he died, or perished. (TA.)– [Hence, app.,]
* J • ** * 6 d d.

Jay-, and -º/-, aor. * , inf. m. J393-, as in

the L; not -2'- as in the K; + He was, or

-

alor. -

became, lon", base, mean, or sordid; unable to

rise from, or quit, his place; a signification given

in the K to-4- or lon, base, mean, or sordid;

possessing no good : (TA:) [but of the correctness

of one of the two forms here mentioned on the

authority of the L, the author of the TA expresses

a doubt: app. with respect to the latter of them;

for it is said,] J4-, inf n. #45- and issi

andJ3. also signifies he (a man, TA) was, or

became, lon, base, mean, or sordid, and bad, cor

rupt, or vicious, and neglected, or forsaken; (K,

TA;) as also •+. (K: but only the former,

.*.*. is given in this sense in the TA.)=

U&- as a trans. v.: see 4, in two places. =

J4-, aor. *, also signifies He picked up from

the ground U-4- [or saffloner]. (O, K.)

2. <- see 4.= Also, inf. n. Jā, ś, He

rendered him free from, orrid him of Jay-[q.v.];

like as #3; signifies “I rid him of what is

termed usis.” (TA.) [Thus it bears two contr.

significations.]– And, [hence, perhaps,] (ISd,

A, &c.,) inf. n. as above, (S, ISd, A, &c.,). He

excited, incited, urged, or instigated, him, (Zj, S,

ISd, K.) and roused him to ardour, (S) J*

Júl to fight, (Zj, S,) or 'Jill Ji- to do the

thing, (A, Msb) in order that he might be

hnown to be such as is termed Jay- if he held

back from it: (Zj:) so in the Kur [iv. 86 and]

viii. 66: (Zj:) or he excited, incited, urged, or

instigated, him to apply himself constantly, or

perseveringly, to fight: (TA:) [see 3:] and

'Jim c." '4,-i, inf. n. L39-1, signifies the

Saline aS<- (TS.)=-&- inf n. as above,

He had a a 3-, i.e., a person entrusted neith the

office of turning about, or shuffling, the gaming

arron's of the players. (TS.)= He employed

the portion of his property set apart for traffic

in Jay-(Q. v.], (IAM,K) i.e. clusi (TA)=

He dyed a garment, or piece of cloth, with JaeJ

[q. v.]. (IAar, K.)

3. Jay-, (Ibn 'Abbād) in n. *-*. (Ibn

'Abbād, K,) He contended with another in shuf

fling, or playing with, gaming-arron's. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.) [See #4-]=J." Li Jay

(Lh,) inf n. as above, (Lh, K,) He applied him

self constantly, or perseveringly, to work : (Lh,

K:) and Júl Usks to fight. (Lh.)

4. <- It (disease, A, TA) pressed heavily

upon him; or clave to him constantly: it caused

him to be at the point of death ; as also "43-;

it corrupted, or disordered, his body, so that he

became on the brink of death. (TA: [in which

this last signification is said to be tropical: but

accord. to the A, it is evidently not so.]) It

(food) caused him to be sick, or diseased. (A.)

It (love, AO, S) corrupted, or disordered, him.

(AO, S, K.)–: He corrupted, vitiated, marred,

or destroyed, it; namely, a thing; as also "4-5

(A:) and he annulled it, rendered it null, or void.

(TA) You say also,4:'-3- aor. 2, (K) inf. n.

J3- (TA,) t He corrupted, or vitiated, or de

stroyed, himself, or his onn soul: (K,” TA:) and
J. • de

a-āj Jay-1 the destroyed himself, or his own

soul, by telling a lie. (TA.) And 35ul J.- :

--Ji J3-4, occurring in a saying of Aktham

Ibn-Seyfee, means + The ill-bearing of poverty

annuls the grounds of pretension to respect. (TA.)

=(# c." 44,-1: see 2.=Lāy- the (a

man) begat evil offspring. (S, K.)

J:- See

what here follows.

6 * *

U&-, last sentence:=and see also

J3-, (Mgh) or "L:-, (MSb) or both, (S,
K,) the former mentioned by Sb, but in some of

the copies of his book written with fet-h ("Jāj-),

i. Q. cúš 3-5 [The trees, or plants, from

which potash is obtained; the hind of plants

called kali, or glassn'ort, &c.]; which are of the

kind called J.- : (Az, TA:) Aboo-Ziyād says

that what is termed U-3- is slender in the eac

tremities (-5.9 565), but its tree is large,

being sometimes used for shade, and affords fire

nood, and it is that neith n'hich people wash

clothes; and he adds, we have not seen anyUž

purer or whiter than some which grows in El

Yemámeh, in a valley thereof called 2,4- 3

(TA) in 3-sita v.] (S.A, Mg,M,K)

with which the hands are nashed after food.

(TA. [But see J.5-D So in the Kur [xii. 85],

accord. to one reading, (K,) the reading of El

Hasan El-Basree, (Sgh,) 'us'. &: J.-,

(Bd,) meaning Until thou be like couti in dry

ness; as explained in the K, except that S.-: is

there erroneously put for S.-#: (TA:) but Es

Suddee disapproved of this reading. (Sgh.)=

Also •3-, [and app. J3- also,] i. Q. Jae- [or

Gypsum]. (TA.)

* * *

Jay- Corruptness in the body, and in the

intellect, (Ibn-'Arafeh, A, K,) and + in one's

course of conduct, or tenets. (Ibn-'Arafeh, K.)

[See 1.] =A man in a corrupt, or disordered,

state, and sick, or diseased, (S, K,) so that he

defiles himself (+2-4 [but in some copies of the

S this word is omitted]) in his clothes; (S;) as

also 'is). and 'J', - and '-3'- (K;)

* which last also signifies a man having his

stomach in a corrupt, or disordered, state; and

suffering protracted disquietude of mind, and

disease : (TA:) also the first, (-,-) weary,

or fatigued: (K:) and at the point of death;

(Msb, K.) as also 'Us,'-' (Ki) which last

also signifies one near to dying, or to perishing;

and having his body corrupted, or disordered,

by disease, so as to be at the point of death, and

SO '-3- (TA;) and [in like manner] '-3

signifies dying, or perishing, from disease, being

neither living so as to be an object of hope, nor

dead so as to be an object of despair : (T, TA :)

J3- also signifies emaciated (lit. dissolved) by

grief, or by eaccessive love; (AA accord. to the

S, or AO accord. to the TA, and K;) as also

'-3-4, (S,) or "...# (K:) and heavily

oppressed by disease; or constantly affected thereby

so as to be at the point of death: so in the Kur

xii. 85 (K.) [in the CK, L*- is here erro

neously put for Us: :] or it there signifies heavily

pressed upon by disease; or affected by constant

disease: (AZ:) or extremely aged; or old and

neak : (Katádeh :) and anything withering :

(TA:) [the following observation, which is in

serted in the S after the first of the significations

here given ofJ3- used as an epithet, and in the

K after a later signification which is said to be

tropical, applies to it, when so used, in all its

senses:] it is employed alike as sing, as pl. (Fr,

S, K) and masc. (Fr) and fem.; (Fr, K;) being

originally an inf. n.: (Fr, Msb:) or, like every

inf n, used as an epithet, it is for 25 followed by

the inf. n., and therefore has no dual nor pl.
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form: (Zj:) but some of the Arabs use 7J.

as an epithet applied to a male, and 'is). aS

applied to a female; and these have duals and

pls.: (Fr.:) and sometimes Lāy- has pls.; namely

J.5- ; (K;) which is also pl. ofUž- and of

L3- or, accord. to the L, it is allowable as a

pl. of J3-, in the place of the more common

pl. 34-3 (TA;) and "Jus:- (K;) which

is more approved; (TA;) and ià- (K: [this

last being expressly said in the TA to be thus

written, but in the CK it is written a 3-.])-

Also, applied to a man, (A,) Possessing no

good, (A, K,) like "#4;., (TA) which latter

is explained by As as signifying a man in whom

is no good: (T, TA:) or the former, one whose

good is not hoped for, nor his evil feared: (K:)

and a bad man: (K:) and lon, base, mean, or

sordid; unable to rise from, or quit, his place;

as also " Jay- and W.* and W U3-, (K,

[this last, in the CK, written J-3-4]) Ol'

* -5,-4, (TA,) and 'J',-l: (K:) or lon,

base, mean, or sordid; in whom is no good:

(TA:) and [in like manner] 'J', - signifies

bad, corrupt, or vitious, and neglected, or for

salem; (Ki) and so 'J', '+', (TA) and

*ā-ā-, of which the pl. is 3-5 (TA )

WL*- also signifying made, or asserted, to be

lon, base, mean, or sordid; (K, TA;) and so

'J',-, and "i3-; and this last signifying

also having in him no good : (TA :) and Lāy

likewise signifies one who does not take to himself

arms, nor fight: (Lth, K:) its pl. is J.5

(A, TA) and "Jus:- : (TA) both these ple.

signify neak men, who will not fight: (S:) and

the former of them is explained as signifying the

lonest, basest, or meanest, sort of mankind: and

men corrupt in their course of conduct, or tenets:

also the latter of them as signifying men, who

know not the place of their chief; and "Jāja-,

of which the fem. is with 3, signifies a stupid

man. (T.A.) - Also, applied to a she-camel,

Lean, or emaciated : (K, TA:) and '3.3-,

so applied, vile: and perishing, or dying; in

which sense it is likewise applied to a male camel.

(TA.)-Also, applied to language, or speech,

t Bad; (K;) and so, by poetic license, "•3

or this, accord. to Sgh, is a dial. var. : (L, TA:)

and perishing : pl. U.5-i. (TA.)

J%- See Jāj-, in three places, near the

beginning:- and again in the latter half of the

paragraph.

L3- See J3-, in two places.

• 6 p. • • * * *

#- The person called U-2)-2\ale U-21; (O),

K;) [i. e.] the man n'ho turns round about, or

shuffles, the arrows [in the à,], or who deals

them forth, (~145.9 +: J.", S, or ~#

£,A) ifor the players in the game called

de

J-oll, (S, A,) in order that he may eat of their

meat [nithout having contributed to pay for the

slaughtered camel]: (A:) like him who is termed

_*, (S, A,) always a low, or mean, person, (S,)

an object of dispraise: (A:) called thus because

of his lowness, or meanness. (L.)- Also One

who does not purchase flesh-meat, nor eat it unless

he find it in the possession of another person.

(A Heyth, Az.)

6 *d 6 * >

à->: see Jay-, latter half, in two places.

• & J.

&- See U5- (of which it is a syn. and

a pl.,) latter half, in three places.

Jä.2- : See U.S.-, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

J35- One who burns J*- [kali, or glass

wort, &c.]fore." [or potash]; (K; [in the CK,

L'il is erroneously put for Uskill il) one who

makes a fire upon J.- for the purpose of pro

curing from it L*. (S;) i. e. for the dyers;

and WJæ,' also signifies one n:ho makes a fire

upon ce: [or J*]: it is said that [plants of

the kind called] Ja:- are burned, in their fresh

state, and then water is sprinkled upon their

ashes, which in consequence are compacted, and

become L!' [q. v.]. (TA.)- Also One who

makes a fire upon masses of hard stone for the

purpose of preparing thence 5, [or quick lime],

OrU+ [which is gypsum]. (S, K.)

i45- A place in nhich ce: [or U-3- is

burned [for making potash]. (TA.)- Also A

place for the preparing, by fire, of [quick lime,

(see J.5-) or] gypsum. (TA.)

J%- and is,...; See •3-, from near the

beginning to near the end.

Jä,4: See J%- latter half: = and see

also J.5- = Also Saffloner; syn.j: (S,

A, K;) a general name thereof; or2: that is

put into cooked flesh-meat: or the grain thereof.

(TA.)

J%- : See J3-, in three places.

i4-, with kesr, A vessel forUž- (S, K;)

made of nood, or of brass, and the like; (TA;)
* - * * * * *

i. q. ast:l: (A:) pl. -āj-". (A, TA.)

6 J - d.

Jów-e : 6 * * -

6 d d - | see U3)-; for each in two places.

U-29)--> *

-

–9

1. * * (#1 –%-, (AQ, S, Mab, K.)
aor. *, (Msb,) or -, (K,) inf. n. -5,-, (S, Msb,)

He turned the thing from its proper way, or

manner: (K:) or altered it therefrom : (Msb:)

and "45-, inf n. —ix-i, has this latter mean

ing: (K,” TA:) or has an intensive signifi

cation of this kind. (Msb) &é is "Jiu-3

as als' signifies The altering words from their

proper meanings: (S,” TA:) and agreeably with

this explanation, the verb is used in the Kur

iv. 48, &c. : (TA:) or -ā2)-5 signifies the per

verting of language: (Msb:) or the altering a word
6 de© J.J.

in form; as in writing » for 2×, or vice versá :

(KT:) [and the mistranscribing a word in any

manner: commonly used in this sense in the

lexicons &c.; or the altering a word by substi

tuting one letter, or more, for another, or others.

See also -i-.]=See also 7. =alus' –9-,

(MSb, K.) aor. -, (As, S. K.) or’, (Msh.) He

earned or gained [subsistence], or laboured to do

so, for his family, or household, (AS, S, Msb, K.,)

from this and that quarter; (As, S;) as also

*-i- (Mgh, MSb, TA:) and£ '-,--

[he earned, or gained, with his hands]: and

* "-5-3 he applied himself to earn or gain

[subsistence] for his family, or household, by

means of any, or every, art or craft: (TA:)

and "-5,-1 he laboured, or sought gain or sus

tenance, for his household, or family; expl. by

* c." <=. (IAar, K.)=4: –5-, inf. n.

#-, (K,) not an inf. n. of un., (TA,) He applied

collyrium to his eye (K, TA) neith the [style

called J-2 (TA)=* J -ij- infn. #-,

He suffered the loss of somen'hat of his property.

(Lh, K.)

2 : see 1, in two places. – [Hence,] &*u.

** -j-. [A pestilence] causing the hearts

[of those witnessing its effects] to turn anay,

and be aloof: (K:) occurring in a trad.: or,

accord. to one relation, -2\all -ā-, (TA,)

i. e., turning the hearts from confidence, and

inclining them to removal and flight. (K and

TA in art -,-)---ii –,- The nibbing

the nºriting-reed obliquely; (S,"K,”TA ;) making

the right tooth of the nib higher [i.e. longer]

than the left. (TA.) You say also, ākāl -5

[He made the nibbing oblique]. (TA.) And

kill J- es' &: –5- [He turned the knife

obliquely in nibbing]. (T.A.)– See also 7. –

—io- also signifies The putting in motion, or

into a state of commotion; syn. 4-5. (TA.)

—J# *: &t= Ú- •.' Jú, in a trad.,

means [He made a sign with his hand,] and

imitated with it the cutting of a sn'ord with its

edge. (TA.)

3. -is- He was debarred from the means of

subsistence; because he of whom this is said is aloof

(-5-) from the means of subsistence. (Mgh.)

And 3% -->

experience difficulty (S, TA) in his buying and

selling, and was straitened (TA) in his means of

subsistence; as though his means of subsistence

were turned away from him : (S, TA:) or he had

his gain, or earnings, turned anay from him.

(Msb.) It is said in a trad. of Ibn-Mes'ood,

c. * * :* > 9-5."

-3,5- Such a one was made to

*5-0

-: * > -#t=# -sil, i.e. [The death of

the believer is accompanied with sneating of the

side of the forehead: some sins remain chargeable

against him, and] he is made to experience diffi

culty by them [in dying], in order that his sins

may be diminished. (S.)= asyl-e has also a

meaning like 5-ta. Sā'ideh says,

* -ij- -: * c \,: # "

[And they certainly knon, in narfare, hon we

vie for superiority in glory: or] accord. to Skr,

it means hon, we deal with them, as nhen one says
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to a man, What is thy aş- (i.e. thine occupation)

and thy lineage? (TA:) for the meaning may be

how we requite; for]=:: * > signifies He

requited him for evil (K, TA) that he had done.

(TA.) And it is said in a trad, -##* &

j: si 3'-'.* 34, i.e. [Verily the servant]

shall be requited [for his deed; the good I mean,

or the evil]. (IAar, T.A.) And "-5,-1 also sig

nifies He requited for good or evil. (IAar, K.)

E#- signifies also The measuring a wound

n:ith the –5-, i.e. the probe. (K,"TA.)

4. -- see 1.—Also, (inf n >0~!, Mob)

His UU• [or cattle] increased, and became in a

good state or condition. (AZ, S, Msb, K.) One

says, –9-?); gi-lu. ā-, meaning He came

with, or brought, much cattle. (AZ, S. [See

&l-])= He emaciated, or rendered lean, a

(S.)

[See -5- and see # =J=See also 3, last

she-camel: so says As: others say *-1.

sentence but one.

5: see 7:-and see also 1.

7. -5,-3) [It became turned, or altered, from its

proper way, or manner; quasi-pass. of 1 in the

first of the senses explained above: and] he turned

aside; (Az, S, Mgh, Msb, K;) as also '-5-5,

(Az,S, Mgh, K;) and "-5,5-1; (Az, S, K;) and

'-5,-, inf n. -j-. (TA;) * ..from it. (Az,

S, Msb, T.A.) [Hence,] one says, 4-5-->

[His temperament, or constitution, became dis.

ordered]; as also '-5'-, [app. a mistranscription

for 4-lint n +/-5. (TA) [And --

a: He turned against him, with enmity, or

anger.] And <! -5'-3' He turned to, or to

wards, him, or it. (T.A.)

8: see 1, in two places.

12: see 7.

J)- The extremity, verge, border, margin,

brink, bron, side, or edge, (S, Mgh," K, TA,) of

anything; ($, K;) as, for instance, the side of a

river or rivulet, and of a ship or boat, (TA,) and

of the notch of an arrow; (Msb;) and the edge

of a sword: (L, TA:) pl. [of mult. ->;-, and

of pauc.] -,-i, (TA.) Hence, (S,) [A point,

a ridge, a bron, and a ledge, of a mountain:] the

pointed, sharp, or edged, summit of a mountain:

(S, Msb, K.) a projecting portion in the side of

a mountain, in form like a small class [i. e.

bench] or the like: and a portion in the summit

of a mountain, having a thin edge, or ridge, rising

above the upper part of the back : (Sh, TA:) pl.

(of the word thus used in relation to a mountain,

TA) -5,-; (Fr,S, Msb, K;) accord. to Fr, (Msb,)

the only instance of the kind except Jil. as pl. of

Js. (Msb, K.) [Hence, also,] A nib, of a

writing-reed, obliquely cut: so in the phrase Xis

4 –9- S, in the S and K in art. Aj-, a writing

reed not having a nib obliquely cut. (TA in that

art. [See 2 in the present art.]) And.#Ú

The two lateral halves of the head. (TA.)

[Hence, also, the phrase] &: -ā- L* &%

* [and* -ā- (see 3, first sentence)] Such

a one is [standing] aloof with respect to his affair,

(4. à-0 L*, ISd, TA,) [in suspense,] waiting,

and looking to the result, if he see, in regarding it

from one side, nhat he likes; (TA;) turning

from it if he see what does not please him. (ISd,

T.A.) The saying, in the Kur xxii. 11,Jú 32.

-5- L* aft4: 3. means And of men is he

who serves God standing aloof with respect to

religion, in a fluctuating state, like him who is in

the outskirts of the army, who, if sure of victory

and spoil, stands firm, and othernise flees: (Ksh,

Bd:*) or the meaning is, who serves God in doubt,

or suspense, (Zj, K, Jel,) being unsteady like him

n:ho alights and abides upon the –5- [i. e. point,

or ridge, or bron,] of a mountain : (Jel:) or in a

state of disquietude respecting his case; (Ibn

'Arafeh, K;) i. e. not entering into the religion

firmly, or steadily: (K:) or n:ho serves God in

one mode of circumstances; i. e. when in ample

circumstances, and not n'hen straitened in circum

stances; (Az, S, K;) as though good fortune and

plenty were one side, and an evil state were another

side: (Az, TA:) [hence,] -á,- sometimes signi

fies a mode, or manner, and a way. (Msb.)

A letter of the alphabet: pl. ->|- (S, Msb,

K:) the letters being thus called because they are

the extremities of the word [and of the syllable].

(Kull.) The saying of the lawyers,# all * , 8.2

2: -5- [Prayer is made null by a signi

ficant letter] means only by an imperative of a

verb of which the first and last radical letters are

infirm; such as - from J% and 3 from L',

and the like. (Msb.)- As a grammatical term,

+[A particle; i. e.] n'hat is used to express a

meaning, and is not a noun nor a verb: every

other definition of it is bad: (K:) pl. ->;

(Msb, &c.)–And [A word [absolutely: often

used in this sense in lexicons &c.]. (Kull.)–

A dialect, an idiom, or a mode of expression, pe

culiar to certain of the Arabs: pl. [of pauc.]
6 o &

-5,-1: so in the saying (of Mohammad, TA)

-> as: c." &#1 J# The Kur-án has

been revealed according to seven dialects, of the

dialects of the Arabs: (A’Obeyd, Az, IAth,

K:) or this means, according to seven modes,

or manners, (Mgh, Msb,) of reading: whence

*: cºf -ā- # &% Such a one reads

in the manner of reading of Ibn-Mes'ood.

(Mgh.) = Applied to a she-camel, t Lean, or

light of flesh; or lean, and lank in the belly;

(S, K;) and firm, strong, or hardy; likened to

the –5- of a mountain; (S;) or to the -5,- of a

sword, (Z, O, TA,) in respect of her leanness, or

thinness, and her sharpness and effectiveness in

pace; (Z, TA;) or to a letter of the alphabet,

meaning the letter 1, in respect of her leanness:

(TA:) or excellent, or high-bred, or strong and

light and snift, sharp and effective in pace, ren

dered lean by journeyings; likened to the -5,

of a sword: (L:) or emaciated: (S, K:) so As

used to say: (S:) but this is inconsistent with

Dhu-r-Rummeh's description of a she-camel by

the epithets su- -#-£ : (TA:) [see £2- :]

or [in the CK “and”] great; big; ofgreat size;

(K, TA;) likened to the -5,- of a mountain:

(TA:) it is applied only to a she-camel: one may

not say -ā- J~. (IAar, T.A.)

–5- and "āś- (S, K) and "āś- (Mgh, K)

and *-ij- (TA) 1.ll-fatedness; privation of pros

perity; or the being denied prosperity; syn.öö

[as inf. n. of2- : (K, TA:) lack of goodfortune,

so that one has no increase of his cattle or other

property: (S:) debarment from the means of

subsistence. (Mgh.) Hence the saying of 'Omar,
- * * a 2 - 3 - # ~ : . 2 -o -

*::: &: Usks --> >2- *#)-3, (S, K,) or,

accord, to one reading, "#, (TA) [Verily

the ill-fatedness of any one of them is more dis

tressing to me than his poverty :] i. e., the sup

plying the wants of the poor man is easier to me

than the making the bad to thrive: or the meaning

is, the nant of the means of gaining subsistence by

any one of them, and grief on that account, is

more distressing to me than his poverty: so in the

Nh. (T.A.)= –5-" A certain grain, resembling

JX-l [or mustard]; (Az, Mab, TA;) called by

the vulgar, (AHn, TA,) or in the dial. of El

'Irák (TA in art. …) st:" -- (AHn, S. K.)

or su:#1; (Msb:) n. un, with 3, (TA,) applied

to a single grain thereof. (Mgb.) [See art. J.).]

Hence -ij- (Q. v.] (S, Msb)

āş-;

6 - d.
- -

āş)- A craft, or handicraft, (S, K, TA,) by

n:hich one gains his subsistence; a mode, or manner,

* D J.

see -5,-, in two places.

of gain; any habitual n:ork or occupation of a

man; because he turns (-,-i, K, i. e. J.",
• • * - d. -

TA) to it; (K, TA;) a subst. from -5,-1: (Mgh,

Msb:) pl. -j-. (T.A.)= See also -j-, in two

places.

3 * * d a • * w -

Us.)- A seller of -5,-\, i.e. >>'' ---. (K.)

-> See-3

-,- A fellow-norker, syn. J-4, (S, Mgh,

Msb, K.) in one's craft or ordinary occupation:

(K.) and an associate : (KL :) pl.āş- (Msb.)

- It is mostly used by foreigners as meaning A

companion in drinking: and by most of the Turks,

as implying vituperation; [like our term “fel

low;”] so that when any one of them addresses

another by this epithet, he is angry. (TA.)

#- The quality, or property, of burning, or

biting, the tongue; acritude. (S, Msb, T.A.)

-āj-, from -j-", Burning, or biting, to the

tongué: (S, Msb, TA:) it is applied in this sense

to an onion, and to other things: one should not

say -ij- (S.T.A.)

-,- A place to nihich to turn anay, or back,

from a thing. (AO, S, K.) So in the saying,

–9- 2.9 13. &= es' U. [I have no place to

nvhich to turn anay, or back, from this thing].

(AO, S, K.”)- Also, and '-3-4, A place in

which a man earns or gains [subsistence], or la

bours to do so, and employs himself as he pleases,

or follows his various pursuits. (K.)

6 o J

-á,- A man whose property increases, and

becomes in a good state or condition; or whose

cattle increase &c. (S, Msb.)
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* ~ *

-2- : 2,2 o

22- 2 See -39-2.

6 * ~ *

-5,-2 [pass part. n. of 2, q.v. –] One n'hose

property has gone. (T.A.) - A writing-reed

nibbed obliquely; having the right tooth of the

nib higher [i.e. longer] than the left. (TA.)

~sil -5-4, applied to God, The Turner, or

Incliner, of hearts: or the Mover of hearts:

(TA:) or the Remover of hearts. (Fr, TA voce

*}-, q.v.)

*j - d.

-#- (S, L, K) and '-5-2, (L, TA) or

*#)-, (Akh, TA,) A probe with nºbich the

depth of a wound is measured: (S, L, K:) pl. of

the first -i.2- : and [of the second, or,] accord.

to Akh, of the last, –9–2. (TA.)

-ā- Prevented, or nithheld, from obtaining

good; withheld from good fortune, or from sus

tenance; denied, or refused, good, or prosperity;

lacking good fortune; having no increase of his

cattle or other property; (S, Mgh,” K;") contr.

of9%: (S:) or having his gain, or earnings,

turned anay from him : (Msb:) or n:ho obtains

not good from a quarter to which he betakes him

self, or scanted in his means of subsistence: or

n:ho works not, or labours not, to earn, or gain :

or n:ho earns, or gains, with his hands, but not

enough for the support of himself and his house

hold or family: (TA:) -#5-3 and –3–3 are

dial. vars. thereof. (TA in art. -ść-.)

2-2 o ' 2 o –

-*-* : see -39-0.

6 - d >

-5):--> A handicraftsman ; a norker with his

hands. (S, TA.)

Júl (5-3, in the Kur [viii. 16], means

Turning anay for the purpose of returning to

Jight : the doing which is one of the stratagems

of war. (Mgh, Msb.")

-

Cya

* * * * - - - -

1. aš-, aor. 2, inf. n. 5: see 4. = ash-,

($, K.) aor.”, (TA) inf n. 3-, (S) He filed

it: and he rubbed one part of it with another.

(S. K.)—And hence, (S) 40 3-, aor. and,

(S, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA) He ground his

dog-tooth, so that it made a grating sound : (S,

K:) when said of a stallion-camel, denoting

threatening: and, accord. to IDrd, when the like

is said of a she-camel, it is asserted to denote a

consequence of fatigue. (T.A.) And&CS '3

(K and TA in art. lac) He grated the teeth.
•. Q - e / / d e 6 - d.

(TA in that art.) One says, &c &= &\s

u:X5 (S, A") Such a one grinds together the

> [or teeth, or molar teeth, (as the word is ge

nerally understood to mean in this case, but other

meanings are assigned to it,)] at thee [in anger,

or rage], like one filing : (A, TA:) or, as some

say, Ajš' [the canine teeth]: and the verb is also

used without the objective complement, because

the meaning is understood. (Ham p. 115.) IDrd

makes the act to be that of the canine tooth; say

ing, '-3' −0 3-, meaning The canine tooth

of the camel made a grating sound. (TA.) AHát

also mentions the saying, 3'- 4:0 &-&

[Such a one's canine tooth makes a grating sound

at me]: and Zuheyr uses the phrase 40 #: s

*. (Ham p. *6)-3-:£
act of eating to the uttermost. (IAar, T.A.)=

5- He (a man) was, or became, evil in dispo

sition. (TA)= 3-, as an inf. n., [i.e. of

&-.] signifies Agarment's, or cloth's, being burnt

by beating [nith too much violence]. (KL)–

And The springing forth, or shooting forth, ve

hemently, of lightning. (KL.)=#: 3-, (S,

K) aor.”, (K) in n. 3-, (TA) His hair fell

off piecemeal. (S, K.) [And ā-u -5- The

forelock of the horse became thin, Or scanty : for

it is said that] 3-1 in relation to the a-su is like

ūl. (TA.) And £il -5- The beard nas,

or became, shorter upon the chin than upon the

two sides of the face. (TA.)= 5-, aor. 3,

inf. n. 3-, His aj, [q. v.] became cut, or

severed: said of a man: in speaking of a camel,

3-, like &#, is more commonly used than 5-.

(TA.)

2. * -, inf n.&: : see 4. – G.22-5 also

signifies Fire's making a mark, or impression,

upon a thing. (TA.)– J.' 3-, said of pas

turage, (K,) [particularly] of what is termed

J-, (S,) It made the camels thirsty. (S, K.)

:= See also 1.

3. 3-, (K) inf n. *ā-, (S) He lay with

her (S,K) [35 – Jie, i.e.] on the side. (K.)

4. £ 3,-i, infn. 35-1, (M.D.) [The fire

burned him.] And Jüü 45-1 (S, Msb, K) [He

burned him, or it, with fire]: this phrase, and

Jul. "45-, aor. 3, (5) inf n. 3- (TA) sig

nify the same; as also "45-. (K:) or this last [sig

nifies he burned him, or it, much, or frequently,

or repeatedly; for it] denotes muchness, or fre

quency, or repetition, of the action. (S, Msb, T.A.)

– [Hence, 45- +It pained him; or caused him

burning pain: said of beating, or a blow; and of

a galling, or chafing; and of fever, passionate de

sire, rage or anger, hunger, &c.] And &%ū

+ Such a one afflicted, distressed, annoyed, mo

lested, or hurt, us. (TA) And duit, 45

+He blamed, upbraided, or reproached, him ;

detracted from his reputation. (Msb.) And

5&t# &-1 [+The cold nipped, shrunk, shri

velled, or blasted, the herbage; like &#. Q. V. ;

and like the Lat. “ussit,” and “adussit:” comp.

Virgil, Georg i. 93, “Boreae penetrabile frigus

adurat :” and Lucian, iv. 52, “Urunt montana

nives:” and Ecclesiasticus, xliii. 20 and 21,

“When the cold north wind bloweth, and the

water is congealed into ice, it abideth upon every

gathering together of water, and clotheth the

water as with a breastplate: it devoureth the

mountains, and burneth the wilderness, and con

sumeth the grass as fire”]: ($ and K voce J- :)

and [in like manner] <\,: &=-\ is said of heat,

and of cold, and of a wind, and of other banes, or

causes of mischief or harm. (TA.) And *-

+He, or it, destroyed, or caused to perish, him,

**

or it. (TA)—You say also, * u, ü, ö,
5ü a.ail Give thou, or bring thou, to us, upon

this cane, some fire. (IAar, T.A.):= Also &-l

He made, or prepared, what is termed as:2- (K.)

5: see 8.– [Hence,] tes: &-: ** {{He

burns with hunger] like 3.4%. (TA)

8: 5-1 [It burned, or became burnt,] Jüu

[with fire]; and "5-3 [it burned, or became

burnt, much, or frequently, or repeatedly]: each

is a quasi-pass.; (S, Msb, K, TA;) [the former,

of Jy-l or 5-; and the latter, of &-.]-

[Hence,] one says of a horse,* es'5:

[+ He is fiery, ardent, or vehement, in his run

ning]. (S.) And &# &:- [t The plant, or

plants, or herbage, became nipped, shrunk, shri

velled, or blasted: see 4]: this is said of a conse

quence of heat, and of cold, and of a wind, and

of other banes, or causes of mischief or harm.

(TA) And āāul e-5-1 +The silver became

black. (Harp. il4.) And 3-1 + He, or it,

perished. (TA.)

6 * *

&-: see &-, in two places.

3- +An angry man. (TA.)

3- [A burning by means of fire;] a subst.

(Mgh, MSb) from 59-), (Mgh,) [i. e.] from

Júl 59-' (Mab3) or fire, (S, MSb, K.) itself;

(Msb;) [the fire of a burning house ye.,] as also

'30- (Mgh) and *#)-: (K:) or the flame of

fire. (IAar, Th, Mgh, K.) The first is meant in

the saying, 3:) &- c-#" ăuş [The stray

beast of the believer is a cause of the burning of

fire]: (Mgh:) or it here signifies the flame of

fire: a trad., meaning that if any one takes the

stray-beast of a believer to possess it, his doing so

will bring him to the flame of the fire [of Hell].

(Az, Mgh,TA.) And hence, (Mgh,)## &-l.

(Mgh, TA,) i. e. [Burning, or] fire, [or flame, is

a cause of one's receiving the reward of martyr

dom:] occurring in another trad. (TA.) You say

also # 3-U. In the fire of God. (S.) And

*a-5,- es: 33 # L#, i. e. [May God cast

the unbeliever] into his fire. (TA.)–A burn,

(S,) or a mark of burning, (K,) in a garment, or

piece of cloth, from the beating (S, K) of the

nasher, and whitener, and the like; (K;) and so,

sometimes,'3- (S:) or the former, a hole thus

caused in a garment, or piece of cloth; (IAar,

Mgh, TA;) and so, sometimes, " the latter;

which also signifies a hole caused by fire, in a

garment, or piece of cloth. (Mgh.)

&- A cloud lightening vehemently. (S, K.)

•- Sharp ; as though having the quality of burn

ing ; applied to an iron head or blade of an arrow

or a spear or sword &c.; (TA;) and so*ā

and W #5- and "#25- applied to swords.

(K.) = See also &x-=x: &- Having

the hair falling off piecemeal: (S, K:) and&

-us-l has a similar meaning; (S, TA;) i. e.

[having the feathers of the ning falling off piece

meal: or] short in the ning : or having it cut

off. (TA.) And &- J., Feathers falling off,
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and becoming scattered, by degrees. (TA.) And

ââ5- #~ A beard that is shorter upon the chin

than upon the two sides of the face. (T.A.)-

Also, 5- A man having the extremities much

chapped: (K:) so some say. (TA.)—See also
o

J>>.

āşş-; see what next follows.

āşş- [A state of burning ;] a subst. from

3: as also '#2- (S, K.) Thus the later

means in the Kur [lxxxv. 10], "Geh- -lje Low's

[And for them shall be the punishment ofburning:

as in other passages in the Kur]. (TA)- tA

burning such as a man experiences from the taste

of a thing in n:hich is heat, or from love, or grief;

(TA;) and such as is experienced in the eye from

ophthalmia, and in the heart from pain: (Lth,
6 - d .d 9 *

TA:) heat; as in the phrase, a3,-435- Us [t In

his belly, or chest, is heat]; and so "#- and

*ā- (K)

6 * * *

aš-: see&

&-A rubbing together of the thighs. (S, K.)

35- See 35-, in two places. -tA horse

that runs much : (K:) or ** 55- a horse

that is fiery, ardent, or relement, (3,-4) $n

his running. ($)—t Very salt water; (S, K;)

as also '55-5 (K.) as though it burned the

fauces of the drinker: (TA:) or such as is ex

ceeded [in saltness] by nothing; that makes the

urine of the camels to burn; as also clai. (IAar,

TA)= Also, (S, K, &c.) and "#5-($, Mgh,

K) and '35-, (K) or this is vulgar, (0, TA)

and W #5-, or this is incorrect, (K,) or vulgar,

(S, O.) and "3,4- and "5-5- (Fr, o, K) and

*ā-j-, (Fr, S, O, K.) [Tinder; i. e.] a thing,

(S, K,) or burnt rag, (AHn, ISd, TA,) into

which fire falls when it is struck : (AHn, S,

ISd, K, TA:) or what remains of burnt cloth :

(Mgh:) [and any substance used for receiving

fire that is struck, as, for instance, the pith of

the 2:..]

35- applied to fire, (jū,) That burns every

thing ; as also '59- (Aboo-Málik, TA:) that

spares, or leaves, nothing. (IAar, K.)-tA man

that spoils, mars, destroys, or consumes, every

thing; (IAar, K;) sparing nothing ; like the fire

thus termed; (IAar, TA;) as also '59-. (K.)

In some copies of the K,*J= es' -: &
6 o'.

but correctly, without U.S. (TA.)–35- U.S.")

+A vehement throwing or casting or shooting. (K.)

6 * j,6 * *

J5x-: see &W-.

3,5- see the next paragraph.

6 * * 6 e o y

30- see &-:– and see also asy-, in two

places.– Heat, or t cold, or a wind, or some

other cause of mischief or harm, that burns, or

+ nips, shrinks, shrivels, or blasts, (3,-4,) herbage.

(TA.) = Also i, q. "3-4, [i. e. Burnt,] (Mgh,

Msb,) and so "3,4- (TA:) pl. of the first

L5-; likeJ: and L-3- pls of J: and

***-*-

&#. (Mgh.) Thus, in a trad, 34% (#)

[The burnt is a martyr]: (Mgh :) or *5-1,

i.e. he who falls into fire, and takes fire and

burns. (TA.)=The grating sound of the dog
6 y o

tooth by reason of anger, or rage; as also "5-5-.

(TA.)

22, 2 2,~ *

āşī)- : see G9-.

6 - d -

āş24-:

*6.e.

See as: J-.

ää,-, see #- =Also, (Yaakoob, S. K.)

and "is,%., (K.) A hind of food, (K) thicker

than what is termed U-- (Yaakoob, S.K.) like

a: (S:) or water, (K,) i.e. hot water, (TA,)

upon which a little flour is sprinkled, and n:hich

snells, or becomes inflated, in boiling, (K, TA,)

and becomes of a nihitish dust-colour: it is licked

up neith the tongue: and is also called āraāj: they

made use of it in hard and dear times, and when

the cattle were lean, and when the season was

severe: (TA:) or it was made by sprinkling

jlour upon water or fresh milk until it snelled,

and became [like] what is termed al-a-; a man

used to satisfy his household with it when fortune

overcame him : and it is also called āsāj: (ISk,
• J O - -

Az, T.A.) pl. 3:5- (S) one says, J'3-3

5%-" S. J#2% U. cºs [I. found the sons of

such a one having no means of subsistence other

than the messes of the kind called G-59-]. (S.)

** * * * - /

£5.9 ye-: see &W-.

6 * * 6 * ,

JW-: see &W-, in two places:=and see also
J. d >

3.3-, in two places.

2 à - 2,~ *

&2)-: see &W-.

#-A hind of ship, (Lth, S, K,') [built] at

El-Basrah, (K,) in nhich are engines for thron

ing fire upon the enemy at sea, or on a large

river: (Lth, S, K:) accord. to some, such an

engine itself: (ISd, TA:) accord. to the A, [a

bark;] a light-going ship: (TA:) [it is often

used in this last sense in post-classical works:]

pl. &G;- (K) [and Jub-l.-Also the former

pl., The places of those who fry [meat &c.], and

of the makers of charcoal: (Lth, K:) of the dial.

of the people of El-Basrah. (Lth, T.A.)

- #5-: See 3- =and see also35

āj- The act of copulation upon the side.

(Z, T.A.) [See 3.]

# =: See 3-, in two places =cl5-l

The heads [of the bones] of the troo thighs, in the

tno hips: or two sinen's in the two hips: (S, K :)

when these are severed, the man walks upon the

extremities of his toes, and cannot do otherwise:

when one so walks by choice, you say that he is

A:, part n of Zü=1: (IAar, TA ) the asy

is also explained as being the sinen, that connects

the thigh and the hip: or the sinen, that connects

the head [of the bone] of the thigh and that [of

the bone] of the upper arm, which turn in the

aš-3 [or socket] of the hip and of the shoulder

blade: when it is severed, it never unites: or a

sinen in the #. [or sochet of the hip], that sus

pends [the bone of] the thigh to the hip, and by

means of which the man walks: it is said that

when the asyla- is displaced, the man becomes

lame. (TA.)- Also, the sing., The side of the

body. (AHeyth, TA.)

6 - J - 6 -

āş2,\a-: see &-.
2 * * •

s •

U%-e : See cº-.

3-3 A certain idol, of Behr Ibn-Wàil, (K,)

n:hich was in Selmán. (TA.)

6 y o -

&>~~ : s

severed; (S, TA;) as also "5-; which latter is

[said to be] the more common: (TA:) [but this

I doubt:] or, as some say, (S,) having his hip

dislocated : (S, K :) [pl. of the latter, deviating

from rule, "35-, occurring in a verse below.]

The ràjiz says, (S,) namely, Aboo-Mohammad

El-Hadhlamee, (TA) describing a pastor, (S,)

* **): " - Ji. *

J D - - - •

* 3:3-...- :-->9 J,' '

[He continues, or continues during the day,

beneath the leafy branch, raising the crooked

headed stick, like the J22-2]: i.e. he stands upon

one leg, stretching himself up towards the

branches, and drawing them to him with the

Us---, and shaking off their leaves for the

camels: (S, TA:) or he stands upon the extremi

ties of his toes, [see #-.] in order to reach the

branch and bend it to his camels. (ISd, T.A.

But see another meaning of the last word, below.)

And another says,

See &r-*= Having his aš- [q.v.]

- • J. J. - J • *. J. J.

* 3'- "- L &W,+M_* . *

y J. 2,5 . * * * * .*

* 92.93. "&#- &#39 J3 *

[They are like the cron's in respect of the sacred

Tights of a neighbour; and in respect of inferiors,

like those who are dislocated in the hips, or who

have the sinen's of the hip-joints severed]: i.e.,

when a neighbour having a sacred right to respect

alights among them, they are like the crow,

which loaths not the gall on the back nor that

which is unclean; and in wrongful treatment of

their inferiors, like the 324-2, who walks with

an inclining of the body (its: L-3); and

they abstain from aiding and defending them.

(§, T.A.)=Accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, in the saying

of the rājiz cited above, it means (TA) The iron

instrument with n'hich one roasts meat, syn.

*... (K, TA)

*5

35- see what follows.

6.-- d - O > y J & J.

3-5- The 3.xas of the 22-- [meaning the

head of the windpipe; app. called its 3.xãc, or

“knob,” because its anterior portion forms a pro

tuberance, that which we term “pomum Adami:”

see #1 (S. L. K.) pl. 99-, (L)–And

The root of the tongue; (IAar, L;) as also'3

(IAar, L, K.) - -

Jaš/

6 y o y

J225's- A certain insect, resembling the flea,

(S, A, K,) to which, sometimes, there grow two
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nings, and then it flies ; (S;) or, as some say,

larger than the flea, (TA;) or like the tick;

(A:) accord, to Lth, a certain variegated insect

(#- #33), (TA;) the a- [i.e. venom, or

sting,] of n:hich is like that of the hornet; (A,

K;) which sticks to men, and bites, or stings;

(#: ;) and to which the extremities of n:hips

are likened; (A;) or, accord. to Az, it has no

a- nohen it bites; but its bite occasions much

pain, [though] it has no venom (>) like that of

hornets: (TA:) or (K) a certain small insect,

(IDrd, TA,) resembling the tick, that sticks to

men: (IDrd, K, TA:) or it is smaller than the

[black beetle called] J*: (ISk,TA;) or, accord.

to the M, a thing like a small pebble, speckled a

little with red or yellon, but its prevailing colour

is black; which collects, and enters beneath men,

and in their groins, or armpits, or the like, and

bites them ; and rends the skins in nhich water

or milk is kept ; or, as in the T, a certain small

insect, (TA,) which makes holes in the skins

n:herein nater or milk is kept, and (as Az heard

the Arabs of the desert to assert, TA) enters into

the pudenda of girls; (K, TA;) and is of the

same hind as cS:- [pl. of J*], but smaller;

black, speckled nith nhite : (TA:) because of

its entering into the & of the virgin girl, it is

called A$ 32 (IB, TA:) pl. -4.3%

(K.)-Also The stone of a green unripe date.

(AA, K.)

ta5/

Q. 1. ööS -ā- He (an ass) took hold upon

the -#9- [pl. of aăş- of the she-ass [n'ith

his fore legs]. (Ibn-'Abbād, Sgh, K.)

#- The bone of the as--, which is the

head [or crest] of the hip or haunch: (S, K:)

or the head of the upper part of the hip or

haunch : (TA in art. Lo-el:) or [the dual]

cuis- signifies the place n'here the head of

each thigh unites with, or meets, the hip or

haunch, (Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán,” and TA,")

externally: (TA:) [see an explanation ofi--

in which a distinction is made between this latter

term and is5- a distinction is also made between

them by Zj in his work cited above, as a reference

to ass-- will show:] pl. -#5- (S, K) and

-#5-. (TA.) One says, <ju. til Jā,"

*5- $3.3

lying on the side is of long continuance, his -ā59

became galled; i.e. the exterior prominent regions

of his hip-joints]. (S.)

6 y o o
•

<525- An emaciated beast, or horse or the

like; (S, K, TA;) i. e., n hose -#5- are ap

parent. (T.A.)

* / o e

: 2 [The sick man, when his

*

1. 4-, aor.”, (IKit, Msh, K) inf n. 9
(IKtt, Msb, MF,) or )-, with fet-h, (K,) as

in the 'Eyn and O, but disallowed by MF, (TA,)

[and probably transcribed from some lexicon in

which, as is often the case, “with fet-h” relates to

the medial radical letter,] and ié-, (K,) or

this is an inf. n. of un.; (Mgb; [but in general

Bk. I.

usage it is not thus restricted;]) and ** -:

[which is the more common]: (S, Msb, K:)

[both signify the same; It, or he, moved; nas,

or became, in a state of motion, commotion, or

agitation; shook, shook about, nabbled, tottered,

waggled, wagged, or nodded: or the latter verb,

more properly, it, or he, was put, or it put itself,

or he put himself, in a state of motion, commotion,

or agitation: and the latter also signifies he

became active; said of a growing child, and of a

young gazelle &c.: (see 4- :)] the former is

the contr. of&: (Msb, K;) and the latter is

quasi-pass of +/- (S, Msb, K.) = +,-,

(AA, S, K) aor.”, inf n. 5-, (S) He hit, or

hurt, his (a man’s, AA, K.) 4) -. (AA, S, K.)

Accord. to Fr, 4+)- 45- He cut his 45

(TA) And accord to AZ, -:U +,-, inf n.

4.-, He smote [meaning severed] his neck with

the snºord. (TA.)=4, -, aor. *, (IAar, K,)

inf. n. 3-, (TK,) He was, or became, incapable

of coition (IAar, K) with nomen. (IAar, T.A.)

2. 4=5-, [inf n. 4-5.) He moved; put in

motion ; put in a state of motion, commotion, or

agitation, moved about; agitated, stirred, or

shook; it, or him. (S, Msb, K.) [Hence,] 4)

Jú-i [It agitated my bonels] is like the phrase

&: 45- [it agitated me], said by one who has

been agitated by reason of an event or affair.

(Hamp. 183.)- [He made it (a letter) movent;

i.e., made it to be immediately followed by a

vonel; contr. of 4:...]- He urged him (a

camel) to go, but he went not. (Ibn-'Abbād, Z.)

5. 4.- : see 1. - [Also It (a letter) was,

or became, movent; i.e., immediately followed

by a vonel; contr. of3-.]

4-, applied to a boy, Light, active, agile,

brisk, lively, or sprightly ; and sharp, or quick,

in intellect. (S, K.)

ié- Motion, commotion; agitation; contr.

of Ös: ($, Mab, Ki") and so '55-, (S,

Msb, K,) as in the phrase, 35- as U. [There is

not in him any motion]: (S, K.) and, accord.

to El-Khafájee, 3))= also; but this is disallowed

by MF (TA.) [The first, accord. to the Msb, is

an inf. n. of un. : but see 1.]- [Also Activity:

often used in this sense in the classical language,

and in the present day.-And A letter's having a

vonel immediately folloning: and a vonel itself.]

6 * > d >

#- i. 1 #- (Q. v.] (S: [in the K

"32-5)--, which is evidently a mistake:]) pl.

4=9- and *5-, (S, K,) meaning the heads,

(S, TA,) or extremities, (TA,) of the truo hips,

or haunches, that are next the ground when one

sits : (S, TA:) in the latter pl., which is extr.,

the U.5 may be inserted for euphony, because of

the double 4). (TA.)

9,é- see *.

99- see ié

*- Incapable of coition; (IAar, K;) applied

to a man and to a horse. (IAar, TA in art.

j*-*.)- One who is weak in the waist, so that,

in which some read in its stead -still

when he n'alks, he is as though he were plucking

up himself [or his feet] from the ground: (IDrd,

K:") fem. with 3. (K.) A man weak in the

*5-[pl. of#-, q.v.). (TA)

* The Jets [or withers]; (S;) as also

"3,4- (K:) and the branches of the troo

shoulder-blades of a horse: (S:) or the upper

part of the UAlée (K) of a horse: (TA:) or

a bone projecting from the two sides thereof, (K,

TA,) bordered by the two branches of the two

shoulder-blades: (TA:) or the place of growth

of the longest part of the mane, next the back,

upon nhich he who mounts lays hold: (K:) or

cé'- signifies the place where the two shoulder

blades meet. (Msb.)

6 - d -

3)}=-2. The upper extremity of the neck, (AZ,

K, TA,) at the joint of the head. (TA.)

-still £- The Turner [or Mover] of

hearts; [applied to God;] occurring in a trad.,

-#~,

meaning “The Remover of hearts:” (Fr, TA:)

Abu-l-'Abbās says that the former is preferable.

(TA.)

99- A thing, (S,) or piece of nood, (K,)

with which a Jire is stirred. (S, K.)- A style

nith nhich a receptacle for ink is stirred. (Lth,

TA.)

9: One who keeps, or cleaves, to the 2,4

of his camel. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

Aya

1.3-, (S, Msh, K) aor.”, (K) inf n.X

(Ms, K) and X-(Mgb) and is:- (IKoot,

S, Msb) and i:- (IKoot, Mgb) and >;-,

(Msb, K.) It (a thing, S, Msb) was, or became,

forbidden, prohibited, or unlanful, (Msb)*

to him. (S.K.) And £1.<!-, (S. Mab,

K.) inf n >;-(S,K) and X-(K) and > -:

(Az,TA;) and -/-, (S, Msb, K.) aor.”, inf n.

X-[in the CKX-1 and 25-5 (Mab, K.T.A.)

Prayer nas, or became, forbidden, prohibited, or

unlawful, (Msb) is to her (T.S.K.) namely,

a woman (T, S, K) menstruating. (S.) And

A." c." 5** ż- [The meal before day

break was, or became, forbidden to the faster].

(K.) And*% c.” #31 <-, aor. *, inf. n.

X- and X-, [The noman nas, or became,

forbidden to her husband.] (Az, T.A.)- [Also

It (a place, a possession, a right, an office or a

function, a quality, a command or an ordinance,

&c.,) and he, (a person,) was, or became, sacred,

or inviolable, or entitled to reverence, respect, or

honour; whence several applications of its part. n.

> C1.v.]=: 43-, aor. 2; (S, Msb,

K;) and "Us" <!- aor. *; (K;) inf. n.>;

(S, Mgb, K) and> and #- (K) and i:

and &- (S, Msh, K) and is, (S,K) and

> - (K) and i3-, (Harp. 69;) and "42

-", (S, Msb, K,) but this last is of weak

authority; (K;) He denied him, or refused him,

the thing; (S, K;) he refused to give him the

70
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thing: (TA:) he rendered him hopeless of the

thing: (PS:) accord. to the T, >;- signifie: the

act of denying o: refusing [a thing]; and a2

is the same as Üley-; (TA;) which signifies

[also the denying, or refusing, a thing; or] the

rendering unprosperous, or unfortunate; (KL;)

[and frequently, as inf. n. of the pass. v. 2-, the

ofprosperity;
o * *

being denied prosperity; privation

ill-fatedness: see its syn. –9-1=<!-, aor. * ,

inf n.> (K3) and "-j--!; (§, K;)

said of a female cloven-hoofed animal, She desired

the male: (S, K:) accord. to El-Umawee, (S,)

likewise said of a she-wolf and of a bitch: (S,

K:) and sometimes also said of a she-camel:

but mostly of a ewe or she-goat. (TA.)=2,...,

aor. 4, (S. K.) inf n. X-, (S) accord to AZ

and Ks, (S,) He was overcome in contending for

stakes, or wagers, in a game of hazard, (S, K,)

not having himself overcome therein. (K.)=

Also 3-, aor. 3, (K) inf n. X-, (TA) He

persisted ; or persisted obstinately; or persisted

in contention, litigation, or nºrangling; or he

contended, litigated, or wrangled. (K.)

2.4-3-, inf n. *-ā, (S, Msh, K) said of

God, (K) and of a man, (S, Msb) He forbade

it, prohibited it, or made it unlawful, (S, Msb,

‘K,”) * to him; (S;) as also '42-, (S,"

Msh,K) inf n >5-l. (S) The saying:=1&i

at the commencement of prayer is termed

--,+ 5-: [The 5-s of prohibition],

because it prohibits the person praying from say

ing and doing anything extraneous to prayer:

and it is also termed "25-9 *s, meaning

the 5×5 of entering upon a state of prohibition

by prayer. (TA.) It is said in a trad., of Ibn

'Abbās, s: C-: J & J.: 2-3,

[When the man declares his nife to be forbidden

to him, it is an oath, which he must expiate]:

for the-** of a wife and of a female slave may

be without the intention of divorce. (TA.) And

*: ; : * : 4 os • - -

Us-à (sks --Alá'í C-2,-, occurring in another

trad., [lit. I have forbidden myself wrongdoing,

said by Mohammad,] means I am far above

rvrongdoing. (TA.) >2-5 [as the inf. n. ofX

means The being refractory, or untractable;

[as though forbidden to the rider;] whence >;--

[q. v.] applied to a camel. (TA.)- [Also He

made, or pronounced, it, or him, sacred, or

inviolable, or entitled to reverence or respect or

honour; whence ż-9. applied to the-j- of

Mekkeh, &c.:] he, or it, made him, or it, to be

reverenced, respected, or honoured. (KL.)=

He bound it hard; namely, a whip. (KL.)–

He tanned it incompletely [so that it became, or

remained, hard]; namely, a hide. (KL.) =

See also 4, in two places.

4. A-, [inf n. >;-ll He entered upon a

thing [or state or time] that caused nhat was

before allonable, or lanful, to him to be for

bidden, or unlan ful. (S,” Msb. [See also 5.])

And hence, (§, Msb,) He purposed entering upon

the performance of the £- or the5: (Msb:)

or he (the performer of the £- or the #)

entered upon acts whereby nohat was allon able,

or lanful, to him became forbidden, or unlanful;

(K,TA;) as venereal intercourse, and the anoint

ing of oneself, and wearing sewed garments, and

hunting and the like: (TA:) you say,&-9 Aya-)

and 5:40, because what was allowable to the

person became forbidden; as the killing of objects

of the chase, and [venereal intercourse with]

women. (S.) And He entered into the --,

i. e. Mekkeh or El-Medeeneh, (K, TA,) or the

sacred territory of either of those cities: (TA:)

or he entered into a sacred, or an inviolable,

state ; or into a state of security or safety, (S,

K, TA,) being assured by a compact, or bond,

that he should not be attacked [&c.]: (TA:) or

it signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (S,) he entered

upon a sacred month; (S, Msb, K;) and so

">;-, (K,TA, [in the CKX-.]) inf n. *-*.

(TA.) And He entered [as a subject] into the

covenanted state of security of the government of

the Khalesfeh. (TA) 'Omar said, X- X:

[Fasting is a state of prohibition], because the

faster is prohibited from doing that which would
o " " " J

break his fast. (Sh, TA) And U 3-4 J-5

--aall, a saying of El-Hasan, means The man

smears in anger, because he becomes prohibited

thereby (as * -->) [from doing, or refraining

from, a thingj. (TA) See also 2, second sen

tence – 4: Legs-l He refrained from it [as

though he were prohibited from doing it]. (El

Mufaddal, TA)=4<-1: see 2, first sentence.

-See also 1. = Also He overcame him in con

tending for stakes, or wagers, in a game of

hazard; (AZ, Ks, S. K.) and so "43-, (K)

inf n. *-*. (TA)

5. >|-> [He became in a state of prohibition]:

see 4. [Thus it is similar to 4 in the first of the

senses assigned to this latter above. Like as you

say, &-9 _2)=-1 and #9, so] you say,>-

55.2/U [He became in a state of prohibition by
o_

prayer; i. e.] he pronounced the *: [or#:

~, also termed 29-? ##, (see 2,)] for

prayer; he entered upon prayer. (M.A.) –

[Also He protected, or defended, himself.] You

say,* 4: _2)=3, meaning &: and L:

[He protected, or defended, himself] *:: [by a

compact, or covenant, whereby he became in a

state of security or safety, or by a promise, or an

assurance, of security or safety]; (K;) or:

[by companionship]; or g- [by a right, or due].

(TA.) And<-2. >;- [He protected, or de

fended, himself by his companionship : or, as

explained in the PS, he sought protection, or se

curity, by his companionship]. (S.) -Also [He

nvas, or became, entitled to reverence, respect, or

honour; or] he possessed nuhat entitled him to

reverence, respect, or honour. (KL.)

8. 42- He held him in reverence, respect,

or honour; he reverenced, respected, or honoured,

him. (MA) [See is:- Golius and Freytag

explain 2:- as meaning “Dignitate et presidio

venerabilis fuit:” but it is the pass., A) -l, that

has this meaning; or rather, he was held in reve

rence, &c.; was reverenced, &c.]

10. Aya-' [He deemed himself in a state of

prohibition]. It is said in a trad., of Adam,

*~ : *- : * > *>;-- [He

deemed himself in a state of prohibition, after the

death of his son, a hundred years, not laughing]:
• • d.

from X-i signifying “he entered into a sacred,

or an inviolable, state.” (TA.)=<-2= −l, said

of a female cloven-hoofed animal, &c.: see 1.

>|- seeX

X- The state of 29-l (Az, S, K) on account

of the performance of the &- or the 5:#; (Az,

TA;) as also "> (K in art. U-. [See 4 in

th: present art.]) Hence the saying, al- es' als;

*-i-3, and **** <!- Us', He did it when he

nvas free from Ala-' and n:hen he was in the state

of Lely-l. (K in art. U-.) And hence the saying

of 'Āisheh, respecting Mohammad,#<+

-j-. 1-', i.e. [I used to perfume him n'hen he

was freefrom 29-1 and] when he was in the

state of Le!)-1 : (S, Msb:*) or when he became

free from Al-' and n'hen he performed the

ablution and desired to enter upon the state of

Alya- for the&- or the 5.4, (Az, T.A.) [4<

in copies of the K, explained as meaning 45

J-5 L., is a mistranscription for 49- See

i:

> *X-lin'," ple::=See also #~,
in two places. --~~) tal:Q\al #2,” Uske Ay->

&” S, (S," K,” TA,) in the Kur [xxi,95],

(TA,) thus read by some, (S, TA,) means -->-12

[i. e. It is a necessary lot of the people of a town

that we have destroyed that they shall not return]

(S, K, TA) to their present state of existence:

(TA:) so explained by Ks, (S, TA,) and by

I'Ab and Fr and Zj: (TA) some read "X-:

(Bd:) the people of El-Medeeneh read "25

meaning forbidden; and accord. to this reading

and meaning, ) is redundant: (TA:) forX

in this instance is syn, with -, likeX

for it is said that] the explanation of Ks is con

firmed by the saying of 'Abd-er-Rahmán Ibn

Jumáneh [in the TA 450-, app. for*] El

Muhāribee, a Jáhilee,

• * : * $ "5-3 .

* 2: J= <& S : J's "

[For it is a necessary thing that I should not

ever see one weeping for his sorron, but I should

weep for 'Amr]. (TA.)

6 * >

Lo/*- : 6 * * s = -

syn., like as co-oj is with duej (S, Msb,TA.)

[Hence,] ż-l The >;- [or sacred territory]

of Mekkeh, (Lth, Az, Msb,” K,) upon the limits

of which were set up ancient boundary-marks

[said to have been] built by Abraham; (Az, TA;)

also called *X- and AfJ”4- (K) and

*X-31; (iith, K.) also the 2- of El-Medee

neh: (Msb:) [and Mekheh itself: and El-Me

deeneh itself:] and &\%-" [the sacred territory

* * * - • - • -

see Aba-, with which it is sometimes
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of Mekheh and that of El-Medeeneh; and] Meh

hel (itself] and El-Medeaneh (itself]; pl. XV:

(K:) and aufż- is also applied to Mekkeh

[itself]. (S.)- See also Lo:/-, in two places.

>|- see X5-, with which it is syn. (TA)

Zuheyr says,

#4 #34-36 &l,
* * • • • d - • J. J. •

* 2- 9 Ju- ~5te S J25. *

[And if a friend come to him, on a day of soli

citation, he says, My cattle are not, or my pro

perty is not, absent, nor forbidden, or refused]:

(S, IB, TA:) [in the S, this is cited as an ex. of

>;- as syn. with öö-, which is an inf. n. of

J. * * *

a-o,-, q.v.: but] IB says that-- Imeans

J d >

5-o-o:

(TA:) J352 in this verse is marfooa though com

mencing an apodosis, because meant to be under

stood as put before [in the protasis], accord. to

Sb; as though the poet said, J.- £6 & Js: :

accord. to the Koofees, it is so by reason of -3

understood. (S, TA.)

i:- The state of being forbidden, prohibited,

or unlan ful: (KL :) [and of being sacred, or in

violable; sacredness, or inviolability: (see <-,

of which it is an inf. n. :)] and the state of being

revered, respected, or honoured. (KL.) See also

>;--Also, (AZ, Mgh, Msh,K) and 'is',

(Mgh, K,) and *ā-,-, (K) Reverence, respect,

or honour; (Az, K, TK;) a subst: from >0~!,

(Mgh, Msb) like # from 5%:#; (Mab3) and
W>;-- signifies the same; but properly, a place

of a:- (Mgh:) pl. of the first* and

&- and 3.3-, like ~0, pl. of#. (Mb)

When a man has relationship [to us], and we

regard him with bashfulness, we say, #- al

[Reverence, &c., is due to him; or is rendered to

him]. (Az, T.A.) And we say, c. * ---."

is:--: [Reverence, &c., to the Muslim is

incumbent on the Muslim]. (Az, T.A.)- Also

A thing that should be sacred, or inviolable; (S,

Msh, K) and so "i3- and 'is'. (S, Msb)

and "X- (Mgb:) as, for instance, a man's

honour, or reputation: (TK:) a thing which one

is under an obligation to reverence, respect, or

honour [and defend]: (Jel in ii. 1903) a thing

of which one is under an obligation to be mindful,

observant, or regardful : (Bd ibid.:) [everything

that is entitled to reverence, respect, honour, or

defence, in the character and appertenances of a

person: a thing that one is bound to do, or from

which one is bound to refrain, from a motive of

reverence, respect, or honour: (see the next sen

tence:) and any attribute that renders the subject

thereof entitled to reverence, respect, or honour:]

the pl. of#- is +3- (Bd and Jel ubi supra,

and TA) [and $5- and **, as above,]

and >;-; (Msb;) and that of "X- [and

6 * > d >

Wãoys- and *#2:...] is 2-3 (Msb;) and

© • * > * o

~ley- and ~

* > d -

<-- [also] are ple, of "is

and 'is'. (As,S) if<1%- means [The

inviolable ordinances and prohibitions of God:

or] the ordinances of God, and other inviolable

things: (Bd and Jel" in xxii. 31 :) or what it is

incumbent on one to perform, and unlan ful to

neglect: (Zj, K:) or all the requisitions of God

relating to the rites and ceremonies of the pil

grimage and to other things: (Ksh in xxii. 31 :)

or the 2- [or sacred territory] and the requi

sitions relating to the pilgrimage: (Bd ubi suprà:)

or the requisitions relating to the pilgrimage in

particular: (Ksh ubi supra:) or the Kaabeh and

the sacred mosque and the sacred territory and

the sacred month and the person who is in the

state of 25-l. (Ksh and Bd ibid.:) or the in

violability (**) of the sacred territory and of

the state of29- and of the sacred month: (TA:)

or Mekkeh and the pilgrimage and the 5.4,

and all the acts of disobedience to God which He

has forbidden: (Mujáhid, TA:) or [simply] the

acts of disobedience to God. ('Atà, T.A.)- And

[hence, because it should be regarded as sacred,

or inviolable,] i. q. #3 [A compact, a covenant,

or an obligation; and particularly such as renders

one responsible for the safety, or safe-keeping, of

a person or thing, or for the restoration of a

thing, or for the payment of a sum of money, &c.;

or by nhich one becomes in a state of security or

safety: and simply responsibility, or suretiship:

and security, or safety; security of life and pro

perty; protection, or safeguard; a promise, or

an assurance, of security, safety, protection, or

safeguard; indemnity; or quarter: or an obli

gation, a duty, or a right, or due, that should be

regarded as sacred, or inviolable, or the non

observance of which is blameable]. (K.)- And

[hence also] A man's -- [i.e. his wives, or

nomen under covert,] and his family: (S:) and

[in like manner the pl.] >;-, accord. to the K

>, but correctly likeź. (TA,) a man's nives,

or nomen [under covert], (K, TA,) and his house

hold, or family, (TA) and what he protects, or

defends; as also 4-3, of which the sing is

"i3- and "i3-2: (K, TA:) and hence

#- is applied by the vulgar to signify a wife.

(TA) [In Har, p. 377, a man's as:- is said to

mean his >;- and his family: and in p. 489, a

man's 2- is said to mean his family and his

wives and those whom he protects, or defends.

See also >2-l-Also A share, portion, or lot,

6 * *

syn. ---as. (K.)

#3'-(K) and "i3- (Lh, ś, K) The desire of

a female cloven-hoofed animal, (K) or of a ewe,

or she-goat, (S) and of a she wolf and of a bitch,

(K.) for the male: (§, K:) ào)- in ewes, 9r she

goats, is like as:< in she-camels, and u- in

ewes. (S.) It is also used, in a trad., in relation

to male human beings. (K.) It is said in a trad.,

respecting those whom the hour [of the resur

rection] shall overtake,&:£-L:-&:

à-ll, i. e. Venereal desire [shall be made to be

fall them, and they shall be bereft of shame]. (S.)

d3- see what next precedes.

#- : 6 - d. J.

* ~ * * See aloja-.

ãoya- :

• 6 • -

User-, applied to a female cloven-hoofed ani

mal, (K,) or to a ewe, or she-goat, (S) and to a

she-wolf and to a bitch, (K,) Desiring the male:

pl.> and J-5- (S, K,) like J.-- and

J-4, (S,) or the latter pl. isL: (so accord.

to some copies of the K [like L'el) as though

its masc., if it had a masc., were Üley-. (S.)=

41,

now surely, by God]; (K;) as also *i;

(K in art. Aj-.)

• G - • * *

J:- means the same as 41, Uel [Verily, or
• O =

Usej=

3 *

User-, applied to a man, Of, or belonging to,

the A-, fem, #2- ($, Mob, T.A.) [In the

TA it is said that Mbr mentions two forms of the

epithet*- as applied to a woman: it does not
6 & d >

specify what these are; but one seems to be ā-e-,

• Q J -

for he says that it is from the phrase -: ãoya-2

“by the sacredness of the House” of God.] Az

says, on the authority of Lth, that when they ap

plied the rel. n. from> to anything not a

human being, [as, for instance, to a garment, or

piece of cloth,] they said "Je- +: (Mab3)

[but] they also said :- (S) or :->0~,

(Msb) meaning Arrors of the A- ($, Mab3)

and i:- [also, or£- J.; ,] meaning A bon.

made of a tree of the A3-. (Ham p. 284)

Also A man of the-- nvhose food was eaten by

a pilgrim, and in whose clothes this pilgrim per

formed his circuiting round the Kaabeh : and

a pilgrim who ate the food of a man of the -j-,

and performed his circuiting round the Kaabeh

in this man's clothes: each of these was called the

&= of the other: every one of the chiefs of the

Arabs who imposed upon himself hardship, or

strictness, in his religious practices had aG”

of the tribe of Kureysh; and when he performed

the pilgrimage, would not eat any food but that

of this man, nor perform his circuiting round the

Kaabeh except in this man's clothes. (TA.)

Jo- see the next preceding paragraph.

X- Forbidden, prohibited, or unlawful and

sacred, or inviolable; as in the phrases Al-J -e Ji

[the Sacred House of God (i.e. the Kaabeh)] and

_2b-J J's-Ji [the Sacred Mosque of Mekkeh]

and25-à 3.13. [the Sacred Tonyn or Territory]:

(Mgb.) contr. of J5-; ($) as also "X- (§,

Msb) and "X- (S, Msb, K) and "X- [q. v.]

(TA) [and in its primary sense ">2- and

*3-... (S,Mgh, Msb:) the pl. [ofX5-, agree.

ably with analogy, is X-5 (K.) and "X

also is a pl. of 25-, contr. to rule, (TA,) and

signifies things forbidden by God. (K.) See also

X--J* S *29- (as in some copies of

the S) or Jaśl S alji25- (as in other copies of

the S and in the K,) is a saying like S#3:

Jaii, or Jaśl ) all&: (S, K:) it may mean

a declaration that the wife or the female slave

shall be forbidden [to him who utters it], without

the intention of divorcing [thereby the former, or

of emancipating the latter; so that it may be ren

dered, according to the two different readings, I

imprecate upon myself, or that which I imprecate

70 *
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upon myself is, what is forbidden of God, if I do

it: I will not do such a thing: in like manner,

29- Ji- is often said in the present day].

(TA. [See 2.])-L-9- 3: An illegitimate

son : and a disingenuous, or dishonest, person.]

—5-: [A sacred month]: (Mab3) pl. -e-.

(S, Msb, K.) 3-1 #91 (The sacred months]

(S, Msb, K) were four; namely, 5.xxâll 53 and

as ~ 23 and 3-1 and -* (S, Msh, K)

three consecutive, and one separate: (S, Msb:)

in these the Arabs held fight to be unlawful;

except two tribes, Khath'am and Teiyi; unless

with those who held these months as profane.

(S, TA) -->4)- applied to a man signifies

Entering into the Ay- [or sacred territory of

Mekheh or of El-Medeeneh, or Mehkeh or El

Medeeneh itself]; and is applied also to a woman;

and to a pl. numbers (TA) or i, q >- (S,

Msb) as meaning [in, or entering upon, the state

of25-l. i. e. entering upon tle. performance of

those acts of the 2-a-, or of the 5'-3's, whereby cer

tain things before allonable, or lanful, to him

became forbidden, or unlan ful; (see 4;) or]

purposing to enter upon the performance of the

£- or *::::: (Ms. :) as also "X- you

say, J- 3.31 and A- - [Thou art one who

has quited his state of 25- and thou art in, or

entering upon, the state of Le!)-1]: (TA:) the

pl. of 25- thus applied is X-i (S, Msb:) the

fem. of "X- is with 3; and the pl. masc.

&” o *: and the pl. fem. *-*. (MSb.)

See another meaning voce A-.

* - s -

A9-: see Lo:/-.

* / >

_^24- A she-camel that does not conceive when

covered. (AA, K. [In the CK, abus is erro

neously put for abú...])

>- : See >;-- [Hence,] The apperten

ances, or conveniences, (3,5- and 3%, S, Msb,

K,) that are in the immediate environs, (S, Msb,)

of a thing, (Msb,) or of a well &c., (S,) or that

are adjuncts [or nithin the precincts] of a house;

(K;) because it is forbidden to any but the owner

to appropriate to himself the use thereof: (Msb:)

or, of a well, the place where is thronin the earth

that has been dug out, (K, TA,) and the n'alking

place on either side; in the case of a well dug in

a waste land that has no owner, said in a trad. to ||

be forty cubits: (TA: [but see 'Us.' :]) and of

a river, or rivulet, or canal, the place n:here the

mud is thronin out, and the n'alking-place on each

side : (TA:) and of a house, the interior part

upon n'hich the door is closed: (Ibn-Wásil El

Kilábee, TA:) or the interior part, or middle,

(a.a5,) thereof: (T, TA:) [and particularly the

women's apartments, and the portion that is for

bidden to men who are not related to the nomen

within the prohibited degrees of marriage:] and

the court of a mosque: (T, TA:) [and in general,]

a place which it is incumbent on one to defend

[from intrusion]: (Hamp. 492:) a thing that

one protects, and in defence of which one fights;

[and particularly, like i:- as used by the vulgar,

a man's nife; and also his female slave; or any
O J.- 6 * * 3

noman under covert; and, like Ley-, pl. of Aoya-,

as used in the classical language, his wives, or

women under covert, and household;] as also
* * *

"X-; pl. X-, (K) the pl. of ,- (TA)

and X-i, (K) which is the pl. of X-. (TA)

-A partner, copartner, or sharer. (K.)-A

friend: so in the saying, £2->;-&% Such

a one is a genuine, or sincere, friend. (TA.)

The garment of the 2-4, (S, K,) [nchich he

nears during the performance of the : - or the

#l called by the vulgar "X- and "X

(TA.)–The clothes nhich thec”- used to cast

off, (S," K, TA,) when, in the time of paganism,

they performed the pilgrimage to the House [of

God, at Mekheh], namely, those that were upon

them n'hen they entered the >;- [or sacred terri

tory], (TA,) and which they did not wear (K,

TA) as long as they remained in the>;- (TA:)

for the Arabs used to perform their circuiting

round the House naked, with their clothes thrown

down before them during the circuiting; (T, S,

TA;) they saying, “We will not perform the

circuiting round the House in clothes in which

we have committed sins, or crimes:” and the

woman, also, used to perform the circuiting

naked, except that she wore a as: of thongs.

(TA.) A poet says,

* * * (# 3-c.' "

-/ * . e. 3. oš - d - 2:

* -*)- &#Uall LS-2 des es: *

[Sufficiently grievous is my passing by him as

though he were a thing thronn anay, a cast-off

garment of a2-4, before those performing the

circuiting round the Kaabeh]. (S.)

:2- Anything eagerly desired, or coveted,

that escapes one, so that he cannot attain it. (S.)

And> i.X- That which the Lord denies to

whomsoever He will. (K.)

>;- Denying, refusing, or refusing to give.

(TA)—Ji-2,4- *. (so in the copies of the

K,) or Jiā >= * ū, (so in the TA,) means

He has intellect, or intelligence: (K:) a phrase

mentioned, and thus explained, by AZ: and so

Ji- >''. (TA.) [The right reading is evidently

that given in the TA.]

2

X- inf n. of 4.=See also2

> -s;

Mgh, Mgb.) [And see an ex, voce A-.]- See

6 * > -

see Al-, with which it is syn. (S,

also #-, in three places. -Also A female

relation whom it is unlandful to marry: (T,

Msb:) [and such a male relation likewise:] and

X---, relationship that renders it unlandful

to marry. (K.) You say,>;- 4 &e [She is

a relation to him such as it is unlan ful for him

to marry]: andX- ū * and w: >;-- *

(Mgh) and U.S.-- 25 * he is one n:hom it

is unlan ful for her to marry, (S) and --> *
6 - d - • * -

2'- and Aw---> 55, applying Ay-O as an

• Ö e

epithet to Lo- and to 23; (Mgh, Msb;) and 25

*Will es' ":- (Ham p. 669:) and in the

case of a woman, >;-- -> <ls. (M5b.)

J." 2- ! The fearful places of the night,

(IAar, $, K, TA) which the conard is forbidden

to traverse. (IAar, S, T.A.) [See also2-2, pl.
of>+..] •

s

>|- see X5-, in two places: Controfij-,

and as such signifying [also] one neith n'hom it is

unlan ful to fight: (S:) or, as such, n'hom it is

unlan ful to slay: (TA in art. U-:) and, as such

also, one who has a claim, or covenanted right, fo

protection, or safeguard. (S in art. U-.) Er

Rá'ee says,

* *-i- &is & st: *

(S,) meaning [They slen ('Othmān) Ibn-'Affan,

the Khaleefeh,] while entitled to the respect due

to the office of Imām and to the [sacred] city and

to the [sacred] month : for he was slain [in El

Medeeneh and] in [the month of] Dhu-l-Hijjeh.
6 o 2- 23

(Ham p. 310.) And one says, 4: Al-' a'l

Verily he is one whom it is unlan ful for thee to

harm.: (K:) or for n:hom it is unlan ful to harm

thee: (IAar, Th:) or whom it is unlan ful for

thee to harm and for whom it is unlan ful to

(AZ, TA) And X- X: A

Muslim is secure, as to himselfand his property,

by the respect that is due to El-Islám : or a

Muslim refrains from the property of a Muslim,

and his honour, or reputation, and his blood.

(T.A.)- One who is at peace with another.

(IAar, K.)-One nho is in the~- of another.

(K.) You say, ū-y-* He is in our Lo:/-.

(TA.)- Fasting, or a faster: because the faster

is prohibited from doing that which would break

his fast. (TA.)-And, for a like reason, Snear

ing, or a snearer. (TA.)

harm thee.

#3– and #-, pl.2- (K) and*
6 * f d - • * D /

and <>Low-e: (Aš, S:) see each voce #3-, in

four places.

>;- [Forbidden, prohibited, or made un

lan ful : and made, or pronounced, sacred, or in

violable, or entitled to reverence or respect or

honour]. It is said in a trad,5* 3i<+ Li

i3-4, i. e. [Knowest thou not that the face is]

iforbidden to be beaten? or that it has a title to

reverence or respect or honour? (TA.)-3-9.

The first of the months (S, Msb, K,” TA) of the

gear (MSb) of the Arabs [since the age of pagan

ism]; (TA;) the article Uí being prefixed because

it is originally an epithet; but accord. to some,

it is not prefixed to the name of any other month;

or, accord. to some, it may be prefixed to Jä.2

andJ% : (Msb:) and [in the age of paganism,

•o do."

the seventh month, also called] --9 * **,

(KTA)[3-9, being appadial war of -9.

i. e. +3. [for] Az says, the Arabs used to call

the month of -->), in the age of paganism,

X39 and2-3 ; and he cites the saying of a

poet,
• * * - © • d > - • 0-5

* (* 2: &# U- Lä
• 6 - -• * ~ * 3 - ~ *-e- * * * d

* Vera-oll '2'-'2 (42"> USA-2 "
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[We stayed in it during the two months of

Rabeea, both of them, and the truo months of

Jumádá; and they made El-Moharram to be

profane, app. by postponing it, as the pagan

Arabs often did]: the Arabs called it thus because

they did not allow fighting in it [unless they had

postponed it]: (TA:) the pl. is +3- (Msb,

K) and 3- and '-' (K)—See also
6 * > 63 - 2

_2)= --> applied to a camel means Refrac

tory, or untractable : (TA:) [or,] thus applied,

[like L*. q. v.,] submissive in the middle

part, [but] difficult to be turned about, [i. e.

stubborn in the head,] when turned about: (K:

[in the CK, ** J, in is erroneously put for

1-3' J, #1; in my MS. copy of the K, J#3)

i-91.) and with 3, a she-camel not broken,

or not trained: (TA:) or not yet completely

broken or trained: (S, TA:) and 2.É. £- al

she-camel that is refractory, or untractable; not

broken, or not trained: in this sense heard by

Az from the Arabs. (TA.) - | A skin not

tanned: (K:) or not completely tanned: (S:)

or tanned, but not made soft, and not thoroughly

done. (TA)- 1 A new whip: (K:) or a whip

not yet made soft. (S, A, TA.)- 1 An Arab of

the desert rude in nature or disposition, chaste

in speech, that has not mixed with people of the

tonns or villages. (TA)- + The part of the

nose that is soft in the hand. (K.)

>;-- Denied, or refused, a gift: (Msb,”

TA:) or denied, or refused, good, or prosperity:

(Az, K:) in the Kur lxx. 25, (I’Ab, S,) [it has

this latter, or a similar, meaning;] i. q. -ā

[q.v.]; (I’Ab, S, K;) who hardly, or never,

earns, or gains, anything : (K:) or n:ho does not

beg, and is therefore thought to be in no need,

and is denied: (Bd:) and nho has no increase

of his, cattle or other property: (K:) opposed

to 3× (Az, TA:) accord. to some, who has

not the faculty of speech, like the dog and the

cat &c. (Har p. 378.) - Held in reverence,

respect, or honour; reverenced, respected, or

honoured; and so "X: (KL. [But the

latter only is commonly known in this sense.])

ż- an anomalous pl. of X- q. v. : (TA:)

–and pl. of ā-y- and ā-y-e: (K:)—and

also of 3-31. (K.)

29- a pl. of 3-3. (K.)

6 * > d >

A-2 [erroneously written in the Lexicons of
6 y o –

Golius and Freytag>] : See A9 Pa-o.

U

1. &-, aor. *; ($, Mgh, Msh, K) and &-;
6 •

(S, Msb, K;) inf. n. c))=(Mgh, Msb, K) and

co-, (Mgh, Mgb,) or the former is a simple

subst, and the latter is the inf. n., (S,) and&

(K;) said of a horse (S, Mgh, Msb, K) or similar

beast, (Msb, K,) He was, or became, restive, or

refractory, and, nhen vehemently running, stopped:

($ ) or stopped, and was restive, or refractory:

(Mgh :) or stopped n:hen one desired to call into

action his poner of running: said peculiarly of a

solid-hoofed animal: (M, K:) or, accord. to Lh,

one says also āşū -34-, meaning the she-camel

stood still, and n'ould not move from her place :

and &- is used by AO in relation to a she

camel. (TA) And &-, inf n. co- i. q.

#t [He went back or bachnards, dren back,

receded, &c.] (A5, TA)—cts." &-, inf n.

is:- [perhaps a mistranscription for co-l

He kept, or clave, to the place, and did not quit

tt. (TA)—& es' &- ! He did not exceed

nor fall short in selling. (S, K,TA.)=&

&bill He separated and loosened the cotton [by

means of a bon, and a kind of nooden mallet, by

striking the string of the bon neith the mallet];

syn. 43. (K.)

&5- a subst, from 3- said of a horse [or

similar beast; i. e. Restiveness, or refractoriness,

&c.]: (S:) or an inf. n. (Mgh, Msb, K.)

33- an epithet applied to a horse (S, Mgh,

Msb, K) or similar beast, (Msb, K,) [meaning

Restive, or refractory, &c.,] from &- (S, Mgh,

Msb, K) or &- (S, Msb, K.) pl. &-, with

two dammehs. (TA.)- Also An animal of the

chase that does not quit the higher, or highest,

part of the mountain. (S, K.)

&- The nooden implement (a kind of mallet)

n:ith which, together with a bon', by striking with

the former the string of the latter, cotton is sepa

rated and loosened; syn. -*.*. (K.)

35- Honey: (K:) pl.&= (So in the

TA, as from the K.)- See also the pl. below.

&- : see what follows.

&A= (S,K) and '3'-' (§ [in which the

latter occupies the first place, the former occurring

in an ex.,]) | The bees that stick to the honey, and

are extracted with the Jal-, (S, K, TA,) or

nooden implements with which the honey itself is

extracted: (TA:) or the bees that stick in the hive,

and are noith difficulty extracted : or the bees

that die in the honey: (T, TA:) sing. 'J',-.(K.)- And The pods of cotton. (K.) •

9/*

#3– A burning (M, K) n'hich a man ex

periences (M) in the fauces (G-1) and the

chest and the head, by reason of anger, wrath,

or rage, and of pain. (M., K.)-Acritude (S,

K) of food, (S) or in the taste of mustard (K,
6 - - -

TA) and the like; (TA) as also "555-. (S, K.)

You say, #3– Axial lig 3-5& and "555

Verily I find that this food has an acrid quality,

(S) or a burning quality. (TA.) [See also 5-,

and 55- And one says, *#5- J-8 13:

cºs' U. [This collyrium has a burning effect in

the eye]. (TA.)- A disagreeable odour, that

has a sharpness, or pungency, (M., K.) in the

-*** [or air-passages of the nose]. (M.)

6 * > *

551,-, see above, in three places.

U.5/s

1. (5-, aor (3,-4 (S. K.) inf" (#5-, (S)

It (a thing S) decreased, diminished, or neaned, (S,

K, TA,) after increase; (TA;) as does, for instance,

the moon. (S, T.A.) [See an ex. in a verse cited

in art. --~).]= 4:3 &# & es:- i. q. J.--

[May-be, or may-hap, &c., that mill be]. (TA.)

=& &x- He was, or became, adapted, dis

posed, apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, com

petent, or proper, for such a thing; or northy of

it. (MA)=%-: see 5.

4, 89-' It (time) caused it (a thing, $) to

decrease, diminish, or name. (S, K.)=5- us,

and as 2-, Hon nell adapted or disposed, or

hon, apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, com

petent, or proper, or hon worthy, is hel (S, K.)

[You say, 4. 5-i U. How well adapted or

disposed, &c., is he for that l]

5. es:- signifies us:-" 345; i. e. He

sought, or repaired to, the vicinage, quarter,

tract, or region, of a people: this is said to. be

the primary signification: (Mgh :) and 2)—5

he sought, or repaired to, his vicinage, &c.;

(#)--a ) as also '89-, aor. 52- . (TA )

he aimed at it; made it his object; sought, en

deavoured after, pursued, or endeavoured to

reach or attain or obtain, it; intended or pur

posed it; namely, a thing. (S, Mgh, Msb, 5.

TA.) Hence, in the Kur (IXxii. 14), 4:956

3. 33-3 Those have aimed at, or sought, &c.,

a right course. (S,TA.) And £4. <+,-, I

aimed at, or sought, &c., his approval. (Mgh.)

And the trail, ,-39 + J #1 is 35-5

Seek ye the Night of 2-all in the last ten [nights

of Ramadán]. (TA.)– Also He sought what

nvas most meet, suitable, fit, proper, or deserving,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K.) to be done, (S, K,) of two

things, (Mgh, Msb,) according to the opinion

predominating in his mind, (S,) 2.9 Us: [in the

affair, or case]: (Msb:) or he sought, or en

deavoured, and strove in seeking, and deciding

upon, the singling out of a thing, by deed and

by nord. (TA.) – And He tarried, waited,

or paused in expectation, 9% in the place.

(S, K.)

s:- The vicinage, quarter, tract, or region,

(A5, T, S, IAth, Mgh, K,) of a man, (AS, T,

IAth,) or of a people; (Mgh;) the environs (AS,

T, S) of a man, (AS, T,) or of a house; (S;) and

*#)- signifies the same : (S, K:) and [it is

said that] the former signifies also the place of

the eggs of an ostrich: (S, K:) and a covert, or

hiding-place, among trees, ofa gazelle: (K,” TA:)

Lth says that it signifies the place of laying eggs

of the ostrich; or the covert, or lodging-place, of

the gazelle: but this is false; for with the Arabs

the word signifies as explained above on the

authority of As; and the U.S.- of the place of

laying eggs of the ostrich, and of the covert of

the gazelle, is the environs thereof: . (T, TA:)

pl. 5-i. (K.) You say, &5- *::: 53 J-451

and "J5- [Go thou, so that I may by no

means see thee in my vicinage, &c.]. (S.) And
o p *

UW- Alaj S Approach not thou our environs.

(S.) And 39- 3 and #9: [I alighted, or

- - -
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descended and abode, in his vicinage, &c.]. (S.)

=See also &2-, in six places.

2
g

6 * >

39-:

&- Adapted, disposed, apt, meet, suited,

suitable, ifitted, fit, competent, proper, or northy;

as also V4- and 'us:- which last has no dual

nor pl., (S, Msb, K,) nor a fem. form, remaining

unaltered, because it is [originally] an inf. n. ; [see

a verse cited voce # ;] or, accord. to Lh, one

may say&- because Ks has related that some

of the Arabs dualize what they do not pluralize:

3 - * * * •e o #

(TA:) the pl. of Us," is cº- and \ex-l;

(S, Msbi) and the pl. of:-is-U- and95

the pl. of 9- is #-i (S, TA) and 3.3-, and

s

al *

see US)-, in four places.

See&- in two places.

the pl. of #2- is 34- (TA) You say, 3.

# &-i, and ,-i, and 's-i, (KTA)

Verily he, or it, is adapted, &c., to such a thing;

or worthy of such a thing. (TA.) And&- *

3%J:& and *, +, and 'us'- He is adapted,

&c., to do that: (S, Msb:) and Úl 'us'-3 a:

Uxãº, (Lh, K, [in some copies of the K, erro

neously, 3-5) and **-3, (K,) which last

has no dual nor pl. nor fem. form, like iii

[q.v.] and #3 (TA) and "#-£9. lás

4: [This thing, or affair, is adapted, &c., to

that]. (S.) And hence the phrase, & "us-i:

£13 &# (S,"K) It is suitable, fit, or proper,

that that should be. (PS.) [But this phrase, in

the present day, means Rather that should be.

And hence, 'us:> Hon, much rather.]

One says also, of a man who has attained to fifty

[years], 'us'-3, meaning He is adapted, &c., to

attain all that is good. (Th, T.A.) And one says
3 - - , a

usy- as as meaning Verily it is probable; or

likely to happen or be, or to have happened or

been; as also &l-l. (TA in art. Gla-.)
5 •

Ls)—: see art. 2-.

4- masc. of#-, (MTA) which is an epi

thet applied to a viper (U-3); ($, M, K;) mean

ing That has decreased in its body by reason of

age; and it is the norst, or most malignant or

noxious, that is: (S:) or that has become old, and

has nasted in its body, and nhereof there remains

not sare its head and its breath (# [in the

CKūl) and its poison: (M.K.) dim.'s

(TA.) One says, #9-J:*Jú [meaning

+May God smite thee with an evil like a viper

nasted by age]. (S.)

*s-, see what next precedes.

s:- More, and most, adapted, disposed, apt,

meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent, or

proper; or more, and most, worthy, or deserving.

($, Mgh, Mab, K.) A thing is said to be us:

J.:% [More, or most, meet, &c., to be done].

(S. K.) .
* @ e. * *

U&-e : see us!".

3 -

#: see Us", in two places.

-j

1, 5-, (S, A, MSb) aor. *, inf. n. j-, (S,

Msb, K,”) He cut it; (S, A, K;) namely, his, or

its, head; (A;) as also *:::-1: (S, A, K. :) or

he cut it (namely, a thing, or flesh-meat,) nithout

separating; made an incision in it: or he cut it

with labour: (TA:) and he notched it; or made

a notch in it; namely, a piece of wood. ($, Msb,

TA.) It is said in a prov., (*** &- #1-5

[A woman cutting cut a part of the skin of the ex

tremity of the bone of her fore arm next the thumb :

nearly the same as another prov. J.s a Ju- ~\e

wes=l : alluding to a people's being occupied by

their own affair so as to be diverted thereby from at

tending to other things. (AZ, K.) You say also,J

J-sil J-5 U. He made a notch in the head of the

bon. (A.)- [Hence the saying,] Jej- U.3)

3.15 t|[Sin is that which makes an impression

upon thy heart, causing thee to naver lest it be an

act of disobedience because of thy not being easy

respecting it]. (A. [See jj-, below; and see

also 3-, and Su-.]) Of anything making an

impression in, or upon, the bosom, and causing

one to waver or scruple, you say 5- (S.)

2. [5]-, inf n. 50-5, He cut it, or notched

it, much, or in many places; he made notches in

it; he made it serrated; he jagged it. You say,]

£1.3-,(S.K.) inf n, ju-i,(TA) He made

his teeth serrated, and sharpened their extremi

ties, to make them like those of a young person.

(S, K, TA.) [See also 50-5, below.]

5. jj-. It was cut much, or in many places,

or into many pieces: ($, K:) [it was notched

much, or in many places; was made serrated;

nvas jagged.]

8. 3-1: see 1.

3- A notch, or an incision, (S, A, Msb, K.)

in a thing; (S, K;) as, [for instance,] in a piece

of wood, and a tooth-stick (912-), and a bone,

(TA,) and a bow: (A, TA:) and in like manner

":- the notch of a bow, into which the ring of

the string falls: (A and K, voce Ala#= ) [or the

former is a coll. gen. n. :] n. un. *#-; (S, TA;)

[for which, in the S and L and K, voce #4,#,

we find *#~, perhaps a dial var.] You say,

uj- e' 39. 5, He put back the bon-string to

its notch (A, TA) in the head of the bow. (TA.)

For the explanation of>%ll j-, See# =.

:=A time; a particular time; [a nick of time :]

(S, K:) and *#. signifies the same; and also

a particular state or condition. (A, TA.) You

say, 9% 'G- *#-* [This is the time of

the coming of such a one]. (A.) And --> -ásá

*#-A* U. [How hast thou come at this time,

or in this state?]. (A) And "5- c.'s 4:

3: [I met him at an evil time, or in an evil

condition]. (A.)

63 - 3 - .

5*- : see j-, in five places.

63 " 3.

5-: see j-.= Also A piece of flesh-meat

cut off lengthnise: (S, K:) or only of liver:

(K, TA:) not of a camel's hump, nor of flesh, or

other thing: (TA:) or it signifies also a piece

cut off of anything, such as a melon &c.: used in

this sense by the people of Syria: (TA:) pl. j-.

(Msb.)- tThe neck : (S, Msb, K:) accord. to

some: (Mgb:) so termed metaphorically. (S.)

so in a trad, 3: 34. He took hold of his

neck. (S, TA.) = Jo;: 5- i. q.3

(IAar, Az, S, Msb, K.) but disallowed by As.

(TA.)

35- Scurf of the head: Wn. un, with 3 [signi

fying a particle, or flake, thereof]. (S, K.)

ju- Rugged ground: (IDrd:) or a rugged

and extended place: (S, K:) or a place abounding

with rugged stones like knives: or hard ground in

a tract abounding with pebbles: (TA:) or rugged

and hard ground with a slight elevation: (ISh:)

or depressed ground: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] #-i

and [of mult.] 35- (S, K) and &#- and j-,

(K, TA,) with two dammehs, (TA,) or j-.

(CK.)

s

555-:
i-: see j5- : = and see also jj-.

#- Food that becomes acid in the stomach,

(K, TA) by reason of its badness, and so [as it

were] cuts (#) into#heart. (TA.) Hence

the saying, jij- c. Jāl <! [Thou art heavier,

or 7m.07"e difficult to be born, than the food that

becomes acid in the stomach, &c]. (AHeyth, on

the authority of Abu-l-Hasan El-Aarābee.) -

[And hence, app.,] Anything that makes an im

pression in, or upon, the heart, or bosom, causing

one to waver or scruple; lit., that cuts into the

heart, and scrapes in the bosom; expl. by j- U.

-lil es', (A’Obeyd, S, K,) and*" es' 3-;

(K) as also #5-(K)[and "5-, as will be seen

below]: and pain in the heart, arising from

wrath &c.; as also "jj-, (A’obeyd, S.) and

*#5-; (A’obeyd, S, Ki) of which last the plis

$55-. (A’obeyd, S.), [See also 5-j-.] It is

said in a trad, extiljø-3}, (S, Mgh, and

K* in art. 52-,) i. e., Sin is those things that

make an impression upon hearts, (Lth, Mgh, MS,

and Kubi supra,) like as cutting, or notching,

makes an impression upon a thing, (TA) and that

cause one to suspect that they may be acts of dis

obedience, by reason of uneasiness respecting then,

(Mgh,) or to waver respecting them, lest they

should be so, for that reason, (K,) or to be uneasy

in heart respecting them : (MS :) j's- being pl.

of "3-, (Mgh, K) like as #33 is pl. of #3:

(Mgh :) Sh. reads "still jū- which he ex

plains as meaning, “what overcomes hearts,

(sis- ū, i.e., ..." -:) so that they com

#|mit that which is not incumbent:” (Mgh, and K*

and TA ubi supra:) but the former reading is the

more common: (Mgh, TA:) and some read

35-; and some, 25- (TA in art.js-) (See
also J:J-2--"#- and2-> j5- See

>-M &c., in art. Gw.
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* * * 6 : - •

j}~ : see j}=, in two places.

3 - • • - -

ju- as, said of a camel, He has an incision, or

a cut, in the edge of the callous protuberance

upon his breast, produced by his elbow, which

makes it bleed: if it does not make it bleed, it is
g • * -

termed C-: (S, K:) or ju- is a cut, or an

incision, in the arm, penetrating through the

skin, to the flesh, opposite the callous protuberance
6 d >

upon the breast of a camel; also termed 4),c :

(El-'Adebbes El-Kinánee:) or a cut, or an inci

sion, in the said protuberance: it is a subst., like

&=0 and leus. (TA)

63 - 3 - - 6 * > .

5-; pl. j9-: see jij-, in two places.

45* > d >

35-j- A pain in the heart, arising from fear

or from physical suffering : (K:) pl. 3-5

(TA.) [See also jj-.]

j.J-5 [see 2. -] The being cut, or notched,

much, or in many places; being serrated, or

jagged, like the teeth of theJ~ :

times this is in the edges, or extremities, of the

human teeth. (TA.) You say,}: cu'i es'

(S, A, K) In his teeth is a serration, and a

sharpness of the extremities [such as is seen in

and some

the teeth of young persons]; syn.#, (S, K;)

the like of the serration of the teeth of the J~.

(A.)- Also The marks of cutting or notching.

(TA.)

#~ A. place of citing. [or notching]. (TA.)

You say, J-3 ** &las (A, TA) He out, and

hit the place of cutting. (TA.) And Júl A&J

j-."* ! [He spoke, and indicated, or ad

vised, and hit upon the right thing]: (A, TA:)

[app. alluding to the right place of incision of the

5+, which is a nice and difficult operation:

See ## 1-[4 notched, or small hollowed,

place, made by cutting or othernise. --A groove,

or the like. Occurring in the K, WOce #, and

in art. -a-, &c.]-See also 5-, first signifi

cation.

+2}

1. 43-, (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K,) aor. *, (Mgh,

Mgb,) inf n. 3-, (K, TA,) It (an event) befell

him: (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K:) and it became severe

to him; distressed him; or pressed severely, or

heavily, upon him : or it straitened him, or over

came him, (K, TA,) suddenly, or unexpectedly.

(TA.)

2. ~j-, (A, K.) infn. "J-5, (K) He col.

lected, congregated, or assembled, people: (TA:)

he collected, or formed, people into ~5-i, (A,

K.) i. e. parties, classes, bodies, divisions, or the

like. (A)- He divided the Kurán into ~5-i,

(S, A, Mgh, TA,) meaning set portions for parti

cular acts of prayer, &c.; the doing of which is

forbidden. (Mgh.) [But it may also be used as

meaning + He divided the Kur-án into sixtieth

portions.]

3. &l= He was, or became, of the number of

his partisans, or party: (TA:) he helped, or

aided, him. (A.)- See also 5.

5. bj- They became [or formed themselves

into] -j-i, (A, Msb, K,) i. e. parties, classes,

bodies, divisions, or the like; (A;) as also "125t-:

(K:) they collected themselves together, (S, Mgh,"

TA) against (L, *) others. (Mgh.)
© * > /6 d -

-j- and "ālj- A severe, or distressing,

event: or one that straitens, or overcomes, (K,

TA,) suddenly, or unexpectedly. (TA.)

-j-, in its primary acceptation, A party, or

company of men, assembling themselves on account

of an event that has befallen them (2.5- 2.9):

(Ksh and Bq in v. 61) [and then, in a general

sense,] an assembly, a collective body, or company,

of men: (IAar, A, Mgh, L, K:) a party, portion,

division, or class, (S, A, L, Mgb, K, TA,) of men:

(L, MSb, TA:) the troops, or combined forces, of

a man; (K, TA;) his party, partisans, or fac

tion, prepared, or ready, for fighting and the

like : (TA:) the companions, (S, K,) sect, or

party in opinions or tenets, (K) of a man : (S,

K:) any party agreeing in hearts and actions,

whether meeting together or not : (El-Moajam,

TA) pl. 25-i (S, A, Mgh, Mob, L. K.) And

the pl., with the article, Those people who leagued

together to wage war against Mohammad : (K:)

or the parties that combined to war nith the

prophets. (S.) And in the Kur xl. 31, The

people of Noah and 'Ad and Thamood, and those

n:hom God destroyed after them, (K, TA,) as the

people of Pharaoh. (TA.) And -j-9 A:

[The day of the combined forces;] the day [or

nvar] of the moat (3:3). (Mgh, Mgb, TA.)

–I, a $32, (S, Mgh, Mab, K, TA) either in its

proper sense, A turn, or time, of coming to nater:

or in the sense next following, which is tropical.

(TA.)- A set portion of the Kur-án, (A, Mgh,

L, TA,) and of prayer, (Mgh, L, TA,) &c.,

(Mgh,) of nihich a man imposes upon himself the

recital (A, Mgh, TA) on a particular occasion,

(Mgh,) or at a particular time; (TA;) a set

portion of prayer, and of recitation [of the

Kur-án], &c., which a person is accustomed to

perform: (Mgb:) pl. as above. (Mgh.) You

say, &#1 &: 43- #5 ! [He recited his set

portion of the Kur-in]. (A) And 4.3->

! [Hon much is thy set portion of the Kur-án?].

(A.)-[Also tA sixtieth portion of the Kur-án.]

-+ A portion, share, or lot, (MSb, TA) of

wealth, or property: or perhaps a mistranscrip

tion for3-; since IAar says that3- signifies

** a company of men;” and -j-. “a portion,

share, or lot.” (T.A.)=A weapon, or neapons,

of war; syn. 5-3 (M, A, K, TA;) i. e. ãi

-j-. (TA.)=See also what next follows.

#-, (S) or 'j- and #-, (K, TA)

Rugged ground: (S, K:) or very rugged ground:

(TA:) or the first signifies hard, elevated ground:

(Ham p. 664:) and the last, a most rugged tract

of [high ground such as is termed] -ā, slightly

elevated, in another hard -ā; (ISh, TA;) or a

rugged, elevated place : (TA:) the first is a pl.;

(K;) [or rather a coll. gen, n., of which the last

is the n. un. ; i.e.,] the last is a more special term

than the first; ($) and the pl. is ~5-, (S, in

copies of the K Jej-) like 4-4, originally

&5- (S, TA;) and also explained as signi

fying extended, rugged, narron places. (TA.)

*5- Thick, coarse, rude, or bulky, and short;

as also '#-: (S:) thick, coarse, rude, or

bulky, and inclining to shortness; as also *#5-,

($, K,) in which the Us is for the purpose of

quasi-coordination to the quadriliteral-radical class,

as in #2% and āşş- from * and &#, (S,)

and '-' (Ki) applied to a man, (S.T.A.)

and to an ass: (TA:) and *#5- also signifies

thick, coarse, rude, or bulky, applied to a camel,

and to a pubes; and hardy, strong, or sturdy,

applied to an ass. (TA.)=Also pl. of#j-. (S.)

-j- see :

#5

6 * > *

àely-:

5- and "-j- A severe, or distressing,
- • * 6 p.

event: pl. [app...of either word] -->, (K) or,

accord. to MF, ~5-; and pl. of the former word

J%-. (TA)- Also, the former, What falls

to one's lot, of work. (TA.)

6 d >

See =r\}=.

see +15-, in two places.
g

*5-, in which the U is said by some to be

augmentative, and by others to be radical: (TA:)

See -5-, in two places.- Also The carrot of

the land (#) 3- [this would rather seem to

mean the wild carrot, but for what here follows:])

the carrot of the sea (2-3 5*) is called £5.

(S.) [See also art. -j-.]—The cock. (K.)

-A species of [the birds called] U.S. (K.) [See

also art. Pji-.]

s

*#- A certain plant [app. that called*%

mentioned above: see art. -->].

6 * > d >

&2:5- An old woman : (S, TA:) or [an old

woman] in whom is no good: (TA:) or a cun

ning, or crafty, old woman. (Harp. 76.) The
. . . . 6 2.9°

c) is augmentative, as it is in J2:.j. (TA.)
*

25

** * *

1. 325-, aor. * and - , inf. n. }}- (S, M, Mgb,

K) and #-, (Th, K.) He computed, or deter

mined, its quantity, measure, size, bulk, propor

tion, extent, amount, sum, or number: (S, Mgh,"

Msb, K.) [more commonly,] he computed by

conjecture its quantity or measure &c.; syn.

4.3%, (S,K) and ----' 35 (M3) he took
its quantity or measure &c. by the eye. (TK)

[He conjectured it; and so *sj-, inf. n. *j-5:

perhaps post-classical: whence »j-à* The

science of divination.] You say,J: 35- He

computed by conjecture the quantity of the fruit

upon the palm-trees. (A, Mgb.) And #95<

#1&£e ! I computed his recitation, or reading,

to be twenty verses [of the Kur-án]. (A.) And
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1jé- A2.2 a.22-3 ->}- t I computed his arrival

to be on such a day. (A.) And UA 41-#5 ja-l

* 3.x: ! Measure thyself, whether thou be able

to do it. (A)=#-, (§, M, K) aor. :, infn.

j- and 3.j-, (M.) It (milk, S, M, K, and

beverage of the kind called **, S, K) became

sour, or acid. (S, M., K.) It is said in a prov.,

35-5 J%il ... [explained in art Jews]. (A.)

— Hence, (TA,) t It (a man's face) nas, or

became, [sour, i. e.] fronning, contracted, stern,

austere, or morose. (K, T.A.)

2: see above.

Júl #- The better, or best, of cattle or other

property; (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K.) as also "5-5

UU•ji: or the latter signifies property to which

the heart clings: (TA:) the term 3,5- is applied

alike to what is masc. and what is fem.: (AO,

Mab.) the pl. is +55-(S, Msh, K) and #-,

as though the sing. were an epithet: (Msb:) it

is applied to the better or best of property because

the owner of such property always, when he sees

it, computes its quantity or number in his mind:

accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, J3.9 $55- signifies

those kinds of property which their owners love:

accord. to AO, choice hinds of property. (TA.)

You say also, U-4 #- lis, meaning This is

the best of n-hat I have: and of such property

the collector of the poor-rate is forbidden to take.

(S, Mgh, T.A.) Also, is $3- G- It is the

choice thing of his heart. (AO.)

#- Sour [milk such as is termed] £4.

(K. [In some copies of the K, al-2, which SM
s •

thinks to be a mistake for a 2. See also ju-.])

#- (TA) and "#j- (S,K) and "##

(K) A small hill: (S, K, TA:) or the first,

rugged ground: (TA:) and the second, stony

ground: (Abu-t-Teiyib:) pl. [of the first and

second] 25- (S,K) and #25- (K, mentioned

by Abu-t-Teiyib as pl. of the second) and [of the

third #25- (K)—Also isj- and ':

(S, A, K,) [the latter the more common,] + A

strong boy; (K;) one that has attained to youth

ful vigour, or the prime of manhood: (TA:) or

a boy who has become strong, (S, A,) and has

served : (S:) or one who has nearly attained the

age of puberty, and has not had commerce with a

7topman(J#3; [app. meaning#: J*_2}51):

(Yaakoob, S.) or one who has attained the age

of puberty, and has become strong: (Mgh, TA,

in explanation of the latter word:) or a boy who

has nearly attained the age of puberty; so called,

accord. to several authors, as being likened to a

hill: or one who has fully attained that age:

(TA:) or, accord. to As and El-Mufaddal, a

goung boy, who has not attained the age of

puberty: and sometimes, one who has attained

that age, and become strong in body, and has

borne arms: and this is the right explanation:

(Az:) and a strong man: and, contr., a weak

man: (AHát, K:) or, accord. to some of the

lexicologists, when applied to a boy, or young

man, it signifies strong: and when applied to an

old man, weak: (Abu-t-Teiyib :) pl. 5.5- (S,
TA) and 395-. (TA.) •

5- - 6 - 6 * > *

3)2.j*- : see 25 ja-.

J.J. #5- see UVoll

&#5- The name of a month, in Greek; [the

Syrian month corresponding to June, O.S.;] (S,

K3) [next] before j:5 (S.)

** > *

5).j-.

*322

25 je- : 6 - d -

6 * > 0 See 295-.

3,125-:

5- A man computing, or n:ho computes, by

conjecture, the quantity or number [&c.] of a

thing or things. (S, T.A.) [See 1.]= Applied

to milk, and to the beverage called J., Sour, or

acid: (S, K:) or, applied to milk, it means more

than J*- (TA:) or i, q. j-- (IAar, TA:)

or more than j-et-. (TA in art. J.-:)- And

hence, (TA,) applied to a face, 1 [Sour, i. e.]

fronning, contracted, stern, austere, or morose.

(K, TA.) [See also what follows.]

23-, (K, TA,) in some copies of the K

#3-4, (TA,) [in the CK »;-) ! Angered;

(K, TA;) and having a fronning, contracted,

stern, austere, or morose face. (TA.) [See also

what next precedes.]

J2ja

1, 3-, (S. K.) aor. 2, inf n. 3-, (K.) He

tied, or bound, a thing (S, K) with a rope: (S:)

he tied, or bound, it strongly with a rope. (TA.)

- He bound, or bound round, a foot, or a man.

(K, accord. to different copies.) - He strung

a bow. (T.A.)- He pulled, or dren', a bond,

and a bow-string, hard, or vehemently. (K.)

He, or it, squeezed, pressed, compressed, or pinched,

a thing. (K.) You say of a tight boot,*&

It compressed, or pinched, his foot. (K.)– He

straitened; made strait, or narron'. (TA.)

4: 1,3- They surrounded, encompassed, or en

circled, him, or it. (TA.)= He broke wind:

(K:) said of an ass. (TA.) Hence the saying

of 'Alee, in disparagement of the schismatics,

* &-* 5-; meaning “the case is not as

ye assert:” said by El-Mufaddal to be a pro

verbial phrase, applied in relation to a man who

relates a piece of information that is not complete

nor realized. (TA.)

4. 4-1, (K) infn. 35-1, (TA) He pre

vented, nithheld, debarred, or forbade, him, (Az,

K.) as from it. (TA.)

5. 3-5 i, q, x:- [It became collected,

brought together, &c.]. (TA.)

7. Jj=-ji i q.> [It became dran'n, col

lected, or gathered, together; or dranwn and

joined, or adjoined; &c.]. (TA.)

6 o 6.- d. * > * s •

j- and "āş- and "āšju- and "Jej- and

'#)- (S, K) and "āś- (K) A collection

(S, K) of men, and of birds, and of palm-trees,

&c.; pl. of the second5- (S.)

6 * *

Jja- [Niggardliness, or tenaciousness, of that

which is in one's hands]: see 3-.

229 se 22. . .

āş-; see &-:-and see also 4535-.

3, . -

&ja-: see the next paragraph.

3 * * 3. *

&j- and * #. Short: or short in step by

reason of the neakness of his body: (K:) or

short, and short in step: (S:) or narron in

judgment : (K:) so As, in explanation of the

latter word; applied to a man and to a woman:

(TA:) or this signifies short : and short and

ugly: and the former, narron, in poncer and

judgment, and avaricious, niggardly, or tena

cious : (Sh, T, TA:) and the latter, (AO, TA,)

or both, (K,) large-bellied and short, and, in

walking, turning about his buttocks; as also
a • 3 65 " -

*#i and * #55-: [the last in the CK without

teshdeed:] or [in the CK “and”] the first two

words, and '5- and * #-, a short man n-ho

is short in step by reason of his shortness or of

the neakness of his body: or a man niggardly,

or tenacious, of that which is in his hands; and

the subst. [signifying the quality thus denoted]

is "J-: (K.) also evil in disposition, (IAar,

K) and niggardly : (IAar, TA:) and straitened

in circumstances: (Sh, K:) or #-A [in the

CK #-1) signifies [sometimes] a sort of game;

(K;) as in a trad, in which it is said of some

girls, #-A &: [They played at the game of
: , , \ *** * * ~ *- : *** * * *

āşş-Jil. (T.A.) as des &J asj- asj- (S,

TA) is a saying of the Arabs, (S,) explained as

meaning Short in step by reason of thy weakness,

short in step &c., climb up, [O eye of a gnat or

musquito;] and was said, as is related in a trad.,

by the Prophet, in dancing El-Hasan and El

Hoseyn; whereupon the child would climb up

until he placed his feet upon the Prophet's chest:

(TA:) #- is for #- <i, Or#- Ú : (IAth,

TA:) and 55 meansJ% from*:: es'<s,

(S:) and a: &: is an allusion to smallness of

the eye, (IAth, TA, and Har p. 619,) as being

likened to the eye of the gnat or musquito; or

denotes smallness of person. (Har.)

232 ° 32 * .

āş-; see &j-, in two places.

63.4 × 3 * >

āşj- : see Új-.

ã5- Anything neith n'hich one ties, binds, or

makes fast. (T.A.) [The meaning of 55:1,
* * -

assigned by Golius to (5)- is a mistake, occa

sioned by his misunderstanding a passage in the

K, where it is said of a woman that she used

65- by poetic license (3,2340) for ū-j-, a.

proper name of a man.]

6 • 6 o 6 • •

&j-: see &j- :-and see also affe j-.

#5-: See&

6 • • .. 6 - d.

ää2.j-, see &#- – Also, (K.) and "āj-,

(TA) A part, or portion, (K, TA,) [of a swarm]

of locusts; (TA;) as also #-; (K and TA in

(K, TA;) even of

wind: (TA) pl. of the former 335- and 3

(K, TA [in the CK 3-, which is pl. of#-])

art. Jus-;) or of anything;

and [coll, gen, n.] " &j-. (K.) – And i. 7.

ā- [A walled garden; &c.j: (K:) or the

like of a as:-- (Ibn 'Abbād, TA)
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&l- One who is pinched by a tight boot:

(S, K:) of the measure Jes in the sense of the

6 y o e - - ~ 3 -

measure U2sic. (K.) One says, 3'- Us!. S

[No counsel, or advice, is possible to one nho

is pinched by a tight boot]. (S, TA.) [See also

&#-.]

#t=:

332 ° #

āşja-l:

J J D - 2

&l 5.j- &* A narron-necked enver.

(A, Nh, K.)

6 d.

see &j-.

3, ,

See Gja-.

6 w * > /

J}~ Very niggardly or tenacious or avari

cious. (S, K.)

Aja

1. 43-, (S, Msh, K) aor. 2, (K) inf n. X-,

(S,) He bound it, or tied it; (S, K;) namely, a

thing: ($ ) or he made it a a:- [q. v.].

(Msb.)—#31 j- (S, Msb) or Jill, (K.)

aor, as above, (Msb,) and so the inf. n., (Mgh,

Msb,) He bound the beast [or horse] with the

Aj- [or girth]; (T, S, Mgh," Msb;) and

with a rope; (T, TA;) or he bound the25- of

the [beast or] horse. (K.)- [And hence,] Aj

45, [aor. and] inf n, as above, t He made his

judgment, opinion, or counsel, firm, or sound.
J of d e o of o

(Msb.) It is said in a prov., Lejs! 2: Aja-1 as

[Certainly I make firm my determination if I

determine upon doing a thing]; meaning I know

-j-" [i. e. prudence, or discretion, and pre

caution], though I do not practise it. (IB, TA.

[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 262.]) =

[Hence, also,] Ai- (S, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf. n.

#5- (S,K) and i-, -, (K, TK.) but this

latter is not of established authority, (TA) and

>;-, (CK," TK, [or this is probably a simple

subst. in relation to Aj-.]) He possessed the

quality of -j- [explained below, as meaning

prudence, or discretion, &c.]. (S, K.) =<-,

aor. < , inf. n. X-, (S, K.) He was, or became,

choked, (K,) or he had nhat resembled a choking,

(S,) in his chest. (S, K.)

4. 42- He made for him, or put to him,

[namely, a horse, as is implied in the K,] a

>5- [or girth], (K.)

5. Aj-3 and "Aj-, (§, K.) [said of a horse,

as is implied in the K, and of a man,] He became

Jurnished with a 25- [i. e. girth, or girdle]:

(K:) [or, said of a man, he became girt; or he

girded himself;] or i, q. <<15, meaning he bound

his waist with a rope [or girdle]. ($). It is said

in a trad., *:: L:-J: G:&& [He

forbade that the man should pray unless he were

girt, or unless he girded himself]. (TA.) =

* es' -j-. He acted with prudence, or dis

cretion, and precaution, in his affair, or case.

(TA.)

.8, AK-1: see 5, in two places:-and see

-j-.- Also It was, or became, inn rapped.

(Ham p. 614.)

Bk. I.

12.3%-l, (K.) from 3-1; like -###!,

from+1; (TA;) It (a place) was, or became,

rough, or rugged: (K:) or elevated. (TA.)-It

was, or became, collected together, and compacted,

or compact. (K.)-He (a man) nas, or became,

big, or large, in the belly, nithout being full (K,

TA.)

*D -

Leja- [Prudence, or discretion, and precaution;]

sound management of one's affair or case, (S, K,)

and taking the sure course therein, (T, S, K,)

and precaution, that it may not become beyond

the poner of management : (TA:) said in a trad.

to consist in evil opinion: and in another, in the

asking counsel of people of judgment and obey

ing them : (TA:) or good judgment: (Mgh :)

or strength, [or firmness of mind or of judgment,

(see X-)] and sound management: (Ham

p. 33:) the first part thereof said by Aktham

Ibn-Seyfee to be consultation: (Ham ibid.:) from

the same word as signifying the act of “binding

the Alj-,” (Mgh,) or from this word as signify

ing the act of “binding with the 25-,” and

“with the rope:” (T, TA:) and W i:- signifies

the same; as in the saying, Lüxi, &- à-9. &

:-" [Verily quickness is of the food of pru.

dence, &c.], a prov., mentioned by Ibn-Kethweh,

alluding to people's collecting themselves together

and aiding one another, when they act with

quickness, or sharpness, and vigour; and said in

praise of him who thus acts. (TA.) You say,

-j-u 3-i (TA) and [sometimes] -j-" es'

(Kin art. le2-) [He took the course prescribed

by prudence, discretion, precaution, or good

judgment; he used precaution: and, like 3

#9, he took the sure course in his affair]. =

Elevated ground; as also "X- and X2:

(K:) or this last signifies rough, or rugged,

ground: (Yz, IB, K:) and X- is. |ground)

more elevated than what is termed C-: (S:)

or more rough, or rugged, than nhat is termed

&- (Ham p. 45:) or elevated ground, or

rugged and elevated ground, that is girt ('X-)

by a torrent: or rugged ground,having manystones,

n:hich are more rugged and rough and scabrous

than those of the assi, but the top of which is

broad and long, extending to the length of two

leagues, and three, and less than that, which the

camels do not ascend except by a road that it

has : accord. to Yaakoob, the A is a substitute

for the U of&- pl.>;- (TA.)

X- [in a horse (see 4-)] Largeness, or

fulness, of the sides, or of the sides and belly

and flank; contr. of as. ($)
2-2 - 6 o' --

aloja-: see-eja-.

:- A bundle, or n hat is bound round, (K,

TA) of firewood &c. : (S:) pl. X-. (MSb,

TA.)

*i;L:- i. q. 4% wi, (K;) as also 41,L:

[q.v.]. (Kin art. Ley-.)

i:- Short; (K;) applied to a man. (TA.)

X5- [The girth of a horse and the like; and

the girdle of a man;] the thing with n'hich one

girths, or girds; as also "#5- and "X

and "i3-5 (K.) pl. X-, (Mab, K, TA, [in

the CKX-]) i.e., pl. of X5-, (Mab,TA)

[and i:-i is pl. of pauc. of the same:] the pl.

of i3-2 [and X-] is j-. (TA) [J
says,] The25- of the beast is well known : and

hence the saying, c:" >5-l iss- [The

girth passed beyond the two teats]; (S;) meaning

t the affair, or case, became distressing, and

formidable. (K in art. Usk.)- Hence, also,

The>}- [or snaddling-band] of a child in his

cradle. (S)-[And hence, also] *- :

&:l." ! He took the middle, and main part, or

beaten track, of the road. (TA.)

J D -
s - © • s

Loej-, see Aja-:=and see also Asja-, in

two places.

6 - - 4 -

alolja-: see Lelja-.

>;- A binder of paper into bundles: in [the

dial. of] Má-wará-en-Nahr. (TA.)

X- (S, K) and 7>j- (K) Possessing the

quality of -j- [explained above, as meaning

prudence, or discretion, and precaution; or good

judgment; &c.]: or intelligent ; discriminating,

or discerning; possessing firmness, or soundness, .

of judgment, or knowledge, and skill in affairs,

or experience and good judgment; using pre

caution in affairs: (TA:) pl. (of the former,

TA) #- (K, TA [in the CK, erroneously,
* - d -

ãoj-]) and >;- and X- and 25- and [of

6 y o -

–22.js- and *>;- The breast, or chest (K.)

or the middle thereof; (§, K5) and the part

which the25- [i. e. girth or girdle] embraces,

(S, TA,) where the heads of the 85- [or ribs

of the breast] meet, above the loner extremity of

the sternum, opposite the Jets [or uppermost

third portion of the backbone]: (TA:) the part

of the breast which is the place of the25

(Hamp. 704, in explanation of the latter word :)

and the former word, the part that surrounds

the back and the belly: or the ribs of [the part

where lies] the heart: and the part of the side

of the breast on the right and left of theAsi

[or windpipe]; (K;) the two parts thus described

being called cúj- (TA:) pl. of the former

>jū-; (TA) and of the latter isj-i [a pl. of

pauc.] (Kr, K.) and X- [a pl. of mult.]. (K.)

One says, >9. 14. ** $35, and *jú-,

i. e. + Dispose and subject thyself to this affair,

or case; meaning prepare thyself for it: and

**j- : [+ He disposed and subjected, or

prepared, himself]. (TA:) or L22jū-l 33 is an

expression denoting, by way of similitude, patient

endurance of that which has befallen one. (Ham

p. 163.)- And the former, t The breast [or

bon's] of a ship or boat. (M.A.) =>>}<- [so in

my copies of the S, imperfectly decl, app.

regarded as of foreign origin, (not A2.j-" as is

implied in the K)] the name of One of the

71
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horses of the angels; (S;) the horse of Gabriel :

(K:) accord. to some, [Cl2.j:-,] with d in the

place of the A. (T.A.)=See also Lej-.

* - d =

Aj-i [More, and most, prudent, discrete, or
** & o * - o 5

cautious]. Hence the prov, u)= c- Aj

[More prudent, or cautious, than a chameleon].

(Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 399.])

=Also, applied to a horse, (S,) Large, or full,

in the sides, or in the sides and belly and flank;

Contr. of ast (S, K.)- And, applied to a

camel, (TA) Large in the >;-- (K:) or

large in the place of theAj- [or girth]. (T,TA.)- See also>;- •

#-ii, a 35-i (pl. of 3-1 (K) the is

a substitute for the r". (TA).

6 & e.

_j-2, of a beast, The part upon which lies

the 25-[or girth], (S)

6.- 0

Aj- : * *

© • = 6 see Alja-.
ãoj-e : •

Uja

1. 3-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. , (Mab, K.) inf n.

3-5 (MSb, TA) and "ex-l, and 'ci-s,

(S, K.) and "coil-5; (K;) He was, or became,

affected nithci- [q.v.; i.e. he grieved, mourned,

or lamented; or was sorron ful, sad, or unhappy;

&c.;* and 4 for him or it]. (S, Msb, K.)

3-5 S and 1,3-3 9, in the Kur [ix. 40, &c.,

and iii. 133], do not denote a prohibition of

getting cj- ; for clj- does not come by the

will of man: the real meaning is Do not thou,

and ye, that which engenders ci- ; do not thou,

and ye, acquire c, -, (Er-Raghib. [But this

requires consideration; or, rather, is not in every

case admissible.])=#-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *,

(Mab, TA) inf n &j-, (Ki) and "43-1;

He, (another person, S,) or it, (an affair, or an

event, or a case, Msb, K,) caused him to be

affected nith ci- [which see below; i. e. grieved

him; or caused him to mourn or lament, or to be

sorronful or sad or unhappy; &c.]: (S, Msb,

K:) accord. to Yz, (S,) the former is of the dial.

of Kureysh; and the latter, of the dial. of

Temeem : (S, Msb :) and so say Th and Az:

(Mgb, TA:) but the former is said to be the

more approved: (TA:) or, accord. to AZ, the

aor. of the former is used, but not the pret.;

(Msb, TA;) and when the act is ascribed to

God, the latter verb is used: Z, also, says that

what is well known in usage is the employing

the pret of the latter and the aor. of the former:

(TA:) or &- signifies he made him cº

[q.v.]; and 43-, [in some copies of the K

W £-l he made ci- to be in him: (Sb, K.)

or *:: it caused him to fall into,£- (TA.)

:= Lów') S-35-, (TA,) inf. n. 433.5-; (S, TA;)

and "-j-"; (TA;) The ground was, or

became, rough, (TA,) or rugged and hard. (S.)

- One says also of a beast that is not easy to

ride upon, &#"&- ! [He is rough in pace]:

and #23- 4.5 t [In him is roughness in pace].

(TA.)

o 3

* -

•

2. U-2.j-"% He reads, or recites, with a

slender [and plaintive] voice. (S, K.) - See

also 1.

4. 43-1: see 1.=J: ū. Jj- The place

of alighting, or abode, was, or became, rough,

or rugged and hard, with us : or made us to be

on rugged ground. (TA)-And C#-1 He was,

or became, in a tract such as is termed c5- [i.e.

rugged, or rugged and hard : opposed to U-1].

(K.) [And hence,] 1955-1 + They used roughness

with men: opposed to 12'-'. (TA in art. U-.)

5: see 1.-* ci- He expressed pain,

grief, or sorron, or he lamented, or moaned, for,

or on account of him, or it; syn. &#. (K.)

6 :

8: see 1.

10 :

&- Rugged (S, Msb,K) and hard (S) ground:

(S, Msb, K:) or rugged high ground: (TA: [see

also>;-) good land, though hard, is not thus

termed: (Ish.) pl. &sj- (MSb, TA:) and

*#- signifies the same as &- (K:) so too,

as some say, does 'éj-, with two dammehs; or,

as others say, this is a pl. of Ü-: and you say
2 * * * o og - •

also "#j- Jā' [meaning the same as J-, or

land of a rugged, or rugged and hard, or rugged

and high, kind]. (TA.)

6 d p

&j- and "čj-, (Lth,S,K) the former said

by AA to be used when the nom. or gen, case is

employed, and the latter when the accus. is em

ployed; (TA;) or the former is a simple subst.,

and the latter an inf n.; (Msb;) Grief, mourn

ing, lamentation, sorron, sadness, or wnhappiness;

confr. of 2: (S, TA:) or i. 4 × (K:) or

C. accord. to common usage, is for some evil

that is expected to happen; whereas] cy- is

grief arising on account of an unpleasant event

that has happened, or on account of an object of

love that has passed anay; and is the contr. of

&#: (El-Munāwee, TA:) or a roughness in the

spirit. occasioned by grief: (Er-Răghib, TA:)

pl. colja-l; (K;) [properly a pl. of pauc.; but]

it has no other pl. (TA.) [Hence,] cj-" "

The year [of mourning;] in nihich died Khadeejeh

and Aboo-Tālib (IAar, Th, K) so called by

Mohammad. (IAar, Th.) <i cs: '. 4:-"

"&#-A us, in the Kur [xxxv. 31], is said to

mean [Praise be to God, niho hath dispelled from

us] the anxiety (>) of the morning and evening

meals: or all grieving anxiety of the means of

subsistence: or the grief of punishment: or of

death. (TA.)

* -d -

45}~ :

6 * * a o

Uja- ? See čj-, in two places.

6 p *

Uj*- : 6 *

s • See U-j-.

J-:

6 J y

Uja- : a d -

See Új-.

6 * d J

ājj- Rugged mountains: pl. &- (AS, S,

K.)- And [hence,] the pl., + Difficulties, hard

ships, or distresses. (TA.)

3 * >

es:5- A camel that pastures in a tract such as
3 o – 6 of:

is termed &- (S, T.A.) -#- Jáž! : see

J}~.

J - d - O y

&#- Affected with vehement, or intense, Uj
6 * o

[i. e. grief, mourning, &c.]; as also " culj-2.

(K,” TA.)

6 J -

c/2}- A sheep, or goat, (#3) evil in disposi

tion. (S, K.)

&;-(S, Msh, K) and "ö-(S,R) and '3

(K) Grieving, mourning, lamenting, sorron ful,

sad, or unhappy: (S, Msb,"K:* [see also &sj-,

with which, accord. to the K, all seem to be syn.;

and with which the first may be regarded as pro

perly syn. on the ground of analogy, being from

&- not from3-D pl. (of the first, TA)35

and#- (K, TA) and J.5- (K voce J-,-4)

—&j- $5.2 A soft or gentle, easy, slender,

plaintive, and melodious, voice. (TA)-4

cºj-" A certain bird. (TA. [See art al...])

#5- A man's family, or household, for n:hose

case he suffers grief and anxiety. (S, K.) [And

simply One's family, or household.] One says,

#5-8,. & #5+ --> 3; J. S&

[Such a one cares not, when his store-room is full,

that his family, or household, suffer hunger]. (A,

TA.)=A prior right which the Arabs enjoy

over the foreigners, on their first arrival [in the

territory of the latter], with respect to the houses

and lands: (M, K:) or a condition which the

Arabs used to impose upon the foreigners in

Khurásán, nhen they took a tonn, or district,

pacifically, that when the soldiery [of the former]

passed by them, singly or in companies, they

should lodge them, and entertain them, and supply

them nith provisions for their march to another

district. (Az, TA.)

&#- see Ask-, in art. Aja-.

* - 6 p. d * d >

Uj-e : see Ú25-0.

&- [Grieving, or causing to mourn or la

ment, &c.,] is applied to an event, or a case; and

also, but not cul-, to a voice. (TA)

d - © . • 6 -

clj-2 : see & Uj-.

&sj- Grieved; or caused to mourn or lament,

or to be sorron ful or sad or unhappy; (AA, S,

K.) as also '3-4 (K)–: &#

Rough in the a2,.. [app, meaning the angle of

the loner jan, or the flesh on that part]: and

having the āojø hanging don'n, [by the relaxa

tion of its muscle,] in consequence of grief (TA.)

2.j- and L55

1.£ 5-, (AS, S,) aor. 23-4, (S,) inf. n.
6 o e o & * * o •

25-; (AS, TA:) and *-:) usj-, aor. USj-,

(S,) [inf. n. U45-;] He computed, or determined,

the quantity, measure, or the like, of the thing;

(S;) he computed by conjecture the quantity, &c.

&
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(A, S. You say, J.: +3-, (S, Msb) infn.

U$5-; and ajaj-, inf. n. 35-5 I computed by

conjecture the quantity of the fruit upon the

palm-trees. . (Msb.) In the copies of the K,
* - d - - o & w • J • * *

-ā-j-.5 Us-dl ( 5.j-, meaning 4-2,4-, is errone

ously put for Új-J: sj-, the words of As.

(TA)-5-, (Lth, K) aor. 23-, (Lth) inf n.
6 o' --

33-5 (K.) and usj- aor, usi-, (Lth, K)
inf. I1. &j-, (K;) and ".55-5, (Lth, K,) inf. n.

33-5 and j-5 (K.) He divined. (Lth, K,

TA:) and particularly from the flight, or cries,

&c., of birds. (K.) And j-, (AZ, K) aor.

*j-, (TA) inf n. 55-3 (AZ) and esj-,

aOl". es:-4: (TA;) He chid birds, to make them

rise and fly, or drove them anay, and divined

from their flight, or cries, &c.; (AZ, K,” TA:)

and drove them: (K,” TA: but the error in the

K, mentioned above, makes the verb in this case

also, and in the next following, to be es:- and

the inf. n. to be #5-5, TA:) [for] when a crow

croaks in front of a man, and he desires to obtain

some object of want, he says, “It is good,” and

goes forth: when it croaks behind his back, he

says, “This is evil,” and does not go forth: and

when a thing passes by him from the direction of

his right hand, he augurs good from it; but if

from the direction of his left hand, he augurs evil

from it. (AZ, TA)=U=#| !-, aOr. 23-4,

($) inf. n. 25-; (TA;) and Jas-M Usj-, (§,

K.) aor. Usi-43 (S3) said of the -9- [or

mirage], It raised [to the eye] the figure of a

man or other thing seen from a distance : (S, K,

TA:) or, accord. to IB, the correct phrase is

JS &j= [which may mean that one should say,

JS)*: es:- OrJa: JS) 55- See Ji,

in art. Us!]. (T.A.)

5: see 1.

#- see what follows.

5- One who computes by conjecture the quan

tity of fruit upon palm-trees. (Mgb, TA.)-A

diviner: (Lth, TA:) one nho examines the mem

bers, and the moles of the face, divining [from

them]. (S, Harp. 170.) One says, usj-" L'é

<-l." [meaning + Thou hast lighted upon him

who is knowing]. (Harib.)-An astronomer,

l:
or astrologer; as also "#~. (TA)-The pl.

is #- and j9-. (TA.)

U

.# d > *3 - J. & e.

1. U--, (first pers. -a-, or --, and

<---, and <!--, and <--) as syn, with

J.-i. see 4, throughout.-4 J- first pers.

<--<-, aor. 2; (§, K3) and first pers. <---,
- 5 •

[aor. <;] (Yaakoob, S, K;) inf. n. U-- (S, K)
3 - •

and L.-, (K) or the latter is inf n, of both verbs,

but the former is a simple subst., (TA,) He was,

or became, tender, or compassionate, tonards

him: (S, K:) [lit., he felt for him :] ISd says

that, for a <āş, the explanation of a) <--,

he found in the book of Kr the verb written with

Jā and 3; but that the former [?] is the right:

(TA:) or he lamented for him; (Aboo-Málik,

TA;) as also 4:"U- (K,”TA.) The Arabs

say,Je:U-4&* & Verily the Amiree

is tender, or compassionate, tonards the Saadee;

because of the relationship that subsists between

them. (TA.) And Abu-l-Jarráh El-'Okeylee

said,4- S!Ú:& U. I have not seen

an 'Okeylee without my feeling tenderness, or

compassion, tonards him; (S, TA;) for the same

reason. (TA.) [See i.e., second signification.]

=~, [aor. 2, inf n. J.--.] He made his J.

[i.e. sound, or motion,] to cease. (Bdin iii. 145)

– Hence, (Bd, ubi supra,) ~, aor. *, (S,

A, B3, Msb) infn. J.-, (Msb, K.) [and app.,

accord. to Fr, U-a-, or this may be a simple subst.,]

He slen, them : (Bd, Msb, K:) and extirpated

them : (K:) or he slen, them quickly: (A, TA:)

or he extirpated them by slaughter: (Aboo-Is-hák,

S:) or he slen, them neith a quick and extirpating

slaughter: or with a vehement slaughter: (TA:)

it occurs in the Kur iii. 145: (S, A:) accord. to

Fr, J.-, [so in the TA,] in this instance, is the

act of slaying and destroying. (TA.) [Hence,

U- app. signifies It was utterly destroyed, so

that nothing nas left in the plat thereof; and so

"U-1; for it is said that] J-> and J.-:),

with respect to anything, signify L' 4: •)&

'G' &l. (TA) Also2:- aor. as above,

He trod them under foot, and despised them.

(TA) And 39:13:31 J-- The cold killed the
- * * * * ~ * ~ *

locusts. (S.)-IHence,] Užº U-529s-J) The

locusts eat the herbage of the land. (TA) And
* - -

S&l $3 -, (S. K.) or &#1 (A) aor.”, (S,

TA,) inf. n. L-a-, (TA,) tThe cold nipped, shrunk,

shrivelled, or blasted, (lit., burned, 5-i, q. v.,)

the herbage, (§, K) or the seed-produce. (A.)=

£1.- (STA)or:-" - (A) aor.*,

(S,) inf. n. J--, (S, K.) I He curried the beast;

removed the dust from it with thea -2. (S, A, K,

TA.) [See a proverb, voce J.-l Hence the say

ing of Zeyd Ibn-Soohán, on the day of the battle of

the Camel, when he was carried off from the field,

about to die, G%L: ls: S3 L': es' Les's

! [Bury ye me in my clothes, and] shake not off

any dust from me. (S, T.A.)

2. £" <-- [a mistake in the CK for
& -

<--]: see 4.

4. Gil J-1, (S. Mab, K.) inf n. J. : %

(Msb,) He perceived, or became sensible of (+2)

theJ- (i.e. motion or sound, TA) of the thing:

(S, K, TA :) he hnen, the thing by means of [any

of] the senses: (IAth, accord. to his explanation

ofJ.--> as signifying J.'s-"> :) he as

certained the thing as one ascertains a thing that

is perceived by the senses: (Bdin iii.45) he hnen.

the thing; or he perceived it bymeans ofany ofthe

senses; syn. *-*, (Msb) and **, and asys,

and a #3 (TA) as also "4:-, aor. 2, inf n.
* • - s

J-- and J-- and J---, (TA, in explanation
.d. d > *

-

of the saying in the K that£ --> [in the

* 0 & - - -

CK erroneously "--...-] signifies the same as
* * * > 0 # -

4-15) and in like manner as U--! is syn.

with a #3 (L, Msb;) and so is a "J-,
2. 3 3 - * * * >

aor. *, inf n. U-- (L, MSb) and U-- and U--~;
& • •

(L5) or U-- is a simple subst: (M, L:) accord.

to Fr, J.-- is syn. with*: 5 and Zj says that

the meaning of J.--! is cle and 's-3: (TA:) or

U-- signifies he perceived, or became sensible of;

syn. A-3 ; and he thought, or opined: (Akh, S,

K:) and he san: ; syn.: and he knen : (K:)

and is trans. in these senses by itself, (Akh, S,)

or by means of - . (TA:) and as <-- sig

nifies I knen, it certainly, nas certain, or sure,

of it: (S) as also a "--, (S, K,) with

kesr; (K;) speaking of news, or tidings: (S:)

and for <--i, some say <!--, (S, Msb, K.)

changing the [second] L. into ( ; ; (S, Msb;)

and ~~i, (T.S.L.K.) with a single -, which

is an extr. kind of contraction, (S, K,) but made

in all other similar cases, where the last radical

letter is quiescent; (Sb, L, TA;) and [thus] for

3-, we find 3-1, (S;) and in like man

ner, for "<--, (S, K,) or "<--, (Mgb,)

some say --- (T, S, M, L), and <!--, (M,

L. Mab, K, [in the CK ---, which is the

modern vulgar form,]) and<-- (Abu-l-Hasan,

IAar, T, M, L.) You say, a.s., 4:- [He per

ceived him, or it, nith his eyei, (Ibn-Zekereeyā,

TA in art. U-5) and so "4:-. (Sgh, TA ibid.)

[In the present art in the TA, it is said that

J~\, :- is syn with 4:-i, but Jesu is evi.

dently a mistranscription for 2-49] And it is

said in the Kur (iii.45], ... J-e J-i is

As U1 And when Jesus ascertained their unbelief

as one ascertains a thing that is perceived by the

senses: (Bd:) or opined it; or perceived it, or

became sensible of it: (Akh, S:) or san, it: (Lh,

TA:) or knew it, or perceived it sensibly (Msb.)
w J. d -

And in the same [xix. last verse],X: U-5 UA

•-i &- Dost thou see of them any one? (TA.)
• -- - - d - d. d •

You say also, + =ll - ! U.A. Hast thou known
• * J O - Ö

the news? (TA.) And 's-Jü' --!, and

* ++, and * '--, and *- I
• * - • - - - - ** • of

knen, the news certainly. (S.) And -s."--!,
J - d > * J. J. - J J O -

and a~i, and "4:--, and a--, I knen some
• * 0 - 0 &

nhat of the nen's. (T, L, TA.) And c-a-1 U.

**, and as <-- ū, and as "<--- Lo, and

4: <-- U2, I knen, not aught of the nen's. (T,

L., T.A.)

5. J- IHe listened to the discourse of

people: (El-Harbee, K.) accord. to Aboo-Mo'ádh,

it is similar to £5 and *::: (TA:) or he

sought repeatedly, or time after time, to know a

thing, by the sense (a U-1) [of hearing &c.]:

(Harp. 678::) or (so accord. to the TA, but in

the K“and,”)he sought after, (Msb, K.) or sought

after repeatedly, or time after time, (Msb,) news,

or tidings, of a people, in a good cause; (K;)

U-- signifying the doing the same in an evil

cause: A’Obey'd says, you say, *" <--5

71*
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and 4:5; and Sh says that £: is similar

to it; and IAar, that*" <--> and4:

[but this is app. a mistranscription for 4:

signify the same. (TA) You say also, J-5

'G' &: He asked, or inquired, after nen", Or

tidings, of the thing. (S, T.A.) And G'\# U-5,

and c5% 3-, He inquired, or sought for infor

mation, respecting such a one; as also U-5.

or the former signifies he sought after him for

himself; and the latter, “he sought after him for

another.” (TA, art. U->.) The passage in which

it occurs in the Kur xii. 87, has been differently

interpreted, accord. to the several explanations

here given. (TA.)= See also 7.

7. J- +It became pulled out or up or off;

became eradicated, or displaced; fell, or came,

out; syn. &#1; (S, K:) it fell; fell off; or

fell continuously, by degrees, or one part after

another; syn. &l=5, (S, K,) and last 5: (A,

TA:) it broke in pieces: (TA:) said by Az to be

a dial var. of 3-5. (TA.) You say, <--"

£i (S, TA) | His teeth fell, or came, out,

(-x)=1,) and broke in pieces. (TA.) And

%J- ! His hair fell off antinuously. (A.)

And in like manner, J.' jū; "--5,(TA)

and "--~5, (K, TA,) {The fur of the camels

fell off continuously, and became scattered. (K,”

TA.)

".
* * *

8. U-2-1 : See d-e-.

• * > *

R. Q. 1. * -- see & J.-.

* - of o • - - -

R. Q. 2. J.''' --~~5: see 7.

J- [accord. to some, a subst. from 1, q.v.,

in several senses explained above; but accord. to

others, an inf. n. As a simple subst, it is often

used as syn. with i.e. in the first of the senses

assigned to the latter below; i.e., A sense; a

faculty of sense; as, for instance, in the Kin art.

- Hence 4: J-l : see art. 9,5].

=A sound: (K:) or a lon, Jaint, gentle, or

soft, sound, as also "J- (S, Mgh, Msb,

TA:) [in the present day it often signifies the

voice of a man or woman; and particularly when

soft :] a plaintive voice or sound, in singing or

weeping, and such as that of a lute; syn. #:

(TA) or "J---, [or both, the sound by which

a thing is perceived: (Bd in xxi. 102:) and the

former, motion: (K:) and the passing of anything

near by one, so that he hears it without seeing it;

as also '...-- (K, TA) It is said in the Kur

[xxi. 102], "...-- 3: $ They shall not

hear its low sound: (S:) [meaning, that of hell

fire:] or the sound by n!hich it shall be perceived:

(Bd3) or the motion of its flaming. (TA.) And

in a trad., :- J- &- And he heard the mo

tion, and the sound of the passing along, of a

serpent. (TA.) And you say, S; t- al &: ū.

Ú- He heard not any motion, nor any sound,

of him, or it. (TA.) It may refer to a man and

to other things; as, for instance, wind. (TA.)

=A pain which attacks a woman after child

birth, (S, A, K,) in the nomb : (A:) or the pain

of childbirth, nhen the latter is [first] felt: but

the former meaning is confirmed by a trad. (TA.)

- L:-" J- The commencement of fever, when

the latter is [first] felt; (TA;) as also "w-u-:

(Lh, TA:) or J- signifies a touch, or slight

affection, of fever, at its very commencement.

(TA.) = Cold that nips, shrinks, shrivels, or

blasts, (lit., burns, 3-4, for which, in the TA,

is substituted * * #) the herbage. (S, K.) [See

also *..]

J.-- with fet-h, Perception by means of any

of the senses; syn. 3.43. (L, TA.) Hence the

proverb, ** J: &” J-U-- S [There is no

perceiving of the two sons of the place of the kind

ling of fire]: (L, TA:) for they say that two men

used to kindle a fire in a road, and, when people

passed by them, to entertain them as guests; and

a party passing by when they had gone, a man

said these words. (L.) And hence the saying,
- - - • 6 • , e.

a J.L.-56 &% -áš Such a one has gone, and

there is no perceiving him : or there is no per

ceiving his place. (TA.)

5 s - * s

ess-M U-->: see J-.

J.-- #: A year of severe sterility and

drought; (S, K;*) in which is little good for

tune, (TA;) as also "J-,-- (K:) or a year

that consumes everything. (TA.)

o - 3

U--- see U--, in four places. Slain;

hilled. (S, Msb.)

: -

U->[Relating to sense; sensible, or perceptible
* * 3 - " -

by sense;] opposed to US5's e. (Kull p. 101 &c.)

J.-- Having strong perception: an epithet

applied in this sense to the devil. (TA.)-
• o # o 6 * > 6 - -

2.4-3.0 U-V- J< A man having much know

ledge of nervs. (Msb)–:-"# [The sen

sitive faculty]. (Er-Răghib, TA in art. U-.)

J.-- One nho searches for nen's or tidings;

(TA) like J-,-- (K, TA) or the former

relates to good, and the latter to evil. (K, TA.)

= Unfortunate; unlucky; (IAar, K;) as also

"J"- (Lh,TA) applied to a man. (IAar,

K.)–See also U”--.

i-sing of...;-, (A, Msh, K) which sig.

nifies The five senses; (S, Msb;) the hearing, the

sight, the smell, the taste, and the touch: (S, Msb,

K:) these are the external: the internal are also

five; but authors disagree respecting the seats

thereof. (TA.) [See also3-1– [A feeling ;

as in the saying,] ---,£- L: a 3-ti [A feel

ling of relationship, or consanguinity, pleaded for

him on my part]. (Aboo-Málik, T.A.)- [An

organ of sense; as when you say,] i.e. &:

aş [U.es/l is the organ of the sense of sight].

(s in art. Jes.)= (i.e. also signifies +A thing

that destroys, consumes, or injures, herbage or the

like. Hence,] U.S. 3-5- Cold and hail [in one

copy of the S heat] and nind and locusts and the

beasts [that pasture]: (§, K:) these also being

five (S) You say, i.e. -4.9 ×it Cold

smote the land: (Lh, TA:) the 3 is to denote

intensiveness. (TA) [See also J->, last signi

fication.] And i.e. #4 ! Injury befell them

(S, TA) from cold (S, A, TA) or some other

cause. (S.) i.e. also signifies + Wind that re

moves the dust into the pools of nater left by

torrents, and fills them, so that the moist earth

dries up. (AHn, T.A.) And t Locusts eating the

herbage of the land. (TA.) You say also, 3.

J.- >iu, meaning t Severe years passed over

the people. (Lh, TA)

* ~ * o 6 & - ~ *

5& #~ $31, (S.T.A.) and -ui, (A, TA)

! The cold is a cause of nipping, shrinking, shri

velling, or blasting, (lit., of burning, see 1,) to the

herbage. (S, TA.)

6 & e.

à-- 1 A currycomb, syn. &” ; (S, A,”

K;) it is an instrument of iron, having teeth like

the lais. (TA in art. -a-...)

J.-- pass part. m. of 1, q.v.-DAs a subst.

it means A thing perceived by any of the senses;

an object of sense: pl. +,-]—&"

ā-,-3 [lit., The way that is sensibly per

ceived; app., the milky nay in the sky: or] the

tract in the sky along which (...) the [nandering]

stars [or planets] take their courses. (TA voce

5-31)=i-s:- Jäi #Land smitten by lo

custs. (TA)=See also U-2-1-.

*r

J e = •

1. a--, (S, A, Mgh, &c.,) aor. *, (S, Mgh,

Mob, &c.) inf n :-- (S, A, Mgh, Mob, K.)

and 3- ($, Mg, Mab, K) and & - (K)

and A-, (S. K.) which is generally an int. n.

of this verb, but sometimes of---, (TA) and

# - (S, k) and i-, (Mob, K) or this is like

#3: and #, [denoting a mode, or manner,]

as in a verse of En-Nábighah cited below, (8)

and i:- which is of rare occurrence, (MF,

TA,) He numbered, counted, reckoned, calcu

lated, or computed, it; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;)

namely, property [&c.], (A, Mgh, Mgb.) You

"y, J-- ~~3 J%l 3 J's -i 3.

[Who can count the sands, and number the peb

bles?]. (A) And-lu, is gif|Throw thou

this into the reckoning]; i.e., into what thou hast

reckoned. (A.) c-3.5% J-#5, in the

Kur [lv.4], means.And the sun and the moon [run

their courses] according to a [certain] reckoning;

or through a series of mansions [or constellations],

the bounds of which they do not transgress:

(TA:) or dù-- alludes to the numbers of the

months and years and all other times: [but pro

perly speaking,] úl-- is here an inf. n. : (Zj,

TA:) or, accord. to Akh, a pl. of~, (S,

TA;) and so says AHeyth: or, accord. to some,

it is here a proper subst, signifying the firma

ment. (TA) du:- in the Kur vi. 96 is held by

Akh to be for c-, meaning -- [as in

the phrase quoted above, from the Kür lv. 4,

accord. to the first explanation]. (TA.) And

£f J'é 4: signifies all L's <-- [On
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• Jo -

God be it to reckon with thee: see also slee-a

*i). (TA.) Az says that the reckoning in buying

and selling is termed "U-- because one knows

thereby what is sufficient. (TA.) &2- all:

+U->ll, in the Kur [ii. 198, &c., God is quick
in reckoning], signifies that his reckoning is ne

cessary, or of necessity, and that his reckoning

with one person does not divert Him from reckon
** - d - d - d -

-

ing with another. (TA) And ### 3 &

--, in the Kur [ii. 208, &c., He supplieth

whom He nvilleth, without reckoning], means,

nithout sparing, or scanting, as when a man

expends without reckoning: but the phrase is

variously explained, as meaning without appoint

ing for any one what is deficient: or nithout

fearing that any one will call Him to account

for it: or nithout the receiver's thinking that

He will beston, upon him, or nithout his rechoning

upon the supply; so that it may be from ~~

“he thought,” or from --- “he reckoned.”

(L, TA.) The saying, cited by IAar,

* *A*-* *-ij- 0 *

as related by J [in the S], but correctly ---,

(TA,) means [0 Juml, mayest thou be given rain]

without reckoning, and without measure. (S.)

An instance ofi:- as similar to 5.x: and#,
occurs in the saying of En-Nábighah, •

• * * * * • o ~ 3 - -* *

* U----- (-e aju --> *

• • • * ** d o -- of

* s - - *

3." * -- a--> -e-12

[And she completed a hundred, in nhich was her

pigeon; and she was quick in the mode of com

puting that number]. (S)=#4--, [a verb

of the kind termed -213/1 Utaşi, having two

objective complements, the former of which is

called its noun, and the latter its enunciative,]

aor. * and 2; (S, Mgb, K;) the former the more

approved, (TA,) of the dialects of all the Arabs

except Benoo-Kináneh; the latter aor, being

peculiar to the dial. of this tribe, (Msb,) and

contr. to analogy, (S, Msb,) for by rule it should

be [only]; and -- is the only verb of the

measure Jai having both Js: andJ: as the

measures of its aor. except> and J-: and J-:

[and *: and 3-5 and U-: and 43 and Jes

mentioned by Ibn-Málik (with the preceding)

cited in the TA voce *]; but eight verbs

having an unsound letter for the first radical have

kesreh to the medial radical in the pret, and aor.,

viz., 3% and* and& and2. and &: and

Ji, and &; and 3.35 ($) inf n &-- (S,

Mgh, Mab, K) and #~ and #-- (S,K)

and--, (TA; [but see what follows;]) He

[counted, accounted, reckoned, or esteemed, mean

ing] thought, or supposed, him, or it, to be so.

(S, Mgh, Mab, K.) You say, 'lus £-- [I

counted him, or thought him, good, or righteous].

(S.) And Üü 13: 3:- [I thought Zoyd to

be standing] (MSb) And Gū-J &= -

!...+ [Such a thing was not in my thought]: you

should not say&- Us', (K) unless you mean

thereby it n'as not included in my reckoning, or,

by amplification of the sense, I did not think it.

(MF)=~~, aor.”, (S.Msb,K) infn.āt

(S, K) and ---, (Msb, K,) He nas, or became,

characterized, or distinguished, by nuhat is termed

--- as explained belon [i. e. grounds of pre

tension to respect or honour; &c.]. (S, Msb, K.)

2, 4-, inf n - see 4.—Also He

placed a pillon for him; supported him nith a

pillon; (S, K;) seated him upon a at:-, Or

a-. (TA.)- And hence, He honoured him.

(L)-He buried him : (TA:) or buried him

in stones: [see -:) or buried him wrapped

in grave-clothing : namely, a dead person. (K,

T.A.)-Nuheyk El-Fezáree says, (S, TA,) ad

dressing 'Amir Ibn-Et-Tufeyl, (TA)
- d. J. * > d >

-

*- d - - d - - -

sk ** ăsale *\xa-2\! <-ea- *

* ~ * ~ * : < *- : ; of ~ 3 -

# "--~ 2: &#3: 5' Uly- *

(S, TA) Thou n'ouldst have avoided, by turning

thy hinder part, the thrust [of a thin, thirsty

neapon], or thou wouldst have taken thy resting

place (TA) not honoured, or not shrouded, (S,

TA,) or not pilloned: --- Je: being variously

rendered: one person prefers the meaning not

buried: Az says that the signification of burial in

stones and that of wrapping in grave-clothes,

assigned to the verb, were unknown to him; and

that -- Je: signifies not supported with a

pillon. (TA.)

3. 4--, inf n. ./ (S, TA) and some

6 • • * *

times Pl--, which is also an inf. n. of -a-, or,

accord. to Th, it seems to be a quasi-inf n., (TA,)

[He reckoned with him.] And <= <-- [He

called him to account for it]. (TA.)

6 * > *

4

4. 4.--, (Th, S. K.) inf n. A -l, (TA)

He gave him nuhat sufficed, or satisfied, him,

:Jés &: of everything : (Th, TA:) he con

tented him: (K:) or he gave him what contented

him; as also "4:- ($) and both verbs, inf n.

of the latter S-5, he gave him to eat and

drink until he was satisfied: (K:) and the former,

[or both,] he gave him until he saidJ- [It is

sufficient for me]. (AZ, S.) You say also, J:
* - o #

-a-ú He gave, and t gave much : (S:) and

"a:-i, [if not a mistranscription for a:--1,]

! I gave him much. (A, TA)- Also It (a

thing, S, Msb,) sufficed him : (S, A, Msb:) he

sufficed him. (TA.) You say, 4-iJ: <i>
J. • d O. J. • d - - - of 6 * * *

Jeo c”, and [vel- c->] \,--! cycle", and

[Js, &- 9,4 Jus", I passed by a man

sufficient for thee as a man, i.e., supplying to

thee the place of any other [by his excellent quali

ties], and by two men &c., and by men &c. (S.)

[The verb here is rendered, in grammatical ana

lysis, by its act. part. n. See also <--.]

5. --> ! He sought, or sought leisurely and

repeatedly, to learn news: (A,K,"TA:) he sought

after news: (K,” TA:) he inquired, or asked, re
• • d > 0

specting news; (S, K,”TA; [in the CK, Jes-l

is erroneously put for 3:1;]) of the dial. of

El-Hijáz: (TA:) he searched after news as a

spy. (A ’Obeyd, T.A.) It is said in a trad.,

accord to one reading,&:&*: bits

5% all ! They used to assemble, and endeavour to

ascertain the time of prayer: but the common

reading is &:-#. (TA.)=Also He reclined

upon a pillon. (K.)

8. --! [for 9: --~~! He reckoned upon

a renard: or] he sought a renard [from God in

the world to come]. (TA.) <-- &- #5

--- S, in the Kurlxv.2, means [And He mill

supply him with the means of subsistence] nhence

he does not reckon, or expect; whence does not

occur to his mind. (Bd, Jel.) And Xu &

Gu-i, &! &u=%, in a trad., Whoso fasteth

during Ramadán, believing in God and his

Apostle, and [reckoning upon a renard, or] seek

ing a renard from God. (Mgh," T.A.) You

say also, aú Ce £i .# -- (S,K) He

reckoned upon obtaining, [or he sought,] by such

a thing, or such an action, a renard from God:

(PS:) or he prepared, or provided, such a thing,

seeking thereby a renard from God. (K.) And

5:- aff £e --~~! He prepared, or provided,

in store for himself, good, [i. e. a renard,] nith

God (A, Mgh.) And # Use #9 --

He laid up for himself, in store, the renard,

nvith God, not hoping for the renard of the

present life; *śl ...t- relating only to an

action done for the sake of God. (Msb.) [Hence,]

J. * * *

$34, --!, (A, Mgh) or £(Msb) or 4 U",

Or t£, (S, K,”) is said when one has lost by

death an adult child or son or daughter; (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K;) meaning He prepared, or pro

vided, in store for himself, a renard, by his

patience on the occasion of his being afflicted and

tried by the death of his adult child: (Mgh,"

TA:) when a man has lost by death a child not

arrived at the age of puberty, you say of him,

*::). (S, A, Mab, K.) [Hence also] --

** [He reckoned upon, or prepared for him

self, a renard by his deed: or] he did his deed

seeking a renard from God in the world to come.

(L, TA)—U59 -- I included the thing

in a numbering, or reckoning; or made account

of it; accounted it a matter of importance.

(Mgb.) And -- $335 (for *~ S]

Such a one is made no account of; is not esteemed,

or regarded, as of any account, or importance.

(A,TA)–: <:- Ineans &##! [I

nvas, or became, sufficed, or contented, thereat, or

with him, or at his abode]. (A, TA.) [And

IbrD thinks that the verb has thesame significa

tion in the phrase Júl,*<---, quoted in

the TA from the A; holding age to be here

used in the sense of £; so that the meaning is

I was, or became, sufficed, so as to have no need

of him, or it, by the property: but I doubt

whether this phrase be correctly transcribed.]

----' also signifies Lä, [He abstained, or

desisted; app. as one sufficed, or contented].

(K.)– And lää age --- He disapproved

and disalloned his doing, or having done, such a
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thing; ($, K;") namely, a foul deed: (TA:)

whence the appellation '--. (K.) And

accord. to some,* aft --~~~! means He said,

May God take, or execute, vengeance upon him;

Ol' punish him , for his evil deeds. (Har p. 371.

[See -e-.]) [In the present day, asks --~~!

is used as meaning He prayed for aid against

him by saying, £f t:- God is, or nill be,

sufficient Jor us.]-You say also, ūšš ---,

(K) or 2.xls to --!, (A,) meaning t He

endeavoured to learn what such a one had [in his

mind, or in his possession]. (A, K,” TA.)

See also 4.

9. -- He (a camel) was, or became, of a

white colour intermixed nith red (S, TA) and

nvith black. (TA.)

6 o e 6 d = .* d -

--- Sufficiency. (K voce -*):--

is a [prefixed] noun ($). [syn, with Usas, as is

implied in the K voce las; or] syn, with L'é- 5

(Msb;) or [virtually] meaning Laë [as a pret.

in the sense of an emphatic aor.]; (S, K;) or

&#: (TA:) Sb says that it is used to denote

the being sufficed, or content. (TA.) You say,

X* 4:- [and> 4-, in which latter

the is redundant; meaning Thy sufficiency, or

a thing sufficing thee, is a dirhem; a phrase

which may be used in two ways; as predicating

of what is sufficient, that it is a dirhem; and as

predicating of a dirhem, that it is sufficient; in

which latter case, 4'-' is an enunciative put

before its inchoative, (as also 4:-) so that the

meaning is, a dirhem is a thing sufficing thee,

i. e. a dirhem is sufficient for thee; as is shown

in a marginal note in my copy of the Mughnee,

in art. - ; or, accord. to the S and K, a dirhem

suffices thee: accord. to Bd (iii. 167), 4--.

meanS 4--, and 4-stás, from 4-i meaning

*, and is shown to have this meaning by its

not importing a determinate signification in con

sequence of its being a prefixed noun with its

complement in the saying, 4:- J: lák This

is a man sufficing thee]. (S, Msb, K.) You say

also, a's 4:- That is, or nill be, [or let that

be,] sufficient jor thee. (TA.) And Ali4:

in the Kur viii. 65, God is, or will be, sufficient

for thee. (Fr, T.A. See also £i<--) And

ū-as 4:- [A person sufficing thee is our

..friend]; in which the -r is added to denote

emphatic praise. (Fr, TA in art. ...) In the

saying, J% &: 4:- J*, 3. This is a man

sufficing thee as a man, i.e. supplying to thee the

place of any other [by his excellent qualities],

($, K,) and J4% &: 4.--J: $3. I passed

by a man sufficing thee as a man, (TA) 21:--

is an expression of praise, referring to the indeter

minate noun [Je-l; because, in its case, [what is

originally (see below)] an inf. n. (J: [under

which term lexicologists, but not grammarians,

include the 24-4) is rendered, in grammatical

analysis, by another word, [i. e., by an act.
part, n.,] as though one said & --o4, or -stés

4. (S. [Thus 4-- in these two instances is

al *2, i. e. an epithetic phrase; and U2-, co

is a #. i. e. a specificative phrase.]) When

the noun to which sl-a- refers is determinate,

you put --- in the accus. case, as a Uta-, i. e.
*...*J. & e.

a denotative of state; as in the saying, J.e. l.i.a

J*, 3- 4:- if This is Abd-Allah; being

one sufficing thee as a man. (S. [Here U- J-2

is, as before, a specificative phrase.]) [See also

4, the corresponding verb.]) -r-, in this

manner, is used alike as sing, and dual and pl.;

(S, K;) being [originally] an inf. n. (S.) It is

also used alone, [as a prefixed noun of which the

complement is understood,] as in the phrase
• 6 de C - • J O =---Q *j, without tenween, for Us:-- or 44

[&c., meaning Zeyd is sufficient for me or for
J Q- • de 6 de *

thee &c.]; like as one says, res. U-5 Aej Left-,
o *.do * • Ö - J O =

for us--> [That is, --, when# 3-5. (S. 4 o'

thus used, is subject to the same rules as 2.5 and

J: and & &c. when so used.]).- See also

<-- in three places:=Also, (TA) and 'i:

(K,) Burial of the dead: (TA:) or burial of the

dead in stones [app. meaning in a grave cased

neith stones]: or burial of the dead nrapped in

grave-clothes: like-i. (K. [See 2.])

--- i. q. "*- : (S, Ki) of the measure

J% in the sense of the measure J*, likeJ:

in the sense of U334-2, (S;) Numbered, counted,

reckoned, calculated, or computed. (S, K.)

A number counted. (L.)- Amount, quantity,

or value. (L.) Sometimes, (S, L, K,) by poetic

license, (S) and in prose, (L) <-- (§, L,

K.) You say, <!-- Us --- #9), and

W---, The recompense is, or shall be, accord

ing to the amount, or quantity, or value, of thy

work. (L.) And *- c. 5:1 us:

The man is, or shall be, paid according to the

amount, or quantity, of his work. (Msb.) And

* us: J-4-it --Ji [and ':

(for U.- L'é)] According to the amount, or

value, of the benefit, or benefits, that thou hast

conferred upon me are my thanks to thee. (L.)

And as --~ *& Let thy deed, or

nork, be correspondent to the quantity, or number,

of that: or adequate, or equivalent, to that. (S.)

And $ --~ .# This is equal in number or

quantity, or is equivalent, to that. (K.) And

4:9- -- " s: ls, i.e. £35 to [app. I

know not what is the value of thy story]. (Ks, S.)

And sus' -- *| <!-- and ~ J's

#ü I benefited him according to the measure

of ability. (Mgh.)- Also [Grounds of pre

tension to respect or honour, consisting in any

qualities (either of oneself or of one's ancestors)

which are enumerated, or recounted, as causes

of glorying: and hence signifying nobility; rank

or quality; honourableness, or estimableness, from

whatever source derived:] originally, (MF,) what

one enumerates, or recounts, of the deeds, or

qualities, in which his ancestors have gloried:

(S, A, Mgh,” K, MF:) secondly, what one enu

merates, or recounts, of his on n deeds, or qualities,

in which he glories: thirdly, what one enumerates,

or recounts, of any deeds, or qualities, that are

causes of his glorying, of whatever kind they be:

(MF:) or the memorable deeds, or qualities, of

one's ancestors; and one's on n deeds, or qualities,

in n'hich he glories; because they were enume

rated, or recounted, by the Arabs in contending,

or disputing, for glory; (T, Mgb,” TA;) the

latter consisting in such qualities as courage,

and good disposition, and liberality: (Msb:) or

nhat are enumerated, or recounted, of generous

actions, or qualities: (Msb:) or good actions,

or conduct, of oneself, and of one's ancestors :

(Sh, Mgh:) or generosity, or nobility, of actions

or conduct : (IAar, K. :) or righteous, virtuous,

or good, actions or conduct: (K:) or good dis

position: (TA:) or religion; (S, Msb, K;) piety;

because true nobility consists in religion or piety:

(MF:) or nealth; (S, K;) because it serves in

lieu of true nobility: (TA:) in this sense, and in

the sense next preceding, it has no corresponding

verb: (TA :) or state, or £ondition ', [i. e. good

state or condition;] syn. Jú [i. q. Ul-]: (K:)

or intellect, or understanding : (MF:) and a

man's relations, consisting of his children and

others: pl. *-i. (Az, Mgh.) Accord. to

Isk, (S, Msb) -- and X = may pertain, to

him who has not noble ancestors; but not -55

nor +4. (S, Msh, K) -- is also used

elliptically, (Mgh, TA) [in the sense of---,

q.v.,] for *~ 25, (TA,) and for --- 333.

(Mgh.)--~" us# He bought a thing

in an honourable manner with respect to himself

and the seller: ---, here, is said to be from

4:- “he honoured him;” or from #:- ** a

small pillow” [because him for whom you put a

pillow you honour: see 2]. (TA.)

5 e o y

ā-e-, in a camel, A colour in which are n!hite

ness and redness (K, TA) and blackness: (TA:)

in a man, [a reddish colour such as is termed]

.# in the hair of the head: (K:) and also in a

man, (K, TA,) and in a camel, (TA,) n'hiteness

and redness produced by a whiteness of the skin

arising from disease and infecting the hair [so as

to turn it red]: (K, TA:) accord. to IAar,

blackness inclining to redness. (TA.) - Also

Leprosy. (K.)

#:- [originally The act of numbering, counting,

&c.: 6

see 1.-] A subst: from 5: --~!: (S, Msb,

K;) syn. with -rºl.e-l (A) [as meaning A.

reckoning upon, or seeking, or preparing or pro

viding, or laying up for oneself in store, a renard

in the norld to come]. You say,:-& [He

did it reckoning upon, or seeking, &c., a renard

in the norld to come]. (A, TA.)—é- *

:-" He is good in respect of managing, con

ducting, ordering, or regulating, (S, A, Msb, K.,)

and examining, or judging, (Msb,) and sufficing,

(A) ≤9 J in the affair (S, A, Msb) This

is not from 42-9) -u- ~!; for ye-S) --L--!

relates only to an action done for the sake of

God. (Mgb.)=A renard, or recompense: pl.

-- (S. K.)=[The office of the ---.]=See also ---, last sentence. •

or a mode, or manner, of numbering, &c.:

6 * d d

J.--: see *- *= Also A punishment.

(S, K.)-A calamity; an affliction with which

*~~~~<
=-|
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a man is tried. (Aboo-Ziyād, K.)- Evil; mis

chief (Aboo-Ziyād, K.) - Locusts. (Aboo

Ziyād, S, K.) - Dust: or smoke: syn. **.

(K.)- Fire. (TA.) This, and each of the five

significations next preceding, and that next fol

lowing, have been assigned to the word as used

in the Kur xviii. 38. (TA) See also #:- —

Small arron's, (Mgh, Msb, K,) or short arron's,

(S,) which are shot from Persian bons: (Mgh,

Msb:) said by IDrd to be, in this sense, post

classical: (TA:) or arron's which a man shoots

in the hollow of a reed, or cane; draning the

bon, he discharges twenty of them at once, and

they pass by nothing nithout nounding it, whether

it be an armed man or another object; they come

forth like rain, and scatter among the people :

(ISh, TA:) or small arron's, nith slender heads,

in the hollon of a reed, or cane, n-hich, n'hen dis

charged, come forth like a shoner of rain, and

scatter, and pass by nothing without nounding it :

(Az, Msb:) or iron-headed arron's, like large

needles, slender, but somen'hat long, and nithout

edges [to the heads]: (Th, TA:) n. un, with 3.

(S, Mgh, Msb, K.)= It is also said to signify

The circumference of a mill-stone:-and hence,

in the Kur lv. 4, [see 1, above,] to mean The

[revolving] firmament. (El-Khafájee, MF.)

6 * - o a

ău-n, un. ofć- [q v.]. (S,Mgh,&c.)

Also A thunderbolt; syn. ãeus: (K:) and

"&" -, [of which it is the n, un,] thunderbolts;

syn. Geis-2. (BJ and Jel in xviii. 88)— 4

hailstone; syn. #. (K. [In some copies of the

K#1)—A cloud. (K)=A smallant. (K)

=A small pillon; (S, K;) and so":

(K:) or this signifies a pillon of skin, or leather.

(TA.)

-- and "ö":- [A numbering, counting,

reckoning, calculation, or computation : see 1:]

both signify the same: (S:) or the latter is pl. of

the former, (S, K, TA) accord. to Akh (S, TA)

and AHeyth and others, when the former signi

fies what is numbered; &c.; [a number, or

quantity;] and the former has also for a pl. [of

pauc.] i-i (TA.) You say, <-- J-8 &

and &:- [The agent presented his reckoning, |

&c.]. (A.) Hence, J.' +- and J-1:

See art. U->. [And8.9 *i-~~ The num

bering, counting, or reckoning, with the fingers.]

And--" A: [The day of reckoning; i.e.,

ofthe final judgment]. (Kur xxxviii. 15, &c.)

--> also signifies The reckoning, or enume

rating, or recounting, of causes of glorying; or

of memorable, or generous, actions or qualities.

(Msb.)-And t A great number of men: (A,

L, K:) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (L.) – And

+ A sufficing thing, (§, K,) and gift, (S, K, and

Bd in lxxviii. 36.) as also "...t. - (Bq ib. ) or

a large gift: (Jelib.:) or a gift according to one's

norks. (Bd ib.)

--- A reckoner, or taker of accounts : [see

s •

also -la-:] or a sufficer, or giver of what is
- • - og

sufficient ; (K, TA;) from -a-, of the mea
6 • * o a

sure Uess in the sense of the measure Uxão.

(TA.) It has the former of these significations,

or the latter, in the phrase, ū- £ Li+

[God is sufficient as a reckoner, or as a giver of

what sufficeth], (Fr, K, TA) in the Kur [iv. 7,

and xxxiii. 39]: (TA:) and so in the Kur iv. 88.

(TA)-[Hence,] # 9:-- (S. K.) in the L

# "4:-, (TA) [both of which phrases are

used in the present day in the sense here following,]

May God take, or execute, vengeance upon thee;

or punish thee : (S, L, K:) meaning an impre

cation though literally predicatory. (IAmb, Har

p. 371.) [See also Aff L'é 4:- voce ---.]

=Also Characterized, or distinguished, by what

is termed --- as explained above [i. e. grounds

ofpretension to respect or honour; &c.]: (S, K:)

generous, liberal, honourable, or noble: (Msb:)

bountiful, or munificent: and having a numerous

households (AZ, Mgh.) pl. - (A, K.)

+- See--

s -

-la- [act, part. n. of 1; Numbering, count

ing, &c. :] a reckoner; an accountant : [see

also -- pl. -- and "U- (TA) and

ā- (A)
* - of

J-i (S. K.) fem. #:-, (TA) A camel of

a colour in n'hich are nºniteness and redness (S,

K, TA) and blackness: (TA:) a man in the hair

of n:hose head is [a reddish colour such as is termed]

5:#: ($, K.) a man, (K) and a camel, (TA)

n:hose skin has become white by reason of disease,

and whose hair is infected [and turned red] in

consequence thereof, so that he has become white

and red: (K:) accord. to Sh, that has no [distinct]

colour; of whom, or of which, one says, I think

so, and I think so. (TA. [The latter clause of

this explanation (in the TA -- Ulā ( 4.30)

Jée ----13 1.jë) I have rendered conjecturally;

supposing as to have been omitted by a copyist,

after Uúa.])- Also A. leper. (Lth, T, K.)–

And +A mean, avaricious, man. (S, T.A.)

#~ J.' Camels that have much flesh and

fat: (TA:) or ā-e has two meanings; from

--~~ signifying “nobility;” [i. e. noble camels;]

and from *-l. i.e. satisfying, nith their milk,

their onners and the guest. (IAar, T.A.)

2 - 0 22, - 0 °

à--~ : see all--.
*

6 * > *

*r-e : See 2.

d J d - 6 * *

-2-2 : see ---, first sentence.

--- [The inspector of the markets and of

the weights and measures Sc.] is an appellation

derived from --~!, as shown above see this

verb. (K.) You say, J.J.' --~~~ c)3 [Such

a one is the inspector of th: markets %c. of the

tonn]: you should not say --~~~. (S.)

-A

1. Gil J's -- and G# 3-, (SA,

Msb, K.) aor. * and z, (S, K,) the latter form

of aor. used by some, (Akh, S,) the former being

that which commonly obtains, (TA) inf. n. *-a

(Akh, S, A, Mab, K[in the CK-D and --,

but the former is more common, (Msb,) and

22- and 53v-- ($, K) and 5-; (CK5) and

*** -, [which probably has an intensive signi

fication,] (K,) inf. n. 3-5, (TA;) He envied

him for the thing, or envied him the thing, mean

ing a blessing, or a cause of happiness; i.e. he

disliked that he should possess it, and wished that

it might depart from him [and be transferred to

himself]: (Msb:) or he wished, or regarded him

nvith a nish, that the thing, meaning as above,

might depart from him: (A:) or he wished that

he might be deprived of the thing, meaning as

above, or an excellence: (K: [in the CK, for
• J -- o J • J •

Low-A-3, is putU.:)or he wished that the thing,

meaning a blessing, or a cause of happiness, (S,K,)

or an excellence, (K) might become transferred

from him (another) to himself (S, K.)- And

us-, ** L'é *.*.*. He wished that he

possessed such as his (another's) courage, and the

like, nithout nºishing that the other should be de

prived of it; the verb in this case being syn. with

a:; and implying admiration. (Msb)--> --
• * * o £ o o 1 -> •

9.--! --> clan (M, K) is a saying of the

Arabs, mentioned by Lh, strange and abominable,

(M,) meaning May God punish me for my envy

if I envy thee. (M, K.)

2 : see 1.

2 * o - of- o

4. a7-0 a.-->• I associated with him and

found him to be envious. (A.)

6. 12-la-5 They envied (24-) one another.

(S, A,” K.)

J.-- Envy; or the wishing that a blessing, or

a cause of happiness, may depart from its pos

sessor (S, A) and become transferred to oneself.

(S.) [See 1.]

3,4- Envious: (Msb, K:) used also as a fem.
G - d.

epithet without 5: (TA:) pl. J-e-. (K.)

3- Envying: (S, Msb, K.) pl. i. (S,

A, Msh, K) and st- (Mob, A, K) and -.

(A, K.)

6 * - © - 4 - > d >

3.x-alo 3.x-a-sil [That which is a cause of envy

is a cause ofcorruption, or evil]. (A.)

3,-- Envied. (S, A, Msb.)

J

1. 3-, aor. 2 (S, Msb, K) and 2, (Mgh, Mgb,

K.) infn. -- (S, Msh, K) and , -, (TA)

He removed it, put it off, took it off, or stripped

it off (Mgh, K.T.A.): 3-from a thing which

it covered or concealed. (TA.) -- is said of any

thing as meaning It was removed,put off, taken off,

or stripped off, from a thing which it covered or

concealed. (A.) You say, *}} Us 4.4- J-a

He removed his sleeve from his fore arm. (S, A.)

And simply*% &= X--- He uncovered his fore
•,• * * 3. * ~ * -- - - - -

arm. (Mgb.) And a~b cºe axelse -- He re

moved, or took off, his turban from his head.

(A) And 's 3-, (A, Msb) aor. -, (Mob,)

She (a woman) took off her shift (A, Mgb)

us--> &= ifrom her body : (A:) andū- her

head-covering. (Msb.)- [Hence,] &;" ---

*~ t[The wind removed the clouds from the
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sky]. (A.) And L: X." £3- ! [He, or it,

removed the covering of anxiety from me]. (A.)

– Also, (K) inf n :-, (TA) He peeled a

branch of a tree. (K, TA.)- And He snept a
J. J. e. e.

house or chamber. (K, TA)- And 222--,

aor. *, inf. n. X- and 3-, ! They begged of

him and he gave them until nothing remained in

his possession. (TA.)=3-, (S, A, K,) aor. -

and , (TA) infin. :-- (S, TA) and ,-,

(TA;) and "L--!, (§, K.) inf. n. X-l; and

* -- inf n. 3-5 (TA) He, (a man, S, A)

and it, (a journey, TA,) tired, fatigued, or jaded,

(S, A, K,) a beast, (A, TA,) or a camel: (S:)

and he drove a camel until he tired, fatigued, or

jaded, him. (K.) And älji --- The beast

nvas fatigued so that it was left to remain where

it was. (AHeyth)-And-, aor. *, +It (the

distance to which it looked, and the indistinctness

of the object) fatigued the eye. (TA.) And

£ J* 3-3-413- ! [The eye was fatigued

by the length oflooking : see a similar meaning of

3--and--, below]. (A)=See 7, with which

3- is syn. — [Hence] --, (ISk, A, Mgh,

Msb,) aor. 2, (TA,) t It (water) sank and dis

appeared; or became lon; or retired : (ISk, A,

Mgh:) it sank and disappeared, or retired, from

its place : (Msb:) properly, it became removed

from the shore: (Mgh:) and it (the sea, or great

river,) sank, or retired, from (3*) El-'Irák, and

from the shore, so that the ground which was be

neath the nater appeared: (TA:) you do not say,

in this sense, "L-51. (Az. [But this latter is

sometimes used, as, for instance, in the Msb art.

2.j-.]) Hence, in a trad., 3-3 £e X- U.14

* ū ū. #3; [Eat thou that from nuhich the

Soon retires, and leave what floats upon it], (Mgh.)

=>>, aor. 2, (S, A, K.) inf n. > - (S, A)

and -; (TA;) and+--, aor. *, (A, K,) inf. n.

X-- (TA) and "--, (S. K.) and , -s;

(S;) He (a camel, S, or a beast, A) became tired,

fatigued, or jaded, (S, K,TA,) by travel: (TA:)

[or] the last signifies he (a camel) fell donn from

fatigue. (Ham p. 491.) [Hence,] it is said in a

trad, "by--> S; all bési f Supplicate 3/e

God, and be not neary: and a similar instance

occurs in the Kur xxi. 19. (TA.) – [Hence

also,] 3-, aor. - , (§, K,) or *, (Msb,)

inf n. *- (S, Msb, K;) and 3-, aor. *;

(A;) flt (the sight) was, or became, dim, dull,

or hebetated; ($, Mgb, K;) and it failed; (S,

K;) [or became fatigued;] by reason of length of

space [overlooked], (S, Msb, K,) and the like;
Q - e >

($, Meb;) or by long looking. (A)=<<x<,

aor. 3, infin;-(S, Msh, K) and 5-, (S,K)

or the latter is a simple subst., (Msb,) and& --,

(TA) He grieved for it, or at it; or regretted

it; he felt, or expressed, grief, sorron, or regret,

on account of it; syn.-: (Msb, K;) as also

"--5: (§, K.) or the former, he grieved for it,

or regretted it, (:: -#, S, A, or ****,

TA) namely, a thing that had escaped him, most
6 - d -

intensely. (S, A,”TA.) [See 5....]

2. 2-, inf.**:: see 1.- Also He des

pised another: he annoyed, or vexed, him: (K:)

he drove him anay. (TA.)- He caused him to

experience, or fall into, grief, or regret: (Mgh,

Msb, K:) or to grieve for, or to regret, most in

tensely, a thing that had escaped him. (S.)=

*1 = -, (S) inf n, as above; (§, K.) and

"<!--5, (A, TA) and "--~!; (TA) The

birds moulted; shed their feathers. (S, A, K,”

TA.)

4: see 1.= Also >il L-a- The people, or

party, experienced fatigue. (TA.)

5. --> It (the plumage of a bird, A, and the

fur, or soft hair, of a camel, S, K) fell off; (S,

A, K;) when relating to the fur, or soft hair, of

a camel, [said to be] by reason of fatigue; (K;)

but this restriction is not necessary; for its falling

off is sometimes occasioned by diseases; though

it may be said that the former cause is the more

common. (TA) You say also, cº- £"2

*" The fur, or soft hair, fell aff from the ca

mel, and in like manner one says of the plumage

from the birds: (A:) and of the hair from the
o - - • Q- *

-

(TA.) See also 2. – 42.2 Jet --->

[She uncovered herself, or her head and forehead,
s -

or her head, or her face, before him: (see -:)

or] she sat before him neith her face uncovered.

(TA from a trad.)=See also 1, in two places.

aSS.

7. X->3' It became removed, put off, taken

off, or stripped off, from a thing which it covered

or concealed; (S, A, Mgh, Msb;) as also "3-,

(K,) which occurs in poetry, (TA,) inf. n.*.

(K.) [See also 5.]- It (the darkness) became

removed, or cleared anay; (A, Msb;) are [from

him, or it]. (A.)- See also 1:-and 2.

10: see 1, in two places.

* -

2--:

6.- d - 3--

3- Grief, or regret; syn. -#, (Msb, K.)

and C#, (Mab) or is 3, (Jelin.ii. 162 and

viii. 36 and xxxix. 57,) or>< and #: (Bd in

viii. 36:) or intense lamentation or expression of

6 -

See re-.

pain or of grief or of sorron; syn. Lità i:

(Jel in vi. 31 and xxxvi. 29 :) or most intense

grief or regret (-oil 33i, $, or >3, £i,

Zj)for a thing that has escaped one, ($) so that

he who feels it is like a beast that is tired, or

fatigued, or jaded, (2-) and of no use: (Zj

in xxxvi. 29 of the Kur:) pl. -l)--. (Msb.)

You say, *: Ú- ū [O my grief, or regret,

&c., for it"] (A.)

c5- : see what next follows.

X- Tired, fatigued, or jaded, (S, K,) by

much travel ; (TA;) applied to a camel, (S, K,)

alike to the male and the female; and so "3-i

and 5-, applied to a horse or the like: (TA :)

and ':- a camel fatigued, or jaded; ema

ciated by fatigue, or made to exert himself beyond

his strength in a journey: (Ham p. 208:) pl.

of the first us:- (S. K.)–: Sight that is

dim, dull, or hebetated, and failing, by reason of

length of space [overlooked] (S, Mgb, K, TA)

and the like; ($, Mebi) as also ''x'', (S,

K;) or [fatigued], by long looking. (A.)

Also, (S,K) and "3-- and 'c' -, (TA, [but

whether the latter be with or without tenween

is not shown,]) Grieving, or regretting : (K:)

or grieving, or regretting, most intensely, on

account of a thing that has escaped one. (S,

TA.)

X-- A man having no* [or covering for

the head, made of mail, &c.,] (S, K,) upon him;

(S;) nor a coat of mail; (S, K;) contr. of&#3;

(Mgh;) nor a helmet upon his head; (TA;)

contr. of&: (Mgh:) or having no a: [or

defensive covering, &c.]: (K:) a man having no

turban on his head: (TA:) a man having his

head uncovered: (A:) pl. 3-, and pl. pl.
• * ~ *

c)3-; the latter a form used by one of the

poets; the former pl. applied to foot-soldiers in

nvar, because they uncover their arms and legs,

or because they have not upon them coats of

mail nor helmets; occurring in this sense in a

trad. (TA.) Also, without 3, A woman who

has taken off her shift from her person: (ISd,

Msb, TA:) who has taken off her clothes from

her person : n:ho has uncovered her head and her

fore arms: "ho has taken off her head-covering:

and, with 3, a woman having her face uncovered:

pl.:-and-is- (TA)-5-4-31,',

in a trad. of ‘Alee, means Build 3/e mosques, or

oratories, with bare n'alls, with no -# [or

acroterial ornaments or crestings]. (TA.)= See

also :---.

:- ! The internal, or intrinsic, state or

quality, (S, A, K,) of a person; (S, A.;) as also

":-- (K.) and the latter, [or both, the

nature, or natural disposition. (K, T.A.) You

Say,2-3~> &% | Such a one is generous,

or noble, in respect of his internal, or intrinsic,

state or quality: (S, A ) or "--, meaning

as above: or in respect of his nature, or natural

disposition: or face, or countenance. (TA.)

X- The face, or countenance: (K:) [or a

part, of the person, that is uncovered:] the pl.,

X--, signifies the parts, of the person of a

woman, that are exposed to vien; namely, the

face, arms, and legs. (Az.) You sayā- #:

2-la-Ji [A woman beautiful in respect of the

parts, of the person, that are exposed to vien'].

(A.)-[Hence, t.An elevated, plain tract, bare

of herbage or trees]. You say><l #Já J:

! Land bare of herbage : (A:) and in like

manner, 4-la-oll as its #53 a desert without any

covering of trees; its 4-la-e meaning its elevated

and plain tracts of ground that are uncovered by

plants [or trees]. (T, T.A.) - See also X---,

in two places.

©e e d

5,--- An instrument for sneeping; a broom,

or besom. (S. K.)

6 * * *

J-a-o: see X---Also Annoyed; vexed:

and despised: (S, K:) applied to a man. (S.)

It is said in a trad. that the companions of a man

who is to come forth in the end of time, to be
• J. * * - - J.

called -r-aall re-el, or, as some say, -aall 3-,
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'shall be &x-, (TA) meaning despised; (S,

TA;) i. e. annoyed, or vexed, and caused to

grieve or regret, or to grieve or regret most in

tensely: or driven anay, or outcasts, and fatigued;

from 3-- signifying “he fatigued” a beast.

(TA.)

6 J d - J

23-2 [pass part. n. of5-; Removed; put,

taken, or stripped, off : &c. - And hence,] I A

man n-ho has given all that he had, so that nothing

remains in his possession : thus it is said to mean

in the Kur xvii. 31. (TA.)- See alsoX

<!--

1.J.'s 4-, (S. K.) aor.”, (K) inf n.

4--. (S,) | He bore rancour, malevolence,

malice, or spite, against me; and enmity: (S:)

or he was angry with me. (K, T.A.)

2. 4.-, inf n. <!--5, +He was, or became,

niggardly, tenacious, or avaricious. (Sh, IAth.)

4, #1-#: The plant of the species termed

J: [q. v.] put forth a aš--, i.e. a prichle.

(TA.)

4- [is applied, app. in the classical language,

as it is in the present day, to Various species of

thistle, and other prickly plants: also to the

heads of thistles and the like: and particularly to

the caltrop, or tribulus: and hence the explana

tions here following:] the 4.- [or prichly

heads] of the [plant called] c)3- (S:) or a

certain herb, (Aboo-Ziyād, Mgh, TA,) inclining

to yellonness, (Aboo-Ziyād, TA,) having [a head

of] prickles of rounded form: (Aboo-Ziyād, Mgh,

TA:) seldom, or never, does any one walk

upon it, when it has dried up, without putting

upon his feet boots or sandals: and the ants trans

port its produce [or heads] to their nests: (Aboo

Ziyād, TA:) a certain plant, the produce [or

head] whereof (n/hich is rough [or prichly], TA)

clings to the wool of sheep, (K,) and to the fur

of camels, in their places of pasturing: (TA:)

its leaves are like those of purslane (al: ), 07'

narroner, and at its leaves are compact and hard

prickles, having three forks: [hence it seems to

be a species of three-horned caltrop: or for

“three,” we should perhaps read four: (see

another application of the word in what follows:)]

the drinking [of an infusion] thereof has the

effect of crumbling the stone of the kidneys and

bladder; and the drinking of the expressed juice

of its leaves is good for the venereal faculty, and

for difficulty in the discharge of urine, and for

the bite of vipers; and the sprinkling it in the

divelling hills fleas: (K:) also, accord. to Aboo

Nasr, the produce of the [plant called] Já.

(TA:) and sharp, hard prickles or thorns: (TA

in art. 4.- :) n. un, with 3: (S, Mgh:) which

some hold to apply to any fruit, or produce, of a

plant, that is of the kind termed isié [i. e.

forming a compact and roundish head]; and

hence, to the pod of the cotton-plant : and it also

signifies a prickle, or thorn. (TA.) [Hence,]

*ā-- *| | Verily he is rough. (A, TA) And
6 - d. 9 * * * o do

J.5% <!-- *| + Verily they are strong: and
5 * * - - -

of one person you say U2's "as--. (TA.) And
9 * * * 6 - - - - - -

ăç-- " &-- 3% the is courageous: (K and TA

Bk. I.

in art, 41-2 :) and of a number of persons you

say *~ :-- (TA in that art., q.v.) [See

also4-]–See alsois---Also [t Caltrops,

aS meaning] a hind of instrument used in war,

(S, K,) made like the 4.- mentioned in the

first sentence of this paragraph, (S,) or like the

prickles of the 4-, (K) of iron, ($, K) or of

canes, (K,) and sometimes of nood, (TA,) and

cast, (K,) or set up, (TA) around the army,

(K, TA,) in the nays of the horses. (TA.)

And t Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite;

and enmity; (K, TA;) as also *ā-, (K,)

and "āś-- and *ist. (S, K. [The last in

the CK written aët--, but expressly said in

the TA to be with damm, and so written in copies

of the S and K.]) You say,*ā- Ji-* es'

and "ā=t. [In his bosom is rancour, &c.,

against me]. (S.)

4- + Affected with rancour, malevolence,

malice, or spite; and enmity: (TA:) or angry.

(K.) You say,9% c."*"4--. #f Verily

he is affected with rancour, &c., of the bosom

against such a one. (TA.)-L-> <!-- tCou

rageous [and strong]; not to be attempted [in

Jight]. (A, TA.) [See also @...a...]

6 * * *

āş->: see 4--, (of which it is properly the

n. un.,) in four places.

6 - •

see &--.&c.-:
* *

6 - > * 4 * * -

aët-a-: see :)--, last two significations.

•

#- See 4--, last two significations. -

Also, (S, IF, K,) and *:-, (K,) so accord.

to Az, on the authority of Ith, but in the ’Eyn,

and also in the Moheet, as Sgh says, '4--,

which (SM says) is probably a mistranscription,

(TA,) The hedge-hog: ('Eyn, S, K:) or a large

hedge-hog. (TA.)

U--

8. U.:- He hunted, caught, snared, or en

trapped, the [young lizards termed] J.-, pl. of
6 o

U-a-. (O, K.”)

J- The young one of the [kind of lizard

called] -á, (AZ, S, Mgh, K,) when it first

comes forth from its egg: (AZ, S, K:) it is next
6 - d - * * * * 6 • J.

called J.A.: ; then, &”; then, Ley-as-; and
3 - • w • J •

then, J-3: ($ and L voce £4: [but see this

word:]) pl. [of pauc.] Ju: (K) and [of mult.]

J.-- (S, K) and &S- with kesr, and i-,

(K, TA,) with kesr and then fet-h. (TA. [In the
• * d *: 28

CK i-J) [Hence,] U->Jl 24, (S) or 2:1
o * d = d. * • •

U--, and "J-- 3:1, (K.) The [lizard called]

-*. (S, K.) [Hence also,] J-" &- 4.5i S,

i. e. I will not come to thee ever, (S, K,) until thy

death : (S:) because the tooth of the U-a- does

not fall out: (S, K:) a prov. (S.)

J.-- See J- [of which it is the dim.].

Lo

1. 4--, (S, Msb, K.) aor. 2, (Mab, K.) infn.
6 o –

-o-, (Mgh, Mgb,) He cut it; or cut it off :

(S, Msb, K.) he cut it off entirely. (Mgh, Msb.)

–Hence, jus!!--- (S:) you say, 3,3'---,

(K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He cut the vein, and

then cauterized it to prevent the flow of the blood:

(k :) or this is an elliptical expression, originally
• * * * *

&= -22 ---, meaning he stopped the flow of

blood from the vein by cauterization. (Mgb.)

And hence (Mgh) 3-13 94ki, (S,Mgh)
or ūs:#2; ** baiji [Cut ye off his hand,

then cauterize it], (S,” Mgh," TA,) in order that

the blood may stop. (S, Mgh, TA.) You say

also, #31 <---, meaning I cauterized the beast

by successive operations. (Bdin lxix.7)–[Hence,

also,] āşi~, (K,) inf. m. as above, (TA,)

He stopped the disease by a remedy. (K.) And

guá;" £i £--, and ääs", His mother stopped

his sucking, and his food: (TA:) and acLāy-e-a

[His sucking was stopped]; (K;) said of a child.

(TA) And £1 US$ 2-, (K) inf n as

above, (TA,) He prevented such a one from at

taining the thing. (K.) And cºs J'é--- üí
- of 2 •

491 I cut off from him the thing, so that he

cannot attain aught thereof. (TA.) See also
6 y o o 4 ~ * *

A9-, below.-You say also, Low---, aor. 2,

inf n. A2-, It caused them to pass anay, come

to an end, cease, perish, or come to nought. (Zj,
* * *

TA.) See, again, >+, below. = Cs >>

J.", (TK) inf. n.>s-, (Yoo, K,) He strove,

laboured, toiled, or exerted himself, and wearied

himself, in work. (Yoo, K, TK.)

7. -->3' It was, or became, cut, or cut off:

(S, Msb, K:) [or it was, or became, cut off en

tirely: see 1, of which it is the quasi-pass.]

żu-A sword; because it cuts that upon which

it comes: (Msb:) or a sharp sword; (S, K, TA;)

and in the same sense applied to a [knife such as

is termed] **: (TA:) and (so in the S, but in

the K “or”) the edge of a sword, with nhich one

strikes. (S, K.)—X- # A lasting night :

(K:) or a night of lasting evil, especially. (TA.)

© p p.

A2-- Unluckiness, or inauspiciousness. (S,”

K,” TA.) Some explain it thus in the passage
• O ~ & d - e. * - J -

here following ($,"TA)-8- Love's tes

wo-A: £3, Jú, in the Kur lxix. 7, means

He sent it (the wind) upon them by force, (Jel,)

or made it to prevail against them by his ponyer,

(Bd,) [seven nights and eight days] consecutively;

(T, S, Bd, K, Jel;) an expression taken from the

repetition of the act of cauterization, (T, Bd, Jel,)

i.e. the act of the "L-U-5 (Jel;) whence this

word (Le-la-) is applied to anything made conse

cutive; (T, TA;) and>s- is its pl.: (T, Bd,

TA:) or>s- signifies the making consecutive.

and, as an epithet, consecutive, and continuous

from first to last : (Fr, TA:) or, accord. to some,

>s-nAş. means the days that are consecutive

with evil especially; and such ISd thinks to be

the meaning: (TA:) or >~~ Júl Ineans

the nights that cut off good, or prosperity,(*~

*") from their people: (S.K.. [and the like

is said by Bd in lxix. 7:]) or les-- in the Kur

means causing them to pass anay, come to an

72
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end, cease, perish, or come to nought: (Zj, T:)

or it may be an inf. n., meaning for the purpose

of cutting off : or an inf. n. of a verb meant to be
understood, as a denotative of state; i.e. : • • 4

ūs-- [agreeably with the explanation of Zj];

and this is confirmed by the reading with fet-h

[i. e. wo- though this is a very rare form of

infn.] (Bd.) you say X, -Xi,(K) in which

case the latter word is an inf. n. used as an epithet,

meaning cutting off, or preventing, good, or pros

perity; (TA;) and2'-->ul, which has a similar

meaning. (K, TA.)

X--, pl.>+. see this latter word.

6 - - d -

à--> A cause, or means, of cutting off, or

stopping; (T, K, TA;) syn. iski. (T, TA.)

So in the saying, £ui-lis This is a cause,

or means, of cutting aff, or stopping, the disease.
o J_d = -

(K. T.A.) And hence, (TA) #2:#
- # o 6 * > d > * o d 6 * * * *

#30 a.s...: Jall as---, a trad, (T, S, TA)

meaning [Keep ye to fasting, for it is] a cause,

or means, of stopping venereal intercourse, [and a

cause, or means, of dispelling exultation, or ex

cessive exultation, and resting the mind upon

things agreeable with natural desire:] (TA:) or

an impediment to venery, and a cause of dimi

nishing the seminal fluid, and of stopping venereal

intercourse or passion, &c. (T, T.A.)

6 J &

> - A child (TA) whose sucking is stopped:

(K, TA:) and n:hose food is stopped. (TA.) And

A child badly fed. (S, K.) Hence the prov.,

ūs-- &l= &#& [The lapping of a little

puppy that had been badly fed]: said on the

occasion of a greedy person's taking much of a

thing that he had not been able to obtain, and

that he had become able to obtain; or in ordering

one to take much when able. (TA. [See Freytag's

Arab. Prov. ii. 817; where another reading is

given, namely, ūs:- in the place of *s-,

as well as the reading here given.])

U->

1, 3-, (S.Mgh,Msb, K.,&c.) which may also

be written and pronounced Ú-e-, with the dammeh

suppressed, (S) and 3-, (K) aor.’,(TA) infn.

3-(S, Msb, K, TA) and U-, (Hamp.657,

and Bd in ii. 77,) He, or it (a thing, S, Msb),

had, or possessed, the quality termedC- [which

see below; i.e., was, or became, good, or goodly,

(generally the latter,) beautiful, comely, or pleasing,

&c.; and"c- often signifies the same, as in
- J - d. w

the phrase 2.xls C-5 it was, or became, good, .

&c., in his estimation]: (S, K, TA:) and [in like
6 d >

manner] …j
o J •

of c)--. (Mughnee in art. ".)-One may not
o + -

• - o 5

"3-i means Zeyd became possessed

say &--, transferring the dammeh of the U- to

the 2- and making the former letter quiescent,

except in one case; because it is [virtually, to

gether with its agent expressed or implied, in this

case,] a predicate: [see I’Ak p. 234:] this is

allowable only in the case of a verb of praise or
• Q J

dispraise; U--, in respect of the transference of

the medial vowel, being likened to ... and J-5,

which are originally -- and J.: and thus one

does in all verbs like these two in meaning: a

poet says,

• * * o -3 - e. * * * • d e o e

* "> <>, > -s: J-ull 3-4-3 *

•-# * > J. * ~# * * o:

* (# 3 3-1,35i x * *

[Men have not withheld from me what I have

desired, nor do I give them what they have de

sired: good, or very good, is this as a mode ofcon

duct / ; meaning usi lis&- (S, TA.) You

say also,: 3-, [meaning Good, or goodly,

&c., or very good &c., is Zeyd / or] meaning

* '3-i [i.e. how good, or goodly, &c., is Zeyd!

3S also "4: U.] (B, TA in art. +.)

2. 4--, (S, K,) inf. n. 3-5, (S,) He made

it, or rendered it, c- [i. e. good, or goodly,

(generally the latter,) beautiful, comely, or pleas

ing, &c.]; (K;) he beautified, embellished, or

adorned, it ; (S, TA;) as also '4-l. (TA.)

You say, -i. 53-' '3-i The shaver beauti

Jied, or trimmed, his head. (TA.) And &:

aii-* Jé '3-i [Who hath made good, or

goodly, everything that He hath created], in the

Kur [xxxii. 6], means 'G' Jés &l- &- [hath

made good, or goodly, the creation of everything].

(TA.)–(See also c-5.]—And see 10.

3. * *3-íč (STA) reri, Icon.

tend with men for thy superiority in c- [i. e.

goodness, or goodliness, &c.]. (TA.) [ć-- fol

lowed by an accus, is rendered by Golius, as on

the authority of J, who gives no explanation of

it, “Bene tractavit et egit.”]

4. Ú--! as an intrans. v.: see 1. - Also He

did that which wasc- [meaning good, comely,

or pleasing; he acted well]; (Msb;) he did a

good deed: (Er-Raghib, TA:) [for] &: is the

contr. of 5-1. (K.) it differs from Atal in be.

ing to oneself and to another; whereas the latter

is only to another: (TA:) and it surpasses J.'s,

inasmuch as it means the giving more than one

ones, and taking less than is onced to one; whereas

the latter means the giving what one owes, and

taking what is owed to one. (Er-Rághib, T.A.)

You say, <! <!-- and *: [I acted, or behaved,

nvith goodness, well, or in a good or comely or

pleasing manner, tonards him; did good to him;

benefited him; conferred a benefit, or benefits,

upon him]: both signify the same: (S, TA:)

and hence, in the Kur [xii. 101], Us: c-i 35

9: &-J: $! meaning Gl [i. e. He hath

acted well towards me, when he brought me forth

from the prison]: (AHeyth, Az:) or, accord. to

some, the verb in this case is made to import the

meaning of -āla; [which is trans. by means of

*', i. e. He hath acted graciously with me].

(Mughnee in art. +'.)-3–? is also explained

as meaning J.S.:) [i. e. The being sincere, or

nithout hypocrisy; or the asserting oneself to be

clear of believing in any beside God]; which is

a condition of the soundness, or validity, of

d''} and >SC) together: and as denoting

natchfulness, and good obedience: and as meaning

the continuing in the right way, and folloning

the way which those [of the righteous] who have

gone before have trodden; this last being said to

be the meaning in the Kur ix. 101. (TA.)=

As a trans. v. : see 2, in three places. -<--

also signifies t He knen it: (S, K, TA:) [or] he

knew it well; (Er-Răghib, Mgby) and so *: U--!,

as in the saying, :* &- * +He knows

nvell the Arabic language. (M.A.) Hence the say

ing of 'Alee, £- U. 3."# IThe value of

the man, is what he #nons, or knows well]. (TA.)

U2--> Le Hull U-U! is another saying of 'Alee,

meaning ! Men are named, or reputed, in relation

to what they hnon, and to the good deeds that

they do. (TA)- 4 -i and 4: ... see
* ~ * ~ * *

1, last sentence. You say also, *%-- to [i. e.

IIon very good, or goodly, &c., is he 'J; using
* ~ * ~ * -

the dim. form; like aa-Meel to [q.v.]. (S and K

in art. .)= Also He (a man, IAar) sat upon

a high hill, or heap, of sand, such as is termed

3- (IAar, K.)

5 c-- see 1.-Also in J: [i.e. He

beautified, embellished, or adorned, himself: and

he affected what is beautiful, goodly, or comely,

in person, or in action or actions or behaviour, or

in moral character, &c.]. (TA.) [+:-5, said

of a woman, occurs, in the former sense, in the S

and K in art. As), and in the TA in art. lxi, &c.]
* w * * * *

-U-->A:-" J-3 He entered the hot bath

and nas shaven. (TA.)

6. c-A-5 [He affected to be c- (i. e. good,

goodly, beautiful, comely, &c.), not being really

so]. (A in art. C-. [See 6 in that art.])

10. <-- He counted, accounted, reckoned,

or esteemed, him, or it, c- [i. e. good, goodly,

beautiful, comely, pleasing, &c.; he approved,

thought well of, or liked, him, or it]; (S, K;) as

also "4:-, infn.3-5. (Harp. 594.) Hence

the saying, J-3 £1. &l-flás -#3 [The

making this word perfectly declinable is appro

vable, but the making it imperfectly declinable is

agreeable with analogy]. (TA.)
6 o y

3- (S,K, &c.) and "3+, which is of the

dial of El-Hijāz, and '3-, (MF, TA) Good.

ness, or goodliness, [generally the latter,] beauty,
comeliness, or pleasingness; contr. of s #: (S:)

i. q. J.-: (K:) but accord, to As, [when re

lating to the person,] c- is in the eyes, and

J.-- is in the nose: (TA:) symmetry; or just

proportion of the several parts of the person, one

to another: (Kull:) or anything, moving the

mind, that is desired, or wished for; such as is

approved by the intellect; and such as is approved

by natural desire; and such as is approved by

the faculty of sense: in the common conventional

language, mostly applied to what is approved by

the sight : in the Kur, mostly to what is approved

by mental perception: it is in accidents as well as

in, substances: (Er-Răghib, TA:) the pl. is

"J-t-., (§, K.) like & S- pl. of i-3, and

* pl. of #, &c., (Harp. 9,) contr. to rule
*

(S.K.) as though pl. of "J-- or "E--->

(§ accord. to different copies:) or, accord, to Lh
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and Eth-Tha’ālibee, &-- has no proper sing.

(TA) - J-du , ,55, in the Kur [i. 77),

means And say ye to men a saying having in. *t

goodness(Q- 13 $35): oru:-may meanu

(Zj, TA:) and some read here U--: and some,

ū-, accord. to the dial. of El-Hijāz; and some,

"...:-, as an inf n, like us: (B4) but

AHát and Zj disallow this; the former saying
• d.o.* @ J. * - og •

that L-- is like U, as [as fem of Jaśl denoting

the comparative and superlative degrees], and

therefore should have the article Ul. (TA.)

(i. 4.9% &:} t:33, in the Kur [xxix. 7],

means [in like manner] And we have enjoined

man to do to his two parents what is good ( U.

* * * &+): (TA:) and here [also] some read

*- and some, üu. 1. (Bd.) [See another ex.

of a similar kind, from the Kur xviii. 85, voce

ū, near the beginning of the paragraph.]

c-" <- [The convolvulus cairicus of Linn.;

abundant in the gardens of Cairo;] a certain

plant that twines about trees and has a beautiful

Jioner. (TA.)- See also&

* > *

U-- Having, or possessing, the quality termed

C- [which see above; good, or goodly, (gene

rally the latter,) beautiful, comely, pleasing or

pleasant, &c.]; (Msb, K, TA;) either intrin

sically, as when applied to belief in God and in his

attributes; or extrinsically, as when applied to war

against unbelievers, for this is not good initself: said

to be the only epithet of its measure except Ji.
6 •

(TA:) and "J-a-signifies the same, (IB, K.)

because from 3-, like+ and>= from

Xié and 2', (IB, TA) and "öu-, (K) but

this is an intensive epithet, [signifying very good or

goodly &c.,] (IB, TA) and "öt-, (K) also an

intensive epithet, (§, IB) and '3-i-, (K) [pro

perly signifying being, or becoming, good or goodly

&c.,] cited by Lh as used in a future sense, (TA,)

and '3- as applied to a face: (K:) the fem.

is :--, and "à:-, applied to a woman, (S,

Msb, K.,) though,the £orresponding masc. of this

latter, namely, WJ-a-1, is [said to be] not used (S,

K) as applied to a man [in the sense of Ü->],

(S,) [but the phrase w:>i* as meaning

* 2:-- is mentioned in the S in art. Jae-',

(see J% and see also the pl. &-- in what

here follows)] and "āt- (S. K.) the pl. masc.

is &:- (Msb, K,) pl. of3-- used as an epi

thet; but when&- is used as a. [proper] name,

its pl. is &s:-- (Msb;) and &l- may also

be pl of 3-5 (TA) and &s:- (Sb, K.)

pl. of'', which has "...broken pl.: (Sb.:)

and Asall c, -le- means Lowl-> [the good, or

goodly, &c., of the party, or company of men]:

(K:) the pl. fem. is du-e-, (K,) like the masc.,

pl. of:- and the only instance of its kindex.

cept -**, pl. of£3. (TA.) You say J*.

C-: &- [A man very good or goodly &c.],

using Ú- as an imitative sequent [for the purpose
6 * > * *

of corroboration]. (S.)- [U-- ~~~- A tra

dition of good authority; generally applied to one

transmitted in the first instance by two or more

relaters. - Also meaning Good, comely, good

humoured, pleasing, or pleasant, discourse or

talk]—3--" The bone that is newt to the

elbon, as also "3:1: (K:) or the extremity

of the bone of the upper half of the arm next the

shoulder-joint, because of the abundance of flesh

that is upon it; the extremity of that bone next

the elbow being called &#1; (TA in art. C# :)

or the upper part of that bone; the lower part

thereof being called 2-all. (Fr, TA in that art.)

– A kind of tree, of beautiful appearance, (K,

TA,) also called the Si, that gron's in ron's upon

a hill, or heap, (~<=) of sand; so called be.

cause of its beauty ; whence the -re:<> is called

c- tà: thus described by Az, on the authority

of 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh. (TA.) - [And hence,

perhaps,] C- signifies also A high -:= [or

hill, or heap, of sand]: (IAar, K:) whence it is

used as a [proper] name of a boy. (IAar, T.A.)

*See also 3-, first sentence.

* - d ?

See Ú-a-l.3-1:

4 / /

U-> :

See 3-, first sentence. •

i:- 4, ledge (#) projecting from a moun

tain: pl.&- (K.)
*

# - fem of C- [q.v.]. (S, Msb, K.)

Also, [used as a subst., or as an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. is predominant, A good

act or action;] an act of obedience [to God;

often particularly applied to an alms-deed]: (Ksh

and Bd in iv. 80:) and the renard [of a good

action]: (Er-Răghib, TA:) a good, benefit, bene

faction, boon, or blessing: (Ksh and Bd ibid.:)

contr. of i: [in all these senses]: (S, K:) as

contr. of this latter word, it signifies any rejoicing,

or gladdening, good or benefit &c. that betides a

man in his soul and his body and his circum

stances: (Er-Raghib, T.A.) pl. &ti- (K, and

Kur vii. 167, &c. :) it has no broken pl. (TA.)

Hence, in the Kur iv. 80, it means Abundance of

herbage, or of the goods, conveniences, and com

Jorts, of life; ampleness of circumstances; and

success: and a: there means the contr. of these.

(Er-Raghib, T.A.) In the Kurxi. 116, -u-l

is said to mean The five daily prayers, as ex

piating what has been between them. (TA.)

As an epithet, [fem. of C-l it is applied to

an accident as well as to a substance. (Er-Răghib,

TA.)

• & J. a o y * > 0 #

es-- see C-, and U-1; the latter, in

three places.

&l- See3

s *

U-e-o- :
•

6 de J, * * *

U-- [dim. of c-,-Also] A high moun

tain: whence it is used as a [proper] name of a

boy. (TA.)

• & e -d

Us:-- One's utmost, [or rather one's best,]

or the utmost of one's poner or ability or deed or

case: so in the saying, 33- J: & £

[His utmost, or best, &c., is, or nill be, the doing

such a thing]: and *#: means the same.

(K,”TA.)

*** - /

#le--, see what next precedes.= Also A

kind of tree, with small leaves. (K.)

6 : y s * a • * -

cut--; and its fem., with 3: see C-, in

three places.

C-: See C---[Hence] 3--" The

moon. (AA, S.)

J - d £ **

J

.* 9-', fem. à:- pl. &--i. SeeC--

U-9 denotes the comparative and superlative

degrees [of &+]; as in the phrase 3-9.*

[He, or it, is the better, and best; or the more,

and most, goodly or beautiful or comely &c.]:

(K:) 'L- is the fem.; as in the phrase

L:-" à:S The best names; those of God;

which are ninety and nine, (Jel in vii. 1793)

it signifies the contr. of us: (S, K:) the pl.

of 3-9. is 3-9. (K.) In the saying, in

the Kar (vi.15 and xvii.30),-*"J. b35%

2-- Use es:-" S! [And approach ye not the

property of the orphan, to make use of it,] except

by that act which is best to be done with it, the

meaning is, such an act as the taking care of it,

and increasing it: (Bd:) or, as some say, the

meaning is, the taking, of his property, what will

[suffice to] conceal those parts of one's person

that should not be exposed, and stay one's hunger.

(TA.) [The fem.] "G-l is applied to acci

dents only: not to substances. (Er-Răghib, TA.)

It means also, [as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. predominates, That which is better,

and that which is best. And hence,] The good

final or ultimate state or condition [appointed

for the faithful]: (K:) so, it is said, in the Kur

xli. 50. (TA.) And The vien, or vision, of God;

(K;) accord. to some: but it is said that in the Kur

x. 27, it means Paradise; and #95, which there

follows it, means the view, or vision, of the face

of God. (TA.) And Victory: and martyrdom:

(Th, K:) whence, [in the Kur ix. 52,] es:

c:-" [one of the truo best things]; (K;)

victory or martyrdom. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.) And

The saying & S. $, S. (Jel in xii. 6 and 9.)

The pl. of 'U' is #:-" and "3-1,

(K, [the latter like &= pl. of Ussel, but mis.

understood by Freytag as syn. with J-'-o',

which next follows it in the K,]) neither of which

is used without the article UI. (TA.)
*

* > d e :

<--it see 4, last sentence but one.
-

•

&- a subst. of the measure J-5 (K;)

or rather an inf n, used as a subst: ; (TA;) pl.

&--5: whence c--#" + (K) [Cali

graphy; or] deliberate, orderly, and regular

writing; (TK;) [or close and compact writing,

nithout spaces, or gaps, and without elongation

of the letters;] contr. of &#1. (K. [See
& e * *

3:- -uśs.])

6 - d - 6 of J. - -

U--~ : see U--, and J-la-2.

72
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6 * > * 6 & J.

-

U-2 : See Ú-a-.

d J.

C-: Doing, or nho does, that which is

c- [meaning good, comely, or pleasing]; (K,

TA;) as also * 5t- (K:) or the latter [is

an intensive epithet, meaning doing, or who does,

much that is good, comely, or pleasing: or]

means constantly doing that which isc

(TA)-3-3 &: 9% Ül, in the Kur

xii. 36, means ! Verily ne see thee to be of those

who know, or know well, the interpretation of

dreams: (Ksh, Bd, TA:*) or t of those endoned

with knowledge: or of the doers of good to the

prisoners: (Ksh, Bd:) or of those who aid the

weak and the sufferer of nurong, and visit the

sick. (TA.)

6 * > d -

ā-- [A cause of good ; pl., app., "3-3,

like as st-, originally &*, is said to be pl.

* - - - * * - 2 - * ~ * • *

of 34-2, originally 312-2J. You say, Axial lia

--0 i- [This food is a cause of good,

i.e. beneficial, to the body]. (S.)

6 J - 4

U--> *

6 - O

d--~ :

SeeC- -

See 3-4.

3-(- The beautiful places [or parts] of the

body: (K:) accord. to some, (TA,) the sing.

is "J-- or it has no sing: (Ki) the former

opinion is disapproved by ISd.: the latter is the

opinion of the grammarians and of the generality

of the lexicologists: and therefore, says Sb, the

rel. n. is "J-- for if &-- had a sing.,

it would be restored to the sing. in forming the

rel. n. (TA.) You say, c--~ #:= #53

Such a noman has many beautiful places [or

parts] of the body. (T.A.) And *" &--

4:3-3 [The beauties of the face, and its defects].

(K in art. C- :) [for] &-- signifies the contr.

of 3-2. (S.) -[As contr. of 3-3, it signifies

also Good qualities of any kind, and also good

actions; like + -: agreeably with an ex

planation in the KL, was2&#.]- See also C-:

-and as -

J-U-4: see the next preceding paragraph.

9-a

1. U-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. --, (Msb) infn.
6- d -

3-, (S, Msb,) and some say that is-- also is

an inf n., (Msb,) [but this is properly an inf.n.

of un.,] He (a man) supped, or sipped, or drank

by little and little, (K,) soup, or broth, (S, K,)

Ol' &*, and the like; (Msb;) as also "L-X-1

(S, K) and "L-5, (K) or the last means, in a

leisurely manner. (Sb, S.) You say also, ©2-e

53-6 #:- [I supped, or sipped, one sup, or

sip]. (S.) And <-- as meaning I drank [or

supped or sipped] what is termed3- and U-.

(Isk,TA) [Hence.jø.t=": "[They

sipped the cup of death; lit, deaths]: and * s:

2: J." t[They sipped the draughts of sleep;

meaning they took naps]. (TA.)–One says

also of a bird, à." U--, (M8b,K.) aor, as above,

(M5b,) inf n. :- (Mgb, K,) like as one says

of a man,*: (TA;) [He sipped the nater :]

one should not say, in this case,*. (Msb, K.)

ô • * © d -

Hence the prov., (Msb,)2: •+ X: [A

sleeping like the sipping of the bird]; i.e., of

short duration; (S, M, Mgb, TA;) likened, in

its quick ending, to a bird's swallowing water:
6 d."

(Msb:) in the copies of the K, A2: [a day];

and so in [some copies of] the S, and in the A.

(TA) And the saying, 'E' → ă» :

I slept [a sleep like the sipping of the bird;

meaning,] a short sleep. (T, Msb.")

2: see 4, in two places.

3. [sul- He supped, or sipped, with him soup,

or broth, &c.] You say, 5. u-tá- £- [I

supped, or sipped, with him a bitter cup]. (TA.)

4. 531 + -i, (S. K.) infn, it -, (TA)

I made him, or gave him, to sup, or sip, the

soup, or broth, (S. K.) as also "4:-, (K.)
6 - © -

inf. n. *-a-5. (T.A.) It is said in a prov.,

• * - - - *

* Us--" Wels--

J. d y

-->

* . . . *

- -

[For the like thereof I used to give thee the

mouthfuls of soup to sup, or sip;] meaning t for

the like of this case I used to act with goodness to

thee. (A, TA. [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov.
- - - *

ii. 437; where we read tre--l.]

5: see 1.

6. 12-la-3 (TA) They supped, or sipped, [soup,

or broth, &c.,] one nith another. (KL.)

8: see 1, in three places. - [Hence also,]
•,• • * * - - • &

U-ya!! Jew -5-1, and U-->4), and â5ull, + He

elicited, or exacted, the utmost pace, or poner of

going on, of the horse, and of the he-camel, and

of the she-camel. (TA.)

U-- see #~~.

* D -

2-, inf. n. of 1.-See also à--

is:- A single act of supping or sipping; (S,”

K;) as also V #--, but the former is the more

chaste: (K:) some say that these are dial. vars.,

like # and #, and #- and #: but

accord. to Yoo, the former denotes the act, and

the latter is the [proper] subst. (TA.) See also

what next follows.

6.- 0 p.

35-a- A sup, or sip; i.e. a small quantity of

what is supped, or sipped: (K:) or as much as

is supped, or sipped, (C-4) at once : (S:) or

a mouthful of n-hat is supped, or sipped; and

some say that "is- is a dial var; but others,
2 <

that this is an inf. n. [of un.]: (Msb:) pl. Us--

[for an ex of which see 4] (Msb,TA) and +,--

Or+,-- Or+,+ (Msb) and [of pauc.]ā

and is-i [in some copies of the K, erroneously,

#-il, and pl. pl. U-- [or rather U--il, (K,)

which ISd thinks to be rather a pl. of " £-,

contr. to rule. (TA.) You say, is-# es'

[In the vessel is a sup, or sip]. (S, Msb.) See
6 - d -

à-- A well-known kind of food; ($;) soup;

i. e. n hat is supped, or sipped; (K;) thin cooked

food, (Sh, IAth, Mgb,) that is supped, or sipped,

(IAth, Msb,) such as is prepared for one who

has a complaint of his chest, (Sh,) made of flour

and nater and oil or grease, and sometimes

sneetened: (IAth:) also called "3- (Sh, S,

Msh, K) and 'i:-- (Sh, K) and "u"- and
W:- ; (K;) the last two, the latter of which is

like the inf. n., mentioned by IAar, but regarded

by ISd as of doubtful authority. (TA.) See
* - d -

3-: see what next precedes.- Also One

n:ho sups, or sips, much : ($, K:) an epithet

applied to a man. (S.)

i:-- see #~~.

[-- act, part. n. of 1. Hence,]-: J--

[lit. The supper, or sipper, of gold;] a surname

of Ibn-Judh'án, because he had a vessel of gold

from which he supped, or sipped. (S, CK.)

* > *

U--- [The mouth; lit. the place of supping,

or sipping]. One says of him who is short, *

J-i." &- L-3'* [He has the mouth

near to the anus]. (TA.)

Us

1. ū- L- See 8. =3: <--- i. q.

<-- [i. e. I knew the men's certainly; or knen,

somen'hat of the men's; see 4 in art. U--J; as
- - - + o- o 5 - - -

also 3-1'-i (STA) And J & J.--

a-i. He knew what was in his mind; as also

**u-l. (K.) One says also, 3- "<!-- Já

ë: cºs, meaning Hast thou found, or dis

covered, [or learned,] anything from such a one?

(Az, T.A.)

4: see 1.

8. L.--! He dug out the sand from a U->

to procure the nater beneath: (S:) he dug out

the earth for the nater to come forth : (TA :)

andÚ- Us--" (T.K) he fetched out, by digging,

the water of a L->; so as heard by Az from

more than one of Benoo-Temeem: (TA:) or he

dug aL- as also "su -, (K)—[Hence.]

+ He asked, or sought, information, news, or

tidings. (TA.)- See also 1, in two places.

J- see what next follows.

J.--(T.S.K.)'''L- (Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà,

AAF, K) and "J.--, accord. to the K, but this

is unknown, and the correct word is U--, [or

rather"U- mentioned by IAar, (TA,) Water

n:hich the earth imbibes from sand [above it],

and which, when it reaches what is hard, is

arrested thereby: one digs out the sand from over

it, and dran's it forth: (S:) or accumulated sand,

beneath which is hard rock, so that, n'hen the

sand is rained upon, it imbibes the nater of the

rain, which, reaching the rock beneath, is arrested

thereby, and the sand prevents the heat of the

sun from drying up the nater; n herefore, when

the heat is vehement, the upper portion of the

sand is dug out from over the nater, and it nells
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forth, cold and sneet, and is taken by little and

little: (Az, TA:) or soft, or plain, ground, in

n:hich water remains and collects: or rugged

ground, over nhich is sand, that collects the rain

nater; so that nhenevera bucketful is drawn forth,

another collects: (K, TA:) so in the M : (TA:)
* - of * •

pl. [of pauc.] tu-- (S, K) and [of mult] :u-> .

QK3) # -i is syn, with # (S.) [See also
6 - d - d

&2:-.]- Us-- also signifies A small quantity

of water; and so *ā-. (Th, TA.)

* -

Us-- :

2 Qi o

Us->: See L5->.

47 °
g

*

U-6

#
•

1. U-a-, (MSb, K.) aor. 2, [contr. to general

rule in the case of an intrans. v. of this class,

<+, which

seems to be not improbable,] inf. n. L-, (Msb,)

It (a plant, or herbage, Msb, or a shoot of a

palm-tree cut off from the mother-tree, or plucked

forth from the ground, and planted, K) dried, or

dried up. (MSb, K.) [Accord. to my copy of the

Msb, the same is said of a well; but I incline to

think that 2: is here written by mistake for c:

unless the sec. pers. of the pret. be

(meaning straw) or some similar word..] You say

also, 39. J.-, (IAar, S, A, K,) aor. and inf n.

as above, (TA) or inf. n. J.-, (IAar,) and,

as some say, Jä- (A’obeyd,Si) and "...#~!,

(TA;) The child, or young one, (S, A, K,) of a

she-camel, (IAar,) dried up in the belly, (S, A,

K) or womb, (TA) the time of the birth having

been exceeded. (TA) And #1 <--, (A, K.)

and -i-, (Yoo) and "--, (S, K) and

'----, (Yoo, K,) The arm, or hand, dried

up; (S, A.;) and became unsound in its veins or

ducts, and so rendered motionless; syn. <:

(S, K.) or, as some say, became slender and

small (TA)=4<-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *..[in

(Msb, TA,) He cut it, namely, L:- [or dry

herbage]: (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) and he collected

it; as also "4:-1: (TA:) or the former has the

former signification [only]; and " the latter sig

nifies he sought it, and collected it. (S, K, TA)

You say also,*3 Ji-He collected dry herbage

(#-) for his camel. (TA in art. Ji.) And

£3 es: Ji-He cut dry herbage (J:-) for

his beast. (TA) And 4: G = U - He beat

the branches of the trees so that its leaves became

scattered [for, or upon, his sheep or goats]; like

Js. (TA)- Also, (S, K,) aor. as above, (S,

A, K,) and so the inf. n., (TA,) He thren to him

(namely a horse) J:- [or dry herbage]; (S,

K;) he fed him therenith. (A, TA) Az says, I

have heard the Arabs say to a man 4%J

[Feed thou thy horse with dry herbage]. (TA.)

Hence the prov., L:25, ai- [I feed thee nith

dry herbage and thou dungest upon me]: (S, A,

K.) and if it were said with J., [a-i, “I

curry thee,”] it would not be strange: (S:) ap

this case agreeable with general rule,] inf. n.

plied to him who does evil to one who does good

to him: (Az, K:) or to any one to whom a

benefit has been done and who requites it with

the contrary thereof, or is not grateful for it nor

profits by it: and thus the prov. is related in the T

and Sand Mand A [and K]; but by 'Abd-es-Selám

El-Bagree, Lé:25, *-i. (TA.)- Hence,

(A,) júi J -, (S, A, K.) aor, and inf n. *

above, (S) and Az adds -i-jū, (TA) He

kindled the fire; or made it to burn, or to burn

fiercely; (S, A, K;) and fed it n'ith firewood,

like as one feeds a beast with J-- (A, TA:)

or he collected to it what was scattered of the fire

wood: (TA :) and he stirred it. (K.)– And

~~ J- aor. and inf n. as above, He kindled,

and excited, or provoked, nar, or the nar. (TA.)

–And ū53 J- ! He improved, or made good,

the condition, (A, K,) or property, (O) of such

a one. (A, O, K.)—And jus J.- : He multi

plied his property, or made it to be much, (A,

K,”) by [adding to it] the property of another:

(A:) or Su: as J:- he put property into, or

among, his property: (Skr.:) or he strengthened

#

him with property. (El-Báhilee)– And Ji

4:, (S, A, O.) aor, and inf n, as above, (TA)

! He feathered his arron: (A, O:) or stuck the

feathers upon the sides of his arron : (S:) or

mounted them upon his arron. (TA.)

4. U-1 It (herbage) became in such a state

that it might be cut (ISh, K) and gathered,

(TA) being dried up. (Ish.)—331 -:-i:

see -----Also -i- She (a woman, S and

K, and a camel, TA) had her child, or young one,

dried up in her belly. (S, K.)=$3. AftJ

[May God make his arm, or hand, to dry up;

or to become unsound in its veins or ducts, and so

rendered motionless;] is a form of imprecation

used by the Arabs. (TA)-093 - He cut

(K) and collected (TA) U--- [or dry herbage]

nith such a one; (K;) as though he helped him

in doing so. (TA.)

* *
* * * .

8. a...e-l: see a.a-, in two places.

** w J - *

10. śl J-1, and #1 -- see
•w•

#
and -->.

*

U- 5

J. G. Mg, M., K) and #, G. M.,

K.,) but the former is the more common, (Msb,)

and"U-, (K,) A garden: (El-Fārābee, S, Mgh,

Msb, K") or a garden of palm-trees: (AHát,

Msb.) pl. Gui- (S, Ms) and &ti-. (Mb)

-Hence, 1 A privy; (El-Fārābee, S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K;) likewise called J-"< Or "U-1:

(Msb:) because they used to ease themselves in

the gardens: (S, Mgh, Msb, K. :) then, when

they made privies, they applied thus this appella

tion: (Mab3) and in like manner, "U-2; but

accord. to the Abridgment of the 'Eyn., this is

proper, not tropical: (Msb:) or this last, also

written "...-, signifies the same; (TA;) or a

place in which human ordure has become col.

lected: (K:) the pl. ofJ - as applied to a privy

(Ibn-'Abbād,is 3,4-(§, Mgh, K) and

K.)= See also i:-.

3 *

U-:
•

3 *
*

J9->.

-

u

#
See in two places:= and see

* *

U--

%, 2 * :

-Al-: see L:

#

6

-

:

•

•

U- : See

~:=and see #1:-.

Jú- see Ji--*.

'#'s. J,4- [Having her foetus dried up in

her n'omb]. (L from a verse of Ibn-Mukbil.)

J.-- Dry herbage; (Msb;) dry pasture, or

fodder: (El-Fārābee, S, Mgh, Mgb, K.) of the

measure J.-: in the sense of the measure Jets:

(Mab3) what is fresh is not so called: (S, Msb:)

but+ is applied to what is fresh and what is

dry: this, says ISd, is the opinion of the gene

rality of the lexicologists: some [he adds] assert

that U:- is green pasture or herbage, as well

as dry: but he says that this is not correct; [and

the like is said in the Msb;] for this word is pro

perly applied to denote dryness and contraction:

ISh says that it is applied to all herbs, or legumi

nous plants, fresh as well as dry; as also -ie

and Ji- Az says that when they use it unre

stricted, the Arabs mean thereby LA-, [which is

the herb called Ge: nohen it has become dry and

n:hite,] in particular; and that this is the best

kind of fodder; that horses thrive upon it, and it

is one of the best pastures for camels, or for

camels and sheep and goats; a good supply in

years of scarcity: (TA:) or it signifie: cut herb

age or pasture; and is of the measure J:ss in the

sense of the measure U2*: (Msb:) the n. un.

is with 5, signifying a fascicle, or nuisp, ofC:

(TA:) [and sometimes a herb ofany kind: the pl.

is J:-]- [It is also applied, in the present

day, to Hemp, used for its intoxicating property;

both fresh and dry: app. what is termed J.--

U-39-0 in the K, voce &#, q. v.: and also

termed #l #:- see De Sacy's “ Chrest

Arabe,” sec. ed., vol. i. pp. 210–283.–a4:

cut": See J3-I-C-3- also signifies A

child, or young one, that has dried up in the belly

of its mother; (Mgh, Mgb, TA;) and so "...#

and "...#- and 'J',: (TA) or J.:

[and the rest], a child, or young one, that perishes

in the belly of its mother. (K.) It is said in a

trad., U.e.:- -ājū And she cast forth a child, or

young one, dried up. (Mgh.) And you say,

ū-us; &# She (a camel) cast forth her

young one dried up. (Msb.)

#v= The [last] remains of the spirit (S, A,”

Msb, K) in the heart, (TA) [or of life;] in a

sich man, (S, Msb, K.) and in one who is mounded;

(K;) as also 'Ju-, (S, Msb, K,) the 3 being

sometimes elided. (Msb.)-And t.Any remains,
- & ...* J. J. : • . * * *

or relic. (TA.) You say, S. 3:25-31 & Us: W*
• - c > * > 0 & • *- - - 6 - - -

2-a-2 #1." - Us: $3,53 #1:... [There remained

not, of manliness, save a last relic going to and

fro, or wavering, in the entrails of one at the
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- 8 & - .." . "

*'''. (A,TA.) AndU-M d-e Lāt we

&" à:lia- S! ! [There remained not, of the sun,

save a last departing relic]. (A, TA.)

(#- One skilled in the knowledge of herbs:

so in modern works.– Accord. to Golius, as on

the authority of the KL, but not in my copy of

that work, A collector of hay, a forager.]

* < * 3 -

Jiu-, [pl. of "Jiu-,] Cutters, or cutters and

collectors, ofJ:- [or dry herbage]: (TA:) or

sethers and collectors thereof (S)=See also
* *

*

U-6.

#, -- . 3, # *

Lºla-: see its pl. - 'ta-.

2 of •

J,4-i: See J.-, last signification.

• • 3 -

U-2, (S, A, TA,) or "U"--, (K, [but this

seems to be a mistake occasioned by the accidental
3 - - -

omission of U-J's, as is indicated by the addi

tion of3-#3 shortly after, referring to the word

in a sense different from that which is here next

mentioned,] A place, (S,) or land, (K,) in nhich

is much U:- [or dry herbage]; (§, K;) as also

W 3 : * *

#

: (K:) or a place # n:hich one cuts

J:- (A:) and the first (C:-) a place in

which are much pasture, or herbage, and nealth,
o 3 - -

or good things. (K.) You say, J-2 U-2 1.ja,

meaning This is a [good] region abounding in

J:- (TA) And 4:5, 3:2 - 3.

Verily thou art in a place abounding in good

things, therefore do not quit it: so in some copies

of the S; and accord. to this explanation, the

word is tropically used: in other copies of the S,

in a place abounding in U++-. (TA)- See

• *

also J--Also the former, A thing in nhich

*

J:- is put; and so "C-2, but the former is

the more chaste; (A’Obeyd, S, K.) and '#~,

(K) and "#~, which is more chaste; so in

some copies of the K, (TA) and "Lit: , like

*54; of which the pl. is is:-ís (TA) the

first two of these words are applied to a woollen

-* A v.] in which U-- is put (IAth:)

and 'Ju-, with kesr, signifies a [sack of the

hind called 39% in which is --- (K)—

See alsoJ

3 *

U-* A woman, ($, K.) and a she-camel,

(TA,) whose child, or young one, dries up in her

belly. (§, K, T.A.)- An arm, or a hand, (-4.)

drying up; or becoming unsound in its veins or

ducts, and so rendered motionless : or becoming

slender and small. (TA.)

5 • •

U- An instrument with n'hich L:- [or

dry herbage] is cut; (A’Obeyd, S;) as also

'Ju-, like&: (TA:) or a plain [i. e. not

serrated] J-: [or reaping-hook] with which

J:- is cut; as also "...#-, but the former is

the more chaste ; (K;) or, accord. to the L, the

latter is the better. (TA.)= See alsoJ- in

two places. = Also An iron instrument with

which a fire is stirred, and so "is-2, (S. K.)

pl. - (A)—[Hence, 14 kindler, an *

citer, or a provoker, of war: or] a courageous

man. (K.) Of such one says,:Ji-X:

! [Excellent is the exciter of the army, or troop].

(S, A) And -j- J- signifies 14 kindler

and an exciter of nar: (K, TA:) or a conductor
• • O J.

of nar. (Hamp. 14.) You say, ~23-" Jiu->

4.They are the hindlers and exciters of wars. (A.)
•

#
*See also

U--

3 - - 3 - - .

#~ : see U-2, in two places." Also t The

podex : or anus : (S, Mgh, Msh, K*) and so

"C-: (TA) pl. of the former Ju-5 ($, Mgh,

K;) and of the latter L:2:-: (TA:) the former

also occurs written with U". (S, Mgh.)

63 - 3 - - 3 -

à:-e: see U-2 :=see also U-2.-Also

A staff, or stick: or a rod, wand, or twig. (TA.)

o - C - o -

J33-2 : see U:-, last signification.

&

*r

4. 4:- He angered him. (K.)

8. 12:- They collected themselves together;

congregated. (El-Muarrij, K.)

* o

--~~: see what next follows.

--- A thick, coarse, or rough, garment or

piece of cloth; (Aboo-Semeyda El-Aarābee, K;)
s

as also -e- and *-i-. (TA.) = See also
6 - d -

&

-r-‘9-.

Už-: see what next follows.

<!-- The fetlock joint (~45, J-23-) in

the pastern (£) of a beast : (S, K:) or, (K,)

as also "---> and "Us:-, (so in the TA,) a

bone in the inside of the hoof, betneen the tendons

(~~) and the -*** [or shank; app. the loner

pastern-bone]: (K:) or the contents (**) of

the hoof: (AA, TA:) or a small bone, like a

J-3- [or finger-bone, a description aptly apply

ing to either of the pastern-bones, the upper of

which seems to be here meant], at the extremity

of the -ā-k3, between the head thereof and the

place where the hoof is set on, (AS, S, K,) entering

into the £: (As, S: [see this last word (+),

to which various significations are assigned; here

said in the TA to be that which contains the

-->2- and U-4-3 (both of which words seem to

be syn.), between, or amid, the flesh and the

tendons:]) or the bone of the& [or pastern]:

(T, K:) or a name applied to each of the two

bones of the pastern (&-2) of a horse. (TA.)=

Lean, and lank in the belly. (K.)- And Big

bellied: or big in the sides: (TA:) or snollen,

or inflated, in the sides: (S, K:) or snollen in

the belly, and short: (Skr. p. 57 : [see an ex. in

a verse cited voce*: in art. 242- :]) bearing two

COntr. significations: (K:) fem. with 5: (TA:) pl.

-:13-. (Skr, S.)=The male hare : (K, TA:)

and [so in the K; but accord. to the TA, “or”]

the calf. (K.) Also, accord. to the K, the “male

fox:” but this is a mistake, occasioned by the
• O = • d >

occurrence of the words -53- and -as to

gether in a verse: the latter of these two signifies

the “male fox.” (TA.)=A company of men;

as also Vi:- (El-Muarrij, K:*) a large num

ber of men collected together. (TA.)

6 - - © -

4:3-; see what next precedes.

*

*A*

1. 33-, aor. (A, Msb, K) and -, (Mab, K.)

inf n. +-, (A, Msb, K.) He collected together

(A, Msb, K) people, or a company of men. (A,

Mb)—[Hence]>." J. &##4 +
! [I passed a night that brought anacieties crond

ing together upon me]. (A,TA)=b.:- (S,

A, Msh) aor. 2, inf n +-, (S) or 3,4- (A)

and "12-4-1, and * b.:-5 (S, A,) They

collected themselves together, or assembled, (S, A,

Msb,) and came round about (*- [but see what

follows]) aiding one another: (A:) or b:

signifies they were prompt, or active, [instead of

bi-, in the K, I read bi-, as in the L,] in

aiding one another: or they complied quickly,

nvhen called, or summoned: (L, K:) the verb is

thus generally used in relation to a collective

number: seldom in relation to one: (L:) or they

collected themselves together, or assembled, for one

thing or affair; as also "12-4-1, and "12-4-1,

and "best- (L. K.) And * >--, (L)

and a: " 1.3.x:la-3, They collected themselves

together, aiding one another against him. (A.)

And c5%ź. "...:- The people, or party,

collected themselves together to such a one, and

prepared, equipped, or furnished, themselves [for

action]. (TA)-4 b:- They combined for

him, [or on his account,] and took pains, or

exerted themselves, in treating him with courtesy

and honour; and so & bis- (Fr, L.) And

They shoned honour, and gave a hospitable enter

tainment, to him; namely, a guest. (L.)

4: see 1.

5: see 1.

6: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1, in three places.-lää- -> **:

He prepared himself for him [in such a case, or

in such an affair]. (A)-3%." Ls <-l

and aśāu IHe strove, laboured, or exerted him

self, in, and for, the entertainment of a guest or

guests. (A.)

+-, (S, K,) originally an inf. n., (S) and

":-, (K.) An assembly, or a collected or con

gregated body or party, (S, K,) of men. (S.)

6 -

3-; see what next precedes.

+- One n'ho does not leave [unemployed] any

endeavour or aid or property that he possesses;

as also *::: (L, K;) and **, pl.:

(L)–:- 2% A valley similar to land such as

is termed Sui- : (K:) a valley which a small

and an inconsiderable quantity of nater causes to

flon. (TA.)

6 * > 6 of

20:- Jó, Land that does not flow with water

save in consequence of much rain : (S:) or in
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consequence of [lasting, or continuous, rain, such

as is termed] a22 : (Ki) or that flows with

water in consequence of the least rain; (ISk, M,

K;) as also sts; and £-5 and #: (ISk:) or

such as is the quickest to flon, with water : (AA

in a marginal note in a copy of the S:) or Sui

signifies a water-course of which the ground is

hard, quickly flowing nith water, having many

minor water-courses (~0%) pouring into its bed

and uniting one with another. (ISh.)

+ [A people collecting themselves together,

or assembling, &c. (see 1)]; pl. +, occurring

in a trad., followed by 33. (L)–3% ā

*- Šst- and "13:- Sa: Such a one

came [full of energy,] prepared,furnished, equip

ped, or accoutred. (S.) See also+

6 y o e

22:--> A man with n'hom is an assembly, or

a collected body, or party, of men: (L:) or one

to whom others collect themselves together; who

is served, or naited on: (A:) or obeyed by others,

(S, K,) among hispeople,(TA) and n:hom they are

prompt [instead of &*-*. in most of the copies

of the K, I read&*, as in others and in the S,]

to serve, (S, K,) and to whom they collect them

selves together. (TA.)

33t- Places where people are collected to
• 6 o •

go forth : or it is a pl. of A:a-, contr. to rule,

like 4:3 (pl. of £1 and &^% (pl. of£1.

(L from a trad.) [See -bu-.]

s • & J.

& * •

*-e :

•

6 • s •

see …-, and Jūla-.

J-a

1. 34-, aor. * and -, (S, Msb, K,) the former

of which aors. is found in the seven readings of

the Kur, (Msb) inf. n. :-, (S, Msb, K.) He

congregated, or collected together, (S, Msb, K.,)

men: (S, Msb:) or he congregated them, or col

lected them together, and drove them: (Msb,

TA:) he made them to go forth, collected together,

from one place to another: (Bd in lix. 2:) he,

or it, compelled them to emigrate : (K,” TA: [in

the CK# 1 is put by mistake for £1, the

explanation of the inf. n. :]) and [simply] he drove

towards a place or quarter. (TA.) Hence A:

2:-" t[The day of congregation, &c.; meaning]

the day of resurrection: (S,” TA:) [see also

*~ : and 2:-" $3. t[The Chapter of the

Compulsion to emigration ; which is the fifty-ninth

chapter of the Kur-an]. (TA.) It is said by most of

the expositors of the Kur that the wild animals and

other beasts, and even the flies, will be collected to

gether(#) for retaliation; and they cite a trad.

on this subject. (TA.) So in the Kur [lxxxi. 5],

<-- -5,-9 $15 And when the nild animals

shall be collected together, (Bd, Jel,) from every

quarter, (Bd,) after resurrection; (Jel;) or raised

to life, (Bd,) for the purpose of their retaliating,

one upon another; after which they shall return

to dust: (Bd, Jel:) or the meaning is, shall die,

(Az, S,) in the present world; accord. to some:

(Az:) and thus says 'Ikrimeh, (S, TA,) on the

authority of I’Ab, (TA) as is related by Sa’eed

Ibn-Masrook: (S, TA:) but accord. to some, the

two meanings are nearly the same; for each de

notes collection. (TA.) }:- also signifies The

going forth with a people fleeing or hastening or

dispersing themselves in war; when used abso

lutely. (TA)—i." 2:- aor. * and 2,

(Lih) infn.:-, (K.) The year of dearth de

stroyed their camels and other quadrupeds; be

cause it causes the owners to collect themselves

from the various quarters to the cities or towns:

(Lth:) or it caused them to go donn to the cities

or towns: (A:) or it distressed them; app., be

cause of their collecting themselves together from

the desert to the places of settled abodes: (Abu-t

Teiyib.) and £3 Jū ā:1 <!-- The year of
dearth destroyed the camels &c. of such a one.

(S, K*)= 5:-, (S, A) inf n :-, (§, K.)

! He made it (a spear-head, S, A) thin, or slender:

(S, A, K:) he made it (a spear-head, and a knife,)

sharp, or pointed, and thin, or slender: (TA:)

he made it small, and thin, or slender: (Th:) he

pared it; namely, a stick: (TA:) he pared it,

and made it sharp, or pointed. (S.)

7. 1924-31 They (people) became collected to

gether from the desert to the places of settled

abodes. (Abu-t-Teiyib.)

3:- ! Anything thin, or slender, or elegant.

(TA.) You say }:-& ! A thin, or an elegant,

ear; (Lth, ISk, S, A, K;) as though it were

pared, (Lth, S,) and made sharp: (S:) or small,

elegant, and round: (Lth:) or thin at the end:

(Th:) or sharp-pointed: (TA :) and the epithet

is the same for the dual also and the pl.: (K:)

[J says that] it does not admit the dual form nor

the pl., because it is originally an inf, n., and the
- - •: *

expression above mentioned is like 234 U2 and
6 o' -- ** 6.- d -

*

-- *le: but 5- c.5! is sometimes said: (S:)

and the pl. 3,4- occurs in a verse of Umeiyeh

Ibn-Abee-'Aidh: (TA:) and you also say Ú51

J O =

W 5*-*. (TA.) X:- is also applied in the same

sense as an epithet to other things. (S.) You say
9 d > 6 & 4

£a- 5.35 | A thin, or an elegant, feather of an

arron; (Lth, S, A, K;) as though it were pared:

(Lth ) or sharp-pointed. (TA.) Also,+-du

! A thin, or slender, spearhead: (S, K:) or sharp,

or sharp-pointed: and -- c.4: in like man

ner: and #- #-: (TA:) and :----, and

X-X- like &- and &*, and #, and $3:

(Akh, S:) or X:- X- signifies an arron, having

straight, or even, feathers; and so W*:- _ow";

and ":-, of the same measure as -:=, an all"

row having good feathers attached to it. (TA.)

* * * * ~ * -

You also say Ö3') -- next t A camel having a

thin, or an elegant, ear. (TA.)

See :--.

#:- and $53-, (K,) each being a coll. n.

without a sing.; (TA;) or the former is sing of

the latter; (S, Msb;) Any small animals that

creep or walk upon the earth; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;)

as jerboas and hedgehogs and lizards of the kind

called -3 and the like: (TA:) or the former,

(Msb,) or latter, (Mgh,) is applied to rats or mice,

and jerboas, and lizards of the kind above men

g •

•

tioned, (Mgh, Mgb,) collected together: (Mgb:)

---------------." -

or any venomous or noxious reptiles or the like,
>

such as scorpions and serpents; syn.>*; (AS,

K;) as also J5-i and Jú-i. (AS.)-Also

the former, Whatever is captured, snared, en

trapped, hunted, or chased, of wild animals or

the like, birds, and fish, &c.; (K;) whether small

or great: (TA:) or the great thereof; or n'hat

is eaten thereof: (K:) thus in all the copies of

the K; but the pronoun [in the latter case] does

not refer to the animals &c. above mentioned: it

is expressly said in the T and M that the word

signifies nhatever is eaten of herbs, or leguminous

plants, of the earth, such as the &le; and £5.

(TA.)

* One who congregates, or collects together,

people. (TA.) With the article UI, applied to

Mohammad; (S, K;) because he collects people

after him (S, IAth) and to his religion. (IAth.)

– A collector of spoils: (El-Hulwānee, Mgh :)

and [its pl.] jū- signifies collectors of the tithes

and poll-tax. (TA.)

X--- (S,K) and :- (K) A place of con

gregation : (S, K:) a term used when people are

collected together to a town or country, and to an

encampment, and the like. (TA.) Hence,>

*-*. [The day of the place of congregation;

meaning the day of judgment]. (TA)
6 d >© o O -

22:- ; and its fem., with 3: see -a-.

*

&
• * > *

• 6 * > # *

Q. 1 &-- (TA) infn. #-, (S,K, TA)

He rattled in the throat, in dying: he made his
J - * *

breath, or spirit, (a.a5, or 4-5, accord. to dif

ferent copies of the S and K,) to reciprocate : (S,

K:) said also of the chest: or he made the sound

of his breath to reciprocate in his throat, or

fauces, nithout uttering it with his tongue. (TA.)

Also said of an ass, He made his voice to reci

procate in his throat: (S, K, TA:) or uttered his

voice from his chest. (TA.)

:- Water that is beneath the ground, un

perceived, in the neide nater-channels that contain

small pebbles, and which, nhen one has dug to the

depth of a cubit, gushes forth abundantly: wate:

of this description are called by, the Arabs :U-a-l

[pl. ofG-l and #= [pl. of j=] and£

and sneet water, of the water of a L-> (Az,

TA:) or nater that runs, clear and shallow, over

pebbles, or over small pebbles: (TA:) n'hat is

termed C-, among pebbles ; (ISk, S, K:) or

what is termed us--, having pebbles in it: (K

accord. to the TA:) or what resembles that which

is termedJ- in which waters collect: or a small,

or round, hollon, or cavity, in a mountain, in

which water becomes clear, (Az, K, TA,) after

collecting: (Az, TA:) or water in a small, or

round, hollon, or cavity, in a mountain. (A.)–

Soft foraminous stones (cliés) of the ground:

n. un, with 3. (K.) - A small, (A, TA) or

thin, (K,) and clean, (TA) j* [or mug], (A,

K, TA,) in which water is cooled, (A,) of the

manufacture of El-Heereh. (K.)-The cocoa

nut. (Kr, TA.)

--

-

--------------- - - - - --~~
- - - -

--- ---
- -
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#3:- inf. n. of&#- [q.v.].-[The rattles;]

the voice of...a sick person reciprocated in the

throat, or fauces. (A.)

* &

*-R

1. -ā-, said of a she-camel's dug, Its milk

became dranwn up or neithdrann or neithheld, or it

went anay, from it. (IDrd, L, T.A.. [See also

4 and 10.])

J - d - w

2, 4: -a-, inf n. ---5, He (a man, TA)

contracted his eyelids, and looked through the in

terstices of their lashes. (IDrd, K.)

4. –a4-1, said of a she-camel's udder, It be

came contracted, and like an old morn-out mater

skin or milk-skin. (TA. [See also 1 and 10.])
* ~ * *

-As-J1 &-a- The palm-tree bore dates such

as are termed -ā- ($, Mgh, Msb.)

5. --> He wore old and worn-out clothing,

(O, L., KL, TA) such as is termed --- (O,

L., TA:) in the copies of the K, erroneously,

"-à:-l. (TA)

10 -à:--!, said of an udder, (Jm, K,) It

became contracted: (Jm:) or became dried up

and contracted. (K. [See also 1 and 4.]) And
* > *

d5'9" -à:--! The ear became dried up (Mgh,

Msb, K) and contracted. (K.) And -a+-l

-#9. The cartilage of the nose became dried up

from nant of natural motion. (Msb.)- See

also 5.

-:- Dry bread. (K)

-:- The worst kind of dates (S, Mgh, Mab,

K;) that dry up without ripening, so that they

have no flesh: (Msb:) or dates without firmness,

having no stones; (K;) like Jae: : (TA:) or

dry, or tough, bad dates; (K;) for when they

dry up, they become hard and bad, without taste

and without sweetness: (TA:) or of n:hich the

longer portion has become bad and rotten, while in

its place: (IAar, TA in art. 2:4-:) n. un, with 3.

(Msb) [Hence]:= 3-3 us-i, a prov, (S,
Meyd, O,) meaning Dost thou combine the norst

of dates and bad measure? applied to him who

combines two bad qualities. (Meyd, O.)– A

worn-out udder; (S, K;) as also '---, (K:)

or an udder of which the milk has dried tip,

so that it has become contracted. (EM p.67.)

–A thing that is lean, and dry, or nithered.

(KL.)

6 -

e-à:- :
•

many such as are termed -ā- (TA.)

© e6 - - 6 d -

see -ā- --à:- - 5 Dates having

#- The head [or glans] of the penis: (TA:)

or the part of the penis, (S, K,) [i.e.] the part of

the head of the penis, (Mgh,) that is above [i. e.

beyond] the place of circumcision : (S, Mgh, K.)

[accord. to the latter explanation, somewhat more

than the glans:] the mulct for the cutting off of

which is the whole price of blood. (TA.)

-:- Old, and worn-out: applied to clothing

or a garment. (S, K, TA.)

to e d 2% e <

-su:- als- [A palm-tree that bears dates such

as are termed -ā-J. ($ and L voce 39-)

* * * * *

* * -

A man clad in old and morn-out

clothing [such as is termed -*-]: (S, TA:) a

man in evil condition; slovenly in his person;

threadbare, shabby, or mean, in the state of his

apparel: or dried up, and shrivelled: or having

his garment tucked up. (TA.)

<!--

J. J.

1. #1 -£-, aor. 2, inf n.4-and3,4

for the former of which, £- is used by poetic

license: (S:) or <-, aor. *, (TA,) inf. n.

4:- (K, TA) and 3,4

•

3,4-5 (TA:) The flow of

milk became full: (S:) or became vehement in the

udder: or collected quickly therein: (K, TA:)

but accord to Lih, 4- and "4:- are like
*; d.- 6 * *

Jaa, and Jaa, and J: and Já; the former

being an inf n., and the latter a subst. [in the

proper sense of the term, app. signifying milk

collected, or collected quickly, in the udder].

(TA.)- [Hence,]#- <-, (K) aor. 2,

inf n. 94-, (TA) The cloud had much water.

(K,TA.) And#: <<-, aor. 2, inf. n. *-,

+The sky let fall a rain such as is termed #~.

(AZ, S.) And use," 44-, +The valley poured

(8:5) with water. (TA)—And i-ii sã

! The palm-tree bore much fruit. (Yaakoob, S, K,

TA)—Andžāl <-, (S. K.) inf n. 4-,

or, accord. to Th, 4-, (TA) + The people col

lected themselves together, or assembled. (Th, S,

K.)=\,: <<-, inf n. 4- and *-, She

(a camel) collected her milk. (K)–ast: 94-,

(S, K.) aor. -, (K) inf n. 4-, (TA) He left

milking the she-camel until her milk collected (S,

K, TA) in her udder. (TA.)

* * *

<\:-: see 1.

6 - d -

as:~ + A rain exceeding such as is termed
• *

#; like #i- and #. ($).

-:- bis-, (K) or, as in the Moheet,

*~ &#3 ā-, (TA,) means + [They came,

or such a one came, with their company. (K,TA)

Jú-, (IDrd, S, Sgh,) thus correctly written,

like+, but in [most of] the copies of the K

like A-, (TA, [in the CK like #-,]) A

piece of wood which is put in the mouth of a kid,

(S, K,) across, (S,) and tied (S, K) at the back

of his nech, (S,) to prevent him from sucking :

(S, K:) also called Lola:... (IDrd, S.)

3,4- A she-camel collecting milk in her udder

(S, K) quickly. (S.)

*u- [act, part. m. of 4:-}. You say it:

issu- A sheep, or goat, abounding with milk.
• o • 6 - d -

(TA in art. -->J.) [And hence,] &la- als:

! A palm-tree bearing much fruit. (Yaakoob, S,

K.)-Also t Consecutive, or uninterrupted. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)

Lo->

1.2-, aor.”, (Mab, K.)inf n. 4-, (Msb)

He was, or became, angry; (Msb, K;) as also

"Lo:-1: (Msb:) or the latter signifies he became

angered. (TA.)- And He was, or became, con

founded and stupified by shame; or ashamed and

confounded or stupified, and remained speechless

and motionless. (Msb.) See also 8. = 4-,

aor. 2, inf. "...#- (Msb;) or 4--, aor. *;

(K;) He angered him; (Msb, K;) as also

"4--, (IAar, S, Msb, K.) and "4:- (K.)

And, accord. to AZ (S) and El-Fārābee, (Msb,)

4.-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. - and *, (K,) He an

noyed him, (S, Msb, K,) and said to him what

he disliked, (K,) and angered him; (S, Msb;)

namely, a man sitting with him. (S, Msb, K.)

An Arab of chaste speech is related to have said,

9% es: "...: U: 40s, meaning That is of

the things that anger the sons of such a one. (S.)

Accord. to IAar, (8) 4:- signifies He caused

him to become confounded and stupified by shame;

or to become ashamed and confounded or stupified,

and to remain speechless and motionless, (S, K;)

as also "4-1 (S. Mab, K.) and both signify it

caused him to be affected with shame, shyness, or

bashfulness; or to shrink; as in the saying, to one

shrinking from food, 4:- &." us, or'a-i,

What caused thee to be affected with shame, &c.?

(TA)=<-, aor. -, inf. n >+, He became

fat, or in a good condition of body, after leanness.

(k) And 8.5" Ji J #3, #-, (K)

aor. 2, inf n_i-, (TA) or X,+, (TK.) The

beast obtained somen'hat of the [herbage called]

9, in the beginning thereof, and became fat,

and in good condition, and large in the belly, (K,

TA) and goodly: (TA:) or, as En-Nadr says,

** <- the beasts became in good condi

tion. (S)- ūstāls C-4- U. He ate not of our

food (K, TA) aught. (TA)-3:12:-u. He

hit not, or obtained not, or found not, the game, or

object of the chase. (K)=<-, inf. "...#- (TA)

and>{-, (K,) He was, or became, fatigued,

tired, or nearied. (K, TA.) The Arabs say,

2,4-l *>~! Labour, or toil, occasions

fatigue. (Yoo, TA.)

2 : see 1.

4: see 1, in four places.

5: see 8. -You say also, >|->|->|-> **

He guards against thingsforbidden. (TA.)

8. Lo:-1: see 1.- Also He felt, or had a

sense of, or nas moved or affected nith, shame, or

shyness, or bashfulness. (Msb.) * Lo:-- (S,

Mgh, K) and £, (K,) and 4--, (S, Mgh,)

or this last is not allowable except when &- is

meant to be understood, (TA,) signify the same;

(S, Mgh;) i.e. He was ashamed of it, or abashed

at him; or was ashamed to do it, or shy of doing

it: (Mgh, K:) or it signifies, (Mgh,) or signifies

also, (K,) he shrank from it, or him: (Mgh, K:)

or, as some say, thus used it is vulgar; for :-,

with the Arabs, is only anger: (Mgh:) but IB

cites, from Kutheiyir,

• J. J. * d o_* de • * w

- t • •- - -

* (*5ua & Ls” Us! *

* - d # 4 o' -- c > * *o

* Lo:- -Aas as low U.S.A.'s

as meaning [Verily I, when the gift of them two

*-*-* -----------
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in my possession is not for what I have done,] am

ashamed, or abashed: and in a trad. of 'Alee,
- 4 - d £- *

respecting the thief, occurs the saying,_*-S Lil
2 * > * ~# * * *

- -

* * 82' S Ül, meaning Verily I am ashamed

not to leave him a hand, and I shrink from it.

(TA) [And 3-app signifies the same; for,]
accord. to Ag, (TA,) [the inf. n.] A2:a-signifies

The act of shrinking. (K.) You say also, &

4. *::::3% Verily I abstain from it, or refrain

from it, to shun blame, or through £in and

pride; disdain, or scorn, it ; (4-2-2-2.jöl;) and

am ashamed of it. (K.)=Also He nvas, or be

came, master of many-ā- [or dependents &c.]

and servants. (KL.)

-:- A man's special dependents, consisting of

his family and slaves [and others], or his neigh

bours, who are angry on his account (K, TA)

when an event befalls him; (TA;) as also *ā-ā- 5

(Yoo, TA;) in the K, erroneously,i:- (TA;)

andX: ; (K;) which IAar thinks to be pl.

ofX:- used in a sing. sense; (TA;) [for] this

word is applied to one [of such persons] as well

as to a pl. number: (K:) you say, # 13.

es<- [This young man, or slave, is a depen

dent of mine]: (IAar, TA:) or Lo:- signifies,

(ISk, Mgh, Msb,) or signifies also, (K,) a man's

relations and household; (ISk, Mgh, Mgb, K;)

or his servants; (S, Msb;) and those who are

angry on his account (ISk, S, Mgh, Msb) when

an event befalls him; (Mgh, Msb;) for which

reason they are thus called: (S:) or a man’s

folloners; and those on whose account he should

be angry: (Ham p. 614 ) or the L.:- of a man

are those who are angry on his account; or those

on whose account he is angry: (Harp. 164:)

accord. to ISk, (Mgb,) it is a word having a pl.

signification, and having no proper sing.: (Mgh,

Msb:) but some say that it has for its pl. Xui-i:

(Mgh ) and accord. to the K, "à:- [in the

CK A.:- signifies neighbours and guests; as

though it were pl. of 4-, like as #3 & is of

>ués : but [perhaps this should be >ti-f ; for]

we find in the M, Jeti- #, meaning These

are my neighbours, and my guests: (TA:) and

"...#~, with two dammehs, signifies slaves;

(IAar, TA;) or, as some say, folloners, whether

slaves or free persons. (TA.)=Also An object

of desire or quest; syn. #. [in the CK a.ibl;

and so "X,+. (K) You say, 4:-34. It is

his object of desire or quest. (TK.)

+ Persons having, or possessing, (233, as in

the explanation of IAar, for which 25 is erro

neously substituted in the copies of the K, TA,)

consummate shame, shyness, bashfulness, or pu

dency. (IAar, K, T.A.)- See also---.

i:- (in the K, erroneously, i:- TA):

See<--Also [in the CK, erroneously, a 3-]

A noman, or a nife; syn. #. (K, TA.)=I. q.

>0} [app. as meaning protection, safeguard, or

security of life and property]. (Yoo, K.) So in

the phrase,£-14 [Protection, &c., is due to

him]. (Yoo, TA.)- Relationship. (K.) So in

Bk. I.

the phrase, #-> [Among them is relation
- - 6 • O

ship]. (TA.)= See also a.o. a-.

#-Anger. (Ass, Mgh, Mab,TA)—And

Shame, shyness, bashfulness, or pudency; (S,

Mgb, K;) and a shrinking (Lth, Mgh, K, TA)

from one's brother in a place of eating, and in

seeking, or requesting, a thing that one wants.

(Lth, Mgh, TA.) It has been asserted, (Mgh,

Msb, TA,) on the authority of As, (Mgb, TA,)

that it signifies only “anger:” (Mgh, Mgb, TA:)

but several authors have refuted this assertion,

by showing that it occurs in trads, as meaning

“shame.” (MF, TA.)–Also The act of annoy

ing a person sitting nith one, and saying to him

what he dislikes; and so *ā:.. (K.)

** > / - • O = 6 * *

*~-, in the CK-Us:-: see Lo:-.

s # * * > *

A2- : see Lo:-, last sentence but one. = It

is also an inf. m. of 1. (K.)

---, (S, K.) in some of the copies of the S

> which is app. a mistake, (TA) [thus I

find it in one of my copies of the S,] i. q.9:

(S, K;) i. e. Regarded with reverence, venera

tion, respect, honour, ane, or fear; (TA;) applied

to a man. (S.)

>- A man being, or becoming, fat, or in a

good condition of body, after leanness. (TA.)

>- Angered. (TA) [But it is implied in

the S that it signifies Confounded and stupified

by shame, or ashamed and confounded or stupi

Jied, and remaining speechless and motionless.]

A poet says,

O - J. g • *2 3 • J O -->

*** -s: Leº & ©-> *

# * * o – • 3 d e

* J.é912,4- & as 'L' *

[By thy life, verily the round cake of bread of

Aboo-Khubeyb is slow in becoming thoroughly

baked: the eater is angered, or confounded and

stupified by shame, &c.]. (S, TA.)
6 * > 0 ,

& •

s -

L*-* : see Lee:-.

of s -- o 2- is

us!"' …~" as Verily he is grieved and dis
" _ " 32

quieted (>) by my affair, or case. (AA, TA.)

*

&

9-a

1. - (S,Mgh, Mab, TA) aor. 3:3, (Mab,

TA,) inf. n. 3:-, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) He filled,

(K, TA) or stuffed, (KL, PS,) a pillow, or
- 6 d -

cushion, [and a garment, (see 3:=, below,)] &c.,

(S, Mgh," Mgb,K,) with a thing, (K,) with cotton,

(Msb,TA,) and the like. (TA.) [And He stuffed

a lamb, or a fowl, and a vegetable, &c., with rice

&c.]- Hence,£ t-, aor. and inf. m. as

above, 1 [He stuffed wrath into a man's bosom:

see an ex, in a verse cited in the first paragraph

of art. Ulaa-:] and 5:=5 u: J: &:- ! [The

man nas stuffed with n rath and pride], andJ:
d3 4 * * • ow • J. -

U-439 Ja-yi and J-5 Us:- + [The man was

stuffed with pride, or self-magnification, or nith

disdain, or scorn]. (TA)-[Hence also,] jū->

Jus' *:-5 J.''' +The young camels enter, or

occupy the spaces, among the old ones. (TA.)

J. J. D. • de •

*

[4-2-25 ū:= ~3. a phrase occurring in the

1st & of the Mz, ineans +He "ched Owt &

book, and did not fill it up.]- ot:a- [also sig

nifies He foisted it into a thing.-And] He hit,

or hurt, his ti- [q.v., like #-l. (K.) You
& • * >

say, U. ×-, inf n, as above, He hit, or hurt,
-

his tis- [nith an arrow]. (TA.)

3. suit- 53 £i U. He gave him not a ai'.

[i. e. a she-camel that had brought forth once]

7:07" *u- [i.e. small, or young, camels]: (K:)

Or 'Ju-i S3J: U. He gave me not a she

camel that had brought forth once nor gave he

me a young, or small, camel. ($ in art. U-.)

4: see 3.

5: see 8-9'> Us: es: Us:-.5 t He became

received among the sons of such a one, and har

boured, protected, or lodged, by them. (TA in

art. Us:- [but belonging to the present art.].)

7: see 8.-** es' $34 Us:- [app.#4

sound became blended in a sound], and L. -5,

J)- [a letter in a letter]: mentioned by Az.

(TA in art. Us:- [but app. belonging to the

present art.].)

8. L:- It (a thing) became filled [or stuffed;

as also "L"-il]. (K.) And in like manner you

say of a man, Axial &: Us:- He becameJilled

[or stuffed] with food. (TA.) And <--!

<--"ić The pomegranate became filled with

the grains, or seeds. (TA)---i- She (a

a st-:) stuffed her vulva (#) nvith the

[rags termed] >is [in the CK, erroneously,

Allis], (K,TA) and the like: and in a similar

sense Us:- is used *said of a man having. the

[disorder termed] 32-1. (TA). And -:-}

-à:Jü (S, Mgh, TA) and -ā-X-M (Mgh, TA)

She(a-a-,S,Mgh) stuffed her vulva with cotton,

(Mgh,TA) to arrest the blood. (S)-->

:- and :- She (a woman) 7007'e a a:-;

(IAar, K.) as also '-'-5 (alonel (Az,TA

in art. -s:-) A poet says,

* Galal-o-all S. L:- 9 °

[She will not wear any stuffing but that which is

genuine and true]: meaning that she will not

wear üu:- because the largeness of her posteriors

renders it needless for her to do so. (IAar, T.A.)

6 o' -6 • • J. &

ā-, pl. cys:- See U-9.

2 -

U:... The contents of the belly: (K:) or a

bonel, or an intestine, into which the food passes

from the stomach; syn. L*: QM'b.) pl. #-f.

(Msb, K:) and *#. and *#- signify the

bonels, or intestines; [like ###| syn. £i.

(Mgb:) or these are called ck." * #- and

* 3,4-: (S, TA) or 3,-- signifies all that is
in the belly except the fat; so accord. to Az and

Esh-Shāfi'ee: or, accord to As. the place of the

food, comprising the A3-1 and the Plas':

(TA:) [see also * * * :] uš. It is the name of

all the places of the food: (Zj in his “Khalk

73
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el-Insán:”) [see also, for other meanings, its

dial. var. L- in art. L:-:] the word belongs

to this art, and to art. ; the dual being

c),3- and c\,:-. (TA)=A side, (MSb,TA)

region, quarte, or tract. (Mgb.) You say,

c53 U. es: ūi I am in the quarter and protec

tion of such a one; pl. as above. (Harp. 61.)

[See, again, L:- in art. Us:-.]

#~, like the inf n., (TA) Stuffing; (PS3)

[i. e.] what is put into a pillon, or cushion, &c.:

(K, TA:) and [hence] cotton: and the seeds

used for seasoning food, [and the rice &c.,] with

which the belly of a lamb is stuffed : pl. ".…,

deviating from rule. (TA.)- The soul of a

man. (K, TA.)- + [A parenthesis;] a redun

dant part, or portion, of speech, or of a sentence,

(K, TA) upon which nothing is syntactically

dependent. (TA. [See Harpp. 85 and 86.])–

+[A digression.]– t The portion of either he

mistich of a verse that is comprised between the

first and last foot. (KT, &c.)– t Small, or

goung, camels, (S,K,) among which are no great,

or old, ones; (S, TA;) as also *#1-: (S, K:)

so called because they enter, or occupy the spaces,

among the latter; or because they go against the

sides of the latter: (TA:) accord. to ISk, (S,)

* c\,:l-Ji signifies [the camel termed] &

Jau-Ji and [that termed] c” &: (S, and

K in art. Us:- ) the pl. [of #1- is * -3.5

(TA.) It is said in a trad. respecting the poor

rate,2% "Gås- &- 3-, i.e., accord to

IAth, + Take thou of the small, or young, of

their camels; such as those termed Lás-oll U+!

and J2:0) &l. (TA. [But see another explanation

of this saying voce ăsâl-in art. Us:-.])- And

53- and "ā:u- signify also t The like of man

kind, (S) [i. e.] := signifies : the lower or

lonest, baser or basest, meaner or meanest, sort,

or the rabble, or refuse, of mankind, or of the

people. (TA in art. Us:-, and Har p. 61';) as

also :- [which is of frequent occurrence in this

sense]; (KL;) and *#-; (S, TA;) such as

servants and the like. (Har ubi supra, in ex

planation of ā-la-. [See also this word in art.

Us:-.]) You say, " *:::- &: &Ss as t Such

a one came nith those who were in his guarter

and protection: but this may be from U.- sig

nifying “a region, quarter, or tract;” servants

and followers being in the quarter and protection

of their master. (Har ubi supra.) And &%

cº; es: *:::- &: + Such a one is of the

loner or lonest, &c., of the sons of such a one.

($)—See also #->Also 4 stuffed garment.

(Mgh.)

it:- J: ! Black land, in which is no good.

(K, T.A.)

* = 0 d * > 0

* -

53- and 32:-: for each, see U.-, in two
• 6 d >

places: – and for the latter, see also 3:s, in

#-3:#í ú.

and 4-3)] #-, i.e. "us:- and #3 (app.

meaning ! How many are the thickets, or the

like, that obstruct the tracts of his land J. (Lh,

K, T.A.)

4 •

oš

two places.– You say also, a 35'

3 -

U- Herbage that has become dry in its lower

part, and rotten: (IAar, K:) or dry: (A5, S,

K9 like :[avi] (STA)

:- A stuffed bed: (K:) pl. Qū- (TA)

['Antarah says that a saddle was to him what

the *:-, or stuffed bed, is to others: see EM

p. 2291— Also, (K) and "J-2, (S. K.)

A pillon, (K,) or the like, (S) with nhich a

noman makes her posteriors (S, K) or her body

(K) to appear large : (S, K:) pl. of the former

as above; (TA;) and of the latter ---. (S,

TA. [In the S, it is only said of the former that

it is the sing of ū-])—[Also the former,

The pad of a J- (or camel's saddle): see

ālū;2.]

**, and its dual and pl.: see 3-, in six

places.-See also art. -s:-.

U:- The place of the food in the belly. (K.)
* > 6 - d. •

[See also U.-, and 5t:~2.]

Li- Seei:

it:- [The rectum ;] the lonest of the places

of the food, (As, TA,) [i. e.] the portion of the

intestines which is the lonest of the places of the

food, (IAth, TA,) leading [immediately] to the

place of egress; (A5, TA;) in a beast, i. q. }:

(TA: [explained in the K in art. L:-, to which

it does not belong:]) pl. Ju-4. (IAth, TA)
3 * * * * • * * - - - • **, * * : *

Hence, Jé & cº-e, - c.12+\!

AW- su:-2. (TA.) -

it:- A coarse [garment of the kind called]

4-s, (Aš, S, TA,) that abrades the skin: (TA:)

pl. Jiu-3. (AS,S) [But accord to some, a
z 6

garment of this kind is called tâ- or #~.]

3 * * *

[*-*

Jú- pl. of U-2, (STA) and of i-,

(IAth, TA,) and of jus-, (AS, S,) and irreg.
6 o' -- •

pl. of 2:-, q.v. (TA.)

andJ- Filled, or stuffed.]

*

Js

1. &:- [aor. J-4) inf n. L:- He (a

nnan walking quickly, and one speaking with

sharpness, or hastiness, of temper, TA) breathed

short, or unintermittedly; panted for breath;

or was out of breath. (S, K, TA.)= See also 3.

2. U-, (TA) infn. #5, (KL, TA) He

made a assu- to a garment, or piece of cloth.

(KL.)- And [hence,] + He wrote a note or

comment, or notes or comments, upon the margin,

or margins, of a book : (KL, TA:) in this sense

it is vulgar [or post-classical]. (TA.)=[Also,

app., He, or it, caused one to breathe short or

unintermittedly, to pant for breath, or to be out

of breath : see -SS, #~, below.]

d do J

3. * *-, (IAmb, K, &c.) inf n. *-*,

(KL) He set him aside as excluded from the de

scription of them; [excluded him from them;]

did not include him among them : (IAmb, TA:)

from Li- meaning the “side” of a thing: (Az,

TA:) he excepted him from them; as also **u-5,

(Lh, K, TA). You say,> <- 3 +

13- and *-:-3 us, i.e. [I reviled them and]

I did not say [of any one of them]& c.*

[Far is such a one from being included among

those of whom I speak! or from any cause of

reproach!]; or I did not except, of them, any

one. (Lh, T.A.. [The same saying is repeated in

the TA, in the supplement to this art. of the K,

but with the substitution of -e:- for <>e:la-;

perhaps by a mistake of the copyist: or it may be

inferred from a statement of Fr and IAmb, which

will be found below, that one also says U2

*:::...]) And En-Nábighah [Edh-Dhubyánee]

says, (Mbr, S.)

J. J. & J. & 3, . . ** * *

# ** J-ul Us: Sels & S2 *

• £ o • of ~ - B --

* •- J-e-Al259) J-2 us:- --> *

[And I shall not see an actor among mankind

resembling him; and I do not except, of the com

panies of men, any one]: which shows &l= to

be a verb perfectly inflected. (Mbr, S, Mughnee.)

And hence the trad. of the, Prophet, i-Ci Jú

ăsets Jáu- U. Gl J-CA <-i. i.e. [He said,

Usámeh is the most beloved of men to me:] he did

not except Fátimeh: Le being here a negative;

not, as Ibn-Mālik imagines, supposing this

clause to be of the words of the Prophet, the U2

which, with a verb following it, conveys the mean

ing of an inf. n. (Mughnee)-Lāt- also denotes

exception as a particle, or as a verb (S, Mughnee)

having but one tense and no inf. n., (Mughnee,)

according as it governs a gen, or an accus. case. (S.)

You say, 43 "L'u-> *-* [I beat them, ex

cept Zeydi, using it as a particle; and Low-->

34; L:le-, using it as a verb. ($, I’Ak" p. 169.)

And sometimes one says, 1: Jáu- U. Así As

[Theparty stood, except Zeyd]; (Mughnee, I’Ak

p. 169;) like Sá. L.; though Ibn-Málik [like

Sb] disallows it: (I’Ak:) this being shown to be

allowable by the saying of the poet,

* @ e / • * : * ~ * 4 of.

* ūššu,3- (x : : *

* Sux; O J. J. ãi : • * ū; *

[I have seen mankind, except Kureysh, that we

are the most excellent of them in conduct].

(Mughnee, I’Ak p. 170.) The agent of L-la

[used as a verb having but one tense and no inf. n.]

is a pronoun implied, relating to the inf. n. of the

preceding verb, or to its act, part. n., or to a por

tion of what is meant by the [preceding] general

noun: so that when one says, Jāt- >il źts

123, the meaning is, [The party stood, but] their

standing, or the stander of them, or a portion of

them, nas apart from Zeyd. (Mughnee.) [In the

K, its use as a verb of this kind is not mentioned;

but it is there said to govern the gen, case, like

J--It also denotes remoteness from imper

fection or the like, or freedom therefrom ; as in

the phrase * "L'u~ [I ascribe unto God re

moteness from every imperfection or the like, or

freedom therefrom ; generally implying wonder

or admiration, so that it may be rendered, how

~~~~->==
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far, or hon, free, is God from every imper

fection II: (Mughnee:) or this phrase means

41 su: [I seek protection by God; or, as often

used by late writers, and in the present day, God

jorbid!]; as also & "Jiu-; (§, K ;) the former

being the original expression: (S:) it occurs,

read in both these ways, in the Kur xii. 31

and 51; where it implies wonder at the power of

God as manifested in the creation of such a per

son as Joseph. (Ksh, Bd.) Mbr and IJ and the

Koofees hold that it is a verb; and that, in the

[latter] verse the meaning is, Joseph hath kept

aloof from disobedience for the sake of God;

but such an interpretation as this is not suitable

in the case of [the former verse,] 'J.A. Lo at L:le

5: the truth is, that it is a noun, syn. with

dej: Or' #1, [accord. to different copies of the

Mughnee, meaning tej's or 54,4,] as is shown by

another reading, * *u-, with tenween, like

& #: and by the reading of Ibn-Mes'ood,

**J3-, like aft 30:: some assert that it is

a verbal noun, meaning# [I assert myself to

be free, or clear, to God], or +: [I have as

serted myself &c.]; but its being decl. in some

dials. contradicts this. (Mughnee.) One says

also, *čušt- and 4 'L'âte- [Far art thou from

being included among those of whom I speak!

or from any cause of reproach ! or the like]; both

meaning the same. (S, K.) And some of the

Arabs say "G:-, (Fr, IAmb, TA,) dropping the

1. (IAmb, T.A.)-Sb says, (S, Mughnee,) with

most of the Basrees, (Mughnee,) that it is only

a particle governing the gen, case, (S, Mughnee)

syn. with Sl; (Mughnee;) because, if it were a

verb, it would be allowable to make it a con

nective to us, like 54-, and this he asserts to be

not allowable. (S.) Mbr says that it is sometimes

a verb; as is shown by the verse of En-Nábighah

cited above; and by the saying *} Lélé- be

cause a particle cannot be made to precede imme

diately another particle; and because it suffers

elision, as in the phrase *} -ād-, seeing that

elision takes place in nouns and verbs only,

exclusively of particles: (S, Mughnee*:) and IJ

and the Koofees say the like: but Mbr also holds,

in common with El-Jarmee and El-Mázinee and

Zj and Akh and AZ and Fr and Aboo-'Amr Esh

Sheybánee, that it is often a particle governing

the gen, case, and seldom a trans, verb having but

one tense and no inf. n., because syn. with S.

(Mughnee.)= See also 5, in two places. -

5. c:- [He went aside, apart, or aloof, or

he removed, withdren, or retired to a distance,]

is from£1, like J-5 from ā-Ül: (TA:)

and ['L: has a similar meaning:] you say,

'Jó d-e --esta-5 I kept aloof from, shunned, or

removed myself far from, such a thing; from

ti-li [or cs:-" meaningà-vil. (Harp. 194.)

-And 4: &#~ ; (IAar, K;) and* "Csal-,

(Harp. 264) inf n, itsu: ; (KL) He al

stained, or refrained, (IAar, K, KL, Har,) from

him, (IAar, K, Har,) or it, (IAar, KL,) through

disdain and pride; or he disdained, or scorned,

or was ashamed of, him, or it. (IAar, K, Har.)

–And U: ), (El-Báhilee, TA) and 9

"es:-4, (Harp. 294,) He will not care, mind,

heed, or regard. (El-Báhilee, Har, T.A.) = See

also 3, in two places, first and second sentences.

6: see 5.

•

L-, for J#"> see 3.

Lā-, [in some copies of the S written with a

final I, (see ū-in art. 2:-,)] The contents of the

ribs; or nhat the ribs enclose: (S:) or the contents

of the belly, belon the --- [or diaphragm],

consisting of the liver and the spleen and the

&= [or stomach, properly that of a ruminant,

but also applied to that of a man,] and n:hat suc

ceeds to this: or the portion between the shortest

rib, which is in the extremity of the side, and the

hip, or haunch: or the exterior of the belly: (K:

[in the CK, ck." >us 2 is erroneously put for

ck." *u. 31:]) and, accord. to the copies of the

K, the c-à- [in the CK, c. *b* but cor

rectly, the 24- [or waist]: (TA:) the dual is

£-, (AZ, TA) and the dual of 4-isc's:--

(TA in art. 5:-:) and the pl. [of both these

sings.] isà: [generally meaning the bonels, or

intestines]. (S, T.A.) [It is often used as meaning

The belly : and the waist.] You say Jess- J%

Us:-) A man lank in the belly. (S and K in art.

Jass-.) And cs:-" -á'í* He is slender $n

the waist: and of a woman, t <>J) 5-13 *:

and of women, 4:9.£ (TA)~'
side, quarter, region, or tract: (S, K:) a vici

mage, or neighbourhood: shelter, or protection.

(Z, K,” TA.) You say, £- es' üí I am in his

quarter, vicinage, or protection: (Z, K:) [see

also ū- in art. 2:-:] and **:A- #. These

are in his quarter, or vicinage, and shadow, or

protection. (TA.)= Also inf. n. of G:- [q.v.].

(S," K.)

c:- A man having a complaint of hisL

[q.v.). (Az, TA)—Also, and "ö":-, Breath

ing short, or unintermittedly; panting for breath;

or out of breath; (S, K, TA;) applied to a man;

(S;) in walking quickly, and in speaking with

sharpness, or hastiness, of temper: (TA:) fem.

[of the former] :- and [of the latter] (#-,

(K,) of the measure J%. (TA.)

* - d -

d's- : see what next precedes.

* .3- and & G. and 4f.3.− see 3.

ău as a particle, and as a noun; as in, .50

...-- as a particle, "." "J".

*j and all, and 9t:le- and 40 | <!-: see 3, in
< J *~, U.5" 2

four places.

#2- [The selvage, or selvedge, i. e.] the side,

(Mgh, Msb, TA,) or each of the tryo sides that

have no unnoven extremity, (M, TA,) or each of

the two long sides that have at their two ends the

unnoven threads, (T, TA) of a garment, or piece

of cloth: (S, T, M, Mgh, Msb, K:) and in like

manner, of other things; (K, TA;) as, for in

stance, +the side of a tract of herbage, and of the

mirage; and the extremity of the Aù (app.

meaning--> Aü in the Temple of Mekkeh]:

(TA:) pl. - %~. ($, Mgh, Mgb.) – t The

margin of a book or writing. (TA) - 1A

writing, or writings, upon the margin [or mar

gins] of a book: (TA:) [i. e. a marginal note, or

marginal notes; an annotation, or a comment,

scholium, or gloss: and hence, a series of anno

tations, comments, scholia, or glosses; a com

"mentary on particular words and passages of a

book; distinguished from a &#, which is an

exposition, explanation, or interpretation, in the

form of a running commentary, comprising the

entire text of the work which it expounds.]

+An indefinite portion of property, or of cattle:

(Msb:) [or a portion from the side; not selected:

for,£ord to some,] the saying, Lás- &: 34.

_ow!»ol means +Take thou from the sides of their

collections of cattle, [for the poor-rate,] without

choosing [the best]: this meaning being from

à-la- as used in relation to a garment, or piece of

cloth, meaning the “side.” (Mgh. [But see

another explanation of this saying voce #-J)

--~ #t= +The collateral relation or re

lations; such as the paternal uncle, and his son :

as though from as: a- as meaning the “side” of

a garment, or piece of cloth. (Msb)—#

J*. +A man's family and dependents, (K, TA)

who are under his protection. (TA.)-See also

#1- and its dual and pl. voce #-, in six

places.—And See L- (in the present, art),

last sentence but one.- Us: 2-M 55, J- tA

man gentle, gracious, or courteous, to his asso

ciates. (TA)-->4-15%. , taplentiful,

easy, life. (S,TA)-->s-n -## &:- +A.

congregated body cronding close together, side

against side. (Harp. 294.)

-Sol #~ [She that causes the dogs to pant

jor breath;i applied to the hare; meaning that

the dogs run after her until they are out of breath.

(ISk, S. [In one copy of the S, erroneously,

*-*.])

Jae

* * *
s

1. 4-, aor. , (TA) inf n. ---, (A, K.)

He, or it, shaved it off; namely, hair. (A, K,

TA.) You say also, <5 ää." <-- (S, A)

[The helmet rubbed off his hair : or] rendered his

hair scanty. (S.)- He cut off from it, either

with the 544, [a word for which I do not find

any apposite meaning, and which is perhaps a

mistranscription,] or with the shears: (Er-Răghib,

as quoted in the TA:) whence, accord. to some,
- * * & J - d -> à -

the word ā- (TA) - (-, …: 's

! They cut, or severed, a tie of relationship be

tneen them. (TA)—i.” Jés<<-s:*

t[There came a dearth, or drought, or a year of

drought, and] it did anay with, or consumed, or

destroyed, everything. (TA, from a trad.) –

<: +" J.- +The hoar-frost, or rime,

nipped, shrunk, shrivelled, or blasted, (lit. burned,

3-, q.v.) the plant, or plants, or herbage:

(AHn.) a dial var. of C-, q.v. (TA)=

Ja-, quasi-pass of<- in the first of the senses

73 *
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3 *

explained above: see 7, in two places.= Us:a

láé Júl 3-, (A, Mgh, Mob, K.") aor. ', (A,

Mgh, Msb) Such a thing became my portion of

the property: (A, K.) or came to me, and be

came my portion: (Mgh ) or came to me as my

portion. (Msb.)= Ja-, aor.*, [contr. to rule,

by which it should be 2, the verb being intrans.,

unless the sec. pers. pret be <--4--.] inf n.

J.- (S, TA) with which Cla-, q.v., is syn,
(S, &c.,) He ran. vehemently and quickly; ($,

TA:) and "Ja-a-, (TA) inf n. 4-as-a-,

(S, K.) he was quick (Š, K, TA) in going, (TA)

and in journeying or pace. (S,TA)=-a- is

also syn, with "Ja--- in all its meanings; like

<-- and £é, and C# and -*. (Er

Rághib.)

2 :

3. G14:3-1 divided with him the thing,

each of us allotting to himself his portion. (TA.)

See also 6.

see R. Q. 1, in two places.

J. J. & - d.

-

4. £4-i I gave him his portion, lot, or

share: (S, Msb, K:) or his portion, lot, or share,

of food and beverage &c. (TA.) And <-a-a-l

25i I gave the company of men their portions,

lots, or shares. (A.)

6. 1, 2-5 They (namely, creditors,) divided

property among themselves in portions, lots, or

shares; ($, Mgh, Mob, K;") as also "1, 2-,

(K) inf n is- (S,TA) and J-La-5 (TA)

every one of them taking his portion. (TA.)

7. Ja- quasi-pass. of 4:- in the first of

the senses explained above; It (hair) became

shaven off; as also "Ja-, [sec. pers., app.,

<-e-, and aor. J.-:) inf n. J.-- [and

app. J.--, q. V. infral; or, as some say, -a

[perhaps a mistake for Jala- or Ja-e-] signi

fies the hair's going from the head by shaving or

by disease : (TA:) and the former verb, it (the

hair) went from the head; (K, TA;) became

removed, or stripped off; (TA;) fell off, and

became scattered, by degrees; ($, TA;) as also

*U: (TA) the former is also said of the

plumage of a bird; (A;) and of the foliage of

trees; in the last of the senses mentioned above:

(TA:) and [in like manner] "J-5 it (fur,

and the nap of cloth,) became removed, or stripped

off. (IAar.) You say also, £il --~~! The

beard became short, its hair breaking off in pieces.

(TA) And .33:1 Ja-31 The tail became cut
* - cade • * of

off. (K.) It is said in a prov, Ja: čí

J.33:1 [He escaped, but the tail became cut off]:

applied to him who has been at the point of

destruction, and then escaped: (K:) or alluding

to the coward's escape from destruction after

being at the point thereof: related to have been

said by Mo’áwiyeh, on the occasion of the safe

return of an ambassador whom he had sent to

the King of the Greeks, appointing for him a

threefold bloodwit [if he should be slain] on the

condition of his proclaiming the call to prayer

on entering his court; which he did; whereupon

the King's generals, who were with him, sprang

forward to slay him; but he forbade them, and

sent him back furnished with requisites for his

journey. (A ’Obeyd.) [See also Freytag's Arab.

Prov., ii. 201.] You also say, £5 Ja-31 [His

head shed, or lost, its hair : or part thereof]:

(A:) and jū- "Ja-a-i, and 3-2, the

ass's, and the camers, hair fell off. (TA)

• * 0 ° * * * d -

R. Q. 1. Jae-a-, inf. n. Aas-a-: see 1,

last two sentences. - The inf. n. also signifies

The n'alking of him who is shackled. (K, TA.)

= He strove, or laboured; exerted himself;

took pains, or extraordinary pains; or exceeded

the usual bounds; in his affair. (Abu-l-'Abbās,

TA.)= He (a camel) fixed, or made firm or

steady, his knees, in order to rise (S, K*) neith

the load; and his stifle-joints: (S:) or lay donn

upon his breast, with folded legs. (TA.) =

Hence, as some say, 3- J-4- &Si, in the

Kur [xii. 51], meaning, Non the truth hath

become established: or, as others say, it is from

i-, and means, non hath the portion of truth

become distinct from that of falsehood: (TA:)

or non hath the truth become distinct, apparent,

or manifest, (S, Msb, Er-Răghib, TA,) after

concealment, (TA,) or by the coming to light of

that which was concealed in the mind. (Er

Răghib, T.A.) You say, #" Je- The

thing became distinct, apparent, or manifest,

(Kh, S, K.) after having been concealed; (Kh;)

as also "Jaa-, inf n. J-5 (K:) and

3 - • * * *

some read G-Ji "Ja-a- in the Kurubi supra.

(TA.) One should not say Ja-a-in this sense;

(TA:) nor Ja-a-5. (Ez-Zeijájee.)

R. Q. 2. J-5 : see 7, in two places.

i:- A portion of a sum : (Er-Rághib :) and

used to signify a portion, lot, or share, (S, Msb,

Er-Răghib, K,) of food, and of beverage, and of
• * *

land, &c. : (TA:) accord. to some, from a as

signifying “he cut off from it:” (TA:) pl.

Jaa-. (A Mil, K.)

J-4- Paucity, or scantiness, of the hair of

the head; (S, K;) and of the fetlock of a horse:

(TA:) also shortness of the beard, when its hair

breaks off in pieces: (TA:) and the state of one

suffering from a protracted disease, whose hair

does not gron, long. (TA.)

Joué- Mange, or scab: (Ibn-'Abbād, K :)

because the hair falls off in consequence of it.

(TA.)= Vehemence of running, (As, S, Mgh,

K.) of an ass, (Mgh,) and quickness thereof:

(AS, S:) [see 1, last sentence but one:] or, accord.

to'Agim Ibn-Abi-n-Nujood, (S) an ass's straighten

ing and erecting the ears, and moving about, or

wagging, the tail, and running : (S, K:) accord.

to some, (S) an emission of wind from the anus,

with a sound, (S, Mgh, K;) as A’Obeyd says,

in relation to a trad. in which that which it signi

fies is attributed to the devil as the effect of his

hearing the call to prayer; but he adds that the

saying of 'Asim is more pleasing to him; and

it is also the saying of As, or like it. (S.)

Je- i. q. W-->4- [Shaven off]; applied

to hair: (K:) or it is a subst, applied to that

hair [n'hich is shaven off]. (TA.) [See also

i-e- :]- and see Je-l.

i-e- What is collected from shaving or

plucking out. (TA.) [See also J.--.]—Also

The hair and fur of the ear, whether shaven off

or not: or, as some say, hair and fur in general:

but the former explanation is more known. (TA.)

-And What is above the*: [or part next the

hoof (in the CK erroneously written *#)] of the

horse; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) i. e., of the hair that

surrounds the hoof: so called because of the

paucity of that hair. (Ibn-'Abbād.)

J.--* A laborious, (K,) quick night

journey to nater, in nhich is no flagging; (A5,
6 - d -

S, K;) like "la-- . (S:) or such as is far

extending, or long : and Lo 2- a quick

journey, or pace; like++. (TA.)

is. A disease in consequence of n:hich the

hair gradually falls off and becomes scattered:

(S, A, K:) or a disease that takes anay the

hair : (IAth:) or that takes anay the hair
• 6 • & J -de

(A’obeyi)=#2- -, + i. 1.entirely.
./ d *; (K;) I Between them is a tie of

*#2,4

relationship which they have severed, or cut;

not treating one another with the affection due

to it; (TA;) [so that it is an act. part. n. in the

sense of a pass part, n.,] as also "#.2-3,

(A, TA:) or the meaning is, Ja- Šiš [having

a severing; so that it is a possessive epithet]. (K.)

J- [Having the hair shaven off, or rubbed

off, or fallen off, either wholly or partly], applied

to the head; pl. J.-: (A :) a man having little

hair upon the head: (S, K:) or a man having

no hair; (Mgh;) a man n'hose hair has all gone;

fem, #3-, applied to a woman: (Et-Tirmidhee:)

also, [a man] having no hair upon his breast :

and a man suffering from a protracted disease,

whose hair does not grow long: (TA:) and a

horse having little hair in the fetlock, and in

the, tail; which is a fault; (TA;) as also

"Ja-a-; (K,” TA;) on the authority of IDrd:

(TA:) and the fem., a she-camel having no fur

upon her and the masc., a tail having no hair

upon it: and "Jes:- applied to the back of

the neck, of which the hair has been shaven off.

(TA.) You say also£ Je- J% A man

n:hose beard has become short, its hair having

broken off in pieces: and ää- #~ a beard

that has become short in like manner. (TA.)

And cus' J-i Ab (S, A, K.) A bird having

little plumage in the wing: (Ki) or whose plumage

of the wing has gradually fallen off and become

scattered: (§,”TA:) pl. as above. (S.)—t A

sword having in it, or upon it, noLji [or diversified

wavy marks, streaks, or grain]. (K,TA)

Applied to a man, (A) | Unlucky; (AZ, A, K,)

unpropitious; in whom is no good : (AZ, A:J

and the fem, applied to a woman, also signifies

! unlucky; (K, TA;) in whom is no good. (TA.)

And hence, (A,) or because they keep pace to

gether in their prices ('ujic') until they

grow old and weak, when their prices become
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diminished and they die, (S,) clus-9, signifies

t The slave and the ass. (S, A, K.)–f [A man]

who cuts, or severs, the tie of relationship. (TA.)

—£-2-3: see is...—£-ā- (S, A, K.)

1 A sterile year, in which is no good: (S, K:)

or a year of drought, in which is little herbage:

or a year in which is no herbage. (TA.)
& - # 2 o

Uas-i A3.2 t A day intensely cold. (TA.) It was

said to a man of the Arabs, “which of the days

is the most cold?” and he answered,39 J.-S. 5

(TA;) the former meaning, t The day whose

sun rises (K, TA) the horizon being red, (TA)

and its sky (3-), accord. to the copies of the

K, but correctly its north wind (£), (TA)

being clear, (K, TA,) and such that a touch is

not felt by reason of the cold; and it is that in

which there are no clouds, and of which the cold

does not abate: and the latter meaning, the day

in which blon's the wind called £), driving

along clouds in which is no water, wherein no

sun rises, and in which is no rain. (TA.) Z

says, (TA,) it was said to one of them, “Which

of the days is the coldest?” and he answered,

-#"Ś. $9. J-9, i.e., The clear, [in

which the horizon is red,] and the cloudy, in

which blows the wind called (£1. (A, TA.)
* * *

-à-a- &> t A wind that is clear, without

dust. (K, TA.)

s J. & e s • 3 - £ 6 : *

U23-a-2: see Jae-a-; and Ja-'; and 4-al-.

J. " - e.

1. a-a-, (S, A, Mab, K.) aor. 2 (S, A, Msb)

and *, (Msb,) inf. n. -a-, (MSb, TA,) He

thren, at him, or pelted him with, pebbles, (S,

A,"K,) or small pebbles. (Mgb.) And hence,

in a general sense, He pelted him. (Harp. 234.)

And £-g &#" <<- [The wind cast, or

drove along, or tore up, the pebbles, or small

pebbles], (A.)—Also, (A) or **-a-, inf. n.

J-a-5, (S) or both, (Mab, K.) but the latter

has an intensive signification, (Mgb,) He spread

pebbles in it, (A, K,) namely, a mosque, (A,)

or a place; (K;) he strenued it, namely, a mosque,

(S, Mgb) &c., (Msb) with pebbles, (S) or with

small pebbles (Msb)—3.14-a-He thren

it (anything) into the fire. (AO,S)--~~~

3úl He threw -a- [or firewood, &c.,] into

the fire. (A.) [Also,] inf. n. as above, He

kindled the fire, or made it to blaze or flame,

with ~~~. (TA)=&#12:- They hastened

from him, or it, in flight. (A,TA) --~~

<--> &= + He turned anay from his com

panion; as also "--a-l. (K.)- us:<

J39. t i. q. w:*ś [which has two meanings:

he went anay in, or into, the country, or land:

and he discharged his excrement: the former

seems to be here meant]. (S)=-e-, (K;

[in a copy of the A ---, but this is probably

a mistranscription, as appears to be indicated. by

its being there added that the part. m. is ~5-aa-e;])

and -e-, aor. 3, (K) int. n. ---, (KL)

or ---, (TK, and indicated-in the K;) [and

app. "<- also; (see ><- ;)] He broke

forth with:- [i. e. measles, or spotted fever].

(K, KL.) The second of these verbs signifies as

above, said of a person's skin. (S.)

2. 4.- see 1 = Also -a-, (T, TA)

inf n :-a-5, (T, Mgh, K.) He (a pilgrim)

slept [or stopped to sleep] in El-Mohassab

(*-a-J), (T, Mgh, K) which is the name

of the way between the mountains opening upon

the part called £9, (T.K.) between Mekkeh
and Minë, (T, Mgb,) so called from the pebbles

in it, (T, TA,) and also called "à:-", (Msb,)

jor an hour, or a short time, (asu.) of the night,

(T, Mgh, K.) in returning from Mine to Mekkeh:

(T, Mgh,” TA:) this was formerly done in imi

tation of Mohammad; but it is said to be volun

tary; not obligatory. (T, TA.) Also He slept

at that place after going forth from Mekkeh.

(TA.) * --" is also the name of the place

where the pebbles are cast in Minë; (As, S, A,

Mgh, Mob, K.) also called "Juá-. (TA)=

-:- see 1. *

4. -a-, (S, A, K,) inf n. *!, (TA,)

He (a horse, S, A, or other beast &c., TA) struck

up the pebbles in his running. (S, A, K.)- See

also 1.

6. 12-eta-3 They pelted one anothernith pebbles.

(A, K.)

6 * > *6 * > 6.- d >

-a- Stones; as also Wi-a-, n. un, "à-a-,

which is extr. [as n. un. of £-, but not of

6 * >

--a-]. (K.)-A stone that is thronin; like

Jää in the sense ofL*. (TA.)- Firenzood,

(K) in a general sense; (TA;) in the dial. of

El-Yemen: (Fr, TA:) or nhat is thronn into

a fire, (A’Obeyd, S, K,) of firenzood and of other

things; (TA;) in the dial. of Nejd: (Fr, TA:)

or firenzood prepared for fuel : (Mgb:) or fire

nood with nhich a fire is lighted; firewood not

being so called until it is thus used. (K.) --~~

>, in the Kur [xxi. 981, signifies, in the

Abyssinian language, accord. to ’Ikrimeh, The

firewood [or fuel] of Hell. (TA.)

J-e- [Pebbly]. You say i.e.- : and

*ā-ā- (T, S, A, K.) A land containing, (T,S)

or abounding with, (A,K,) pebbles. (T, S, A, K.)
s * 6 * *

And "--al-d'. A place containing pebbles.

(TA)- See also ---.

:- [A single throning ofpebbles].-[Hence,

app., because immediately following the day of

the last throwing of pebbles in the Valley of

Mine, a 4-1 # The night [next after the
• ow * 55

days called &2:1 Au! [which are the 11th

and 12th and 13th of Dhu-l-Hijjeh]. (K.)–See

also -->Also, (S.A.M. b. K.) and *i-a-,

(S, Mab, K.) and (sometimes, S) Vä-a-, (S, K.)

[Measles, or spotted fever, a certain cutaneous

eruption : (S, A, Msb, K. :) by some, [contr. to

general authority,] said to be small-pox. (Mgb.)

* * * •e d >* * * *

ā-a-; see -r-aa-, and al-a-: = and see
G - d - -

also à-aa-.

ā
*

à:- Pebbles: (S, A, K.) or small pebbles:

(Mgb £). accord. to Sb, a quasi-pl. n. : (TA :)

sing. "#4-. (K.)—See also 2.
5 •

-la-: see 2.

3- 6 *

See 4-aa-.

--- [A throner, or pelter, of stones]. You

say, --> J-5 <-- * [He is a pelter of

stones (app. meaning a calumniator) ; he is. ??ot

a friend]. (A, TA.) [Hence also,] --et-, (S,

K) or ~- &2, (A) A violent wind that

raises the pebbles; (S, A;*) as also "i.e.:

(S:) or a wind that bears along the dust (K,TA)

and pebbles: (TA:) and a wind casting donon

pebbles from the sky: or a nind that tears up

the pebbles. (TA. [See the Kur liv. 34, &c.])

–And hence, +A punishmentfrom God. (TA.)

– Dust containing pebbles. (IAar, TA.) See

also -e-. — Cloud, GA-) casting down

snow and hail: (K:) or clouds (~la-), because

of their casting down snow and hail. (TA.)

Pebbles [borne] in the nind. (ISh, TA.) You

say, -e- is ū: &u= [Our day was one in

which pebbles were blonn about by the nind].

(TA)- Small particles of snow and hail scat

tered about. (K.)-A large number of men on

foot. (Az, T.A.)

5 * > d - s **

4-am-o: see -r-aa-.

* * ~ *

*a*-6 :

two places.

s J O = -

see P5-aa-2 := and see also 2, in

*- Affected with the cutaneous eruption

termed a:- [i. e. measles, or spotted fever];

(A, K.) as also "...-. (TA)

*a

1. <-, (S, A, Mgh, &c.,) aor. * and 2, inf. n.

3-4-(S,Mgh, Msh, K) and Sua-(Lh, Mgh, K)

and Su-, (Lh, K.) He reaped, or cut (A, Mgh,

K) with the J*, (K) seed-produce, (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K.) and plants, or herbage; (S,"K;)

originally used in relation to seed-produce; (TA;)

as also "-a-l. (K.) — [Hence] .44-4

-: ! [He reaped, or monwed, them donon with

the sword]: (A:) he slen them : or he exerted

his utmost poner or ability, or exceeded the

ordinary bounds, in slaying them : (TA:) he

exterminated them [with the snord] (Mgb,TA)

—And #43, 34-351 & & 1 [He who

son's evil reaps repentance]. (A.) =<-e-, (L)

[aor. * ,] inf. n. 32-, (L, K.) It (a rope, and

a bow-string,) was, or became, strongly tristed,

and firmly, or compactly, made; (L, K;") as

also WJ-as-i: (S, A, L, K:") and it (a coat

of mail) was, or became, [close in its rings, (see

32-) and] firm, and compactly made. (L.K.")

4. J.aa-. It (seed-produce) attained to the

propertime for its being reaped; as also "--a-1:

(S, Mgh, Msb, K:) or the latter, t it invited the

act of reaping. (TA.) = He tryisted a rope

(S, K) firmly. (TA.)-[He made firm, in a

general sense. (Golius as from the KL; but not

in my copy of that work.)]
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8: see 1.

10: see 4:= and see also 1. -[Hence,] t It

(the affair, or state, of a people) became established,

or settled, firmly, soundly, thoroughly, or well.

(TA.)-It (a people, or party) collected together,

or assembled, and rendered mutual aid. (S, K.)

- He was, or became, angry: (K:) or violently

angry. (TA.)

6 * * s •

*A-aa- : See Ae-aa-.

--- J.- and "...a- (S, K) and *34-i

and ':-a- (K) A rope strongly tryisted, and

firmly, or compactly, made : (S, K:) and 255
* - o £

"...a-1 a bon-string strongly twisted: (TA:)
* 6 d

and * : *-a- £2 a coat of mail close in its rings,

compact and strong. (L, K.)

sta- The time, or season, of reaping; as also

"Sua- (K, TA: [In the CK, each is erro

neously made to be with 3..]) One says, [also,

using each as an inf. n.,.] 2-a-l& lis, (S, A,)

or sta-" &#, (Mab) and 'sta-", (S, Msb)

[This is the time, or season, of reaping: for]

both are also infins of 3-a- in the first of the

senses explained above. (Lh, K.)= See also

3-a--Also What remains upon the ground,

of seed-produce, among the loner parts of the

stalks of that which has been reaped; and so

&la-, pl. of "3-2- and 'i-e-. (Mgh.)—

And What falls off, and becomes scattered, of

seeds of wild leguminous plants when they dry

up. (L.)-And The fruit, or produce, of any

tree. (L.)

* * 6 * * -

>La-: see 20-aa-, in two places.

3- Reaped seed-produce (S, A, Mgh, Mab,

K.) as also "is-a- (§, Mgh, K) and "3,4

and "...a- (S, Mih, K) and "Sua-, which last

is originally an inf. n. : (Mgh :) pl. of the first,

(A, Mgh) and of the second, (Mgh) &La-.

(A, Mgh.) And •-a-l <- [see Kurl. 9]

Grain that is reaped: (L:) grain of n:heat and

of barley and of anything that is reaped; as

though for *-a-h s: <- (Ž :) grgrain of

reaped wheat. (Lth.)- See also 3Laa-. – It is

also said to signify Seed-produce torn up and car

ried an ay by the nind. (L.)- Also + Slain [or

*noned don'n] with the snord, like seed-produce

(Jel in xxi. 15)–:-i 3.2-, oc

curring in a trad., means : The words that their

tongues utter, and [as it were] cut off, against

others; (S, A,” L;) being words wherein is no

good: the tongue being likened to a reaping

hook; and the words that it utters, to reaped

seed-produce: Jólas-, here, is pl. of *ā-e-.
(L.)- See also what next follows. •

reaped.

• •

•Ae-aa- :

es 6 •

3 see -a-, in two places: - and

sta--Also The lower parts of seed-produce,

which the reaping-hook does not reach... (K.)

Also 4 place of seed-produce: (Ki) or "...-a

has this signification; such a place being so called

because it is reaped: #3-, accord. to Az, sig

nifies a field of which all the produce has been

reaped: the pl. is &la-. (L.)- A place of

reaping. (Msb.)

3-2-4 reaper: pl. #4- and st- (K.)

* > of * > d > s •

-a-l; fem. :)--a-: see -a-, in three places.
* * @ - * * * * •

-Also #1.x-aa- 5»: A tree abounding with

leaves [and therefore compact]. (K.)

6 - d .d J - © J.

*a*-e : See --IHence] s: *a*-0

|A man whose Judgment, Or opinion, is nell, or

rightly, directed, (S, K,) and sound, or firm.

(TA.)= What has dried up while standing [of

seed-produce]. (K.)

:-- Seed-produce that has attained to the

proper time, or season, for its being reaped; as

also '3-2: (Mgh, Mab.)

34- A reaping-hook, syn. J~, (S, K.)

nith n'hich seed-produce is cut. (TA.) -

d * d > s -

39-aa-o: see Ae-a-.

d o “d J. J. & J. s -

-aa-2 : see -a-. :=and see -a-...

> * > < 8.

[Hence,] :-- (55 #Sound, or firm, judg

ment or opinion. (TA.)

J-a

J. • * *

1. 0)-aa-, (S, A,) aor. * (S, K) and -, (K,)

inf n. X---, (S, K.) He, or it, straitened him;

(S, A, K;) so in the Kur ix. 5; (TA;) and en

compassed, or surrounded, him. (S, A.) You say

3.2-, (S, Msb) or a 3-a-, (K) aor. *, (S,

Msb) infin. :-, (Mob) It (a hostile party,

ISk, S, Msb, or a people, K) encompassed him,

or surrounded him, (Msb, K.) and prevented him

from going to his business: (Msb:) or straitened

him, and encompassed or surrounded him; as also

#~~ and La- (ISk, $2

The W3-20-2 of an enemy is well known. (K.)

J - e . *

"3-2-, inf. n.

You say 3:1 "...#2-, inf ns as above, [The

enemy besieged, or beset, them;] and Us: t:

ūji Jua-Ji We remained in the state of siege

some days; or in the place of confinement; and

i.e.: #4- by-es- [They were besieged, or

beset, vehemently]. (A.)–Also 34-, (S, A,

K, &c.,) aor. * (Mgh, K) and 2, (K,) inf. n.

X---, (A, Mgh, K.) He, (Akh, S.A.) or it, (S)

confined, kept close, imprisoned, detained, retained,

restrained, withheld, or prevented, him; (AO,

Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, Akh, S, A.;) as also

*%-a-i. (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, S:) or a

distinction should be made between these two

forms, as will be seen in what follows. (TA.)

And It (a hostile party, and a disease, ISk, Th,

Msb) detained, restrained, withheld, or prevented,

him (ISk, Th, Msb, K) from journeying &c.;

(K) as also 75-a-1: (AO, ISk, Th, Msb, K.)

or the latter signifies it (disease) prevented him

ifrom journeying, or from a thing that he desired:

so in the Kurii. 192: (ISk, S:) or [more pro

perly] it (disease, or urine, [&c.,]) made him to

restrain himself. (Akh, S.K.) or ua- signifies

the being prevented from attending the religious

rites and ceremonies of the pilgrimage, by dis

ease, or the like : (IAth:) or 32- is said when

a man is turned back from a course which he

desired: and X---, when he is confined, or re

strained, or the like: (Yoo :) or, accord. to Fr,

the Arabs say, of him whom fear or disease pre

vents from accomplishing his pilgrimage or his

#: [q.v.], (Mgh,"TA,) and of any one that is

not forcibly constrained, as by imprisonment, or

by enchantment or the like, (TA,) * -a-i. and

of him who is imprisoned or restrained by a

Sultán, or by one who overpowers, 5-a- this

distinction is observed by them: (Mgh," TA:)

but if you mean that the constraining power of

the Sultán is a preventing cause, and you do not

refer to the act of the agent, it is allowable for
J f

you to say, J: '-- 35; and if you say of

him whom pain or disease makes to restrain him

self, that the disease, or fear, restrains him, it is

allowable for you to say, 3-, or, as Aboo-Is

hák the Grammarian says, the correct rule, accord.

to the lexicologists, is, that one says of him whom

fear and disease prevent, '-- : and of him who

is confined or restrained by another,*: and

thus it is because he who refrains from conducting

himself freely in an affair restrains himself: and

thy saying #4- means that thou hast restrained

him; not that he has restrained himself: so that

it is allowable to say in this case [when you do

not mention the agent], *-a-i. (TA) [Accord.

to Z.] := 3-2- and #23 [lit. He was withheld

from it] is said when a man is ashamed at a thing,

and leaves it, or abstains from it, or when he is

unable to effect a thing, or finds his wish difficult

of attainment. (A. [See also 3-a-, in what fol

lows, in this paragraph.]) Júl Us'#l<<

means 43%) -> J.J. £s <<- [I restricted

the division of the property among the creditors]:

for the prevention is not against them, but against

others, from their being sharers with them in £he

property: the phrase is inverted, like -J.-->!

<:13:#1 (Msb)—Also 3-a-, (K) aor.’,

inf n. 4-, (TA) He took the whole of it; (K;)

[appropriated it to himself exclusively;] acquired

it; took it to himself. (TA)—And -a-, (S,
• 2 # * ~ *

A, Mgh, K) and "-a-i, (S, A, K,) or -as
• - * * * * * * ~ *-* ~ *

elajú, and "-a-1, (Ks) or 354- *** -a-,

aOr.X-4, inf n. X- [and**, or this latter

is a simple subst.], (Ibn-Buzurj,) He (a man,

S, A) suffered suppression of the feces, or consti

pation of the bonels: (Ks, Ibn-Buzurj, S, A,

Mgh, K) [distinguished from 3-1. (see**)

or] als: *3-a-signifies he suffered suppression

of his urine.. (Ibn-Buzurj.)=č-a-, [intrans.,]

with fath [to the J-], and "3,4-i, She (a

camel) had a narron, orifice to the teat. (S.)
* - c &

# WL-a-1,

(K) or 3-a-i, (so in the TA:) It (the orifice of

her teat) was, or became, narron. (K," T.A.)-
6 * >

• * * - -

And -a-, aor. *; and J-aa-, aor. *; and

And 3-, aor. *, inf. n. x-aa-, He was, or be

came, unable to express his mind, to say what he

nvould, to find words to express what he would

say; he faltered in speech; (S, Mgh, K, Expos.
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of the “Mufassal” of Z;) by reason of shame and

confusion of mind, or other [accidental] cause;

wherein, only, it differs from& (Expos. of

the “Mufassal” of Z.) And also, (Msb, K.) or

53.5" es: 3-a-, (S,) He faltered, or became im

peded, and nas unable to proceed, in reading, or

recitation. (S, Msb, K.) And 5-a- aor. 2, He

nvas ashamed, and cut short, as though the affair

straitened him like as the prison straitens the

prisoner. (TA.) And 4:J- IHe became im

peded, and was unable to do it. (S.) And 3-2

#3 c”, aor. *, [inf n.*- EHe abstained

from sexual intercourse with the noman, (K,

TA,) though able to enjoy it: (TA:) or &#32

alsi, (S,) or£1 cº, (Az,) he was prevented by

impotence from having sexual intercourse (Az, S)

with his wife, (S) or with nomen. (Az. (See

3,4-D – Also 32-, (Mgh, TA) or -e

$32, (S, MSb, TA) aor. -, (Mab) inf n. 4-,

(S, Msb, K.) He became straitened in his bosom ;

his bosom became straitened. (S, Mgh, Msb, K,"

TA.) In the Kur [iv. 92], <-->4,5- 3i

_*:: 3i29.4% means #3 &= [Or who

come to you, their bosoms being contracted so that

they are incapable of fighting you; or their

bosoms shrinking from fighting you]: (TA:) Akh

and the Koofees allow that the pret. here may be

a denotative of state; but Sb does not allow this

use of the pret. unless with 35; and he makes

_*).5-2 <!-a- to be an imprecation [meaning

may their bosoms become contracted]: (S:) accord.

to Fr, the Arabs say, aii: -*ś &% L'i.

meaning alas -A5 as: Zj says, Fr makes <!-as

a denotative of state; but it is not so unless with

J.5: Th says that if x5 be understood, it approxi

mates to a denotative of state, and becomes like

a noun; and some read29.4% 5-a- AZ does

not allow this use of the pret. [as a denotative of

state] unless preceded by 5 or J.5. (TA)-And

j-a-, alone, He vomited. (Mgh.)–And He be

came affected nith a disease, or malady, by a

thing. (TA.)- Also, (S, K.) aor. *, inf. n.

X---, (K,) He was, or became, niggardly, tena

cious, penurious, or avaricious. (S, K.) One

says, &% 2: 3-2-5 >il* The party

drank, and such a one was niggardly to them,

(AA, S, L,) not expending upon those who drank

with him. (L.)- [Hence,] X-ju j-a- He con

cealed the secret; (K;) refrained from divulging

it. (TA)=>3' X---, aor. * and 2, (TA)

inf n. 4-, (k) He bound a la-, (K,TA)
On a 54-2, (TA) upon the camel, (K, TA;)

as also '2'-a-l: ($, K, TA:) and he made for,

or put to, the camel a >ua- as also *%-a-l.

(TA.)

3: see 1, in three places.

4: see 1, in eleven places.

7. J-a-31 He, or it, was, or became, restrained,

withheld, or prevented. (KL.)

8: see 1, last sentence.

3- (S, Mgh, K, &c.) and ': (A, and

Expositions of the Fs) Suppression of the feces;

or constipation of the bonels: (Yz, A5, S, A,

Mgh, K:) suppression of the urine is termed

£i. (Yz, A5, Mgh:) or 3: signifies also
© o

suppression of the urine, like -l. (Ibn-Buzurj.)

3- [inf n, of 3-a-, q.v., passim. —Also]

Suppression of the flon of milk of a camel, from

a heaviness, or heaving, of the stomach, or a

tendency to vomit; and unnillingness to yield a

jlon of milk. (TA.)

X- A man unable to express his mind; to

say what he would; to find words to express

n:hat he would say; (Mgh, TA;) by reason of

shame and confusion of mind, or other [accidental]

cause: (TA: [see 3-a-.]) and one who is im

peded, and unable to proceed, in reading, or reci

tation: (Mab,TA) and so '-- and '4-4,

in both these senses. (TA)- Contracted in

the bosom; having the bosom contracted; (Mgh,

TA;) as also "3-2- and "3,4-. (K.) In the

Kur iv. 92, some read 25,44 #- [Their

bosoms being contracted]. (TA. [See 1, latter

part.]) - Affected with vomiting. (Mgh.)

Niggardly, tenacious, penurious, or avaricious;

(K;) as also "3-2- and "3,4- (S, K:) and

"3-2- one who will not drink wine, by reason

of niggardliness: (Ki) and *3,4- one who will

not expend upon those n:ho drink with him:

(L:) and one nho [by reason of niggardliness]

does not take part in the game called *l.

(Suh)—Also, (S) or 29.99 - (A) and

"3,4- [alone], (K.) A strict concealer of secrets:

(S:) or [simply] a concealer of secrets. (A, K.)

--~. 5-a- A she-camel whose flon of

milk is suppressed. (TA.)

6 y o 6 o y

J-a-: See v-a-.

*- d - *- De

#9-a- Impervia coéunti mulier; syn. As 3).

(A, K.)
s

&- [and &:- which latter is now the

more common,] A maker, or seller, of*- [or

24-, i.e. mats, pl. of X-l. (Ibn Khillikán,

p. 19 of vol. i. of De Slane's ed.)

X- see the next paragraph.

X--- See X---[4 fortress; a fort; a

castle1=Also, (S, K.) and "juá-, (K.) A

kind of pillon, cushion, or pad, which is put

upon a camel, and of which the hinder part is

raised so that it is made like the 5-1 of a camel's

saddle, the fore part being stuffed so that it is

made like the assú [or rather la-' or al-'3]

of a camel's saddle, and which is ridden upon;

and so W # *- : (Ki) or a kind of saddle upon

which those who break, or train, beasts ride: or

a [piece of stuff of the kind called] A.<>, which

is thronin upon the back of the camel, behind the

rider: (TA) or '#4- (K) and ua- (TA)

signify a small [saddle ofthe kind called] -#,

(K, TA,) which is bound upon a camel, and upon

n:hich is thronin the apparatus of the rider.

(TA.)

3,4- One who has no sexual intercourse with

nomen, (S, Mgh, K) though able to have it,

(K) abstaining from them from a motive of

chastity, and for the sake of shunning worldly

pleasures: (TA:) or who is prevented from

having it, (K, TA,) by impotence : (TA:) or

who does not desire them, (IAar, A, Msb,K,) nor

approach them: (IAar, K.) applied also to a horse,

i. Q. Cass (IAar, TA in art. 5-c.) In the Kur

[iii. 34],applied to John the Baptist. (TA.)

Castrated; (K;) having the penis and testicles

amputated. (TA)- Very fearful or cautious;

who abstains, or refrains, from a thing through

fear. (K.)-See also X---, in four places. -

Also A she-camel having a narrow orifice to the

teat. (S, K.)

re-a-:

X---, in four places.- Also A king: (S, A, K.)

because he is secluded: (S, A:) or because he

prevents those who have access to him. (TA.)

=A prison; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) as also

"juá- (TA.) So [accord. to some] in the Kur

xvii. 8. (S, ISd.)=A mat woven of reeds [or

of rushes] (Mob, K) or of palm-leaves; (IDrd

and K voce &#, &c.;) syn. #: (Mgb, K;)

vulgarly *# 3- (Mgb:) or a thing woven,

(#4, in the L and TA erroneously written

ââzâ.,] made of &s: [or papyrus] and ofJ

[or rushes], and then spread upon the ground

like a carpet: (TA:) pl.X- (Msb, TA) and,

by contraction,*. (TA.) Hence the prov.,

**- c." X- [A captive upon a mat]. (TA.)

And 2-a-' & Bugs; syn. 3. (TA in art.

c5+.) –Anything woven. (K.) -A garment,

or piece of cloth, ornamented and variegated,

which, nhen spread out, captivates hearts in a

manner peculiar to it, by its beauty. (K.) So,

accord. to some, in the trad. of Hodheyfeh, Jää

2-e- •4: -sil J” &l [expl. in art.

Jays, conj. 1]. (B)-A bed; or a thing spread

to lie upon, as though it were a mat: so, accord.

to El-Hasan, in the Kur xvii. 8, referred to

above. (TA)-A sitting-place; syn. J--

(K, and so in two copies pf the A:) MF thinks

it to be a mistake for U-2 [a prison, or place

of confinement]. (TA)— The surface of the

ground: (Msb, K:) whence, accord. to some,

it is applied to that which is spread upon the

ground [i. e. a mat]: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] #--i

and [of mult.] 34- (K.) - Water. (K.)

[Perhaps because its surface, when rippled by
• -

the wind, is likened to a thing woven: see 2-3.]

6 y o *

see 25-a-2, in two places:-and see

-The diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grain,

(*) of a sword, (K,TA,) resembling the tracks

of ants: (TA:) or its d'a- are its two sides.

(K,"TA.)-A road, or way. (IAar, K.)

A ron of men, and of other things. (K.)

A certain vein extending across upon the side of

a beast, tonards the belly: (K:) so, accord. to

some, in the trad. of Hodheyfeh mentioned

above: (TA:) or a portion of flesh so situate;

(K;) i.e., from the shoulder-blade to the flank,

as also "5-a-, explained in the K as a portion

offlesh lying across in the side of a horse, which

one sees when he is made lean by scanty food:

(TA:) or the former signifies the sinew that
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is between the part called the&e and the part

where the false ribs end; (K, TA;) which is the

end of the side : (TA:) or the part that is

between the vein that appears in the side of the

camel and horse, lying across, and what is above

it, to the part where the side terminates: (As,

S:) or the re-as- of the side is nhat appears of

the upper parts of the ribs. (Ibn-Es-Seed.)

Also The side itself. (Az, S, K.) Hence the

phrase, £--" Já' #3.4 beas having

Twide sides. (A, TA.) And *a- alji &=2'

[May God make his sides to ache; meaning]

may he be severely beaten. (A, TA.) A certain

elegant scholar says,* es' 2-a-' **- 35i

2-a- The mat of the prison made marks upon

the side of the king. (MF.)

5-a- See 3-, in two places.- Also A

place in which dates are dried: (S, K:) or,

accord. to Az, it is with U3. (TA.)

6 * d tº 6 y o –

4-as-e : see 25-aa-e.

6.- - © * > -

5-aa-2 : see las-, in two places.

3-4- Straitened : [encompassed, or sur

rounded:] besieged, or beset, in a fortress. (TA.)

Confined, kept close, imprisoned, detained, re

tained, restrained, withheld, or prevented; (Akh,

S, TA;) as also "3-2- (Ibn-Es-Seed.) De

tained, restrained, withheld, or prevented, from

Journeying &c.; as also "X-a- and "3-2- :

(TA:) [or this last signifies made to restrain

himself: see 1.] See also 2-aa-. - Suffering

suppression of the feces, or constipation of the

bonels: (Ibn-Buzurj, Mgh, K:) [distinguished

from*: (see*- :) or] it also signifies suf

fering suppression of the urine. (Ibn-Buzurj.)

*=A camel having upon him [or furnished with]

a-va- (K)

Low-aa

• • & e *** @ e.

Q. 1. Low-aa-, [inf n. Alo-aa-,] He braced his

bow, making the string tight, or tense. (S, K.)

- He twisted a rope strongly. (K.)- He

..filled (AHn, K) a vessel, (AHn, TA,) or a skin:

(K:) or he filled a skin so that it became strait

[or tense]. (TA.)- He pared and shaped a

reed for writing. (K.)-[Golius has added the

signification “Excitavit,” as on the authority of

the KL; but in my copy of that work, I find,

as the inf. n. of the verb having this signification,

ā-ā-, which immediately follows the significa

tions of #4-, and hence appears to have been

omitted in the copy of the KL used by Golius.]

Q. 2. [><-5 app. signifies It (a grape)

became in the state in which it is termed---.
• o • * ~ of ~ 0~ * * * *

And hence,J-3-a-à & J.5 -ji [app, mean

ing + He did the latter part of an affair before

the first; as when a man writes a book before

he has qualified himself by preparatory study]:

a prov. (TA.).----aa-5 said of butter [in the

process of formation] means It became dis

sundered, or separated [into clots], by reason

of intense cold; and did not coalesce, as also

_*-as-5. (TA.)

* J & J.

Low-aa-: see the next paragraph.

>, <- The first of grapes, (S,Mgh, Mab, K.)

such as are crude and sour, (Mgh,) as long as

they remain sour, (Mgb) or as long as they

remain green: (K:) or grapes when hard : (Az,

TA:) or, accord. to AHn, grapes when they

have become organized and compacted: or, as

he says on one occasion, [the n. un.] is:- sig

nifies a grape when it germinates. (TA.) The

rubbing of the body in the bath with bruised,

or pulverized, ex-a-dried in the shade prevents

the origination of [the cutaneous disorder termed]

--a- in the year in which this is done, and

strengthens the body, and cools it. (K.) –

Dates, or fruit, (#, Or X3, accord. to different

copies of the K, the latter being the reading in

the M, TA,) not yet ripe. (M, K, TA.)- Fruit

plucked from the tree called the is, (K) i. e.

the wild pomegranate. (TA.)- In the “Jem?

et-Tefáreek,” it is said to signify Grape-stones:

but this requires consideration. (Mgh.)-What

is lean, dry, or nithered, (syn. -á-) of any

thing. (AZ, Msb, K.)- And hence, (Msb) tA

niggardly man; (ISk, S, Msb, K;) narron in

disposition; as also ">;-- (S, TA) and
6 d e - d.

"3,4-# (K, TA) or 'X- means having

little, or no, good. (TA)- Short ; (K;) and

J-6 [app, as meaning evil in disposition]; as

also "L)-a-. (TA)- And An iron [hooked]

instrument neith which the bucket is extracted

from a well, (Ki) also called 33%. (TA)

*** [inf n. of Q. 1, q.v.]-Also Niggard

liness, tenaciousness, or avarice. (K, TA.)

[Jer- Omphacine. (Golius, on the autho

rity of Meyd.)]

#~~~ Soup made [or flavoured] with unripe

grapes or dates, or with the juice thereof (M.A.)

6.- d - p.

_^)-as-e Butter dissundered, or separated [into

clots], by reason of intense cold; not coalescing;

(K;) [as also ">, <-: see Q.2.]-A scanty,

or small, gift. (TA)-Anything straitened, or

scanted. (TA)-See also A-a-, in two places.

=><-* i. q.X,+, (K,) which is the

more common term; meaning A poet that lived

in the time of paganism and in that of El-Islám.

(TA.)

6 & e > y * * @ e / d o

–2-a->: see A-a-2 : - and A-a-.

v-a-a

1. – 4-, aor.”, (S.K.) inf n isva-, (S,

TA,) [app., in its primary and proper sense, It

nas, or became, compact, or firm and close; said

of a rope, and of a web, and the like: see its

part. n., -i.e- ; and see also 10 -And hence,]

! He (a man,TA) was, or became, firm, or sound,

in intellect or sense; (S, K, TA;) or strong in

intellect, and good in judgment. (TA)=-ia-,

aor. <, inf n. ---, It (the skin, S, TA, or the

body, or person, Msb) was, or became, affected

with dry mange or scab : (S, K, TA:) or broke

out with small pustules, (Mgb,TA,) like the small

pox, (Mgb,) generating matter, or thick purulent

matter, and not becoming large; sometimes

coming forth in the soft parts of the belly in the

days of heat. (TA.)

4. ---, (K) infn. Juá-l, (S) He twisted

a rope firmly, strongly, or compactly. (S, K.)

And *: Jā-aa-1 [He made his neaving, or

his web, compact; or firm and close; or close

in texture, and strong: see the pass. part. n.

below]: said of a weaver. (TA.)- [Hence,J

! He established, or settled, or he did, performed,

or executed, an affair, firmly, solidly, soundly,

or nell. (S, K, TA)- | He (a man, and a

horse,) passed, nent, or went along, quickly, or

sniftly: (S, K:) or raised the pebbles in his

running : (Sgh, K:) or went with short steps,

but quickly: (ISk, K:) or he (a horse) ran

quickly, with short steps, at the utmost rate of

the pace termed*- (AO,TA.)=5-12-2-1,

inf. n. as above, The heat caused pustules [such

as are termed --a-] to come forth upon his

body, or person. (TA.)

10. Jä-aa-> It (a thing, S, TA) was, or

became, firm, strong, compact, sound, or free

jrom defect: (S, K, TA:) properly said of a

rope, as meaning it was, or became, firmly,

strongly, or compactly, twisted: and-tropically

said of judgment [as meaning 1 it was, or became,

Jirm, strong, sound, or good]: and of an affair

[as meaning 1 it was, or became, established, or

settled, or done, performed, or executed, firmly,

solidly, soundly, or nell]. (TA. [See also -á-.])

- It (the vulva) was, or became, narron, and

firm, or tough, on the occasion of 8.-. (K,

TA.) The quality thus denoted is approved;
o- 6 - d -

-

and the woman possessing it is termed Vää-a-:...

(TA.)-; It (time, or fortune,) pressed hardly,
de •

or severely, (S, K, TA,) asks upon him. (S, T.A.)

-+ It (a company of men) collected, or con

gregated. (TA.)

-ie- Dry mange or scab : (S, K:) or small

pustules, [like the small-pox, (see -á-)] that

generate matter, or thick purulent matter, and do

not become large; sometimes coming forth in the

soft parts of the belly in the days of heat. (TA.)

-ie- see ---. *= Also part n of -ia-.
(Mgb.) •

-i.e- Anything firm, strong, compact, sound,

and free from defect. (TA.) A garment, or

piece of cloth, compactly, or firmly and closely,

woven : (TA:) or dense; concealing [nhat is

within it], (Kt, TA:) and " -ia- (in like

manner] signifies dense and strong. (TA.)

[Hence,] | Firm, or sound, in intellect or sense;

(S, K, TA;) and *-i-e- signifies the same;

and firm in judgment ; [or possessing firmness,

or soundness, of intellect and judgment; for] it

is a possessive epithet: and the former is said

to signify strong in intellect, and good in judg

ment. (TA.) saiš' -ā-e-, occurring in a letter

of 'Omar, means + [Firm] in judgment, and in

the management, conducting, ordering, or regu

lating, of affairs. (TA.)

4 - d. J. s • © o e

wa-a-2 : see -ā-a-...-[Hence,] J.- "we'

Jä-a-0 || Betneen them two is a firm tie of

6 - d …

brotherhood. (TA.)
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• *-a-- U-a

--a-. A horse that goes in the manner denoted

by the verb - a-l; (Ki) as also "-ia- (S,

K) and 'Ju-, (K;) [or] the last is applied

to a she-camel: (S:) the fem. of the first is with

3. (TA.)

* - ©

e-à-aa-e :

. . . . see what next precedes.

w->

-

o

: A narrow & [or vulva]. (S.)

See also 10.

J-a

1. J.2-, (Mab, K, &c.) aor.”, (TA) inf n.

J.: (Mab, K, &c.) and J-4-, (K) like

J: and*~ and 5*, (TA,) [It was, or

became, produced, educed, extracted, taken forth,

or fetched out; as gold or silver from the stone

of the mine, and the kernel from the shell, and

wheat from the straw: (see 2:)] it came out,

it became apparent: (KL:) it was, or existed,

or came into being or existence; it became real

ized; syn. with the complete [i. e. attributive]

&l= | (Msb in art. Ú2- :) [it presented itself:

it was, or became, prepared, or ready: it became

attained, obtained, gotten, or acquired:] it came,

came to pass, happened, took place, betided,

befell, or occurred, said of an event; syn. with

&#3, (TA in art. &#3) which is also syn. nith

the complete [or attributive] Jús; (Msb in art.

c),=;) likewise syn, with as : (Er-Răghib, TA

in art. t- :) [it resulted; and particularly as a

sum, and as a product; and as a quotient: it

ensued: it arose, originated, proceeded, came,

supervened, or accrued: in which senses, also,

it is syn. with the attributive &#s, and nith ā-,

followed by c-s:] it remained, and continued,

when the rest had gone, or passed anay; (K,

TA;) relating to a reckoning, and to an action,

and the like: (TA:) and i. q. <3 and-

as in the saying, 13é- * es' J-a- [Such a

thing, or sum, was, or became, or proved to be,

binding, obligatory, or incumbent, on him to

render as a debt to me]. (Msb.) =J

[aor. *,] inf. n. J.--, He (a horse) had a com

plaint of his belly from eating the earth of the

herbage : (S:) or #3' <----, aor. *, (M, K,)

inf n. as above, (TA,) the beast ate earth, (M,

K,) or pebbles, (K,) and they remained in its

inside, (M,K) fixed: (M.) or J-a-signifies

a horse's taking into the mouth earth from the

herbs, some of n:hich earth, collecting in his belly,

hills him : and the horse so killed is said to be

"J-e- (T, TA:) or a camel's having pebbles

[which he has smallowed] remaining in the oma

sum, so as not to come forth in the cud n'hen he

ruminates; and when this is the case, they some

times kill: or a young camel's eating earth, and

in consequence not ejecting the cud; which some

times kills it. (TA)- Said of a boy, it sig

nifies G-1 &# (K) or iwa-'l'-.5% (9) L'
o “e

*

o:

a-e-ji (O, K) [app. meaning The stones, or the

stone, fell, or descended, in his scrotum: Freytag,

following the TK, in which as: Us is con

Bk I.

sidered (I know not on what authority) as mean

ing 4:5t: L', renders it “laboravit lapidibus

in vesica urinae orientibus”].

2. J.-, inf n. J-5, a trans. verb; (S,

Msb;) i. e. trans of J-a-, primarily signify

ing, accord. to IF, (Msb,) He produced, educed,

extracted, took forth, or fetched out, gold [or

silver] from the stone of the mine; (Msb, Er

Răghib, TA;) and in like manner, the kernel

from the shell; and [the grain of] wheat from

the straw : (Er-Rághib, TA:) he made a thing

apparent; (Az, Er-Rághib,TA;) as, for instance,

the kernel from the shell; and theJ-2- [or result]

of a computation: (Er-Răghib, TA:) [he brought

into being, or existence; he realized:] he prepared,

or made ready: (PS:) he separated, discriminated,

or distinguished, (Az, K,) what remained and con

tinued, when the rest had gone, or passed away:

(K: [in the CK,3- U2 is erroneously put for

J4- to:]) he perceived a thing: he attained,

or obtained, a thing: syn. £i [in both these

senses; and also as meaning he overtook]: (Abu

l-Bakā, TA:) he took, or got, or acquired,

advantage, or profit; (KL ;) i. q. 3-i, and j-:

(B and TA in art. J4-1:) he collected: (Az, Er

Răghib, TA:) and [hence, app.,]>''> J-5

signifies The reducing a sentence, or the like,

to its 'J,4- [here meaning its essential in

port, or its sum and substance]: (S, TA:) and

13&Aşçı J.-- [The sentence, or speech, com

prehended, or comprised, within its scope, such

> J-a->

3:44) es' us, in the Kur [c. 10], means And

nhat is in the breasts, or minds, [of men] shall

be made apparent: (Az, Er-Rághib, TA:) or

discriminated: (Az, Bd, TA:) or collected, (Fr,

Az, Bd, Er-Rághib, TA,) in the registers. (Bd.)

=See also 4, in two places.

4. J: J-e-1 (S.K.) and "J-a-, infn.

J-5 (K;) The palm-trees had J-a-; i.e.,

dates that had not get become hard, (S, K.) and

ofn!hich the G:Jú [or bases] had not yet appeared;

(S;) or dates that had become hard and round:

and also, had J-a- as meaning spadixes (&lb)

that had become yellon : (K:) or &: U-a

the dates came forth from their Gejlaj, small:

and "J-a- they became round. (TA)-J-a

2% The people had unripe, or ripening, dates

appearing upon their palm-trees. (TA.)

5. J.--> It became collected, and remained,

or continued. (K, TA.)

Q. Q. 1 J33- He (a bird,S) filled his a 25

[i.e. stomach, or crop]. (S, K.) You say [to a

bird], es.” L-3- [Fill thy stomach, or crop,

and fly]. (S.)

6 & e.

U-a-:
3%, 2

a thing]. (Mgb in explanation of3:)

see what next follows: - and see

J.-- (S, K) and "J.-, (M, K,) the latter

used by poetic license, (ISd, TA,) Dates before

they have become hard, (S, K,) and before their
• * 6 * > *

&Jú [or bases] have appeared; n. un. Ak-aa-:

(S:) or nºnen they have become hard and round.

(IAar, K.) And The spadix of the palm-tree

(all) when it has become yellon. (K.) Also,

the former, What fall, and become scattered, of

the produce of a palm-tree, green and fresh, like

small green beads. (Aboo-Ziyād, TA.)-See also

ila.

J.-- See J-a-.

J.-- A certain plant. (S, M, O, K.)

āua- What remains, of grain, in the place

nhere it has been trodden out, after the removal

[of the bulk] of the grain: (S, O:) or, as also

"Jä- (K, TA) and "J-a-, (K) what remains,

of barley and wheat, in the place n'here it has been

trodden out, after the bad thereof has been re

moved : and n:hat comes forth from n-heat, and is

thronn anay, such as [the need called] c/5i,

(K, TA,) and āā32 [i. e. a£3 or aă3] and the

like: or n hat comes forth from barley and n:heat,

and is thronin anay, when it is somen'hat grosser

than dust, or earth, and than nhat are termed

Jús [q. v.]: (TA:) or the remains of wheat in

the sieve, after the sifting, with n'hat are mixed

therenith; as also #44. , but the former word

is the more known. (JK and TA in art. U-as-.)

[See also id-l

* * •

al-aa-: see J--

6° 3 + 63 - d -

- : see all-23-.

J.-- (T, S, M, Mob, K, KL) and "ā-a

(S, K, &c.) and 'J,4- ($, Mab, K) [and

"J-a-l Produce; or n:hat is produced, educed,

extracted, taken forth, or fetched out : n-hat is

made apparent: profit, advantage, gain, or acqui

sition: (KL in explanation of the first word [but

applying to all]:) [the result of a thing:] a re

main, remainder, remaining portion, remnant,

relic, residue, or the remains, of a thing; (S;)

what remains, and continues, of anything, n'hen

the rest has gone, or passed away: (K:) it is of a

reckoning, or computation, and ofactions, and the

like: (T, M, TA:) pl. of the second Jiu

(S, TA.) The first also particularly signifies

What is cleared, or purified, of silver [and of

gold] from the stone of the mine. (TA.) [And

The produce, or net produce, of land &c.; ofany

thing that is a source of revenue; as also the

third. The result of an arithmetical process; the

sum, the product, and the quotient. The sum, or

sum and substance, or essential import, of a sen

tence or the like; as also the third (see 2) and the

fourth. And the result, end, conclusion, event,

issue, ultimate consequence or Affect, or ultimity,

of anything.]= See also i.e.

6 - d -

U-23- A depressed place where water rests in

a meadow, where the herbage is the latest to dry

up: whence the "al-es- of a bird, as being the

resting-place of what it eats. (Az, T.A.)-The

place n'here water rests, or remains, in the furthest

part of a natering-trough or tank; (K;) as also

*#25-. (ISd, K.)—See also ii.25--Also

A sheep or goat large in the part of the belly

above the navel. (M., K.) = A certain plant.

(TA.)

74
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J-a- -J-a

J<!-- The [plant called] c's #0 (Q. v.] (K)

4 * - d -

al-23-: see J-3- in two places. - The

ai 23-ofa bird (S, Msb, K) is [The stomach; the

triple stomach, consisting of the crop, or crane,

the second stomach, and the gizzard, or true

stomach: and often, particularly, the first of these

three: see #- and #- that nihich, to a

bird, is like the ** to a man; (K;) also called

*ā-3- (Msb, K) and *#23- and "J-3

(K:) and of an animal having a cloven hoof or a

-i- i. q.&\- [q. v.]: (Az,TA :) pl. U-213-.

(S, T.A.) - Hence the U-212- [i. e. f Store

rooms, or magazines,] of khāns: [also meaning

+ the cells of prisons:] of which the sing, is

i.e.-: not, as the vulgar say, "J--- (TA)

-Also, the sing., The loner part of the belly,

as far as the pubes, (K, TA,) of a man, (TA,)

and of any animal: (K, TA:) or the place where

the feces collect, belon, the navel: or the part be

tneen the navel and the pubes. (TA)—it

a 25-M is: A she-camel big in the belly.

(TA.)

#25- See ii.25

#23- See #45-.- Also A thing resem

bling a a: [q.v.], made of baked clay; vulgarly

called "äuä- (TA)

6 * ~ * See J.--
U-a-3:

J~ One n:ho clears, or purifies, silver [and

gold) from the stone of the mine. (TA), And

āla-e A woman who separates (U-a-5) the

earth of the mine [..for the purpose of extracting

the gold or silver]. (S, K.)

4 J d - See J.-- : and see also 2.

U-23

U2-a- :

6 0 - J.

(K) and J-23-2, (K, TA,) or

"J-, 2-, (so in my MS. copy of the K) or

J2,4-4,(so in the CK.)One who is protuberant

in his loner part [of the belly], next his navel,

like her nho is pregnant: (K:) so in the M.

(TA.)

s • * D -

U-25-a-, or J-2,-- see what next

precedes.

:

6 - D - J.

U-a

1. 3-4-, (Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. *, (K, TA)

infin. £ua-, (§, Mgh, Msb,TA,) said of a c-a

[or fortress], (S) or of a place, (Mgh, Msb, TA,)

i. q. *, [for which the CK erroneously substi
- -- • J - -

-25, after Leys'>, as though the verb were
• J. “

d-a- and &-a-l (K, TA,) [i. e.] It was, or

* [meaning inaccessible, or unap

tute8

became,

proachable, or difficult of access]; it was, or be

came, unattainable, by reason of its height; (Msb;)

it was fortified, or protected against attack, so

that one could not gain access to n'hat was nithin

it. (Mgh.)—Hence, (Mgh) -a-, (§, Mab,

K) aor. *, (K) infn. 3.-- (S,Mgh, K) and

&-a- and 3-a- (K) and #2-3 (S. Mab,

TA) and "---i (S.Mgh, K) infn. 3-1;

(Mgh;) and "<-5, (K;) said of a woman,

She was, or became, continent, or chaste; or she

abstained from what was not lanful nor decorous;

syn. < * , (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) or she was, or

became, married; or she had a husband; (K;)

as also :- and "--i: (Ham p. 101, in

which + 4- is likewise mentioned in this sense :)

or "--a- signifies she was, or became, pregnant;

(K;) as though pregnancy protected her from a

man's going in to her. (TA)=4<-, inf. n.

C-, He preserved, or guarded, him, or it, in

places inaccessible, or unapproachable, or difficult

of access, as in a c- [or fortress]. (TA.)

[See also 2 and 4.] -

2. ~-, [inf n. C-53) and '4-a-l; He

made it, or rendered it, inaccessible, or unap

proachable, or difficult of access; (Msb, K;) he

made it, or rendered it, unattainable, by reason

of its height; (Msb;) he fortified it, or protected

it against attack, so that one could not gain ac

cess to n'hat was within it; (Mgh ;) namely, a

place. (Mgh, Mab.) &#1 <<-I built a rall

around the tonn, or village. (S.) - For the

former verb, see also 4. = And see 5.

4. 4-2-1 see 2. — Also He, (God,) or it,

(a coat of mail [or the like],) protected, or de

fended, him. (Fr, Mgh," TA)-3-2-5 #al

*}” J- [Continence, or chastity, preserves

from suspicion, or evil opinion]. (Mgh.) –

(*# <<-i L#, in the Kur [xxi. 91 and lxvi.

last verse], means Who preserved her pudendum

from that which is unlan ful or indecorous; (Zj,

Mgh,"TA;) who abstained from what is unlanc

ful or indecorous; or was continent, or chaste.

(Msb)—#." U-aa-1 He (her husband) caused the

woman to abstain from that which is unlan/ul or

indecorous, or to be continent or chaste: (S, Mgh,

K;") as also "…a... (K.) And£ ---

[Marriage caused him to abstain from that which

is unlandful &c.]. (K.)- [Also He married the

noman; i. e. gave her in marriage.] See<--

above, in the first paragraph. In the Kur iv. 30,

some read 3- $9, meaning And when they

are married. (S, T.A.) And a poet says,

4 - 0 <D - O * * *

* >: &” ----' 19-a- *

- - - - 4 - 08. “

* .*&#125:1 Jú als *

i. e. They married [their mother to their slave :

such are the deeds of the mean, the base]. (S.)=

• * ~ * * . -

<-aa-1, intrans.: see 1, in two places.- In the

Kur iv. 30, some read 5- 1345; and accord.

to Ibn-Mesood, this, said of female slaves, means

And when they are Muslimehs. (T.A.) Accord.

to Aboo-Haneefeh, &v=-\ in a case of stoning

involves six conditions; The being a Muslimeh,

and free, and of sound intellect, and of the age of

puberty, and validly married, and having had her

marriage consummated: and in a case of charging

with adultery, the being a Muslimeh, and free,

and of sound intellect, and of the age of puberty,

and continent, or chaste. (Mgh.)-And&

He (a man, S, Msb) married, or took a wife.

(S, Msh, K.) With the lawyers, &la=l means

The act of coitus conjugalis in a case of valid

marriage; and accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee, by a free

man who has attained to puberty, and in the case

of a free noman who has attained to puberty,

among the Muslims and the believers in a plu

rality of gods; meaning, in a case of valid mar

riage. (Msb.)

5. c-a-5, said of the enemy, (§, TA) [He

fortified himself: or] he entered the [or a]c

[or fortress]: or protected himself by it ; or took

it, or made it, as a place of abode. (T.A.)-And

hence, He guarded, or protected, himself in any

nay. (TA) - See also 1.- Also He (a horse,

TA) became ac- (K) i.e. a stallion, or fit

to cover: (TA voce& ) or affected to be so:

(Az, TA:) [and so "3-2- or 3-3-3 for] a horse

in this case is said to bear evidence of c-in

and c-a-il (S. K, TA)

C-- [A.fortress; a fort; a fortified place;]

(t place ofwhich the interior is inaccessible; (K;)

any place that is fortified, or protected against

attack, so that one cannot gain access to n'hat is

nvithin it; (Mgh;) a place that is unattainable,

by reason of its height; (Msb;) a fortified city:

(TA) pl. [of mult] &,4- (S, Msh, K) and

i-- and [of panel 3-i (K) [Hence,

c--" *: See c:-" *. below. [Hence,

also] ú013 sysé ú,-- ~£1 J: #[The

horses of the Arabs are their cis-- the males

thereof and the females thereof]. (TA.) A man

said to 'Abd-Allah Ibn-El-Hasan, “My father

has left the third of his property for the cis-- :”

and he replied “Buy thou horses:” so in the A:

in the M, “Buy thou therewith horses, and mount

[men] on them [to fight] in the cause of God.”

(TA.)- [Hence, also,] [Arms. (K, T.A.) You

say, ū- J- ā- | He came bearing arms.

(TA.)– Also The [nen moon; or the moon

n:hen it is termed] J>: in the K, 9%l is er

J.

roneously put for J%l. (TA.)

à:- see what next follows.

&la=(S, Mgh, Mab, K) and "3-2-($,Mgh,

K) and *i-sl- (K) and "ā-ā- (S, K) and
6- ** - d ...,

*ā-a-. (Th, S, Mgh, Mab, K) and "ā a-,

(Th, S, Msb, K,) applied to a woman, Continent,

or chaste; or abstaining from nuhat is not langful

nor decorous, (Th, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) or from that

which induces suspicion or evil opinion: (Sh and

TA in explanation of the first of these epithets:) or

married; having a husband: (K:) or &la- has

both of these significations: (Ham p. 101:) and

accord. to Th, (S) *ā-a-, with feth only, has

the latter signification; (S, Mgh," Msb;") and

means caused to be continent or chaste, or to ab

stain from that which is unlandful or indecorous,

by her husband: (Mgh : [and the same is implied

in the S :]) and this epithet is also applied to a

woman emancipated: and to one having become

a Muslimeh: (Az, TA:) [certain particular ap

plications of "i-a- have been implicatively

shown above: see 4: the pl. of&- is J-a
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U-a-- Us-a

and &Gua- and the pl. of "3-2- and "à-la

is 3-5- and +2-: the former of which

(c-9-) also signifies pregnant, (K,) applied to

women: (TA:) the pl. -et-a-2, in the first

instance of its occurrence in ch. iv. [verse 28] of

the Kur, is read by all *-ū-a-, (A’obeyd,

TA,) meaning having husbands; (A’Obeyd, Mgh,

Msb, TA;) because when such women are made

captives, their marriage-tie is cut: but in other

instances, some read thus, understanding it in the

sense last explained; and others read "><-,

as meaning that have become Muslimehs:

(A’Obeyd, TA:) in the Kur iv. 29, it means

free women: and in the Kur v. 7, continent, or

chaste, women: (Mgh : [in the Msb, it is said

to have the latter of these last two meanings in

iv. 29, and the former of them in v. 7:])

*-ūa- is the more common in the language

of the Arabs. (Fr, T.A.)-č-- also signifies

A pearl, or a large pearl; syn. #: (K:) be

cause it is protected in the interior of the shell

that contains it. (T.A.)

&- A generous, or high-bred, horse, (Msb,

K,) of whose seed one is niggardly : (K :) or a

male horse: (Mgh, K:) or this latter is a

secondary meaning, originating from frequency

of usage: (S, Msb:) or a stallion horse; or one

fit to cover : (TA voce & :) the cla- is so

called because he preserves his rider: (TA:) or

because his back is like the c-> to his rider;

(Mgh, Msb;) wherefore horses are called J2-a-:

(Mgh :) or because one is niggardly of his seed,

so that he is not made to cover any but a gene

rous mare: ($, Mgh, Msb.) pl. -a-. (Mgh,

Msb, K.)

&- applied to a place, (Msb, TA,) or to

3. c--- [or fortress], (S,) Inaccessible, or un

approachable, or difficult of access; syn. &:

(Msb, K;") [unattainable, by reason of its height;

fortified, or protected against attack, so that one

cannot gain access to what is nithin it; (see

&-a-, of which it is the part. n.)] a building

that protects him who has recourse to it for

refuge. (Sb, T.A.)–29: 3. 3--" 34, Inean

ing 3% & & "3-2-1 see (near its end) the

first paragraph. in art. J-3-e- & (K)

and ā-a-(Sh,K) A coat of mail firmly, strongly,

or compactly made : (K:) or trusty, or trusted

in, having the rings [for GAs Ji in the L and TA,

I read Gi-ji,] near together; such that weapons

produce no effect upon it: (Sh, L, TA:) so called

because it is [as] a c-> to the body. (Er

Rághib, T.A.)

[ć: dim. of&--–Hence,] c:-"*

The for; syn.−1, (S, K;) so called because

of his protecting himself from causes of harm

by his acuteness; (Har p. 663;) as also s:

"c-à-l. (M.K.)

&- and #2 see &a-, in four places.

-The latter also signifies A man's wife : and so

ā-st- (TA)

4 * @

- i [More, and most, strongly fortified, or

protected against attack]. (TA in art. A5).) See

also &-a

& J.

• Wheat stored up. (TA in art. U-6.)

-A man caused, by marriage, to abstain from

that which is unlanful or indecorous, or to be

continent or chaste; expl. by #" <-i 35.

(K.) And A man married, or having a nife;

(S, Msb, K.) as also "J-a-3: (Zj, Mab :) the

former anomalous [if &-a- be not allowable

as meaning, like 3-i. “he married,” or “took

a wife:” but see 1 and 4]. (S, Msb.) For the
6 * * o J
-

fem., á-a-2, and its pl.,

in four places.

o d d 6 - d .d 6. o d

U-a-2: see Ú-a-2: and for the fem., á.a-2,
• 6 - d. J. 6 * * •

and its pl., -u-aa-o, see Ulaa-, in three places.

6 * -

<>Wa-2, see Ula-,

c- A lock, syn. Jä. (K.)-The piece

of iron that extends upwards upon the nose of

the horse, having its base in the ass=, which

is the iron thing that embraces, or clasps, (2:)

the muzzle of the horse. (IDrd in his book on

the Saddle and Bridle, pp. 8-9.) [Jac. Schultens,

as cited in Freytag's Lex., explains it as Ferra

mentum quoddam in frano equiet.frenum ipsum.]

–A [basket of the kind called] J.J. (K.)one should not say i.e- (TA.) •

5-a- and (s-a

1. La-, (§, TA) [aor.*] inf n. 34-,

i. q. &: [as meaning He denied, or refused]:

(S.K. :) doubly trans, as in the phrase L-is-a

Lā- [Thou deniedst me, or "fusedst me, my

right, or due]. (S, T.A.)= a-a-, (K, TA,)

inf. n. J- (TK.) I cast a pebble, or small

stone, at him, or it: (TA:) or I smote him, or

it, with a pebble, or small stone. (K.)=>e
+ of • 0 e. • •

U.S., (K) aor, J-3, (TA) (inf n. J-l

The land, or ground, abounded with pebbles, or

small stones. (K.)= L-a- [He had a stone

in his bladder or kidneys : or] he had a harden

ing of the urine in the bladder so that it became

like a pebble, or "all stone: (Lth, K. :) said of a

man: part. n. *Je- (Lth, TA.)

4. sue-l, (inf n. #4-1, TA,) He numbered,

counted, calculated, reckoned, or computed, it :

(S, Msb, K. :) or he reached the last number

thereof: (Ham p. 297 :) or he collected it into

an aggregate by numbering: from J.-- because

they used pebbles in numbering like as we use

the fingers; (Er-Răghib;) or because they used

to divide a thing upon the pebbles, and when

nothing remained they said, t:<-i, i. e. We have

come to the pebbles; or because they used to

reckon the spoils, and to divide among them

selves, and then to take the pebbles, and put

marks upon them, and when they ended the

reckoning, and came to the marks, they said,

ū-i: (Ham ubi suprà:) or he retained it in

his memory : (K,”TA:) or he understood it.

(K.)– He registered, or recorded, its number :

(Ksh and Bd in xvi. 18, and TA:) and [simply]

he registered it, or recorded it. (Bd and Jel in

xxxvi. 11 and lxxviii. 29.) - He was able to

number it, and to register it or record it: (TA:)

and he was able to do it. (Msb, T.A.)- He

comprehended it, or knen, it altogether: (TA:)

or [simply] he knen it. (Msb.) You say of

God, *: 'J'. Jés J- He hath compre

hended everything by his knowledge, nothing

escaping Him thereof, small or great. (TA.)

And you say [of a man], £e J- [He had,

or attained, a comprehensive and complete knon

ledge of it]. (K in art. 122-. [In the CK,

erroneously, £e.])

J.-- Pebbles, or small stones: (K:) things

that one thron's, like the dung of sheep or goats:

(ISh, TA:) n, un. Sua- (S, Msb, K.) pl.
- - -

+2- (§, K) and 32-(K) and J--, thus,

also, in [some of] the copies of the K. (TA.)

[Hence,] Ja- &l. [Pessomancy; also termed

U-9 .# ;] a certain kind of divination.

(Harp. 655.) And 5ua-l &: The bargaining

by one of the two persons' saying, When I thron,

the pebble to thee, the sale is binding, or settled,

or concluded: or by his saying, I sell to thee,

of the commodities, that upon which thy pebble

shall fall nuhen thou thronest it: or I sell to

thee the portion of the land extending to the

place which thy pebble shall reach : all of which

practices are forbidden. (TA. [See also 3 in

art. J.J.]) And -ill #4- A pebble which is

put into a vessel, into which is then poured as

much nater as will cover it; this being done

when they are journeying and have but little

mater, n'hich they thus apportion. (K in art.

~)—es J- is a vulgar term forJ

L:", (K in art. U-s,) i. e. #: [generally

applied to Storax, or styrax.], nihich is some

times used for fumigation. (TA in art. U.J.)

[In the present day, pronounced&L- and

applied to Frankincense : or the coarser tears

thereof; manna thuris. Also to The officinal

rosemary; rosmarinus officinalis.]= A number:

(S,K:) or a great number; (K;) as being likened

to the pebbles in multitude. (TA.) You say,

J.--ź. 3:44 &- We are more than they

in number. (S.)

jua-nun of J.-- [q. v.] (S, Msb, K.)

Also [A stone in the bladder or hidneys : or]

a hardening of the urine in the bladder so that

it becomes like a pebble, or small stone. (K.)

-- i.e.- A hard piece that is found in

the vesicle of mush: (S, TA:) or any piece of

musk. (Lth, T.A.)= Intelligence, or understand

ing, (S, K,) and judgment, or mental perception,

(K;) as also iusi. (TA.) You say, 25 &%

5ua- Such a one possesses intelligence, or under

standing, (§, TA) and judgment, or mental per

ception : (TA:) [or] is prudent, or discreet,

and nont to conceal his secret. (A5, TA.) Or

jua- was used by the Arabs not as meaning

intelligence, or understanding; but as meaning

Gravity, staidness, and forbearance, or clemency.

(Harp. 537.) And civil iwa- means Gravity,

or staidness, in respect of the tongue. (TA.)=

74 *
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The act of numbering, counting, calculating,

reckoning, or computing : a subst. from #4-?).

(Az, IB, TA.)

3 * ~ *

U53-a-> :

• 6 c :

#--->4.

• Q = 6 oil| see ita- -ājl.

3 -

Usa- Possessing Jull, sound, and strong, in

telligence or understanding. (K,"TA.)

3,4- Bread made upon the pebbles: but this

is a vulgar term. (TA.)

#1 one of the [ninety and nine] best

names of God; He who comprehendeth every

thing by his knowledge; nothing escaping Him

thereof, small or great. (TA.)

3 *

Je- see 1, last sentence.

• - g

iwa- J. A land containing pebbles, or

small stones: (S:) or abounding therenith; (K;)
• * 6 of - 6 de

as also *i.e- Jay!: and in like manner, X
3 - - •

* U32-a- a river, or rivulet, or the like, abound

ing therenith. (TA)

Jae

1, 3-, (S, A, Msh, K) aor.”, (Msb) inf n.

Ji-6. Mil,K) and '-i-, (IDr. K.) or his

latter is a simple subst., (§, K,) and 'G'+,

(K) or this also is a simple subst., (§, TA) and

"G-3-, (K) or this also is a simple subst,

and is the only instance of the measure U.'ss;

and of these last two, the former is the more

approved; (TA;) [both of these, accord. to

some, have an intensive signification;] He ex

cited, incited, urged, or instigated, him ; syn.

4-, (T, S, A,K;) or 4.-, (Msb;) and roused

him to ardour, (Ki) 2.12 to do it, (Ki) i. e.

2.9 L* to do the thing; (Msb;) or '-'. J”

to do good; (T, A,) or Júl Lié to fight;

(S;) or it is used as relating to pace, and to

driving, and to any other thing; (M, TA;) and

El-Hareeree says, on the authority of Kh, that

<- is used peculiarly in relation to pace, or

journeying, or marching: (TA in art. --- :)

and '4-3-, (T.S.K.) inf n. *-ā, (T,

Msb,) signifies the same; (K;) or has a more

intensive signification; (Msb;) or i, q. <

[which is equivalent to 4:- with the addition

given above from the K]; (T, S;) and this is

used as relating to fighting: (T,TA:) or Lac-aa-3

signifies the ashing, or requiring, with urgency.

(Mughnee voce Si.) It is said in the Kur

[lxxxix. 19], accord. to the reading of the people

of El-Medeeneh, cº-'l-tab Ji &s: S3,

and accord. to that of El-Hasan, &*-ā; [Nor

do they, or ye, eaccite one another to feed the

poor, or destitute]: (TA:) or nor do they, or

ye, command to feed the poor, &c.: (Fr, TA:)

and there are other readings thereof: see 3 and 6.

(TA) The grammarians apply to the particles

SA and S1 and S3 and U2, the term -32 -

"---in [Particles of exciting]; and say that

when they are followed by a future, they denote

exciting to an action, and seeking or desiring or

demanding the performance of it; and when fol

lowed by a preterite, reproof for not doing

a thing. (Mgb.)

2. *A*-, inf n. J-a-5:

places.

3. 43-, (TK) inf n. #4, (S.K.) He

excited him, &c., as above, being excited, &c.,

by him. (S, K, TK.) In the Kur ubi supra,

among the various readings are these two: S;

see 1, in two

3,4- and &*-5 S3, meaning, accord. to

Fr, Nor are they, or ye, mindful. (TA.)

6. b-3-3 They excited, &c., one another.

(S, K.) In the Kur ubi supra, some read S;
- 3 - -

c/2-sta-5 (Fr,S,TA) Nor do ye excite one another.

(Fr.)

:

J.-, said to be a subst.: see 1.

•*- A depressed piece (295) of ground at

the place nohere a mountain ends; (S;) or a de

pressed piece (395) of ground at, or by, the * *

[i.e. foot, or bottom, or lonest part,] of a moun

tain; or in.9r at, the loner, or lonest, part

thereof (als- L.,) the C*- being behind the

Jae-a-; the Lae-a- being in the part next the

, and the being 4's &” [which seems

to be virtually a repetition, signifying behind that

part, or i: may mean above that part]: (TA:)
6 o' -

or i, q. 2-à- : (K in art. *-ā- :) or a depressed

piece (295) of ground: (A:) or a tractG

[in the CK, erroneously,2-D, and a depressed

piece (295), in land or ground: (K:) and any

lon piece (USU-) of land or ground: (TA:) and

the ground [in an absolute sense]: (S:) pl. [of

pauc.] ià-i and [of mult.] Jää- (K.) It

has the last of the above-mentioned significations

in a certain trad., in which it is related that a

present being brought to Mohammad, he, not

finding anything upon which to put it, said, *4

Jae-a-Jū, meaning L&Y'SW; [i. e. Put thou it

upon the ground ;] adding, for I am only a ser

vant; I eat as the servant eateth. (S.)

J:- andJ:- said to be substs.: see 1.

ta

1. jail ta- (S. K.) aor. 3, (K) He lighted,

or kindled, the fire; or made it to burn, burn up,

burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or flame: (S, K:)

or he opened it, (K,) i.e. stirred it, (TA,) in

order that it might blaze, or flame; as also

*uta-l. (K.) It is also without ... (S. [See

art. 5-a-.])=#| -la-Theifire became lighted

or kindled; or it burned, burned up, &c. (K.)

8: see above.

• . • 4 - of

•

o à-l. (K.) so accord. to the correct

*L*a*- Jae-', (K ..) s

copies of the K, but in some copiesJ- (TA,)

Very white. (K.)

tà- A stick, or piece of wood, with which a

fire is stirred, as also fia-; (S, K;) the latter

accord. to those who pronounce the verb without e.

(S.)

~~~~

4-a

1. 54-, aor. 2; (S, A, Msb, K, &c.;) and

3-a-, (AA, Kh, Lth, Fr, S, Msb, K, &c.) aor, as

above, (Kh, Lth, Fr, Az, S, Mgb, &c.,) not *, as

is implied in the K; but the latter form of the

pret. is disallowed by some; (MF;) and, with its

aor., is an instance of the intermixture of dialects;

(Msb;) and is like Jai, aor. * , and 2-3, aor. *;

which are said by IKoot to be the only instances

of the kind; (MF) inf n. *-ā- (S, Msb, K)

and #4-5 (K.) and "...a…!, and *, *- :

(K;) He was, or became, present; contr. of

*: (§, K:) he came after having been absent.

(Msb)—#41 --a-, (Lth, A, L, Msb) and,

as the people of El-Medeeneh Say, -j-a-, but all

say 34-5, (Lth, L,) originally 55: <ā; 54-,

! The time of prayer came, or arrived. (Msb.)

—[3<- also signifies + He, or it, nas, or be

came, ready, or prepared. See 4; and see also

>". = 5-a-, (AA, Fr. A, Mgh, K, &c.,)

and ox-aa-, (AA, Fr, &c.,) aor. and inf ns. as

above; (TA) and *%-a-, (Mgh, TA) and

'•'-a-3 ; (K;) He was, or became, present neith

him; attended him; came into his presence; came

to him : (K, &c. :) and he nas, or became, pre

sent at it, or in it; namely, a place. (Mgh.)

One says,#& still Śrā-, (Az,) and <--,

(Fr,S) and -a-, in which the - is elided be

cause Usatill intervenes between the verb and

3'-el, (Sh,) but the first is the most approved,

(Az,) [A woman came into the presence of, or

presented herself before, or came to, the judge.]

And J-still J-- Šá-. aor. *, inf n. 3,4-,

I n as present at, or attended, the court of the

judge. (Msb.) [And U-23 -a-. He attended a

lecture.] And %.” by-a- They stayed, or divelt,

by the naters. (S. [See X--J) •-* 4. 3,éi

co: & [in the Kur xxiii. 100] means [I

seek thy protection, O my Lord,] from their

(the devils') bringing evil upon me : (S:) or

[from their being present with me: or] hovering

around me. (Ksh, Bd)—3: 3: 3-1,

(S, K,) or "%-3, (T, TA,) +[The jinn, or genii,

come to, and taint, the milk.]–3+, (A,) and

*:::i, (A, Mgh, K) i. q. $$.” 34-, (A, K,).

i. e. f [He was visited by the angel of death;] he

became at the point of death; in the agony of

death; as also :: *%-à-l: (Mab3) or he

was visited by death, or by the angels of death;

meaning he died: (Mgh:) or *-a- means he

died a youth. (S and TA voce #. q.v.)–

liás st- &= (3.a- !" removed from such a

water. (K, TA.).--S1 -)-a- ? I was present

at the affair, or event. (A.)—-3.9 <<

! I formed a right opinion, orJudgment, respecting

the thing, or affair. (A.)—" 3.3-, and

*%-a-, and "5-3-5, t|Anxiety befell him.]

(S, A)-lää L*- +Such ." thing occurred

to my mind. (Msb.) And -o,+)-as-e to 12/25

+[Say ye what is in your minds; or] what is

ready nith you. (TA from a trad.) =x-a-,
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(Msb) infn #4-, (AZ, S.K.) or 5-a-, (As,

S, A,) or both, (Msb) [see 13, the contr. of

3.3-, in art. 3-A,] He resided, divelt, or abode,

in a region, district, or tract, of cities, tonns, or

villages, and of cultivated land; (S, Msb, K;)

[as also "...a-5: or this latter signifies he became

an inhabitant of such a region, district, or tract: ]

- -* * w * *

you say "...a-# Use... [an inhabitant of the

desert who becomes an inhabitant of a region, dis

trict, or tract, of cities &c.]; and [contr.]
3--- 3

es: čá- (A) [See also 8.]

3, #4-, (A, TA) inf n. #3-4 (TA)

I witnessed it; san' it, or beheld it, with my eye.

(A, TA.) = #1- between people is One's

giving to another the answer, or reply, that pre

sents itself to him: and*" 2-&la- signifies

He gave the ansner, or reply, readily, or pre

sently. (Harp. 189)-4-3-, (S) inf n, as

above, (K,) [also] signifies I sat with him, with

my knee to his hnee, each of us sitting upon his

knees, in contending or disputing, (#4, S, K,”)

in the presence of the Sultán: (S, K:) the mean

ing is similar to that of ājū. and ###, (S,) or

5× [which seems to be the right reading].

(TA)—[And is 3-2- He disputed, debated,

or bandied words, with him respecting such a

thing.]—And -i-. 9-2-, (Lth, TA) inf. n.

as above, (Lth,#) He contended, or disputed,

with him for his (the latter's) right, or due, and

overcame him, and went off with it: (Lth, K:)

and #1-2, also, [which is one of the expla

nations assigned to #4- in the K,] is syn. with

# *- as the inf. m. of the verb in this sense

[unless it be a mistranscription for#4, which

I think not improbable]. (TA.)= Also 34-,

(S, A,) inf. n. as above, (K.) I ran nith him:

(S, K:) or I vied, or contended, with him in run

ning; syn. &st=5 from 54-1. (A.)

4. 9-l. (S, A, K,) [inf njuá-ll He caused

him, (S, A,) or it, (K,) to be present; he brought

him, or it. (S, K.) [It is also doubly trans.]

You say, #! 9-a- He caused him, or it, to be

present nith him, to attend him, to come into his

presence, or to come to him; or he brought him,

or it, to him. (K.) And *-ā-6 (#3 &ti.

4-12 [I demanded such a one, and his com

panion caused him to come to me, or brought him.

to me]. (A.) [Hence,] 4:3 Xa- [[Summon

thine intellect; have thy wits about thee]. (A.)

- Al:* He made it ready, or prepared it;

syn. **'. (TA in art. Jºc.) = x-aa-1, (S,

inf n. 4-1 (S, A, K, &c.):: :#
He (a horse, S, K, and a man, Kr) ran; syn.

lás (S:) or rose in his running; [app. meaning

trotted, syn. 2: J &# (K)

5: see 1, in five places.

8: see 1, in seven places. = [D-a-a-i also sig

nifies He came to a region, district, or tract, of

cities, tonns, or villages, and of cultivated land.

SeeX-4, VOce X--, and see also 34-, last

signification.]=See also 4.

10. 9-a-> He desired, or demanded, his

presence. (A.) [He desired, or required, or re

quested, that he, or it, should come, or be brought.]
* - of

:= He made him (a horse) to run; syn. ol.xcl.

(S.)

*- The intruding uninvited at feasts.

(IAar, K.)

Xà- (Az, S, K) and [in poetry] ": (Ham

p. 277) and "juá- (Az, TA) A run, or running;

syn.3: (S:) of the rising of a horse in run

ning; [app. meaning trotting;] syn. .# &

* us' (K:) or vehement running. (Ham

p. 277, in explanation of ,-a-.) It is

trad, #2: ...: * > * : &#

[He assigned to Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr the extent of his

horse's run in the land of El-Medeeneh]. (TA.)

said in a

* * >

Xà- see #- = Also, (S, A, Mab, K.)

and *i-sl- (S, A, K) and "##- and "āua

and *ā-ā-, (K,) [or the last two are app. only

inf ns. of 3-a- as contr. of ...] A region, dis

trict, or tract, of cities, tonns, or villages, and of

cultivated land; ($;) contr. of 533 (S, A, Msb)

and #23: (S,K:) pl. [of the second] .313-. (A.)

You say,*~ Jai 3- * (A) and *5-sl-l

(S, A) and 2-3'-' (A) He is of the people of

the region, or regions, &c., of cities, tonns, or

villages, and of cultivated land; (S, A.;") contr.
- - of o

of 422L:ll Ual U-2. (S.)- And the first signifies
• * - • 6 d >

also Residence at home; contr. of Jä... (M and

K in art. A-.)

:-- see *--- and X--.

X- One nho intrudes uninvited at feasts; a

smell feast; a spunger; (TA;) one niho natches

for the time of(#) the feeding of others, in
6 y >

order that he may attend it; as also WX-à-, (K,)
6 * d

and "j-a-. (IAar, K, TA.)= A man unfit for

journeying : (T, S:) or one who does not desire
3 - -

journeying: or i, q. (3)-aa-. (K.)

Xà- see:-*and*

#-, originally an inf. n., signifying Presence:

and afterwards applied to signify t a place ofpre

sence [as also the several forms occurring in the

following phrases]. (MF.) You say, *::=

93%-" (S.A., Msb)and #3-43&t=,

(K, TA) and "4:- and *aš- (S, K) and

"9-a- (Yaakoob, S, Msb, K) and "25-a- (K)
and **-, (S, A, Msb, K.) all syn. expres

sions, (K.) meaning ! [I spoke to him, and that

was or happened,] in the presence, i.e. the place

of presence, of such a one. (S, A, Mgb.) And

"5-3-1 &-- 3% ($, M, A, K) and "3,4

(§, M) tSuch a one is a person whose presence is

attended by good. (K.) And 5-3- 9%; i.

-(i. t[Cover thy vessel in the presence of the

flies, lest they taint it.] (A, TA. [or perhaps

this is a mistranscription, for +Gill 34-4,

meaning, if thou do not, the flies will come to it,

and taint it.])- It is also applied as a title, by

writers of letters and the like, to any great man

with whom people are wont to be present; [and

sometimes to God; and meaning, tThe object of

resort;] as in the phrase, liš'% àgúl #-"

t[The exalted object of resort commands such a

thing]. (MF.) [It is similar to *~1; but is

generally considered as implying greater respect

than the latter. It is often prefixed to the name

of the person to whom it is applied, or to a pro

InOun as c5% #- !The object of resort, such

a one; and 45-4- ! The object of resort, thy

self.]- Also tThe vicinity of a thing, (T, A,)

and of a man. (S. [So accord. to two copies of

the S; but J£" is there an evident mistran

scription, forJ-9, “of the house,” or “abode:”

see what follows.]) You say, 3'3" 54- <=

! I was in the vicinity of, or near to, the house.

(T, A.) And%:- ūā tWe were by a nater.

(TA from a trad) And £i 54- 1 In the vi

cinity of, or near to, the water. (A)- Also

The As of a J43. (S. [So accord. to two copies

- - 4,5 > - 2' 5-a

but the right reading is evidently J-3' : so that

the second of the two meanings thus explained is,

The court, or yard, in front, or extending from

the sides, of a house, or an abode.])=And 1 Ap

paratus for building, such as baked bricks, and

gypsum-plaster: so in the saying, 5-a-l

of the S; where it is said, #3;

• • * J & -

2'> au: "A : [He collected the apparatus, such as

the baked bricks, &c., desiring to build a house].

(A)=See also a-.

6.- d. J.

- -

of-a- :

3° 3 2 * ~ .

5-a-: } see 5-aa-, in five places.

6- z -

3)-a-:

: • * • -

U4)-a- An inhabitant of a region, district,

or tract, of cities, tonns, or villages, and of culti

vated land; (S, A,” Msb;) opposed to &34.

(S, A.) [See also Xà-.]

Juá- [an imperative verbal n.] Be thou present.

(A)= Also A certain star, (S, K,) upon the

right hoof of Centaurus : upon his other fore

leg is &l. (Kzw.) It is said, &#91; 3'-a

cu- [Hadári and El-Wezn are two causes

of swearing]: they are two stars that rise before

Canopus (Suheyl); and when either of them

rises, it is thought to be Canopus, because of

their resemblance to it: (AA, S:") they are

termed Jūla-2 because of the disagreement of

their beholders when they rise; one swearing

that the one rising is Canopus, and another

swearing that it is not. (AA, TA.) Th says

that it is a dim, distant, star; and cites this

WerSe:

~35 • • • de • * .#

* wit= Gially us'' 39 es}} *

* ū93, £44 - $134- *

I see the fire of Leyla, in El-'Akeek, dim in the

distance, as though it were Hadári, nhen it

appears, with its Furood, which are dim stars

around Hadári. (TA)= -a-. see what next

follows.
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jua- (S,K) and "jua- (K) White: (Sh, T.)

or excellent and white: (S, K:) or red: (K:)

but this requires consideration : (TA:) applied

to camels, and to a single camel: (S, K:) or

having no sing. (K.) And the former, A she

camel combining strength with excellence of pace:

(El-Umawee, T, S, K :) but Sh says that he had

not heard it used in this sense; and that it only

signifies “white,” as applied to camels. (TA.)

* See alsoXà

o

X-ā- ! One nho alnays forms right opinions,

or judgments, respecting things, or affairs. (A.)
6.- -

=See also 5-aa-, in three places.

6.- * > 6.- * 6 * >

35Waa- and 3)' aa-; see -a-.

5-a- The collective body of a people: (Fr,

K:) so in the following ex., (Fr.) from a poem

of Selmà. El-Juhaneeyeh, in which she bewails

the death of her brother As'ad, and celebrates

his praises: (S:)

• * * * * * *

* ää.5% 5-2-4-15. *

alaea, signifying the same: (Fr.:) [so that the

meaning is, Coming to the waters in a collec

tive and congregated body:] or the former sig

nifies waters by which people are divelling, or

staying; and the latter, “by which there is not

any one:” (IAar, Sh:) or the former, people

divelling, or staying, by the naters; and the

latter, men “going before an army as scouts,

or explorers:” (As :) but what IAar says, men

tioned above, is better: (Az:) or the former, a

company of seven, or eight, men; and the latter,

“one;” and also men “who explore a place

thoroughly:” (A’Obey'd :) or the former, a com

pany of four, or five, men, ($, K,) engaged in a

marring and plundering expedition: (S:) or

seven : (TA:) or eight: or nine : (K: in some

copies of the K “seven;” but the former is the

right reading: TA:) or ten : or a company of

men not more than ten (#) nith n'hom one goes

on a narring and plundering expedition : (K:)

or, accord. to AAF and the M and K, the fore

most, or preceding, portion of an army: and

accord. to IB, alaea, signifies “a party sent to

a place to discover whether there be there an

enemy or any cause of fear:” (TA:) pl. 3:13-.

(S.)=A place where dates are dried: (El

Báhilee, ISk, Az, Mgh, Msb, K. :) because fre

quented; pl. as above. (Mgh.) [See also 5-a

and #-]=Also, (S,) or ": a-, (K, TA)

What collects in a wound, (S, K.) of thick puru

lent matter. (S.)-And the former What collects

in the membrane that encloses the factus, of the

[fluid called] --, (S) and the like. (TA)

You say, Ú-a- äuä, <ā The enve, or she

goat, ejected her•- and water and blood, after

having brought forth. (S)-And What a woman

emits after childbirth and [after] the stopping

of her blood: and ":- is its pl. [or a coll.

gen. n.]. (K. [Or, accord. to some copies of

the K, and the TA, The stopping of her blood,

or its ceasing to flow, is a signification distinct

from what precedes it.)]- And What a she

eamel emits after bringing forth : or, accord.

to AO, the membrane that envelops the foetus.

(TA.)– And (K, TA, [in the CK “or”]) " the

latter signifies Thick blood which collects in the

membrane that encloses the foetus. (K,”TA.)

*- A man present: (A, K:) pl. [3,4

and] Xà- and [more commonly] **, (S, K,)

which last is originally an inf. n. (S.) You

say,*- &% a: I did it such a one being

present. (A.) And •u." -5,-- &- * [He

is of those who are in the presence of the king].

(A.)–So, too, applied to a time: and you say,

5- $41, for:-- ū:53, ! The time of prayer

is come. (Msb)–(Also t Ready, or prepared:

often used in this sense in the lexicons &c., as

in modern Arabic. See 4..] You say, U. ls,

><= X- * + Say ye what is ready with

gou [or in your minds]. (TA.) And X-3:

-13s-Jü IIHe is ready with the answer, or reply];

• J e

and* ! [nith rare nords or erpressions];

(A ;) as also ":- (TA:) which latter word,

alone, signifies a man having the quality of per

spicuity of speech, and intelligence; syn.& 25

aiwis. (K.)- A visiting angel: and "5- is

applied to a class or company [of visiting angels].

(TA)- One coming to a region, district, or

tract, of cities, tonns, or villages, and of culti

watedland, contr. of 295 (S.K.) as also":a

(S.) - A man staying, residing, dwelling, Or

abiding, &#: in a place. (S.)– [A man, or

people,] staying, or dnelling, ."y. water; (S,"

TA;) contr. of 29: (K:) pl. 25-a- (TA) and

#- and 5-a- (S:) one says, £ c." U.

33t- [There is not any one staying, or dwelling,

by the nater]: and juá->; #. and*

[which is pl. of "24-, a syn, of:-- in this

sense; i. e. These are a people staying, or drcelling,

by water]: (S:) or X-sl- signifies any people

that have alighted and taken up their abode by

a constant source of nater, and do not remove

from it in winter nor in summer, whether they

have alighted and taken up their abode in tonns

or villages, and cultivated land, and houses of

clay, or pitched their tents by the water, and

remained there, and sustained their beasts nith

the water, and herbage around them : (TA:)

OrX*- J- without 3, signifies a tribe that

has alighted and is abiding by a constant source

of water: (T, TA ) and *5- and 3.3-,

a people staying, ordnelling, by naters; alighting

there in the hottest time of summer: when the

weather becomes cool, they migrate from the con

stant sources of water, and go into the desert, seek

ing the yicinity of herbage; and then they are

termed a 2" and d530. (T in art. 3-4.)=Also

A great tribe (S,K) or company of men: (TA:) or

a tribe, (ISd,) or company of men, (Mgh,) when

staying,or divelling, in the abode n'hich is their place

of assembling; (ISd,Mgh;) as also *i-sl- (Mgh.)

One says 'J'. *- The great tribe of Teiyi.

(8) It is a pl., (S) or coll. n., (ISd) [or quasi

pl. n..] like *t and £- (S, ISd) for ju:

and £- (S.)= Also, of the measure Jeu

in the sense of the measure J*, (TA,) A

place n'here people are present; o: where people

stay, or dwell, by waters: syn. 25-a-> cols" :

one says, cº; c: 34- uš [We alighted and

took up our abode, or sojourned, at the place

where the sons of such a one were present; or

n’ere staying, or divelling, by naters]. (El-Khat

tábee.) [See alsoXà

#4-: See *- in three places: = and see

34-, in two places.

6 - d -

_-aa-. A place where people are present, or

assembled. (K,”TA.) See also#-–4 place

to n-hich people return (&: [here a n. of place,

agreeably with analogy,]) to the maters, (S, K,)

or to the constant sources of nater; (T, TA;)

contr. of es: (T and S in art. 5.N. :) a place

to which one goes (~) in search of herbage
is called o s : and every such place is called

es: of which the pl. is su: watering-places

(J*) are called - (pl. of -a-.] because
of the congregation and presence of men at them.

(T, TA) [See also st-, last signification.]=

[People present, or assembled; an assembly: so

in the present day.] -A people divelling, or

staying, by maters: (K,” TA:) [pl.*- :]

See X---The record of a kadee (or Judge),

in which his sentence is nritten, syn. Us- :

(S, K:) or n:hat is nritten when a person brings

a charge against another: when the latter makes

his reply, and proves it, it [the writing] is [called]
• s

&# and when judgment is given,J- (Kull

p. 352.) This is thought by MF to be a recent

conventional term; but it has been heard from

the Arabs [of the classical times], and is men

tioned by ISd and others. (TA) - Also A

signature (k+) that is nritten at the end of the

record of the signatures (***) of the neitnesses,

in testimony of the truth of the contents of what

precedes. (K. [In the CK, assi: is erroneously

put for ass'; and ****, for ***..]) But this

is a recent conventional application. (MF,TA.)

=x<-3 &- &% + Such a one is a person

n:ho speaks well of the absent. (S.)

34-2, See*

6 y o e

25-aa-2 [pass part. n. of54-]. [Hence,]&:
3,4-d•, (S, A, K,) and ":-3, (S, A,) käs

93), (S) 1 Milk is much subject to taint, or

much tainted, [lit] come to [and tainted; i. e.,]

by the jinn, or genii, (AS, T, S, K.) and beasts,

&c.; (A5, T;) [therefore cover thou thy vessel.]

And (in like manner [one says], K) 5,4- Jáš.

+[Privies are haunted by jinn, or genii]. (S,K.)

It is said in a trad, "5-4-4 .3,-- * 5.

+ [Verily these privies are haunted by jinn.
J C - 6 - d. o - -->

(TA.) And in another trad., 5,2-az-e 532:... "l

Verily it (the prayer of daybreak) is attended by

the angels of the night and the day. (TA.)–Also,

(Msb) and "3-a-, (Mgh, Msb) : At the

point of death; in the agony of death: (Msb:)

[visited by death; or by the angel, or angels, of
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J-a- - U-aa

death :

(Mgh.)

*-, applied to a horse, (S, A, K, &c.,) and

to a mare, (S, M,) That runs much, or vehe

mently; syn. *" #, (S,) or 24-h **;

(M;) as also *5-a-2, applied without 3 to a

mare; (M;) or this latter is not allowable;

(S, K;) or is of weak authority: (K:) pl. [of

both] -- (A)

(see 1:)] or the latter, near to death.

4 - > d J

-

4-a-2 : see 3,4-, in three places. Also

+A man afflicted by demoniacal possession, or

insanity, or madness. (TA) }<- -> Jás,

in the Kur liv. 28, Every share of the water

shall be come unto in turn, means, the water shall

be come to by the people on their day, and by

the she-camel on her day: (Jel:) or it means,

the people shall come to their shares of the

water, and the she-camel shall come to her share

thereof. (K.)

C-a

1. U-M &-a-, (K) aor. *. (TA) inf n.
* @ e.

c-aa- and āua-. He put the child in hisc:

[i.e. under his arm, or in his bosom]: or he

nourished him, reared him, fostered him, brought

him up, (K, TA,) and took care of him; (TA;)

as also '4-a-l. (K, TA) And s< −4-,

(S, Mgh) aor. *, (Mgh, TA) inf n ita-,

(Mgh,) said of a woman, (S, Mgh, TA) She put

her child in her c-à- and [thus] carried him

[under her arm,] on one of her two sides : (TA:)

it has a similar meaning to the phrase next follow

ing: (S:) or it means she had charge of her

child, and carried him, and reared him, or

Jostered him. (Mgh)—4: 3-4-, (S.Mgh,

Msh, K) and 'J', (TA) *, *, (S.M.)
inf. ": c-a- (Mg,Mg) and a La-(Mgb, K)

and Clae- and d2-a-, (K,) said of a bird, (S,

Mgh, Msb, K.) He pressed, or compressed, his

eggs (S, Msb) to himself, (S,) beneath his wing,

(S, Msb,) or beneath his trvo nings, (so in some

copies of the S;) he sat upon his eggs, protecting

them with his two sides (4:-): (Mgh ;) he

brooded upon his eggs to hatch them: (K:) as

also 'e-a-l. (KL)-3-3-3 - £3-4

&# J.- 4, meaning He put an egg beneath

a hen belonging to him, and made her to sit [or

brood] upon it [until it became hatched], if

remembered to have been heard [from any of the

Arabs of pure speech], is a tropical usage of the

verb, like as when one says “The Emeer built

the city:” otherwise, it is correctly [?&#-l

with teshdeed. (Mgh)–38 &= <-, inf n.

&-a- and ālā-, 1 He made him to turn anay,

withdraw, or retire, from such a thing, and had

it to himself exclusively; ($, K, TA;) as though

he put him aside from it, or by its side: he ex

cluded him from participation in it; in which

sense * **a-i is disapproved: (TA:) he

impeded him, or debarred him, from it. (ISd,

TA.) It is related in a trad. of Ibn-Mes'ood

J - d -/ “*

that, when he made his will, he said, c)-a-3 S5

45 &=

shall not be precluded from looking into that

and executing it; namely, his will: or shall not

be precluded from it, nor shall any matter [re

lating to it] be decided without her. (TA.) And

you say also, a.s.l- &# 43- He withheld him

from the olject of his want; as also "4-a-l.

<j, meaning +And Zeyneb (his wife)

(S, ISd.K.) And 42: 3-a-, (K) and 4--,

(TA) 25-34, (K) and *, (TA) inf n.

&#- (K)#He turned his beneficence, (K,TA,)

and his discourse, (TA,) from his neighbours,

(K, TA,) and his acquaintances, to others: on

the authority of Lh. (TA)=~4-, aor.”,

inf. m. 3.3-, (K,) or this is a simple subst.,

(A’Obeyd, TA) She (a ewe [or goat], and a

camel, and a woman,) had one of her teats, or

breasts, larger than the other. (K.) [See&*

2: see 1.

**w J • * * * *

3. al.: C-3'-' d'Ys [Such a one indulges
* - 2

-

himself with nomen in mutual embracing or pres

sing to the bosom]. (IAar, TA in explanation of

the epithet#, q.v.)

4. J: ju." c-a- He made the bird to

sit [or brood] upon the eggs. (MSb.)- a.ae

*: See 1.--i- c-a- + He went anay

nith, or took anay, my right, or due; (K, TA ;)

as though he put it by his side. (TA)—c-a

J:#1 (AZ, §, K,') and * >a-, (K) i, q.

|< Ji +[He held him in little, or light, or

mean, estimation, or in contempt; &c.]. (AZ,

S, K.)

[6. 12-3'-5 They embraced one another, or

pressed one another to the bosom. See also 3.]

8. a-a-i He put it (a thing) in his c-à

[i.e. under his arm, or in his bosom]: (S, Msb :)

he took it up, and put it in his c-à- like as a

nvoman takes up her child, and carries him [in

her c-a- or] on one of her two sides. (TA)

See also 1, in three places.

a d

&:- see what next follows.

&#- The part beneath the armpit, (§, Mgh,

Mşb, K.) extending to theC+ [or flank]: (S,

Msb, K.) or the bosom, or breast; syn.*:

L3 all in the CK should be £1..] and the

upper arms with n'hat is between them : (K:)

and "34: signifies the same : (S) pl. of the

former öua-i (Mab, K.) [and accord to Frey

tag's Lex. 3,4- also].-The side of a thing,

(S, K,) and of a man: (Mgh:) the lateral, or

adjacent, part of a thing: pl. &la-i. (S," K.)

border and the further] of the desert. (M., T.A.)

And J: ū ā-tThe two sides [or first and last

portions] of the night. (TA.) And [as the

c-à- of a man or woman is often a place of con

cealment,] one says, J: &á-i &ai. J. L.

![meaning He ceased not to traverse the shades

of the night]. (TA) c':-9 &is, in a trad.

of 'Alee, means [Keep ye to] the two wings of the

u-ā- means The two borders [the nearer |.

army. (TA.) You say also, L'é Ai- &% £i

4-a-, i.e. Such a one took his right, or due, by

force. (TA.) - Also tThe quantity that is car

ried in the c-ā- (A)—Also, (S. K.) and

"3+, (K,) The hole, or den, or subterranean

habitation, of the hyena: (S, K:) or the place of

hunting, or of capture, of the hyena. (IB, TA.)

-And, both these words, The circuit, or sur

rounding part, of a mountain: or its base; or

loner, or lonest, part. (K.) Accord. to Az,

J.--" uā- means The two lateral, or adjacent,

parts ofthe mountain. (TA.)

&4- Ivory : (ISk, S, K:) the tusk of the

elephant. (T, TA.)

&- The state, or condition, of a ewe, or

she-goat, (S, TA,) and of a she-camel, and of a

man in respect of his testicles, and of the pudendum

muliebre, (TA) denoted by the epithet&*

(S, TA) [See also :-.]

6 d >

J2-aa- A ewe, and a she-camel, and a woman,

having one of her teats, or breasts, larger than

the other: (K:) or, applied to a ewe or she-goat,

i. q. *ś i.e. having one of her teats longer than

the other: (S:) or a she-camel, and a she-goat,

of which one of her c'. [meaning either two

mammae or two teats] has gone. (A Obeyd, TA.)

–Also A man having one of his testicles larger

than the other. (K.)- And A pudendum

muliebre having the edge of one of its labia ma

jora (i.e. having one of its &#) larger than

the other. (K.)

äuä- and äuä- [The office, or occupation,

of carrying and rearing or fostering a child: the

latter, accord. to the K and the Mgh, is an inf. n. :

(see 1, first two sentences:) but accord. to Fei,]

each is a subst. from 3-2- applied to a man, and

ā-ste- applied to a woman. (Msb.)

C- A man who has the charge of [carrying

and] rearing, or nourishing, or fostering, a child:

(Msb,” TA:) and ā-st-A woman who has the

charge of a child, (§, Mgh, Mab, K, TA) who

carries him, (Mgh,) and takes care of him, (TA,)

and rears, or nourishes, or fosters, him: ($,

Mgh,TA) pl. of the former &&. (TA) [and
* - e >

| ã-a- (as in a phrase below), agreeably with a

general rule: and pl. of the latter, also agreeably

with a general rule, &#3-]. – [Hence,] *

2: 3:4- 32, ! i.e. a-o-Me [a mistranscription

for *::, meaning He is of the servants of

learning, or science]. - (TA) - U-āt- aclo

(Mgh, Mab, TA) and i-su-(Mgb) A pigeon sit

ting [or brooding] upon its eggs, protecting them

with its two sides; (Mgh;) or pressing, or com

pressing, its eggs beneath its wing. (Msb.) -

[Hence,] 3-5- &: [pl. of i.e. | Three

stones for supporting a cooking-pot, cleaving to

the ground, (K, TA,) with the ashes. (TA)-

i:- also signifies A man's#: and so i.e.-.

(TA.) – And a palm-tree (als-3) having short

racemes: (Kr, K:) or one of which the racemes

have come forth, and quitted their spathes, and

are short in their fruit-stalks. (AHn, K.)
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3-a- and 3-a-. The place in which a bird

broods upon its eggs to hatch them (K) pl.

3-2-. (TA.) See also what next follows.

ā-ā- A shallow bonyl, made of clay, for the

pigeon (K, TA) [to lay its eggs therein, and] to

brood therein upon its eggs: (TA :) &- [is

its pl.], accord. to rule, pl. of"&a- [&c., and]

signifies the places, in pigeon-toners, in which the

pigeons lay their eggs. (Mgh.) [See what next

precedes.]

&: See&:

*-a

1.3: La-, (K) first pers.<x<-, (S) infn.

**-, (K,) He lighted, or kindled, the fire; or

made it to burn, burn up, burn brightly or fiercely,

blaze, or flame: (S:) or he stirred the live coals

of the fire after they had become [partially] ex

tinguished. (K. [**, there, seems to be a mis.

take for £4..]) It is also with .. (§, TA. [See

art. ta-J)

J*- i. q.* [as meaning either A black

smith's fire-place, or the skin with which he blon's

his fire]. (K.)

ää- A stick, or piece of nood, with n'hich a
* o

fire is stirred; as also ta- ; the latter accord.

to those who pronounce the verb with *. (S.)

las

1. 4.-, (S, Msb, TA,) aor. 2, (Msb, TA,)

inf n. *-, (MSb, K, TA) He put it don'n, syn.

4-2, (K, TA) and #, (Mob, TA) from a

high to a loner place; (Msb;) namely a load, or

any other thing from a back; (TA;) a camel's

saddle, (S, Msb, TA,) or other thing; (Msb;) a

horse's saddle; and a bow; (§, TA;), as also

*:-l. (K, TA) You say, & J.-S. R

** He put down the loads from the beasts.

(L.) And #2* L-[He put don'n from him

his heavy burden: or this heavy burden of sin]:

(S," K,” TA:) if a real load be intended, this is

proper; but if an ideal thing, it is tropical; (TA;)

[as when you say,] (# de L- [! Put Thou

down from us the burden of our sins]. (K.) And

al- I.- [lit. He put don’n his camel's saddle;]

meaning the stayed, or abode. (T.A.) AndL

alone, [elliptically,] + He alighted; or alighted

and abode, (S, TA;) cow's U. in a place. (TA)

– He thren it down; namely a thing. (TA)

[He paid it don'n, namely money.]- He made

it to descend, or to go don'n, or don’nnards, or

don’n a declivity, (S, K,” TA,) from above to be

low. (K, TA.) Imra-el-Keys says, [describing a

horse in motion,]

[Like a mass of rock which the torrent has made

to descend from above]. (TA.)- [t He lonered

him, or degraded him..]—is 9: &: £

| He abated of the price so much ; syn. £i,

(Mgh, Mibs) 4 to him. (Mb) And 4: i.

*- : ** *
z:

#: à-la- ! [He made a large abatement of it].

(TA) (See al-i-. And c's 3 & 1.6

! I abated [somewhat] of the debt. (Mab.) [See

also 10.]—al- is also syn, with 4:- as in a

trad, where it is said of Mohammad, that he sat

by a dry branch of a tree, &#3 L-3 ** Jú

[And he made a sign with his hand, and removed

its leaves]; meaning, scattered its leaves. (AA,

TA.) And so in the phrase, c: c” L- &#1

[The froth is removed, or skimmed off, from the

milk]. (TA)=::15-, aor. 2, (L, TA, [but

I think it more probable that the aoris -, agreeably

with analogy, like as some say of 1.5, which,

accord. to Sh, signifies the same, or nearly so,

but accord. to others, the contr. of I-.] inf n.

L- and b,b- (L, K,) : The price nas, or be

came, lon', or cheap; (L, K, TA;) it abated;

(Fr, TA in art, las;) and so **-31. (Fr ubi

supra, S, TA)=#1 *-, (S.K.) :- J',
(S,) inf n. loulaa-, (S, K.) [The camel bore upon

his nose-rein (S, K) tonards one side, (K,) in go

ing; (S3) as also "E-1: (Ki) or, accord, to

AA, *::- es' āsūl -i-l signifies t the she

camel was quick in her pace; (S, TA;) and so

<!-- (TA:) and*u-also signifies tvehement

running. (TA.) [From what next follows, it

seems that the verb in this sense is of the measure

Jaš, aor. ..] - The poet 'Amr-Ibn-El-Ahtam

uses the phrase, &ls= es' ck-, meaning + Rest

thou upon my love, and incline my way. (TA.)

And it is said in a trad., +\in -' <-E-3 +And

she inclined with her heart tonards the youth.

(TA)—cº-siec, L- He launched forth

into, or pressed on in, the reviling of such a one.

(TA)--all L. i. 1 He ate the food; (K,

TA;) as also "lab-, (§gh, K) inf. n. £1.5

(TA:) or he ate much of the food. (A,TA)E

al- I.-, inf n. L-, He polished, or smoothed,

the shin, and figured, or decorated, it; (K, TA;)

and ruled it, or made lines upon it; (TA;) with

the k-2 (K,TA)

2: see 1; last sentence but one.

7. I-1, quasi-pass. of al-; It was, or be

came, put don'n; (S,” TA;) said of [a load, or

any other thing from a back;] a camel's saddle;

a horse's saddle; (TA;) [&c.] - He, or it,

descended; nent don'n, or don’nnards, or don'n a

declivity; from above to belon. (S,”TA.) You

say, 23- es' L-3 [He descended a declivity].

(S and TA in art. 2-, from a trad.)– [t He

became longered, or degraded.]- Said of a price:

see 1.- Said of a camel: see 1. - Also t He,

or it, nent back, or backward: went anay: pe

rished. (TA.)- See also R. Q. 1.

8: see 1; first signification.

J - d. J.

10. 255 al-- He asked him to put donn

from him. [his heavy burden : or this heavy

burden of sin]: (K, TA:) if a real load be in

tended, this is proper; but if an ideal thing, it is

tropical. (TA)- c." &- J:-), (S,

Msb,) or *::: 32, (K) (#, (S, K,) or liés,

(M5b,) the asked, demanded, or desired, of me

an abatement, a lonering, a diminution, or a les

sening, of somen'hat, or so much, of the price.

(S,” Msb, K.) = L-1 + He deserved to be

lonered, or degraded. (Harp. 258.)

R. Q. 1. a-a-i, q, "L-1 (butin what sense

is not pointed out]: (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) said of a

thing. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)- He nas, or became,

quick, (I Drd, K,) in his walk, or going, and in

his work. (IDrd, TA.)

āk- [A petition for the putting don’n of a

heavy burden from one : or, tof the heavy burden

of sin: or merely a putting don’n thereof.] a

subst. from %i, al-, explained above; as

also "Llaga-. (K). It 1S£id in the Kur [ii.

55, and vii. 161], al-e-1,252; i. e. they were

told to say is- for the purpose of asking thereby

for the puttingdown of their heavy burdens from

them, and they should be put down from them :

(Ibn-Isråeel, TA:) the meaning is, And say ye,

Put Thou don’n from us our heavy burdens, (S,

TA,) or tour sins: (Ibn-'Arafeh, K) or [and

say ye,] Our petition is i.e., i. e. that Thow

wouldest put don’n from us our sins: (Aboo-Is

hák, K:) or, accord. to some, i.e. is a word

which the children of Israel were commanded to

say; and if they said it, their heavy burdens, or

sins, were put down: (S, TA:) accord. to IAar,

it is the saying Aft Sl al S: (TA:) or it means

iforgiveness: (I’Ab:) or our affair is an alighting

and abiding in this town: (Bd in ii. 55) and

there is another reading, i.e. bisis, which is

explained in two ways; either by making the

verb to govern the noun, as though he had said,

and say ye a saying which shall put don’n from

gou your heavy burdens, or ; sins; or by making

the noun to be in the accus. case as an inf. n.

meaning supplicating and petitioning [that God

may put don'n, from you your heavy burdens, or

* - of 3 ×

isins], i.e. al- (35% of lak-i: (TA) but

they changed this saying, (Fr, Sgh, K,) using for

it a Nabathean expression; (Fr, TA;) saying

U. cke, i.e. “red wheat,” (Sgh, K.) accord.

to Es-Suddee and Mujáhid; or, accord. to IAar,

Üü: āli:- i. e. “good wheat.” ($gh, TA.)

You say also, "Glash-l *L, i.e. al-' [He

asked of him the putting don’n of his heavy burden

from him : or this sin]. (T.A.) And it is said in

a trad, that when God tries a person with a trial

in his body, ā-4 **, i. e. It is to him a mode

of putting down from him his sins. (TA.)

āk-1 is also A name of the month of Ramadán,

in the Gospel, or some other book: (Az, K.,"

TA:) because it puts down somewhat of the sin

of him who observes the fast thereof. (Az, T.A.)

-Also A decrease, or state of diminution, in

respect of rank, or station: (TA:) [or lon, or the

lonest, rank, or station: for] "...J., (K, TA)

which is its pl., (TA) is explained as signifying,

(K, TA) on the authority of IAar, (TA) -=1,..

Jā-ji, or correctly Jä." J-35 (K, TA:) the

latter [meaning ! the ranks, or stations, of the

lonest, or meanest, of mankind,] is the right

reading, as verified by Az. (TA.)
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6 p. p.

lala-: see ill-, last sentence.=Also tSmooth,

or sleek, bodies; (IAar, K, TA;) as though

polished with the al-2. (TA)

#sh- A declivity, or declivous place; a place

of descent, or by nhich one descends : (S, TA:)

a hill (äsel) that is difficult of descent: or,

accord. to IDrd, a difficult a sel. (T.A.) =

+ An excellent, snift she-camel; (S, K;) as also

* if: (TA)

£h- <= ! An ankle-bone covered nith flesh

and fat so that it is not apparent. (TA.)

i.e- ! What is abated, or diminished, of a

price: (Mgh, Msb, K, TA:) pl. 1:ua-. (TA)

You say, c.:" & liès lié, ii.la-Ji ? [The

portion that is abated is so much and so much

of the price] (S.) And ālesh- L: -il.

! [He sought, or demanded, of me an abatement

ofprice]. (TA.)

• - s

Uslaelae-: see il-; first sentence; and again,

in the latter half of the paragraph.

ill- X- 1 A lon, or cheap, price; as also

***. (TA)
3 - # • Co

Jaa-1 t Smooth in the Juxo [or tryo portions

of flesh and sinen, next the back-bone, on each

side]. (IAar, K.) [See also b,b-...]
• - [A place where loads, &c., are put down.

-And hence,] + A place where one alights, or
6 * ~ *

alights and abides; ($, TA;) as also "ala-3:

pl. [of either] b- and [of the latter] Šuš-.

(TA)-[Hence also,]* i- [A place for

unloading of ships], (Sand Kin art. -->4)

[Hence also, 29&l a- + 1 [This is the

meaning, or intent, of the saying, or sentence:

used in this sense in the present day]. (TA.)

i- (so, K) and " āk- (K) An instru.

772ent of iron, (O, K.) or of wood, prepared (K,

in some copies of which, for $34, we find #34,

which is a mistake, TA,) for the polishing, Ol'

smoothing, of skins, (O, K,) to make them soft

and beautiful; (O;) and for figuring, or decora

ting, them; (K;) [and for ruling them, or

making lines upon them : see 1; last sentence:]

or an instrument with which tattooing is per

Jormed : or an iron instrument used by senters

of boots &c., with which they figure, or decorate,

the leather: (S:) or an instrument (T, A, TA)

with a pointed extremity, (T, TA,) used by

binders of books, (T, A, TA,) and by others.

(A, TA.)

ii. : See **-*.

à-:

b,b- [originally, Put donn; applied to a

load, &c. See 1. - And hence,] applied to a

price: see i.e.- = Leather polished, or made

smooth [&c. : see 1 ; last sentence]. (TA)

t A sword made thin. (TA)—ibsk- āşi

# [A rump without assu. [or protuberant but

tocks]; (K, TA;) as though it were smoothed

(++-) with the i-2. (TA) And #:
Bk. I. •

3 -

see las-e.

c: itsk- ! A girl having the c. [or

two portions of flesh and sinen, next the back

bone, on each side,] extended [or long]; as though

they were smoothed with the I.- : (TA:) or

having them extended [or long] and even (S, TA)

and beautiful. (Az, T.A.) And āb,b

may mean t A woman whose flank is as though

it were smoothed with the i-, but it is better

explained as meaning elevated, or protuberant,

in the posteriors, and depressed in the flank.

(Ham p. 141.) [See also i-il

#4. ! A shoulder-joint (K, TA) neither high

nor lon’, (TA,) of the most beautiful kind. (K,

TA.)= See also b,b-.

#3;

th

1. ta- He cast, or thren'; syn. es: [and,

like this, trans. by means of +]. (K.) [Hence,]

.# * ta-, (AZ, S. K.) aor. -, (K) infn.

th-, (S,) He cast him, or thren him, donn

prostrate upon the ground: (AZ, S, K:) or, with

violence: one says, J3.9 4: th-5 4: [He

raised him upon his back, and thren him donn

violently upon the ground]. (Lth, T.A.) And

us.” &ti- She (a woman) cast forth her

childfrom her womb. (TA in art. --&-j.) And

us.' 2-31 +Ua- The cooking-pot cast forth

its froth, or scum, (S, TA,) in boiling. (TA.)

And -i-. ti- He cast Jorth his excrement,

or ordure. (S.) And ta- [alone], aor. * and 2,

He cast forth his excrement, or ordure, at once,

(K, TA) quietly, or gently. (TA) And ta-,

(K) or a tê-, (S) He broke wind, with a

sound. (S,K)--5 &= 4: ti- He turned

him back from the opinion, or judgment, that

he had formed. (IAth, K)–5th- He struck

him, or slapped him, on the back with his open

hand: (S, K:) or struck him gently on the back

with the palm of his hand: (S in art. :) or

slapped him on the back, or between the shoulders,

or on the upper part of the side, or on the chest;

(Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, TA;) or on the back of

the head: (AZ, TA:) and he struck him, or

beat him, (Sh, K,”) with his hand; (Sh, TA;)

but it is said that the meaning is, he struck him

on the back of the neck : (TA:) it also occurs

without e. (TA)—ista- He lay with her.

(S, K.")

6£o •

5ulae. A slap on the back [&c. (see the verb)]

with the open hand. (S, TA.) It also occurs

without e, written isk- (TA.)

"G"-, applied to a man, Lon', ignoble, mean,

or sordid. (AZ,S,K.) You say also 'G' 'J',

using the latter word as an imitative sequent. (S.)

6 • d - d.

à:kae-, applied to a man, Ugly; or con

temptible; or ugly in aspect and small in body:

(Th, S, K:) or short. (S, K.)

-la

1. -a-, (S, A, K.) aor..., (K) inf n +-,

(TA) He collected -i-, (S, A, K.) i.e. fire

wood; (A, K;) as also "-la-l: (S, A, K:)

[and] so -h-l -i-, (Mgh, Msb,) aor, and

inf n, as above; and "-la-l. (Mgb) -

[Hence] 4:- J -i- (A) or '-J',
(K,) [lit. He collected firewood in his, or their,

rope; meaning] the aided, or assisted, (A, K.)

him, (A,) or them. (K.) One says, -b:&

* ë'. J: *:- es' ! [Verily thou aidest

him, and inclinest to his desire]. (A, TA.)

And** J-a- (A, Mgh) He brought

to him.* (MgH) meaning wealth, or property.

(A.)– And &\s Ls” -la- d').5 + Such a

one incites, urges, or instigates, [others] against

such a one. (Harp. 209)–And a 2-la- the

calumniated him, or slandered him. (A, Mgh,

Mgb, K. [See ---, below.])=<!--, (S, K.)

aor. - , (TA,) He collected firenzood for him :

(K:) or he brought firenzood to him: (S, K:)

also 43 "-la-l. (TA) You say, 3%
d- -- d =

_*-43 #, <-i- [Such a one collects fire

nood for, or brings firewood to, his companions,

and gives them to drink]. (A, TA.)- Also He

as

d

collected for him a thing as firenzood. (TA.)
& J - © - - * * * * *

_* 'la-, inf. n. , [and app. also

Ju-, which see below, or this may be a simple

subst,] ! They cut off the -i- of their grape

vine; (A;) i. e. the dry portions thereof, that

were of no use but for fire. (Mgh.)=-la- and

* -la-i It, (a place, K.) or he, (a man, TA,)

abounded neith firen ood. (K,”TA.)=~~

He was, or became, lean, or meagre. (A.)

4. --Jaa-l: see 1.- Also t It (a grape-vine)

attained to the time for having its -ā- [q. v.]

cut off from it: (S:) or t attained to the

time of bearing grapes and for the cutting off

ofwhat required to be cut off; as also '-la-:-1:

(A:) or the latter, it required to have its upper,

or uppermost, portions cut off, (K,) or somen'hat

of those portions. (TA.)

8. --la-l: see 1, in three places. - Also +It

(rain) tore up the roots, or stems, of the trees

[as though it made firewood of them]. (K.)

+He (a camel, TA) fed upon the small and dry

parts of the branches. (K, TA.) This a camel

does only by reason of soundness, and of sur

passing strength. (TA)—3.9 es'* --la-l

i. q. -ā- [app. meaning + He took upon him

self a burden, or a responsibility, in the affair;

as though he bound it like a bundle of firewood

upon his back]. (K.)

10: see 4.

-1- Firenzood; the portions of trees that

are prepared for fuel: (M, A, K. :) pl. Jú-i.

(Mgb.)-And hence, because enmity is kindled

with it like as fire is with --Jaa- [properly so

called], (Harp. 209,) t Calumny, or slander;

(A, Mgh, TA;) also termed -** -b-l.

(TA.) The former is said to have this meaning

in the Kur cxi. 4: (Mgh, TA:) or to mean

thorns, which the woman there spoken of is

related to have been in the habit of throwing in

the way of Mohammad. (TA.) You say, J-4

J-Gl &: <-la-', meaning ! He goes about

- 75
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with calumny, or slander, among, or betneen,

the people. (A.)- Also tThe prunings of a

grape-vine; (S,"A;) and so "...th- (A:) the

dry portions of a grape-vine that are of no use

but for fire: (Mgh :) "the latter is explained by

ISh as meaning the prunings that are cut aff

each year from the upper, or uppermost, portions

of a grape-vine. (TA.)

---, applied to a man, (S) [and app. to cattle,

(see -**)] + Very lean or meagre; as also

"...i. (S, K:) or the latter means unlucky,

or unfortunate; syn.>}: (K;) in some copies

of the KX,* (TA) and its fem isãh- (K)

...th- [app. an inf. n., see 1,] tThe pruning

of a grape-vine until reaching the part in which

the sap runs. (K.)- See also -ia-, in two

places.

s -

J-la--, (S, Mgb, K.) fem. with 3, (K.) A

place, (S, Mgb, K.) or land, (K,) abounding with

firenzood. (S," Mgb, K.)

6 * ,

āşi- A handful, or bundle, of firewood.

(K,”TA.)

+- See -et--Also +A camel that

feeds upon the small and dry parts of branches:

(K, TA:) fem. with 5. (TA.) [See 8.]

+- A collector of firewood: (Mgb, TA:)

and so 'Ju-, (A, Mgb,) but in an intensive

sense: (Mgb:) or the latter, one who collects

and sells firenzood: (TA:) and#ü- a company

of collectors of firenzood: ($, Mgh:) and #!

-bis- [pl. of#1- female slaves who collect

firenzood. (A, TA.)- [Hence,] Je. -b- *

! He is one who confuses in his speech, (A, K,)

and in his affair : (TA:) or one who speaks

what is bad and what is good : (S, TA:) like

him who collects firewood by night; (TA;) for

this person sees not what he collects in his rope,

(S, TA,) so he collects bad and good. (TA.)

Az says, one who acts unjustly towards himself

is likened to a collector of wood by night, because

the latter may chance to put his hand upon a

viper, and be bitten by it: and so is one who

does not restrain his tongue, but censures others;

by doing which a man sometimes occasions his

own death. (TA.) It is said in a prov., #."

J: J-et-tThe loquacious is [like] a collector

offirewood by night. (A’Obeyd, TA)
* - d = -

<-i-i: See -i-.

Ji- +A pruning-knife. (K,TA)

i.e.-- +A she-camel that eats dry thorns.

(S, K.)

+:- + A small creeping thing that goes

along upon the ground with pieces of wood, or

stick, clinging to it. (Ham p. 207.)

-ola

1. <!--, aor. *, inf. n. <!--, It broke, or

became broken, in pieces; as also "L.E- (Msb)

and "L.I.-5. (TA:) or these two, (S,K) or

[correctly] the former [only], (TA,) it broke,

or became broken : (S, K, TA:) or they are

peculiarly said of that which is dry, or tough;

(K, TA;) as a bone and the like. (TA)

[Hence,] £1 <<la- + The beast became aged

[and emaciated and neak, or broken with age:

see b-, below]. (S)- And t The beast had

a disease (termed Xi-) in his legs. (TA.)=

<!--, (S, Msb, K.) aor. -, (Msb, K.) inf. n.

>i-, (S, Mab, K.) He broke it: (S. K.) or it

applies peculiarly to that which is dry, or tough;

(K, TA;) as a bone and the like: (TA:) as

also "4-i-, (K) inf n. *-ā' (S.) or the

latter signifies he broke it in pieces, (S,) and so

the former; (Mgb;) or the latter, he broke it

much. (Msb, TA)- He, or it, crushed it,

or bruised it; as, for instance, a lion, that which

he devours; and as a camel and a sheep or goat,

the ground with his feet or hoofs, and the trees

and herbs in eating them; and as the wind, that

upon which it blows [vehemently]. (TA.) It is

said in a trad., uà: Ú-à:

san Hell-fire, one part thereof crushing another:

or, as though pressing upon another; from what

next follows]. (TA.) One says of people crowd

ing together, uá. -:* [They crush,

bruise, or press upon, one another]. (TA.) And

of a vehement driver, JúlX- [He bruises

the cattle, or camels &c.]. (A, TA)-One says

also, &#91 t:X-5 S, meaning ! Spoil not

thou to us the pasturage by pasturing upon it.

(TA)- And # 54 5- : His family

rendered such a one a broken old man; as though

they loaded him with their burdens. (TA.) And

&: £i- (S) + Age rendered him infirm.

(TA.)

2: see 1.

5: see 1. You say also, c” J: -h

£5:1 [The eggs broke in pieces so as to disclose

theyoung birds]. (TA) Andu: 451-E-3

The ground, or earth, crumbled by reason of ex

cessive dryness. (TA.) And J-5 -la- The

people cronded together, crushing, bruising, or

pressing upon, one another. (TA.) And "Lola-il

*J." The people pressed together, or cronded,

upon it, or him. (ISd, TA)—And*-i

u: the became inflamed with wrath, or rage,

against him. (K,"TA.)

7: see 1: -and 5.

Xi- inf n, of Xia-[q v.] (Msb)—Also

A certain disease in the legs of a beast. (K.)

*-A thing (Msb) breaking in pieces of itself

(S, Msb, K.)-tA horse broken by age : (S:)

or a horse weak by reason of leanness and old age:

(Az, TA:) or an aged beast. (Msb.)

ź- One who breaks the ranks on the right

and left; and -*.* Vaux- [signifies the same].
- * * * *

(TA)-See also a slaa-, in five places.

6 y o * * * *

_ola-: see à-la-.

6 - © -

aelae- The cronding, thronging, or pressing,

of men; and their pushing one another. (TA.)
•o J 6 - d -

-The tide (axis) of a torrent; like asa-le.

(S.)- The havoc of a lion among cattle. (TA.)

- 1 Dearth, drought, or sterility; or a year of

dearth, &c.; (S, K, TA;) because it breaks

C.E.-:) everything; (TA;) as also *ā-ā- and

*X,*** (Ki) or this last is not used except as

meaning continual dearth &c. (TA.) [See also

the last of these words below.]

s • J.

£- see what next precedes.

£- What is broken in pieces, or what one

breaks, [accord. to different copies of the K, the

former accord. to the reading in the TA,] of a

thing that is dry, or tough; (K, TA;) as also

'isu...(K :) pl. of the former Xi- whence

ża-5: [meaning a spear, or spear-shaft,

broken in pieces, as is indicated in the TA], in

which the term isk- is regarded as applying to

every portion. (K,”TA.) [See allaa-.]

* * * *

a slas- A vehement fire, (K,) that breaks in

pieces everything that is cast into it. (TA.)

Hence, (S,TA,) £1 a name of Hell, (K.)

or of Hell-fire: (S, K:) or, as some say, the

fourth stage of Hell: (Har. p. 347:) or a gate

of Hell. (K.)- || A man who eats much, (S,

TA;) as also WXi- nvho breaks everything in

eating: (Harp. 580.) and the latter, and "...,

an insatiable man. (TA.)-tA large number

of camels, (T, S, K.) and of sheep or goats: (T,

K:) because they break, or crush, (T, S, TA,)

the herbage, (T, TA,) or everything, (S, TA,)

or the ground with their feet or hoofs, and the

trees and herbs in eating them. (TA.)- Also,

and WXà-, (S, K,) tA pastor having little mercy

upon the cattle; (S, TA;) or who acts injuri

ously tonards them; (K, TA;) causing them to

crush, or bruise, one another; (S, K, TA;) or as

though he crushed, or bruised, them by his vehe

ment driving: (A, TA:) or the former signifies

a pastor who does not allon his beasts to avail

themselves of the plentiful pasturages, nor let them

disperse themselves in the pasturage; and "the

latter, one who is ungentle, or rough; as though

he broke, or crushed, or bruised, them when dri
* -- * * * *

ving them or pasturing them: and "Lola-Jū

signifies a man who drives beasts vehemently,

crushing them, or bruising them, by reason of his

vehement driving; but it is used by way of com

parison, as meaning !cunning and versatile. (TA.)

Hence,£-l #!* [The norst of pastors is

the ungentle, who causes the beasts to crush, or

bruise, one another]: (S, K:) accord. to the S,

a prov.: accord. to Sgh and the K, not a prov.,

but a trad.: but many of the trads. are reckoned

among provs.: it is applied to him who governs,

or manages, ill. (MF, TA.) Hence also what is

related in a trad. of ’Alee, that Kureysh, when

they saw him in war, or battle, used to say,

A-1 biš- "...~" b%- [Benare ye of the

rough one ! Tenare ge of the rough one !].

(TA.)

++- Coats of mail; so called from a maker

thereof named à-la- : or such as break the snvords:

or such as are heavy and wide : (K:) the first of

which explanations is the most probable. (TA.)

>u. What is broken in pieces, of a thing that
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is dry, or tough. (S, K. [In the CK, by the ac

cidental omission of *é, this signification

and the next here. following.from the K, are as

signed to Ala- 5.xx-2. See à-la-, which, accord.

to some copies of the K, is syn. with Loulaa- in the

sense explained above.]) And Fragments of eggs;

(A, TA;) or of an egg-shell; so in a verse of

Et-Tirimmáh: (TA:) or the shell of the egg.

(K.)–(See a tropical usage of it in an ex: cited,

from a trad., voce >3. *- (#3) żuń- +The

frail, or perishing, goods, or possessions, of the

present world: accord. to Z, from >u- signi

fying the “fragments” of eggs: (TA:) or

[simply] the goods of the present world. (TA in

art. Jóns.)

>sk- The lion, (K,) that crushes, or bruises,

everything that he devours; (TA) as also tau

and "...i-. (K.) And A wind (~9) that
crushes everything. (TA.) •

+- Herbage remaining from the preceding

year: (Lh, K :) because dry, and broken in

pieces (Lh, TA)-2'-'. The x-[d. v.]
(Msb, K) of Mekkeh, (Msb,) [i. e.] of the Kaq

beh; (K;) which is excluded from the Kaabeh ;

said in the M to be of the part next the spout; and

in the T, to be that in [or rather over] which is the

spout: so called because it was left broken when

the House was raised: or because the Arabs used

to throw in it, or upon it, the clothes in which

they performed their circuitings, and it remained

until it became broken by length of time: (TA:)

or the wall of the ,-- of the Kaabeh, (I'Ab,

S, K;) the wall over which is the spout of the

Kaabeh, (Hamp. 710;) the wall that [partly]

encloses the> of the Kaabeh, on the nestern

[or rather north-western] side: (Harp. 389:) or

the part between the angle [of the Black Stone]

and [the nell of] Zemzem and the Mahám [-Ibrā

heem] and, some add, the2- or from the

Makám to the door: (K:) or the part between

the black angle and the door and the Makám,

where the people crowd together to offer up their

supplications, so that they crush, or bruise, or

press upon, one another: (K,” TA:) and there

the pagans used to confederate. (K.)

6 * > / 5 e o

ãollas-: see à-la-.

Xu: See 2,4- and>+.

>ble- See £- - Also tA digestive;

syn.> *. (K, TA. [In the CK, erroneously,

L^2-au-.]) It is implied in the K that this is also

a signification of isk- and :*: which it is

not. (TA.) One says,#12."Ask->

! [Excellent, or most excellent, is the digestive of

jood, the melon, or nater-melon]. (A, TA.)

Xi- see 2,4

Jás

£-, sec. pers. <-ka- (S, K.) aor. #~, (S,)

inf n. i- (K,) He ra, or became, fortunate,

or possessed of good fortune, (S, K.) £9. Us in

the affair; (K;) as also "5-l: (K, TA:) or

"the latter signifies he was, or became, rich,

wealthy, or opulent; or in a state of, or possessed

of, competence, or sufficiency; in no need; nith

out n'ants; or with fen, wants. (O, TS.) Lth
3.

says, I have not heard any verb from lás- : but it

has a verb, transmitted from the Arabs, which

Lth did not know, and had not heard: and

AHeyth, says, in writing to Ibn-Buzurj, >

2: &si-, and Low 3,344, (Az, TA,) mean

ing They become possessed of good fortune, and

riches, or competence, or sufficiency. (L in art.

de • J J & “ &

- - -

4: see 1, in two places. = 4:le£i [I pre
•

Jerred him above him] may be from the same

root as the other words of this art.; the second l;

being changed into Us; [like as<: is, accord.

to some, formed from <i> ;] or it may be from

isk- (TA)

#: Fortune; or particularly good fortune;

syn. 's (S, Nh, Mob, K) and ++ (Nh:) and

a share, portion, or lot: (S, Msb, K:) or par

ticularly a share, portion, or lot, of something

good or excellent: (Lth, K:) some of the people

of Hims say:- but when they form a pl., they

return to the original, saying #sk- and the d

is regarded by them as a nasal sound, not as a

radical letter: and in like manner they do in the

case of every word having a doubled letter, such

aS# and#. saying £, and &#. (Lth, L:)

the pl. (ofpaue, S) is É-i (S,K) and (of mult,

$) #,A- (AZ, S, Mab, K) and is,* (Ibn

'Abbād, K) and ku-(IJ,K) and is (AZ, K)

and **u-i, (S, L, k, [in the CK, erroneously,

B-il) irregularly, as though it were Pl: of#-i,

(S, L.) or it is regularly formed from lie-l, which

latter is [irregular, being] originally£4, [which

is the original form of the pl. of pauc. mentioned

above,] (IB) and another pl. is "fü-, (L, [and

so in the TA as from the K, but in several copies

of the K *ā-, which is of one of the forms of

uasi-pl. ns.]) also irregular, being formed [from

bui-] by a change of the second is [into us, and

then into •]. (L.)= See also#-.

fü- and ää- Seei

3 - -

G#-, Or J#-: see what next follows.

© e 3 - 3 - -

#ks and "is- (S,K) and "Ji-, as a re
lative n., accord to [most of] the Copies of the

K, or as a defective word, [i. e. "J"-, with a

single 15, as we find it in the CK, accord. to Az,

who says that it is originally lis-, (TA) and

"5,4-, (AA, S, Msb, K.) Fortunate; or pos

sessed of good fortune ; (S, Msb, K;) possessing

a good share (k~) of the means of subsistence:

(TA:) or the first, accord. to Fr, possessing com

petence, or sufficiency; or rich, or wealthy, or

opulent : (TA:) the pl. [accord. to analogy of

£k-] is ā-i (So in the L: [in the TA

written £i, which I think a mistake, though

it seems to be there implied that it is pl. of £-,

and if so, we must suppose it to be originally

bu:i, like as ā-, a pl. of the subst. i.e., if

correct, is originally bus-I)

• J & 3 - # * ~ *

93.3 c. lae- c, \# Such a one is more for

tunate than such a one. (S," Msb,”TA.)
5

*-i said to be an irreg, pl. of lis-, q.v.

*** see #1-.

Alás

* * * *

1. 3'-' (Mab, K.) and ***,(K) aor. 2,
•

(Msb) infin.ii. (S, A, Msb) and jū-, (TA)

He forbade it; prohibited it; interdicted it. (S,

A Mob, K.) The Arabs say, 4:91...eju-5

There is no prohibition against names; i.e., no

one is forbidden to be named, or to name himself,

as he pleases. (TA)-*# jià-It (any

thing intervening) debarred the thing from him.

(L.) And tâés** Such a thing nas de

barred from him, by something intervening. (A.)

—Also #-, (Mab, K.) inf n. xii-, (Mgh)

|He took it to, or for, himself; (Mgh, Msb, K,

TA;) as though he withheld it from others.

(TA)- Andžā-, (K) aor. *, inf n. #~,

(TA) He confined cattle in a 5.5- (K.) And

** c." 54- He confined his cattle in a Juá-.

(Az)- And ji-, (K.) [aor, app. as above,]

inf n. 4-5 (TA) *,*-ī, (A, Mab, K.) He

made a 5:4- (A, Msb, K:) or the former,

(Mgh) or "A-" int. n. Ai-l. (TA) he made a

5,24-for another: and ",a:- he made a 3,4'

for himself. (Mgh, T.A.)

2. Li- inf. "...#, app. signifies He made

a limit of separation, or the like. For] &

*: (used as an era, Mgh) points to what

'Omar did, in dividing Wádi-l-Kura among the

Muslims and Benoo-’Odhrah, after the expulsion

of the Jews: (Mgh, K, TA:) as though he as

signed to every one a limit of separation. (TA.)

4: see 1.

8: see 1, in two places.-Also as 'la- + He

protected, or defended, himself by means of him,

or it. (TA.)

*- Trees with which a 5-la- is made. (A,

R)-And Fresh thorns. (K.) 45- L. &#

-by +He fell into that to n'hich he was not

equal, (K, TA,) is a prov., originating from the

fact of the Arabs' collecting fresh thorns, and

making of them enclosures, into which a man

sometimes falls so that he becomes caught therein.

(TA.) And -**~0 as the came with,

or brought, a large number ofcattle, and of men :

or an odious lie : (K:) [or calumny, or slander,

and falsehood:] is said of a calumniator, or slan

derer, and liar, who kindles by his calumnies the

fire of enmity, and makes it to burn up. (A.)

And-6 Jia-A -s’ 33% ! He uttered calumny,

or slander: (K:) or he went about with calumny,

or slander, and foul conduct. (TA.)

jū- (Sh, T, K) and Aas (T, K) i. 7. 1.3

-- ----

75 *
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[A n'all, or wall of enclosure, &c.]: (Sh, T, K:)

and anything intervening betnyeen a person and a

thing, or between two things, and forming a bar

rier, an obstruction, a partition, or a fence.

(TA.) See also the next paragraph, in two

places.

#: An enclosure of a thing, of wood, or of

canes or reeds: (K :) [a kind of pen:] an en

closure for camels, (S, Mgh,) made of trees, to

protect them from the cold and wind; (S;) as

also "jus-: (S, K:) an enclosure for sheep or

Goats, &c., made of trees, to confine and protect

them; pl. ,5ua- and Juá-: (Mgb:) Az heard

the Arabs apply the term "jus-, with fet-h [to the

], to a n’all made of trees placed one upon

another to form a protection for camels or sheep

or goats from the cold of the north wind in winter.

(TA.) The pl. #ū- is met applied, by the poet

El-Marrár Ibn-Munkidh, to 1 [Enclosures of]

palm-trees. (TA.) [Hence,] J-si #1- + Pa

radise: (K:) occurring in a trad. (TA.) And

3.4-l 3: * ! He is a person of little good, or

of no good : (S, K:) or niggardly, tenacious,

penurious, or avaricious. (A.)- Also A place

in which dates are dried: (K:) of the dial. of

Nejd: as also #a- and #~~~. (TA.)

3,4- Forbidden; prohibited; interdicted:

(S, Mgh, K:) confined to one class of men, ex

clusively of others; thus in the Kur xvii. 21.

(K.)

6.--> 0 ,

- -

: see what next follows.

X: A maker of a 5-a- (S, Msb) In the

Kur liv. 31, some read,*: -***; and
• • & J. - - - -

others, "Ala-Ji: (S, TA:) the former meaning

Like the dry fragments of plants, or trees, nihich

the maker of a 5×láe- collects: the latter, like the

dry fragments of plants, or trees, of a 5×lá-.

(TA)

Ulaa

1. Ali- (Msb) or << Jia-, (§, K, TA)

aor.” (S, Msh, K) and #, (K) inf n. Jä- (S,

Mob, K) and Ök- and 3%-, (K.) He

forbade, prohibited, or interdicted, him, (S, Msb,

K, TA,) like #1-, (Mgb, TA,”) or particularly

(TA) from free action, and motion, ($, K, TA)

and walking, (K,) [or walking out,] or somervhat

from walking. (TA.) Ji- also signifies A

man's regarding his wife with jealousy, and for

bidding her, or preventing her, from free action,

and from walking [out]: (TA:) andJ*, he

straitens, and withholds, restrains, or debars:
• J o •

(Fr, IAar, TA:) or ū-4, he prevents her,

or restrains her, from appearing [in public].

(TA)—J.'" Jä- (S,K) aor.”, (S) infn.

&Six-, He checked, or restrained, somen'hat

of his walking: and the inf. n. signifies the n'alk

ing of him who is angry. (S, K.) El-Marrár

Ibn-Munkidh says,

- • of • Co - 3 O = * *

* aeś: es:£! --> *

* # G#- c.4:3: *

[And I stuffed wrath within his ribs, so that

he walks checking somen'hat his pace, like the

Jä]; (ISk,Si) i. e., like the ram that has a

vein, or nerve, tryisted in his hock; so that he

somewhat checks his walk. (TA)-Ji- aor. *,

signifies also He walked on one side, by reason

of some complaint : (Az, TA:) and &Si-, al

man's being lame. (TA.)—-i-, aor. <, (M,

K,) inf. n. Ulaa-, (TA,) She (a ewe or a goat)

limped, or was slightly lame, and her colour

changed, in consequence of a tumour in her

udder: (M, K:) or, said of a she-camel, and

of a ewe or she-goat, her udder became snollen,

and her milk became bad. (AHei,TA)=Jia-,

(S, K) aor. 3, (K) infin. Ji-, (TK.) He (a
camel) ate much of Ulás- [or colocynths]: (S,

K:) or became sick from eating Ulás-: (AHei,

TA:) but seldom does he eat them. (TA.)

4. Ulaa-1 It (a place) abounded with Jić

[or colocynths]. (R, TA.) -

Ji- A parsimonious man, who reckons with

his family, or calls them to account, for what

he expends upon them; as also "Ju- (S, M,

Sgh, K) and "J,ä- (M, K:) which last also

signifies [simply] niggardly, or avaricious. (TA.)

=A camel eating much ofJi:- [or colocynths]:

(S, K:) or that eats Ulaa-. (Msb:) or that

pastures upon Ulaa-, and becomes sick in con

sequence thereof: (AHn, TA:) but it is seldom

that he eats them: (TA:) pl. Juá- (S, K.)

&k- The quality of parsimony, and reckon

ing with one's family, or calling them to account,

for what one expends upon them. (S, K.)

J,4- see Ja--Also A ewe, or she

goat, that limps, or is slightly lame, and changed

in colour, in consequence of a tumour in her

udder: (M, TA:) or a she-camel, and a ewe or

she-goat, having her udder snollen, and her milk

bad. (AHei, T.A.)

Jú-: SeeJa

Jul. [act. part. n. of Jia-; Forbidding,

&c.:-] accord. to Az, Walking on one side, by

reason of some complaint: and accord. to AHei,

flagging in his walking, by reason of pain or

anger. (TA.)

6 * de

Ula-a-, accord. to some derived from Jk-,

the last verb in the first paragraph of this art.:

see art. Ulā a-. (TA.)

slä

1. Ge: * ><!-- (S. K. T.A.) aor.”, (K)

# and #- and ii-, (S, TA) She

mas, or became, fortunate, Or happy, rvith her

husband; near to his heart; in favour with him,

or beloved by him; (K," TA;) as also V -la:-1:

and ū3:* &#- [he was, or became, fortunate,

or happy, with her; &c.]; as also "Ja-l.

(K,” TA.) And J.C.* &#- aor. and inf. n.

as above, He was, or became, in favour with,

or beloved by, and in high estimation with, the

people, or men. (Msb.) And 2-9 * &#

inf. n.

and 4 "Ja- [He was, or became, in favour,

and high estimation, or an occupant of a high

place, with the prince, or commander :] both sig

nify the same. (§, TA) And tâ; Gla- He

was, or became, fortunate by means of such a

thing. (M.A.) [In the vulgar dial., He acquired,

or obtained, such a thing.]=ui-, aor. ." +,

(K,) inf. n. #-, (TA,) He went in:
or leisurely, manner, such as is termed*. (K.)

4. Sui-1 It [or he] caused him [to be fortunate

or happy, to be in favour or to be beloved, or] to

occupy a high place or rank [in the estimation of

another or others]. (Harp. 379.)-[He favoured

him, .is with such a thing: for] La-1 also

signifies Jää trans. by means of J'é. (Har
• , * ~ * > * > of

p. 687.)- And &\s Usks are lä- I preferred

him above such a one. (S, TA.) [See also 4 in

art, laa-.]

8: see 1, in three places.

6 -

ālā-: !---

#-, Orsh- j

- 3 -

#-: see Usk-.

* < 6.- & J.

Uslā-, or ula-; see 5*-.

6- d - * * * * 6- J.

isk-: see #- =Also, (S,K) and *isk

(K) and "isk-, (MF, TA,) A small arron,

(S,K,) a cubit in length, (S,) with nhich children

play, (K,) and with n/hich they learn to shoot :

(TA:) and any rod, or trig, groning upon the

stock (J-5 of a tree, that has not yet become

strong: (K:) pl. (in both senses, TA) fü- and

&#~. (S.K.) The dim. "#" signifies Such
o s. s.

an arron, having no head: the pl. is -× as :

($) and [hence] &# *ā- (s- one of

the [small headless] arron's of Lukman, the son

of 'Ad, is a prov., applied to him who is known

for evil conduct, and from whom proceeds (S,K)

something, (S) or some good act. (K. [See

Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 52.])

## and "##- (K) and "##- (Th, MF)

and W iii-, (K,) [all, except the third, said to be

inf ns. of G#- and<-,A state of fortunate

ness or happiness; nearness to the heart; a state

of favour, of being beloved, or of being in high

estimation; (see 1;)] high rank or standing, in

the estimation of another or others; (K, TA;)

and ideal nearness: or rank, station, or dignity,

and advancement in the favour of a man of

poner or authority, and the like: (TA:) and

a good share of the means of subsistence : (K:)

pl. ti- and ää-: (K:) and "G"- [or ū-]

signifies the same as 32.1a-; (IAmb, TA;) or
6 d >

the same as "six-, (so in some copies of the K,

in art. Uslä-) or *śā-, (so in other copies of

the K and in the TA,) mentioned by Sgh, on

the authority of Fr, (TA) i. e. the same as #.

[good fortune, &c.] : (Ibn-Buzurj, K:) pl. a-i,

and pl. pl. *i. (K.) Accord. to AZ, one £y,

&: # 35 & and 3:3: [Varily he is a

possessor of fortunateness, &c., among them and
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in their estimation; i.e., among those women

and in the estimation of those women]; and he

adds that one does not say this except in relation

to a state subsisting between men and women:

(TA:) and the mullā ‘Alee, in his “Námoos,”

[an Expos. of the Kámoos,] says that 32ka- seems

to apply peculiarly to the case of a woman, as it

does in the common conventional language: but

it is of common application, agreeably with the

explanations in the K, as is expressly asserted

on the authority of Th and others. (MF)=See

6.- d -

d •#-: See #- : = and see also 52.1aa

3 - - - -

Uk- part. n. of Glas-, (Mgb.) [Fortunate or

happy,] in favour with, or beloved by, and in

high estimation with, others; (S," Msb, TA;*)

occupying a high place or rank [in the estimation

of another or others]; (S, TA;) and **- sig

nifies the same: (Har p. 623:) fem. *#-,

(S, Msb, K.) applied to a woman in favour with,

or beloved by, and in high estimation with, her

husband; (Mgb;) pl. Guás- (S, TA.) You

say, "L:- &e [She is my favourite], and

&:- s:- [one of my favourites]. (S,TA)

For £a-, the vulgar say, erroneously, " *a-4:

(meaning thereby A concubine; in which sense

#- is used by late writers;] and making the

pl. Le-, which is also wrong. (TA.) Hence

the prov., ag ').5 *ā:- S!, (S, K, TA,) ex

plained in art."-d" also is applied to

The eighth of the horses that are started together

in a race. (Ham p. 46.)

6J -

aelâa-: see what next precedes, in three places.
*

23%, ’ 2 * f *

aelâa-: see 32.1aa-.

* ~ *

telä- A certain gentle, or leisurely, manner of

going. (K.)

• of ~
•

Usla- 34 He is nearer to him, [or more

in favour with him, more beloved and esteemed

by him,] and more fortunate or happy [nith

him]. (TA.) [It may also mean He is nearer,

or more in favour, &c., than he.]

J &

4-6

•

* - d - 3 -

£4: See Usk-.

e-à

1. *-, (Ksh and Bq in xviii. 31,) or bi

a 2-, (§, K) or 4, (Msb, and W p. 153, [and

so in the present day, because syn. with a 12|ala-l

and at 125tle! and as 1251.1, &c.,]) but the

verb is properly trans. by itself, (W ibid.,) aor. 2,

($) inf n. -i- (S,TA) and Ju-, (TA [accord.

to a meaning there assigned to it];) and "bai

and "bi-l; all signify the same; (K, TA;)

They went round about, circuited, compassed, or

surrounded, it, or him. (S, Ksh, Bd, Mab, T.A.)

You say,<eź. -ā-, [or rather-" J.-:)

The company of men went round about the House

[called the House of God, i. e. the Kaabeh].

(Ms)...And it is said in a trad, 3,5-4o £

-*->'' And they circuit round about them
**

with their wings. (TA.) And in a prov., &:

3-a: t3,# ū-, i. e. Whoso goes round about

us, and minds, or manages, our affairs, (K, TA,)

and treats us with honour; (TA;) or [in the

K “and”] serves us, (S, K,) and guards us,

defends us, or takes care of us, and regards us,

or behaves tonards us, nith benevolence and soli

citude; (S, TA;) or [in the K “and”] praises

us; (A’Obeyd, K, TA;) let him [act moderately,

and] not exceed the due bounds, (A’Obeyd, K,

TA,) but speak truth. (A 'obeyd, TA.) Hence

the saying, (K,) -3% S3 * -jū-4 U. (S, K) [He

has not any n'ho goes round about him, and minds,

or manages, his affairs, &c.]. And &t= &: -*ś

&* (S, K) [He went anay, or has gone

anay, who used to go round about him, &c.; or]

who used to give to him, and bring him corn or

food: (TA:) [for] ai- signifies also he gave

to him. (Msb.) And -#3 -i-* He stands

and sits: and he acts as a sincere, or faithful,

adviser, and with benevolence and solicitude. (As,

(TA) [See also art. 5,.] One says, of persons

in want, i.e. i-, (S. K.) aor.”, (S) infn.

Ji-, (TA) :[Want beset, or encompassed, them

or has beset, &c.; and "3,4,5- 2, .

! [They are persons beset, or encompassed, by

want]. (S, K, TA)–:U +, aor. 2, (S,

O, K.) He surrounded it, or him, with the thing;

(K, TA;) as, for instance, a ** with pieces

of cloth; (S, O';) and so **i-, inf n. -i-i.

(S.) It is said in the Kur [xviii. 31], usûii

J+: We made them, namely, the two gardens,

to be surrounded by palm-trees; (Ksh, Bd;) We
J &

made palm-trees to encompass their aaa-1, (K,)

4.

J.

.d to * >

i. e., their sides. (TA) And you say, a £i

I surrounded it, or him, nith them. (Ksh and

Bd in xviii. 31, and TA) And £1 -i

dJ&Ju (TA) a trad., meaning + Paradise is encom

passed by things that one dislikes to do: these

being likened to a wall, through which alone one

can enter Paradise. (Gloss in a copy of the

“Jámi es-Sagheer” ofEs-Suyootee)=&95 --,

(S, Msb, K.) and 4. (S. K.) and £il, (M.)

aor. 2, (S) or 2, (M, IB,TA) [the former contr.

to rule, and disapproved by IB,] inf. n. --, (S,

M, TA,) He cut, or clipped, (S, M, Msb, K.,)

his mustache, (S, Msb, K.) and the hair of his

head, (S,K) and the beard, (M) much, or short,

or to the utmost degree. (S, MSb,K)--i

(* (S,Mgh, Mob. K)# 32, (S,K) aor.”,

(S, Msb,) inf n. -i- (S, Msb, K) and -jū-;

(S, K;) and *&#1; (S,K;) said of a woman;

(S, Mgh, Mgb, K;) She plucked out the hair of

her face : (Mgh:) or she embellished her face

by removing the hair thereqf: (Msb:) or she

scraped off the hair of her face (K, TA) with a

razor : (TA:) and W+:- she ordered another

to pluck out the hair of herface nvith trco threads:

(K,”TA:) so some say: and * -i-, inf n.

Jú-l, signifies the same as <<-l. (TA.)

* 32- * * 6 J a

=4-9 -ā-, aor. - , inf. n. -$24-, His head.

remained long without ointment, (As, S, K,) and

its hair was shaggy, matted, frouzy, or dusty:

(TA:) and ā-ui 's-i-, aor, and inf n, as

above, The beard was shaggy, matted, frouzy

from long want of ointment, or dusty. (M., T.A.)

El-Kumeyt says, describing a wooden peg or

stake, (S, L,) long neglected, (L)

* * 3 • - o z

* : $.35, c. &#, *

[And a nooden peg or stake, in the dwelling,

having a head of battered and pendent fibres,

long neglected, but not lousy: the fibres being

likened to hair; and (as is said in the TA in

art. -->4, where this verse is cited, but with U43

in the place of 15,) the term --><! being used to

signify a wooden peg or stake because its head is

bruised, or battered, and separated, so that the parts

do not cohere]. (S, L.)—#32;" -i- The 5.2×3

[or mess of crumbled bread moistened with broth]

became dry in its upper part [by reason of paucity

of broth], and cracked open in several places.

(TA.) [See the part. n., --J-The inf n.]

-** signifies The being dry, without grease.

(TA.)-And £: -ā- His (a man’s) belly

became dry in consequence of his not having eaten

greasy food nor flesh-meat. (TA)--459 <-i-,

(MSb,K) aor.-, (Mab,TA) infn -,-, (TA)

The earth, or land, dried up : (TA:) or its

plants, (Msb,) or its herbs, or leguminous plants,

(K) dried up, (Msb, K.) for want of water.

(TA)—4: -i-, (IAir, K) inf n -, -,

(IAar, TA) + His hearing went anay entirely.

(IAar, K.)= -i-, (S. K.) aor. 2, (S) inf n.

---, (S, K, KL,) He (a horse) made a sound,

(S, K, KL) such as is termed (823 [i. e. a con

fused and continued sound], ($). with his fore

and hind feet, (KL) in his running, (S, K,) or

in going along. (KL.) Said also of violent rain,

It made a [pattering] sound. (A5, T.A.) And

of a viper, It made a [rustling] sound with its

skin : 3, inf n. - - 5, signifies “it made a

sound to proceed from its mouth:” (Aboo-Kheyreh,

K:) or <!-, inf n. as above, said of the female

of the [kind of serpents called] *Li, she made a

[rustling] sound with her skin by rubbing one

part thereof with another. (L.) And in like

manner it is said of a tree, meaning It made a

[rustling] sound (K, TA) by the bloning of the

nvind upon its branches. (TA.) And of a bird,

meaning It made a [rustling] sound (K, TA)

with its ning [or wings]. (TA:) and * -ā-ā

signifies the same, said of the wing of a bird;

and likewise, of a hyena, (IDrd, K,) as also

Js is. (TA) [Hence,] said of the [beetle

called] J*, [because of the humming that it

makes in flying,] It flen. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places: – see also 4.= Also

-ā-, inf n. -*-ā, ! He (a man, TA) was in a

state of embarrassment, or distress, and his pro

perty became little: (K, TA:) from J.S. **

“the earth, or land, dried up.” (TA.) -ā
j ñ o •

aves occurs in a trad. [app. in the same sensel.

(TA.)
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4. -ăa-1, said of a woman: see 1. = <-āāa-l
£.

Us", I made my head to remain long without

ointment [so that the hair became shaggy, matted,

Jrouzy, or dusty]. (AS, S, K.)- [Hence, app.,]

4:i-i 11 spoke evil of him. (Ibn 'Abbād, K,

TA)=J#1 &ti-i I urged the horse (S, O,

L, K) to run vehemently (O, K) so as to cause

him to make a sound such as is termed &* [i. e.

a confused and continued sound] (S, O, I, K) in

his running, [nith his feet, (see -á-)] (S, L.)

or in his belly: (O, K:) the former is probably

the right meaning. (TA.) =*" &: I

wove the piece of cloth with the -i-, i.e. the

&: as also "4:-, (K, TA, [in the CK

-:-5. (TA)

J - d > *

awaka-,]) inf. n.

8. b:-1: see 1, first sentence – as Ci

He, or it, became encompassed, or surrounded,

by it: and hence, became in the midst of it. (Har

p. 445.)= <i>}, said of a woman: see 1, in

tWo places.-->: -ā- He cut the herbage;

syn. •j*- : (so in some copies of the K, and in the

TK.) or 3- [he computed by conjecture its

quantity]: (so in other copies of the K, and in

the TA:) mentioned by Sgh: in some copies of

the K, •j- [he jagged it]: in one, ow.j-, which

is a mistake. (TA)-5& J.''' -i-. The
camels ate the herbage: or obtained some of it.

(TA)-And -ā- He ate up entirely what was

in the cooking pot: like as -:l signifies “he

drank up entirely” what was in the vessel. (S.)

o 2- - 0 <

10. .33:1 -i-. He took the whole of their

possessions (K, TA) in an incursion into the ter

ritory of an enemy. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. -í-i-. see 1, last sentence but one.

*Also t He (a man, TA) was, or became, strait

ened in his means of subsistence. (IAar, K, TA.)

-i- See ii-, in three places.- [It is said,

accord. to the KL, to signify also What is called

in Persian 4A2= U+j, app. meaning a saddle

bon: but this signification, if correct, is probably

post-classical.]= Also, and "-ia- and *-jū-,

A time, or season: (L:) or i. q.3i [a track, &c.].

(K.) You say, &# -- c.” ā-, and "asi-,

and "asū-, (L, K.) He, or it, came in the time,

or season, of that: (L:) or the meaning is L*

* [lit. in the track thereof; and hence, after,
- 6 * >

or near after, that]. (K)=-i: v_ia- d').3

Such a one is busied with, or anxious about, him

self. (TA.)

ā- i. 4. Jú", i. e. The web-beam of a loom;

the wooden thing [or roller] upon which the

weaver winds the neb, or piece of cloth [as it is

Twoven]: *-i- signifying the ~ [which ge.

nerally means the weaver's loom, but explained

in the TK as meaning here the stay of a neaver's

loom; in the KL, said to be what is called in

Persian *.xle, but this is the as-, to which

the same explanation is assigned in the KL]:

(S, K:") so accord, to A5: [for] Aboo-Sa’eed

[i. e. As] says, the ai- is the J%: ; and it should

-

not be called the *-i- for the -i- is the *-*.

(S, O:) [the former is also applied to the yarn

beam, upon which the yarn is rolled: see X: :] in

the L, it is said that the ai- of the weaver is the

wide piece of wood with which he arranges the

woof between [the threads of] the warp: or, as

some say, the three canes: and some say that it is

*ā-, with kest and it is said to be the thing

with which the weaver strikes, like a snord : and

the *-i- is the cane that comes and goes [or goes

to and fro; app. meaning the shuttle]: Az says,

th: it is with the Arabs: and its pl. [the Pl, of

-ā-] is -53Aa-. (TA.) One says, aka-' -51 to

3,4, 55 [Thou art neither a ai-nor a #1; the

5: being the transverse piece of wood: alluding

to him who neither profits nor harms; meaning

that he is good for nothing. (TA.) [See also a

similar saying voce '5.] = Also What camels

have eaten, or obtained, (++-) of herbage.(TA.)-See also -ā- •

2: ** *

dutas - S60 daa-.

© • •
-

Jää- The verge of an event, or affair. (K,”

TA.) You say,* -ā- c." 3. He is on the

verge of an event, or affair. (TA)- See also

-i-, in two places. - Also, (AS, S, K,) and

*-i-i-, (K) 1An evil state, or condition, of life;

and paucity of property; (AS, S, K, TA;) as

though one were placed aloof (-i- Us', i. e.

-jus-,) from the means of subsistence: (Er-Rá

ghib, TA:) or the former signifies straitness of

the means of subsistence; (IDrd, TA;) and so

Wthe latter: (TA:) or the former, a [bare] suf

ificiency of the means of subsistence: (Lh, TA:)

or a state in nihich the family, or household, is

proportionate t?. the provisions: (Th, TA:) it is

coupled with -āālā; and is said to signify strait

ness; the latter signifying “paucity of food with

numerousness of the eaters thereof;” or, as some

say, “food proportionate to the household:” (TA:)

or the former signifies a state in which the eaters

are proportionate to the property; and the latter,

“a state in which the eaters are more than pro

portionate to the property:” (Abu-l-'Abbās,TA:)

or the former, want; and the latter, “paucity [of

property]:” (IAar, TA:) or both ..signify the
• - J ->

same. (TA.) One says, $3 -ā->''< us: "
6 - -

- -

Jää.< There n'as not seen upon them a trace of nant.

(S) And -i-.'" - ... and -ič and

-#, Straitness of the means of subsistence befell

them (A, TA) And 3 -i-S, GS3: ..
et: There is not with such o one aught save o

scanty supply of the necessaries of life. (TA)

And J. &: *ā- **, Ol' g", This is a scanty

supply of the necessaries of life, not exceeding the

nants of its people, or on ners. (TA.)

Jú- A side (S, K) of a thing; * üüe

signifying the trvo sides of a thing: (S:) pl. ii-i.

(K.)- A border of hair remaining around the

head of one who has become bald: (§, K:*) pl.

as above. (S, K.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says, (§,TA,)

describing bowls [of food], (TA)

6.3 : o do • 9 - of w

* aăa-l-ow-e J-->l '5! Üw *

*** * 4-25 %of • * * * -

* * J-3, Jøl core &e=2 *

meaning They, i.e. the bowls, have a party of

them surrounding them [n'hen they are set in the

beginning of the day, and when they see the night,

that it has advanced, coming on]. (S, TA.) And
a 3 # *.do

you say, 4: Ai-la-25 His people are surrounding

him. (TA)-J: -iù- The place where the

sand ends: pl. as above. (TA.)—Ashl &t=
* * * * • -

12Mél Lo -šū- The food nas proportionate to

nvhat they ate. (TA.)- See also -i-, in two

places.

© o p - * * *- J -

wāsā- an inf n. [See aw!, Cia-, &c.]. - See
6 *.* -

also -ā-, in two places.

-:- The &: [or confused and continued

sound] (S, O, K) [of the feet] of a horse in run

ning, (S) or of the belly of a horse in running

vehemently: (O, K:) the former is probably the

right meaning: (TA: [see 1 and 4:]) the sound

of the feet of camels when going a vehement pace:

(TA:) the [pattering] sound of violent rain: (As,

TA:) the [rustling] sound of the skin of a ser

pent, (L, K) caused by rubbing one part thereof

with another: (L:) the [rustling] sound of the

wing [or wings] of a bird: (S, TA:) the [rustling]

sound of a tree agitated by the wind: the [rustling,

or murmuring,] sound of the wind, in, or upon,

anything by [or through] which it passes: a plain

tive sound, or moaning: the [murmuring, or

quivering,] sound of the flaming, or blazing, of

fire; and the like: (TA:) the [rushing] sound of

a stone thrown by a *:: the [n'hizzing]

sound of a penetrating or transpiercing arrow

[app. in its passage through the air: see a verse

cited Voce #3] : (TA:) the humming, or buzzing,

(3:3) of bees. ($ and K in art. (422.) The

saying, cited by IAar,

•- - -f d of

* 5 Ul &l *

is explained by him as meaning [Tell thou Aboo

Keys] that he is weak in intellect; as though he

were the Lågå- of the tree called a£i when it is

agitated by the wind: some say that it means

[tell thou Aboo-Keys that] I will threaten him

and agitate him like as the nind agitates this tree;

but ISd says that this is nought. (TA)= Dry

herbage; as also+. (TA.)

• ‘ffs : ... •

* 4:59) Jägåa

ău- Hair plucked out: or what has fallen of

hair plucked out. (TA.) - Remains of stran,

and of [the trefoil, or dry trefoil, called] 3.5.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

ií-i- [inf. n. of -í-i-]. —see #.

&ti- A full vessel: (K:) or a vessel nearly

filled to [the top of] each side : (TA:) or a vessel

of which the contents, measured therein, reach to

[the top of] each side. (S, K.) =The young ones

of an ostrich; male and female : (S, K:) or,

accord. to ISd, females only: (MF, TA:) n. un.

with 3. (§, K.) - The feathers, or plumage,

of the ostrich. (TA) - The young ones of

camels: (TA:) sometimes these are thus termed:
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(S in art. Jae-:) [app. as being likened to those

of the ostrich:] or such camels as are under [i. e.

gounger than] those termed Jú- (TA:) n, un,

applied to a male and a female, as above. (S in

art. Jae-.) - Servants: ($, K:) as though

likened to the young ones of the ostrich. (TA.)

J.- Going round about, circuiting, compass

ing, or surrounding. (S, Msb, K.) It is said in

the Kur [xxxix. last versel, & 5-áš." es#

J. J.;-&- (Zi, S.K.) And thou shall see

the angels surrounding the U:ye: (Zj, TA:) or

surrounding the sides thereof: (Sgh, K. :) or

going round about on either side thereof (Er

Răghib, TA)--5, $3 Ju-4 (3 : see 1 =

-jū- &s- [Meal of parched barley] not mois

tened with water o: with clarified butter or the

like. (Lth, K.) [-à- 5:, in the present day,

means Dry bread; i.e. bread without anything

savoury.] And-** -jū- * JHe # one whose

food is dry. (TA.)= See also -sus-, in art.

*-99-.

-,- [Encompassed, or surrounded]. You

say, a 23- -5,-- * [He is encompassed, or
** O.J.
*

surrounded, by his servants]. (TA.)->

*-i- see 1.

#~, with kesri (S,Sgh, Mob, K.) in the

“Meshārik” of Iyad said to be [ä-2, with

fet-h, (MF,) A vehicle of the kind used for women,

like the &#, (S, Msb, K.) except that it has no

a: [or dome-like, or tent-like, top], (S, K,) which

the C* has: (S:) or a camel's saddle (J-5)

surrounded (~~ [with pieces of cloth (see 1)

upon a nooden frame]), upon which a woman

rides: accord. to IDrd, so called because the

[frame of] wood [with the pieces of cloth attached

thereto] surrounds on all sides the sitter upon it.

(TA.)

&: Ji- &# [A. case hung round

with silk brocade]. (TA.)

*-ā

&:- (S,K) and 4-i- and *** (K) [A
certain portion or appertenance] of the stomach

of a ruminant animal, that which has 33%

[meaning either furrows or streaks, but more

probably the former], as though it, or they,

(#t=) nvere the coverings (Gú) of the feces

in the stomach : (Az, L:) or that [part] which

has coverings (Gú [or probably this signifies

here folds, one above another,]) at the loner part

of the stomach of a ruminant, tonards the side

of the latter, from which the feces of the stomach

never pass forth : [app. meaning the third stomach,

or omasum; commonly called the manyplies,

because of its many plies, or folds, and strata

super strata; and by some, the millet; from

which the food, being already ruminated, does

not pass out again to the mouth, as it does from

the first and second stomachs:] it pertains to the

camel, and to the sheep and goat, and oxen; or,

accord. to IAar, [only] to the sheep and goat:

(L:) the <-- of the stomach of a ruminant;

(S;) i. q. #, (S, K,) or is: (TA:) or that

which is with the stomach of a ruminant, and

which resembles it: (T, TA:) or that nhich has

&;b, by the side of which is the ā.5, another

thing, which has not J-5), le: it is called <-ā

and -i- and ++ and -ā- and <--> and, as

some say,£ and-: (AA,TA:) pl. £i.

(K.)- Also the first, A certain great kind of

serpent, resembling a ~5- [or traveller's pro
vision-bag]. (K.) •

* * *

à:ke-: see above.

#ü- Big, bulky, or corpulent. (K.)

&ti- A certain hind of serpent, that blons,

but does not hurt: (S:) a hind of serpent larger

than that called 3-a-, (K, TA) speckled with

black and white, party-coloured; that eats herbs,

or dry pasture, and threatens, but does not hurt

any one : (TA:) or, accord. to Sh, a bulky

serpent, with a large head, red, speckled with

white and blach, resembling that called 3:5),

but not the same as this latter; if one irritate

it, its jugular vein becomes distended: accord.

to Ish, it is larger than that called #9, but

is speckled with black and nhite in the same

manner as this latter; pl. & sti- (Az, TA.)

[Hence, à: Jáš- this external jugular
4 4 - of •

veins (as-1251 [likened to serpents]) became dis

tended by rage, or anger. (TA.)

Júa

1. 34-, [aor. 2, as appears from what follows,]

inf n i- and &si- (S, A) and 3,4- (A)

He (a camel, S, A, and an ostrich, S) was quick,

or nent quickly; (S, A.;) was continuous in his

course or pace: and some say that "...A-1 is syn.

with si-, meaning he went quickly: (S:) accord.

to A’Obeyd, Júa-1, said of an ostrich, is syn.

with si-, inf n. *i- and it is said that 34-,

inf n. ö31-, signifies he rvent a pace such as

is termed+. quicker than that of walking:

(L.) or *-, inf n. *i- (TA) and 3- and

3'-. and W.A.ie-l, inf. n. Sūl, he nent a

pace less quick than that termed+. (K,TA.)

–And *, (A.I., Mab, K.) aor = , (L, Mgh,

Msb, K,) inf. n. Júa- (T, S, Mgh, Msb, K) and

&lái-; (K) and "-a-, infn. Sti-li (Mab3)

and W.A:-l; (A, K;) t He was quick (S, A,

Mgb) in an affair, and active, agile, or prompt,

in performing it : (A:) or he was quick in ser

vice: (Mgh :) or he was active, agile, or prompt,

in nork; and quick : (K:) or he nas active,

agile, or prompt, in service and in work: (T:)

or he was quick therein. (L.) Hence, (Mgh,)

3:33 U.: #5, (S, Mgh, L, Msb) in a

form of supplication, (S, L, Msb,) which is uttered

standing, termed <!, in #3, means And we are

quick in working jor Thee and in serving Thee:

(L:) or quick to obey Thee: (Mgb:) or we work

jor Thee by obeying Thee: (Mgh :) [for]

34-, (A, L, Mab, K.) aor. -, (L) inf n. *i-,

(L, Mgb,) also signifies t He served (A, L, Mgb,

K) a person: (A:) [I have marked this, and the

significations explained in the second sentence

above, as tropical on the authority of the A: but]

accord. to A’Obeyd, the primary signification

of this verb is he served and worked. (L.)

4: see 1, in three places. =:-a- He made

him, or incited him, (namely, a camel, S, A,)

to go quickly, (S, A, K,) with a continuous course

or pace. (S.)

8: see 1.

& 4 pace less quick than that termed<*.

(K.) [See 1.]=See also st-.

s * s *

*A*- : see Asta-.

st-A camel that goes quickly, with a con

tinuous course or pace. (S.)

st- sing of Sti- (L) [and of Sti-i, a pl. of

pauc,]andof:- (S.A.L, MSb)which lastsig

nifiest Assistants, helpers, or auxiliaries; and any

n:ho nork, or labour, in obedience to orders, and

strive together in quickness; (Ibn-'Arafeh;) what

ever serve thee and nork for thee and assist thee;

(El-Hasan;) assistants, helpers, or auxiliaries,

and servants (S, A, Mgh, Mobi) as also "...i-,

which is likewise a pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.]

of+: (K, TA;) [and Sti-:) and also, (A,

Mgh, Msb, K,) hence, (A, Mgh, Msb,) as some

say, (S,) a man's grandchildren; (S, Mgh, Mgb,

K;) because they are like servants while young:

(Msb:) or sons’ children: (A:) or a son’s chil

dren: (Mgh :) likewise pl. of Jiu-: (S:) and

**, which is said in the K to be syn, with
6 * > *

3.xas- as meaning “grandchildren,” is a sing., of

which #i- and #34- [and sti-il are pls.,

(TA,) and signifies a grandchild: (L, TA:) [it

is vulgarly applied to a son's son; and *:-, to a

daughter's son:] or isi- signifies a man's chil

dren: (CK:) or his daughters; (K;) by which,

as some say, are meant those nho serve their

parents in the house : (TA:) or his children and

grandchildren who serve him ; accord. to Zirr

and 'Ikrimeh; but this is contradicted by 'Abd

Allah Ibn-Mes’ood and others: (L:) or such

relations as are termed A2i. (Abd-Allah Ibn
• o &

Mes’ood, L, K:) or such as are termed Jú-1 :

(Fr.:) or one's wife's sons by her former husband.

(Ed-Dahhák.)

+ origin, syn. J., (S,K) of a man;
• 6 d -

($;) or in a general sense; (L;) i, q > -- and

3- and* (IAar.)- And The base, or

lower part, (J.i.) of a camel's hump : (IAar,

Yaakoob, S, M, K:) or the hump itself. (TA.)

6 y o e

325-2. A man served, or waited on, by others;

(S, A, K;) and obeyed: (A:) one whom his

companions serve and honour, and whom they

hasten to obey. (TA.)

3: A sword quick in cutting. (S, K.)

&#9 3: [meaning A sword quick in falling]

occurs in a verse of El-Aashā describing a sword,
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accord. to one reading: but Az says that the right

reading is Ua'a-o, with U. (L.)

Aa

1. 34-, (S, A, K, &c.,) aor. 2, (Mab, K.) infn.

#-, (Mgh, Msb,) He dug, excavated, or hol

loned out, the ground, or earth; (KL, PS, &c.;)

he cleared out a thing, (K,) as one does the

ground; (S, Msb, K;) and a well; (the Lexicons

passim;) and a river; (A, Mgh;) with a*~,

(A;) or with an iron implement; (K;) and

VA-1 signifies the same. (S, A, K.) And ji

**, and 54-, and " 94-1, He dug for him,

(namely, a lizard of the kind called .3, or a

jerboa,) to fetch him forth. (A, TA.)-[He

burrowed.]- + It (a torrent) furroned a valley.

(Msb.) [See also 5.]- Inivit feminam: (IAar,

Msb, K:) the action being likened to that of

a man digging a river. (IAar)—S &: 13:

3-i*- !This is a rain of which no one knows

the utmost extent. (K,”TA.)- 225 us, A

! He searched into the affair, or case, of Zeyd,

(A, K,) and became acquainted with it. (K.)

And ji-, (S, A, K.) aor, as above, (S) and so

the inf. n., (S, A,) t He, or it, emaciated, or ren

dered lean : (S, K:) it (a copious flow of milk,

TA) emaciated a she-goat: (K, TA:) the (a

young camel) rendered his mother flabby in flesh

by much suching. (A.) There is no pregnant

animal that pregnancy does not emaciate, except

the camel: (S, A:) she fattens in pregnancy.

(S)=#. He (a child) shed his &#133 for
C - - -

milk-teeth]. (K, T.A.) [See also 4.] -->yas

*: &#9, or+, (accord. to different copies

of the A,) t The milk-teeth of the colt became in

a nabbling, or loose, state, previously to their

falling out ; because, when they have fallen out,

their sockets become hollow. (A.) [See 4.]

–3:5, 33-, or -, (S, Mg, Mil, K.)

inf n :- (S, Msbi) and -a-, aor. 2, (S,

Mgh, Mab, K.) inf n-ji-, in the dial of Benoo

Asad, (S, Msb,) and this is the worse of these two

forms, (S,) and Xi-; (El-Wa'ee;) and -j-,

(K;) I The teeth became affected with what is

termed :- [q.v. infră] or ji- (S, Msb, K:)

or became unsound: (Mgh:) and **- and

34- his teeth cankered. (A.) IDrst says, in the

Expos. of the F5, that 3-, aor. = , inf. n. #-,

is trans.; and that the cause ofJi- of the teeth,

[or the agent of the verb ji-,] is old age, or the

continuance of a yellow incrustation, [or tartar,]

or some kind of canker that effects them: but

o • *

that the verb in the phrase + *a-, aor. * ,

inf n. Xi-, is intrans. (MF.) [The truth pro

bably is, that the former verb is both trans. and in

trans., and hence &:S *; and that the

latter is intrans, only.]- And 3-, aor. *, + It

was, or became, in a bad, corrupt, or unsound,

state. (Az.)

3. *- (A) inf n. #1-2, (TA) He (a

jerboa) went deep into his hole; (A;) so deep

that he could not be dug out. (TA.)

4. 9: ūšš Jäe-l. He assisted such a one to dig

a nell. (K)=(£ Jāa-1, (K,) inf. n. jū-1,

(TA,) t The child shed his two upper and loner
• *O / ** * J.e. D - * *

central incisors: (dle-skall due: a -las
-- 0 & - - -

culi:15 :) so in the K: and to these words we

find added, in some copies of the K, &5%# 5

and then, &=0% £5 <-ki. 3:15: but in

some good and corrected copies, we read, after

d'ka-'), thus, out-3 -las-&Sls •u-350 A-312

45tect, 2 : to which, in some lexicons, [as in the

S, though the explanation which follows is there

different] after &S), is added axis. (TA.

[This is evidently the right reading; and therefore

I follow it in an explanation in what is here im

mediately subjoined.])-&##£ A-l

! The colt shed his central incisors, or nippers,

and each of the teeth immediately next to these :

(K; see whatpext precedes:) or#X."*

c”89'> the colt shed his milk teeth (&#12),

[the central pair, the second pair, and the third

pair, in each Janel. and gren others: (S:) or

*1 Jae-l, [inf n. Jú-l,] signifies, the colt had

his milk-teeth in a nabbling, or loose, state, pre

viously to their falling out; because, when they

have fallen out, their sockets become hollow:

(A:) or the colt had his loner and upper central

pairs of nippers, of his milk-teeth, in a nabbling,

or loose, state: this is during a period extending

from thirty months, at the earliest, to three years:

then the teeth fall out: then a lower and an

upper central pair of nippers grow in the place

of the milk-nippers which have fallen out, after

three years; and the epithet &: is applied

to the colt; and the epithet& is [also] then

applied to him, and continues to be until [again

it is said of him] 3-4, meaning, he has his

loner and upper pairs of nippers, of his milk

teeth, in a nabbling, or loose, state : then these

fall out, when he has completed four years: then

the term #: is [again] applied to him; [i.e.,

he is again termed 3*;] and he is, and ceases

not to be, termed 8%, until [it is said of him]

o: : : [in the TA, coil *-i, which is

an evident mistake,] meaning, he has his two

corner nippers [in each jan] in a nabbling, or

loose, state: this is when he has completed five

years: then the term #3: is applied to him as

before described: then he is [also said to be]

&#. (TA from the “Kitáb el-Kheyl” of AO.)

[See also 1.]

5.*~ ! It (a torrent) made hollon's in the

ground. (A.) [See also 1.]

8: see 1, first and second sentences.

10. Jä--! He asked, or desired, [another] to

dig a well, or pit, and a rivulet, or canal. (KL.)

—: Jaa-…] It was time for the river, or

rivulet, or canal, to be dug [or cleared out]. (S.)

Xi- See #- in two places; and*=

Also + Emaciation, or leanness. (Kr.) [See 1.]

–Also, and "ji-, (Az,S, Msb, K) the latter

of the dial. of the Benoo-Asad, and the worse

of the two forms, (S) said by IKt to be a bad

form, (TA) and by ISk to be a vulgar mis

pronunciation, which is attributed to his not

having heard the dial. of the Benoo-Asad, (Mgb,)

! A scaling (3%) in the roots of the teeth:

(Yaakoob, S, K:) or a rottenness, or an unsound

state, of the roots of the teeth, (S, Msb,) by

reason of a scaling of those parts: (Mgb:) or

nvhat adheres to the teeth, externally and inter

nally: (Az:) or an erosion of the roots of the

teeth by a yellon, incrustation between those parts

and the gum, externally and internally, pressing

upon the bone so that the latter scales anay if it

be not quickly removed: (Sh:) or a cankering of

the teeth : (A:) or a yellonness upon the teeth :

(IDrd, IKh, K:) or Xi- signifies a pimple, or

small pustule, in the gum of a child. (El-Wā’ee.)

[See 1: and see also:

*- A well that is nidened (K, TA) beyond

measure; (TA;) as also *:- (K) and **

and "5*. (TA)—see also :- — The

earth that is taken forth from a hollon, cavity,

pit, or the like, that is dug in the ground; (S,

K;) like *.*. (S:) [see also #-l or n:hat

is dug, or excavated; like 33- and *: and

Jää in the senses of 3,4- and **: and

List: (Msb:) or a place that is dug, (Az,

S, Msb,) like a moat or a nell; (Az, Mgb;) as

also "ji- (TA) pl. Aisi, (Mab, K.) and pl.

pl. #-i (K)—see, again, --And

SeeXi

#- What is dug, excavated, holloned out, or

cleared out, (Msb, K,) in the ground, (Mgb;)

[i.e. a hollon, cavity, pit, hole, trench, ditch, or

Jurron, dug, or excavated, in the ground: and

any hollon, or cavity, in the ground, nhether made

by digging or +natural: a burrorw:] as also

'#-, (Mgh, Msb, K,) which is of the measure

is: in the sense of the measure #4,#: (Msb:)

pl. of the former Xi- (S, Mobi) and of the

latter #5-. (Msb)—See also :-.

6 * . d ~ .

Jeae- is of the measure Uess in the sense of the
s J D > -

measure U2* [meaning Dug, excavated, hol

loned out, or cleared out, in the ground]. (TA.)

[Hence,] #- #=; A newly-dug well; as also

'#- (TA)—see also this last word.—Also,

(IAar,S, A, K.) and "#4- and "ji-, (A) [or

*#-, q.v., and *::::as is shown by an expla

nation of its pl. (24-) in the Ham p. 562,]

A grave. (IAar, S, A, K.)

#:- See *-i-and #-i- and X:

-Also What is dug out of a mine. (Mgh.)

Ai- A grave-digger. (K.)

X-, [Digging: a digger. - And hence,] The

*u- of a beast, (a:3, S, K.) i.e., of a horse, or

mule, or ass; (TA;) [namely, the hoof; a solid

hoof;] as though it dug the ground by reason of

the vehemence of its tread upon it; (Msb;) a

subst, like Jaé- and *: (TA:) pl. *s-,

(S, A, K.) - [Hence, by a synecdoche,] -:

X-3 ! Camels and horses. (Mgh in art. -ād-.)
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-> is also applied to tThe foot of a man,

(S, TA) when it is meant to be characterized as

ugly. (TA)— '59-1 : #1 (S, A, K.)

and st-M, (A, K.) is a prov., (S) meaning,

1The payment in ready money is on the occasion

of the first sentence spoken (Yaakoob, T," S, K)

by the seller, n'hen he says “I have sold to thee”

[such a thing]. (T.) The origin of the saying

was this: horses were the most excellent (K) and

precious (TA) of the things that they possessed;

and they used not to sell them on credit: a man

used to say the words above to another; meaning

that its hoof should not remove until he received

its price: (K.) and he who says 5 st-il are

(since he makes 45ta-Ji to mean the beast, a 3:1,

itself, and since its use in this sense is frequent

without the mention of Els [prefixed to it],) sub

joins to it the sign [3] of the fem. gender to show

that 2'-'. •' is meant by this name. (TA.)

Or they used to say this on the occasion of racing

and betting: and the meaning is, when the horse's

hoof first falls upon the dug ground [at the goal]:

(Abu-l-'Abbás, Az, K:) *#st-, (Abu-l-'Abbās,)

Ol' *- (K) signifying dug ground; (Abu-l

'Abbās, K;") ground that is dug by a horse's

feet; (Har p. 653;) like as one says &'s #4,

meaning 3,333. (TA.) Lth says that the saying

means, when thou buyest it, thou dost not quit

thy place until thou payest ready money. (TA.)

This was its origin: then it came to be so often

said as to be used with reference to any priority.

(K) – [Thus,] "is-signifies The original

state or constitution of a thing; that wherein it

nas created: and the returning in a thing, so that

the end thereof is brought back to its beginning.

(K.) It is said in the Kur [issix. 10), 5

'#'-' U 3,3,3,3, i.e., Shall we indeed be

restored to our first state? (S:) i. e., to life?

(Fr.:) or to the present norld, as we nere: (IAar:)

or to our first creation, after our death. (TA.)

IAar cites the following verse:

** - £

* *:::3% Je"#- %

• * • • d 1 so * > *

* gles *- &" 20 Ala-2 #

meaning t Shall I return to my first state, wherein

I was in my youth, when I indulged in amatory

conversation, and silly and youthful conduct, after

hoariness,and baldness of the fore part of myhead?

[I beg God to preserve me from lightnittedness

and shameful conduct.] (S.) One says also,

'%'-J,& (A) and *s-, (TA) 1 He be

came old and decrepit: (A, TA:) [as though he

returned to his first state; or became in a state of

second childishness.] And * 1,303 !:

*59-1 (S, A, K) and st- (A) They met,

and fought one another at the first of their meet

ing. (S. K.) And "5*" = |* J.; and

*u-ji i He did so at the first, without delay.

(TA) And '25'- Lie & ! He returned by

the way by nºhich he had come : (T, S:) or by

which he had come forth. (K.)

#1-: See *-, in nine places.

Tik. I.

Xi- (K) and "jū- (A, K) and "#~ (K)

A spade; syn. it-: (K:) an implement for

digging (A, K, TA) of the same kind as a 5-2 :

(TA:) pl. of the first [and last] 3'-. (Ham

p. 665.)

6 * * o

3,4-o: see what next precedes.

6-3 - x 6... "

3,4-2 5, 12 [app. Roads much furroned by the

feet of beasts or men: see 2-e= -]. (L and K in

art. <-) &= -

6 - d. 6 * d

Ala-2 : See Aa-2.

* / o –

294-0

6 - d - • y o e 6 - 4 o e J J - d.

latter.] –234-2 & 3G -- [and 5,3- £il

! The teeth of such a one are affected nith nihat

is termed:- orji- (S, T.A.) And3,4-J

+A child having a pimple, or small pustule, in the

gum. (El-Wā’ee.)

[i. q. }*- as meaning Dug: see the

• J J Ö.e. & ... • of 6 - 2

25- g” & $5: J).5 Such a one is more

elusive than a jerboa that goes so deep into his

hole that he cannot be dug out. (A, TA.)

jãa

1. 3-, aor. 2, (S. K.) infn ji-, ($) He

hastened, or hurried, or incited, him, or it, from

behind, either by driving or othernise: this is the

primary signification. (TA.) You say, &=#

,49, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (IDrd, TA,)

He hastened, or hurried, and urged, him anay

from the thing or affair. (IDrd, K,”TA.)–

He pushed him, or it, from behind. (S, K.)

[Hence,] 3: J: ji-, (K) aor, as above, (S,)

and so the inf. n., (TA,) +The night urged on the

day. (S, K, T.A.)- He put in motion, and dis

turbed, or removed, him, or it. (Mgh.)– He

thrust him, or pierced him,c: with the spear.

(S, K.) - [Hence,] 54- signifies also + Inivit

feminam (§gh, K)-->4%J-1: 23

They poured upon us [the horses and the camels

neith their riders]. (Shujáa El-Aarābee, TA.)

5: see 8, in two places.

8. jà:- He urged, or pressed fornard, and

strove, in his gait, or pace; (IAar, K;) [and so

"ji-5: see *1539, in art. 402; and 45.53, in

art. U23.]- He sat upright, not in an easy pos

ture; syn. 3:1; as also "ji-5. (K.) [See the

part, n., below.] – He dren himself together

(Xuā) in his prostration and sitting. (K.) It is

- - - * *:: * ~#4 #’’ " .. f * *

said in a trad of 'Alee, jaz-i 31-J --> 3;

When the noman prays, let her dran, herself to

gether in her sitting and prostration, (S, Mgh,"

TA) and not put her arms apart from her sides,

like the man. (S, TA.)- He settled himself in a

sitting posture upon his buttocks: (En-Nadr, K:)

or upon his knees, as though he nould rise: (TA:)

or he was uneasy, and raised himself, being vexed,

or disquieted by grief: (IAth:) or he desired to

rise and to lay violent hands upon a thing, while

sitting. (TA.)

}:- IHasting; (TA;) sitting upright, not in

an easy posture, (#4, S, Mgh, TA,) desiring

to rise, not sitting firmly upon the ground. (TA.)

&

L'Aa

Ji- : see what follows.

Ji- A receptacle for spindles: (S, K:) a

laí. [or receptacle noven of palm-leaves, in which

are stoned perfumes and similar things, of the

apparatus of nomen]; (K; [in the CK, £il

is erroneously put for£ ;]) a la: in which

perfumes are kept: (TA:) a& (K) i.e. a

small receptacle of the kind called laí, in which

a woman keeps her perfumes and apparatus, or

implements; (TA in art. &” ;) a noman's #:

(Mgh ) pl. as below. (TA)–:A small :

[or tent]; (A’Obeyd, S, Mgh;) as being likened

to a woman's& : (Mgh:) or a very small-:

[or tent], (K, TA,) having a lon, roof; so called

because of its narrowness; and accord. to some,

'Ji-, and "... (TA:) or a very small -e-.

of [goats'] hair, (K, TA,) of the •s: [or tents]

of the Arabs of the desert: so says Kh: pl. as

below. (TA.) It is said in a trad., ū- <!-3,

meaning +She entered a small -- [or tent].

(Mgh.) And in another trad., Ji- Ls <a \s

<!, (S) or - -i- $2, (Mgh) i.e. f(Where.

fore did he not sit] in the small -- of his

mother? ($, Mgh :) or, accord. to some, the

meaning is, : Ji- £e [i.e., by the receptacle

for the spindles, &c., of his mother]: (S:) or, as

some say, by the & of his mother; for (TA)

- It also signifies +The # [pudendum mu

liebre]. (K.) - And Any vessels that are held

in little account, (Lth, K, TA,) that are used as

receptacles in the house, or tent, for perfumes and

the like, (Lth, TA,) such as glass flasks, or bottles,

&c. : (Lth, K, TA:) and an old and worn-out

thing, (K, TA,) that is of no use: (TA:) and a

large, old and morn-out, sack (K, TA) of [goats']

hair : (TA) pl. (in all the senses of the word,

TA) Ustae-j (K, TA) and L'uis-: (TA:) or

<! Jiu- means the furniture and utensils of

the house or tent; and the paltry articles thereof,

or such as are heldin little account. (Aboo-Sinán,

K.) - And Lā)'\l Ustae- means The [lizards

called] -->, and the hedgehogs, (K,TA) and the

jerboas,(TA) of the earth: (K,TA:) not the same

aS cau- : so says Aboo-Ziyād. (TA.)

6 * >

&

Uta~ : see above.

lää

1. *-, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. *, (K,)

inf n. iii-, (S, Mgh, Msb) He kept it, pre

served it, guarded it, protected it, or took care of

it; (S, K;) namely, a thing; (S;) he prevented

it from perishing, or becoming lost; (Mgh, Msb;)

namely, a thing, (Mgh,) or property &c.; (Msb;)

and hence the saying, (Mgh,) ki- is the contr.

of&# (M, Mgh;) i. e., it signifies the taking

76
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care, being careful; (M;) being mindful, regard

ful, attentive, or considerate : (M, K:) [see also

5:] and a "láà:-l signifies the same as*a

(S, Msb) [Hence,] you say, J.' las-He kept

and tended, or pastured and defended, the camels

• * 0 , e. *

or the like. (K.) [And az-U2 3 5- lää- He

was regardful ofeverything entitled to reverence,

respect, honour, or defence, in the character and

appertenances of his companion, or friend..] And

3: £- He kept the secret. (TA.) [And

* las-He kept his oath: but this has also

another meaning, as will be seen below.] And

&# Isa-He kept, or retained, the Kur-án in

his mind, or memory; got it, knew it, or learned

it, by heart. (S," Msb, K.) [See also 5..] And

&#3 &= £- [He learned by heart from such a

one: and, followed by an accus. case, the same;

or he retained in his memory, as learned, or heard,

from such a one; or he remembered to have heard

..from such a one]. (TA &c. passim.) And one

says of God,&: 0 °30-3 al- J” £a-35
* - of d = o • * > • - -

++ 3 + c→ [He hath preserved from oblivion,

for, or against, his creatures and his servants,

nvhat they do of good or evil]. (T.A.)- Also

He kept it from being used, or employed, on, or

jor, ordinary, mean, or vile, occasions, or pur
- C - 6

ää- UB4

at-l. Such a one keeps himself and his tongue

from ordinary, mean, or vile, employment, in

that nihich does not concern him. (Mgh.) And

hence the saying in the Kur [v. 91], lski-1,

2% accord. to one of the modes of interpreting

it; i.e. And keep ye your oaths from being used,

or uttered, on, or for, ordinary, mean, or vile,

occasions, or purposes; agreeably with what is

said in ii. 224 of the Kur, where ordinary and

frequent swearing by God is forbidden. (Mgh.)

[Another meaning of which this phrase is suscep

tible has been shown above.]

J - d -

poses. (Mgh, Msb.) You say, al-ā;

• *

2. Jüol £i-I incited him, or urged him,

[or made him,] to commit to memory, or learn

by heart, the book : (S:) and [in like manner,]

<---" * £i I made him to retain the

narration, or tradition, in his mind, or memory;

or to know it, or learn it, by heart. (TA in

art. -->j.)

3, #1-# The defending of those persons, or

things, that are sacred, or inviolable, or that one

is bound to respect or honour, and to defend,

(K, TA,) on the occasions of wars; (TA;) as

also Bi- (K, T.A.) You say,*- lášta- He

defended his wife, or wives, or the like. (TK.)

[And hence,] you say, *ti- 3% <!, and *

alist-, meaning Verily he is disdainful, or

scornful. (S, TA.)- The being mindful, watch

ful, observant, or regardful: (S, and TA in art.

Ls” ) [see also 5:] or the keeping, attending,

or applying oneself, constantly, perseveringly, or

assiduously, (K, TA,) to a thing, or an affair.

(TA) You say, 2.9 c." lášta-, (TA,) or

*Us." Us", inf n. Alast-e, (Msb) He kept,

attended, or applied himself, constantly, &c., to

the thing, or affair. (TA) And hence the say- -

ing in the Kur [ii. 239], *" Ji-*

Perform ye the prayers in their proper times:

or, accord. to Az, keep ye, attend ye, or apply

yourselves, constantly, or perseveringly, to the

performance of the prayers in their proper times.

(TA)-bu-, is also explained as signifying

The being mindful, or observant, of a covenant,

and the keeping, or fulfilling, of a promise, with

forgiveness, and holding fast to love or affection.

(TA.)

4; see 2. =&aa-, (S, K, TA,) and alia

2. i. 2 , inf. n. ku-, [He made him to conceive

n:hat is termed aii-, Or ań.4-il he angered

him ; made him angry: (S, K, TA:) and in the

same sense it is said of a speech, or word: (TA:)

or only he angered him by evil, or foul, speech,

(K, TA,) and making him to hear what he dis

liked, or hated. (TA.)

• * * *

5. Hi-5 He guarded himself; syn, j, e-l,

(KTA) or 33-5. (Mb) and 3-5, and 3-,

(S and Msb and K in art. U-ya-) 4: from him,

or it, ($ in art J-, &c.) or *. (TA) He

nas, or became, careful, mindful, attentive, or

considerate; (TA;) watchful, vigilant, or heed

ful; (S, O, L, TA;) in affairs, and speech, and

to avoid a slip, or fault; as though he were

cautious, or careful, or fearful, of falling. (L,

TA.) [See also 1, and 3.]= [In the last of the

senses explained above, it is also trans.: you

say, £i ai-5 He was careful, mindful, &c.,

of his affair, or case: see Bd in xxxiii. 52.]

Jús. <-lii~3 I learned the book by heart, one

part, or thing, after another. (S, T.A.) [See

also &#1 las-, in the first paragraph.]

8 * *- : see 1 – ~: *-1, (K,)

and ~ a lääne-1, (TA) He appropriated it,

took it, or chose it, to, or for, himself. (K, TA.)

*=láà:- [He conceived, or became affected with,

n:hat is termed aii-, or aka-il he became

angered, or angry: (S, K.) or he became an

gered by evil, or foul, speech. (K.)

10.4ka--, (§, K2, Sgh, Msb, K.) followed

by #1, (K) or J.:), (K2, Msb) or St., or

5-, (Sgh,) [but in the S, nothing follows it,]

He asked him to keep, preserve, guard, or take

care of, or to preserve from perishing or becoming

lost, or to be careful of, or mindful of, or atten

tive to, (S, Sgh, Msb, K,) it, (S, K,) or the thing,

(Msb,) or property, or a secret: (Sgh :) or he

placed the thing with him for him to keep it,

preserve it, guard it, or take care of it, &c.:

(Kz:) or he intrusted him with the thing; in

trusted it to him; or gave it to him in trust, or

as a deposite. (Msb.) It is said in the Kur

[v. 48], aff --> 3- lska: (~, meaning

By that which they have been required to heep,

&c., of the Book of God: (Msb:) or by that

nith n'hich they have been intrusted, of the Book

of God. (Msb, T.A.)

ki-inf n of 1 (q.v.] (S, Mgh, Mob)—

See also list-, last sentence but one.

* - d. 6 * *

älää-: see alāsā-.

ā- J% A man of much ai- [app. mean

ing retention in the mind, or memory: see 1].

(Sgh.)

Li

• . . .

**-*.

iía- The defence of those persons, or things,

that are sacred, or inviolable, or that one is bound

to respect or honour, and to defend; a subst.

from 3, in the first of the senses mentioned above:

(K, TA:) pl. £ü-. (TA.) Hence the saying,
• - of J & J. • * • * of J. J. de

sú-91 ->33 &ti-li, (TA) or Sti-S Jää,

(S,) [The acts of defending those whom one is

bound to respect or honour, and to defend, put

anay, or annul, rancorous feelings;] i.e., when

thou seest thy relation, or kinsman, wronged,

thou defendest him, though rancour be in thy

heart. (S, T.A.)- Also, and *āāi-, Indigna

tion, and anger, (S,K,TA,) by reason of violence,

or injury, done to something n:hich one is bound

to honour or respect, and to defend, or of nurong

done to a relation, or kinsman, in one's neigh

bourhood, or of the breach of a covenant. (TA.)

It is said in a prov., ālāsā- *: #2:

[Poncer to revenge dispels anger, or indignation,

&c.]; meaning that it is incumbent to forgive

when one has power [to revenge]. (A, TA.)=

An amulet, or a charm, bearing an inscription,

which is hung upon a child, to charm against the

evil eye &c. (TA.)

list- and "ka-Keeping, preserving, guard

ing, or taking care of, a thing; or a keeper, pre

server, &c. : keeping and tending, or pasturing

and defending, camels or the like; or a keeper

and tender thereof: (K:) keeping a secret [and

an oath]: (TA:) keeping, or retaining, the

Kur-án [&c.] in the mind, or memory; knoming

it, or learning it, by heart: (K:) intrusted nith

a thing, (K, TA,) to heep it, preserve it, guard

it, or take care of it: (TA:) [careful, mindful,

attentive, or considerate: (see 1:)] and the latter,

a keeper, or person mindful, of the ordinances

prescribed by God: (Bd and Jel in 1.31:) pl.

of the former #- and Éti-: (Msb, K:) the

latter pl. particularly applied to persons endoned

nith a faculty of retaining in the mind n:hat they

have heard, and seldom forgetting what they

learn by heart. (TA.) You say, WU &

:= i. e. wast- [Such a one is our keeper over

you]. (TA) it is said in the S that " £- is

syn. with * list-: [but this seems to be a mis

transcription for *s- ;] and hence (it is there

added) the saying in the Kur [vi. 104, and

xi. 88), '-' &is tits, [And I am not a
defender, or a watcher, or, as I rather think,

a keeper, over you]. (T.A.) You say also, U2-,

o *

see lasta-, in seven places:-and see

• Jº •

•

* <ú, 4×2-0 *s- [A man who is a keeper,

&c., of his religion and his deposite and his oath];

and "ka-likewise: (Mab3) but a...: 's

signifies also who keeps his oath from being used,

or uttered, on, or for, ordinary, mean, or file,

occasions, or purposes. (Mgh.) And las-Jež
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c:* A man whom sleep does not overcome:

(Lh, K.) because the eye guards the person

when sleep does not overcome it. (TA) * :-"

is also a name of God; meaning [The Preserver

of all things;] He from whose preservation nothing

is excluded, (K,"TA,) not even a thing of the

neight of a 55 [q. v.], (TA,) in the heavens, nor

on the earth; (K, TA;) who preserves from

oblivion, for, or against, his creatures and his

servants, n'hat they do of good or evil, who pre

serves the heavens and the earth by his power,

and whom the preservation of both does not

burden. (TA.) And äää-1 is an appellation of

The recording angels, who write don’n the actions

of the sons of Adam, or mankind; (S, K;) as

also &*~1. (K.) W*- is sometimes trans.;

as in the saying, 9:Je. 4.ie *- * [He

knon's by heart thy science, and the science of

others beside thee]. (TA.) [ääs-A #1, and

simply ãast-1, signify The retentive faculty of

the mind ; retentiveness of mind; or memory;

as also **i-", for —il £i-]—is- also

signifies : A distinct and direct road ; (En-Nadr,

K, TA;) not one that is apparent at one time

and then ceases to be traceable. (En-Nadr, T.A.)

&uu- Things that anger a man, when he

has his kinsman, or neighbour, slain. (TA)

And J*, Šuša-. A man's women and others

whom he protects, and for nhose defence he fights

[n'hen required to do so: because they occasion

his being angered when they are injured]. (TA.)

J & =

bi- Kept, preserved, guarded, or taken

care of, because of the high estimation in which

it is held; as also * :- (TA.) It is said in

the Kur [lxxxv.21 and 22], 3- &# * J.

**** & Us (TA) [Nay, it is a glorious

Kur-án, written upon a tablet preserved] from

the devils and from the alteration of anything

thereof: (Jel:) or, accord. to one reading,**,

this epithet being thus made to relate to the

Kur-án. (TA.)–[Hence, as an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. predominates, and then as

a subst.,] A young child; in the dial. of Mekkeh;

as a term of good omen; pl. **-*. (TA)—

[Also Kept, or retained, in the mind, or memory;

known, or learned, by heart. Hence the phrase,]

9% us' subsi- J3%. He showed the things

which he kept, or retained, in his mind, or

memory, or n/hich he knen, or had learned, by

heart, to such a one. (TA.)

list-: see list

Jā

1. Ji- aor. 2, inf. n. Ji- and Ji- and

g •

Usia-, said of water, and of milk (K) in the

udder (TA) [or breast], It collected; as also

"Ji-5 and "Ja-l. (K, TA. [In the CK,
J - e.e. e. * * * >

alā-1 is erroneously put for Já-l.]) And Ji

signifies The collecting of nater, i.e. its becoming

collected, in its J-3, meaning its place of col

lecting. (TA)- 8:3 Jā-, (M,K) inf n.
6 d >

Jaa-, (TA) The tears became copious. (M, K,

TA.) In some copies of the K, #3 is here erro

neously put for 3+. (TA.)— ess's" Ji

J:w The valley brought the torrent so as that

it filled its sides; as also "Ja-l: (K:) or the

latter signifies the valley became filled by the

torrent: (S:) or usal," Jax- the valley became

full, and flowed. (Msb)–: S-li- (S,

M, K.) inf n. Ji-, (S) The sky rained vehe.

mently: (K:) or the rain fell profusely. (S,”

M.T.A.)---is-, said of a woman, She collected

the milk in her breasts. (TA) And of camels,

one says, (K in art. ,<:) 8-3 32-is- [They

abounded in milk, or had their udders full, from

the herbage called &]. (S and K in that art.

(See J.])—Xi Ji- (S, Msh, K) aor =,

inf n Ji-; (Mab3) and "bux-1, (S, MSb,

K;) The people, or party, collected themselves

together (S, Msb, K) in a sitting-place: (Msb:)

they collected themselves together, aiding one

another, or for one thing or affair; syn. 19.2-1.

(S.) And 4 bis- They combined for him, [or

on his account,] and took pains, or exerted them

selves, in treating him with courtesy and honour;

as also 4 b:- (Fr, L in art. Jºe-.)– See

also 8. = aii-, see 2. = c^+. <!-- I

managed, or conducted, the affair, or affairs,

of such a one (M) And "St. "Ja- He

managed, or conducted, affairs, or the affairs,

well. (IDrd, K.)- 13& <-i-, aor. 2, I cared

for, minded, heeded, or regarded, such a thing.
•

($) And Ali- 4, and 2: Ji-w, aor. 2, (M,

K.) inf n. Ji-; (TA) and as "Ja- Us

[and 4; so in the T and TA in art. tol; JHe

did not care for, mind, heed, or regard, it, or

him. (M, K.) And as J-5 S Do not thou

care for, mind, &c., it, or him. (S.) And •)

* Ja- Do not thou ask his affair, nor be

disquieted thereby. (Msb.)=*-, aor. 2, (S,)

inf n. Ji- (TA,) He, or it, made it, or ren

dered it, clear, unobscured, apparent, plainly

apparent, or conspicuous; (S, TA;) as, for in

stance, black hair the colour of a pearl, increasing

[in appearance] its whiteness; (TA;) exposed it

to vien ; displayed it; syn. $4. [perhaps here

signifying also he polished it]. (S, T.A.)

2. Ai-, (Mgh, Msh, K) inf n, J-A-5

(TA) and "Aii-, (K) inf n. Ji- (TA)

He collected it, or caused it to collect; (Mgh,

Msb, K;) namely, water, (K,) and milk (Mgh,

Msb, K) in the udder (Mgh) of a ewe or she

goat, (Mgh, Mgb,) or of a she-camel, or of a

cow, in order to deceive the purchaser, that he

might increase the price. (Mgh.) Hence one

says, ău: Ji-, (S, Mgb, K,”) or#1, Or ājūl,

(TA,) inf. n. as above, (S, K,) He abstained

from milking the ene or she-goat, (S, Msb, K,”)

or the conv, or the she-camel, (TA,) for some

days, in order that the milk might collect in her

udder, for sale, (S,K,”) or until the milk collected

in her udder. (Msb.) The Prophet forbade the

doing this. (S.) = He adorned him, or it.

(K,”TA.)

5. Ji-3. see 1, first signification.- Also,

said of a sitting-place, It abounded with company;

had many persons in it. (ISd,K.)= He adorned

himself; (K;) as also "Ja-l. (TA) And

*: Ji-5 Adorn thyself that thou mayest

be in favour with thy husband. (TA.) And

"Ja: Još The bride adorns herself. (TA.)

–It was, or became, clear, unobscured, appa

rent, plainly apparent, conspicuous, exposed to

vien, or displayed; (S;) as also "Ja-l: (S,

K:*) each is quasi-pass. of 45- as explained

in the last sentence of the first paragraph in this

art.: (S:) the latter, said of a road, means It

nas, or became, apparent. (AS, K.)

8. Jára-1: see 1, in five places: = and 5, in

three places. =Uü:- also signifies The exceeding

the usual, or ordinary, or the just, or proper,

bounds, or degree; acting egregiously, or immo

derately, or extravagantly; striving, or labouring;

exerting oneself, or one's poner or efforts or en

deavours or ability; or the like; syn.ău: and

so Ja- Ian infn of "Ji-]. (M. K.)—And

Ji-i, said of a horse, He shoned his rider that

he had attained his utmost speed of running, and

yet had some remaining power. (AO, K.)

Ji- A company of men; as in the saying,

U-3. &- Ji- ** [With him, or at his abode,

is a company of men] : originally an inf. n. (S.)

—ji- &: and "J- [which latter is also

originally an inf. n. (see 1 and 8)] A numerous

company. (K.)=Ji- 25, (K,) and": 33,

(S, K.) and "J-, (K,)* Us', (TA,) A man

who exerts himself, or his porcer or efforts or en

deavours or ability, or who takes pains or extra

ordinary pains, in that nihich he sets about. (S,
** d > of o • - 5

K, TA) And "4:- "S, 34. He strove, or

laboured; exerted himself, or his poner or efforts

or endeavours or ability ; or took pains or extra

ordinary pains; in the affair. ($gh, K.)

Ji- see #ti-.

6 - d >

aMäs-: see Ji- in two places: and see also

2:- bis, below.

L'-' -** and 'Ji-S dial. vars. of

L'is' and J'S', (M, K,) which are more

common; meaning He invited them with their

company. (M., T.A.. [See art. Jae-.])

Jú- Milk collected. (IAar, K.)-A great

company. (IAar, K.)

J*- See J.-– Also, applied to a woman,

Beautiful, goodly, or comely; syn. al-se-; (Ibn

'Abbād, TA:) pl. Jiu-, or, as some say,J%
(TA.) •

6 • 4 o - .

Jae-: see Jā-, in two places.

âû- The bad, or vile, of anything: (AS, S:)

of wheat, what comes forth and is thrown ancay;

[like ājū-;] (TA) and "Ji- [in like manner]

signifies the aíč of wheat: (AA, TA:) also,

the former, what is thin, of the dregs of oil (K,

TA) and perfume, (TA) and of the froth of milk:

(CK:) or it signifies also the froth of milk: (ISd,

K, TA:) and the worthless of mankind; those in

76 *
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whom is no good; (Aş, S;) like ā-, (As, S,

K;) as in the saying #- &- * [He is of

the northless of them]. (As, S.)

X:- bi- They came, all of them, or all

together. (M.K.) in the o, "...ii-, (TA)

—ws: L'i U.£- Jué. The utmost amount

that he gave nas a dirhem. (TA.)

Js- A valley, and a small water-course

(#), floning with a copious torrent. (S.) An

udder full of milk : (S:) or having much milk:

pl. Ji- (K) and J%- also: (Harp. 131) it

has also the latter meaning applied to a ewe or

she-goat; (K;) pl. Ji- (TA:) and so have

àst- and 'J,i- applied to a she-camel. (K.)

Ji- &l. Copious flonings of tears. (TA.)

Ji-S_*: See Lis-l.

J- A place of collecting of nater. (TA.)

- A place of assembling, or congregating, (T,

S, Msb, K.) of a people; (S, Msb;) as also

"Jä- : (S, K:) or a place of assembling, or

congregating, of many persons: (El-Amidee,

MF:) or a place in which is an assembly, or con

gregation : (El-Munāwee, TA:) and a sitting

place: (T, TA) pl J.-. (Msb)– (And

The elevated platform for thec”: in a mosque;

also (in Egypt) called #3, vulg. a+s, it is

surrounded by a low railing or parapet, and ge

nerally supported by small columns.]

6 - 3 ~ *

ālā-e A ewe, or she-goat, left unmilhed (S,

Msb)for some days, in order that the milk may

collect in her udder, for sale, (S,) or until the

milk has collected in her udder: (Msb:) or a

ewe, or she-goat, or a she-camel, or a cow, whose

milk has been made to collect in the udder, in

order to deceive the purchaser, that he may in
• 4-- 6 J - d.

- •

crease the price: (Mgh:) originally ty.) •

(Mgb.)

J.- Contending for superiority in number
• 6 - 4 • * • * * * * * *

4c. (TA.)—Ust- *-- Usks last- > He

is one who preserves his nobility, or honourable

ness. (Az, K.)

Ji- See J.--Also The most fleshy

part of the flesh of the thigh and shank. (TA)

– And The main part of an affair : (TA:) [and

likewise of a place, or tract, or region; for]
* - de J. • * 6 J

:l-A:// Us:--- signifies the main part of the de
• y • & J. • * * * * *

sert; syn. W-clas-- and wa->>. (TA in art.

&*.)

U-A

1 <ā-, (S) aor. ', (PS, TK.) for 2, as in a

phrase following] infin. Gi-, (M.K.) He took it

(a thing) with the palms of his two hands and with

the fingers put together [so as to make the two

hands like a bonyl]: (M, K:) or he scooped it up,

or out, (**) with both his hands: (S, K:)

said only of what is dry, as flour, and sand, and

the like. (S.)—sil &ā- He gave to every one

of the party a a:- (TA.)–4 &ā-, (Msb)

or £i-4 &#-, (S,) aor. 2, (Mgb,) inf. n. &i-,

(Msb, K.) II, gave to him a small quantity.

(S, K) – 4-5 c.” à." &i- He thren, the

water upon his head with his two hands [put to

gether so as to be like a bonyl]. (IAar, T.A.)

8. a- ($, K) -->4 ($) He took it (a thing)

for himself. (S, K.)-4. Cyå-1 | He took much

of it. (ATA)--in ca-'t He pulled up

the trees from the ground. (K.) And J.'" J.A.-l

t He uprooted the man: (Az,S:) [or] *:- sig

nifies the put his hands, or arms, beneath his

knees, and took him [by that part, i. e.] by the

inner side of the knee, and then carried him, or

carried him off or anay. (K, TA.)

či- The act of turning the feet as though one

were throwing the dust (3: £té) with them,

nohen n’alking. (K.)

#-, (S, Mgh, Mab, TA, and so, accord to

the TA, in the K,) or *ā-, (so in copies of the

K.) [but the former is that which is commonly

known,] A handful: (Mgh, K:) or the quantity

that fills the two hands [nohen they are put

together so as to be like a bon:l]; (S, Msb;) of

wheat [or the like] (S.) pl. Gui- (S, Msb)

Hence, (in the saying of Aboo-Bekr, TA,) U.:

* >üí- 3. i-3-3, (S.T.A.) i.e., We
shall be but iittle, on the day of resurrection,

like a ânăa-, in the estimation of God; (TA;)

meaning we shall be but a small thing in com

parison with the dominion and the mercy of

God. (S,TA)-Also The hand (Ciás) itself

(Harp. 296.)- See also what next follows.

#: A hollon, cavity, trench, or the like,

dug, or excavated, in the ground, (S, K, TA,)

n:herever it be; or excavated by a torrent in

rugged ground, in the channel of the water:

(TA:) and a [hollon, or cavity, in the ground,

such as is termed] $, (ISk, K,) having in it

nater, and in its bottom pebbles and earth;

(ISk, TA;) as also *ā- (K.) a well, or

pit: (KL:) pl. of the former &#- (S, K;)

which is explained by Sh as meaning small

round hollows or cavities, in nuhich rain-nater

stagnates, excavated by the water, in the form of

pools. (TA)-See also #~.

6 * >

Jú-, n. un, with 3, belongs to art. Căa-, q.v.

(S, K.)

&i-2, applied to a man, (TA,) i. q.*

ci- [i. e. One who takes much with the palms

of his truo hands and with the fingers put together:

or nho scoops up, or out, much, with both his

hands: see 1, first sentence]. (ISd, K.)

24- and Usse

1. Gi-, (S, Mgh, Mgb) aor. *, (S, Msb)

inf n. *-, (ISk, Zi, IB, Mgh, Mob) like X5-,

(Msb) with fet-h, not fü-, as in the S, (IB)

[for] this latter is a simple subst., (Msb,) He

nalked barefoot, without sandal and without

boot ; (ISk, Zj, S, IB, Mgh, Msb;) as also

"L.A.-l: (K:) [but Myr says,] this latter, occur

ring in the sense of the former in a trad. of

'Omar, I have not found [elsewhere]... (Mgh.)

And * > 3’- and +, inf n is:- and

i:- and #ti-, [or all these are simple substs.,

He was, Or became, bare of his sandals and his

boot.] (TA)- And G-, inf n, tie-, (§, Mgh,

Msb, K, &c.,) His foot, i. e. a man's, (S, Msb,

K,) and a camel's, (K,) or his solid hoof, (S,

Ham p. 476,) or this also, (K,) was, or became,

attenuated [in the sole], (S, Msb, K,) or chafed,

abraded, or n'orn, (Ham ubi suprà, and PS,) by

much walking or treading or travel: (S, Msb,

Ham:) or it (the foot of a man [and the hoof

of a horse or the like]) became attenuated [&c.]

by much walking or treading or travel: (Mgh:)

andG- said of a horse, his hoof became abraded,

or grazed. (S.)=* ūsà-, inf n. #3'sa- (S,

Mgh, K) and #ti- and #ue- and £3, (K,

TA,) with kesr; (TA; [in the CK *u-5,

both extr;]) and a "U"-5, (S.K.) and "GA

aw; (K;) He showed him much honour, (S,

Mgh, K.) and kindness, or goodness and affec

tion and gentleness, and regard for his circum

stances; (S;) regarded him, or behaved tonards

him, with affection, or benevolence and solicitude;

(Mgh;) and manifested joy, or pleasure; (K;)

and asked, or inquired, much respecting his state,

or condition ; (S, K;) and was careful, or soli

citous, respecting his case: (S:) or 4: G#- sig

nifies he asked, or inquired, much respecting him:

(Harp. 284) and "LA-1 he exceeded the usual

bounds in making much inquiry respecting another,

and in carefulness, or solicitude, respecting his

case: (Harp. 348) and "-j-5 signifies the

speaking and meeting in a good, or pleasing,

manner; and exceeding the usual bounds in re

turning a salutation, and in asking, or inquiring :

accord to Zi, as &- inf n. isi- means he

acted tonards him with kindness, or goodness

and affection and gentleness, and regard for his

circumstances: accord. to As, 4: &-, aor. * ,

inf n. 320ie-, he employed himself in the accom

plishment of that which he needed, or required,

and made his abode pleasant : (TA:) and išti

signifies also the being importunate, pressing,

urgent, or persevering, (K, TA) in asking, (TA)

Hence the prov., #ti- 5 #. [or #, and

+. explained in art. -->!]. (S,K)---

** <!, Or <:- (accord. to different copies

of the S.) I exceeded the usual bounds to him in

the injunction, or charge: mentioned by A’Obeyd:

(S:) and 4./ "L:- he exceeded the usual bounds

to him in the injunction, or charge. (TA)=

< ū-, (K) and su-, (TA) infin. :-. He

(God) honoured him. (K, TA)– And sui

He (a man) gave to him. (K.)–And He denied

him, or refused him, or refused to give him;

(IAar, K.) infin. :- (IAar.) Thus it bears

two contr. significations. (K.) You say, Jú
J J C - * >

aj94-5. He came to me and I denied him, &c.

(IApr.) And,+ Jás &: #-, aor. *, inf. n.

24-, I debarred him from, or prevented him

from obtaining, all good. (As, S.)= *Jú ti-:

see 4.
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3. *u-, (inf n, itsu-i, TA) He disputed with

him in nords, or did so vehemently, or obstinately.

(AZ, S, K.”)

4. l, said of a man, His beast became

attenuated, or chafed, or abraded, in [the sole

of] the hoof (S)= u- He (God) caused

him to be barefooted, without sandals or boots:

and hence also signifies he made his feet

bare of the sandals or boots. (TA.)- He made

his foot, i.e. a man's, and his hoof, i.e. a horse's

or the like, to become attenuated, [or chafed, or

norn, in the sole,] by much walking or treading

or travel. (S.)= He repeated it; namely, a

question. (K.) - He importuned, pressed, or

urged, him, and harassed, or molested, him in

so doing: (Lth, K:) or he asked him, and pressed

him much in seeking or demanding: (TA:) he

importuned him in asking or questioning: (Msb:)

he harassed, or nearied, him, and went to the

utmost length in asking him, or questioning him.

(TA.) See also 1. à-l signifies also The going

to the utmost length in disputing. (S, TA.) It

is in asking respecting a thing, and in seeking

or demanding, and in seeking or demanding from

another: you say, at: Us (sā-, [&c.,] and

* "G-5, He exceeded the usual bounds in

the question, or in asking. (Hamp. 80.)-And

hence, (Ham p. 80,) 4.jú Lä- He clipped his

mustache to the utmost degree; (S, Ham;) clipped

it closely : (S:) or he clipped it much; (Mgh,

Mob, K.) as also *sū-. (K.)–4.5 Usk

He examined to the utmost his [app. a horse's]

teeth. (TA)—4:- I incited, or urged, him

to inquire respecting, or to investigate, the news,

or information, (K, TA) to the utmost. (TA.)=
* o- o # * * * *

a c-sa- i. q. -->ji [I despised him; or I

brought against him the imputation of a fault,

or the like, desiring to involve him in confusion

thereby; &c.]. (K.)

5. J-5, inf n. --5: See 1, in three places:

and see also 4 – Also i, q >, >! [He strove,

or laboured,£,* Us in an affair]. (K.)–

And i, q. U:al [app. as meaning He practised

artifice, or the iike]. (K.)

6. cuatil & usu-3 Each of us preferred a

complaint against the other to the Sultán, (K,

TA,) and he referred our case to the judge

(G-1, i.e. Ustill). (TA).

8. La-1: see 1, first sentence.= And Us:

*: see 1 = LA-1 also signifies He pulled up

herbs, or leguminous plants, from the ground (T,

Mgh, K) with the ends of his fingers, because

of their shortness and paucity; (T, Mgh;) as

also ti-, (T, Mgh, K) accord. to one reading

of a trad, in which it occurs; and ta-1, accord.

to another reading of the same; but both these

are disallowed by Aboo-Sa’eed. (T, Mgh.) –

He uprooted, or extirpated, anything. (Aboo

Sa’eed, T.) - J#." Asíl Us:- The people,

or party, fed their animals upon the pasturage

and left not aught of its herbage : the subst.

[denoting the act of doing this] is "3,4- [app.

334-]. (TA.)

10. LA-1 He asked, or inquired after, news,

or tidings, (A, K,) exceeding the usual bounds in

doing so. (A.)

-ā-, applied to a man, ($, Mgh, Msb, K.) and

a camel, (K,) and a horse or the like, (Zj, §, K,

Ham p. 476,) Having his foot, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) or hoof, (Zj, S, K, Ham,) attenuated [in the

sole], (Zj, S, Mgh, Msb, K.) or chafed, abraded,

or worn, (Ham, PS,) by much walking or tread

ing or travel; (S, Mgh, Msb, Ham;) as also

*-su-. (K.)

isi- see 8.

6.- d ...,

335-; see what next follows.

isi- (S, K) and 7 isi- (K) and *#- and

*ājū-, (S. K.) all simple substs, (K.) [but all

except the second mentioned in one place in the

TA as inf ns,] and "āā-, (S, Msb,) a simple

subst., differing from the inf n, which is ā-,

(Msb,) The state of being barefoot, without

sandal and nithout boot: (S, Msb:) or the state

of having the foot, or hoof, attenuated [in the

sole, or chafed, abraded, or norn, by much walk

ing or treading or travel]: (K:) [but it seems

that this is a mistake, and that] the word denoting

the latter meaning is *u- [an inf. n.: see 1].

(ISk, Zj, S, Mgh, Mgb.)

#- ) ...
** see 23A-.

*\ae-: *

J.- Shoning much honour, (Mgh, K) and

manifesting joy or pleasure [at meeting another];

as also "-su-; (K;) and behaving with affec

tion, or benevolence and solicitude; (Mgh;) shon:

ing hindness, or goodness and affection and gentle

ness, and regard for the circumstances of another:

(Lth, TA:) and asking, or inquiring, much re

specting another's state, or condition; as also

* -su- (K:) going to the utmost length in

asking, or inquiring: (S:) and [hence, perhaps,]

knowing in the utmost degree : (S, K:) and im

portunate, pressing, or urgent, in asking, or in

quiring: (K:) pl. #~. (Fr, K.) You say,

4: 3-* He is one who behaves with affection,

or benevolence and solicitude, to him; who shows

him much honour [&c.]. (Mgh.) Us: &t= <!

G-, in the Kur [xix. 48], means Verily He is

gracious [to me]: (Zj:) or knowing [nith respect

to me] and gracious [to me], ansnering my prayer

when I pray to him : (Fr.:) or mindful, regard

ful, or considerate, of me. (TA.)

#ti- See isi

-à- Walking barefoot, without sandal. and

without boot: (ISk, Zj, S, Mgh, Msb:) pl. 3'aa-.

(Mgh, Msb.)- See also --.*And see&

in two places. = Also Ajudge; syn. -*. (K.)

g

1. 3-, aor (S, Msb, K, &c.) and’, (IDrd,

Mşb, K.) [the latter irregular,] inf. n. ā- (K,

3. 6

TA) and 3- (IDrd, TA) and 3,4-, (TA)

i. q. ti-.5.3 [i.e., accord. to the primary mean

ing of 3-, as explained below, on the authority

of Er-Răghib, It was, or became, suitable to the

requirements of wisdom, justice, right or right

ness, truth, or reality or fact; or to the exigencies

of the case]: (TA:) it was, or became, just,

proper, right, correct, or true; authentic, genuine,

sound, valid, substantial, or real; established, or

confirmed, as a truth or fact: and necessitated,

necessary, requisite, or unavoidable; binding,

obligatory, incumbent, or due : syn. --> ; (T,

$,Mgb,K, &c.;) and <-3: (Msb,TA:) it was, or

became, a manifest and an indubitable fact or event;

as explained by IDrd in the Jm; (TA;) it hap

pened, betäded, or befell, surely, nithout doubt or

uncertainty. (K.) It is said in the Kur xxxvi. 6,

>+| cs: J#. 3- 35, i. e. The saying,

“I will assuredly fill Hell with genii and men

together,” [Kur xi. 120 and xxxii. 13,] (Bd,) or

the sentence of punishment, (Jel,) hath become

necessitated [as suitable to the requirements of

justice, or as being just or right,] to take effect
* - -

upon the greater number of them; syn. -->5,

(Jel, TA,) and <-3. (TA.) And this, namely,

<-3, is the meaning of the verb in the phrase,

äääll* 3- [The sentence was, or, emphati

cally, is, necessitated as suitable to the require

ments of justice to take effect upon thee; or it

was, or is, necessary, just, or right, that the

sentence should take effect upon thee]. (TA)
[In like manner,] one says, J: & • Q = •3

liš It is necessary for thee [as suitable to the

requirements of wisdom or justice or the like],

or incumbent on thee, or just or proper or right

for thee, that thou shouldst do such a thing.

(TA.) [Thus one says,] 4: 3- U. #~.
• & P £

4-5& [The A525- is that which it is necessary

for thee &c., or that nihich it behooveth thee,

that thou shouldst defend it, or protect it]. (S,"
o # 3 - - - -

K.) Accord. to Sh, the Arabs said, d! Usks J
* - - of -

43 Jsi and J- but accord. to Fr, when you

say 3-, you say *; and when you say 3-,

*A*

you say ś. (TA) [Accordingly] one says,

# J: & 3. 3- and 4: či <-i- both

mean the same: (Ks, S, K:) [i.e., each has one,

or the other, or both, of the meanings next fol

lowing:] or the former means It was, or, em

phatically, is, rendered 3- [or suitable to the

requirements of wisdom or justice &c.] for thee,

or necessary for thee, or incumbent on thee, or

just or proper or right for thee, [or it behooved

or behooves thee,] that thou shouldst do, or to
o po # -

do, this, or that: and [the latter, or] úW -āāa

J#, Thou n'ast, or, emphatically, art, rendered

&i- [or adapted, disposed, apt, meet, suited,

suitable, fitted, fit, proper, competent, or worthy,]

that thou shouldst do, or to do, this, or that]:

(A, TA:) and in like manner, -ā- signifies in

the Kur lxxxiv. 2 and 5: (Bd, Jel") or -is:
• - d - o #

Uxâj UW may mean thou wast, or art, known

by the testimony of thy circumstances to be&#

&c. (A, TA) And &# &

• w y = *

45-4 &l= u
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[virtually] means the same as 4. J. L. [best

rendered in this case It did not behoove, thee

to do it]. (TA.) One says also, Js: & &

[It was, or, emphatically, is, necessary &c. that

thou shouldst do or to do such a thing]: but they

did not say, Js: & <-i-. (Fr, T.A.)– But

15é- Js: & & J.- means Thy doing so

distressed, or hath distressed, or afflicted, me;

or, emphatically, distresses, or afflicts, me; like

Ji-j-. ($ and K and TA in at #9. A'in
like manner, -->43 3.31 Ja- [or ->'s <\l Le G-]

means J->'s & ūj- [It is distressing to me

that thou art going anay]. (TA in art. 35.)

And U. &- is used in the same manner as U. j4,

q. v. (A and TA in art, jc.) You say also,

ā- -i- Want befell, or betided, or happened,

and was severe, or distressing: (MSb, TA)

[which is said to be] from the phrase, -ā

āsūl, aor. 2, The resurrection included, or shall

include, within its sphere [all] the created beings.

(Msb)=-i-, aor. 2, (K) infn. ii- (S.'

Msb,K,) and 3-, (K) or, accord to ISd, it should

rather be ää- and #,i- because ii- is used

as an epithet, [as will be seen below,]. and the

inf n, in a case like this, by rule, should differ

from the epithet, (TA) She (a camel) became

a 3-, or ai-; i.e., entered the fourth year:

(K:) and "3-i, inf n. Jú-l, he (a camel)

became a 3-: because, so they say, he is then

fit to be laden: (Msb:) and " -ā- she (a

young camel) completed three years; (Aboo

Malik, K.) became a ai-; (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)
- w * -- 3 • J.

like #~. (TA) You say, 35-M &# 3-3*

[He is a J-, bearing evidence of being such]:

(s) and 3- Ge (K) and ii (Ms, K) #

ai- [she is a &- or ai-, bearing evidence

&c.]: (Msb:) [a phrase] to which a parallel

is scarcely known, (Msb,) or to which there is

no parallel (K) except 3-9. &: 3- [a lion

bearing evidence of being like a lion in boldness].

(TA)-3- [as inf n. of <-i-] also signifies

A she-camel's overpassing the days [corresponding

to those] in which she was covered [in the pre

ceding year]: (K:) or her completing [the time

of] her pregnancy; as also "5G-:). (TA.)

:

–And -i- and '-i- and '-i- She

(a camel) became fat. (TA. [See also 8, last

signification.])=#~, (K,) aor. 2, inf. n. 3-,

(TA) He, or it, rendered it [suitable to the

requirements of wisdom, justice, rightness, truth,

or reality or fact; or to the exigencies of the

case; (see the first of the significations in this

art.;) or] necessary, requisite, or unavoidable;

binding, obligatory, incumbent, or due ; or just,

proper; or right. syn. *:::: (K;) [whence

15 Jaaj Cl <0 ce-, explained above;] as also

waii- (K) and **i-l; (§, K.) which last some

explain by ti- 5. [meaning as above; or he

rendered it true;] or aes & 5 ti-* [he

rendered it true, so that there was no doubt

- - *** . 3- 23 °

respecting it]; as also aña-, inf. m. G-: and as

signifies also he established it so that it became

true and undoubted in his estimation: (TA:)

or Ai- signifies, (S, Msb,) or signifies also, (K,)

he assured, or certified, himself of it; he ascer

tained it; he was, or became, sure, or certain,

of it; (A’Obeyd, S, Msb, K;") and so "asi-3

(A’Obeyd, S, K) and *45-1. (S, Mgb:*) or he

pronounced it, or held or believed it, to be esta

blished as a necessary truth or fact; as also

* Ai-l: and "ā- has a similar, but intensive,

signification: (Msb:) or " ai-l signifies he

established it as true; or he judged, or decided,

it to be so : (TA: [contr. of aii: See an ex.,

from the Kur viii., voce Ji-il) and "4:i-,

inf. n. &-5, signifies 43.3 [as meaning he

verified it, or proved it to be true or veritable; or

he found it to be true or veritable; both of which

significations are of very frequent occurrence];

(S, K;) as also ai-, inf n. 3- and accord.

to IDrd, "Aii-signifies (also] 4:3 3: [he

proved, or found, or pronounced, the sayer of

it to be true]; and Gi- is also said to signify

he said, “This thing is the truth,” like 3:3.

(TA.) You say, âââ* <-ii-, aor. *, inf. n.

5 -

&- I necessitated the sentence [as suitable to

the requirements of justice] to take effect upon

him; or necessitated [as suitable &c.] the taking
2 * c - of

effect of the sentence upon him; syn. 4:4-31; as
* o - of - a !

also * &#-i, inf. n. Jú-l. (TA.) And W G-1

äää" 4: The sentence was, or, emphatically,

is, necessitated [as suitable to the requirements
- - ei

of justice] to take effect upon thee; syn. --51.

(TA) And 53-#-, (S. K.) or 53-, (so

in one copy of the S,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(S,) [I rendered his caution, or fear, necessary;

or justified it; meaning] I did that of n!hich

he was cautious, or that which he feared; (S, K;)

as also ojja- *-i-i: (S.) or, accord. to Az,

the latter only is right. (TA.) And# <-ii-,

(Ks, TA;) and **:#-, (Ks, S, TA) inf. n.

&#3 (S3) both signify the same; (Ks, TA;)
i.e. &#32; (S;) which means I found his

opinion to be true; (Ksh and Bd and Jel, in

xxxiv. 19;) or proved it to be true : (Ksh, ibid.:)

and so 4% his saying: (S:) andJ: signifies

[also] the strengthening, or confirming, a saying;

or making it strong, or firm. (KL) And Uí

3.− & # J- I will know, or ascertain,

the truth, or real nature, of this piece of news

or information, for you. (TA.) And S; £i

ā-i [I think it, but I do not know the truth

of it, or am not certain of it]. (T in art. ū;

&c.) And #3: ...ii-, [written in the TA

without any syll. signs, so that it may be either

• * 0 < *

thus or Wa-Kāa-; but it is most probably the

former, as the quasi-pass. is not -ā-3, but

<-i-l: it signifies lit. I made the knot right,

or sure; meaning] | I tied, or made fast, or

tightened, the knot; (Ibn-'Abbād, TA;) or I

tied, or tightened, firmly the knot. (A,TA)

[He, or it, rendered him 3.3-, i.e. adapted,

disposed, apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit,

proper, or worthy, to do a thing &c.; whence
* > -o- o # - c 2 - - 0° of -

#3 &i & Kaa-, or Jaa, Jú, explained above.

–It was necessary for him, or incumbent on

him, or just or proper or right for him, or it

behooved him, to do a thing &c.; whence to
* - - - - * * * * *

-

&l 45- &l=, explained above.]-Also,

(S,K) aor. *, (K) inf. n. j-, (TA) He overcame

him in disputing, or contending, for a right, or

due; ($, K, TA) and so '45-1, (K) infn.

55-1, mentioned by Az on the authority of Ks,

but, he adds, disallowed by A’Obeyd. (TA.)

See 3.- Also He (a man) came to him, namely,

another man; (A’Obeyd, S, K3) and so **i-l.

(A’obeyd,S) [Hence, app, J-51 L-i
-

The sun reached me. (TA) And U. 3- •j

Si, #1 & L (app. 3-4] What is in this

receptacle [does not reach, or amount, to a pound;

i. e.,] does not weigh a pound. (TA)=3

&#1, (K) aor. *. (TA) inf n. G-, (TK)
He went upon the Ju- of the road; (K;) i. e.

the middle of it: the doing of which is forbidden,

in a trad., to women. (T.A.) And üşş J-,

(K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He beat,

or struck, such a one in, or upon, the 5- of

his head; (K;) i. e. the middle of it: (TA:)

or in, or upon, the &- of his -:=; i. e. the

small hollow upon the head of his shoulder-blade:

(K:) or, as some say, the head of the upper arm,

in which is the ai's. (TA.)

* ... •
-

ess- :

- * **, *. . * * -

six places. [Hence 35-owl Gaia-3 The uttering

of the hemzeh with its true, or proper, sound;

J w * * *

2. aaaa-, inf n. See aâ-, above, in

opposed to ū:3. Hence also] ~#"<<

ū-5 (#4 I dyed the garment, or piece of cloth,

with a saturating dyeing. (TA.) And &:

signifies also The neaving a garment, or piece of

cloth, strongly, or firmly. (KL)=9 | us' Ji

He was serious, or in earnest, in his affair;

contr. of J}s. (L in art. Ja-.)

3. i-, (SK) inf n &ti-and #4 (TA)

He disputed, litigated, or contended, with him,

(S, K.) each of them laying claim to a right, or

due : (S,TA:) the verb is mostly used in the

third person. (TA.) You say, Ji-J;&#

Ja-1 4-3 [He disputed, &c., with me, and no one

had disputed, &c., with me respecting it]. (TA.)

[But] you say also, *ā-, -āj- I disputed,

litigated, or contended, with him for a right, or

due, and I overcame him in doing so. (TA.)

And Jú- &# <! 1 Verily he is one who dis

putes, or litigates, or contends, respecting small

things. (S, K, T.A.) And jū- $ 3-4 4ts,

i.e. [He has no right, or due, to exact, in respect

of him, or it, nor any cause of] disputing, or

litigating, or contending. (S.) And it is said

respecting women, (K) in a trad. of ’Alee, (TA,)

J; i.e." Giel J. & 5), or Gi-1:

(K.) accord. to some, 5ü-Ji here means the same

as ail-31; accord. to others, it properly signi

fies the camels thus called: and so G5ü=Ji;
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this [likewise] being a pl. of *ā-, or it is

pl. of *ā-i-. (TA. [See art. La3; in which

this trad, is more fully, but somewhat differently,

cited; and fully explained.])=[Also, app., He

acted seriously, or in earnest, with him in an

affair: see 3 in art. .xe-: and see also 2 above,

last signification.]

4. J-, [inf n. à-l, He spoke truth; said

what was true: [very common in this sense;

contr. of J£il or he revealed, or manifested,

or showed, a truth, or a right or due : or he laid

claim to a right, (or to a thing, TA) and it was,

or became, due to him. (Mgb.)= See also 3-,

as an intrans verb, in three places; relating to

camels. –Aşil 3- The people's cattle became

fat. (TA) And 8-51 & # 3-1 The

people's cattle became fat by means of the [herbage

called] &-2. (AHn,' ISd, T.A.)=As a trans.

verb: see aaa-, in nine places. You say also,
- of J.

>e') - 22° i, inf n. as above, t I did, performed,

or executed, the affair in a firm, solid, sound,

or good, manner; or put it into a firm, solid,

sound, or good, state. (TA)—# 3-6&

! He cast, or shot, and killed on the spot the

animal at which he cast, or shot. (Ibn-'Abbād,

Z, K, TA)—t: śl -i- and *-i

txes, t Our camels found [herbage such as is

termed] &-2 Jull-grown, and pastured upon it.

(TA.)

5. Ji- [It was, or became, or proved to

be, a truth, a reality, or a fact.] [Hence,] Gä-5

£ £e The information nas, or proved,

true, right, correct, or valid, in his estimation. (S,

K.')= *i-s: see #~.

6. 5-5 is syn. with X4+5; and "jui-1,

with >0~!, [The disputing, litigating, or con

tending, together ;] (S, K;) [for] b:4-5 and

b: signify the same; (K in art. Lo-as-;)

[or rather] the meaning of [5-3 and] * Jú:

is [the disputing, &c., together for a right, or

due;] each one's, or every one's, saying, “The

right is mine,” and “nith me,” or demanding

his right, or due. (TA.) One says, bi- [They

disputed, &c., together for a right, or due]. (TK.)

And 'u'. They tryo disputed, &c., (K, TA,)

each of then demanding his right, or due. (TA.)

And GSG9 &% W 3-1 [Such a one and such

a one disputed, &c., together for a right, or due].

(S.) One does not say of a single person [5-5

nor] "J-1; like as one does not say of one

only [L-2's 5 nor]_*-a-a-l. (S.)

7.# <-i-5. ! The knot became tied, or

made fast, or tightened. (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA.)

8: see 6, throughout. =#! 4: <i>

+The thrust, or piercing, killed him : (AA, K.)

or twent right, or directly, into him: (As, TA:)

or thenetrated into his belly, or inside: (L, TA:)

or hit, or struck, the socket, or turning-place, of

his hip, which is termed its £. (K, T.A.) One

says, u: 3:33 ta: J: 3:) &% &

t Such a one shot, or cast, at the objects of the

chase, and killed some, and n:ounded some so that

they escaped: (S:) or pierced into the bellies, or

insides, of some, and wounded the skin of some

without so piercing. (L.) =lää-& ai:- He

kept him, or held him, back, or retarded him,

[until such a time, or such an event,] and strait

ened him. (TA.)=Jø 3- The horse became

lean, or light of flesh; or slender, and lean; or

lean, and lank in the belly. (S, K, T.A.)- And

Júl 3:- The cattle became fat: (K: [see also

the last meaning of 1 as an intrans. verb:]) but in

the A and O and L, 25%l 3- the people's cattle

became fat, and their fatness ended, or attained

the extreme point. (TA.)

10. Ai-l. He demanded it as his right, or

due. (TA.) [And hence,] He had a right, or

just title or claim, to it; he was, or became, en

titled to it; he deserved it, or merited it; syn.

*::: (S, Msb, K:) or these two verbs are

nearly the same; (TA;) [the former meaning

he was, or became, adapted, disposed, apt, meet,

suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent, or proper,

for it; which is the most proper meaning of the

phrase * (ii-5.4, as well as of the verb&- 5

but this verb has also the former of these two

meanings.] When a man purchases a house, and

another lays claim to it, and establishes a just

evidence of his claim, and the judge decides for

him according to his evidence, one says of him,

es: c." wi-fei [He has a right to it in

preference to the purchaser]; meaning that he is

to possess it in preference to the purchaser. (TA.)

And of a camel such as is termed G- one
- d.d. d. -

says,+: &&- [He was, or has become,
o, e - - 9 J og

Jit to be ridden], (K) and asks U-> d [to be

laden]: (S, Msb:) and*3- [He was,

or has become, fit for covering]. (L, K.) –

[Hence, It (an action, and anything,) deserved

it, merited it, or required it..] And ūji3

He did nhat necessitated sin; (Ksh and Bd and

Jel in v. 106;) [n as guilty of a sin;] and de

served its being said of him that he was a sinner;

(Ksh ibid. ) i. 1; 4:1. (TA) And bi

They committed sins for Twhich he who should

punish them would be excusable, because they de
* - e : J - d.

served punishment; like b', and 12344, and
* * - d. w

'**'S-l. (IAar, TA in art, les).) – S-à-l

*-ā til : see 4, last sentence. - ătă-ā

t-tä The she camel conceived, or became preg

nant; and wa-lä, Ja-il [signifies the same].

(TA.)- See also 1, as an intrans, verb, last two

Sentences.

R. Q. 1 3-i-, infin. ii-i-. He went the

pace, or in the manner, termed ā-ā- (TA;)

which means a pace, or manner ofgoing, in nuhich

the beast is made to exert himself to the very ut

most, and n:hich is the most fatiguing to the*

[meaning the camel that is ridden, or the beast

that carries one]: (S, Mgh, K:) or a journeying

in the beginning, or first part, of the night; (Lth,

S, K;) which is forbidden: (Lth, S, TA:) or, as

some say, the fatiguing a nhile, and abstaining a

while : (Lth, TA:) but Az says that Lth is not

correct in either of his explanations of this word:

(TA:) or an obstinate persisting in journeying:

or an obstinate persisting in journeying until the

camel that one is riding perishes or breaks down :

(K:) or, accord. to Az, the correct meaning, con

firmed by what the Arabs said, is the making the

camel to go on, and urging him to that which fa

tigues him, and that which is beyond his poner,

until he breaks don'n with his rider: or, accord.

to IAar, the jading of the weak [beast] by hard

journeying. (TA.) It is related in a trad., that

Mutarrif Ibn-Esh-Shikhkheer said to his son,

when he took extraordinary pains in religious

exercises, (S, TA,) and was immoderate her',
de o J • 0° • * * * * * ~ of J. J O -

(TA) --> cº --'b al-> *SI x

ā-ā- 2: X: [The best of affairs, or actions,

or cases, are such of them as are betnyeen two ex

tremes; and the good action is between the two

things; and the worst hind of journeying is that

in nihich the beast is made to ecert himself to the

very utmost, &c.]: ($, TA:) meaning, pursue

thou the middle course in religious exercises, and

burden not thyself, lest thou become disgusted;

for the best of works is that which is continued,

though it be small. (TA.)

3- contr. of Je. [used as a subst, and as an

epithet or act. part. n.]: (S, Msb, K:) or, as an

inf n. [and used as a simple subst.], contr. of

&#14, and as an act, part. n., and a simple

epithet, contr. of J59. (Kull.) [As a subst.,]

its primary signification is Suitableness to the re

quirements of wisdom, justice, right, or rightness,

truth, reality, or fact; or to the exigencies of the

case; as the suitableness of the foot of a door in

respect of its socket, for turning round rightly:

(Er-Rághib, TA:) [and particularly] the suitable

ness of a judgment, and of what involves, or im

plies, a judgment, [i.e., of a saying, and a religion,

and a persuasion, or the like, (as will be shown by

one of the explanations of its meanings as an

epithet,)] to reality or fact; and the suitableness

of reality or fact to a judgment: (Kull:) [the

state, or quality, or property, of being just, pro-

per, right, correct, or true; justness, propriety,

rightness, correctness, or truth; reality, or fact;

the state, &c., of being established, or confirmed,

as a truth or fact; of being necessary, requisite,

or unavoidable; of being binding, obligatory, in

cumbent, or due : (as shown above: see 1, first

sentence:)] and existence in relation to substances,

absolutely: and everlasting existence [in relation

to God]: (Kull:) pl. G2a- and Júa-: it has no

pl. of pauc. (TA.) As an act. part. n. and a

simple epithet, it is applied to a judgment [as

meaning] suitable to reality or fact; and to a

saying, and a religion, and a persuasion, considered

as involving, or implying, such a judgment:

(Kull:) to that which is suitable to the require

ments of wisdom, justice, right, or rightness; as

when one says that every act of God is J- to a

belief, in a thing, suitable to the reality of the case;

as when one says that belief in the resurrection is

3- and to an action, and a saying, accordant

to what is requisite or obligatory, in quality and

measure and time; as when one says that the

action of another is 3-, and that his saying is3- :

(Er-Răghib, TA:) [thus it signifies just, proper,

right, correct, or true; authentic, genuine, sound,
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valid, substantial, or real; established, or con

firmed, as a truth or fact : and necessary, re

quisite, or unavoidable : and binding, obligatory,

incumbent, or due :] also the necessarily-existing

by his onn essence [applied to God; as an epithet

of Whom it has other meanings assigned to it by

some, as will be seen below]: and anything

existing, of an objective kind: (Kull:) existing

as an established fact, or truth, (K, TA,) so as to

be undeniable. (TA.) In the saying, 201 x = |*

JLül S 3-1 [This is 'Abd-Allah, truly; not

falsely], the article U is prefixed as it is in the
• * - - - of

phrase, 99 all U.M.); but sometimes it is dropped,

so that one says Set S (i. (Sb, T.A.) And in

the phrase, siji •) 3-3, a form of oath, the nom.

case is used without tenween; but when the U is

dropped, one says, 3.5 S ti- (S, TA:) [the

latter means Truly I nill not come to thee: the

former seems to be best explained by what here

follows:] accord. to the A, Jää •) 3- is ori

ginally Jää •)* 3-3 [The truth, or existence,

of God is that by which I swear, I will not do

such a thing]; the affixed noun [all] being sup

pressed, and meant to be understood. (TA.)

cee- 3-1 [The right is mine] and J. G-l

[The right is nith me and 4: 3-" The right is

against thee, which last is often used as meaning

thou art in fault, or in the wrong,] are said by

one disputing, or contending, for a thing. (TA.)

g-Ji and

4: as meaning Thou art in the right, and 3-'

J'é as meaning I am in the nurong..] One says

also, ū-tá 3- £e 43 &l=, and Ú-tä W3

! That was on the occasion of the establishment of

the fact of her conception, or pregnancy. (S, A, K,”
* *

-

TA) And Júl J-Júl is, [like Jüllás

<!" 3-l This is the learned man, the extremely

learned man. (Sb, T.A.) Andź 3- Ineans

Very [or extremely] hnoning. "(Ham p. 139)

[Respecting the expressions&# J-1 and3

9:54, See art. Ú52.]- [From the primary and

general signification, explained in the first sen

tence of this paragraph, are deduced several par

ticular meanings here following.]- Equity, or

justice. (K.)- [The right mode, or manner, of

acting or being.]- Veracity (K) in discourse.

(TA)- Prudence. (K, TA.)- [A right, or

due, of any kind: a just claim: a desert, or thing

deserved: anything that is oned; as a fee, hire,

or pay, and a price: a duty; an obligation :]

the sing of 3,4- (S, K.) [You say, Li- lás

#

[And in like manner one says 9-A-3

This is my right, or due, &c. And J 3- 13:

This is a right, or due, belonging to me; or a

thing due, or oved, to me: or this is a duty to
a - - 3 - • *

"me. And Usks C-13. This is a right, or due,

the rendering of which is binding, obligatory, or

incumbent, on me: or this is my duty. And

hence, Geylall &- The duty that relates to the

road: see art. Jyle..] Wää- is a more particular,

or peculiar, or special, term. (S, K.) You say,3 * ." - - - • •

WJää- 2+ [This is my particular, or peculiar,

or special, right or due &c.; but it is explained as]

meaning Li- ($) And "L:- * This is

my just, or necessary, or incumbent, fight or due

&c. (K.)– A share, or portion; as in the say

ing, ai- &- U53 Jé- * Give thou to every

one to whom belongs Ol share, or portion, his share,

or portion, that is appointed, or assigned, to him.

(TA)- Property: a possession. (K.) - [An

appertenance. Hence the pl.] 3,4- signifies The

39% [or appertenances, or conveniences, such as

the privy and the hitchen and the like,] of a house.

(Msb, T.A.)- [A necessary, or requisite, thing.]

- A thing, or an event, that is decreed, or des

tined. (K, TA.) It is said to have this meaning

in the Kur [xv. 8], in the words, āşş." J# U.

J-g Sl [We send not don’n the angels save nith

that which is decreed, or destined]: (TA:) or, as

some say, it means here revelation : (Ksh, Bd:)

or punishment. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.)- [And hence,]

Death. (K.) So accord. to some in the Kur

[I. 18), where it is said, 3-0 -5:15: &#3

[And the confusion of the intellect by reason of

the agony of death shall come nith death: but

other and obvious meanings are assigned to it in

this instance]. (TA)—[As an epithet] 3-1 is

one of the names of God: or one of the epithets

applied to Him: (K:) meaning the Really-ex

isting; whose existence and divinity are proved to

be true : (IAth, TA:) or the Creator according

to the requirements of wisdom, justice, right, or

rightness. (Er-Rághib, T.A.)- It is also applied

to The Kur-án. (K.)- And to [The religion

of] El-Islám. (K.) = See also &:- in two

places. = And see 3-, in two places.
s -

3- see #~.- Also The breast, or mamma,

of an old woman. (TA.)- A tuber of a truffle.

(TA.)-The small hollon, upon the head of the

shoulder-blade: (K:) or, as some say, the&

of the shoulder-blade is the head of the upper

arm, in n'hich is the ai'i (TA:) or this latter

is another signification of 3-. (K.)-The head,

(K) or loner part of the head, (TA,) of the hip,

in which is the thigh-bone; (K, TA;) the socket,

or turning-place, of the hip. (TA.)- The socket,

or turning-place, of the foot of a door. (TA.)

You say, 2-3 -0 &- + £, meaning I

met him, or found him, near to the mosque: and

2-3 *5- &: £: [app, means the same].

(TA.)- See also 3- in two places. - Also

The neb of a spider. (Az, K.)

3- A camel three years old, (S, Mgh,) that

has entered the fourth year : (S, Mgh, Msb:) or

a camel entering the fourth year: (K:) so called

because fit to be laden (S, Msb) and made use of;

(S;) or because fit to be ridden; or because fit

for covering: (K:) the female is termed *ā-,
s *

(S, Mgh, Mil, K) and &- also: ($, K.) the pl.

(of 3-, Msb) is jū-($, Mgh, Mab, K) and (of

ā-, Ms) di-, (Msh, K) and the pl. pl., (K)

i. e. pl. of 3ü-, (S,) is 3+, ($, K,) and some

times &ti- (S, TA,) or this is a pl. ofā

(TA: see 3.) Or [so in the K, but it should

rather be “and,”] 3- signifies A she-camel n:hose

teeth have fallen out by reason of extreme age.

(K.)- One says, ii- Ge: (#5 as meaning

+[I saw her n'hen she was] like a she-camel termed

ai- in bigness. (TA.)- And [the pl.] &i- is

applied to The young ones of trees: (TA:) and

particularly of the [species of mimosa termed]

*:::: (K, TA:) as being likened to the camels

termed Glä- (TA.)=Also tThe time of year

in which a she-camel was covered in the preceding

year; (S, TA;) and so *ā-: (TA :) or the

usual period of her getation." (L in art. & al.)

You say, Wi- L'é āşül <ā # The she-camel ar

rived at the time of year in which she had been

covered in the preceding year: (§, TA:) and

"…i- Ule -5 signifies the same; or she com

pleted her period of gestation, and overpassed by

some days the time of year in which she had been

covered in the preceding year, to complete the

formation of the fetus. (TA) And 3-1 -jl

She (a camel) overpassed the year without bring

ing forth. (As, S.) [See also the last sentence

but one in the explanations of 1 as an intrans.
* ** * • • * * * * *

verb.]-W-Lü G- £e 43 col= : see G-.

3- .

see Ga-, in two places:- and

6 * >

4Aa- :

also in two places:-and āt-.

# 4 receptacle of nood, (K, TA,) or of

ivory, or of some other material proper to be

cut, or shaped out; (TA;) a receptacle for

perfume; (Harp. 518;) [generally a small round

box, used for unguents and perfumes &c.; and

applied also to a small cocoa-nut used as a box

for snuff &c.;] a thing well." (S:) [also

Ol "tack for wine: (see 25-29, in art. "el:)]

pl. * 3-, [or rather this is a coll. gen, n., as is

indicated in the TA, and it is now used as a

sing, like #,] and 3-, (S, K,) which latter

is pl. of ii-, (ISd, TA) and jū- (§, K) and

3,4- and [of pauc.] Júči, (K,) which three

are pls of 3-. (TA.) - And t A woman; (K,

TA;) as being likened thereto. (TA.)= See

also #-.

6

4Aa- :

•

:
& t 3

See Lsse- *...*, voce ge- = See also

5

Ja-, in three places.

&-, in a horse, The quality of not sneating:

(S," K:) which is a fault. (TA.)– And, in

a horse also, The putting don’n the hind hoof

in the place [that has just before been that] of

the fore hoof: (S," K:) which is also a fault.

(K.) [See 3-il
J / : •

Ji- [app. pl. of the act part. n. Gla-, like

J# pl. ofJ% &c.,] Persons who have recently

known, or been acquainted nith, events, or affairs,

good and evil. (TA)-And Persons establish

ing a claim or claims. (TA.)

2.

3.5- Adapted, disposed, apt, meet, suited,

suitable,fitted,jit, proper, competent, or worthy ,

syn. G.'s-, (Sh, S, Mgh, Msb, K.) and 29-;

(K;) as also W 3- (Ibn 'Abbād, K) and [some

say] '5,ā- (Sh, S.Mgh, K.) &:- is said

to be of the measure Uess in the sense of the
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*

IneaSure J*: but accord. to the A, it is not

so, because its fem. is with 5; but is from. the

supposed verb Gaa-, and is like Jala- from Gla-,

and ** from 34-3 and * j,i- signifies

[properly] rendered adapted &c. : (TA:) the pl.

of £- is tie-i; and that of " £25-2 is

&#si-. (S) You say, 4 &i- # (Sh,S,

M.K.) and - '5,i- (Si,s, K) and - "3

(Ibn-'Abbād, K) [He is adapted, &c., for it;

or northy of it]. And to a woman, #- -:

3.

•

6 * > d -

1& (ATA) and alj, iii- and 43 "ii,i

[Thou art adapted, &c.9 for such a thing and for

that thing; or worthy of it]. (TA) And&#-G#

J: & (A, Mgh) and "3,4- (A) [Thou

art adapted, &c., for thy doing such a thing; or

worthy of doing it]. And 15& J: či &i-*

[He is adapted, &c., for his doing such a thing;

or northy to do it]; (S;) in which case, Úl is

for& (Mgh.) [And láš. &i- also signifies

Having a right, or just title or claim, to such

a thing; entitled to such a thing.] It is said in

the Kar (vii. 103), J. J. S & Ji &i=

3- S! £1, meaning I am disposed [not] to say

[of God aught save] the truth : or, as some say,

I am vehemently desirous [that I should not say

&c.]; for, accord, to Aboo-Alee, J” &:- üí

1je means I am vehemently desirous of such a

thing : but one reading, that of Náfi', is 3.5

J," •) & Gé, It is binding, or obligatory, or

incumbent, on me [that I should not say]. (TA.)

6 • •

i- The essence of a thing as meaning that

by being n:hich a thing is nhat it is; [or that in

being which a thing consists;] as when we say

that a rational animal is the āae- of a human

being: (KT:) or that by being which a thing

is what it is, considered with regard to its reality,
g •

- - -

is termed ā-ā-: considered with regard to its

individuality, #: and without regard thereto,

*: (KT, TA:) the ultimate and radical con

stituent of a thing. (Mab,TA)-[Also The

essence of a thing as meaning the property or

quality, or the aggregate of properties or qualities,

whereby a thing is nhat it is ; the essential pro

perty or quality, or the aggregate of the essential

properties or qualities, of a thing; that which

constitutes the particular and distinguishing

nature of a thing or of a genus or species;

i. q. #3: and] the truth, reality, or true or

real nature or state [or circumstances or facts,

the very nature, and the gist, and the pith,

marron, or most essential part], of a case, or an

affair: pl. &ti-: see 3. (TA.) One says,

2.9 ā-ā- & He arrived at [the knowledge

of] the truth, reality, or true or real nature or

state [&c.], of the case, or affair. (TA) And

*āi-ji signifies £9. #5-; ($, K3) as also

*ā-ji. (TA.) Hence the saying, -# U.

* & *ā- [When he knen, the truth,

reality, or true or real nature or state &c., of

the case, or affair, from me, he fled]. (S, TA.)

And is L: *ā-ji es; ū [When he san

Bk. I.

the truth, &c.]. (TA.) [āj- is often used as

meaning In truth, or truly; in reality, or really;

and in fact.] You say also, 39:1 ā-ā- &#

[I knew it with reality of knowledge]. (Msb in

art, axée.) And e''' āj- means Genuine

belief or faith; reality of belief or faith. (TA.)

[And you say, & ā-ā- •) 'G' lik This is a

thing having no reality.] = [Also A word, or

phrase, used in its proper or original, or in a

proper or an original, sense ;] that which is

constantly used according to its original applica

tion ; or a name for that whereby is meant what

it was [originally] applied to denote; (TA;)

contr. ofj- : (S, K:) of the measure is: in

the sense of the measure #e3, from 'G' 3

signifying 3.3: the 5 is affixed for the conver

sion of the word from an epithet to a subst:

(TA:) [pl. as above]. [It is also called āā-ā

#, and #

63 o o zo y

is termed aeśys and (3)s

A nord, or phrase, so much used in a particular

tropical sense as to be, in that sense, convention

ally regarded as proper; as, for instance, J*

in the sense of “just;” it being properly an

inf. n.] A 5-3, when much used, becomes

what is termed (# iii- (Mz 24th 89.)

(iii- means also A proper (opposed to a

tropical) signification.]=#-l also signifies

! That which, or those whom, it is necessary for

one, or it behooveth one, to defend, or protect,

(S, L, K, TA,) of the people of one's house, (L)

or such as the wife, and the female neighbour,

and property, &c.; (Ham p. 181;) pl. as above.

(L.) You say, #-l J.- 5% ! [Such a

one is the defender, or protector, of that which,

or those whom, it is necessary, &c., to defend,

or protect]. (S, TA.) [See also *3. And see

an ex of this signification, or of the next, in a

verse cited in p. 288.]–Also t The banner, or

standard: (S,K, and Ham ubi suprà:) this being

included in the preceding meaning. (Ham.)

And + That nihich is sacred, or inviolable; that

nvhich one is under an obligation to respect, or

honour. (TA.)

#5-; to distinguish it from what
•

• -

-

5

4 - -

ãazaa-, which is

3 - * *

[Lää-rel. n. of#~, Essential, &c.]

3 a •

está- [Of, or relating to, 3-' as meaning

justness, propriety, rightness, correctness, or

truth; &c.; and hence just, proper, &c.; like

3- when used as an epithet: and of, or relating

to, G-M as meaning God:] a rel, n, from 3-ji,

like& from #1 (TA)

• O =

&-i- 3. [A night-journey to mater] made

with labour or exertion or haste; (K;) as also

3:# and tâ; and so "J-i-. (TA) (See

R. Q. 1.]

3- i. 7. 3×3 [as used in the phrases 32

555-1 and 3:-" 524, &c.; see art. J.A.2]:

so in the phrase e” 3- [Wehement hunger]:

(K:) occurring in a trad. of Aboo:Bekri but

accord. to one reading, it is es-" Ja-, without

teshdeed to the 3, from #31 a 5-, inf n. J.
6 • • *

and Ju-, “trial, or trouble, beset him;” and

means the besetting of hunger: or it may mean

e?--" 3:- ["setting hunger]. (TA.) One says

also, J% 3- J: and J£" *ā-A man

perfect in manliness: and el-in ju- and *ā

el-in perfect in courage. (K,”TA.) And Az

relates that he heard an Arab of the desert say,

of a mark of mange, or scab, that appeared upon

a camel, -j-" 82.4 5- & [This is a most

sure, or a truth-telling, evidence of genuine mange,

or scab]. (TA.) = Also The middle of the

head; (S, K;) as also'- : (K:) and ofthe back

of the neck; as also "J: (TA: [thus the latter

is there written, in this instance, with damm :])

and of the eye: (TA:) and of a road: (K,”TA:)

and of winter. (S.) One says, 3- c." lai

~5 (S, K) and -, "J-(K) He fell upon the

middle of his head: ($ K.) and will 5-ge
and Ukaji "J- upon the middle of the back of

the neck. (TA) And <= 5-3. He, or

it, hit the middle of his eye. (TA) And -->

&Jill 3t- He went upon the middle of the road

(K," TA.) And à:1 5'- es' £- I came to

him in the middle of winter. (S.) And a:

*-*Ji 3- &: See 3--&- 5- es' *

lää. He is in straitness by reason of such a thing.

(TA.)

25, -

ašta- : see

6 • - *

ãagaa-, in two places. [In the sense

in which it is there explained, its pl. is &3-;

and so in other senses; agreeably with analogy:

see the second of the sentences here following.]

-Also A severe calamity or affliction, the hap

pening of which is fixed, or established; and so

*ā- ; (K;) which signifies also, [according

to another explanation,] like *ā-, [simply,]

a calamity; or a great, formidable, terrible, or

momentous, thing, or event : (Az, K:) and i-i

#1- a want that befalls, or happens, and is

severe, or distressing. (Msb.)-And ău." [in

the Kur lxix. 1 and 2] means The resurrection:

(S, Msb, K:) because in it shall be [manifest]

the true natures (313-) of things, or aetions;

or because in it shall be [or shall happen (Bd)]

severe calamities(* 55-); (Fr, S, Bd, K;)

namely, the reckoning and the recompensing:

(Bd:) or because in it things shall be surely known

(Bd, Jel) which are denied; namely, the raising

of the dead, and the reckoning, and the recom

pensing: (Jel:) or because including within its

sphere [all] the created beings. (Msb. [Several

other reasons are assigned; but these which I

have mentioned appear to be the most generally

approved.]).-See also 5-, in two places.

3-i [comparative and superlative of &i-],

You say, 13: 3-i * [He is more, and most,

adapted, disposed, apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted,

fit, proper, or competent, for such a thing; or

more, and most, worthy, or deserving, of it: and he

has a better, and the best, right to such a thing;

or a more just, and the most just, title or claim

77
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to it; or he is more, and most, entitled to it]:

this phrase is used in two senses: first, as denoting

the possession of an exclusive right or title, i.e.,

without the participation of another; as when

you say, all- 3- *:: Zeyd is entitled to his

property exclusively of any other person: secondly,

as denoting the possession of a right or title in

participation with another person, but in a supe

rior degree; as in the saying, ": 3- X:S

ū; 3-, (Msb) i. e. The woman that has not

a husband and is not a virgin [is more entitled

to dispose of herself than is her guardian];

(Mgh in art. Loël ;) meaning that they participate

[in the right], but that her right is the stronger:

(Msb:) a saying of Mohammad, in which the

-:) is opposed to the *, for it is added that the

2% is to be asked her permission: but one reading

substitutes : for S. (Mgh ubisupra.) In

the saying, in the Ku (v. 106), 3- 3:

U.53% 3-, it may be formed from 3-: by

rejection of the augmentative letters, so that the

meaning is, [Verily our testimony is] more deserv

ing of being accepted [than the testimony of them

tno]: or it may be from 'G' 3- signifying

<-3, and so mean more true, or valid. (TA.)

= Applied to a horse, That does not sneat.

(S, K.) - And, likewise thus applied, That

puts don’n his hind hoof in the place [that has

just before been that] of his fore hoof. (S," K.)

[see Gi

w J.

ce- Speaking truth: saying what is true;

(Msb;) contr. of Ula- : (K. :) or revealing, or

manifesting, or showing, a truth, or a right or

due : or laying claim to a right [or to a thing

(see 4)] which is, or becomes, due to him. (Mgb.)

&#~, [in the CK, erroneously, Ji- applied

to speech, or language, 1 Sound, or compact,

(S, K, TA,) and orderly. (TA.)-And, applied

to a garment, or piece of cloth, ! Firmly, or

compactly, woven, ($, K, TA,) and figured with

the form of Ji- [pl. ofā-, q.v.]. (T.A.)

6 w • Jo

[& K-2 is often used as meaning A critical

judge in matters of literature.]

6 J d - ". . *

J2a-2 : see Jae-, in six places.

&-, applied to cattle, Such as have not

brought forth, nor been milked (3:ź [in

the CK, erroneously, &: Lo)]), in the next

preceding year: (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) or n hose first

and second milkings are of biestings. (AHát,

T.A.)

252 32 °;

ă:-e āvale (in [some of] the copies of the

K, erroneously, iii~, TA) A thrust, or

piercing, in which is no snerving from the right

direction. (S, A, O, L., K.)

s o - d. 6 - -

&-i- see 3'-i-.

-r-aa

1. -i-, (S, A, Msh, K) aor. *, (A, MSb, K.)

inf. n. -i- (MSb, T.A.) It (a camel's urine)

became suppressed: and, elliptically, (Msb,) he

(a camel) suffered suppression of his urine, (S,

Msb,) or had difficulty in staling, (A, K,) in

consequence of the pressure of his -i- [or hind

girth] upon his sheath, (S, A, K,) which some

times kills the beast; as also "-a-l. (TA.)

And -i- She (a camel) suffered suppression

of her milk in consequence of the pressure of the

-ā- upon her udder. (A.) - [Hence,] said

of rain, (IAar, L., Msb, K,) &c., (K,) It was

delayed; (L, Msb;) was withheld; (IAar, L, K;)

as also " -ā-l. (TA.) And of a year (Ac),

! Its rain was withheld. (S, R, A.) And of a

mine, 1 [It ceased to yield; or] nothing was

found in it; as also " -ā-l. (K, TA.) And

of a gift, or benefit, t It became little, or ceased.

(TA.) And of an affair, I It became perverted,

marred, or disordered, and impeded. (L.) =

See also 8.

4 -i-. He girded a camel with a -i-.

(S.)- He made a person to ride behind him

on the same beast; (A, TA;) as also "--a-1,

(A) or "--a -l, q.v. (TA)=See also 1, in

three places.

8. -a-. He bound a a:- behind [on his

camel or horse] (Az, TA3) as also "-a-1:

(Ham p. 289:) he bound anything behind the

[camel's saddle called] J- or -#: (K) he

put on, or conveyed, a azea-behind him on his

horse [or camel]; as also " -ā- (Msb:) he

carried, or conveyed, a thing behind him [on

his beast]; as also " -ā--!: and he made a

person to ride behind him on the āsā- (TA.)

See also 4 –IHence,] -ā- and "-j-l

(S, A, K) t He bore, or took upon himself the

burden of, (S, A,) a thing, (S,) good, or evil;

(A:) syn. J:-1: (S, A ) and laid it up for

the future; (A, K,) namely, good, or evil:

(A:) for a man [as it were] bears his actions,

and lays them up for the future [to be rewarded

or punished for them]. (T.A.) And hence, -ā-e-l

J} (S, Msb) + [He bore, or took upon him

self the burden of, the sin; or] he committed

the sin: as though it were a thing perceived by

the senses, which he bore or carried [behind

him]: (Msb:) or as though he collected it into

a mass, and conveyed it behind him [as a

à:ka-]. (S.)

10: see 4 and 8; the latter in three places.

J-i-, (A, Msh, K) or '-i-, (S) or the

latter also, (A, Mab, K.) i, q > 3; (S, A, MSb,

K, and Bd in xviii. 59;) [as meaning] A long

time: (Bd ib.:) and the former, (S,) or both,

(A, Msb,” K,) eighty years; (S, A, Msb, K, and

Bd ubi supra;) as some say: (Msb and Bd:)

or more : (S, A, K. :) or, as some say, seventy:

(Bd:) and a year; (A, K;) as also *āi-:

(S, A, K:) or years: (A, K. :) pl. of the former

Jú- [a pl. of mult], (§, TA) and of the latter,

(S, TA) or former, (MSb) or of both, (TA)

Jú-i (S, A, Msh, K) and -i- [both pl. of

pauc.]. (AZ, K.)

-i- A camel's hind girth; the girth that is

next to the flank : (A, K:) or a rope with which

a camel's saddle is bound to his belly, (S, A, MSb,

K.) next to the sheath of his penis, in order that

the fore girth may not dran, it forniard (S, TA)

nor hurt him, (TA,) or in order that the saddle

may not shift fornard to his withers: (Mgb:)

pl. −ti-i. (Mgb.)– And A cord with which the

a-i- is bound (Ish, TA)—see also Ai
=In excellent she-camels, Smallness, or slender

ness, of the flanks, with tenseness, or firmness, of

the skin of those parts: a quality approved. (Az,

TA.)

#i- A period of time, (A, Msb, K,) undefined:

(A, K:) accord. to some, i. q. -ā- (Msb:) see
a • 6 o' y

this latter; pl. --ā- (§, K) and ~25-. (K.)
-

Jú- A thing to n:hich a noman hangs orna

ments, and which she binds upon her waist; as

also *-i- (K:) an ornamented thing which a

noman binds upon her waist : (S:) accord. to

Az, like the -*. except that the latter has dif

ferent-coloured threads. (T.A.)- A thread, or

string, that is bound upon the n'aist of a child to

avert the evil eye. (Az, K.)- The nihiteness that

appears at the root of the nail. (K.)

i-i- A bag, or receptacle, (A, TA,) in nhich

o, manputs his travelling-provisions; (TA;) and

any other thing that is conveyed behind a man [on

his beast]: (A [accord. to which this is a proper

signification]:) what the rider conveys behind

him: (MF [accord. to whom this is a tropical

significatiom, from the same word in the last of

the senses mentioned below]:) what is borne, of

goods or utensils or the like, upon the horse, behind

the rider: (Msb [accord. to which, also, this is

tropical]:) anything that is bound at the hinder

part of the [camel's saddle called] J~ or of the

(saddle called]. - 5: (K:) what is put behind

the J-3: they used to put the coats of mail be

hind their Ju-, in the [receptacles called] -\ge,

that they might put them on in case of war: (Ham

p. 458:) a thing like a *ś, [a covering for a

camel's back,] of troo kinds; namely, that of the

[cloth called] U-i- n:hich is holloned out, so as

to admit the upper part of the camel's hump;

and that of the [saddle called] -->5, which is be

hind: ISh says that it (the ā-ā-) is placed upon

the hinder part of the camel, beneath the two

hinder curved pieces of nood of the -:5 (TA:)

a 55ts, [or kind of pad, or stuffed thing,] placed

at the hinder part of the -:5 (K.) pl.<ti

(S.A.) Yousay, 4-5-5-[He filledhisa-i-l.

(A) And:-"J-4-4s. He made him
to ride behind him on the a-si-. (TA)—

[Hence,] | A thing [of an ideal kind] that one

takes upon himself, or lays up for the future [to

be renarded or punished for it]. (A.) You say,

:: ā-ā- J:- t[He took upon himself a bur

den of evil, as though he bound it behind him:

see 8]. (A, TA) And 3-2- : * :[Piety
is the best thing that one can take upon himself,

and lay up for the future to profit thereby]. (A,

TA.)- [Hence also, accord. to the A, which I

follow in marking this signification as tropical,
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but accord. to the Mgb and to MF it is the pri

mary signification,] 'The hinder parts, or pos

teriors, (A, Msb, MF, TA,) of a woman, (A,

Msb,) and ofa man: (TA:) pl. as above. (Msb.)

So in the phrase 3-5-l # ! Large, (A,) or

prominent, (TA) in the posteriors. (A, TA.)

3- A camel suffering suppression of his

urine: (Msb:) and '-i- [signifies the same;

or] a camel having difficulty in staling, in conse

quence of the pressure of his -ā- [or hindgirth]

upon his sheath, which sometimes kills him. (A,

T.A.) And the former, A man who is caused to

hurry by the issuing of his urine : (Msb:) or

who requires to go to the privy (Mgb, TA) for the

discharge of his urine, (Msb,) [or to evacuate his

bonels,] and does it not until he suffers consti

pation: (Msb,TA:) or one suffering constipation.

(Msb.) [See an ex voce 35-l

-i-i A wild ass having a nihiteness in the

belly: (K:) or n hite in the part where the hind

girth (~á-) would be placed: (A, K:) the

former is the more approved meaning: (TA:) or

a wild ass; so called because white in the flanks:

(S.) fem. Ki- (S, A ) pl -i- (A)—

Also £i- A 35ts [or small isolated mountain],

(S, K,) slender, (TA,) rising high into the sky,

(S, K,) of which the flanks, or middle parts,

(955-1) are enveloped by the mirage (~5:1,

so in the K accord. to the TA), or by dust (~5:1,

accord. to the CK and a MS. copy of the K); or

#-, (K) or #- #5, (TA) signifies a 50

having, in its middle part, dust of a n'hitish hue

(#), with as: [app. meaning a mixture of

blackness and whiteness] of the rest. (K, TA.)

* < * *

-ā-e Made to ride behind another on the

same beast. (S.)- Bound upon the [a-i- or]

-jū- (Ham p. 289.)- The fox : (K:) so

called because of the whiteness of his belly.

(TA.)

-i- One who makes another to ride behind

him on the same beast. (K.)- Hence, in a trad.,

<> J.C. -i-J +He who makes his religion

to follow that of others, without evidence, proof,

or consideration. (TA.)

*A*

1. *: si-, (S, A, L, Msb, K.) aor. 2; and

asks *s-, aor. <; inf n. (of the former, S, or of

both, i, TA) i-, (§, L, MSb, K.) or this is a

simple subst, (L.) and (of the former, L, or of

both, TA) i- (L, K) and (of the latter, S, L)

3i ($, L, K) and [app. of both, or perhaps this

is a simple subst,] ..i-; (K3) and "-i-5,

(L, K.) [and "...i-l; (see st-:)] JHe bore

rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite, (c. 44)

against him; (S, L;) he hid enmity, and violent

hatred, against him in his heart; (Msb;) he re

tained, or held fast, enmity against him in his

heart, natching for an opportunity to indulge it or

exercise it (A, L, K) speedily. (A.) [Accord. to

the A, this signification is from the one here next

following]--i-, (IAT, A, L.) or *s-, (K)

inf n. *i-; (L5) and "-i-, (IAar, A, L.) and

.x=-\, (K) or both these augmented forms;

(TA;) It (a mine) ceased to yield anything;

(IAar, L, K;) or yielded nothing: (A:) and

it (rain) withheld itself. (IAar, LK)--si-.

(K, TA) inf n. *i-; (TA) or £35-; (CK)

or "--a-l; (so in a MS. copy of the K;) She

(a camel) became full offat. (K.)

4 *-ā- He, (a person, S, L,) or it, (a thing,

L) caused him to bear rancour, malevolence, ma

lice, or spite, (c.44) [against another;] (S, L;)

[caused him to hide enmity, and violent hatred,

in his heart; (see 1;)] caused him to retain, or

hold fast, enmity in his heart, watching for an

opportunity to indulge it or exercise it [speedily].

(L, K.)= xà-l, intrans.: see 1, in two places.

- 15-aa-1 They sought to obtain something from

a mine and found it not. (S, K: copied by J from

a book, but not heard by him.)

5: see 1.

6. 12.5la-5 [They bore mutual rancour, ma

levolence, malice, or spite ; they hid mutual en

mity, and violent hatred, in their hearts; (see 1;)]

they retained, or held fast, mutual enmity in their

hearts, watching for opportunities to indulge it or

exercise it speedily. (A.)

8: see 1, in two places.

3i- (S, A, L, MSb, K) and 'i:- (L, K)

Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite; syn.

&#4; (S, A, L;) concealment of enmity, and

violent hatred, in the heart; (Msb;) retention of

enmity in the heart, with natchfulness for an op

portunity to indulge it or exercise. it [peedily:

see 1]: (L, K:) pl. of the former *i- [a pl. of

pauc.] (S, A, L., Msb, K) and 225- (A, L, K)

and (of the latter, L) £i-. (L, K.)

6 •

Júa-:
2- : see3.

S,i- (S, A, L, K) A man [very rancorous,

malevolent, malicious, or spiteful; wont to hide

enmity, and violent hatred, in his heart;] wont

often, or to a great degree, to retain, or hold fast,

enmity in his heart, watching for opportunities to

indulge it or exercise it [speedily]. (L, K.)

2 < ... • • 2

6-AéAs- : See AA-.

3s (A, L) and '3-(Ham p. 516) [Bear.

ing fancour, malevolence, malice, or spite; hiding

enmity, and violent hatred, in the heart;] re

taining, or holding fast, enmity in the heart, and

natching for an opportunity to indulge it or exer

cise it [speedily]; applied to a man; (L;) and in

like manner to a heart, as also *:::. (A.)

*- Origin; syn. J31, (IAar;) i. q.:

(K) and a- and 's-3. (TA)

de • 6 s. d =
-

aele 235-2. A man [against whom rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite, is borne; against

n:hom enmity, and violent hatred, are hidden in

the heart;] against whom enmity is retained in

the heart, or hearts, with watchfulness for an op

portunity to indulge it or exercise it speedily.

(A.)

* - d .., 6 ... •

*~ : see Asta.

Aa

6 o 1. ji-, aor. * , int n, #i- (S, A, Msh;k) and

Jia-; (TA;) and A-, aor. 2, inf n. 25- and
63 of
- -

ā-yaa-; (K, TA;) He, or it, nas, or became,

contemptible, despicable, mean, paltry, abject,

ignominious, base, or vile, (S, A, Msb, K,) and

held of no weight or worth. (Msb.) And #

L: Us', (TA) or ji-, (so in a copy of the A,)

and ",st-5, (K.) He, or it, was, or became, con

temptible, despicable, mean, paltry, &c., in my

eye. (K,”TA.) And 4: <! '#1-5 He (lit.

his spirit, or soul, or his own self) became con

temptible, &c., in his onn estimation. (S, T.A.)

You say also, Vie, 4 Wi- [May he be con

temptible, or despicable, and beget no children]:

(A, TA:) a form of imprecation. (TA.) And
6 o'- d d -

Li Jia- [in which the latter word is an imitative

sequent, or a corroborative: see #~]. (TA.)

And &#3 Ši- Thou hast become very con

temptible, despicable, mean, paltry, &c.; syn.

!: 5:--> (K)=%i- (S, A, Msb, K.)

aor. -, (Mob, K.) inf n, i-, (K, TA) and

'%i- (A) inf n. 4:55 (K.) and '3-,

(S, A, MSb, K.) and "3,5-1, (S, A, K.) He

contemned, or despised, him, or it; held him, or

it, to be contemptible, despicable, mean, paltry,

abject, ignominious, base, or vile, (S, A, Msb, K,

TA,) and of no neight or north. (Mgb.) [Hence,]

2- ji- &: [He who is contemned, or despised,

is prohibited, or debarred, from what is good]: a

prov. (A.)

2. 3,5- inf.n.: see 1.- Also He, or

it, made him to be contemned or despised, con

temptible or despicable, mean, paltry, abject,

ignominious, base, or pile. (TA.)- Also, (A,

K,) inf. n. as above, (S, A, K,) said of a noun,

(A,) and of speech, (K,) i. q. #2 [He made it

(namely, a noun,) diminutive in form: and he

used the diminutive form in it; namely, speech].

6: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1.

10: see 1.

• 2 -

Jaa- :

• * *

iyaa-, a simple subst., Contempt. (Msb.)

6 * * >

see 5Uia-.

#

o ~ 6 " 6.- ... •

•

à:/aa-: see 5UR-.

Xi- Contemned or despised, contemptible or

despicable, mean, paltry, abject, ignominious,

base, or vile, (S, A, Msb,) and held of no neight

or worth; (Msb;) as also *:- and W}:

(K, TA:) or these two signify weak: or of mean,

or ignoble, origin. (K.) You say also X: *i

(A) using the latter word as an imitative sequent, -

(S and K in art. Jai,) or as a corroborative.

(TA.)

#ū- (S, A, Msh, K) and "#- and "##,

(K) all of which are infins, (TA) and * jui

and W #i- (K) and 7#~, (S, K,) Contempt

ibleness, despicableness, meanness, paltriness, ab

jectness, ignominiousness, baseness, or vileness :

(S, A, Msb, K:) [or the last rather signifies a

** *
//
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cause of contemptibleness &c.; being g

6 * - d - 6 * > d - 6* - • J & • *

ā-s- andāls.” &c.:] you say, "55-23-91 lis

& i. e. 55-[or rather This thing is a cause of

contemptibleness &c. to thee]. (S.)

2*, * *

3,5-:

2*, a

5×a-:

3- act part. n. of 95-. Contenning, des

pising, &c. (A.) You say, 250 sta- 3A [using

the last word as an imitative sequent, QI" a Corro

borative: see *i-]. (A.)

6 * * *

see 35taa-.

£
* - -

... ( see Jes-.

2Re- :

#1-1 The Fourth Heaven. (K.)

6 * * > * 6e • •

5,5-2 : see 55taa-, in two places.

• * * *

&#~ Small sins; syn.*: (S, K:) but

this is an application proper to the law; for the

[pagan] Arabs knew not* nor ×és: or,

accord. to the writers on strange words, it signi

fies actions which a man contemns, or despises,

or holds in light estimation, even if great sins.

(MF.)

laaa

l:- : see what follows.

čuš-, (IDrd, S. K.) and Cuià-, but the

former is the more chaste, (IDrd,) and the latter

is mentioned by none but IDrd, (IKh) and

*ā-, (K.) The [bird called]. -53 (i.e. attagen,

francolin, heath-cock, or rail: but see this last

Arabic word]: (K:) or the male of the &#

(S, K:) but IF says, I do not think it correct:

(TA:) fem. 45ulaic-. (K.)

Q-84e

1. -ā-, aor. *, inf. n. -,+, It (a thing)

was, or became, curved, bent, or ninding. (Msb.)

-#25- also signifies A gazelle's being in the

condition denoted by [the part. n.] -is- in the

phrase −ää- (s-l, which see below. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)

12. -ā535-1, said of sand, and of the J%a [or

moon when, being near the sun, it shows a

narrow rim of light], (S, K,) and of the back,

(K) or of anything, such as the back of a camel,

(L.) It was curved, bent, or winding, (S, L, K,)

and long. (L, K.)

-ā- A curving, or ninding, tract of sand :

(S, Mgh, Mab, K.) pl. [of pauc] Jú-i (S,

Msb, K) and [of mult.] -ā- (S, K) and -##,

(O, L. K.) and pl. pl. -ālā- and iii-, (K)

the former of these two being pl. of Jú-i or

of-*-, (L, TA,) but the latter of them, accord.

to the O, is a pl., not a pl. pl.: (TA:) or a heap,

or hill, of sand, that has assumed a boned

form : (IDrd, TA:) or a curving, or rvinding,

thin tract of sand: (Harp. 51:) or a great,

"ound tract of sand: (Ibn-'Arafeh, K.) or an

oblong, elevated tract of sand: (Fr, K.) or

similar to -ā:S applies [particularly] to certain oblong

tracts of sand in the region of Esh-Shihr (K,”

TA:) accord. to J, [in the $,] to the country of

'Ad. (TA.)- Also The loner, or lonest, part

of a tract of sand, and of a mountain, and of a

mall. (O, L., K.)

-ā- A gazelle [lying] bent together, or

curled, (A’Obeyd, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) like a

--i- of sand, (Az, Sgh, K,) in his sleep,

(A’óbeyd, S, K) or in consequence of a nound

3.c. : (Msb:) or lying upon his breast on a

-ā- of sand: (IAar, K:) or, as some say,

upon, or at, the loner, or lonest, part of a-ā
(Mgh.) •

Jä- A camelian in the belly. (Ish, K.)

Jā

3, #1- [inf n. of Ji-] The selling of

seed-produce in the ear for the grain of wheat:

(S, M, Mgh, Sgh, Msb, K:) or the selling of

seed-produce n'hile in growth, before it appears

to be in a good state : or the making a bargain,

or contract, with another, for labour upon land,

on the condition of his receiving a third, or a

fourth, or less, or more, of the produce : or the

hiring of land for the grain of wheat: (M, Mgh,

Sgh, K:) or the buying of seed-produce while

in growth for the grain of n-heat. (Mgh.)

4. UK-1 It (seed-produce) became such as is

termed Ji- q. V. : (S.K.) or put forth its

* &

head. (Mgh.)- Lay'). --Jaa-1 The land became

in the condition of having what is termed Ji

(K,”TA.)

Q Q. 1. J33-, inf n is:- and Jú-, for

which latter some say Jús-, He (an old man)

became aged, and languid in respect of the

venereal faculty: (S:) or āşş- signifies the

lacking ability to exercise the venereal faculty,

(K,) accord. to Az, on the occasion of one's

having his bride brought to him. (TA.) -

is:- also signifies The being weary, and neak.

(K.)- The state of sleeping. (K.)- The act,

or state, of retrograding, or declining; syn. #!.

(K.)-An old man's resting, or staying, his

hands upon his waist. (K.) - The n'alking

quickly, and with short steps. (K.) = And

453-, (TA) inf n. #3-, (K, TA) He in

pelled, or repelled, him, or it; syn. *3. (K,”

TA)=#3- [inf n, of J#- also signifies

The saying all, S. ā, S: J5-9; (TA in art.

Js,-) i. 1 #- (K in that art.)

Ji- Seed-produce n'hen its leaves have branched

forth, (S, M, Msb, K,) and become apparent

and numerous, (M, K,) before its stalks have

become thick : (S:) or nhen its shoots have come

forth near together: or as long as it is green:

(M, K:) or of which the head has come forth.

(Lth, L in art. &#)- And Land such as is

termed -95; i.e. land in which are no trees:

(Msb:) or good

a good

• • £55. n. un, with 3: (S:) or

1,5 in which one sons; as also with 3:

(K:) or a place that has never been sonin; and

so, accord. to some, with 3: (TA:) whence,

(K,) it is said in a prov., (S) S. äägi <: •j

âti-l [Nothing but the good seed-plot produces

the herb]: (S, K:) said to be applied to a base

saying proceding from a base man: [or it means,

as the father, so is the son: (Freytag's Arab.

Prov. ii. 516:)] but ISd says that AMR-ji is not

known; and he thinks that the 3 is added in

order to make it accord with AMR-J'; or that it

means a portion of what is termed Ji- : (TA:)

the pl. is Jsi- (Msb.)

Js. A tiller, or cultivator, of land. (TA)

J#- An old man, who is languid in respect

of the venereal faculty: or an aged man, ab

solutely: and a man who is neary. (TA)

See also what next follows.

āşş- A soft, or flaccid, penis; (S, K;) as

also "J33-: (TA:) or the latter signifies

[simply] a penis: (K:) the former, accord. to

Abu-l-Ghowth, signifies the penis of an old man

n:ho is languid in respect of the venereal faculty:

some of those of post-classical times pronounce

it with -, (S)-4 flask, or bottle, (5:36)

with a long neck, used by the water-carrier:

(K:) app formed by substitution [of G for &l

from al-3-. (TA.)

iii- sing ofJiu-, (TK,) which signifies

Places of seed-produce ; syn. &#. (K: but

in some copies, in the place of Js-3. and

&#91; we find Ji-ji: and &#91) [See an

6 * > d >

ex, voce Axia-o.]

U5a

1. *i-, aor.’ and -, (K) infn Öi-, (TA)

i. q. <-- [as meaning He confined it; kept it

in; prevented it from escape; retained, re

strained, or withheld, it], (Ki) as also "4:-1,

(as in some copies of the K.) or "4-i-li (as in

other copies and in the TA;) but see, in what

follows, what is said of this last in the S. (TA)

–3:0 &i- (S, Mgh, K) ää:1 es', (K,)

aor. 2, (S,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He collected

the milk in the skin, (S, Mgh,) and poured fresh

milk upon that which nas curdled, or thick, or

upon that which was churned: (S:) or he poured

the milk into the skin, [and kept it therein] that

its butter might come forth. (K.) And 35

# es' £1, aor. *, inf n. as above,Hecollected

the water in the skin. (Msb.)– U2:Ji Jia-,

(Ks, S, M.) or 4, (Mgh, Msb,) He kept in,

or retained, (M,Mgh, Msb,) and collected, (Mgh,

Msb,) the urine, (M,) or his urine: (Mgh, Msb:)

one should not say **i-l; (Ks,S, M.) nor

should one say [of the urine] is Ji- (M.)

* * * * * * * - - -

–433 35-, (§,Mgh, Mab,K) and 433 33i-,

(TA from a trad.,) t He prevented, or forbade, the

shedding of his blood, (S,Mgh,TA,) and the slay

ing him; (TA;) [he spared his blood, or forbore to

shed it;] i.e., (Mgh,) he saved him (Mgh,K)from

slaughter (K) when it had become lanful to slay

him; from 3:1 &ā-, (Mgh;) contr. of 534;

as though he collected his blood in him, and did

not pour it forth. (Mb)-4-3 à. &á- + He

preserved [the lustre of his face , meaning his
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honour, or reputation]. (TA)-->4,9 &i

(S, Mgh, Mab, K") He administered to the

sick person what is termed aii-, i.e. [a clyster,]

a medicine put into a ai-; (Mgh;) he con

veyed medicine into the inside of the sick person

by his anus(~~3-) with the ai-. (Mgb.)
See also 8. - •

4. UK-1 He collected different sorts of milk

[in a skin, old and fresh,] to become good. (K.)

-See also 1, in two places.

5. J.'' -i-. The camels became full in

their insides. (TA.)

8. Uka-' as a trans. v. : see 1. = Also It

(blood) collected in the inside in consequence of a

spear-nound, or stab, or the like, penetrating

thereinto. (TA.)- And He (a man) adminis

tered to himself, or had administered to him,

a ali- [or clyster]: ($, Mgh, Msb:) or he (a

sick man) made use of the ai- in consequence of

suppression of his urine. (K.) The saying&#
- ? -- 3 -

* c : &#" [meaning The child had its

mother's milk administered to it as a clyster] is far

fetched; and 3:1 is not allowable: the right

expression is "3+, or a £9. &*. (Mgh.)

–And #45; six- The als, (i.e. meadow,

or garden,] had its sides elevated u%u. c."

[above the rest of it]: so says AHn: in the K,

te')- Usle [above the depressed, or the best, or

most fruitful, part of it: in the CK, Ue,9-].

(TA.)

#-A pain in the belly: pl. &ú-i (IAar, K.)

# The administration of a medicine to a

sick person by his anus; (TA;) [i. e. the ad

ministration of a clyster;] the conveyance of a

medicine to the inside of a sick person by his

anus with the ai-. (Mob.) – And hence,

(Msb,) [A clyster;] a medicine so administered

to a sick person : (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) pl. či

(Msb.)- And, by extension of the meaning,

The tube of a aī-2. (Mgh.)

&:- Confined, kept in, prevented from escape,

retained, restrained, or withheld; as also 'csi-.

(K.)-And, as a subst., (S,) Milk collected in

a shin, (S, IF, Mgb,) when fresh milk has been

poured upon that which has become curdled, or

thick, or upon that which has been churned.

(S, TA) Hence the prov., #2" &:-" L',

i.e. £1; [The milk collected in the skin, &c.,

has disalloned the excuse;] (A’Obeyd, S, TA;)

applied to him who excuses himself when having

no [real] excuse: (TA:) originally said by a

man who asked some people to give him milk

to drink, upon their excusing themselves while

they had milk which they had collected in a

skin; meaning, this c)-as-belies you. (A’Obeyd,

TA.)

čić- A man keeping in, or retaining, and

collecting, his urine; from C-i- meaning “milk

collected in a skin:” (IF, Mab3) [suffering from

retention of the urine :] having urine that dis

tresses [by its quantity]: (S, TA:) having much

urine retained and collected: (Mgh:) and "Či

signifies the same. (TA.) Hence the saying,

(Mgh, TA) in a trad., (TA) S3 c5t-J (25 S

j- S5 -su- (S," Mgh, TA*) No counsel, or

advice, is possible to one m'ho has much urine

retained and collected, nor to one suffering sup

pression of the feces, nor to one who is pinched

by a tight boot. (Mgh, T.A.") - [Collecting

grease, or melted grease, in a skin..] You say,

au'l cºst-à- 4: Uí + I am a person skilled

in it; because such a one does not collect the

ajuel in a skin until he knows that it has cooled,

lest the skin should be burnt. (K.)- + A moon

a little after or before the change (USA) having

its tn:o extremities elevated, and its back decum

bent. (K.) Hence the saying, X- Jāl; J%.

cºst-J% &- ! [A USA erect (here meaning

nearly erect) is better, or more auspicious, than

a USA decumbent]. (A, TA.) [See also &sil

äs-A The stomach; (K;) an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. is predominant; because

it retains, or collects, the food: (TA:) and the

pit betneen each collar-bone and n:hat is termed

&l J.- [explained in art. U4-, q.v.]; (AA,

$, K ;*) the two together being termed [the]

Júss (AA, S.) the pit of each collar-bone:

(T, TA:) the part betnceen the collar-bone and

the neck : (TA:) or the lower part of the belly:

(S.K.) pl. Ó5%-l. (T,TA) [See also #1.]

Hence, (K,) it is said in a prov., 43%- &i-#

4.333, (S, K,) i. e. [I n illassuredly conjoin] the

lonier part of thy belly neith the upper part

thereof; or the part of thy belly that retains, or

collects, the food, with the loner part of thy belly,

and with thy knees. (TA.) The as's is [also

said to be] the extremity of the Asíl- [or wind

pipe]; and hence the saying attributed to 'Áisheh,

that the Prophet died [with his head] between

her ast- and her assis. (S.)

Gi- A skin in n'hich milk is collected;

fresh milk being poured into it upon that nihich

is curdled, or thick, or upon that nihich has been

churned: (S:) or a skin into which milk is

poured, [and in nhich it is kept,] that its butter

may come forth. (K.)-And A funnel nith

n:hich the milk is poured into the shin: (Az, K:*)

or a funnel n:hich is put into the mouth of a

skin, into which one then pours wine, and nater.

(TA.)

6.--> d > •

[āsā-e app. sing of &l- as used in the

following saying; like asää- is sing of Jst-.]
* * * 0.

ź.-3-kist- c, & 30 May God bles

gour seed-produce and your progeny. (TA.)

#-The thing nith which a ai- [or clyster]

is administered; (Mgh, Msb;) being a leathern

pouch, furnished with a tube. (Mgh.)

&ti- One who retains his urine, and, when

he discharges it, discharges much: (S,K) applied

by ISd peculiarly to a camel. (TA.)

s 2 * * s • *

U94-2 : see Úesa-.

24

1. sti- [aor. *,] inf. n. #-, He, or it, hit,

or hurt, his si- [i. e. waist, or flank]. (K.)–

Also, said of water, It reached up to his si

(Fr,TA)=\,:- He (a man, S) nas, or became,

affected with the pain of the belly termed 5,5

(S, K.) and, inf. n. tas-, [which, as well as the

part. n. 5-, suggests that the verb is Ji-, like

C*, though it is said in the CK to be like Cs”,]

he had a complaint of his si- (CK, but want

ing in MS. copies of the K:) or "Li- has

this latter meaning. (So in a copy of the K.)

5 : see above.

J- Having a complaint of his si- (CK,

but wanting in MS. copies of the K.)

si- The waist; syn. : : (S:) [or] the

place (in the side, TA) nhere the [naist-nºrapper

called] 25, is bound; $, Ms, K, TA) i. e.

(Msb) the flank; syn. 5-cus-, (A’Obeyd, Msb,

TA,) or +: (K:) there are two [parts],

called together cisi- (A’Obeyd, TA:) and

the [waist-wrapper itself that is called] 351, (S,

M, Msb, K;) because it is bound upon the [part

of the body called] si- (Msb,” TA;) as also

*śi-; (M.K.) which MF asserts to be also

a var. of 25- as syn. with C+: of the dial.

of Hudheyl: and in the K is here added, or the

place of the tying thereof, as also "isi- and

*ā-, [the latter written in the CK Ai-; but

said in the TA to be like Jú= ;] whereas this

is the primary signification: (TA:) pl. (of pauc.,

S, TA) g-i. (S, Msb, K,) originally *-i. (S,

TA) and #CK) and (of mult,5,TA) i-,
3 * *

(S, Msb, K.) [originally 33-,] of the measure

J,4, (S) like J.,', (Mab) and ā- (Mil,

K,) which is pl. of Si- and of isi-, as well as

syn. with the latter in a sense pointed out above.

(TA.) Hence, •si- $té ! He had recourse

to him for refuge, protection, or preservation.

(TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce &:-.]

- | The part of an arrow which is the place of

the feathers: (K:) or the slender part of the

hinder portion, next the feathers; (S, TA;) or,

as in the A, belon, the feathers. (TA.)- 1 A

rugged place elevated above a torrent; (M, K,

TA;) pl. Mi-: (Ki) or t any place which a

water-course reaches: (A5, TA:) and *isi

signifies t the like of the [elevated piece of ground

termed] is: , but higher, upon which the animals

of prey preserve themselves from the torrent;

and its pl. is #5-. (TA) Accord. to En-Nadr,

+ An elevated, piece of ground; an acclivity;

pl. g-i and Ji- accord. to Z, t the ci- [or

lowest part, or face, &c.,] of a mountain : (TA:)

also t [each of] the two sides of a a: [or long

mountain traversed by a road; or a part of a

mountain that requires one, in traversing it, to

ascend and descend; &c.]: (K, TA:) Lth says

that when you look at the head of a *: of a
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mountain, you see its prominence to have what
• Ö -

are termed Ulsa-. (TA.)

• 2

*:

© - d -

-

• 2 -

See 24-.

oża- : see 3-, in two places. = Also A pain

of the belly, (S, M, K,) which affects a man,

(S, M,) from eating flesh-meat, (M, K,) occasion

ing diarrhaea; (M;) or occasioning an inflation

in the cisi- [or two flanks]; (T;) and so

* (i- (M, K.) or i, q. i: [generally mean

ing cholera]. (TA in art. t-l.) – And A

certain malady in camels, in consequence of n:hich

the belly is rent by the [affection of the lungs

termed] j-, [n'hich occasions violent coughing,]

(K, TA,) and the animal voids not the urine

nor dung, (K in art. us) often, also, having the

veins and flesh choked with blood, and becoming

sncollen, or inflated, often to such a degree that

the stomach bursts in consequence thereof. (TA

in that art.) The word is mostly used in relation

to a human being. (TA.)

ää- : see *i-, with which it is syn. in one

sense pointed Out above; and of which it is also

a pl., as well as of 3,5- - Also The cord, or

the like, with n'hich the horse-cloth is bound upon

the belly of the horse when he is made to run

a heat or two heats and then covered over to

make him sneat and to reduce his fat, [see 1 in

art. J.-,] by nay of preparing him for racing

or the like. (TA.)= See also #-.

#: @, K) and 3- (k) applied to a man,

(S,) Affected with the pain of the belly termed

isi- (S, K.) And Having a complaint of his

si-. (CK, but wanting in MS. copies of the K.)

<!

- s -

1. *, aor.”, (S, Msb) inf n. ii-, (§, Mgh,

Mgb, K,) [He scratched, scraped, rubbed, grated,

chafed, or fretted, it: or] he scraped off, abraded,

or otherwise removed, its superficial part: (Mgh,

Msb:) -- signifies the act of scratching: (KL:)

or the making a body to pass upon another body

with collision: (K:) [as meaning scratching and

the like,] it is with the nail, and with the hand,

&c. (TA) use J: Cºl. 4- 4 [Nothing

has scratched my back like my hand] is a prov.,

meaning that one should abstain from relying upon

others: and the same meaning is intended in the

following verse:

* *J# 93-5-1. *

o of ~ • • of G---

* ** 8-> <- J* *

[Nothing has scratched thy skin like thy nail: so

manage thou thyself all thine affair]... (Har

pp. 432 et seq.) The saying, in a trad.,&- $!

ū:3 ā-ā [lit. When I scratch a sore, I make

it bleed,] means twhen I desire an object, I at

tain it. (TA)—[Hence] us,” us - and

*4-1, and '4-1, (K) the first whereof, which

is mentioned by IDrd preceded by the negative

us, is the most approved, (TA,) : It wrought, or

operated, in, or upon, my mind: (K, TA:) said

of a suggestion of the devil, that comes into one's

-

mind. (TA.) Or jë* Us' 3-, aor. * ,

means +Such a thing occurred to his mind as a

thing outneighed in probability, or a matter of

suspicion. (Mgb.) And you sayes): es' 4- U.

+It did not make an impression upon my mind.

(Harp. 648.) It is said in a trad, 4- ū ā)

+)--> J. t Sin is that which makes an impression

upon thy mind, and induces a suspicion that it is

an act of disobedience, because the mind is not

dilated thereby (Mgh. [See also 9-, in arts.

4)5- and <!--; and see J-J) You say also,

'G' 4:& 4 -> <!-- U. ! Nothing thereof was

unsettled, so as to be doubtful, in my mind. (S,

TA.) And lies es): es' <!-- U :Such a thing

did not cause dilatation [or pleasure] in my mind.

(§, K, TA) = See also 8. = #31 ex-,

aor. *, (Kr, K,) a verb of an unusual form, with

the reduplication distinct, like<-- in the phrase

*---, &c., (TA) The beast had its hoof

700?"7% anay at the edges. (K,”TA.)

2. *-, inf n. 44-5, He scratched [&c.]

nell [or much]. (KL.)

3. *-, (TA) inf n, iët- (S, K, KL)

and *-, (TA,) t He emulated, rivalled, or imi

tated, him; [originally, I suppose, in scratching,

or the like;] (K, KL, TA;) the inf. n. being syn.

with #5 (K, TA) or like #: (S)

}: 5t- (K) 1 He produced, or effected, or

brought to pass, evil, or mischief (TK.)

4: see 8:- and see also 1.

+ 3 - -- 6

5. Us: 48-3 & -

himself against me; syn. Us! ---~ : (S: so in

two copies:) or becomes exasperated by me; syn.

• ,

5 Such a one rubs, or scratches,

Us? J -: : (TA:) and addresses, or applies,

himself to do evil, or mischief, to me. (S, K, TA.)

J4% 3ial -ā-3 3ā; t The scorpion has ad

dressed itself to do evil, or mischief, to the viper,

is a prov., applied to him who contends with his

superior in strength and power, and does evil to

him. (Harp. 478.)

6. têt-à [They scratched, scraped, rubbed,

grated, chafed, or fretted, each other; or] their

tno bodies became in collision, and each of them
* - 6 of ~ *

scratched, &c., (<!-,) the other. (K.)--oll.i.a

J. •

<l 423 &#1-5, and "---, ! This is a case

in which the knees are in contact, and in collision,

is a saying by which is meant equality of station

or rank, or the sitting together upon the knees in

contending for superiority in glory or excellence

or nobility. (TA.)- [5t-3 also signifies It be

came scraped off, or rubbed off, by degrees; the

verb in this sense being similar to lašu.5 &c.; see

isis-l

8. * si- He scratched, scraped, or rubbed,

himself (4: 3-) against it; (S, K;) as the

mangy or scabby [camel] does against a piece of

wood. (TA)-U-5 3-1 M.y head induced

me, or caused me, to scratch it: (as-J.' Liles;)
* * * 0.

[i.e. it itched;] as also 'J'-i and "Us:--!

and 'J'-; (K;) though this last is held by IB

to be erroneous: (TA:) and in like manner one

says of all the other members. (M, TA)- See

also 1:- and 8.- : #. &- &l= •l

[His hoof became chafed, abraded, or worn, by

much travel]. (Ham p. 476.)

10: see 8.

5- ! Doubt (K, TA) in religion &c.; (TA:)

as also *ā-: (AA, TA:) because it makes an

impression (*) upon the mind. (TA.)=

* 4-, explained in the K, as also: **-,

by the words 5:= +, means 14 producer

of much evil, or mischief: (TK.) it is a tropical

phrase: and in like manner one says c.* si

![a producer of much rancour, malevolence, mā.

lice, or spite]; and Jú 4- ![a producer of much

nealth]. (TA.)

#- [An itching;] a subst, from <i>! as used

in the phrase J-5 <i> [q v.]; as also 'jū-.

(K)—And The -j- [i. e. mange, or scab]:

(S, K:) or it differs from the latter; and is said

to be the dry -j-. (MF:) or anything that one

scratches; as the ~5- and the like: (Mgh :)

[in the present day particularly applied to the

itch :] a certain cutaneous disease ; said in the

medical books to be a thin humour, causing snell

ing, originating beneath the skin, not accompanied

neith pus, but neith what resembles bran, and quick

in passing anay. (Msb.)- And hence f Lice.

(Mgh.)=See also5
-

&-A nearing anay at the edges in a beast's

hoof. (K,”TA.)=A gait in which is commotion,

like the gait of a short woman who moves about

her shoulder-joints. (Ibn-'Abbād, L, K.) =

Soft, or uncompact, white stones: (S:) or a kind of

n:hite stone, like marble, (K, TA) more soft, or

uncompact, than marble, but harder than gypsum :

n. un, with 3: (TA:) or, with 3, ground in which

are soft, or uncompact, stones, like marble: (ISh,

TA) or, accord to ADk, '+', with damm,

and then fet-h, signifies ground in which are nhite

stones, resembling asi, that break into many

pieces; and such is only in lon, land, (TA.)

&- ! Evil, or mischievous, persons. (IAar, K,

TA.)- And I Such as are importunate in de

manding things wanted. (IAar, K, TA.)

6 - -

see 4K-.&:

Jú- A thing that is rubbed, or grated, (5-)

upon another thing, so as to produce ass
6.- y

(IDrd, TA)- I q. 3× [0 v.] (Sgh, K)=

See also #-.

Jú- [A thing against nihich a beast rubs, or

scratches, himself]. The Arabs say, Jā- &%

&# * : *- +[Such a one is a rubbing

post from which the knots have become worn

donn]; meaning that he is so pruned, or trimmed,

[figuratively speaking,] that nothing is cast at

him but it glances off from him, and recoils.
6 * ~ * w e J = 3

(TA) [See *-*.]=:: *- : see al-.
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4.- i. Q. "3,4- [i. e. Scratched, scraped,

rubbed, &c.; and particularly n'orn by rubbing

or friction;] applied to a -+ [app. as mean

ing an ankle-bone, or rather the skin upon that

bone]; and having the edges worn anay; syn.

---, (S,) or*: (K;) applied to a solid

hoof (8, K, TA) as also '3-ii (K, TA)

and &: <-- Jé [so in copies of the K: in

the CK the last word in this explanation iss:

but I doubt not that the right reading is J.-,

with the unpointed 2-; and that the meaning of

the whole is, whatever (i. e. whatever foot) is

worn by rubbing or friction; that has become

attenuated, or chafed, by much n'alking or tread

ing; agreeably with the explanation that follows]:

the subst: is k- and you say, #! <-.

(K.) And A horse having the hoof, much worn

(>13-1 -->, IDrd, K, in the CK st-A) by

the erosion of the ground, so as to be attenuated.

(IDrd, T.A.)

āsū- What falls from a thing 4- 3. [i. e.

on the occasion of scratching, scraping, rubbing,

grating, &c.]. (S, K.) And What is scraped, or

rubbed, or grated, (ii- Us.) betn'een tryo stones,

and then used as a collyrium for ophthalmia: (K:)

or n:hat is scraped off, or rubbed off, by degrees,

(5-3 0.) between tro stones, n'hen one of them

is rubbed with the other, for medicine and the

like. (TA.)

[#-A lapidary.]

āsū- ! A thing that makes an impression upon

hearts: pl. &t={-: (IAth, TA:) or the pl.

signifies : [suggestions of the devil or of the mind,

whereby the mind is disturbed; such as are termed]

J-> : (K, TA:) things that make an impression

(3-5) upon the heart, and are dubious to a man :

such are sins said to be. (TA.)

#1-4 tooth: (S.K.) thus called because

it rubs, or grates, (1-5) either its fellow or

what one eats: an epithet in which the quality of

a subst, predominates. (TA.) So in the saying,

#1- * -s: <: U. [There remained not in

his mouth a tooth]. (S.) The Arabs also say,

#6 S5 ièu- * us, meaning There is not in

him, or it, a grinder (L-x-3) nor a dog-tooth.

(Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā, TA)

5-i: see <!---Also A man (TA) having

no ast-, i.e., no tooth, in his mouth. (K,"TA)

a=8-i &- <i U. Thou art not of his, or its,

men: (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) [app. meaning thou art

not the man to cope with him, or to accomplish

it.]

3 -

<!-- [A touchstone; the stone upon which

pieces of money &c. are rubbed to try their qua

tity;] the stone of the cost#. (Harp. 66.) [It

is, commonly called in the present day #~ :

which also signifies a stone for rubbing the soles

of the feet, &c.; and a rasp.]

* * ~ * J.

*-*l Ji- [The rubbing-post; i. e.] the

thing that is set up in the place where camels lie

don'n, at their natering-place, for the mangy

camels to rub against it. (S, K.) Hence the say

ing of El-Hobáb Ibn-El-Mundhir El-Anşāree, (S,)
* * * * • J. J. • * * ~ * •., d e J. •

4-3

o • 6 o

--~~~) was ke: ** ti, [see Ji-]

meaning I am he by means of whose counsel, or

advice, and forecast, relief is sought: (S, K:*) or

it has another meaning, preferred by Az, i.e.,

that the sayer was one who had been strengthened

by experience, who had experienced and known

affairs, and been tried, or proved, by them, and

found to be one who bore up against difficulty,

strong and firm, such as would not flee from his

adversary: or the meaning is, I am, exclusively

of [the rest of] the Ansár, a rubbing-post for him

who would oppose me, and with me should the

stubborn be coupled: the dim. form is here used

for the purpose of aggrandizement. (TA.) [See

also Jú-.]

* f d -

4)2S-2 : see <!--.

*

US

1. to-: see what next follows.

4. to-1, (sh, S.K.) inf n. £1 (TA) and

*č-, aor. , (K) inf. n. 4-5 (TA) and

"C-l; (K.) He tightened a knot; (S. K.)

made it firm: (Sh, TA:) as also L:- (S) and

U.S.-- ($ and K in art. U.S.-:) [See a verse of

'Adee Ibn-Zeyd cited voce ...] := See also 8.

8. #41 --- The hnot became tight, or

firm. (Sh, T.A.) And as: J &is" (c- The

necklace became fast upon his neck. (Sh, TA.)

–[Hence,] es:- es'# to:- The thing

became established in my mind, so that I did

not doubt respecting it : and J-5 es' 3.9 to

f The matter became established in my mind.

(TA.) [See also J.- : and see :- in the

first paragraph of art. 2'-.] You say also, <--

'J'. U. es:- es' to- ū; <--- (in the

CK * :- U•) + I heard stories, and nothing of

them was unsettled in my mind. (K,"TA.) And

láš Šišić es: es to- s + Had my case

been manifest to me at the first, I had done thus.

(L, TA.)=See also 4.

+S

1. 3- i. q >!, q.v. (A.)– Also #-,

aor. = , inf. n. X-, He wronged him; acted

wrongfully, or injuriously; tonards him; (T,

K,” TA;) and detracted from his reputation, or

impugned his character; (T, TA;) acted, or

behaved, tonards him neith bad fellonship, (T,

K,” TA,) and nith difficulty, or hardness, and

perverseness: (TA:) and he brought upon him

distress, or trouble, and harm, or injury, in his

intercourse with him, and his nays of life. (T,

T.A.) The epithet applied to him who does so

is "X-, [not a reg, part n, but a kind of

relative epithet. (T, T.A.) You say, X- 4-5 In

him is difficulty, or hardness, and perverseness,

and a quality of bad fellowship. (A)=}<>,

aor. *, (TA) in n. x-, (K, TA) He was

obstinate, or persistent, or persistent in conten

tion, (K,"TA,) and difficult, or hard; (TA;)

and kept a thing to himself, not alloning any

one to share with him in it. (K,”TA.) The

part n is "X-. (TA)

2.& J: x-, inf n. *~, as used by

the people of Egypt, [He made the land of such

a one to be aX- i. e.] he [enclosed, and] de

barred others from building upon, [or othernise

making use of,] the land of such a one. (El

Makreezee's Khitat, ii. 114.) [A post-classical

phrase: see X-.]

3. *-, (TK) inf n := -2, (A, K.) He

contended, litigated, or nºrangled, with him. (A,

K, TK.)

5: see 8, in two places. -

8. "C-" He withheld, (A, Mgh, Msb, K.) or

collected and neithheld, (S, M,) wheat, (S, M, A,

Mgh, Msb,) and the like, of what is eaten, (M,

TA,) waiting for a time of dearness, (S, M, A,

Mgh, Msb, K;) as also '3-, (A,) and "X-3:

(K:) he bought wheat and nithheld it in order

that it might become scarce and dear. (TA.)

And *: es' "X-5 He waited, and watched,

[for a time of dearness,] in his selling. (ISh.)

[This last verb is perhaps not transitive.]

6 d - * - d -

*- : see 5'-.

6 d J - © j = * - - • *

*-, as meaning U--> <>9taa!! us."

[app. a mistranscription for -Lüx). &:

J. • & d -

= to

£- L.

U-25, which expresses the correct significa

tion, in the dial. of Egypt, i. e. What is enclosed,

of lands, or of lands and houses, or of lands and

palm-trees ye., and debarred from others, so that

they may not build upon it nor othernise make

use of it], is a post-classical term: (TA:) [pl.

£i. See also ##t=.]

X- and *%-(K) and *: (TA) What is

withheld, (K,) [or collected and withheld, (see

8,)] of wheat, and the like, of what is eaten,

(TA,) in expectation of its becoming dear. (K.)

-See also the last of these words.

X- One n:ho withholds a thing, and keeps it

to himself: (A:) one who withholds (K, TA)

[or collects and nithholds] wheat, and the like,

of what is eaten, (TA,) in expectation of dear

ness: (K, TA:) one who ceases not to withhold

his merchandise nhen the market is full of people

and of goods for sale, that it may be sold for

much [x:yu : in the L and K -gu, which is

evidently a mistranscription]. (L, T.A.) – See

also 1, in two places.

6 * /

*- : seeX

#- Collection and retention: this is the

primary signification. (Er-Răghib.)- The nith

holding, (A, Mgh, Msb, K,) or collecting and

withholding, (S,) wheat, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,) and

the like, of n:hat is eaten, (TA,) waiting for a

time of dearness; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) a subst.

from £15 (Mab, K.) as also "X- and '-.

(Msb.) You say that the trade of such a one

is #~l. (A.)- Accord. to some, The selling
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a thing nithout hnoning its measure or neight.

(TA.)- And A collection, or an aggregate.

(TA.)- See alsoX

5*- A piece of land retained and enclosed

by its proprietor (X-5 [i. e. K-5) jor soning

[and planting] trees [&c.], near to the houses

and abodes: of the dial. of Syria. (TA.) [See

also X-]

U.S.

1. JS- see what next follows.

4. 3: Ji- Uš- The information was

dubious, confused, or vague, to me; (Zj, S, K;)

as also "J<-, (K,) and "Us:-1: (S,” K, TA:)

and £9. U&-1 (Msb) and WU:- The affair,

or case, was dubious, or confused, (MSb, TA,)

* to him. (TA)

8. Uše-l: see 4, in two places.- Also He

learned a foreign language after Arabic. (Fr, K.)

6 J. J.

US-, [app. a pl., of which the sing is not

used; as though its sing. wereJ: likeJ%

pl. of Ji-il of animals, (TA,) Having no

voice, or sound, to be heard; (S, K, TA;) like

the 33 [or young ones of ants], (K,) and J: [or

ants in general]: or the mute of birds and beasts.

(TA)=J:-" is also [said to be] a name of

Solomon: (K:) so, accord. to Lth, in the rejez

of Ru-beh, where he says,

*g oO. J. - J. *

* J£1: <sic: *

[Were I gifted with the knowledge of Solomon].

(TA.)

27.2.2

als - A barbarousness, or vitiousness, in speech

or utterance; or an impediment therein; (S,

Msb, K;) so that one does not speak distinctly.

(S.) You say, i: *u- es' [In his speech, or

utterance, is a barbarousness, &c.]. (S.)

see #~.

2% • J

alse-:

6 * >

a. *- A mispronunciation; or a word mis
- 6 - O -

pronounced; syn. As J. (TA.)

J. • * *

1 4-8-, (§, K.) [aor. *,] inf n :-, (Mgb,

K, [in the TK3-D in its primary acceptation,

(Msb,) He prevented, restrained, or withheld,

him ($, Mgb, K) from acting in an evil, or a

corrupt, manner; as also '4.<-l: (Ki) and

(#) from doing that which he desired; as also

*4.<-l; and "4:-, (S. K.) inf n <= 5:

(S:) and #3: [is another inf n. of a.s.,

and], accord. to As, primarily signifies the turn

ing a man back from wrongdoing. (TA.) Ibrā

heem En-Nakha'ee is related to have said, "L.:

42-45 - £-5 (* 2:1, meaning Restrain thou

the orphan from acting in an evil, or a corrupt,

'manner, and make him good, or virtuous, as thou

"estrainest thine offspring &c.; and of every one

whom thou preventest, or restrainest, or with

holdest, from doing a thing, thou Sayest, [a:S

and] "4:- and "a".<-1: or, accord. to Aboo

Sa’eed Ed-Dareer, as related by Sh, the fore

mentioned saying of En-Nakh'ee means let the

orphan decide respecting his property, when he

is good, or virtuous, as thou lettest thine offspring

&c.; but this explanation is not approved. (Az,

TA.) And Jereer says,

" ***,*-iji-Ji .
• - of of 2 ×o- - s • £ -

* l'aé! &! --&le -ālā- (<! *

[0 sons of Haneefeh, restrain your lightnitted

ones: verily I fear for you that I may be angry]:

(S, TA:) i.e., restrain and prevent them from

opposing me. (TA) You say, also, cle '4.<

2.9 He made him to turn back, or revert,

from the thing, or affair. (K)-->4)-3-,

and *4.<-, and W <-, He pulled in the horse

by the bridle and bit, to stop him; he curbed,

or restrained, him. (TA.) And £1.8- (S,)

or Jill, (K) inf n> (S; [so in my two

copies of that work;]) and **i. (S,) or

<-l; (K;) He put a aş- [q.v.] to the bit

of the beast, or horse. (S,” K.)- And "L.:

<2%-" + [He controlled events: see >~).

(MF)—13& * <<- originally signifies

I prevented, restrained, or withheld, him from

doing, or suffering, any other than such a thing,

so that he could not escape it. (Msb.) [Hence

it means I condemned him to such a thing; as,

for instance, the payment of a fine or of a debt,

and death..] And hence, (Msb) <-, (§, Mgh,

Msb, K.) aor. 2, (S.K.) inf. n. *. (S, Mgh,

Msb, K) and is,..., (K.) He judged, gave

judgment, passed sentence, or decided judicially,

2: between them, (S, Msb, K, TA,) and 4 in

his favour, and * against him. (S, T.A.)

And 49, 4:3. He decided judicially the

thing, or affair, or case, against him. (K, TA.)

And is * 4-8- [He anarded by judicial

sentence in his Javour, against him (i.e. another

person), such a thing]. (Mgh.) [And*X

He exercised judicial authority, jurisdiction,

rule, dominion, or government, over him. And

13& ź- He ordered, ordained, or decreed,

such a thing.] =>9. cºs Á- He turned bach,

or reverted, from the thing, or affair. (IAar,

Az, K.) = <-, (S, MA, TA) with damm to

the 9, (S) like X,+, (TA) [not. - as in the

Lexicons of Golius and Freytag,] inf. n.>

(KL, MA) and āś- (MA) He was, or became,

such as is termed<- [i. e. wise, &c.]. (S, KL,

MA, TA.)-And -ss-, inf. n. Les-, [so in the

TA, without any syll. signs, app._*-, inf n.

X-] is said of a man, signifying He reached

the wtmost point, or degree, in its meaning (L:

•lia-2 [i. e., app., in what is the radical meaning

of the verb, namely, in judging; like 3451); in

praising, not in dispraising. (TA.)

2, 4.3-, inf n >5. see 1, in five places.

—Also [He made himjudge; or] he committed

to him the office of judging, giving judgment, pass

ing sentence, or deciding judicially; (Mgh,

Mgb;) or he ordered him to judge, give judgment,

pass sentence, or decide judicially; (K;) or he
d :

alloned him to judge, &c.; (TA;) 4-9 -s in
*...* o 3

the affair, or case. (K.) And L'" -> a:S

I gave him authority to judge, give judgment, pass

sentence, or decide judicially, respecting my pro

perty. (S, T.A.)- Hence, 3'-' -*- The

[scinati, called the] &ls= asserted that judg

ment (LoS-J1) belongs not to any but God. (Mgh.)
J w * *

*"...", in the K, erroneously, " -

a:223-Ji, (TA) signifies The assertion of the

[schismatics called] a:25 ye- that there is no judg

ment C.:-) but God's, (K, TA) and that there

is no judge C. -) but God. (TA)

3. *- J --- (K) inf n isé-,

(S.) He summoned him to the judge, and litigated

nith him, (S, K, TA,) seeking judgment: and he

made a complaint of him to the judge; or brought

him before the judge to arraign him and litigate

neith him, and made a complaint of him. (TA.)

And Af& su:=l- We summoned him to the

judgment of God [administered by the Kádee].

(TA.) <=i- 4, occurring in a trad, is said

to mean I have submitted the judgment [of my

case] to Thee, and there is no judgment but thine;

and by Thee [or thy means or aid] I have litigated

in seeking judgment and in proving the falseness

of him who has disputed with me in the matter of

religion. (TA. [The past tense, here, is perhaps

used as a corroborative present.])

4: see 1, in seven places. The saying of Le

beed, describing a coat of mail,

• • O - © * ...? • -- of
-

* *& L:-" --- *

* - - - " - -- 3 * -

* J2 ###! £-Jé *

is explained as meaning Every nail repelled the

snord from its interstices : [n'hen it was struck

with force, it made a clashing sound:] or, as some

say, [the right reading is J*" and Jé, (as in

the $ in arts. --> and U-2,) and, accord. to some,

(3: in the place of Wil,5°, (as in the S and M

in art. U-2,) and] the meaning is, the manufac

turer thereof made firm, or strong, every nail

[of its interstices, or of its fabric: &c.]: Loš-1 in

this case signifying 5-i [agreeably with the ex

planation here next following]. (TA)-4-1,

(S, Mgh, Mob, K.) inf n. X-l. (TA) i. 7.

&# [He made it, or rendered it, (namely, a

thing, S, Mgh, Msb) firm, stable, strong, solid,

compact, sound, or free from defect or imper

fection, by the exercise of skill; he made it firmly,

strongly, solidly, compactly, so that it was firmly

and closely joined or knit together, soundly,

thoroughly, skilfully, judiciously, or well; he so

constructed, constituted, established, settled, ar

ranged, did, performed, or executed, it; he put it

into a firm, solid, sound, or good, state, or on a

firm, solid, sound, or good, footing: and he knew

it, or learned it, soundly, thoroughly, or nell; see

1, last sentence, in art. 2.-]. (Mab, K.) Hence,

in the Kurtsi. 1) #4: ' (TA) i.e.
[A book whereof the verses are rendered valid] by

arguments and proofs; (Bd;) or by command
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and prohibition, and the statement of n-hat is lan

ful and unlan ful: (TA:) or disposed in a sound

manner, (Ksh, Bd,) with respect to the nords and

meanings, (Bd,) like a building firmly and orderly

and nell constructed: (Ksh:) or prevented from

being corrupted (Ksh, Bd) and from being abro

gated : (Bd:) or made to be characterized by

wisdom, (Ksh, Bd,) as comprising the sources of

speculative and practical noisdom. (Bd.) And

hence one says of a man such as is termed -*-,

[i. e. wise, &c.,] *śl £-i 35 [Tryings

have rendered him firm, or sound, in judgment].

(TA)- [Hence, liés &=> It was secured

from such a thing : see>]- Ls. is also

often used as the inf. n. of the pass. verb, signi

fying The being firm, &c.; or firmness, &c.; see

52.]– See also iss

5 * :- He did [or decided] according to

his onin judgment, or did n:hat he judged fit, re

specting it, or in it: (Msb:) or he had authority

to judge, give judgment, pass sentence, or de

cide judicially, respecting it : (K. TA:) as also |
./ Ay, resp g it; (K, ;) judicial authority; jurisdiction; rule; dominion,

** "L.<-l: (§, K:) each is quasi-pass. of 4:

the former regular, and the latter irregular: (TA:)

or the former signifies he pretended to have autho

rity to judge, &c. (KL.) You say,& "L:

us.'" -s’ He had authority over me to judge, &c.,

respecting my property. (S.)- See also 2.

6. +(−" c." 12-04-0-5 They summoned one

another to the judge, [seeking judgment, (see 3,)]

and litigated; as also <! "12:-l. (§, TA.)

8: see 5, in two places:- and 6: - and 10.

10. Los-- He (a man) refrained from what

mould injure him in his religion and his n'orldly

concerns. (Aboo-'Adnán, TA) - Also quasi

pass. of £-i (S, Mgh, Msb, K) as signifying

*i; (Msb, K;) [It was, or became, firm,

stable, strong, solid, compact, firmly and closely

joined or knit together, sound, or free from defect

or imperfection, by the exercise of skill; firmly,

strongly, solidly, compactly, soundly, thoroughly,

skilfully, judiciously, or nell, made or constructed

or constituted or established or settled or arranged

or done or performed or executed: and, said of a

quality or faculty &c., it was, or became, firm,

strong, sound, free from defect or imperfection,

established, or confirmed:] and, said of an affair,

or a case, it was, or became, in a firm, solid, sound,

or good, state, or on a firm, solid, sound, or good,

footing; as also "L.<-l. (TA.)=*-*~!

29 The thing, or affair, became confused and

dubious to him; syn. J-: so in the A. (TA.

[But this seems to require confirmation.])

so y

Los - [inf n. of 1, q.v.,] originally signifies

Prevention, or restraint. (Msb.)- And hence,

(Msb,) Judgment, or judicial decision : (S, Msb,

K,TA:) or judgment respecting a thing, that it

is such a thing, or is not such a thing, nhether it

be necessarily connected with another thing, or

not : (TA:) [whence,] in logic, [what our logi

cians term judgment; i. e.] the judging a thing to

stand to another [thing] in the relation of an at

tribute to its subject, affirmatively or negatively;

Bk. I.

or the perception of relation or non-relation :

(Kull:) or it properly signifies judgment with

equity or justice: (Az, TA:) and *** signi

fies the same; (K, TA;) originally, accord. to

As, the restraint of a man from n'rongdoing :

(TA:) [each, though an inf. n., being used as a

simple subst., has its pl.:] the pl. of the former is

X-i, (K,) [properly a pl. of pauc., but] its only

pl. form: and the pl. of the latter is **.

(TA.) You say, Je: ***-l Js: *

−1·s− [He presides over the affairs of judg

ment, and decides litigations]. (TA.) And it is

said in a trad, U.: *# &- & meaning

Verily, of poetry, there is that which is true

judgment: so says Er-Răghib : or, as others say,

profitable discourse, such as restrains from, and

forbids, ignorant and silly behaviour; i.e., [what

contains] exhortations and proverbs profitable to

men: or, the right reading is, as some relate it,

*āşş-; [i.e. n isdom, &c.]: (TA:) or U.S.- [pl.

of a:-} (So in a copy of the “Jámi es-Sa

gheer” of Es-Suyootee.) - [The exercise of

or government. See also**-–An ordinance;

a statute; a prescript; an edict; a decree; or a

particular lan; like staş. Hence the phrase

55tall> According to custom or usage; pro

perly, according to the ordinance of custom or

usage. - A rule in grammar &c.; as when one

says, &# Jewi X- Or& č, i. e. The rule

applying to the case of the agent is that it be put
- © J J J & J.

in the nom. case; and láš Ā- ass-, or *-*

1jë, i. e. The rule applying to it is the same as

the rule applying to such a thing, or like the rule

applying to such a thing. - It may often be

rendered Predicament : (thus the last of the fore

going exs. may be rendered Its predicament is

the same as the predicament of such a thing, or

like the predicament of such a thing :) and U.S.-,

Or'--" Us', predicamentally, or in respect of

predicament; and virtually; as distinguished

from u: (literally), and ăi- (really), and the

like.]- Also Knon ledge of the law in matters of

religion. (TA.)–See also £-, in two places.

It is a more general term than i:- for allaš

is ---, but the reverse is not the case. (Er

Rághib, T.A.)

*- see == in two places; and>~.

[Hence,]> [The Judge] is one of the names

of God. (TA.)- A man advanced in age (K,

TA) to the utmost degree. (T.A.)= See also

#- [properly, or primarily,] signifies What

prevents, or restrains, from ignorant behaviour:

(Mgh :) [in its most usual sense, which is nºisdom,

agreeably with explanations here following,] it is

derived from £-, signifying a certain apperte

nance of a beast, [a kind of curb,] because it pre

vents its possessor from having bad dispositions:

(Msb:) it means knowledge; or science; (S, K;)

as also "...:- (S, TA:) or [generally] hnon

ledge of the true natures of things, and action

according to the requirements thereof; and there

fore it is divided into intellectual and practical:

or a state, or quality, of the intellectual faculty:

this is the theological a:- in the Kurzkai. 11,

by the aš- given by God to Lukmán, is meant

the evidence of the intellect in accordance neith

the statutes of the lan: (TA:) in the conven

tional language of the learned, it means the

perfecting of the human mind by the acquisition

of the speculative sciences, and of the complete

faculty of doing excellent deeds, according to the

ability possessed: (Bd on the passage of the Kur

above mentioned:) or it means the attainment of

that which is true, or right, by hnon:ledge and by

deed: so that in God it is the knowledge of things,

and the origination thereof in the most perfect

manner: and, in man, the knowledge and doing

of good things: or it means acquaintance nith the

most eaccellent of things by the most excellent kind

of knowledge : (TA:) [and in the modern lan

guage, philosophy: pl.>] Seeź-- Also

Equity, or justice, (K, TA,) in judgment or ju

dicial decision; and so "X-. (TA)- And

i. q. X- (K, TA;) i. e. [Forbearance, or cle

mency, or] the management of one's soul and

temper on the occasion of excitement of anger:

which, if correct, is nearly the same as equity or

justice. (TA.)– And Obedience of God: and

knonledge in matters of religion, and the acting

agreeably therenith : and understanding: and

reverential fear, piety; pious fear; or absti

nence from unlanful things: and the doing, or

saying, that which is right : and reflection upon

what God has commanded, and doing according

thereto. (TA.) - And [Knowledge of] the

interpretation of the Kur-án, and saying that

n:hich is right in relation to it: so in the Kur

ii. 272. (TA.)- And The gift of prophecy, or

the prophetic office; (K, TA;) and apostleship :

so in the Kurii. 252 and iii. 43 and xxxviii. 19:

(TA:) or in the [first and] last of these instances

it means–The Book of the Psalms [of David]:

or, as some say, any saying, or discourse, agreeable

with the truth: (Mgh :) and it also means [in

other instances] the Book of the Lan of Moses :

(TA:) and the Gospel: and the Kur-án: (K:)

because each of these comprises what is termed
• • * - d.

w: 3, ..." āoš-Ji, i. e. the secrets of the sciences

of the law and of the course of conduct; and

- C - o “ * * 0. - -Q = J. J. ā-os-Ji, i.e. the secrets of the science

was - 38-31 asse

of the Divine Essence. (TA.)

:- [A kind of curb for a horse;] a certain

appertenance of a beast; so called because it

renders him manageable, or submissive, to the

rider, and prevents him from being refractory

and the like; (Msb;) or because it prevents

him from vehement running: (TA:) it is the

appertenance of the Al- [or bridle] that sur

rounds the 44- [or part beneath the chin and

loner jan]: the Arabs used to make it of untanned

thong or of hemp; because what they aimed at

was courage, not finery: (S:) or the appertenance

of the As- that surrounds the cis- [which

word app. here means the two jan's] of the horse,

and in which are [attached] the &blie [or two

side-pieces of the headstall, that lie against the

tno cheeks]: (K:) or a ring which surrounds

78
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the c-i- [or part of the nose which is the place

of the halter] and the 4:- [or part beneath the

chin and loner jan], of silver or iron or thong:

(IDrd in his Book on the Saddle and Bridle:)

or a ring which is upon (L') the mouth of the

horse: (ISh,TA:) pl.-- (S, TA) and [coll.

gen, n.] "X-. (TA) Zuheyr says, describing

horses,

* ū9, 351 – 3-'-'-i is *

meaning J.S. <!--5 Jill ---.<- 35

[That had been curbed with curbs of untanned

thong, and nith curbs of hemp} : (S, TA:) or,

accord. to Abu-l-Hasan, [the meaning is that had

been furnished with curbs &c.; for he says that]

-oš-1 is here made trans, because it implies

the signification of Šáš: (TA:) some relate

the hemistich thus: -

* ūš; 3:19.8-"

[furnished with curbs of untanned thong, and

hemp). (S, TA.)– f The chin of a sheep (S,

K) or goat. (S.)-And, of a man, 1 The fore

part of the face : (K, TA:) or, as some say, the

longer part of the face: a metaphorical term from

the as:- of theA- : (TA:) or [in some copies

of the K “and”] this head: [accord. to the

CK, or the fore part of the head of a man:]

and this state, or condition: and 1 rank, and

station. (K, TA.) You say,<<*& I God

exalted, or may God exalt, his head, or his state,

or condition, and his rank, and station : because

the stooping of the head is a characteristic of the

low, or abject. (TA.) And i:- 03: a t He

has rank in our estimation. (TA.) And &%

3:-" Jé t [Such a one is elevated in respect

of rank, or station.] (TA.)= [See also Losla-,

of which it is a pl.] -

• * : * * *
-

* - J C =

ão *

o -

Loeš- Possessing knowledge or science ; [in its
- • O

most usual sense,] possessing assa- [as meaning

wisdom]; (S, TA; [see also &---|->| ;])

[wise; a sage: and in the modern language,

a philosopher: and particularly a physician :]

one who performs, or executes, affairs firmly,

solidly, soundly, thoroughly, skilfully, judiciously,

or nell; (S, IAth }). so that it is, in this sense,

of the measure Uex5 in the sense of the measure

Js: (IAth, TA3) one who executes well, and

firmly, solidly, &c., the niceties of arts: (TA:)

[pl. āşş-.] <- [as meaning The All-nise]

is one of the names of God. (TA)-3-3

·s−1, applied to the Kur-án, means [The ad

monition] that decides judicially in your favour

and against you : or that is rendered free from

defect or imperfection; in nihich is no incon

gruity, nor any unsoundness. (TA.)

is: an inf. n. of £- [q.v.]: (K:) [and

used as a simple subst.; pl.*: see :

in two places.—Also [Judicial authority; autho

rity to judge, give judgment, pass sentence, or
- - - of:

decide judicially, ** Us respecting an affair,

or a case;] a subst: from £ and 3-5, and

- * * *

-

so "is,%-i (K, TA)

>- One nho judges, gives judgment, passes

sentence, or decides judicially; a judge; an

arbiter, arbitrator, or umpire; (S,” Msb, K,

TA;) between people : (Msb, TA:) [one who

exercises judicial authority, jurisdiction, rule,

dominion, or government; a ruler, or governor:]

and "X- signifies the same: (S, Mgh, Msb, K.)

the sets between people is so called because he

restrains from wrongdoing: (As, TA:) the pl.

is ź- (Msb, K) and £-, meaning judges,

[&c.,] (TA) and &s:=- is allowable (Mgb.)

It is said in a prov., "X-M L: : us [In

his house the judge is to be come to]. (S. [See

Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 204.]) >~ [as

meaning The Supreme Judge] is one ofthe names

of God. (TA.) See also the next paragraph.=

[The pl.] i:- also signifies Mockers, scoffers,

or deriders. (TA. [The 2- in this case seems to

be a substitute for 2 : see art. L.S.A..])

"3-4s-lX- [The most qualified to judge

of those who judge: or] the most knowing and

most just [of them]: (Bd and Jel in xi. 47,

where it is applied to God:) or it may mean

the noisest of those who possess attributes of

nºisdom; supposing >- to be [a possessive

epithet] from £-l, like& from &#1. (Bd.)

2 - 2 * * 6 * * *

a22-1: see alex-.

> [pass part. n. of£i ;] applied to a

building [&c.,] Made, or rendered, firm, stable,

strong, solid, compact, &c.; held to be secure

jrom falling to pieces. (KT.)- And hence, A

passage, or portion, of the Kur-án of nhich the
• * *

meaning is secured (LoS-1) from change, and

alteration, and peculiarization, and interpreta

tion not according to the obvious import, and
6 * > 0 , 6

abrogation. (KT.) And āoš-2 #3: A chapter

of the Kur-án not abrogated. (K.) And Śl

*-3, [see Kur iii. 5, where it is opposed

to*:Śl The portion commencing nith

* "

X:<-- Us Jji isits J; [Kur vi. 152], to the

end of the chapter: or the verses that are ren

dered free from defect or imperfection, so that

the hearer thereof does not need to interpret them

othernise than according to their obvious import;

such as the stories of the prophets; (K;) or

so that they are preserved from being susceptible

of several meanings. (Bd in iii. 5.) And3-3

The portion of the Kur-án calledJ.: [q.v.];

because nought thereof has been abrogated: or,

as some say, what is unequivocal, or unam

biguous; because its perspicuity is made free

from defect, or imperfection, and it requires

nothing else [to explain it]. (TA.)

(is- A place of judging; a tribunal; a

court of justice.]

-: ->X- [One who is made to judge

respecting himself: and particularly] one who

is given his choice betneen denial of God and

slaughter, and chooses slaughter. (Mgh.) In a

trad, in which it is said, & : : &.

[Verily Paradise is for the Ú :-), (S,)

3:0, (S, K) or, as some read, "3-3,

(K.) denotes a people of those who are called

*:S 4-4, who were given their choice

between slaughter and the denial of God, and

chose the remaining constant to El-Islám, with

slaughter: (S, K:) or cis--" means those

who fall into the hand of the enemy, and are

given their choice betneen [the profession of]

belief in a plurality of Gods, and slaughter, and

choose slaughter. (IAth, T.A.)-X-3 OCCur

ring in a poem of Tarafeh, (S) or this is a

mistake, and the right reading is "L'-3', (K)

An old man, tried, or proved, and strengthened

by experience in affairs; (S, K;) to nihom

aš- [or wisdom, &c.,] is attributed: (S) or
6 - - -

*-o, as

several authors have allowed; the former mean

0 J - d.

both are correct, like -->-2 and

-
* c - 3

ing one whom events have controlled (a:Q

*>3-0), and tried, or proved; and the latter,

one who has controlled (-*-), and experienced,

events. (MF.)

>~, and its pl. &#~: See>~–

āşş-; is an appellation applied to the [schis

matics called the] &'s- because they disallowed

the judgment of the * c \,:- [or two judges],

(S,) namely, Aboo-Moosa El-Ash'aree and 'Amr

Ibn-El-'As, (K, TA) and said that judgment

(3-1) belongs not to any but God. (S.)

is:- J; A horse [furnished nith a

ass-, or] having a 4.8- upon his head. (Az,
* * ~ *

TA.) See assa-.

ź-: A judge who judges without evidence:

and one who judges in the n'ay of asking respect

ing a thing with the desire of bringing perplexity,

or doubt, and difficulty, upon the person asked.

(Harp. 97.)

58

1. &- (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, (Msb, K.) i. q.

£-; (S, Msb, K;) mentioned by AO. (S.)

See art. U.S.-.

3 - - a 2 -

U43 - Us- A man who relates stories, or

tales, and extraordinary things: but this is a

vulgar word. (TA.)

- -
- -

-

© * >

1. 3-2-1 :-, aor.-, (K) inf n. *-;

(TA;) and #~, aor. 2; (K;) [I related,

recited, rehearsed, narrated, or told, the narra

tive, story, tradition, &c.:] both signify the same.
• * - J O - J D > *

(K.) And ASS) ais -->, inf n, as above;
J. J. d > * J. J.D. -->

(S, K;) and aj2se-; (AO, S.;) i. q. axia [mean

ing I transmitted, quoted, or transcribed, from

him, the speech, discourse, saying, sentence, or

the like; reported, related, recited, rehearsed,

narrated, told, or mentioned, the speech, &c.,
* J de •

as from him]. (K)–: -es-, aor. and

inf n. as above, I did the like of the thing; as,

for instance, another person’s art: I imitated it;

or emulated it : as also £-, aor. 2. (Msb.)
- - - - * c < *

One is related to have said, Us? A}\#= 28- ),
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meaning I nill not imitate, or emulate, the nords

of my Lord (Isk, Mgb.) And you say, &#

054; and "4:=l-, (K) inf n, it=L-4 (TA)

[I imitated such a one;] I did the deed of such

a one : (K:) or I said the like of the saying

of such a one, eacactly; (K,” TA;) not exceeding

it: (TA ) and &s &#-, and "4:=\-, I

did the like of his deed: (S:) but in relation to

what is bad, foul, or unseemly, the latter verb

is most used. (TA)- And 4:- and "4:=l

I resembled him, (K,) and it. (TA.) You say,

u:- J-:" L- &%; and **-4, inf. n.

as above; Such a one resembles the sun in beauty.

(S)=L- and "L- He tightened a knot;

(S, K;) and made it strong : (IKtt, TA:) dial.

vars oft- and to i. (S.)

3: see 1, in four places.

4: see 1, last sentence.= '' -*- i. 7.

* [He overcame them; &c.]. (Sgh, K.)

8. es: U:- My affair was, or became,

in a firm, solid, sound, or good, state. (K.)

U5)--> -s; 405 J.- That Came into my mind.

(Fr, T.A.) [See also UC-1; and see EC-1 in the

first paragraph of art. Aa-.]

* - ~ 6%. 0

Už- 59-) A calumnious woman; (K;) one

n:ho repeats the sayings of others in a calumnious

manner. (TA.)

#& inf n, of 1. (S, Msh, K)—[Used as

al simple subst: it signifies A narrative, story,

or tale :] pl. -\els-. (TA)- As a conven

tional term in grammar, [meaning Imitation, or

conforming, in language,] it is of two kinds:

al- āş- [The imitation of a proposition, or

phrase], and * #se- [The imitation of a

single word]: the former is of two sorts; one of

which is termed ** āşş- [The imitation of

a thing uttered], whereof * 3:-" bjö [They

said, “Praise be to God,” (Kur vii. 41,)] is an

ex.; and the other,** £- [The imitation

of a thing nritten], whereof£- ** c.”&#

aúl U2-, [I read upon his ring-stone, “Moham

mad is the Apostle of God,”] is an ex.: and the

latter kind, also, (that of a single word,) is of

two sorts; one of which is with the interroga
s s of:

tive & Or 3% aS when, to one who says,

$4.3 [pronounced 54%, I saw a man], you say,

ū [What (man)?], or ū. [Whom ?], and the

like, which sort is agreeable with a common

rule; the other sort being without an interroga

tive, as the saying of one of the Arabs, to one

who said, c5: cGus [These are two dates],

<!

c: &- ūšš [Abstain thou from troubling

us about two dates], which sort is anomalous.

(El-Ashmoonee's Expos. of the Alfeeyeh of Ibn

Mālik.) [−2° à:US-signifies A word imitative

of a sound; Q? onomatopaia: See ** ...,
in art. 3-.] * •

J

* > 3 -

1. U-, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K.) aor. *, inf. n. U-,

(S, Mgh, Msb) He untied, or undid, (K, TA,)

or opened, (S) a knot: (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) this

is the primary signification. (Er-Răghib, TA.)

Hence, S-Jéfste § [O tyer of a knot, bear

in mind the time of untying :: Or J.- le O binder,

or tyer, of the rope: (see art. J.-:)] (S, TA:)

or, as IAar relates it, J.-- U. [O loader]: a

prov., applied to the consideration of results; be

cause a man may tie a load too tightly; and when

he desires to untie it, may injure himself and his

camel. (TA. [See also a similar saying below,

in the second paragraph.]) And J-4- ăsă:

Júall [The right of preemption is like the untying

of the cord with which a camel's fore shank and

arm are bound together]: meaning that it is

accomplished as quickly and easily as the Utic is

untied: the explanation that it passes away quickly,

like thecamelwhen hisUüc is untied, is improbable.

(Mgh, Msb.") And hence the saying [in the Kur

xx. 28], Lé- &: 5: Ji-45 +[And loose Thou

an impediment of, or from, my tongue]. (Er

Rághib, T.A.) The pass is pronounced by some

J-, and by others J- thus in the saying of
El-Farezdak, •

* * * * • J. d = 0 3. * *

* 5'-es-J.-J. J.--> *

* -: t: -32:31 J.5 % "

[And the garments ofour forbearing men by nihich

they support themselves in sitting by binding them,

or making them tight, round the shanks and back

are not loosed through ignorance, nor is the ac

cepter of the benefit, among us, reproached]; the

kesreh of the first U [in the original form Ji-]

: but Akh heard it pro

- • - 3 *

nounced in this instance U-; and some, he says,

being transferred to the

in this word, and in others like it, as 3. and 34,

only impart to the dammeh somewhat of the sound

of kesreh, by the pronunciation termed A.M.

(S.)-[He, or it, dissolved, melted, or liquefied,

a thing; as also "Ji-, inf n. J.-3, often said

of a medicine as meaning it acted as a dissolvent.]

J- (M, K,) inf n, as above, (TA,) meaning It

was dissolved, melted, or liquefied, is said of any

thing congealed, frozen, or solid. (M, K.) –

[t He solved a problem, or riddle, &c. - + He

analyzed a thing; as also "Ji-, inf n. as above.]

-č J- see 2. — From 3: J.-S.J

J: [The untying, unbinding, or loosing, of the

loads on the occasion of alighting], J-, inf n.

J*- came to be used alone as meaning J# [i.e.

He alighted; or descended and stopped or so

journed or abode or lodged or settled; and simply

he took up his abode; or he abode, lodged, or

settled; in a place]. (Er-Răghib, T.A.) You say,

&#9 J-(§, K) or 430 (MSb)and&J

(S, Mgh, K) or 3.131, (Mgb) aor. (S, Msb, K)

and -, (K,) both of which forms of the aor are

mentioned by In Malik,(TA) inf n. J:

(S, Mgh, Msb, K) and Ja- (S, K) and Uls-,

which is extr., (K) and J-2 (§, TA)andJ

(TA) and as "J-1 ($, K) and "4:-l; (K;)

meaning as J# [He alighted, or descended and

stopped &c. (as above), in the place or the country

3

or tonn &c.] (Mob, K, TA). And in like

manner,>iu J- and Asia J- (S, ISd, TA)

and a "J-1 and "...:- (ISd, TA) [He

alighted, or descended and stopped &c., at, or in,

". abode of the people or party]; and Gl J:

–225.J) signifies the same. (TA.) And Úls...}} Ua

The place was alighted in, or taken as an abode;

(TA;) was inhabited. (K.) [Hence, in philo

sophy, J.- signifies +Temporary or separable,

and permanent or inseparable, indnelling or in

being : and 4: J- or aeś, +It had, or became in

the condition ofhaving, such indnelling or inbeing

in it. And 4: J- or aeś is often said ofjoy and

grief and the like, meaning # It took up its abode

in him. And 54- "J- J- +It took, or occu

pied, the place of such a thing.]– And hence,

(TA) (#32 J-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. 2, (S, Msb)

infin. :- and J*, (S, K,) | The beasts for

sacrifice arrived at the place where it was langful

for them to be sacrificed, (S, K, TA,) or at the

place in nhich they should be sacrificed. (Msb.)

—J- said of a punishment has for its aor. *

and 2, and the inf n is J,i-1 (Mab3) [but it is

said that]* J- aor. 2, means f The pun

ishment alighted, or descended: and J-, aOr. = ,

+ it was, or became, due, or necessitated by the

requirements of justice to take effect: it is said in
o "-o- - - - 3 tilest my

the Kur [xx. 83], J: L*.*

anger alight upon you, or befall you]; or J-3

Loške t[lest it become due to you]; accord. to

different readings: ($, O ) or when you say,

+jēl* J-, [you mean +The punishment

alighted upon them, or befell them; and] the aor.

is only: and when you say, Ji- J- or 4,

[you mean + It became due to me, or to thee; and]

the aor. is ~ : -*, &- -** J- & [in

the Kur xx. 89,] means that anger should alight

upon you, or befall you, from your Lord [accord.

to those who read thus instead of J-3, but the

latter is the common reading]. (TA.) You say

also,* aii i J-, aor. 2, inf n. J.-, mean

ing +[The threatened punishment of God] nas,

or became, due to him, or necessitated by the re

quirements of justice to take effect upon him.

(K) And 2: Li-J-, (Msh, K) aor. 2,

(Msb, K.) inf n. J.-, (Msb,) or J- (K,)

! My right, or due, was, or became, a thing the

rendering of which was obligatory, or incumbent,

on him. (Mob, K, TA). And& J-, (S,

Msh, K) aor =, inf n. Joi-, (S, Msb) {The

debt was, or became, or fell, due; (K,” TA;) its

appointed term, or period, ended, (Msb, TA,) so

that the payment of it became due. (TA) And

&: * J- +The payment of the debt became

obligatory on him (Mgh)—J-, aor. :, inf n.

J- (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and J}~, (S,) flt (a

thing, $, Mgh, Msb) was, or became, lanful, al

lonable, or free; (S, TA;) & to thee: (S:)

contr. of 3- (Mgb, K.) a metaphorical signi

fication, from 33:1 J- [“the untying of the

knot”]. (TA.) Hence the saying, 3- $9.
78 *
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# all ū J-5% U. (3: +[The husband is

entitled to taking her back to the marriage-state as

long as prayer is not lanful to her] (Mgh.)

And the saying, in a trad., 35 J-#. & Ú

ū- &- 3 Jö <35, i.e. [When he saw that

the sun had set, he said,] This is the time of its

becoming lanful; meaning the prayer of sunset.

(TA)- IJ- aor. -, inf. n. J- +He was, or

became, free from, or quit of, an obligation, or

responsibility.] You say, als &: J- U +

+[He made him, or pronounced him, free from,

or quit of, obligation, or responsibility, with re

spect to him]. (TA.) [And 54- &: J- es' <3

+ Thou art free from, or quit of, obligation, or

responsibility, with respect to such a thing.] And

J-said of the 2-, (S.M.) or *%-32 J-,

(koint n Ji-, (s)orj-, (M.K.) or both

(TA) and "J-1, (§, Mab, K.) and "Ji-5,

(B4 and Jel in ii. 192;) t He quitted his state of

>\,-l: (Msb, K.) this, also, is a metaphorical

signification, from 5.x: J- (TA.) [Hence,]

-- * u, *, and *, *-i-J', the

did it when he was free from25- and when he

was in the state ofLel,-l. (K.).And U-J) **,

(S,) orJ- 5:1, (K:) see J- below. And

#! <!-, ($, K,) [aor. 2,] inf. n. J- and

U2'-' (TA) {The woman quitted her [period

termed] 5: : ($, K:) this, too, is a metaphorical

signification, from 53:44 3- (TA:) or<!

&#9 tshe became free from any obstacle to mar

riage, as, for instance, by having accomplished the

**. (Msb.) [And +The noman became free

from the marriage tie, by the death of her hus

band, or by divorce..] You say, L: J- es's:

+ Thou art divorced from me. (TA.) And-ā

&:" + The oath [became discharged; and thus,

proved true. (Msb.)-J- aor. 2, inf. n.J

+He ran. (TA)= as J- see 4. =J-, Sec.

pers. <ll-, aor. *, inf. n. Ji- He (a man) had

a pain in his hips and [in the CK “or”] his

knees. (K.) [See also J.-, below.]

2. All-: see 1, in two places:-and see also

4, in four places.-či Ji-, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) inf. n. J: (Mgh, K) and "āi-j, (S,

Mgh, K) and "J-5, which is anomalous, (K.)

or 'il-3 is a simple subst., (Msb,) [and] so is

"J-, (K, TA) + He expiated the oath (K.)

or the freed the oath from.obligation by making

an exception, or saying all at: cil, or by expia

tion: (Mgh, Msb:) or the did that whereby he

became free from violating, or failing of keeping,

the oath; [generally meaning he made an ex

ception in the oath, or he expiated it;] as also

"Ú-: (Mgb :) and *::: es' "Ji-; the made

an exception, or said aft (3. ë!, in his oath, (S,

Mgh, K.) immediately: (TA:) and (3. "Ji

the became quit of it by expiation, (Mgh, TA,)

or by a violation of it requiring expiation, or by

U

making an exception, or saying all el' d', in it.

(TA.) One says to him who goes to a great

length in threatening, or him who exceeds the
• * ~ * 5

due bounds in what he says, c, \; (iiWS-, mean

ing + Make thou an exception, or say all at: Ul,

O father of such a one, in thine oath; regarding

him as a swearer; and in like manner one says,

*S- #31 -ā- (; Ho snearer, bear in mind

the making an exception, or saying all et d!].

(S,” TA. [See a similar saying in the second
- - - - - c.5 -

sentence of this art.]) In the saying 1.5& U-Mas')

ljé Jaši& 43 "J- S1, [the particle] S1 is

syn. with &c.; and the meaning is said to be,

+[I nill assuredly do such a thing : but] the an

nulling of the obligation, or the expiation, of [that]

my asseveration (G-: *ā-5, Or 4-5) shall

be my doing such a thing. (TA) One says also,

--ill *ā-5 £33, meaning + I did it only

enough to annul the obligation of, or to expiate,

the oath; not exceeding therein the ordinary

bounds. (S, Msh.) It is said in a trad, <s: 5

x-i 'il-5 S. #14: *% #3 c-#,
meaning +[Three children of the believer shall

not die and the fire of Hell touch him] save

enough to annul the obligation of, or to expiate,

the oath that is implied in the saying in the Kur

[xix. 72], “There is not any of you that shall not

come to it.” (A’ Obeyd, S, TA.) Hence UA-3

came to be applied to anything in which the or

dinary bounds were not exceeded. (S. Msh.) One

says, '4-5 & 4, (S,TA) or SA-50%, (K)

meaning t I beat him moderately; not exceeding

the ordinary bounds. (K,”TA.) And Kaab Ibn

Zuheyr says, speaking of the feet of a she-camel,

J-5 J.3% 5:33, meaning Their falling on

the ground is without vehemence. (S.) [In like

manner, also,] --à *ā-3 is descriptive, by way

of comparison, of littleness; as is c” *ā-5:

(Mgh ) or of anything occupying iittle time:

(TA:) and --ill *ā-5 S!, in the trad. cited

above, means t|[slightly, or] nith a slight touch.

(Mgh.) A poet says,

& J - d - - - J - d - - -f

* Júj-.'s 22- -30° es' ess' *

• * * • 3 2. & *** < -

* _*-i- "a-i-5 S 51-5 to #

+[I see my camels loathed the water of Jadood,

so that they did not taste in it a drop save spar

ingly]. (S.)–33 &- *: U.Ji- inf n. J.-3,

tBIe, or it, removed nuhat nas in him, of disease.

(Harp. 231.)=āi-li all- He clad him with

the al-. (TA.)

3. Aft- He alighted, or descended and stopped

or sojourned or abode or lodged or settled, with

him; and simply he took up his abode, lodged,

or settled, with him; syn. * J- (K.) You

Say, 33-3 3's es: 4-3 [He takes up his abode,

lodges, or settles, with him in one house]. (S.)

And, of a woman, ca's es' ū-55 J-5 [She

takes her place with her husband in a bed].

(Mgh.)

4. al-' He made him to alight, or descend

[Book I.

and stop or sojourn or abide or lodge or settle;

and simply he made him to take up his abode,

to lodge, or to settle; syn. &#, (S, K;) as also

* all-, and a "J-: (K:) said also of a place

[as though meaning it invited him to alight, &c.].

(ISd, TA) So in the phrases & 4-1 and

ck.ju, and &l * All-, He made him to

alight, or descend and stop &c., in the place.

(K)— —# J- + [He caused punishment

(#) being understood) to alight, or descend,

upon himself; or] he did nohat necessitated, or he

deserved, punishment. (S, K.) –* # 41

+ God necessitated it, as suitable to the require

ments of justice, to take effect upon him; namely,

his threatened punishment (#). (K,” T.A.)-

And 4- 1 He (God, Msb and K, and a man,

S, Msb) made it lanful, allonable, or free; as

also '-' (S. Mgh,Msb, K.T.A.) inf n. J.'s

and "āt-5. (S.) Hence, [in the Kurii. 276,]

&: £f J- + God has made selling to be

lan ful, or allonable, giving the choice to practise

it or abstain from it. (Msb.) And hence also,

Jill & <i>i + I made, or have made, lanful,

allonable, or free, to him, the thing. (S.) And

G-59 #." <i> + I made, or have made,

the woman lan ful to her husband. (S.)– And

£i and "4:i-t I made him, or pronounced

him, free from, or quit of, obligation, or respon

sibility, with respect to what n'as between me and

him. (Ham p. 446.) And * All-5 t He made

him, or pronounced him, free from, or quit of,

obligation, or re"lity, with, reper * him

self (TA) --~ 2:2 awl '91-', or ble-l, with

&’ accord. to different readings of a trad.: see 4

in art. J>=J- as an intrans. verb: see 1,

near the end of the paragraph. Also t He en

tered upon [any of] the profane months. (S, K.)

And + He nent forth to the J- (S, K:) or

he became in the J-; which means the region

nithout the A- [or sacred territory]: (Msb:)

or he became free from, or quit of, an obligation

[of any kind] that was upon him. (S.K.)—

It is said in a trad., 4: J-1 c): J-1, meaning

+ Whoso quits the state of>0~!, and makes it

lan ful to attack thee, and fights with thee, do thou

so neith him, though thou be in the state ofAl-l:

or it means, if a man make lanful to him what

is unlan ful to him, as thy honour or reputation,

and thy property, repel him from thyself in such

a nay as thou canst. (Sgh, T.A.)—-i- tShe

(a ewe or goat) secreted milk in her udder with

out bringing forth: (S, O:) or t she, (a ewe or

goat, K, and a camel, TA,) after her milk had

become scanty, or had dried up, yielded her milk

abundantly in consequence of her having eaten

the [herbage termed] &#: in which case she

3 * - - - - - -

is said to be "J-3. (K.) And tax. Usis -i

+ She (a camel) yielded her milk abundantly to

her young one. (ISd, T.A.)

5. Ji- It passed anay by becoming dissolved,

melted, or liquefied. (KL) [And <! Ji-3 tit

became reduced by analysis to it: occurring in
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this sense in the TA,art glas,intwo places.]-tIt

(a disease) went an ay by degrees. (Harp. 231.)–

See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.

[Hence,] + He became "JS-, meaning he

Jinished his prayer. (Harp. 348)–Us:Ji

*::::: and 3. Ji-s: See 2.–3: Ji

J% + [The journey caused the man to fall

sick after it ; or] the man fell sick after arriving

from the journey. (ISd, K.)=alka-5: see 4.

7. #1 -i-. The knot became untied, or

undone, (K, TA,) or opened. (S.)- [AndJ

It became dissolved, melted, or liquefied.- + It

(a problem, or riddle, &c.) became solved. -

+ It (a thing) became analyzed.- +He relaxed;

or became free from self-restraint.]---

3-3 + The oath became freed from obligation

[by an exception made in it, or by expiation].

(Msb.)

8. J- : see 1, in four places.

10. <!-- + He reckoned it, accounted it,

esteemed it, or deemed it, lanful, allonable, or

free: ($, O:) [and consequently, he profaned,

desecrated, or violated, it; i. e., a thing that

should be regarded as sacred, or inviolable:] or

he took it as, or made it, lanful, allonable, or

free: or he asked him to make it so to him. (K.)

d d > * > *

R. Q. 1. Low-As-la- He removed them, (S, K,)

or unsettled them, from their place, (S,) or from

their places, and put them in motion. (K.)–

#üü J-i-, (S) or J.'', (K.) He said to

the she-camel, (S,) or to the camels, (K,) U-,

(§, K) or J-J-. (K.)

R. Q. 2. ast: &= J-1-5 He removed from

his place; or quitted it. (S.) And bi-i

They removed from their places, and became in

motion, (K, TA,) and nent anay. (TA.)

J- (S, K) and J- the latter used in the

case of connexion with a following word, (S,)

or J-J-, (K.) A cry by which a she-camel

is chidden, like as a male camel is by the cry

~5- (S:) or a cry by nihich camels are

chidden; (K," TA;) but only female camels; as

also us:- (TA)
3 -

U- Oil of sesame, or sesamum. (S, K.)

3 ,

Ja-:

3- an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.], in several senses.

($, K, &c.)—[Hence, J-M is: (S) or #

J-M, (K.) [The profane months; i. e. all the

months except those termed> 3:51: See

X-J=Also a simple subst: from 3-3 Ji

- 2-4 - ".

see 2, in four places. =See also US-, in seven
2

places.– [Hence,] J-l + The region that is

rvithout the-j- [or sacred territory]. (S, Msb,

K.) =See also J.-.=Also A butt; an object

of aim, at nihich one shoots or thron's. (K.)

see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

ā- see 3-4-4 large basket, (K,) or a

thing of the form of a large basket, (Sgh, TA,)

of reeds, or canes, (Sgh, K, TA) in nhich n-heat

is put : so in the conventional language of the

people of Baghdād: (Sgh, TA:) but in that of

Egypt, a copper cooking-pot: (TA:) [pl. Ju-J

=The direction (*, and J.a5,) of a thing;

as also **- : (K:) as when you say*ā

in the direction of the Ghowr, syn. 33-35. (Sb,

TA.)=āi- 4-5. In him is weakness, and lan

guor; as also *ā-. (M.)

6 * *

ala- [A dress consisting of] an 25! [i. e. a

naist-nºrapper] and a is, [or nºrapper for the

n:hole body], (S, M, Mgh, K.) Or a s: [which is

another hind of wrapper for the nhole body],

or some other garment: (M, K:) only applied to

a dress consisting of two garments (S, M, Nh,

Msb, K) of one kind: (Nh, Msb:) or either of

the two garments by itself: or a is, and a shirt,

completed by a turban ; or a good garment; but

not so called when upon a man; for in this case

it means two garments, or three : or any good

men garment that is norn, thick or coarse, or

fine or thin : (TA:) or a lined garment : (K:)

but with the Arabs of the desert it means [a

dress consisting of] three garments, i.e. a shirt

and an 35, and a 49: (TA:) pl. Ji- (Msb)

[and U%-, as below]: accord. to A’Obeyd,

Ji- means *: of El-Yemen, (S, TA,) from

various places; and a garment of this kind is

asserted to be meant in a trad. in which it is

said that the best kind of grave-clothing is the

al-; it is also said that Ji- is applied to the

L# and x- and j- and 35 and Jes: and

&” and*- (TA)- Also +A weapon, Or

neapons: ($gh, K:) pl. Ula- and U.S.-. (K.)

You say, <i- L-3, meaning + He work, or put

on, his weapon, or weapons. (Sgh, T.A.)- Also

[like #114 wife. (TA)

il-A mode, or manner, of Ust- [i. e. alight

ing, taking up one's abode, lodging, or settling].

(K.)- See also 3-, in three places. - And

Sce 3-, in two places. - Also t A collection

of •: [i. e. tents, or houses,] (M5b, K) of

men; (K;) as also *ā-3: (Harp. 333:) or

(K) a hundred thereof, (Msb, K,) and more :

pl. J}- (Msb.)– t A sitting-place, or the

people thereof; syn. J- [or] t a place of

assembly: pl. as above. (K.)=See also i

in two places.

6 - -

UM- A lawness in the legs of a beast: or in

the tendons, or sinen's, (K,) and neakness in the

Ú [q. v.], (TA,) neith laxness of the hock: or

it is peculiar to camels: (K:) and signifies a

weakness in the~# [i.e. hock, or hock-tendon,]

of a camel; (Fr, S, O ;) or in each +25," of a

camel: (M, TA:) if in the knee, it is termed

&b. (Fr, S.)- And Paucity of flesh in the

posteriors and thighs , or smallness and closeness

of the buttocks; or paucity of flesh in the thighs;

3: (K;) in a woman. (TA.)- And

Pain in the hips, or haunches, and the knees, in a

man. (K.)

J}- ! Lanful, allonable, or free, contr. of
6 - - 6 *

Al-; (§, Mgb, K;) as also "JS.- (K) and

*

syn.

3 -

"J- (S, Mgh, Mab, K) and "Ja-' (K ) a
• • * * * *

metaphorical signification, from 5-axll J- (“the

untying of the knot”]: according to some, mean

ing what is not forbidden; and therefore in

cluding nhat is disapproved and what is not

disapproved: accord. to others, that Jr. which

one is not punishable. (T.A.) [Hence, U.S.- Ule

+ Wealth lanfully acquired. And J%-& +A

legitimate son : and an ingenuous, or honest,

person.] And J%-" 3'-'. ! Language in nhich

is nothing that induces doubt, or suspicion: (K,

TA:) and the man in n'hom is nothing that in

duces doubt, or suspicion. (TA in art. 2'-.)

And 40 "J- * ! It is lanful, allonable, or
• 3 3 - 2

free, to thee. (TA.) And J. "J-2A, meaning
3° “

3 - ... 3 •

the same; (S3) or J.: "Ja-; (K;) and Use3 - ... 3 • - • •

J.'s "J-->4) : (TA:) see art. J. —t A man

nvho has mited his state of25-li (S, Msb, K;)

as also "J-2, (Msb,) and "J-, (S, Msb,)
• o *_ : •

and 29- ), J. "J-; (§, TA;) or this last

signifies one who has not become in that state :

(TA :) by rule one should say J.-, which is not

used in this sense. (K.)- A woman free from

any obstacle to marriage, as, for instance, by

having accomplished the 532. (Msb) – See

also 5.

J%-: SeeJ}

J.- See Jş--Also A fellon-lodger, or

fellon-resident, of another, in one house : fem.

with 5. (S.)- And hence, (TA,) A husband:

(S, Msb, K:) and with 3 a nife; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) as also without 3: (K:) or they are so

called because each occupies a place, in relation

to the other, which none beside occupies: (Mgb:)

[but there may be two or more wives to one man:]

accord. to some, they are so called because the

husband is lawful to the wife, and the wife to

the husband: but the word, [or rather each word,]

thus applied, is ancient: not a law-term ; the pl.

is J.5-. (TA)-Also A neighbour (Mab3)

fem. with 3. (S.)- And A guest. (M5b.)

JS- + One n:ho solves astronomical problems.

(TA.)

&S-: See i-3-3- 4.5 t His blood

goes for nothing; or is of no account. (K.)

J.-i- [The act of chiding a she-camel, or

she-camels, by the cry U-: a subst: from U-M-;

like J% from J#: or] a subst. derived from

J-, or J- (TA)

J-S- A grave, staid, or sedate, chief: (S:)

or one who is grave, staid, or sedate, in his sitting

place; a chief among his kinsfolk : (TA:) or

a courageous chief: or a portly man, charac

terized by much manly virtue: or grave, staid,

or sedate, with a forbearing, or clement, dis

position: applied to a man; (K:) never to a

woman: (TA:) and "J-E-3 signifies the same:

(K) or the former, a chief with whom men often

alight, or abide : (Harp. 69:) pl. J-9-. (S.)

3 -

Uls- [Untying, undoing, or opening, a knot :]
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act, part. n. of J- in the phrase $3: J

(Msb.)- [And hence, (see 1,)] Alighting, or

descending and stopping or sojourning or abiding

or lodging or settling; or simply taking up one's

abode; or abiding, lodging, or "ing: in a

place; syn. Jü, (K, TA;) as also "J-; occur

ring in the Kur xc. 2: (TA:) pl. of the former

J.- and J}- and J.-, (K) and quasi-pl. n.

Wā- (TA [in which it is in one place called a
• 3 -

pl. (not a quasi-pl. n.) of Ul-];) and the pl. of

ā- is J}~. (TA.) You say J.- J- A.

tribe that is [abiding] in one place. (Hamp. 171.)

And "āt-> A people, or party, alighting,

&c., (S, Msb, K,) and comprising a numerous

company: and in like manner, *ā- J- (S,)

6 - 3 -

and JN- U-, (§, TA,) a numerous tribe [alight

ing, &c.]. (TA.) [See also Xà.]— Hence,

J-5." Ju-Ji + He n'ho completes the reading,

or reciting, of the Kur-án, and then immediately

recommences it; likened to him who travels much,

and does not come to his family: or the narrior

who does not return from his warring. (TA.)
3 - C -

-Ul- &s +A debt of which the appointed

term, or period, is ended; (Msb;) a debt falling

due; (TA;) contr. of J-34. (Mgh.) - See

also Ji-.

J- Having that is termed Ji- [q.v.]: fem.

5- and pl. J-, applied to horses, (K, TA,)

and to camels, and to wolves: (TA:) a camel

having a neakness in the -s: [i.e. hock, or

hock-tendon]: (Fr, S:) and having a lacness in

his legs: it is discommended in everything, ex

cept the wolf (S.)- The fem., applied to a

woman, signifies Having little flesh in the pos

teriors and thighs; or having small and close

buttocks; or having little flesh in the thighs.

(TA.)

J.- (S, Msh, K) and "J.'s (K) The
orifice through which the urine passes forth (S,

Msb, K)from the penis of a man : (K:) and the

orifice through which the milk passes forth from

the breast (S, Msb, K) and from the udder. (S,

Msb.)

U-5:

ā-ā; see 2, in nine places: and see also 4.

—Also +A thing with n:hich an oath is expiated;

(K;) [and so *35-; as in the saying,] *

~ &S- + Give thou to him that with which

he may expiate his oath. (ISd, K.)

Jak-5: see J.-l.

J- A place where a person or party alights,

or descends and stops or sojourns or abides or

lodges or settles; a place of alighting, or de

scending and stopping &c.; or simply where one

takes up his abode, abides, lodges, or settles; (S,

Mab,TA) as also "J-4 (Mab3) and "āt

(S, Msh, K) and "ā-, (S) or "à-, (K) sig.

nify a [particular, or special,] place of alighting,

or descending and stopping &c., (S, Msb, K.) of

a people or party: (S, Msb:) the pl. of J-2 is

see 2, near the beginning.

3 - - 63 - * 3 * *

J.-, and the pl. of i- is #5-... (TA)

You say, 3:- "al-J' #, i.e.3- "al-'U'

[He is in a good, or an excellent, place of alight

ing, &c.] (S.)–(Hence, tA place, in a general
* * * * *

sense. Thus in the phrase, liás J-3 J- see
J w * *

1. And in the phrases, used in grammar, al-2
ow

&" + Its place in construction is that of the

nominative case; and S- #. + Virtually in

the nominative case by reason of the place which

it occupies in construction; and the like..] -

[Hence, also,] a term applied by Ks to t.An ad
6 d -

verbial noun of place or time. (T voce -5,13.)

[Hence, also, t A person, considered as one in
3 - - - -

whom some quality has place..] You say, J-2 *
zo - - - d - o & * * * 6 o - - - J - - - o #

Wei- Jaa' d' us--> -- 4:1 as Jú2 &S t| He

is a person fit, or proper, for one's saying of him,

Verily he is good, and may-be he will do good].

(A and TA in art. Úl.)= It is also an inf. n.

(S, TA. [See 1.])

o

J- see J~.—Also The lanful place of

slaughter of a beast for sacrifice; (S;) accord. to

some, to the pilgrim on the general day of sacri

fice, and to the performer of the 5: on the day

of his entering Mekkeh; or, as others say, to him

who is in the state of Al-l. (TA)—And The

term, or period, of falling due of a debt. (S,

TA.)= It is also an inf. n. (K, T.A.. [See 1.])

3 - 2 6 * ~ *

J-2 : see JM-3.

J- [Making one to alight, or descend and

stop &c.]. [Hence,] cº-" +The cooking-pot

and the hand-mill; and Ś-31 the cooking-pot

and the hand-mill and the bucket and the knife

and the are and the instrument for striking light

(a-lāş, S, or •j, K) and the water-skin (S, K)

and the bonyl: (K:) for he who has with him

these things alights, or abides, wheresoever he

will; but he who has not must be near to persons

from whom he may borrow some one or more

thereof (S.) [Hence, also,] #- #4a:

[q. v.] comprising one -: [or tent], or two.

(O, K.)– f[Making a debt to fall due.] The

Arabs used to say, when they saw the new moon,

Jú.S. ~#4, c." J-: ū-y- 5+[Nowelcome

be to that which makes the debt to fall due, and

makes near the appointed periods !]. (T.A.)

See also J%--Also +One with whom it is

lan ful to fight: ($ in art. Ley-:) o: whom it is

lan ful to slay: (TA:) contr. of Aya-o, in the

former sense, (Subi supra,) or in the latter Sense.

(TA.)- +One who has no claim, or covenanted

right, to protection, or safeguard, or respect;

(S, TA;) contr. of>-s; in this sense also. (S.)

– tA man who violates that which is sacred; or

n:ho does not hold that there is any sacredness

pertaining to the sacred month. (K.)- See also

4, last sentence but one.

6 * * * # * > . -

al-e: see U-2, in two places: - and see
6 &

also aM-.

6 * * * 6 - O

Ul-e: see U'X-2. Also Any water at which

camels have abode, and n:hich they have conse

J.w 6 J - d.

quently rendered turbid. (K.) = a U-2. A

man whose remarriage to his nife whom he has

trebly divorced has been made lanful to him by

her having been married to, and divorced by,
5

w • ,

another man; (Mgh, TA;) as also as "J

(Mg) and 4 'J'. (TA) and "J-, (E.

Karkhee, Mgh,) or this last signifies [properly]

one whose wife is lanful to him. (TA.)=Ji

also signifies A thing little in quantity. (K.)

6 w * >

J.-- tA man who marries a noman that has

been trebly divorced, (S, Msb, K, TA,) on the

condition of his divorcing her after consummation

of the marriage, (TA) in order that she may

become lanful to [be remarried to] the former

husband. (S, Msb, K, T.A.) – In a case of

racing, t He that intervenes betneen two con

tending for a stake or stakes, (S,) or the third

horse in a contest for a stake or stakes; (K;)

if he outstrip, he takes [the stake or stakes]; and

if he be outstripped, he is not fined: (S, K:) the

case is this: two men lay two stakes; and then

another comes, and starts his horse with the two

others, without [laying] a stake; if one of the

first two outstrip, he takes the two stakes, and

this is lawful because of the third; but if the

Ji- outstrip, he takes the two stakes; and if he

be outstripped, there is no fine for him: he must

be a horse of which one is sure that he may out
- - - -

* -
- -

strip; otherwise it is termed JU.5: and he is also

called J-3: (TA:) the Ji- in racing is so

called because he makes lawful the contest for a

stake or stakes, which had otherwise been un

lawful. (Msb.)

J}- A place, (S,) or a meadow (i.4%), (K,)

and a land (C#), (TA) and a house (#8),

(Mgh and Mşb in art. Us!,) in which people

alight, or descend and stop, or abide, much, or

often; (§, K, TA, and Mgh and Msb ubi supra;)

as also 'Ji- applied to a place : (S, TA:) or

chosen as a place of alighting, &c.; or, accord. to

ISd, that makes [or invites] people to alight, &c.,

in it much, or often; because a word of the mea

Sure Jú. has only the meaning of an act.

part. n. : and, as some say, a meadow and a land

are only thus called if abounding neith herbage

wholesome to the cattle. (TA.)

6 a d - 63 - >

3'- : see JM-2.

Ska

* * * * + £- d -

1. 35-, aor. *; and 735: i, He applied the

collyrium called #- and 5'- to his eyes: (K.)
~ ā- ** -

or, accord. to AZ, *35-i, inf n. 5-1, signifies,

he rubbed for him ponder from two stones, and

applied their ponder as a collyrium to his eyes

when they were diseased: (TA:) and accord. to
20: - *- : - - - - -

ISk, #2k- a \- signifies he rubbed for him a

stone upon another stone, then put the ponder

[thus obtained] upon the palm of his hand, and

rubbed off with it the rust of a mirror, [see i.
£ J •

and 1.2, the mirror being of bronze, or other

metallic substance,] then applied it as a collyrium

--~~~" ---------
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to his eyes. (K,”$)=$–, inf n. 'J-, JHe

jlogged him with a whip. (S.)- And, as also

*5-, He struck him with a sword, (S, K,) or a

staff or sick. (TA)--39 a 5- He threw

him don'n on the ground, prostrate: (K:) like

Jów') * 5-, which, £ord. to Az, is a dial.

var. of \-. (TA.) – USDA-1 He lay nith her;

or compressed her. (K, TA)=$-, (S, K,)

and "5-, (K,) and *35-1, (TA) He gave him

money. (AZ, S, K.) [Hence,] Jiu-*++-U.

[I gained not, or derived not, any great profit

from him, or it]. (T.) [See also 1 in a: --.]

= x|=Ji X-, aor. *, inf. n. *U- and 3%-, He

(a currier) shaved the hide; (S, K;) i.e., re

moved nºhat remained of the flesh. (K.) -

Hence the prov., (*** &= # =Š- [A no

man shaving a hide grazed the shin of the ex

tremity of the bone of her fore arm next the

thumb: see also j-], for the dexterous woman

sometimes hurries, and so grazes the skin of her

wrist-bone. (S.) The prov., however, is dif

ferently explained: see £- (TA)-4

-, *. inf n. ‘J- as also #1- I tore the

nool from the sheep. (Lh, TA in art. --Ja-)=

> G- inf n. 3-, The hide had in it what

g o # - -

#" &!-5. (S.)–Us!- * * pustules

(S-, for which is put in the K &-5) upon his

lips after a fever. (TA) And #1 <-- The

lip broke out with pustules after an illness; (S,

K;) as also -i-. (T)

2 : see 1, in two places.=5-, inf n. 'J'

and £5, He drove away, and debarred, (camels

or other animals, S, or people, TA,) from the

water. (S, K.) 2:- occurs in a trad. forX

like&# for &#, contr. to analogy; it being a

rule not to change hemzeh into us unless the next

preceding letter is meksoor. (TA.)=&s."5-,

inf. n. à-5, as also *5-1; He sweetened the

&2- [or messmade of the meal of parched barley]:

but hemzeh does not properly belong to this verb;

for it is from 13:1. (Fr,S, K.) [See 2 in art.

*A-.]

4: see 1, in three places: =and see also 2.

s -

5- Pustules breaking out upon the lips after a

fever. (S, K.) [See also S-, in art. -*-.]

#~ : see #~.

#- A land abounding with trees: (K:) or

the name of a certain place, (K,) intensely cold;

(TA;) as also 55-. (K.)

* *> /

52%- and *:::- TWhat is rubbed betn'een two

stones, to be applied as a collyrium (§, K) for a

pain in the eyes: (TA:) [but see the verb, in the

explanations of which this collyrium seems to be

more correctly described:] or #21- is a stone

which a person with diseased eyes uses as a re

medy: (K:) or, accord. to ISk, a stone that is

rubbed upon, and then used as a collyrium; [i. e.,
& d -

its powder is so used.] (TA) 3-5 *#

245", [A ponder for the eyes, that is rubbed

together nith cantharides,] is a prov., applied to

him whose words are fair, and whose actions are

foul. (TA)—iš- also signifies That which a

currier shaves off from the inner side of a hide.

(S, K.)

9 & 4 -

323 Ma-:

#1- A malignant serpent, (Sh, K,) the action

of which, in poisoning him whom it bites, is like

that of the oculist who rubs ponder [from two

stones] for him who has diseased eyes, and ap

plies it to them. (Sh.) [Hence, accord. to some,

the prov. above mentioned, as is stated (but without

explanation) in the TA.]

see the next preceding paragraph.

&: and *: The hair on the surface

of a hide, and its dirt, and blackness: (K:) or

what is pared off from the back of a hide. (Lh,

TA in art. -:.)- Also What the knife spoils,

of a hide, in the process of shaving it. (S, K.)

à-5 J% ! A heavy, or dull, or troublesome,

man,(TA) n:ho sticks to another [like dirt], and

vexes him. (K.)

* -

see the next preceding paragraph.

3. *

S-3:

65- o

3)- A currier's knife, used for shaving the
• s

*- d.

inner surface of the hide: (K:) and "S-2 the

iron instrument, or stone, with n'hich one shaves

off the&: of a hide, and nith n'hich one skins.

see what next follows.

(TA voce X-, q.v.)

--la

1. -i-, (§, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor.” (S, Msb, K)

and 2, (K) inf n. 4- (S, A, Msh, K) and

-i- (A, Mgh, Msh, K) and S-5 (K.) and

*-i-li (S. K.) He milled (TA) a she-camel

(S, Mgh, Msb, TA) &c., (Msb,) a ewe, a she

goat, and a cow: (TA:) he dren, forth the milk

in the udder: (A, K. [see also 10:]) and --

&: [he dren: the milk from the udder]. (S and

K in art. Ü, &c.) 339 *UW <!- [Thou hast

milked with the strongestfore arm] is a prov.,

meaning thou hast asked aid of him who will per

form thine affair, or thy want: (TA:) or, accord.

to A’obeyd, ~ :- I have milled her &c.,

meaning I have taken it by force when I could

not by gentle means. (TA in art. ...) And

25-3 …-, (TA) or 394, (S, and some copies

of the K, in art. Ley-2,) The last milk was, or has

been, dranwn from the udder, is another prov.,

used in a case when an evil has attained its crisis:

(TA:) or it means tthe excuse reached, or has

reached, its utmost point: (AO, S and K in art.

Low-e :) or the she-camel that had [little or] no

milk was milked, or has been milked; denoting a

calamity. (IB, TA in art. Ay-2.) And<= &

lasts<:- ūstās If thou lie, mayest thou milk

sitting; i.e., lose thy camels, and become an

owner only of sheep or goats, and thus, after

having milked camels standing, milk sheep or

goats sitting: this, also, is a proverbial saying,

like the following: 9%£4% lied -4- a t

[What aileth him?] May he [be reduced to]

milk a sheep or goat sitting, and drink cold water,

not hot milk. (TA) And #####13- He

experienced good fortune and evil, is another prov.

(TA. [See this and other exs. in art. Ala:..]) So,
o -- 05 &

too, -->A5) 2: *:-<- (TA [but not there

explained]) [lit. She performed her act of milking,

and then desisted: but, as explained in Freytag's

Arab. Prov. (i. 343 and 281), meaning + It (a

cloud, al-',) sent forth a fine rain, and then
c --- d &

ceased: and some read à:- "<<i>i, meaning

the same: see another reading voce -i-].|

[Hence, 4:i- +He mulcted him : see an ex. voce

Já. and see-i-J–[Hencealo] -j-,(A.K.)

aor. ', (A) inf n :- (TA) : He set himself

upon his knees, in the posture of the milker : (A:)

he sat on his knees; (K;) or on his knee : he sat

on his knee in eating, or in milking a ewe or she
• & y & d

goat: he kneeled. (TA.) You say, Jé, --M

![Kneel thou like the milker, and eat]: (A:) it

denotes a lowly [and becoming] mode of sitting

while eating. (TA.) J-4-1 U-e- Jé es' J-5

*::: ![Not at every time is it said, kneel thou,

and understand] is a prov. applied in the case of

anything that is forbidden, or denied: AA says

that --J.-Ji signifies the act of kneeling ; and

+x+ll the understanding a thing; and one says to

a stupid person, *::1 ź J-i-i Kneel thou;

then understand: one says also, Úe- Jæ U-el

>* ~~! [in Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 497,

thus: 3: "...i-i Uee- Jé- &#, and ex

plained as meaning Not every time permits to

milk and then to drink : i. e. not every time aids

thee in performing a work; therefore thou shouldst

act prudently, and not expend thy wealth without

rule and measure.] (TA.)=J: -j-, aor. ',

He milked for the man. (S.)–44- and**

He assigned to him, to be milked by him, a ewe

or she-goat, and a she-camel: (K:) or the latter,

he assigned to him n'hat he should milk. ($)=

12:1-, (K,) aor. *, (TA,) inf. n. --M- and ~21-,

They assembled, or collected themselves together,

from every quarter. (K, TA.) [See also 4.]=

--, aor. <, It (hair &c.) was, or became, black.

(K.)

3. 4- He milked with him. (K.)– See

also 4.–5– inf. n. ijū-4, She vied with

her in patience during milking. (L.)

4 * ~-, (S) inf n >! (K) and

#!, (S, K,) [which latter see also below,] He

milked for his family, while he was in the place

of pasturage, and then sent to them the milk there

drawn by him : (S, K:) or he conveyed to his

tribe what had been milked while the camels were

in the places ofpasturage, and had been collected to

the quantity of a camel-load. (TA.)– See also

1, in three places. [In the last of those instances,

the verb, as explained in the K, is doubly trans.;

and hence,]- 4-1 is also used as meaning t He

gave him a thing. (TA.)- Also He assisted

him to milk, or in milking. (S, A, Mgh, K.) –

And hence, (A, Mgh,) as also "4A-, (S) by

extension, (A,) in a general sense, (Mgh,) the
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assisted him, or aided him. (S, A.) And -la

*£ +He entered among a party, or people,

not his on'n, and aided some of them against

others. (TA.) And 12.1-1 + They aided their

companions. (TA.) + They assembled, or collected

themselves together, from every quarter, to render

aid, <e against him; ($) like b-l; ($ in

art, -i-) as also ''x'l-l: (TA) + they

collected themselves together from every quarter

for war &c.; (Az, TA:) + they assembled from

every quarter,* against him. (TA. [See also

1.])= -le- His camels brought forth females:

opposed to -k- “his camels brought forth
o 5 - d. o #:

males.” (S, A, K.) One says,<: Al -M-W

Have thy camels brought forth females, or have

they brought forth males? (M, K.) See also
* - d £

5. -i-. It flowed; (S, A, K, KL) [or

oozed, or exuded;] said of milk; (KL;) and tof

water; (A;) and tof sweat, (S, A, K,) as also

"-i-il; ($;) and tof moisture, or dew. (L.)

- t It (one's body) floned, Úe neith sneat : and

in like manner, the eye [with tears]; (K;) and

the mouth [with saliva]; (A, K;) as also

"-il. (K.)– t He sneated. (TA)— It

is also said of the [tribute termed] ‘J’ [as mean

ing + It floned in, or was collected : see --).

(TA.)

7: see 5, in two places.

8: see 1, first sentence.

10. ----. He dren forth milk. (S, A, K.")

—[Hence,] --" &;" <!-- (A, TA)

! The mind dren forth a shoner of fine rain from

the clouds; or caused them to send forth fine rain.

(TA.) [And ** es' 4'- + He sucked it in

his mouth so as to dran forth its moisture Or

what dissolved thereof: see an ex. voce 5..]*
>

•o w J e - d - - • * ~ * :

--all --~~, occurring in a trad., means 2.x:

--" +[We desire, or look for, a shower of

rain from the white clouds]. (TA) - See

also 4.

6 o y 3-? "

-la-: see à-la-.

* * *

--Me- is an inf n. : (S, A, Msb, K: see 1:)

and also signifies Milk drann from the udder;

(S, A, Mgh, K) or so -i- 34 (Mab3) and

so '-'-' (S, A, K.) or 4- 33 (Mab3)

and * "X- (TA:) or (K, TA, in the CK

“and") "... signifies [fresh mill, i.e. mill

of which the taste has not become altered;

(K, TA) and -i- is thought by ISd to be

used in this sense. (TA.) – [Hence,] I The

[tax called] a 's- (A:) or the kind of agus

(S, K) that is similar to the as 3.2 and the like,

(K,) whereof the assessment is not certain, or

defined: (S. K.) pl. "S-i, (A, TA) The pl.

also means t Profits, or advantages, such as

accrue to a commander, or governor. (TA in

art. 84).)– # An evil result: so in the saying,

>* -1- bits ! [They tasted the evil result of

their affair, or action]. (A)--- S 3 u.
6 * *

-le- S3, mentioned by IAar, but not explained

by him, (TA) is said to be a form of imprecation

[meaning What aileth him? May he have neither

she-camels nor he-camels]; (K;) and this is the

opinion generally held: (TA:) but some say that

there is no reason for this [assertion; holding the

meaning to be, he has neither she-camels nor he

camels; the former ) being redundant: see 4;

and see also *]. (K.)= Also The covering,

exterior part, peel, or the like, (syn. **) of

anything. (Kr, T.A.) -

-i- [a pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned,] Black; as applied to animals. (K. [See

also *:-)-And Intelligent ; as applied to

men. (K.)

#- [A single act of milking :] see 1. -[A

time of milking. And hence,] du:- The morn

ing and evening; (IAar, K ;) because they are

the two milking-times. (T.A.)- [t A fine rain;
6 - - -

or a shoner of fine rain : pl. -->U.M-: the sing.

occurring in the TA in art. -as, and the pl.

in the same and in the S in that art. : see also 1 in

the present art.] =A number of horses started

together for a nager: (K:) horses assembled

from every quarter for a race, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) not from one stable, (S, K,) or not from one

quarter: (Msb:) or horses that come from every

quarter to aid : (A: [but this is probably a false

rendering, occasioned by an omission, which has

combined portions of explanations of two words:])

pl. -->-, (Msb, K,) because the sing. has the

meaning of ":- (Msb,) [as pl. of#
- • * -- -

irreg., and +S- and <>W M-. (TA.) You say,

a:-" *L*.*.* -ā- The mare came among

the last of the horses [in the race]. (Msb.) And

-3%-" &l- &% + [Such a one is the ninner

in races, or in contests]. (TA.)- And A race

ground. (A.) You say, Jés es' J# &%

--" −0.1- U-9 al- ! [Such a one urges on in

every scene of glorious contest]. (A, TA)

#- [Fenugreek; trigonella foenumgracum

of Linn.;] a certain grain, (S, Mgh, Msb,) nell

known, (S, Mgh,) which is eaten; also pro

nounced "#- (Msb:) a certain plant, (AHn,

K,) having a yellon grain, used medicinally; and

made to germinate [in a vessel of water], and

eaten; (AHn, TA;) useful as a remedy for

diseases of the chest, for cough, asthma, phlegm,

and haemorrhoids, for giving strength to the back,

for the liver and the bladder, and as a stimulant

to the venereal faculty, (K,” TA,) alone or com

pounded; and a common article of food of the

people of El-Yemen: pl. [or rather coll, gen, n.]
a d d.

* -j-. (TA.)- The [plant othernise called]

&#. (AHn, K.)-The at:5 (or tragacantha].

(AHn, K.)- The leaves of the •uae when they

have become harsh and dry, and dusty or dust

coloured, and when its branches and thorns have

become thick : (TA:) or it is [nhat is in a

similar state] of the fruit of the ouac : (IAth,

TA:) the word is sometimes pronounced *ā:.

(TA.)–The kind of food called ai), (K, TA,)

n:hich is given to women when childbearing;

(TA) as also "::= (K)=A pure black

colour. (K.) [See *..]

6 - d. - •

à-la-: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

es":

à:- A female slave who kneels by reason of

indolence. (TA.)

6 - d - - 6 - d - * , e. -

5ul-; and its pl. ~\,\e-: see +2\-, in three

places.

* no p

-2:M- Black hair &c. (T, K. [See also

3-D And '-3'-i Intensely black. (8)

6. / > -

see +91-, in two places.

6 J = •

-'9:

2 * * - 6 d -

Usix-la-:) see each in two places voce Pala-.

22, -3

44 -

*}- Soe -- —and <-2 = It is

also a pl. of#-, as shown above. (TA.)

J.,i- and "ā,i- (of which the latter is the

more common, TA) A she-camel that is milked;

(K;) both signify alike: (TA:) or the former

is an epithet, signifying as above; and the latter

is a subst, signifying the animal that is milked;

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, TA;) though some say the

reverse: or sometimes the former is used for the

latter, meaning a milch camel, &c. : accord. to

Meyd, the latter signifies a she-camel that is

milked for the guest, and for the people of the

tent or house: (TA:) the former is used by some

as a sing., and by others in a pl. sense: (IB,

TA:) and [in like manner] the latter is applied

to a single she-camel or ewe or she-goat, and to

more: (K:) the pl. (of the latter, TA) is<3

(S.K) and -i-, (Ki) and -i-, supposed

to be a contraction of ---, also occurs as a pl.

epithet applied to ewes and to she-goats. (Lh,

TA.) You say £4: S; J: is: A milch

camel that gives much froth in her milk, and

does not give pure, or clear, milk: a prov.,

applied to him who promises much, but performs

little. (Meyd, TA) And 3:1 &st= <>
+ [The milch camel of the Muslims has yielded

a copious supply of milk] is said when the dues

of the government-treasury are in a good state.

(IAar, Suh, T.A.) W âul-, also, signifies A she

camel having milk; (IAar, S, K;) that is milked;

a milch camel, (A, K.) like "sis (TA) and

so "jū- (IAar, K) and "3,4- (ISd, K) and

'u'l- and 'J','l- (K,) like as they said

#üé, and ##, and #3 (TA) and U's,

and J*): (K:) or fit to be milked: (S and

TAvoce '94) and "st- and the rest of the

foregoing epithets, except*- [which I never

theless believe to be perfectly syn. with them,

like as Šs:- is syn. with +S- accord. to the

S,] are also mentioned as having an intensive

signification. (TA) You say "ääuä- ist:

##, (A, K) and #4, " :- (TA) [and

**::::- and L+, 'L' and 'G's:

J*. (K) A she-camel that is milked and

ridden : (A, K.) or that yields abundance of

milk and that is submissive to be ridden. (T.A.)

AZ mentions * +Ui- āşū, the latter word in

the pl. form; as also &# #ö. (TA. [But
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in each case I think that the - is a mistake for

5.])=See also --. -[Hence,] *- 5-0.

+ [A summer-midday] that dran's forth the

sneat. (K.)

s -

-el-: see --, in two places. -Also tA

beverage [of the kind termed*:,] prepared from

dates. (K,TA)- And t Fresh blood. (K.)

#}- [or perhaps #~, like 5ua: &c., t.An

exuding fluid). (AHn, TA voce #3, q.v.)

#1- see est

*A*- : see ill--and see what next follows.
-

35- used as a pl. of #i- [q.v.], because the

latter has the meaning of "#"> (MSb)—

Also Companies, assemblies, or troops. (K.)–

And The sons of the paternal uncle: (K:) or a

man's assistants, or auxiliaries, consisting of the

sons of the paternal uncle in particular. (TA.)

<!- A certain plant, (S, K,) that grows in

the hot season, in the plains and on the sides of

valleys, cleaving to the ground so as almost to

be buried in it, not eaten by the camels, but only

by the sheep or goats, (TA,) and by the gazelles :

(S, TA:) it increases the milk, and fattens; and

gazelles are snared [nhile pasturing] upon it

(Wele U-5): (TA:) hence the expressions

-i- J-5 and -j- 25 J: [a buck-gazelle

that feeds upon the -1-1; (S:) it is a curling

herb, of a dusty colour inclining to green, that

spreads upon the ground; when a piece of it is

cut off, a milky fluid flows from it: (As, S:)

AHn says, it is a plant that spreads upon the

ground, evergreen, having small leaves, with

which they tan: Aboo-Ziyād says, it is included

among what are termed ails', and is a tree

that expands over the ground, cleaving thereto,

intensely green, groning most nhen the heat

becomes great: and he adds, on the authority of

Arabs of the desert, that it lies upon the ground,

having small and bitter leaves, and a root pene

trating deep into the earth, and small trigs:

it is of the hind of plants termed i-ji. (TA.)

J:- A skin for water or milk tanned with

[the leaves of] the ---, (S, K;) as also

's-, (K.)

*5->3' +4 deny day. (Sh, K.)

J.-A milieri (S.K.) as also's:- (K.)

but the latter has an intensive signification: (TA:)

pl.#- (S, A.) You say, J.''' #1-> [They

are the milkers of the camels]. (A.) And :*

d =< * J

4:M-Il *# [Separately the milkers return]:

(S, A:) for when they assemble to milk their

camels, each occupies himself with milking his

own, and then they return, one after another;

(S, TA;) or they water them together, and return

separately to their abodes, where each one milks:

(TA:) a prov., (S, A, TA,) relating to the

manners of men in assembling and separating:

(TA:) you should not say £-l. ($) IKtt

gives it differently, thus: £- es: J

[Until the milkers return]: but the former reading

Bk I.

is that commonly known. (IB, TA) ū J-5

#- &#, 85 [They (i.e. camels) have not a

pastor, but milkers] is another prov., applied to

a man who asks thine aid, and whom thou aidest,

but on whose part there is no aid. (TA. [That

is, You ask aid of one to whom you render no

aid. See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 427.])

[Hence,] &l-l t[The two spermatic ducts;].

tno veins, or aucts, which supply the penis with

[the spermatic] fluid, whence the phrase, js

%l-, meaning this penis became erect: (A,

TA:) + two veins, or ducts, in the kidneys: (Zj

in his “ Khalk el-Insán:”) or + truo veins, or

ducts, (S, TA) of a green colour, (TA) on either

side of the navel : (S, TA:) accord. to some,

+ two veins, or ducts, within the truo horns.

(TA. [But I think that, in this instance, c):5, all

is a mistranscription for &='', meaning the

nose: see what follows.]) *s- [is the pl.,

and] signifies t The sources [whence flon's the

milk] of the udder: (A, TA:) and 1 the sources

nohence flow the tears of the eye: (A, K:) and

! the sources of a spring, (A,) or of a well: (K:)
• * 0.

and c.3:9. *- + the veins, or ducts, that

excern the mucus from the nose, and the spermatic

fluid from the penis. (AA, T. [But see art.

A-.])

+3+.

#-l Milk which a man dran's for his family,

while he is in the place of pasturing, and then

sends to them : (A, K:) or milk that remains

over and above what fills the skin: (K:) or n:hat

remains over and above the contents of the skin

n:hen the pastor brings the skin on the occasion

of his conducting his camels to nater and it

contains milk; this being the ā')-l of the tribe:

or milk which people collect, to the quantity of

a camel-load, while their camels are in the place

of pasturing, and convey to the tribe; as also

'S-l. pl. <!-l. whence the phrases, £- 35

9:3# and <!- ašč. He has come with

tno camel-loads ofmilk collected while the camels

nere in the pasture, and neith three such loads:

when, in the case of milking ewes or goats or

cows, people do thus, one says of them, bjū

see what next follows.

c:9, and #4 #3 (TA (See
also 4.])

© - © 6 *J & J. * * > d - 6.--> 6.

à:ka-5 and axle-J and 4:A-5 and ā-ka-5 and
• -

* * * o
-

£5 (K) and #: and £5 and £5

(AHei, TA) and#: (K) A ewe, or she-goat,

£rom n'hose udder somewhat [of milk] has issued

before her being mounted by the ram: (K:) and

a she-camel that emits, or yields, milk before

conception: (Seer, TA:) or you say, accord. to

Ks,: jś, Ol' al-ā, [accord. to different

copies of the S,] meaning a she-goat from n'hose

udder some milk has issued before she has been

mounted by the ram: andaccord. toAZ,āş-> &#,

or :-5, [accord. to different copies' of the S,]

and a£5, and £5, a young she-goat that is

milled before she conceives. (S.)

-- A place of milking. (Msb.)= [Also

The prunus mahaleb of Linn.; a small hernel of

the stone of a nild cherry, much esteemed by the

Egyptians, (and by the Arabs in general, E.W. L.,)

and employed by them in many diseases, as a

bechic and carminative; brought from Europe:

(Rouyer, in the “Descr, de l'Egypte,” xi. 452 of

the 8vo. ed.:)] a kind of odoriferous tree : (A:)

a certain tree having a grain (~~ [which may

mean a kernel]) that is put into perfumes and

aromatics; (Mab, TA;) the perfume in which

it is incorporated being termed W:- : so say

IDrst and others: AHn says that he had not

heard of its growing anywhere in the country

of the Arabs: accord. to Aboo-Bekr Ibn-Talhah,

a tree having a grain (--) like that of the

c-, [which is likewise used in medicine, called

9-#"#, i. e. the seed of the ocimum basilicum,

or common sweet basil]: accord. to Aboo-'Obeyd

El-Bekree, the [tree called].9%i (TA) [J says,
* D -

• |* is an aromatic medicine, the place

n:hereof is #1-2, (S,) which is a town (...)

near El-Mósi (K, TA:) IKh calls it a kind of

perfume: some say it is the grain of the 3

[or castor-oil-plant]: others, that the -k-e is

the fruit, or produce, of the kind of tree termed

2: 3-3, n:hich the Arabs call -St. IDrd

says that it is the grain with n'hich one perfumes;

calling the grain by the name of -la-2 : (TA:)

the best is the n-hite, pearly, and clear. (Ibn

Seenå, book ii. p. 210.) Accord. to IDrst, this

word is originally an inf. n., and -la-oll --

and -la-oll 5's-à mean -k-l -- and 5'-->

--J-ji. (TA. [IbrD informs me that it is a

custom of some of the Arabs, previously to their

milking, to chew some --J-2, and to anoint

with it the teat of the animal.])= Honey. (K.)

-- [One nho assists in milking.- And

hence, in a general sense,] : An aider, or assist

ant: (S, K:) or an aider, or assistant, not be

longing to the party, or people, n'hom he aids: if

of that party, or people, the aider is not so called,

accord. to the T. (TA. [But see 4.])

<-- (S, A, Mab, K) and "-j- (A, Msb,

K) A milking-vessel ; a vessel into n'hich one

milks; (S, A, Msb, K;) made of the shin of a

camel's side, or of other skin: (MF:) a vessel

into n'hich enves are milked. (Az, T.A.)

63 - d - 4 * > *

ā-A-2 : see --A-*.

6 y o *

** Milkd: from the udder. (S," K,

&c.)= See also&:

<-la

<!- : see what follows.

-:- (S, K;) for which you should not say
o • * 6 -

<!-, with + ; sometimes written -e-Ma-; (S;

as in one copy; but in another, and in that from
6 - 6 *

which SM quotes, <-3) and "--al-; (K;)

[Assa, or asa: of which there are two kinds;
6 o J 6 * > *

U--> <!-, or assa factida; and -ek, -e-A-,

or assa dulcis:] the gum of the cl:í. (S, K:)
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ISd says, -e-la- is an Arabic or an arabicized

word: [and is the name of a certain plant :] I

have not heard that it grows in Arabia; but it

gron's between Bust and the country of El-Keekán:

it is, he says, a plant that lies prone upon the

ground, and from the middle of it there comes

forth, and rises high, a reed, or cane, at the head

whereof is a knob (#): it is also, he adds,

the name of the gum that comes forth at the roots

of the leaves of that reed, or cane: the people of

the part above mentioned, he says, cook the plant

thus called, and eat it; and it is not a plant that

remains during the winter. (TA.) In the T, Az

states that -e-Ma- is said, on the authority of Lth,

to be the same as >>3) [app. a mistake for 5:#;

or for *~i. from the Persian #, signifying

assafotida]; but, he adds, the word that I re

member to have heard as the same as >>3' is

-*-, with &: and I do not think it to be

genuine Arabic. (TA, here and in art. --Já-.)

&l

1. &#1:1-, (S, A, Mih, K) aor. : (S, Msh,

K) and *, (S, K,) inf. n. &l-, He separated, or

cleared, the cottonfrom its seeds, nith the nooden

implement termed*- : (Msb:) or he sepa

rated and loosened the cotton (4%) nvith the

co- upon the Cl-, (TA) or upon the

as-l-2. (A) [Golius describes the operation

thus: “e nucibus parum excerptum, inter ferra

menta duo (quorum superius, axiculo seu specillo

simile, ceu torno vertitur, inferius quiescit, simul

autem inter sese arcte cohaerent,) attrahitur et à

semine duriore segregatur:” but see £- and

: • O ..] - [Hence,] : * - signifies also : He

made a cake of bread round (A, K) [by rolling it]

with the &S-2. (A.)-And I He mixed, and

stirred about, and beat, what is termed axe-AJ, or

a-º. (A, TA)-And He beat another with

a staff, or stick. (A.)-1He trvisted a rope.

(A, TA.)

5. *—" - 1-3 +The clouds became in a

state of commotion, and lightened. (K.) –

s:- c. 4's £-5 U. 1That [thing, or affair,]

did not become agitated to and fro in my mind, so

that I should doubt respecting it. (TA.) And

'G' 4: us'- es' &l=5 us t|[Nothing of it was

doubtful in my mind;] I doubted not respecting

aught of it. (A.) You say,* us' <!- U.&

and&: U• {[Leave thou that n'hich has been

doubtful in thy mind]. (Lth, T.A.) J &l

&- and 2 1-3 mean ti doubted respecting it:

(As, TA:) or both mean nearly the same. (Sh,

TA.) The saying of 'Adee, (K,) [or,] correctly,

the saying of the Prophet to Adee Ibn-Zeyd,

(TA) * ~ * >* * L 3-i-#5

#9:31, Or "3+. '), [accord. to different

copies of the K, in the CK #1-#" 4-5 <<>]

means ! Let not aught [of doubt] enter thy heart

on account of it; [i. e., on account of food in

respect of which thou hast resembled those who

follow the Christian religion;] i.e., it is clean.

(Sh, K, TA.) Accord. to IAth, this is from

'l- signifying motion, and commotion, or

agitation: and it is also related with 5- [in the

place of Cl, meaning the same. (TA.)

8: see 5.

6 o' -

&l=: see 5, last sentence.

5 s -

Cs-*- + Lightning clouds. (K.)

£- and 7£- Cotton upon which the ope

ration signified by the verb -. - has been per

formed; (S, K;) cotton separated, or cleared,

from its seeds. (Msb.)- For the former, see
6 - -

also ā-2'-.

6 * *

ae-Sa- The art, or business, of performing the

operation, upon cotton, signified by the verb

&l= (K)

ā-A-t Milk in which are dates: (Ki) mill

in which dates have been macerated, steeped, or

soaked; (S, TA;) and which is sneet : (TA:) or

clarified butter [poured] upon pure milk : or

dregs squeezed from a butter-skin (G- 5ua:

[or perhaps the latter word is a mistranscription

for L-3, and, if so, the meaning is the expressed

juice of the species of dates termed L-5]): (§,

K:) and the expressed juice of £- and some

ifresh butter milked upon : (K:) pl.

accord. to the T, : J. signifies dates with milk :

(TA:) and accord. to Kr, " :

a name given to dates milked upon, and then

mashed with the hand. (ISd, TA.)

, without 3, is

£3- One whose business is to perform the

operation, upon cotton, signified by the verb&l

(S, K.)

£- The thing on which is performed the

operation, upon cotton, signified by the verb

£1-, (S, K;) as also *i-i-. (S, A, K. :)

it is of wood or of stone. (TA.)- See also

Š-.-Also tThe axis (25-2) of the sheave

if a pulley. (K.)

6 * - d. * - d.

aa-ka-2 : see*--

6 - 0 - - • - -

£9- The thing neith which is performed the

operation, upon cotton, signified by the verb

*i- (S, A, K.) or":- is the name of the

wooden implement [nith which that operation is

performed, or] with nehich cotton is separated, or

cleared, from its seeds. (Mgb.)- Also t.An im

plement of wood, (K,) or of stone, (TA,) with

which a cake of bread is expanded; (K;) a

rolling-pin for dough: (A, TA:) pl. &l= and

&#". (TA.) - And tA bull's horn. (A,

TA.)

6 y o -

£- : See£

jl- Or cyl

coji- [The snail;] a certain creeping thing

(#3), (K in art. 5/-) or a small creeping thing,

($ and K in art. cyl-,) that is found upon the

[kind of tree called] --> : (S, K:) or of the kind

called -3. [i.e. of the testaceous kind, or

shell-kind: applied in the present day to the snail

with its shell, and to any kind of spiral shell]:

(K:) it is a kind of worm, having a shell within

which it conceals itself: (TA in art. Újla-:) its

flesh is good for the stomach, and for the nound

of the mad dog, and for dissolving hard tumours,

and curing ulcers; its shell, burnt, clears the

mange, or scab, and the [species of leprosy termed]

& [q. v.], and the teeth; and the application

of it externally dran's forth the 5... [or perhaps

it should be S. (or prickles of the palm-tree)]

from nithin the flesh, and, mixed with vinegar,

stops bleeding from the nose: (K in art. ÚjMa-:)

Az agrees with the author of the K in mentioning

this as a triliteral-radical word; but As and J

hold the Ü to be a radical letter, (TA in art.

jl-) and so do Lth and A’Obeyd. (TA in art.

cyl-)

J-M

1. ** U-i-, aor. 2 (§gh, L, K) and *, (L)

infin. J-i- (TA) and '4-1-1, (§, K, &c.)

inf. n. JS-1, (TA;) He clad, or covered, the

camel neith a U-i- [q. v.] (S, K, &c.;) put upon

him a -i-. (Shi) =#: -i-, (T, K.)

inf n. J-i-, (TA,) t The shy rained continually;

as also "-ka-1: (K:) or rained a fine and

continual rain; (T,) and so "the latter. (T, S,

A, K.)

4: see 1, in three places:-and see 10, in two

places.

10. 4-1-1 He made it to be as a J-i-.

(TA)- So the verb signifies in the phrase

-#-A & U---' (in the CK-5,-10%|

(TA) Such a one relinquished not fear. (Mgh,"

K, TA) ->}lue J: C-1-1 : The night

became dense with darkness. (A,TA)-L-I-'

<: 1The herbage covered the land with its

abundance (AS, S,K,TA) and tallness (Z,TA ;)

as also "U-i-l. (K.) And J39, '-i tThe

land became altogether green [as though covered

n:ith a J-i- see the part. n. below]: (Sh, TA:)

or, as also <---, became clad with sprouting

herbage: or became green, with erect herbage.

(TA.)

Ji- A piece of cloth (t+), (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K.) of thin texture, (S,TA,) which is put

on the bach of a camel, (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K.)

beneath the *ś, (S, A, Mgh, K) or beneath

the J-3; (Mgb;) a piece of hair-cloth used as a

covering for a horse or the like: (A:) or any

thing that is next the back of the camel or other

beast, beneath the saddle, in the place of the

a-3:2, being beneath the felt cloth -(TA:) and

a [piece of cloth of the kind called] -->, (§,”A,

Mgh, K) or a piece of hair-cloth, (A) or the

lihe, (TA) or a carpet, (IAar, Msb) that is

spread in a house or tent, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,)

beneath the best of the pieces of cloth: ($, Mgh,

---
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K.) and "U-i- signifies the same, in both appli

cations: (A’Obeyd, S, K:) pl. [of pauc.] J.S.

(S, Msb, K) and [of mult.]Js: (K) and i-i-.

(Fr.Sgh, K)—[Hence].J:1-5:43 &

| Such a one is of those n'ho train and manage

horses and are constantly upon their backs. (TA.)

And J.- J.S.- &- ! We are acquirers of

horses and constantly upon their bachs. (S.)–

U-i-" # +The she-ass. (S, K)--. J-i- *

! He is one nho does not quit his place [or house

or tent]: (K:) said [generally] in dispraise;

meaning, that he is not fit for anything but to

keep to the house or tent. (Az, T.A.) [But it

does not always imply dispraise; for] it is said in

a trad, (S) 4: -i- &#, (S, A) or 3+

a: U-3- 3- ul-, (TA) ! Keep thou to thy

house or tent; (A ;) quit not thou thy house or

tent: (S:) meaning, in a as: of sedition. (TA)

You say also, 29. J-9-1 c)- JSG, and L-M->

". | Such a one does not quit the country, by

reason of his love of it; and this is said in praise;

meaning, that he is a person of might and strength,

and that he does not quit it, not caring for debt

nor for dearth or drought, waiting until the

country be fruitful. (Az,TA) And J-i-jūšč's

Jii." [Such a one is like the castaway U-1-]

meaning, tis one n:ho stands in no stead when an

event presses heavily upon him, or oppresses him

suddenly: and, accord. to El-Marzookee, *

J-i-is, as meaning + He is one who does not

sit a horse well, is not a horseman. (Ham p. 143.)

And c's J-S-i & = {This is not of the

implements, or apparatus, or the like, of such a

one (Hamibid)--in & J-i- 14 great

one of men; syn. }*: (K, TA;) because he

keeps to his place of abode, not quitting it: but

[SM adds] I have seen, in the Moheet, this ex

pression explained by }:= [a multitude of men];

and Sgh explains it as meaning a company of

men. (TA.)–w-le- ** [app., t He is the care

ful and skilful managerof it, constantly attending

to it]: accord. to Fr, this expression, and &#*
• * f. • & • J. dao

l, last, and ūs:, and Gas- Užl, and &#
*

ū-, and us', all signify the same. (TA.)

" * - " - * * * * ~2 - 2

-4-9-1 -aaj: ūšš<< ! I have forsaken,

or abandoned, such a one. (A,TA)=J-M

The fourth of the arron's used in the game called

2-..."; (A’obeyd, S, K.) as also "J-1-1:

(ÍF,K.) it has four notches, and four portions

assigned to it if it be successful, and the forfeiture

of four portions if unsuccessful. (Lh, T.A.)

* * *

U-1- : so

J • See L-M-.
L-M-N : •

i- J3; 1 Land covered nith abundant

herbage, as though with a U-i- (K, TA:) or

altogether green. (Sh, T.A.)

"al

1. -i-, aor. :, inf n. -i- and -i- (S,

Msh, K) and -i- (K) and 3,4-, (S. K.)

like 3,4- and J.: and 3:2, (S) and

issi- (Lih, K) [and £3, like #2, as

will be seen from what follows], He snore. (S.)

You say, £, Jä- [He snore by God]. (Mgb.)

[And láš,& -ā- He snore it was so. And

!...+ Lake a -āl- He smore to him to do such a

thing.] And U-2 -ā- (T in art. Us", £c.) and

9: L* (El-Jámi’ es-Sagher voce & £e)

[He snore an oath]. And Ux$1 S 43G>A-25 S

[No, by the snearing it, (meaning no, I swear

it,) I will not do such a thing]. (Ibn-Buzurj, K.”)

And& issi-, meaning issi- -ā-, i. e.

[I snearl an oath [by God]. (Lih, K)Accord.

to IAth, the primary signification of -āk- is The

act of confederating, or making a compact Ol' Con

federacy, to aid, or assist; and making an agree

ment : [but this meaning is afterwards said in the

TA to be tropical:] when the object of this, in

the time of paganism, was to aid in sedition or the

like, and in fighting, and incursions into the ter

ritories of enemies, it was forbidden by Moham

mad: when the object was to aid the wronged,

and for making close the ties of relationship, and

the like, he confirmed it. (TA.)

2 : see 4, in three places.

3. Lié , is all- He swore with him re

specting, or to do, such a thing. (TA)–Also,

(S," K,”TA,) inf. n. Aalt-2 and -39-, (TA,)

| He united nith him in a confederacy, league,

compact, or covenant, (S, K, TA,) [respecting, or

to do, such a thing.]– And awl- He clave,

clung, kept, or held fast, to it: (K, TA:) see a

verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb in art. -a-, voce -átá-.

(TA.) You say,* -āl-, and £-, the clave

to his grief, or sorron. (TA.) - Aalta-2 also

signifies +The establishing a brotherhood. (TA.)

It is said in a trad, A49, #3: -ā

+He established a brotherhood between Kureysh

and the Assistants. (S, TA.)

4. al-', (S, Msh, K) inf n +3+!; (Mab3)

and "al-, (S, Msb, K.) inf n -i-.55 (Mob,

K3) and "au-i, all signify the same; (S,

Msb, K;) [He made him to snear: and "the

last, he asked him, or required him, to snear:

and he conjured him, or adjured him; as is shown

in the M in art. 2'; (see 8 in that art in the

present work;) and so "the second; as is shown

in the explanation of the phraseJs: & *3:44

in the K and TA:] said [for instance] of a judge.

(TA) You say, Jsi u & "al-- and "ā

and al- [He made him to snear by God he did

mot, or had not done, such a thing]. (TA.)

[Hence,] 2% -ā- The boy passed the time

when he had nearly attained to puberty: (K:)

so says Lth; adding that some say, -ā- 35:

and this Z mentions also, and he adds, so that it

was doubted whether he had attained to puberty:

but Az says that AS& -ā- in this sense is a

mistake; and that it means only he nearly at

tained to puberty; so that those who looked at

him differed in opinion; one saying and snearing

that he had attained to puberty, and another say

ing and snearing the contrary. (T.A.) - And

#1-1 -ā- The u- attained to maturity.

(IAar, K.) [By AAA-J would seem to be here

meant the clamorous female slave: for when this

word means a kind of grass, the is not that which

denotes the fem. gender, but is a letter of quasi

coordination, if its n. of un, be #1-, as in the

Msb: but accord. to Sb, it is in this sense sing.

and pl.; and as pl., it is fem.; and in a description

of it by Aboo-Ziyād, cited by AHn, it is made

fem.]

6. 134-L' 12|alt=3 They snore, one to another;

respecting, or to do, such a thing; as also "12A-l.

(TA.) –And 12.4/U-5 ! They confederated; or

united in a confederacy, league, compact, or cove

nant. (S. K., T.A.) And tâjus-3 +They tryo united

in a confederacy &c. that their case should be one

in respect of aiding and defending. (Msb.) And

4-1. U.S. &# či c.9% tail-3 + They two

united in a confederacy &c., by oaths, that their

case should be one. (Lth, T.A.)

8: see 6.

10: see 4, in three places.

Ji-ta confederacy, league, compact, or cove

nant, (S, Msb, K.) between persons; ($, K;) as

also "il- (Mgb:) because it is not concluded,

Or ratified, but by swearing. (ISd, T.A.) -

+ Friendship; or true, or sincere, friendship.

(K.) = | A confederate of another; one who

unites in g confederacy, league, compact, or cove

nant; (TA;) as also *-i-. (S, Msb, K, TA:)

or a friend, or sincere friend, n:ho snears to his

companion that he will not act unfaithfully with

him : (K:) or a friend, or true friend, is thus

called because he so swears; as also '-...-:

(TA) pl. of the former ->i (S. K.) and of

the latter ā-. (TA.) By the -3%a-1 are meant,

in a poem of Zuheyr, Asad and Ghatafān; because

they united in a confederacy to aid each other;

and the same appellation is applied to a party of

Thakeef; (S, K;) and to six tribes of Kureysh,

namely, 'Abd-ed-Dār, Kaab, Jumah, Sahm,

Makhzoom, and Adee: (Ki) and * dual-Ji

to Benoo-Asad and Teiyi, (S, O, K.) or Asad

and Ghatafān; (ISd, TA;) and Fezārah and

Asad also (S, K) are termed£-. (S.)

6 * * *> d -

val-: see alāla-.

#1- An oath. (Mgb, TA.") You say, -ā

iii-, (TA) and "#,i-, i. # He snore an

oath; (Lth, K;) and *ás, -í -ā- [which

means the same]: (Lh, TA:) this last word is

of the measure# from -i-l. (K)–See

also -āl-.

6 * * *

ā-, see al

- - ** 6 - * - g

#1- see al-,-ā- J.; Land abound

ing with [the kind of grass called] *i-; as also

6 * * •

"au- [app. iii-]: (TA) or producing

Atala-. (AHn, T.A.)

** O = * - d. •

*\ala- [app. Buika- accord. to some, and tâM
• J.

accord. to others, (in the CK, erroneously, AAA-,)],

(S, Msb, K, &c.,) in measure like 5

[and if so, à-, but see what follows,] (Mgb,)

** d -
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and *-ā-, (Akh, K,) [A kind of high, coarse

9rass; called by the botanists poa multiflora,

and poa cynosuroides;] a certain plant, (S, Msb,

K,) [groning] in water, (S,) nell known, (Mgb,)

of those termed&#: (TA:) Aboo-Ziyād says

of the slala- that it seldom gron's anyn here but

near to water or to the bottom of a valley; and

is long, or tall, (a.k.") rough to the touch; seldom,

or never, does any one lay hold upon it, for fear

of his hand being cut; sometimes camels and

sheep or goats eat a little of it; and it is much

liked by oxen : (AHn, TA:) [a coll. gen, n. :]

n: un "iii-, (S, K.) accord. to AZ, (S) or

Aboo-Ziyād, and AHn, (TA) and "āl-, (S.K.)

accord. to As, (S,) and #1-, (Mgb, K,) like

#-2: (K: [in the CK like 5-3. and omitted

in my copy of the TA:]) [this last n. un. requires

that the coll gen, n should be ää- (see 4,

last sentence '). but] Sb says that Aal- is sing.

and pl.: [see 's-à:] (TA:) [as pl., it is fem.;

and it is made fem. in the description by Aboo

Ziyād, cited above:] sometimes it has 33- for

pl; and its dim is 'i:- (0, TA) es: Uí

£i-" es', occurring in a trad., means +1 olm

the lion; because that beast repairs to the places

where the Aala- grows: and [hence,]* &t=

£-l means + As though he were the lion.

(TA.)=ā- also signifies A clamorous female

slaves (IAar, K.) pl. -ā- (K.)
s -

e-àel-: see -ā-, in three places. - + What

67"er" cleaves, clings, keeps, or holds fast, to another

thing, is termed its -*- : whence one says,

22- -āj- c.5% + [Such a one cleaves to libe

rality], &c. (TA.) You say also,x: -:-34,

meaning ! He is sleepless. (TA)—ct in —#1

! Sharp-tongued; (§, Z, K;) chaste, or eloquent,

in speech; ($;) who conforms to the desire of

his companion, as though he were a confederate.

(Z,TA)--> -*. in a poem of Sa'ideh

Ibn-Ju-eiyeh, (Skr, K, TA) means t A sharp

spear-head, (K,) or a spear with a sharp head :

(Skr,TA:) or it means a brisk, lively, or sprightly,

horse. (Skr, K.) Az says, -i- &u= InCanS

! A sharp spear-head: and I think that it is

termed -à-la- because the sharpness of its point

is likened to the sharpness of the points of [the

grass called] ú- (TA)

āşş- t Sharpness, in anything. (TA.)

3 - > •

Ls”) — 3!, A valley that produces [the grass

called] til- ($gh, K.)
65 o- +
- -

** @ -

see elâla-.

* * * 2: * *

* 39- and as X-: see what next follows.

6 * 3 -

-à- [Snearing :] and *-ij- that smears

much, or often, and so * $2. [but in a more

intensive sense]. (TA.)

*z, * ; : * : ,

*- -āl- to 1 Hon sharp-tongued is he,

(K,”TA) and hon chaste, or eloquent, in speech!

(TA.)

* ~ * * *

a$3'-l: seeā

-i- ! Anything respecting n:hich one doubts,

so that people snear respecting it; (ISd, L, K,

TA;) so called because it occasion: swearing:

(ISd, TA:) such is also termed --~~. (L.)

[Hence,] : A boy of n:hom one doubts whether he

have attained to puberty. (IAar, TA.) [And

hence] it is said, cu- &#9% Juá- ! [Hadári

and El-Wezn are tro causes ofswearing]: these

are two stars: the reason of the saying is that

which is explained in art. -a-, voce Juá

(S, K.) Hence, also, iii- <+, (5) On"

-il- >= (K,) i. e. 1íA bay] not of a clear
-

hue; (S, TA;) betnceen that termed ess- and

that termedX-i: accord. to the K, of a clear

hue; but this is the meaning of -ā- 3:.

(TA.) A poet says, (S,) namely Hubeyreh Ibn

'Abd-Menáf El-Yarboo'ee, also called, after his

mother, Ibn-El-Kelhabeh, (IB)

© * * © & e Jº

* &'9 -

* £ 3 * .0 - d = -

* –242} = J~ +/-all cys'> *

[A bay not of a dubious hue, but like the colour

of the -5,-2 (q.v.) with n'hich the hide is dyed a

second time]; i.e., of a clear hue, so that one

does not snear that she is othernise than such :

(S, L:) accord. to IAar, not requiring her on ner

to snear that he has seen her like in generousness:

but the former is the right meaning. (L.) Also
* - d. J. 4.- *

āāl-e āşü A she-camel respecting the fatness of

which one doubts. (TA.)

āāl-e [app. #1-1: See #-.

6 - d > *

āş31-2 :

• & d do -

*- :=

*

6.- d.

see AAA-.

Gl

* - *

1.4% (31-, (§, K.) and#, (S, M, Msb,)

aor. - , (S, Msb, K.) inf. n. GA- (S,” M, Msb, K)

and 35-($, Meb, K.) and 35-5, (S. K.) He

removed the hair of his head [nrith a razor, or

shaved his head], (K,) [and he shaved off his

hair;] as also **u-1, (S, K;) and **i-,

(K,) inf. n. &-5. (TA:) or the latter verb has

an intensive signification, (O, Mgb) and applies

to many objects, (S, Msb) as in the phrase, bit

X-25, [they shaved their heads] : (S:) and you

say also, 3. &= [he shore his goats]; but not

5- save in the case of sheep: (S:) [for] &l-A

with respect to the hair of human beings and of

goats is like 5-" with respect to wool. (M,

TA) [Hence, 33-1 : & & IVerily

his head is nell shaven]. (S, K.") And G'\a-5-222

-..." [The day of the shaving off of the locks

termed Lo-J]; which was a day fought by Teghlib

(S, K) against Bekr Ibn-Wáil; (S;) because

their [i. e. Teghlib's] distinctive sign was shaving

(Gi-A), (S,K) on that day. (S)-tit-Vie,

Or "Lit- us#, (S, K,”) is an expression occur

ring in a trad.: (S:) the latter is rare; or is an

incorrect variation of the relaters of traditions:

(K.) A’obeyd says, it is tit- is, for which

the relaters of traditions say "Lil- &#; and
l ad • * * *

the original form and meaning is tail-5 Aft Wyas,

(S) or ü- (£-, * * **, (TA) i.e.,

[accord. to A’Obeyd,] May God wound her

body, and afflict her with pain in her Ji- [or

fauces]: (S, K:*) but this explanation is not

valid : accord. to the T, it is a form of impreca

tion uttered against a woman, [not in earnest,

though denoting a degree of displeasure,] mean

ing may she be bereft of her husband, or became a

nidon, so that she shall shave off her hair : and

Az says that us is "Là- means she is unlucky

[to others] and annoying: ISd says, it is said

to mean she is unlucky [to others]; but I am

not sure of it. (TA.) Accord. to Aboo-Nasr

(S, TA) Ahmad Ibn-Hátim, (S) one says on the
• & •

occasion of an event at which one wonders, Us-sà

"Lil- &#, as though [meaning May she who

has occasioned this, scratch and wound her face,

and shave off her hair :] from Ji-" [the act of

shaving] and Xis. [the act of wounding] and

J'-' syn. with J.--" [the act of scratching]:

(S, TA:*) and he cites this verse:

2? ~ * • 2° # •z .4:

* "...al-, -s, is 35 uses Si *

* + 3 & #5 (3 *

(TA, and so in some copies of the S,) meaning

[Non surely] my people have nomen who have

wounded and scratched their faces and shaven

off their hair [on account of what the tribe of

Selámán Ibn-Ghanm has experienced]: so, says

IB, IKtt relates this verse, and so Hr in the

Ghareebeyn: but ISk, thus:

- © - -

-

* d - * e - ef

* Us, is es' uses Sl *

[and so I find it in one copy of the S:] and IJ

explains it by saying that Läl-2 us, is originally

denotes the case of a woman who, when some one

honourable in her estimation has been smitten,

or wounded, takes a pair of sandals, and beats

with them her head, and wounds or scratches it,

and shaves off her hair; and the poet means, my

people have come to the condition of nounded, or

scratched, and shaven, women. (TA.) [Fei says,]

# 4 tit- is a form of imprecation, meaning

*

Väs: a)

May God afflict him with pain in his Ji-[or

fauces], and wound his body : but the relaters of

traditions say us;is "Gi-, with the fem, alif,

making them act. part. ns.; [the former meaning,

accord. to one of the explanations given above,

an unlucky woman to others, though this is

doubtful; and] the latter meaning a woman

annoying her people: (Msb:) or both these

words are inf ns., like &#3. (TA in art. Jac.
J. J. ed. •

[See more in that art.])- They said also, Low:

Les% Ji-i [Among them is heard the saying,

Shave, O woman, and arise]; i.e. among them is

trial, or trouble, and distress, affliction, calamity,

or adversity: and Les% Li:12: [A day of

the saying Share, &c.; i.e., of trial, &c.].

(TA)-Also id:l 3'- aor. = , inf. n.&

He peeled the thing; or stripped off, or other

noise removed, its superficial part : or he peeled,

stripped, pared, scraped, or rubbed, off the thing:

syn. #5, (TA) - And 3-i- t He, or it,

destroyed; and cut off entirely, like as the razor

does hair. (TA.)- And, aor, as above, t He

(a man) pained, or caused to suffer pain. (IAar,
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TA)=2#-, (S. K.) aor. (K) and -, (TA)

He hit, or hurt, his si- [or fauces]; (S, K;)

a verb similar to 4-5 and 33-34 and 5.4, Innean

ing “he struck his head” and “his upper arm”

and “his breast:” and He (God) afflicted him

Twith pain in his Ji- as explained in a phrase

mentioned above. (S.) - And # He filled it,

namely, a watering-trough or tank, (K, TA,) up

to its Gi- [q.v.]; (TA) as also "al-l. (Sgh,

K.)=#| #- i. 1 #5 IHe made the thing

according to a measure, &c.]; (K;) like aâla

[q. v.], with the pointed &: (TA)=&#" 31-,

aor. *, [so in the TA, app. a mistranscription

for *, since neither the medial nor final radical letter

is faucial,] inf. n. 3,1-, + The udder rose to the

belly, and became contracted: -and also + The

udder contained much milk: (Kr, ISd,TA:) thus

it has two contr. meanings. (TA.) [See the

part. n. &l-]=&-, aor. *, He (a man) suf

fered pain : or had a complaint of his Ji- [or

fauces]. (IAar, T.A.)

2. 3-, inf n. J: see 1, first sentence.

=#|- *i- He clad him with a al- [or

coat of mail, &c.]. (TA)-à- Gi- He

turned [or dren] a circle. (TA) - [Hence,

perhaps,] c)3--f J'é Ji- [if, as I suppose,

originally meaning He dren a line round the

name of such a one;] the cancelled the stipend,

or pay, or allonance, of such a one. (TA.)

*- [J.'' Ji- He branded the camels with

a mark in the form of a ring: see the pass.

part. n.]–*:9 Ji-He bent his finger round

like a âi- for ring]. (TA)-Ji-said of the

moon, It had a halo around it; (K,”TA;) as also

W 3-5. (K.) – Said of a bird, inf. n. as above,

! It soared in its flight, (S, K, TA,) and circled

in the air. (TA) – Said of the L.:3, (K.)

meaning the Pleiades (#), (T in art. 25.5,)

+ It was, or became, high : (K:) or it became

orerhead. (T ubi supra: see já.) It is said that

J. :)&: , in the former part of the day, means

+ The sun's rising high from the east: and in the

latter part of the day, the sun's going don'n: but

Sh says, I know not G.M.-:Ji except as meaning

the being, or becoming, high. (TA) – 31

4:1 ël*: +He raised his eyes tonards the

shy. (TA)-355. & 4 Ji-, inf n as above,

+ The she-camel's milk became drawn up [and

consequently her udder also] (IDrd, K) to her

belly. (IDrd, TA.) And accord. to ISd, 3'

&: + The milk [became dran'n up, or nith

drawn, i.e.,] went anay. (TA.) And 3- is

said of the water in a drinking-trough, meaning

+ It became little in quantity; and went anay.

(TA)—J' &s: -i- : The eyes of the

camels sank, or became depressed, in their heads.

(AA, K, T.A.)—£ 3-, inf n. as above,

t The ripening dates became ripe [as far as the

3-, i.e.,] to the extent of two thirds : (AHn,

K:) and *&#- signifies the same; or they

began to be ripe (K in art. Jala-) next the

base; (TA in that art.;) as also "...ii. (TA

in art. --al-) – 4: 3'- : It (a draught of

[milk and water such as is termed] **) caused

his belly to become inflated. (Ibn-'Abbād, K,

TA)–: 'G' Ji- He thren the thing to

4: see 1, near the end.

5. bil-5 They sat in rings, or circles. (S, K.)

The doing thus before prayers [in the mosque] is

forbidden. (TA.)- See also 2.

7. 5.4% GM-51 [His hair came off; as though
4 w - **

it were shaven]. (K voce +3*.)

8: see 1, first sentence.

Q. Q. 1. £i- He cut, or severed, hisAsi

[q. v. voce Ji-]. (Msb. See also art. Loala-.)

= <!- and &#-: See 2 =33-, (TA,)

inf n. #33-, ($) He said & S. #5, J.-S.

[see art. U22- :] so says ISk: (S:) others say

U53-. (IAth, T.A.)

3'- [The fauces: and hence, by a synecdoche,

the throat, or gullet, i.e. the aesophagus :] the

place of the a-ai- [or epiglottis]; and the place

of slaughter in an animal: (AZ, TA:) or the

fore part of the neck : (Zj in his “Khalk el

Insán:”) or the passage of, or place by which

pass, the food and drink, into the ** [or

aesophagus] : (TA:) or i. q. *X,+: (S, Msb,

K:) [but] the latter is the windpipe; the pas

sage of the breath; (Zjubi supra, Az, Msb;)

which has branches branching from it into the

lungs, [namely, the bronchi, consisting of two

main branches, which divide into smaller and

smaller,] called the -aš: (Zjubi supra, and

Msb:) [this word (A25A-), however, as well as

the former, is sometimes applied to the throat, or

gullet: but the former (Gla-) generally signifies

the fauces; and the latter (A2A-), the nindpipe:

(see another explanation of the latter word in art.

Loal-, from the M:) a morsel of food, or the

like, is commonly said to stick in the Gla-, but

not in the A2A-.] 3'- is of the masc. gender:

(MSb.) and its pl. is 3,4-, (S, Msb) and some

times 3-; (Mgb;) or 3-, which is extr.;

and pl. of pauc. 35-i, (TA;) and 3: is

allowable [as a pl. of pauc.] on the ground of

analogy; but it has not been heard from the

Arabs: (Msb:) ">il- is of the measure >, >4,

(TA,) the A being augmentative, (Mgb) accord.

to Kh; but of the measure U2'ss accord. to

others: (TA:) and its pl. is *ś-, and, by

contraction,29-. (Msb)–:The part through

which the water runs of a watering-trough or

tank, and of a vessel: pl. 3,4- (TA.)-And

[the pl.] 3,4- signifies t The water-courses, and

valleys, of a land; and the narrow, or strait,

places, of a land, (K, TA,) and of roads. (TA.)

–3+" &- [app. t The upper region of the

air; see 2, as said of a bird, &c.], (Z, TA)—

The Ji- of a date is + The part at the extremity

of two thirds thereof: or a part near to the base

thereof. (TA.)=Unluckiness [to others]. (IAar,

K.) Hence, [accord. to some,] tit- Wi- [ex

plained above: see 1]. (TA.)

© o y

&M- The state of being bereft of a child by

death; syn. J: [in the CK, 'oneously, J£1.

(K, TA.) So in the prov., &-l &:S [May

bereavement of her child befall thy mother]: or,

accord. to the A, it means shaving of the head [on

account of such, or a similar, bereavement]. (TA.)

Ji- ! Numerous cattle : (S, K:) because the

herbage is cropped by them like as hair is shaven

or shorn. (K.) You say, &l-'U' &% ā

-35-?); (S) Such a one came with, or brought,

much cattle. (AZ, S in art. -5,-)=The seal

ring (IAar, S, K) that is on the hand [or finger],

or in the hand, (IAar, TA) of a king : (IAar,

S, K:) or a seal-ring of silver, without a Jas [or

gen set in it]. (ISd, K.) [Hence,] &% &:

Gl-Ji Such a one was made prince, or governor,

or commander. (TA.)

Ji- see #~.– Also Camels branded with

the mark termed ā-, (K;) and so *ā-.

(S, K.)

ā- [A single act of shaving]. One says to a
• & • * * - d -

beloved child, when he belches, #3 a-a-Ma

5: es' #3, i. e. May thy head be sharen

time after time, (Ibn-'Abbād, K,”) so that thou

mayest gron, old, (Ibn-'Abbād,TA,) [and acquire

fat at the navel:] or mayest thou be preserved

so as to have thy head shaven, and to grow old.

(A, TA.)=As meaning A ring; i.e. anything

circular; as a aal- of iron, and of silver, and of

gold; (TA;) a AAA- of a coat of mail, &c.;

(Mgh;) the aâla- of a door; and a Aake- of

people; (S, K;) in this last instance meaning a

ring of people; (Mgb, TA;) it is also with fet-h

to the J, i.e. "à-; ($, Mgh, Mab, K.) men

tioned by Yoo, on the authority of Aboo-'Amr

Ibn-El-'Alā, (S, Msb,) and with kesr; (K;) i. e.

*ā-, mentioned by Fr and El-Umawee, as of

the dial. of Belhárith Ibn-Kaab ; accord. to the

o; or "à-, accord. to the L: (TA) or there

is no such word as "ää- (S,K) in chaste

speech, (TA,) except as pl. of &l-, (S, K;)

accord. to Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee; (S;) or

it is a dial. var. of weak authority; (K;)

accord. to Th, allowed by all, though of weak

authority; (S;) or it is used by poetic license:

(Mgh:) Lh says that the aâla- of a door is

iii- and "ā-, Kr says the same of the ail

of a company of men; Lth says that it is the

former in this case, but that some say the latter;

A’Obeyd prefers the latter in the case of a aale

of iron, but allows the former; and prefers the

former in the case of a aal- of people, but allows

the latter; and Abu-l-'Abbās prefers the former

in both cases, but allows the latter: (L:) the pl.

is "3-, (S, Msb, K,) which is anomalous in

relation to ā-, (S, Mgb,) or [rather] a quasi

pl. n., (TA,) but regular in relation to iii-,

(Msb, TA,) [as a coll. gen, n.,] like-* in re

lation to #45; (Mgb;) and, (K) accord. to As,

(S,) 3-, (S, K,) as pl. of ii- meaning a Aaka

of men and of iron, (TA) like* (S, K) pl.

of #3, and &as pl. of is as: (S) or this is a

regular pl. of ià-, (TA;) and *i-, (AA,
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Yoo, S, K,) which is pl. of iii-, (TA;) and

£ii-, (K) which is pl. of iii-, (TA) and

35- in relation to a company of men. (TA.)

You say, 4:i- +: [lit. I pulled off his

ring], meaning, (app., Ibn-'Abbād) + I outment

him, or preceded him. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) And

as: aii-As [Like the solid and continuous

ring]: a prov., applied to a company of men

united in words and action. (T.A.) And b%

US-ź. They pitched their tents in one

series, (K, TA,) so as to form a ring [or rings]:

the last word being a pl. of ā- or ofā

(TA) And it is said in a trad, G-1 & J.'

55-all J#, i. e. Rings of men [sitting in the

mosque before prayer are forbidden]. (TA)

[Hence,] ---.” täts- ! [The tro rings of the

womb]: one of these is the mouth of the vulva,

at its extremity; [the meatus of the vagina :]

and the other is that which closes upon the 4. [or

seminal fluid] and opens for the menstrual dis

charge; [the os uteri:] (K:) or, as some say,

the other is that n'hence the urine is emitted;

[the meatus urinarius : but the former is the
- - -

right explanation: and hence] one says, -aš2

--> ai- -> ākāl ! The seminal fluid fell

into the entrance of the nomb. (TA.) [Hence

also,] 2:30 ā- + The anus; syn. %- and

44%. (Mgh in art. &#) [See alsoX- last

sentence but two.]-ā- also signifies A brand

upon camels, (K, TA,) of a round form, like the

aal- [or ring] of a door. (TA.)-And A coat

of mail : [because made of rings:] (K:) or coats

of mail: (S, Mgh:) or arms, or weapons, in

general, (M, Mgh, Msb) and coats of mail, and

the like. (M,TA). It is said in a trad, #1

cis--> ail-l Jai [Verily ye are people of the

coat of mail, &c., and of fortresses]. (TA)

And A rope. (K, TA) - And, of a vessel,

(AZ, K,) and of a watering-trough, (AZ,) : The

portion that remains vacant after one has put

in it somen'hat (AZ, K) of food or beverage,

up to the half; the portion that is above the half

being thus called: (AZ:) [or] of a watering

trough, ! the fulness; or less than that. (Aboo

Malik, K.) One says, Jes-" ii- #3 and

#9 ! [I filled up the AAA- of the natering-trough

and of the vessel]. (AZ, TA.)

22* s

aăM- : see Aaka-.

6 * > *

: see AAA-, in three places.

6 * * * * * *

ääMe-: see ARM-.

< * * * - -

Lal-' see 1, in six places.
s

w

Ji- [of, or relating to, the Ji-; Jaucial;

guttural]. #-l -á, -" [The faucial, or gut

tural, letters] are six; namely, e and o, to which

are appropriated the furthest part of the Ji

and £ and P-, to which are appropriated the

middle thereof; and £ and 2-, to which are ap

propriated the nearest part thereof. (TA.)

• o y
-

&ú- X: t Ripening dates that have become

ripe as far as the 3-; which is said by some to

be near the base : (TA:) or that have begun to

be ripe (K in art. Úal-) next the base; (TA in

that art.;) and so "...st- *:: and a single

date in that state is termed "izül-#: (K in

art. Loila-:) or ripening dates that have become

ripe to the extent of two thirds, as also '3-i-,

(S, K) and '3-4, (K, TA) like £3-4:

(TA) [in the CK Gi-, like-ks. :]) and the

last signifies, (K,) accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, (TA,)

dates partly ripe (K, TA) and partly unripe:

(TA:) n. un, with 3: (S, K:) such dates are also

termed "J.'s-, held by ISd to be a kind of

rel. n., [as though pl. ofāl-l though the reason

of the insertion of the Us in this word, he says,

was unknown to him: (TA:) and 'J'tit--b:

(TA from a trad.:) the pl. of &- is&l

(TA.) -

6 y o e
-

A5aM

6 o' --

: see Gla-, in two places.

3. < * * * ( * see Ulala-.

Usual- ~ :

JS-, (S, K,) indecl., with kesr for its ter

mination, because changed from its original form,

which is iii., of the fem. gender, and an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant;

(S;) I Death (S, K, TA) that peels [people] off;

(TA) as also 39-, (K) allowed by Ibn 'Abbād;

and, accord. to the Tekmileh, "35- also. (TA.)

One says, 35-.* ls: ![They were given to

drink the cup of death]. (ISd, TA) (See also

ja-.]

&#- Pain in the Ji- [or fauces]. (S, K.)

33- See53

* ~ * 8. * > d -

J:- J-9 i, q, "J31- [A shaven head]:

(ISd, TA) and 34-3-3 [hair sharen off]:

(AZ, S:) and&=#- [a beard shaven off];

not #1- (AZ, S, K:) and "issi-...}: [a

shorn she-goat]. (AZ, S.) The pl. of J.- is
- d - 6 - •

[Usal- and] 53-. (TA.)

āşş- Shorn hair of a goat. (S, K.) -

35- : see what next follows.

&l- [Shaving : and] a shaver; (S, TA;) and

a shearer of goats: (T, TA:) pl. iii- (T, S,

K. :) and *35- is syn. with &l-, (TA;) [or

has an intensive signification, or denotes frequency

of the action.] The saying &l- s: £13 Js: •)

means [Do not thou that :] may God cause thy

mother to be bereft of her child so that she shall

shave off her hair. (S.) And ăill- occurs in a

trad. as an epithet applied to a woman cursed by

Mohammad; (TA;) meaning One n:ho shaves

off her hair in the case of an affliction: (K, TA:)

or n:ho shaves her face for the sake of embellish

ment. (TA.) It is also applied to a wound on

the head (i:) That scrapes off the skin from

the flesh. (TA in art. &**)- Sharp; applied

to a knife: (TA:) and so *āş, t-, applied to a

sword; and also to a man. . (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

[Hence, perhaps,]: Gl &l- &% + Such a

one is looking at me intently, or sharply; as also

'3'-. (T, TA in art. Aj.) – t Quick, or

snift; and light, active, or agile. (TA.) –

t Lean, or light of flesh; slender, and lean; or

lean, and lank in the belly. (TA.)-Accord. to

A’Obeyd and the K, it means An udder: and

accord. to the K, it means also full: (TA:) but

it is an epithet applied to an udder; and thus ap

plied, it has this latter meaning, i. e. f full; (T,

S, TA;) so ISd thinks; (TA;) as though the

milk in it reached to its Ji- (S, TA:) or big,

so that it rubs off the hair of the thighs by reason

of its bigness : (TA:) and it has also the contr.

meaning; (T, TA;) raised (IAar, T, Kr, ISd,

TA) tonards the belly, (Kr, ISd, TA,) and con

tracted, (T, Kr, ISd, TA,) so that its milk has

become scanty, (IAar, T, TA,) or has gone anay:

(Kr, ISd, TA) pl. Gi- and #15- (S, TA)

and iii-. (TA. [The last is mentioned as pl.

of 3'- in the latter.sense.]) Accord. to As,

talu-ašūl 3-3 --~~~l means tThe she-camel's

wider became nearly full. (TA.) And one says

G-Ju-ašū meaning A she-camel having much

milk: (TA:) or having great abundance of milk,

and a large udder, and "āi- J.' camels

having much milk: (En:Nadr, TA:) and the pl.

of Gla- is J-M2- and Gla-. (TA)- A high

mountain, (§, K, TA,) rising above what sur

rounds it, and without vegetable produce : or, as

some say, a mountain having no vegetable pro

duce; as though it were shaven, or shorn 5.of the

measure Jets in the sense of the measure J :

but Z says that it is from Ji-, said of a bird:

(TA:) and a high, or an overtopping or overlook

ing, place. (S.) One says also, &l- &- ess",

meaning + He fell from a high to a lon. place.

(Harp. 37.) And its pl. Gi-signifies + The

vacant spaces between heaven and earth. (TA)

=1 Unlucky (K, TA) to a people; as though

peeling them; and so *ā-, accord. to the

copies of the K, but correctly *āş, t-, as in the

O and Tekmileh. (TA.)=A tendril, or twining

portion, of a grape-vine, (S, K, TA,) and of a

colocynth and the like, (TA,) hanging to the

shoots: (S, K, TA:) because it has a circular

form, like a ai- [or ring]. (T, TA.)

āl- [an epithet (being fem. of &ll- q.v.)

in which the quality of a subst. predominates]

! A year of drought, barrenness, or dearth: so in

the saying, ăși S! t: &: •)#-><3

! [A year of drought, &c., happened among them,

notleavinganythingnithout its destroying it]. (TA.)

–And ill-l !The cutting, or abandoning, or

forsaking, of kindred, or relations; syn.#5

2-3", (Khālid Ibn-Jenebeh, K, TA;) and mu

tual wronging, and evil-speaking: (Khālid Ibn

Jenebeh, TA:) or that nihich destroys, and utterly

cuts off, religion; like as the razor utterly cuts

off hair: occurring in a trad., in which###| [i. e.

vehement hatred] and #1-# are termed the dis

ease of the nations (...S. #3). (TA.)- See also

3'- last sentence but One.
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&la---o'

#t=: See &l-, fifth sentence, and last sen

tence but one.

: ...< * * ...? "

&#12- : see Ulala-.

Ji- A razor; (K;) the instrument of shav

ing. (TA)—[Hence] Gi-à-=(S,K) +4

very rough [garment of the kind called] u =;

(K, TA;) as though it shaved off the hair, (S,

K,) by reason of its roughness; pl. &l=4. (S.)

* * *

USA~! The place of the shaving of the head,

in [the calley of Mine. (Lth, K)=ā-,

applied to camels: see Ji-.

6* * *
-

&M-2: See &#-: – and 3-, in two

places.-Also A vessel less than full. (K.)–

+ Lean, or emaciated; applied to sheep or goats.

(Ibn 'Abbād, K.) – 3:- # 14 desert in

n:hich is no nater. (TA)

* J. d > s •

J2A-2 : see Gel-, in two places.

*...* ~ *

* , z* *

ee 'sla)
* ...? ~ * See Ú ©

Q. 1. 43-, (S.K.) inf n. iii-, (TA) He

cut, or severed, his Asíl- [or nindpipe]; (S, K;)

accord. to the K, meaning his Ji- but see the

explanations of A2Ale- below: (TA ') he slaugh

tered him in the manner termed Cls. (TA.)

[Mentioned in the Msb in art. GM-.]=Xil

-by, [or rather 3:1] +The dates began to be

ripe next the base; as also &#~, in which the

c) is asserted by Yaakoob to be a substitute for A.

(TA.)

• 28% & só.

Q. 3.- :- He left, or forsooh, food, expl.

by Axial 4:3 (K)

>il- The nindpipe, or passage of the breath;

(T, Mgh, TA;) by the cutting, or severing, of

which, and of the As” [or oesophagus] and

cla-35 [or two external jugular veins], the lawful

slaughtering of an animal is completed: (T, TA:)

accord. to the S and K, [and to the Msb, in art.

Ja-, though it is there correctly and fully ex

plained as meaning the nindpipe,] i. q. 3t- but

in the M it is explained [agreeably with ge

neral usage] as the passage of the breath, and

of coughing, from the -ā- [or chest]; consisting

of a series of successively-superimposed cartilages

(-4.4% &#), before which, in the exterior of

the throat, is nothing but skin; having its loner

extremity in the lungs, and its upper extremity

at the root of the tongue: from it pass forth the

breath and the nind and the saliva and the voice:

[see also another explanation voce 3-, from Zj

in his “Khalk el-Insán,” and the Mgb:] pl.

_*}- and-*}- (TA.) Accord. to some, the

> is augmentative: accord. to others, radical.

(TA)-[Hence,] they say, Asíl- J: (#

ast:1, meaning + We alighted in a strait, or

confined, place. (TA.) And 259.233- ImeanS

t The strait, or confined, parts of the country, or

of countries: (Mgh:) or the lateral, and extreme,

parts thereof. (TA.)

6 * * * *

alotila-; see what follows.

>|-> +. [or rather L.Ala-2 X: + Dates

that have begun to be ripe next the base; (K;)

[or that have become ripe to the extent of tryo

thirds; (see &ú- in art. Gla-;)] as also&#~.

(TA) and "ā-āk; [or rather azu-ā

(in the CK isii-)] is applied to a single date

in this sense. (K,"TA.)

UAM

Q., or Q. Q., 1. &#- see 2 in art Gle

* ,< * *

Júl-, n. un, with 3:

3 * C J, •

Júl- See art. GM-.

6 d > y

• - 2 •

<\ke

1. 4-, aor. 4, inf n iès:- (S,Sgh, TA)

and 3,4- (Sgh, TA;) and 4-, aor. *, (K,

TA,) inf. n. all- (K,” TK;) the former verb

strangely overlooked by F; (TA;) It (a thing,

S) nas, or became, intensely black; ($, Sgh, K;)

as also "4:3: ($, TA)

12: see above.

al- See#.

4- Blackness: (S:) or intense blachness; as

also *āq-, (K;) like the colour of the cron, or

raven : (TA:) [for] >5%l al- signifies the

blackness of the crow, or raven; as in the saying,

•981 al-Ji. #[black like the blackness of

the cron, or raven]: (S.) or it means its six

[q v.]: (Ki) or if you say -9s' 24-J:s, you

mean its beak; (S;) or the blackness of its fea

thers: (Er-Răghib, TA in art. 4.-:) or they

said "5*" al-3-3, Riacher than the su
of the crow, or raven]: or +), all *- U-2 : an

Arab of the desert, being asked by Fr whether he

said the latter or the former, answered that he

never said the former: Umm-El-Heythem, being

asked by AHát the same, answered that she said

the former, and never the latter; (TA;) and she

explained the former as meaning its trojan's and

the part around them; adding that [the saying

that it means] its beak is nought: and IDrd is

related to have disallowed the saying élie- U-2

-Wall: (TA in art. &ra-:) accord. to AZ,

41-1 means the colour; and ui-J', the beak:

some say that the J in the latter is a substitute

for the U in the former; but others deny this.

(TA.) In the saying of a poet,

* >5% Waqt. J#. 3. *

[Ink like the as Ju- of the cron, or raven], cited

by Th, as Ju- may be a dial. var. of all- or it

may mean its feathers; its ass- or its ào.205 or

other feathers. (TA.)

6 * > * 6 * > * * * *

asle-: see 4M-: = and see also as M-. =

Also i. q.#: (K:) formed from the latter by
6 * d .d •

transposition: so in the saying, asle- aju. Us:

[In his speech is a barbarousness, or a vitiousness,

or an impediment, &c.]. (TA.)

āśi-, (S, Msb) or "à-, (ISd, K.) and

*ā- (S, Msb, K) and "āś- (K) and "āši

and 'i-, (IDrd, K) or "J'i-, (L.) and

'L'l-, (IDrd, K.) A species of the [kind of

lizard called] Alae: (S, Msb, K: [in the CK, er

roneously, Ala#:]) or (S, K [but in the Msb

which is]) a small reptile, (S, Msb, K,) resembling

a fish, of a blue [or greyish] colour, and glistening,

(Msb,) or smooth, and having a mixture of n hite

ness and redness, (TA in art. Li,) that dives into

the sand, (S, Mgb, K.) like as the aquatic bird

dives into the nater; the Arabs call it ūji <0.

because it divells in the sand-hills; (Msb;) and

ū:1#: ; (TA in art. Usas;) and they liken

to it the fingers (UL) of girls, because of their

softness, or suppleness: it is also called ić,

which is app. formed by transposition: (Msb:)

* :- [is the coll. gen, n., or quasi-pl. n.; for it]

signifies u:M 2-3. (L in art. £e)=For the

first of these words, see also siu-, in two places.

• • J

:

6 * > /

• *

See

s •

see &Mu-.

&l- Intensely black; as also **śi- (K)

and * u:i- and "3,4- and "3,4- and

* 3: ... and " ": (Ibn-'Abbād, K) and

*ā- (TA) You say śi- s: and all

both meaning the same; ($;) i.e. Black that is

intensely black. (TA in art. 4.-.) And &l

*āši-j Verily he, or it, is intensely black. (TA.)

6 * • 6 * >

as Ula-: see &Ma-.

s de d y

s - -

6, 6 -- a s

*V •

Us!-- :

6. . d e o o
*

<!-- :
•

s -

see &\ta-,

_*

1. 21-, (S, Msb, K, [in the CK, erroneously,

Xi-J) aor. *, inf n.X- (Mgb, TA) and+.

of which the former is a contraction, (Msb,)

[both used also as simple substs.,] He dreamed,

or san, a dream or vision (S, Msb, K) *:: es'

(K) in his sleep; (§," Msb, K;) as also "L.E-1,

(S, ISd, Msb, K,) and "L.A-31, (ISd, K,) and

"...i-5. (K.) You say, # *-, (S, K, [in the

CK, again, erroneously, <!-J) and £, (K,)
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and 4: "...i-3, (TA) and 4.1- also, (S) He

dreamed, or san, a dream or vision, of it: (S,

K. :) or he san, it in sleep. (M, K.) Andži

#39. He (a man) dreamed in his sleep that he

". compressing the noman. (TA.)-[Hence,]

A- and "X-1 signify [The dreaming of]

copulation in sleep: (K:) and the verbs are

i- and "L.A.-l. (TA) And [hence,] both

signify The experiencing an emission of the

seminal fluid; properly, in dreaming; and tropi

cally if meaning, without dreaming, whether

anake or in sleep, or by extension of the signifi.

cation. (TA.) And hence, (Mgh) 3-, (Mgh,

Msb,) aor. *, inf n. L.-; (Mgh;) and "L.A.-l;

(Mgh, Msb;) He (a boy) attained to puberty,

(Msb) [or] to virility (Mgh, Mab.)=J-,

with damm [to the U], inf. n. Lola-, (S, Msb, K.)

[He was, or became, forbearing, or clement;] he

forgave and concealed [offences]: or he was, or

became, moderate, gentle, deliberate, leisurely in

his manner of proceeding or of deportment &c.,

patient as meaning contr. of hasty, grave, staid,

sedate, or calm; (S, K;) and t intelligent: (K:)

or he managed his soul and temper on the occasion

of excitement of anger. (TA.) [See<!- below.]

You say, 4-3- and "Li-2 [He treated him

with forbearance, or clemency, &c.]: both signify
23 - 9 a.- : * ~ *

the same. (TA.) And A-3 c)--> Loka-' [He

treats with forbearance, or clemency, &c., him

who reviles him]. (TA in art. U.-.)=3-,

aor.”, (K) inf n. *-, (TA) He (a camel) had

[upon him] many ticks, such as are termed-i-.

(K.)- Also the same verb, (S, K,) with the

same inf. n., (S,) It (a hide, or skin,) had in it

norms, such as are termed -1-, (S, K, TA,)

whereby it was spoilt and perforated, (S, TA,)

so that it became useless. (TA.) A poet says,

(S,) namely, El-Weleed Ibn-'Okbeh,TA,)

* - - - ". . . • *...* : *

*-> -L-Q1, "'

- * *... • . * * : * . . . . .

* -*391--> *, *.* *

[For verily thou, as to the letter, or writing, to

'Alee, art like a woman tanning nhen the hide

has become spoilt and perforated by norms]:

(S, TA:) he was urging Mo'âwiyeh to contend

in battle with 'Alee, [as though] saying to him,

Thou labourest to rectify a matter that has become

completely corrupt, like this woman who tans

the hide that has become perforated and spoilt

by the -1-. (TA.) [The latter hemistich of this

verse is a prov.: see Freytag's Arab. Prov.

ii. 346.]=4<!-, (K) inf n, i-, (TA) He

plucked the Li- from it; [app., accord. to the

K, the worms thus called from a hide, or skin;]

as also "4:- (K:) or, accord. to Az, he took

from him, namely, a camel, the [ticks called]

-...- (TA)

2.4-i- (S, Mgh, Mab, K.) inf n. 4-5 (S,

K) and X3-, like "lie, (K) signifies &

U:- [i. e. He made him to be forbearing, or

clement, &c.; or he pronounced him to be so;

or he called him so; or he held, or believed, or

thought, him to be so]: (§, K:) or he enjoined

him L.A.--" [i. e. forbearance, or clemency, &c.]:

(K) or he attributed to him -t-il. (Mgh,

Msb)=-|- [so in the TA, evidently J.-,

(see 5, its quasi-pass.,)] also signifies It fattened

a lamb, or kid; said of sucking. (TA.)- And

He filled a skin. (TA.)=See also 1, last sen

tence.

4. J-el- She (a woman) brought forth£i

[i.e. children that were forbearing, or clement,

&c.]. (K.)

5.J-5 see 1, first and second sentences.-

Also He affected, or pretended, to dream, or see

a vision in sleep: whence, in a trad.,J U.J-5

<!- [He affected, or pretended, to have

dreamed that which he did not dream]. (TA.)

And He asserted himself falsely to have dreamed,

or seen a vision in sleep. (TA.) And<!-Li

i. q. 4: [He feigned the dream; or made

use of it as a pretext]. (K)= He affected, or

endeavoured to acquire, (-#5) [the quality

termed] -i-l [i. e. forbearance, or clemency,

&c.]. (S,K) A poet says,

* • * * * ***** • * * * • * r * : *

-*22 &-2 cºx'9" (25 A*

[Endeavour thou to treat with forbearance the

meaner sort of people, and preserve their love;

for thou wilt not be able to be forbearing unless

thou endeavour to be so], (S)- See also<!

* —[Hence] £al --~~5: The cooking-pot

ceased to boil; contr. of -j- (TA in art

U+.)-See also 6.= It became fat; said of

the [kind of lizard called] .3; (L in art. **)

and likewise of cattle: (K:) [or] it became fat

and compact; said of a child, and of the -*:

(S:) [or] it began to be fat; said of a child, and

of the -á, (K,) and of the jerboa, and of the

255 [or tick]; in the K, erroneously, 29-. (TA)

-##" *~~ The skin became full. (TA.)

6. LJu-5 He made a show of having <!-l

[i. e. forbearance, or clemency, &c.], not having

it; (§, TA;") and "L.1-3 [in like manner] sig

nifies [sometimes] he made a show of-i-1,

expl. by<!-1: (TA in art. Cal.)

7: see 1.

8: see 1, in four places.

X- see :

i- an infn of i-, as also "X"- (Mob)

-And A dream, or vision in sleep; (§, K;) as

also VLi- (K:) accord. to most of the lexico

logists, as well as F, syn. with (23) : or it is

specially such as is evil; and 95) is the contr;

this is corroborated by the trad., Aff &: (#)

cues & #3 (The us, is from God, and

the L.A.- is from the Devil]: (MF:) and by sh:

phra', in the Kur [xii. 44 and xxi. 5], * (#3)

29- [The confused circumstances of dreams,

or of evil dreams]: but each is used in the place

of the other: (TA) >i is the pl. (K)—

2%>i [lit. The dreams of a sleeper; a

hind of thick cloths, or garments, (IKh, Z, TA,)

striped, of the people of El-Medeeneh. (Z, TA.)

> [Forbearance; clemency;] the quality of

forgiving and concealing [offences]: (Msb:) or

moderation; gentleness; deliberateness ; a lei

surely manner of proceding, or of deportment,

&c.; patience, as meaning contr. of hastiness:

gravity; staidness; sedateness; calmness : syn.

#üí. (S, K:) or these qualities with poncer or

ability [to exercise the contrary qualities]; expl.
6 -5 s J 6.- d.d. 63 "

by jūi and &s: with #35 and #: (Kull

p. 167:) or the management of one's soul and

temper on the occasion of excitement of anger :

(TA:) or tranquillity on the occasion of emotion

of anger: or delay in requiting the nurongdoer:

(KT:) it is described by the term Ji, or gravity;

like as its contr. [*] is described by the terms

#. and J~, or levity, or lightness, and hasti

ness: (TA in art. *- :) also t intelligence;

(K;) which is not its proper signification, but a

meaning assigned because it is one of the results

of intelligence: and "...t-, with fet-h, is like

wise said to have this last meaning; but this

requires consideration: (TA:) the former is one

of those inf ns. that are [used as simple substs.,

and therefore] pluralized: (ISd, TA:) the pl.

[of pauc.] is>S-i and [of mult.]>i- (K.)

Hence, in the Kur [ii. 32), 3-i > ü Xi

.# (K,) said to mean + Do their understand

• Ö * *

ings enjoin them this? (TA.) And>5-5 5'3",

occurring in a trad., means t Persons of under

standing. (TA.)

6 * > * 6 *> * -

Lola-: see à-la-, in two places.

X- A camel having [upon him] many ticks,

such as are called --i-. (K.) And A camel

spoilt by the abundance of those ticks that were

upon him. (TA.) - Also A hide, or skin,

spoilt and perforated by [the norms termed] -...-:

and "...", [in like manner,] a hide, or skin,

spoilt by the -...- before it is stripped off (TA)

And i:- &u= A she-kid whose skin has been

6 - d -

spoilt by the Li-; (K, TA) as also "is-5,

of which the pl. isJ-5 (K:) the pl. of#1
* -

- -

is A.S.-. (TA.)

<!- See..", in two places. -Also A [dream

of] copulation in sleep. (K.) Hence, <!-l&

He attained to puberty, or virility, in an ab

solute sense. £) It is said in the Kur

- : -?: • J. J. J J & f'. g • * * * *

[xxiv. 58), List:#2:1-3: Júl's& 1312

[And when your children attain to puberty, or

virility, they shall ask permission to come into

your presence]. (TA.) [And hence,] J.5:

---, (also called Jist."...i, TA in art-->)

[The teeth ofpuberty, or n isdom-teeth,] so called

because they grow after the attaining to puberty,

and the completion of the intellectual faculties:

(S, L, Msb, all in art. J.- :) they are four teeth

that come forth after the [other] teeth have be

come strong. (TA in art. U-2-3.)

6 * >

#1-4 small tick: (K :) or a large tick; (S,

Mgh, Mab, K.) like Já; (Si) and said to be
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L.A.-->4

like the head [or nipple, when small,] of a noman's

breast: (Msb:) or a tick in the last stage of its

gron'th; for at first, when small, it is called

isú:#; then, #:- then, $55, and then,

isi- (As, TA:) the pl., (S,) or [rather] coll.

gen, n., (Mgh, Msb) is "Xi- (S, Mgh, Msb)

-And hence, as being likened thereto, (Mgh,)

+The head [or nipple, when small,] of a noman's

breast, (T, S, Mgh) in the middle of the #14:

[or areola]; (T, TA;) in like manner called

#: (Mgh.) the little thing rising from the

breast of a noman : (TA:) the a:- [or small ex

tuberance like a pimple] upon the head of the

breast of a noman: (Msb:) the J# [or small

excrescence] in the middle of the breast of a

woman : (K:) and the head [or nipple] of each

of the two breasts of a man: (Msb:) the two

together are termed&:- : (S:) the protuberant

piece of flesh is termed #1- as being likened in

size to a large tick. (Msb.)- Also A certain

worm, incident to the upper and loner skin of a

sheep or goat, (AS, S,) in consequence of n:hich,

when the skin is tanned, the place thereof remains

thin : (S:) or a certain worm, incident to skin,

which it eats, so that, when the skin is tanned, the

place of the eating rends: pl. [or rather coll.

gen, n.] "X-. (K)=And Aspecies of plant;

(S, K;) accord. to As, also called: (S:) As

is also related to have said that it is a plant of the

kind termed -#, having a dusty hue, a rough

feel, and a red flower: another says that it gron's

in Nejd, in the sands, has a blossom, and roughish

leaves, and thorns resembling the nails of a man;

and that the camels suffer adhesion of the spleen

to the side, and their young are cast, [for U552

l,á=les-1 (an evident mistranscription in the TA),

I read 30- J#3) nvhen they depasture it from

the dry branches: accord. to AHn, it is [a plant]

less than a cubit [in height], having a thick, or

rough, leaf, and branches, and a floner like that

of the anemone, except that it is larger, and

thicker, or rougher: accord. to the K, it signifies

also the tree [or plant] called cláš, which is

one of the most excellent kinds of pasture: but

Az says, it has nothing in common with the

Ul-Ax., which is a herb having round [heads of]

prickles; whereas the a.k- has no prickles, but

is a well-known kindof: ; and I have seen it:

(TA:) [Dmr, accord. to Golius, describes it as

“a herb less than the arnoglossa” (or arnoglossum),

“whitening in the leaves, and donny.”]

X.1- Having --- [i. e. forbearance, or cle

mency, &c.; Jorbearing, or clement, &c.]: (Mgh,

Mab, K.) pl. Gi- and X-i. (K.) In the

Kur xi. 89, it is said to be used by way of scoffing

[or irony]. (TA.) 2-M is one of the names of

God; meaning [The Forbearing, or Clement,

&c.; or] He Whom the disobedience of the diso

bedient does not flurry, nor anger against them

disquiet, but Who has appointed to everything a

term to n'hich it must finally come. (TA.)-
* * > d y 6

ākū ācal- ! [lit. Calm, angry; or the like;

because what it contains is sometimes still and

sometimes boiling;] is an appellation given to

a stone cooking-pot. (A and TA in art. lae.)=

A fat camel: (S:) or a camel becoming fat.

Bk. I.

(ISd, K.) ISd says, I know not any unaugmented

verb belonging to it in this sense. (TA.)= And

Coming fat. (ISd, K.)=See also>~.

J.- originally signifies "X- [i.e. Dream

ing: and particularly dreaming of copulation:

and experiencing an emission of the seminal fluid

in dreaming]. (Mgh.)- Hence used in a ge

neral sense, (Mgh,) meaning One niho has

attained to puberty, or virility; (AHeyth, Mgh,

Mob, TA) as also "XM-4. (Mob, TA)

>, < A sort of usi [q. v.; i.e. a certain pre

paration of dried cura]. (ISd, K.) or mill that

is made thick, so that it becomes like fresh cheese;

(S, K;) but this it is not: (S:) a word of the

dial of Egypt. (TA.)

>i Bodies; syn. X: (ISd, K.) ISd

says, I know not any sing of it [in this

sen'). (TA)= I is also pl. of i- =and

of L.A.- :=and of_*-. (K.)

6 - d - 6 •

Ask-5: see Lola-.

s = 6 p. *... • .

L.A.- : see sit-, in two places.
•

5'

1. S.-, aor. 2; (S, Msb, K;) and &- aor. *;

and 3-, aor.” (Ki) inf n. #3- (S, Mab, K.)

and #- and 3'-' (K.) It (a thing, S, Msb)

was, or became, sneet; (§, K3) as also 'Us,'—l;

(S, K;) or this latter signifies it was, or became,

very sneet. (TA.) And in like manner, U. 5-[It

was, or became, sneet to me]. (Msb.) And

#=w -si-, aor. *, inf n. #3-, [The fruit

nvas, or became, sneet.] (TA)--> J.

(S, Msh, K) and J. L. (S) and & 4 (S,

Ms) and us,” J. (S) and Jili, (K) aor. :

(S, Msb, K.) and 5-, aor. 25 ($, K.) inf n.
6 * * * 6 - d. J.

35%a- (S, Msb, K) and Cl2]-; (K;) He, (S,)

or it, (Mgb,) pleased me, or excited my admi

ration; (S, Msb;) was goodly, or beautiful, in

my estimation: (Msb:) or one says,L: es'Gl

(Lth, Aş, S, K*) or es): es', (A5, TA) aor. 3,
6 - © J. • • • • *

inf. m. col2]-, (Lth, TA 5) and Uses Us B-,

(Lth, Aş, S, K,”) aor. *, inf n. 3'- (Lth, TA)

and $53-. (TA.) &: 4: Ji- is an inverted

phrase, used by a poet, for c: L'-'. (S.)

It has been said that J. J. C." (ISd, and K

in art. Usia-) and es:- U, (ISd) is from G-1,

(ISd, K,) meaning the thing that is worn, because

it signifies It was beautiful in my eye, like the
o • * * * *

; not from 53%-; (ISd, and TA in art.

Use-;) but this saying is not valid, nor approved.

(TA in the present art.) Accord. to Lh, one says,

L: #3 <- and L' es', and L'i. and

J." Us', aor. *, inf. n. #)-; and <--, aor. ',

6 * * *

inf n. 32)-; [The woman was pleasing in my

eye, and in my mind, or heart.] (TA.) -

* ū, X: L. : He is not bitter at one time,

and he is not sneet at another. (IAar, K, T.A.

[In some copies of the K,* S3.]) And

* * *- : * * J &

31-12 -el and *i;# ! I am bitter at one time,

and I am sneet at one time. (IAar, M in art.

,-) [See also 4.]=::\,: J's, aor. 3, (K)

inf n. #35-; (TK.) and '89-', (S, Mab,

K.) from #5-1, like st- from #5-1, (8)

[the most common form,] and "3-5, (K) and

*39, -, (S, K,) which is the only trans verb of

its measure except one other, in the phrase

Jill &##! ; (S;) all signify the same; (K;)

He esteemed the thing sneet [both properly and

metaphorically as is indicated in the TA]: (Mgb

in explanation of the second of these verbs, and

TK in explanation of all of them :) and [in like

manner] *:::: Ifound it to be sneet : (S, K:)

or this signifies I made it sneet: (K:) or it has

both of these significations: (S:) you say, £i

& lis, meaning Wa:… [I esteemed, or

found, this place to be sneet, or pleasant]. (TA.)

And &l <!- [The eye esteemed, or found,

him, or it, to be pleasing, or goodly, or beautiful].

(IAir, TA in art J.-)-> * G - (K)

aor. 2; (TA;) and 5-, (K) aor. 2; (TA;) He

found, or experienced, or he got, or obtained,

from him, or it, good. (K.) [See also 1 in art.

U-]=:: *%-, (Msh, K) or 4+ 3

Sú, (S) aor. *, (S, Msb) inf n :- (§, K (in

the CK st-]) and &si-, (S) He gave him (S,

Msb, K) the thing, (K) or such a piece of pro

perty, [as a gratuity,] for something that he had

done; not as hire, or pay, or nages. (S.)– You
J. de •

say also 3,3'- meaning I bribed another; gave

him a bribe. (TA)-And "4: #5

I will assuredly give thee thy requital. (IAar,

K)—&#- also signifies A man's taking for

himself a portion of the don'ry of his daughter:

an act for which the Arabs used to reproach him

who did it. (S, Msb). You say, 3-, inf n :

[in the CK st-, and: also,] and &#1-, He

gave him in marriage his daughter, or his sister,

(K, TA,) or any woman, (TA) for a certain

don'ry, on the condition that he should assign to

him. d certain portion of it. (K, TA.) = <si

30-oll i, q \,:la-, i.e. I assigned, or gave, to the

700?ta? J.- [or ornaments]. (S.)

2. 3-, (S, K, [erroneously written in the CK

without the sheddeh,]) inf n. #1-3, (K,) He

made it sneet; (S, K;) namely, food; (S;) or a

thing; (Ki) as also '89-' (S) and so #~,

which is anomalous: (K:) sometimes they said,

&s." 45- [I sweetened the meal of parched

barley, or the mess made thereof]; pronouncing

with hemz that which is not [properly] with hemz:

($:) this is said by Lth to be a mistake on their

part. (TA) - [Hence,] c' es'£ <:

axe-L-2 [I made the thing to seem pleasing, or
• * *

goodly, or beautiful,

(S.)

J. J. de -

3. a 'Ju-, (inf n. 5.4, TK.) | Ijested, or

joked, with him. (S, K, T.A.)

4: see 2. - Hence, (TA) Ji-i ū; * U.

in the eye of its possessor].

80
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+He said not anything : (S, TA:) or the mean

ing is similar to that of the phrase next following.
o o • - 3 3 •

(TA) Usk-e U22 - U + He says not a bitter

thing nor a sneet thing: and he does not a bitter

thing nor a sneet thing. (K.) [See a similar

phrase near the middle of the first paragraph.]

See also another signification in the first para

graph.–5-i U. [Hon: sneet, &c., is it !] is

said by some to be an instance of a verb having
* ~ * ~ * >

a dim. form; so that you say, 75%-i U. [Hon.
* ~ * ~ * -

very sneet, &c., is it !] ; like as-Leel to [q.v.].

(TA in art. C*)

5. iS-53 see 1.

6. Sit-3 She (a woman) affected, or made a

shon of sneetness, and self-conceitedness. (S.)

£ o co - - - * - -

8 : # Ju-l, and sº, He exercised

art, or ingenuity, for [the purpose of procuring]

the expenses of his wife, and her don'ry : one says,

&# J: [Exercise thou art, &c., and marry].

(TA.)

10: see 1, in two places.–59-1 also sig

nifies He sought [to elicit] its, or his, sneetness.

(TA.)

12. L'2'-1: see 1, first sentence.– [Hence,]

said of a man, He was, or became, sneet in dis

position. (IAar)=59, -1; see 1.

S- A medicine mixed, or moistened, neith

nater or the like. (K.)
s

:- Sneet; contr. of 34, (S, K;) i. e., in the

mouth : and in like manner, in the eye [meaning

pleasing, or goodly, or beautiful: see 1]: (TA:)

applied also to a saying, and to an action: (K:)

fem, with 3. (MSb.) And JX-1 #~1 + Lan

guage in which is nothing that induces doubt, or

suspicion : (K and TA in art. U-:) and the man

in n'hom is nothing that induces doubt, or sus

picion. (TA in the present art.) And #-, also,

applied to a man, + One niho is excited to brisk

ness, liveliness, or sprightliness, (-is:) and is

esteemed pleasing, or goodly, or beautiful, in the

eye, (K, TA) as also "5-3 (IAar, K.) the

fem. is #1- : the pl. masc. &*- and pl. fem.

Śl- (K:) there is no broken pl., masc. or

fem. (TA.)

3'- A small -i- [q. v., in the CK, erro

neously, -*. with n'hich one weaves: (K, TA:)

or the wooden thing n:hich the neaver turns

round : [app, meaning the yarn-beam, upon

n:hich the yarn is rolled; termed ii-il the poet

Shemmákh likens the tongue of a braying [wild]

aSS to a si- that has slipped from the back of a

loom. (TA.)

&si- See#

ess- See J.-l.

#- and "ussi- (S, MSb, K, &c.) the latter

mentioned by As, of the fem. gender, (TA)

[Sneetmeat; as also V #)- ; (see 5-, below )

this last and ess- used in this sense in the

present day;] an eatable, (T, S, M, Msb) well

known, (K) prepared with sneetness; (T, M,

Msb;) said to be peculiarly applied to such as is

prepared with art [as distinguished from such as

is naturally sweet] : (TA:) the els'- mentioned

in a trad. is said to be that which is termed 2. -

[made of dates kneaded with milk]: (MF,TA:)

the pl. of &si- is &#3-, with fet-h to the 3.

(Msb.)- The former is also applied by some to

Fruit; syn. ă =ú: (T, TA:) or both, (K,)

or the former, (TA) to sneet fruit. (K, T.A.)

E=See also 55%

&#- is a subst. [as well as an inf. n.], signify

ing A gift : (Msb:) [a gratuity: so in the

present day:] the hire, or pay, of a broker; (Lh,

K;) and of a diviner, (As, S," Msb,” K,) for

divination, (As,) which is forbidden in a trad.:

(S, Msb:) and a requital; see 1. (IAar, K.)

Also The don'ry, or nuptial gift, of a woman:

(Msb, K:) [or a portion thereof which the father

or guardian of the bride used, in some cases, to

take for himself; see 1:] or a gift to a noman in

consideration of having her as a nife during a

certain fixed period; (K;) according to a practice

obtaining in Mekkeh: (TA:) or a gift of the

nature of a bribe. (K.)

3'- See:

paragraph.

J.- J# A saying sneet in the mouth. (K.)

3 *, * *

—#~ āū (Lh, M, K) and "#-, (K) the

latter is the original form [but app. obsolete],

(Lh, M,) A she-camel eminent, (Lh, M,) or

perfect, (K,) in pleasingness, or goodliness, or

beauty: (Lh, M, K:) or pleasing in appearance

and pace. (TA in art. 2Ac.)

ūāli #-: See 55%-.

iš- Sneetness; contr. of 5%. (TA.) [See

1, of which it is an inf. n.]- See also āş
6 * * *

6. " - 6

- 53'- āşū: see the next

= 3.5 U: Land that produces herbs, or

leguminous plants, of the kind termed ***

[q. v.]. (K.)= See also what next follows.

* - -

will #5. (T, S, Msh, K) and uill "#5-,

(IAth, K,) but this is said by Ks to be unknown,

(TA) and uill "#5-(IAth) and uill "#5-,

(K, TA) with damm, mentioned by Lh, (TA,

[in the CK 3.3-,]) and uill "#"> (Sgh, K)

and wall 'us')- and uill "#33-, (§, K.) The

middle of the back of the neck : (T, S, Msb, K:)

or, as some say, the [small protuberance termed]

.. of [or rather above] the back of the neck.

(T.)= #)- is also said to signify the same

as #. , i. e. What is rubbed between two stones,

to be used as a collyrium. (TA. [See the latter

of these two words in art. S-D

üäl #5-: see the next preceding paragraph.

cs: X- A certain plant: (S:) or a certain

small tree, (K,) of the kind termed a:, ever

green : (TA:) and, (K,) or, as some say, (TA,)

a certain thorny plant, (K,) having a yellon,

floner, and small round leaves like those of the

-13. [or rue]. (TA:) a species of plant found

in the desert: (T, TA:) pl. J33-, (K,) like

the sing., (TA,) and, (K,) or, as some say,

(TA) -95)--. (K.) It has been said that the

sing is #)- like £5. but Az says that this

WaS not known by him: As wentions, as. of the

measure Juas, the words (selja- and Useu-, and

U45) ; each the name of a plant. (TA.) =

ül &#9-: See 55%-.

tail āşş-; See 55%-.

5- A maker and seller of 555- [or sneet

meat]. (TA.)

(G-: More, and most, sneet, both properly

and metaphorically:] 'J's - is [its fem.,] the

cont?". of us: you say, us." als, casi-+

[Take thou the sneeter, or sneatest, and give to

him the bitterer, or bitterest]. (S.)

* ~ * ~ * -

£-i U2 : see 4, last sentence.

-Éo • J D = • 6 d >

1. #3 <!-, aor. 2, inf. n. J.-, I assigned,

Ol' gave, to the 7troman J.- [or ornaments],

and so w” M-. (S.) [See also 2.]=<!-, (S,

Msb, K.) aor.”, (K) inf n, as above, (Mab, K.)

She (a woman) acquired an ornament, or orna

ments: (K:) or she wore an ornament, or orna

ments, as also " -i- (Msb, K.) or the

former signifies she had an ornament, or orna

ments: ($, K:) and " the latter, she adorned

herself with an ornament, or ornaments: (S,

Mgh,” TA:) or she made for herself an orna

ment, or ornaments. (Msb, TA)—J- >

Jiu- 4. He gained not, or derived not, from

him, or it, any great profit, advantage, or benefit:

the verb is not used in this sense except in nega

tive phrases; (S, TA;) and is from Ji- and

à-la-Ji ; because the mind reckons an ornament

as an acquisition: not from 2A-. (TA.) [But

an affirmative phrase, with the verb J.- used in

a similar sense, is mentioned in the K in

art. 2'-' see 1 in that art. See also 1 in art.

S-]-See also J.-, below. =#|<!

See -ā-, in art. 5-.

2. #." J- (S, Msb, K.,) inf n. £5, (K,)

He decked the woman with an ornament, or

ornaments: (S, Msb, K: [see also 1, first sen

tence: and in like manner, -: the snord:])

or he made for her an ornament, or ornaments:

or he described her: (K:) or you say also<!

J:" as meaning I described the a:- [i. e.

quality, or qualities or attributes, or stateor con

dition,] of the man : (S:) and you say also, 85

* [he described it to him]. (L in art. C-)

The verb in the first of these senses is doubly

trans, as in the saying in the Kur [xviii.30, &c.],

-s: &- 3.0 &- to: &l= [They shall be

decked therein with bracelets of gold]. (TA)=

o oJ - o

L*A*- for35- : see 2 in art. 5-.

5. i- see 1, in two places.- [Hence,]

* J-5 '' &% Li- Such a one affected that

which was not in him. (TA.)= 2\-5 He hnew

his [al-, i. e.] quality, or qualities or attributes,

or state or condition. (TA)
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Use-----

S-Pustules breaking out in the mouths of
d

children [app. after a fever; like 5-]. (Kr, M.)

6 d -

An ornament (Mgh, Msb," K) of a

noman, (S, Mgh, Msb,) of moulded metal, or of

stones, (K,) or of gold, or of silver, and Some

say, or of jenels, or gems: (Mgh :) pl. 3'- (S,

Mgh, Msb, K) and3- also, because of the Us,

like & S.T.A.) or J- is a pl; [or coll.

gen, n.], and its sing [or n un.] is 'il- (K.)

so says AAF: (TA) *ā-, also, signifies the

Seline aS Ji- (K; [in the CK J.-:) and

particularly, (K,) the ornament, or ornaments,

(G-, K, or iš, Mgh and Msb,) of gold or

silver, (Mgh,) of a sword, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) as

also "#-, (K) or of a lamp, and of other

things, (Mgh:) accord. to Lth, Ji- signifies

any à:ka- [i.e. ornament, or ornaments,] with

which one decks a woman or a sword and the

like: but accord. to others, only of a noman;

and one says only "#- in relation to other

things, to a sword [for instancel, and the like:

(TA) the pl. of:- is U- and U-5 (S. K.)

or, accord. to IF, it has no pl. (Msb.)

J'- 4 cry by n:hich "a she-camel is chidden ;

as also Ja- and U-; like as a he-camel is by the

cry ~5- and ~5- &c. : (TA voce ~5- ) Or

by which female camels are chidden; as also

J- and, when in connexion with a following

word, J-. (TA voce J-, in art. U-.) One

says, in chiding the she-camel, "<!- •) us'

[On! mayest thou not gain any great benefit:

like as one says, in chiding the he-camel, --

<< 5, &c.]. (TA in the present art)

6 - -

:- | see Ji
ãake

#-: see Ji- in two places.- Also The

quality, or the aggregate of the attributes or

qualities, or the state or condition, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) and the make, and form, (K,) and the

appearance in respect of colour, or complexion,

&c., (Mgh,) of a man : (S, Mgh :) pl. J- and

Usk- (Mgh, Msb, T.A.) A description of. the

..face, or countenance of: man. (TA)-a-l-M

in a trad respecting 2-32" means [The mode of

ablution termed] J.--il. (TA. [See 2 in

art. U--.])

G- Dry, dried up, or tough. (TA)-

What has become dry (S, K) and nihite (K [but

See J-D of the [plant called] J-4, (S, K,)

and la: ; Az says, it is one of the best kinds of

pasture of the people of the desert for camels and

horses; and n:hen its produce appears, it resembles

eared corn: accord. to Lth, it is every plant that

resembles corn, or seed-produce, in its manner of

gron'th; but this, says Az, is a mistake: (TA:)

n un, with 3 (K.) and pl. #-i (S)=The

pole, or long piece of wood, [app. of a plough,]

that is betnceen the trvo bulls: of the dial. of El

Yemen. (TA.)

SeeJ

-

6 * *

-

à:k-:

ū- A certain plant. (K.)- And A certain

food of the Arabs, (Sgh, K.) in nhich dates are

rubbed and pressed [or mashed] with the hand.

(Sgh.)

Ju- (K) and #1- (S, K) A woman haring

an ornamentor ornaments; (S, K;) as also*#-:

(S:) or nearing an ornament or ornaments; as

also *::: (K:) pl. Jis- ($)– And

[hence,] #1- means | Trees having leaves and

fruit. (TA.)

L- Ornamented : applied to a sword [&c.].

(S.)- [Described.]

£-: see Ju-.

Lo

1.2- (S, K,) sec. pers. <---, aor. *, inf. n.

X- (TA,) [or perhaps this should be ---.]

It (water) became hot. (S, K, TA)----,

aor, *, (K,) inf. n. ><- (S, K,) I was, or
• * *

became, Lo-1, signifying black; (S, K; [accord.

to the latter of which, and accord. to El-Hejeree,

this epithet also signifies white; but it appears

from the TA that the former only is here meant;

and the verb seems primarily to signify I became

rendered black by heat;]) as also W.: *::

[originally <----, or from Uss-, q.v.], and

*-3,(K,[omittedinthe'TA)and's:--5.

(K, TA: the last, in the CK, written -:)
- d - w • - C -

--> -o-, sec. pers. --~~, aor. * , inf. n.

---, The live coals became black, after their

flaming had ceased, or after they had become

extinguished: (Msb:) or #:-" ---, (S, K,)

sec. pers, as above, (TA,) aor. * : the live coal

became a piece of charcoal, (S, K,) or of ashes.

(S)= 4:-, (§, K) aor.”, (S) inf n >,

(TA,) He heated it, namely, water, (S, K, TA,)

with fire; (TA;) as also "4:-l, (S, K,) and

*:-. (K.) You say, £1 (£ '',:-i, (TA,)

Or 4." 3-, (S,) Heat ye for us the nater, or

some of the water. (S, T.A.)- He heated it ;

hindled fire in it; filled it with firen ood, to heat

it; or heated it fully. with fuel; namely, an

oven. (K,” T.A.)– a 'S' lo-, (S) or ā-sa-Ji,

(K,) aor. * , (S,) inf. n.X- (TA,) He melted

[the fat of a sheep's tail, or the piece of fat].

: see 4. —X- He (a man,

$) was, or became, fevered, or affected neith fever;

or he had, or was sick of a fever: ($, Mgh,

Msb, K.) or one says [of himself], U.- ---,

(K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, <--J) L:

being held by ISd to be an inf. n. like es: and

L: (TA;) and the simple subst. [also] is

J.-: (K:) [or the inf n is X-; for] you say,

3

---, and the simple subst, is L*. (L.)

And Axis c."X- He had a fever from eating

[certain] food. (K. T.A.) And -, [app. 3-,
* - /

inf. n. Alo~, said of a camel, He had a fever.

(TA. [See A-, below.)–:- said of an

affair, an event, or a case: see 4.–J-5X

>'', (Fr,S, K.) aor. *, (S) He hastened the

going, or departure, of the camel. (Fr, S, K.)

=láš 4 -, and "X-1, He (God) decreed,

or appointed, to him, or for him, such a thing.

(KTA) And - (S.K.) if n - (K) or

> - (Harp. 347,) It (a thing, S, or an event,

K) mas decreed, or appointed; (§, K5) as also

">i. (S.) And 43 *> That was decreed,

or appointed, to him, or for him. (K)=4<- ---,

(S. K.) aor.”, (S) i. 1 # 3-a [like #3,

q. V. ; -- in this sense being a dial. var. of Xi,

as also *i). (S, K.)- See also 4 as an in

tranS. V.

2. 4.- : see 1.—Also, (S, Msb, K.') inf n.

>5, (MSb) He blackened (S, Msb, K) his

(a man's, S).face, (S,K,) or it, one's face, (Msb,)

with charcoal. (S, Msb, K.) [Hence, 4-, *

L'" The face of the fornicator, or adulterer,

was blackened [nith charcoal]. (Mgh. [See 2 in

art. a+.]) - [Using the verb intransitively,]

you say also, 4-5 2:- His head became black

after shaving : (S, Mgh, TA:) [i. e.] the hair of

his head gren, [again] after it had been shaven.

(K.) And hence, (Ju----, said of the hair,

It n'as rendered black by the nater : because the

hair, when shaggy, or dishevelled, in consequence

of its being seldom dressed or anointed, becomes

dusty; and when it is washed with water, its

blackness appears. (TA.) AndAS&l --- The

boy's, or young man's, beard appeared. (K.)

And# --- The young bird's plumage came

forth ($, K.) or its donn. (TA) And -...

J.S. The herbage of the land appeared, of Cl

green hue inclining to black. (K.)=45)-2'-o-o-,

(S.K.) inf n. *-5 (Mgh, TA) [and £-5),

He gave a present to his wife after divorce : (S,

M, K:*) the explanation in the K, 3%luu *::,

should be, as in the [Sand] M, 3::\,: ...

G'\lall. (TA.) The verb is doubly trans., as

meaning Jasi: so in the phrase, ūsá.Ç

422-. He gave her, after divorce, a black female

slave: or this may be for w w:- (TA.)

[Hence] as-#1 su: The clothing with which

a man attires his wife n:hen he gives her a gift

after divorce. (K, T.A.)

3. <-, inf n. *u-s, i. 4. 436 [app. as

meaning He approached, or dren, near to, him,

or it]. (K.) And £-, (inf n. as above, K,)

I desired, or sought, to obtain from him, or I

demanded of him, something. (El-Umawee, S, K.)

4. 4.- as syn. with 4:- and 4:- see 1,

in two places. – Also He washed him (namely,

another man,) with--- [i.e. hot water]. (S.)

And 4-# - He washed himself with cold

water, (K,) accord. to IAar: but accord. to
J - d - 3 * -

others, with hot water; as also a.a. "L.-: and
6 y o w -

A3-2- [is an inf. m. of Lo-, and] signifies the

nashing oneself; but is of a vulgar dialect. (TA.

80 *
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[See also 10.])-He (God) caused him to have,

or be sick of a fever. (S, Msb, K.)- It (an

affair, an event, or a case,) rendered him anxious,

disquieted him, or grieved him; syn. £i, (S,

K;) as also **:-. (K.) AndX- He (a man)

was affected with confusion, perplexity, fear,

impatience, disquietude, or agitation, and anxiety,

or grief (TA.)= He (God) rendered him, or

caused him to be, X-l. (S, K,) i.e. black. (S.)

= He caused it to draw near, or approach.

(M89)=-39 -- The land had fever in

it: (S, K.) or had much fever in it. (TA)

E.2- It drew near, or approached; (S, Msb,

K;) as also "X-, [in the Ham p. 530, written

>] aor. 2, inf. n. 2- (Msb:) it was, or

became, present : (K:) its time dren, near, or

came ; as also>'' so says Ks; and thus this

last verb is explained by As; but he knew not

--- in this sense. (S, TA.) You say, <-i

à-l- and --> The object of want became

near; (ISk, TA;) and both are mentioned by

Fr. ($) And .235 - and - Their

coming dren, near. (Fr, T.A.) The Kilábeeyeh

says,* co: &- ul- >-1 [our de

parture has drawn near, and we are going to

morron']: and >'' co," c- ul-, -

[Our departure is determined upon, and we are

going to-day]; meaning we have determined

upon our going to-day. (TA)=1#. 42-1,

and-i. see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

5: see 1:= and see also 10.

8. -:- He was, or became, anarious, disquieted,

or grieved, syn.>, (S, TA,) 4 for him ; as

though for one near and dear to him: (TA:

[see Lo-o-;]) or he was, or became, anxious,

disquieted, or grieved, and sleepless: (Hamp. 90:)

or he was, or became, anxious, disquieted, or

grieved, by night : (K, and Ham ibid.:)A

differing from><-l in being [often] by day:

(Ham p. 433) and he slept not by reason of

anariety, disquietude, or grief (K.) And-:

&:" The eye nas, or became, sleepless, without

pain. (K.) Also c. *> He nas, or became,

sharp, hasty, or irascible, ton'ards such a one.

(TA.)

10. --! He washed himself nith hot nater:

(S, Msb, K: or accord. to some copies of the

K'_*-* - has this meaning :) this is the

primary signification: (S:) then applied, (S,

Msb,) by reason of frequency of usage, (Mgb,)

to mean he washed himself with any water. (S,

Mgb. [See also 4.])-He entered the A.- [or

hot bath] (Mgh, TA ) "...:- [in this sensel

is not of established authority. (Mgh.)– He

sneated: ($, K:) said of a man, (TA,) and of a

horse (S, TA) or similar beast. (TA.)

12: see 1, second sentence.

R. Q. 1. --, [inf n is--.] He ( a

horse) uttered his cry, [or neighed,] when desiring

fodder; as also "X-5 ($) accord to A2,
s • • O •

ão--- is app. a word imitative of the cry of the

horse when he desires fodder; or when he sees

his master to whom he has been accustomed, and

behaves familiarly towards him: (TA:) or it sig

nifies a horse's uttering a cry with a hind of

yearning sound, in order that his master may feel

tenderness for him; as also "...--5 (EM

p. 250:) or, of a& [or hack, or the like,] the

uttering of a cry [or neighing] such as is not

loud; and of a horse [of good breed], the uttering

of a cry not so loud as the J.-- [or usual neigh

ing]: (Lth, TA:) or, of the &”, the uttering

of a cry when desiring the barley : (K,"TA:)

and the je, Ol' Je. [accord. to different copies of

the K, but each is app. a mistranscription, for

Ge as meaning faltering of the voice or cry,] of

the horse, nhen falling, or stopping, short in

neighing, and seeking self-help [to finish it]; as

also "...--5: (K:) and the bull's uttering a

cry with the desire of leaping the conv. (Az, K.)

R. Q. 2. X-5. see 1, second sentence: =

and see also R. Q. 1, in three places.

* *

2- see ---, throughout.

2- See art. 2-e-.

X- [in the CK, erroneously,>] The vehe

mence, or intenseneness, of the heat of the 5*

[or midday in summer]. (K, T.A.) You say,

5*"2- 4: [I came to him during the vehe

mence of the heat of the midday in summer].

(TA.) –The main, or chief, part of a thing;

(K;) and so *ā- in the phrase X-l à:- [the

main, or chief, part of the heat].' (S, T.A.)–

See also i---The remains of the aji [or

tail of a sheep) after the melting [of the fat]:

n. un, with 5: and n:hat is melted thereof: (S:)

or the part of the ā-ji of n:hich one has melted the

grease, (AS, T, K,) n'hen no grease remains in it;

(AS, T, TA;) and of fat: n, un, with 3: or n:hat

remains of melted fat: (K:) accord. to Az, the

correct explanation is that of As: but he adds,

I have heard the Arabs call thus nhat is melted

of the hump of a camel: and they called the

hump -ăl. (TA.)- Property, or cattle and

the like; and goods, commodities, or household
• Je.

furniture and utensils: (Sh, TA)=: a U.

4: X- $3, (S,) or X: S5 X: a le, (K,) and

**, *, *) or - >> (k) and -
X. S5, and X, S5 "X-, (TA,) He has no object

in his mind except thee; syn. +: (S, K,” TA:

[see also art. -- :]) or -o- 95 -o- a Lo, (K,) or

> S5 --, (TA) means he has neither little nor

much. (K, T.A.) - And X- * es' us, (S) or

* (k) and '-' (S.K.) and , and X.

(TA,) I have not any means, or nay, of sepa

rating myself from it, or of avoiding it. (S, K,”

TA.)

3 * 3 -

_*- : see Lo-, in three places.

£- A hot spring, (IDrd, S, Mgh, K) by

means of n:hich the diseased seek to cure them

selves. (IDrd, S, K.) In a trad, (§, TA,) the

learned man (Jül) is said to be like the a-,

(S, Mgh, TA) to which the distant resort, and

which the near neglect. (TA.)

2 * * 4 ×

: - and see alsoX--Also

The rehemence, and main force, of the movements

of two armies meeting each other. (TA from a

trad.)- The sharpness of a spear-head. (TA.)

-The venom, or poison, of the scorpion: (TA:)

a dial. var. of i- (K,) accord. to IAar; but

others allow not the teshdeed, [and among them

J,] and assert the word to be originally 3-2-.

(TA.)-A decreed, or predestined, case of sepa

ration: (S, K:) and of death; (TA;) as also

"> (S, K:) you say <s." A-, and

A-" alone as in a verse cited voce -: [q.v.]:

(TA) the pl. of £- is :- and X-. (K.)

= Blackness; (S, TA;) the colour denoted by

the epithetX- [q. v.]: (S, K:) a colour between

ass; [or blachness] and a:= [or a blackish red],

inferior [in depth, or brightness,] to what is termed

#- [app. as meaning redness inclining to black

ness]. (M., K.)- The black sediment of clarified

butter, and the like, in the bottom of the skin.

(TA)= Also i, q. i: so in the phrases &#

J—i. a:- [Such a one is the beloved of my soul]

(Az, TA) and U-4 :- &: * [He is of the

beloved of my soul]: and the Le is said to be a

substitute for ~. (TA) [See also -i, which
- - w • £

is used as syn. with -a-.]

6 &

à-- see---, in two places. = Also Death;

or the decreed term of life: (K:) pl. ---.

(TA.) -

~ Charcoal: (S, Mgh, K.) or cold charcoal:

(TA:) or burnt wood and the like: (Mgb:) or

charcoal that does not hold together: (Msb in

explanation of the n. un, in art. U-5:) and ashes:

and anything burnt by fire : (S, TA:) n un.

with 3: (S, Msb, K:) which is tropically applied

to flive coals [or a live coal]. (Msb.) [Hence]

the n. un, is also used as meaning + Blackness of

complexion. (TA from a trad. of Lukmán Ibn

'Ad.) And i:- #)- means tA black girl or

female slave. (TA. [See alsoX-kD

><- [The pigeon, both nild and domestic, but

more properly the former; and sometimes not

strictly confined to denote the pigeon-kind:] a

certain wild bird, that does not keep to the houses;

nell-known: (ISd, K:) or any collared, or ringed,

bird; (S, Msb, K;) so with the Arabs; such as

the <--|3: and the &#3 and X- 5. and the

us and thec.3% and the like, (S, Msb) and the

domestic [pigeons] (c)-33), also, (El-Umawee,

S, Msb,) that are taken into houses for the pur

pose ofproducing their young ones; (El-Umawee,

S;) to which last alone the term is applied by

the vulgar: accord. to Ks, it is the nild [species];

and the A3 is that which keeps to the houses:

accord. to As, the latter is the J.--> --- [or

wild pigeon]; a species of the birds of the desert:

(S, Msb:) or, accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee,><- sig

nifies any kind of bird that drinks in the manner

denoted by the verb -*, [i.e. continuously,] and

cooes; including the &#5 and c” and

---|35; nºhether it be, or be not, collared, Or

ringed ; domestic or wild: (Az, TA:) the flesh
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thereof strengthens the venereal faculty, and in

creases the seminal fluid and the blood; the put

ting it, cut open while alive, upon the place stung

by a scorpion, is a proved cure; and the blood

stops bleeding from the nose : (K:) the n. un, is

with 5; (S, Msb;) which is applied to the male

and the female: (S, Msb, K:) and in like man

ner, X--, because the 3 is added to restrict to

unity, not to make fem.: (S:) but to distinguish

the masc., you may say, ast- L'é wo- <5.

i. e. I san, a male [pigeon] upon a female [pigeon]:

(Zj, Msb:) accord. to ISd and the K, however,

X- should not be applied to the [single] male:

(TA:) in a verse of Homeyd Ibn-Thowr, cited

VOce 3- by the n. un, is meant a £5 : the pl.

of a-u- is X-, (S) [or rather this is the

coll, gen, n.,] and -:- (S, K) and+

(S:) and sometimes X- is used as a sing.:

[so in an ex. above: and] Jirán-el-’Owd says,

* Júl 3: …" Jáš *

* *- : *śi i- *

[And a female pigeon of a thicket, calling a male

pigeon, reminded me of youth, after estrangement]:

a poet also says,

* 5ue (#55 at- *

[Two pigeons of a desert tract alighted and flen,

anay]: and El-Umawee cites, as an ex. ofAl

applied to the domestic [pigeons],

* J.- 5,2 & 4 übi; *

[Inhabiting Mekkeh, of the pigeons of a n'hite

colour inclining to black]; by L.-Ji [or rather

it should be written (~1] meaning A-l.

(S.)

>- The fever(L:-) of camels; (S;) as also

*ā-: (TA:) or of all beasts, (K, TA,) includ

ing camels: (TA:) accord. to ISh, when camels

eat date-stones, [which are often given to them as

food,] they are [sometimes] affected with > -

and -uś, the former of which is a heat affecting

the skin, until the body is smeared nith mud, or clay,

in consequence of n!hich they forsake the abundant

herbage, and their fat goes anay; and it con

tinues in them a month, and then passes anay.

(Az,TA)—# A- The disease termed -*.

n:hich affects men. (TA.)- See also---.E

A noble chief, or lord: (K:) thought by Az to

be originally X*. (TA)

> see its syn.:- of which it is also a

pl. (K.)

X- The 1: [or summer : or the most vehe

• * *

āşe

ment heat ofsummer, from the auroral rising ofthe

Pleiades (at the epoch of the Flight about the 13th

of May O.S.) to the auroral rising of Canopus

(at the same period about the 4th of August

O.S.): or vehemence of heat]: (S,K:) or a period

of about truenty nights, commencing at the [au

roral] rising ofcº: [at the epoch of the Flight

about the 26th of May O.S.]. (AZ, Tvoce #3.)

- Live coals with n'hich one fumigates. (IAar,

Sh.)– Hot water; (T, S, ISd, Mgh, Mab, K;)

as also "à:-: (S, ISd, K.) or so Lees- it. :

(Msb:) pl.3-; (K;) i. e. pl. of...-, accord.

to IAar; but accord to ISd, of £-- (TA)

- And Cold nater: (K:) or cold, applied to

water: so, accord. to IAar, in the saying ef a poet,

* 3: <+, »ill & #3 *

* 2--> | £g U+ai Sté-i *

[And wine has become easy to snallon to me,

n"hereas I used, in old time, nearly to be choked

nith cold nater]: (Az,TA:) thus bearing two contr.

significations. (Az, K.)-The rain that comes

in the time of vehement heat; (S;) or after the

heat has become vehement, (M, K,) because it is

hot; (M;) or in the -: [or summer], nhen the

ground is hot. (TA.)-1 Sneat; (Az,S, A, K;)

as also "i-' (Az, A.K.) and 'XU- is said to

signify the sweat of horses. (Ham p. 92.) One

says, (to a person who has been in the bath, A,

TA) -- ~us and "4:- G.U., meaning

May thy sireat be good, orpleasant; (Az, A, K;)

and consequently, may God make thy body sound,

or healthy : (A, TA:) or the former may mean

as above, or may thy bathing be good, or pleasant:

(IB) one should not say, "sixt:- Jub, (K,

TA,) though MF defends it. (TA.)=A re

lation, (Lth, S, K,) for n hose case one is ana.ious

or solicitous, (S,) or n:hom one loves and by nºhom

one is beloved: (Lth, K:) or an affectionate, or

a compassionate, relation, n:ho is sharp, or hasty,

to protect his kinsfolk: or an object of love; a

person beloved: (TA:) or a man's brother; his

Jriend, or true friend; because anxious, or soli

citous, for him: (Hamp.90%) andW> signifies

the same : the pl. [of Lees-] is £-i: and some

times - is used as a pl., and as fem.; (K;)

as well as sing. and masc. (T.A.) --~~

as-l-l. He who devotes himself to obtain the

object of want; who is solicitous for it. (TA.)

A poet says,

• *-Si-14: $; "

[And none nill attain the objects of nant but he

n:ho devotes himself to obtain them; who is soli

citous for them]. (IAar, TA.)

* > * > o

äst- n un, of A.- [q. v.] (S, Msb.) –

[Hence, app.,] t A woman: or a beautiful wo

man. (K, TA. [In the CK, only the latter.])

=The middle of the breast or chest. (K, TA.)

The Jaj [or breast, or head of the breast, or pit

at the head of the breast, or middle of the breast,

or the sternum,] of a horse. (K.) The callous

protuberance upon the breast of a camel. (K.)

The sheave of the pulley of a bucket. (K.)

The ring of a door. (K.)- The clean court of

al* [or palace, &c.]. (K.)= See also the next

paragraph.

i- see :- — Also Heated mill.

(K)= Also, (S, K.) as well as "X-, (K,TA,

[in the CK, erroneously, X-,]) sing. ofJ.

signifying ! Such as are held in high estimation,

precious, or excellent, or the choice, or best, (S,

K, TA,) of cattle or other property, (S) or of

camels: (K:) and accord. to Kr, the sing is used

as a pl. in this sense: (ISd, TA:) *āsū-, like

wise, signifies the choice, or best, of cattle or other

property; and so * £u-, of camels: (K:) or you

say £u- Jil, meaning excellent, or choice, ca

mels. (S.)

* > 0 - d. s

ão-o-; accord. to the K, +:- but this is

* - © -

the pl.; (TA;) A live coal; syn. 5-a-: (K,
*- d .

TA:) or redness; syn. 5)--. (CK, and so in a

MS. copy of the K:) [in Freytag's Lex., the pl.

is explained as meaning redness of the skin; and
• • -

so " ..…-.]

J.C.- see what next precedes.

3 - - * *

Usels- One who flies pigeons (As-), and sends

them [as carriers of letters] to various towns or

countries. (TA.)

J.- (S.K. &c.) a subst: from -, (L), L.

K,) imperfectly decl., because of the fem. alif

[which terminates it], (Msb,) A fever; a disease

by n'hich the body becomes hot : from --~1.

said to be so called because of the excessive heat;

whence the trad., 2:- c: &: J.- [Fever

is from the exhalation of Hell]: or because of the

sweat that occurs in it: or because it is of the

signs ofA-" [i. e. the decreed, or predestined,

case of death]; for they say, <s." 3% J.-l

[Fever is the messenger that precedes death], or

<s." &* [the messenger of death], or >s."*

[the gate of death]. (TA) and 'i:- signifies
• * >

the same: (K, TA:) pl. of the former +:

(Msb.)

* * ** * *

#le- : see Alo-.

> - [A hot bath;] a certain structure, (S,)

nell known ; (Msb;) so called because it occa

sions sweating, or because of the hot water that

is in it; accord. to ISd, derived from~1.

(TA;) i. q. J.'s : (K:) of the masc. gender,

(Mgh, K,) and fem. also, (Mgh,) generally the

latter; (Msb;) but some say that it is a mistake

to make it fem., (MF, TA,) though IB cites a

verse in which a fem. pronoun is asserted to refer

to a A- (TA ) pl. --- (S, Mgh, K.)

accord. to Sb, [not because the sing is fem., but]

because, though masc., it has no broken pl. (TA.)
s

See also co-o-.

3 a - * -

Usus- The onner [or keeper] of a Lolo- [or

hot bath]. (Mgh.)

2

* > *

see -o-l.

6 y o y

Lo-o- :

6 d. 3 - # .

_*-*- : see L-1, in two places.

ā- The a-a- [or particular, or special,

friends, or familiars], (§, K.) consisting of the

family and children (K) and relations, (TA,) of

a man. (K.) You say, ā-tall;à-l -:= [How

are the particular, or special, friends, &c., and

the common people?]. (S.) And J:" à-la-#.

These are the relations of the man. (Lth, S.)

[See i:- and X-il-See alsoi:-- Also
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i. 1. £3. (K.) [It would seem that this signi

fication might have been assigned to it in conse

quence of a misunderstanding of the words in the

S, #4, #-A -:= Jú isúl £1, but

accord. to the TK, one says, à- b3-, meaning

ă, i. e. They came generally, or universally.]

--- Jí and -- Šiš, (K) or * - Ji

and X- $53, (S,) Jí being prefixed in this case

in like manner as in cºs Ji, (Fr, S,) Certain

chapters of the Kurón (S, K) commencing nith

--- (or -], (K) [namely, the fortieth and

six folloning chapters,] called by Ibn-Mes'ood

&#1 £2: (S:) one should not say *s-,

(K:) this is vulgar: (S:) but it occurs in poetry.

(S, K.)- Also, (K,) accord. to I’Ab, "X- is

One of the names of God; (Mgh;) or it is the

most great name of God; (K;) occurring in a
* * ~ *ā- * *

trad., in which it is said, S - 12'353 o'-' cul

&23-4, meaning If ye be attacked by night,

say ye_*-; and when ye say this, they shall not

be made victorious: (Mgh :) or the meaning is,

[say ye] O God, they shall not be made victorious;

not being an imprecation; for were it so, it would

be 2:4: S: (IAth, TA:) or it is an oath;

(Mgh, K;) and the meaning of the trad. is, [say

ye] By God, they shall not be made victorious:

but X- is not among the numbered names of

God: it has therefore been deemed preferable

to understand it as here meaning the seven chap

ters of the Kur-án commencing therewith: (Mgh.)

or it is an abbreviation of &#1, wanting the

letters cy' to complete it: (Zj, K.) or, as some

say, it means [&t=* (*X- i. e.] * us J:

c,5te [What is taking place has been decreed].

(Az, TA.) It is imperfectly decl. because deter

minate and of the fem. gender; or because it is of

a foreign measure, like J.A. and J.'s, (Ksh,

Bd,) and determinate. (Ksh.) -

X- Black; (S, K;) applied to anything; as
6 - d - o

also "><>, (K,) and "L"--, (AS, K,) or this

signifies intensely black,(S,)andt--(K)which

IB explains as a black hue of dye : (TA :) [the

fem, of the first is à:- and the pl. X- and]

the pl. of "the second is ~~, and by poetic

license -- (Sb, TA) You say, -ij-, A

black man. (S.) Andc:L- J*, A man

having black eyes. (TA.) And -í+ [A
s

blackish bay horse]: pl. X- <+: which are

the strongest of horses in skin and hoofs. (S.)
6 o 6 -

And "L.-- 5t: A black sheep or goat. (TA.)

And -i J. Black night. (TA)—[Hence,

à:- The anus (asu, S, or −1, K) of a

human being: ($ ) pl. - (S. K.)– And

X- An arron, before it has been furnished with

jeathers and a head; syn. &#. (K)–:

applied to a lip (#) and to a gum (#) InCanS

Of a colour between £3 and à:é. (M, TA.

6 * * 3

[See alo-.])– Accord. to some, (TA,)X- also

signifies White : thus having two contr, mean

ings. (K, T.A.)= Also A more, or most, par

ticular, or special, and beloved, friend or the like.

(Az, T.A.. [See i:- and~, and *u-.])

X- : See#~ : = and see also X---.

X- i. q. #: (Mgh, Msb;) i. e. A vessel

of copper [or brass], in n'hich water is heated,

(KL, and Msb in art. Los,) having a long and

narron neck: (KL:) or a small-: [here mean

ing the same as a:#1, in nhich water is heated.

(S.)

£-, applied to food [&c.], (TA,) Any cause

of fever; or a thing from the eating of n:hich one

is affected neith fever: (K,” TA:) such, for in

stance, the eating of fresh ripe dates is said to be.

(TA) And £- J. (S.M. K) and "is-,

(M, K,) mentioned by AAF, but not known by

the lexicologists except as agreeable with analogy,

[see its verb, 4,] (M, TA,) A land in nhich is

fever : (S, K:) or in nhich is much fever. (K.)

6 y o -

L^2-3-2 Fevered, or affected with fever, or sick

of a fever. (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) = Applied to

water, like*: [q. v.]. (Az, T.A.)= Decreed,

or appointed. (S, T.A.)

X- Keeping constantly, firmly, steadily,

steadfastly, or fixedly, * J'é to an affair.

(AZ, K.")

3 - > * > 3 * > d >

X-: (TA,) ori:, (Mgh,) A place in

n:hich one nashes with hot water. (Mgh," T.A.)

s J. C. -

A9-0-2 : See X-i, in two places. - Also

Smoke: (S, M, K:) or black smoke: (Bd in

lvi. 42:) or intensely black smoke. (Jel ibid.

and T.A.)-A black mountain : (K:) or a cer

tain black mountain in Hell. (T.A.) - The

canopy, or anning, that is extended over the

people of Hell: so, as some say, in the Kur

lvi. 42. (T.A.) – A certain bird: (K:) so

called because of the blackness of its wings. (TA.)

—- +: A plant, or herbage, green, full

of moisture, and black. (T.A.)

g

wo

1 :" t-, (S. K.) aor. ..., (K) in n :

(S,) He cleansed the nell of its :- [or black,

fetid mud]. (S, K.) In the T, this signification

is assigned to "...}} "t.-l; and the signification

assigned below to the latter is given to (-- but

As says that he does not find this authorized by

'sage. (TA)=&s-, aor. *, inf. n. £- and

--, It (water) was, or became, mixed nith black,

fetid mud, and so rendered turbid, (K, TA,) and

altered in odour. (T.A.) And£ <---, inf n.

(.-. The nell had in it black [fetid] mud (S,

Msb) in abundance : (S:) and the like is also

said of a spring. (TA)=* &- He was

angry nith him; (El-Umawee, S, K;) as also

J.-- (Lh, TA)

4. £1 (.-. (Isk, S. K.) inf n. (.-., (Isk,

S.) He thren, :- [or blach, fetid mud] into the

nell. (ISk, S, K.) – See also 1.

£- and X- and *:- [only used as a prefixed

6 • *

n. governing the gen, case (see in art. ]
g so g £e --- 4-6

and U.- (S, Msh, K) and "t.- (K) A woman's

husband's father; (IF, Msb, K;) and a man's

wife's father: (IF, Msb:) or a man's nife's

father or wife's brother or nife's paternal uncle :

(M, Msb:) or any one of a woman's husband's

[male] relations, (S, O, K,) as the brother and the

father (S, O) and the paternal uncle; (O, TA;)

and of a man's nife's relations: (K:) pl. £i:

(S, K:) the fem. is 5us-. (TA) =See also
2. o e

o

s

* > * s d =

U*- : see 22- : = and see also what next

follows.

s

it:- (S, Msb, K) and "t.-, (S, K,) but accord.

to some, the latter is the pl. [or rather quasi

pl. n.] of the former; and sometimes, by poetic

license, it is written W:- (TA;) Black mud:

(S, Msb:) or black fetid mud. (K.)= Also, the

former, A certain plant, (K,) that gron's in Nejd,

in the sands, and in plain, or soft, land. (T.A.)

c:* &:- A man of an evil eye, (Fr, K,)

n:ho injures with his eye him whom he sees and

admires: no verb belonging to it has been heard.

(Fr,TA)=i-A well (#) or a spring (c.:)

foul with black, fetid mud. (TA)

-o

1. *-, aor. *, inf. m. 3:- (S, L, Msb, K)

and --~~ and - (L.K.) and i- (S,

L, K) and i-; (L, K, and so in a copy of

the S;) the last of these infins. [and the third

also] extr.; (L;) or the last is an inf. n. and the

last but one signifies “a praiseworthy quality,”

or “a quality for which one is praised;” (El

Fenáree, MF;) or the last may be a simple subst.;

(Harp. 392;) He praised, eulogized, or com

mended, him; spoke well of him; mentioned him

nith approbation; (Akh, S, L, Msb;) 15& L'é

for such a thing; (L, Msb;) contr. of £3.

(S, L:) accord. to IAmb, formed by transposition

from £34: (marginal note in a copy of the MS:)

but it is of less common application than the latter

verb; (Msb in art. ;) signifying he praised

him, &c., for something depending on his (the

latter's) on n will: thus, the describing a pearl

as clear is not :- but it is£: (Kull p. 150:)

or i. q. #: (Lh, K:) !" it differs [sometimes]

from this; (Msb;) for ,<: is only on account of

favour received; whereas :- is sometimes

because of favour received, (Th, Az, Msb,) and

sometimes from other causes; (Th;) [and thus]

the latter is of more common application than the
.d. d > *

former; (S;) therefore you do not say, a5×:

*** J'é; but you say, a sus-à Lake 4:

I praised him, &c., for his courage. (Msb.)

-o- also implies admiration: and it implies the

magnifying, or honouring, of the object thereof;

and lowliness, humility, or submissiveness, in the

person who offers it; as in the saying of the

afflicted, & 4.- Praise be to God; since in

this case there is no worldly blessing, favour, or
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benefit. (Msb.) This last phrase is generally

pronounced as it is written above: but some of

the Arabs are related to have pronounced it

4 :-), putting the former word in the accus.

case as the absolute complement of the verb

3- understood: and others, & -"; assimi

lating the final vowel of the former word to the

vowel immediately following it: and others,

* :-1: assimilating the first vowel in at to

the vowel immediately preceding it: Zj, however,

disapproves of the latter two modes of pro
. . . # - -

nouncing it: some of them also said, <>|->

* :-lu, meaning I began with the saying |W

Praise be to God. (L.) [See also 3:- below.]

You say, ài 4:4- I praise God (Az, A,” L,

K) to thee, or in thy presence: (L:) or with thee:

(Kh, Az:) or I praise to thee God's benefits, and

his blessings, or favours; or I praise to thee

God's blessings, or favours, and discourse to thee of

them. (L.) And 5: 4. **- ! He approved of

a thing for him. (L.K.) And # 5 -

! He approved of a thing for him, and com

manded, or enjoined, him to do it. (L.) And

5'- <-- (* #3– ! [I became his neigh

bour, and did not approve of being so]. (A.)

See also 4.- Also, (aor. and inf. m. as above in

the beginning of this art., K.) He recompensed,

or requited, him : he gave him, or paid him, his

due. (L.K.)=::= <--, aor. 3, (L.K.) infn.
* * *

J.-, (TA,) He was angry with him. (L, K.)

2. ---, inf n. 3-3, has a more intensive

signification than --, (S;) [He declared the

praises of God: or] he praised God much, with

good forms of praise (a--" *-39): (T, L:)

or repeatedly; or time after time. (L, K.) --~~5

[used as a simple subst.] has a pl., namely, <--5.

(A.) [See an ex, voceA-, in the latter part of

the paragraph.]

4. J-e-1 He (a man, S) came to a state, or

result, such as was praised, or commended, or

approved; properly, his affair, or case, came to

such a state or result : (S, L, K:) or (so in the

K, but in the L “and”) he did, or said, that

for which he should be praised, or commended;

or that which was praisenorthy, or commendable;

(A, L.K.) contr. of Xi. (A) And#2

+ His affair, or case, was, or became, praise

worthy, or approvable, in his estimation: (K:)

on' 5: J-2-1 (as in the L) he esteemed his affair,

or case, praisenorthy, or approvable. (L [agree

ably with what next follows])=- Hefound

him (a man, A, L.) [or it] to be such as is praised,

commended, or approved; or praisenorthy, com

mendable, or approvable; (S, A, L., Msb;) contr.

of £i. (TA in art. A5 :) he made it manifest

that he was northy of praise, eulogy, commenda

tion, or approbation: (L:) he approved of his

action, and his course of conduct, or his tenet or

tenets, and did not eacpose it, or them, to others.

(K.) And* &:- ! [I found his action

to be praiseworthy, or commendable, or approv

able]. (A) And #9 - | He approved

the land as a dwelling-place : (A:) or he found

the land to be such as is praised, commended, or

approved; as also "us--, (L, K;) but the

former verb is the more chaste in this sense. (L.)

And U.2% J.-1 | He found a place to be such

as is praised, commended, or approved, and con

venient, or suitable, so that he approved it as a

divelling-place, or for its pasture. (S, L.)

5. --> He affected, or made a show of,

(-iki,) praise. (A.) You say, W --> 43-3

#: [I.found him affecting, or making a show

of: praise and thanks]. (A.)- He praised him

self. (KL.) [Golius assigns this meaning to

--~~!, as on the authority of the KL; but it

is not assigned to this verb in my copy of the

KL.] ---" <-à &% [app. a slight mis

transcription, for Jú, i. q. L'il c.', as in an

ex. in the next sentence but one,] Such a one

pretends to men, or shows them, that he is praise

northy, *s- for his liberality, (L)--...

* He reproached him for a favour, or benefit,

which he (the former) had bestoned, or conferred;

or recounted his gifts, or actions, to him; syn.
• • *o £ d -

3:1 (S. L. K.) One says, Jie 4. &# 3.

J-Ul J'é *:- 53* [Whoso expends his

property upon himself, he shall not reproach men

therenith as for favours, or benefits, bestoned]:

(S, A:) or J.C. & 4: --> S's [he shall not

pretend to men that he is praisen'orthy on account

of it]: a prov., meaning that a man is not praised

for his beneficence to himself, but for his bene

ficence to others. (L.)

6. 13-el-5 f [They praised, or commended, a

thing, one to another]. You say, 3,4-# #1

5.Q. ! [The pastors praise, or commend, one to

another, the herbage] (A.)

8. J-e-l: see 5. =Said of heat, [It burned,

or burned fiercely; or nas, or became, vehement:]

formed by transposition from A-A-l. (S.)

10 *, *, *- :-J, #2:o o- - - - •* - - - - - - •

-** [so I find it written, as though meaning

Demand thou, of his creatures, the praising of

God, by reason of his beneficence to them, and

his bounty to them: but I think that we should

read # 3.-:), and that the meaning is, God

hath demanded praise of his creatures by his

beneficence, &c.]. (A.)

6 d >

J-o- Praise, eulogy, or commendation; &c.

(S, &c. [For further explanations of this word,

and respecting the phrase 4. 4.- and its varia

tions, see 1 and see also #.]) źif <--

4-6, said by a person praying, means [I

extol, or celebrate, or declare, thy remoteness, or

freedom, from every impurity, or imperfection,

&c., O God, (see art. C-)] and I begin with

praising Thee; &: being understood: (Az,

L., Msb:) or by 9.xo~ is meant &<

praise be to Thee: and nearly the same is said

in explanation of the phrase in the Kur [ii. 28],

4:- &#, that by 9-o- is meant &:--

40 : [see, again, art C- :] or by the expression

+)-->45 is meant, accord. to Aboo-’Othmān El

Mázinee, and by praising Thee I extol thy

remoteness, or freedom, from every impurity,

&c.; 4: being understood; or the 2 is redun

dant, as it is in the phrase, 4.- 45 to [0

our Lord, praise be to Thee], in which the 5 is

sometimes omitted: or, accord. to Aboo-'Amr

Ibn-El-'Alā, the 2 is corroborative, as in the

phrase, 4. *3, for 40 *. (Msb.) *:-" āş,

asualA: use: [The standard of praise shall

he in my handon the day of resurrection (said by

Mohammad)] means that he shall be singularly

distinguished by praise, or praising, on that day.

(L)–See *- : —and 91st- =See also

3-- =It is also said to signify The young one

of the kind of bird called U.5: so in the prov.,

- ~5 • d" • * / O =

* -399 cas- 5ua -- *

A young one of a kata desires to make the hares

its prey: applied to a weak man who desires to

insnare a strong one. (Meyd, TA.)=See also

what next follows.

i:- The sound of the flaming, or blazing,

of fire; (S, K;) as also alex- [from which it is

formed by transposition: see 8: and * ...- app.

signifies the same: seeX-]. (TA.)

i:- see 30

* *- Praise, and thanks, be to him : (S,

L, K.) i.e., to such a one : (S, L:) contr. of

4. st- [q. v.]. (S and A in art. J-e-.) •Ü•- is

indecl., with kesr for its termination, because it

deviates from its original, which is the inf. n.

[* 3:-Il (§, L.) [i.e.,] it is [a quasi-inf n.,

(see*> in art. 2-2,) being] a proper

name for £-J [as syn. with £-"). (Sharh

Shudhoor edh-Dhahab.)

3,4- : see what next follows.

3- and "3,4- (S, A, L. K) and "3,4

(as in copies of the K, but this seems to be an

intensive epithet,) Praised, eulogized, or com

mended; spoken nell of ; mentioned with appro

bation; approved; such as is praised, &c.;

praisen'orthy, laudable; commendable, or ap

provable : (S, L, K: [in which, as well as in

numberless exs., all these significations are clearly

indicated, though not so clearly explained; the

Arabic words to which they apply exactly agreeing

with the Latin “laudatus,” which means both

“praised” and “praiseworthy:”]) the fem. of

the first is with 3, (L, K,) because the signification,

though properly that of a pass, part. n., nearly

agrees with that of an act, part. n.: (L:) you

say, (i.--&- She is praised, &c.; and] 4tsii

*- ! [His actions are praised, &c.]. (A.)

W:- also, [originally an inf. n., like its contr.

X3,] used as an epithet applied to a man, is syn.
J J -

nvith 3,4- (K;) and as an epithet applied to

a woman, syn. with 335-2-2, (TA,) as is also

#3:- (K, TA:) and you likewise say J:
6 d - •

-> (K) and i:-#: (Lh) tA place where

one alights, sojourns, or abides, such as is praised,

or approved, (K, TA) and convenient, or suitable.
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(TA.) 3-1, meaning He who is praised, or

praisenorthy, in every case, is an epithet applied

to God; one of the names termedU- à...S.

(L.) W3,4-" Ai." [mentioned in the Kur

xvii. 81] means + The station in which its occu

pant shall be praised by all creatures [on the day

of resurrection] because of his being quickly reck

oned with, and relieved from long standing: or it

is the station of the intercessor. (L.)

Lié. Jai & Sisu- (S. L. K.) and '9:

(L) The utmost of thy power, or of thine ability,

[or the utmost of thy praisenorthy actions, (see

an ex. of the pl. in what follows,) nill be] thy

doing such a thing ; syn.** £, (L,) or

95uai, (S, L.) and & (§, L. K.) and in

like manner, &*- The utmost of my poner,

&c. (K.) → * 4 = +03-, said by

Umm-Selemeh, means The utmost of the praise

worthy qualities of women is the lonering of the

eye. (L.)

st:- (TA) and "#33- (A, K) A man (TA)

who praises things much; a great, or frequent,

praiser: (A, K, TA:) or the latter, a man who

praises things much and extravagantly. (S.)

<! Verily he is one who praises

* * *

You say,43G-:

God much, or repeatedly, or time after time.

(L, K.)

J - d f * > *

J-135s) is a prov., (S) meaning thepetition

is more attributive of praise (3- 3:44): (S,

A, K:) for generally you do not desire to return

to a thing save after experience, or knowledge,

[and approbation,] thereof: [the act of returning,

therefore, implies praise:] or the meaning is,

when one begins a kind act, he attracts praise to

himself; and when one repeats, he gains more

praise for himself, or A*-1 is from the pass.

part. n., and the meaning is, the beginning is

praised, or praiseworthy; and repetition is more

deserving of being praised. (K.) [See Freytag's

Arab. Prov. ii. 130.]

#3: . (S, Mgh) and is.-- (Mgh) t|A

cause of praise, commendation, or approval; a

praiserworthy, commendable, or approvable, qua

lity or action;] a thing for which one is, or is to

be, praised, commended, or approved: (Mgh:)

[see 1, first sentence:] contr. of i:34: (S:)

<< * *

#3-4, with kesr to the second Le, 1 [This is food

in which is no approvable quality;] the eating of

n:hich is not approved. (A.)- [The pl.]*

signifies [also] + Forms of praise. (Mgb in art.

&*-5 &c.) [See 2.]

[pl. *..] You say, *

6 * ~ *

J.--> A man praised much, or repeatedly, or

time after time: (L, K:) endoned with many

praiseworthy qualities. (S, L.)

6 * d > s •

25-2-2 : see 's-, in two places.

* - d .d 6 o' --

**-* A2: A day intensely, or vehemently,

hot : (K:) as also ><- [from which it is

formed by transposition: see 8]. (TA.)
*w • * *

--~~~ : see 5.

J.--

Q. 1. J.-, (Mab and TA in art. J-')

inf n. i:- (K,) He said 4 :-1: (K, and

Mab and TA ubi supra) a word of the kind

termed 's-is. (TA)

J-o

1. j-, (S, K.,) *Ol". +, (S,) inf n. }:- (TA,)

He pared a thong; stripped it of its superficial

part : (S, K:) or he (a sewer of leather or of

skins) pared a thong by removing its inner super

ificial part, and then oiled it, previously to sewing

with it, so that it became easy [to sew with ; app.

because this operation makes it to appear ofa red,

or reddish, colour]. (Yaakoob, S.) - And

[hence,] He pared, or peeled, anything; divested

or stripped it of its superficial part, peel, bark,

coat, covering, crust, or the like : and "--, inf n.

3-3, signifies the same in an intensive degree, or

aS applying to many objects; syn.:s. (T.A.)–

Also,(S,K,) aor. and inf. n.as above,(S,) Heskinned

a sheep [and thus made it to appear red]. (S,K.)

He shaved the head [and thus made it to appear

red, or of a reddish-brown colour, the common

hue of the Arab skin]. (K.) And #." ---

ū-i- [The noman removed the hair of her shin].

(TA.) The term X- is [also] used in relation to

soft hair, or fur, (xã) and wool. (TA) –

*5-9 3- He eaccoriated him (#) with the

nohip. (TA)-->9. 3-, aor, and inf n, as

above, It (rain) removed the superficial part of

of the ground. (TA)—civil #2-#Hegalled
him. (#) nvith the tongue. (TA.) = j-,

aor.”, (Lth, S, K) inf n :-, (Lth, S.) He (a

horse) suffered indigestion from eating barley:

or the odour of his mouth became altered, or

stinking, (K, TA,) by reason thereof: (TA:) or

he became diseased from eating much barley,

(Lth,) or he suffered indigestion from eating

barley, (S,) so that his mouth stank : (Lth, S:)

and in like manner one says of a domestic animal

[of any kind]: part. n. ":- (TA)=Ji X

(Sh, K,") aor. and inf. n. as above, (Sh,) He (a

man) burned with anger and rage against me.

(Sh, K.)=#| <!--, (K) aor, and inf n.

as above, (TA,) [The horse] became like an ass

in stupidity, dulness, or want of vigour, by reason

of fatness. (K.)

2. 2-, inf n. X-5. see 1. - Also He cut

[a thing] like pieces, or lumps, of flesh-meat.

(K.)-He dyed a thing red. (Mgb.)- [He

n"rote with red ink. - See also 3-5, below.]

:= He called another an ass; saying, O ass.

(K.)= He rode a*~ : i.e. a horse got by a

stallion of generous race out of a mare not of such

race; or a jade. (A, TA.)= He spoke the lan

guage, or dialect, of Himyer, (S, K;) as also

"><-5. (K.)

4 -o- He (a man, TA) had a n-hite child

(::i53) born to him. (K)= He fed a beast

so as to cause its mouth to become altered in odour,

or stinking, (K, TA,) from much barley. (TA.)

5. --> He asserted himself to be related to

[the race of] Himyer: or he imagined himself as

though he were one of the Kings of Himyer:

thus explained by IAar. (TA.)

7. <!--" J'é U. J-31 [What was upon the

skin became removed]: said of hair and of wool.

(TA.)

9 -, ($, Mab, K.) inf n. 9-1, (K.) It
became,- [or red]; (Msb, K;) as also "jus-l.

(K:) both these verbs signify the same: (S:) or

the former signifies it was red, constantly, not

changing from one state to another: and " the

latter, it became red, accidentally, not remaining
- * * * ~ * -- a 2- 3 - 2 - - - -

so; as when you say, U5,4-15ta-ae: 3-2 3'-- Use

He, or it, began to become red one time and yellon,

another. (TA.) [It is also said that] every verb

of the measure Jai is contracted from Júl ; and

that the former measure is the more common be.

cause [more] easy to be pronounced. (TA.)-
* *- :

U-U! -o- 1 War, or the war, became vehement,

or fierce : (S, A, IAth, Msb, K:) or the fire of

near burned fiercely. (TA.)

11: see 9, in two places.

Q. Q. 2. £-5. see 2.-Also He (a man,

TA) became evil in disposition. (K.)

3-, applied to a horse &c.; see j-.= Also

A man burning with anger and rage : pl.

&:- (sh.)

3- (incorrectly written, by some physicians

and others, ":- with teshdeed, MF) and

*:::- (which is of the dial of the people of

'Omán, a form disallowed by MF, but his dis

allowal requires consideration, TA) The tamarind

fruit: (K:) it abounds in the Saráh(#) and

in the country of ’Omán, and was seen by AIHn

in the tract betn'een the two mosques [of Mekheh

and El-Medeeneh]: its leaves are like those of

the -** called J:1; AHn says, people cook

neith it: its tree is large, like the malnut-tree;

and its fruit is in the form of pods, like the fruit

of the *#. (TA.)= Also, the former word,

Asphaltum, or Jen's pitch; bitumen Judaicum;
3 * * d =

syn. (52* Xis. (Ibn-Beytár: se: De Sacy's

“Abd-allatif,” p. 274)=See also '..e.

#:- [Redness;] a nell-known colour; (Msb,
* - c :

K;) the colour of that which is termed -os-i:

(S, A:) it is in animals, and in garments &c.;

and, accord. to IAar, in water [when muddy;

for it signifies bronnness, and the like : but when

relating to complexion, whiteness: see 3-il.

(TA)—#:-" [Erysipelas: to this disease the

term is evidently applied by Ibn-Seenā, in vol. ii.

pp. 63 and 64 of the printed Arabic text of his

J25ts; and so it is applied by the Arabian phy

sicians in the present day:] a certain disease

which attacks human beings, in consequence of

which the place thereof becomes red; (ISk, TA;)

a certain snelling, of the pestilential kind; (T,

K;) differing from phlegmone. (Ibn-Seena ubi

supra)–:- 25 Sweet: applied to fresh ripe

dates. (K.)- See also>

• 6 • 63 - -

US,--- see 5'--
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-- * * * - of -

#:- [originally fem. of £-i, q. v.]: see
63 - -

55'-.

X-- Violent rain, (S,) such as removes the su

perficial part of the ground. (S, K.)- A severe

night-journey to water. (TA.)= The most co

pious portion ofrain; and violence thereof. (TA.)

- + The violence, vehemence, or intenseness, of

anything; as also " #:- and "#:- (TA)—

See also 5.-, in two places. -Also The evil,

or mischief, of a man. (K.)

63 •

5-se-; see the next preceding paragraph.

X- [The ass;] thewell-known braying quad

ruped; (TA;) i. q. res; (Az, S.;) applied to the

male; (Mgb;) both domesti: nvild: (Az, K:)

the former is also called Lal Juse-; (Mab3) and

the latter, 3-, X-, (K) and C-9 jū-,

and *:::: (S, K:) &ü is the appellation ap

plied to the female; and sometimes W 5'-' (S,

Msb, K*) pl. [of pauc.] 5'-' and [of mult.]

"3- [more properly termed a quasi-pl. n.] and

J. J. do y © J. J.

3- ($, Meh, K) and -- (S) and s- and** J.

* #2-3-2, (K,) the last [a quasi-pl. n.] of a very

rare form [of which see instances voce -e:],

(TA,) and +5+. (S, K,) which is said to be a

pl. of:- (TA)—[Hence, X-15: +4
stony tract, of which the stones are black and

morn and crumbling, as though burned with fire;

syn. 5-: because the wild ass is impeded in it,

and is as though he were shackled. (TA.)- And

[hence,] 3--": s: + Scorpions : because

they are generally found in a 5-. (TA. [See

an ex. in verses cited voce . ...])=A piece of

wood in the fore part of the [saddle called] J-3,

(K, TA) upon which a noman [nhen riding] lays

hold: and in the fore part of the [saddle called]

-šū-1: and, accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, the stick

upon which [the saddles called] -(-ji (pl. of

.# are carried. (TA.)- The nooden imple

ment of the polisher, upon which he polishes iron

[neapons &c.]. (Lth, K.”) – Three pieces of

wood, (T, K,) or four, (T,) across nihich is placed

another piece of wood; with n'hich one makes fast

a captive. (T, K. [The last, words of the expla

nation are w; 3-#1) —”:'' X- [The bridge

of the mandoline;] Q. thing nell-knon n. (TA.)

–33 £- [The wood-louse; so called in the

present day;] a certain insect; (§, K3) a certain

small insect, (Msb, TA,) that cleaves to the ground,

(TA) resembling the beetle, but smaller, (Msb,)

and having many legs: (Mgb, TA:) when any

one touches it, it contracts itself like a thingfolded.

(Mgb.) The cus A*- is also called '-' (-;

app. because its back resembles a a.i. (TA in art.

-*, q.v.)-cº- Two stones, (S, K,) n'hich

are set up, (S,) and upon which is placed another

stone, (S, K,) which is thin, (TA,) and is called

$52, (S,) whereon [the preparation of curd called]

así is dried. (S, K.)–95-" The tro bright

stars [a and 8] in Cancer. (Kzw.)

X- Anything pared, or peeled; divested, or

Bk. I.

stripped, of its superficial part, peel, bark, coat,
6 y o e

covering, crust, or the like; as also "j
3. * *

(TA) [See 1.]—Also, and '5-, i. 1 #,

i.e. A thong, or strap, (S, K.) white, and having

its outside pared, (S,) in a horse's saddle, (K,) or

nith which horses’ saddles are bound, or made

fast : (S:) so called because it is pared. (TA.)

*= See alsojū

6.- * * 65 • •

3,4-: see 5'-.

5'- See X--- Also A great, (K,) or

great and nide, (TA) mass of stone, or rock :

(K:) and stones set up around a natering-trough

or tank, to prevent its water from flowing forth :

(S:) and a stone, (K,) or stones, (S,) set up around

the booth in which a hunter lurks: (S, K:) but

J should have said that£- signifies stones:

that 5'-- is the sing.: that this latter signifies

any wide stone; and the pl., stones that are set

round a natering-trough or tank, to prevent the

nater from overflowing : (IB:) and £1£

signifies four large and smooth masses of stone at

the head of the nell, upon which the drancer of

the water stands. (TA in art. Gls.) Also, the

sing, A wide stone that is put upon a trench or

an oblong excavation, in the side of a grave, in

which the corpse is placed: (K:) or upon a grave:

(TA:) pl. as above. (K.)-A piece of nood

in the [noman's vehicle called] &#. (K.)

Three sticks, or pieces of palm-branches, having

their [upper] ends bound together and their feet

set apart, upon which the [vessel of skin called]

#3) is hung, in order that the water may become

cool. (TA.) And its pl., 2.5Lee-, Three pieces of

nood bound together [in like manner], upon which

is put the --> [or milk-skin], in order that the

[insect called] Jes:- may not eat it. (TA.)

23:15.2-, (K) or >>ill '5'-[thus, without

any vowel-sign written], with teshdeed to the 2,

(IAth,) The elevated, or protuberant, part of the

foot, above the toes (K, TA) and their joints,

where the foot of the thief is directed, in a trad.,

to be cut off. (TA.)

3 -

[L&W-Of, or relating to, asses; asinine.]

#- [Asinineness]. (A in art. --Jas..)

#~~ SeeX--.

#:

ā;;:-" The language, or dialect, of [the race

of] Himyer, who had words and idioms different

from those of the rest of the Arabs. (TA.)

- ** 0 ° * - of

dim. of#:- fem. of:-i, Q. V.

3 - -

2\o-: see what next follows.

5-, (S, K, &c.,) a word of a rare form, of

which the only other instances are said to beā

and #% and #4 and 5. and 5: and āş,

(TA,) and sometimes "50-, without teshdeed,

in poetry, (§, K.) and in prose also, as is said by

Lh and others, (TA,) t The intenseness of heat

(Lth, KS, S, A, K) of summer; (Lth, Ks, S, A;)

and so '..e.; (TA;) which also signifies the

same in relation to the noon, or summer-noon;

(k) and "us:-, (A, TA in art. Jāet,) and

3

W>: (TA:) or the most intense heat of sum

*: |mer; (TA) as also "...-: (K, TA:) and some

times, though rarely, used in relation to winter

[as signifying the intenseness of cold; like 5'->]:

(TA) pl. [or rather coll, gen, n.] "jus-. (S.)

=See also 5'-, last sentence.

> and ':-, (S, Msh, K) the former of

which is the more common, (S, Msb) [coll.

gen, ns.,] A kind of bird, (S, Msb, K,) like the

sparron : (S, Msb:) accord. to Es-Sakhāwee,

the lark; syn. X: [q. v.]: and #:- is said in

the Mujarrad to be an appellation applied by the

people of El-Medeeneh to the [bird commonly

galled J: ; as also #3 (Mab3) #: and

5- are the ns of un. : (S, Mgb, K3) pl. $5:

(S, TA) [and $5-]= See alsoX

jū- See 5-–Also A seller of asses.

(TA.)

#:- [a coll, gen, n.,] Onners, or attendants,

of asses ($, K, TA) in a journey; (S, TA;) as

also '#2-: (K:) n. un. ":- (S, TA) and

*32-. (TA.)=See alsoX-2, in two places.

6 * 6.- : -

><!-: See 35'-.

6 * d > * > /

4-09"> : See L-o-o-.

52- See5:

3:- [Red : and also bronn, or the like :] a

thing of the colour termed #:- (Msb, K:) it is

in animals, and in garments &c.; and, accord. to

IAar, in water [when muddy]: and so **: :

(K. :) fem. of the former #:- (Msb:) pl. X:

and &#:- (K:) or when it means dyed with

the colour termed #:- the pl. is 3:- (S, Msb)

and &:- for you say X- *: and 39

[red garments] : (TA:) but if you apply it as an

epithet to a man, [in which case it has other

meanings than those explained above, as will be

shown in what follows,] the pl. is 2-i (S)

and :- (TA:) or if it means a thing having

the colour termed #:- the pl. is 2-, because,

in this case, it is a subst., not an epithet. (Msb.)

• of * - c &

W&- also signifies the same as #3-i: (Ham

p. 379:) or, as some say, it has an intensive

sense. (TA voce&**) It is said in the S,

in art. 93, that +03: is a pl. of #:- like

as Šištés is of #3; but it is not so. (IB in

that art) – Applied to a camel, Of a colour

like that of saffron when a garment is dyed

with it so that it stands up by reason of

[the thickness of] the dye : (TA:) or of an un

"mired red colour; (As, S in art. -->, and

TA;) and so the fem. when applied to a she

goat. (T.A.) It is said that, of she-camels, the

5:- is the most able to endure the summer

midday-heat; and the £3, to endure night

journeying; and that the£4 is the most notable

and the most beautiful to look at: so said Aboo

Nasr En-Na'ämee: and the Arabs say that the

best of camels are the 2:- and the --~. (TA.)

[Hence]><13:- signifies The high-bred, or

excellent, of camels: and is proverbially applied to

81
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anything highly prized, precious, valuable, or

excellent. (Mgh, Msb.) - Applied to a man,

(AA, Sh, Az,) White (AA, Sh, Az, K) in com

plexion; (Az;) because U: might be con

sidered as of evil omen [implying the meaning

of leprosy]: (AA,Sh:) or, accord. to Th, because

the latter epithet, applied to a man, was only

used by the Arabs as signifying “pure,” or “free

from faults:” but they sometimes used this latter

epithet in the sense of “white in complexion,”

applied to a man &c.; (IAth:) fem., in the same

sense, #:- the dim. of which, V5:- occurs

in a trad, applied to 'Áisheh. (K,”TA.) So,

ac'd, to some, in the trad., , -9 &l <:

22-915, (TA,) i. e. I have been sent to the nhite

and the black; because these two epithets com

prise all mankind: (Az, TA:) [therefore, by the

former we should understand the white and the

red races; and by the latter, the negroes: but

some hold that by the former are meant the

foreigners, and] by the latter are meant the

Arabs. (TA.) One says also, [when speaking of
-- * * * * -5

Arabs and more northern races,] .25-i Ue us."
• - of- or o -

L-2-12-cv-2, meaning Every Arab of them, and

foreigner, came to me: and one should not say,

in this sense, U: (AA, AS, S.) #:-", also,

is applied to The foreigners (2-4) [collectively];

(S, A, K;) because a reddish white is the pre

vailing hue of their complexion: (S:) or the

Persians and Greeks: or those foreigners mostly

characterized by whiteness of complexion; as the

Greek: and Persians. (TA.) You say, es' J-:

al: “W-- There is not among the foreigners

(..*-all) the like of him. (A) And accord, to

some, J#9% 3-9. means The Arabs and the

foreigners. (TA.) #:-" [so in the TA, but

correctly #:-" £i,] is an appellation applied to

Emancipated slaves: and cº-> #:- &l,

meaning Son of the female slave, is an appellalion

used in reviling and blaming. (TA) - Also

! A man having no weapons with him ; pl.
J - d a o "

(A, K) and &:- (K-)-2-1 d--' means

Beauty is in 5:-" [app. fairness of com

plexion; i.e. beauty is fair-complexioned]: (TA:)

or t beauty is attended by difficulty; i.e. he who

loves beauty must bear difficulty, or distress:

(IAth:) or the lover experiences from beauty

what is experienced from war. (ISd, K.) –
* - d =

2-3-9) A sort of dates: (K:) so called because
- d - o 5

of their colour. (TA)--#3 4-0-91 Gold

and silver. (TA.) And c5-9 Flesh-meat and

wine; (S, A, K,) said to destroy men: (S:) so

in the saying,c:-9 •) c'ss-S. Jai 3-&

We are of the people of dates and water, not of

flesh-meat and wine : (A:) or the beverage called

+ and flesh-meat. (IAar.) Also Wine and

[garments of the kind called] 22% (Sh.) And

Gold and saffron; (Az, ISd, K;) said to de

stroy women; i. e. the love of ornaments and

perfumes destroys them : (Az:) or these are

called c5:9), (AO, TA;) and milk and water,

cla:#1; (TA;) and dates and water, &#9.

(A, TA.) And #2-9 Flesh-meat and rine and

[the perfume called] 3,4-1, (S, K:) or gold

and flesh-meat and wine; as also su-$1. (TA

in art. ,<ad-:) or gold and saffron and 3,i-1.

(ISd, TA)-3-9 &#1 slaughter (L.

K;) because it occasions the flowing of blood:

(TA:) and [so in the L, but in the K “or”]

tviolent death: (S, A, L, K:) or death in which

the sight of the man becomes dim by reason of

terror, so that the world appears red and black

before his eyes : (A’Obeyd:) or it may mean

+ recent, fresh, death; from the phrase next

following. (A:)-5- #, 1 A men", or recent,

footstep, or footprint: opposed to £3. (As,

S, A)-5- i: ! A severe year; (S, K;)

because it is a mean between the 335- and the

£: or a year ofsevere drought; because, in such

a year, the tracts of the horizon are red: (TA:)

when£ [the tenth Mansion of the Moon

(see ><il Jü. in art. U55)] breaks its promise

[of bringing rain], the year is such as is thus

called. (AHn.) -See also #:- WOce 5'--

—L's 3- *** **, and, in like manner,

cs: **, ! He brought his sheep, or goats, in a

lean, or an emaciated, state. (A," T.A.)

&: *%+

3-5 [an inf. n. (of:-) used as a subst.]

A bad kind of tanning. (K. [For & in the

CK, I read &s, as in other copies of the K.])

o

3- i. q. 5-; (K; in the CK S- ;)

i. e. The iron instrument, or stone, with which

one shaves off the hair and dirt on the surface of

a hide, and with n'hich one skins. (L., T.A.. [But

for the last words of the explanation in those two

lexicons, a ca:, I read as 3:..])* Also,

(S, TA) in the K, [and in a copy of the A]

:-, which is a mistake, (TA,) A horse got by

a stallion of generous, or Arabian, race, out of a

mare not of such a race; or not of generous

birth; or a jade; syn. &-s: (S, A, K ;) in

U.S.; ($, K.) as also '5'-' (K.)

or a horse of mean race, that resembles the ass in

his slowness of running : and a bad beast: (TA:)

pl. 32- (S, A, TA) and*~ : (TA:) and

accord. to the T, V #:- signifies [not as it is ex

plained above, as a sing., but] i. q. 3-- : and

Z explains it as an epithet applied to horses, sig

nifying that run like asses. (T.A.)-Also An

ignoble, or a mean, man: (K,” TA:) and a man

n:ho will not give unless pressed and importuned.

(K,”TA.)

Persian,

#:-" A sect of the ā-j-, n:ho opposed the

a: (S, K) and the 335-3 . (TA:) a single

- 6 w • J.

person thereof was called -o-o: (S, K:) they

made their ensigns red, in opposition to the 529-2

of the Benoo-Hashim; and hence they were thus

called, like as the £25- were called à:

because their ensigns in war were white. (T.)

6 s o – 6 -

29-o-o: See re-o'-.

*- / C - -

#D2- : Sce2'

4 × 6 -

23-3 The wild ass: see:- (S, Mgh, K:)

or a certain hind of nild animal: (Mgh :) [the

ory.c; to which the name is generally applied;

and so in Hebrew: see also J-9. £, in art.

A. :] a certain beast (K, TA) resembling the she

goat. (TA.)- And A certain bird. (K)=
* - of

See also ca-1.

-j-o

1.3-, aor = , inf n. j-, It (milk) was, or

became, sour, [so as to burn, or bite, the tongue;

and so, app., 5:- inf n. j-. (see:- below.)

or] in a less degree than such as is termed , ju

(TA.)-[Hence, app.,] j-, inf n. 5-, + He

(a man) was, or became, strong, robust, sturdy, or

hardy (§, K, TA)=&uill 32-, aor =, It

(beverage, or wine,) stung, or bit, the tongue:

(S, K:) or it (milk, and **) burned the tongue

by its strength and sharpness. (Mgh.)- And

3-, aor. -, (TA,) inf. n. j-, (K.) He took

it, seized or grasped it, contracted it, or dren, it

together, syn. 443, (K,"TA,) and £4. (TA.)

See j*. You say, $33; āşşı -j- ! The

saying contracted his heart, (Lh, A, TA) and

grieved him, (Lh, TA,) or pained him. (TA)

- Also, (A, TA,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so

the inf. n., (K,) He sharpened it; (A, K," TA;)

namely, an iron instrument, (TA,) an arrow-head

or the like. (A.) So in the dial. of Hudheyl.

(TA.)

3:- Acritude of a thing; a quality, or pro

perty, like that of burning, or biting, (S,” K,”

TA,) such as the taste of mustard: (TA:) and

[in like manner] *#:- signifies the quality,

or property, of burning, and sharpness; as in

beverage, or nine : (TA:) and *#:- a so?t?"

ness in milk, with a biting of the tongue; (A;)

or a sourness in milk, less than that of milk which

is termed j-. (TA.)

6- O -

5->: see what next precedes.

© J -

j2-2-, applied to the beverage termed **,

[app. when it is in a state of fermentation,]

Digestice. (Fr, TA) — '5- (< is:- &
means Verily he is one who keeps, or guards, or

takes care of, prudently, or effectually, what he

has collected together. (K.) [To the explanation

in the K (4: ... k.us) is added in the TA,

a U-2-25, app. a mistranscription for atJ-4,

and one n:ho manages it well.]

33% j- J43, and W#2", +A strong-hearted

man: (S, TA :) or a man who is active, sharp or

quick in intellect, clever, ingenious, or acute in

mind, (K, TA,) and strong-hearted. (TA.)

And * the latter, + A man contracted in heart.

(TA.)

jū- : See }:

32- Sour, (TA) and burning, or biting, to

the tongue, or acrid; (A, TA;) applied to beve

rage, or wine : (A:) and milk that bites the

tongue : (A:) or milk, and 3:5, that burns the

tongue by its strength and sharpness. (Mgh.)

:
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You say also #2- ău: A pomegranate in nhich

is sourness. (A, K.) –32-> +Intense, or

severe, anaciety. (TA.) And j-- jj- (S, TA)

+A wringing, or poignant and burning, pain in

the heart, such as arises from wrath &c. (TA.)

-See also J.-, in two places.

*:::: J.-S. Jää | The most excellent of

deeds is the strongest, or most powerful: (S, K,”

TA:) or the most painful (A, Mgh, TA) and dis

tressing: (Mgh, TA:) from j--, applied to

milk and to 3-3, signifying “that burns the

tongue by reason of its strength:” (Mgh:) a

trad., related by I’Ab; (S, TA;) said by Mo

hammad. (TA.) You say also, 9: j-i &%

cº; &: # Such a one is in harder, or more

difficult, circumstances (£i 3% than such a

one : (TA:) or [more] contracted in circum

stances. (ISk, T.A.)

cl: is:- J4% A man strong in the tips,

Or ends, of the fingers: (S, K, TA:) occurring

in a verse of Aboo-Khirásh: (S:) but [SM says,]

what I read in a poem of that author isj:

euail, meaning, hard and pointed in the arron

heads. (TA.)

U-os

1. --, aor. , (S, A, K.) inf n. 4- (S)

and ill-, (Ham p. 2) He nas, or became, hard,

firm, strong, strict, or rigorous, in religion, and

in fight, (S, A, K,) and in courage, (TA) and in

an affair. (Ham p. 2.) [See also 5.]- It (an

affair, or a case, TA) was, or became, severe,

rigorous, distressful, or afflictive : (K, TA:) and

! it (war, or the clamour thereof, &#91) mas, or

became, hot, (A, TA,) or vehement. (TA.)

J---, aor. 2, inf n. J.-, He (a man) was, or

became, courageous. (Sb, T.A.)

5. J-->He acted, or behaved, nith forced hard

ness, firmness, strictness, or rigour, (S, A, Mgh,) in

his religion. (A, Mgh, K.)-He(a man) feigned

disobedience; syn. U-35. ($, TA)- He pro

tected, or defended, himself, (syn.>5) * by

means of him. (Sh, T.A.)

6. 12-et-5 They vied with, strove to surpass,

or contended for superiority with, one another in

strength, (1235) and fought one another. (TA.)

s * 2 - 0 6

U-3-; see U-2-1, in three places.

J.-- Hardness; firmness; strength: defence:

conflict. (TA.) [See also £-]

J.-- Wehement. (TS, K.) So in the saying

of Ru-beh,

• - * * * * 0.

i. U--> -- ~~
•

[They experienced from it vehement strength]:

(TS, TA:) or, as Az says, strength and courage.
* - of

(TA.)-See also J--i. in two places.

i.- Courage : (S, K, TA:) defence : con

flict. [See also J---.]

J- Hard, firm, strong, strict, or rigorous, in

religion, and in fight, (S, K,) and in courage; (TA;)

as also "J-- (S, K:) pl. of the former,U

(K)— Hence, A pious man, who carefully ab

stains from unlanful things: because he exceeds

the usual bounds in matters of religion, and is

hard to himself, as also "J---. (TA)—

sing of U-M, (Mgh) which latteris an epithet

applied to The tribes of Kureysh (S, A, K) and

Kináneh (S, K) and Jedeeleh, (K,) i. e. Jedeeleh

of Keys, consisting of [the tribes of] Fahm and

and 'Adn'án the two sons of 'Amr the son of Keys

the son of 'Eylán, and the Benoo-'Amir Ibn

Saasa'ah, (AHeyth, TA,) and their folloners in

the Time of Ignorance; (K;) or to Kureysh and

their coreligionists; (Mgh;) because of the hard

ships which they imposed upon themselves in

matters of religion, (S, A, Mgh, K,) as well as in

courage, (TA) for they used not to enjoy the

shade in the days of Mine, nor to enter the houses

by their doors, (S, Mgh, TA,) while they were in

the state of25-l. (TA) nor to clarify butter, nor

to pick up [dung such as is called] al-, (S, L,)

or 24, (TA,) [for fuel,] and they dwelt in the

Haram, (AHeyth, TA,) and did not go forth in

the days of the L-3 to Arafat, but halted at

El-Muzdelifeh, (AHeyth, Mgh, TA) saying,

“We are the people of God, and we go not forth

from the Haram:” (AHeyth, TA:) or they were

thus called because they made their abode in the

Haram: (Sgh, TA:) or because they betook

themselves for refuge to the £- (::-"),

which is the Kaabeh, so called because its stones

are n'hite inclining to blackness: (K:) the Benoo

'Amir were of the U--, though not of the in

habitants of the Haram, because their mother was

of the tribe of Kureysh: the term J.-S. also,

(pl. of "J-- or of"J-1 is applied to those

of the Arabs whose mothers were of the tribe of

Kureysh. (TA) - Also Courageous; (Sb, S,

K.)andso'.<- and '-' (Ki) pl. [of the

first, masc. only,] J.-- and [masc. and fem.]

J- and [of the second or third] J.-l. (TA.)

J-9 is also said to be applied to The tribe of

Küreysh: or, accord. to some, to the Benoo

'Amir, because descendants of Kureysh: the

former is said by IAar. (TA.)- Hence, (A,

TA) --S 2# J &#, (A, TS, K) or C#

U-9 '', (L) : He fell into distres (A, L)

and trial: (A :) or into calamity: (K:) or he

died: (K:) or the latter phrase has this last

meaning. (ISd, A, and TA in art. J.A.) £ was

the name of a courageous people of the Arabs.

(ATA)---i>, (S.A.K.)and:-i-,

(K,) | A severe year. (S, A, K.) They say also

U- &:- ! Severe years: (K:) the masc.

form [of the epithet] being used because by c)3

is meant X,*f; or the epithet being used after

the manner of a subst. : (ISd, TA:) and &:

U- signifies the same: (K:) or the latter,

gears of hunger. (AZ, T.A.) – 'u~- 5.x=3

t Vehement [courage, or fight, &c.]. (TA)
* * of 6 •

U-2-1& 1A hard place: (§, K.) or a rugged

and hard place : (A:) pl. J- £i. (K.)

You say also J.-- J', with the Pl, meaning,

! A sterile, barren, or unfruitful, and narron,

land: (A:) or a land in which is no herbage nor

pasturage nor rain nor anything. (TA.) And

J-i &# | Sterile, barren, or unfruitful,

lands. (S, L.)

* - c &

: See L-o-', second signification.

&

U-o

9 @ =

inf n. L-o- and
•

*1. U-, (A, K.) aor.
6 * > *

U:-o-, (K,) He (a man) became slender in the

shanks (A, K.)--> --, aor. : :

(Mgb;) and 4:35 <---, or -o-; (accord.

to different copies of the S;) and 5ü ---,

inf n. J:- (so in a copy of the A3) or -:

5:1, aor: ; (k) and ~..(LB, A, K.)
aor. *, inf. n. 4:2-o- (A, K) and āāls-, (TA,)

The small bone of his shank, (Msb,) and his legs,

(S,) and the shank (A, K) of a woman, (A,) be

came slender. (S, A, Msb, K.) And the like is

said, metaphorically, of the whole body. (TA.)

You say also, #;" * L:--> The bon-string be

came slender ; and its being so is better. (TA.)

10: see the last sentence above.

6 d >

U:...: } see the next paragraph, throughout.

c: J.- Slender in the shanks, applied

to a man; (S, K;) as also U-5u.J) 'J'-' (S,

Mgh, Msh, K) and * (#:- (TA) and so

cist." "4:-, applied to a woman. (A) And

ails" "J'-tSlender in make, applied to a

man. (TA.) J- also signifies Slender, applied

to the small bone of the shank: (Msb :) and so

à:- [the fem.], and 7 i:-, and " i:-- ap

plied to the shank (30), and to the fore arm

(8%), and to the legs (-**): and [the pls.]

J.- (TA) and J.-, (K,) applied to shanks

(3*): (K, TA:) and 7 J.-- and WJ:- and

"J-:, applied to a bow-string; (K,” TA;)

the last on the authority of Ibrāheem El-Harbee;

(TA;) and each of the last three epithets with 3

added, applied to bow-strings. (K,”TA.) You

say also " i:-i: A gum having little flesh :

(K:) or a thin gun. (TA.)

* - d #

see U.<-l.

• & J.

* |

U-o-o:

Ua-oe

J:- and Je:- (S, Msb, K;) the former

preferred by Th, (S, TA,) and by the Koofees,

(MSb, TA) and the only word of that form ex

cept Jää and C# and -: and +: (Fr,

TA;) the latter alone allowed by Mbr, (S) and

this alone mentioned by Sb, (TA,) and preferred

by the Basrees, (MSb, TA,) and said by Mbr to

81 *
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be the only word of this form except #- inean

ing “short,” and Ji- the name of a place in

Syria, (S, TA,) but IAar did not know this latter

form of the word; (Az, TA;) [The cicer arie

tinum; or chich-peas;] a certain grain, (S, Mgb,

K.) well known, (M5b, K.) of the description

termed usuaíl, (AHn:) n, un. i.e.:- and

6 * w -

ãas-: (TA:) it is nhite, and red, and black,

and of a sort called &#e [or&= ?]; and

is also nild, and cultivated in gardens: the nild

sort is the hotter, and the more contracted; the

nutriment of the garden-sort is the better; and

the black is the most ponyerful in its operations:

(the Minháj, TA:) it is flatulent, lenitive, diuretic,

having the property of increasing the seminal

fluid and the carnal appetite and the blood:

(K:) Hippocrates says that it has in it tryo sub

stances, n'hich quit it by cooking; one of them

salt, or saline, which is lenitive; and the other

sn'eet, which is diuretic; and it clears anay spots

in the skin, and beautifies the complexion, and is

beneficial for hot tumours, and its oil is ser

viceable for the ringnorm, or tetter; and its meal,

for the fluid of foul ulcers; and the infusion

thereof, for toothache, and for smelling of the lip;

and it clears the voice : (TA:) it also strengthens

the body and the penis; (K;) wherefore it is

given as fodder to the stallions of horses and the

like, and of camels; (TA;) on the condition of

its being eaten not before [other] food nor after

it, but in the midst thereof; (K;) or, correctly,

as in the Minháj, it should be eaten between two

meals. (TA.)

Jā-o

1. J:- aor. 2; and Jā-, (S, A, Mgb, K.,)

aor. 3, (S,) or ; , (K,) or both; (TA;). and

Jas-, aor. *; (K;) inf. n. [of the first] a32

(S, Msb, K) and [of the second or third] J.-,

(as in some copies of the S and of the K,) or
* * *

Jae-; (as in other copies of the S and of the

K;) said of a thing, (S, A, Msb,) or the third is

said particularly of milk, (K,) It was, or became,

Ja-l- [i. e. acid, sour, sharp or biting to the

taste, pungent, or in taste like vinegar or like sour

milk: see à.32-ca- below]; (S, Msb, K;) as also

* -a-, inf n. Jā-ā. (TA) You say, bas

la:- 5u: U. als, Or U.-, (accord. to different

copies of the S.) He brought us some thick and

very sour milk, not to be endured by reason of

sourness. (S.) =[Hence, or from J:- q. v.

infra,] J.' *-ā- (As, S, A, K.) aor. 2.(As,

S, T.A.) inf. n. Lás-os- (AS, S, K) and Jas-;

(K;) and "-a--!; (A, TS, K;) The camels

pastured upon Ja:- [q. v.]; (As, S, A;) or ate

it. (K.)- [And hence, because camels become

weary of eating J.-l * <--- + I disliked

him, or it. ($gh, K.)- And [because camels are

eager forJ- after eating long ofai-] <--

* +I eagerly desired him, or it. (Sgh, K.)

w • o c - • -

2. Là-o-, inf. n. La-5: see 1, first signifi

cation.= [It seems to be also syn. with U-5,

q. v. : for, -] said of a man, it signifies Li

* G #3, as though he lified from the

better of the two places to the worse thereof,

by reason of preposterous desire: (TA:) as also

"Jä-l: opposed to 3- [q. v.]. (TA in art.

J-)---i also signifies tie-i (STA)
in else. (TA.)- Also t The giving, ar doing,

little of a thing. (S, K.) You say, Ú Lao

es# Us' &% + Such a one gave, or did, little
o 2 -

•

to us in entertaining. (S) = J.' <---,
J & - J -

see 4.- A = a-as-: see 4.

4. J39 -as-l The land became abundant

in Ja- [q.v.]. (S.)—sil Jass-l The people,

or company of men, lighted on, or found,•=

(TA)—J.' <-as-l i, q. ><--, q. v. (A,

TS, K.) - [And hence,] A2all Lac-1 | The

people, or company of men, launched into, or

entered upon, cheering discourse. (A, TA.) I’Ab

used to say to his companions, b4-i ! [Launch

ye forth, or enter upon, cheering discourse] ; (A,

TA;) whereupon they would begin to recite

poetry, and to relate the memorable conflicts of

the Arabs; (A;) because they then entered into

traditions and stories of the Arabs, being weary

of the interpretation of the Kur-án, [like camels

betaking themselves to the pasture termed ---

when weary of that termed al.] (TA.) [And

in like manner,] Já's-l also means tThe changing

from seriousness to jesting or joking. (Har

p. 10.)- See also 2. [And see 5.]=<-a--

J.'"; (S. K.) or "Ú:-, inf n. -**
(ISk;) I pastured the camels upon Jas-. (ISk,

S, K.)- [And hence, as camels are pastured

upon Ja:- after they have pastured for a time

upon at-l £ 4-1, and '4-a-, He shifted

him from it [to another thing]. (TA.)

5. La- [app. signifies, in its primary accep

tation, He (a camel) betook himself to the pasture

termed L- after eating for a time of that

termed al. (See also 1 and 4 and 2.)- And

hence,] t He shifted from one thing to another

thing. (TA.)- [Hence also,] one says to a
- of* * @ J.

man when he comes threatening, U-2 -31
o 3 - -

J.-: ! [Thou art disordered in temper, there

fore sooth thyself]: (S, A:) from # and

J:- (S.) [See also J.-, in art. Us-.]

J:- [a coll. gen, n.] A kind of plant in

n:hich is saltness, (A, Msb,) which camels eat

as though it were fruit, and after which they

drink : (A:) other plants are termed al: ;

(Msb:) or what is salt and bitter, of plants;
d o:

(S, K;) such as the -e, and the U.51 and the

Aşi, and the like: (S:) what is sweet is called

al: (S, K:) or any hind of plant that is salt,

or sour, rising upon [several] stems, and having
d :

no [single] U-cl [or stock]: (M [as cited in the

L, but I doubt whether the passage be correctly

transcribed]:) or any salt, or sour, hind of trees;

having a juicy and quivering leaf, which, when

squeezed, bursts forth nith water; and having a

pungent, or strong, odour; that cleanses the gar

ment and the hand when they are nashed with it;

such as theJ* and the –53– and the la:*!

and the --> and the a.a. and the AS5 and the

AA and the U3)- and the Uč, and the als, lo

and the like : (Lh:) or any plant that does not

dry up in the 8-9 [or spring], but endures the

hot season, having in it saltness; n'hen camels eat

it, they drink upon it; and when they do not

find it, they become thin and weak: (Lth, T :)

the Arabs say that the al: is the bread of camels,

and the Ja:- is their fruit, (S, A, Mab, K.')

or, as some say, their flesh-meat; (S;) or their

Jes:- (TA in art. J-:) and they say that

flesh-meat is the Ja:- of men: (TA:) the n. un.

is with 5: (Mgh:) and the pl. is 3,... (S. K.)

[In Isaiah xxx. 24, the word rendered “clean”

in our authorized version is thought by some to

mean “salt” or “sour.”]- Hence the saying,

* Va.- #% .

! They came eagerly desiring evil, or mischief,

and found him who cured them of that which

affected them : which is like the saying of

Ru-beh,

© - d .., * J. •

* Vas- &#393--" 22*2 *

! And him who cometh to us seeking to do evil,

or mischief, we cure of his disease : for camels,

1- bi- *
- -

when they are satiated with al., eagerly desire
d =

-

Jas- [to cure the: of the effect of the former].

(TA. [See also J*, in art. Já-.])- Hence,

also, by way of comparison, Ja:- is applied to

! Evil, and war : and al-, to ease, or repose;

freedom from trouble or inconvenience, and toil

or fatigue; or tranquillity; and ampleness of cir

cumstances: (T and TA in art. Us-:) and the

former, to death: and the latter, to life. (Ham
s e - 6 * h 6 - O - 6 o

p. 315) - Jae- >15% and a-a-o- U-ā mean

t A mind that takes fright at a thing, and shrinks

from it, at first hearing it. (TA.)

iá:- + Eager desire for a thing. (S, 5), It

is said in a trad, iá:- J-tus i-us- &#91;
4 J - * * *

(S, TA;) and in another, U-à:05 as-e ū5)]

ā-as-; (TA;) [both meaning the same;] # The

ear is nont to reject what it hears, not retaining

it, when one is exhorted to do a thing, or for

bidden to do it, nhile the mind has eager desire

to hear: (IAth:) or the ear retains not all that

that it hears, while having eager desire for what it

deems elegant, of extraordinary matters of dis

course and speech. (Az.) This usage of the word

is taken from the eager desire of camels for ---

when they have become weary ofal- (S.)

3 d = - 6& d - * - -

Us-à-o-* and ā-as- J.' and ā-ā-- see

J.--—and #: d = J'i. See iá-.

*** [Acidity; sourness; the quality of

being sharp or biting to the taste; pungency;]

the taste of that which is termed Jae- ($, K.)

[See 1.] iás:-" is also explained as signifying

That which bites the tongue; as the taste of

vinegar, and of milk such as is termed j-.

which is extr., [if it be meant thereby that the

word is thus used as an epithet to qualify a subst.,

or as an epithet in which the quality of a subst.
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is predominant, but I rather think that it is a

loose way of explaining it as an inf. n. used as a

simple subst.,] for [the measure] #,4 does not

belong [save] to inf ns. (TA: [in which the

word S1 is evidently omitted by an oversight in

transcription, and therefore has been supplied by

me in rendering the passage.])

ià:- J. Land abounding nith U: 6 * 5

(ISh, #3) as also "iás- Jail, £and

'i:- -, (TA) pl. of the first, 3,4,

J.-, (as in some copies of the K,) orJā

(as in other copies of the same, and in the TA:)

and L*- [which seems to be another pl. of the

first of these epithets] is explained as signifying

land possessing ---. (TA.)

Jiu- [Sorrel; or particularly the rose-flowered

sorrel; more commonly called in the present day

J.-:) a certain plant having a red floner;

(S;) a herb, or leguminous plant, of the hind

termed *ś, having a produce, or fruit, red

lihe blood; (Hamp. 823;) a certain herb (K,

TA) growing in the mountains, of herbs of the

[season called] & (TA,) the leaves of which

are like those of the **, (K, TA,) large and

broad; (TA,) it is acid, (K, TA,) intensely so;

its floner is red, and its leaves are green : (TA:

[in which is here added J. ex: L J-st:25

cº," ---, app. for = } J.5%; meaning that it

waves much to and fro when blown by the wind,

and describing its fruit as containing what re

semble the grains of the pomegranate:]) it is

pleasant to the taste; (K, TA;) and is eaten by

men, but in small quantity : AHn and Aboo

Ziyād say, it grows very tall, and has a wide leaf,

and a red flower, which, nhen it is near to drying

up, becomes white : and Aboo-Ziyād says, in our

mountain-country it is abundant; and is of two

species; one of these two is acid, [but] pleasant to

the taste; (TA;) and one species thereof is

bitter; (K,TA;) in the loner parts of each,

Twhen they are full grown, is a redness, and the

seeds and leaves of the acid species are used

medicinally: Az says, it is a wild herb, or legu

minous plant, that gron's in the days of the [season

called]& in the channels of nater, and has a

red floner, and is of the herbs, or leguminous plants,

n:hich are termed*ś IB says, the places of

its growth are the small channels of nater, and

the places to which valleys take their courses;

and in it is acidity: sometimes, also, the people

of settled habitations make it to grow in their gar

dens, and water it and sustain it so that it does

not dry up in the time when the nild herbs, or

leguminous plants, dry up : it is also said in the

Minháj that it is both nild and growing in gar

dens; that the wild is called Gl-, [but this name

is commonly applied to bete,] and in all of this

there is not acidity: the garden-kind resembles

the el'.A.A., and in this is acidity, and an excessive

viscous moisture: the best is the acid, garden

kind: here ends the quotation from the Minháj:

(TA:) each species, (K, TA,) the bitter and the

pleasant, or the garden-kind and the nild, (TA,)

is good for thirst, and for inflammation arising

from yellon bile; and strengthens the bonels;

and allays heaving of the stomach, and hot palpi

tation, and tooth-ache; and is good for the black

[or livid]jaundice; (K,"TA;) and, when cooked,

and applied externally, for the leprosy; and for

the ringnorm (#): and for glandular snellings

in the neck, so much so that it is said to do good

to him who has these even when hung upon the

neck: with vinegar, also, it is good for the mange,

or scab; and it is astringent; and puts a stop to

malacia [so I render c."#, lit. “the longing

for clay”]: its seeds are cold in the first degree,

and have an astringent property, particularly

when fried: (TA:) they say that if these be hung,

in a purse, upon a woman's left upper arm, she

will not become pregnant as long as they remain

upon her: (K,” TA:) they are also good for the

sting of scorpions; and if some of the seeds be

sn'allowed before the scorpion's stinging, its sting

ing will not hurt. (TA.)= Also What is in the

interior of the [kind of citron called] &#.

(A, K:) n. un, with 3: (A:) it is cold and dry

in the third degree; used as a liniment, it removes

freckles and the like, and clears the complexion;

and it suppresses (#) the yellon bile; and

gives appetite for food; and is good for hot

palpitation; and made into a beverage, it sneetens

the odour of the mouth; and is good for looseness

arising from yellon bile; and is suitable for

those who are fevered. (TA.) [In the present

day, in Egypt, this name is applied to A species

of citron, itself, with a conical apex, and very

acid pulp.]

• 6 × 2 • J. J.

o:- A certain plant: not from a 32-3-.

£- A confection composed of J-U- of

- * *

the &". (TA.)

J.-- [Acid, sour; sharp orbiting to the taste;

pungent; having a taste like that of vinegar or like

that fourmilk; seeis,...,](S.M. b. K.)applied

to milk(TA)and other things; (Msb;) and"...

signifies the same, applied to a grape. (TA)—

[Hence,] 2%l Já2- J: ! A man whose heart,

or mind, is altered and bad, (O, K,) -ā'i Us:

in anger. (O.) Andc: Jás- &% + Such

a one is in a loathing state of mind; syn. :

will. (S) E. iás- J.' Camels pasturing

upon Jac-5 (S;) or eating it; (K;) or pastur

ing upon Ja:- after pasturing upon al

(Iski) pl. -á-3-3 (S. K.) and ':- JA
Camels staying among J.-: (AS, $, K;) as

also '#2-, contr. to rule: (TA:) and X:

WJ- a camel eatingJ- (TA.)

c:- and J.-, (S, K,) the latter on the

authority of A’Obeyd, (S,) A place in which

camels pasture uponJ- (S, K.")

6 - d 4 6 og

• Jáž!: see

6 - •

ā-ā--.

6 * * * o •

Jā-o-o: see Ja-la-.

s d = d y 6 -->

à:--- d. Milk slon in thickening. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)

U-o

1. 3:- aor. 4; and 3-, aor. *; (T, $, Mgh,

Mşb, K, &c.;) inf. n. (of the former, S) asle-,

(S, K,) or this is a simple subst., (Mgb,) and (of

the latter,S) :- ($, Mgh, Mob, K) and 3.-,

(S, K;) He was, or became, foolish, or stupid; i.e.,

unsound in intellect or understanding; (T, Mgh,

Mgb;) and stagnant, or dull, therein; (T, Mgh;)

or deficient, or defective, therein; (IF, Mgh;)

or he had little, or no, intellect or understanding;

($, K3) as also "J-31 and "J.--! (K) and

'G-5. (TA) [See 3-, below.] One says to

a man, L-5, and L:-), [as though he were a

she-hyena, or a woman,] when he speaks foolishly,

or stupidly, or says what is not like anything.

(AZTAvoce.")-3"<- (S.M.K.)

with damm; (so in two copies of the S;) or, as

in [some copies of] the S, -ā- (TA) and

W -i-ji: (S, Mgh, K;) ! The market was, or

became, stagnant, or dull, with respect to traffic.

(S, M, Mgh, K, TA) And £3 -i- t His

merchandise was, or became, unsaleable, or diffi

cult of sale, or in little demand. (TA.)-3-,

aor. * , inf. n. 3-, + His beard became light, or

scanty. (Msb.) = &- He had the disease

termed Jú-. (TA.) *

2, 4:-, infn. 3-5, He ascribed to him

&:- [i.e.foolishness, or stupidity, &c.]. (S, K.)

—ás-314:- The light sleep in thefirst part

of the night rendered him like the 3-i [i. e.

foolish, or stupid, &c.]: so says IKh; and he

cites, from a poet, the phrase *: 4:- in

which the -r is redundant, and the noun occupies

the place of one in the nom. case. (TA.) –[And

hence, if correct,] 3:- He drank wine: (K:) or

he became intoxicated, so that his reason departed:

thus explained by IAmb; but disallowed by Ez

Zeijájee. (IB, TA.)

3. *-- He aided him in his 3:- [i.e. fool.

ishness, or stupidity, &c.]. (S.)

4. *- He found him to be&: [i. e. fool

ish, or stupid, &c.]. (S, K.) [See also 10.]

as G-1 He mentioned him, or spoke of him, as

characterized by 3:- [i. e. foolishness, or stu

pidity, &c.]. (TA.)--as-l S. (a woman)

brought forth a child that was3: [i. e. foolish,

&c.]; (S;) or brought forth Li- [i. e. foolish

children]. (K)=*- u. [Hon foolish, or

stupid, &c., is hel] an expression of wonder.

(TA.)

5: see 1.

6. Get-5 He affected ast.- [i.e. foolishness,

or stupidity, &c.; meaning he feigned it]. (S.)

7. G.-jī: see 1. - Also He acted in the

manner of theJi- [i.e.foolish, or stupid, &c.];

(K;) and so * G.--l. (Lth, T, Mgh, K.)

He (a man, TA) was, or became, abject, humble,

or submissive, (K, TA,) and impotent to do, or

accomplish, a thing. (TA.)– 1 It (a garment)

became old, and worn out. ($, Mgh, K,TA)
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+It (food, or wheat,) became cheap. (Az, T.A.)

*- 3, … -ā-sa-31 : see 1.

10. Go-l: see 1: - and 7. = *-->

JHe counted, accounted, or esteemed, him3

[i. e. foolish, or stupid, &c.]: (S, Mgh, TA:) or

he found him to be so; like ai.-l. (TA)
6 d a
-

go- Foolishness, or stupidity; i.e. unsound

mess in the intellect or understanding; (T, Mgh,

Msb;) and stagnancy, or dulness, therein; (T,

Mgh;) or deficiency, or defectiveness, therein;

(IF, Mgh;) or paucity, or nant, thereof; and

* 3:- and "āt- signify the same : (S, K:)

[all are said to be inf. ns.; but the last, accord. to

the Msb, is a simple subst.: (see 1:)] the proper

and primary signification of &:- is [said to be]

the putting a thing in a wrong place, with know

ledge of its being bad [to do so]. (T.A.) [Hence,]

3-1 # The sleep after [the period of the

afternoon called] the *: when no one sleeps

except one who is intoxicated, or one who is in

sane, or unsound in mind. (Har p. 223. [See

also &: and 3-D-And Deceit; or a de

ception. (TA)—[It is said that] :-" also

signifies Wine: (Z, K:) as being a cause of

J.-: like as wine is called X. as being a cause

of . (Z, TA:) but Ez-Zeijee disallows this:

and [it is also said that] *ā:1 signifies the

same, because wine occasions &:- to its drinker.

(TA.)

3- See &-l.-Also t Having a scanty

beard. (IDrd, K.)

6 * f. * > /

J-o- : see Go-.

cli:- See &-i.

3-(S, K) and 3.- (Isa, K) and 'J'.

(AZ,K) and "ā: (IDrd, K) The C3,3: [or

small-pow]: (K :) or the like thereof, (S, K,)

which attacks a human being, (S) and spreads in

a scattered manner upon the body, or person:

(K:) accord. to Lh, a certain thing that comes

..forth upon children. (TA.)

3:- a contracted dim. of 3:1; or dim. of

3- [the dim. form being app. used in this

case to denote enhancement of the signification:

(see also #:-)] so in the prov., (TA,) -#
J. • * * 6 & - d.

* Geo-[A very foolish, or stupid, man knen

his camel]; i.e. he knew thus much, although

3.4. or, as some relate it, 4.- ū:- -##,

i.e. his camel knen him, [namely, a very foolish,

or stupid, man,] and emboldened himself against

him; or it means that he knew his quality: (K,

TA:) it is applied to the case of excessive fa

miliarity with men: (TA:) or to him who deems

a man weak, and is therefore fond of annoying,

or molesting, him, (K, TA,) and ceases not to act

wrongfully towards him: or, as some say, [Geo

is here a proper name; and] this person had a

camel with which he was familiar, and he made

an attack upon him. (TA.) [See Freytag's Arab.

Prov. ii. 85.]

2: - - 3 * *

aşlo-: see Go-.

£2 * 2: ... • ?

a 9-o-; see A533-1.

L:- See3.

* * -> 3. • *

: See Ú-o-; := and &lo-.

see what next follows.

i:- (K,) but in the Tekmileh with teshdeed

to the Us, and with kesr to the same, [app.

‘i: ) (TA) and 'is', (k) Foli", or

stupid, (3-1) in the utmost degree. (Ibn

'Abbād, K, T.A.) [It seems to be implied in the

K that is,... signifies the same: but see this

word below.]

&-i (S,Mgh, Mab, K, &c.) and '3- (S,

Mgb) and "Jü:- [whether with or without

tenween is not shown] (Sb, TA) Foolish, or stu

pid; i.e. unsound in intellect or understanding;

(T, Mgh, Msb;) and stagnant, or dull, therein;

(T, Mgh;) or deficient, or defective, therein;

IF, Mgh;) or having little, or no, intellect or

understanding : (S. K.) fem. of the first ā-,

(S, Msb;) and of the second āās-: (TA:) pl.

of the first, applied to men and to women, (S,

K,) 3-, (so in two copies of the S,) or3

with two dammehs, (K,) and Li: and Lil'

(S, K) and J.- (§gh, K) and 3'-' (Ibn

'Abbād, K.) Accord. to some, Go-1 is from the

phrase 3: <<!: and accord. to some, from

the phrase +--. Jú, because the Go-1 de

ceives one at first by 'what he says. (T.A.) The

sounds of wailing for the dead, and trilling, or

quavering, in playing, are termedci- because

of the &:- of the person from whom they pro

ceed. (Mgh.) – #:-" # ($, K) and

à:-" āli, (K,) the latter for #:-" :-" āli,

i. q. āi-ji [Garden purslane]; (S, ISd, K;)

which is the name applied to it by the vulgar;

(ISd, TA;) the chief of herbs, or leguminous

plants: called by those names because exuding

mucilage (£), so that it is likened to the3:

whose slaver is flowing: IDrd says, they assert

that it is so called because it grows in the tracks

of men, so that it is trodden upon; and in water

courses, so that the water uproots it: IF says

that it is so called because of its weakness: and

it is said that some persons, hating 'Aisheh, called

it āść #; but this is one of their fanciful

assertions; for such was its name in the time of

utter paganism: so says Sgh. (TA)-[3

also signifies More, and most, foolish, or stupid,

&c. Hence,] it is said in a prov., also &-&

[More foolish, or stupid, than a plant of garden

purslane : explained by what precedes]. (TA.)

[See also another prov. voce &##| And in a

trad., *** 3.− &- [The most foolish of

..foolishness, or the most stupid of stupidness, is

vice, or immorality, or unrighteousness]. (A in

art. U-5.)

• J : * @ 4 - * * *

#3:- is from G-J), like #24- from

J • - o # ... • *

<!--", and is: from ~1 (TA) it

signifies An action, or a deed, of those that are
• O -

done by the Läs- [i.e.foolish, or stupid, persons];

(Mgh;) [a foolish, or stupid, action or deed:]

it is like *#2., which means an action, a

practice, or a habit, in which is 3:- [i. e...foolish

ness, or stupidity, &c.]. (T.A.) One says, &#3

#: -> &% [Such a one fell into the commis

sion of a foolish, or stupid, action, &c.]. (TA.)

(see #:-.]

o o J
-

&*-* andā- (S,K) A woman n/ho brings

forth a child that is 3'-i [i.e. foolish, &c.],

(S;) or n:ho brings forth L:- [i. e. foolish

children]: (K:) or, accord. to IDrd, the latter

has this signification; but the former signifies a

man who begets Li:- and he does not allow its

application to a woman. (T.A.) - -Aas--"

! The nights [that make a fool of one; i. e.]

during the whole of which the moon is above the

horizon but intercepted by clouds; so that one

imagines that he has arrived at the time of morning;

(A, O, K,TA;) because he sees light, but sees not

the moon : , derived from &:-". (TA.) One

says,*: 2: L: ! [He, or it, deceived

me with the deceiving of the nights thus called].

(TA.) And you say, Sti- Jú es' (3- ![We

journeyed during such nights]; because the rider

therein thinks that he has arrived at the time

of morning until he becomes weary. (TA.)

6 - d.

&\--> A woman who is accustomed to bring

forth L:- [i. e...foolish children]. (S, K.)

3,4- A man [or child] affected with J.

[q. v.]. (A’Obeyd, S.)

J - * * 6 o' -

1. al-o-, aor. : , inf. n. U-> (S, Mgh, Msb,

K, &c., in some copies of the S J.-) and &S-,

(Mgh, K,) He bore it, carried it, took it up and

carried it, conveyed it, or carried it off or anay,

(MA) * L'é (S, MA,) upon his bach, or

4-5 c." upon his head; (MA;) and"4

signifies the same: (Msb, K:) or the latter is

used in relation to an object inconsiderable and

small in comparison with that in relation to which

the former is used; as in the saying of En

Nábighah, (TA,)

* • *O = •o - J. J. • 6 -- ~ Oso *

- • * : * : * * *

U----' (-e-la-ā- (-5) Ul

J C - e o ade - • d e = *

--~~-15 5. --> *

[Verily ne have divided our truo qualities betnceen

us, and thou hast borne as thy share goodness,

and I have borne as my share nichedness]. (TA"

in the present art., and S and TA &c. in arts. "

# 3'-3 *

and 's-3.) Hence, in the Kur [xx. 100], £g

55, asual As:J- [He shall bear, on the day

of resurrection, d heavy burden]. (TA.) Hence

also, in the Kur (vii. 189], was $3- - -

[She bore a light burden]; ($, TA;) i. e., [as

some say,] the seminal fluid. (TA.) Hence also,

in the Kur [xxix. 60], J-5 Sails 3- &t=5

% [And hon, many a beast is there that does

not bear its sustenance 'J, meaning, +does not pro

vide its sustenance, but is sustained by God.

(TA) -la-" J.-: [lit. He carries firenzood],
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(A in art. --la-,) or -: <-- Ujuicy, or

fresh, firenzood], (Er-Rághib, TA) means the

goes about with calumny, or slander. (A in art.

-la-, and Er-Răghib" and TA")-->|<:

a 3.1, (MSb, TA) aor = , (TA) inf n. J.-,

(Msb, TA,) [He carried him, or mounted him,

(namely, a man, Msb) upon the beast; as also

**-l.] And 41- [alone] He gave him a

beast upon which to ride. (T, T.A.. [See Kur

ix. 93.]) 4-i is not used in this sense. (T,

T.A.)-See also 4-#3 ---, aor. 2, (K,)

inf n. J.-, (TA,); The woman became pregnant,

or conceived: (K, TA:) and tâ3% <-- She

became pregnant neith, or conceived, her child:

(Msb:) one should not say, as <---, or this

is rare; (K;) or one should not say this, but it

is frequently said; (IJ, TA;) [for] as <-- is

syn, with Gile, (MSb, TA) and the latter is

trans. by means of -', the former is thus made

trans., (TA ..) therefore one says, a: -> * <!--

1.5.5- 8-32 --> lje, meaning She became preg

nant with him, or conceived him, in such a night,

and in such a place. (Msb.) <-- is also said

of a ewe or she-goat, and of a female beast of

prey, [and app. of any female,] accord. to IAar;

meaning t She was, or became, in the first stage

of pregnancy. (TA)-5-à ---, inf n.

J.-, + The tree [bore, or] produced, or put

Jorth, its fruit. (Mab.) – c'. J.-, and

**, inf n. il-, + [He bore, or took upon

himsel , the responsibility, or he was, or became,

responsible, for a debt, and a bloodnit:] (Msb:)

[for] as J.-, aor. 2, inf. n. its-, signifies Jääs.

(S. K.) And āū- J.- and "u"-s f(He

was, or became, responsible for the bloodnit, or

debt or the like]: both signify the same: (S,TA:)

and 4: "J-5 + He took it upon himself, or

became responsible, or ansnerable, for it: (Msb

in art. Use:) and4: "J-5 + He took, or

imposed, upon himself, or undertook, the main

part of it: (Jel in xxiv. 11) and £9. "J.--

t He took, or imposed, upon himself, or under

took, the thing, or affair; he bore, or took upon

himself, the burden thereof (L in art. J5.). You
.2 * o: O e. 2 oz. • * * a • -z

say, à:2 25 de A25 J-e-, (K, TA) or ā-94,
-

(TA,) + [A party bore, or took upon itself, for a

party, the responsibility for a bloodn'it, or a debt

or the like;] as also "J.-3. (S.) [And J.

13és c54. cº; &= + He bore, or took upon

himsel ; for such a one, the responsibility, to such

a one, for such a thing.] And &: ā- "J-5

>: + He bore, or took upon himself, the respon

sibility for the bloodwits between people, in order

to make peace between them, when war had

occurred between them, and men's blood had

been shed. (TA, from a trad)—U's J.

+[He made himself chargeable with wrongdoing].

(Kurxx. 110)–(5.5 J.-: see iusi, accord.

to some, it means f He took upon himself, or

accepted, the trust : accord. to others, he was

unfaithful to it: and 7ū:- means the same.]

–493, <!-- See 8.-4: •

& J'é 3i- &% J.- + Such a one [bore

• *

• see 8. –

or] concealed in his mind rancour, malevolence,

malice, or spite, against such a one. (TA.) And
J. d = • * J. • * > * > *

J-4 ) &\}, i.e. a-as vlâ2 [which may be

meant as the explanation of J.-- S, i.e. + Such

a one shon's (or will not conceal) his anger; and

thus SM understood it; or as the explanation of

U-2-3 alone, i.e. such a one will not shon his

anger] (Az, TA:) [for] -ál J.-, (K.)
aor. 2, inf. n. U-o-, (TA) means the shoned, or

manifested, anger. (K, TA.) And hence, it is

said, is the saying, in a trad.,c: à." & $!

the quantity of two vessels of the kind called

d- •

, i.e. +[When the nater amounts to

ań,] impurity does not appear in it: (O, K,”

TA:) or the meaning is, t it does not admit the

bearing of impurity: for one says, J- •) &%

2:l, i.e. + such a one refuses to bear, or submit

to, and repels from himself, injury. (Msb.) You

say also, üí 43 &- J.- + He conceived, in

consequence of that, aisdain, or scorn, arising

from indignation and anger. (TA in art. Jäl,

from a trad) – 3-2-1 J.-H.He bore in his

memory, knowing by heart, the tradition, or

narrative, or story; and in like manner, &#

the Kur-án]. (Msb in art. U42).)–09 J.-,

and 4: "J-5 and **, f He relied upon such a

one in intercession, and in a case of need. (TA.)

—#ü c." J.- + The she-camel £as covered

by a stallion. (M in art. J-e-2.)-** U-- [as

syn, with 4:-1: see 2, in three places. –J

2: J &#ü, ö, Äs J. H.He tasked his

beast beyond its porcer in journeying, or marching,

or in respect of pace]. ($ in art. .xy-) And

2: es'*: L' J.- +He jaded, or fatigued,

himself, or tasked himself beyond his poncer, in

journeying, or marching. (S, T.A.) [See also 6.]

---" es'* J.-, inf n. ā- [which is

properly an inf. n. of un.], (T, S,) + He charged,

or made an assault or attack, upon him in nar,

or battle. (TA)-gº J. J. S.- + I

made mischief, or I excited disorder, disagree

ment, dissension, or strife, between, or among, the ||
• • J - *

sons of such a one. (AZ,$)–:9 es" 4.-,

aor. 2, t He incited, excited, urged, instigated,

induced, or made, him to do the thing, or affair.

(ISd, #)-L- # Uske Ulaal U-2-, aor. 2,

inf n. U-3-, a phrase often used in lexicology and

grammar, t He made, or held, a n’ord, or an ex

pression, to accord in form, or in meaning, or

syntactically, nith another word, or expression.

One says, 2:49 c." J- + It (a word) is

made to accord in form with those words with

which it may be compared that constitute the

greater number : thus one says of &#, which

is made to accord in form with words of the

measure &%, though it has not a fem. of the

ImeaSure J's, in preference to &#, because

words of the measure d').25 are more numerous

than those of the measure &#.

*: c." +It (a word) is made to accord in

form with its contrary in meaning : thus -āl-e,

an anomalous pl. of-ā-ā, is made to accord, in

form with &- a regular pl. of &- And

L: J'éJ- +It (a word) is made to accord
syntactically nith its meaning : and L'é J. • Q y

Js

gill + It is made to accord syntactically neith its

grammatical character: the former is said when,

in a sentence, we make a masc. word fem., and

the contrary, because the meaning allows us to

substitute a fem. syn. for the masc. word, and a

masc. syn. for the fem. word: for ex., it is said

in the Kurvi. 78, & JG #&#1 (si, ti,
•*

Us: “And when he saw the sun rising, he said,

This is my Lord:” here (by saying ačjū) U--J)

is first made to accord syntactically with its gram

matical character (# L* J-5), and then

(by saying & instead of eas) it is made to

accord syntactically with its meaning (G's J-5

L:"), which is> or the like: this is allow

able; but the reverse in respect of order is of

weak authority; because the meaning is of more

importance than the grammatical character of the

word. (Collected from the Kull pp. 156 and 157,
o • * ~ * : * ~ *

and other works.)]-J.- &-- 4:- +[He

put the best construction upon it; namely, a say

ing : J-2 being here an inf n.]. (TA in art.

*!)- [ć-ul Usks als- t He attributed it to,

or charged it upon, the copyist; namely, a mis

take. £ c." J.-, said of a mistake, occurs

in the K in art. £2-5-1 c: & J.-, in

logic, means + He predicated a thing of another
6 - © a

thing.]- See also cº->.

2. J.: 4-, (Mab) and āūl, (STA)

inf n. J-5, (TA,) He made him, or constrained

him, to bear or carry [the thing, and the message;

and in like manner, Jim * "J.-] (S,

Msb,” T.A.) [And al-o-, alone, He loaded him;
* ~ *

namely, a camel, &c.] You say also, 3.9 al-o

W4-5, inf n. of the former J-5 and J.-,

like "lie, [which is of the dial of El-Yemen],

and of the latter verb J:- and J.-: [like

X: &c.], (K,) + He imposed upon him the

affair, as a task, or in spite of difficulty or trouble

or inconvenience, and he undertook it, as a task,

&c. (Mb in art -u=.) And 3 s, i <

"J: +[I imposed upon him my affair, as

a task, &c., but he did not undertake it]. (T.A.)

It is said in the Kur [xxiv. 53], J: ū al- U:

X:- L. : +[Upon him rests only that

which he has had imposed upon him; and upon you,

that which ye have had imposed upon you]: i.e.,

upon the Prophet rests the declaring of that

which has been revealed to him; and upon you,

the following him as a guide. (TA) And S; ū,

& 3: Jºe '£- (- - C's "J-5
a 3 àu. Su- ū:-•*. S; ū, ū: t[O our Lord,

and do not Thou impose upon us a burden, like

as Thou imposedst it upon those before us: O

our Lord, and do not Thou impose upon us that

which ne have not power to bear]: (Kurii. last
Q - - J.

verse:) or, accord. to one reading, U-3-3, which

has an intensive signification [when followed by

Ls”]. (Bd)—[...is 4.- He charged him
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J.--

with a crime, or an offence: see a verse of En

Nábighah cited voce #.]

3. 4.-- [He bore with him a burden]. You

say, of a Wezeer, al." à: 41.3 J.-- +[He

bore n'ith the King the burdens of the regal

office]. (A in art. 253.) [See also 4.]- Also

+ He requited him; namely, a man: or, accord.

to AA, ii-V- signifies the requiting with bene

Jicence. (TA.)

4. 4.- He helped him to bear, or carry,

(T, S,) that which he nas bearing, or carrying:

(T, TA:) or you say, J.- 4.-- he helped

him to bear, or carry, the ioad, or burden: and

"al-, i.e. 2: &# J2 (he did that with him].

(M, o, K) (See also 3.]= +1-i She (a

woman, S, K, and a camel, S) yielded her milk

without being pregnant. (S, K.)

5. J-5 He took upon himself the bearing, or

rarrying, of loads, or burdens: this is the primary

signification. (Harp. 48.)- [Hence, +He bur

dened himself with, or he became, or made

himself, chargeable with, or he bore, or took

upon himself, the burden of, a sin, or crime,

or the like; as also "J.--! :] you say U:U->

meaning 4-5. (Jel in iv. 112 and xxxiii. 58.)

And u% J.- : He took, or imposed, upon

himself a debt, or fine. (M.A.)- [And hence,

likewise, several other significations:] see 2, in

two places:- and 8:- and 1, in six places.

Also He bound the load, or burden, [or the loads,

or burdens, on the saddle, or saddles, or on the

beast, or beasts;] (Harp. 48;) and "J-1 sig

nifies [the same, or] he put, or placed, the load,

or burden, [or the loads, or burdens,] on the

saddle, [or saddles, or on the beast, or beasts.]

(Har p. 556.) - [And hence,] s:- and

"b.--! t They went anay, departed, or jour

neyed. (S, T.A.)

6. * U-et-5 [He bore, bore his neight,

pressed, or pressed heavily, upon it, or him].

**:::::::::::-4-5.J.3:

[He bore, bore his neight, pressed, or pressed

heavily, upon the head of his spear, leaning upon

it, in order that he might die]. (Mgh in art.

jáey.) And 2-sul- * <!--5 [I pressed,

or pressed heavily, upon it, like the squeezer of

fruit &c.]. (Msb in art. 5*.)- [Hence,] + He

nronged him; or treated him wrongfully, or un

justly. (S, Mgh, and Har p. 80.) And it is

asserted that one says, d'é &=& U-2-5

meaning + Time, or Jortine, turned from such a

one, and took anay his property: and U-20-3

<! + It became favourable to him. (Har ibid.)

- [Also] t He imposed upon him, or tasked

him with, that which he was not able to bear, or

to do. (M. o.k.) And -i U's J-5, (S,

O,) or,49 -s J-l-5 and,399, (M, K,) + He

imposed upon himself, or tasked himself with, or

constrained himself to do, the thing, or affair,

notwithstanding difficulty, or trouble, or incon

venience (S.M., 9, K.) and fatigue. (M., T.A.)

And J'." es: <<!-5 + I constrained myself

to walk, notwithstanding difficulty, or trouble, or

inconvenience, and fatigue: whence, J.-: U.

* <<1, i.e. + Sometimes the game will

constrain itself to fly, notwithstanding difficulty,

&c., and will fly. (Mgh.) [See also two similar

phrases in the first paragraph]—"J--> is

used as its inf. n., and also as a noun of place:

using it as an inf. n., you say, J.--> 9% c. *

i. e. U-cla-3 + [There is not, in such a one, nurong

doing, &c.]: and using it of a place,ū-:*

+ [This is our place of nurong-doing, or nurong

treatment, &c.]. (S, T.A.)

7. 2.9 c." U-sa-31 + He was, or became, in

cited, excited, urged, instigated, induced, or made,

to do the thing, or affair. (ISd, K.)

8. U.--! He raised a thing upon his back.

(Harp. 41.)- See also 1, in five places: and

see 5, in three places.- + He bore, endured, or

sustained. (KL.) You say, 4. &u= u ži

+[I bore, or endured, nhat proceeded ifrom him,

or nhat he did or said, or] I forgave nhat pro

ceeded from him, and feigned myself neglectful of

it. (MSb) And 4%; "-i- and <!--!

t [I bore, or endured, his presumptuousness occa

sioned by his confiding in my love]. (S.) And

4- + [He bore with, endured, suffered, or

tolerated, him; or] he bore, or endured, his

annoyance, or molestation, (#i U->-1) and

feigned himself neglectful of n hat proceeded from

him, and did not reprove him. (Harp. 41.) And

U-2-1 + He was forbearing, or clement; he acted

with forbearance, or clemency; he treated with

forbearance, or clemency, him who reviled him :

(TA:) he forgave an offence; as also "J.- :

(Harp. 637:) and * *J.- : he treated him

nith forbearance, or clemency. (K, TA.) [And

à: U-2-1 + He bore nealth; or he had, or

exercised, the quality of doing so; generally

meaning, in a becoming, or proper, manner; but

also absolutely, as is shown by the phrase] #.

: J.:- + [The bearing of wealth ill, or in

an evil manner]. (Er-Răghib voce law.) And

*" U.:-1 + He bore the benefit as a badge,

and was thankful, or grateful, for it. (ISd, K.)

- [In lexicology, said of a word or phrase or

sentence, t It bore, admitted, or nas susceptible

of, a meaning, a sense, or an interpretation: and,

elliptically, + it bore, admitted, or nas susceptible

of, two, or more, different meanings, senses, or

interpretations; it was equivocal.] In the con

ventional language of the lawyers, and the Mus

| lim theologians [and men of science in general],

(Msb,) it is used, (Kull,) or may be used, (Msb,)

as importing supposition, and admissibleness, or

allowableness; and thus used, it is intrans.: and

also as importing necessary implication, and in

clusion; and thus used, it is trans.: you say,

13és &s: & J- + [It is supposable, or

admissible, or alloniable, that it may be thus; or

simply it may be thus; as also J-4, which is

often used in this sense]: and us: J-" J:

5:= +[The case necessarily implied, or in

cluded, many (possible) modes, or manners of

being ; or admitted of being put, or explained, or

understood, in many nays; or bore many kinds

of interpretation]. (Mob, Kull)—-as4

f Anger disquieted, or flurried, him. (Mj, TA.)

And J.-f [alone] + He was disquieted, or

flurried, by anger: (T, TA:) or, accord. to the

Mj and M and O; but accord. to the K, followed by

&#; (TA;) + he was angry, and his colour

changed. (K, T.A.)- [-...- She (a woman)

used a drug, or the like, in the manner of a sup

pository in the ragina: so in the present day:

and so in the K, on the words i.e.: and *i;

&c.]-U--- He bought what is termed J--,

i. e. a thing [in the CKL: is put for : • * J]

carried from one country or tonn to another (K,

TA) among a party of captives. (TA.)

10.4: signifies L:- 3i £it. [i. e.

I asked him to carry me, or togive me a beast on

which to ride], (S)-4-#4.- : He in

posed upon him his nants and affairs. (M, K.)

R. Q. 1. J.U-23- He carried water.

'Abbād, K.)

(Ibn

J.- [inf n. of 1, q.v.- : Gestation: see an

ex. WOCo J.-And hence,] + The young that

is borne in the nomb (M, K) of any animal; (M,

TA;) and t the fruit of a tree, (IDrd, S, M,

Msb, K.) as also "J.-: (IDrd,S, M. K.) or

the former, + the thing that is in a belly, or on

the head of a tree : (ISk, S, M, Mgh, K:) and

* the latter, a thing borne, or carried, (Mab, K.)

on the back; [i.e. a load, or burden;] (Msb;)

the thing that is on the back or on the head:

(ISk, S, M, Mgh, K:) or the former, + a burden

that is borne internally; as the young in the

belly, and the mater in the clouds, and the fruit

in the tree as being likened to the J.- of the

woman: and " the latter, a burden that is borne

externally; as the thing that is borne on the

back: (Er-Răghib, TA:) or [when applied to

fruit] the former signifies a fruit that is internal:

and "the latter, a fruit that is external: (M, K:)

or the former, fruit of a tree when large, or much:

and " the latter, fruit when not large, or when

not much and large : (K accord. to different

copies:) this is the saying of AO, mentioned in

the T, in art. U-3, where, in the copies of the

T, is found £ 4, Ue, not "' – Ve: (TA:)

and the former also occurs as meaning a burden

that requires, for the carrying it, a beast or the

hire of a porter: (Mgh :) the pl. [of pauc.] of

the latter (Mgh, Msb, K) and of the former (K)

is J.-i(S,Mgh, Msh, K) and [the pl. of mult]

(of the former, K, TA) J.- (K) and (of the

latter, Ms) J.- (Msh, K) and is:-. (S,M,

Mgh, Sgh.) Hence, (in a trad, TA) Jus-1 is

3: J.-S. f(This is the fruit: not the fruit

of Kheyler]: meaning that it is the fruit of

Paradise; and that it does not fail, or come to an

end. (M., K.)- See also what next follows.

U-2- :
See J.-, in five places.-J.-, (S,

M, K.) as pl. of J.-, (M.K.) and of "J:

also, (K,) signifies likewise [Vehicles of the kind

called] &als (pl. of &#8), (M, K,) whether

having in them women or not : (M, TA:)

or t camels upon which are C*, (AZ, S, M,

6 d.
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O, K,) whether there be in them nomen or not :

(AZ, S, O:) it is not applied to camels unless

they have upon them cals". (M, T.A.)- See

also J.-, and a 2-2-.

J.- A lamb; i. e. the young one of the enve in

the first year; (Mgh, Mgb;) i. q. &: (S;) or

-ā- [explained in the K in art. -3,4- as the

male young one of the sheep-kind; or such as has

pastured, and become strong]: (K, and S and

Msb in art. -3,4- ) or such as is termed **,

[i.e. a year old, or from six to ten months,] of

the young of the sheep-kind; and less than this

[in age], (ISd.K.) accord. to Er-Răghib, it

signifies U2-3-2 [borne, or carried]; and the

young of the sheep-kind is particularly called

thus because borne, or carried, on account of

its impotence, and of the nearness of the time

when its mother was pregnant with it: (TA:)

pl. 3'-(§,M,Mgh, Sgh, Mob, K) and J.-i.

(M, K.)—[Hence,] J.-H. H.The sign Aries;]

a certain sign of the zodiac; (K;) the first of

the signs of the zodiac; (S;) the constellation

comprising, first, the club#, which are its two

horns; then, thec:; then, the g;5. (T, TA.)

One says, J.- 3: (#): and Jill *** + [We

rere, or have been, given rain by the auroral

setting of Aries: so the pagan Arabs used to

say: see #: and see 2:#1 Jú, in art. U}].

(TA.) One says also, tsu. J.- 13. + [This is

Aries, rising]; suppressing the Ul, but making

the noun to remain determinate; and thus one

does in the case of every name of a sign of the

zodiac, preserving the Uí or suppressing it. (TA.)

—J- signifies also t Clouds containing much

nater: (M, K, TA:) or black clouds: (T, TA:

[see also J-3-, below:]) or, as some say, the

rain [supposed to be given] by the .# [see above] of

J.-l. (TA)

i:- + A charge, or an assault or attack, in

war, or battle. (T, K.)

6 - d >
•

al-o-; see what next follows.

i:- and W i:- Carriage from one 23 [app.

here meaning country, or tonn, or the like,] to

another. (K.)

&S.- an inf n of J:- [q v.]. (Mgh, K.)

=Also A beast upon which a present is borne.

(M, Mgh, O, K.)-Hire for that which is borne,

or carried. (Lth, Mgh, T.A.)- And, as a con

ventional term (Mgh, O, K) of the aâu.3 [or

workers in gold and silver], (Sgh, K,) Adul

terating alloy (...) that is added to dirhems, or

coin (>53 U. "J.-:) (Mgh, Sgh, K)—

Also pl. of J.- (Q. v.] (S, M., &c.)

J.- or J.- see #2-.

J.- + Forbearing, or clement. (M, K.)

J.-- it "J.-- (Borne, carried, taken

up and carried, conveyed, or carried off or anay].

(Msb, K.) – Hence, (Msb,) The rubbish, or

rotten leaves, and scum, that are borne of a

torrent ($, Mgb, K.”) —A thing [*L*, accord.

to copies of the K and the TA, but accord. to the

Bk. I.

*--- - - ---

CK L: agreeably with the next of the explana

tions here following,] that is carried from one

country or tonn to another (K, TA) among a

party of captives. (TA.)- A captive; because

carried from one country or town to another.

(Mgb.)– One n:ho is carried a child from his

country, not born in [the territory of] El-Islám:

(S, O:) or one who is carried from his country

to the country of El-Islám : or a child with a

woman nho carries it, and says that it is her son:

or any relation, or kinsman, in the territory of

the enemy: (Mgh:) or one that is carried from

the territory of the unbelievers to that of El

Islám, and who is therefore not allowed to in

herit nithout evidence : (Th, TA:) or a child in

the belly of his mother when taken from the land

of the unbelievers. (K.)- A foundling, or child

cast out by his mother, nhom persons carry off
• *

and rear : (K:) in some copies of the K, *:::::

is erroneously put for £4. (TA.)- + One

n:hose origin, or lineage, is suspected; or n:ho

claims for his father one who is not; or nho is

claimed as a son by one who is not his father;

syn. &s. (S, Msb, K.)- + A stranger: (K:)

as being likened to [the U-> of] the torrent, or

to the child in the belly. (Er-Răghib, TA.)–

+ One nho is responsible, or a surety, (S, Msb,

K,) for (-) a debt or a bloodwit, as also "J--:

(Msb:) because he bears [or is burdened with]

the obligation, together with him upon whom the

obligation properly rests. (TA) - + What is

nithered and black of theA: and c: (K,

TA) and as 3 and aā'i. (TA)-tThe [thong

called] 29: [of a sandal]. (O, K.) In one copy

of the K,*: is put in the place of 409:Ji.

(TA.)

ić- A bloodnit, (S, K, TA,) or a debt, an

obligation, or a responsibility, that must be paid,

discharged, or performed, taken upon himself by

a person, (S, TA,) or taken upon themselves by a

party of men, (K, TA,)for others; (S, K, TA;)

as also 'Ju-, accord. to the T and M.; or

W J.-, accord. to the K: (TA:) or a respon

sibility n:hich one takes. upon himself for a debt

or a bloodwit: pl. --Stoa-: (Msb:) the pl. of

J.-- is J.- (K)

£- The occupation, or business, of a porter,

or carrier of burdens. (M, K.)–Also said to

be sing of U50s-, and syn. with U-2-2, whichsee, in two places. •

6 * > *

a J33- A camel, or horse, or mule, or an ass,

upon which burdens are borne: (Mgh, Msb:)

and sometimes applied to a number of camels:

(Msb:) camels that bear burdens: and any beast

upon which the tribe carries, namely, an ass or

other animal; (S;) or a beast upon which people

carry, namely, a camel, and an ass, and the like;

(K;) whether the loads be thereon or not : (S,

K:) or such as are able to bear : (Az, TA:) or

particularly applied to such as have on them the

loads; as also "J.-: (ISd, TA:) accord. to

the T, not including asses nor mules: applied to

one and to more than one : (TA:) a word of the

measull'e Js: receives the affix 3 when it has the

meaning of a pass, part. n. (S, T.A.) – Also,

accord. to the K, The loads, or burdens, them

selves: but this, accord. to the S and M [and

Mgh] and Sgh, is [*, a pl. of J.-l with

damm [to the C]. (TA.)

• * 3. *

i- ti. q. Use and J.-: so in the saying,

ū- i:-* t[He is a burden upon us; one

whom we have to support]. (O, K.) – Also said
6 - d.

to be sing. ofJ.-, and syn. with J~, q. V.

J.-: SeeJ~, in two places.

J.- A porter, or carrier of burdens. (Mab,

K)--i-l ālū- [is applied in the Kur

cxi, 4 to a woman, lit. meaning The female car

rier of firen:ood: and as an intensive epithet is

applied to a man, as meaning] :The calumniator,

or slanderer. (TA.)

J.- [Bearing, carrying, taking up and

carrying, conveying, or carrying off or anay;]

act, part. n. of 1 having for its object what is borne

on the back [&c.]: (Mgb:) fem. with 3: (S,

Mab3) pl. masc. ii.- : (S, TA) and pl. em.

*- (TA) Hence, 3-1 it... [The

bearers of the Užys, or empyrean, held by the

vulgar to be the throne of God]. (S, TA.) And

the phrase #2 *-jū [in the Kurli. 2, lit.
And the bearers ofa load, or heavy load:] mean

ing tthe clouds. (TA.)-Applied to a woman,

; Pregnant; (S, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.;) as also

à-la-: ($, Mgb, K:) the former as being an

epithet exclusively applied to a female: the latter

as conformable to its verb, which is <!--, (S,

Msb;) or as being used in a tropical [or doubly

tropical] manner, meaning pregnant in past time

or in future time; (Msb;) or as a possessive

epithet [meaning having a burden in the womb]:

(TA:) [see an ex of the latter in a verse cited in

the first paragraph of art. Jas-e:] accord. to the

Koofees, the former, not being applied to a male,

has no need of the sign of the fem. gender: but

the Bagrees say that this [rule] does not uniformly

obtain; for the Arabs say>J% andź #,

and J-- J% and J-34 #!, and that, cor

rectly speaking, J2- and Ju. and Jæ. and

the like are epithets masc. in form applied to

females, like as is: and #3% and #. are

epithets fem. in form applied to males. (S.) It is

also applied to a she-camel [and app. to any fe

male] in the same sense. (Mgh.)– Applied to

trees (3-5), thearing fruit: (TA) #m. with

3. (K.) - See also J.---[Respecting this

epithet, and the phrases 3.29. J.- andJ~

£91, see also #ü, last sentence but onel

căll ā- +[Those who bear in their memory

the Kur-án, knowing it by heart]. (S,TA.)

6 -

J.5- Clouds (~~) black by reason of the

abundance of their water. (O, K.) [See also
6 - -

U-3-.]– A clear torrent. (K.) - The first

of anything. (K.)

is-fem of J.-- (Q. v.] (S, Msb)–
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J25- is its pl.: and signifies The legs; (M,

K;) because they bear the man. (TA.)- And

The sinen's, or tendons, of the foot and of the fore

arm; (M, K;) and the [reins called the] U-43,

thereof (M, TA. [See &#1.]) – See also

J- [of which the primary signification is

A. place of bearing or carrying], (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) or"J- [which primarily signifies An in

strument for bearing or carrying], (M, Mgh,) or

the latter is allowable, (Mgb,) The [kind of ve

hicle called] <2* (Msb;) as also "J:- (M,

K.) or the large case termed3- (Mgh :)

or a pair of dorsers, or panniers, or oblong chests,

(di:) upon a camel, in nhich are borne troo

equal loads, (K,) [and n:hich, nith a small tent

over them, compose a £2* ;] first made use of by

El-Hajjāj Ibn-Yoosuf Eth-Thahafee : (TA:)

one of the J.-- of the pilgrims: (S:) J.--

being the pl. (K.) Hence, "J'al- A seller of

J.--. (K.) [What is now particularly termed

the U-2-2 (vulgarly pronounced J~) of the

pilgrims is an ornamented 2-22A, which is borne

by a camel, but without a rider, and is regarded

as the royal banner of the caravan; such as is

described and figured in my work on the Modern

Egyptians. (See also 5-, in art. 22-.)] Its

application to tThe camel that bears the U-2 is

tropical. (Mgh.) [See also J.- The assertion

that it signifies also the silk covering that is sent

every year for the Kaabeh is erroneous. This

covering is sent from Cairo, with the baggage of

the chief of the Egyptian pilgrim-caravan.]-

Also J-, (K) or "J-, (M) A basket

(J-5) in which grapes are carried to the place

where they are to be dried; and so " #2-. (K.)

-One says also,J- cºs c." U + There is

no ground of reliance upon such a one; syn.

3: (S:) or no relying, or reliance: (MA:)

or no ground (lit. place) for imposing upon such

a one the accomplishment of one's nants. (M,

TA) And J.- Ji & J.-->''J'

+[There is no ground of reliance, or no relying,

upon the camel, by reason of the heaviness of the

load.] (TA.)

J- A woman, (S, M, K,) and a she-camel,

(S, M,) n:ho yields her milk without being preg

nant. (S, M, K.)

6 - d.

U-2 : see J.-, in two places. - The

ašše of a sword (S, Msb," K) &c.; (Msb;) i. e.

its suspensory thong [or cord or shoulder-belt],

by which the wearer hangs it upon his neck;

(S, TA;) as also *ā- (S, Msb, K) and*i

(IDrd, K.) and the **u- of the bow is similar

to that of the sword: the wearer throws it upon

his right shoulder, and puts forth his left arm

from it, so that the bow is on his back: (AHn,

TA:) the pl. ofJ- is J.-: (Az, M.sb :)

and that of āū-, (§, Mgb) or of ii-, (Kh,

TA) is "J:- (Kh, S, TA) or, accord, to

As, J.L.- has no proper sing, its sing being

only J.-. (S, T.A.)-Dhu-r-Rummeh applies

it to t The root of a tree; ($, K;) likening this

to the U-2-2 of a sword. (S.)—=#| J.--

and W 4.- + The veins in the root and skin of

the penis (M, K.)

4 - 3 - 2

£- #0 A she-camel heavily burdened, or

overburdened. (TA.)

J.- : See J.--— Also # A fortunate

man: from the riding of beasts such as are termed

55, (K,” TA,) i.e. brisk, sharp, and strong.

(TA in art. 2,5.)- [In logic, t A predicate :

and + an accident : in each of these senses contr.
6 y o -

of 8*.]

is:- A dust-coloured wheat, (K, TA,) like

the pod of the cotton-plant, (TA,) having many

grains, (K, TA,) and large ears, and of much

increase, but not approved in colour nor in taste:

so in the M. (TA.)

s • J.

U-20-2 + One who is unable to answer thee;

and who does it not, to preserve thine affection.

(TA.)

3 - - * @ e.

Us!-2'-- see U-3-2.

• * * * * > / *z, * *

a U.S. U-2-2 : see allel, last sentence but one.

6 * * *

J.-: : see 6, last sentence.

s o - d. J. *

X: A month that brings people into

difficulty, or distress; (K, TA;) that is not as it

should be. (TA.) Such is said by the Arabs to

be the case S.: J> j- is] [app. meaning

when a new moon faces a north-east wind]. (TA.)

&l-o

6 - - d -
- -

Q. 1 3:-, (§, K.) inf n. iii-, (Har

p. 273,) said of a man, (S, TA,) and of a lion,

(TA,) He opened his eyes, and looked hard:

(S, K:) or he opened his eyes: and <! &l-o

He looked at him, or it: or he looked hard at

him, or it. (T.A.)

c's 5% - (S.M.Sgh, K) and #:- and

* Uj,i ... (M, K) The inner part of the eyelids,

that is blackened by the collyrium: or the portions

of the white of the globe of the eye that are covered

by the eyelids : (S, K:) or the red inner part of

the eyelid, the redness of which is seen when it is

turned out for the application of the collyrium :

(L, K:) or nhat cleaves to the eye, of the place

of the collyrium, internally: (M, K:) or the

sides of the globe of the eye : or the part of the

skin of the eyelid that is next to the globe of the

eye : (TA:) pl. &l-; (S, K;) which some

explain as signifying the portions of the flesh of

the eyelids that are next to the globe of...the eye.

(TA.) One says, &: 3: •) U.: &% *

*:53- &A.- Sl*9- [Such a one came

wearing a Zü; nothing appearing of the beauty

of his face except the inner edges of his eyelids,

&c.]. ($)–: &A.- signifies The part,

or parts, upon which close the two edges, or

borders, of the labia majora of the vulva of the

noman. (T, T.A.)

* + d tº

J2A-: see the next preceding paragraph.

&:- Eyes having around their globes a nihite

ness unmixed with blackness: [it would seem to

be a mistranscription for ā-, but perhaps it

is an epithet applied to a man having eyes of this

description; for it is immediately added,] whence
6 - d - d. 6 o'-

ääk-e ūs [app, meaning an eye having around

it such a whiteness]. (T.A.)

U-o

• s :

&:- Small cs: [or ticks]; as also *C-:

n. un, with 3: (K:) accord. to As, the first of

the 2% is termed ästä.5, when very small; then

it is termed it:- then, 3%; then, i: ;
3 * d

then, U2; and then, &: (S.) - Also A sort

of grapes of Et-Táif (K,) black inclining to red

ness, (TA,) of n:hich the berries are small (K)

and fen : (TA:) or the small berries that are

between the large berries, (K,) so in the M,

(TA,) among the grapes. (K.)

6 * * > *

4-o-o : and :- A land abounding

nvith the small&# termedc- (K.)

see what next follows.

2-6

X-, (S, Mgh, Mil, K.) like 'i, originally
* -

33-, as is shown by its pl., which see below,

($) and "U-, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.) and *, +,
**

(S, Msb, K.) like 2'', (S, Msb,) used only as a

prefixed n. governing the gen case, except in

poetry, (§, TA,) and "5*-, (K) and 4.- [men

tioned in art. t--, as well as t-], (S, Mgh,

Msb, K,) A woman's husband's [male] relation,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) whoever he be, (S, Msb,)

such as his father, (S, Msb, K.) and brother,

(S, Msb,) and paternal uncle, (Msb,) &c.; (TA:)

the fem, is "jus-, (K) signifying a woman's

husband's mother; and having no dial. var. : (S,
* - o &

Msb:) and the pl. is tus-l: ($, Mgh, K) and

J: "2:-, (M, Msb) or J.: "3:-, (K.)

signifies the man's wife's father, (IF, M, Msb,

K,) or wife's brother, or neife's paternal uncle,

(M, Msb, K;) so that 2-3- applies to a relation

on either side, like:- (Msb:) and£i Ineans

a husband's people: (Mgh:) or the 4: are

peculiarly of the wife; (K;) and the c-i are

of the man [or husband]: (TA:) or [in other

words] the 4.- are [the woman’s relations] on

the side of the husband; (AS, TA;) and the

Jus-1 are [the husband's relations] on the side

of the wife; (As, S, Msb, TA;) and those of

both sides are included by the term [X'...i. pl.

of] :- : (As,8, TA) and #55 A.-i is said to

mean such a noman's husband's people. (IB,

TA.)

a-o-; See art. Uso-.

U-- : 6 • •

J. e. see Lo-, above, in three places.

9-o- :

6 d > 6 * * -

**- : see Lo-, in two places =--> :
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*s---ss

[in the CK #:- The heat of the sun : (Ks, S,”

K.) as also :- (Ks,S)

it:- see2-=Also The muscle (a1a2) of

the 5u. [which means the shank of a human

being, and, properly speaking, the corresponding

part (commonly called the thigh) of a horse and

the like]: (S, K:) an elevated piece of flesh in

the inner side of the 5L. : (Lth:) As says, in the

Ju of the horse are the caus-, which are the

tno pieces of flesh that are in the side of the

Ju-', appearing like two sinen's, in the outer side

and the inner side : (S, TA:) or, accord. to ISh,

they are the two elevated pieces of flesh in the

half of each Ju-', in the outer side : or, accord.

to ISd, the truo compact pieces of flesh in the

upper portion of the outer side of each GU. :

(TA) pl. #'s.- (S. K.)

* - d - #~ * - -

is:- see )&l Uso-, in the second sentence

of art. Use--

to e & - • J C - e. -

32-2- : see Jā2-oll ----, in art. Lso-.

cis- an irregular dual ofL- (Ks, S and

TA in art. Uss-, q.v.)

** * * * ~ * .

29-o-: See 's-, in art. Uso

Uso

1. *s-, (§, Mgh, K) aor.-, (K) inf n.*

(S, Mgh, K [but said in the Mśb to be a simple

subst, though afterwards there mentioned as an

inf n.,]) and G- and :- (K,) He pro

hibited it, or interdicted it; or he protected it,

defended it, or guarded it, from, or against, en

croachment, invasion, or attack. (S,” Mgh, K,”
J -

TA) You say, 59. J-, infn. G- and

#- and #U- and is:- [the last irreg,] He

prohibited, Or interdicted, &c., the herbage, or

pasture. (K,”TA.) And U.S. &-&L

aor. -, inf n. C:- and i:- [and £-, though

here, in the Msb, said to be a simple subst.],

He prohibited, or interdicted, the place; or he

protected, defended, or guarded, it; from the

people [in general]: (Msb:) and, accord. to IB,

**- signifies the same as £- (TA:) or

J'Soli "cs- signifies he made the place to be

what is termed Uss-, (S, Msb, K,) not to be

approached (Msb, K) nor ventured upon, or

attempted: (Msb:) or it signifies, (K) or sig

nifies also, (Msb,) he found it to be what is

termedL- (Msb, K:) orL- "Us"- sig

nifies he made the to be refrained from by

people, and to be achnon ledged as a Uso- : and

ol-o-, he prohibited, or interdicted, it; or he

protected it, defended it, or guarded it, from, or

against, encroachment, invasion, or attach: (AZ:)

accord. to Suh, in the R, "sus-1 is of weak

authority; but both these verbs are chaste. (TA.)

[Hence,] % J.- [He prohibited, or inter

dicted, his back to be used for bearing a rider or

any burden], said of a stallion-camel when he is

termed Al-, q. v. (Fr, S, K.) You say also,

'G' &- £- and £n <- [He protected,

defended, or guarded, him from the thing]. (TA.)

And ****, infn, i.e. and ā- (S.K.)

I protected, defended, or guarded, him. (K.)

One says, us.” &= 'U'iJo: [The biting

she-camel defends her offspring] (S.) And
* - d. 6

4.3/s &% "Uss- [Such a one defended his

honour, or reputation]. (TA.) And25i <!--,

inf. n. #1-, I aided [and defended] the people,

or party (MSb) And Já,31 - (S, Mob,

K) Asia", (S) or 5: ..., (K) infn i:- (S,

Msb) and is:- (S, TA,) [the latter irreg, I

prohibited, or interdicted, the sick man, (K,) or

ordered him to abstain, (PS,) from the food,

(PS,) or from nuhat nould injure him. (K.)

=J.-, said of the day, and of an oven, (S,)

ð - *

and -o-, said of the sun, and of fire, aor. *,

(k) if a 3-65) and 3-(K) and:

[originally &:-l. (Lh, K.) It was, or became,

vehemently hot. (S, K.) And 5'-." &:

inf n. G- and :- The iron nail was, or

became, hot. (K.) And 5-4-31 -es- The

piece of iron was, or became, vehemently hot by

means of fire. (Msb)—U-bs' &:- [lit. The

oven became vehemently hot;] means + the nar,

or fight, became vehement; (S and K in art.

U-123;) and is used as a prov., relating to a

severe case or event. (As, TA in that art.)

Už J.-, inf n. J.- [and app., accord. to

the TA, J.- also], The horse was, or became,

hot, and sneated. (K)--aš —s' <-- [I

was, or became, hot in anger], inf n. J.-- (Lh,

TA.) And was "Us:- [He became hot by

reason of anger]. (A in art. Júl.) And <--

*, accord. to El-Umawee, [+,-] with hemz,

1. rvas, or became, angry with him. (S, TA.)

And £iG- He became vehemently £ngry, or

enraged. (IAth, TA in art. -āji.) And axe ess-,

(S,) or a-2, (K) or both, (TA,) aor. -, (K,)

inf n. *-($, Mgh, Mab, K) and £2, (S,
Mgh,” K,) i. q. Jai [He disdained it; scorned

it; &c.]; (S, Mgh," Msb,” K;) he was ashamed,

and he disdained, or scorned, to do it. (S, TA.)

And wi 43 &- J.-- He was seized, or affected,

thereat, or by reason of that, with disdain, scorn,

or indignation. (TA, from a trad.) And &:

also signifies He refused to bear, endure, or

tolerate, wrongful treatment. (TA.)=See also 4.

3: see 1, in two places.-L: Ji-<!

I exerted myself for my guest [in paying honour

to him, and entertaining him]. (S, K.)

4. Uss-l: see 1, in five places.= Also He

made the sun, and fire, to be vehemently hot;

said of God: (Lh, K:) and in like manner, a

piece of iron; said of a man: (Msb:) [or] he

heated an iron nail, (ISk, K,) and a piece of iron,

(ISk, S,) &c., in the fire: (ISk:) one should not

say "L"- in this sense; (ISk, S, Msb, TA;)

app., in chaste speech; for otherwise one does

say, Júl ->£ J.-, meaning He put the

thing into the fire [and so heated it]. (TA.)

And--> Uss- and * Lss- He kindled

Jire upon the branding-iron [and so heated it].

(Mgh.)—[Hence, Júl U: st-MHe excited

him to ardour for fight]. ($ in art. Jay-; &c.)

5:

6. J: sul-G Men." guarded against, n'ere

cautious of, and kept aloof from, or shunned, or

avoided, him, or it. (S, K.)

8. Us:- He protected, defended, or guarded,

himself, [or he became protected, &c.,] from a

thing. (KL.)-And He (a sick man, K) re

frained, forbore, or abstained, (K, KL) &:

Axial [from food, or the food], (S,) or 5: ū.

[from nhat would injure him]; (TA;) as also

'L-5. (K.) Ú-f occurs at the end of a

verse, preserving the original form, [for alo:-l,]

accord. to a dial, of certain of the Arabs. ($)

=&a= Us:-1: see 1.

see 8.

12. Uses:- It (a thing, such as the night, and

a collection of clouds,) was, or became, black.
d = 0 y

(Lth, K.) [See also the part. n.,25-2, below:

and see the second sentence of the first paragraph

of art. A-.]

ā- The venom, or poison, (Lth, Lh, S, K,)

and hurt, (S,) of a scorpion, (Lth, S,) and of any

thing that stings or bites: (Lth:) originally:

Or J.-: (S:) and IAar mentions i:- [q.v. in

art. Lo-]. (TA)-And The sting of the hornet,

(Lth, K) and of the scorpion, (Lth, IAth,) and

the like, (Lth,) and of the serpent; (K;) because

the venom comes forth from it: (IAth;) so ap

plied by the vulgar (Lth') pl. ---and---

(K.)- Vehemence of cold. (K,”TA.)

& J Ö e. 6 o' --

U-5. &:- See :-, in art. 9-o-.

4, L:- [or all -li q &l, ū q. v. ($gh,

K)=L-l [or (~1] for A.- : see A.-,

in art. Lo

J.- A thing prohibited, or interdicted; (S,

K.) as also '- and "ā.-, (K;) and not to

be approached: (§ :) [and, as an epithet in which

the quality of a subst, is predominant,] a place of

herbage, or pasture, (Lth, Mgh, Msb,” TA, and

Ham p. 539,) and of water, (Ham ibid.,) pro

hibited to the people, [i. e. to the public,] (Lth,

Mgh, and Ham ubi supra,) so that they may not

pasture their beasts in it, (Lth, Mgh,) nor ap

proach it, (Mgh, Msb,) nor venture upon it :

(Msb:) it was a custom of the noble among

the Arabs, in the Time of Ignorance, when he

alighted in a district [that pleased him], among

his kinsfolk, to incite a dog to bark, and to pro

hibit for his own special friends or dependents

the space throughout which the bark of the dog

was heard, so that none else should pasture his

beasts there; while he shared with the people in

the other places of pasture, around it: but the

Prophet forbade this: (Esh-Shāfi'ee, TA:) he

said, “There shall be no except for God and

for his Apostle;” (Esh-Shāfi'ee, S, Mgh, TA;)

meaning, except for the horses employed in war

against the unbelievers and for the camels taken

for the poor-rate: (Esh-Shāfi'ee, Mgh, TA:)

afterwards, the term was applied in a general

sense: (Esh-Shāfi'ee, TA:) the pl. is à-i (S

82 *
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and K in art. 's--) and #-i. (Ham p. 496:)

and the dual is cus- and cl:-; (ISk, S, Msb,

TA,) the latter irreg, (TA) heard by Ks, but

he preferred the former. (S.) You say,# 1:

use- This is a thing prohibited, or interdicted;
* * *

not to be approached. (S.) And J.- 'ye

Herbage, or pasture, that is prohibited, or inter

dicted. (K)=See also £-.

#:- see the next preceding paragraph. =

Also an infin. of£ ū- [q. v.]: (Msb :)

and of Ua' --J) --> [q. v.]. (S, Msb.)=Also

The practising abstinence; (PS in art. Lej!;)

[especially the abstaining from things injurious in

a case of sickness;] the abstaining, or desisting,

from eating. (TA in that art.)

£-: See J.--* £- or & ā- i. q.

3, #33 [May such a person, or thing, be a ran

80%m. for thee!] or & #3s [meaning <--ó, i. e.

mayest thou be ransomed ! or 91%, i.e. may such

a one ransom thee!]. (S, accord. to different

copies.) [And in like manner,] the Arabs said,

"C-", &." 4 [Ransom, or ransoming, be

for thee!] pronouncing the former noun with the

short alif when thus coupling it with J.-l.

(El-Kálee, TA in art. Us.'s.)

&

J.- A sick man prohibited, or interdicted,

from n'hat would injure him, (IAar, K,) of food

and drink. (IAar.)- Protected, defended, or

guarded (S," Mgh, K, TA) from evil, &c. (TA.)

'Ásim Ibn-Thábit El Ansáree was called J.--

ź [The protected by hornets, or by the snarm

of bees], (S, Mgh,) because his corpse was pro

tected from his enemies by large hornets, ($ in

art. "3,) or by a swarm of bees. (Mgh.)=

One who will not bear, endure, or tolerate, wrong

ful treatment. (K.) And Jāśl J.-- A man

who refuses" to submit to wrongful treatment.
9 os

(TA. [See also -āj).])

:- an inf. n. of &:- (S, K: [see &:

* :]) Disdain, scorn, or indignation; and anger;
6 - ~# 6 -d -

syn. A-à-51, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) and 3×4 ; (TA;)

because a means of protection: (Mgh:) care of

what is sacred, or inviolable, or of n!hat one is

bound to respect, or honour, and to defend, and

of religion, to avoid suspicion. (KT.)

U- The vehemence of anger; and the com

mencement [or outburst] thereof: (Ki) spirit,

and anger; as in the saying, (.-. &: <!

[Verily he is vehement in spirit, and in anger].

(TA.)- The assault of wine upon the head; or

its rush into the head: (K:) or the beginning of

its assault upon, or rush into, the head: (S:) and

its force, or vehemence : or its intoxicating ope

ration: or its overpowering influence upon the

head; (K;) or upon the drinker: (Lth, TA:) or

the creeping [of the fumes] of wine [through the

drinker]. (A’Obeyd, TA.) One says, 4-3<

J.' U.-, meaning [The fumes of] the cup of

nine mounted into his head. (TA.) And #:

[originally #3:- signifies The assault, or attack,

of pain. (S, T.A.)-The prime, and sprightli

ness, of youth; (K:) and the flush, or impetu

osity, (#) thereof. (TA) You say, Jas

*::: &:- es' 43 He did that in the flush, or

impetuosity,(3,5-) and sprightliness, of his youth.

(TA)=\,:-" 'Ust- * He is the protector,

defender, or guarder [from encroachment], of

that which he possesses, and of n:hich he has the

superintendence, or management. (S, K.)

Al-[act. part. n. of J.-. And hence,] A

stallion-camel that has prohibited, or interdicted,

his back [to be used for bearing a rider or any

burden]; (% "G-: Fr, S, K;) that is not

ridden, (Fr, S, Mgh,) nor shorn of any of his

fur; (Fr, S;) that is left at liberty, not made

any use of, (K,) nor debarred from pasturage

(Fr, S, Mgh, K) nor from neater: (K:) he is one

that has long continued nith a people : (S:) or

n:hose offspring's offspring has conceived: (Fr,

S, Mgh:) or that has covered a certain number

of times, or ten times: (K:) it is mentioned in the

Kur (v. 102]. ($, Mgh. [See also #--.])–

J-U-" is also an appellation applied to The lion;

and so "J-31; (K;) in the Tekmileh, Lel-Ji

and 'L-3 [app. U-3, as in a copy of the

K]. (TA)- You say also,#~ J."&

[Such a one is the protector, or defender, of that

which, or those whom, it is necessary for him, or

incumbent on him, to protect, or defend]; like

ju-ji J.- [q.v. in art. 2-3]; and U.-l J.--

[explained in the next preceding paragraph]: pl.

jū- and [coll gen, n.] "#2-3 ($) this last

word signifies a company, or party, protecting,

or defending, their companions, (K) or themselves:

(TA:) and also a man who is a protector, or

defender, of his companions (K) in war: (TA:)

or a strenuous protector and defender of a party;

for the 3 is to give intensiveness to the signification:

(Mgh:) and you say,2% *-ūless, mean

ing He is the last ofthose who protect, ordefend, the

party in their going anay (K) and in their state

of defeat. (TA.)= [Hot : or vehemently hot.]

You say # = i.e.-- A piece of iron vehemently

hot by means of fire. (Msb.) And Aşi 33.

is: à-la- The people's cooking-pot is hot, boiling:

meaning +the people are mighty, strong, or in

vincible, and vehemently impetuous in valour.

(TA.)

#- see Al-...-Also A great, or wide, or

great and wide, mass of stone, (#- K accord.

to the TA,) or the stones, (5'--, so in some

copies of the K,) with n'hich a nell is cased: (K:)

pl. 23- (TA:) or the latter signifies the stones

&c. with which a well is cased, to protect its sides

from becoming dirty and disordered: (Ham

p. 62:) or great and heavy stones: and also large

masses of rock which are placed in the last parts

of the casing [of a nell] if it falls out through

age : they dig out hollows, and build them therein,

so that they suffer not the earth to come near to

the casing, but repel it: (ISh:) and all the stones

[of the casing] of a nell, matching one another,

none of them larger than another. (A.A.) -

The circuit of the solid hoof: (Ham p. 62:) or

[the dual] cit:-- signifies the part on the right

and left of the foe of the solid hoof: (AO, S:) or

[the pl.] 23- signifies the right and left edges

of the solid hoofs; (A5, TA;) between them are

[the]*: [or frogs], like hard date-stones: (Aboo

Dávood, TA:) or the right and left sides of the

solid hoof. (K.)- [The pl. also signifies The

sides of a mountain. (Freytag, from the Deewan

of Jereer.)]- Also, the sing., i. q. # [i. e.

Any one of the three stones on nhich the cooking

pot is placed]: (AA, K:) pl. as above. (TA.)

—J:- L* <<- means I went my on n

nay. (Sgh, K.)

cºs &: tà J.- * (S, TA) He is more

resistive than such a one. (TA.)

see Leta-.

Uss-oll:

>;-- Black; applied to such a thing as the

night, and a collection of clouds: or, applied to

the latter, heaped up, and black. (Lth.)

U

1. 3-, aor. 2, inf. n.&- He was, or became,

affected with [a yearning, longing, or desire, or]

an intense emotion of grief or of joy; as also

"3-1 and "J-5. (K.) [See an instance of

its denoting an emotion of joy voce &:-.] You

say, <! 3-, aor. and inf. n. as above, He, or

his soul, yearned tonards, longed for, or desired,

him, or it. (S.) And *:b: & &- He yearned

tonards, longed for, or desired, his home. (TA.)
3 * ~ * - - 3 -

And J59) wej L. dej [She yearns towards

her first, or former, husband]. (TA.) And -e-,

inf n. as above, She (a woman) yearned tonards,

longed for, or desired, her child, or children.

(Msb.) So, too, one says of a she-camel, mean

ing She yearned towards, longed for, or desired,

her home, or her young one; and in like manner,

of a pigeon: but in most instances it means she

(a camel) yearned nith a cry, or uttered a cry

n"hen yearning [or a yearning cry or the cry pro

duced by yearning], towards her young one or her

companions: or she uttered a cry with emotion

after her young one : in its primary sense, she

reiterated her [yearning] cry after her young

one : but when you say, <! J's 3-, you mean

My heart yearned tonards, longed for, or desired,

him, or it, without the uttering of a cry or sound.

(TA.) They said also, -āli &- J:- at: Sj

#25. J.), : J (I will not do it until the

lizard called -3 yearn after the camels return

ing from the water; meaning I will never do

it]: this is only a prov.; for the <--> has no c-,

nor does it ever go to the water. (TA.) [And

** 3-, aor. and inf. n. as above, t The lute

produced plaintive sounds: or excited lively

emotions of sadness, or of mirth: see &:- And

in like manner one says of a musical reed: see
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-:..] And J.5% <- (K) aor. as above,

(S,) and so the inf. n., (TA,) +The bon [tnanged,

or] made a sound (K, TA) when its string had

been pulled and then let go. (S.) And<

&# 15] <+" ! [The brazen basin rang when

it was knocked, or pecked]. (TA.) And<

#Júl [The mast creaked, or made a creaking

sound]. (TA in art -) Andú: ... &:3

+ [An arron of those used in the game called

2: produced a sound: it was not of them]:

a prov., applied to a man who ascribes to himself

a false origin, or who arrogates to himself that to

which he has no relation: by the 2--X5 is meant

one of the arrows of the D-es; for when this

is not of the same substance as the others, and

is made to vibrate, it produces a sound different

from the sounds of the others, and is known

thereby. (TA. [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov.

i. 341.]) And &;" <-- and "---it [The

n-ind made a plaintive, or moaning, or perhaps

a shrill, sound; made a sound like the cº- of

camels: see&:-} both signify the same. (TA.)

(See also 3-, below.]–4, 3-, (S, Msh,

TA,) aor. as above, (S, Msb) inf n. &u= (S,

Mil, K.) and #- (M.B.T.A.) and 3-, (K,'

TA,) He was merciful, compassionate, or pitiful,

tonards him, or it; (S, Msb, K,” TA;) as also

* c -5: ($, K.) he was, or became, favourably

inclined tonards him, or it; (Msb;) and so

W c:-5. (TA:) he nas, or became, affectionate,

or pitiful, or compassionate, tonards him ; (K,”

TA;) as also '3- (IAar, Az, K.) And

us."3 c." * 3: She (a camel, and a ewe or

goat,) became favourably inclined, or compas

sionate, tonards her young one. (Lh,TA.)–

See also 2.--> &- aor. : , means <; (S;)

i.e. He turned anay from me, avoided me, or

shunned me: so that it is anomalous; for by rule

the aor. should be 2; and it is not mentioned

among the exceptions [to the rule applying to

a case of this kind]. (MF, TA.) [But it appears

from what here follows that 3.2 may perhaps

be here meant to be understood in its trans.

sense.]=:-, (K,) [aor. *, as is shown below,]

inf n, 3-, (TA,) signifies $34 and 4-3 [He

turned him, or it, anay, or bach]. (K, T.A.) You

say, 3: L: 3-, inf. n. 3-, Turn thou anay,

or back, from me thy evil, or mischief. (K.) And
• * - d. zo

* J-2 te: :- 3 u. Thou dost not turn anay,

or bach, from me aught of thy evil, or mischief
* * # -

(S.)=[cº-, inf. n. C-, app. He was, or became,

possessed by a demon, or by one of the tribe or

kind or class termed U-M ; and hence, he was,

or became, mad, or insane : for] :- is syn. nith

&: ; (TA as from the K; [but not in the CK

nor in my MS. copy of the K;]) whence&:

applied to a man [as meaning &:-l. (TA.)

2. [2: L* <-, accord. to modern usage,

and perhaps classical also, He, or it, caused him

to be merciful, compassionate, pitiful, or favour

ably inclined, tonards another.]=& -5 J.

--- -- - - -
-

He charged, or made an assault or attack, and

was conardly, and retreated. (K, TA.) – U.

L# 3- He did not turn anay from me; did

not leave, or relinquish, me. (TA) [And '3-,

Or '3-, Seems to have a similar meaning: for]

you say, al- c” 3- 53i A mark that does

not go anay ifrom the skin: or, accord. to Th,

who does not explain it, it is 3-4 (TA)=

5: *:- The tree blossomed, or flonered:

(K:) and in like manner one says of a herb.

(TA.)

4. Jäl J-1 He made the bon to [tnang,

or] give a sound, [by pulling, and then letting

go, the string.] (K.)= And 3-1 He (a man,

TA) did wrong, committed a mistake, or missed

[the object of his aim]. (K.)- See also 2.

5: see 1, in three places.

6 : see 1, first sentence.

10: see 1, in two places =J.&#£

a.k.5 [Longing for his home affected him with in

tense emotion]. (IB, TA)

R. Q. 1. 3-: see 1.

3- A trile of the 3-for genii), (S,R)
that were before Adam; (TA ;) of which are

black dogs: (K:) or the lonest, or meanest, sort

of the 3- (K:) or the weak ones thereof:

(IAar, K.) or the dogs thereof: (Fr, TA:) or

certain creatures betn'een the &= and mankind.

(S, K.) .

6 J - © * * - |- - - -

à-: see Ju-...- It is said in a prov., )

2 : - - - - # 2 6 * > * > d - 2 * -

ā- (-oi J-e āşū 2.33, and "ú--, meaning

[The she-camel will not be withouti likeness [to

her mother]: and one says of a man who resembles

another man, and of any one who resembles his.

22- - - * * ** O. J - © - -

father and his mother, a 2- two U-2 £i A-Axj >)

- - - of

[A female camel of the colour termed a 231 (i. e.

white, or very nºhite, &c.,) will not be nithout

likeness to her mother]. (TA. [See also Freytag's

Arab. Prov. ii. 497.]) - The [grumbling cry

termed] & of a camel. (S, K.) = A man's

wife. (S, K.)=See also what next follows.

:- see &ü- = Also i. q. #- (S, K;)

as also "i:- (K:) so in the phrase, #-4 [In

him is demoniacal possession, or madness, or in

sanity: see 3-1]. ($)

* * *

Jus- Mercy, compassion, or pity : (S, K:)

tenderness of heart; (K;) which is the same;

(TA;) as also *ā-, with kesr; (Kr, TA;) for

which the vulgar say *:: (TA:) and *ā

[in like manner] signifies affection, and com

passion. (Az, TA) ū3. 3- Gu-5, in the Kur

[xix. 14], respecting which 1 Ab is related by

'Ikrimeh to have said, I know not what is &:-",

means And mercy from us. (S, TA.) The Arabs

say,* ū āū- and 45u- [I beg thy mercy,

O my Lord], both signify the same; i. e. *:::

(S:) the lattter is the expression commonly used:

(A’Obeyd, in a marginal note in a copy of the

S:) or [rather] the latter means have mercy on

me time after time, and with mercy after mercy:

(K,”TA:) it is a dualized inf n., of which the
• ow- • d - O -

verb is not expressed; like 4:3 and 3:3: (TA)

or it means [let thy mercy be continuous to me;]

n:henever I receive mercy and good from Thee,

let it not cease, but be conjoined with other mercy

from Thee: (ISd, TA:) the dual form is not

to be understood as restricting the signification to

duality: (Suh, TA:) the word is not used in this

form otherwise than as a prefixed noun: (Sb,

TA:) but sometimes they said du-, in the sing.,

without prefixing it. (ISd, T.A.) They said also,

<--> Aft3-4, meaning [I extol, or celebrate,

or declare, the absolute purity, or perfection, or

glory, of God,] and I beg his mercy; like as they

said, 45.3% & 3'-'. (TA) And #30

as meaning Aft $ú. [I seek the protection, or

preservation, of God]. (K.)– Also i. q. ã,

[Means of subsistence, &c.]: and# [a bless

ing; any good that is bestoned by God; pros

perity, or good fortune; increase; &c.J. (K.)

–A quality inspiring reverence or veneration

or respect or honour: (El-Umawee, K:) gravity,

staidness, or sedateness. (K.) One says, es; U.

üü- & Thou seest him not to possess any quality

inspiring reverence &c. (El-Umawee, TA.)=

Evil, or mischief, long continuing. (K.)

&:- A wind (~9) [that makes a plaintive,

or moaning, or perhaps a shrill, sound;] that

makes a sound like the cº- of camels. (S, K,

TA.)- A woman who marries from a motive of

tenderness, or compassion, for her children, (K,

TA,) when they are young, (TA,) in order that

the husband may maintain them. (K, T.A.)

- &- an inf n. of 1: (S, Msb, K.) A yearning,

longing, or desire; (S, K;) a yearning, or long

ing, of the soul: (S:) or the expression of pain

arising from yearning or longing or desire: (Ham

p. 538.) violence of neeping: and a lively emotion:

or the sound produced by such emotion, proceeding

from grief, or from joy: (K:) or a sound proceed

ing from the bosom on the occasion of neeping:

&- is from the nose: (TA:) or the former is

[a sound] without weeping and without team's :

if with weeping, it is termed C-: (R, TA:)

or the former is a yearning, or longing, or desire,

with affection, or pity, or compassion; as when

one speaks of the cº- of a woman and of a she

camel for her young one: and sometimes this is

accompanied with a sound, or cry; wherefore it

is explained as a sound, or cry, indicating yearn

ing or longing or desire, and affection or pity or

compassion : and sometimes it is confined to the

form; as in the case of the U- [or leaning, or

inclining,] of the trunk of a palm-tree [which

is mentioned in a trad.]: (Er-Răghib:) the co

of the she-camel is her cry in her yearning

tonards her young one: (S:) or her yearning

tonards her young one with a cry, and without

a cry, (Lth,TA;) mostly the former: originally,

her reiterating her [yearning] cry after heryoung

one. (TA.) You say also, cº-* cº- w &#2

J.''' + [A wind that has a plaintice, or moaning,

or perhaps a shrill, sound, like the des of camels].

(S, K.”)- See also #- = :- and & :- 31,

and * :- and 3-1, two names of [The
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months called] J.S. ess- and #51: (K:)

or cº- is a name of Us!.5% us2Co+, like a proper

name; as also Ú:-ji: (M, TA:) or the name

by which the tribe of 'Ad called 3,4-$1 (320.*- :

(Ibn-El-Kelbee, in TA voce: see: :) or,

accord. to Fr and El-Mufaddal, the Arabs used

to call this month "3: (T, TA:) pl. [of

pauc.] #-i and [of mult.] &s: and3%- (K.)

6 o- f'

U:-: see what next precedes.

3- 6 d - -

Us:- -- A dog of the tribe of the de-called

U-Jl. (TA.)

6 * >

see Ju-.

6 * *
-

*- :

&:- One who yearns tonards, longs for, or

desires, a thing, (K) and inclines to it. (TA)

[Hence,] #U- A woman who remembers a

former husband neith yearning (c):=J1) and

grieving, or moaning, (K, TA,) in tenderness for

her children, when they are young, that the hus

band may maintain them; like #üí; or who

yearns tonards her former husband, and inclines

to him : or n:ho yearns tonards her child, or

children, by her husband n:ho has separated from

her : (TA:) or a woman n-ho yearns tonards

her former husband, and grieves for him : or

who marries, having been divorced, and yearns

tonards him who has divorced her. (Harp. 569.)

And + A bon; (K;) [because of the sound

made by the twanging of its string;] accord. to

AHn, as a proper name; but ISd holds it to be,

when thus applied, an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. is predominant: (TA:) or a bow that

[tnangs, or] makes a sound (S,K) when its string

has been pulled and then let go. (S.) And*

&:- ! [A lute that produces plaintive sounds:

or] that excites lively emotions of sadness, or of

mirth. (TA) And 30- A- + Clouds that

have [or produce] a cº- [or moaning sound,

by their thunder heard from a distance,] like

the cº- of camels. (TA.) And &:--- +An

arrow that produces a sound n:hen thou triest

its sonorific quality by turning it round betneen

thy fingers: (AHeyth, K, TA: [in the CK,
f.p...“ d > *

aj,a is erroneously put for# :]) or that pro

duces a sound when it is turned round (#2

[or #1) with the ends of the fingers upon the

thumbs, by reason of the excellence and compact

mess of its wood. (TA. [See : 33, in art.

22.]) And &:- J- ! i. q. J-49 [A hurrying,

or hard, journey in which the camels are watered

only on the first and fifth days: (in the CK and

a MS. copy of the K, erroneously, J:0 :)] (K,

TA) i. e. (A5, TA) in which there is a cº- [or

yearning of the camels] by reason of its quickness;

(A5, K, TA;) or in which the camels yearn

[tonards their accustomed places] (3-5) by

reason of fatigue. (A, TA.) And &:- &”

! A conspicuous road, (S, K, TA) in which the

old camel becomes joyous (3-4, i. e. *—#):

or, accord. to the A, a road in which there is

[heard] a cº- [or yearning cry] of the camels;

like X: &xi; meaning a road in which is

[heard] a -* [or chiding] of camels. (TA.)

—one who shows favour, or presents a favour

able aspect, to him who turns from him, or shuns

him. (K.)– Merciful, or having mercy. (S.)

[Hence,] &:-" a name of God; (K;) meaning

The Merciful (Aboo-Is-hák, Az, IAth, K) to his

servants. (IAth, TA.)

&:- i. q. £- [Larsonia inermis, or Egyptian

privet, mentioned in art. u-]; (Ki) a dial var.

of the latter: (Fr, Th, TA:) and &:- is said to

be a pl.; (TA in the present art.;) i. e. of U-,

anomalously; or a dial. var. thereof. (TA in art.

-) [See also what next follows.]

&:- i. q. #3 [The floner of the £-]: Or

the flower of any tree (K) and plant: n. un, with

3. (TA.) [See also what next precedes.]

6 w w s -

U-- and &:-" : See Ú-e-.

3 -

d'a- Yearning, longing, or desiring : (S:) or

being affected nith an intense emotion of grief or

of joy. (K.)- [Hence, the fem.] #t= signifies

A she-camel; [because of her yearning towards
• *d a

her young one;] (S. K.) as also '3-#4, (as

in some copies of the S,) or "3-4, (as in other

copies of the S and in the K,) [both of which may

be correct, as&- is both trans. and intrans.:]
* - d. J.

or U-2 signifies one who is affected with in

tense emotion by longing for his home (L4-ill
- - - * c < * * * * ore -

** Us! J3-I, a--). (IB, T.A.) One says,

65- - - 63 - " - -

ăji S2 a5u- a) L. He has not a she-camel nor a

sheep, or goat. (S, T.A.) [See also Jil AZ

mentions the saying,5- S; #1-4 Us, as mean

ing He has not camels that yearn [towards their
w -

young ones] (U-3) nor such as carry goods,

or furniture and utensils, and wheat, or food.

(TA.)

&:- applied to a man, (S,) i. q. &:

[properly Possessed by a J-5 and hence, mad,

> © . o -

or insane]: (S, K: [see 3-1) or i, q. 82."

[as meaning affected with epilepsy]: (K:) or

one who is affected with epilepsy(#) and then

revives for a time. (AA, TA.)
3 - * * s

See&
3 * ~ * *

U-2, or J.--> :

t

1. t-, aor. *, It (a place) became green, and

tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and dense, in
- * - of- -

its herbage, or plants. (K.)=\A.A. -u- see

2.-ul-Helay with her (K.)

2. t-, inf n.£5 and #3 He dyed (AZ,

S, K) his head, (AZ, TA) or his beard, (S,) with

£-: (AZ, S, K.) and ū34 -u- She (a wo
- - of- -

man) dyed her hand therenith; as also "w.jus-,

aor. *. (Msb.)

5. t-3 It (his head, or his beard) was dyed

with - (AHn, K.)

£- [A certain plant] nell known; (§, K;)

[the Lawsonia inermis, or Egyptian privetil

used for dyeing the extremities [i. e. the hands and

feet and head] : (TA:) [in the present day, the

plant itself is called £-" 3-3, (vulgo U-23)

and its leaves, used for dyeing the hands &c., are

called G- :] accord. to some, it is the pl. of:- ;

[or rather a coll. gen. n., of which s:- is the

n. un.;] but it is generally asserted that 5.0

is a more special word than A-, [as in the S and

Msb,] and not the sing of the latter: (TA:) pl.
6-o J. *

&u= (K) &
of U-; or a dial. var. of the latter, and not a pl.:

(TA) and 3:- is a dial. var. off - (Fr, Th,

TA in art. Ú-.)

~ is said to be an anomalous pl.

&:- A seller of£- pl. &:- (K.)

&l-*: Very green ; intensely green. (K,

TA.)

*-a

* - -

1. --~~ : see the next paragraph.

2, 4:- inf n :-5, I (old age, TA) bent

him donn. (K,”TA.) [See its quasi-pass., 5.]

—- -- He built firmly a structure of the

inacalled& and made it curved. (K.)

--->
• - J.

one in any of the following senses, is --~~,] also

signifies A bending, or curving, and tension [of

the sinen’s] (2525), of the backbone (--).2) and

fore legs of a horse : (As, S:) or a convexity in

the shank (-5.5%) of each of the fore legs of a

horse, (K,” TA,) not being a great curvature,

(TA,) and in the backbone (~1%) : (K:) jt is s

quality indicative of strength: (Az, TA:) --~5

(with 2-) is [the same] in the hind legs: (As, S,

K:) or it [i. e. -->5 as indicated in the K and

[as an inf. n. of which the verb, if it have

© w -

by an explanation of---, but the same expla
6 * > / - - -

nation is also given to --~~~,] is nidth in the

space betneen the hind legs, without what is termed
q)

- - [i. e. straddling], or *- [i. e. the having

the fore parts of the feet near together and the

heels distant, or having the legs wide apart (like

: *5), or having the thighs or the middles of the

legs wide apart]; (so accord. to different copies

of the K;) which is a quality approved: (TA:) .

or a curving in the Jút- [here app, meaning the
6 * ~ *

-->]:

as also J.-- [an inf n. of which the verb, if it

have one, is app. "-:- : (K:) or a curving of

hind legs, or rather the hind shanks; see

the ribs. (TA.) [See +5: and see also

---.]

5. --> He (a man, S) nas, or became,

crooked, curved, or bent. (S, K.)-[And hence,]

*--> ! He was, or became, affected with

compassion for him. (K, T.A.)

à:

<- An old man bent (K, TA) nith age.

(TA.)- A horse characterized by what is termed

see what follows.
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-->- U"-A-a

-** (K:) [see 2:]) accord. to A’Obeyd,

nide in the space betnceen the hind legs, nithout

: **, or : -*. (so accord. to different copies of

the S: [see these terms explained above, conj. 2:])

an epithet of commendation: (S:) accord. to

ISh, having curved bones: the mare, he says, is

termed *:::: and this latter, accord. to As, is

an epithet applied to a mare curved in the cliu.

[or shanks] of the fore legs: or, accord. to IAar,

in [the shanks of] the hind legs: or, as he says

in another place, curved in the GU. [here app.

meaning the hind shank]. (TA.) [See also
6 J - d.

--~~~..]

J.--

J.-, [mentioned in the S and Msb in art.

U-,] applied to a man, (S, Msb,) Short : (S,

Msb, K:) and, (K,) as some say, (Msb,) large in

the belly, (Az, ISd, Msb, K.) and short: (Az,

ISd, Msb:) and [in the CK “or”].fleshy; (ISd,

K.) as also 'Ju- (K)=A fur-garment:

(Az, S, K:) or an old and worn-out fur-garment.

(ISd, K.)-An old and worn-out boot. (ISd,

k)=The sea; as also "il- (ISd, K.)

J:- see above.-Also, (T, O, TA,) and

*ājū-, (T, O, K,) [but the latter has a more

intensive signification,] Loquacious;

talher. (T, O, K.)

a great

* * > 0 a • 0 - 6 - d.

aJu-: see U-- =and see also UV--.

*~~

J - : * *

+ and Lj95u-: see arts. C3- and >.

Lo

6 - d >

Lo:-- A green 5- [or jar], (S, K,) to which

some add, inclining to redness: (TA ) or wine

jars, (A’Obeyd, Nh,) glazed, or varnished, green,

(Nh,) which used to be carried to El-Medeeneh,

neith nine in them : (A’Obeyd, Nh:) the use of

which, for preparing 3: therein, is forbidden in

a trad., because it quickly became potent in them,

by reason of the glazing, or varnish; or, as some

say, because they used to be made of clay kneaded

with blood and hair; but the former is the right

reason: afterwards applied to any jars, or pot

tery: (Nh:) thus some explain it as a sing.;

(MF) and the pl. is :- (Az, TA:) others,

as a pl. [or coll. gen, nj, of which the sing. [or

n. un.] is with 3: (MF:) some say that the U is

augmentative: so says the author of the Msb:

others, that it is radical. (TA) [See art. ...-.]

- Black clouds; (AZ, K ;) as also [the pl.]

30- (Az, S, K:) because, with the Arabs,

#3:1 is ..[used for] #: (S: [see 3:1; and

see also -o-- in art. Lo-:]) or as being likened

to Ju- (meaning jars) filled [with water]: (Az,

TA:) n. un, with 3. (K.) - The colocynth

plant; (K, TA;) because of its intense greenness:

n. un, with 3. (TA.)

& •

1. *: J &-, (S, A, Mab, K,') aor. 3,

(Msb, K.) inf n. 3.- (S, A, Msb, K") and
6 - - -

---, (TA,) He violated, or broke, or failed of

performing, his oath : (A, Msb, K, TA:) he was

untrue in his oath : (S, TA:) he committed a

sin, or crime, in his oath. (TA.) Also He re

tracted, or revoked, his oath. (TA.) -And the

verb alone, He said what n'as not true. (Khālid

Ibn-Jembeh, T.A.)- He inclined from what nas

false to what was true: or from what was true

to what was false. (K.) – [And app. t. He

committed a sin, or crime : a meaning which
6 o

seems to be indicated in the K: see -e-, below.]

2. 4.- He pronounced him(**) a violator,

or non-performer, of his oath: (Msb:) [a verb
- - * -: *: " :

similar to a.o.51 and aā-5 &c.]

4 +1 (S.K) - U (S) I made him to

violate, or break, or jail of performing, his oath.

(S. K.")—cº; ---, &% <--| Such a one

assented not, or consented not, to the conjurement

of such a one; contr. of ji. (T and TA in

art. 24.)

5. -->5 + He put anay, or cast anay, from

himself <--", i.e. sin, or crime : (ISd, Tow

sheeh, TA :) it is said that there are only six

verbs of the measure of this signifying the putting

away, or casting away, from oneself a thing, [i. e.

the thing denoted by the root,] which are <--

and -ji: and ~5-5 and &- and J-s-s and

•: : (TA:) + he did a nork whereby to escape

from sin, or crime : (IAar, Msb:) the applied

himself to acts, or exercises, of devotion; (S, A,

Msb, K;) accord. to Ez-Zuhree and the K,

during numerous nights; but it has been shown

by the Expositors of El-Bukháree, and others,

that this addition is taken from words following

the verb in the explanation of a trad., and has

nothing to do with the meaning of the verb itself:

(MF, TA:) the relinquished [the norship of]

idols; (S, K;) like -:-5 ($ ;) and it may be

that the + in this verb is interchangeable with

-š, (A,) or a substitute for -5. (TA.) You say

also, liás &: <--5 He abstained from such

a thing as a sin, or crime; syn. -jū, (S, A, K,)

and G-5. (A.) And Jail. --> t He sought

to bring himself near unto God, or to advance

himself in God's favour, by norks [of devotion

&c.]. (TA.)

&:- The violation, or failure of performance,

of an oath: (S, A, K, TA:) [an inf. n. used as

a simple subst.:] pl. +i, as in the saying,

5:= &u= * [He is accountable for, or

chargeable with, many violations, or failures of

performance, of oaths]. (T.A.) - 1 A sin, a

crime, an offence, or an act of disobedience. (S,

A, Msb, K.) So in the saying [in the Kur

lvi. 45], * > Lis 3,324 bits,

t[And they persisted in great sin]; (A;) mean

ing belief in a plurality of gods. (Bd, Jel.) And

hence, (Bd in lvi. 45,) <--" & ! He (a boy)

attained to the age when he was punishable for

sin: (A," Bd .) or attained to [the age when he

became punishable for] disobedience and [renard

able for] obedience : (S:) or attained to the age

when the pen [of the recording angels] began to

register his acts of obedience and of disobedience:

attained to the age of puberty: attained to ?7tan

hood. (TA.) [Hence also,] <--" 39;i + The

children of adultery or fornication : occurring

in a trad., accord. to one reading: accord. to

another reading,-: 395). (L.)

<-- Violating, or failing to perform, his

oath; or a violator, or non-performer, of his

oath. (Msb.)

<-- see &l=4.

<-- A thing respecting n:hich people differ,

and which admits of its being regarded in two

different ways; as also -i-. (L.) [So called

because it may make one to be untrue in an

oath.]

<---, accord. to some, having no sing.;

but accord to others, its sing is "--, and

this is app. the truth, and is agreeable with analogy;

(MF;) Places [i.e. occasions] of falling into the

violation of an oath or oaths, or t into sin Or

* ; expl. by --> &#12- (TA) and &ls

-' (K)

Je

J.e. e o e

*-i-, here mentioned in the K: see art.

>>, in which I have mentioned it as Q. Q.,

like the two words here following, which are

mentioned in the latter art, in the S and K &c.

6.e. e. d -

3)-- :

6 y o a | See art. 2'-a-.

22*-*- :

J-A->

6 * > / 6 y o y

2- and 25- &c.; see art. J-A-.

U--->

* - d. •

Q. 1. U.N.-: see what next follows.

Q. 2. J.:- It (the night) was, or became,

dark : (K:) or intensely dark; (TA;) as also

"J-3:- (Ham p. 140.)—And He (a man)

fell don'n; and was neak : (Sgh, K:) men

tioned by Sgh in art. U--A-. (TA.)

J.-- Darkness: (K:) or intense darkness:

(Ham p. 140.) pl. J-20- (K.) You say,5

J: U-2'- U. [They journeyed in the darkness,

or intense darkness, of the night]: and U-20- es'

- 3 - - -

Alaji [in the darkness, or intense darkness, of the

nights called Aiul, q.v.]. (A, in art. U--.)

Z derives it from J-3- meaning -ālā- Xi.
*

(TA. [See art. U--.])- Also, as an epithet

applied to night, (§, K.) Dark: (K:) or in

tensely dark; ($;) and so "J-2-3. (Ham

p. 140.) You say U.:- J: and i:- āj.

(TA.)- [Hence,] J.--" Three nights (K,

TA) of the lunar month, (TA,) next after the
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As [q.v.]. (K) •- [Hence also,] J.-- £,
• J - d. * *

a phrase like •ul- 32-) [Intensely black]. (L.)

* & P

Je:- a term applied by the people of the

East to Dirhems cut in pieces; which pieces they

use for change, and in almsgiving: so explained

by Esh-Shereeshee. (Harp. 81.)

* o • y s d

U--A->-o: see U-->>.

J.

22. J & J.

435.3-> : 6 * > *

6 - d. see A5-Ma-, in art. J-A-.

aă2.A.- :
- -

6 - d -

3,53:-, (S, K, &c.,) mentioned by J and $gh

in art. G-A-; but IB says that it belongs to the

present art., the d being a radical letter; and

thus Sb mentions it as an epithet, in a sense ex

plained below; (TA) and 3,5:- (Sh, K)

and &#:- (TA) and 7L#~~ (K,) allowed

by Sh, but disallowed by J. (TA) and "L:

and 'L',5'-and'Ujśa:-(K) and 'L',5'

(TA;) [The herb lotus, melilot, sneet trefoil, or

bird's-foot-trefoil; so in the present day;] a

certain plant; (S;) a certain herb, or legumi

nous plant, (K,) resembling fresh, or green, 3.3

[q.v.]; (TA;) i. q. &# : (S, K:) a Nabathaean

name, arabicized. (S.)=Also the first, A tall man,

incompact, or incongruous, in make, (Ibn-Es-Ser

rāj, K,) like him who isco- [or insane]; (Ibn

Es-Serráj, TA;) or, as some say, like the3- [or

foolish, or stupid, &c.] : (TA:) or it signifies

also i. q. 3-i. (K.) And One who turns about

the eyes; or who does so much, or frequently.

(AO, Az, K.) [But in this sense it belongs to

art. J.-.]

J',5'- and J#~~ &c.; see the paragraph

immediately preceding.

J.--

1. 3-, aor.-, inf n. *- (S. L. K.,&c.) and

Su-5, [which latter is an intensive form,] He

roasted a kid, &c. : (M, L:) or he roasted flesh

meat with heated stones, (T, A, L,) [in a hole dug

in the ground. (see 3-)] in order to cook it

thoroughly: (A:) or he roasted a sheep or goat,

and put upon it heated stones to cook it thoroughly:

(S, L, K:) or he roasted flesh-meat by covering

it over in fire, or burying it therein: (AZ, L:)

or he roasted it so that it dripped: (M:) or he

roasted it nithout overdoing it [so that the mois

ture dripped from it]: or he scalded a kid &c.,

so as to remove its hair. (L.) [See also 34-3

and see 4.]—C-: £-, (A, L., K.) aor. = ,

inf. n. £-, (L,) t The sun burned him, (A, L,

K.) namely, a traveller, and pained his brain.

(K.)-->'' 3-, (S, A, L., K.) aor. - , (§, L,

K.) inf n. 3.- (S, L) and Su-, (A, L.) : He

urged on the horse, (A, K,) and made him to run

a heat or two heats, (S, L, K,) and then thren,

upon him coverings, (S, A, L, K,) one above

another, (L) to the number of five or sir, (T, L,)

in the sun, ($, K.) in order that he might sneat,

(T, S, A, L, K,) to reduce his fat, and prevent

his breathing hard. (T, L.) To a horse to which

this is done you apply the epithets ":- and

"3,4-. (S, A, L., K.) If the horse do notsweat,

you say of him, (*. (§, L.)—4 :- see 4.

4. J.-1 He cooked flesh-meat thoroughly. (L.)

- [See also 1]– Also, inf. n. Su-l, ! He put

much mixture [of water] into the beverage or

nine (~%). or, as some say, the contr., i. e.

he put little thereof. (k: TA :) accord. to Fr,

(L) i. q. 5:1 and J-à-1 : (T, L. :) A Heyth

disallows its being syn. with these two verbs:

(L.) but in the M it is said that a "3-, aor =,

means the made the neater for him little, and

the beverage, or wine, much ; as also U-à-l:

(L,TA :) accord. to Fr, £6 <: $! Ineans

J-4, i.e. + [nhen thou givest to drink,] make

the water little, and the +: much ; (T, L, TA;)

ow •

or this phrase means '94 &e, i. e. pour into

thy beverage, or wine, a little water: (§, L:) in

• * * *

the A it is said that 4 £5 4: $l Ineans

! [when thou givest him to drink,] give him to

drink pure [wine] that shall burn his inside.

(TA.)

10. J.-:...! ! He lay upon his side in the sun,

(K, TA) and thren clothes over him there, (TA,)

in order that he might sneat. (K, T.A.) You

say, U-: es' &: ! I endeavoured to

make myself sneat by throning clothes over me

in the sun. (A.)

6 d > * ... • •

J.-: see j:-.= Also t The intenseness, or

violence, and burning, of heat. (S, L.)

#3: + Intense, or violent, heat. (K.)

£- +A man (TA) that sneats much. (K,

TA.)

su-, like Alaj, [a proper name, indecl., with

kesr for its termination,] + The sun. (K.)

$u- + Heat: so in the phrase ":- ju

+ Burning heat. (L.)

3. Roasted flesh-meat; as also "3,4- and

W£-, which last is an inf. n. used as an epithet:

(L.) or roasted with heated stones, (T, A, L.) in

order to be cooked thoroughly: (A:) or a sheep

or goat roasted, and having heated stones put

upon it to cook it thoroughly; (S, L, K;) as

also w$,...; (TA;) which Ibn-'Arafeh explains

as meaning roasted by means of heated stones put

upon it, so thoroughly as to fall off from the

bones: or 32-, he says, signifies roasted by

means of hot stones so as to drip (L.) or hot,

roasted, flesh-meat, of which the moisture drips:

(Sh, L, K:") this is said by Az to be the best

explanation that has been given of it: (TA :) or

roasted flesh-meat not overdone: (L:) or roasted

by being buried in the fire: (AZ, L ) or [roasted

flesh-meat] for which one has dug a hole in the

ground in which it is then covered over [nith

fire or heated stones], agreeably with a well

known practice of the Arabs of the desert: (Fr,

L:) or roasted in a hole dug in the ground,

heated stones being put upon it. (Har P. 20.)

[See also J*...]—see also 1.- Also theated

water: (K:) or hot water. (Sh, T, L.)– f A

kind of oil. (K.)- + A perfumed preparation

of&: [or marsh-mallon's] and the like, for

nashing the head. (K,"TA.)

* ~ * J.

J-a-0 *% + Beverage, or nine, mixed neith

much nater. (IAar, T.A.) [But see 4.]

* ~ * 6 *

J.- : see 5U-.

6. / Q. -- * • -

52:-2 : see j-, in two places: - and see

also 1.

-)-->

* An ass of middling make (Gi- 3.x:ii).

(K.)- Also Short and strong: or broad: (K :)

or short and broad; applied to a man: (Th,TA:)

and thick, coarse, rude, or bulky, (K, TA,) and

short. (TA) [See-j-, in two places.]—The

cock. (K)—Also, and " ": A Jock of

[the kind of birds called] ūj : (K:) or the male

of the Ulaş. (T.A.) [See -l)-- in art. Pj-.]

And both these words, The carrot of the land

(#13- [see -\} - in art. -j-]): (K:) n. un.

ofthe former with 5: that of the latter is not known

to have been in use. (TA.)- This is [said to be]

the proper place of these two words; [the d being

regarded as a radical letter;] (K, TA;) not art.

-j- (T.A.)

s J & J.

-55-; see above: and see also art. Pj-.

* *

1. J:- (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. - , (Msb, K.)

He hunted, sought to catch or capture, or caught

or captured, (S, A, Msb, K,) such animals as are

hunted &c., (S, Msb, K,) or such as are termed

Jiu-i, pl. of Ji-; (A) as also "J-l. (TA)
* *

–42-) 4:- The serpent bit him. (A, TA.)

4: see above.

J- Anything that is hunted, or caught or

captured, of birds or flying things, and of [or,

accord. to the CK, this word “of” should be

omitted here, as well as where it next occurs,)

what are termed >1% [venomous or noxious

reptiles or the like, such as scorpions and serpents],

(S, A, Mgh," Msb, K.) and of what are termed

J-59 &#-, (K,) such as the hedgehog, and the

[izards of the kinds called] - and J3, and

the [rat called] 3,4- and the common rat or

mouse, and the serpent : (TA:) or any animal

whose head resembles that of the serpent, (Lth,

Mgh, Msb,"K) of chameleons and of [the lizards

called J3: 23- and the like: (Lih, Mgh,"

Msb:*) or any creeping thing, of beasts and of

birds or flying things: (Kr, TA:”) and the ser

pent: (S, Kr, A, Mgh, K:) or the viper: (S:)

Or a kind of white and thick serpent, like the

&#, or larger; or the black hind thereof:

(TA:) or a serpent that blons, but does not hurt :

(Ham p. 626:) and the common fly: (Ibn

'Abbād, A, Sgh, K) pl. Ju-i(S, A, Mgh, K)

and &#~. (A, TA)
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L#2:- Stung, or bitten, by what is termed

J:- (IAar, K.)

las

1. *-, (K) aor. *, (TK) inf n. *, *, It

(seed-produce) attained to the time for its being

reaped; as also "la-l. (K.)- It (a tree of

the kind called <-2) became mature, and its

leaves became n'hite as also "la-l: (S:) or it

became nhite and mature, (K, TA) and there

came forth upon it a dust-coloured fruit, and what

resembled pieces of glue appeared upon its tops;

(TA;) as also las-, aor. *; (K, TA;) and

*k-1 (TA:) [the last, though omitted in the

K, seems to be the most common:] or its colour

became white inclining to yellonness, and its

odour sneet ; (IAth:) Az relates, on the authority

of IAar, that one says, &# J% and "la-l;

like£ -ad-: and one says, of the <-2,

when it first breaks out for its leaves to come

forth, J# : and when it has increased little

by little,& 35; and when its greenness has

increased, J#: and when it has become white

and mature, is:- (TA:) or "la-' is said of a

tree, and of a herb, meaning its fruit became

mature; and so * -, inf. n. *::- (AHn.)–

It (leather) became red. (S, K.) [The inf. n. of

the verb in this sense is not mentioned.]=See

also 2.

2. al-, inf n. 1:5 (S.T.A.) in the K,

** -, aor. *; which is a mistake; (TA;) He

prepared him (a dead person [i. e. for burial])

[and also it (grave-clothing)] with **- [q.v.]:

(S, K.) as also "Ala-l. (K.) And [hence,

*::::: [lit. He was prepared for burial with

**-, is used to signify] he died. (K.)
* - - of

4,1-1: see 1, in five places.= alasa-l: and

i: i: see 2. —The former also signifies He, or

it, made him, or it, to bleed: made him, or it, to

be bloody; or smeared, befouled, or defiled, him,

or it, with blood: it (blood) befouled, or defiled,

him, or it. (IAar.)

- - -

5. ix–3 He (a dead person) was, or became,

prepared [for burial] with les:-. (K.)– Also,

or **-u la-3, (S.) He (a man) made use of

les--for himself, in his clothing : (S,”TA:) so

in a trad.: meaning, on his going forth to battle;

as though desiring thereby to prepare himself for

death, and to induce himself to endure the fight

with patience. (TA.)

10. Ja…a…! [lit. He desired to be prepared for

burial nith *s-, and hence meaning] he (a

man, Fr) emboldened himself, or became em

boldened, to encounter death, holding his life in

light estimation. (Fr, K.)

ää- Wheat; and the grain of wheat; syn.

3, - • -

> (S, Msb, K) and &: and Xtas; (Mab3) of

the first three of which words, # is the most

chaste; ($ in art. ";) the nell-known grain

called X: (TA:) chened, and applied as a poul

tice, it is good for the bite of a dog: (K:) or,

Bk. I.

correctly, what is chened thereof disperses hu

mours; but for the bite of a dog, it is coarsely

pounded, and put upon the bite; as is said by the

author of the “Minháj:” and one of its well

known properties is this; that when it is put upon

a piece of heated iron, and pondered, and ring

7:07"ms (G's) are smeared nith the moisture

thereof, it removes them: (TA:) pl. late-.
(S, K.) •

3 * -

Uslar– An eater of much al:- [or wheat], in

order that he may grow fat. (K.)- Accord. to

Aboo-Nasr and Aboo-Sa’eed, (TA,) Inflated, or

snollen; syn.#. (K, T.A.)

*u- see what next follows.

*::= (S. IAth, Mab, K) and 'tū- (IAth,

Msb, K) [Perfume such as is termed] 5.25 : (S:)

or odoriferous substances (IAth, Msb, K) of any

hind (K) that are mixed (IAth, Msb, K)for a

corpse, (Msb, K.) in particular, (Mgb,) or for

grave-clothes and for the bodies of the dead, con

sisting of 5:25, or musk, or ambergris, or cam

phor, or other substance, namely, Indian cane,

or sandal-wood, bruised: derived from £- said

of the <-2, signifying that its colour became

white inclining to yellowness, and its odour

sweet: (IAth:) the term losis- is applied to

anything with n'hich a corpse is perfumed, con

sisting of mush and #95 and sandal-nood and

ambergris and camphor, and other things that

are sprinkled upon it for the purpose ofperfuming

it and drying up its moisture. (Msb.)

ibu-The trade of the bi-fa v.] (S,R)

£- A seller of al:- [or n:heat]; (S, Mgh,

Msb, K;) as also":- (K) a rel, n, from the

former. (Msb.) [The pl.] &*:- is explained

by the lawyers as signifying Persons who trans

port wheat (al:-) from the ship to the houses.

(Mgh in art. Ja...)

3 - a - •

Lleu-: see the next preceding paragraph.

*A-4 possessor of al:- [or n heat]: (K:)

or one who possesses much thereof. (Sgh, K.)

[A possessive epithet, like &S and 20.] And
c”last- >25 A people whose seed-produce has

attained to the time for its being reaped : [in this

sense also] a possessive epithet. (TA.)- Also,

[act. part. n. ofa-, or,] accord. to Sh and ISd,

an act. part. n. of*-i, as applied to the <-2,

contr. to analogy, meaning [Mature and] having

its leaves become white; as also '.' ... (TA:)

and, applied to a tree, and a herb, having its fruit

mature. (AHn.) Also, accord. to Sh, i. q.

J% in the phrase &##" *u- [app, meaning

What is putting forth its leaves, of trees of the

kind called Jaé]; but accord, to Ibn 'Abbād

and the K, the fruit of the hind of tree called
* *

Usas. (TA) - Also Red leather. (§, TA.)

And#:3: Intensely red: (IF, K:) because

wheat (i-1) is called #:-l. (IF)

b: See*.

}lá:

Q. 1. #: <āk- The tree became bitter

in its fruit [like the Jai-]. (AHei, TA)

Ji:- [The colocynth; cucumis colocynthis;]

a certain bitter plant; (Msb;) [and its fruit;]

nell known; (K;) i. q. &#: (S:) n. un, with 3:

(S, Msb, K:*) [accord. to Freytag (who refers to

Avic. p. 175, and Sprengel. hist. rei herb. vol. i.

p.269,) applied also to the momordica elaterium,

or cucumis prophetarum :] there is a male species,

and a female; the former fibrous; the latter soft,

or easily broken, white, and easy to sn'allon :

(TA:) the choice sort of it is the yellon; (K;)

or, accord. to the “Kánoon” of the Ra-ees [Ibn

Seena, from which the description of its properties

and uses, in the K and TA, is, with some slight

variations, taken], the white, very white, and

soft ; for the black and the hard are bad, and it

is not plucked until it becomes yellon, and the

greenness has completely gone from it ; (TA:)

its pulp attenuates the thick phlegmatic humour

that flon's upon the joints (K, TA) and tendons,

(TA,) when snallowed (K, TA) in the dose of

of twelve keeráts, (TA,) or used in the manner of

a clyster: it is beneficial for melancholy, and

epilepsy, and the [sort of doting termed] U-5-3.

and alopecia (~1: 43), and elephantiasis

(Pl.:"), (K, TA,) and [the disease of the tumid

leg, termed] J-all 33 ; for these three used by

rubbing; and for the cold Ji. [i.e. arthritis,

or gout], (TA) and for the bite of vipers, and the

sting of scorpions, especially its root; (K, TA;)

for this last being the most beneficial of medi

cines; a drachm of its root, administered to an

Arab stung by a scorpion in four places, being

said to have cured him on the spot: that which is

plucked green relaxes [the bonels] excessively, and

produces eccessive vomiting: so in the “Kánoon:”

(TA:) it is also beneficial for the tooth-ache, by

fumigating with its seeds; and for killing fleas,

by sprinkling what is cooked thereof; and for the

sciatica, by rubbing nith what is green thereof:

(K, TA:) its root is cooked with vinegar, and

one rinses the mouth nith it for the tooth-ache;

and the vinegar is cooked in it in hot ashes: when

cooked in olive-oil, that oil, being dropped [into

the ear-hole], is beneficial for ringing in the ears:

it is beneficial also for the moist and flatulent

colic: and sometimes it attenuates the blood: ad

ministered as a suppository in the vagina, it kills

the faetus: (TA:) n'hen the plant bears a single

fruit, this is very deadly. (K, TA.) [See also

---.] Accord. to [many of] the leading autho

rities among the Arabs, (TA,) the c, in this

word is augmentative; (Msb, TA;) because of

their saying, *" Ji-, meaning “the camel

became sick from eating . £-;” and J and Sgh

[and Fei and others] have mentioned it in art.

Ula-; but ISd says that this is not an evidence

of its being radically triliteral; and that Jia- is

83
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like #3 (as an epithet applied to a woman)

from J-44), which must be acknowledged to

be radically quadriliteral. (TA.)

- -

1. -i-, aor. 3, (K) infn. -i-, (TK.) He

or it, inclined, or declined. (K, T.A.) You say,

<! --- (TA) and <''<-5 (K) He inclined

to it. (K,TA.) And 4: -i- and * *-ā

He declined from it... (TA)= -i-, aor,3,

(Msb, K,) inf. n. Já-; (Msb;) and -ā-e-,

aor. 2; (K;) He had that kind of distortion
6 * *

n:hich is termed -ā-a- as explained belon".

(Mgb, K.)

2, #-, (K) or 4-, -ā- ($) inf n.
-ā-5, (K.) He rendered him, (K) or his leg,

- • 0 #

or foot, (S,) -ā-l. (S, K.)

5. -a-, see 1, in two places, -[Hence,]

He did according to the as:-; (§, K.) i. e. the

lan of Abraham, which is the religion of El

Islám : (TA:) or he became circumcised: or he

turned anay from the norship of idols; (S, K;)

and became, or made himself, a servant of God;

or applied, or devoted, himself to religious ser

vices or exercises. (S.) [See <-5.]

-i-, originally, A natural wryness: and par

ticularly an inversion of the foot, so that the

upper side becomes the loner: so says IDrd;

(Mgh;) or a crookedness in the leg, or foot;

(S, O, K;) i.e., (S, O, but in the K “or”) a

turning of one of the great toes tonards the

other: (S, O, K:) or [a distortion that causes]

one's walking on the outer part of the foot, on the

side in n:hich is the little toe: (K: [and so accord.

to an explanation of *-: by IAar cited in the

S:]) or an inclining [app. innards] in the fore

part of the foot. (Lth, K.)- Accord. to Ibn

’Arafeh and the K, it signifies also A right state

or condition or tendency; and accord. to the

former, the epithet *-i- is applied to him who

has a wry leg, or foot, only by way of presaging

a right state: but Er-Răghib explains -ā- better,

as signifying an inclining, from error, to a right

state or tendency. (TA.)

6 * * *

ā-ā- The persons called in relation to the

Imán Aboo-Haneefeh [because they hold his

tenets]; as also * -iù.i. (TA.) 3- [is its

n. un. : and] signifies [also] one who is of the

religion of Abraham. (Mgh. [See also -i-])

*A sta- [by which is here meant a vessel

Twith a tap, for the purpose of ablution, such as

is often used in a private house; and a fountain,

i.e. a tank with taps, for the same purpose, in a

mosque; because persons of the persuasion of

Aboo-Haneefeh must perform the ablution pre

paratory to prayer with running water, or from

a tank or the like at least ten cubits in breadth

and the same in depth;] but this application is

post-classical. (TA.)= i:- -*, (L, K,”

TA) Or ":- (so accord. to the CK,) or

ā-ā-, (so in a MS. copy of the K,) Certain

snoords, so called in relation to El-Ahnaf Ibn

Keys; because he was the first who ordered to

63 - d #

make them: by rule it should be ācā-l. (Lth,

L., K.)

--- Inclining to a right state or tendency:

(Er-Raghib, TA:) or right, or having a right

state or tendency; (Akh, S, TA;) thus applied

| in like manner as# is applied to a crow: (S:)

[and particularly] inclining, from one religion,

to another: (Ham p.358:) or inclining, from

any false religion, to the true religion: (Mgh :)

or inclining in a perfect manner to El-Islám,

and continuing firm therein: (Ki) and any one

who has performed the pilgrimage: (As, K, TA:)

so say I’Ab and El-Hasan and Es-Suddee; and

Az says the like on the authority of Ed-Dahhák:

(TA:) or one who is of the religion of Abraham,

(K, TA,) in respect of making the Sacred House

[of Mekheh] his kibleh, and of the rite of circum

cision : (TA:) [and] a Muslim ; (S, Mgh, Msb;)

because he inclines to the right religion: (M5b :)

but in this last sense, it is a conventional term of

the professors: (Mgh:) [or,] accord. to AO, the

worshipper of idols, in the Time of Ignorance,

called himself thus; and when El-Islám came,

they thus called the Muslim: accord. to Akh,

it was applied in the Time of Ignorance to him

who was circumcised, and n:ho performed the

pilgrimage to the [Sacred] House; because the

Arabs in the Time of Ignorance held nothing of

the religion of Abraham except circumcision and

that pilgrimage: accord. to Ez-Zeijájee, it was

applied in the Time of Ignorance to him who

made the pilgrimage to the [Sacred] House and

performed the ablution on account of asus- and

was circumcised; and when El-Islám came, it

was applied to the Muslim, because of his turning

from the belief in a plurality of gods: (TA:)

also one who devotes himself to religious exercises;

or applies himself to devotion: (Msb :) its pre

dominant application is to Abraham : (Mgh :)

pl. ā-. (AO,T.A.)- [Hence,] -:- --

Recent [grounds of pretension to respect or

honour]; of the time of El-Islām; not old. (TA.)

= Short. (K.)=A maker of sandals. (K.)

*** s

see -à-l.
** ~ *

w-àe-a- :

:-, accord. to Th and Zj, An inclining to

a thing: but ISd says that this explanation is

nought. (TA.)- The lan' of Abraham; which
w

is the religion of El-Islám also termed it.

w -

#:- (TA)—see also:

-: Having that kind of distortion which is

termed C#- as explained above; (S, Msb, K;)

applied to a man: (S, Msb:) and so [the fem.]

à:- applied to a leg or foot: (K:) accord. to

IAar, one who n'alks on the outer part of his

foot, (S) or of his feet, (Msb,) on the side in

which is the little toe : (S:) or who has one of

his great toes turning tonards the other: (Mgh:)

its abbreviated dim, is " -: (MSb) See
6- - r: * *

-ād-, in two places.- Also us--, 4 curved

staff or stich; in the dial. of Syria. (TA)

A bon; (K;) because of its curved shape. (TA.)

-A razor; (K;) for the same reason. (TA.)

-The chameleon. (K.)-The tortoise. (K.)–

A certain marine fish, also called , i. (K.)

-A certain tree. (IAar, K.)- 1 A changeable

female slave, at one time lazy and at another

brisk. (IAar, K.)

6 - of 6 * ~ *

-su-l: see as:

C

1. 3-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, (Msb, K.) inf n.

&- ($, Meb, K) and 3-, (K.) He was, or

became, angered, or enraged: (S, Msb, K:) or

vehemently angered or enraged: (K, Ham p. 29:)

* against him : (S:) or it may be from the

signification of “cleaving,” or “sticking;” as

though meaning + rancour, malevolence, malice,

or spite, clave to his bosom. (Ham p. 29. [See

also &- below.])-[Hence,] L* &- •)

*: and 5- Usks J.- U : [thus written in

the TA; though it seems to be implied by the

manner in which the two sayings are there in

troduced, in this art., that the verb in each case

- 3. * * ~...~ * : .

is "J-3, from 3-1 in the first of the senses
6

assigned to it below:] see 5*.

2 : see 4.

4. Ga-l! He bore rancour, malevolence, malice,

or spite, [cleaving to him, so as] not be relaxed;

or he hid, in his heart, enmity, and violent hatred,

not to be relaxed. (K, T.A.) See also 1. - It

(the back-bone, or the back, +++) clave to the

belly [by reason of leanness]. (K.)-It (a camel's

hump) became lean and thin. (S.)- He (an

ass, K, or, as some say, a camel, and a horse or

a mule or an ass, TA) became lean, or light of

flesh, or slender, and lean, or lean, and lank in

the belly, in consequence of much covering : (K,

TA:) or, said of a horse or other animal, (A,

TA,) or of a camel, (Harp. 173,) his belly clave

to his back-bone, or back, by reason of leanness.

(A, Har p. 173.)- And He (a camel) became

fat; had much fat: thus it has two contr, mean

ings. (Az, T.A.) - It (seed-produce [meaning

corn]) spread forth the anºn, or beard, of its ears,

after they had formed, at the head, nhat resembled

little compact balls; (K, TA) as also "G-.

inf. n. 3-5. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) IAar says that
* - d = < * * -o
-

-

you say of seed-produce [or corn] Ga-1-3 &:
• & - - - * * * ~ of - - 0 * - 3.2

&: J-X Gusi -- 3: Xi, i.e. Its

ears had, at the head, n'hat resembled little com

pact balls: then the extremities of its ann, or

beard, appeared: then the internodal portions of

its culms appeared: then [it bore farina; or] it

increased, and [its heads] became like the heads

of birds. (TA.) = He angered, (S, Msb, K,) or

enraged, another. (S, Msb.)- He made a beast

lean, or light of flesh. (Ham p. 29.)

6.- -

G- Anger, or rage : (S, K:) or vehemence

of anger or rage: (M, K, Ham p. 29:) or tanger,

or rage, that cleaves to one : (Harp. 173:) or

rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite : (Har

p. 568.) pl. Gü- (S. K.)

3- (S, Msh, K) and '3:- (ISd, o, K)

Angered, or enraged; ($, O, Msb, K;) as also

"J: (S, Msb:) or vehemently angered or

enraged. (K.)

* > © o y

Je:-: see G-:-and &-2.
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2< * * 4. -

3- : see G-.

3- Lean, or light of flesh; or slender, and

lean; or lean, and lank in the belly: (AHeyth,

T, TA:) and so the pl. &l- applied to camels:

(S, K:) or the former, applied to an ass, (S,) or

a camel, (ISd, TA,) lean, &c., as above, (S, ISd,

TA) in consequence of much covering, (S) or

from lust, or hunger: and so &l- applied to

horses; as though they imagined the sing. to

be 5u- (ISd, TA:) or the sing., applied to a

horse, (A,) and to an ass, (TA,) lean, &c., as

above, so that the belly cleaves to the back: and

so the pls. &l- and &l- applied to horses:

(A, TA:) or &l= signifies fat, as also :

[pl. of"3-], (K, TA;) both applied to camels.

(TA)

<!--

1. J." 1.- (S, Msh, K) aor. and ,

inf n. 4-5 (Mab3) and "4:-, (S, Msb, K.)

infn. 4-5 ; (Mgh,Msb;) He chened some dates,

or some other thing (S,Mgh, Msb, K) of a similar

kind, (Mgb) and rubbed therenith the 40- [i. e.

palate, or soft palate,] of the child. (S, Mgh,

Msb, K.) – And Jill 4-, aor, as above,

(S, K,) and so the inf. n., (S,) He put a rope in

the mouth of the horse; (S, K;) held by ISd

to be derived from 4-1, though it is said that

this is not the case; (TA;) as also **:-l;

(S, K;) which signifies accord. to Yoo he put a

rope in his mouth and led him : and thus Ibn

'Arafeh explains the saying of Iblees, in the Kur

[xvii. 64), $45 S. & "3:5, i.e. t I will

assuredly lead to obey me his progeny, eaccept a

few. (TA. [But see 8.])—And [hence]&

&#, inf n. 4- and £-, (K) t Age rendered

him. ifirm, or sound, in judgment, by means of

experience : (TK:) or experiences rendered him

firm, or sound, in judgment; (K, TA;) as also

* <-, (Zi, S. K.) inf n. 4:5; (TA) and

*4:-1, (Zi, S. K.) and "4:-1: (K) this is

said to be the case when the wisdom-tooth

(Jisi 3-) grows forth:

3: &- signifies his teeth called Jisi &:

[the wisdom-teeth] gren forth. (fA.) And

# *

and accord, to Lth,

a:- 1 Affairs did to him what is done

to the horse by putting the rope in his mouth ;

i.e., rendered him experienced and submissive:

or trained, or disciplined, and reformed, or im

proved, him; as also ''a<- (TA.) And<

#3" | Time, or fortune, tried, or proved, him,

and taught him, and rendered him expert, or

experienced, and well informed, or firm, or sound,

in judgment. (IAir, T.A.)- And£ 4.-,

(S, K,) inf. n. 4-, (TA,) t He understood the

thing, and hnen, it soundly, thoroughly, or nell;

syn. <<1, #5 (S.K., TA) like #, inf n.

C#. (TA)

2. <-, inf n. 4:3, He rubbed his 4

[i.e. palate, or soft palate,] (K, TA) so as to

make it bleed: (TA:) or he stuck a piece of

nood, or stick, into his (a beast's) upper <-,

or the extremity of a horn, so as to make it

bleed; because of something happening therein.

(Az, T.A.)- See also 1, in three places. - Also

He turned the piece of cloth [forming part of

the grave-clothing] beneath his (a corpse's) 4-,

i. e., the part beneath his chin. (Mgh.) [See

also 4.-J., below.]

4: see 1.- Also 2.9 cé <-- He turned

him back, or anay, from the affair. (K,”TA.)

5, a- i. 4. L-5, (S;) i. e. He turned

[a portion of] the turban beneath his 4:- [here

meaning the part beneath his chin and loner

jan.] (S, K.)= See also 8.

8. J39 39-' <\:~! ! The locusts ate what

nvas upon the land; (S, K, TA;) and consumed,

or made an end of, its herbage : (S:) or gained

the mastery over the land with the 4.- [here

meaning the mouth], and ate [the produce of]

it, and extirpated it: (Er-Răghib, TA:) derived

from 4-1, by which is sometimes meant “the

mouth,” and “the beak.” ('Ináyeh, MF.) And

£all 3-3, <!-- + The camel pulled up by

the roots the [plant called] aui.e. (Az, T.A.)

And £-1 [for <:1 --! t He cropped the

herbage] is said of a young gazelle. (K voce

3-3, q.v.) And <--! t He took his (a man's)

property, (ISd, K;) as though he ate it with

the six-. (ISd, T.A.) And + He took it entirely;

took the nhole of it; namely, what another pos

sessed. (ISd, TA.) And I He gained the mastery

over him, or it; got him, or it, in his poner. (K,

TA.) Accord, to Akh, £5 3:5, in the

Kur [xvii. 64, cited, and explained on the au

thority of Ibn-'Arafeh, above], means t I will

assuredly extirpate his progeny; and I will

assuredly incline them [to obey me]: (TA:) or,

accord. to Fr, I will assuredly gain the mastery

over his progeny. (S, TA.")- See also 1, in

three places. =Also £- [and **-3, the

latter found by Reiske in this sense, as mentioned

in Freytag's Lex.,] t He (a man) was, or became,

firm, or sound, in judgment, [by means of ex

perience:] (S, TA:) or experienced and sub

missive, like the horse in whose mouth the rope

has been put. (TA.)

10. <!--~} + He (a man, TA) ate vehemently,

(Sgh, K) or strongly and vehemently, (T, TA)

after eating little, (Sgh, K) or after eating feebly

and little. (T, TA)=suás' s: The

[trees called] ovac were, or became, pulled up by

the roots. (K.)

6 d a 22° .

<!--: see as:-, in two places.

4.- The part beneath the chin [and loner jan],

(S, Mgh,) of a man &c. : (S:) or [the palate, or

soft palate;] the interior of the upper part of the

inside of the mouth, (K, TA) of a man and of a

beast: (TA:) and the longer part, from the ex

tremity of the fore part ofthe two jan's, (K,) belon.

these: (TA:) or the roof of the upper part of the

mouth, (Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán,” El-Ghooree,

Mgh, TA,)from which depends the 5% [or uvula]:

(Zjubi supra:) and also applied to the two jan's :

(TA:) or, accord. to IAar, the eli- is the lower

part of the mouth, [beneath the lower jan,] and

the is is the upper part; and the du - are the

upper and the loner: (Th, Az, Mgh, TA:) but

<!-- is scarcely ever applied to the upper alone:

[this art., however, shows instances in which it

is thus applied:] (Az, TA:) it is masc. : (Msb:)

pl. Ju-i, (Mab, K.) which is its only pl. form.

(TA.) Sometimes, [as is often the case in modern

Arabic,] The mouth is meant thereby. ('Ináyeh.

MF) And The beah: (S, Ináyeh;) -95.1 &

signifying the beak of the cron, or raven: or

the blackness thereof: (K:) or the blackness of

its feathers: (Er-Răghib, TA:) [whence the say

ing,]* *- J: £i, (S,) or *- 3.

+%l; respecting which see*~. (TA)-And

! A party of men seeking after herbage in a

district, or country, to pasture [their animals]

upon it: (K,TA:) pl. £i. (TA.) You say, U.

&: t: es' £9. 45, meaning ! The parties

of men passing [in search of herbage left not in

our land anything]. (TA.)

<-- see #, in two places: =and see

also *--Also t Intelligent; applied to a

woman; (K;) and, as some say, with 5: (TA:)

and to a man: (K:) so says Fr: (TA:) and pl.

of **-, which signifies the same; (TA;) as

does also "3,4-. (IAar, TA) - Eaters:

applied to men. (TA.)

£ (Lth, S, K) and '4', (Lth, K) or

W <-, (K,) and 7 4+, (Lth, TA,) t Firmness,

or soundness, of judgment, (S, K, TA,) produced

by experience: (K, TA:) or age and experience,

(Lth, TA,) and knonledge, or skill, in affairs:

(TA:) or experience, and good judgment: (W

p. 176:) or mature, sound, or right, judgment.

(MA) They say, 'a' Jai> and '4-land

as: !They arepeople of ageand experience [&c.].

(Lth, TA)= Also the first, (§, K.) and '5u-,

(K) [or] the latter is pl. of the former, (A’obeyd,

$) [or is also pl. of the former,] A thong, (#s,

A’obeyd, S, K, [in the CK #1) or a piece of

nood, (K,) which conjoins the [pieces of nood

called] -**, (so in two copies of the S,) or

-*.*.*, (K,TA, [in the CK -->94%) of the

[saddle called] J-3: so in the T. (TA)

Jú-A bond for the neck, with n'hich a captive

is bound: whenever it is pulled, it goes against,

or hurts, his *- [i.e., the part beneath the chin

and loner janv]. (TA.)- You say also j-i

<--> 90-, meaning He laid hold upon the
-* -

4:- [or part beneath the chin and lower jaw],

and the -3 [or part between the collar-bones],

of his companion, and then dragged him to him.

(TA.)- See also4:" :-and see ic-.

*- ! A man rendered firm, or sound, in

judgment, by means of experience; (K, TA;) as

also '-' and '4- (S.K) and ':-(K)

and '3: (TA) and '4', q.v., (Fr. K.)

or su-e [i. e. either " 3:- or "4-), accord.

83 *
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to Lth, signifies a man whom the management of

affairs has rendered experienced so that nothing

that he does is despised: and " £-, a man

whose intellect and age have reached the utmost de

gree [of maturity]. (TA.)– Also t An old man.

(IAar, T.A.)- And t Niggardly, tenacious, Ol'

avaricious. (AA, TA:)— And #:- A good

eater; applied to a als [or beast]; (K;) to a

she-camel, and to a sheep or goat. (T.A.)

&l-3: i , ill-, (S. K.) i. e. Black that

is intensely black. (TA.)

4: (S, K) in the saying 4:* 13.

J.' This camel is the most voracious of th: Cat

mels, (S, ) or in the phrase cºxes...}} <!-- the

more voracious of the two camels, (K) and

c:ül 4: the more coracious of the two sheep

or goats, (TA,) is anomalous, because one does

not [regularly] use a word of this kind denoting

a natural attribute: (S, K:) and it has no verb;

(Sb, TA;) like 3. (Lin art. Cº.)

4 - d. J.

<!--o: see *:- in two places.

<--> and '40-41, (K) the former, only,

mentioned by IDrd, (TA) signify us: £

a 4:3 (K [so in the CK, app. meaning The

string nith n'hich the lonerjan of a corpse is tied

up: in a MS. copy of the K, 4.- : as though

the meaning were, the string that is used as a

halter, put in a horse's mouth: but the former I

regard as the right reading: in the TA, 4-2,

without any syll. signs].)

6 * * *
* @ - s • -

<\a-2 : see 4,-4:=and see also @-a-, in

two places.

3, ... A child whose us [i.e. palate, or soft

palate,] has been rubbed with some chened dates,

or some other thing (S, Msb, K) of a similar

kind; (Mab3) as also "4:-. (S, Msb, K.)=

See also :

5 * > 0 + * - d … 6 • -

4:- and 41-> * : see 4'-, in three

places.

3- and Us:

1. su-, (K,) first pers.**, (S, Msb,) aor. *,

(Msb) inf. n. 3-, (K, [in the CK, u- is er
* * *

roneously substituted, as another inf. n., for ous-,

another form of the verb,]) He bent it, or curved

it; (S, Msb, K;) namely, a branch, or stick, or

piece of wood, (S, Mgb,) and his back; ($;) as

also su-, (K in art. Usis,) first pers. <-, (S,

6 o' - * * *

Msb) aor. , , inf. n. L-, (Msb) or ā-u-;

(K in art. Us:-;) but the former verb is the

better known; (ISd, TA in that art.;) and

**u-, (K and TA in this art,) inf n. £5.

(K in art. L:-) You say also,% &- X:

as meaning He did not bend his back for the act

of 82°, [in prayer]. (TA.) And *: su

Time bent him, by reason of age. (Mgb.) And

&l-Sl ** J-5 •) &- &% [Such a one is

of those at the mention of whom the fingers are

not bent; (see a portion of the first paragraph of

art. L-3, commencing with the second sentence;)]

i.e. such a one is not counted among the brethren.

(Th, T.A.) And [hence] a poet says,

-5- -: &#1 * *

J - © * * * * * * 3° * -s.

* 8-} J-----' "

[Time, or fortune, bore upon them nith its weight,

and was pressing in its exactions from thee, so

that the finger was bent]; meaning that it took

the best, those that were counted [with the fingers].

(IAar, T.A.)—U.S. U-, inf n. :-, (K) He

strung, or braced the string of, a bon; because,

in doing so, one bends it: (TA:) or he made a

bon". (K)–: ū- He twisted his arm, or

hand; (K in this art.;) as also *: L- aor. 2 ,

inf n. #C- (K in art. J-)--- also sig

nifies He peeled a branch, or stick; or stripped

it gf its bark; (ISd, TA in art. L-3) and so

U-; (ISd and K in that art.;) but the former
• * * *

is the better known. (ISd, TA.)= L'é -->

ū33, (§, Msb, K.) aor. 2, (S, Msb) inf n.+.

(S, K;) and <-, aor : (Msb;) She (a wo

man) undertook the care and maintenance of her

children, and did not marry again, after [the loss

of] their father: (AZ, S:) or, (Msb, K.) as also

* --!, (Hr, K,) she acted affectionately tonards

her children, (Msb, K,) and did not marry again,

after [the loss of] their father. (Mgb.) And

* **- I was affectionate, kind, or compas

sionate, towards him. (S.) And* "J-5,

also, He was affectionate, kind, or compassionate,

towards him; like c :-5. (S.) Accord to IAar,

4:5; Lieu- and "J-1 and "U- all signify

the same as L.J. [evidently, I think, a mistran

scription for 2-3; i. e. He compassionated his

relations]. (TA)--- (S, M, TA) aor. *,

(TA) inf n. 3-, (M.T.A.) said of a ewe, and

of a wild cow, She desired the male, (S, M, TA,)

and submitted herself to him. (M., T.A.)

2 :

4 | see 1; for each in two places.

5: see 7:-and see also 1, near the end of the

paragraph.

7. Us:-" It (a thing, S, as, for instance, a

branch, or stick, TA) was, or became, bent, or

curved; (S, K;) as also 'L's : and the latter,

it (a s:- q.v.) was, or became, crooked. (TA.)

[AlsoHe bent, or boned, himself.] And Us:-"

2.91 Ü-e [He became bent, or boned, by reason

of age]." (Mgb.)

:- see what next follows.

:-($, Mgh, K) and ':- (K) Anything in

which is a bending, curving, or crookedness, (K,)

and the like; (TA;) of the body, (K,) such as

the bone beneath the eyebron, (K,”TA,) and the

jan-bone, and a rib; and of other things, such as

the [high ground termed] -ā, and the [tract of

sand termed] -ā-, (K,) and the bend of a valley

[like :- &c.]: (TA:) see #~: and any

curved piece of wood, (K,) such as any of the

curved pieces of wood of the horse's saddle, and

*

of the [camel's saddle called]-#5, (§, CK,TA)

and of the [camel's saddle called] J.- : (CK,

TA:) each of [the curved pieces of nood called]
• * @*

the &l-xx}, the anterior and the posterior, of

the horse's saddle: (Mgh:) and a bending, curv

ing, or crookedness, of anything: whence, 3

J.J. [the bend of the mountain]: ($:) pl. [of

pauc.] #: (S, Mgh, K) and [of mult.] Je.
3 - # , ~ * *

[in the CK, erroneously, U-,] and Us:- [ori
3. * 3 . -

ginally 3-, first altered to L-, and then, be

cause of the kesreh, to &-l. & TA)—[The

dual] Cl2:- signifies The two curved pieces of

nood, with a net upon them, by means of which

n:heat is conveyed to the heap that is collected

together in the place where it is trodden out.

(K.)- And the pl. £i, i. q.* [as mean

ing tSides, regions, quarters, or the like ; and

limits, bounds, or boundaries]; like £i. (S.)

The saying,* à: *ji Ineans 4-3, [i. e.

+Straiten thou the limits, or bounds, ofthy levity,

(alluding to the restraining of birds from flight,)]

on the right and left, and before and behind; by

4):le being meant 4:- and *:::. (S, TA.)

-* à: + Dubious affairs; (#. TA:) or,

as some say, it means wes-1255 Wºle! [tthe ends,

and limits, or bounds, ofaffairs]. (TA.)

#- A stooping of the head, and boning of the

bach, in prayer. (TA.)

fü- The desire of a ewe, and of a wild cow,

for the male. (S.) [See also i:-.]
3. - •

Us:- :

:- A bon; (T, S, K;) so called because it is

bent: (T:) pl.'- (S,"K,) [or this is a coll.

see what next follows.

gen. n., of which :- is the n, un,] and Gū-,
3 -

(T, S, K,) prihis may be pl. of Us:-. (TA)

Also applied to A [boned, or curved,] structure

or building. (M., T.A.)

#ū- A state of bending, or curving. (K.)

Hence the saying, respecting a man in whose

back is a bending, #2, #3-4 * &l [Verily

in him is a Jennish bending.] (TA)

cle [Bending, or curving].—[Hence,] #t=,

applied to a ewe, (K,) and to a she-camel, (TA)

That twists her neck, without any disease; (K;)

as also *#3:-, applied to a ewe or she-goat:

(TA:) and sometimes, the former, from a dis

ease. (T.A.)= And #-, applied to a woman,

That undertakes the care and maintenance of her

children, (AZ, S, TA,) or acts affectionately to

nards them, (TA,) and does not marry again,

after [the loss $f] their ifather: (AZ, S, TA:)

pl. col2- and <'l-; the latter applied in a

similar sense to she camels. (TA)- And cº-,

applied to a ewe, (As, S, M,) and to a wild cow,

(S,) Desiring the male, (AS, S,M,) and submitting

herself to him : (M:) and #1-, (K,) applied to

a ewe, (TA) vehemently desirous of the male.

(K.)
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iët-, see what next follows.

&site (Mgh and K in this art, and Mob in

art. d5-, and mentioned also in the K in arts.

<-- and de-) A shop; (Mgb, K;) as also

*āt- and **u-, (K) but this last was un

known to Sb: (TA:) [see ötés, in art. U+2 :]

and particularly the house [or shop] of a vintner,

in n'hich wine is sold; as also #1- [mentioned in

art. U2-]; (Msb, TA;) called by the people of

El-'Irák*: (TA:) the first of these words

(i.e. <25ta-) is said to be of the measure +*,

(AAF, Mab, TA) like #1 and £5 the:

[of the root] being changed into 1, as in -su.

and* and the like: (Msb:) or originally

***, and then 3,43, like ~xiu (Mgh.)

or it is originally #t=. like #: (Mgh, Msb:

[but the former is said in the Mgh to be the right

opinion:]) or it is originally of the measure J,40;

(M, Msb;) so says El-Fárábee; (Mgb;) from

<- what is so called being likened to the

building termed i:- the - being a substitute

for 2, as is said by AAF, (M) and being ori

ginally 5, changed into - because of the qui

escent letter before it: (Msb:) Az says that the

- is augmentative: (TA:) the word is fem. and

masc.: (Mgh, Msb, TA:) accord. to Zj, when

masc., meaning +: (Msb:) pl. <<15

(Msb, TA)—Also The vintner himself: (Kin

art. --) (like Jiu- &c.]

#- [fem. of 9-, q. v.]- The pl. J's

[as a subst.] signifies The longest of the ribs;

(K;) four in number; two on either side. (TA.)

-And2% &ls- The benders of the bach of

the old man, that cause him to fall prostrate.

(TA. [But what this means I know not.])=

See also+.

3 - * - 3 - -

Jäl-rel. n. of# -, as also "Ussiu-, (TA;)

3 - -

or of #1-5 (Msb;) and some say thet "Užt

is rel, n, ofjū- (TA) and'* is rel. n.

of ~25ta-; applied to a man [as meaning A shop

man, or the occupant of a shop: and particularly,

as also the first and second, a vintner: see also

Śsils, last sentence; and see the next para

graph]: (Msb:) or the Arabs did not say
3 * -

"Úst-. (Fr, TA in art. -a-.)

#- Wine; ($ and K in art. c.-, and Kin
• 6.- e.

the present art.;) a rel. n. from äls- [mentioned

in art. Ú3-]: (S, TA:) or vintners; (K in this

art. ;) [from J.-, q. v.; or] a rel. n. from

age- (TA.)

3 - -

U435'-: 3 -

* . . see Lju-; for each in two places.

2:l L- A man having a [bent, boned, or]

humped back: fem., applied to a woman, Al2:

and à:- (S:) the former fem. also applied, in

the same sense, to a she-camel. - of * * *

also the former fem. voce co-, - (<-1 d'As
* @* * *

*As tes: J-Ül tSuch a one is the most af

fectionate, kind, or compassionate, of men tonards

thee. (S.)

# * .

: -: | see what next follows.

53-8:

i:- A bend, or place of bending, of a valley;

(S, K.) belon, the acclivity; (TA;) as also

'#' and '-' (Ki) pl. c-3 (S3)
with which £i [pl. of "5:-] is syn: (TA:)

and &29. 'L-: [in like manner signifies

the [bending] part of the valley that is belon, the

acclivity. (TA.)- Also, [in one copy of the K

written i:-.] A bending, or curving, tract of

ground, (Sb, ISd, K.) whether of sand or of any

other kind: (Sb, ISd:) Sb says that the L4 is

substituted for 2, because it is from +-; which

shows that he did not know <-. (ISd.) And

J% #- The part of a tract ofsand overnhich

minds (a portion such as is termed] a -i

(TA) - Also 4 milking-vessel (a:, q v.)

made of the shins of camels [or rather of a piece

of the skin of a camel]: sand is put into a piece

of the skin, which is then suspended, and dries,

becoming like a bonyl: (K:) it is more convenient

(#) to the pastor than other kinds. (TA.)

3- and "J- Bent, or curved. (Mgb.)

->~ : see what next precedes.

- • * > / 6 - d -

U43'2'' Us:- : see *-*.

**

1. &s- [originally 32-1: see what next fol

lows.

9. (3,-, (A, S,K) (like C#, originally

53-1, of the measure Jail, then 33-, and then

&#-b] alor". ess-, inf n. #35-1, said of a

horse, (AS, S,) He nas, or became, of the colour
5* + - -

termed 53- [q.v. infra]; as also 'uss's-l. (AS,

S, K,) [originally 55-1, of the measure Júl,

then 33%-l. and then usšš-ll aOI". ess's-,

inf n. #5-1, (As, S,) or, accord. to ISd, cor

rectly, #5-1, because the U4 changes the 5 [after

it] into L4, as it does inX: [which is originally
• of 3 - 0

>'']; (TA) and "es:-", (ISd, K.) [accord.

to the pronunciation of the Koofees, as will be

seen below, originally 335-b] said by IB to be

found thus written in some of the copies of the

book of As, [that entitled Jill+, but to be

a mistake, because it is agreed that there is not

in the language a verb ending with three letters

of the same kind except U: [for J:1;

(TA ) and "Css-, (A, S,K) like G+, (K)

(originally 32-l 3.01". ess-, inf n. 3-, (A8,

S,) or Üç3-; (K;) this last verb mentioned by

As as used by some of the Arabs. (S.) And
4 of - -

U359. "–55- The land nas, or became, green;

as also V–33- ; (K;) [or the latter is correctly

-3.3-l:] IJ says that "-5'-' is of the measure

-jū, [originally -5,-\, then ~3%-1, and

then -3%-l. and that the Koofees say –59

and * -5,-l; but ISd says that their usage is

wrong, for the Arabs say us33-, like U53*)', and

do not say 53-l. (TA.)

11. 53%- :

13. s:-"

53- [A bronn colour;] redness inclining to

blackness: (As, S, K:) or a colour intermixed

with [the blackish red termed] a.s, like the rust

of iron: (S:) or blackness inclining to greenness.

(K.) In the lip, [The bronnish colour termed]

#: (S;) [i. e.] a colour resembling [that

termed] U-40 and J.", (T, TA:) or a black

ness in the lips; which is approved. (Ham

p. 386.)

- d.

s:- Of the colour termed #- [q. v. supra]:

and also black : (K:) or black by reason of [in

tense] 5+ [by which may be here meant either

greenness, or darh, or ashy, dust-colour]: (TA:)

applied to a horse, i. q. <+ [i. e. bay] over

spread with blackness; (TA;) or red in the back;

(En-Nadr, TA;) or more yellon, than, but nearly

see 9; for each in three places.

the same as, such as is termedX-l. so that one

swears, of such a horse, that he is X-i: (AO,

TA: [see -i-..]) applied to a camel, whose

5+ [here meaning dark, or ashy, dust-colour]

is intermixed with blackness and yellonness: (S:)

applied to a man, having [a bronnish colour such

as is termed] #: in the lip; (S;) or having a

blackness in the lips, which is approved; (Ham

p. 386;) fem. #-, applied to a woman, ($) and

also to a lip (#) as meaning red inclining to

blackness: (K:) applied to a plant, inclining to

blackness by reason of its intense greenness; (K;)

and such is the softest of plants: (TA :) the pl.
- J.

is 3-; occurring in a trad., in which the best

of horses are said to be those thus termed: (TA:)

• • * * - -

the dim. of s:- is 72-i, in the dial. of him
* *- : -. 7- * -- # .. * > 0 <

who says 32:... [instead of ~!, dim of >2-1];

but there is a difference of opinion as to the£
3 -

with idgham: "Eesa Ibn-'Omar says "J-1,

making it perfectly decl., which Sb pronounces

a mistake: 'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā, or Aboo-'Amr

Ibn-El-'Ala, (accord. to different copies of the

w • # - * -

S) says "J-1, after the manner of *-i, which,

3 - 2 -

also, Sb disallows: Yoo says " Us-1, and this,

says Sb, is the regular and right form. (S.)

[Hence,] āş- # A sheave ofa pulley formed

of black wood. (TA) And 5- 3: Red ants:

called &'. J.5. (TA) -95-1 # *-*.

in the Kur [lxxxvii. 5], means, accord. to Fr, And

hath made it (the herbage mentioned before)

dried up, black by reason of oldness: or it may

mean and hath made it to become aws [or decayed,

or dried-up, leaves and stalks,] after it has been

green. (TA.)
3 • • of

&:irel, n, of us:-i. (TA)
3 ~ * 3 - ? - ~ * • * *

1 and 1 and l: see 1.Us- and L5- *- U-59

• of• - B

1 : 1.
3- see US2
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is

ā- The name of the letter -, q.v.; as also

t-: ($ and K and TA in a Ji --S -\, :)

it is called U- in a case of pause, and à- when

made a noun: and when it is not called a letter,

[i. e. when one does not prefix to it the word

-à-l it is [properly] fem.: its dim. is i:

meaning a 2- written small, or indistinct: (Lth,

TA ubi supra:) and its pl. is #-i and £i

and +1. (TA ubi supra.)

3 - - 3 - 3 -

ūl- and L33- and C32-[a mistranscription
3 - - * 3 -. 3 -. -

*r Cs52-, like Us?" and C#25, rel, ns of al

and U- the names of the letter C. (B, TA ubi

supra.)

* *9

1 A-, (Mab,K) see pers. --, (S) aor.

*s-, (S, Msb) inf. n. ~5- (S, Msb, K) and

#- and #-, (S, K, accord. to one copy of

the K (-) and #- (TA) and '-' (Ki)
or this last is a simple subst.; or, as some say, it

6 d -

and ~2- are two dial. vars. ; that with damm,

of the dial. of El-Hijāz; and that with fet-h,

of the dial. of Temeem; (Msb;) accord. to Zj,

that with damm signifies “sin, or crime;” and

that with fet-h, the “act” of a man; [i. e. the

“act of committing a sin, or crime;”] (TA;)

He sinned ; committed a sin, or crime; did nhat

nas unlan ful; (S, Mgb, K;) láš: [by such a

thing]. ($, K.) - Also, aor. as above, [inf n.

not mentioned,] He, or it, became in an evil con

dition, or state. (TA)- He slen [another]:

of the dial. of the tribe of Asad. (TA)=-3

also signifies The act of chiding a male camel

[by the cry ~5-l. (Lth, T.A.) [See also 2.]

- - s • 2

2. Ji', 's-, (§, K,”) inf n. -3-3, (K.)

He chid the camels (S, K) by the cry ~5-~5-.

(S.) [See also 1.]

• - d =

4. --2-1 He pursued a course that led him to
• o - 5 - • *o- of

sin, or crime. (K,TA)=4:- to for a:-1 to:

see 4 in art. -->.

5. ~5-5 He abstained from, shunned, or

avoided, sin, or crime; put it anay from himself:

(A’Obeyd, S, K, TA:) he applied himself to acts,

or exercises, of devotion; became devout, or a

devotee. (IJ, T.A.) Here the form J: is de

prived of the radical signification, as in the cases

of the syn. words jū and <-5, though its

property is oftener to confirm the radical signi

fication. (TA. [See ---.]) You say, ~5-5

lää- &- He abstained from such a thing as a

sin, or crime. (A’Obeyd, S, TA. [See also

another explanation below.])-He humbled him

self in his prayer, or supplication. (TA)- He

expressed pain, grief, or sorron: ; lamented, or

complained (§, K, TA) And Lié & -5-3

He was enraged, and expressed pain or griefOr

sorrow, or lamented, or complained, by reason of

such a thing. (TA. [See another explanation

above.]) - He cried out, expressing pain or

grief or sorron, or lamenting, or complaining :

he cried aloud, or vehemently, in prayer, or sup

plication. (T.A.) He wept, in impatience, or

sorron', and with loud crying: and sometimes,

in a general sense, he cried out, or aloud, (TA.)

- He (a jackal) cried, or hon led : because his

cry is like that of a person expressing pain or

grief or sorrow, or lamenting, or complaining,

as though he were writhing from the pain of

hunger or beating. (S, TA.)

* - -

*r- and -r-, & •

o e • see 's-, in five places.

-Ple- and -la-:

* * . J.

*u- : see P3-.

~5- and #5- and 33- (S,K) and "--

(K) A cry used for chiding a camel: (S :) Or

a cry by n!hich a male camel is chidden, (Lth,

IAth, K) to urge him on; (Lth, TA;) like as

a she-camel is by the cry J- and J- andL'

the first form (~5-) is that used by the Arabs

[in general]; but the other forms are allowable:
& d - Q @ -

-3- P3- also occurs, with the + quiescent;
* 6 - 2 o -

and W3-U.3- occurs in a trad., in the same sense:

<: S '-- and "-- and '-'l- and

"-- [On! mayest thou not walk, or mayest

thou not be rightly directed; -- &c. being syn.

with ~5- and followed by an imprecation].

(TA) Hence, '...' ... J. 43- Urge on!

Should a delay be made in bringing milk much

diluted with nater ? i.e., if thou entertain with

milk much diluted with water, wherefore tardi

ness? a prov., applied to him who delays the

fulfilment of his promise, and then gives little.

also,

(MF.)

*- See +,-, in two places:= and see

also #-, in four places. - Also Grief, or

sorron : and loneliness, or solitariness : and so

* +,-, in both these senses. (K)-Pifficulty,

distress, trouble, or fatigue; syn. Awe-. (K.

[That Jy- is to be thus understood here is in

dicated in the TA.])- Pain. (K.)=A diffi

cult road. (TA.)=A hind, or sort: and a

mode, or manner. (K, T.A.) You say, <--

c:- 'J.A. &: I heard, or have heard, of this,

tno kinds, or modes: and c:-*& I san',

or have seen, of it, tryo kinds, or modes. (TA.)

=A he-camel: (K:) or a bulky he-camel: so

called from the cry ~5- by which he is urged;

like as a mule is called J. : (Lth, TA:) or it

signifies originally a he-camel, and hence, from

its frequency of usage, the cry +3=- by which he

is urged. (K,”TA.)

+,- (S, A, Msh, K) and '-' (Mab, K.)

said by some to be two dial. vars., (Msb, [see 1,

first sentence,]) and 'l- (S, K) and *#

(A’obeyd, K) and "is- (A’obeyd, TA) and

*ā- (K) and * i:- (TA,) Sin, or crime : or

a sin, or a crime : (S, A, Msb, K. :) accord. to

A’Obeyd, the first and second signify any sin

or crime; (TA;) [as also, app., -la-;] and 45

[i. e. #- and **, the former particularly

mentioned in the Msb, and app. #t= also], a

single sin or crime: (Msb, TA:) accord. to Fr,

s J. - - - •

*a- signifies great sin, or a great sin: accord.

to Katádeh, wrong, injustice, or tyranny: thus in
* d -

the Kur iv. 2; where El-Hasan read Wüş-in

stead of Ús- (TA.) One says, J:J:*

WJ#- J-#3 (T,TA) i. e. [O my Lord, accept

my repentance, and nash anay] my sin, or crime.

(A’Obeyd, T.A.) El-Mukhabbal Es-Saadee says,

****z • &

• *āś- ##3:13:355; .
* J. -- £is w: * > # *

[Then introduce not thou, ever, into thy grave,

a sin with n:hich a reckoner, or taker of ven

geance, may one day rise up against thee]. (TA.)

=>s- also signifies Perdition, destruction, or

death. (K.) [Hence, app.,] +2-# A quiver;

syn. äus. (TA. [The vowel of the - is not

indicated.])-Disease. (K.)-A trial, a trouble,

or on affliction. (K.) You say, c. Jús #:

+'s- [These are the family of the father of

trouble; i. e., gf one n:ho is in trouble]. (TA.)

–See also P3-.=And see W3-.

#-: See*

6 - d - J.

#-: See *s-, in three places. = Also

Maternal tenderness of heart. (K.)- Anxiety;

(S,K) and so *ā- (TA)- Want; poverty;

indigence; (S, K;) as also " i:- and 's

- * - of ~ 0.

(K.) You say, in prayer, Us: &l *', i. e.

[To Thee I make known] my want. (TA from a

trad.) And #-l 4: £i J-ji May God bring

upon him want, or poverty, or indigence. (S,"

TA.) [And hence,] *-i- & A man oppressed

by difficulty, trouble, distress, or adversity; a

man in need: i.e. any man in such a state.

(IAar, T.A.) And "-j- c. Joe [The family

of a man oppressed by difficulty, &c.]. (TA.)

–4 state, or condition; as also "is- (K:)

but only used in speaking of an evil state; as in

£- <>0 and #: 'a- He

passed the night in an evil state or condition.

(TA.)-[Hence also, for #5- 25, and *s- Šiš,

and #5- 23%) A weak man; (AZ,8, K;) aS

the phrases, 3.

also *#): (K:) and a neak woman : (TA:)

and neak persons: (S:) and [a man who can

neither profit nor harm; or] a man having

neither good nor evil: (S:) pl.+. (AZ, S.)

It is said in a trad., *5-0 es' * bă, for

<>W2-M -125, i. e. Fear ye God nith respect to

the needy women, who cannot do nithout some

one to maintain them, and to take constant care

of them. (TA.) And you say, (3,4 #- es'&

Verily I have a neak family to maintain. (S.)

-A person whom one is under an obligation to

respect, or honour, or defend, and n'ho may be

subjected to loss, or ruin, [if abandoned,] such as

a mother, or sister, or daughter, or any other

female relation within the prohibited degrees of

marriage; as also ":- (ISk, S:) any such

relation whom it is sinful to subject to loss, or

ruin, by abandoning her : (A’Obeyd, TA:) or a

mother: (K:) by some explained peculiarly as

having this meaning: (A’Obeyd, TA:) and a
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wife; or a concubine; (K;) because both require
6 o •

to be maintained: (TA:) and, as also " ->,

The father and mother: and a sister: and a

daughter. (K.) You say, #- 9% es: -s es'

and *ā- (ISk, S, K*) and *ā- (K) I have,

among the sons of such a one, a female relation

such as any of those above specified: (ISk, S:)

or one to n'hom I bear relationship on the side

of the mother: (K:) or a relation within the

prohibited degrees of marriage. (AZ, T.A.)- A

sacred, or an inviolable, right of a person, nihich it

nould be sinful to disregard; as in the saying,

c)3 £- #3 [I did it for the sake of the

sacred, or inviolable, right of such a one]. (A.)

–A horse, or similar beast; syn. #3: (K:)

for this, also, cannot do without some one to take

constant care of it, and to sustain it. (TA.)=

The middle of a house. (K.) Perhaps the -r in

this instance is a substitute for A. (TA.)

is- see :- =and see also #3-, in two
d : * • *

places. = U+)"). U-2 #s- A bad tract of land;

as also ":- (TA)

6- 6 -

ãº-, in six

6 * s ./

à:-: see -3-:=and see also

places: =andis

#- The soul; syn. J-#3 (AZ, S, K;) as

also **s-, (AZ, K:) or the soul whose seat

is in the heart; syn. -ill £2. [also called the

animal soul, J's:- C2, see art. Coll: AHei

asserts, in a disquisition on the heart, that this
*> d >

word is formed by transcription form #12:- :

(TA:) pl. &#- (S, K.) You say, &f.5

9ás- [May God guard, or preserve, thy soul].

(A.)- [Also] The body, or person; in Persian

3. (KL)

-- Slaying; or a slayer: of the dial. of the

tribe of Asad. (TA.)
• o #

*s-, as an epithet applied to a man, More,

or most, or very, sinful, or criminal. (S, TA.

[This meaning is implied, but not expressed.])

© w • J. 6 & 2 ×

-5-2, (K) or, accord. to some, -2-2,
- 6 * * * >

(MF) and " -3-2, (K,) A man whose wealth

passes an ay from him, and then returns. (K.)

4 * * * *

+2-2 : see what next precedes.

-'9">

1. *
*Us"

+3- and 36- (K,) + He went, or circuited,

round about the thing; said of a bird, (S, K,

TA,) going, or circuiting, round about water

[like a fish (>s-) in water]; (TA;) and of a

wild animal: (K.) as also as <!-- (TA)

L'é <l-, aor. <--, (S,) inf. n.

3. *- ! He strove, or endeavoured, to turn

him, or to entice him to turn, syn. 4:59, (S, L,

A, &c.,) in the K 4.4% but the former is the

right explanation, (TA) Us: J's from a thing,

as, for instance, his family, and his property;

(S, TA;) the strove, or endeavoured, to beguile
• * ~ *

him. (A.) You say, #3: Us:3'-' U19 t He

passed the day striving, or endeavouring, to turn

me, or entice me, by guile, like as the fish (>s-)

does in the nater. (A.) – t He strove, or con

tended, nith him, to repel him. (K.) – t He

consulted him, or consulted with him. (K.)

+ He talked nith him, consulting, or making pro

mises, in the case of a sale. (K.)

+,- Fish : (M, A, K:) or [rather] a fish :

(S, TA:) or a great fish ; any great fish : (M,

Msb, TA '). of the masc. gender: . (Mob :) pl.

[of mult..] clu- (S, Msb, K) and asse- and [of

pauc.] &#-i. (K.)-[Hence,] •-l ---

(in the Kurlxviii. 48) [a surname ofThe prophet]

Jonas. (Bd, Jel.)-[Hence also,] <s-" +[The

constellation Pisces.] a certain sign of the Zodiac.

(S, K.) And Jess' <--" + The constellation

Piscis Australis. (Kzw &c.) And -2-Ji .5

+ The bright star [a, called by European astro

nomers Fomalhaut,] in the mouth of Piscis

Australis. (Kzw &c.)

s J

U.js- [Of, or relating to, or like, a fish, or
• 3 * ~ *

great fish]. You say, Aá:59, Usis- ** [He is

like a fish, or great fish, in snalloning]. (A, TA.)

à - 3 *

*:- The male of the ā- [or serpent]. (A.)

[But the proper place of this is art. 2:-.]

*3

45- a dial var. of £-, (S. K.) of the dial.

of Teiyi, (Lh, IHsh, K,) or of that of Temeem :

(L:) some of the Arabs say *s-, like as some

say <--, (Ks, Lh, TA;) and some say *s-,

(Mughnee and TA in art. --> .) *s- is the

original form; (ISd, TA;) but<- is the more

chaste of the two forms, and that used in the

Kur-án; though both forms are good. (AZ, TA.)

See art. -->.

C*

1. &: (S, Msb, K.) aor. &*, (S, Msb,)
a de

inf n. C*-; (S, K;) and 'su-, (S, K.) inf. n.

• • - 0 <

£5 (K.) and '83-1 (S.M., K.) [the
second of which is the most common;] the last,

• * *

se-1 (MF)

are syn. ; ($, Meb, K.) and *-, aor. :6 .( 2 y ;) £-, &:

inf n. *-es-, signifies the same; (M, TA;) He,

or it, wanted, needed, or required. (KL, TA.)

You say, 4) g-, (M, TA) and 4 "Gu-,

and 4-0-1, He, or it, wanted, needed, or re

quired, him, or it. (TA.) [And in like manner,

liés J: & 's- He wanted, needed, re

quired, or found it necessary, to do, or that he

should do, such a thing.] And &% es' WC:

[Such a one was n'anted, or needed]. (JK in

art. U+.)- Also Cl-, aor, and inf. n. as above,

He desired, sought, or sought after. (TA.)

And £- and W Gu- He was, or became, poor,

or in poverty or nant or need. (TA.)

irreg. [for by rule it should be

2 * w • d • 2 - • * *

2. &glu * Co-, inf n. &s-, .4 c."

[The road led him aside]. (K.)- a) --~3-,

(K,) inf. m. as above, (TA,) I forsook my neay

in, or in respect of, love of him. (K.)

4. &#: see 1.=It is also transitive. (Msb.)
J. Joe o- - - - d =

You say, one: **) 42-2-1 [Another made him to

want, or be in need of him, or it]. (S.).AndL-3
J. * - d do -

3: &le;X: [Evil time, or evil fortune, made

me to be in need of thee]. (A) And L-3-is

9% Us! all [May God not cause me to want

such a one]. (A.) And <! *:::: [I neas

caused to #ant him, or itj. (A.) And *-i

!...+ L' Aul [God caused him to want such a

thing]. (Msb.)

5. C:- He sought an object of nant, or what

he wanted; (K;) or one object of nant after another.

(TA.) And &-: &: He went forth seeking,

or seeking leisurely, or time after time, what he

wanted, of the means of his subsistence. (A, TA.)

And ‘J: &l &- He n'anted the thing, and

desired it. (L., T.A.)

8: see 1, in five places. - Also <! cu- He

inclined to him. (K.)

* *

&l= :

thorny plant or tree. (S, K.) See art. &:

see #1- =Also A certain kind of

&- Safety; freedom from evil, harm, or the

like: so in the phrase 40 U.S- [God grant safety

to thee]: (K:) said to a person stumbling.

(TA.)

&* Poverty. (K.)

* - (S, K, &c.) and 'i: -, (AA, IDrd,

&c.) of which latter the former is a contraction,

(Kh in the 'Eyn, TA,) or the latter word is

unused [except as an epithet, as will be seen

below], and **s-, (S, K, &c.,) are syn. words,

of which the meaning is well known: (S, K,

TA:) Want; need; necessity, or necessitude;

exigency: (TA:) [whence,] as-la- & one who

is constantly in nant, or need: (Har p. 143:)

i- is a more general term than Xià, or each

of these terms is more general than the other in

some respects, and more particular in others:

(TA:) and the former signifies also a thing

wanted, needed, or required; an object of nant,

of need, or of exigence; a nant; a needful, or

requisite, thing, affair, or business : (A, TA:)

[and a thing to be done, an affair, or a business:]

pl. ": [or rather this is a coll. gen, n., of

which is is is the n, un, and +1-, [which

is of more frequent occurrence,] (S, Msb, K,)

and &- [which is of rare occurrence,] (S,K,)

and &#3-, (S, Msb, K,) which is anomalous,

(S, K,) and was disapproved by AS, and pro

nounced by him to be post-classical, but he dis

approved it only because of its being anomalous,

(S,) and he is said to have retracted his assertion

of its being post-classical, (TA,) for it is of fre

quent occurrence in the [classical] language of the

Arabs, (S,) in their verses and in the traditions:

(IB, TA:) it seems as though formed from the

sing. i-, (S, K,) which some assert to have

been not used; or, accord. to some, it may be pl.
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of£-, changed from the regular form of&ls=

[originally J-5-) like 3-3, by putting the

[elided] us before the z . agreeably with what

is often done in the language of the Arabs. (TA.)

You say, <-- cs: [He accomplished his

nant]: (TA:) a phrase which signifies [also]

he did his business; meaning he eased nature.

(ISk, TA) And Axill 3- 9:-- 3:- [Take

what thou wantest, or requirest, of the food].

(A). And is-le- J-5 -> and *ā-jū- and

*ā-3- [In my mind is a want]. (AA, TA.)

And i- cº; 3: ë [I nant a thing of such

a one]. (TA.) [When the thing wanted, or not

wanted, is mentioned, or referred to by a pro

noun, the subst: denoting it, or the pronoun

referring to it, is preceded by &l. as in the say

ings l-ā-> ë! *- es 1 Mars a nant of such a

thing, and aa-la- *'' -s: Le I have not any want

of it, and <! <-- U. What is the reason of

thy want of it, or thy nanting it?] You say

also, usuaj S. #: S3 W#5- 93.4 us'& U.

There remained not in his bosom a nant but he

accomplished it. (TA.) [The dim of £- is

*:::: whence the saying,] 's- ** Us! U.

ā-3. 53 W£3- S; £5. S5 I have no nant,

[nor any little want,] nith respect to him, or it.

(Lh, S, K.) [See also ā-,-, below.] In the

phrase 9.-- - [Seek the little thing that

thou n'antest], it seems that the second and third

radical letters of the latter word [originally

94-3- have been transposed [and that

933.-- has been then changed into **].

(IDrd, AAF, TA)—33 as - 3 & =# (s

ā-13 I left not any act of disobedience to which

7 was enticed. (TA from a trad. [But see is is

in art. &2.])

ā-,-, See i-, in four places:-and see

i:--You say also, £- 4: es:- Us' U.

ā-; S; There is not in my bosom any doubt re

specting him, or it. (Th, S, K.) And es' U-4

#3, S; £5. S; '#3- 9. [There is not

any doubt in, or in respect of thine affair, or

tly case] (S)-And £-J.-3, 3 &t=

£: $3, like the phrase % āşş- G” 3, U.;

alae', i. e. I spoke to him, and he returned me

not a bad word nor a good one. (ISk, S, K.)

ā-,- See i-, in two places:-and see

ā-3--You say also, U-59 &: £3- 3

Take thou a different and winding road of the

land. (K.)

4 * ... • 6 * >

ā-5'-' see à-la-, in two places.– You say

also is *- i-t- and "à-3- is... A great

nant; a thing much wanted. (TA.)

4 d p

-2'- A man in want, needy, indigent, or

poor; (Msb, TA;) [as also ":-...] the pl.,

by rule, should be &*s- because it is an

epithet applied to a rational being; but the pl.

used is &#3'- some, however, reject this, and

assert that it has not been heard [as a classical

word]: (Msb:) ISd thinks that&2- is pl. of

':3-, if the latter word have been used:

(TA:) the vulgar say £- [as pl. of£-l.

meaning&*. (Mgh.)

&ls- :

&

see the next preceding paragraph.

32

1. st-, 201", 33-4, i. q. st-, aor. 3-3, ex

plained in art. Jae-. (K.)

3. U-M #3-4 (like #3: The forer re

turns to him repeatedly, or time after time. (K.)

—5%09- 3. He visits us [repeatedly, or

time after time,] during the space of several days.

(TA.)

39">

1. J." st-, aor $24, (S, A, L.) infn.33-,

(S, L, K,) He drove the camels quickly; (S, L,

K.) as also "sis-i (S. L.) inf a £1 (£)

or violently, (M. L.) like sj-, inf. h. 3.-:

(L:) or roughly: (B:) or he drove the camels to

mater; like taja... (A.T.A.)- Also He col

lected the camels together to drive them. (L.)

-And J.' <3- and (33-, I mastered, or

gained the mastery over, the camels: two forms

of the verb mentioned by Zj and IKtt and others,

as coordinate to Jú and -iù. (MF, TA.) And

# 3--" Ala- The he-ass gained the mastery

Over his she asses, and collected them together;

like w- (L.) [and so ..." "3:1:1 Le

beed says, -

• *-5,-i, <

* J: & J.'s "3% *

[When they became collected together, and he

gained the mastery over their flanks, or] dren,

them together so that not one of them escaped him,

[and brought them to the natering-place, gal

loping upon long crooked legs; for] by Gs” he

(S, L.)- And [hence,]

8st-, aor, and inf n, as above (L5) and*$3:

*. (S, A, L, K,”) and 5ta-l; (S, L;) He

overcame, mastered, or gained the mastery over,

him, or it: (S, A, L, K:) [like 9-l You say,

ljé- L'é W53-1 He mastered such a thing;

gained the mastery over it; gained possession

of it. (L.) &ue: * **,-- [in the Kur

lviii. 20] means The devil hath overcome them, or

gained the mastery over them : (S, L:) or hath

gained the mastery over their hearts: (Th, L:) or

hath gained the mastery over them, and inclined

them to that which he desired of them : (Msb:)

or drove them, having gained the mastery over

them. (B.) And*"33-#: 'i [in the Kur

iv. 140], Did n'e not acquire the mastery over

your affairs,and gain possession ofyour affection?

(S, L:) or did we not gain the mastery over you

£f $1 *

=l is!

means [crooked] legs.

by befriending and aiding you? (Aboo-Ishák,

L:) or did ne not overcome you, and have it in

our ponyer to slay you? (Bd.) AZ says that in

all verbs coordinate to 32-1, the original letters

of the root may be preserved: that the Arabs say

~~ and *::::A; and*: and~s: :

and that their doing so is agreeable with a rule

constantly obtaining with them. (S.) The gram

marians say that he who says su-, aor. $2-4,

says only 30-~!; and he who says $34, says in

like manner 32-k, (L.)- Also Sle-, aor.

53-', (L) inf. n. 52-, (L, K.) He guarded,

kept, kept safely, protected, took care of, or

minded, [a person, or thing;] syn. *u-, (L,)

inf n. *s-, (L.K.) And *s-, (L) inf n.

33-, (K) and '3' inf n. #4 (TA)

He nas observant, or regardful, of it; (L, K;)

as, for instance, of prayer: from J.' Ala- sig

nifying “he collected the camels together to drive

them.” (L.)- And Sta-, He did a thing, or an

affair, firmly, soundly, thoroughly, or well. (L.)

-Also, aor. and inf. n. as above; and *ś-i,

inf. n. $';*!, and 3: $34, He journeyed

hard; nent a hard, or vehement, pace. (L.)

4. $34, inf. n. $5-l: see 1, in four places.

–4% 53-1 He gathered together his garment,

(L, K.) and dren, it to him. (L.)-£ 52-l

[in some copies of the K £ill He (a work

man, &u= [in some copies of the K &Ls)) made

the arron, light, by scraping, or paring, it : (L,

K:) a phrase used by Lebeed, in describing the

arrow termed C:". (L.)

10. $3: and 5'--l: see 1, in four places.

st-il (A, L, MSb) and c'." its (§, L, K)

The part of the back of a horse that is beneath

the ... [or saddle-cloth], (S, A, L, Mob, K.)

i. e. the middle thereof; (Msb;) as also J.-l

(Sh, A, L) and c'." J.-: ($, L.) also the line

along the middle of the back (M, L) of a man;

(L;) but Uta-J) is more approved in this sense:

(M, L:) and 30-J signifies also the back of a

man, (L. K.) like J-1, pl. 3; i. (L.)

[Hence,] st-li -** !A man light ofback; (S,

A, L, Msb ;) as also J-l -*: (A;) mean

ing having little property: and also having a

small family to maintain: (L:) or having little

property and a small family to maintain: (L,

K.) like #1 -#4 (A, L, MSb) And -:

950- and 4. t[lit. How is thy back? meaning,

thy state, or condition?]. (Sh, L.) âte- and

*#t. both signify +A state, or condition, like

J.- and ill-, which are the more approved

words. (TA.) You say, 53-9 **śl-' (-4

t They both are in one state, or condition. (K.)-

cºst-Il The parts of the backs of the two thighs

(of a camel, A) against which the tail falls, (S,

A,” L, K,) on this side and on that: (L:) or the

parts of the two thighs of a beast that face one

when he stands behind it: and two portions of

flesh in the outer sides of the two thighs of a man

&c.; (ISd, L:) or the hinder parts of the invo
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thighs: pl. 3-1. (Ham p. 443.) They say,
- 3 * * * * * - 3 - of

45uji Ussu- L:2 L. J.M& [The most thirst

quenching of milk is that which is next to the

hinder parts of the two thighs of the she-camel]:

i.e., when it is fresh-drawn, without her having

been previously sucked by a young one. (TA.

[But the first word, there, is &l, which I regard

as a mistranscription.])

#1-: See $41, in two places.

3 - 2 =s •

Jø2- : see U533-1.

* - of 6 - -

33- $1. A quick hunting. (L.)

# - e <

&ss- Quick in journeying, or in pace; one

who goes a journey of ten nights in three. (L.)

And hence, I Quick in everything that he under

takes: quick, sharp, and active in affairs: (L:)

active and skilful: (K:) active in a thing by

reason of his skilfulness: (AA, S, L:) applied

[as meaning active by reason of expertness] to the

wing of a bird of the kind called U.5, by a poet,

(S, L,) namely, Homeyd Ibn-Thowr: (S:) quick

in his affairs, who prosecutes them, or carries

them on, nell: (L:) one n'ho prosecutes, or car

ries on, affairs in the best manner, by reason of

his knowledge thereof: (A:) one nho manages

things skilfully, nell, or thoroughly: (Msb:)

ready, or prompt, in affairs, n'ho masters them,

and to n'hom nothing is out of his nay, or sphere,

or compass; (AS, S, L, K;) as also **s-, (L,"

K:) one who overcomes, or masters. (L.) And

3 - * *

Ušj2- signifies the same. ($ andK&c. inart.j2-.)

- It is applied by a poet to thick water (Ú-e ‘le

#1) as meaning t Quick in moving the bonel.

(S, L.)

2.96

1. 3-, aO1". 3-3, (S,) inf. n. 33- and 3,5

(S, K) and *- a contraction of the form next

preceding, used in poetry, in case of necessity,

(TA) and jū- (§, K) and 5-4 (K) and55

(TA,) He, or it, returned, (S, L., K.) Us: es'

to a thing, and are from it. (L.)– [Hence,]

* ju-It (a false imputation) returned to him

[who was its author; or recoiled upon him].

(TA, from a trad.)- And ā-ā'i -j- The thing

sticking in the throat, and choking, descended;

as though it returned from its place. (T.A.)-

[And Ju-, inf. n. 22- and 22-, He returned from

a good state to a bad..] You say, &= U.* -

(TA on the authority of ’Asim, and so in a copy

of the S,) He returned from a good state after he

had been in that state : (A’Obeyd, S,” TA:) so

says 'Asim: (TA:) or juá- U → Xa- (TA, and

so in copies of the S,) He became in a state of

defectiveness after he had heen in a state of: re

dundance : (TA:) or it is from Ju-, inf. n. 23-,

He untnisted his turban : (Zj, TA:) and means

+He became in a bad state of affairs after he had

been in a good state. (TA. [See 3-, below.])
* * *

—5% j- He became in a defective and bad

state. (TA. [Here it is an imitative sequent;

(seeX- ;) as is also is: in a phrase mentioned

below.]) - Ja-, aor, as above, (M5b,) inf n.

Bk. I.

#- (S, A, Msh, K) and ,- (S, A, K) and

5- (S) and -, (M and TA in art. J.')

It decreased, or became defective or deficient.

(S, A, MSb, K." [See also 3-, below.]) –

Also, inf. n.#- (TA) and *- (S, K,) He pe

rished, or died. (S," K,” TA.) – Also, aor.

2-4, inf. n. 3-, He, or it, became changed

ifrom one state, or condition, into another: and

it became converted into another thing. (TA.)

–3. S; &% 3- U. Such a one does not

increase nor become augmented [in his substance]

(Ibn-Háni, K*) is said when a person's being

afflicted with smallness of increase is confirmed.

(Ibn-Häni, TA)= -, (TK) inf n. *-, (K)

He was, or became, confounded, or perplexed,

and unable to see his right course; syn. *-i.

(K,” TK.) [See also art. 's-.] = See also 2.

=3-, aor. <, inf. n. 3-; (K;) and Śs-,

aor, and inf. m. as above; (Msb;) and 752-1,

(K) inf n. 95-1 (TA) and -5,-1 (S,

K;*) He, (a man, K, TA,) and it, (an eye, S,

Msb, K,” TA,) was, or became, characterized by

the quality termed 3- as explained belon. (S,

Msb, K, T.A.)

2. 9:- inf n. *s-, He made him, or it, to

return. (Zj, K.)- He (God) denied him, or

prohibited him from attaining, what he desired,

or sought; disappointed him; frustrated his en

deavour, or hope; (K, TA;) and caused him to

return to a state of defectiveness. (TA.) =

X- inf n. as above, He n'hitened clothes, or

garments, (S, Msb,) and wheat, or food: (S:)

and '3'-' (K) aor. 52-, inf. n 2-, (TA)

he washed and n'hitened a garment, or piece of

cloth; (K;) but 25- is better known in this

sense. (TA)-2-3 &#x- (inf. m. as above,

TA,) He burned a mark round the eye of the

camel with a circular cauterizing-instrument, (S,

K,”) on account of a disorder: because the place

becomes white. (TA.)= [He prepared skins

such as are called 3- a meaning indicated, but

not expressed, in the TA.– And app. He lined

a boot mith such skin : see 35-4) E= Also,

(inf n. as above, TA,) He prepared a lump of

dough, and made it round, (S, K,) with a 23-,

(TA,) to put it into the hole containing hot ashes

in n-hich it was to be baked: (S, K:) he made it

round nith a 23- (A.)

3. *s-, (A, Mgh, Msb) and #8 93-,

(TA in art. &=7, &c.,) inf. n. 5,50-2 (S, Mgh,

K) and 3'- (A, Mgh,) He returned him ansner

for answer, or ansners for answers; held a dia

logue, colloquy, conference, disputation, or debate,

nith him; or bandied words with him; syn.
J e

45-, (§, and Jel in xviii. 35) and 2%l ass-5,

(A, Mgh, Msb) or 2%l G ass-5. (Bd in

xviii. 32) or, of the inf n., Gää, äs-93. (K.)

And ox3- He vied, or competed, nith him, or

contended with him for superiority, in glorying,

or boasting, or the like; syn. 3-0. (Jel. in

xviii. 32.)

4. Ju-' [He returned a thing]. You say,
2d - d - - a -- • * *

(** **- Los <-- She ground, and did not

7"eturn (#5, us) anything of the flour [app. for

the loan of the hand-mill: see 3-, below]. (S,

K.)— ā-ā'i 20-1 He snalloned the thing stick

ing in his throat and choking him; [as though he

returned it from its place: see 1: see also 4 in

art. Xe-: and see an ex. voce #: (TA.)

And 5.9 &: &% Such a one is quick in

sn'alloning : [said to be] from what next follows.

(Meyd, TA)-3-1, (§, K, &c.) inf n. 5-l.

(TA) He returned an answer, or a reply. (MSb,

T.A.) You say, 93- Gl 5- (* *::= I spoke

to him, and he did not return to me an ansner,

or a reply. (S, A,” Msb,” K.*) And in like

manner, a: j-i us [He did not return a nord

in answer, or in reply]. (TA.)=<>}le-i She

(a camel) had a young one such as is called

2'3-. (K.)

6, 193-s, (Mab, K.,&c.) inf n.53-5 (S.K.)

They returned one another answer for answer,

or ansners for answers; held a dialogue, colloquy,

conference, disputation, or debate, one with

another; or bandied nords, one with another;

syn. 1,3-5, (§, K) and 1,4-95, (Jel inlviii. 1)

or *%l 1,4-95, (MSb,K) or >39. U. ×-95.

(Bd in lviii. 1.) [And They vied, or competed,

or contended for superiority, one nith another,

in glorying, or boasting, or the like: see 3.]

9. ,-i, (§, K, &c.) inf n. 99-, (K.) It (a

thing, S, Msb, and the body, TA, and the part

around the eye, A, and bread, S, or some other

thing, TA) was, or became, white. (S, A, MSb,

K.)- See also 1, last sentence.

10. 5'-- He desired him to speak [or to

return an answer or a reply; he interrogated

him]. (S, K.) And 3'3" 2\a-..." He desired the

house to speak [to him; he interrogated the

house; as a lover does in addressing the house in

which the object of his love has dwelt]. (IAar.)

#-inf n, of 3- (S, A, Msh, K) [Hence,

c's 3: 25-1 &- & $24, (TA on the autho

rity of 'Asim, and so in a copy of the S,) a trad.,

(TA,) meaning We have recourse to God for

preservation from decrease, or defectiveness, after

increase, or redundance : (S:) or *: »- &

238, (TA, and so in copies of the $) meaning

as above: (S, TA:) or t from a bad state of

affairs after a good state; from }:- signifying

the “untwisting” a turban : (TA:) or from

returning and departing from the community [of

the faithful] after having been therein; [from

j- “he untwisted” his turban, and] from

3uá= “he twisted ” his turban upon his head.

(Zj, TA. [See also *..]) * 5'-- Us' "53-,

(S, K,) and 3-, (K,) Deficiency upon deficiency,

(S, K.) and return upon return, (TA) is a prov.,

applied to him whose good fortune is retiring:

(S, K;) or to him who is not in a good state;

or to him who has been in a good state and has

become in a. bad state: (K:) or the saying is,

* 5t- 3- 3% [Such a one is suffering

': deficiency: *- being used in the

Sense of A-, like 3: in the sense of £1. SO

heard by ÍAgr; and said by him to be applied in

84
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the case of a thing not in a good state; or to

him who has been in a good state and has become

in a bad state. (TA.) One says also, -> Jeu"

22- What is false, or vain, is n'aning and re

treating. (TA) And 's 's- U 3, (K)
or 22: 23-, (Kin art. Jee-,) Verily he is engaged

in that which is not a skilful nor a good nork or

performance: (33-l S5 : £ L#: so in

the L: in the K, for 32te-1 is put 5%; [which is

evidently a mistake]: TA:) or he is in a bad

state, and a state of perdition : (TA in art. Pea-:)

or in error. (K. [See also, and SeeX, in

art. 22"; where it is implied that 22' is here an

imitative sequent of 22-.]) And Li&-s:

2% "25-N Such a one went anay in a de

fective and bad state. (L, T.A.) - See also

223-.= What is beneath the [part called] 25+

of a turban. (K.) = The bottom of a well or

the like. (K.)- Hence, (TA,) 3- +: *

+ He is intelligent; (K;) deep in penetration.

(TA.)

*: See 3-, in two places. =Also [app. A

return of flour for the loan of a hand-mill, like

# (a subst. from -:) signifying some broth

which is returned with a borrowed cooking-pot:]
o e a •

a subst. from -\e-1 in the phrase (* --l.

&:Š- [q. v. supra]. (S, K.)

3- Intense whiteness of the white of the eye

and intense blackness of the black thereof, (S,

Msb, K,) with intense n hiteness, or fairness, of

the rest of the person : (K:) or intense whiteness

of the n-hite of the eye and intense blackness of

the black thereof, with roundness of the black,

and thinness of the eyelids, and whiteness, or

fairness, of the parts around them : (K:) or

blackness of the whole [of n:hat appears] of the

eye, as in the eyes of gazelles (AA, S, Msb, K)

and of bulls and cons : (AA, S:) and this is not

found in human beings, but is attributed to them

by way of comparison: (AA, S, Msb, K:) As

says, I know not what is is-n in the eye. (S.)

-Also [simply] Whiteness. (A.)= Red skins,

with which [baskets of the hind called] J5- (17"e

covered: (S, K:) [a coll. gen, n. :] n. un, with

s: (S) pl. &W,-, (KTA: in the CK Ö3-)

or (so in the TA, but in the K “and”) a hide

dyed red: (K, TA:) or red.shins, not [such as

are termed] *#: pl. 53-i: (AHn:) or skins

tanned without 9,5 : or thin white skins, of which

[receptacles of the kind called] Luči are made:

or prepared sheep-skins. (TA.) [In the present

day, pronounced 23-, applied to Sheep-skin

leather.]=A certain hind of tree: the people of

Syria apply the name of3- to the plane-tree

(~s): but it is 3-, with two fet-hahs: in the

account of simples in the Kánoon [of Ibn-Seenã],

it is said to be a certain tree of which the gum is

called Aye: (Mgh:) [by the modern Egyptians

(pronounced 3-) applied to the white poplar:]

a certain kind of wood, called£1, (K,) because

of its whiteness. (TA)=%-" The third star,

[e,] that nect the body, of the three in the tail of

Ursa Major. (Mir-át ez-Zemán, &c. [In the K

- - - - - J - e.

it is incorrectly said to be the third star of Jolie

- 3 & O

USA—all U->. See &#1, in art. 235.])

5- [A quarter of a city or tonn; generally

consisting of several narron streets, or lanes, of

houses, and having but one general entrance,

neith a gate, which is closed at night; or, which

is the case in some instances, having a by-street

passing through it, with a gate at each end :]

a place of abode of a people, whereof the houses

are contiguous: (Msb:) any place of abode of

a people whereof the houses are near [together]:

(K in art. De-:) a parious £ncompassed tract On"

place; syn. £as ū-0 5.x: : (A:) pl. −5-.

(A, Msb.) -

5- : See*

* D - * - 0 <

#- fem. of33- [q.v.].-Also A round, or

circular, burn, made with a hot iron; (K;)

[around the eye of a camel; (see 2;)] so called

because its place becomes white. (TA.)

6-o,-- 22 - 3 - -

5,2,3-; see ag's-, under & 3-.

6 * * o - 6 o' -

22- : see 29- =and see 22-.

* - /

512-, (S, K, &c.,) and sometimes with kesr

['3'-], (K,) but this latter is a bad form,

(Yaakoob,) A young camel when just born: (T,

K:) or until neaned; ($, K;) i. e. from the

time of its birth until big and weaned; (TA;)

when it is called Jeas: (S:) fem. with 3:

(IAar) pl. (of pauc., $55,- and (of mult, $)

&5- and 3%- (S. K.) [Its flesh is insipid:

£:verse cited as an ex. of the word £-.]

– [Hence, cº--" *-i- The scorpion of

winter; because it injures the 12-, (K, TA,)

i. e. the young camel. (TA.)
6 - s - 6 - J.

3'- see 29- =and see also 29-.

22- ($, K) and " #5-, (§, and so in some

copies of the K,) or '#3-, (so in other copies

of the K and in the TA,) and **- (S, K) and

*%- (K) and "#,-- (S, K, TA, in the CK
6.- ... O -

53-3) and " 53- and 7 53.4 [originally an

inf n of 3] and "5-(K) and '-'(TA) An
answer; a reply. (S, K.) You say, Gl& U.

bes-, &c., He did not return to me an ansner,

or a reply. (S.) [See a verse of Tarafeh cited

WOCo:

- 6- d - J.6

5,22-, or 5/32- : see what next precedes.

3 - -

U£21, - One who whitens clothes, or garments,

by washing and beating them. (S, M, Msb, K.)

Hence its pl. &#3- is applied to The com

panions [i. e. apostles and disciples] of Jesus,

because their trade was to do this. (S, M, Mgb.)

[Or it is so applied from its bearing some one

or another of the following significations.] –

One who is freed and cleared from every vice,

fault, or defect: [or] one who has been tried, or

proved, time after time, and Jound to be free

from vices, faults, or defects; from ju- “he re

turned.” (Zj, TA.)–A thing that is pure, or

unsullied : anything of a pure, or an unsullied,

colour: and hence, - One who advises, or

counsels, or acts, sincerely, honestly, or faithfully:

(Sh:) or a friend; or true, or sincere, friend:

(TA:) or an assistant : (S, Msb, K:) or a

strenuous assistant : (TA:) or an assistant of

prophets: (K:) or a particular and select friend

and assistant of a prophet : and hence the pl.

is applied to the companions of Mohammad also.

(Zil) – 4 relation. (K) – And #3- A

white, or fair, woman; (A;) as also '#'s.

(T, K,) and so "#3-, without implying 3- of

the eye : (TA:) pl. of the first £5-3 (A:)

or this pl. signifies women of the cities or ton'ns;

(K;) so called by the Arabs of the desert because

of their whiteness, or fairness, and cleanness:

(TA:) or women clear in complexion and shin;

because of their whiteness, or fairness: (TA:)

or women inhabitants of regions, districts, or

tracts, of cities, tonns, or villages, and of culti

vated land: (Ksh and Bd in iii.45:) or [simply]

women; because of their whiteness, or fairness. (S.)

&:- White, applied to flour: (A, K.) such

is the best and purest of flour: (K, TA:) and in

like manner applied to bread: (A:) or nhitened,

applied to flour; (S;) and, in this latter sense,

to any food. (S, K.) [See also 3- and see

9 J - d.

25-2.]

X. A- J% A man in a defective and bad

state: ($, TA:) or perishing, or dying. (S.)

[See the same phrase in art. 's-: see also3

and see X, in art. 22"; where it is said that 3U

is here an imitative sequent of 45-.] = See

also 5-.

3,-i, (K) applied to a man, (TA,) Having

eyes characterized by the quality termed3- (1.8

D -

explained above: (K.) and so #3-, [the fem.]

applied to a woman : (S, Msb, K:*) pl. > -.

(S, K.) And J-all is-, applied to women,

Having eyes like those of gazelles and of cons.

GAA, S.) Az says that a woman is not termed

el)2- unless Combining 23- of the eyes with

whiteness, or fairness, of complexion. (TA.)

See also #3-, under&;--> -#. An

eye of pure white and black. (A.)–3-9 A.

certain star: (S, K:) or (K) Jupiter. (S, K.)

=Also f Intellect : (ISk, S, K:) or pure, or

clear, intellect; like an eye so termed, of pure

white and black. (A.) So in the saying, U.

* J.-- ! [He does not live by intellect : or

by pire, or clear, intellect]. (ISk, S, A.)

&:- A man (TA) white, or fair, (S. K.)

of the people of the tonens or villages. (TA.)

[See also &'s- of which the fem. is applied

in like manner to a woman.]

© - •
2-, * * .

2'-2 : see 33-2, in two places.

6 - O

22-2. The pin of wood, or, as is sometimes the

case, of iron, on which the sheave of a pulley

turns; (S;) the iron [pin] that unites the bent

piece of iron which is on each side of the sheave

of a pulley, and in which it [the 22-2] is in

serted, and the sheave itself: and a piece of wood

which unites (&:5) the sheave of a large pulley
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29- -j9

[app. with what is on each side of the latter; for

it seems to mean here, also, the pivot]: (K. :)

some say that it is so called because it turns round,

returning to the point from which it departed:

others, that it is so called because, by its re

volving, it is polished so that it becomes white :

(Zj:) pl. 2-. (A.) One says, 55- <āş,

meaning 1 His circumstances, (A,) or affair, or

case, (K,) became unsettled: (A, K:) from the

state of the pin of the sheave of a pulley when it

becomes smooth, and the hole becomes large, so

that it wabbles. (A.)- Also A thing (K) of

iron (TA) upon which turns the tongue of a

buckle at the end of a naist-belt. (K.)- And

An iron instrument for cauterizing [app. of a

circular form : see 2]. (K.)–And The nooden

implement (S, K) of the baker, or maker of

bread, (S) with which he expands the dough,

(K) and prepares it, and makes it round, to put

it into the hot ashes in which it is baked: (TA:)

so called because of its turning round upon the

dough, as being likened to the 22-2 of the sheave

of a pulley, and because of its roundness. (T.)

6- * * o

50-2 : see 3-, in two places. = Also A place

that returns [like a circle]: or in which a return

is made [to the point of commencement]. (K.)

-A mother-of-pearl shell; an oyster-shell: (S,

IAth, Msb, K:) or the like thereof, of bone : (S,

K.) pl. 3- and [coll, gen, n.] "ju-2. (L.)

–And hence, A thing in which water is col

lected; as also "3-. (IAth)-IHence also,]

An oyster [itself]; expl. by c's...al es' #3.

(L in art. 3-2.)- The cavity of the ear; (K;)

i. e. the external, deep, and nide, cavity, around

the ear-hole; or the as:- [or conchal of the ear.

(TA.) – The part of the shoulder-blade called

its 8: [q. v.]: (S, K:) or the small round

hollow that is in that part of the shoulder-blade

in which the head of the humerus turns. (TA.)

-The small round cavity of the hip : and the

dual signifies the two round heads [?] of the hips,

in which the heads of the thighs turn. (TA)

The palate; syn. <-- and without 3, i. e.

*%-3, the same, of a man: and, this latter, the

place, in a beast, where the farrier performs the

operation termed <!--5: (TA:) or the former

signifies the upper part of the mouth of a horse,

internally: (IAar, TA:) or the inner part of the

palate : (Abu-l-’Omeythil, TA:) or, [which

seems to be the same,] the portion of the upper

part of the mouth which is behind the aš): [or

J-93]: and the passage of the breath to the in

nermost parts of the nose: (TA:) or 4-M5

signifies the part [of the palate] which is a little

above the place where the farrier performs the

operation termed <!--5. (S.) - The part be

tween the frog and the extremity of the fore part

of a solid hoof. (Abu-l-’Omeythil, K.) What is

beneath the Jus! [q. v., app. here meaning the

2U21 of the hoof of a horse or the like]. (TA.)

And The Lo-e [i. e. toe, or nail, &c.,] of a

camel. (TA)=A thing resembling [the kind

of vehicle called] a <3% (K;) pronounced by

the vulgar [5-2,] with teshdeed: pl.$5

(TA) [and 3-3, which is often applied in the

present day to the dorsers, or panniers, or oblong

chests, nhich are borne, one on either side, by a

camel, and, with a small tent over them, compose

ca c”) : the [ornamented 2* called the]

J:- [vulgarly pronounced U-21 of the pil

grims [nchich is borne by a camel, but without a

rider, and is regarded as the royal banner of the

caravan; such as is described and figured in my

work £n the Modern Egyptians]. (Msb.) =

I q. ... [A line, &c.] (K)—And i t i-U

[A side, region, quarter, tract, &c.]. (K.)

6- J - 6 * - d -

3,9-2 and 5,3-2 : see>s

3° 0 ,

2: is- The n'hiteness of the £oth, or of

the scum, of the cooking-pot. (S.)-322-e āāa-,

[in the copies of the K, erroneously, 53-4] A.

bonyl nihitened by [containing] camel's hump,

(S, L, K,) or its fat. (A.)

6 * ~ *

22-2 Dough of which the surface has been

moistened with water, so that it is shining. (TA.)

[See also 2.]-$55- &#, in a verse of El

'Ajjāj, Eyes of a clear white [in the nihite parts]

and intensely black in the black parts. (S.) =

A bootlined nith skin of the kind called:- (K.)

* * * *

22-. A possessor of [flour, or bread, such as

is termed] us;3- (TA.)

6 * * > /

3,3'-2 : see*

j9*

1, 3-, (S, A, Msb) aor. 3,-, (Mb)

inf. n. ji- and jū- (S, A, Msb, K;) as also

5-, [aor. 5-4) inf. n. j:- (Msb;) He dren,

collected, or gathered, it together; (S, A, Msb,

K.) and so *sju-, (TA) infin, ju-15 (K.)

and "95-, inf n. j's-i: (TA:) he dren, col

lected, or gathered, it together (namely, property

or wealth &c., TA) to himself; (S, A, Msb;) as

also '3-1, (S) and 2: *%-1, (A, TA)

and: 5-, and as 'ju-l. (TA) You say,

Júl 5'- 4: Take thou to the collecting of

wealth...(A, T.A.) – 5-, aOn". 55-4, (TA,)

inf n. j.3-, (K, TA,) He had, held, or possessed,

it; had it, or held it, in his possession; had, took,

got, obtained, or acquired, possession, or occu

pation, of it; (AA, K,” TA; [4,3, given as an

explanation of the inf. m. in the CK, is a mistake

for 4t." ;]) he took, or received, it; he had it,

or took it, to, or for, himself. (AA, TA) [See

53-, below. Hence, It comprehended, com

prised, or embraced, it.]--59 j-, inf n.

ji-, He took for himself the land, and marked

out its boundaries, and had an exclusive right to

it. (TA: but only the inf n. is there mentioned.)

-j-. aor". js-, also signifies [He or] it over

came, conquered, or mastered, [a thing,] as in an

instance in art. j-, WOce ji- (Sh, K:) [as

also st-]—Also, (A, TA) inf n, ji-, (K)

! He compressed a woman: (A, K,” TA:) [as

though he mastered her.]–4: 3--" j- The

he-ass gained the mastery over his she-asses, and

collected them together; as also ūšt- (L in art.

*-) -J' j-, aor, six-4 (S, A, Msb)
inf n. ji-, (S, K,) He drove the camels gently;

(S, Msh, K) as also sit-, aorts-, (S, Msb)

inf n :- (S.T.A.) and "ujś- (TA) Also

He drove thecamelsvehemently; (K;) and so tejta-,

a01", *-4, (TA in art, je-) inf. n. 5:- : (K in

art. jea- :) thus bearing two contr, significations:

(K.) [as also s3t-:] you say [also] *u-i,

[unless this be a mistranscription for uj-.] mean:

ing, Drive thou them vehemently. (TA.) Also

He drove the camels to water; (A;) and so

"left- (S, A :) (and sit-il or "Ú-, (As,
$, K,) inf. n. #23-5, (K,) signifies he drove them

during the first night to neater, (As, S, K,) it

being distant from the pasture: (AS, S:) because

in that night they are driven gently. (TA.)

[See also ji-, below.]-£15- He removed

the thing from its place; put it anay; placed it

at a distance. (Sh, T.A.

2. 35- see 1, first sentence: - and Ji

J.' : see 1, in three places.

4. J.' 5-i see 1.

5. j:- He, or it, nºrithed, or twisted, about,

(K, TA,) and turned over and over; (TA;) as

also "5-5 (K.) or was restless, or unquiet, not

remaining still, upon the ground. (Lth, T.A.)

You say, #~ –53-5, and '•'-3, The ser

pent nrithed, or twisted, about. (Both in the S;

and the latter in the K in art. 5-a-.) And 4 U.
2 -

3 * • * * * * * ~ * w • ~3 - - • * * ~ *

ā-Ji j3-5 jš-5, and a -ll j = "j.-:5,

iWherefore dost thou writhe about like the nºrith

ing about of the serpent? the latter verb, accord.

to Sb, is of the measure J#, from# +.

(S.)- He removed, withdren, or retired to a

distance, (A’Obeyd, S, K,) and dren back, (S,)

* [or *] from him or it; (TA;) as also

*5-5; (A’obeyd, $3) and "ju-il. (A) You

say, asys &= 4. jś-5 U.; asi- J-3 He went in

to him and he did not move for him from his bed,

or mattress. (TK.) And El-Katámee says, (S,

TA,) describing an old woman of whom he sought

hospitality, and who eluded him, (TA,)

~~ : o # a • * * w * - 2

* @#1 & #-- us-- "3-5 °
* * * * * •o 3 • * Dad • *

* -, *ā-, *91'-ju-šū's *
Py Us” ~

She (this old woman) retires and dran's back

from me for fear of my alighting at her abode

as a guest [like as the viper turns anay in fear
3 - -

of a beater]: or, as some relate the verse, j9-5.

(S.)- He tarried, or loitered: he was slow in

rising; as also U-5-5, he desired to rise, and

it was tedious to him to do so; as also "js-5.

(TA) AA says, a -153-5 jš-i, [as though

meaning, He was slow in rising like as the rising

of the serpent is slon : for he adds,] and it is slow

in rising when it desires to rise. (S.)

6. Jú,ill j5'-5 The two parties, or divisions,

84 *
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turned ancay, each from the other, (S, K.) in war

or battle. (S.)

7 sil ju-ji The company of men left their

appointed station, (S, K, TA,) and place of fight

ing, (TA,) and turned anay to another place.

(S,” K,”TA.) You say also,*j- He turned

anay from him : (S, K:) and <! ju-ji he turned

to, or tonards, him; and he joined himself to

him. (Harpp. 122 and 326.) You say of friends,

3& c” 195'-3', and b-si-. [They turned

anayfrom the enemy;] and of enemies,b%

and 3.x: #5 (S. T.A.) or j-1 signifies

He separated himself from others that he might

be with those who were fighting. (Aboo-Is-hák,

TA.) And 25:1 J. J.: J-1 signifies the

Sanne as2: ":- [The man turned, removed,

n:ithdren', or retired, or he joined himself, to the

company of men]. (Msb.) See 5, in two places.

—£ J” ju-ji [for cyc, in the TA, I have

substituted , as the former is apparently a

mistranscription] He drew himself together, and

Jill to the thing: expl. by -*. J” *>

* -->9. (TA.)

8. 5u- : See 5-, in four places, first sentence.

•* > *

•Q. Q.2. • w

sure Ussaj, (Sb, S, TA,) [from je-, originally

j:-.] IHe turned aside to a J.- [or place, &c.].

, [originally j:-5] of the mea.

(Mgh.) You say also Júl J-5 [The property,

or the camels or the like,] became drawn, collected,

or gathered, together; or dren, collected, or ga

thered, themselves together; to a J.- (Msb.)

- See also 5, throughout; and see 7.

ji- inf n. of 1 [q. v.]-9s- -s see#

=A place of which a man takes possession,

(TA,) and around n:hich a dam (#4) is made :

(K, TA) pl. 3'-i (TA)—#3, #- see
j-. E.J.- à: The first night during which

camels repair tonards the mater (As, S, K) n-hen

it is distant from the pasture: (As, S:) because

they are driven gently that night: but when their

faces are turned towards the water and they are

left to pasture that night, the night is called

Jill āş. (TA.) One says to a man, when he

holds back respecting an affair, 45- &- J's

<\all2.5 t (Let me alone and cease from this and

that discursion of thine]... (TA) And one says also,

>il J. Gill, ji-jū &% usie J, f(Such

a one nas prolia, or tedious, to us with this and

that discursion before coming to the point]. (TA.)

—ji- is also used as an epithet; though pro

perly an inf. n. : you say, ji- 35- [A gentle

d, iving : or a vehement driving]. (TA.)

6.- d - 6am -

53- i. q. 52-, as pointed out in two places

below. (S, Msb, &c.)- [Hence,] + A thing that

is in one's possession or occupation; a thing that

is one's property: so in the saying of a certain
• •- © - d :

woman, -ītā' 352- . ss-12 t And I guard from

encroachment the property of the absent: mean
- o “ -

ing her &#, which was the property of her

husband by the marriage-contract: whence it

appears that, if this saying be the only ground

upon which A has asserted that one of the sig

nifications of 552- is the 2-ys of a woman, [as is

also said in the K,] his assertion requires con

sideration; for a woman's 2-5 is her own when

she has no husband; and when she is married,

it is her husband's property. (L., T.A.) You say

also,#5- -> jue, and '95- Us', [and'- es']

It became in his possession, or occupation. (L,

TA.) And #3-&l &% Such a one defends,

or guards, from encroachment, or invasion, or

attack, n'hat is in his j:- [or place; meaning,

in his possession or occupation]. (TA.) In like

manner, a poet says,

* Wii &####- L.- :

He guarded from encroachment his tracts of

pasture-land [so that they n'ere left deserted].

(Fr, T.A.) And it is said in a trad, #3-J.-,

2}.} ! And he defended, or protected, or

guarded, from encroachment, or invasion, or

attack, the limits, [meaning, what the limits com

prised, i.e., the territory,] and the tracts, or

regions, of El-Islám [meaning, of the Muslims].

(TA) al., 53-signifies [in like manner]

à: [i.e. + The seat of regal poner: or the

heart, or principal part, of the kingdom]. (S, K.)

- + Nature; or natural disposition, temper, or

other quality or property; (K, TA;) whether

good or evil. (TA.)

#- (S, Mgh, Msb,) of the measure J-4,

(Mgh, Msb,) from js-M, (S," Mgh,) as signify

ing “the drawing, collecting, or gathering,

together,” (Mgh,) originally j2s-, (TA,) and

also contracted intoX- (S, Mab, TA,) like &:

and &s, and & and &#; (S, TA;) [The

continent, or container, or receptacle, of any

thing; like iáš as also *#3-, q. v. :] any

place in which a thing is: (Mgh:) in scholastic

theology, the imaginary portion of space occupied

by a thing having extent, as a body; or by a

thing not having extent, as an indivisible atom:

in philosophy, the inner surface of a container,

n:hich is contiguous [in every part] to the outer

surface of the thing contained: and [hence,]

Je." £-l [the proper natural place of a

thing;] that in n'hich the nature of a thing

requires it to be. (KT.)-A quarter, tract,

region, or place, considered relatively, or as part

of a nihole; or a part, or portion, of a place;

syn. :-( ; (S, Mgh, Msb;) as also "#

(S, Msb, K.) so the authors on practical law

mean by }:- such, for instance, as a room,

or an apartment, of a house: (Mgh :) pl. jū-i,

(S, Msb, TA,) which is extr., (TA,) being from

the contracted form [3-1: (Msb:) by rule it

should be j', (A, Mil, TA) like &#, pl.

of +: [and +...]: (Az, TA:) or by rule [if

from the uncontracted form 3- it should be

£-, with hemz, accord. to Sb, or 52%-, with

2, accord. to Abu-l-Hasan. (TA.) 23. 3-,

(S, MSb, TA) as also #31 jś- (TA) signifies

What is annexed to the house, (§, TA,) or apper

tains thereto, (Mab) of the 3% ($, Mab,TA)
and &u- (TA) and Cls"; (Msb;) [i. e., of the

conveniences thereof, such as the privy and the

kitchen and the like, and other parts or apart

ments;] such are termed collectively 3.15'-i,

(Msb;) and each part or apartment (*-ū), by

itself, is termed :- (TA)—[Hence the say.

ing,] *::=3 #- Ls' üí ! [I am in his quarter

and protection]... (A, TA.)– (And hence also

the saying,]*: 5:- es' ! In the manner, and

place, of [that kind of transmission which is

termed] ,512:Ji [which is “transmission by such

a number of persons as cannot be supposed to

have agreed to a falsehood:” as explained in the

M2, 3rd es']. (Mgh)–And 9:- c, jus:
See #- – [And #- c." By himself or

itself.]

* * * * * * * 6 * *

+3*) jls---' : see jij-, in art j-.

# U 5'-3', in the Kur (viii. 16], signi.
fies Or turning aside to a different company of

the Muslims: (Mgh, Msb:") or the meaning is,

or separating themselves from others to betake

themselves to [a different company of] those en

gaged in fighting: (Aboo-Ishik, TA.) The ori

ginal form of:- isis:-. (TA.)

#~ $1 & # [A portion of the

earth, or of land, comprehended within certain

limits]. (M and K in art. JJ.)

L*

1 : *, S.A.K.) aor. 3,-, (8)
inf n. L53- and U.us-, (TA,) He came around

the chase, or game, to turn it tonards the snare;

(S, A, K.) as also "4:1-i and "4:3-i, (S. K.)

inf n. #1- and Jo-1 (T.A.) – <--

** * I aided him to hunt, or catch, the

chase, or game; as also asks *:-i, and "+,-i

a.ks, and &l £-i, on the authority of Th:

(TA:) and *:* Jiu- He scared the chase,

or game, towards him, and drove and collected it

to him; as also '42-l. (TA)--531 Ju

X: The wolf drove along the sheep or goats.

(TA)—J.' J3- He collected together, and

drove, the camels. (S, K.)– asle-, inf. n. L:3-,

also signifies [simply] He collected it; drew it

together. (TA) [See also 2.]-Asia" cis-*.

(A,) inf. n. J.-, (K,) He eats from the sides

of the food so as to consume it : (A, K.) from

IF. (TA.)= [See also 7.]

2. U-3-, (TA) in n. J's-3, (K.) He

collected several things: or collected much. (K,”

T.A.) [See also 1.]

3. & C#9"> He turned aside from the place

of the rain of the lightning, n-hichever way it

turned. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) – Hence, (TA,)

<- (A) inf n. *s-, (TA) He circum

vented him : or he endeavoured to induce him

to turn, or incline, or decline ; or endeavoured

to turn him by deceit, or guile: syn.% : (A,
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TA:*) in war, and in liigation Or contention

[&c.]. (TA) You say, &l=1: £3'- <ill.

Jas J:- [I continued during the day to cir

cumvent him, or to endeavour to induce him to

turn, &c., and to delude him, or act tonards

him with artifice, like a fish in the mater, until

he did what I desired: see also what next

follows]. (A.)—[And hence] 4:4:3-1

excited, incited, urged, or instigated, him to do

it. (Ibn-'Abbād, A,” Sgh, K.) [It is indicated in

the A that in the ex. immediately preceding this,

4,- may also be rendered agreeably with this

explanation.]

4. *: Usta-1, and **i. see 1, in five

places.

5. L:>il J-5-3 The people, or company

of men, removed, withdren, or retired to a dis

tance, from me. (S, K.") And >sil c”.*

He removed, &c., from the people, or company

of men. (TA)—w-5 &:<-: She became

forlorn of her husband; syn. <t. (Sgh, K.)

---- He felt, or had a sense of, or nas

moved with, shame, or shyness, or bashfulness.

(AA, K.)

6 : see 8.

7. as J.L.-1 He took fright, and fled from

him; or nas averse from him; and shrank from

him; (S,” K;) and was frightened at him ; and

was moved by him. (TA.) [In the TA it is here

added, that this verb is quasi-pass. of c:-" in

the sense of ju:1; but this seems to indicate that

a copyist has written Juill by mistake for jú ),

which is a syn. of the inf n. of 1 in a sense ex

plained above: so that LA-31 signifies He

became scared, or the like..] Hr mentions this

verb in art. L:-; but it belongs to the present

art. (IAth.) You say, *} Jiu-ji U.5 *

He chid him (meaning a wolf or other animal)

but he did not take fright and flee, &c., at his

chiding. (TA) And G# 3 & #~ *

(S, A, ) and 'J', and cºs 3-2, (TA) Such a

one is not moved by, and does not care for, or

regard, anything, (S, A, TA,) and such a one.

(TA)—J.' -:U-31 The camels became col

lected together. (Harp. 130.)

8. 3:12: …-, (S, Msh, K) and, more

commonly,**, (Msb,) The people, or company

of men, encompassed, or surrounded, the chase,

or game: (Msb:) or scared it, one, or one party,

to another: (S, K:) the 2 remaining here un

changed as it does in bis-l. (S.) And *s

ū53 (A, TA) They encompassed, or surrounded,

such a one : (A:) or they made such a one to be

in the midst of them; (TA;) as also 12:3-1

**, (§, K.) [and #15-12-3'-' (M and 0 in

art J.-)land's:-3, (K) or 's--".

(TA.)– Hence the phrase ##!" >31 cº

+ [The blood invaded from every quarter the

state of pureness]; as though the blood encom

passed the pureness, and enclosed it on either

side. (Msb.) [Alluding to the collecting of the

blood about the uterus previously to menstrua

tion.] *

4. J3- i. Q. * *::. One should not say

4 J3-, but 95-, and 4 U.S.- (§, K.)

[See these phrases explained in art. L:-.]

J.- A thing resembling [the hind of enclosure,

made of trees or of nood, &c., for camels or sheep

or goats, called] a 5-la- a word of the dial. of

El-'Irák. (Sgh, K)-Applied by the people

of Egypt to The court (3) of a house : (TA :)

[and to any court, or enclosure, surrounded by

dnellings or the like, or by these and walls, or

by nalls alone: pl. of pauc. Ji-i. and of mult.

cis- and cis-1: see the next paragraph,

in four places.

G*- Wild; untamed; undomesticated; un

- 3 * >

civilized; unfamiliar; syn. Us:-2. (S, Msb.)

–Applied to a man, I Wild; uncivilized; un

familiar; (A;) unsociable; that does not mix with

others. (S, A.)- Applied to a camel, or other

[animal], Wild: (K:) [or] the epithet thus applied

is tropical; (A, TA;) and what are thus called,

(K,) or£ J.' [the camels termed *-],

(S, A, Msb,) are so named from "J33-Ji, the ap

pellation of certain stallions of the camels of the

jinn, or genii, which covered some ofthe she-camels

of Arabs, (IKt, S, A, Msb, K,) as they assert, (S,

K,) namely, of the she-camels of Mahrah, (K,)

meaning the Benoo-Mahrah-Ibn-Heydän, (TA)

and the offspring were the camels called-:

£1, (Msb, TA,) which scarcely ever become

tired; and the like of this is said by AHeyth:

(TA:) it is also said that 'J',-\, (S. K.) from

which the epithet above mentioned, thus applied,

is a rel. n., (TA,) is the country of the jinn,

(S, K,) beyond the sands of Yebreen, which no

man inhabits: (S:) or an appellation of certain

sons of the jinn, whose country is called $3.

J.,-1 by Rubehi (TA ) or it is like J-91,

(Msb:) Or #2- J.' means camels of the jinn :

or wild camels; (TA) as also 'L',- (S:)

or camels not completely broken or trained, because

of their unyielding spirit. (T.A.)-Hence, (A,)

23%) Jés- J43, (A,) or 2% W cis- (S, K,)

! A man acute, or sharp, in intellect. (S,” A, K,"

T.A.")- You say also, Jés->= ! Strange,

uncouth, unusual, eactraordinary, or unfamiliar,

speech; such as is difficult to be understood;

(Ms. KTA) is 3-5 (S.A.)."
to +*: and in like manner, **- ālai, a

nord, or phrase, that is strange, uncouth, un

äää, and :24, and

#3; all opposed to i- ää. (Mz, 13th

g".)-And &:- J: ! A night that is dark

(A, K) and terrible. (A, TA.)

•6J o

usual, &c.; as also à:-->

:* [Wildness; and the like; the quality of

that which is termed Jæ-il ! unsociableness of

disposition; or the quality of not mixing with

others; in a man. (S.)

6 * > d n,

U:2:- Encompassed, or surrounded. (Msb.)

*

Jo9

1. 4.3-, (A, TA) aor. --,-, (A, K.) infn.

J-3-(S, A, Mgh, K) and isú-, (A,TA) He

senced it, or sened it up or together; (S, A,

Mgh,” K, TA;) namely, a garment, or piece of

cloth: (A, TA:) or he sened it with stitches far

apart : (IB, TA:) or he sened it without a

patch; and only said of a skin, or of skin, and

of a camel's foot. (TA.) Hence the prov., &

**** & &# #33 [Verily the remedy for the

rent is that thousen it up]. (A, K.) [And

hence the saying,] ~5- es' w - - d = -

&#5 (S, A)

! I will assuredly mar what they have repaired:

(A:) or I will assuredly make a hole in what they

have sened up, and I will assuredly mar what
* -- o # -

they have repaired. (S, IB.) Or 4.25- Ls <!-ab')

! I mill assuredly circumvent thee, (33-5 [so

in copies of the K, and in the TA, but in the

CK, erroneously, 33:9,]) and I will assuredly

labour for thy destruction. (AZ, K.) And it is

said in a prov., J.; 4: &#: J-3- es' &al.

'J', (K) and "--,-, and "J-,-, (Yoo,
K,) t He laboured at that which he could not do

nell, and tasked himself to do that nith which he

had *o concern. (Ish; K.) Or J-3- es' <<l.

*Us" -> * ~~ * ! Thou hast spoken of a

thing with n'hich thou hast no concern.

You say also, & bi Júl •:- es' J-si či J:

X: U, t Before I penetrate into the case of

the people, and test them, I am ambitious of

smiting them. (A.) And *-i- Ls' <<b U.

! Thou hast not attained the object of thy desire

[n'ith respect to him or it : or perhaps the right

reading is 4-3- in which case the addition

which I have made should be omitted]. (IB, as

quoted in the L and TA)—ess." &: <---,

(S,) or ,ial &#, (A,) aor, as above, and inf. n.

of both the forms mentioned above, (S) [He

seeled the falcon, or hank; closed its eyes by

running a thread through their lids.]– Jal

£- He closed a rent in his skin Jor water

or milk by inserting into it two pieces of

stick or wood; not having a 21- with which to

sew it. (T.A.)– U-3- also signifies The making

a coarctation between two things; (S, K;) and

SO isk- (K.) You say ":•- [He con

tracted the space between them; meaning two

things]. (TK)=4:

U-3-3, inf. n. U-3- (Msb,) His eye was, or

became, narron, or contracted, in its outer angle.

(A, Msb.) [But see U-3- below.] And ---,

($, K,) aor. U-23-, (TA) said of a man, (S,)

He had, in his eye, or eyes, what is termed ---

---,-, (A, Msb) aor.

* /d e

axes.]

3. 353 J.-- * He looks at such a one

[as explained below]. (S. K.) [See also 3-2,
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U22- - b2

from the outer angle of his eye, concealing [his

doing] that. (S.) [See also 6 and see Jesú-.]

6. J.: & -->3'-5 i. 7. G-3: [app.

He blinked at the sun, or looked at it contract

ing his eyelids]. (A in art. C+2) [See also 3:

and see U23'-5.]

8. -->U-1 Her (a camel's) vulva nas, or

became, impervious to the virga, or nervus, of the

stallion : you should not say <<-. (TA.)

And J-il &” %:- <-20-1 Her (a camel's)

vulca was rendered impervious to the virga, or

nervus, of the stallion, by her having a ring tied

over it, i.e., over her vulva. (L, K,” T.A.")

Jet-1 + He was prudent, and guarded himself.

(Sgh, K.)

o J.

U29

6 * *

J25- Narronness, or contraction, of the outer

angle of the eye, (S, Msb, and so in some copies

of the K.) or eyes, (as in some copies of the K

and in the TA,) as though they were sewed up;

(TA;) or one of them : (K:) or narronness, or

contraction, of one of the eyes, (Lth, S, Mgh,

TA,) exclusively of the other: (Lth, Mgh, TA:)

or, as Az says, accord. to all of them, narronness,

or contraction, in both of the eyes: (Mgh, TA :)

or in the slit of the eye. (TA.) - See also

• - o &

L*3-l.

6 d -

syn. with U23-: see 1.

L-2- syn. with J.- and U-3- see 1.

U-3- A nooden implement with which one

sen's. (Fr, Sgh, K.)

i4G-, originally #43-, (K, &c.,) A strip, or

thong, of leather, in the girth: or a long strip,

or thong, of leather : (TA:) or a strip, or thong,

of leather, with which the girth of a horse's

saddle is tied: (K:) or the girth of a beast.

(T, TA.) This is the primary signification: and

sometimes it is used to signify-Anything with

which a man binds his waist: [particularly, in

modern usage, a kind of girdle, zone, or naist

belt, which is fastened round the n'aist with a

buckle or clasp; worn by men and by nomen ;

and when worn by nealthy nomen, generally

adorned with jenels () c., and having truo plates

of silver or gold, also generally jenelled, which

clasp together: in earlier post-classical times, it

is described as being of silver, and of gold : (see

Dozy’s “Dict, des Noms des Vêtements chez les

Arabes,” pp. 145-7:) pl. Je's- :] of the dial.

of Syria. (TA)-(See also another application

of this word voce&X

J- applied to a she-camel, Whose vulva is

impervious to the virga, or nervus, of the stallion;

(S, TA;) like ää, applied to a woman; (Fr,

S, K;) as also i.e.- and "i3: (TA:)

and "#33-, applied to the same, + having a

narron', or contracted, vulva : (IAar, TA:) and

*i-L-5, applied to the same, also signifies

having her vulva rendered impervious to the

virga, or nervus, of the stallion, by its having a

ring tied over it. (L, K,”TA.")

* - d -

U23'-' A man having in his eye, or eyes, what

is termed J22- [as explained above]: (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K:) or having a narronness, or con.

traction, in his eyes: (Az, TA:) fem. #35

(S, Msb:) pl., when it is used as an epithet,

.:*: but when it is used as a [prope: name,

U23'-i: (Msb:) and * -25- for -**-223, is

used as syn. with L22-, meaning having small

eyes. (IAar.) The fem. is also applied to the eye

itself, (A, TA,) signifying, Narron in its slit,

whether it be sunken or prominent. (TA)

For another application of the fem, see Jail

—#43- }: #A narrow well. (A, TA.")

6 - - © J. 6 -

ā-et-2 : see Jail-, in two places.

Já9

1:1-3-(AK) or -5,-i, inf n-33-,

(TA,) He collected the water: (A, K.) and, as

also *443-, inf n. Jä's-, he guarded it, or

took care of it: (TA:) and "the latter, he made

for it a U-3- [q. v.], or place in which to collect.

(TA)—Also 3-, (STA) or 45- ---,

(A, K, [unless by this be meant that J33- is the

inf n.,]) aor, as above, (S, TA,) and so the inf. n.,

(S,) He made a J*s-, (S, A, K;) as also

'-43-, inf: n. as above; (TA;) and "...su-l,

inf. n. J:-l. (Th;TA) You say, *)"J33

[He made a L33- for his camels]: and also

usu- *12-23-5 [They made Jáu-, pl. of -35-l.

(A.)

2: see 1, in four places. - 43 J. Jā-íčí

,39 ! I have nithin my compass, or power, and

care, that thing, or affair; expl. by a2- 2321:

(S, A, o, L. K.) like #5-i mentioned by

Yaakoob : from J.-, explained below : (S:)

in the K, [..." is put in the place of 403, and]

<\) is erroneously put for U2-, (T.A.) You say

also, āşş U2- J#- &% | Such a man. has

within his ponder and care such a female, (25.x:

Ú/3-,) and toys, dallies, n'antons, or holds amorous

converse, with her. (A, TA.)

5:

8 :

10. J33- It (water) collected, or became

collected: (S:) or made for itself a Jaś- (0,

L., K.)

- d -

see 1.

see 1.

J33- [A natering-trough or tank, for beasts

&c., generally constructed of stones cemented and

plastered with mud, and made by the mouth of a

nell; and any similar receptacle for nater;] a

place in which water collects, or is collected:

(Msb,” TA:) accord. to some, from #3; <!-,

(K, TA;) [see art. Lae-;] because the water

flows to it; for, says Az, the Arabs put 5 in the

place of Us, and £5 in that of 2 : (TA:) accord.

to others, from à." L3-, explained above: (K,

TA:) and 'J's - signifies the same: (TA:)

pl. [of pauc.] of the former, Usis- and [of mult.]

J.-, (S, Msh, K) originally 33-, (Msb)

and 34- (TA; and in a copy of the S in the

6 *

place of L&W-, which is the form given in other

copies.)-J: L:- [The pool of the Apostle,

meaning Mohammad;] that of which the Apostle's

people will be given to drink on the day of resur

rection: [or] i. q. #38, q. v. (TA.) AZ men

tions the sayingJ: J*-#45. (A, TA)

and *s- 3- (TA) [May God give the to

drink from the pool of the Apostle]. - J33

j-" is an expression of revilement, signifying

!). ** [lit. Depressed in the breast, or

bosom; app. meaning narron-minded; or, jl.

liberal; or niggardly]. ($gh, K.) – U33

–3." ! i. 7. 4: [app, meaning The place

where death is met; where the draught thereof is

drunk]: so termed by way of simile ; pl. as

above. (TA)--will Jás-X:< and

£- [[The reservoir of the clouds, and the

reservoirs thereof, poured forth upon them].

(A, TA)-2's # 23 J·-5. He

filled the concha (as.<) of his ear with the abun

dance of his speech. (A, TA.)

63 - d. o -

U43-2. A thing like a J33-, made to a palm

tree, that it may imbibe therefrom; (S, K;) a

thing that is made around a tree, in the form of

the A55, q v, (M., T.A.) See also-:

les

1. * *u-, aor. #2-4, see 4, in three places.

#1–4–, (S, Msb, K,) aor. as above, (S, Mgb,)

inf n. *s- (S, Msh, K) and il- and ill-,

($, K, TA, [the second and third, in the CK,

erroneously, with fet-h to the 2-, the former of

them being expressly said in the S and TA, and

the latter also in the TA, to be with kesr, and

both being shown in the S to be originally with 2,

i. e. iss- and iss-I) and *u- is used in

poetry for the last of these; (TA;) and "4e5-,

(K) inf n. *-ā; (TA ) and '4-5-55 (K,

TA; [omitted in the CK;]) He guarded, kept,

kept safely, protected, or took care of, him, or it;

(S, Msb, K, TA;) he defended him, or it; (TA;)

he paid frequent attention to him, or it; (K,

TA;) he minded, or was regardful of, the things

that were for his, or its, good. (TA.) You say,

£f abu- es' <j •) Mayest thou not cease to le

in the protection of God. (TA.) And &\s &°

Jalae- There is neith such a one compassion and

affection ifor thee: you should not say *.

(S.) And J'é *s- [I guard, or defend, or

take care of my honour, or reputation]. (TA)

And £i **5-3 * He takes care of, or pays

frequent attention to, his brother; and under

takes, or superintends, or manages, his affairs.

(TA.) And >a<s *- and źi. He

fought in their defence. (TA.) [But this is ge

nerally meant ironically..] When an affliction

befalls thee, and thy brother does not guard thee,

or defend thee, and does not aid thee, one says

[to thee], ääill sus- [so in the TA, app. a

mistranscription for äää" or Vaill, with which,

however, it is nearly syn.,] which is used ironi

cally; i.e. He guarded thee, or defended thee, in
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a distant quarter; meaning, the did not guard

thee, or defend thee; for he who guards, or de

fends, his brother, draws near to him, and supports

him, or aids him. (A, TA.) [See also 1 in art.

5:-.] You say also, à ail Üskü-, (K) or Lail,

(TK,) [both are said to be correct in the TA in

art. 2-25, on the authority of Ibn-Wellád,] in

some of the copies of the K with -5 and L3, and

in some with -3 and L2, the latter unpointed, and

so in [a copy of] the A, (TA,) {They retired to

a distance from us, they being around us, and we

not being distant from them, had they desired to

come to us. (K, T.A.) And Uail J:- | Retire

thou to a distance from me; (Ibn-Wellád, and

K in art. 3-aš;) as also£, (Ibn-Wellád, and

TA in that art.) And &#3 tail abs-S

Lawu, in each case with the short , meaning

I will assuredly leave thee, and not go near thee;

[and I will assuredly go against thee to fight thee

with the staff.] (Ks, TA in art. 9-23.) *- :

means Take thou care of the tie of hindred, and

preserve it. (IAar, K.") It also signifies Deck

thou the boys (a:"[in theCK: the girl)
m"ith the*s- [..for preservation from the evil eye].

(IAar, K.) AndX* sks- Deck ye your boy

with the bi- (AA.)—4:0: £-1 bi- (S,

Msb, K,) aor, as above, (S, Msb,) inf n. *s-,

(Msb) The [wild] he-ass collected, or dren to

gether, (S,” Msb, K,”) and guarded, or took care

of, (TA,) his ails [app. meaning his herd of wild

asses: or the phrase may mean the he-ass dren:

tonards himself, or compressed, and guarded, his

she-ass : Freytag here renders ajuc by “pubem;”

and Golius, by “veretrum”]. (S, Msb, K.)

J. Q. -- w

2. a 2-lo2-, inf. n. *s-, He surrounded it

by some such thing as earth, so as to make this to

encompass it. (Msb.) And <= *s-, inf n.

as above, He built a la'- [or wall] around his

• & •

vine. (S.)- Hence, 2.9 43 U2- £- Uí

! I have neithin my compass, or power, and care,

that thing, or affair; [like.# q. v.;] syn.

23. (S.T.A.) [Hence also, “is bi-, in the

present day, is used to signify # He monopolized

it. See also 4.]—ux- bi-, (K) inf n, as

above, (TA,) He made a El- [meaning either

a n’alled garden or a neall; app. a n’all of enclo

sure]; (K, TA;) as also "all-l. (IDrd, T.A.)

-See also 1.

3. ūšš laste- 1 He endeavoured to induce such

a one to turn, or incline; or endeavoured to turn

him by deceit, or guile; (55% ;) in a matter that

he desired of him, and n:hich he refused him :

(K:) as though each of them were guarding, or

taking care of, (1,-4) the other. (K: and so in

the A, in illustration of what next follows.)

& &: a: abs. ! Endeavour thou to induce

him. to turn, or incline ; or endeavour thou to turn

him by deceit, or guile; [for he will relent to thee;]

syn. #'s. (A, TA.)

4. as el- and a "1st-signify the same [i. e.

It, or he, surrounded, encompassed, environed,

enclosed, or hemmed in, it, or him]. (T.A.) You

say, 43. >il bla-', inf. n. āb-l; and *1,bu

*: ; The people surrounded, encompassed, envi

ioned, encircled, or beset, the sides of the tonn.

(Mgb.) And cº: J-M -e-, (§, TA) and

a 's-el-, (TA) and a *-au-, (S) The

horses, or horsemen, surrounded, encompassed,

environed, encircled, or beset, such a one. (S,

TA) [And 4:3 & 4 bel-1, meaning They

surrounded him on all his sides; lit. on his two

sides : see +] - It is said in the Kur

[xvii. 62], U-59 *u-i& &! + Verily thy Lord

hath men in his grasp, Ol' power : (Bd, TA:) or

thath destroyed them; meaning Kureysh. (Bd.)

You say also,& *-i, meaning + Such a one

nas destroyed # or this destruction drew near.

(TA.) And hence the saying in the Kur[xviii.40],

*: *-i, +And its fruit became smitten by that

which destroyed and spoiled it: (TA :) or this

possessions became destroyed: from 5..." 4: Lu-i

[the enemy surrounded him]. (Bd.) [Hence

also, in the same, ii.75,] 4:i- 4: <b., +And

over n:hom his sin hath gained the mastery, af.

..fecting all the circumstances of his case, so that

he hath become as though he were entirely encom

passed thereby: (Bd:) or twho hath died in the

belief of a plurality of Gods. (TA.) You also

say, £9. a bla-' + The thing beset him on every

side, so that he had no place of escape from it.

(TA) And a: ble- +He took it entirely to

himself, debarring others from it : [see also 2.]

(TA in art -->4)-ae ble-l, (K.) orū- * 2-1,

(S, MSb, TA) and 4:le a bi-, (S, TA) [He

comprehended it, or knen it altogether, in all its

modes or circumstances;] he knen it extrinsically

and intrinsically; (Msb;) or he attained the ut

most particular thereof, and had a comprehensive

and complete knowledge thereof; or he attained

everything [relating to it], and the utmost know

ledge thereof (K, accord. to different copies. [In

the CK, £e U- is put, erroneously, for1. * o •

a sle Usa-l.]) It is said in the Kur [xxvii. 22],
3 - 2 - J. • £

a la-5 L. Los <!- ! I have known in all its

circumstances, or modes, that which thou hast not

so known. (T.A.) And you say also, Xie **

abu- | He knen it in all its circumstances, or

modes; nothing of them escaping him. (TA.)

–See also 2.

5: see 1, in two places.

8. 12t:-1: see 4.- Also | He took the course

prescribed by prudence, precaution, or good judg

ment; he used precaution; he took the sure

course; (§, K, TA;) *: for himself; (S,

TA;) [and 'G' &: against the thing :] he sought

the most successful means, and took the surest

method; £" for [the accomplishment, or at

tainment, of] the thing. (Msb.) The subst. [de

noting the abstract signification of the inf. n.,

*-ū is al-, (M50) i.e. 'il- and tie-,

(K.T.A.) which latter is originally iks-, (TA)

[and is also an inf. n. of 1,] and *ā-3-. (K,

T.A.) Some hold lot.--! to belong to art. Jae-,
2 #

(Mgb.) You say also 25°S) U. " bla-' [mean
*

*: -

ing in like manner + He took the course pre

scribed by prudenee, &c., in affairs, or in the

affairs: as is shown below : see Lü..]. (TA)

10 : see 8.

£- A tryisted string of two colours, black and

red, (IAar, K,) called o:9, (IAar,) upon which

are beads and a crescent ofsilver, n'hich a noman

binds upon her naist, [and which is bound upon

a boy, (see 1,)] in order that the evil eye may not

smite her [or him]: (IAar, K:) and also the

crescent above mentioned; as well as the string

with it. (TA) [See also #4,#5.]

3 # 9 -

ālac

ālae-:
•

see 8.

*%- : SCe what next follows.

iès- An enclosure (5.1-) made for wheat:

(S, K:) or it signifies a thing rvhich one soon

quits, or relinquishes, or from which one soon ab

stains; and so **s-, as occurring [accord. to

one relation] in a verse cited voce J%. (L.)

£-, [originally either**-orks:-.] like+,

A man nho guards, protects, or defends, (**)

his family and his brethren. (TA.)

(#5- A monopolizer: so in the present day.]

# * ~ *
-

> lobe- | The undertakers, superintendents,

or' managers, of an affair. (K, T.A.) [See a
6 o J

verse cited voce L-ys.]

lists. A wall. (MSb, K, TA ) or a wall of

enclosure : (Msb,” TA:) or one that surrounds

a garden: (Mgh:) [often applied to a fence of

wood, or sticks, or of reeds, or canes :] so called

because it surrounds what is within it; (TA;)

but it is a subst, like -ā- and &#, though .

implying the meaning of surrounding: (IJ, TA:)

or it is an act part, n., from bla-' (Msb:) pl.

&- (S, Msb, K.) in which the 3 is changed

into & because of the ke'reh before it, ($) |but

by rule it should be UU23-; (Sb, K;) and lot.-.

(IAar, K.) - And hence, (Mgh,) A garden,

(Mgh, Mgb, K.) in general: or a garden of palu,

trees, surrounded by a wall: (TA:) pl. £1.-.

(Msb, T.A.)

1.3-9. J: + Do thou that which is most

co"prehensive in relation to the principles of the

ordinances [applying to the case], (£i* us

A&S. J.-8) and furthest from the sophisti

cations of interpretations 720t according, to the

obvious meanings. (Msb.) And los- 1.54 f. This

is more, or most, conducive to put [one] in a

position of*u- [or taking the course prescribed

by prudence, precaution, Ol' goodjudgment ; &c.:

see 8]. (Mgh.) The word P2-1 is from the

phrase <le 3'-'. *u-, not from £91,

because the Jaśl of excess is not formed fiom a

verb of five letters: (Msb:) or it is anomalous,
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like 34: from jua:9. (Mgh.) [It may be

rendered More, or most, prudent: or more, or

most, sure.]

*

b-5 and £1 &c.; see what next follows.

* -á and "b,-5 (Isk, TS, K) and K-5 and

£-5 and *i- (TS, K) and ***:A and

£-: (L, K) [and * *s-, and W *s- (men

tioned, with the third and fourth, in Freytag's

Arab. Prov., ii. 803, as on the authority of Fr,)]

! The year of dearth, scarcity, or straitness, that

destroys the beasts, (Fr, K,” TA,) or men : (A,

TA:) *s-, being from as bu- in the sense of

Lt-i, or it is used as a term of good omen;

accord. to the A. (TA.) You say, L3 b:

Jae-j, &c., [the last word being a noun im

perfectly decl., 1 They fell into the affliction of a

gear of dearth, &c.] (ISk, T.A.)

il-s-s A thing that is hung upon a boy to

repel the evil eye; of the dial of El-Yemen.

(TA.) [See also les-.]

bu- A place behind the camels or other beasts

and the people [to n-hom they belong], surround

ing and protecting them : (K:) some say that

bu- L.; signifies land surrounded by a wall:
6 - -

if not so surrounded, it is termed ag-L3. (TA.)

o • * 6 - d. - -

as lat-e ū's t Such a one is slain; is de

stroyed. (TA.)

b- [act, part. n. of 4; Surrounding, en

compassing, or enclosing: &c.] – It is said in

the Kur [lxxxv. 20], *- :% &: &#3 + And

God, behind them, includeth them altogether

within his poncer; not one shall escape Him.

(TA.) And again, (xi. 85,] '-->3' ++
+ The punishment of a day which shall beset on

every side so that there shall be no place of escape

from it : (TA:) or of a destructive day; mean

.ing the day of resurrection: or the punishment

[of a day] of extermination: the epithet, which

is that of the punishment, being applied to the

day because it includes it. (Bd.) And again,

(ii. 18, 34,480 l = #3, explained by Mujá.

hid as signifying +And God will collect together

the unbelievers on the day of resurrection. (TA.)

6 & 2 s 65 •

123-2 ×= A vine having a wall built around

(S.)

* es' bû- * and aes **-ā- [He is

taking the course prescribed by prudence, pre

caution, or good judgment; or using precaution;

or taking the sure course ; or seeking the most

successful means, and taking the surest method;

in his affair : see 8]. (TA.)

s • & J.

la---~ :

J. - J *

lae- : see las-5.

it.

see what next precedes.

−32

• *, * * * * - * * * - -

1. *-, [aor. -#2-3,] inf. n. -33-, He, or it,

was in, or on, the āśt- [or side] of it; i.e., of

a thing. (TA)- He visited him. (TA.)
See also 2.

2.45-. (K) inf n -is-5, (TA) He put

him, or it, on the ast-, (K,TA) i.e., the side.

(TA.)- It (the [rain called] C-3) surrounded

it; namely, a place; (K;) as though it took its

* [or sides]. (TA)-3, U. × al

"still -3-4, occurring in a trad., means [A

pestilence was made to overcome them] turning

the hearts [of those witnessing its effects] from

confidence, and inclining them to removal and

flight therefrom , (K, TA;) from #1-signity

ing the “side” of a place: (TA:) but some

relate it otherwise, saying "-is-, like Js:

(K:) and some say –9-4, and thus A’Obeyd

affirms it to be. (TA. [See 2 in art. -5,-])

5. *5-5 He took its ast- [or side]; and he

took from its asle- : as also *- : (TA:) or

he took by little and little from it, namely, a

thing, (S, K,) or from its --Gla- [or sides]; (S

in art. -àe-;) as also [*s-, and] *~. (S

and K" in that art.) Abd-Allah Ibn-'Ajlán En

Nahdee says, (TA,) or some other poet, (L in

art. – 24-)

* 9 & ... J-31 -3-3 *

* '#': ** -ā- U.ás *

[Her saddle abraded from a long and high, com

pact hump; like as the piece of skin used for

smoothing arron's has abraded from the rod of

the tree called äx:3]. (TA.) [See also 5 in art.

-$24-, where another reading of this verse is

given.]

-j- see #1- =A certain vein, of a green

colour, or of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour,

(#) beneath the tongue: (O, Msb:) there

are two veins of this description, called theco

(K:) accord. to some, the -5 is with teshdeed.

(TA.)

-,-, See #1-, first and last significations.

= Also A skin that is slit [in several places,

into a number of thongs or strips,] of a form

like that of the 25. [or waist-nºrapper], norn

[round the hips] by one who is in menstruis, and

by boys; (S, K;) i. e. a * : (S:) pl. J;-i:

(TA:) accord. to IAar, a skin that is slit into

thongs or strips: or, as he says on one occasion,

a #, i.e., (TA,) a a: of skin or leather, slit

into strips of the nidth of four fingers each,

(IAar, K, TA,) or a span, (IAar, TA,) worn by

a young girl before she has attained to puberty,

(IAar, K, TA,) and worn by her in menstruis;

of the dial. of El-Hijáz; in the dial. of Nejd

called * : (IAar, TA:) or red skin or leather,

cut in the form of thongs or strips, upon which

are put [ornaments of the kind termed] 2:3:

worn by a girl over her garments: (K:) [see

also -is- :] accord. to IAth, i. q. #: i. e.

a garment neithout sleeves. (TA)= A thing,

(K,) i.e. a hind of vehicle in which a noman

rides upon a camel, (TA,) resembling, but not the

same as, the *** (K:) of the dial. of the

people of El-Howf [in 'Omán], and of the people

of Esh-Shihr. (T.A.)

6 * > *

#1-4 side of anything; originally asse-;

(Msbi) and so '-3'-' (TA) cust- signify.

ing the two sides of a valley (S, Mob, K) &c.;

(K;) i. e., of any other thing: (TA:) pl. &la=

(Msb, K) and -:- which is irregular, and --,

which is regular, and -#3-, which is extr., like

£5- and changed by transposition to -#5-,

(TA in art. --) and [coll, gen, n.] "J-.

(Ham p. 159.) It is said in a trad, &:

J," ->Gu- [Keep ye (0 women) to the sides

of the road). (TA)- Also, of the J-353 (or

bulls or cows that tread wheat or other grain]

(K, TA) in the J-34 [or wheat &c. collected

together in the place where it is trodden out],

(TA,) Such as is, or are, at the extremity, ex

ceeding the others in going round. (K, T.A.)=

Want : (K:) and hardness, or difficulty, of life;

(K, TA;) as also '-3- (TA.)

* * ~ *

Jā2-2 Bordered with herbage. (TA in art.

*..)

U29

1, 3-, aor. 3,-, (S) inf n. 3.- (S. K.)

He snept a house, or chamber. (S.) - He

rubbed and smoothened (K, TA) a thing. (TA.)

- He sharpened a spear-head. (Ham p. 177.)

= 4: 5-, (TK.) [aor. as above,] inf. n. 33-,

(K) (like a 3-, aor. &-, inf n &-.] It

surrounded, encompassed, encircled, or beset, him,

or it. (K, TK.)

to d -

ăM53- [app. as meaning A soft, or weak, penis,

such as that of an old man]. (TA.)

See 3,-, in two places.- Also i, q.

3,- The [corona or] surrounding edges of the

glans of the penis; (S, K;) as also " 33-, (Ibn

'Abbād, K,) which is a rare dial. var., (TA,)

and '33- (Ibn-'Abbād, TA:) or '32-, (K,

TA) with fet-h, (TA) [in the CK 3,...,] sig

nifies a roundness in the penis. (Th, K.)

* *

35- see what next precedes.

āşş- Sneepings. (S, K.)- And i, q. J.;

[(written in the TA with U", which is evidently

a mistake, a result of an oversight,) What is bad

of anything; or what is collected hence and

thence ; or small particles, or fragments, of any

thing; or small rubbish, or broken particles of

things, on the surface of the ground]. (Ks, T.A.)

3,- A penis (TA) having a large glans; as

also "5-3. (K, TA) And #33-## (K)

and āşş- # = (TA) A large (K, TA) and

prominent (TA) glans of a penis. (K, TA.)

3,- [Sncept. - And hence, + Shaven.] It
Q J J J / 2 - -, * * J. -

is said in a trad., Low-55 as3-2 3,4- + They

prostrate themselves having the middle of their

heads shaven: the removal of the hair from that

part being likened to sweeping. (TA.) [Hence

also] #,- Jä + Land having little, (K,) or

very little, (TA,) herbage; by reason of paucity

of rain; (K, TA;) as though it were swept.

(TA.)-Rubbed and smoothened; as also'3(K, TA) and '3'-'. (TA) •

&=-2 : see 3,-4.
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6 * * @
-

ââz-e A broom; a thing nith nihich one

sneeps. (S, K.)

6 * > * * - of

&2-2 : see J3-l.

* f d - .* *

J22- : see 3 •

U53

J%-, &c.; see art. U5a-.

4)5

1. *: 90-, aor. 42-4, inf. n. 33- (S,

Msh, K) and 3.- (K) and i=(-, (S. K.)

[which last see also below,] He wore the piece

of cloth. (S, K.) [See also art. &le-.]-Hence,

3: </u>, aor. as above, inf. n. 43-, ! He wove

poetry. (Mb,TA)—And $14,-, *...",

inf n. 93-, ! [The rain frets the surface of the

ground; makes rippling lines upon it.] (TA.)

—es: J &#1 *-, (K) inf n. 99-, or,

accord. to Az, the aor. of the verb in this case

is 4-4, (TA,) [and the inf. n. is £-, (see art.

<!--)] + The thing became fixed in my mind.

(K.) [See also 3-.]

5. -:0 95-3, (Az in art. 4.-) and '90

24, (As, ISk,K in art. 2'-) i. q. 4: J:l, (AS,

isk, K in art. 4-, and TA) i. e. He drew his

legs against his belly nith the garment, or piece

of cloth, confining them therenith, together nith

his back, and binding it, or making it tight, upon

them, so as to preserve him from falling, [when

he sat,] like a mall. (IAth, TA in art. 2:-.)

[See 1 in art. 4.-.]

8: see 5.

93- inf: I1. of 1 [q. y]. (S, Msb, K.) –

[Hence,] 15 93- es" 15 + This is like this in

age, and in aspect, appearance, or person. (A,

TA) And # **s-X: J. J.0 t Men

who do not resemble Kureysh. (A, TA.)

6 * > de * * * ** * *

<)5- as used in the saying #5- 93- £934,

meaning + These are children that are lean, or

emaciated, or slender in the bones, and small in

the body, has no sing form. (O, T.A.)

i=0- The art of neaving. (Lth, Msb.")

[See also 1, of which it is said in the S and K to

be an inf. n.]

&l- A weaver : [fem. with 3:] (S, K:) pl.

masc. is and iès-, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K,) the

former regular, (TA) and the latter anomalous,

($, TA,) like a #24- [pl. of Ü5us-J; ($ in art.

cis-3) and pl. fem, 4%- (S. K.)

iè- A place of weaving. (S, K.)

* * @ e

**-* -s;X:#; ! I left them [engaged] in

Jight. (K, TA)

U2

1. Ju-, (§, Mgh, Mab, K, &c.) aor. J,-4,

(Mab, Er-Raghib) in n. J.- and J.;-(K,

Bk. I.

Er-Răghib) [and &#-], It (a thing) became

altered, transmuted, or changed, (S,” Mgh, Msb,

Er-Răghib, TA) from its state, or condition, (S,

Mgh,) or from its natural state or condition, and

its constitution; as also " U-1; (Msb;) i. q.

"J5-5, (K:) which [here] signifies [as above;

or] it became altered, transmuted, or changed,

whether essentially or substantially, or in respect

of predicament [or state or condition], or by say

ing; (Er-Răghib, TA;) and "Ju-l signifies the

same: (K:) or this last is said ofa man, meaning

*&* &: "J5-5 [he shifted, or turned,

from one thing to another]: (TA:) and hence,

(TA,) he became a Muslim : (IAar, K, TA:) for

in this case one says of a man, &l= U- "J5-5

ASC)& 3: [he turned from that which he

nas worshipping to El-Islam]. (IAgr;TA)-

[Hence, also,] Uta-, inf. n. Ut- and āke-, i. q.

J-1, q.v. (Ham p. 652)—And Jū- and

"Ju--! It (anything) shifted, or removed, or

went, or became shifted or transferred; syn.

J3-5. or it moved; syn. 45-5. so accord.

to different copies of the K: or, accord. to the O,

the former verb has both of these significations:

(TA:) or it has the latter of these significations,

said of a J-5 [i.e. a man, or person, or the

figure of a thing seen from a distance]: (S:) or

both verbs signify it (anything) became altered,

or changed, (M, K,) from straightness, or even

ness, (K) to crookedness, or unevenness. (M., K.)

You say, J.si -j- The bow became crooked

(K, TA) in the portion between the part grasped

by the hand and the curved extremity; or in the

curved extremity : (TA:) or reverted from the

state into nihich it was brought by pressure [nrith

the -stáil, and became crooked in the portion be

tween the part grasped by the hand and the curved

extremity; as also '-'U-1 : ($, O:) and in

like manner, &l 33:9. &= J39 "<-J-l

&*" [The ground became altered, or changed,

from evenness to unevenness]: (S:) or [simply]

" -Ju-- it became uneven : (Msb:) [and

Jów') *-i-Í (K in art. --~~) app. signifies

the same:] or "J-1 signifies it (a thing) was

disposed, or was about, to become altered, or

changed. (Er-Raghib, T.A.) And & J.- Its

colour altered, or changed, and became black.

(S.) And UV- It (a thing) shifted from its nay,

or manner, or direction. (TA.) And 5, Ula

U-sil The string of the bon shifted from its place

on the occasion of shooting: and J-si -ju

us;3, [the bow shifted from its string.] (TA)

And* > J-, infn. J.-, (0, TA) or this

is a simple subst, (§, M, K.) He, or it, shifted,

or removed, from his, or its, place. (O, TA.

See J.-, below.) And 34.2%. J. J.- in

"J5-5 [i. e. He, or it, shifted, or removed, or

became shifted or transferred, to another place].

(S) And * c = J-, inf n Ji-, i. 7.
--Jäil [i. e. IIe nvithdren, or receded, from the

covenant, compact, agreement, or engagement].

(S)-2-3 c. J. J.-, inf n. Jij-, He

leaped, and rode, upon the back of his horse; as

also "J-1 ($) or <'s 2: L J-he leaped,

and seated himself firmly, upon the back of his

beast; as also 'Ut-l: (K, TA:) and J'é c)\e

Jill, (TA) inf n. #3-, (K, TA) he seated

himself firmly upon the horse. (K, TA)—

* J”>< Ula-, Their morning-draught

and their evening-draught became one, is said of

people suffering from drought, and scarcity of

milk. (TA.) – Uta-, (Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. as

above, inf. n. J.-, (Msb,) said of a year (J.-).

(Mgh, K.) It passed: (Msb:) or it revolved and

passed: (Mgh :) or it became complete. (K.)

You say, J-1 4 J-, (S. K.) infin. Ji

and Ji- (K,) The year passed over him, or it;

[or he, or it, became a year old;] (S, K;) as

also "Ju-l. (S.) And Ul-, alone, (Msb, TA,)

and "UU-1 and 'Ji-i, (Mgb) The year passed

over it. (Msb, T.A.) And WUU-1 (S, K) and

"J3-i (S, TA) and "JU-I (K) A year passed

over it, [or it became a year old;] (S, K, TA;)

said of wheat, or food, and of other things: (S,

TA) and so -i- and '-' and '3-i
said of a 212 [or house]: (S:) Or jū. +ju- and

"-Ju-1 and *-is-i and J'u J.-years passed

over the house: (K:) or the house became altered,

or changed, and years passed over it: and in like

manner one says,<! and -:1. (TA.) And

Ula- said of a boy, A year passed over him; [or

he became a year old;] (S;) as also "J2-l.

(K)...And£ "J-1 (Ks,S, Msb, K) and

"J"-f (Ks, S, K) He remained, stayed, abode,

or divelt, a year in the place : (Ks, S, Msb, K:)

or, as some say, a long time. (TA)-1

inf n. J.- (S, Msb, K) and i.e. and J.5

(K) and J,-, (S) and "-j-, and "-j-.

(K;) said of a she-camel, (S, K,) &c., (K,) She

did not conceive, or become pregnant, during a

year, or two years, or some years : (K:) or she,

having been covered by the stallion, did not become

pregnant: (S, K:) or, said of a woman, and of a

she-camel, she did not become pregnant. (Msb.)

And -jū-, (§, Mgh, Msb, TA) and "-Ju-,

(Mgh,) said of a palm-tree (i+3), It bore one

year, and not another year: (Mgh, TA:) or did

not bear,(S,Mgb) having been fecundated. (S.)–
• * 0 ° e.

4:3 J. G. J.- (S, E-Raghib) or 3:

c: , (Mgh, K) inf n is:- [originally
J - © e

#:-.] (Mgh, Msb) like# [&c.], (Mgh)

and J.;-(Mgh) and J3-, (Er-Raghib, TA)

The thing intervened as a separation, a partition,

a fence, a barrier, or an obstacle, or obstruction,

(S, K, Er-Rághib, TA,) between me and thee, (S,

Er-Răghib, TA,) or between the two things. (K.)
- og

You say, ū: 3:1 U- The river intervened as a

separation, or an obstacle, betneen us, preventing

conjunction, or communication. (Msb.) And

'J'. &”: Ut- [The thing intervened as

an obstacle in the way to the thing]. ($ voce

J.3%.) It is said in the Kur (viii. 24], 5.1%
• & e J. J.d =• & • • * * * * *

a.i.53 : J & J2- all d' [And know ye that

God interveneth, or interposeth, between the man

and his heart, or secret thoughts, or desire]: in

dicating that He turns him from his desire: (Er

Rághib, TA:) or that He possesses his heart, and

85
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turns it as He wills: (O, TA:) or that a man can

not believe nor disbelieve unless it be God's will:

(Jel:) or, as some say, that God destroys a man;

or reduces him to the vilest condition of life, in

order that he may not know, after knowing, any

thing. (Er-Răghib, TA. [See other remote in

terpretations in the Ksh, and the Expos. of Bd.])

And in the same [xxxiv. 53], &:2: J.-:

&: us [And an obstacle shall be made to

intervene between them and that which they shall

eagerly desire]. (TA.)- And 'G' Ula- The

thing poured out, or forth. (TA.) [See also 4.]

=<= −1,-, (S. K.) and +1-, infn. J-5,

(K,) the latter, of the dial. of Temeem, accord. to

Lth, (TA,) [but see what follows,] inf. n. J.-:

(S, M, Mgh, K;) and 7-j-, (S, K,) inf. n.

"J%-1; (K;) His eye [squinted; i.e.] had the

white apparent at the outer angle, and the black

next the inner angle : (M, K:) or had the black

turning tonards the nose : (Lth, M, K:) or had

one of the two blacks turned tonards the nose, and

the other tonards the temple: (Mgh:) or had its

black next the outer angle: or his eye was as

though it looked tonards the &ls-- [or supra

orbital bone]: or had the black inclining tonards

the outer angle: (M, K:) the first of which

meanings is that commonly known: but some say

that jū- signifies it was turned from its proper

state: or it is anomalous: (TA:) the epithet ap

plied to the man is 'J,-i, (S,Mgh, K) and

"J2- : and that applied to the, eye is [the fem.

of the former of these, i. e.] W#92- : (K:) the pl.
6. /

of which, and of the masc., is U2-, (Har

p. 412.)

2. *s-, inf n. J.-i, He altered it, trans

muted it, or changed it, whether essentially, or

substantially, or in respect of predicament [or

state or condition], or by saying; (Er-Răghib,

TA;) [as also "all-l.]–IHence, He turned it

over, or about, in his mind, considering what

might be its results, and so managed it, namely,

an affair; like £5. You say, Jes: X- J:

* [A man n-ho is knoming, skilful, or intel

igent, in turning affairs over, or about, in his

mind, se] (STA) And #9 J & J

He altered, or changed, his opinion respecting

the thing, or affair. (M.A.)– He shifted it,

removed it, or transferred it, from one place to

another : (S," Mgh, O, Msb, TA:) or <! 45

he shifted it, removed it, or transferred it, to it,

or him: (K:) and "all- signifies the same.

(Mgb.) [Hence,] #1 J3-, (Msb) inf n, as

above, (Mgh,) He put the right side of the [gar

ment called] als, on the left: (Mgh:) or he shifted

each extremity of the 42, to the place of the other.

(Mgb.)- He transferred, or transcribed, what

neas in it, namely, a book, or writing, to another,

without doing anay with the original form.

(TA.)- He made it, or pronounced it to be,

J- [i.e. absurd, inconsistent, self-contradictory,

unreal, or impossible]. (K. [See also 4.]) –

*: J.- : see 4. = See also 5, in two places.–

335- said of a she-camel &c., i. q +ju- (K.)

see 1.

3. *s-, (S, M. K.) inf n. #3-4 (M,K,

KL) and J.- (M, K, TA, [in the CK, erro

neously, J.-J) He desired it: (S, KL:) he

sought it: (M, K, KL:) or he sought it by an

artful contrivance or device; or by artful, or skil

ful, management; by turning over, or revolving,

thoughts, ideas, schemes, or contrivances, in his

mind, so as to find a nay of attaining his object;

syn. al- 4…, (A,) or al-Q. (Harp. 326.)

Aboo-Heiyeh En-Numeyree says,

* 2-9'> J & J - 3% *

[And who will seek to get a thing in the mouth of

the lion?] (Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 714.) And

one says, &:-"* U2'-[He desired, or sought,

of her, copulation, using blandishment, or artifice,

for that purpose]. (T in art. 352.) Ji- 4,

occurring in a trad., means -:& [app. By

means of Thee I seek, or demand, that which I

want]. (Az, M, A, TA.) One says also,£5

£9. J: Ji [I sought, or endeavoured, to in

duce him to do the thing], and 4é: & [to leave

it). (A in art. "2) And, of water, & J.

*: (L and K in art. J-e-) t It was about to

congeal, or freeze; nas at the point of congealing,

or freezing. (TK in that art.)– us." 4.<

I looked sharply, or intently, at him; I cast my

eyes at him. (ISd, K.)

4. U-1, as an intrans. v.: see 1, in eighteen

places. —24: J-5 #45; +5 [He withdren:

from a meadon, and set to running,] is a prov.,

meaning he forsook abundance of herbage, or of

the goods and conveniences and comforts of life,

and preferred to it straitness, or difficulty. (S.)

—bs."* Ula-' He set upon him with the

whip, (S, MA, K.,)* [striking him]: (S:)

or he desired to strike him with the n:hip: or he

struck him with the n'hip: (MA:) and #-i

*:9, and &#9, [if a.Ma-l be not a mistran

scription for* <-i, in the MS. from which

I take this, as it may be inferred to be from what

here precedes and follows,] I aimed at him nith

the n:hip, and with the spear, and set upon him

neith it: whence the saying, of him who has

struck one at the point of death, and killed him,

-: c." <s." J.-, i.e. + He makes death

[as it n'ere] to hang upon, and cleave to, striking;

like as the spear is made to cleave to theJ

<<, who is the person thrust, or pierced. (MSb.)

El-Farezdak says, (S, TA) addressing Hubeyreh

Ibn-Damdam, (TA,)

* > £- 3 - 0 & • • & J =

* ūsus, G : ++5 *

s - - - - # 2 o – •

* 23 J. J.- : *-*. *

i.e. [And thou wast like the wiched n'olf: when

he san, blood upon his companion, one day,] he

set upon the blood. (S, T.A.)-[Hence, perhaps,]
de •

** Ul- He reckoned him, or esteemed him,

weak. (K.) – J: U-1 Night poured upon

the earth; (K;) and came on. (TA.) [See

also 1, last sentence but one.]—#"& Ula-l

The bread fattened such a one; and in like

manner one says of anything by which one

becomes fat. (AA, TA.)- And Ula-' He did,

or said, what nas J- [i. e. absurd, inconsis

tent, self-contradictory, unreal, or impossible].

(S, Sgh, K.”) – And His camels did not con

ceive, or become pregnant, (AA, S, K,) during

a year, or tryo years, or some years, (K,) having

been covered. (S.)= As a trans. v. : see 2, in

three places –-Jill Ula-' He referred the

creditor, from himself, [for the payment of n hat

nas due to him,] to another. (M, K.) And

** £- I transferred his debt [i.e. the debt

due to him from me] by making another person

than myself responsible for it. (Msb.) And

J. J. &#4& 2 × <!-i I referred,

or turned over, Zeyd, for the payment of n-hat

was due to him from me, to a certain man,

transferring the responsibility for the debt to the

latter : in which case, I am termed 'J.-4: and

Zeyd is termed "J-5 and the other man,

* 'Ju-, and aeks 'Ju-, and "Jus-,

and the property, as "J-: (Mgh:) and "J.-,

[originally J.-- OrJ:-) also, is applied to him

to whom the reference is made ; and to him who

accepts the reference; both together being termed

93-. (Aboo-Sa’eed, T.A.) And you say, Uta-l

*** [He referred a person to him for the

payment of his debt). (S.) And J-1 (alone]

He transferred the debt for n:hich he was re

sponsible to the responsibility of another. (Har

p. 59.) And 25 J's "S <!-i [I turned over

the affair to Zeyd;] I made the performance

of the affair to be required restrictively of Zeyd.

(Msb)–: * Ju- He poured out the

water upon it : (K:) or *: & J. Ula- he

poured forth the nater from the bucket, and

turned over the latter. (S)-4- Ali Ula-l

J.-l [God made the year to pass over him,

or it]: (Lh, TA:) or J3-I & J.- God made

the gear complete. (K, TA)—allJ: Ul-l

Alaji [The man made his she-camels to pass the

gear without becoming pregnant; or] the stallion

did not cover the man's she-camels during the

year, (Lh, TA)—4: J.-i (Ks, Lh,S) or

ū-i, and "ws-, (K,) He made his eye to

be #- [i.e. squinting, &c.]. (Ks, Lh, S, K.)

[See 1, last sentence.]–4% Uta-' He made

his speech J- [i. e. absurd, inconsistent, or

self-contradictory]. (S. [See also 2.])=Js- U.

4.- Hon fluctuating, and shifting, and vary

ing, are thy evasions, miles, artifices, or artful

contrivances or devices! (Har p. 309.)- And

4,-i U. How surpassing is he in the practice

of evasions, shifts, wiles, artifices, or artful con

trivances or devices; or in turning over, or re

volving, thoughts, ideas, schemes, or contrivances,

in his mind, so as to find a way of attaining his

object' (Fr, S, K;) as also 4-i le. (Fr, S in

art. Ue-, and K.)

5. J.- : see 1, first sentence, in three places.

[Hence,] **: Ji- [He turned innovator].

(O and K in art. 8-4)– It shifted, or removed,
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or went, or became shifted or transferred, (S,

Msb, K.) from one place to another, (S) or from

its place; (Mab3) as also "J3- (S, Msb, K")

[and Ula- and U-1, as shown above: see 1, near

the beginning.] You say, ast: &- Ji- It

shifted, &c., from its place. (Mob.) And Ji

* It shifted from it to another. (K.) And

3: 9% & Ji- i. q. Ju-, q.v. (S.) And

5-3. '-3- The Milky Way became in the

midst of the shy; which it does in the summer,

(Sh, K, TA,) when the season of heat comes

on. (Sh, T.A.)- See also 8, in two places.=

Also, (S. K.) or S-J3-5, (TA) He carried

a bundle upon his back. (S, K, T.A.) AndJi

it of He put a thing in the [garment called]..t-=,

and then carried it on his back. (M, K.)–

alies." 45- He sought to avail himself of

the state in which he might be rendered prompt,

or nilling, to accept admonition. (AA, K.)

8. c:* * UU-' [meaning He was re

ferred, or turned over, to him for the payment

of the debt] is from #13-1. (§, T.A.) You say,

J. J.” & 4& 2 × Ju-' Zyd was

referred, or turned over, for the payment of

n:hat was due to him from me, to a certain man,

to whom the responsibility for the debt was

transferred. (Mgh.) – UC-1 said of a year;

see 1.-Ju-' (S, MA, Msb, K, KL) and "U

(S, K) and J-3 (K) signify the same, (§, K.)

from à-l [q, y] (S3) and "Ju-, (Ham

p. 652) inf n. Ju-2 and als-, (Ham ib, and

K,”) also signifies the same as UW-l; (Ham ib.;)

which means He practised als- [i.e. an evasion

or elusion, a shift, a nile, an artifice, or an

artful contricance or device, a machination, a

trich, a plot, a stratagem, or an expedient, &c.]:

(MA, KL:) or he ecercised art, artifice, cun

ning, ingenuity, or shill, and excellence of con

sideration or deliberation, and ability to manage

according to his onn free mill, (K, TA,) with

subtilty: (TA:) or he sought à-ll i. e. [means

of evading, or eluding, a thing, or of effecting

an object, by] the exercise of art, artifice, cun

ning, ingenuity, or skill, in the management of

affairs; by the turning over, or revolving,

thoughts, ideas, schemes, or contrivances, in his

mind, so as to find a nay of attaining his object.

(Msb.) You say, 2.9 L JU- and "Js

[&c., He practised an evasion or elusion, &c.,

in the affair]. (K.) [And a-la UC-1 He

practised an artifice, or an artful contrivance

or device, &c., against him. And alts' UC-l

IHe exercised art, artifice, cunning, ingenuity,

or shill, in the management of affairs, for his

Jamily, or household.]=:::::- They encom

passed, or surrounded, him; or made him to be

in the midst of them. (M, O, K.)

J to *

9. a. as -is-l. see 1, last sentence.—[-is

J.S.: see 11.] -

10. Ul-l: see 1, in six places.- Also It

(speech, or language, S, MSb, or a thing, TA)

became J- [i. e. absurd, inconsistent, self

contradictory, unreal, or impossible]. (S, Msb,

TA)=4-1 He looked at it, (S, M, K.)

namely, a J** [i. e. a man, or person, or the

figure of a thing seen at a distance], (S,) to see

if it moved : (S, M, K:) as though he sought,

or desired, its motion and change. (TA.) And

24- Uta-..." He looked at [the naterless clouds,

or the clouds that had poured forth their nater,

to see if they changed or moved]. (TA.) - He

reckoned itJ- [i. e. absurd, inconsistent, &c.:

see above]. (KL.)

11. J&S -á, -, (K, TA, [in the CK

<i>-1) inf n. J%,-\, (TA) : The land

became green, and its herbage stood erect, or

became strong and erect. (K, T.A.) [See #5-.]

J- The state, condition, or case, (ai.e.) of a

thing; [considered as subject to change ;] (Mob,

Er-Răghib, T.A.) as also "il-: (Mab3) or the

quality, or manner of being, and state, or con

dition, of a man, (K, TA) in respect of good or

eril, (TA) as also "il- (K.) or the par

ticular case, or predicament, of a man &c., in

respect of changing events, in the soul and the

body and the acquisitions: (Er-Răghib, TA:)

and in the coventional language of the logicians,

a fleeting, or quickly-transient, quality, such as

accidental heat and cold and moisture and dry

ness; as also *äu-: (TA :) anything changing :

(Ham p. 288:) the time in n'hich one is; (Lth,

K;) [the present time;] the end of the past, and

the beginning of the future: and as a conven

tional term, [in grammar, the present tense: and

! the future: and also] a denotative of state of

the agent or of the objective complement; [the
• • 6 •

former termed Ucúl J-2 Uta-; and the latter,

- J Ö e.

•Js: U-> J.-, and each said to be * -

J-M L'é, i. e. put in the accus. case as a deno

tative of state, unless expressed by a complete

proposition ;] as [.36] in the phrase -> :

U:5 21:1 [Zeyd is in the house, standing], and

in 3613-3-3 [I beat Zeyd standing]. (Ibn

El-Kemál, TA:) it is fem., like all-; (Msb;)

and masc.; (Msb, K;) but mostly fem.: (TA:)

the pl. is J.- and is-i, (K) [both properly

pls of pauc., but the former often used as a pl.

of mult., and often signifying circumstances,]

the latter anomalous: (TA :) the pl. of *ā

is +5. (TA:) or "all- is the n. un, or sing.

of J.- and Jú- [and Ś-], used in relation

to a man. (S, O.) You say &- J- andi

[A good state or condition &c.; as also *ā

i:-}. (Mb) And is '+S- and 45

The changes, or vicissitudes, of time or fortune.

(K.) [And S-43, and J.- U Do thou

it non', or immediately. And J- Jé L* In

any case: a phrase of frequent occurrence. The

phrase Ju-Ji & Jú + The tongue of the case

said, (often used by late writers,) means the case

seemed to say..] = A load, or burden : (Ham

p. 299.) [whence, perhaps, Ju-Ji -*** (which

see in what follows) as meaning + having a small

Jamily to maintain :] and hence, (Ham ib.,)

a bundle, or bundle of clothes, (#) n:hich is

carried on the bach (S, Ham ib.) by a man:

(S:) or a thing that a man carries on his back,

(ISd, O, K,) n'hatever it be. (ISd, T.A.).- A

[garment of the kind called] A = in which one

collects, or seeks and collects, dry herbage : (O,

K:) or a garment, or piece of stuff, of n:hich

tno ends are tied in a knot behind the flanks,

and the other tro ends over the head; in n:hich

one collects dry herbage; also called &#. (TA

in art. --&.)=A child's go-cart, by means of

n:hich he practises walking; (S, K*, TA;) re

sembling a small al-ā; ($) also called i-93

[q. v.]. (S, TA.)=The part of a horse that is

the place of the •: [or saddle-cloth]: or the

line along the middle of the back : (K, TA:) or

U-jin c: J- signifies the middle of the back

of the horse; the place of the •3. (S.) [See

also its syn. 3..] J.-J. -*. signifies the

the same as 3t-l -*. (A in art. 52-,) which

means ! A man light of back; (S, A, L, Msb, all

in art. 53-;) i.e. having little property: and

also having a small family to maintain; (L in

that art. ;) or having little property and a small

family to maintain; (L and K in that art. ;)

likeź. -*. (A, L., Msb, all in that art.)

= Black mud: (S, K.) from Ju- “it became

altered, or changed.” (TA.) It is said in a trad.

that the U- of El-Kowthar is musk: (TA:)

and in another, that Gabriel took of the Ul- of

the river [Nile] and put it into the mouth of

Pharaoh, (S, TA;) but here it has the meaning

next following. (TA.) Black fetid mud; syn.

:-. (K, and Ham p. 288.) And Soft earth.

(K, and Ham ib.)–And hence, I Weakness,

and softness. (Ham ib.)- Stinking flesh-meat.

(Ham ib.)- Hot ashes (IAar, K, and Ham ib.)

-The leaves of the 2- [acacia, or mimosa,

gummifera,] beaten and shaken off into a gar

ment, or piece of cloth. (K.)- Milk. (M., K.)

= In the dial. of Hudheyl, (IAar, TA,) A nife.

(IAar, K.)

J.- A years (S, Msb, K, Er-Raghib, &c. :)

so termed in consideration of its changing, and

of the revolution of the sun in its places of rising

and setting; (Er-Răghib, TA;) or as being the

period in which [certain] plants attain their com

plete strength: (El-Harállee, TA:) and even if

it has not passed; because it will be [properly

speaking] a J.-: an inf n, used as a simple

subst.: (Msb:) pl. [of pauc., but also used as

a pl. of mult, Jis-i (M, Mil, K) and [of

mult.] Ji- and J.-, (M, K,) the former

with and the latter with 2. (TA)= Strength,

ponder, might, or force; syn. #; (S, TA;) as

also *ā- [originally is- (TA) and *#3-,

(K, TA,) or this last is a n. un, from J.-:

(TA:) it is in the soul and the body and the

acquisitions: and hence the saying, in a trad,

>* 3:41 it S, #3, Ji-S (There is

no strength nor power but in, or by means of,

God, the High, the Great]: (Er-Răghib, TA :)

or it here signifies motion; [see also āş- ;] and

the meaning is, there is no motion nor poner,

85 *
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or ability, but by the nill of God: (AHeyth,

TA:) or, as some say, the meaning is, there

is no U2- [i.e. changing, or turning, or re

ceding,] from disobedience, nor 33 [i. e. poner]

to obey, but by the accommodating, Or disposing,

of God. (Msb.)—See also als- =:Us: U2

The lateral, or adjacent, part to which a thing

may shift, or remove : (Er-Răghib, TA:) or the

environs [of a thing]. (Msb.) You say, b:

45- (S, K,”) or 4:- 0.5, the noun being in

the accus. case as an adv. n. of place, i.e., [They

sat, or we sat, around him, or it, or] in his, or its,

environs; (Msb;) and "43-, and *::- (S,

K.) dual of J.-, (TA) and '4,-, (S, Ms.,

K.) dual of J.-, (TA) and *s-i, (ISd.K.)

pl. of J.-, and used to give intensiveness to the

meaning: (ISd, TA:) but you should not say

45-. (S,Sgh.) And u: }; 's-X:

[o God, be Thou around us as our protector, and

not against us,] occurs in a trad. respecting

prayer. (TA.) It is said, in the Expos. of the

exs. cited as testimonies by Sb, that one some

times says " 4:15- and £-, meaning Around

thee, in every direction; dividing the surround

ing parts into two; like as one says, 44 bble

*::- 3-, not meaning that any of the surround

ing parts remained vacant. (TA.) [See also an

ex, voce J-52.]

6 * >

U2-inf n. of 4:<- (S, K. [See 1, last

sentence.])= See also J.-.

* - * 3 +

U2- : see U2-, - and see also 1, last

Sentence.

Ji- See Ji- : - and J:- :- andJ.

J3- Removal from one place to another, in a

passive sense; a subst. from J5-5: (S, O, K.)

and in an active sense; a subst. from 45-; (K;)

accord. to ISd, it is the latter [only]; (TA;) as

also 'J',- (K.) Hence, in the Kur[xviii. 108],

S- ū's &: S [They shall not desire re

moval from it]: (S, M, O, K:) or, as some say,

it here means "à-, i.e. they shall not [desire

to] practise, or seek to practise, any evasion from

it to another abode. (TA.)- See also i- [of

which it is said to be both a syn. and aPlj

And see is-* Also A furron, or trench, in

the ground, in which palm-trees are planted in a

ron. (ISd, K.)

ā-, pl. +S-: See J.-, in seven places.

* @ - 3 - - 3 - -

#- Motion, or removal, (5-3 or J5-5,

accord. to different copies of the K, the former

being the reading in the TA,) and change of state.

(K.) [See also Ji- And see J's L* J.-,

of which it is the inf. n.]- See also i--
93.2

And see J.-, as meaning 3.25.

#4,-: See Ji- – and i- — Also A.

wonder, or nonderful thing ; pl. J.- (K: [but

probably this should be J3-, as below.])–(It

is also used as a pl, signifying Wonders..] You

say, >3. ais- 3- lák This is of the nonders

of the age, or of time, or fortune; as also U-2

**ś-, and "43-(pl. of *i-], and "4:93-.

(K, TA: the last, in one copy of the K, *~53-,

and in the CK '495-)-An evil, or abo

minable, event or accident; (K,” TA;) a cala

mity, or misfortune: pl. J.-: as in the saying,

J.- &- is- * It is a calamity of calamities.

($, TA.) It is also used as an epithet; so that

one says, ais->. ā- [He did, or brought to

pass, an evil, Or abominable, thing]. (M., T.A.)

ā-, (S, M, Msb, K, &c.,) originally iii-,

(Er-Răghib, TA,) [said to be an inf. n., (see 8,)]
a o – 6 o' -- 6 -

and "J3- (S, M, K) and J.- and "J3-, (M,

K.) which is also a pl. of the first, (K,) and

'#' (K) and "is- (Ks, TA) and 'Ju

(M, K) and *ā- (Ham p. 652) and *iju

(S, K) and 'Ju-2, (M, K,) [said to be an inf. n.,
6. - * - ©

(see 8,)] and Välis-2, ($gh, TA,) i, q. Ul-l
3 - - 232 - - -

and J3-5 and J-35 (M, K, [see 8;]) [or

A mode, or manner, of changing from one state

to another, or of shifting from one thing to
6 • ** 6

another; ale- being of the measure alas from

J-, like ill- &c. from -i- &c.; or from
• 3 - - •

J3-5 as syn. with Ju-; (see what follows;) a

mode, or means, of evading or eluding a thing, or

of effecting an object; an evasion or elusion, a

shift, a wile, an artifice, or artful contrivance

or device, a machination, a trick, a plot, a stra

tagem, or an expedient;] a means of effecting

one's transition from that which he dislikes to that

n:hich he likes; (KT, in explanation of the first

word;) art, artifice, cunning, ingenuity, or skill,

(Msb, K,) in the management of affairs; i. e.

the turning over, or revolving, thoughts, ideas,

schemes, or contrivances, in the mind, so as to find

a way of attaining one's object; (Msb;) and ex

cellence of consideration or deliberation; and

ability to manage according to one's on n.free n ill,

(K, TA,) with subtilty: (TA:) accord. to Er

Rághib, i- signifies a means of attaining to

Some State concealedly ; and it is mostly used of

that in which is sin, or offence, or disobedience;

but sometimes of that in the exercise of which is

wisdom; and hence God is described as **

'Ju-Ji, meaning strong in attaining, concealedly

from men, to that in which, is wisdom : accord.

to Abu-l-Bakā, it is from J3-#1; because by it

one shifts from one state to another, by a species

of forecast, and gentleness, or delicacy, so as to

change a thing from its £utward appearance:

(TA:) the pl. of al- is U2- and U- [which

latter is the most common form, and also, as well

aS Ji- said to be syn. with the sing.,] and

Ś-. (K.) One says, 4à- 5 [He has no

mode, or means, of evading &c.]. (TA.) [And

i- es- U. I have no mode, or means, of

evading &c.j. And "ājū- S - 3. [Man

becomes impotent: there is no avoiding it]. (S.)

4. "à- 5 means 3: 5 [There is no avoiding

it, or escaping it]. (S,” K.) One says, −1 $$.”

*áju- S [Death comes : there is no avoiding

it]. (S.) See also J.--And Seeis--

and J.-- IJ-l <!- The science of me

chanics.]

* * * *

4-J2a-: see Ji- in two places.

&- A solid-hoofed animal in his first year :

(S, O:) or a solid-hoofed animal, &c., a year old;

a yearling : (K:) it is applied in this sense to a

camel: and also to a plant: (TA:) and so

'J,- and "J- applied to wheat, or food,

&c. (S, O.) and "J,- applied to a boy

child: (K:) or, as some say, this signifies in the

state of childhood; not limited to a year old:

(TA:) the fem. of &:- is #5- pl. [masc.

3 - - & d - • - 3 • -

&\,-, and fem: &#- (S,K) was 33

Young trees of the kind called was. (TA.)

3 - • * *

Uske-: see J3-.

#3- and #3-, the latter like #ie and 5-,

which are the only other words of this measure,

(S, K,) accord. to Kh, (S,) [The membrane that

encloses the she-camel's factus in the womb;] to

the she camel, like the as: (K, TA) to the

woman; (TA;) i.e., (K) a skin (S, K) of a

dark, or an ashy, dust-colour(3+). full of nater,

(K,) n'hich comes forth with the factus, contain

ing U-54 [pl. of Je. q. v.], and having lines,

or streaks, n'hich are red, and of a dark, or an

ashy, dust-colour (**): (S, K:) or it comes

forth after the foetus, in the first J-5 and

is the first thing that comes forth therefrom :

so says ISk: and the word is sometimes used

in relation to a woman: (TA:) or, accord. to

AZ, the water that comes forth upon the head of

the factus, [i. e.] at the birth: (S:) or a membrane

like a large bucket, which is full of nater, and

bursts n-hen it falls upon the ground: then comes

forth the J-5 and a day, or two days, after

that, the 5:3. (TA) Hence the saying, l:

#ú S. J. J., (K) and 5,- J. J.

J", (TA,) t They alighted amid abundance

of water and green herbage. (K,” TA.) And

‘S,-l J: u%& ! I san, land having dark

green herbage. (TA.)= See alsois

cº- and cS:- and cS:- : Seeis

J.- See J.-, in four places.

* -o- >

U2'3-:

Jú- The changing, or varying, of time, or

fortune. (K.)= allo-, and <ls-, and ūs-,
• de • - 0 e. •

and £12- : seeJi

* * s -

J%-: see U5a-, in two places.

6 & 5

see U2-, in two places.

J.- [in the CK, erroneously, JL-] The

front of a thing, as meaning the part, place, or

location, that is over against, opposite, facing,

Jronting, or in front; syn. Jú5. (K, and Mgh

in art. J.-) You say, 4.- : I stood in

front of him; in the part, place, or location,

that was over against him, opposite to him, &c.;

syn. a-Jūs. (Mgb in art. Ue-.) And *- ...a5
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and a'- He sat in front of him, over against

him, opposite to him, facing or fronting him;

syn. 359 (S. K.) And 4:= J~ *

This is opposite to thy saying; syn. āşū4; in

the accus. case, as an adv. n. of place: thus

related by IAar from the Arabs: but one may

also say 4:- J.- [the opposite of thy say

ing], making the phrase to consist of an inchoa

tive and an enunciative: so says ISd. (TA.) It

is originally with 2 [in the place of the Us].

(S, O.)–4'- c." [By himselfor itself; ind:

pendently]. You say, U*-* 3-2 J+ lael

all - Give thou to every one of them by himself;

syn. #3- Lake; ($ in art. As->3) or *%.

(Mgh in art J.-) And J. J. Jé <!

all - I did everything by itself; syn. •2%.

(Mgb in art. U-)= Also A string that is tied

from the camel's cula [or belly-girth] to his

-i- [or hind girth], to prevent the -ā- from

going against the sheath of his penis: (K:) so,

too, in the M: but in the O, as on the authority

of AA, 'J,-, like 3-4, signifies the string that

is betnseen the -ā- and the clue. (TA.)

J.-- see 4, in the latter half of the para

graph.— [Hence,] One who is responsible, or

answerable. (K.)- And A neitness. (K.)=

See also J.--and i.--Also [Desire:

or a seeking : or a seeking hy an artful contri

vance or device, or by artful or skilful manage

ment, to find a way of attaining an object :] a

subst. from 45-. (S, O, K.)

#3- The effecting a transition of one river,

or rivulet, to another. (M, K.) [This is what

is meant by the all2- in *#31, mentioned in

the Mgh, as “customary in the cases of certain

plants, as rice, and the cl-ist, and in plant

ing.”]– The transfer of a claim, or of a debt,

by shifting the responsibility from one person to

another: (Mgh :) the transfer of a debt by

shifting the responsibility of him who transfers

it to him to whom it is transferred: (KT:) [a

reference made by a debtor, of his creditor, to

a debtor of the former, for the payment of n!hat

is onced by the former to the latter: an order

for the payment of a debt, or of a sum of money,

given by one person, upon another, to a third

person: so in the present day:] a subst. (S, K)

from *::: * Ji-i, (S,) or from *::: £-i,

(Mb) or from *l J.-i (K) (see 4.1–

A responsibility; accountableness. (K.)

3 - - 3 - ,

Üls- and Úls- see the next paragraph.

6 * > - • o - 6 •

J3-, applied to a man, signifies U23-> x-a
* *

- . . . . . .

22.91 [i. e. Knoning, skilful, or intelligent, in

turning affairs over, or about, in his mind, con

sidering what may be their results, and so ma

naging them]; (S, TA;) as also &#£

(TA, and so in copies of the $) and.# "Ji
3 a .3 a •

(TA, and so in a copy of the S,) and Læls "G3-,
• & J.

and "Jø-; (TA) and "āş-signifies 'Ju

[i.e. one who exercises art, artifice, cunning,

ingenuity, or shill, and excellence of consideration

or deliberation, and ability to manage according

to his onn free n ill, with subtilty; &c.; see the
6 - d .d

verb (8) of which UU-2 is the part. n.]: (S:)
6 * * 6 * h * * * • & J.

"...J.- and "U2- and *ā- and *#- and

'J',-, [in the CK, erroneously, &:-l like

3 : , t • 3 - -

&:, [in the CK like Us: ] and 'J',- and
3 - , •o * * * 7- -

"Úls- and "J33-, signify Jú-9 *** [i. e.

one who exercises great art, artifice, &c.] (Sgh,

K:) all of these forms are mentioned by ISd,

except #- and J.-: (TA:) accord. to some,

J.- J is signifies experienced, or expert, in

affairs; or one who has been tried, or proved,

and strengthened by experience in affairs: (Har

p.312:) and 'J,- signifies the same asJ.-; (Ham

p. 34;) having much ais- [i. e. art, artifice,

&c.]; accord. ...to. analogy, it should be IJ-l

like Ju and -le as epithets applied to a man:

(Idem pp. 530 and 531:) J.-, also, [in like

manner,] signifies ā- <--> [i.e. one niho

exercises art, artifice, &c., as above]; and so

'- [from J.-, pl. of, or syn. with, i-]:

(TA:) and "J#- [mentioned above (in the

CK, erroneously, in this instance, Job-)] sig

nifies also cunning, or intelligent, or skilful and

knowing ; and quick and sharp or vigorous or

effective; syn. J.-: (K, TA;) applied
to a man. (TA) •

* * *

Je-:

graph.

see 4, in the latter half of the para

5

J.-: See J.-, in three places.

J.-: See J.-.

J.- Altering, or being transmuted, or changing;

or altered, or transmuted, or changed; [in any

manner; and particularly] in colour; (K, TA;)

and becoming, or become, black ; applied to a

bone, and any other thing. (TA.)- Anything

[shifting, or moving, or] that has shifted, or

moved, in (L [app. a mistranscription for &:

from]) its place. (TA)- A she-camel, and

any female, not conceiving, or not becoming preg

nant, during a year, (M, K,) or two years, (K,)

or some years: (M, K:) or a she-camel not

pregnant (S, Msb, K) after having been covered -

by the stallion; (S, K;) because denoting a

change from what is usual; (Er-Rághib, TA;)

and in like manner applied to a ewe, or she

goat; (TA;) and to a woman: (Msb:) pl. J.

and J.- (S,K) and J3-, (K) and 'Ji,-(M,

K) is a quasi-pl. n. : (M, TA:) [whence,] J.

J.- and 'J',- used as intensive epithets; or

J.- signifies not conceiving in one year, (K,

TA) when she has been covered: (TA:) and

J.- J.- and 'J',-, not conceiving during

ino years; (K;) not conceiving in the first year

after having been covered, nor in the next follon

ing year; like ** £e and ** and *b*

(S in art. lose:) one says also, J.- L'é <-à

and 'J', [app, meaning She conceived after

having failed to do so for two years; for it

seems that in this case U2- and U2- are inf ns.,

or that the latter is a subst. having the sense of

an inf. n. : see 1, and see also ibs=1: (TA:)

and "J"- signifies the same as J.- (K)

Also A palm-tree (Msb, K) that bears one 3year,

and not another year: (K:) or not bearing.

(Msb.)- The female young one of a camel,

a; ...the time of her birth : the male is termed

-ā- (§, K.) pl. J5- and J35-. (TA)

One says, ā- SG- âûl --> [The she

camel brought forth d beautiful female 3young

onel ($) And JX-> < ū 933-is

[I n ill not do that as long as a mother of

a female young camel utters her gentle yearning

cry]. (S.) = Also, (Lth, Mgh, O, TA,) and

'J',- (Lih, K) and 'J, and "Ji-, (K.) A

thing that intervenes as a separation, a partition,

a fence, a barrier, or an obstacle, or obstruction,

between two other things. (Lth, Mgh,” O, K.)

One says, ' 'J%-3', i.e. J.- [This is a

thing intervening as a separation, &c., betneen

them wol; like je - and j+1- (Lih, O, TA)
6 * • 6 -

âlût-: see als--

Ji- ; and its fem. #-: see 1, last sentence.

—J-" J: &- Ji- [More wry than the

urine of the he camel]: because it does not come

forth straight, but [backwards, and] inclining to

one side: a prov. (TA)-4: J.-* He is

one who has more ais- [meaning art, artifice,

cunning, ingenuity, or shill, in the management

of affairs, &c.,] than thou; (Fr, S, K;) as also

'3-i. (K.) And J-G '3-i 3. [He is the

most artful, cunning, ingenious, or skilful, of

men]; originally Js-i. (MF in art. 22, ; see

$5.)

3:1; see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

* > *d - J

U.S. Jus- Ineans <-->is S.- : b: 5 &

S.-, (O, K,) i. e. The leaving the land unsonn

one year, and soning it another year: whereby

the land is strengthened. (TK.)

J.- : See ii-, in two places: - and see

also i-, in three places.

J.-4: and# J.-4: and 2: J-: see 4,

in the latter half of the paragraph. -J.- also

signifies [Absurd, inconsistent; self-contradie

tory;] comprising two contradictories; as when

one speaks of one body in two places in one

case [or time]: (Er-Răghib, TA:) that cannot

be conceived as existing in reality: (TA:) i. q.

Je. [as meaning untrue, or unreal]; (Msb,

TA;) impossible; that cannot be: (Msb:) per

verted; turned from its proper way or manner

of being ; (K;) applied to speech; (§, K;) as

also "J.-:•#4. (K.)

s A. 3 * *

J.-4: See J.- :- and see also L's-, in

two places.

d

J.- : see 4, in the latter half of the para

graph.- Also A woman that brings forth a boy

next after a girl; or the reverse; and in like
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manner applied to a she-camel; as also 'J,
6 w - - -

and "U2-3: (Ks, Sgh, K:) and accord. to some,
W '3 * J.

U3-2 [if not a mistranscription for J.- or

6 w -

J.-l signifies a she-camel that brings forth

one year a male, and another year a female.

(TA.)- See alsoJ.

i- see i- in four places.- Also A

machine (c", Lth, K) over rehich [passes

the rope whereby] water is dran n : (Lth, TA:)

and, (K,) or as some say, (TA,) a great s: [or

sheave of a pulley], ($ in art. U-2, and K,) by

means of which camels dran, water: (S ubi

suprà, and TA:) [see işu pl. J.- and

[coll. gen. n.] "J-. (K)—The vertebra,

as also "J-: (K: [in the CK, Júl is erro

neously put for jū. :]) or the latter has this

meaning; and the former signifies a single ver

tebra : and the A may be radical: (M, TA:)

pl. - %~. (T in art -)—The middle

(1-3, as in the M and O ; in the K, erro

neously, al-'3, TA) of the back; (M, O, K;)

as also "J- but accord to some, the is

radical. (TA.)

© e. -

āke-e: seei

J.-4: See J.--and J-4.

Jú- A man n'ho says much that isJ

[or absurd, inconsistent, self-contradictory, un

real, or impossible]. (Lth, K.")

Jú- see 4, in the latter half of the para

graph. -ājū-e Jā, t Land upon which rain

has not fallen. (T.A.)-See also J.-.

J.-: [pass part. n. of 45-5.= Also] an

inf. n. of J3-5. (Ham p. 503.)= And A place

to n'hich one shifts, removes, or becomes trans

ferred. (Idem ib.)

Ji-#: see J-4.

6.- - - d. J. 6 o

àJu--e U- A leg that is crooked in the two

extremities of its shank. (M, O, T.A.) In the

K, J4% is erroneously put for J*, and asu

for su. (TA) And "ā J.5 (S. K.)

and it-- (K) A bow that is crooked (§, K,

TA) in the portion between the part grasped by the

hand and the curved extremity, or in its curved
6.- • d J. 6 of

extremity. (TA.) And "āk-e J35 Uneven

ground: (S, TA:) or i, q. i-, (K,) which

means land that has been left [unson'n, or un

cultivated,] a year, or years. (M, K.)

J.-: ; fem. with 3: see the paragraph next

preceding, in two places:-and see also J-4.

= Also Full. (K.)

• d a

-

-

-

cs':

Q. Q. 1. 33-, inf n. āş-; see Q. Q. 1 in

art. GM-.

A9">

1 * (§, Mab, K.) L. J., (S, Mgb) or
• * *

'J" -", (K) aor. As-, (S) inf n &

(S, Msb, K) and X-, (S,K) said of a bird,

or flying thing, (S, Msb, K,) &c., (S,) It went,

[or hovered,] or circled, (S, Msb, K,) round

about the water, (S, Msb,) by reason of thirst,

(TA,) or round about the thing : (K:) and in

like manner <---, said of camels. (K, T.A.)

- [Hence,] it is said in a trad., J.-A- &

* & & 4:2: U-b meaning + He who

approaches acts of disobedience is near to falling

therein. (Msb.) And you say, J.->- *

& J2, 1 [He hovers about an object of aim, or

desire, that he has]. (TA) And J. &Al

*9, inf n. X- and X- and >;-, (K, TA)

the second with kesr [to the 2-, and therefore

with U4 in the place of 2, but written in the CK

with fet-h], (TA,) t Such a one desired, or

sought, the thing. (K, T.A.) And *:::: J* Al

! He affected, or inclined tonards, his relations,

like one going round about the nater. (TA.)

2. 2.9 L*A*- i. q.23: : [app. as mean

ing + He paused, and acted with deliberation, or

in a patient or leisurely manner, or he waited

in expectation, in the affair, or case, like one

who hovers about a thing]. (K, T.A.)

Al- J: [lit. The army of Ham, the son of

Noah; meaning, because of its blackness,] ; the

night. (TA.)

© d -

L^3- A large herd of camels, (S, M., K.)

amounting to a thousand : (M, K:) or an in

definite number; (K,” TA;) i. e. many: a quasi

pl. n. ; or, as some say, a pl. (TA.)

>- applied to wine, (TA,) That circulates

[or produces a sensation of circular motion] in

the head. (K.)- Accord. to As, so applied,

it signifies Much in quantity. (T.A.)

iss- The main part or portion, (S, K,) of

water, (S) or of the sea, (K,) and of sand, and

of a fight, &c. : (S, K:) the part where is most

water, of the sea; (Ham p. 329, and TA;) the

deepest part thereof: (TA:) and in like manner,

of a watering-trough : (Ham ibid., and TA:)

or a copious, or deep, part of water: (Lh, TA:)

and hence, the vehemence of near or fight : (Ham

p. 329 :) or a place of fight; because the op

posing parties go round about it: (Hamp. 492;)

or the most vehement part [or the thickest] of a

fight: (K,” TA:) pl. +1.5- (Ham p. 329.)

[See also is-, last signification.] -

J.-- A black, or negro, boy or young man,

(S, K,) or slave : (S:) so termed in relation to

Al- [or Ham, the son of Noah], the father of

the blacks, or negroes. (S, K.)

źl- Thirsty, and going, [or hovering,] or

circling, round about the mater : (Ham p. 753 :)

and hence, (Id. p. 317,) whatever is thirsty:

(Id. ibid., and K :) [fem. with 5: pl. masc.
6 & 2.

A*- :]

say X- J.' Thirsty camels that go round about

the nater : (A5, TA:) or, as also sils- Us!,

thirsty camels: (K:) or very thirsty camels.

(TA.) And it is said in a trad., respecting the
* * * *

prayer for rain, ājū-Mu:> Low V) O God,

pl. fem, 313-. (Ham p. 317) You
s -

have mercy upon our beasts that are going about

the water and not finding any to which they may

come to drinh. (TA.) You say also i:- ists

A thirsty head: (TA:) or a head of which the

brain is thirsty. (T, T.A.)- Also Desiring, or

seeking : Pl: X- (K, TA,) [in the CK>;- but

w J.

it is] like X-. (TA.)

U9

ău: A place where nine is sold; (Msband

TA in this art., and S and K in art. Úe-;) the

place of the vintner % (Kr) the **u- [or shop]

of the vintner: pl. -->Ula-: (S, Msb:) thought by

AHn to be from the Persian *u- (TA.)

* * *

3Uta-; see art. 2'-.

&#1-, mentioned in the K in arts. -- and

U-- and 3-: see ău-, above; and see also art.

2:- [to which several words allied to this are to

be regarded as belonging]. It is masc. and fem.:

and is [said to be] originally issu-, like #5:

and its pl. is <<ls-: (S:) or, accord. to IB, it

is originally *- then, *s-, and then,

**. (TA in art cº-)

#1-:

* . see art. 9-a-.

us'-:

#. Wine; ($ and K in art. Jes-, [in the

CK, erroneously, al-âla-,] and K in art. 3-5)

a rel. n. from äu-: (S, TA:) or vintners; (K
3 - -

in art. 5-;) [from us'-; or] a rel. n. from

ăgle- (TA in art. 3'-.)

U.69">

s

1. *s-, aor.-, ($, Meb, K.) inf n. J-, (S)

Or #5- (Msb,) or both, (K,) He collected it;

brought it, dren it, or gathered it, together ;

(S, Msb, K.) as also "812-5. (TA:) he grasped

it; got, or gained, possession of it: (Mgb, K:)

and **, *- signifies the same; (S, Msb, K;) as

also age WU45:-1: (Msb, K.) or this last, he

took, or got, possession of it; took it, got it, or

held it, within his grasp, or in his possession:

(S:) and 45- signifies also he possessed it:

(Msb:) and, said of a place [&c., as also "ess:

asic and "212-1], it comprised, comprehended,

or contained, it. (TA)- He turned it round,

made it to turn round, or wound it. (Harp. 236.
3 - 3 * • -

[See L- in art. J-])=#5- U53- He made

a vehicle for a woman such as is called *s-,

(TA.)=5* [originally 55-]: see art. 3-.

2. #5-5 [inf. n. ofS5- signifies The act of

drawing together, or contracting: and the state

of drancing together, or contracting; or being

drann together, or contracted; as also 5-5

tint n of "us:-31 (Lh, K.) or, in the opinion

of ISd, is: has the former signification; and

"5-5, the latter. (TA.) A woman of the tribe -

of Kelb, being asked what s' did in the rainy

night, answered, J-5 &:- [I dran, myself
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togethel (Lh, TA)—####, us:- Šâté.

su.e. 51, occurring in a trad. of Safeeyeh, means

She used to wind an 3.U.s or a U.<> round the

hump of the camel, behind him, and then to ride

upon it. (IAth. [See #9-1)

5. ess-, (S, K,) inf. n. 5-5, (K,) It assumed

a round, or circular, form; or coiled itself: (K:)

or it gathered itself together, and coiled itself, or

assumed a round, or circular, form. (S.) You

say, #~ –5-5 (S, K*) The serpent gathered

itself together, and wound, or coiled, itself;

(TA;) whence, as some say, the word #-:

(K:) and in like manner one says of the intes

tines. (K.)-See also 2, in two places.

6: see 1.

8: see 1, in four places. = Us- U43 - He

made a small natering-trough, or tank, for his

camels. (TA.)

us:-, (A, IB, TA) or '#'-' (K.) The

having, or assuming, a round, or circular, or

coiled, form; or roundness or circularity [or the

state of being coiled]; of anything; (AZ, K, TA;)

as, for instance, of a serpent; (Az, IB, TA;) and

of certain asterisms, which appear regularly dis

posed in a round, or circular, form. (Az, T.A.)

[See 5.]

#- A place that comprises, comprehends, or

contains, a thing: for instance, the belly [or

womb] of the mother is a 4,- to the child [or

foetus]. (TA)- A collection of tents (**),

near together; as also "us:- (Ki) or a collec

tion oftents (<>2-) ofpeople, made of camel's fur:

(S:) or a collection of tents (<2*) of people, at a

water (TA) pl. #4 (S.T.A.) and "uss

[appus:-land'ss-[app ess-liignify a

place in which the tents (<>2-) of a tribe are col

lected together: (Lth, TA:) the last is of the dial.

of El-Yemen, where it is applied to a fen small

tents collected together in a tract, or region, of

fruitful, or productive, land: (TA:) and its pl.

is L55'-e [or, more probably, *- : with the

article, us--"). (Lth,T.A.) A tent of [goats']

hair, and of [camels'] fur, of the Arabs of the

desert. (KL.)
6.

&* Possessing, after deserving, or after be

coming entitled. (IAar, K.)=A small natering

trough, or tank, (K, TA) which a man makes for

his camel; called also*. (TA.) [See also

the next paragraph.]

6 * *

āş-;

circling, or coiled, gut or intestine; and so
% - - •- - •

* à:2L- and " +420-: (K:) [also called

.# :] or the [kind of gut, or intestine, termed]

See us:- = Also A winding, or

5% in the belly of the sheep or goat; as also

*#3-: (IAar:) ck." #- and ck." *#2

and ck." *#3'- all signify the same : (S:)

the pl. is 3-5 (#) or this is the pl of #-,

signifying the Axel [or intestines into which the

food passes from the stomach]; and the pl. of

# = and #3- is [said to be] '-' (S3) but

IB says that this latter pl. is not held to be al

lowable by Sb, and that (43- is the pl. of all the

three sings, [originally] of the measure J:s: aS

pl. of the first, and Jels: as pl. of the second and

third [though in these two cases it should be by

rule #5-]: AHeyth says that Gls- as pl. of

ãºl- is like tel»j as pl. of à:35: and ISk men

tions <!--" as pl. of #3-l and #3-1, [in

the latter case like &l=25 as pl. of £25,] and

explains it as signifyingc: <t. [app. meaning

the small guts, or intestines, in which originate

the lacteals]. (TA)- Also sing of 95-sig

nifying Winding excavations or hollon's, which

the rain fills, and in which it remains a long time

because the soil at the bottom thereof is cohesive

and hard, retaining the nater: the Arabs call

them [also] £i. likening them to the 915- of

the belly: accord. to AA, the pl. signifies i, q.&bt- [pl. of 6 - O ], made by collecting earth

and stones upon smooth and hard rock, to confine

thereby nater: accord. to IB, on the authority

of IKh, wells that are dug in the district of Kelb,

in hard ground, nhereby is confined the neater of

the torrents, which they drink throughout the

year: accord. to Nasr, a certain construction

nith masses of rock in the form of a pool, on the

nay to Et-Teghlibeeyeh, near Ood: accord. to

ISd, the sing signifies a smooth and hard rock

n:hich is surrounded nith stones and earth, in

n:hich water collects. (TA.)- Also A [garment

of the kind called] A =, stuffed [n'ithA. or

the like], nihich is wound round the hump of the

camel; (S, K;”) i. q. #34, except that the former

is only for camels, and the latter is sometimes for

other animals; pl. (313-: (S:) a subst, from 2

in the last of the senses assigned to it above:

(IAth:) [the same is app. meant by what here

follows:] a certain thing that is prepared for a

noman to ride upon. (TA. [But it was also

used by men.]) 'Omeyr Ibn-Wahb El-Jumahee

said, on the day of Bedr, when he computed the

number of the companions of the Prophet, <:

Gu." w: 93-0 [meaning I san, the 212- with

the men of courage upon them]: (S:) [for]

: [sing of al-o] means t “a man of courage

upon his saddle.” (TA.)

#5- [a dim. of#-] : see what next follows.

** * 6 y •

#12- J-2

and so W5t-: [which latter, vulgarly pronounced

U-2'-, is also now applied to a serpent-charmer;

A man n-ho collects serpents (~~) 5

and a juggler who performs various tricks with

serpents &c. :] (K in art. L-:) or the latter,

(S in that art.,) or both, (T in that art.,) an

onner of serpents; (T, S;) and so Ugla-: (T:)

the pl. of 3- is #5-. (TA) - [Hence]

'#5-1, #-A +The constellations Serpentarius

and Serpens. (Kzw.)

u- see what next precedes.5

:
ad42- see #s-, in three places.

** * 63 -

£25'-: see à:2-, in two places.

3 - 3 - - *

U59-: see Ust-, in art. 19-.

:- [meaning A serpent] is said by some to be

from us:-5, because what is so termed gathers

itself together, and winds, or coils, itself; (ISd,”

K,” TA;) and to be originally #5-; (TA in art.

L-3) and their opinion is strengthened by the

forms and meaning of the words #- and 3

(TA) [and by the form and meaning of the word

#5-1: or the a- is so called because of the

length of its life (Gu-J.,k). (K. [See the
next art.]) - • *

U53-2 [app. ess-*]: See #3-.

• * * o: 3 *

#- J: A land abounding nith -les- [or

serpents]. (TA:) or containing serpents; as also

50-2. (Ibn-Es-Sarráj, $ in art. -5-)

5

&s- pass, part. n. of #5-. (Mgb.)

• J.

U.59-0 :

:
27°

see #132-.

z - d. ,

U53:- [app. Uš5:-1: see #5-.

Ls- or L5- and 22

1. C-, (S, Mgh, Msh, K) and J-, (S.K.)

which latter is the more common, (Fr, S,) [like

J., originally J.,] dual '+, and -, (Fr.)

pl. , -, (Fr.S.) like bi-, (S) and , -, (Fr.

S,) as some say, (S,) aor. '-', (S, Msb, K,) and

J-4, (Fr, K,) [like J~, originally J:..] OC

curring in poetry, but improper, and disallowed by

the Basrees, (Fr.) inf n. à- [q:y. infra], (IB,

Mgh, Msb,) or £-, (K,) and J- and &ls=

(IB) which last has an intensive signification,

like its contr. č, (Msb,) He, or it, lived ;

or was, or became, in the state termed à-, ex

plained below. (S, K.) [The inf. n. &#- (q.v.

infra) suggests the supposition that G- may be

originally 2:-; but I find no authority for this

supposition ; and if it be the case, this verb pre

sents the only instance of a root of which the

medial radical letter is L4 and the final 2.]

s:- said of a people, or company of men, +They

nere, or became, in good condition : (AA, S:) or

they were, or became, fat, by having the means of

subsistence,J%: [after leanness]. (AZ. [See

also 4.])—You say also, júl <-, inf n. i.

and £-, +[The fire was, or became, alive, or

burning,] like as you say, -jū. (AHn.) –

&;" &:- +The road, or nay, was, or became,

apparent, or distinct. (K.) One says, &- #!

#: 3-3 &;" 4 +[When the road, or way,

becomes apparent, or distinct, to thee, take to the
- -

right]. (TA)-J- and 4: Use-, aor. Q-,

inf. n. £-: see 10, in two places. =C

co-os-i: see 2.
-
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2 :- inf n. *-ā, (Mgh, Mob, K.) in its

primary sense, i. q. *%-l. (Mgh.) You say,

aff 4.-, (S, K,) meaning May God preserve

thee alive; prolong thy life; or make thee to con

tinue in life; syn. Jú, (Fr, Selemeh Ibn

'Asim, K.) as also '99-'; (Selemeh Ibn-'Asim,

TA;) or 4: . (Aboo-Othmān El-Mázinee,

Mgh, TA:) or may God save thee; or make thee

to be free from evil, or harm, or the like: (Fr,

TA:) or may God make thee to have dominion :

(Fr, S, K.) or may God honour thee, and benefit

thee. (Ham, p. 489.) And £3 & 4.- (ex

plained in art. Ul. (TA) And £3 &í Č

[May God preserve thy face: see G-l. (Ham

p. 23.)-Also He said to him Ali4.-, explained

above: (Mgh :) originally, he prayed for his life:

and then, he prayed for him, absolutely : (Msb:)

he saluted him; (K, TA;) and so :- 30

c”3.1: (Lh, TA ) as used in the language of

the law, he said to him,* >3-. (Msb.)—

[See also #-5, below.] =3--" G- [in the

CK (erroneously)3--" "J- He approached
* > * *

[the age of] Jiffy. (IAar, K, T.A.) = -->

ā-ā- and u- [I n rote a beautiful C].

(TA in a ul - S -u.)

3. 3:1 <-, (inf n. *-, TA) i. 7.

'': [i.e. + I gave life to, enlivened, or

revived, the fire] by blowing. (K.) [See also 2

in art. --A); where a similar meaning is assigned

to the former verb; but perhaps it is there a

mistranscription.] #- also signifies Nourish

7ment (jää [which is properly speaking a subst,

but seems to be here used as an inf. n.,]) for, or

of a child, (K, TA,) with that nhereby is his

life, or, as in the M, because thereby is his life.

(TA.)

4 su-i, (S, Msh, K, &c.) inf n. :(-1, (TA)

said of God, (S, Msb.) He made him alive, to

live, or be a living being; quickened, endued nith

life, vivified, [revivified, revived, or resuscitated,]

him. (S,” Mob,” K.) Hence, in the Kur [lxxv.

last verse], Lis." G-:s & Li Jati. 43 &#.

(S, TA,) i. e. Is not That Doer of these things

(Jel) [able to quicken the dead?]. - See also 2,

in two places.- + He (God) endued him with

the intellectual faculty: as in the saying, in

the Kur (vi. 122], *-ū ū. &e 323i

+ [And is he who was intellectually dead and

n:hom we have endued with the intellectual

faculty . . . ?]. (Er-Răghib.) – See also 3.

-->9. les-1 + He (God) revived the earth, or

land, by the rain, so as to produce in it plants,

or herbage. (TA.) And J.S. --- + The

land was tilled, and made productive. (AHn.)

And <ls." les-l He turned to use the unon'ned

and unused and uncultivated land by nalling it

round or soning it or building upon it and the like.

(TA.)- Also t He (a man) found the land to

be fruitful, or abundant in herbage, (§, K,) with

fresh herbage. (K)—J: (e-) + He passed

the night in religious service, worship, adoration,

or devotion, abstaining from sleep: (TA:) or

[simply] he remained anake during the night.

(W p. 9.) And 4: u. He passed his night

anahe. (M.A.)= āşūl c-- The she-camel had

living offspring; (S, K;) her offspring seldom,

or never, died. (S.)-Xi'l les- The people, or

company of men, had their cattle living: (K:)

or had their cattle in good condition : (AA, S,

K:) or had rain, so that their beasts obtained

herbage to such a degree that they became fat:

(AZ:) or they (themselves) became in a state

of abundance of herbage, or plenty. (S, K. [See

also 1.])

5. 4: ū- + He shrank from it: taken from

à-l [or it." ; because it is of the nature of

the living to shrink: or it is originally ($5.5;

the 5 being changed into Us; or [in other words]

from J- “the act of collecting,” [inf n. of

$5–1 like 3:-5 from #~1. (TA) (See

also 10.]

[6. Gu-3 as quasi-pass. of 3, He quickened,

enlivened, or revived, himself. See an ex, voce

C2.]

10. su- He spared him; let him live; or

left him alive; (S, Msb, K, TA;) did not slay

him; (Msb;) in which sense the verb has but

one form: (Msb, TA:) or he left him; let him

alone; or forbore from him. (Mgh.)- Hence,
- e - d & • - e - - - * * *

as some say, (K) -->4 & Use--> S all Cl

$42, (S. K.) in the Kur (ii. 24], i.e. c.4: 5

[meaning Verily God will not spare to propound,

-*

or refrain from propounding, a parable, or as a
ð - © - - * * *

parallek. ($),[He', also]. J.-: * ~!

4-2 d!->|->| 3:1 CSX U-2, i. e. [Verily

God] forbears from punishing [the hoary Mus

lim]. (Er-Raghib)—IL:), or -l, which
latter is the more proper mode of writing it, also

signifies He felt, or had a sense of, or he was,

or became, moved or affected nith, shame, shy

ness, or bashfulness; and particularly, but not

always, honest shame, or pudency, or modesty;

or his soul shrank from foul things; as also
* * *

us-l; and "J- inf n. £-.] Use--" is

of the dial of El-Hijāz; and U-M, with a

single Us, is of the dial. of Temeem; (Akh, S,

Msb;) the former being the original, (Akh, S,)

and that which is used in the Kur: (Mgb:) in the

latter, the first Us [of the original] is suppressed,

[and its vowel is transferred to the Cl to facilitate

the pronunciation, because of the occurrence of

the two L5's together: this is the opinion of Sb;

and with it agrees that of Aboo-’Othmán [El

Mázinee]: the opinion ascribed to Sb in the S,
4 d - - O * d - d - ©

namely, that -----' is changed from -----'
* o° 2 o, .

in like manner as -x:-) is changed from
J O - de ö

&:1, is that of Kh, and is disallowed by

El-Määnee (IB) You say, a U-1, (S,

K, [in the CK, erroneously, £,]) or a-e le=~!,

(Mgh, Msb) and ~ J-1, and u-1, (S,

Mab, K, TA) and st-15 (TA, [and so in the

CK in the place of su-1;]) as also ~ "C-,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. U-4, (S) inf n. £-;

(S," Mgh, Mgb, K;) He was ashamed of it or

on account of it, or ashamed to do it, or shy of

doing it; [generally meaning a foul thing;] he

nas ashamed for himself, or ofhimself, or was bash

ful, or shy, nith respect to it, or him; he was

abashed at, or shy of it, or him; (K;) he shrank

from it, or him : (Msb, K:*) and &- Use-l

13s [or les-1] He disdained, or scorned, such

a thing; abstained from it, or refused to do it,

by reason of disdain and pride; he disliked, or

hated, it, and his soul was above it; he shunned

it, avoided it, or kept himself far from it; syn.

* -ā'i (TA)

J- a verbal noun, (S, M, Mgh, TA) and

therefore immediately followed by J'é, (M,TA,)

used as an imperative [addressed to a single

person, male or female, and to more than one];

(S;) used in calling, or summoning, or inviting,

and urging; (Lth, T, TA;) and having no verb

derived from it [alone, for J:- is derived from

C- and U's together], (Lth, T, Mab, TA;)

meaning Come : (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K, TA, &c.:)

or come quickly: or hasten. (Mgh,TA.) Hence,

$." J. J.- (in the cisi, TA) come to

prayer: (IKt, S, M, Msb, K:) or come ye to

prayer: or come ye quickly: or hasten ye. (TA.)

And CŞal L'é G- [in the *...* art.

−"]. (Mgh, T.A.) And l-ā'i Usle U- [Come

to the morning-meal]: and #31 Uske [to the

evening-meal]: (Msb:) and *: Uske [to the

crumbled bread moistened nith broth]: (S:)

and*" Lle [to good, good fortune, prosperity,

&c.]. (Lth, T, T.A.) The saying of Ibn-Ahmar,

" (#3; #1 & J.-1.J.- :

means Keep thou to the loads [..for the riders

upon the camels have gone]. (TA) - In the

phrase J* G-, and S. J-, followed by L*

Lié and 3& 31, and is ..., (K) which

last is used in,' of££ in

other cases, (S in art. UA,) and J* J- and

Uve-, [so in the copies of the K,] with the 2

quiescent, (K) and Ú-MA G- [app. &:G

for > J- or perhaps a mistranscription for

<\ka J-], (TA,) [the most common rendering

of Já G- &c. is like that ofC- alone, namely,

Come: or] U- signifies hasten thou; and IJA

or] \A, come to it, or reach it; [so that the

meaning is hasten thou : come to such a thing :]

Or G- signifies come; and [UA or] \*, quickly

(:-), or be thou quick; [so that the meaning

is come quickly to such a thing:] or [UA or]

SA signifies be thou quiet; and the meaning

is &# L:- 3:1;* <e &: [Speed

thou at the mention thereof, and be quiet

until it is finished]. (K.) Accord. to Abu-l

Khattāb, the Arabs used to say, #5 all J*G

meaning Come thou to prayer. (TA.) And one

says, 9% J* C- (IAar, and so in the CK)

and U'Xà: S. 3-, (IAar, and so in MS. copies

of the K) and c^a Já J-, meaning Hasten

thou with such a one: (IAar:) or keep thou to such

a one, and call him. (K.) It is said in a trad.,
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3: J= C-4 &*-* =: 15, ($ in art.

JA) or3: $:-4, (TA) i. e. [When the good,

or righteous, are mentioned, then] keep thou to

'Omar, and call 'Omar, (Subi suprà, and TA,)

and begin with him, and be quick in mentioning

him; (TA;) for he is of such. (Subi suprà.)

Accord. to some of the grammarians, (TA,) when
2 * * *

you say \e L-, with tenween, it is as though

you said ū-; and without tenween, it is as

though you said 3-1; the tenween being made

a sign of indeterminateness; and the omission

of it, a sign of determinateness: and so it is

in all compounds of this kind. (K.) [See also

art. U4.]

* * Living, having life, alive, or quick; contr.

of +... [or <]; ($, Mgh, Mab, K.) and
6 ** * - - * * - -

* &be- is syn, with L- [as meaning *ing

animal life]: (IB:) im. of the former "Ú-- .

(Mgb:) and pl. £i (Msb, K.) When you

say of a person, G-: J-3, you mean that he

is dead (L 9 but @ 's- ##4 #4,

(Lh, K) [in the CK 2-3, and] in [some of]

the copies of the K, erroneously, A-, (TA)

means [He was struck a blon) in consequence

of which he will not live: (Lh, K:*) like as the

saying L* &# 13& Jéü 5 means Thou

wilt be sick if thou eat such a thing. (Lh, K.)

Accord. to ISh, one says, cº; J- üüí, Inean

ing Such a one came to us in his life [-time]:

and .js J352 9% Us- -a-, meaning I

heard such a one say thus in his life [-time]:

(TA:) [or the former may mean Such a one

himself came to us: and the latter, I heard such

a one himself say thus: for] Us- [i. e. J- aS

a prefixed noun] is sometimes redundant, like

Ji and 23: (Ham p. 308:) [and] IB says that

9% &- means. Such a * Mimself. (TA.)

And they say, Mai 'as-> <-31 -ă =, i.e. How

art thou, and those remaining alive of thy

family? (TA)- Applied to God, Deathless.

(Er-Răghib.)- Possessing the faculty of gron'th,

as an animal, and as a plant: (Er-Răghib :)

and, applied to a plant, fresh, juicy, or succulent,

and growing tall. (TA.)- [Sensitively alive;]

possessing the faculty of sensation. (Er-Răghib.)

–t{Intellectually alive;] possessing the faculty of

intellect. (Er-Răghib.) [Hence,] +A Muslim;

likeas:means an unbeliever. (TA)—tlively,

as meaningfreefrom grief or sorrow. (Er-Răghib.)

–+ Whole, sound, or unbroken. (L and TA

in art. ~)–:- J. + Fruitful land; or

land abounding with herbage; (K, TA;) like

as ā: Læ,' means unfruitful land. (TA)
63 - J. & on

ā- U-31 + The sun is, or was, of a clear colour,

unaltered by approaching the place of setting;

as though its setting were regarded as death:

(TA:) or still bright and white: or still hot and

ponserful : but the former of these two meanings

is the more probable. (Mgh.)- a-- U + [A

live, or burning, fire. (AHn)— J.- &”

+ An apparent, or a distinct, road£ way:

(K:) pl. £i. (TA) = See also ā-, first

Bk. I.

---

sentence.= [A tribe] of the Arabs: (S:) the

children, or descendants, of one father or ancestor,

nohether many or fen. : and a -: comprising

J%: (Az,TA:) or a aizé of the Arabs: (Mab3)

or a cl: of the co: of the Arabs: (K, TA:)

pl. £i. (S, Msb, K.)=The vulva, or external

portion of the organ ofgeneration, o: a woman.

(AZ, K. See also 'le-, of. which, Us- is also

said to be a pl.) Hence, L-M -ā-, applied by

an Arab of the desert to The paraphernalia of a

bride. (Az,TA)=== G- 5 means 4: &: S,

(Ks, K,”) i. e. [There is no forbiddance of him;

or] nothing is forbidden him. (Fr.)= -$% •)

Jill &: J-" IIe knows not, or nill not know,

what is true from what is false; (IAar, K, Har

p: 236;) and so 5ul U-e 5-1, (TA:) or the

*s- [or winding out, &c.,] from the tryisting of

the rope: (K:) or overt speech from covert : or

the living from the dead: or the act of turning

round, or vinding, [see *s-, (in art. (53-)

of which J- is an inf n.,] from the act of

tnisting. (Har ubi supra.) =The act of collect

ing. (TA. [But in this and some other senses it is
-- of

an inf n, of ess- see 1 in art. U53-.])=?'

as pl. of ā-, see art.b

5 - -

Us-: see à-, of which it is said to be a syn.:

and of which it is also said to be a pl.:=and

see #~, of which, also, it is said to be a pl.

#- [A serpent;] a certain thing nell known:

(K, TA:) [improperly explained in the Mgb

as syn. with L*] applied to the male and the

female; (S, Msb;) the 3 being added to denote

one of a kind, as in #: and £3; [although

G- is not used as a coll, gen, n.; and] although

the saying :- c." W (- <5, as meaning [I

san'] a male [serpent] upon a female [serpent],

is related as having been heard from the Arabs:

(S:) but **- is also applied to the male;

(Az, S, K;) the - being augmentative; for the

word is originally :- [or 3:-1: (Az, TA:) it

is said that it does not die unless by an accident:

and they say of a long-lived man, #- Sl* U.

[He is none other than a serpent]; and in like

manner they say of a woman; as though it were

called ā- because of its long life: [for] some,

including Sb, say that it is derived from #-, as

the rel. n. is 3'- not &23- and to him who

o

objects that one says #12- J% [meaning “a man

who collects serpents”], it is replied that i:

and #- are of different roots, like# and 35.

&c.; but it may be from &-3, because of its

winding, or coiling, itself; and some say that

it is originally #5- Some, that it is originally

#- (TA ) (the dim is '+'] the pl. is

+ (K) and <'', (K,TA) or &#. (So

in some copies of the K [agreeably with the dial.
* - of ~ *

J-awl 34

[He is more sharp-sighted than a serpent];

of Hudheyl].) Hence the prov. A.-C

because of the sharpness of its sight: and Abi

:- &- [more wrongful in conduct than a

serpent]; because it comes to the burrow of the

[lizard called] J-4, and eats its young one, and

takes up its abode in its burrow. (TA.) And

-U-123 & #3 (May God give him to drink

the blood of the serpents]; i.e., t destroy him.

(TA) And ':- Slá:-13.5 S [The serpent

does not bring forth anything save a little ser

pent]: a prov. applied to the cunning and mis

chievous, or malignant. (TA.) And £- &%

ess's", Or J.S., or 431, or bú.-J., +Such a one

is cunning and mischievous, or malignant, (IAar,

K) and intelligent, in the utmost degree: (IAar:)

[or] JS2'2'' ā- US's means t such a one is

strong in resisting, a defender of his possessions,

(TA.) And ess's" £- is also an appellation

applied to + The lion; (K, TA;) because of his

cunning, or craftiness. (TA.) One says also,

U.S. #-24, meaning + They are cunning,

guileful, malignant, or mischievous, and strong,

not neglecting to take blood-revenge: so in a

saying of Dhu-l-Isba El-Adwanee cited voce

*. (TA) And #3 #- 3% ($,TA) Such

a one is courageous and strong. (T.A.) And

* 8. 3.

:- U-9 a...! t He is clever, or ingenious; acute,

or sharp, intelligent. (TA.) And a's es'<5

**** *u- + I san, in his letter slanders, or

calumnies, addressed to the ruling poner, in order

to cause the object thereof to fall into embarrass

ment from n'hich escape mould be difficult. (TA.)

—£-" is also a name of + [The constellation

Draco; commonly called &#91;] certain stars

[partly] betneen the &le; [or 8 and 7 of Ursa

Minor] andJ. <0. [meaning the stars in the

tail of Ursa 'Major]: (K:) so called by way of

comparison. (TA.) - And :- also signifies

+ A certain mark made neith a hot iron upon

the neth, and upon the thigh, of a camel, truisting,

or ninding, like the:- [properly so called]. (Ibn

Habeeb, T.A.)= See alsoJ

ū- Rain; ($, Mab, K.) as also '-' (K.)

or much rain : (Harp. 185:) as being the means

of giving life to the earth: (TA:) and +plenty;

or abundance of herbage, (S, K.) and the means

of giving life to the earth and to men; as being

caused by the rain; and so '-' (TA) or

[simply] herbage; because produced by the rain :

and fat, and fatness; because produced by the

herbage: (Ham p. 662 :) dual. 9:- (S:)

and pl. £i. (TA.) 8-9 ū- means The rain

[called *s-, or of the season thus called,] that

gives life to the earth. (TA.)= See also the next

paragraph.

£- an infn. of Je- in the first of the senses

explained in this art. (K.) -[Hence,] syn. with

ū-, in two senses: see the next preceding para

graph, in two places.-Also inf. n. of &:- as

syn. with Use-l; ($," Mgh, Mgb, K;) i. q.

'le-l; (S;) Shame; a sense of shame; shy

ness, or bashfulness; [and particularly, but not

86.
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always, honest shame, or pudency, or modesty;]

syn. i:- (K;) a shrinking of the soul from

foul conduct, (Bd in ii. 24, and Er-Răghib,)

through fear of blame; (Bd ibid.;) a languor

that affects the animal faculty, (Bd ibid, and

Mgh,”) and turns it back from its actions : (Bd :)

and repentance; syn. #. (K.)- And hence,

as being a thing that should be concealed, and of

which one is ashamed to speak plainly, (TA,) The

vulva, or external portion of the female organs of

generation, (~#, El-Fárábee, Msb, K, or ---,

[which here means the same,] S,) of a camel,

(El-Fārābee, S, Msb, K,) or an animal having

feet like those of the camel, and of a cloven-hoofed

animal, and of a beast of prey: (K:) accord. to

AZ, the* [here meaning the same as& of

any of these and of other animals: (Msb:)

accord. to IAar, it is of the ewe or she-goat, the

cow, and the gazelle: (ISd, TA:) and [some

times] the # of a girl, (El-Fārābee, Msb) or

of a woman: (Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán:” [see

also &- :]) and " - signifies the same; (K.)

but accord. to Az, this is not allowable except in

poetry, in a case of necessity: (TA:) pl. £i

(AZ, IJ, K) and i-i (As, Sb, ş, K) and, by

contraction, £-i, (sh, IB, TA) which is said to

be preferable, (TA) and [quasi-pl. n.] '- and

"J- [which two have been mistaken by Freytag

for syns. of #-5, immediately following them in

the K]. (Sb, K.)

# = or **-, (as in different copies of the K,

in the latter manner in copies of the S,) written

with 5 in the Kur, to show that 2 follows (4 in

the pl. [+,-, like &#2]. or because the sound

of the 1 is inclined towards that of 5, (ISd, TA,)

and *#- with sukoon to the 5, (K,) which is

substituted for the of #-, as is done by the

people of El-Yemen in the case of every 1 that

is changed from 3, as in 5X-2 and 5taj, though

the final radical letter of the verb of it- is Us,

(TA,) an inf. n. ofG- in the first of the senses

explained in this art. ; (IB, Mgh, Msb;) Life;

contr. of *: (S, K;) as also '3'- and

W G-, (K,) or this last is asserted to be a pl. of

is:- (S,) and as also *u-, (S," Har pp. 25

and 350) of which the pl. is usu- ($) i.

signifies the faculty of growth, as in an animal,

and in a plant : and the faculty of sensation:

and + the faculty of intellect: and + freedom from

grief or sorron': and everlasting life in the norld

to come; to which one attains by that sles- which

is intelligence and knowledge: and the 3'- that

is an attribute of God. (Er-Raghib) G-: ,

J.- <<35, in the Kur [lxxxix. 25], means

[0, would that I had prepared, or laid up in

store,] for my everlasting state of existence. (Er

Raghib) And '3s−1 & #915.31 &#,
in the Kur [xxix. 64], means [Andrerily the last

abode is] the abode of everlasting life : (TA:) or

d'e-ll here means the life that will not be fol

loned by death: or much life; like as &#.

signifies much death: (Msb:) and it is also the

name of a certain fountain in Paradise, [the

water of] which touches nothing but it lives, by

permission of God. (TA.) à:kl is:-", accord.

to I’Ab, explaining xvi. 99 of the Kur, (TA)

means Langful means of subsistence (K, TA) in

the present norld: (TA:) or Paradise. (K,

TA.)– Also tAdvantage, or profit; or a cause,

or means, thereof: whence the saying, cºil J-:

jū- There is not, in such a one, profit, nor good:

and so it is said to mean in the Kur [ii. 175],

is:- veuail -> 2.85 +[And there is to you, in

retaliation, an advantage]: (TA:) or this means

that the knowledge of the law of retaliation re

strains from slaughter, and so is a cause of life to

two persons; and because they used to slay one

who was not the slayer, retaliation upon the slayer

is a cause of saving the lives of the rest: or the

meaning is life in the world to come; for when

the slayer has suffered retaliation in the present

world, he is not punished for his act in the world

to come. (BA)---> jū- means tThe re

maining of the light and whiteness of the sun: or

the remaining of its heat and poner: but the

former of these two meanings is the Imore pro

bable. (Mgh. [See :- J-:l, WOce C-J)

2 * *

99e

ragraph.

6 o' - e.

and 35-: see the next preceding pa

s
w * •- -

Us:- Having els- [i.e. shame, shyness, bash

fulness, pudency, or modesty]; (K;) part. n. of

Use- as syn, with Use-l; of the measure Ueas:

(Msb:) fem.:-- (TA.) The saying of I’Ab,
3 - " " - -

Use- all, means God is one who acts neith athers

in the manner of him who has ele-; for ele- in

its proper sense is not ascribable to Him: (Mgh :)

or one niho leaves undone evil deeds, and does good

deeds. (Er-Răghib.)

3 - 2 3 - - - - -

Use-: see Us-, of which it is the dim.

6 J * , 3 * • -

ā-e- : see #-, (of which it is the dim.) in

two places. = And dim. of à-, q.v. in art. '5-.

(Lih, TA in a ul - S -u.)

3 - -

U42:- [Of, or relating to, the serpent;] rel. n.

of:- (S.)=[And rel, n, of u- see J- in

art. 13-.]

&#- an infn ofJ- like :- (IB) but

having an intensive signification: . (Msb:) see

jū-, in two places.-See also J.-, first sen

tence. - Also Any thing, or things, possessing

animal life, (Msb, K,”) whether rational or ir

rational; [an animal, and animals;] used alike

as sing and pl., because originally an inf *:::

(Msb;) contr. of JU2-2 [q. v.] (S.) [=U12:

is used as its pl. of pauc. And hence,] +G'+'

U--" [The five animals] is applied to what may

be killed by a person in the state of25-1, and

by one engaged in prayer: (Msb in art. 3- )

these are the rat, or mouse, and the biting dog, and

either the serpent, the cron termed &#, and the

hite, or the serpent, the scorpion, and the hite, or

the serpent, the scorpion, and the crow, or the

scorpion, the cron, and the hite. (Es-Suyootee,

in “El-Jámi es-Sagheer,” voce J-) It is

originally & -5 (Sb, K.T.A.) the us which is

the final radical letter being changed into 2

because the occurrence of two Ugs together is

disliked: (Sb, TA:) Aboo-’Othmán [El-Má

zinee] holds the 5 to be a radical letter; but his

opinion is said to be not admissible, because it is

asserted that there is no instance in the language

of a word of which the medial radical is Us, and

the final 3. (T.A.)

J's:- [Of, or relating to, an animal or ani

mals]. - It is [also] particularly applied to A

seller of birds. (TA.)

6* * * *

[ä.512:- Animality; or animal nature.]

• 3 - 6 J -

**- : see àe-.

us-, of the measure Jed, [said to be] ori

ginally :- is syn, with su- and #-, belonging

to art. L53-[q. v.]. (Az, TA.)

3 - ? 3 - ? - ~ *

Us- and L5- and g-l. See art. 3-.

• - *

*-l: see art. 3-.
*

L- in the saying< &:L- [More long

lived than a -ā, a kind of lizard, which is sup

posed to live seven hundred years,] is from #-l.

(T.A.)- In the sayings &* &: L- [More

J L

5'-- [More shy, or bashful, than a girl kept

behind the curtain] it is from le=J). (T.A.)

shy, or bashful, than the bride] and &

ce- The two stars in the foot and before

the foot of the foremost of Gemini : (Kzw:) or

three stars over against as: [which is the Sixth

Mansion of the Moon]; (IKt, K;) and some

times the moon deviates from äx:yll, and makes

its abode in Lel-J1 (IKt:) they are between

the Milky Way and the stars that follow 3:

[or Capella]: Aboo-Ziyād El-Kilábee used to say

that this name means as:01, and is also pronounced

J.-:), with : but AHn says that the moon

makes its abode in these stars, and not in ax: Ji

itself: (TA:) its sing is *ā-5, (IKt, AHn,

TA;) if so, of the measure äisä, ike #1-3, not

#s, like itsje, because there is no such root as

L-5, derived from '-º', because its * [here

meaning its auroral setting, in midwinter,] is at

tended with much rain: but Lil-1, with e, is

irreg.; as though pl. of*ā-3 likened to a word

of the measure#. (IB.)

see the next paragraph.

-

#-5 inf n of 2. (Mgh, Mab, K.)— Also

A salutation, or greeting, (A’Obeyd, AHeyth,

Mgh, Mgb,) pronounced by one person to another

on their meeting; (AHeyth;) particularly the

saying <i> >~, (Mgh,” Msb;) and the like;

(Mgh;) the most comprehensive form thereof,

used by the believer [to his fellow-believer], being

the saying &=#3 * £3.* >}:1:

(AHeyth:) hence it is pluralized; the pl. being

<!--5 and ul-5. (Mgh.)– Also Continuance,

or endurance, or endless, or everlasting, existence:
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(IAar, Msb, K, &c. :) and so it is said to mean

in the following verse of Zuheyr Ibn-Jenáb El

Kelbee; who was a [kind of] king among his

people:

* *-1S) are s " Us-all UU L J-2 *

[And indeed everything that the young man has

attained, I have attained it, except endless ex

istence]: or, as some say, it here means security

from death and from evils. (TA. [But more

probably the meaning is that next following: for

in the Mz, 49th 8', where this verse is cited, but

with J= &- in the place ofJ£3, he is said to

have been (not a king, but,) “a nobleman.” See

also, respecting him, p. x. of my Preface.]) And

! Dominion, or kingship: (Fr, AA, S, Mgh, Msb,

K, &c. :) because the people of the Time of Igno

rance used to greet kings [or rather those of

Himyer] by the saying &: <: which they

addressed to none other than a king; so that when

any one of them became a king, it was said of

him, à:-" Jú &% [meaning f Such a one has

attained the kingship]. (Mgh: in which, and in

the S, the foregoing verse is cited as an ex of this

last meaning.) & <-#" means Endless ex

istence belongs to God: (Lth, Msb, TA:) or

dominion, or kingship : (Lth, Yaakoob, S, Msb,

TA:) or freedom, or security, from all evils,

(Khālid Ibn-Yezeed, AHeyth,) and from all

causes of the cessation of existence : (AHeyth:)

or endless existence, and security from evils, and

dominion, and the like: (Fr.:) or the expressions

[of praise] that indicate and imply the ascription

of dominion and endless existence: (Kt:) or salu

tations and benedictions are Gods, and at his

disposal. (Mgh.) [ć-#" is also a term ap

plied to the following form of words repeated in

the ordinary prayers: <!--~); aw &C.-:)

1 - 2 - 2 - - 3 & -38 - ~ o- * * ~ * -- *

* :-33 J. Gi (; 4: XS: #5

3-1 4 ×e J. C. ×l &#
* * * * * : - , a # 3 - - - - - - - - - • # * ~ o £

33: 1:- 3 3: if S $ 5 & 3:

4, 33, or (instead of a 2-23 °.A.") affJ-3: See

5 in art. J.Y.:..] – The assigning to this word, as

used in the Kur iv. 88, the meaning of A gift is

a mistake. (Mgh.)= See also ce-#".

2 & e.

le=-2 : see à--Also A time, and a place,

of life. (TA.)

L- and ā-, applied to a she-camel,

Having living offspring; whose offspring seldom,

or never, die. (S.)

ū- The face (S, K, Ham p. 23) of a man,

because it is specified in salutation; [see 2;] (Ham

ubi supra;) a term used only in praise; (Ham

p. 640;) i. e. the face altogether: or thej

of the face [i.e. the ball of the cheek; or nhat

appears of the elevated part thereof; or nhat

fronts one, of the face, &c.]. (K.)- Of a horse,

it is The place where the flesh is separated (<-->

L.-J. J.A.) beneath the forelock. (Ham p. 23.)

And U-3 #13, in a horse, [The feather in] the

place ofseparation [of the hair] beneath the fore

lock, in the upper part of the forehead. (TA.)

6 * * * *

G- act, part. n. of 2; fem. As---~ : (S,

TA:) for in every noun in which three ess Occur

together, [the last of them being the final radical,

and ending the word,] if it is not formed from a

verb, the final radical letter is elided from it, as in
3 - 2 • 2 - 3 - #

Llae the dim. of £uae, and in L- the dim. of

ess- : but if it is formed from a verb, that letter

remains, as in C:- from L:- (S.)

6 oz. *...* o - . • *

U45) i. q. 313-6, i. e. A land containing

serpents: (Ibn-Es-Sarráj, S:) or abounding with

serpents. (TA in art. (45-.)

6 - d -
*

ove

L: * Death. (TA, Harp. 218)

*-es

&:-,(S, Msb, Mughnee, K) indeel,(S, Msb)

with damm for its termination, (S, Msb, Mugh

nee,) as being likened to final words [such as
J. J. •

J: and Axe ending a proposition], (S, Mughnee,)

because it does not [regularly] occur otherwise

than prefixed to a proposition, (S,) for the being

prefixed to a proposition is like the not being pre

fixed to anything, as the consequence of being

prefixed, which is the sign of the gen, case, is not

apparent: (Mughnee:) and <--, (S, Mughnee,

K,) also indecl., (S,) with fet-h, (S, Mughnee,)

to render the pronunciation more easy,(Mughnee,)

because damm with L4 is deemed difficult to pro

nounce: (S:) and <-, (Mughnee, K,) with

kesr, accord. to the general rule observed to

prevent the concurrence of two quiescent letters:

(Mughnee:) and in like manner, +5- and*s

and *s-, (Mughnee, TA:) of which forms,

*5- is asserted to be the original; (L;) though
J O e. J

<-- is more chaste than < 3-, and is the form

used in the Kur-án: (Az and TA in art. "3-:)

but some of the Arabs make ---- decl.: (Mugh

nee:) it is an adverbial noun of place, (S, Msb,)

a vague adverbial noun of place, (L.) [signifying

Where,] like Ö-- with respect to time: ($, K.)

or it is a denotative of place, by general consent:

but accord. to Akh it sometimes occurs as de

noting time, [signifying when,] as in the following

verse, (Mughnee, TA,) which is the strongest

evidence of its use in this sense: (TA:)

* * * * * * * * * ~ *- : * * * *

* -U! 40 ×2 -sa-3 to:- *

* cö9 × U. -- - *

[Whenever thou shalt pursue a right course, God

nvill decree thee success in the time to come]:

(Mughnee, TA:) but in most instances it occupies

the place of an accus, as an adverbial noun of

place; or of a gen., governed by 32, and some

times by another prep., as in the saying (of Zuheyr,

TA in art. Loa:5),

- * ~ āś -- o – o – of

* Loa:5 Al wk- <-āJ)

[At the place where Calamity, or Fate, has put

donn her saddle, i. e., made her abode]: and

sometimes it occurs as an objective complement,
• • J e o e : J & e • * of " " -

as it is said to do in ajSU. Use: <!-_* aijl

[in the Kur vi. 124], i.e. God is knowing: He

knows where to beston, his apostolic commissions;

X: being suppressed, as implied by *i; Or

J. d > * -

<-- Us.” *

Xi'i may be rendered by Jé, and so may go

vern the accus. case. (Mughnee) Accord. to

rule, (Mughnee,) in every instance, (S, Mughnee,)

it is prefixed to a proposition, (S, Msb, Mughnee,)

nominal, or verbal, but in most cases the latter;

(Mughnee;) as in : As: <-* X,* [I will

stand nhere Zeyd shall stand]; and &s:<
* * *

c/2=l [Where thou shalt be, I will be]; (S;) and
• *# 2 o - o- + d - -

•ll 1.45 -e- -la- [I sat where I san, Zeyd],

the accus. case being preferred in an instance like

this; (Mughnee;) and <i><!- J-45 [Go thou

whither thou wilt.] (Mgb. in art. cº-) You

should not say .# <-- [alone]: (S:) or it oc

curs prefixed to a single word in poetry; (Msb,

Mughnee;) as in the saying,

d & e > d > * / * D - © a y y d > *

* Low-> ** Us") --~ *la' "
• * * * * @ e. • *

* -* -> <-- Usé's." - a-- *

[And ne pierce them beneath the kidneys, after

smiting them, neith the sharp sn'ords, where the

turbans are wound]; (Mughnee;) but this is

irregular; (Mgb, Mughnee;) though Ks holds it

to be regular. (Mughnee.) Lh relates, on the

authority of Ks, that some make &-e- to govern

a noun in the gen, case, as in the saying,

* - de J J O - • * ~ *

* Ux/UP Jew- *-e- U&- Uol *

• 2

[Seest thou not nhere Canopus is, rising?]: but

he says that this is not of respectable authority:
de y • de J d >

(L:) some write J- ----' and some, 3-3
6 & = y Ž

Jew, [which is the common reading, U- being
• • - - 6 J. - -

an inchoative, and] the enunciative, ***, being

suppressed. (Mughnee.) Abu-l-Fet-h says that

he who prefixes &-e- to a single word makes it

declinable. (Mughnee.) [Accord. to Fei,] Benoo
•

Temeem say -e- when it occupies the place of
• J / e > d - d.o.

an accus., as in the phrase, £5 A352 --> -s;

[Stand thou where Zeyd shall stand]. (Msb.)

Ks says, I have heard among Benoo-Temeem, of

Benoo-Yarboon and Tuheiyeh, those who say

<-- in every case, when it occupies the place of

a gen, and that of an accus., and that of a nom.;

saying&: 9 :- &: [Whence they know

not], and ūšší <- [Where we met]: and he

says also, I have heard some of Benu-l-Hárith

Ibn-Asad-Ibn-El-Hárith-Ibn-Thaalabeh, and all

Benoo-Fak'as, say <-- when it occupies the

place of a gen, and <-- when it occupies the
place of an accus.; saying&: • <- 3-,

andt':íč-. (L.) Sometimes the proposition

affer -: commences with &l. as in <-----

Ju-l-j d! [Sit thou where Zeyd is sitting].

(K in art. ci, and IAk. p. 92.)- It sometimes

comprises the meanings of two adverbial nouns of

place, as when you say,X;*j Jes all *** *-es

[Where 'Abd-Allah is sitting, there Zeyd is stand

ing]. (AHeyth, L.) – The restrictive U (U.

âté.) is sometimes affixed to it, and in this case

it implies a conditional meaning, [signifying

Wherever, or wheresoever, and, accord. to Akh,

whenever, or n:hensoever,] (Mughnee, TA,) and

renders two verbs mejzoom, (Mughnee) as in the

• * * * * * * > -

o # * * / O =

saying, J.-- J-5 U.:- [Wherever thou shalt

86 *
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sit, I will sit], (S,) and in the first of the verses

cited above: (Mughnee, TA:) it is not [properly,

though it is sometimes improperly,] used as a

conditional without U2. (S.) -[It is also used,

in scientific and other post-classical works, in

senses different from those explained above.

Thus, <-- &: is used to signify 4'', or. in fe.

spect of: so in the phrase L-12 laul ------

As to, or in respect of the nord and the meaning.

Also As, or considered as, Absolutely, Ol' ab

stractedly; so in the phrase 2A --- d", or c>

* * <--, As, or considered as, such, abso

lutely, or abstractedly; and * &:- 3.&:

&#! Man, as, or considered as, man, absolutely,

or abstractedly. And As, meaning considered

merely or only or simply as : so in the saying,
* * * - * > -- 3 - a • - • O

ā-31 + J.;; Ce: <! <-- 3: &#

-i." $2.4% Man, as, or considered merely or

only or simply as, being healthy and ceasing to be

healthy, is the object of therapeutics. And As,

meaning since, or because: so in the saying,

à."&:5- (3) 4:- &: jū Fire, as, or

since, or because, it is hot, heats water. -->

is also vulgarly used in this sense. And correctlyas

meaning So that; so as that ; in such a state, or

condition, that: often syn. with J.-.]

• - J. S - ø d -

1. C-, aO1". C++, (Kr, K,) inf n. &:

(TA,) i, q. &l-, a01", £4: (Kr, K:) extr.,

because the of i- [which is its logical root]

is [originally] 5. (TA.)

4 :9 -->i, (K) irregular, like £-i.

(TA,) and-i. The land produced the thorny

plants, or trees, called£- (K:) or abounded

therenith. (TA.)

:- a coll. gen, n., n. un, with 3, (TA,) A

certain hind of thorny plant, or tree; (S, K;) a

plant of the sour kind (~~ &2) : accord. to

ISd, a hind of thorny plant or tree, i. q. } =

[or caper]: or a certain plant different from

that just named : or a certain kind of tree: ac

cord. to AHn, an evergreen, of n:hich the roots

extend far into the ground; nihich, cooked, is

used as a -medicine; having slender and long

leaves, seeming as numerous as the thorns: (TA:)

[asparago sylvestri similis: (Golius, from Ibn

Beytár:) this name, and Jsite, are now applied

by the Arabs to the plant called by European

botanists hedysarum alhagi: see J, is and

3-#] dim. ":- therefore its medial

radical letter is us; (K;) and "&:- is a chaste

dial. var. of this dim., agreeably with a usage

observed in similar cases [when the medial radical

letter is L4]. (TA.)

6 d > y 6 o' --

&- and &:-- see what next precedes.

*A*

* D - * *

1. *sū-, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. 3-4, inf. n.
5 i , 6 - d - 6 d - • * * * *

22:- and *-*- ($, Meb, K) and 's- and &'

and 3- (K) and #2:- (S, K,) which last

is originally iss-, with the Us movent; this

letter being afterwards made quiescent; for there is

not in the language any word of the measure

J*, except &#3; (S; [see the remarks

on i-,+, voce -t: ;]) He declined, or turned

aside or anay, from it; (S, A, K;) removed,

nvent anay, or nent far anay, from it; (Mab3)

namely, a road, (S) or a thing: (Mgb :) he

shunned, or avoided, it, from fear, or from

disdain. (Az, L.) [See also 3.] You say, Le

43 &= 3- 40 There is not, for thee,anyavoid

ing that. (L.) And #331 -su- The beast became

scared, or shied, and quitted the middle of the

road. (L.)– a 2-, and * 52-1, He removed,

took anay, or took far anay, him, or it : [ć

#from a thing;] similar to *: <--> and

a…e5!. (MSb.)

* ~ * * * * * *

2. *-*-* -" 33 He cut, or cut lengthwise,

the thong, or strip of skin or leather, and made

it to have parts projecting beyond the rest.

(L, K.)

3. **-, inf. n. i:- and Sū- He n'ent,

or turned, aside from, or anay from, or he

avoided, or he went, or removed, to a distance

from, him, or it: (S, L, K:) [see also 1:] or,

accord. to the A, he inclined upon, or against,

him, or it. (T.A.)

4 : see 1.

6 d -

Jes- A rising, or protuberant, or prominent,

part of a side of a thing: (L, K:) so of the

head; (Lth, L;) as also * :- (A:) a knot,

knob, or protuberance, of a stick or branch; [as

also "is- (AHn, TA voce ki, q. v. :)] a

part of a strap, or thong, projecting beyond the

rest : (L:) any rib, (L, K,) or other bone, (L)

that curves much [and is therefore prominent]:

(L, K:) [see an ex. voce --, in art. *- :]

a knot in the horn of a mountain-goat; (A,”

L, Ki) or this is termed "5*- : (S, L.) a

tnisted part of a horn: a twisted internodal

portion of a horn: (L:) any prominence in a

horn, and in a mountain, (S, L, K,) &c. : (S, L:)

a prominent and curved part of a mountain:

(T:) a projecting portion, or ledge, of a moun

tain, resembling a ning : (S, M, L, K:) pl. (of

the former word, S) su-i [a pl. of pauc.] and

(of both words, S) * and (of the latter, S)
6 •

Jae-: ($, K:) the *- of a camel are such
-

parts as the hips, or haunches, and thighs. (L.)
J / J * - • of

You say 32-33 J- and 2'-1, meaning A

mountain having projecting edges in its longer

parts, not in its upper parts. (S.) And 33.5

J.--" <-- I sat beneath the part of the

mountain that projected like a nuing. (A.)

i:- See :- in three places.- Also The

rugged part of a road. (A.)-An evil look,

(A, K,) with a turning aside. (A.) You say,

5. – Sl es' " lo, (A,) or 3-2-M la: S!,

(TA,) He looked not tonards me save nith an

evil look, with a turning aside. (A, TA.)

es:- The manner of n-alking of a proud and

self-conceited person. (K)—us:-- (S,K)

and ":-, (K,) each occurring in a verse of

[Umeiyeh the son of] Aboo-'Aidh El-Hudhalee

accord. to different relations thereof, (L, [see

jū-D An ass that turns aside from, or shies at,

his shadow, by reason of his brishness, liveliness, or

sprightliness: (S,K:) or that is nont often to turn

aside from things, or to shy at them. (S.) &:- is

also applied as an epithet to a she-ass. (IAar.)

It is [said to be] the only masc. epithet of the

measure J.", (S, K,) except ck's a man “who

thrusts vehemently,” (IJ,) and (4,59 [but this

is written in the K&# “a pastor of a 2-33,

or flock of sheep,” and Jää vir “multim

coiens,” and (45.4- a “quick” ass. (MF.) But

probably :- is the only correct word of the
-

two above mentioned. (L.) [Or&:-X- is

- - - * G - - - - 6 * > -

for C4-2-33 J.- : see U.S.-->, voce j'-.]

&:- Pebbles that become thronn aside from

the legs of a beast as he goes along. (S, K.)

*- :
See es:

> -, like Auss, (L,) indecl., with kesr for its

termination, [and of the fem. gender,] occurs

in the phrase (TA) 20- U.S.--, similar to

& L5-3, (S, L., K.) meaning Turn thou aside,

or anay, [from me:] (A, L:) said by one when

the time for fighting is come, (L) and by one

fleeing. (Ibn-Abi-l-Hadeed.)

* [That declines, or goes anay, much, or

frequently]: an intensive epithet, applied by

'Alee to worldly prosperity (£). (L.)

:- an inf n of 3-. (K.)– [It may also

be used, agreeably with analogy, as a noun of

place, signifying A place to rehich one turns

aside or anay; to which one removes, goes anay,

or goes far anay.]

Je=

1. 5-, [sec. pers. <-l aOl". 3-4, (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K,) and some say 3-3, but this is a mis

take, (MF) inf n. #- (S, A, Mgh, K) and 3.

(S, Msb, K) and 3:- and &%-, (K,) He was,

or became, dazzled by a thing at nihich he looked,

(T, Msb, K,) so that he turned anay his eyes

from it: this is the primary signification: (T,

Msb:) and so '-3 (A, Mgh, K) and 9-1,

(K) and #4 - (A, TA) and 2-a "×-5.

(Mgh, and $ and A and K in art. J-35, &c.)

And hence, (T, Msb,) He was, or became, con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his

right course; (T, Mgb, K, TA;) as also V2-5

(Mgb, K) and "Ja-l. (K.) And its-, (S, A,)

or *-* -, (Mil) i. 7 - J - [He
nvas, or became, confounded, &c., in his affair,

or case]. (S, A.) And [j'a- (see its part. n.

#1-) and "X-3 [and "J-1 He erred, or

lost his way. (TA)- Also, said of water, (A,

Mab, K.) and "L"-5 (S, A, K) and "J-1,

(A, K,) t It became collected, (S, A, K,) and

stayed, (A,) or nent round, (S, K,”) or nent to

and fro, or fluctuated, (Mgb, K.) in a place, as
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though it knen, not n'hich way to run. (A.)

See also 5.

2. 9:- He, or it, caused him to become con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his

right course. (S,” Msb, KL.) – [Accord. to

Golius, as on the authority of the KL,x- said

of water, means + It was nihirled round in an

eddy: but to have this meaning, which I do not

find in my copy of the KL, the verb should be

22-.]

4. Ala-' [He, or it, caused a thing to descend

easily don'n the throat ; or it transmitted food

to the stomach : see 10: and see also 4 in art.

22-]. (S and K voce 3:2, q.v.)

5. 2.- : see 1, in six places.-Also t It (a

cloud) continued nithout motion, pouring forth

its rain, and not being driven by the wind :

(IAar:) or nent not in any direction : (K:)

[and so "X-1, see #~..]—Also t It con

tinued; said of time; (TA ;) and in like manner

it is said of a man. (M.F.). And * 'by- [if

not a mistranscription for b:-5] OCCull'8 aS mean

ing + Remain ye therein; referring to a place.

(TA) And cit: "il->l t He alighted and

abode some days in a place. (TA)-4.ju*:

! It (a place, S, K, and land, TA) became full

of water; as also "Ju-l. (S, K, TA.) –

£ --> ! The bonyl became full of grease

and food; (K, TA;) like as a watering-trough or

tank becomes full of water. (TA.)- See also

what follows.

10: see 1, in four places:-and 5, in three

places.--GD-1 (S, IB, A, K) and '-5

(K) f The sap [or vigour] of youth (*#) à.)

floned: (IB :) or became complete, and filled

the body of a woman: (A:) or completely occu

pied the body: (K:) or filled it to the utmost :

(TA:) or collected, and flowed to and fro, in the

body of a woman. (As, S.) =*: 3-:

The beverage, or nine, nas made to descend easily

don’n the throat. (S.)

X- [An enclosure] like a 5:li- or a place

of pasturage in nhich it is prohibited to the

public to pasture their beasts. (S, K.) – See

also 23-->U2'- [erroneously written by Golius

ū-ji, q, U.S. (K.)

*>& “l and **, like **-5 (K.)

i. e. Verily he is in a bad state, and a state of

perdition : or in error. (TA.) [See also art.

23-.]

* * *

> see what next follows.

X- (IAar, K) and '3'-(IB,K) Much pro

perty, or many cattle; and a numerous family:
6 * * * of • -

(K) and #5, # many cattle. (TA) &t=

5- [app. for*- is cite] is expl. by Th as

meaning He was a possessor of much property,

and ofa numerous household and family. (TA.)

-*33- See *3'&:

** *

5,'a- : see art. 23-.

** d - *

-

s * * *

3×- J.S. --~ The land became green

nvith plants or herbage, (K,) by reason of much

collecting and continuance of nater therein.

(TA.)

s

&l= Made in the tonn of El-Heereh; applied

to a sword, and a camel's saddle. (TA.) And

A kind of leathern housings, made in El-Heereh,

with which camels' saddles are ornamented. (TA.)

=x, &l- and >. &= : see what next
follows. - •

*śl &:-* S (Ibn-'Omar,"Sh, K) and

** 3:- (Sb, Akh, IAar, K) and #3 &#-,

(S) or * us," (CK) or *s us:- (K,
TA,) with the last letter quiescent, (K,) and

* @ e d =

2^2 U.S.-, or 'ax Us.”-, (accord. to different

copies of the K,) and* "G- (ISh, K) and

*śl "Jay-(Ish) and #8 "> (IAar, K.)

! [I will not come to him, or it, or I will not

do it,] while time lasts; (A, K,”TA;) or ever:

(ISh, K:) or it may mean while time returns;

from 3'- of which the aor, is 2-4. (A, TA.)

Also >3' &:-, or*: &> 1 For an in

calculable period of time. (Ibn-'Omar, Sh, IAth.)

&#- (T, S, A, K) and "3- (T, A, K) and

": (TA) A man in a state of confusion, or

perplexity, and unable to see his right course :

(K,” TA:) erring; having lost his nay: (T,

TA) fem. [of the first us:-(Lh,T) and #:

(A, K.) and pl. [of the same] usius (S, A, K)

and &- (K) and es:- like the fem. sing.

•

(Lh.) You say, es:- 3: 43 Js: S [Do not

thou that: may thy mother become in a state of

confusion, &c.]: and s:-ź:43 b's: 5

[Do not ye that: may your mothers become &c.].

(Lh.) And X. *%- J: A man nho does

not apply himself rightly to an affair; (S, TA;)

who knows not the right course to pursue in his

affair; as also * es' *:::... (TA. (See
• de 6 - © .

also the same phrase in art. 22-.])-us-à-35)

! A meadon full of water. (TA)—[us:- is

also applied as an epithet to the midday sun of

summer: see a verse cited in the second para

graph of art. A52.]

6 w • 4; w = * *

Jea-: See re-e.

X-: See &#-, in two places. - Also t A

place in which water collects (S, K, TA) and goes

to and fro: (TA:) a watering-trough, or tank,

to which a stream of rain-water flows: (K:)

or what resembles a matering-trough, or tank, in

which the rain-nater collects and remains: (A:)

a depressed place (K, TA) in nhich water collects

and remains, or goes round, or goes to and fro,

not passing forth from it: (TA:) or a place in

the ground depressed in the middle and having

elevated edges or borders, (AHn, TA,) in which

is nater: (TA voce*: :) and hence, (TA,)

a garden ; as also ":- (K;) which is the

form used by most persons, and by the vulgar;

like as they say #: for #38 or this form is

wrong: it is disallowed by AHn, notwithstand

ing its being mentioned by A 'Obeyd; but he

mentions it only in one place, and it is not found

in every copy of his work: (ISd.) pl. cle- (S,

A, K) and &W, ... (S, K.) Hassān Ibn-Thabit

uses the phrase 2-3 Al- [in a verse which I

have cited in the first paragraph of art. -->), app.

as meaning + The depth of the sea ; or part of

the sea in nhich is a confluence of the nater, and

where it goes round, or to and fro]. (TA.)=

Also Grease; oily animal matter, that flows

from flesh or fat. (K.)

< 3-#4, and J; 3-, [More confounded,

Or perplexed, and unable to see his right course,

than a dabb, and than a naral,] are two proverbs;

(Meyd;) accord. to Hamzeh El-Isfahánee, said

because the dabb, [a kind of lizard, as is also

the waral,] when it quits its hole, is confounded,

and cannot find the right way to to it; and the

like is said of the waral. (Harp. 166.)

*:: See &#-, in two places.-->l,8.

5:" +[The erratic stars; i.e. the planets;]

the stars that [at one time appear to] retrograde

and [at another time to] pursue a direct [and

ifornward] course: also called J. :". (S in art.

J-á-.)---> -- t Clouds continuing with

Out motion, pouring forth rain, and not driven

by the nind: (IAar:) and "X- + clouds

(-la-) heavy, and moving to and fro, (S,K) not

having any wind to drive them along: (S:) and

":- ! clouds, or clouds covering the sky, syn.

X', (AZ, K, TA) rising with rain, and con

tinuing nithout motion, or moving to and fro,

but remaining, in the sky : (AZ, TA:) or this

last signifies 1 clouds (+\a-) raining, and con

tinuing without motion, or moving to and fro,

but remaining, in the sky. (A, TA.)- See also

what follows, in two places.

3-# A nay leading across a desert, of

which the place of egress is not knonen. (K.)–

+ Anything (TA) continuing endlessly: (IAar,

TA:) or hardly, or never, ending; as also%:.

(Sh, T.A.) See also this latter word = #i

5'-- ! A full bonyl: (A:) or # bon/ fon.

taining much grease. (K.) And "5:-- ã5)--

+ Broth containing much grease. (TA.)

jea

1. 5-, *On". 3-4, inf. a 3- see 1 in art.

j3-, in three places.

Quasi 5. £-s: see 5, and 7, and Q. Q. 2, in

art.j2-; the first in six places.

6w •

je- and #-: See art. 59-.

U-e

* * J. • 6 5.

1. U-u-, aor. U---, inf n. J-e-. He mired[a thing or things]. • (S, A, K, but in this sense,

only the inf. n. is mentioned.) - He made, or

prepared, what is called U-- (S, Msb, K:)
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and "J--, inf n. U-5, he miced and pre

pared what is so called. (TA.)

2 : see above.

J.-, originally an inf n., (Msb,) Dates mixed

with clarified butter and [the preparation of

dried curd called] laši, (S, A, Mgh, K) and

hneaded (A, K) vehemently, (A,) or rubbed and

pressed with the hand until they mingle together,

(Mgh,) whereupon their stones come forth; (K;)

and sometimes &” [or meal of parched barley

or wheat] is put into it; (A, K;) and a little

crumbled bread instead of the last : (TA:) or

dates, of the kind called& and lašl, bruised

together, and kneaded vehemently with clarified

butter until the stones come forth from it one

by one, and then made like ~5: it is the same

aS #3, except that U--- sometimes has &2

put in it, but à la 2 has not: (L:) or dates of

which the stones have been taken out, bruised

with las!, and then kneaded, and rubbed and

pressed with the hand until the whole becomes

like - 5; and sometimes G22- is put with it:

(Mgb:) accord. to Ibn-Waddáh El-Andalusee,

dates of which the stones have been taken out,

mixed with 322- ; but this is not known, (MF,

TA,) because of the deficiency of the ingredients:

(TA:) Hr is related to have described it as a

**2: composed of *S: [or various mixtures].

(TA.) A rājiz says,

* £91.3 ×

d : * ~ & J

3:15: *

e - c - c > * * * : + d - ©

* la:- -, 451 S. U--> *
-

[Dates and clarified butter together, then lašl,

are U---, except that it is not yet mixed]: (S,

MF, TA:) from which it might be understood,

that these components, when mixed, are not

U-2- : but this is the contrary of what is meant:

(MF:) the meaning seems to be, that these

three things, when brought, are virtually U---,

as being the materials thereof, though not mixed.

(TA.)

Jae

1. * ---, *Ol". U-4 inf n. J.- and

Jes:- and U- and J.- (S, Msb, K) and

&= - (S,K) and #2,4'-(TA) and "i.e.-,

(K,) [or the last is an inf. n. of un.,] He turned

anay from him, or it: (S, A, Msb, K:) and he

returned, or nent bach, and fled, from him, or it:

(TA:) and axe "Jeta-31 signifies the same; (S,

K, TA;) and so does as "Jael-5. (TA:) or

(K) one says of friends, (S, K,) 24-, (K,) or

5* cº- 12-cla- [they turned anay from the

enemy] ; (S;) [and in like manner, bju-ji ;] and

of enemies,b% (S, K;) [and in like manner,

3.x: 53.] You say also, Júl cle --- He

turned anay from the fight. (A) And J-le

J-" 9- He turned anay from the truth; he

deviated from it. (Msb.) And £" &= ---

He turned anayfrom the thing, and became safe

Jrom it. (TA.) And it is said in a trad. re

specting the battle of Ohod, ć,...." Jel

*ā- And the Muslims made a wheel anay,

desiring flight: or, accord. to one relation, J4-5
* - © e -

(TA) -- also

signifies The retiring, or going bach, from a thing.

(S, TA) [See also Ja-3, below.]

a-a-a-, which means the same.

3. 4-4-, (K) inf n, i.<!--, (TA) He

acted tonards him with artifice, or guile; (K;)

vied with him; (TA;) and strove to overcome

him. (K.) Hence the saying of Mutarrif, re

lated in a trad., when he was asked respecting his
J. J. • , J D = • J.

going forth from the pestilence, a-a-la--, -’3-3) 5A
- O J ~ * *

a: J. S.5, may be interpreted as meaning, [It is

death :] we are eager to flee from it [though there

is no avoiding it]. (AO, TA.)

6: see 1.

7: see 1.

•" J.-- Us' &#3; see what next follows.

&#. (AA.Ş. A, and K in art. Jae-',) and b:53,

Ja- Us, (S, A, and Kubisupra) and(S,) Jae

Je- Le- ($ in this art, and in art. La-'; and

so in the CK ubi supra, and in a MS. copy of the

K, [though app. contradicted by what follows in

that work, as will be seen below,] or La- Jae-,

(Kubi suprà, accord. to some copies, and so in

the TA) and Je: Je-, (Kubi supra) with

fet-h to the first [letter] of each and to the last of

each, (Kubi supra,) and with kesr to the first of

each, (S in art. La-',) or to both, and with fet-h

to the first of each and kesr to the last of each;

and sometimes each of the two [vars, namely,
d = o •

Ja: Lac- and Ja- Jae-,] is made perfectly

decl. in the second [word], (Kubi supra,) [so

that you say also Je. Je:- and -a- -->

and Jae- Jae-; (though the copies of the K

differ in respect of these forms, two, for. instance,

giving one form, which is written Ja- Jae-,

and one adding Ja- Jae-3) for it is said,] the

whole make six dial. vars.; and, accord. to MF,

each of the two [vars..] is sometimes made per

fectly decl. in the first [word] also, [so that you

say Ja- Jae-, and -a-. Jae-il but this he

may have inferred from what will be afterwards

mentioned on the authority of ISk, (TA in art.

Jae-',) and ce" "Jel- us', (K ubi supra,)

indecl., with kesr for the termination, the being

[originally] Us; (TA ubi supra;) He fell, (S,

K,) and they fell, (S,) into confusion in respect

of their case, or affair, from which there was no

escape for them : (S and Kubi suprā') or into

straitness and difficulty: (S:) Jae- Jae- and

J.-- Je- are each two nouns made into one,

and made indecl. with fet-h for their termination,

as in the instance of -: <: &= or, as

some assert, they are two nouns, from Jae

meaning the “turning away,” and “retiring,”

or “going back,” and Jes: meaning the “out

stripping,” and “fleeing;” and L22 is altered to

assimilate it to Lae-; and the meaning is, an

affair, or a case, of any kind, from which one

retires, or goes back, and flees. (S.) You say
• • • • de • • of J. J. & e >

also, Ja: Je:- 4 -39 + (§ and K,

both in art. Jae-',) or Je- ---, (Subi supra,)

and u: u.-, (ISk, and Kubi supra) with

fet-h to each, and U- U-, with kesr to each,

not compounded, (ISk, and TA ubi suprà,) Ye

have straitened [the earth, or land,] to him, (S

and Kubi supra,) so that he may not act as he

pleases therein: (K:) or so that he may not

travel therein in search of sustenance, nor employ

himself as he would to make gain. (Nh.) And
2 d > * d - • 6 & * ~ * * o “ - * *

la- Lae-J&S) Usks --> <!, or, as Some

© • © •

say, Jae- -a-, [i.e., a- -ee- or La- -a-,

meaning, Verily thou thinkest the earth to be

straitened to me, so that I may not act as I please
• d e - d -

therein : &c.] (S.)- Jae- Jae- also signifies

The hole of the rat or mouse. (TA in art. Ja-'.)

i.e.- : see 1, in two places.

Jes:- A beast (#3) that takes fright, and

runs anay at random, (K;) turning anay from

that which its master desires: (TA:) a mule evil

in disposition. (TA.)

U- [an inf. n. : (see 1:) and also a n. of

place, signifying A place to which one turns

anay, or aside; to which one flees; a place of

refuge'] syn. :-- (S,R) and J.A. (Mab, K.)
and Jes." (K) and ~~~. ($, K.) You say,

6 * / o * •

Jae- as to [There is no turning anay, &c., or

no place to which to turn anay, &c., from

it]. (S.)

Jae

# *-ā- (S, A, Mab, K.) aor. Já-5, inf n.

-ā- and Jä- (S, Msh, K) and Jāt-,

(Aboo-Is-hák, K.) said of a woman, (S, A, Mgb,

K.) She menstruated; i.e. her blood flowed;

(A;) or [rather] blood came forth from her

womb; (Mgh;) [not in consequence of disease

nor of childbirth, nor before she had attained to

puberty; as explained in the law-books of the

Muslims;] as also "-a-5: or this latter sig

nifies she likened herself to the Jail- (TA)

Also She attained the age ofmenstruation. (TA.)

[see -:-J–5:1-3-, (S, A, Ms) aor.

as above, (Msb) inf n. J:-, (S, Msb) The

5- [or gum-acacia-tree] flowed nith, (S,) or

emitted, (A,) a matter resembling blood; (S, A.;)

floned with its gum : (Mgb:) the matter which

it emits is called 22% ; and is applied to the head

of a new-born infant to scare away the jānn, or

genii. (A, TA: [but in a copy of the A, and in

one instance in the TA,#: is put in the place

of #:1, app. by mistake.]) [I have marked this

signification as tropical on the authority of the A

and TA; but the author of the Msb has com

menced the art. with it; and shows that he held

the opinion, which some others have shared with

him, that it is the primary signification.] –

J: J33-#The torrent overflowed; or poured

out, or forth, from fulness; or ran; syn. -30.

(TA.)

-£o- w -

2. #31-A - IHe attributed Jé- [or men

struation] to the woman. (Msb)-4,8-Jé
o d = •

(TK) inf. n. La->5, ($gh, K,) Tempore men
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struorum inivit ancillam suam. (Sgh, K, TK.)

—£1 Ja-, (TK) inf n, as above, (K) the

made the water to flon. (K, T.A.)

5. <- : see 1. - Also She abstained from

prayer (3')...all) during the days of her J*- [or

menstruation]; (S, Msb, K, TA;) waiting for

the stopping of the blood: (TA:) or she abstained,

and did as the Jail- does: (A," Mgh :) or she

reckoned herself La3la-, and did as the La3la

does. (TA.)

10. <<---, (§, Mgh, Msb) in the pass.

form, (Msb,) with damm to the -, (Mgh,) [as

though originally signifying She was reckoned to

be menstruating,] found in the handwriting of

Aboo-Zekereeya-a-i, (TA) [which I hold

to be a mistake, as being at variance with general

usage,] She continued to have a flon of blood (S,

Mgh) after her days [of menstruation]: (S:) or

she had an exuberance of blood [floning from the

vagina]; not nhat is termed Jæ- : (Msb:) or

her blood floned without stopping, not on certain

days, nor from the vein [or veins] of menstruation,

but from a vein called Jstall. (TA.)

* > *

Ua:- [an inf n, of 1: explained in the KT as

applied to The menstrual blood itself; which seems

to have been more properly called ià- and

Jä- and J.-: though what here follows

may be considered as rendering it probable that
6 o' --

Jae- was also used in this sense in the classical

times, for U-->].--" U:- +A thing

n:hich flon's from the2- [or gum-acacia-trees],

resembling [nchat is called] J#123. (Mgh.)

[See also 1.] :

i:- A single time, or turn, of menstruation,

or of the flow of the menstrual blood: (S, A,”
6 * 6 -

Mgh, Msb:”) pl. Jae-; (A, Msb;) like as J."

&- of #4, and '-of:

and Lees- of £-; though by rule it should be

+. (Msb.) You say, 53-5

[She menstruated one single time of menstruation]:

and ăish ā-ā- [a long single time thereof]:

** O =

is pl. of 53-M, and

* > 0 ° d • *

ãae - -

and Jæ- &% [three single times thereof]. (A.)

– As used by the professors of practical law,

The accustomed days thereof (Mgh.) - Also

+A single flon [of water &c.]: pl. *-

(TA.)

- ià- [Menstruation;] the subst: from -3

#31: (S, K, TA:) or a mode, or manner, Ol'

state, of •== [or menstruating]: (Msb:) or

the state (Mgh, TA) of the Jail-, (TA) which

is one of avoidance (Mgh, TA) of prayer and

fasting and the like: (Mgh:) pl. Jä- (S,

Msb)–Also The menstrual blood; the blood

of menstruation, and so "...- and 'Ju

(TA.) [See also J:-]—Also The piece of

rag n:hich the Jail-binds over her vulca; (S,

Mgh, Mab, K.) and so "iá-.: (S) which

latter also signifies + a piece ofran thronn an'ay:

(TA:) pl. of the latter, Jāt- (§, TA)

3 * >

[-sa- Menstrual; of, or relating to, men

struation.]

6 * 6 *

Já'- : see ā-a-.

Uži-, applied to a woman, [Menstruating;]

act. part. n. from <--, (S, Mgh, Msb, K;)

thus, [without 3,] because it is an epithet of par

ticular application [to a female]; (Msb;) and

with , being like #5 and #4 &c.; (TA)
[because the U4 in its verb suffers alteration;]

and in like manner is:- also, (S, Mgh, Mab,

K.) on the authority of Fr. (S:) pl. (of the

former, Msb) Jä:, (S, Mgh, Msh, K) like as

&# is pl. of £9, (Mab) and ise, like as

isle is pl. of 43-, (TA) and of the latter,

Šual-, (Mab) of Jás- (S,Mgh, K)– In

a certain trad., in which it is said that God will

not accept the prayer of a Jal- unless she be

[attired] with a 3'- [or head-covering], this does

not mean one who is menstruating while actually

occupied by prayer, (Msb, TA,”) but t One who

has attained to the age of menstruation; (TA;)

or one who has attained to womanhood: (Mgh :)

or it has not this meaning; for if it had, one would

understand that a girl not arrived at puberty

might pray with her head uncovered, which is not

the case; but it means ! [one of] the menstruating

kind, whether she have attained to puberty or

not; as though the term female had been used in

its place. (Msb.)

Jā- is a simple subst, as well as an inf. n.:

(Zj, K:) as the former, it is a n. of place; and as

such it is [said to be] used in the Kurii.222; mean

ing A noman'sJ. ; (Zj;) her&: (Mgh;) be

cause it is the place of-a-l. (Zj, Mgh.) Some

say that J:- is hence derived; because the

water flows to the L32- : (Az, K:) for the Arabs

put 5 in the place of L4, and U4 in that of 5.

(Az, T.A.)- It is also a n. of time [signifying

The time of menstruating]. (TA.)-See also

iá-–When it is a simple subst., it has a pl.,

namely Já'-. (TA.)

6 * •

a-as-e : See iá-.

ise-A woman continuing to have a flow

of blood after her days [of menstruation]: (S:)

or having an exuberance of blood [flowing from

her vagina]; not nhat is termedJ:-" : (Msb:)

or having her blood flowing nithout stopping, not

on certain days, nor from the vein [or veins]

of menstruation, but from a vein called Jauji.
(K,”TA.) •

las

8. late-l:

*- and k--5 and É.-:1.

*

1-4:

| see art. P3-.

ject of his want.

6 * > d -

Q. Q. 1 J:- ($ in art. Ja) infn. ii:

(K) He (a J33-2) said, Us- *%-all Lake Us

Cul Uske: (K, TA:) composed of two words,

like 53- (§ ubi supra, and TA)

Väe

1. – a ., aor. -i-, (S, Msb,) inf n. -:

(S, Msb, K,) He (a judge, or any other person,

Msb) acted wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously, or

tyrannically, (S, Msb, K.,) * against him :

(S:) or, as some say, he inclined [to that nihich

was wrong], or declined [from that which was

right], in his judgment. (TA.) J-5 -:

means A man's giving to certain of his children

exclusively of others : he should treat them

equally, and not prefer some before others. (T,

TA.)

2. --- The taking a thing, or something,

from the side: and diminishing [from the side].

(KL.)

* J & J -

5. 4: I took by little and little from its

sides; (S, K;) as also 4-5-3. (S.)

ā- A side, or lateral part : pl. -i-. (K;)

which is likewise pl. of āsū-. (TA.) [See also
o •

Jäu-, below.]

-à- Acting wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously,

Ol' tyrannically: (Lth, Msb, K: [in some copies

of the K, 3- is erroneously put for 3-, pl.

#1-(Mgb, K) and J.- (K, Msb") and C#-.

(TA.)–An arrow declining from the right di

rection. (TA.)- And, as being likened thereto,

! An impotent man, who does not attain the ob

(TA.) = The side of a moun

tain. (K, T.A.) [See also i-]

Ji-i £, and ā- Jä, A district or the

like, and a land, upon which rain has not fallen:

(Ibn-'Abbād, K:) as though the rain treated it

wrongfully. (TA.)

C9ee

1. 4. 5-, aOn". &-4, (S, K,) inf. n. J.- and

3,4- and &li:- (K,) It surrounded, encom

passed, encircled, or beset, him, or it; (S, K;)

only used in relation to evil; (Bd in xvi. 36;)

[as also a 3-, aor. 39-4, inf. 35- ;] and so

as WJu-l. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) So in the Kur

(xxxv,41],* Sl &: K." &- S3 [And

evil artifice shall not beset any save the authors

thereof]: (S:) or this means shall not befall:

(Msb:) [for] as Gla-, (Ibn-'Arafeh, Msb, K,”)

aor, as above, (Mab, TA) inf n :- and 3-,

(TA,) signifies [also] it clave to him, and became

his due, (Ibn-'Arafeh, K.) and befell him: (Ibn

'Arafeh, Msb, K:) and thus it is said to mean in

the Kur. [xi. 11, &c.], * * * * 3-3
3,5: [And that at n:hich they used to mock

shall cleave to them, or be their due, or befall

them; namely, the punishment at which they

mocked.] (TA.) You say also,* .." &la
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Punishment beset them, and befell them. (S.)

And 53. 4 Ju- Trial, or trouble, beset him.

(TA in art 3-)=< 3-, (K) inf" (#-,

(TA) i. 9, 20-. (K.)

3. *-, (AA, K.) inf n. #-, (AA, TA)

He envied him, and hated him. (AA, K.)

& J - d - d J. : *

4: see 1. =_* Low at 3'-' God made

their artifice to beset them : (Lth, TA:) or made

it to befall them. (Th, K,"TA.)

e'' 3- Wehemence of hunger. (TA.) See

also Gla-, in art. Ga-.

&- What besets a man, ('Eyn, K,) and be

falls him, of artifice, ('Eyn, TA,) or of an evil

deed, that he has done. ('Eyn, K.)

6 J o •
-

J22-2 : see art. J3-.

<le

1. 9.-, aor". 4-4, inf n. *- and 4- and

* *

+(−, accord. to Lth, signifies He nove a piece

of cloth: [and it is said in the K, in art. 93-,

that the root of the verb in this sense is with 2

and with Us:] but Az says that this is a mistake;

and that the verb is only Ju- having for its

*OI". *s-, inf n. 95-. (TA. [See, however,

what follows.])=9-, (SK) or 2: L. 9-,

(TA) aor 4-, inf n &- (§, K) and

3- (K) and C#- (Mbr, TA) [and iè-,

which see in what follows], He (a man, TA)

walked with an elegant and a proud and self

conceited gait, with an affected inclining of the

body from side to side, or nith a twisting of the

bach : or he moved about his shoulder:joints and

his body in walking, (K, TA,) having much

Jlesh; which manner of walking in women is

commended, but in men it is discommended;

for the woman walks thus by reason of the large

ness of her thighs; but the man, when his thighs,

or legs, are wide apart: or, as some say, it sig

nifies he trod the ground vehemently : (TA:)

or he moved about his shoulder-joints, and parted

his legs widely, in walking, [as short persons do :

for] &- signifies the manner of nalking

of him who is short : (S:) or a nalking in

which a man moves about his posteriors: all

which meanings are borrowed from the action

of the 43'- [or weaver, who straddles when at

work]: i=U=, likewise, signifies a walking neith

an elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait,

with an affected inclining of the body from side

to side, or nith a tristing of the back, and in

a lagging manner. (TA.) And you say also,

* : ā-, and '4-#, meaning He came

walking nith his legs parted as though there n'ere

something betneen them. (TA.)= \a-, (K,)

aor. 4-, inf n. 4.-, (TA) said of a sword,

(K,) and of an axe, (TA,) It made an impression,

or had effect; as also "Ju-l. (K, TA.) as Ju

(S) and as **-1 (S, K) and "ast-i, (K.)

said of a sword, signify the same: (§, K.) one

says, -: * * 9-1 (.3 494, i.e. [He struck

him, but the sncord] made no impression, or had

no effect, upon him. (S, T.A.) And# -->

The [knife called] × cut; as also "-et-l.

(K.) And -iji #: 4-3 u. [The butcher's

knife does not cut theflesh-meat],and aes Äs-5 to :

both signify alike. (El-Amidee,TA)-[Hence,]

-i. es: J#1 </u>, inf. n. <-, + The saying

took effect upon the heart; (Sh, S, K, TA;) and

became fired therein. (Sh, TA) And 4.- :

>." 4:3 + Blame does not make any impression

upon him. (S.) And £3% es' 4.54- 4.-: U.

+ Thy speech does not make any impression upon

such a one. (TA.) And it is said [in a trad., as

some read it], -*** 4,3- es' £u- ū āş

J."* &: & + Sin is that which makes an

impression upon thy mind, and becomes fired

[therein, and neith n'hich thou dislikest that men

should become acquainted]. (Az, T.A.. [See also

4-5 and see j-.])

4: see 1, in five places.

''
see 1.

6 :

8. JU-1, mentioned in this art. in the K: see

5 in art. 93-.

L*- and L:- : see all

#- and ité- and it:- see :=. The

first also signifies A man who walks with his legs

parted as though there n'ere something between

them. (TA) And A bulky [lizard such as is

called] a:3; that moves about its shoulder-joints,

and parts its legs widely, in going along; (S;)

as also the second and third. (Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.)

#su- : see art. 93-.

is:- Short, and thick and compact in body;

applied to a woman. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

90- and i=(-; See &l-, for the former,

in two places. - The latter also signifies A

female ostrich; as being likened to the 43- in

her [manner of] walking. (TA.)

*: see art. 92-. [In the present day,

* 9t. signifies the same; i. e. A weaver.]=

Also, and '90-, applied to a man; and *ist -

and "#" and "āt- and "āś- (K, TA)

and, accord. to the K, 'J'- but this is an

infin, and is here a mistake for "G#-, originally

L'-. mentioned by Sb, (TA,) applied to a

woman; Walking, or n:ho walks, in the manner

denoted by the verb Ju-, i.e., with an elegant

and a proud and self-conceited gait, &c. (K,

TA.)= And the first, i.e. £15u-, Becoming

fired in the heart, and disquieting one. (Az, |

TA in art. 93-..) [See 1.]

Je

1. Ju-, aor. J.-, inf. n. J.- It became

altered, or changed: (Ki) a dial. var. of J-,

aor. J,-, inf n. J.;- (TA)—i." J-,

aor, as above, The nater remained, or stagnated,

and collected; or remained long, and became

altered; or became yellon, and altered; in the

bottom of a valley. (TA.)

* * > of

4. 4.- : a dial var. of 4: u. (Fr.S.)

See 4 (last sentence) in art. U2-,

5. J.- : see 8 in art. U2-.

J.- J.- A cry with which goats are chidden.

(K.)

J.- Water that remains, or stagnates, and

collects, or that remains long, and becomes altered,

or that becomes yellon, and altered, in the bottom

of a valley: pl. [of pauc.] Jú-i and [of mult.]

J*. (K.) = Also a subst. from Jú-91,

(S, K;) and so *ā-, with kesri ($) or *ā

[perhaps a mistake for i-] (Ki) and "āt-,

and "J-s (AZ,S) [See ii-in art. J,-)

- Strength, poner, might, or force, syn.# ;

as also J2-; (TA;) of which it is a dial var.

(#Mb) so in the "ying.' # 5, J-5

200. (S,” Msb, T.A.. [See U3-.]) So, too, in

a -

the phrase, in a form of prayer, J.- $ 2.0i

**: [O God, Possessor of great might]:

perverted by the relaters of traditions into 15

J.-J., with r". (TA.) If it be a contraction

of J.-, originally J.-, its proper place is art.

U2- : otherwise, this is its proper place. (TA.)

ii. A large number of goats: (S:) or a

herd of goats: and a flock of sheep. (K.)

Stones rolled don’n from the side of a mountain

to its bottom until they become many: (K:) or

an overhanging mass of rock that falls don’n

from the head of a mountain to its bottom.

(Abu-l-Mekárim, O.)= See alsoJ.

i
-

-

6 d -

see Je-, above; and see art. U2-.

*

•

es':- -
- -

is:- an inf n, of Ju-, [aor. J.-:) (Mgh

and Mabin art. J.-) like #3:= [&c.). (Mgh

in that art. [See 1 in that art.])

- * * * .

see its syn. U2-, in art. U2-,

J.-: and 40- and all- and Jū- J. :

see art. U2-.

*- -

6 * >

J.-: see 4 in art. J2-, in the latter half of

the paragraph.

J.

U2-1 : see art. U3-.

:}

- 6 * * •

: see its syn. U2-, in art. U2'-.

* d - * >

see Je-, above; and see āj- in

art. U2-.

Uee

1. 3-, (Msb, K,) or £- du-, (S,) aor.

3-3, (S, Msb) [inf n, as in the exs following,

It, (Msb, K,) or its time, or season, (S,) nas,

or became, or dren, near; or was at hand: (S,

Msb, K:) and its time came. (Msb, K.”) You

say, 13é- J: & al &l-, aor, as above, inf. n.

&- [and as in the next ex.], The time came,

or dren near, for him to do, or that he should
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do, such a thing; syn. &í. (S.) And<

$41, (Mab,TA) inf n. 3- and 3- and

is:- The time of prayer came : (Ms. :) or

the prayer nas, or became, or dren, near. (TA.)
* * * &

-U-M cola- The ears of corn became dry,

(K, TA,) so that the time of the reaping thereof

came, or dren, near. (TA.)--" &:- du

The soul died, or perished. (TA.)-And Úle-,

inf n. 3.- He (a man) died, or perished. (S.)

– He experienced a trial, or trying affliction.

(K: a meaning indicated therein, but not ex

pressed.)- Also, (AZ, K.) aor, as above, inf. n.

&:- (Az, TA,) It (anything) was not accomo

dated, adapted, or disposed, to the right way

or course or direction; (Az, K, TA;) as also

'c'-5. (K)—And i, q & [It happened,&c.]. (Harp. 382.) •

2. <- [inf. n. &-il He assigned, or

appointed, for him, or it, a time. (K.) ls:

X: # and "...# have the same meaning

[app. They assigned, or appointed, a time for

their guests]. (TA)-ājūl cº- He appointed

for the she-camel a time in every day and night

in n'hich he should milk her; (S, K;) as also

'-55 (Ki) said when one milks her in the

day and night once: As says that &- is

like --> [the milking a camel but once in the

C0?/rse of each day and night]; but is only after

she has shown herself to be pregnant, and her

milk has become little in quantity. (T.A.)=

He (God) made him, or it, to be not accommo

dated, adapted, or disposed, to the right nay or

course or direction. (K.)- See also 4.

3. #1- and&- [are the inf ns of 34-].

You say,#- aisle (S,K) and Gu- (Lh,TA)

[He bargained or contracted nith him for nork

for a certain time]; like #3: ; (S, K;) from

3-1 meaning #1 (Lh, T.A.) And in like
2.ee - 5 * - ~ *

manner, 4-la--- 5: (TA) and du- (Lh,

TA) [He hired him, or took him as a hired man

or a hireling, for a certain time].

- • • of

4. Öla- i. q. J-ej [i. e. Time, or a long time,Q Q. Ú-ej 2 g

passed over him, or it; he, or it, endured, or con

tinued, for a time, or for a long time]. (TA.)
• * o 5

-U-1 He remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt,

(S, K,)for a time in a place. (S)-J.' <-i

The time came, or dren, near, for the camels to

be milked : or for the camels to have their loads
* - d ..,

bound upon them. (AA, K. [In the CK, Lola:
• * 0 y J d - • - o £

is erroneously put for L*.])-->41 c):- The

time of n!hat they desired, or sought, came, or

dren, near, to the company of men : (K:) the

time of their attainment of what they hoped for

came, or dren, near, to them. (IAar, T.A.)=

As a trans verb: see 2.–3:1 al-' God caused

him to die, or destroyed him; (S;) as also *:-,

inf n &-5. (KL, but only the inf n is

there given.)- God tried him, or afflicted him

nith a trial. (K: a meaning indicated therein,

but not expressed.)

Bk. I.

5 cº-, said ofa spunger (~%), He watched

jor the time of eating, in order that he might

enter. (S.) And Atsial cº- [He watched for

the time of the food]. (K voce 3-) And

cº; # <: I watched for the time of

seeing such a one. (T.A.) And 55: <āşcº

He sought [to know] the time of prayer. (TA.)

[And accord. to Freytag's Lex., "Ju-1 has a

similar meaning; i. e. He waited for the just

time of a thing; delayed a thing till the fit time.]

–āūl c.- : see 2. = See also 1. = As

meaning L:), it is a vulgar word. (T.A.)

10: see 5.

&:- Death ; a state of destruction or per

dition: (S, K, TA:) or the time of the appointed

term [of life]; or time of death. (Harp. 322.)

-A trial, or trying affliction. (K.)

&- i. q. Xss [Time; or a time; or a space,

or period, of time; &c.]: (K:) or, accord. to Esh

Shāfi'ee, time, from the beginning of the norld

to its end; as also #3: (Az voce* :) or a

time, (Az, S, Mgh, Msb, K.) in a vague sense,

(Mgh, K,) applicable to any time, (Az, K.) little

or much, (Mgh, Mgb,) long or short, that may

be a year and more : or [in some cases] par

ticularly meaning forty years : or seven years :

or two years : or six months : or two months :

or any morning and evening : (K:) also a space

of time; (S, K;) as in the Kur lxxvi. 1, (S,)

and in the Kur xxxvii. 178: (K:) and a con

tinuous time: (Ham p. 381:) and the day of

resurrection; (K;) or the coming to pass of the

resurrection; as in the Kur xxxviii. last verse:

(Mgh, TA:) or it has two meanings; namely,

a time of unknown limit, and also, as in the Kur

xiv. 30, six months: (Fr, Msb:) accord. to Er

Rághib, the time of a thing's arriving, or coming,

and happening; having a vague meaning, and

rendered particular, or special, by that to which

it is prefixed: some say that it occurs applied in

different ways: to an appointed term; as that

to which God makes one to live: and a year;

as in the Kur xiv. 30: and to the time when

an event takes place; as in the Kur xxx. 16:

and to time absolutely : accord. to El-Munāwee,

in the [genuine] language of the Arabs, it is

applied to [the time of] a glance of the eye, and

more than that, to time without end: (TA:)

the pl. is &-i (S.M. b. K.) and pl. pl. &et-i,

(S,” K;) as in the saying, ū-i 13és Js: &%

and 9-9 es' [Such a one does so at times,

or sometimes]. ($) In the Kur [xiv. 30), Jä,

J'é- Jé üéj means [Which yieldeth its

fruit] every six months: (Fr, Msb, TA:) or

every year: or every morning and evening : or,

accord. to Az, in every season, uninterruptedly.

(TA.) 'G' "&-2, also, means 4:- [The

time, or season, of a thing]. (K.) [You say,

&e= & For a time, or season.] And ū- At

one time ; sometime; at some time; an:hile.

(Mgh) 3- in the phrase << 3-4-5 II

stood in the time when thou stoodest, or I stood

when thou stoodest,] is an adv. n, of time; (Msb;)

[see also an ex. in a verse cited voce -###, and

the remarks there subjoined:] and one may well

employ in its place 3 and #1 (Mgb, TA) and

$! and L- and āsū. (TA) and <-53 (Msb,TA)

and the like; but not, as many have said, <--;

for this is an adv. n. of place. (Msb.)– When

they make the two times to be distant, the

one from the other, [i. e. the time of speak

ing and the time spoken of,] they do so by

means of 31, and thus, (K) they say :

[meaning At that time; then]: (S, K.) and

sometimes they suppress the -, substituting for

it us. (TA)- Sometimes, also, they prefix -->

to &- (S, TA;) and say 3-5 S, meaning

It is not, or was not, a time [of such a thing;

but this is generally written &- <>]; as in

the Kur xxxviii. 2 [respecting which see art.

-e)]. (TA.) Aboo-Wejzeh Es-Saadee says,

* -** & &- &sibúi *

Ji o y • 05 - - - - , o -

* -** & Clej & 2 ×la.'" *

[The persons who return to the attack n'hen there

is none other that returns to the attack, (as is

said in the S and L in art. -ālac,) or it may mean

n:ho act affectionately in the time when there is

none other that acts affectionately; as is said in

the L in that art.;) and the feeders in the time

n:hen it is said, Where is the feeder?]: (S:) ISd

says that - is thus prefixed to Ú-- like as it

is in Ö35 meaning &SI: but IB says that Ibn

Es-Seeráfee cites the former hemistich thus:

• • * • J. -o

* -** - (< 3-4, bud *
z - • • •

[with the 2 of pausation]: and some say that the

• of pausation is likened to the fem. 3, and is then

made movent with fet-h. (T.A.. [See more in art.
4 - •

<-el.])- See also axe-, in two places.

6 * >

ăila-: See art. Ú3-.

* *d e

axe-: see what next follows.

#- [The time appointed for a she-camel to

be milled in every day and night;] a subst.

from # 3-, as also '3- you say, L:

4:30 à:- meaning When is the time of the

milling of thy she-camel? and &#->, Inean

ing Hon many times is she milled: (K.) One

says also, of a man, ($) is-lJé and "ā:-",

meaning He eats once in the day and the night :

(S, K:) or, accord. to Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid,

£9. is used as meaning a man's eating once in

the day, and 4:-J1 as meaning a she-camel's

being milled once, in the day, (IB, TA.) And

one says, 4:-" " ā- S! still us, i. e. &e=1

'c'-l *: [I do not meet him save time after

time; meaning, occasionally]. (K.)

jö-: See art. 9-a-.

*- see arts. J2- and 3-.

2°. •

s see art. 5-a-.

Ust-:

#1-: See arts. Ú3- and 5-a-.

87
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* -

&l= Stupid; foolish; or having little, or no,

intellect, or understanding. (K.)

#1- A deadly, or destructive, calamity that

befalls one: (K, TA:) a calamity in nhich is

c:-1: (TA) pl. &#3-. (K.) [In the CK it

is, in one place, erroneously substituted for #1-,

as meaning “wine.”] -

*s- [mentioned in the K in art. Úa-e] is

from 3-1 or ā- (TA)

6 - © - 6

d's- : see its syn. Cº

Uwe

J:-(En-Nadi,AHn,K) and J:- andJ:

(K) A certain shrub of the smaller kind of•=

having no leaves: (En-Nadr, AHn, K:) or the

species ofJ- termed>* : (AA, TA:) a coll.

gen. n. : (TA:) n. un, with 3: (K:) so called

because, n'hen rain falls upon it, it grows quickly;

and n'hen the camels eat it, and do not speedily

void their eaccrement, they die : (AA, TA: [see

the next paragraph:]) at the end of a verse of

Homeyd Ibn-Thowr, the name is written J:-",

with the vowel of the U transferred to the *.

(AHn, K.)

J:- and 3:- and 3:- and $:- and

5:- words used in inciting, or urging on : see

more in art. Us-; (K;) and in art. Ja. (TA.)

**

For words that might perhaps be correctly

mentioned under this head, see the art. headed

-5-3 or -5°- and 26-.



The seventh letter of the alphabet: called ā

[and u- (respecting which latter see the letter

+)]. It is one of the letters termed*: [or

non-vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,

without the voice]; and of those termed *i

[i. e. faucial, or guttural]: its place of utterance

is the same as that of £ [which differs from it

in being vocal]. (L.)=[As a numeral, it de

notes Six hundred.]

us

U- and #: see the letter £, and arts. b

and L5-.

J954

&#- see art c

•Üülä

suits and Jelić See art. G-.

*r-s

1. --, (A, L, K,) sec. pers. <--, like
* @ e. à - • 3 •

--~~, aor. --~, inf. n. --- (S, L, K;*) or

+. [sec. pers. <+] aOf. +4. like #,

inf n. 4-5 (Msb; [in which -- is regarded

as a simple subst.; but I doubt the correctness

of this, and of the verb's being like J:5;]) He

(a man) nas, or became, deceitful, (Msb, K, TA,)

nicked, dishonest, or dissimulating, (K, TA,) and

a mischief-maker: (TA:) [or] he nas, or became,

a great deceiver, or very deceitful, (S, A, L, K,

TA,) nicked and deceitful, and a mischief-maker.

(S, A, L, TA.) [In the K and TA, neither

the aor. nor the inf. n. of- as signifying “he

was, or became, a great deceiver, or very deceit

ful,” is specified; nor the sec. pers. of the pret.,

which indicates the form of the aor.]- [Hence,

app.,] -- signifies also He alighted and abode

in a depressed tract of ground, in order that his

place might be unknown, from a motive of nig

gardliness [to avoid claims upon his hospitality,

thus deceiving passers by]. (K, TA) - And

He denied, or refused, what he possessed. (K.)

=~, (S, A, K,) aor.+, with damm, (S,

A,) deviating from a general rule, accord. to

which an intrans. v. of this class [of the measure
• * > 3 -

Ux3] should be with kesr, (MF) inf. n. J.--

(S, K) and 4- and +, (S, A, K.) He went

the pace, or in the manner, denoted by+ d's

explained belon; said of a horse; (S, A, K;) as

also "...s.l. (Th, K) and in like manner said

of a man. (TA.) You say, 22 -: bi

Júl [They came, the beasts going nith them

the pace, or in the manner, termed-]. (A.)

And *śl es' ---, aor. 2, inf n. --, He

hastened to begin the affair. (Mgb.)-[Hence,]

++, (aor. -, TA, [inf n + 1) said of the

sea, t It was, or became, agitated, or in a state of

commotion; (T, S, A, K, TA;) the waves dash

ing together, and the ninds nhirling; (T, A,

TA;) such being the case at a certain period,

when the ships make for the shore, for safety,
* * * ~ *

or cast anchor. (T, T.A.) You say,-" _*-al

! Agitation, or commotion, of the sea, with a

whirling of the winds, befell them : (T, A, TA:)

Or ++ Lowl-el, i. e. 3-9. .." --- # The sea

became agitated, or in a state ofcommotion, with

them. (S, T.A.)- Also, said of the dust, t It

rose high: (JK, TA:) and t it ran along. (TA.)

-And said of a plant, or of herbage, t It became

tall. (JK, S, A, K.)

2. - (JK, S, A.K.) inf n +3, (JK,

TA,) He deceived another; (S, K;) namely,

another's young man, or slave: (S:) or deceived

much or greatly: (Harp. 591:) and he corrupted

another; (JK, A, TA;) namely, another's male

or female slave. (TA.) You say, * ---

**, (Aboo-Bekr, TA,) and **, and £-,

(A) He corrupted, and rendered disaffected to

him, (Aboo-Bekr, A,) his friend, (Aboo-Bekr,)

and his male slave, and his nife. (A.)= He

bound his arm, or hand, nith a a:- i. e. a piece

of rag like a fillet. (A, TA.)= It (one's flesh)

wasted so that there appeared streaks upon the

skin. (TA.)= See also R. Q. 1.

w 3 • d J w

3. -u- : see els-2. [It seems that als-, if

used, signifies He acted treacherously tonards

him, and took him unan.ares.]-And [the inf. n.]

#- signifies The being heavy, or sluggish, and

holding back from a thing. (J.K.)

4. <-- He made a horse to go the pace, or

in the manner, denoted by -- as explained

belony. (S, A, K.)

8. :-1: See 1.=: *: &- +!, (S,)

or, i-, and &# -, (J.K.) He took forth

[or, app., tore] from his garment a piece of rag

like a fillet. (S.)

• * > *

R. Q. 1. --~~ He (a man, TA) acted per

fidiously, unfaithfully, faithlessly, or treache.

rously. (K.)= He was, or became, law, flaccid,

or flabby, in the belly. (K.) [See also i: ,

below; and see R. Q. 2.]=5: c”+

He stayed until the mid-day heat had become

assuaged, and the air was cool: (K:) or the

phrase is 5*" &-*+. (TA.) [Hence,

in a trad. relating to the postponement of the

noon prayers,] ##" &: .# b'++, (S,)

Or 5: Us', (JK, [but the former is more

probably the correct phrase,]) Stay ye until the

mid-day heat shall have become assuaged, and

the air be cool: (JK, S:) it is originally **,

and is altered therefrom for the purpose of dis

tinction : ($ in the present art. :) or originally

b: (S in art. £)

R. Q. 2. -: It was, or became, lac,

jlaccid, or flabby: said of a thing in a state of

commotion, moving to and fro, quivering, or

the like. (K.) [See also i:, below; and

see R. Q. 1.]- He was, or became, empty [in

the belly], after repletion. (J.K.) And it.

+: He came hungry (JK)--~~~

4:4, (JK,) or 4%, (K,) He became lean

after having been fat, (JK, K, TA,) so that

his skin became law, flaccid, or flabby, (TA,)

and a sound was heard to proceed from him

[n'hen he moved], (JK, TA,) by reason of his

leanness. (TA)-3- -: The heat be

came allayed, or assuaged, (K, TA,) somen'hat,

(TA) in its vehemence. (K, T.A.)

: GK.S.A, LM,K) (all in the Mt.

to be originally an inf. n.] and ": (S, L, K)

[originally an inf. n. accord. to most authorities]

and "--, (MF) applied to a man, (S, A, L,

Msb,) fem. #, [which casts doubt upon the

assertion that -- is originally an inf n, for

were it so the masc. and fem. accord. to a general

rule would be the same, as well as the sing. and

pl.,] applied to a woman, (JK, A,) A great

deceiver, or very deceitful; (JK, S, A, L, Msb,"

K;) nicked and deceitful; a mischief-maker;

(S,” A,” L, K,” TA;) deceitful, guileful, artful,

crafty, or cunning; syn. jū. (Ham p. 537,

in explanation of the first and second.)= Also

the first of these words, A long, elevated tract

(J.-, in some copies of the K erroneously

written U.e-, TA) of sand, cleaving to the

ground. (K, T.A.) - And A plain, or soft,

87 *
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tract, betnceen two rugged tracts, in which (i.e.

in the former of which) are truffles. (AA, K.)

* / 3 - 63 6 o'

-á-: see -- = See also às. Hence ~55

6 - 0 < 6 vs

--!: see, again, i- ----"+ The

ü's- [or winding guts, or intestines into which

the food passes from the stomach] ‘. (K:) thus

used in the pl. form, as though pl. of++. (TA.)

:= Also The bark (4-) of a tree. (JK, K.)=

And Lør, or depressed, land: (JK, K:) pl. [of

pauc.] -- and [of mult.] -->4-. (T.A.)

*- Deceit, (JK, Msb, K;) wickedness; dis

honesty, or dissimulation; (K, TA;) mischief

making; as also '-- (TA:) guile, art, craft,

or cunning. (Ham p. 537.)= See also+.E

! A rising, or state of agitation and commotion,

of the sea; (JK, K, TA;) as also "+.

(IAar, K.)

:: see :

2: 3 -

4:s- :

where water collects and remains or stagnates,

(AA, K, TA,) and around which grow herbs,

or leguminous plants: (TA:) a tract of land

neither fruitful nor unfruitful, betnceen two other

tracts of land; pl.+: (AHn:) a tract of

land betnceen that nihich abounds with herbage

and that nihich is unproductive: (Ru-beh:) a

narrow tract of soft land abounding with herbage,

not rugged nor plain, but inclining to be plain;

(ISh;) but ADk disapproves of this explanation:

(TA:) or a tract producing herbage between two

long and elevated tracts of sand; as also*ā

(Ibn-Nujeym:) and, accord. to AA, also pasture,

See #- and i---- Also A place

or herbage. (TA.) Also, or *ā-, (accord. to

different copies of the K, or both, TA,) and
6.- • C -

"à---, The bottom (Ula) of a valley. (K.)

6 : 63 y 63 -

ää- and "āś- and Väs. A narron tract, or

streak, of sand; [in one copy of the A, I find
6* 6 * •

ā-ā- and ā-e-à- thus explained; but in another,

63 - -

Vás-2 is written in the place of the former of

these two words;] or of clouds; (S, K;) as also

"i- (As :) or, of sand, what resembles a

&JG [or depressed tract betnceen two hills], except

in its being wider and more spreading, and not

having abrupt sides; so says AHn in explaining

a:- [thus in the TA] and "ā--- (TA) or

all three signify a piece of rag like a ..fillet; as

also "i- (S,K) and ':-- (Lh.) or the

last two (à:---- and --) signify a piece of rag

from a garment, with n'hich one binds his arm

or hand. (JK, TA.) [Hence,) *::: *ś,

(Lh, K) (like 'A'il and -->4, (Lh, JK,

K) like 4-, (JK) and '-' (- -,+, like

-*. (§3) [the latter word in the first of these

phrases being pl. of: that in the second, pl.

of: ; and that in the third, pl. ofi-il A

garment, or piece of cloth, rent in pieces, ragged,

or tattered. (Lh, JK, S, K.) [See also i---,

below.] It is also said that the :- of a garment,

or piece of cloth, is [A portion thereof] like the

5% [q. v.]: and accord. to Sh, the a: thereof is

its 5%. (TA.) And :- [so in the TA] signifies

A piece of rag which a noman nears, covering

her head with it: erroneously written by Lth

a- (Az, TA)—Also, i.e. i- and its two

vars, and *ā-, of which the pl. is 30

A streak of the flesh appearing in the skin, occa

sioned by the loss offlesh. (TA.)

* * * 5.

-á-: see -d-. = Also A kind of run, ($.

Mgh, Msb, K.,) with wide steps, but falling short

of that termed 3:2; (Mgh, Mab3) i.e. a quick

pace: (TA:) or a certain pace which is not quick:

(Harp. 157:) or i, q. J% [q.v.]: or a pace of

a horse, (K,) and of a camel, (TA) in which he

removes both his right legs together and both his

left legs together; i. e. an amble: (K, TA:) or

in which a horse rests on his right and left fore

legs alternately, (:: &:£9% S, K, TA,) and

in like manner on his hind legs: (S, TA: [app.,

as thus explained in the S and TA, meaning the

same as the explanation next before it:] and

(accord. to some, TA) quickness. (K.)

6 - 5

**- : see ---.

6 • 3.

--> A trench, or furrow, (-) in the

ground. (K.)

ā-, and its pl. *** : See :- in five

places. It is also said to signify 4 fillet, or bandage.

(TA.)- Also |A long strip, or slice, of flesh, or

flesh-meat; (JK, S, K;) and so *::: (A, TA;)

pl. of the former as above: (JK:) or any com

pact and long portion of flesh : any such portion

is also termedi- : either in the arm or else

n:here: (AO, TA:) or a [portion such as is

termed] al-as- thereof, intermiaced with [sinen's,

or tendons, such as are termed] -ie, (TA.)

Andc:+ The flesh of the two corres

ponding portions extending along the two sides of

the backbone. (TA.) [Hence,]<- 4.- His

Jiesh is dissundered, or cut in pieces. (TA)-

See also #, in two places. - Also The nool of

o, &: [or sheep in its third year]; (S, L;) which

is better than that termed aācāc, i. e. the wool of

al cis- [or sheep in or before its second year],

and cleaner, and more abundant: (ISk, S:) so

accord. to most of the leading lexicologists;

though said in the K to be a mistake of J, for

i:' (TA)

i: [by rule an inf. n. of R. Q. 1:] Lac

ness, flaccidity, or flabbiness; and a state of com

motion, moving to and fro, quivering, or the like:

(S:) or laxness, flaccidity, or flabbiness, of a

thing in a state of commotion, moving to and fro,

quivering, or the like; (TA;) as also "++.

(JK, K, TA.) [See also R. Q. 2.]

6 - d -

-rls-s-: see what next precedes.

+, (S, K, TA) in one copy of the K #4,

[as in the CK,] but the former is the more cor

rect, (TA,) Relationship; (S, K;) and affinity,

syn. 3.- : (S) pl. "... (S. K.) You say,

*5- cº; 3- J. [I have ties of relationship,

or affinity, to such a one]. (S.)

63 - -

4-s-o: See i: : =and see also #.

+4, as though from 'Ju-, One who acts

treacherously tonards another, and takes him

unanares. (TA.)

t

1. # (S, Mgh, Msh, K) aor. *, (Mob, K.)

inf n. !---, (S, Msb,) He hid, or concealed, it;

(Mgh, Msb, K;) as also *::-, [but app. in an

intensive sense, or applying to a number of

things,] (K,) inf. n. #5, (TA) and "st-l.

(K.)- He kept it, preserved it, guarded it, or

took care of it; and ':- he did so much; and

nell, or carefully. (Msb.) [He laid it up;

stored it, or reposited it, in a place of safety.]

2: see 1, in two places. [Hence, #)-t

He kept a girl carefully concealed from vien :

see the pass, part. n., below.]

* - * * 23. - • * /

3. * : *ā-, (K) inf n. *-*. (TK)

I proposed to him as an enigma, What is such a

thing? syn. 4:-- (K. [See also 8.])

8. t- It was, or became, hidden, or con

cealed: (Mgh:) he hid, or concealed, himself.

(S) = It is also trans.: see 1. – [Hence,]

's- alU- He expressed a thing enigmatically

to him, and then asked him respecting it. (IDrd,

K. [See also 3.])

!--- (S.M.b, K) and ':-- (TA) and "#,
of the measure it: from t-l [or rather:-"),

like# and ää: from -##" and Jáil, (Har

P. 426) and 'C' (§, K) and ':-- (K) of

which last the pl. is ul-, (TA,) A thing that is

hidden, or concealed, (S, Msb, K.) and absent,

or unseen. (K.) [Hence,]£ :-- The rain.

(Th, S, K.) And U-59 :- The plants, or

herbage. (S, K.) And U.S. *\;\s. The seed

which the soner has hidden in the earth: or what

God has hidden in the mines of the earth. (TA,

from a trad.) <!: es' :- &# us.'

J-49%, in the Kur [xxvii.25), is held by Az to

mean Who knoweth what is unseen in the heavens

and the earth; agreeably with an explanation of

-- by Fr. (TA)
o

*-ā-: see the next preceding paragraph.

#:A daughter; syn. −. (K, T.A.. [In the

CK, <: is put for <:l.]) Hence the prov.,

d = * * * @ 6 o' - 6: d -

:*- Asă: & Jes- 5us [A daughter is better than

a grown-up boy of evil deeds]. (TA.) [In Frey

tag's Arab. Prov., i. 438, the first word in this

prov. is written s:, and followed by 332.

Aboo-Zeyd Sa’eed Ibn-Ows El-Ansáree entitled

one of his books * -Use because he com

menced it by mentioning st- in the sense of

--~, quoting the foregoing prov. in confirmation

thereof. (TA.)
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50s-- see :----.

• 65-d

#. 31-2) A noman who shon's herself and then
- 4 - > *

hides herself: (S, O, TA:) [like ax:5:] or a

woman who keeps to her house, or tent. (K.)

£- A nell-known hind of structure; (K;)

[i. e.] a kind of tent, (Mgh, TA,) made of nool,

(Mgh, Msb,) or of camels' fur, or sometimes of

[goats'] hair, sometimes upon two poles, or three;

what is above this kind being termed +:

(Msb:) or a tent having one pole; that which

has more than one pole being termed -- : (AZ,

TA in art. & :) [or] also applied to a -e- [or

tent] of any kind: (Towsheeh, TA voce ++,

q.v.) pl. #4 (TA) or i+1 (Mab3) it is
from £- “he hid it,” or “concealed it:” (Mgh:)

or it belongs to art. Us:-- (K:) most of the lexi

cologists hold that its radical letters are . *

some, that they are 2:4-: I Drd asserts that they

are t- (TA :) [See also art. Us:4-.]=A mark

made with a hot iron upon some secret part of an

excellent she camel, pl.: i. (Lth, K.)

d - d =

*C*-: see #~~: and see also 8.

6 - • - - - •

i:--, and its pl. (2:4-: see :-- in two

places.

&- 3:4- An artifice, or a stratagem, result
• d -

ing in disappointment; i. q. --5\s-; (AHei, K;)

formed [from the latter] by transposition. (AHei.)

#4, as sometimes pronounced, (Msb,) or

# A-, with the suppressed, (S, Msb, K,) because

* 3 *

of frequent usage, (Msb,) i. 9. J-- [q.v.]; (S,

K3) i.e. A large jar: pl. Jels- [i. e. &#13-,
Or*]: (TA:) from# “he hid it,” or “con

cealed it.” (S, Msb.)—[Hence,] as A-J &
+ Wine. (Harp. 365.) * - •

6

t- A place, or chamber, for hiding or con

cealing [anything]; a secret place or chamber:

pl. 3'-' (MA)

it: #)-; so in the [Sand] O, and in some

of the correct copies of the K; in other copies of
#- d -

the K : ; (TA) [and thus in the CK, A

girl that is [kept in the house, or tent,] concealed

from view; or that conceals herself; (S;) that

is kept behind, or nithin, the curtain; (K, TA;)

not going forth: or (TA) that is not yet married.

(Lth, K, TA.)

6 - d. p.

es:--- One who conceals himself in order that

he may see without the knowledge of him who is

seen. (Mgh.)

:-d

1. #3 << The mention of him, or it, was,

or became, concealed: (L:) [app, meaning he, or

it, nas, or became, obscure; or of no reputation,

or repute.] = <-4-, accord. to Z, i. q.<
d •

[q.v.]: occurring in a trad. (TA.) [See -e-.]

4. J-4-1 He became in n'hat is termed+

[q. v.]. (A,TA.)-And,($, Mgb,K,TA)[hence,

or] from ++, (Ksh and Bd in xi. 25, and TA,)

or from #3 +...+, (L) inf n &u=!, (S, Msb)

! He (a man, Msb, TA) was, or became, lowly,

humble, or submissive, (S, Msb, K,TA) in heart,

(Msb) and obedient, (TA) 4 to God. (S,TA.)

And in like manner, in the Kur [xi.25), (TA)

-oy") es' 12:4-15 means | And who have become

lonly, humble, or submissive, [and obedient,] to

their Lord; or have longered, humbled, or abased,

themselves to their Lord; or have trusted to their

Lord: (A,” TA:) for the Arabs put es. in the

place of U. (TA.)

+ A lon, or depressed, tract of ground:

(TA:) or a lon, or depressed, (S) or concealed

and lon, (TA,) tract of ground, in n:hich is sand:

(S, TA:) or a nide, or spacious, lon, tract of

s . ground: (IAar, A, K:) or a plain, or soft, tract

of ground in a [stony tract such as is termed]

5-: (TA:) and a neide bottom, or bed, or in

terior, of a valley : (A:) or a deep valley, easy

to be n'alked or ridden through, eactended [to a

great length], and in which gron varieties of the
- 6 - o £

•lac: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] →l.<-1 (K) and [of
- 6 y o -

mult.] -->2<-: (A, K:) it is a genuine Arabic

word. (TA.)

6 - d -

a:á-aes | In him is lonliness, humility, or sub

missiveness. (S, T.A.)

<-- A thing that is contemptible, or despi

cable; (K, TA;) bad, corrupt, abominable, vile,

base, or disapproved; [&c.;] (TA;) and [thus]
6 •

i. Q. -->. (As, K.) The Jew of Kheyber says,

* j}'' --> J.'i'- all &: *

S5 3 *

[The lanful, but small, supply of the means ofsub

sistence is beneficial, but the large and unlandful is

not beneficial]. (TA.) Kh asked As respecting

--es-J1 in this verse; and the latter replied that

the poet meant <---Ji, the former word being of

the dial. of Kheyber: but Kh rejoined, “If so,

the poet would have said £31: it behooves you

only to say that the people of Kheyber change &

into - in some words:” AM thinks that -->J)

in this verse is a mistranscription for <-1,

which means the thing that is “ contemptible and

bad,” and is syn. with U---' (TA)- It is

also applied to a man; meaning as above; or

Bad, corrupt, vitious, or depraved. (TA.)

<-- + Still; motionless: as also £4.

(TA in art. ~.) -

*-ā

1. 3+, (§, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.) aor. *, (Mab,

K,) inf. n. ā-, (S,) or ++, the former being

a simple subst., (Msb,) or both, (Mgh, K, [the

latter word erroneously written in the CK<-J)

and #, (K) said of a thing, (§,Mgh, Msb)

It was, or became, <--- [q.v., meaning bad,

&c.]; contr. of-us. (S,Mgh,Mgb,K.) [Hence,]

4:9 +:- ! [Its, or his, odour nas, or became,

bad, foul, or abominable]. (A.) And £1.<

! [Its taste was, or became, bad, foul, abominable,

or nauseous]. (A.) And 4: <- IIis soul

[or stomach] became heavy; (TA;) it heaved,

or became agitated by a tendency to vomit; syn.

+: . (A and TA in the present art, and $ and

K in art. Us: : [see also 4: ++, in art.

25.2:]) a phrase forbidden by Mohammad to be

used; as though he disliked the word <+.

(TA.) One says of certain food, U-: * :

! [The soul, or stomach, becomes heavy, or heaves,

or becomes agitated by a tendency to vomit, in

consequence of it]. (TA.) ---, (S, A, K,)

inf n. <+. (S, K.) said of a man, signifies [in

like manner] He was, or became, -->4-, (S, A,

K.) meaning bad, corrupt, base, or abominable;

nicked, deceitful, guileful, artful, crafty, or

cunning. (S, K, T.A.. [See also 4.]) [Hence,]

% <-- : He committed adultery, or fornica

tion, with her. (A, Mgh, Msb, K.)– [It is also

said of a venomous reptile and the like, meaning

It was, or became, malignant, or noxious; im

pure, unclean, foul, or filthy.]

2. -: 4: ... 3", (TA) or "4:
U-ā-ji, (so in a copy of the A, [but the former

I believe to be the right,]) This is of the things

that cause the soul [or stomach] to become heavy,

or to heave, or become agitated by a tendency to

vomit. (TA.)

4. --! He (a man) nas, or became, charac

terized by•+ (Msb,TA) and # (Msb) [mean

ing badness, wichedness, deceit, &c.: see also

<+]. – He had bad, wicked, or deceitful,

companions or friends, and a bad, nicked, or

deceitful, family: (L:) or his companions, or

friends, became bad, wicked, or deceitful: (S

in art. U-5:) or he took to himself bad, nicked,

or deceitful, companions or friends (S, L, K) or

conneacions or assistants. (TA) = <- He

taught him to be bad, wicked, or deceitful : and

rendered him bad, corrupt, vitious, or depraved.

(S.)-See also 2.

5: see what next follows.

6. -->'s-3 (A, TA) He made a shon of being,

or pretended to be, bad, wicked, or deceitful.

(TA.) And you say also * -- [either in the

same sense, or as meaning He affected, or en

deavoured, to be bad, wicked, or deceitful; or

to do that which was----, or bad, &c.], (A,TA)

10. -->:...] [He deemed, or esteemed, <---,

i.e. bad, &c.). £- 3:4: ..."<=

-ji=15 [The Arabs used to deem impure, un

clean, foul, or filthy, such as the serpent and the

scorpion]. (Msb.)- | He deemed bad, or cor

rupt, a word, or a dialectic variant. (A, TA.)

<+ an infn of 3: (S, Mgh, Msb, K:)

[used as a simple subst, it means Any of the

qualities denoted by the epithet ++, Q. V.,

i.e. badness, &c. :] and "L:- signifies the

same : (K:) or this is a subst. from ----' mean

ing “he had a bad, wicked, or deceitful, family;”

(TA;) and signifies the state of having bad,

nicked, or deceitful, companions or friends or

connexions: (L.) "is-A-, also, is syn, with
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[+, and so is] *ā-, (K) [for] this last

is another infn of £-, like +, (S, Mgh,

K,) or it is a simple subst. (Msb.) [Hence,]

the first particularly signifies tAdultery, or for

nication. (K, T.A.) See also 3-es-, in three

places. -

++ The dross of iron, (S, TA,) and of silver,

when they are molten. (T.A.) [Hence the say

ing,] <--j' J. [lit. Pure gold is not

like dross]; meaning t the good is not like the

bad. (A, TA.)- Adulterating alloy in gold and

iron &c. (Har p. 135.) - A thing wherein is

no good. (TA.)- ? Excrement, or ordure: im

purity, or filth. (Mgh in art. Us, and TA.)

Hence the saying in a trad, c: à." & $!

u: J.- : [explained in art. U->]. (Mgh

ubi supra, and T.A.)

- - - - * •

<-- U : see ------.

-

U :

a slave signifies + Unlawful capture; capture

from a people n'hom it is unlan ful to make

slaves, (Mgh,” K, TA,) by reason of a treaty,

or league, made with them, (Mgh, TA,) or of

some sacred, or inviolable, right, originally be

longing to them. (TA.) You say of a slave,

#: S; &l &- 4e5 i:- •) | [There is no un

ian ful capture in his case, from having run anay,

nor from having been stolen]. (A.)- US$

a:- is like the saying a: + [Such a one is

the affspring of adultery, or fornication]. (S.)

And a:- &% 35 means | Such a one was

born spuriously. (A," L.)

* - © s - 6.- d.

ā-ā- see :-es-. = a -d- with respect to

ū- see the next paragraph, in two places.

2.>

* contr. of £; ($, Mgh, Mab, K.)

applied to objects of the senses and to those of

the intellect; (Kull p. 177;) to sustenance, or

victuals, and to offspring, and men, and to other

things: (TA:) Bad; corrupt: (Msb, TA:)

disapproved, hated, or abominable; (Msb, TA;)

this, accord. to IAar, being its primary signifi

cation: (TA:) or so in respect of taste, and of

odour: (Mgh :) [nasty, nauseous, loathsome, or

disgusting :] impure, unclean, foul, or filthy:

(Mgh, Msb, TA:) unlan ful; (Mgh, Msb;) ap

plied in this sense to certain food: and, applied

to certain beverage, injurious : (TA:) applied

to medicine snch as is forbidden in a certain

trad., it means either impure and unlan ful, such

as wine &c., or nauseous to the taste: (IAth,

TA:) you say that a thing is <--- in taste,

[and in odour,] and in colour: and you apply

this epithet to adultery, or fornication; and to

property unlawfully acquired; and to blood, and

to the like things which God has forbidden:

(TA:) also to such things as garlic and onions

(Msb, TA) and leeks, (TA,) which are disagree

able in taste and odour: (TA:) and to such

things as the serpent and the scorpion: (Msb:)

applied to language, it means + opprobrious, or

of a reviling nature; (TA;) and thad or corrupt

[in respect of authority; or of a bad dialect]:

(A, TA :) applied to religion, + infidel, or of the

nature of infidelity: (TA:) applied to a man,

bad, corrupt, base, or abominable; nicked, deceit

ful, guileful, artful, crafty, or cunning; (S, K,

TA;) as also *+ (K:) and an adulterer,

or a fornicator: (Mgb :) and a blamer, or cen

surer: or a slanderer, or calumniator: (Har

p. 611 :) [and, applied to a venomous reptile and

the like, malignant, or noxious; as well as im

pure, unclean, foul, or filthy: the fem, isi:

(Msb) the pl. masc. is+ (ATA) and 3+,

for which it is allowable to say * +, accord.

to the dial. of Temeem, (Mgb,) and ###, (S, A,

Mab, TA) like # (pl. of C#,3], (Mab) and

*i. likeJ# [another pl. of -##!, (Msb,

MF, TA,) and #, (Kr, Msb, MF, TA,) like

#4 pl. of-i-4, (Mgb, MF,TA,) two instances

of which the like can scarcely be found, (Mgb,)

or is not found among sound words, for #- pl.

of &: is an unsound word, (MF, TA,) and

+, (AZ, TA) which is also extr., (TA)

[and Ljuá-, (like as L. 9- is a pl. of Jej-,)

applied in the A, in art. ----, to Jiu-, pl.

of J:- and &: [applied only to rational

beings]: (Mgh:) and the pl. fem., i.e. of**-,

is +3. (Mob,TA) and +... (Mgh) #:

#-A, mentioned in the Kur [xiv. 31], (TA)

means The colocynth : or the •+, (K, TA,)

which is a certain plant that clings to the branches

of trees and has no root in the earth; ($ and K

in art. --><>;) [a species of cuscuta, or dodder;]

or yellow 32: that cling to trees: (TA in the

present art. :) also occurring in a trad., as mean

ing the garlic-plant; and the onion; and the

leek; because of their disagreeable taste and

odour. (IAth, T.A.) It is said in a trad. respe:

ing the slain at Bedr, *:::++* -> l,iii

They nere cast into a well corrupt, and corrupt

6 -

ing what fell into it. (TA.) "<--> -*-,

(S, L,) or<< and '4-4, (K,) and 7<

(TA) and '3'-, (S, L. K.) applied to a man,

signify One niho takes to himself bad, wicked,

or deceitful, companions or friends (S, L, K, TA)

or connexions or assistants: (TA:) or "&:4,

as a determinate noun, [without the article Ul,]

is only used in calling to, or addressing, a person:
J - D - - J - * * > *

(K:) you say, du:-- (2 : (S3) fem. "át.- :
J. ** O =

and to a man and woman together, du:-- (2 :

5

(L, TA:) and in the phrase " <-- ++, the

former word signifies bad, wicked, or deceitful,

in himself; and the latter, having bad, wicked,

or deceitful, companions or friends and assistants.

(A’Obeyd, TA.) One says also, "&#. (, mean

ing <-- U. [Obad or niched or deceitful man!];

and to a woman, '-' (-, (§, K.) indeel, with

kesr for its termination, (S,) and #4. ū. (K

[accord. to SM: so in all the copies in his hands;

but not found by him in any other lexicon: not

in the CK, nor in my MS. copy of the K.])

* >0- also occurs, in a saying of El-Hasan,

addressed to the present world, (#31. (L.) And

* 3: 3 was said by El-Hajjāj to Anas, as

meaning ++ te: and is also used as meaning

0 [thou of] bad, wicked, or deceitful, qualities

or dispositions ! [app. addressed to a woman, as

the context seems to show; and agreeably with

an assertion in Ham p. 810, that #- is some

times used in speaking of an old woman]. (L,

TA.) J-5 ++ means ! Having the soul [or

stomach] heavy, [or heaving, or agitated by a

tendency to vomit,] and in a disagreeable state.

(TA) And 'Ju- applied to a lie occurs

in a trad. as meaning <+ app. in an intensive

sense [i. e. Very abominable]. (TA.) In the

saying # 5,4. (Mgh) or 4: $24 J, #,

(Mab, K, TA) >0~ 3 - 32, (Mgh,

Mab, TA) or <0~ : * ~ 3-, (Mob, K,

TA,) a form of words whichMohammad directed

his followers to pronounce on entering a privy,

or place of retirement for the relief of nature,

because devils are in such a place, (Mgh, TA,)

<-- is pl. of -1, (Mgh, Msb, TA) and

so is-: accord, to the dial ofTemeem, (Msb,

TA) and -30-1 is pl. ofaş-M, (Mgh, TA:)

and the meaning is, I seek protection by God,

or O God, I seek protection by Thee, from the

male devils and the female devils, (IAth, Mgh,

Msb, K, TA,) of the genii and of mankind:

(Mgh ) or, reading '-'ll, [as a subst,] from

infidelity and the devils: (Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or,

[so reading, and regarding --5us-J1 as pl. of

'#' used as a subst,] from infidelity and

acts of disobedience : (Msb, TA :) or, from

nicked, or unrighteous, conduct, such as adultery

and the like, and culpable actions and evil quali

ties or dispositions: El-Khattábee asserts that

the reading <+", with the - quiescent, is a

mistake of the relaters of traditions; but En

Nawawee rejects this assertion. (TA.)

:*:

See *-*.

#: fem of the epithet &- (Mab)–

Also, [used as a subst.,] A bad, wicked, or deceit

ful, quality or disposition; and a culpablaction .

pl. & Jus. (L, TA) [Hence,] .30-12 t|The

mother of bad qualities &c.; meaning] nine. (T

in art. Lel.) See also ++, last sentence.

3.30-1 also signifies Those things which the

Arabs deemedfoul, or filthy, or unclean, and which

they did not eat; such as vipers, and scorpions,

and the Low" [i. e. either •r. Or J-X), and the

Jis, and beetles, and the rat, or mouse. (L.)

<--, applied to a man, (TA) signifies***

-: [i. e. Very bad or niched or deceitful; or

much addicted to adultery or fornication]: pl.

* J w

U2:4-. (K.)

3 * 6 d. J.

Us: - ; see *-*-.

6 - o - -

<-'la-: see -->4-, in two places.

22. • 6 o y

à-la-: see -->.

&: [compar, and superl. of +]: pl.

4×i. (TA.) You say, J-5 <--iX* [They

are the nvorst, or the most wicked or deceitful,

of men]. (TA.) And<-S &- * [He is of

the worst, &c., of menj (A, TA.) And &e
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o:&: # It is the norse, or more corrupt, [in

respect of authority,] of the two words, or dialectic

variants. (A, TA.)- Jús-'9' Urine and dung

(S, A, Mab, K) of a human being : (S, Msb, K.)

or vomit and human ordure or thin human

ordure: (Fr, TA:) or fetor of the mouth, and

sleeplessness: or sleeplessness, and disquietude of

mind by reason of grief (K.) It is said in a trad,

c:Sl &' 3% J# L'é S [The man

shall not pray while he is striving to suppress the

urine and ordure]. (TA.)

&# Uss; U. &#5, (K-TA) in which the

last word, also pronounced &->5, is imperfectly

decl., (TA,) is similar to -: &2'> -s’ &#2

[and means He fell into a state of things that

was bad, corrupt, disapproved, &c.]. (K, TA.)

<-- One n:ho teaches others to be bad, nicked,

Ol' deceitful: and some allow it to be applied to

one niho attributes, or imputes, to others what

is bad, wicked, or the like. (TA.)- See also
o * •

**s-, in four places.

* * > d =

*

à:s-e A cause of evil or corruption: (S, K :)

pl. <--. (TA.) So in the saying of 'Antarah,

d d * o J ow."

* -> *t, * !--> --> *

* :1.-: i: * : #3 *

[I have been told that 'Amr is not thankful for my

beneficence: and ingratitude is a cause ofevil to the

soul of the benefactor]. ($) One says also, es:

:- <!-- [In him, or it, are many. causes of

evil or corruption]. (A.) And a:s-e Alal.

; Food that is a cause of heaviness to the soul [or

stomach]; or of heaving, or becoming agitated by

a tendency to vomit : or that is unlan ful. (TA.)

* ** d = s •J - - © - J. e. e.e. d -

Jú:-- and dus- and a-i(-2 : see ----,

in four places.

4-4

1. 3: aor. *, (K,) inf. n.*: (TA;) and

W-4-1, and ">5; (K $). He knen; or had, or

possessed, knowledge; 'L' [of a thing; gene

rally meaning, with respect to its internal, or

real, state], (K, TA) = 5:4, (S, A, Msb)

aor. *, (Mab, MS) inf n. 3.- (Mab, MS;)

and 5-, [aor. 3,1(A) inf n. *. (TA) and

*%+, and *%-5, (TA;) He knen it; syn.

**; (S, A, Msb;) [generally meaning, with

respect to its internal, or real, state; like *:::

see*, its simple subst, as distinguished from

its inf. n.] You say, 3.9 lis <: &: 32,

(so in a copy of the S,) or <!-- (so in another

copy of the S, and so in the Á, where it is ex

pressly said to be with kesr,) Whence knencest thou

this thing? (§, A.")–And 9.4, (S.K.) aor.”,

(S,) inf. n.* and #-, (S, K,) or the latter is

a simple subst.; (Mab3) and "3,4-' [which is

the more common in this sense]; (S, Msb, K;)

He tried, made trial of, made experiment of,

tested, proved, assayed, proved by trial or experi

ment or experience, him, or it. (S, Msb, K.)

Hence the phrase, (S) 4: &#5 (S.K.) in

some good lexicons 4:4, (TA, [and so in the

CK, but this I think to be a mistake, suggested

by the explanation, which is not literal,]) i, q.

<le &#5 [which properly signifies I will

assuredly know thy knowledge, or what thou

knowest, but here means, as is shown by the

manner in which the phrase that it explains is

mentioned in the S, I will assuredly try, prove,

or test, thy state, and so know n'hat thou knowest].

(S, K.) [Hence, also,] the saying of Abu-d

Darda, xii; : J-Cl <3-3, (S) or alii,
(A, K.) I found the people to be persons of whom

it is said thus: [Try, prove, or test, them, or

him, and thou wilt hate them, or him :] i.e. there

is not one [of them] but his conduct is hated when

it is tried, or proved, or tested: (K:) or when

thou triest, provest, or testest, them, thou wilt

hate them: the imperative form being used, but

the meaning being that of an enunciative: (S, A,

L, B :) [+3+3 is a verb of the kind called Júi

~sil, which govern two objective comple
• & J C /

ments; thereforeź2-1 and ali:X: are for

#= <!e 3: and 5-1 - Gli3.j =

J39 3:4-, [and, as appears from a passage in
* 6 d >

the L, Wuers-, (see :-)] He furroned, or

ploughed, the land for soning. (Msb.)=X
* - - -3 6d -

Atalaji, (K,) aor. 4, inf. n. 2:4-, (TA,) He made

the food greasy; or put grease to it. (K, TA.)

=3- It (a place) was, or became, what is termed

**@*

*W*- : (S:) or abounded n:ith 2- [or lote-trees].

(TA.)–And Jax') -->4-, aor. *, (K,) inf n.

*, (TA) The land, or ground, abounded nith

Jús [app, meaning soft soil: see 3]. (K.)=

---, [probably #-, like # &c.,] inf n.
5 in a

22:4-, [She (a camel) abounded with milk. (Lh,

TA. [See :-.])

2: see 4, in two places:=and see 1.

3. *-, (TA) inf n. #4, (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K, &c.,) [He made a contract, or bargain,

with him to till and son, and cultivate land for a

share of its produce :] the inf. n. signifies i. q.

#. [i.e. the making a contract, or bargain, with

another to cultivate land for a share of its pro

duce], (AO, Lh, S, A, IAth, Mgh, Msb) for

somewhat of its produce, (S, Msb,) or for a third

or a quarter, (AO, Mgh,) or for a determined

share, such as a third or a quarter or some other

portion, (IAth,) or for half or the like: (so in

some copies of the K and in the TA:) or the

tilling the ground for half or the like: (so in

other copies of the K:) and i. q. #=34: (K:)

and *:- is syn. with #: (S, K:) it is a

forbidden practice: (A, Mgh, TA:) it is from

X-- signifying “a tiller, or cultivator, of land:”

(S,Mgh.) or fromX- “he furrowed, or ploughed

(land) for sowing;”

or from J:9+ “the land abounded with

Jú. :” or from [the fortress of] 2:- because

the Prophet made it to remain in the possession

of its inhabitants for half of its revenue; and

therefore it was said,*. (TA.)

4, 5-, [inf n. x:lil (S, A, Mil,K) and

whenceX- also: (Mgb:)

*:::-, (S, A, K.) inf n. *i; (K;) are syn.

[as signifying He informed him, told him, or

acquainted him]. (S, A, K.) You say, £i

liš, (S, Msb) [and las &#,] and "4:-, (S)

[I informed him, or told him, of such a thing;

or acquainted him with such a thing; or made

him to hnon, the internal, or real, state of such a

thing.] And '5: 3-, i.e. ::= < *[He

informed him, or told him, of what he had, or

knen']. (K. [Whether it be meant that -4-1 is

doubly trans, without a particle, in this instance,
• • - of - - -

like L.Aci, or whether 5,2:4- be a quasi-inf n , is
* @ - © e J & J.

not explained.]) One says also, alx- de J-5
J free e

450-2 #[His aspect acquaints one nith his unknown

state or qualities]. (A.) [And 4: 2-4-1 He pre

dicated of him, or it..]= ā-āl&: ! I found

the milch camel to be abounding with milk. (K.

[See 1, last sentence.])

5: see 1, in two places:-and see 10, in four

places =b -, (K) or #1, 3, (S) They

bought a sheep or goat, (S, K.) for different sums,

(TA,) and slaughtered it, (S, K,) and divided its

flesh among themselves, (S, TA,) each of them

receiving a share proportioned to the sum that he

had paid. (TA.)

8: see 1, in three places.=sus *-1 to

What 5.4, or flesh-meat, hast thou bought for

thy family? (TA.)

10. 9-1 (A, K) and '3'-5 (K) He ashed,

or sought, or desired, of him information, or news,

or tidings: (A,"K:) or he asked him respecting

news, or tidings, and desired that he should inform

him thereof (TA.) And, --' and *, +3, (S)

or 3-1 -- and *%-3, (TA) He asked, or

inquired, after the nervs, or tidings, (S, TA,) that

he might know the same: (TA:) and "X-3

#5 He searched after the news, or tidings,

diligently, or time after time. (A, TA.)

4-6- : seeX:= Also Trees of the kind called

> [or lote-trees], (Lth, K,) and 9%, n:ith

abundant herbage around them; (Lth;) as also

*::: (Lth, K:) [both coll. gen, ns. :] ns. un.

# and #4 (TA)-seed-produce (K)—

A place where mater rests, or stagnates, in a

mountain : (K:) a place where nater has fallen,

such as the neater-course has furroned (:: [per

haps a mistranscription for X-]) in the summits

(~55) [of mountains], and through n'hich one

nvades. (L.)=A large [leathern nater-bag of

the kind called] 53% (Q. v.]; (§, K.) as also

'#. (Kr, K) and"> (K:) but this last is

disallowed, in the sense above-explained, by

AHeyth; and others say that the first word is

better: (TA:) pl. of the first 22:4-. ($, K.)–

Hence, by way of comparison thereto, (S,) : A

she-camel abounding with milk; (S, K;) as also

*::, (K) and "5* . [it]. (TA)

X: (S, A, K) and !: (K) and *:::, an

inf n., (Msb,) and "X:-, also an inf. n., (TA,)

and "# and *:::- and *::::(K)Knowledge,

syn. że, (S, A, Msb, K.) : [of a thing]:
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(A, K:) or, accord. to some, 3: signifies knon

ledge of the secret internal state: and *#- and

W#: signify knowledge of the external and in

ternal state; or, as some say, of secret internal

circumstances or properties; but this necessarily

involves acquaintance with external things. (TA.)

You say,* * -s and *:::- [&c.] I have

knowledge of it. (TA.) AndX: *: Us! ū [&c.]

I have not knon ledge of it. (A3-see also

#: *= And seeX- : =and#.

• *.

>
:

:- in two places.

6 d d

see :- : =and see also 3:= and see

so in

* [originally] an inf. n. of 3- See J-.

(TA)- Also Information; a piece of infor

mation; a notification; intelligence; an an

nouncement; men's; tidings; a piece of news;

dupl. account ; a narration, or narrative; a story;

g-e

syn. U.5; (T, K;) that comes to one from a person

of n-hom he asks it : (TA:) or :- and t; ar'e

not synonymous; for, accord. to Er-Răghib and

others, the latter relates to a thing of great im

portance: and accord. to the leading anthorities

in lexicology and the science of conventional lan

guage, the former signifies properly, and in its

common acceptation, what is related from another

or others: to which authors on the Arabic lan

guage add, that it may be true or false: (MF:)

or what is related from another or others, and

talled of: (Mab3) pl. #4, (S. Mab, K.) and

pl. pl. *i. (K.)- By the relaters of tra

ditions, it is used as syn, with <--- [signifying

A tradition; or narrative relating, or describing,

a saying or an action &c. of Mohammad]: (TA:)

or this latter term is applied to what comes from

the Prophet; and X- to n'hat comes from

another than the Prophet; or from him or

another, and #, to what comes from a Com

panion of the Prophet; but it may also be applied

to a saying of the Prophet. (Kull p. 152.)

[In grammar, as correlative of £, An enun

ciative: and as correlative of Lo-1, the predicate

of the non-attributive verb &u= and the like, and

of Stés &c.]– Also A man's state, or case;

* * us: £9. (Harp. 20.)

6 •

*- :
o,e -

SeeX- in two places. = See alsoź.

–5:4-, or #: J: and * &#32, and

X- alone: see #~.

#: See*. in two places. = Also A por

tion, or share, (A’Obeyd, S, A, Mgh, K,) which

one takes, of flesh-meat or fish. (A ’Obeyd, S,

K.)-A sheep, or goat, which is bought by a

number of persons, (S, K,) for different sums,

(TA,) and slaughtered, (S, K,) and of n:hich the

flesh is then divided by them among themselves,

(S,) each of them receiving a share proportioned

to the sum that he has paid; (TA; [see 5;]) as

also *:::: (K) and "#: its a sheep, or

goat, divided among several persons; thought by

ISd to be formed by rejection of the augmentative

letter [in its verb **]. (TA.)- What one

buys for his family; as also *::: (K:) accord.

to some, (TA,) flesh-meat (K, TA) which one

buys for his family. (TA.)– Food, (K, TA,)

consisting of flesh-meat and other hinds. (TA.)

–A thing brought forward or offered [..for en

tertainment]. (Lh, K.) So in the saying,

*::: L'éb: [They congregated over what

he had brought forward, or offered, for their

entertainment]. (Lh.)- A mess of crumbled,

or broken, bread, moistened with broth, large,

(K, TA,) and greasy. (TA.)– A bonel in which

are bread and flesh-meat for four or five [persons].

(R.)- Food n'hich the traveller carries in his

journey, (K,) and provides for himself. (T.A.)–

Seasoning, condiment, or savoury food; as also
6 * - £- *-- ~~ * - -

">: whence the saying, usû Lo), 5:= üü

5:- [He brought us a cake of bread, but he

brought us not any seasoning]. (TA)- Hence,

by the Karaj, whose land is adjacent to 'Irák

el-'Ajam, applied to A date; and by some of them

pronounced ā:... (TA.)

#- Trial, proof, or test; (S, Msb, K;) and

SO *::, (S, K,) as in the saying, '-'. 3'-'&:

[The trial, proof, £fest, verified the information].

(S.)- See also 's-, in three places.

#-, (Lih, S. K.) and 5: …, (S) and

"#, (Lth, K, [in the CK 5:-.]) or 5-->i.

(S,) A plain, or level, tract of land, that produces

2- [or lote-trees]: (S, K:) or a tract abounding

with trees, in the loner part of a meadon, in

n:hich water remains until the hot season, and in

which grow trees of the kinds called 2- and

9%, neith abundant herbage around them : (Lth :)

the pl. of #- is usic- and ' and #35:

(S, K) and jū-, (Ki) and the pl. of i- is

*::: (TA ;) [or this is neither a pl. nor a

quasi-pl. n.: it may be a coll. gen. n: but it is

probably only an epithet, of which 5:- is the

fem.; for] one says also *: 84%, (S, TA,)

meaning a place abounding with 2- (TA.)

#: also signifies A place where water collects

and stagnates: (TA:) or where water collects

and stagnates at the roots of trees of the kind

called 2- : (K,TA:) or a round lon, tract of

level ground in nihich mater collects. (T.)- See

also X-=And see *.

# Soft land or soil, (IAar, S, A, Mgh, K.)

in which are burron's (IAar, S, A) and hollon's;

(IAar;) as also *::::: (A:) or soft land or

soil, in which beasts sink and are embarrassed:

or crumbling ground, in which the feet of beasts
* * * * @ -

sink. (TA). It is said in a prov., -->5 U-2

južaji U-21 Ju-Ji [He who avoids soft ground in

which the feet sink will be secure from stumbling].

(A, K.)- Also Heaps of earth, or dust, col

lected at the roots of trees. (K,” T.A.)- And

Burron's of cis- [or large field-rats]: (K:)

[a coll. gen, n. :] n un, with 5. (TA)

3: The lion. (K.)

* Knowing; having knowledge; (S, A,

Msb;) as also *::: (AHn:) or possessing much

knowledge with respect to internal things; like

* with respect to external things: (L in art.

**) or possessing hnon ledge of matters of in

formation, nen's, tidings, accounts, narratives,

or stories; of what is termed *: (K;) or of

n:hat are termed *f; (TA;) as also *:A+

and ":- (K,) which last is thought by ISd to

be a possessive [as distinguished from a verbal]

epithet, (TA) [or it is from 3:4-, a form which

ISd may not have known,] and *::, (K,) which

is an intensive epithet: (TA:) also informed,

possessing information. (TA.) You say, as Uí

* I have knowledge of it. (A.) And [hence]

*" is a name of God, meaning He who knon

eth what hath been and what is or will be: (TA:)

or He who nell knoweth the internal qualities of

things. (Sharh Et-Tirmidhee.)- Also Possessing

knowledge of God, (K, TA,) by being acquainted

neith his names and his attributes. (TA.)-A

lan'yer; one skilled in the lan', or practical re

ligion. (TA.)- A head, or chief (T.A.)= A

tiller, or cultivator, of land. (S, Mgh, Msb, K.)

= Fur, or soft hair, syn. 33, (S, K,) of camels,

and jof the wild ass. (T.A.)- Hair that has

fallen: and with 3, a portion thereof. (K.)

[See also 5- below.]- 1 Plants, or herbage;

(S, K, TA;) fresh herbage: (K, TA:) likened to

the* of camels, because growing like the latter:

and seed-produce. (T.A.) It is said in a trad.,

j-" -: ! We cut (S, TA) with the

reaping-hook, (TA,) and eat, the plants, or

herbage. (S, T.A.).- Froth, or foam : (TA:)

or the froth, or foam, of the mouths of camels.

(S, K, T.A.) = Seasoned, or made savoury.

(TA.) - See also#.

6.- .j d

3,324-: see 4.

#- See #, in two places. =Also Good

nool, of the first shearing. (K.) [See also:

=An invitation to the āāsāc [q. v.] of a boy.

(TA.)

6 - * >

*u- see - -Also One who tries, proves,

or tests, things; having experience. (TA.)

3,4- A certain plant: (K:) or a hind of tree,

having a blossom beautiful and bright, yellon,

and of good odour, with n'hich gardens are

adorned : MF says, I do not think it to be found

in the East. (TA.)

• - d -

Us, as J), (K, TA,) in some copies of the K

written &:-", (TA,) The black serpent. (K.)

So in the saying, es:-" Aff 8% [May God

afflict him, or it, with the black serpent]: app.

because a ruined place becomes the resort of

deadly serpents. (TA.)=One says also, *

s: L*. &#3" [May perdition befall him,

and the fever of Kheyber: Us.”-01 being app.

an inf. n., syn. with Júl, which is used in a

similar phrase (#3) **) mentioned in the

TA in art. "3, and 2:- being altered to es:

as is indicated in the S, in order to assimilate it

in form to U.S.A.J)]: ($, TA:) the fever of
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>*-- la:

Kheyber is #: [i.e. a fever “against which

people warn one another,” because it is generally
s -

fatal]. (TA.) [See also "lá-.]

3 - *

&: A historian : a rel. n. formed from the

- 3 - - - 3 : - -

Pl, like & Lai and J.G. (TA)

* * * * ** > d - 6 * * d -

}<-2 ($) and "5:-- (S, K) and "5*-* (§,

M) The internal state; an internal, or intrinsic,

quality; the intrinsic, or real, as opposed to the

apparent, state, or to the aspect, of a thing;

[whether pleasing or displeasing; but when used

absolutely, meaning the former;] opposite of

#. (S, K) and of ji: [q. v.]. (S.) See also

3 -- " -

#: See }: *= and see }: *= Also

[A privy;] a place where excrement, or ordure,

is voided. (K.)

#: see #4.

3 - - - - * *

Us!!).-- J: A man of goodly internal, or

- ū - J. 3. * - d -

intrinsic, qualities; syn. "D-2 53; like Us!”

as meaning*25. (TA)

© J & e

22:- Well seasoned; (K;) having much
- d. o - 6 - - 6 *

grease. (T.A.)=is: aśU : see :- last sen

tence.

6.e. o o

2:*-* +A camel having much flesh. (TA.)

1. 5: 3-, (S.K.) aor.-, (K) inf n +,

(S, K,) He made [or hneaded and baked] j:

for bread]; (K, TA;) as also "5:-1: (Sb, S,

TA:) or the "the latter signifies he made [or

hneaded and baked] it for himself: (K:) or

"j:4-1 signifies he hneaded flour, and made

dough of it, and then baked it in a ai. [see

#. below] or in an oven : (T, TA:) [and

"3: signifies it is made into bread: see §

and K voce &#.]—sil 5*, (S, A,) aor. -,

(TA,) inf. n. j-, (A, K,) He fed the people, or

company of men, with 5: [or bread]: (S, A,

K:*) like as 29: signifies “he fed them with

2: :” (A:) but Lh quotes the saying of certain

of the Arabs, b-; bj- c.55 ce. <
* ~ *- *

12 laš13, meaning [I came to the sons of such a

one, and] they fed me neith 5: and U-- and

así. he does not say Les", J.--> &*.

(TA)=#-, aor. -, (TK) infin. :-, (K.)

+ He beat him, or it : (K,” TK.) accord. to

some, nith the hand: or nith the two hands :

(TA:) and some say that 5: [or bread] is

thus called because they beat it with their

hands: but this assertion is not valid: (TA:)
* - -

and you say also,* c:*.*, and es';4-,

! [He beat me with his foot,] and L'- and

'J', (A, TA) And #1 *. (TK)
inf n. 5:5-, (S, K,) t The camel beat the ground

with his fore foot, (S,” K,”TA,) or, as in some

Bk. I.

lexicons, with his fore feet. (TA) And "-j-.

&la: J.''' { The camels beat the [herbage
called] úl.xx... with their legs. (TA.)

5: see 1, latter part, in two places.

8: see 1, first sentence, in four places.

j: a word of well-known meaning; (K;)

[Bread;] that nihich is eaten. (S.) It is said

in a prov.,# US * 5: #3; Jé [All the

apparatus of bread is in my possession except it,

namely, the bread itself]: the origin of which

was this: a company of men demanded hospi

tality of a certain man; and when they sat down,

he threw down a [piece of leather such as is

called]

adjusted its pivot, and covered it [with the upper

stone]; and the presence of his apparatus made

the company to wonder: then he took the handle

o

&la, and put upon it a mill-stone, and

of the mill, (G-#" ess") and began to turn

it: whereupon they said to him, What dost thou?

and he answered in the words of this proverb.

(K)—[Hence,] J.'' 3:# , [Sweet her.

age is the bread of camels: and trysts Jae-ji,

Or ū-4, sour herbage is their Jruit, or flesh

meat]. (A, TA.)

#: i q. i: ; (S, A, K,) meaning Dough

put in a als, until it is thoroughly baked, (S,

TA,) i. e., in ashes, and earth, in n'hich fire

is kindled; (TA;) a cake of bread, (MA, KL,)

[or lump of dough,] baked in ashes (KL) [or in

any way]; i. q. U-5 and #45. (K in art.

J2,5.)–Also A large **2: [or mess of crumbled

or broken bread moistened with broth]: or, as

some say, flesh-meat. (TA.) [See also j-.]

j- Bread made [or kneaded and baked], (K,

TA,) of whatever grain it be. (TA)- Also

i. Q. --w; [Bread crumbled or broken, and mois

tened with broth] ($gh, K.) [See also #:-.]

-Also a vulgar term for i.e.:- (Esh-Sheree

shee, in Harp. 21.) -

jū- The trade, or occupation, of theJu

(K.)

55- See jū.

ji: A maker of bread; one n'hose office it is
5

* d.d.

to make bread: (TA:) a baker; syn. Uš.(Msb in art. Us.) •

jū. (IDrd, S,K) and "#, (K) for the

former is a coll. gen, n., and the latter the n, un.,.]

and "Usjū. (IDrd, S, K) [which last is the

most common form] and 'Gjú, (K,) or when

with teshdeed the us is elided, (IDrd) and #,

(K,) [Malva, or mallon;] a certain plant, nell

known, (S, K, TA,) of the leguminous hind,

having broad leaves and a round fruit; [whence

perhaps its name;] accord to the Minháj, a

species of the ** [corchorus olitorious, or

Jen's mallon']: or, as some say, the ** is

the garden-kind, and the esjus- is the wild kind:

some also say that the ** at: [sonchus, or

son-thistle,] is one of the species of L55'4-5 and

there is a kind thereof that turns with the sun.

(TA.)

6x *

_jeeds :

32 & "

55V:6- .
see the next preceding paragraph.

&jū

X- A man possessing 3: [or bread]: (§, K.)

like 3-d [possessing dates] and &S [possessing

milk]. (S.)

6 - d - * * *

j*-* An oven; syn. Ú5.

art. Cys.)

6.--> d -

5}:s-- A place where bread is made: Pl.:

(Meyd, in Golius.)

(M and K in

Jaé

1 4-, aor =, (A, Msh, K) inf n. C++,

(Mgb.) He mired it. (A, Msb, K.)—Jaš,

aor. 2, and "Ja-, inf n. Je: ; He turned

over and mixed and made [---, q.v.]: and

"Ja-5 (K) and "Je:-l (A, K) he made, or

prepared, for himself-a-. (K,"TA.)

2 :

5 : X see 1.

8 :

10.2: U.a.s…' Their guest asked for, or

demanded, a mess of Jas: [g. v.]. (A, TA)

Je: Mixed; syn. C**. (TA)-A

kind of food, (Msb,TA,) sneet, (TA) well knonn,

(S, Msb, TA,) made of dates and clarified butter,

(A, K, T.A.) mixed together : (TA:) [Golius

adds, on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof, “aut

amylo et defruto;” app. meaning, or of starch

and of nerv wine of n:hich half or a third part

has been boiled anay: and one kind, called
6 * ~ *

U-2'

d •

Ja:á-, was made with coarse flour: (see
6 • • 6 •

L:244- )] of the measure U.a5 in the sense of

the measure J*: (Msb:) i.e.- is a more

particular term [signifying a mess of-a-l. (S.)

ia:- A spoon, or thing like a spoon, with

which J.-- is made; (S, as in two different

copies;) d spoon nith n'hich Laes- is stirred

about, or turned over, (A, L., K.) in the [vessel

called]>ies (K) or the thing in which -ee

is stirred about, or turned over. (L, T.A.)

la:

1. *.*, aor -, (Mab, K, TA) in n. *.

(Mgb, TA, &c.,) He struck, or beat, (Mgb, T.A.)

anything: (TA:) or he struck, or beat, it, or

him, vehemently : (M, K, TA:) or i:- signifies

a camel's striking, or beating, a thing with his

fore foot : (T, TA:) or in the cases of beasts,

(~98, [generally meaning horses and mules and

asses,]) the striking, or beating, with the fore

feet; not with the hind feet: and in the case

of the camel, with the fore foot and the hind

foot : or vehement treading; or of the fore feet

of beasts (*): (TA:) or, accord. to the

Keshsháf, the act of striking, or beating, in a way

88
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that is not right: or, as some say, the going,

or journeying, upon what is not the middle, or

main part, of the road, or nhat is not the main

road, or upon a road not open to vien : or con

tinuous, or consecutive, striking, or beating, in

different ways: and afterwards tropically applied

to any theating, or striking, that is not approved:

or originally, the striking, or beating, with the

fore foot or the hind foot, and the like : (MF,
TA:) with the fore feet or legs, it is like s %

with the hind feet or legs. (TA.) You say, of

a camel, J39 **, (Msb,) or* J#9 **,

(S, K,) inf. n. as above, (S,) He struck, or beat,

the ground with his fore foot : (S, Msb:) or he

struck, or beat, vehemently the ground with his

fore foot; and "las-3 and "la-l signify the

same: (K:) it is said in the O that al: sig

nifies he struck him with his fore foot, or hand,

and prostrated him, as also "al-J, and "la--,

said of a camel, is syn. with i: ; and in the

T, that* "L:k: is syn. nith &l
(TA.) Hence the trad., J.-l i: | : • •)

[lit. Ye shall not beat the ground as the camel

does nith his fore foot in rising]; meant to forbid

a man's putting forward his foot in rising from

prostration [in prayer]. (TA.) And **, (K,

TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) signifies

also He trod him, or it, vehemently, (K,TA,)

as the camel does neith his fore foot. (TA.)–

Hence, (S) #2 *- : & (S, TA)

! [Such a one goes at random, in a headstrong

and reckless manner,] lihe the neak-sighted she

camel that beats the ground nith her fore feet

(k=5) as she goes along, not guarding herself

from anything. (S, T.A.) It is a prov., applied

to him who turns away from a thing as though

he were not cognizant of it: or to him who is

continually falling into a thing. (Harp. 239.)

Zuheyr says,

d * @ = ** 6 - * d > * > * * of.

* -a, J-> <!2+= a + 'al-Ji <!, *

* • & = • 6 * ~ * o * : Ö * * ** 2 *

-> --- *** &la= <--> <5

I san, the fates [treading mankind] like the tread

ing of the weak-sighted she-camel: whom they

smote, him they killed: and whom they missed,

he was made to continue in life so that he lived to

extreme old age. (TA, and EM p. 132.) In like

manner you say, #: J.' *: &% I Such a

one undertakes what he undertakes with ignorance.

(TA.) And #-e:* J'é £i i.e. f(He pro

secuted his affair without mental perception, or

without certainty]. ($ in art. 3+2, q.v.) And

>Sill es'*: ! He goes in the night without a

lamp, and so becomes confounded and perplexed,

and unable to see his right course, and errs from

the way, and perchance may fall into a well.

(TA) And J:11:., (K, TA) aor, and inf n.

as above, (TA,) t He went, or journeyed, in the

night without direction. (K, TA.) And 3×

à.iii.) *: t[He passed the night traversing the

darkness without direction]. (TA.) £- is said

to signify tThe act of journeying, or going, nith

out direction: or upon n'hat is not the middle,

or main part, of the road, or nhat is not the main

road. (T.A.) - [And hence, perhaps,] *:

! He asked of him a benefit, or favour, nithout

any tie of relationship; (K, TA3) as also

**-1 (IB,K) or this is from #133; #:

[explained in what follows]: (Har p. 425:) or

the latter, [or both,] he came to him seeking his

beneficence without any such tie : (S:) or he came

to him seeking a gift; because he who does so

must beat the ground with his feet: (IF:) and

you also say, 4,#. "la:4-1. (Aboo-Málik,

TA.) [The latter verb is the more common.

See also 10.]– And He conferred a benefit

upon him nithout there having been any ac

quaintance between them, (S, K, TA,) and without

there being anything to dran, them near, and

nithout there being any relationship: (TA:) and

* al: signifies the same: (TA:) or he be

stoned on him a benefit, (K, TA) being asked:

(TA:) and you say also,* **:-1: (Aboo

Mālik, TA) and '-' … i.e. signifies the

benefited them. (TA) Álkameh Ibn-Abadeh

says, (S, TA,) praising El-Hárith Ibn-Abee

Shemir, (TA,)

* :<-k: ; J-J* Lºs *

+[And upon every tribe thou hast conferred be

nefit, app, meaning nithout being related to them]:

(S, TA:) but it is said in a marginal note to the

S, that *: would be better; and so it is accord.

to one relation: in the L, however, it is said that

<< would be more agreeable with analogy.

(TA.) Accord. to AZ, J:" <++, inf n. £-,

signifies +I held loving communion, commerce, or

intercourse, with the man. (TA.)- [In respect

of the places which I have given to the above

mentioned significations of asking and conferring

a benefit, I have followed the opinion of IF; but

it is said in the TA, and, I think, with greater

probability, that they are from what here next

follows.]--ill & 3.5" i.e., aor.-, (Mob)

inf n. £, (Lth, T, Mgb.) He made the leaves

to fall from the trees: (Msb:) or he beat the

leaves of the trees, (Lth, T,) meaning large trees

of the kind called-in , [acacia, or mimosa, gum

mifera,] with a staff, or stick, (Lth,) so that they

fell off, or became scattered, (Lth, T,) after which

he gave them as food to camels; (Lth;) refrain

from injuring thereby the trunks and branches

of the trees: (T.) and u: * 'b:- signifies

the same as a+. (TA.) And #: **, (S,

K,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n., (S,)

He beat the tree nith a staff, or stick, in order

that its leaves might fall off: (S:) or he bound

the tree, and then made its leaves to fall, (K, TA,)

by beating it with a staff, or stick, to give them

as food to camels and other beasts. (TA.) The

leaves are stored up for the camels; and in winter

time are bruised, or broken up, for them, and

moistened with water, and given to them as

fodder. (Harp. 218.) Mohammad was asked,

Does1: [i. e. “the wishing for a blessing on

the condition that it shall not become transferred

from its possessor”] injure [its author]? and he
J. d = - * w / e > * 3 *

answered, las-Ji clas' -a <> S > [No, save

as the beating off the leaves injures the trees called

'idáh]; i.e., it only diminishes, without annulling,

its author's recompense, like the beating off the

leaves of the 'idáh, without cutting them down and

extirpating them; for the leaves will grow again.

(TA.) [See also art. la:#.]- Hence, (A, TA,)

*:>il i: ; He struck the people with his

sword (A, K, TA)—&u:#14: The devil

touched him with a hurt, (K, TA,) so as to cor

rupt him, or disorder him, and render him insane;

(TA) as also "ala: (K, TA:) or the latter,

[which is the more common,] the devil corrupted

him, or disordered him : (S, Mgh, Msb:*) lit.,

struck him: (Mgh, Msb:) or prostrated him,

and sported with him: or trampled upon him,

and prostrated him. (TA). It is said in the Kur

(ii. 276], *ā-# Us: # = S, 3,4,#5

J'é- &u: ![They shall not rise save as he

riseth whom the devil prostrateth by reason of

possession, or insanity]; i.e., as he who is af.

fected by diabolical possession rises, in his state

of possession, when he is prostrated, and falls:

or it means, whom the devil corrupts, or disorders,

by rendering him insane. (K,”TA.) [You say

also, of a drug, Jisi **:- + It disordered the

intellect: see the act, part. n., below.]-1

also signifies + He (a man) thren himself donn

(S, L, K) where he was, (S, L,) to sleep, (S, K,)

or and slept. (L.) And t He (a man) slept.

(A’ Obeyd, TA.) In the K, As is erroneously

put for20. (TA)--" c." i: He knocked

upon the door, or at the door. (TA)—i.

&=" The vein beat, or pulsated. (TA.)

2: see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

5. *: It was, or became, in a state of com

motion, agitation,. convulsion, tumult, or dis

turbance; syn. -->la-al. (Az, TA in art. la:-.)

=It is also trans.: see 1; second sentence, in

three places; and again, near the end of the para

graph, in two places.

8: see 1, in six places. -You say also, ājū.

4: *: + The she-camel eats the thorns.

(Th, T.A.)

10. al-' the asked of him a means of

access, nearness, intimacy, or ingratiation. (TA.)

*: What is beaten by beasts, (K, TA,) neith

their feet, (TA) and broken. (K, TA.) –

Leaves (Msb, K) of any kind (K) that have been

made to fall from a tree; (Msb, K;) by its being

beaten nith a staff, or stick; (K,” TA;) used as

food for camels: (TA:) and leaves that have

been beaten off with staves, or sticks, then dried,

and ground, and miced nith flour or other sub

stance, and beaten with the hand, and moistened

in a basin, nith water, until they have become

viscous, or cohesive, when they are put into the

mouths of camels. (AHn, K.) The word is of the

measure Js; in the sense of the measure J*,

like many other instances that have been heard,

(Msb) as Jää and X*. (TA)

ii. |A touch, or stroke, of diabolical pos

session, or insanity. (TA.) You say also, c5%

U-30 ii. ! [In such a one is a touch of dia.

bolical possession, or insanity]. (TA) - tA
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single act of a stallion-camel's covering of the

Jemale. (TA.)

*u. A certain malady, (K,) like diabolical

possession, or insanity, (S, K,) but not identical

therenith: (S, TA:) the word is also related with

C. (TA.) [See also *u-]

6 **

** J-45 and *i- A horse that strikes, or

beats, nith his hind feet: (K:) or with his fore

feet. (T, TA.)

- * A natering-trough beaten by the feet of

the camels,and so demolished: (K:) or a natering

trough, so called because its clay is beaten with

the feet at its construction: (TA:) or a small

watering trough: (Aboo-Malik, T.A.) pl. 1:

(K.)- See also **.

āku-, determinate, [and imperfectly decl.,]

+The stupid: like #44. applied to “the sea.”

(TA.)

** £- ! One nho [..frequently] goes in

the night without a lamp, and so becomes con

founded and perplexed, and unable to see his

right course, and errs from the nay, and per

chance may fall into a nell: occurring in a trad.

of 'Alee. (TA.)

*u- Going, or journeying, without direction:

or one who beats the ground nith his foot, and

knows not in nhat land he is going; either be

cause of the darkness or because he is blind.

(Harp. 55.) You say, * J: k". &l &# ū,

(S, TA) and J:11: 3, (TA) 11 know not

what man he is. (S, TA.)-£50 3, #1-4 ts,

! He has not a camel nor a bull; meaning he has

not anything. (TA)- 1.4 also signifies A.

beating, or throbbing, in the head. (TA.)

£i That strikes, or beats, (K, TA,) the

ground, (TA,) with his feet : (K, TA:) by poetic

license written £i. (TA:) pl. +. (K.)

*: Still; motionless; like<< (TA in

art. J-34-:) or i, q. &: [silent; not speaking :

or lonering his eyes, looking tonards the ground].

(JK, K, TA: [In the CK, a- and 5,4.])

-See also *:::.

*:- A staff, or stick, with which the leaves

of trees are beaten off: (K:) and "il-, also,

signifies a staff, or stick; and a rod, or twig :

(TA:) pl. of the former, *A*-*. (K, T.A.)

2 : - 2

alass-2. see what next precedes.

© - d. 4 * > *

Uax/U las-e [Disordering the intellect; said

of a drug]. (K in art. &#)

4 - d. J.

Ja:- [One who asks [a benefit or favour] of

another without there being anything to dran him

near, and without acquaintance. (JK, TA.” [In

the latter, *:::, which is doubtless a mistake,

is explained in one place as signifying ! One

who seeks a gift without any previous ac

quaintance.])

.."---

Ü->

* * de • 3%." ~ *

- See 4…R.'s-.

c-a-; see#.-Also Plump in body;

or fat, soft, thin-skinned, and plump, in body;

applied to any thing [i. e. to any animal]. (K.)

i:, like it.:35, Big and strong; (AO,

S, K;) applied to a man; and (in like manner,

TA) a lion; (K;) and so "3+, (S, K,) as in

the phrase gi-l&: [big and strong of make];

(AA, S,) and '3: (Ki) the first is applied

as an epithet to a lion by Aboo-Zubeyd Et-Tá-ee:

and [the pl.] **, by El-Farezdak, to camels.

(S.)

J-4

1. J.-, aor. *, inf. n. J.- (JK, K, TA) and

J.-, (TA) He was, or became, corrupted, un

sound, vitiated, or disordered, [in an absolute

sense; and particularly] in his reason, or intellect :

(TA:) [or he was, or became, in a corrupt, an

unsound, a vitiated, or a disordered, state, occa

sioning him agitation like that of possession or

insanity, by disease affecting the reason and

thought: (see J.-, below:) and hence,] he nas,

Or became, possessed, or,insane. (JK, K. TA)

–And U-, [inf n. U-4-, (q.v. voce U.4-)]

He was, or became, affected with [the palsy

termed] &#9. (JK)—And #4 +...+ His

arm, or hand, became corrupted, unsound, viti

ated, or disordered, so as to be rendered motionless;

or dried up; or became lost; (K, TA;) or nas

cut off (TA)=<+, (JK, S, Msh, K)aor. 2,
(Msb) inf n. J.- (TA) and "4:-, (§, K.)

inf n. J.:5 (TA) and '4-15 (S. K.) It

(grief, JK, K, and love, JK, T, TA, and time, or

fortune, and the ruling power, and disease, T,

TA) rendered him possessed, or insane: (JK, K,

TA:) and it corrupted, rendered unsound, vi

tiated, or disordered, his reason, or intellect; or

his limb, or member: (S, K:) or it (grief) de

prived him of his heart: and he corrupted, ren

dered unsound, vitiated, or disordered, one of his

limbs or members: or deprived him of his reason,

or intellect. (Msb.) And 4: J.-, aor. - and

*, It (love) corrupted, or rendered unsound, his

heart. (J.M.) And cºs &&% J.- Such a

one corrupted, rendered unsound, vitiated, or dis

ordered, the arm, or hand, of such a one, so that

it became motionless; or caused it to dry up; or

deprived him of it. (J.K.)—Also 4:-, (TA)

[aor. 2,] inf. n. J.-, (K, TA,) He restrained,

nithheld, or debarred, him: (K,” TA:) and

"J:s-l likewise signifies he restrained, neithheld,

or debarred. (TA.) You say, Úe 4.4 U. What

withheld, or has withheld, thee from us? (TA.)

And tâés &= 4:4, aor, and inf n, as above,

He prevented, or hindered, him from doing such

a thing (K, TA)=*J. & J. He fell

short of the doing ofhisfather. (JK, K.)

2 : see 1.

4. J.- signifies The act of lending; (JK;)

as also "Júl. (TA) Yousay, Júl£, (S,)

i. e. āşti, or Jill, (S, K,”) I lent him the she

camel (S, K*) in order that he might ride her

(TA) or in order that he might make use of her

milk and her fur, or the horse in order that he

might go on a hostile, or hostile and plundering,

expedition upon him. (S, K, TA.) And >]4.- *

and Čš, He lent him camels, and sheep or goats.

(M, TA.) See also 10. - Also The dividing

one's camels into two halves, that one half might

breed in each year; like as one does in land and

sowing. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.”)

8: see 1, in two places: - and see 4 =

#31 <-A-G-1 The beast remained not in its ae

customed place. (Lth, ISd, K.)

10, c)3 Jú. U:s:- He sought to corrupt,

render wnsound, vitiate, or disorder, some of the

camels of such a one. (Er-Rághib.) – [And

hence,] all. &- 4.-- He asked of him the

loan of some of his camels, or the like, until

the time of abundance of herbage. (JK, O,"

TA.") And āşū Us:= -l, or C#, He asked

of me the loan of a she-camel (K, TA) in order

that he might ride her (TA) or in order that he

might make use of her milk and her fur, or a

horse in order that he might go on a hostile, or

hostile and plundering, expedition upon him.

(K, TA) And $14--, and #, He ashed

of him the loan of camels, and sheep or goats.

(M, TA.) Zuheyr says,

* **, J. Lt.-: & alus *

[There, if they be asked to lend cattle, they lend].

(S, TA. [See also 10 in art. U24-.])

G. d >

U4- see J.-, in four places. - Also Cor

ruptness, unsoundness, or a vitiated or disordered

state, of the limbs or members, (M, K,) of a man,

so that one knon's not hon to n'alk; (Az, TA;)

and so "J.-, (Ki) which likewise signifies

the same in the legs of a beast. (JK, K.”)–

- And The [palsy termed]& ; as also "J-.

(K.)- Also The cutting off of arms or hands,

and legs or feet ; (JK, Az, ISd, K:) pl. J*.

(#) so in the saying, q}; c. 3: J-5
U4-3 le.' [My people, or party, prosecute the

sons of such a one for blood (lit. bloods) and the

cutting off of arms or hands, and legs or feet].

(JK) And SO J.: in the saying, es es: ūj

J*-* *2 9% [We have a claim, upon the

sons of such a one, to blood (lit. bloods) and the

cutting off of arms &c.]. (S.) - And Wounds :

(JK:) and "J: signifies a wound: and is so

explained as used in the saying, (3,5u. c5% *:

J: [The sons of such a one prosecute us for

a wound]. (TA)- And i, q, a -5 and &”

[i. e. Trial, punishment, slaughter, civil war,

conflict and faction, discord, dissension, &c.].

(TA.)= Also A loan : and a demand of a

loan : (K, TA:) relating to anything. (TA.)

–And An addition which one gives, beyond

nvhat the J.- [i.e. on ner, or attendant, of a

camel or camels (in the CK J.- i. e. porter)]

88 *
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imposes on one by stipulation. (M, K, TA)=

See also the next paragraph.

J: See J.- =J'. es' &#3 It came

into my mind; (JK, K;) a phrase like the saying,

use: J bi: (JK, K:* [in the K, meaning

the same as this saying:]) and sometimes (JK)

one says also 'J'. C#. (JK [and so in the

K accord. to the TA, but not in the CK, nor in

my MS. copy of the K].)

J: See Jú, in four places:- and see

J.-, in three places.= Also The jinn, or genii;

(IAar, Fr, S, K;) and so 'Ju-: (JK, K:) or

the latter has this signification; and the former

is a quasi-pl. n. of the latter, or, as some say,

a pl., as is alsoJ: (TA:) and "JAA- signifies

also a devil, or the devil. (K.) One says, as

J.-, meaning In hi: is"hat of [the#,

or genii, called] Uā)'\l Jal. (S. [See Jā)'),

near the end of the paragraph: and see other

explanations of U-4- voce Uus-, which may

apply in this case.]) - Accord. to IAar and

Fr, it is also applied to Mankind. (TA.)-

Also A certain bird, that cries all the night, with

one cry, resembling J.- <<. (M, K, TA.)

* Also A. 33% [or leathern water-bag]. (Fr,

K.)–And Afull# for water-skin]. (Fr.K.)

J.- and "J: (K, TA) Corrupted, unsound,

vitiated, or disordered, [in an absolute sense;

and particularly] in his reason, or intellect ; as

also "J,'— (TA ) [or in a corrupt, an un

sound, a vitiated, or a disordered, state, occasion

ing him agitation like that of possession or in

sanity, by disease affecting the reason and

thought : (see J.-, below:) and hence,] pos
6 w - J.

sessed, or insane; (K, TA ;) as also "J:s- and

"J: (TA ) or "J.-: signifies a man

having no heart; (JK;) as also "Js:- : (JK,

Msb:) or this last, having one of his limbs, or

members, corrupted, rendered unsound, vitiated,

or disordered: (Msb:) and J.- and "J:

signify also a beast corrupted, rendered unsound,

vitiated, or disordered, in the legs, so as not to

know hon to n'alk : (JK:) or "J:- signifies

a man who is as though his extremities mere

amputated. (S)-J- 5* ! A time difficult

to the people thereof; (T, S, K, TA;) in nhich

they see not happiness. (T, T.A.)

* - d. J.

āks- Gorruption from a wound. (T.A.)=
5- 0 p.

See also 5-5-, last signification.

J.- Corruptness, unsoundness, or a vitiated

or disordered state, [in an absolute sense;] (S,

Msb, TA;) said in the O and the Mufradát [of

Er-Răghib] to be the primary signification;

(TA;) as also *J.- (Ham p. 542) and 'J.-,

of which last the pl. is Js: (S:) [and par

ticularly in the reason, or intellect: (see J.-, of

which it is an inf. n.)] and in actions, as well as

in bodies and in minds: (TA:) or, primarily,

such as is incident to an animal, occasioning him

agitation like that of possession or insanity, by

disease affecting the reason and thought; as also

"J: and "J.-: (Er-Răghib, TA:) or "J:

signifies possession, or insanity; (K;) and so

"J: (JK, Mab, K) and "J: (K) and Ju-,

(Mgb;) or"J: signifies an affection, in the heart,

resembling possession or insanity; (Az, TA;) or

egregious stupidity or foolishness, nithout pos

session or insanity; (TA) and "J: also sig.

nifies a state, or quality, resembling possession

or insanity, such as stupidity, or foolishness; and

heedlessness, or neakness of intellect, and the like.

(Msb.) Su-5, 4.23% us, in the Kur [ix.47],

means They had not added to you aught £re

corruption and evil. (Bd, TA.) And ><s' •)

Sus, in the same [iii. 114], They will not fall

short, or flag, or be remiss, in corrupting, or

vitiating, your affairs. (TA.)- Hence, (TA)

Loss, or a state of diminution; syn. &u=#:

(O, K, Er-Răghib :) or this is the primary sig

nification. (TA.)- And hence, (TA,) A state

of perdition or destruction: (O, K, Er-Răghib :)

or a thing's going, passing, or nasting, anay;

or being consumed or destroyed. (Zj,TA.)

Also The condition of a nell when it is holloned

in the sides, and old, so that sometimes the bucket

enters into its hollowed part and becomes lacerated.

(Fr, K.)-And Fatigue, neariness, distress, em

barrassment, affliction, trouble, or difficulty. (JK,
• * * * *

$, o, K.) So in the saying, altic,” J. &

[Such a one is a cause of fatigue, &c., to his

family]. (JK," S, O.)-And A deadly poison.

(IAar, K.)-And The fluid squeezed, or nurung,

(IAar, TA,) or flowing, (S, K.T.A.) from the

inhabitants of Hell, or from their skins. (IAar,

S, K, TA.) [See also #9.]

J.- Corrupting, rendering unsound, vitiating,

Or disordering, [in an absolute sense;] (M, K;)

and particularly in the reason, or intellect. (T.A.)

-See also J.-, in two places. - It is also

added to J.- to give intensiveness to the sig

nification. (TA.)

3:1; SeeJ

* - < J.

U-> :

3:... a [proper] name of Time. (S. K.)

6 y o -

|2-0 :

d e

see U-4-, in four places.

* >

see U-4-, in two places.

s

J: See J.--#3 J: The legs of

a beast. (J.K. [But this I do not find in any

other lexicon; and I doubt its correctness.])

1. 4-, aor. 2, inf n. 3.- (S, Msh, K) and

&: (S,K) and &#, (S, ISd.) He folded it,

namely, a garment, (S, Msb, K,) &c., (S, K,)

in its shirt, (Msb,) and sened it, (S, K,) in

order that it might become shorter; (S, Msb,

K;) he contracted it [in its length], and sensed

it; (M, TA;) he raised its (a garment's) skirt,

or loner part, and sened it higher up, in order

that it might become contracted and shortened,

as is done nith the garment of a child, (Lth,

TA;) [he made a tuck in it, to shorten it;] i. q.

4:3. ($ in art. U-5.)– [Hence, t He shortened

it; namely, a period.] You say, [of a she-camel,

or of camels,] (** J," 3- &+, meaning

+ The length of the interval between her, or their,

tno waterings was shortened. (TA.) - Also,

(Msb, TA,) aor. *, (Msb,) [or. -,] He hid it,

or concealed it; (Msb, TA;) kept it, or pre

served it; or stored it; namely, a thing. (TA.)

You say, Axial&: He hid, or concealed, hept,

or preserved, or stored, (S, K,) and prepared,

(S,) wheat, or food, for [a time of] dearth, or

adversity. (S, K) – 238. &: + He pre

pares falsehood. (K. T.A.)—"&s:- 4: [as

though signifying t Death hid him, or perhaps

death shortened his existence,] is a phrase like

** 4:3, meaning he died. (K. [In copies
6 y - o J. e.

of the K, co- and ~2* : but both are im

perfectly decl., as fem. proper names of more

than three letters.])

4. U-4-1 He (a man, TA) hid, or concealed,

a thing in the a: [q. v.] of his trousers, (K,

TA,) next the back : J-31 signifies “he hid, or

concealed, [a thing] in his :, next the belly.”

(TA.) [See also what next follows.]

8.# U-4-1 He took [and carried] the

thing beneath the part extending from his arm

pit to his flank. (Harp. 552.) [See also what

next precedes.]

&: The part of a 335- [or leathern water

bag that is hung on either side of a camel] which

is betn:een its -: [or loop at either of its upper

corners, whereby it is suspended, (in the CK

--, which may signify the same,)] and its

mouth [n'hich is in the middle of the upper part]:

(JK, K.) [thus] there are two such parts, [on

either side of the mouth,] together called c'.

(JK, T.A.) -

i: The doubled upper border of the trousers,

(IAth, TA,) next the back, in which one hides,

or conceals, [or carries,] a thing; (IAar, TA;)

the a: being [similar to it, but] in the waist

wrapper, (IAth, TA,) next the belly: (IAar,

TA:) or the raised skirt, or loner part, of the

garment, in which one carries a thing ; pl. &:

(Har p. 427.) And What one carries in the

c-à- [or part between the armpit and the flank,

&c.]: (S, K:) or what one carries beneath the

armpit, (JK, Msb,) and in the sleeve : (JK:)

or what is put, of food, and carried under

the armpit or in the sleeve. (Harp. 427.) It
o 2 " - # J.

is said in a trad. of 'Omar,*_2=-| -- ls,
2-2 9 a. -- . . . . 8-2.2%

à:= <--> S5 4-2 k=-- us [When any one of

you passes by a garden of palm-trees, let him eat

thereof, but not make, or take for himself, a

ā-ā-]. (S,” TA. [See another reading voce
* "a

&\s.]) -

&:a: see 1.

&- [applied to a she-camel, or to a number

of camels,] t Whose interval betneen two water

ings has been shortened. (IAar.)=+One who pre

pares falsehood. (JK," K, TA.)= I. q. .***
[Strong, &c.]. (JK, K.) •
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Msb, K) and:- (K,) The fire became allayed;

subsided; (K;) became extinguished; (§, K;)

the flaming, or blazing, of the fire ceased, or

became allayed or extinguished. (JK, Mgb.) [The

verb is used, in this sense, of Hell, in the Kur

xvii. 99]—[Hence, 5- - - The war

became allayed, assuaged, or appeased ; (JK,

K, TA;) became extinguished. (K, TA.) And

ašči #- ++ ! The sharpness, or irascibility,

of the she-camel became allayed, assuaged, or

appeased. (JK, K,"TA.) And 4: us. ! The

heat, or vehemence, of his anger became allayed,

assuaged, or appeased. (T.A.)

4. jū U-4-1 He extinguished the fire; (§,

K;) he allayed, or extinguished, the flaming,

or blazing, of the fire. (JK, Mgb.)- And

[hence,] ~~ U-4-1 : He extinguished [or

allayed] the fire of the nar. (K, TA.) And

aíč 53- L-4-1 t He extinguished [or allayed]

the sharpness, or irascibility, of the she-camel.

(K,”TA.)

à- accord. to some belongs to this art. (TA

in art. t-) See arts. t- and U.5:4-.

Use=

2: see what next follows.

4. U-1, infn #! (Ks,TA) or: J-l;

(S.K.) and "L-5, (Ks, TA) or ā- (-5,

(S.K.) and #: "U-, (S. K.) inf n +5;

(S;) He made a [tent such as is called] 4.- :

(Ks, S, K:) and he set it up. (K.) [See also

10.] And J.--<: I made my [garment

called] al.& to be [as] a *. (TA.)

5: see 4.

10. 4.- Uses:- He set up a [tent such as is

called] A-, and entered into it. (S, K.) [See

also 4.]

#: A hind of structure; (K;) [i. e.] one of

the <s: [or kinds of tents] of the Arabs, (IAth,

TA,) peculiarly of nool, (Yaakoob, Th,) or of

camels' fur, or of wool, (IAar, S, IAth, K,) or

of [goats'] hair, (K) or not of [goats'] hair,

(S,) [except in cold countries and in fertile

regions, where the goats have abundant hair,

for the goats of the Arabs of the desert have

short hair, not long enough to be spun, (see

+)] smaller than the aii..., (IAar,) upon

tno poles, or three; what is above this kind

being termed -*; ($;) or a tent having one

pole; that which has more than one pole being

termed *:: (AZ, TA in art. & :) pl. ##,

(S, TA,) without * : (TA:) most of the lexicolo.

gists hold that its radical letters are Js:4-. (TA

in art. Lá-, q.v.)- Sometimes, + A divelling,

such as is in a city. (TA, from a trad.) – Also

! A receptacle for oil or ointment. (K, TA.)

And The calyx of a flower. (TA)- And

! The husk of a grain of n heat, and of a grain

of barley, in the ear. (K, TA.)- And à-l

signifies t Certain round stars, [or stars in a

circle,] (K, TA,) forming one of the Mansions

of the Moon, [namely, the Twenty-fifth,] also

called #:S [or a-Sl *- : see +].

(TA.)

#4, originally#: See art.ū

£d

1. * &#. His soul [or stomach] became

heavy; or heaved, or became agitated by a ten

dency to vomit; syn. &:- (IAar, K:) and

became in a corrupt, or disordered, state. (K.)

=# (S,K,') aor. - and *, (K) inf n :

(S, A, K) and *. (K,) He acted, or behaved,

tonards him with perfidy, treachery, or unfaith

fulness: (S, K:*) or neith the foulest perfidy

or treachery or unfaithfulness: (A, K. :) or nith

deceit, guile, or circumvention: (K:) or in a

bad, or corrupt, manner. (Ibn-'Arafeh.) And

*u. * [He was unfaithful, &c., to the

compact, or covenant]. (TA, from a trad.)

2. #-, inf n. 3:5, said of wine, or beve

rage, It corrupted, or disordered, his soul [or

stomach], (Ibn-'Arafeh, K,) and rendered him

relaxed. (Ibn-'Arafeh.)

5. 2: He (a man, TA) nas, or became, lan

guid, (#) and relaxed, and heavy, or sluggish,

and fevered : (K:) he was, or became, languid

in body, in consequence of disease &c. : (TA:)

and his intellect became confused, from drinking

milk and the like. (K.) And 4: <!-- His

soul [or stomach] nas, or became, languid. (TA.)

- He walked with the gait of him n'ho is heavy,

or sluggish. (K.)

#. Languor (33-), (K,) or the like thereof,

(TA,) that betides on the occasion of drinking

medicine or poison, (K, TA,) such as neakens

and intoxicates. (TA.)

6 J -

see what follows.

* (K) and [in an intensive sense] *ść.

(S, A, K) and ':- and "3,4- and ':-(K)

One who acts, or behaves, with perfidy, treachery,

or unfaithfulness: (S, K:) or neith the foulest

perfidy or treachery or unfaithfulness: (A, K:)

or with deceit, guile, or circumvention : (K:)

[or in a bad, or corrupt, manner: (see 1:) the

second and following epithets signifying one who

does so much, or frequently, or habitually.]

R.'s

Q. 1. 3:- inf n. #:- It passed anay, and

came to nought: (K: but only the inf n, is there

mentioned:) said of the mirage. (Kr.)

4 y - d -

22*- Anything that does not remain in one

state; and that passes anay, and comes to nought;

(S, K:) or that has no real existence. (IAth.)

-The mirage; syn. *5- (S, K:) or what

remains of the latter part of the mirage, when it

becomes dispersed, and delays not to pass anay

and come to nought. (Kr, L.)-[Gossamer; i.e.]

n:hat descends from the air in a time of intense

heat, like spiders' nebs; (S;) a thing like spiders'

nebs, which appears in a time of heat, (K) de

scending from the sky, (TA,) resembling threads,

(K,) or n hite threads, (TA) in the air. (K.)

[See J-: *. in art. -->].]- The present

world or life. (K.)- The devil: (Fr, K.) Ol'

the devil of the 'Alaleh, called #4, #.

(IAth.) –The [imaginary creature called] J*:

(S, K:) because it changes its appearance. (TA.)

-A certain insect, (K,) of a black colour, (TA)

that is upon the surface of water, and that does

not remain in one place (K) save as long as the

time of the ninking of an eye. (TA.)-A per

fidious, or an unfaithful, man. (TA) -A

woman whose affection does not last : (TA:) a

woman evil in disposition: (K:) likened to a

J* inasmuch as her love does not last. (TA.)

-The nolf: (S, K:) because of his unfaith

fulness. (TA.)- The lion: (K:) because of

his perfidiousness. (TA)- A calamity; syn.

#43. (S,K)—s: es: [A point tonards

which one journeys] that is not in a right di

rection; syn. -: S Lii. (L:) or far dis

tant. (K.)

U-4

1. 4: , (S, M, K, &c.,) aor. : (M, Šgh, K)

and’, (M.K.) inf n. J# and 3%-, (K) i. 9.

**, or *sū- (so accord. to different copies

of the $3) and '40- signifies the same: ($)

or the former, i. q.443-(Mgh, K, TA) [i. e.]

He deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or

outnuitted, him, (KL, PS,) unanares: (TA:) and

**u-, (K) inf n. iii-, (TA) it assa

[which means the same as 4-3- ; or he practised

nvith him mutual deceit, delusion, &c.; or he

strove, endeavoured, or desired, to deceive, delude,

beguile, circumvent, or outnuit, him]; (K, TA;)

and 4:39 [which means he endeavoured to turn

him, or to entice him to turn, to, or from, a thing,

&c.]. (TA)--wall J:- means The sports

man's going along by little and little, stealthily,

lest he should make a sound to be heard. (J.M.)

And 3:1 J#, (K) inf n. J-, (TA) said

of a wolf, He concealed himself to seize the

prey. (K.)

3: see 1, in two places.

6. J#5 i. q. &st=5 [as meaning The de

ceiving one another; thus explained in the KL:

and app. also as meaning the pretending deceit,

&c.; or the pretending to be deceived, &c. : ac

cord. to the PS, the being deceived; but for this

I know not any other authority]. (S.) You say,

12:5-5, meaning 12°2'-5 [They deceived, deluded,

beguiled, circumvented, or outwitted, one another].

(K.) And aii & J.'ss [app, meaning He

pretended deceit &c., or pretended to be deceived

&c., unanares]. (TA.)
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8. U:4. He (a man, TA) listened to the

secret of a party of men. (T, K,”TA.) El-Aasha

says,

* J: 'll - 4% $5 *

[Nor wilt thou see her listen to the secret of the

neighbour]. (TA.)

J:- A place of retreat, or concealment. (K.)

And 2ny similar place in nhich one listens to

hear secrets [&c.]. (TA.) The form of a hare,

or burron of a rabbit. (K.)

Js: See Jiu- and Jć.

J: i. Q. &:- [i. e. One

ludes, beguiles, circumvents, or outnits, much, or

often; very deceitful &c.; as also 'J, #, like

82-]. (TA.)

Jiu- and [in an intensive sense] 'J,' [like

n:ho deceives, de

Jć, q. v.,] Deceiving, deluding, beguiling, cir

cumventing, or outnitting. (K, TA.)

J#. Elegant; polite; acute, or sharp, or

quick, in intellect; clever, ingenious, skilful,

hnoning, or intelligent: (K,”TA:) thought by

ISd to be, perhaps, from J: signifying “the

act of deceiving” &c. (TA.)

Jià- A stealthy walk or gait (0, K, TA:)

or a nalking on one side. (T, TA.) Hence the

saying, Li's:- c, č: * cas-l- 3:

[He makes a sign to me nith his eye, and nalks

to me stealthily, or sidenays]. (TA.)

J: [More, and most, deceitful, deluding,

guileful, &c.]. You say --> &- J: More

deceitful, &c., than the n'olf (Mgh.)

L*

1.4%, (S, Mgh, Mob, K.) aor. 2, (Mob, K.)

inf n + (8, Mgh, Mab, K) and X-, (Lh,

K, TA,) with kesr, (TA,) [in the CK, erro

neously, Au-, i. q. 4% [He sealed, stamped,

imprinted, or impressed, it]: (Msb, K:) or he

put theL.jū- [or signet] upon it: (Mgh ) namely,

a thing, (S, Mgh,) or a writing or book and the

like: and 2: 2:- signifies the same [or he put

a seal, or the impression of a signet, upon it].

(Mgb.) Accord to Er-Raghib, + and &

signify The impressing a thing with the engraving

of the signet and stamp : and the former [as is

indicated, but not plainly expressed, as dis

tinguished from the latter,] is tropically used,

sometimes, as meaning the securing oneself from

a thing, and protecting [oneself] from it; in con

sideration of protection by means of sealing upon

writings and doors: and sometimes as meaning

the producing an impression, or effect, upon a

thing from another thing; in consideration of the

impress produced [by the signet]: and sometimes

it is used as relating to +the reaching the end [of

a thing]: (TA:) or the primary signification of

Lo:é- is the act of covering over [a thing]: (Az,

TA :) accord. to Zj, the proper meaning ofX

and &l. is the covering over a thing, and securing

oneself from a thing's entering it: some say that

the former signifies the concealing a notification

of a thing, [as] by putting one's fingers over it, by

way of guarding oneself thereby. (TA.) -

Hence, 33:1+ [The sealing of the testimony];

which is thus described by El-Hulwānee: the

witness, when he wrote his name upon a 4

[q.v.], caused his written name to be beneath a

piece of lead, [i.e. covered it with a piece of lead,]

and put upon it the impress of his signet, in order

that there might be no falsification of it or substi

tution for it. (Mgh.)- As to 3:9.X- [The

sealing of the necks], the case is related, in the

“Risāleh Yoosufeeyeh,” to have been this:

'Omar sent Ibn-Honeyf to seal the** [or un

believers] of the Sawād; and he sealed five

hundred thousand of them, in classes; that is, he

marked them twelve dirhems, and twenty-four,

and forty-eight; tying a thong upon the neck of

each, and putting upon the knot a seal of lead.

(Mgh.)–X- also signifies The protecting what

is in a writing by marking [or stamping] a piece

of clay [upon it, or by means of a seal of any

kind]. (TA)- And you say, of a man, <

4. * [He sealed his door against thee];

meaning the turned anayfrom thee, avoided thee,

or shunned thee. (TA.)- And 4× 4>

[He sealed for thee his door]; meaning the pre

ferred thee to others. (TA)–: c.">

[which may be rendered He sealed his heart]

means the made him to be such that he understood

not, and such that nothing proceeded from him;

or he made his heart, or mind, to be such that it

understood not, &c. (K, T.A.) J'é aff>

ź,ā, in the Kur [ii. 6], is like the phrase in

the same [xvi. 110 and xlvii. 18 Jie & &

*: (TA:) it points to what God has made

to be usually the case when a man has ended in

believing what is false and in committing that

which is forbidden, so that he turns not his face to

the truth; this occasioning, as its result, his be

coming inured to the approval of acts of diso

bedience, so that he is as though this habit were

impressed upon his heart: the assertion of El

Jubbáee, that it means God hath put a seal upon

their hearts, as a sign, to the angels, of their

infidelity, is nought: (Er-Răghib, TA:) X-l

is explained by IAar as meaning the preventing

of the heart from believing. (L in art. 8-)

[See also &#1-###"> inf. n. :-, also

signifies [as indicated above] the reached the

end of the thing. (K.) And£ "<:

+[I ended, or finished, the thing,] contr. of

# (S,TA.) You say, &#12: the

reached the end of the Kur-án [in reciting it];

(S, Er-Răghib ;) [he recited the whole of the

Kur-án;] he completed [the recital of] the Kur

an: (Mgh:) [and] he retained in his memory the

last portion of the Kur-án; meaning he retained

the nhole of it in his memory, (Msb.) It is said

of Suleymān El-Aamash, U.:-#&=, meaning

+He used to recite the whole of the Kur-án; at

one time,according to the reading of Ibn-Mes'ood;

at another time, from the edition of 'Othmān.

(Mgh.)–You say also,£- 44ff.: +[May

- - -

God make his end to be good]. (S.)–33<

+He covered over the sonn seed: (Az, TA:) or

3:) L*b: tthey turned up the earth over

the sonn seed, and then natered it : (Et-Táifee,

TA:) or &;" --, (JK, K, TA) aor. 2, inf n.

X-, (TA,) the watered the seed-produce, or

sonn field, the first time; (JK, K, TA;) because,

when it is watered, it is finished (>) with the

la-, [app. t-, which here seems to mean the

“roller,” as being likened to a mill-stone, though

I find no authority for this meaning]; (TA;) as

also * _*- : (Ki) or ...ejj c." !---

means + they watered their sonn fields while these

n’ere as yet* [app, meaning clear of vege

tation]. (JK, T.A.) - J-5 > ! The bees

filled neith honey the place in which they deposited

it: (JK, A, TA:) or-: signifies bees' collecting

some thin wax, thinner than the wax of the comb,

and smearing with it the orifices of their 354

[or hives]. (M, K, TA.)

2. 4+, inf n. X:5, He sealed it, stamped

it, &c., much. (TA)- [In modern Arabic, He

put a_jū-, or signet-ring, upon his (another's)

Jinger.]

5.>, Or ū-->4, (accord. to different

copies of the S,) or-j- >3, (K, [agreeably

with a trad, cited in the TA,]) He put on [i.e.

put on his on n finger] a Lojus [or signet-ring].

(S, K)–And L.- : He put on a turban :

(K, TA:) or *-i- he put on his turban

in the manner of a -li, [q.v.]; syn. " -#5.

(Z, TA.) The subst. [signifying the act or mode,

of doing so] is *#5 [q.v. infra]. (K.)

*>5. He concealed his affair, or case.

(Z,K.)- alie Less J 1 He feigned himself heedless

of him, and nas silent [to him]. (K, T.A.)

8: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

X: inf n of 1 (q.v.). (S,Mgh, Mab, K.)

=Also The impress produced by the engraving

of a signet. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)-See alsoX

—G-G" means! Hegave me mysufficiency,

or nhat sufficed me: because what suffices a man

is the last [or utmost] of his desire, or demand.

(TA.)= Also ! Honey. (K, TA.)- And :The

orifices of the 95- [or hives] of bees. (K, TA.)

6 * *

_o's- : seeX+.-Also A sealed piece of clay

[or naaj :
6 *> 6 y

Ua.5 in the sense ofJ:s: : so in the saying of

El-Aasha,

o ~ * ~ * * * * * *** *

_*- wakes lair's

6 * > 6 y o *

like Jaaj in the sense of Jās:, and

* * @* -jū ā-, *

[And a jar of reddish-coloured wine, the Jen,

-vender whereof came, and brought it out, with

a sealed piece of clay upon it]. (S.) [See

also Leta-.]

i: [an inf. n. of un, of 1, + A recitation of the

n:hole of the Auran: used in this sense in the

present day: pl. -->Us:- —And also] vulgarly

used as meaning + A copy of the Kur-án: and

so Wi: (TA.)
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see what next precedes,

X: see the last sentence of the next para

graph.

26- an inf n of 1 [q.v.]. (Lh, K.)- And

a subst. signifying The first watering of seed

produce, or of a son n field: (JK, TA:) or the

turning up the earth over son'n seed, and then

watering it. (Et-Táifee, TA.)= See also L.jū-.

-Also The clay, (JK, S, K,) and the war,

(TA,) neith n'hich one seals, or stamps, (JK,

S, K,) upon a nºriting, (JK,) or upon a thing :

(K:) or n:hich is sealed, or,stamped, upon a

nriting. (Msb.) [See also Lo-a-. And see an

ex. in a verse of Lebeed cited in art. Úex.]

- [The hymen; as being the seal of virginity;

as also "X-.] You say, 20- 4J, &#

! [She was conducted as a bride to thee with her

seal of virginity], and % "Ljuš- [nith the seal

of her Lord]. (TA) And [hence, app.,] -i

tal:- 23,* ! [if it mean, as I suppose

it to do, Their present rvas sent to him with

what rendered it perfect or complete, or nith

what appertained to it]. (TA.)-tThe furthest

part of a valley. (JK, TA.) + The last of a

company of men; (Lh, TA;) as also "...# and

"X-5 (K.) whence 3:1 "A+ +[The

last of the prophets], in the Kur [xxxiii. 40];

accord. to one reading, "Lää, with damm to

the Jo; (TA;) or #9. Al-, i. e. Mohammad;

(S3) also called "jūji and "Júl. (TA)

And + The last portion of anything that is drunk

[&c.]. (TA.) 4.2 act:4-, in the Kur[lxxxiii. 26],

means + The last that they will perceive thereof

will be the odour of musk : (S, TA:) or, accord.

to 'Alkameh and Mujáhid, its admixture shall

be musk : accord. to Ibn-Mes’ood, its result shall

be the taste of mush: Fr says, *34 and "34.

and> are nearly the same in meaning;

whence the reading of'Alee, a- "4:54 and

the explanation is this; that when any one shall

drink thereof, he will find the last cup thereof

to have the odour of musk: Er-Rághib says

that the meaning is, the end, and the last draught,

i.e. nuhat shall remain, thereof shall be in per

fume [like] musk: and that the assertion that

it means it shall be sealed with musk is nought.

(TA.) [See also 2: and išū..]* Also,

(IAar, K,) and "X- (K,) or, accord. to IAar,

WX-, (TA,) sings.of+, which signifies + The

places of separation (-->4 [q. v.]) of the joints

(U->uis) of horses. (IAar, K.)

* * -? -

>ia (JK, S, Msh, K) and #4 (TA) and

WX- (S, Msb, K,) which is more commonly

known than Lojls-, (Msb, [but see what follows,])

and "Xà- and "X- (JK, S, K, the last in

the CK and TA "A+) and "X- (K and

TA but omitted in the CK) and "...# (ISd,
5 de

IHsh, K) and "L.A. (Ez-Zeyn El-'Irakee, TA)

and "X: (Ibn-Malik, TA) and "Xx: (Ez.

Zeyn El-'Irákee, TA) and "Aşū- (K) signify

the same; (JK, S, Mgb, K, TA;) [A signet;

generally a signet-ring; i. e.] a certain ornament

(G-, M, K) for the finger, (K) app., at the

first, used for sealing, or stamping, therenith:

&ll

wards, in consequence of frequency of usage,

applied to one not used for that purpose: (ISd,

so that the word is of the same class as after

TA:) or a ring having a Jas of a substance

different therefrom [set in it; i. e., having a

stone, or gem, set in it]: if without a Jes, it is

called #3: (Msb:) or "Ju- signifies the

agent [i. e. the person sealing, or stamping]:

(JK, Az, Msb:)X4, the thing that is put upon

the piece of clay [or wax, for the purpose of

sealing, or stamping]: (Az, Msb, K. :) the pl.

[of jū. and X- is 33- (K) and [properly

of Gu-]-*. (S, in which the former pl.,

though more common, is not mentioned, and K:)

Sb says that those who use the latter pl. Imake

it to be pl. of a sing. of the measure Ulcü,

though it be not in their language; which shows

that he knew not Xùù-: the pl. of-: isX,+.

(TA.)—Xi- also signifies A seal, or stamp,

and a mark: so in a trad., in which it is said,

&:#"* c." &:" +, × 3:1, i. e.

[ć- (or Amen) is] the seal, or stamp, and the

mark, [ofthe Lord of the beings of the nhole world

upon his servants the believers,] which removes

from them accidents, and causes of mischief; for

the seal of the writing protects it, and precludes

those who look from [seeing] what is within

it. (TA.)- See also+, in seven places. [It

is nearly syn. with>>, as Fr says: and thus,]

it signifies also, (JK,k) and so does *ā-sta-,

(S, K,) + The end, or last part or portion, (JK,

$, K,) and result, or issue, (K,) of a thing (JK,

$, K) of any kind: (JK, K:) * the latter [par

ticularly] signifies t the last part or portion (JK,

Msb) of a chapter of the Kur-án, (JK,) and of

the Kur-án itself: (Mgb:) [and + a concluding

chapter or section: an epilogue: and an ap

pendix 1 and "X: signifies [in like manner)
the contr. of: as i • * * *

£"-
4-o'-->e *sū-Sls &bill* + [The declara

tion of the praises of God is the opening portion

of the Kur-án, and the prayer for the protection

of God is its closing portion]; (A, TA;) and it

is a chaste word, of frequent occurrence, though

the contr. has been asserted. (TA.) One says

also, ū-55- J.-S. [Actions are characterized,

or to be judged, 2S good or evil, by their results].

(TA.)–Also, i. e. Loju-, of a mare, tThe loner

ring (.33:1 ā-A [app, meaning the extremity,

in nhich is the orifice, see --> täl- and

*#- in art 3-D of the: [ovidently

here used as a dial. var. of L*, i. e. the teat,

though I do not find it mentioned in its proper

art. in any lexicon; unless ''. &- be a mis

transcription for (* c-l: (K, TA') so called

by way of comparison [to a signet or seal]. (TA.)

-And I The hollon, (#) of the back of the

neck; (JK, K, TA;) which is the cupping

place. (TA.)-And + The least C# [or n:hite

ness] of the legs (JK, K, TA) of horses; (JK,

TA;) i. e. a slight whiteness in the parts neat
6 O =

the hoof, less than what is termed L.-ès-5. (TA.)

ź. seeX

X- See X4, in two places: - and see

also>, in five places.

* - d - 6 * >

-*- : see L.jū-, first sentence.

£u- seeX- in two places, in the latter half

of the paragraph.

>öū

6 *de

£ e

- -
** *

-** : ) see .5us, first sentence.

6 * @ e. ** * de • * of -

- -

à-5 : see 5. You say, a. s.5 U-1 le

[Hon. good, or beautiful, is his act, or mode, of

putting on the turban / or, of putting it on in the

manner of the* !]. (Ez-Zeijájee, TA.)

X: Sealed, or stamped, &c., much. (S,”

TA.) – Applied to a horse, (TA,) t Having

the nhiteness of the legs which is termed-ā

(K, TA. [See the latter word, last sentence.])

6 y o e

_**-* Sealed, or stamped, &c. (S,”TA.)

Also The [measure commonly called] 84.

(A’Obeyd, Mgh, K:) or the sixth part of the

[measure called] J-45. (Mgh in art. ,<>. [It is

there added that the jeas is the tenth part of the

-- but it seems that this is the jas which is

a measure of land; not what is here meant in the

explanation ofL^2-2, which is a measure of corn

and the like.]) [Pl.:-..]

6 * > d a

: SeeX-, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

1. &#, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor = (Mab, K)

and *, (K, TA, but omitted in the CK,) inf. n.

&:-, (S, Mgh, Mab, K.) He circumcised (K,

TA) a boy, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) and a girl also:

or, as some say, U*- relates to men [or boys],

and Uži- to women [or girls]. (TA.) &+:

see 8 –And '3'-[which see below, app. as

an inf n. of which the verb is as above,] signifies

The making a feast, or banquet, to which people

are invited, on account of a wedding, and of a

circumcision also. (KL.)- [And accord. to

Golius, as on the authority of a gloss. in the

KL, &# also signifies He diminished; he

rendered imperfect: and he acted unjustly..]=

4:- is also syn. with 4: [He deceived, de

luded, beguiled, circumvented, or outnuitted, him,

unaware]; and "ā- is syn, with iii

[which signifies in like manner the act of de

ceiving, deluding, &c.; or practising mutual

deceit, &c.; or striving, endeavouring, or de

siring, to deceive, &c.]. (T.A.)
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3. *u- He allied himself to him by marriage;

syn. #! &#. (K.) à- is syn. nith #24

[The becoming that kind of relation that is

termed>] : (ISh, Mgh :) as some say, 3) Alao

on the side of the wife, and on the side of the

husband : so that one says2:- as meaning

23- [I became a relation to them on the

side of the nife, and on the side of the husband].

(Mgb.)= See also 1, last sentence.

8. U-5-1 He (a boy) was circumcised; (TA;)

syn. "&#-: or he circumcised himself; syn.

4-# 3:... (Mgh)

&: i. 7.3-, (Lth, Mgh, K, &c.,) as meaning

A man married among a people : (Lth, Mgh:)

[such a man is said to be that people's J-3)

or any relation on the side of the nife; (S, IAar,

Mgh, Msb, K;) such as a man's nife's father,

(Lth, IAar, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and wife's mother,

(Lth, Mgh,) and nife's brother, (IAar, S, Mgh,

Msb, K.) and the like; (K;) so it signifies with

the Arabs: (S, Mgh, Msb:) thus Aboo-Bekr

was the Prophet's c):<-, and so was 'Omar :

(Mgh, TA:) and [it is said that] with the vulgar

it signifies a man's daughter's husband: (S,

Mgh, Msb:) but it is used in this sense by a

‘ājiz; and, in a trad.,’Alee is called the Prophet's

J.- : (TA:) accord. to Az, it signifies a man's

wife's father: (Msb:) and # is applied to

the female; and means a man's nife's mother:

(Az, Mgh, Msb, K, TA:) the pl. is&: : (Az,

S, Mgh, Msb, K:) accord. to As, (Mgh,) the

ck-i are [the relations] on the side of the nife;

and the à-i, on the side of the husband; and

the A-1, on either side: (Mgh, Msb:) or a

man's JUS-1 are his nife's relations; and a

woman's JU-1 are her husband's relations: and

a man's JUS-1 are also said to be his daughters'

husbands and sisters' husbands and paternal aunts'

husbands and maternal aunts' husbands, and the

husbands of any women whom, by reason of

relationship, it is unlan ful for him to marry, and

any relations on the side of these husbands to

whom marriage is unlan ful, of men and of

nomen. (Mgh.)

&ć- Circumcision, of a boy, (S," Mgh,"

Msb,” K, TA,) and of a girl; (TA;) a subst.

from 1 in the first of the senses explained above;

(S, Mgh, Mob, K.) as also it: (S, Msb,

K.) You say, "4:- &-ti IHis circumcision

nvas made to be extirpative. (S, TA.)- And A

feast, or banquet, to nihich people are invited on

account of a circumcision. (JK, S, T.A.) You

say, cº; &:- es'<= I was at the feast, or

banquet, &c., of such a one. (TA.)– See also 1,

third sentence,- Also The part, of the male,

which is the place of circumcision; (T, S, Mgh,

K;) and of the female likewise; (T, Mgh, TA;)

the part, of the &#, n:hich is the place of cir

cumcision. (Msb.) Hence, in a trad, L###!

Jú-l [When the two places of circumcision

meet together] : (S, Msb,” TA:) c:-" ā-ji

is a euphemism, metonymically denoting the

disappearing, or causing to disappear, of the part

of the penis that is above, or beyond, the place of

circumcision (Mgh," Msb, TA) in the vulva of

the woman. (Mgh,” TA.)

&#: see #.

&: Circumcised, applied to a boy, (Msb, K,
- 6 y o – 6 - d -

TA,) as also "J2:-- (JK, Msb, K) and"&:--,

(TA }} and to a girl likewise, (Msb, TA,) as also

"à:-2. (Mgb.)

#ū- see &- in two places.- Also The

art, or business, of circumcising. (JK, K, T.A.

[In the CK, äus' 5! is erroneously put for

ājū-J13.])

#. The alliance by nihich one acquires the

relationship of a c:- (Az, Mgh,) or of a*:

(K) as also "3:... (Az, Mgh, K.) And A

man's marrying, or taking to wife, a noman. (K.)

&: A circumciser. (JK,” Msb,"TA.)

&#- A lady, or noble noman; a foreign

word, (K, TA,) used by the Persians and Turks:

pl. &#13-. (TA)

© J & e - - * -

J*-*; and its fem., with 5: see Ú:-...
9 y o - d - -

J*-* As tA year of drought, or barrenness,

or dearth. (A, TA.)

d * d n, 6 -

U--~~ : see Ú-e-a-.

>

1. j:-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. 2; (S, Msb;) and

3+, aor. *, (S, A, Msb, K,) a rare dial. var.;

(Fr, $3) and #-, (S, A, Msb, K.)aor. 2, (Msb)

a form heard by Ks; (S;) inf. n. (of the first,

TA) :- and # and &#, (K, TA) which

last is irregular, because this word does not imply

motion, (TA,) [but this assertion requires con

sideration,] and (of the second [accord. to rule],

TA, or of the first, Msb, [or used as inf n. of the

first because it is the most common form,])

#: (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K) and [of the second

accord. to rule] 5,0s- (K) and of the third s-;

(Msb, TA;) [and probably ">5, (mentioned

by Freytag, though without any indication of his

authority,) as quasi-pass. of 9: but I have

more than once found it erroneously written for

X-5, which has a different signification;] It

(milk, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, and honey, and the

like, TA, and a liniment or the like, A, or some

other thing, Msb) was, or became, thick, (S, A,

Mgh, Msb, K.) and strong. (Msb.)- [Hence,]

-

<-, (S, K,) or &:- (A,) or +,

(Mgh,) inf n, is: and #, but not, as some

write it, 5,0:4-, (TA) 1 His soul [or stomach]

heaved, became agitated by a tendency to vomit,

or became heavy; (A, Mgh, K, TA;) as also 3:

alone; (IAar, TA;) became disordered; syn.

<-li-' (S. K.)–And #3 (S3) or #,
aor. *; (K.) or C-" es' +; (A;) | He re

mained among the tribe, (S, A, K,) not going

forth with people to procure wheat or corn or

other provisions, (S, K,) by reason of shame, or

of heaviness of the soul [or stomach]. (TA)

And 5:- + He felt, or had a sense of, or he was,

d-a->

or became, moved or affected nith, shame, shyness,

bashfulness, or honest shame. (K.)

2 : see 4.

4, 9:-l; (Mob, K.) and ':-, (A, Mab, K.)
inf. n. X:5; (TA;) He thickened it; made it

thick, (Msb, A, K,) and strong; (Mgb;) namely,

milk, (A, Msb, K.) and honey, and the like,

(TA,) and a liniment or the like, (A,) or some

other thing. (Msb.)–And the former signifies

also He left it in a thick state; namely, fresh

butter; (AR, S, K;) not melting it. (As, S.) It

is said in a prov., -: >iX:&: U. [He

knows not whether to leave in a thick state or to

melt]: (S, K; in one copy of the former of which,

the fem. forms of the verbs are used:) applied to

him who is confounded, or perplexed, and unable

to see his right course, and who wavers, or vacil

lates: its origin being this: a woman melts fresh

butter, and what is thick thereof becomes mixed

with what is thin, and she is vexed and wearied

by her case, and knows not whether to raise the

fire with fuel, in order that it may become clear;

fearing that, if she do so, it will burn: thus she

is perplexed. (K.)

5: see 1.

J-#9 es:- and U-ā') #: See #ú.

jú. What remains upon a table of food. (S.)

#: What remains (S, K) of a thing, (S,) or

of milk: (K:) the dregs; lees; or thick, or tur

bid, portion that sinks to the bottom of a thing,

beneath the clear portion. (TA in art. U45.)

You say, 25:<:* -*s [The clear part

of it nent anay, and the thick part of it re

mained]. (A.)

}*, applied to milk, (Mgh, Msb,) and to a

liniment or the like, (A,) &c., (Msb) Thick, or

thickening, (A, Mgh, Msb) and strong. (Mgb.)

– [Hence,] J-5 jiu- ! Having the soul [or

stomach] in a heaving state, agitated by a tendency

to vomit, or heavy : (TA:) or not in a good state :

(A, Mgh :) and languid: (A:) and *#.>;

J-#9 (§, K) and U-#9 "us:-(K) a party

disordered [in souls or stomachs]. (S, K.) And

#5u- +A woman feeling a little pain (K) and

languor; as also "#- [or, more probably

#~]. (TA)

#4. [fem. of Al-, q. v. = And also, as a

subst, 14 party of men; (K, TA:) or a dense

body of men. (A, TA.)

#4. See*.

Cs-a

1. J- aor. L#. inf. n. &#, said of a

beast of the ox-kind, (JK, S, MSb, K.) or of a

bull, but not [&#-] of a cow, (A’obeyd, TA)

and of an elephant, (K,) He dunged. (JK, S,

Msb, K.) [See also J:..]

4. Us:- He (a man, TA) kindled [dry dung

such as is called] Us:-. (K.)
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Us:-->4

C- Dung of a beast of the ox-kind; (JK,

S, Mgh, Mgb, K3) as also "L:- (Msb:) or of

a bull: (IAar, TA:) and of the elephant: (K:)

and metaphorically, of the camel; as used in a

trad.: or, accord. to AZ, compact dung of a beast

of the ox-kind, and of the sheep or goat, and of

any cloven-hoofed animal, and of the camel:

(TA) pl. #i (a pl. of pauc] (JK, S, Mgh,

Msb, K) and J:- (CK, [a quasi-pl. n. like

- 3 - -

++,]) or G+, (K accord to the TA, [like
# - - - 5

use, q.v., a pl. of3-D and J: [originally

&#], (K) these two from Fr. (TA)—J:

also signifies tA number of people in a state of

dispersion : (Sgh, TA:) or so U-ul &- J:

(JK.)

* ,

:

L+2, (JK, TA,) so in the Tekmileh, (TA,)

[or t:- accord to the CK, there, with the ar

ticle, written us—:1,] or *ā-, (K accord. to the

TA) The [kind of pouch called] al-, (JK, K.)

and small [bag such as is termed] -5-, (JK,)

of the gatherer of [n.ild] honey, (JK, K.) n:hich

he puts beneath the part betneen his armpit and

his flank, (TA,) and in which he deposits the

honey. (JK.)

£us-2 :
-

see the next preceding paragraph.

2

3

see what next precedes.

Je-à

1. J--, (S, Msb, K, &c.) aor. 3, (K.) inf n.

J++, (S, Msb, &c.,) but not ill-, [though

authorized by the KL, in my copy of which I

find it thus, written (not i-- as written by

Golius),] for this is a vulgar mistake fori

Or J++, (Mgh, [so in my copy, but correctly

6 - d -

* àis-a- (which may be either a simple subst, or

an inf. n. of un.) or J-J) He was, or became,

confounded, or perple-ced, and unable to see his

right course, by reason of shame : (S, O:) or

he was, or became, ashamed, and confounded, or

perplexed, and unable to see his right course, (T,
s

M, K,) [or, simply, ashamed, (see J-)] in

consequence of a deed that he had done: (T, M,

TA:) thus J--" has a more particular signi

fication than £-1 (TA) or it is like à:Sl.

(Msb.)- And He remained silent, (T, K.) or

still, (M,) not speaking nor moving. (K.)- And

He was, or became, in a confused and dubious

case, (JK, M,” K,”) so that he knen, not hon to

extricate himself from it. (M, K.)- Also, said

of a camel, | He went in mud, and became like

him n'ho is confounded, or perplexed, and unable

to see his right course: (JK, M, K, TA:) or

he stuck fast in mire. (T, T.A.)- And in like

manner, t He became agitated, or convulsed, or

he struggled, or floundered, with his load: (JK:)

Or J-49 J- he neas oppressed by the load,

(K, TA,) so that he was agitated, or convulsed,

or he struggled, or floundered, beneath it. (TA.)

- And, said of a plant, or of herbage, flt was,

or became, tall, and tangled, or luxuriant, or

abundant and dense; (ISd, K, TA;) and so

Bk. I.

"U-4-1 said of the kind of trees termed J*:

(J.K. K.)—[And, as int n of J-JJ

also signifies The bearing richness ii. ; as when,

being rich, one exults, or exults greatly or ex

cessively, and behaves insolently and unthankfully:

(S,"K:) or the taking a nide, or an ample,

range, or being profuse, when rich. (TA.) It is

related in a trad. that he [Mohammad] said to the

women, 3:-- 3: $15 &# 3: $1,

(S,”TA,) i. e. When ye are hungry, ye become

lon:ly, humble, or submissive, and cleave to the

dust, or earth; (S and TA in art. &#2 ;) or ye

bear poverty ill; (TA in the present art.;) and

n:hen ye are satiated, [ye bear richness ill; or]

ge exult, or exult greatly or eaccessively, and be

have insolently and unthankfully. (S in the present

art.) [See also a verse of El-Kumeyt cited in the

first paragraph of art. &#2.] – And i. Q. ź.

[The being affected with disgust, loathing, or

aversion; the being vexed, grieved, disquieted by

grief, &c.] (K, TA: [In the CK, #1 is er

roneously put for 2,31..]) – And The being

remiss in seeking subsistence. (K.)- And The

being lazy, or indolent: (Az, ISd, K:) from the

verb in the sense explained in the second sentence

of this paragraph. (TA)—And it. St. [The

being bad, corrupt, &c.]. (M, K.)- Also, in

a shirt, +The being much slit, or rent, in the

loner parts, or shirts. (Fr, K.)

2: see what next follows.

4. 4-1 (S, Msh, K) i, q "al-, (Msb,"

K, TA) inf n. J.-:35 (TA) He, (S) or it,

namely, an affair, or event, (TA,) caused him to

become confounded, or perplexed, and unable to

see his right course, by reason of shame: (S in

explanation of the former:) [or caused him to

become ashamed, and confounded, or perplexed,

and unable to see his right course, in consequence

of a deed that he had done: (see 1:)] or he said

to him <!--. (Msb. [But it is not clear

whether this meaning be there assigned to both

of these verbs, or only to the latter of them.]) =

See also 1.

J- part. n. of3- (Mgb;) [Confounded,

or perplexed, and unable to see his right course,

by reason of shame : or ashamed, and con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his right

course, in consequence of a deed that he has done:

or, simply,] ashamed. (S, Msb.") - [Other

meanings are shown by explanations of the verb.]

- Applied to herbage, 1 Tall, (K, TA,) and

tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and dense,

and goodly, and ISd adds, full-gronn : and

"J- [in like manner], applied to the kind

of trees termed Jā-, dense, or tangled, and

tall: or, applied to herbage, or pasturage, wide,

abundant, full-grown, that detains one so that

he stays among it, not passing beyond. (TA.)

And, applied to a place, and a valley, +Abound

ing nith tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and

dense, herbage : (S:) or, applied to a valley,

(JK, K,) as also "J--, (K,) teacceedingly

abundant in herbage: (K, TA:) or tangled, or

lururiant, or abundant and dense, therenith;

(JK, K, TA;) resounding with the humming of

jlies. (JK.) - Also, applied to a garment,

+ Wide and long : (ISh, K:) or ample: or such

that the nearer is impeded and clogged therein:

(TA:) and, so applied, told, and worn out :

(K:) or + much slit, or rent, in the loner parts,

or skirts. (Fr, TA)—And, applied to a J

[or horse-cloth, or covering for a beast], (ISh,

K,) [or] such as is put upon a camel, (ISh,)

That moves to and fro, or from side to side,

(ISh, K.) upon the camel, (ISh,) or upon the

horse, (K,) by reason of its nidth. (ISh.)

6 - d -

ā-ā- : see 1: [it seems to be most probably

a subst, signifying Confusion, or perplexity, and

inability to see one's right course, by reason of

shame : or shame, and confusion, or perplexity,

and inability to see one's right course, in con

sequence of a deed that one has done : or simply,]

i. 4. # - [shame, or a sense of shame, &c.] (S.)

See J-:, in two places.
J~.

Jú

- of 3 * of: 3 *

1. J&SW X3-, aor. *, (S) or -ā') us ---,

(A,) [aor., if accord. to rule, 2,] inf. n. 3-, (T,)

He furrowed, or trenched, or clave, the ground;

(S, L;) he made a furrow, or trench, [or fur

ron's, or trenches,] in the ground. (T, A.) The

latter (Jā)'\l Us" 34-) is also said of a torrent,

meaning It furroned, or clare, the ground by

its course. (L)-3-, (L,) inf n. *, (L, K,)

also signifies He, or it, marked, scored, or im

pressed, a thing: (L.) and made a mark or marks,

or an impression or impressions, upon a thing.

(L, K.”) You say, 2'- Lów') J% +

The horse marked, or scored, [or furrored,] the

ground with his hoofs. (L.) And &:3' 3

•3- U. The tears made marks upon his cheeks.

(i.)-Also He (a camel) clave a thing nith

his -U [or tush], (L.)–And He cut a thing.

(IAar.)

* > 0 - - -

2. a. s.s., (as in the S and K.) or $3+,

(as in one place in the L.) [both of which may

be correct, for the verb is said in the K to be

both intrans. and trans.,] t His flesh became con

tracted, shrunk, or n:rinkled; ($, TA;) as also

* 33-3: (S, A,” K.) or his flesh wasted so that

there appeared streaks upon his skin : (TA in

art. --- :) or he (a beast) became lean, or lank,

or light of flesh, or slender or lank in the belly,

so that his flesh became furroned, or wrinkled:

and 4: * >3-5 his flesh became flaccid and

quivering, by reason of leanness. (L.) And $23

# It (travel) rendered him lean and wasted:

(K:) and so evilness of state or condition.

(A, TA.)

3. 834-1 He opposed him, being opposed by

him : (A:) or he was, or became, angered, or

enraged, against him, and opposed him in his

deed, or n'ork. (K.)

5. 2.3-3. It (the ground) became furrowed,

or cleft, by a torrent. (L in art. ...as.)- See

also 2, in two places.—£ 23-3 | The people

became divided into distinct bodies, or parties.

(L in the present art.)

89
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6. Su-3 t They opposed each other. (A, TA.)

:- (S, Msb, K, &c.,) of the masc. gender

(Lh, K) only, (Lh,) and *$34, with damm,

(K,) but the latter is rare, (TA,) The cheek; the

part extending from the circuit of the eye

O-1 (in the CK c-") to the part

where the beard grows, on either side of the

face : (L, Msb, K:) or from the outer angle

of each eye to the extremity of the side of the

mouth : or the part bordering upon the nose,

on either side: (L, K:) each of the cl:, in

the face : (S:) pl. of the former 3,4- (Msb,

TA:) it has no other pl. (TA)-The former

is also sing. of 3,4- meaning 1 The planks on

the right and left of the cGs [or tro boards

that lie against the camels' sides] of the [vehicles

termed £2% (As, A, TA) and 1.4 (As, TA:)

or 34 signifies the plank (4-44) of the cs: :

and the pl. is #5-i, (K,) [a pl. of pauc., but]

contr. to rule,. (TA) and (pl. of mult., TA)

33- and &:- (K)- Also t A side, or

lateral portion, of a [tract of high and rugged

ground such as is termed] -#. (A, TA.)–

And t An assembly, a company, or a congre

gated body, (K, TA,) of men: (TA:) a rank,

or class, of men : (A, L:) and a race, or gene
* - * of.

ration, of men. (L.) You say, &- !-- -3')

J-5 + I san, a rank, or class, of men. (L.)

And tâ; (A) or #5, (L) 3-, 5-, (A,

L,) t We slen", (A,) or he slen them, (L) rank

after rank, (A; L,) and class after class. (A.)

And J'u'l &- 3- Já. +A race, or generation,

of men passed anay. (L.)=A road. (IAar, K.)

-See also 3,4-i, in four places.

3 * * * * * * .

5.As : see 23-AG-1, in four places:=and see
*

also +.

6 - - * * * *

3.As-: see 25-4-1.

33- A mark made with a hot iron upon the

cheek (S, A, K) of a camel. (A.)

* * * *

25-Ns. A furron, trench, or channel, in the
3 -

ground; (S, A, K,) as also "3+ (A, K) and

*#34. ',(K.) a deep trench in the ground; as

also '54 , applied in the Kur [lxxxv.4] to a

deep trench into which, it being filled with fire,

some believers in the true God were cast by some

idolaters among whom they dwelt: (TA:) a

hole, hollow, cavity, pit, or the like, dug, or

excavated; (Msb;) as also ": (S:) pl.

*i; (A, Msb:) the pl. of "3+ is 3,4

(A3) and the pl. of 'i: is $3- (TA)—

A rivulet, or streamlet; syn. J33-; (Msb;)

as also '3-; (L, Ki) of which the pl. [of
* f.

pauc.] is #3-, contr. to rule; and of mult.

3.34. and &:- (L)–42-f and "334 [the

latter probably a mistranscription for $34, pl.

of W 5:...] The main or middle parts, or open

or obvious tracks, (4,5) of a road: (L:) [because

furrowed by the feet of beasts and men.]

:S * The furron's, or grooves, of nell

ropes, in a nell; made by drancing them. (L.)

— e."* The marks of nhips; (K;)

the furron's made by whips upon the back. (L.)
2 * * * * ~ * - J D J - d - -

–22-4-1 4-4, (S) or 22-4-1 4-3, (so in a

copy of the A,) tA blon, or strohe, or beating,

that furron's the skin. (S, A,”TA.)

5

3-2 Each of the tushes, or canine teeth; the

two together being termed the clä- (L.)

#- [A pillon, or cushion]: so called because

it is put beneath the cheek: (S, A, Msb:) pl.
3 - -

SU-2. (A, Msb.)= Also An iron implement

with nihich the ground is furroned, trenched, or

cleft. (S, L.)

* - d.

$33- A camel having the mark called 23

made upon his cheek. (S, A.)

4 w * > /

3.x=-2 t A man (L) lean, or emaciated; (S,

L.) having little flesh. (L.) And the fem.,

with 3, 1 A woman fat but nasted in body [so

that she is furroned, or n rinkled]. (L.)

**

J - * *

1, 4:34, (S. K.) aor. , infn 3-, (TA)

He smote him with a sword: (S, K:) or he cut

him : (AZ:) or he smote him with a sword,

cutting the flesh, without cutting the bone : (T,

K:) or he smote him on the head, (JK, K,"TA,)

and the like, (JK, TA,) with a sword. (JK.)

—-3- signifies also The act of rending, or

cutting open, the skin and the flesh together,

(JK, S, T.A.) with the canine tooth. (JK, T.A.)

– And The act of biting. (K.) You say,

#~ £- The serpent bit him. (S.)- And

The act of lying, or saying what is untrue. (K.)

You say, -34. He lied. (JK, $.)– And The

act of milking much. (K.)

5. -3-5 He went a middling pace. (As, K.)

** Stupidity; (JK;) i. q. £3. [which

means the same; or tallness combined with

stupidity; &c.]: ($, K:) and [simply] tallness,

or length; (S," K, TA;) as also " #3+. (TA)

One says, ++ āsū: &l= There was, in

Na'āmeh, ** [i.e. stupidity, &c.]: (S, TA:)

Na'āmeh being the surname of Beyhes, (TA,)

who became the subject of a prov. respecting

the taking of blood-revenge: (K in art. U-w:)

Beyhes El-Fezáree, surnamed En-Na'āmeh, [or

simply Na'āmeh,] was one of seven brothers,

who were slain [in a case of blood-revenge],

except himself; he being left because of his

stupidity; for which he became proverbial. (TA

in art. U-4.) One says also, **- *u. us'

[He is long-tongued; lit.] in his tongue is length.

(S.)- Also The act of making haste. (KL.)

<-- Cutting; or sharp: (IAar, K:) applied

to a sword, and a spear-head, and a dog-tooth.
* - 0 <

(IAar.)= See also --!, in three places.

6 * d a 6 * >

a'-Ad-: see ~-Ad-.

** es' es' b% [They fell into the

valley of Khadibát]: a prov., applied to a man

who falls into perdition; or to one who misses

the object of his aim, or pursuit: (As, K:*) see,

respecting it, [~...~, in] art -- (TA)
6.

--- An old man. (A, K.) Great, big, or

bulky;’ (S, A, K;) applied to a man, (S,) or to

an ostrich, &c.; (K;) fem. with 3, applied to

a girl: (S:) great, and thick or coarse or rude

[in make]: (TA:) big in the sides : (Ham

p. 439:) big and strong; applied to an old man:

(JK:) a man, and a camel, perfect and strong

in make : (A:) a camel strong and hardy (A,

K, TA) and big. (TA.)

6 * *

#24, (JK, TA) or #24 is 3, (TA) A

severe nound breaking the head. (JK, TA.)

6 * d -

---, (§, K,) or "##, (JK,) A con

spicuous road: (JK, S, K:) so says Esh-Shey

bánee. (S.)- And the latter, A may of acting

or. conduct: so in the saying, :- L* &%

as-Ju-> [Such a one is folloning a good, righteous,

or just, way of acting or conduct]. (TA)

Opinion, judgment, or counsel : (K:) so in the

saying, £-> +: [I. forsook him and his

counsel]. (T.A.) - One's first, or original,

affair, concern, or business: (AZ, JK, S, K:)

so in the saying, *:::- c." Jäi [Apply thy

self to thy first, or thine original, affair, &c.].

(AZ, JK, S.)

#3: : see the next preceding paragraph.

* - of

+4+1 (SK) and '-- (JK) and "...#,

(§, K.) applied to a man, (JK, S,) Stupid,

(JK;) characterized by ** [i.e. stupidity, or

tallness combined with stupidity, &c.]; (S, K;)

and [simply] by tallness: (K: [in which ++

is said to be syn. with J., 'D fem. [of the

first], applied to a woman, #: (S:) and the

first, one nho cannot restrain himself, by reason

of stupidity: (TA:) and the same, (K,) or

"...*, (JK,) one who goes his onn nay, at

random, or heedlessly, nithout any certain aim

or object, or without consideration, not obeying

a guide to the right course, (JK, K, TA,) by

reason of ignorance, (JK,) or from boldness.

(TA.)- Also [the fem.] #3-, applied to any

[she-] animal, That is nont to wound, and kill,

and seize its prey and break its neck. (IAar.)

And #3- #- and '#2+ [A dart, or javelin,

that inflicts a wide nound. (K.) And ā al

#3-, (S) and #33-#4, (K.) [A thrust,

and a blon,] with n'hich the -3- [or belly,

&c.,] is assaulted: (S, K:) or the former, a wide

thrust or nound with a spear or the like: and

the latter, a continuous and long act of beating.

(TA.)–And #3- & A coat of mail that is

smooth, or pliable, (#, JK, S, K,) and (so in

the JK, but in the K“or”) wide. (JK, K.)

6 w - - -

--~ : see the next preceding paragraph.

!--Aá

o • &

1. <----, aor. - (S, Msb, K) and *, (K,)

inf. n. £3-, (S, K,”) or this is a simple subst.,
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(Msb,) She (a camel, AZ, S, Msb, K, and any

cloven-hoofed or solid-hoofed animal, AZ, Msb,

TA, or sometimes another female, TA) cast her

young one before the completion of the days of

gestation, (AZ, IKt, S, Msb, K,) to which IKoot

adds, (Msb,) even if it were completely formed;

(S, Msbi) as also us.” –-3-; (IKit, Mab3)

and "-j-, inf n. &#2-#3 (TA:) or, as

some say, she cast her young one nihen her preg

nancy had become apparent, betneen the com

mencement of its formation and the period a

little before the completion; as also " ------

ū3%; but see the latter verb below: (Msb:) or

she (a camel) cast her young one in a defective

state, before the time: or nithout any hair upon

it : or miscarried, bringing forth merely blood:

and Thábit mentions the last but one of these

significations as relating to a human being: (TA:)
• * *

or you say of a woman, ta-N5 -e-...-- and

'4-3-1 in one and the same sense, (Aboo

Kheyreh, TA,) meaning she cast her factus in

such a state that its form had become apparent :

and+++ she miscarried, bringing forth merely

blood: when she has brought it forth before its

hair has grown, one says of her<<: so says

Az. (TA.)-And £- ! He (a man) was, or

became, deficient in a limb, or member. (A.)

See also 4, in two places.

2 : see 1.

4 -e-...--! She (a camel) brought forth her

young one imperfectly formed, (S, Mgh, K,) even

if the period of gestation were complete : (S, K :)

or SO ū3% <-e--As-i: and the former, she brought

forth her young one imperfectly formed at the

completion of the period: (IKt, Msb:) or she

brought forth her young one completely formed

before the proper time of bringing forth. (TA.)

See also 1, in two places. - Hence, (TA,)

# -----, (IAar,S) or à:ll, (K) (The

winter, or the spring or summer (but more pro

bably the former),] had little rain. (IAar, S, K,

TA.) And #1 -----, (TTA) or "----,

(TA,) t [The loner of the two nooden instruments

for producing fire] failed to emit fire. (T, TA.)

And 2-vs.- : He rendered a man defective in a

limb, or member: said of God. (A.) And He

performed incompletely his prayer; (Es-Sara

kustee, A, Msb;) or so '**: (Msb:) and

in like manner, (i.e. the former verb,) t a saluta

tion : (TA, from a trad. :) and the performed

unsoundly his affair: (A, TA:) and the formed

unsoundly his opinion. (A.)

£- see:

£13- inf. n. of 1 in the first of the senses

explained above; (S, K;") or a simple subst.

therefrom ; (Msb;) or a subst. from 4 in the

first of the senses explained above. (Mgh.) See

also £2-2-And hence, (Msb,) | Defect, or

* * *

deficiency. (As, A, Mgh, MSb, T.A.) - 39-2

&l.” (S, A, Mgh, K) in which the latter word

is an inf n. used as an epithet, (A,) or for

glo- <>15, (Mgh, TA,) t Prayer incompletely
6 * > 0 ,

performed; (S, A, Mgh, K;) as also "as-s-s

and *i-sé (A) applied in a trad to prayer

in which the Fátihah is not recited. (S, Mgh,
• Ö s

TA) And '3
* o J * -

the latter word is for &l-l 23, or is an inf. n.

-, in which [likewise]

used as an epithet, + Pilgrimage incompletely
s J -

performed. (Harp. 392.)=Also a pl. ofC2

(TA.)

6 y e 4 - d. J.

£2- : see &* :-and see also £-->

d 4-4. The young one of a camel brought forth

&: young (/

before the completion of the days [of gestation],

(S, K,) even if it be completely formed; (S;)

[and so, accord. to rule, W £2-.]—see also

:- It is applied in a trad. respecting the

poor-rate to A calf one year old, or under, that

still follon's its mother; resembling a 2*

[properly so called] in the smallness of its lim bs,

and in, its having less strength than a &: Or

a ussu. (T.A.)

£2- A she-camel (or a female of another

kind, TA) casting her young one before the com

pletion of the days [of gestation], (S, A, K,)

even # it be completely formed: (S, A,) as also

'*. of which the pl. is £2- and Gl

and &l- or a she-camel casting her young

one in a defective state, before the time. (TA.

[See 1. of which it is the act. part. n. And see

also £2-.])—[Hence, ! A man deficient in

a limb, or member. (A. [See also +3+..])
* ~ * ~ *.; ~ *, * &

ā->\s-39-2 : seeGl

g 13 d | 3 - : •

• : See e-V-Adi-.

c-- ~ C- .

6 * d J.

&- The young one of a camel brought forth

imperfectly formed, even if the period of gestation

have been completed; (IKt, S, A, K;) as also
J d e

'#24- (TA) and *&- [q. v.] (A, TA)

and W £24- and ": (TA:) or brought

forth completely formed before the proper time

of bringing forth. (TA.) – 1 A man made de

ificient in a limb, or member: (A:) or defective

in make. (TA, from a trad. [See also £2-.])

And 3.&- ! A man deficient in the arm, or

hand. (S, A, Mgh, K) is3

&l

4 - -

39.2: See

£e- (S, A, K.) and is: (TA) A she
camel bringing forth her young one imperfectly

formed, even if the period of gestation be com

plete : (S, A, K, TA:) or bringing forth her

goung one completely formed before the proper

time of bringing forth. (TA. [See also £2-D

*** and 'gl: Šiš [A she-camel that

usually casts her young before the completion of

the days of gestation, even if completely formed:

(see 1:) or] a she-camel that usually brings

forth her young imperfectly formed, (A, TA,)

even if at the proper time, (A,) or before the

proper time: (TA:) or that usually brings forth

her young completely formed before the proper

time of bringing forth. (TA)

J & = • 6 p.s s *

C2- : see &+: and see also &#.

J-Má

1. -- and 3-, as intrans. vs. : see 4, in six

places:=and for the former, as a trans. v. : see
- • * • * 6 * >

2, in two places. =2-, aor. * , inf. n. 2-4-,

said of a limb, (Mab, K.) and of the body, (TA)

and ++, inf n. as above, said of the leg or

foot, (S, A) and of the arm or hand, (TA) It

was, or became, benumbed, or torpid, or affected

by a languidness, or laxity, (S, Msb, K,) or by a

heaviness, (IAar,) and an impotence of exercising

motion, (IAar, Msb,) or by a contraction of the

sinen’s; (TA;) said of the leg or foot [&c.],

it became asleep. (TA in art - )—Also j-,

inf n. as above, t He became languid from

drinking wine or medicine. (TA: but only the

inf. n. of the v. in this sense is there mentioned.)

And + He nas, or became, lazy, or slothful, and

languid. (K,” TA: but in this instance, also,

only the inf. n. is mentioned.) And £use<--

(S, A) | His bones became feeble. (A) And

4: <--, (A,) inf. n. as above, (K); His eye

became languid: (K, TA:) or became heavy,

(A, K,) by reason of rubbing, (A,) or from a

mote in it. (A, K.)—And 3-, (TA) inf n.

as above, (K, TA,) said of the day, (TA) + It

became intensely hot:– and tintensely cold :

(K, TA: [see also the part. n. 2- :])- and

! it nas, or became, calm; without wind, and

without a breeze. (A, TA.)

2. 23-, (A, Msb) inf n. *55 (Ki) and

"><!, (A, Msb) in n. #345 (K.) and

*33-, (Msb) inf n. 4-5 (K.) He, (Mob)

or they, namely, her family, (A, Msb) made a

girl to keep herself behind, or within, the curtain;

(A, Msb, K;) and hept her from menial employ

ments and from going out to accomplish her

nants. (Msb.) - [Hence,] −3- + She (a

gazelle) concealed her young one in a covert of

trees or the like, or in a hollow. (TA.) And

*Jus-1 t It (a lurking-place) concealed a lion;

(K, TA;) [as also "334 (see 3,4- :)] and

t it (anything) prevented a thing from being seen.

(TA.)- [And hence,] 23- + It (rain) confined

people in their houses or tents. (TA.) And

*Jus-1 + It (night) confined, detained, or with

held, a person. (TA.) =See also 4, where it is

app. a mistranscription for 23-3 =23- (A)

and "Jus-1 (K) also signify It made a limb,

(K,) and the body, (TA,) and a leg or foot, (A,)

and an arm or a hand, (TA,) to become 22*.

i.e. benumbed, &c. (A, K, TA: [See 3-1)

You say, &eti." £-, meaning Long sitting

[lit. the sitting-places] made his legs, or feet, to

be in that state. (A, TA.)

3. List- [He acted covertly with me]. (A,

TA. In both, Lists- is coupled with J.54.])

4. $334 She (a girl) kept herself behind, or

within, the curtain; (Es-Sarakustee, Msb;) as

also * <>3-5, (A, TA) and " ---, and

89 *
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ū: L ***. (TA)—[Hence]",3

[in the CK "23- (app. a mistranscription)] and

"J-a-l + He concealed, or hid, himself; (K,

TA;) as also "5-4-, like &” [in measure]:

(TA:) whence the saying, -9:0 ##! *-j<!,

i.e. [The small isolated mountain, or the like.]

became concealed by the mirage. (TA.) [Hence

also,] J-1 ! He (a lion) kept himself in his

lurking-place ; (S, A, K;) as also "3+ and

"3+, (TA) or 22, U 33-, (A, TA) And

+ It (a bird) remained in its nest. (S.) And

+ He (a man) remained, stayed, or abode; (S,

K;) 9& in a place; as also "3+, inf n.

33-, (K;) and als U. among his family.

(S.) And "33-, ($) in n. *-(K) + He (a

gazelle) remained behind the herd; not going

nith it: (S, K:) and he (a beast) remained

behind, not overtaking, or coming up nith, the

others. (TA.) And 12,34-1 + They entered upon

night [and so became concealed from vien']. (TA.)

And + They entered upon a day of rain, and of

clouds or mist, and of nind: (K:) or rain came

upon them. (S.)=2-ka-' as a trans. v.: see 2,

in four places.

5: see 4, in two places.

8: see 4, in three places.

* A curtain (S, A, Msb, K) that is ex

tended for a girl in a part of a house, or chamber,

or tent; as also *:::::: (K:) and hence, (M,)

any chamber, or house, or tent, or the like, that

conceals a person: (M, K:) or a chamber, or

house, or tent, in n'hich is a woman; not other

wise: (Mab3) pl. [of mult] ... (A, Mab, K.)

and [of pauc.] #34, and pl. pl. [i. e. pl. of the

latter of these two, or pl. of2: **i.

(K.)- [And hence, A vehicle composed of]

pieces of nood set up over the saddle (~#) of

the camel, and curtained nith a piece of cloth;

(K;) i.e. a £3%. (TA.)-[Hence also,] tThe

lurking-place of a lion. (S, K, T.A.)- See also

what next follows.

33-; inf n of3-[q v.] (Mab, K.)=

Also, and "3+, + The darkness of night : (K:)

or darkness absolutely; as also * #3: . (TA:)

or this last signifies intense darkness: (K, TA:)

or, accord. to some, the night consists of five

divisions, #: and is: and i: and*

and #: so that this last signifies the last [of

Jive divisions] of the night : or, accord. to, Kr,

the division next before this is called &j*.

(TA.)- + A dark place : (K:) or a dark, and

lon, o: depressed, place. (Ham p. 234.)- See

also &-- + Rain : (S, K:) or clouds, or

mist, and rain. (ISk.)= See also#3

w • ,

2- : see L&W-.

32-, applied to a limb, Affected with 2+,

or numbness, &c. (K.)- [Hence,] #24. &:

and *#3- # An eye in a languid state ; or

heavy, by reason of rubbing, or from a mote in it.

(TA.) And 2- 23:2 t!A gazelle, or young

gazelle, &c., with languid eyes,] as though dron’sy,

(S, A,) by reason of the motionless state of its eye,
d - * D-

and its neakness. (A.)-2-AA-A23 +A day in

tensely hot: (Lth:)- and [intensely cold: (see

24- ) or] cold and damp : (TA:) or damp :

(S:) or rainy, and cloudy or misty : (Az:) and

5- âû tA night cold and damp : (TA:) or

- 3 - 2

damp. (S.)- See also usul-.

#: tA rain. (TA)

#: [i, a "334 (infn of3-) as meaning

Numbness, &c., or] heaviness of a leg, and ina

bility thereof to walk. (IAar.) - See also
- - -

J-A-.

&: +A black ass: (K:) as though a rel. n.

from J: #: [The darkness, or intense dark

ness, of night). (TA. [See also3-D

© a • 6 •

25-; see 22'4-, in two places.

3 - 2

Usyl-d- 1A dark night; (S, A, K;) as also

* * of

*::i (K) and '32: (A) and '32- and

*33- and "3+. (K.) +A black cloud. (S.)

+A camel inten", black : (S, K:) fem. with 3.

(S. [See also Č...]) : Black hair (A.)

And #1 #34. A black-haired girl (A)

—#34. also signifies + An eagle; (S, K;)

because of its colour; (S;) i. e. its intense black

ness. (IB.) In the following verse,

* #3-4 C-# 34. *

* t-d-: *- : *

[which may be rendered, As though a black eagle

spread in the shy its wing], Th says that the poet

may mean, by Güé, the bird [so called], or a

banner, or garments of the kind called2% which

they spread over them. (TA.)

* (S, A, K) and *:::: (A, TA) [originally

Keeping behind, or nithin, the 2+, or curtain.

-And hence,] : A lion keeping, or abiding, in

his lurking-place : (A, K,” TA:) or entering

into it. (S,TA) And the former, and "3,4-,

+A gazelle remaining behind the herd; not going

nvith it : and + a beast that remains behind; not

overtaking, or coming up with, the others: and
6 J -

| *323s likewise signifies t a camel that is in the

rear of the other camels; that remains behind

them, and n:hen it see: them go on, goes on with

them. (TA.) =>ts signifies also t|Danguid,

and lazy, or slothful. (S.)- And A gazelle

having feeble bones. (TA.)

- g *- d - 3 • J. d d -

£i. [fem. *W*- :] see L&l-Aé-. = U+*

** 6 - o

*L*- : see .

follows.

- - d = J -->

-.=3-N-91 -Už: see what next

&: A mild ass: (S.K.) so called from a

certain stallion named£91, (TA:) some say,

(TA,) this was a horse, (A, TA,) belonging to

Ardasheer, that became wild: (A:) and some say

that he was an ass: or so called in relation to

El-'Irák, but ISd says, I know not how this is:

(TA ) the pl. is £i; (A) and &

**ś is used as a Fl.; (TA;) and [in like

manner] 3,4-9 ->us means th: [n'ild] she

asses. (TA in art. J")—#3:S A certain

race of horses: so called from a stallion named

* - d -

2-A-1. (K.)

• * * * * @

~5-As-l: see J-A-.

6 * @ J. ** * * * 4.- : * *

2-2 and 5-2 : see 5-2.

6 & J. s - 2- a • J

2- : see 22- : – and 5-2 :=and see

3 - , -

also usul

6.- : * * ** - d -

5)--> (S, A, K) and *#3+. and "#33

(K) A girl kept behind, or within, the curtain.

(S, A, K.)—And - (TA) and '4- (A,

TA) A curtained [vehicle of the kind called]

c: (A, TA)—[And hence]"><-- and

#: (in some copies of the K and in the TA

J-A- and "5*-*) ! A lion concealed in his

lurking-place. (K, TA.)

6 y o - *- a d -

25- and 5,5-2 : see what next precedes,

in three places.

*

U--Mi

1. *::: (Az, S, A, &c.,) aor. 2, (S, Msb, K,)

inf n. L.A.--, (Mgh, Msb,) He scratched him, or

it, (namely, the face, Az, S, Mgh,) with the nails,

so as to cause bleeding or not; (Az, S," Mgh,

TA) i. 7.4-3 (Az, A, K, TA:) he wounded

him in the outer skin, so as to make it bleed or

not : (Msb:) he lacerated it, namely, the skin,

(A, K,) little or much : or tore off its surface

with a stick or the like. (K.) You say, <--

*** ** She scratched her face with

her nails in the upper parts of n-hat appeared

thereof, so as to make it bleed or not, on the

occasion of affliction. (Az. TA.)

2.4-3-, (S, TA) inf n +5, (A, TA)

[meaning He scratched him, or it, (namely, the

face,) with the nails, vehemently, or much,] is

with teshdeed to denote intensiveness, or muchness.

(S, TA.) - [Hence,] J.-- J.S. es' &#3

! A little rain [such as scratched the ground in

many places] fell upon the land. (A, TA.)

* * * * * *, * . 2 < *, * * * -

3. Jæll -->4-, inf. m. a+2-2 and U31-,

I scratched the man's face with my nails, he

scratching myface in like manner. (TA.)

J.-, an inf. n. used as a subst., (Mgh, Mgb,)

The mark made by scratching with the nails,

(Mgh, Msb," K,”) whether it cause bleeding or

not: (Mgh.) pl. 2: (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K.)
which is syn. with C*-*. (S,TA.)

#3- *: ! In his heart is somen'hat of hurt.

(A, TA.)

Já

J - * * & - 6 d > -

1. Ac-As-, (TA,) [aor. *,] inf. n. 8-, (Bd in

ii. 8,) He hid it, or concealed it; (TA;) as also
6 - ©

Vacus-l, (Msb, TA,) inf. n. al-!. (TA)-
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[And hence, app.,] (Lh, K) inf. n. as above,

(Lh,) t He doubled it, or folded it, one part upon

another; namely, a garment, or piece of cloth.

(Lh, K, TA.)– [And hence, also, accord. to

some,] ***, aor. -, inf. m. #3– (S, Mgh, Msb,

K) and &: (AZ, S, K,) or the latter is a simple

subst, (Mab, TA) and #24, (TA) of this
[also] is a simple subst., (Msb, TA,) like &l-,

[which is also an infn of 3,]and like: (TA)

He deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or

outnuitted, him ; syn. al: ; (S, Mgh, K;) and

desired to do to him a foul, an abominable, or an

evil, action, without his knowing whence it pro

ceeded : (S, K:) or he dissembled [or acted de

ceitfully] with him; pretended to him the con

trary of what he concealed: (TA:) or he made

him to resign, or relinquish, the object that he had

in vien, by pretending to him something the con

trary of what he concealed: (Er-Răghib, B :)

and "aest-, (S,TA) inf n issu: (S) [and

à-l. signifies the same; (S,” TA;) as also

*A*--!, and '4-3-3, and ***, inf n.

&#: (TA:) or this last signifies he deceived

him, deluded him, beguiled him, circumvented

him, or outnuitted him, much: (KL :) [and of

another of these verbs we find the following va

rious explanations :] ***u- is syn with **

[which has the first of the meanings assigned

in this sentence to 443-, or signifies he practised

with him mutual deceit, delusion, guile, or circum

vention; he deceived him, &c., being deceived,

&c., by him; and this latter meaning, if not each

meaning, may be intended here by *.xle; for

Bd says, (in ii. 8,) that aest- is between two]:

(TA:) or it signifies he strove, endeavoured, or

desired, to deceive, delude, beguile, circumvent,

or outncit, him; (AAF, L;) [agreeably with

what is said by Kemál Páshá Zādeh, (as I find

in a marginal note in a copy of the MS, and also

in the Kull p. 178,) that one says of a man

al- when he has not attained his desire, and

$34 when he has attained his desire;] for many

a verb of the measure J% relates to one only;

as in the instances of Jail &#2 and <5u.

J: : (L:) or it signifies, [like *34,] he pre

tended to him something different from that which

was in his mind. (K.) It is said in the Kur

[ii. 8],b:&# 2:1 w&**, (TA,) mean

ing They pretend, to God and to those who have

believed, something different from that which is

in their minds, by concealing unbelief and pre

tending belief; for when they do thus to the

believers, they do thus to God: (K:) and again,

[in iv. 141], * * * *&#25. They

strive, endeavour, or desire, to deceive God, or]

they think that they deceive God, but He is [their

deceiver, i.e.,] the requiter, to them, of their

134. [or deceit, &c.] : (TA:) or the meaning is

[they deceive] the friends of God: (S) and

[agreeably with this last rendering, and that given

in the K,] Aboo-Hayāh reads, in the former pas

Sage, aft3,4- i.(TA :) [which passage con

tinues thus:]X: S! "&** U% [but they

do not deceive any save themselves]; i.e., the re

sult of their 2." [or deceit] does not befall any

save themselves: (K:) here, again, Aboo-Hayáh

reads 3, #3: (TA) Muårrik reads w;

"&#3-4, meaning &**4. (K.) Accord.

to IAar, £-l signifies 3-l &: [meaning The

preventing from discovering, or accepting, the

truth]. (L.) [“He deceived him,” or the like,

seems to be generally regarded as the primary

signification of 4:34, for it occupies the first

place in all the lexicons to which I have access:

but Bd says (in ii. 8) that this meaning is from

&- said of the -3, and that the primary sig

nification of £Jú- is the act of “concealing:”

the action of the -a, however, as will appear in

what follows, implies, and originates from, a

desire of deceit; and so, often, does the act of

concealing.]- [Hence, app.,] £3: I gained

the mastery over him. (TA.)-£4, (Lth, TA,

&c.,) aor. 2, infn. #3-, (TA) said of a [lizard

of the kind called]. -á, [as though meaning

either J'-." £34. It deceived the hunter, or

J - © = * * *

a-à F.As it concealed itself,] signifies it entered

Jú- :

(S, K:) or it scented a man, and therefore en

tered its hole, in order that it might not be caught;

as also 'e-l : (TA:) or it entered into its

hole in a tortuous manner : and in like manner,

a gazelle into its covert : but mostly said of a

-*. (Abu-l-’Omeythil:) also said of other

things: (Lth:) of a fox, meaning he took to

going to the right and left, deceitfully, or guile

fully: and of a man, meaning he hid himself

from another: and he assumed a disposition not

his on n. (TA.) [See also 83-, below.] –

into its hole; (Lth;) as also ** es'

Hence, i.e. from $34 said of the -s, (A, TA)

J-451& #3: The disc of the sunset (A,

K.T.A.).like**. (TA in art ca-)

[And] axes -e-As- t His eye sank, or became

depressed, in his head. (Lh, K, TA.) [Also

meaning + His eye did not sleep: for] -***

& signifies +the eye did not sleep. (TA.)-

[Hence also, as indicated in the S,] <<< ū

2 - 0% &: es' +[A slumber did not enter my
4->

eye]: (S:) or ā-ā *: +4+ us, (so in the

L,) or #34, i. e. #, (so in the TA,) meaning

!a slumber did not pass by his eye. (L, TA.)

[And from the same source have originated

several other tropical significations, of which exs.

here follow.]–3% <3- #The affairs va

ried in their state; or were, or became, variable.

(Ibn 'Abbād, K.)—ás"><+, (SK) inf n.

e- (TA,) [[The market varied in its state,

at one time being brisk, and at another time dull,

in respect of traffic: (see **, below:) or] the

market became dull in respect of traffic; (S, K;)

as also "-s-s-31; (Lh, TA;) or 2.x=-ji: (K:

[but G2- is generally fem. :]) and, as some say,

it became brisk in respect of traffic: thus it ap

pears to have two contr. significations: (TA:)

and3: 64- #The price became high, or dear.

(TA.)- Said of a man,&+ also signifies | His

nealth, (K, TA,) and the like, (TA,) became

small in amount, or little. (K, TA.)-Said of

a time, inf. n. +, 1 Its rain became little :

(TA:) and of rain, t It became little. (K, TA.)

–Said of spittle, or saliva, 1 It dried: (S, K,

TA:) or it became little, and dried, in the mouth:

(A, TA.) or it became deficient; and when it

becomes deficient, it becomes thick; and when it

becomes thick, it becomes stinking: (TA:) or

it became corrupt: (IAar, TA:) and in like

manner, said of a thing, it became corrupt, or

bad. (TA.) [See also 824, below.]- Said of

a generous man, (K,) t He refrained [from

giving], (§, L. K.) and refused. (L.) You say,

84-3 Le:& &l= {[Such a one used to

give; then he refrained, and refused]. (S.)=

.*, inf. n. 8-, He cut, or severed,

his [vein called the] e-i. (TA.)

J w s •

2. As-As-, inf. n.&: see 1, third sentence.

-&: He was deceived, deluded, beguiled,

circumvented, or outnuitted, repeatedly, so that he

became experienced : or he was deceived, &c., in

war, time after time, so that he became skilful :

or he became experienced in affairs: or he became

experienced in affairs, sound in judgment, cun

ning, and guileful. (TA.)

./ * * * * 6 •

3. 4-2t+, inf. n. #t= and 21.Ad-: see 1, in
6 * J - e > /

five places. - Jeall acts-o means The causing

the eye to doubt respecting that which it sees.

(Ham P. 541)-3-ol cau-, (A, K, ) or
J->J), (AA,) a phrase used by Er-Rá'ee, (TA,)

He forsook, or relinquished, (AS, AA, K,) glory,

(AS) or praise, not being worthy of it. (A.A.)

4. 4-2-1 see 1, first signification. = He in

cited him to deceive, delude, beguile, circumvent,

or outnuit, or to desire to do to another a foul,

an abominable, or an evil, action, nithout the

latter's knowing whence it proceeded; or to pre

tend to another something different from that

n:hich was in his mind. (K.) In the Kurii. 8,

quoted above, Yahyà Ibn-Yagmar reads, u%
• J. o p

&ls=9-3. (TA)

5. e5-5 He constrained himself to deceive,

delude, beguile, circumvent, outnuit, or the like.

(K,” TA.)= ac-As. 5: see 1, third sentence.

6. 13°2's 5 They deceived, deluded, beguiled,

circumvented, or outnuitted, one another; or prac

tised deceit, guile, circumvention, or the like, one

to another. (TA.)-est- He pretended deceit,

delusion, guile, or circumvention, (S," PS,) on his

part : (S:) or he pretended to be deceived, de

luded, beguiled, circumvented, or outnuitted, not

being so; (K, TA;) as also " 8-il. (TA.)

7. --As-ji quasi-pass of£34. [i.e. He became

deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out

witted]: (S, Msb, TA:) or he was content to be

deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out

nitted. (Lth, K.)- See also 6. = See also 1,

latter half, in two places.

8. **', and &:*4, for &**: See

1, in the former half of the paragraph, in two

places.
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8.- : See ax:Jú-.

&*: See 824, in two places.

#34. A single act of deceit, delusion, guile,

circumvention, or outnitting. (Mgh.) It is said

in a trad, (Mgh, TA) i-3-3-1, and "#3+,

($,Mgh, Msh, K) and "ā-ā-,(K) and "#33-,
(AZ, Ks, S, Mgh, K,) accord. to different relaters;

(Th, Mgh, K;) the first being the most chaste,

(S, Mgh, Msb,) said to be the form used by Mo

hammad; (Th, Mgh, Msb;) the second ascribed

by El-Khattábee to the vulgar; (TA;) the last

the best in point of meaning: (Mgh:) i. e., ac

cord. to the first reading, (Mgh,) War is finished

by a single act of deceit, &c.; (Mgh, O, K;)

accord. to the second, war is a thing by which

one is deceived; (Mgh, Msb;) or war is deceived;

for when one of the two parties deceives the

other, it is as though the war itself were deceived;

(IAth,TA;) [accord. to the third, near is a mode,

or manner, of deceiving;] and accord. to the

fourth, war is a deceiver of those engaged in it

(IAth, Mgh, TA) by the frequent deceits n'hich

occur therein. (Mgh.)= | A slumber. (TA.)

#: A thing by which, or nith n'hich, one

deceives, deludes, beguiles, circumvents, or out

wits; (Mgh, Msb;) like as is signifies “a

thing with which one plays.” (Mgb.) See#3

–One whom people deceive, delude, beguile, cir

cumvent, or outwit, (S, K,) much, (K;) like

as i: signifies one “who is much cursed.”

(TA) [See, again, **. The comparison of

as-a- in one sense with ax), and in another

sense with āş, suggests that one of the expla

nations above may perhaps be founded upon a

mistranscription. On ić as the measure of a

word having the sense of a pass, part. n., see a

remark of IB voce Lü.]-See also i.e.--

* - d.

ăs.' [A mode, or manner, of deceiving, de

luding, beguiling, circumventing, or outnitting]:
6 - D -

See ac-As-.

2- * /

deJó- :

6 - d -

o -

See ël-, in three places:-and see

also ac-.

£2- : See #2- [and see also 3.]-&*

-āl signifies The procedure of the [lizard

called] --> when it is attacked by a serpent, or

hunted by a man feeling the head of its hole in

order that it may imagine him to be a serpent :

if the -& be experienced, it puts forth its tail to

half the length of the hole, and if it feel a serpent,

it strikes it, and cuts it in halves; and if it be a

hunter, it does not suffer him to lay hold upon its

tail, and so it escapes, for the hunter does not

dare to put his hand into its hole, because it may

not be free from a scorpion, of n:hich he fears the

sting, as a strong friendship subsists between the

-á and the scorpion, and the former makes use

of the latter to defend itself from the hunter:

or, as some say, it signifies its concealing itself,

and remaining long in its hole, and seldom appear

ing, and being very cautious. (O, TA.)
*/ - * s -

5*- : See 24-, in three places.- Also +A

she-camel that yields milk abundantly at one time,

and nithholds it at another. (K.)

#24. Deceit, delusion, guile, circumvention,

Or outwitting; and a desire to do to another a

foul, an abominable, or an evil, action, without

the latter's knowing whence it proceeds; ($, K;)

a subst. from **- (S, Msb, K;) as also

W &+, (Msh;TA) or this is an in n. (AZ.

S.K.) and 'is'. (TA) and '83-' (TA)
which [is also an inf. n. of **u-, and] originally

signifies concealment: (Ham p. 541 :) [and hence

as above: and] also signifies prevention (8-);

and art, artifice, cunning, or skill, in the manage

ment of affairs ; (IAar, Sgh, K;) or a making

another to resign, or relinquish, the object that

he has in vien, by pretending to him something

the contrary of n-hat he conceals. (Er-Răghib, B.)

£5.5 and its fem, with 3: see the next para

graph, in two places.

&st= [Deceiving, deluding, beguiling, circum

venting, outnitting, or the like;] act, part. n.

of ** : as also " 3,4- (Msb;) or [rather]

this latter is an intensive epithet, signifying one

n:ho deceives, &c., much, or often; or very deceit

ful, &c.; or a great deceiver, &c.; (Mgh, K;)

and '83-, (Msb,TA,) and '83-, and'

(TA;) [but these three are also intensive epithets,

like 3,4- and ties: signifies one n:ho de

ceives, &c., other men; (S;) or [rather] this last

is syn. with **** as explained above, (K,) or

&:- (Mgh.) [the pl. orie-, fem of £24,

is 823- :] and the pl. of **** is &:

(Mgh.)- [Hence,] £2- J. A [lizard of

the kind called] --> that deceives, beguiles, or

circumvents; (Z, TA;) as also "&- (S, K.)

–And &= - }* and "ā-34 t [Deceiving, or

varying, and very deceitful, or very variable,

fortune, or time]. (TA.) [Whence, or] because

of its variableness, (TA) *ā-3-1 is ta name

for Fortune, or time. (K, T.A.) - And &%

s: 32- | Such a one remains not steadily in

one opinion. (TA)- And 82- &\s- 1 A vary

ing, or variable, disposition. (S, K, T.A.)-And

ãests. G2- : A market varying, or variable, in

its state; (S, A, O, K;) at one time being brisk,

and at another time dull, in respect of traffic :

(A, TA:) or a market dull in respect of traffic :

or a market in nºbich one cannot obtain a thing

because of its dearness. (T.A.) *u- also sig

nifies t Anything unsaleable, or difficult of sale,

and in little demand. (T.A.) And accord. to

Fr, the Benoo-Asad use the epithet "82

[perhaps a mistake for £2- in the sense of

! High, or dear, applied to a price. (TA.)

And est- &gle t 4 road that appears at one

time and disappears at another; as also "82

(K:) a road nehich one does not know: (TA:)

a road deviating from the right course; (TA;)

as also '...-, (S, K, TA;) which one does not

know. (S, TA.) And 32- # 1 A water to

which one does not hnon, the nay. (TA.)

[Hence also,] &#9- &” ! Years in which is

little good; bad years : (Sh, TA:) and &:

*ā-ā- !! years in nihich is little increase: (S,

K, TA:) from &- said of rain, or of spittle;

and therefore doubly tropical: (TA:) or, as

some say, years in which is much rain, and in

n:hich the produce is little. (Sgh.) 82- also

signifies + Corrupt, or bad; applied to food and

other things. (TA.) And you say, 82- *>

+A deficient, or defective, deenár. (S.) And

32- J% ! A man who brings evil upon others.

(TA.)

6 - d -

Jes- : See &*. first sentence. [Hence,] I A

wolf that acts deceitfully, or mischievously; or that

practises artifice. (Z, Sgh, K. [In the CK,

Ju-Ji is erroneously put for J-41.])-

Also A person in whose love, or affection, no

confidence is placed. (K.)- And hence, (TA,)

&:-" is also applied to ! The mirage; (S. #,

TA;) accord. to some. (S.) You say, &-----> *

! The mirage deceived them. (T.A.) - [For the

same reason,] it is also applied to + The cat. (IB.)

-And from the former of the last two meanings

is derived the phrase (TA) &- J, (§, K,

TA) t! A very deceitful, or guileful, ghool; (K,

TA;) so that it is doubly tropical. (T.A.) –

£- &;" : See 824- in the latter part of the

paragraph.

#24 fem of &= - [q.v.].- Also A small

door in a large door. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)- See

also &#.

&: [More, and most, deceitful, deluding,

guilful, outnuitting, or the like]. [Hence,]&

--> U-2 [More deceitful, or guileful, than a

dabbl; a prov., (S. K.) applied to a person

over whom one has not power, by reason of

deceit, or guile. (IAar.) They said also, &l

£-* &: 84-5 [Verily thou art more

deceitful, or guileful, than a dabb that I have

hunted]. (AZ, AAF,O.) [See 8-1-&#9.

[app. Each of the two branches of the occipital

artery nihich are distributed upon the occiput;] a

certain vein, (S, K,) one of a pair of veins, called

the ce-i. (S, Mgh, Msb,) in the cupping-place

(Mgh, Msb) of the neck, (Mgh,) or in the place

[of the application] of the tryo cupping-instru

ments; being a branch from the A2,3 [or carotid

artery]; (§, K;) sometimes the scarification [for

cupping] happens to be upon one of them, and

the patient consequently is exhausted by loss of

blood: (S:) the d\c-A-1 are two concealed veins

in the place of the cupping of the neck : Lh says,

they are truo veins in the neck : some say that

they are the &l-33. q.v.: (TA:) the pl. is

824 (K)-e:S .*** &% means Such

a one is strong in the place of the £-As-l. (As,

S, O.)-It also means t|[Such a one is] a person

who resists; unyielding; uncomplying. (TA.)

And e3+9. & + One who does not resist,

yielding; complying. (TA.)-You say also,
- * o # 6 - 2

*...i U}\} ess | Such a one turned anay, or
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aside, and behaved proudly, or haughtily. (TA.)
* * * >

And *** ess- ! He relinquished pride, or

haughtiness. (TA.) And to him who is proud,
2 - #.

459, meaning + I n illone says, 4:3: :

assuredly dispel thy pride. (Ham p. 432.)

8.- : see what next follows.

&: and '-' (Fr. Yaakoob,S, Msh, K)
and W&: ; (Mgb, TA;) the first of which is

the original form, the second being adopted

because the first was found to be difficult of

utterance; (Fr, Yaakoob, S;) and the first is the

only proper subst. of the measure J*: other

words of that measure being epithets; (Sb;)

A closet, or small chamber, in nhich a thing is

kept, or preserved; (Msb;) i. q. #5-; (Fr,

Yaakoob, S, K;) by which is meant a small

chamber within a large chamber: (TA:) from
* - - e #

ac.A.s.l meaning “he hid it,” or “concealed it:”

(Mab3) and (in like manner] *ā-sta signifies

a chamber nithin a chamber: (K :) Er-Rághib

says, as though its builder made it a deceiver of

him who might seek, or desire, to take, or reach,

a thing in it. (TA.)

&: see the next preceding paragraph.

* * * * d

e- see £24-, in two places.

£33- and "#3-4 are syn. [as signifying

Deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, out

mitted, or the like: or rather, the latter signifies

much deceived, &c.]. (TA.)- And [hence] "the

latter, A man (S, L.) Deceived, deluded, beguiled,

circumvented, or outnuitted, (S, L, K,) in war,

(S, L,) time after time, (S, L, K,) so that he has

become erperienced, (S, K,) or so that he has be

come skilful: (L:) or experienced in affairs:

(TA:) or experienced in affairs, sound in judg

ment, cunning and guileful: (ISh:) or charac

terized by deceit, delusion, guile, or circumvention,

in war. (AO.)=Also the former, One whose

[vein called the] 24- is cut, or severed. (S, K.)

&= - See 32

J-4

1. J.-, inf n. #34. [and app. is: also],

He was, or became, large, and full [or plump],

in the shank 'and fore arm, (TA.) [And in like

manner, -j-As-; or -J.--, inf n. U-4- [q. v.];

She (a woman) was, or became, full, or plump,

in the shanks and fore arms.] And +13+, inf n.

#44. [and ii,4-], (JK;) or $424, [inf n.

J3-5] (Ki) said of the shank (Gül, JK, K),

It was, or became, round: (JK:) or full [or

plump]. (K.)

J.- Full [or plump]: and large, big, or

bulky: (K:) or large, and full [or plump], in

the shank and fore arm : or, as some say, large,

big, or bulky. TA.) You say #: #: and

'#24 (K,TA, [in the CK, by an omission,

the latter is made to be #3+]) A noman thick

and round in the shank : pl. J.-: [in the CK,

erroneously, Jää.] or full of flesh in the

limbs, with slenderness of the bones; as also

*:53- and 'X'...-: (Ki) or these two, in the

latter of which theL* is augmentative, a woman

full [or plump] in the shanks and fore arms.

(S.) And Júl #34. A woman round in the

shank. (J.K.) And J34. Gi-i-. Her place

of the anklet [i. e. her ankle] is large, or big.

(S.) And ii: 5. A full [or plump] shank :

(K) or a round shank; pl. J-e- (JK.)

J34. (S, K) and "#33 (JK, S, K) and

*i;,&#. (K) Fulness [or plumpness], (S, K,) or

roundness, (JK,) of the shank, (JK, K,) or of

the shanks and fore arms. (S.) [All are properly

inf ns.: see 1.]

#34 fem of J3-Iq.v.). (J.K. K.)—Also

A grape that is small and northless by reason of

blight, or the like, and want of moisture. (AHát,

K,” TA.)- And The stem of the tree called

~(~, (M, K,) which is a sort of bitter tree;

(TA) as also "ija- (M, K.)

6 - d .p

a J.As : see what next precedes.

2 : -

*A*- :

** 6 - 6 o •

#S.A.- : } see U-4-.

6 d.

-2'-'4-:

#144Jú- : 6 * *

6 * j, a | - U-4-.

à-la-ki-:

&

£- Large, big, or bulky; (Mgh, Msb;)

applied to the shank, (Mgh,) or to a man:

(Msb:) or large, or big, in the shank, with a

goodly fulness therein; applied to a female:

(Lth, L:) or, with 3, applied to a woman, (S, K,

TA)juicy, (TA) full in the fore arms and the

shanks. (S, K, T.A.) You say &#ül &:24,

meaning Large, or big, in respect of the shanks;

like J34. (Mgh, TA)

A.A.d

1. ***, aor. (S, Msb, K) and -, (Lh, K.)

inf n. *** (S, Msh, K) and is..., (Lh, K.)

or, as some say, the latter is the inf n., and the

former [though generally used as the inf. n.) is a

simple subst., (TA,) He served him; did service

for him; ministered to him; (PS, TA;) syn.

4:4. (TA) And** A3+ [He served

for, meaning in return jor, the food of his

belly]. ($ and A &c. in art. Aë3.)- One says

also, i. 33: ...il 3: This shirt will

serve, or last, a year] # andA: S -ā- *:

[A thin, or flimsy, garment, that will not serve,

or last, long; or that will not be serviceable].

(TA.)

2. ā-ā- 4-3- He occupied, or busied, him

with service. (TA) – 234. He gave her

several, or many, female servants. (Mgb.) =

[3-3 23- He attached a a 3-, meaning the

thong thus called, upon the pastern of the camel.

– Hence,] >+5. [as inf. n. of A3+] in a.

horse, +The having a whiteness (S, Mgh, TA)

such as is termed J-5 (S, TA) surrounding

the pastern of each hind foot, (S, Mgh, TA,)

above the >Ci [or extremities newt the hoof],

and stopping short of the shank; (S, TA;) but

not in the fore foot. (S, Mgh, T.A.) [See also

> last sentence..] When it is in one hind leg,

the horse is termed J#. (S, TA.)- [Hence,

also,] ū-55 *:- +Her husband attired her

with the A434 [or anklet]. (TA.)

4. 4.- He gave him a servant. (S, K, T.A.

[4<3-(+ in the CK is erroneously put for

34-6.]) And (#3: I gave her a female

servant. (Msb.)- El-Kutb Er-Ráwendee as
o- * * o • of

serts that one says, es-" a-e-Na-1, peculiarly;

[I made him a servant to myself;] but Ibn

Abi-l-Hadeed says, This is of the things that I

know not. (TA.) [See ---.]

8. Le-A-a-' He served himself; (Lh, K;) as one

must do who has not a servant. (Lh)=4<--

He made him a servant. (TA.)- See also what

next follows, in two places.

10. 4.--> He asked him to give him a ser

want; as also "4----. (K, TA) - And

#3: I asked him to serve me; (Msb, TA;)

as also "4:1: (TA:) [or I took him as my

servant :] or I made him to serve me. (Mgb.)

Accord. to El-Kutb Er-Ráwendee, one says,
d = J. J. d e o - d.

-s-à: a:----' and es: [I took him as a

servant for myself and Jor another than myself:

or I made him to be a servant to myself and to

another than myself]. (TA.)

6 * * 6 • 2 - - - .

A-A*- : see Lexus-: = and see also alo-As-, in

four places.

2- d •

#33-, (K) or "i3-, (JK,) A space, or

period, (i-) of the night (JK, K) or of the

day: (K:) and ale.js- [or àoj4-, q.v.,] is a dial.var. thereof. (TA.) •

** a subst: signifying +The characteristic

denoted by the epithet à. [fem. of><il, in

a sheep or goat; (JK, K, TA;) i. e. n hiteness in

the loner end of the shank,(JK, K.) upon blackness;

(K;) such whiteness resembling the a..., (JK,

TA) or being likened to 23-, or anklets: (TA:)

or blackness wpon whiteness : &c. (K.) [See

A-As-l: and see also a.o.A:-.]

#3-, accord. to some, an inf n. of 1: accord.

to others, a simple subst. [signifying Service].

(TA) - [Also Pay for service: but in this

sense probably post-classical.]= See also £3.

#3-4 thong, (JK, S, K.) plaited, (TA)

thick and strong, like a ring, (JK, K,) which is

fastened upon the pastern of a camel, (JK, S, K,)

and to which is attached the a-, ... [or thong] of

the J: [or leathern shoe with which the foot is

sometimes protected], (S,) or to n'hich are attached

the C:- [or thongs] of the Ux5: (K:) [it is the

n. un. of">< and its pl. isX-; as below:

in the TA, said to be tropical; but this is pro
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bably a mistake: the other significations here

following are all tropical :] accord. to AA, [the

pl.] > * signifies shackles, or hobbles; syn.

3,5 (TA)- Hence, (S) ti, a J-4-(mean:

ing An anklet]; (JK, S, Mgh, K;) because

sometimes made of thongs, with gold and silver

affixed thereon: (S:) pl. > *, (S,) and [coll.

gen, n.]*X3-. (Ham p.612) es- 5*...*

w:- is a prov. [meaning t Like her who has

been donered with one of her two anklets]. (JK,

TA. [See also 5*])— [And hence, +A ring

of white a little above the hoof of a horse &c.]

You say of a horse, -354- 3- c. ** 4, mean

ing + He has a whiteness [or rather a ring of

white a little above the hoof] in his fore leg [or

right fore leg] and another in his left fore leg

[probably a mistake of a copyist for his left hind

leg]. (TA in art. -ālā-.) [The coll. gen. n.

*>3- is used in the Deewan of the Hudhalees,

as stated by Freytag, in the sense of +A place

where the colour differs, like an anklet, on the

foot : and a whiteness on the foot of a bull, sur

rounding it like a circle: and><- as meaning

whiteness: or, as some say, streaks (“striae”).

See also is...]– [Hence, also,] +The place

where each foot comes forth from the trousers.

(TA.)– Also tThe shank; (K;) because it is

the place of the a<x<-, i.e. the anklet: (TA:)

pl.> * and [coll. gen. n.] ">3+. (K.) Hence,

in a trad. of Selmán, Job- *::: 3'-- J” &l=

&:**** [He mas upon an ass, and upon

him were trousers, and his shanks were dangling]:

or, as some say, the meaning here is, the parts

from n'hich his two feet came forth, of the trou

sers. (TA) And one says, &= <-l -:

–93-9 Al3+ ! [The nar made apparent the

shanks, or the anklets, of the girls that had been

kept behind the curtains]; meaning the near be

came vehement. (A, TA.) – Also f A ring of

people; (S, K;) a compact ring thereof: likened

to the thong described in the first sentence of this

paragraph. (TA.) Hence the saying of Khālid

Ibn-El-Weleed, in a letter that he wrote to the

Satraps of Persia, (TA) UA: es: * :-"

2:3-, meaning [Praise be to God,] who hath

dispersed, or broken up, your congregation: (S,”

K,” TA:) for when the thong above mentioned

is broken, or parted, the %. [or thongs of the

leathern shoe] become loosed, and the shoe falls

off: so says IAth, and A’Obeyd says the like.

(TA.)

#43-4 thong: (K:) or a plaited thong.

(TA.)"

* f *

A3-AG-: see what next follows.

23- One nho does much service; (TA in the
6 * >

present art.;) as also "X"...s. (TA in art. -, i.e.)

And also applied to A 224. [q. v.]. (TA in the

present art. [It is commonly used in the latter

sense in the present day: fem. with 3..]).

>>. A servant; (S,” Mgh," Msb, K, TA;)

applied to a young man, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or a

gale: (K. :) and, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) as also

*2+, (M5b, K.) each in chaste Arabic, (TA,)

but the latter rare, (Mgb) to a young woman,

(S, Mgh, Mob) or a females (K.) and X3

[q. v.] is also used in the same sense as>+:

(TA) the pl. of 224 is "X3-, (JK, S, Mgh,

Msh, K) or rather this is a quasi-pl. n., (TA)

and 13+ (JK, Mab, K) and #34, and vulgarly

&:34. (TA) It is said in a trad, of 'Abd-Er

Rahmán, (TA,) 335-22- w: #: &b,

meaning [He divorced his nife, and gave her on

that occasion] a black young woman [as a slave].

(Mgh,"TA.) In the saying 134 issu- #53, the

word ālexus is not properly an epithet: the mean

ing is, Such a noman will be a servant to-morron;

like as one says 13: ià-. (Mgb.)

63 •

[ä-exts. Servitude; or the state, or condition, of

a servant : a term in common use; and mentioned

by Freytag on the authority of Meyd. : opposed
6 * J. d -

to 4-5-4-2.]

* - of

A-A*- i. 7. 'X3-, (S, Mgh, K) as meaning,

applied to a horse, ; Having a whiteness (S,

Mgh) such as is termedJ-5 (S) surrounding | asle

the pastern of each hind foot, (S, Mgh,) above

the parts next the hoof, and stopping short of the

shank; (S;) but not in the fore foot: (S, Mgh:

[see 2:]) or, so applied, whoseJ-5 encircles

[the pastern] above the Jeu: [or eactremities next

the hoof]: or the latter epithet, so applied, whose

n:hiteness passes beyond the pasterns orpart thereof.

(K.) And #34, [fem. of £il applied to a

sheep or goat, (JK, S, K,) i. e. to a sus, (§, K.)

+Having in the longer end of her shank a nehiteness

(JK, K) like the *** [or anklet], (JK,) upon

blackness; or a blackness upon whiteness; and in

like manner applied to a mountain-goat: (K:)

or having white shanks; (AZ, S, K;) like
** 0.

:^*-a-; [but see this latter word;] and so
J

"23- applied to a mountain-goat: (S:) or

having one nihite shank; the rest of her being

black. (K.)

>3- [pass, part. n. of 2, q.v.]. You sayX;

&s:- A people, or party, having many ser

vants and other dependents. (S, K.) And in like
• * ~ *

Inanner" i:3-4 is applied to a woman. (A, TA.)

=And #33- ! A woman attired, or adorned,

with anklets (A, TA)—see also 43+, in

two places. = AndX- and "i:- (S, K)

The place of the thong [called a33-] (K, TA)

in the leg of the camel: (TA: [there said to be

above the -** : but this is a mistake:]) and

+ the place of the anklet [so called] (K, TA) in

the shank of a noman : (TA:) the place of the

Al3+ in the shank : (S:) the place of the a2+:

like as 35- is the place of the 2'-. (M in ex

planation of the former, in art. 22-.)- And the

former t The band of the trousers, (JK, K, TA,)

at the loner part of the leg of a noman: (K,

TA:) or the band at the longer part of the leg of

the trousers: (M, TA:) the woman seems to be

specified in the K because women generally tie

the legs of the trousers upon the middle [or upper

part] of the shank, and then make them to fall

down over it. (TA.)

6 - J - d.

ão-- as a subst.:

also the fem.

6 * * * - - - -

see Leis-2, of which it is

>4- [lit. Served:– and hence, A master;]

a head, or chief; pl. 22-3. (TA)—And A

man having a servant of the jinn, or genii.

(S, K.)

[****The state, or condition, of a master:

opposed to #234.)

U-As

3. *u-, (S.K.) inf n issu-, (Mgh, TA)

He nas, or became, his c- [or friend; or his

secret, or private, friend; &c.]: (JK, S, K, TA:)

he associated, or kept company, with him as a

friend: (Mgh:) or [simply] he associated, or

kept company, neith him. (TA)—#3- also

signifies The contracting of the eyes (Mgh, JM,

TA) in holding amatory and enticing talk, or

conversation, with another, the latter doing the

same. (Mgh, JM.) –The saying of certain of

the lawyers, (J.M.) £ll --> #:j* •)
d = • &s- &: means The testimony of the

singer who has made singing to be his habitual

occupation, or means of subsistence, and thereby

associates as a c- with people, and collects

them to him, is not allowable. (Mgh, J.M.)

&:- ($, Mgh, Mab, K, &c.) and "ö". (S,

K) A friend : (S, TA:) or a secret, or private,

friend; a friend in secrecy or privacy: (Mgh,

Msb, and Ksh and Bd in iv. 29:) or a companion,

or an associate, n'ho converses, or talks, with one :

(M, TA:) or [simply] a companion, or an asso

ciate : (K:) but accord. to Er-Răghib, mostly

used as meaning an amorous companion or asso

ciate; a companion, or an associate, affected

with sensual appetency: (TA:) the former is

applied alike to the male and the female: (Ksh

and Bd in v. 7:) and " the latter signifies also

one who is thy friend, &c., (#25- &*, K,) and

n:ho is with thee, (TA,) in every affair, or case,

open and secret: (K:) pl. (of the former, S,

Mgh, Ms) & 3:1 (S.Mgh, Mab, TA) and [of

the latter] #34. (TA.) Hence, *A*-l &:

[The friend, &c., of the girl]: (S) or he who

converses, or talks, with the girl. (JK.) It is

said in the Kur [iv. 29], ca- =3-#. S3, (S,)

meaning [Nor taking to themselves] friends [or

associates] to commit fornication nith them in

secret. (Jel.) J" "3-2- is a metaphorical

expression, used by a poet, [meaning ! Lover of

eminence, like L141 &#. (TA)
6 - - -

āj-As- One who associates with men as their

cº- [or friend, or secret friend, &c.,] (32-4

J-CA) much. (§, K.)
o • s

U-3-Ad- : See &:- in three places.

* - c : • o £

J-A-W Having di-As- [or friends, or secret

friends, &c.]. (T.A.)

-āj-54

Q. 1 #3-, (K) inf n. #3-, (TA) He

hastened, sped, or nent quickly. (K.) And
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&##, said of a [wild] she-ass, She hastened,

sped, or went quickly, and thren out her legs.

(TA.) And, said of camels, They thren, the

pebbles with their Jeet by reason of quickness.

(K.)= 4,5- He cut off his (a man's) extremi

ties with a sword. (K.)- He sharpened it;

namely, a sword. (K.)- He filled it; namely,

a vessel. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

• * @ - •

Q. 2. -āj-5 It (a garment, or piece of cloth,)

became rent, or pierced with holes. (TA.)=

&##: [The place which was the object

ofa journey] caused him to go forth, or depart;

(L, K,TA) as also #33-5. (TA)
6.--> * >

aśi-kä- inf n. of Q. 1.= Also Roundness of

the legs of an animal, or quadruped. (TA.)=

And A piece of a garment or cloth. (TA.)

J%i- A certain plant of the spring, which

dries up when it feels the [heat of] summer:

(Lth, K:) or a species of the [kind called] •=-,

(AHn, S, K,) having a small leaf, and rising to

the height of a cubit: (AHn:) the latter is said

by Az to be the correct explanation: the former

he disapproves: (TA:) n. un, with 3. (S.)

-is: [A hind of whirling plaything;] a

thing which a boy turns round by means of a

thread, or string, in his hands, causing it to make

a sound such as is termed &23: (S, K:) or a

small piece of nood, or a slit, or split, reed or

cane, in the middle of nhich is cut a notch, and

which is then tied with a thread, or string, nhich

being pulled, it turns round, and is heard to make

a sound such as is termed -*- : boys play with

it; and it is also called #: (Lth, TA: [in

the latter of which, in art. A-, the 55- is said

to be a piece of nood like the half of a sandal,

tied with a thread or string, nyhich, being put in

motion, dran's along the piece of nood and causes

it to make a sound:]) or a small, round, piece of

skin, attached to which are troo connected threads

or strings, which being pulled by a boy, with his

fingers, it turns round, causing a sound to be

heard such as is termed &*: (EM p. 43:) pl.

-á, 34. (S.) Imra-el-Keys likens to it a swift

horse: (S:) and it is applied as an epithet to a

horse; (Lth;) meaning Snift in his running,

(Lth, K, TA,) or in going. (TA.) And one

says, -á, 3– 4.54: -á), meaning + The

swords made his head to be pieces, each piece like

the -52).já-. (S, K.)– Clay kneaded, and made

like sugar, (#:0*J-4, in the CK*J:

A:lu '#, [the latter reading evidently wrong,

and the former I think doubtful,]) with n hich boys

play. (K.)- The piece of nood that is put

[app. as a handle] in the hole of the upper mill

stone. (TA.) - A herd of camels: and one

separate therefrom. (K.)- Lightning gleaming,

or shining brightly, in the clouds, and separate

therefrom. (K.)- Anything scattered from, or

of, a thing. (L, O, K.)—The -ājj of the

cs: are The pieces of wood(-5%) with n'hich

the & 2," is made of a square form. (K.) [See

also #23.]

Bk. I.

-i. # * ~ * J: A.

tion. (TA.)

man of good natural disposi

wā-kā

1. -āj-, (Mgh, Msb) aor. -, (S, Mgh, Msb)

inf n. J., (S, Mgh, Mab, K) trans without a

particle, (Msb,) and by means of +', (S) He

thren a pebble, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) or a date

stone, (Mgh, K,) or the like, (Mgh, Mab, K.)

nith the fingers; (S;) or by taking it betneen

his two fore fingers; (Mgh, K;) or nith the ex

tremity of the thumb and that of the fore finger,

(Mgh, Msb,) by putting the extremity of the

thumb upon that of the fore finger [and then

jerking the latter fornard]; (Mgh;) or nith a

aśā- of nood. (Lth, K.) The doing this was

forbidden by Mohammad, because game cannot

be taken thereby, nor an enemy defeated, but a

tooth may be broken, and an eye put out. (TA.)

-j-"J- [properly] Pebbles that are thronyn

[in the manner described above], (Msb,) is used

as meaning t small pebbles. (MSb, T.A.) –

[Hence,] *:: -354. He emitted his urine and

then stopped it. (TA.)-And aii: -#4. The

emitting of the sperma genitale into the midst of

the womb. (TA)- And to -śā-, aor, and

inf n. as above, t He broke isind with a sound.

(TA)-And Jáis." The hastening, speeding,

or going quickly, of camels. (TA. [See also

364-])— And The act of cutting, or cutting

off. (Kr, T.A.)

6. [65uš app. signifies They vied nith each

other in throning in the manner described in the

Jirst sentence above.-And hence,] ūššuš.3£

2.3% ! i. q. (3)-1 [app. a mistranscription for

2,2° * *

•Ü,4-1, i. e. His eyes shed tears]: so in the A.

(TA.)

6 * * *

Júj4- A certain pace, or manner of going,

of camels. ('Eyn, T, K. [See also 1, last sentence

but one.])

-3,4- A horse or the like (Lth) quick in pace.

(Lth, K.)-A she-ass that thron's the pebbles by

reason of her quickness : (S, K:) or whose navel

is near to the ground by reason of her fatness:

(K:) or so fat that, if a pebble is thronn at her

with the fingers, or neith tryo fore fingers, or nith

the extremity of the thumb and that of the fore

finger, it sinks into her fat: (Z:) and that

raises her legs to the side of her belly: (TA:)

pl. J. (As, TA)

##! + The anus; syn. <-91, (TA;) as

also "###". (K.)

Já-. The loops of the că. [q. v.] nºith

which the [quiver termed] aius is connected with

the [case termed]*: (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) pl.

-#44. (Ibn-'Abbād)

#3:- A kind of sling; syn. &#2: (S, K:)

or a thing with nhich one throws : (S:) or it

signifies also a nooden instrument with nihich one

throws in the manner termed J34. : (K:) or a

thing into nihich stones are put, and with which

they are thronen at birds &c., like a &#2. (ISd.)

[In the TA in art. 403, it is said (in my opinion

Jja

1. 434, (S, Msh, K) and 4: Jå-, (Mab,

K.) aor.”, (JK, Msb) inf n & $54 (JK, S,

K) and Ji-, (JK, Mgb,” K,) or *&S$4. is a

simple subst.; (Mab3) and "434-1, (TA;) He

abstained from, or neglected, aiding him, or

assisting him; (JK,”S, Msb, K;) and held back

from him: (Msb:) and 434 he left, forsook,

9: deserted, him : (MA) and, accord. to AZ,

as Uji-, aor. 3, inf. n. U5-ki-, he left him, and

held back from going neith him. (T in art. 215.)

And W &Si- signifies God's failing to preserve

a man; accord to Az, from an evil action; so

that he falls into it. (TA.) It is said in the Kur

(iii. 1541, 3-24: us.'s 34.8:4&l,

*: [But if He fail to aid you, or to preserve

you, then niho is he that nill aid you after

Him?]: here Obeyd Ibn-Omeyr read "...#3:,

with damm to the L4 and kesr to the 5. (TA)

–And Jás. He (a gazelle) held back from

going with the herd; or remained behind the

herd. (As, S.) And <33- She (a gazelle, &c.,

K, as, for instance, a [wild] cow, TA) held back

..from going nith her female companions, and

remained alone : or held back, or remained

behind, not overtaking [the others]: (K:) or you

say, of a female gazelle, and of a [wild] cow,

(Gu-154 Já: She holds back from going nith

her female companions, or remains behind them,

neith her young one, in the place of pasturage; or

remains alone nith him; as A 'Obeyd says, on

the authority of As. (T, TA) And -ij- She

(a wild animal, S, O, or a gazelle, K) remained

attending to her young one [when the rest of the

herd had gone]; (S, O, K;) said by some to be

inverted [as to the meaning], because she is [not

the one that leaves, but] the one that is left;

(S;) as also " -J3ts-3, (§, K.) and " -J.---

(K.)-A poet says, (namely, 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd,

TA) describing a horse,

• • d : * > d- -

* : -: 3.Jú- 2, *

• * ~ **: •." " 222 * , , , *

meaning [And he is, or nas, like the bucket in

the hand of the dranwer of nater,] of which the

cross pieces of wood have become separated from

it [so that it has become severed from the well

rope]. (S.)

2. 43-, inf n. J.: He incited him, or

induced him, to abstain from, or to neglect, aiding

him, or assisting him; and hindered him, with

held him, or prevented him, from aiding his con

panion, or assisting him. (T, T.A.) And J.J.--
* - - of , oe - - -

ast.<ia:, inf n. as above, He incited, or in

duced, his companions to abstain from, or to

neglect, aiding him, or assisting him. (S.)- He

induced him to be convardly and weak-hearted,

and to abstain from fighting. (Mgb.)

90
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4: see 1, in three places. - Also Ujs-M, (K.)
, a.k.

or act Uj4-1, (T, TA) said of the young one of

a wild animal, (K,) or of the young one of a
* , d > * ~ * * * *

gazelle or [wild] cow, (T,) means 4:54: Ja-9

(K, TA) [which may be rendered He found his

mother to hold back from him; or to leave him,

and hold back from going with him: or it means]

he found his mother to hold back from going neith

her female companions, or to remain behind them,

with him; or to remain alone with him. (T.)

6. 1930-3 They abstained from, or neglected,

aiding, or assisting, one another: (S:) i. q.

12,4'-x5 [which has the foregoing signification

accord. to the TA, but properly means they turned

their backs, one upon another]: (K:) they left,

forsook, or deserted, one another in trouble.

(M.A.) [And, accord. to Freytag's Lex., They

fled from fight, or battle:1-3: <-J5ts:

(said of an old man, TA) His legs became weak

(S, K,TA) in consequence of some evil affection.

(TA)- And U5ts. He was, or became, behind.

(KL.)- See also 1.

7. [I2].js-il, accord. to Freytag's Lex., They

nere destitute of aid, or assistance: they fled.]

6 * > *

àJ.ks- A man constantly abstaining from, or

neglecting, the rendering of aid, or assistance.

(IAgr.S.K." [In the K, this is not distinguished

from USlá- in the first of the senses assigned to

this latter below. See also J.-:)

6 - d.

U').js- see 1, in two places.

J-4- One niho often abstains from, or ne

glects, the rendering of aid, or assistance: so in

the Kur xxv. 31, applied to the Devil; (TA;)

because he forsakes the unbeliever, and declares

himself to be clear of him, on the occasion of

trial, or affliction. (Jel.)- See alsoJ*

Also A mare that, when suffering from the pain

of parturition, moves not from her place. (ISd,

K)—J:" Js: A man whose leg aids him

not, in consequence of weakness, (S,”TA,) or of

some evil affection, or of intoxication. (TA.)

Ji- Abstaining from, or neglecting, the ren

dering of aid, or assistance. (S, K.)- And Any

one leaving, forsaking, or deserting. (TA.)

Also, and "J33-, (T, K,) A female gazelle, and

a [wild] cow, holding back from going with her

female companions, or remaining behind them,

with her young one, in the place of pasturage: or

remaining alone with him: (T:) or a female

gazelle, &c., (K,) as, for instance, a [wild] cow,

(TA,) holding back from going with her female

companions, and remaining alone: or holding

back, or remaining behind, not overtaking [the

others]: (K:) or the latter signifies a female

gazelle that has left, forsaken, or deserted, her

young ones. (EM p. 60.)-And the former,

A female gazelle remaining attending to her young

one; as also "J3:. (K. [See 1.])- Also

Routed, defeated, or put to flight. (IAar, K.)

45 - d. p.

J.- : see the next preceding paragraph.

* * * * • -

J33- Having no aider, or assister. (Jel in

xvii. 23.)

Aji

1. ***, S.K.) aor.-, (K) inf n. 23-, (JK,

S, TA,) He cut it, or cut it off: (S, K:) or he did

so quickly: (JK, Z, TA:) and *425- and

*4-3-3 signify the same: (K:) or "the second,

inf. n. -**, he cut it in pieces; (S, in which

only the inf n is mentioned;) and so "the third.

(TA) [It is like 4.5-.] Hence, in a trad,

-*. b4+, said of men stopping the road,

and robbing and slaying passengers, They cut,

and smote, men with the sncords. (T.A.) And

ā-ā- alt. 3-4-54. He cut off for him a

portion of his property. (JK.)- Also, said of

a hawk, He struck him, or it, with his talon, or

clan. (IAar, K.”)=2.4-, aor.”, (K) inf n.

> *, (TK, [as indicated in the K by its being

said that the verb is like &:-) It became cut,

or cut off, as also "Lejs J. (K.) [or] the latter

is quasi-pass. of4-3- [and therefore signifies it

became cut in pieces]. (TA.) And J: ****

The [thong called] &: [q. v.] of the sandal be

•

came cut, or severed. (TA.) =A3+, aor. * ,

(K) int. n. 2: (STA)[and app. 3-3-, 4-v.

infră]; orA3+, [so in the JK, which may be

also correct, agreeably with the primary signi

fication of this verb, though the aor. is there said

to be <, which may perhaps be a mistranscription

for 2,] inf. n. Xi- [there mentioned in two places]

and >+: (JK;) | He was quick (JK, S, K,

TA) in pace, or rate of going; (JK, S, TA;) as

also "L.J.s.l. (JK, [But this last may be erro

neously taken from the phrase w: X4, there

immediately following; for this phrase may be

mistranscribed for23: X4, which I find in the

TA.]) - [And hence,] X4+ signifies also t|[The

being liberal, or bountiful; (see the part. n.

X- ;) or] the giving a gift, or making a present.

(KL.)

2: see 1, first sentence, in two places.

4: see 1, in the latter part. FJ: Aja-i He

repaired the [thong called] &: of the sandal.

(AA, TA) [Here, as in many other instances,

the 1 has a privative effect: see J: ****,

above.]

5, as an intrans. v.: see 1, near the middle of

the paragraph: = as a trans. v.: see 1, first sen

tence, in two places.

8. 23:1, [accord. to some, seems to signify

The cutting off a thing for oneself:] accord. to

Some, U-à <--" [as meaning the being pleased,

content, or willing: See >+]. (Ham p. 703,

q.v.)

23- A cutting, or sharp, sword; (K;) as

also "X,ā- (JK, K) and "X:- ; (JK, T, S,

ISd,TA,) the last erroneously said in the K to be

like : (TA) One of the swords of Mo

hammad was named "X3-1: it was formerly

the sword of El-Hárith El-Ghassānee. (TA)

A garment, or piece of cloth, altogether, or

wholly, old and n:orn out. (TA.) [And in like

manner, accord. to Freytag (who does not name

his authority), "X24-, applied to a scabbard of a

sword, Lacerated and worn by use.]- | Quick,

or snift f pace, applied to a horse; (JK, S;)

and so "X24-, applied to an ostrich. (S)

[And hence,] | A man (JK, S) liberal, or bounti

ful, (S, K,) in giving; (S;) pleased, content,

or nilling, (JK, K, TA,) to be liberal or bounti

ful; plenteous in gifts: (TA:) pl. &**:

(JK, K:) it has no broken pl. (TA.) -

is: A snatching anay; a snatch: and a

stroke, or blon". (TA.)-A certain mark (i-)

of camels: (JK, K:) an Islámee term: (K:)

a certain mark of sheep or goats, (JK, T, TA,)

being a slit across the ear, (T, TA,) which leaves

the ear dried up. (JK, T, TA. [See #43-D

–Also, [or i. i* q. v.,] A space, or period,

syn. ā-, (K,) [of the night, or of the day:]

and is: [or is...] is a dial. var. thereof.

(TA.) -

#5- [like is:- A piece cut off of a gar

ment. (JK. [See also islä-]) A portion cut

off from property. (JK.) A portion of the

night. (J.K. [See also i: ])-A company

of men. (JK. [But perhaps this may be a mis

take for is...])

£4. A sheep or goat, (#3, JK, K,) or a

she-goat, (S,) having the mark in the ear termed

i-i-. (JK;) [i. e.] having the ear slit across,

nithout its being separated: (S, K:) or a ewe

having the extremity of her ear cut off. (T,TA.)

&: [app. an inf. n. of 33-] Quickness of

pace, or of rate of going. (TA.)

* J = s • •

L^2.já- : see Leja-, in three places.

- * > *

X- &# An ear cut, or cut off : (K:) pl.

Xi+. (TA)

is 3-4 piece cut off (JK, K. [See also

6 * d

ā-j-.])

6 - d. s

_2.js-o: see A-ka-, in two places.

Já

1.3-, (S, A, K.) aor = ($, M, K) and , (M,

K,) [the latter of which is anomalous,] inf. n.

*. (S, A, Msb, K.) It (water) sounded; [i.e.,

murmured; rumbled ; or gurgled;] (S, A, Msb,

K;) as also "3-5-, (A) inf n. 5:4-5 (TA:)

Or j-, aor. 2, (IAar, T,) inf. n. *, (IAar,) it

(water) ran vehemently [so as to make a noise :

as used in the present day, it ran, floned, or

trickled don'n ; and leaked, or oozed, out : and

also it ran so as to make a murmuring, or similar,

sound]: (IAar, T :) and 5: it was made to run :

(TA: but the subject of this verb is not men

tioned.) And 35-, (A, K.) aor. and *, (K.)

inf n.*. It (the wind,&#) sounded; [i.e.,

murmured; or rustled;] (A, K;)

among reeds or canes; as also '#43-, (A,)

inf n. as above: (TA:) or the latter signifies

rumbled;
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it made a quick >= [or rustling] among reeds

or canes or the like. (Lth.) Also It (an eagle,

**) made a rustling (-5.5-) with its nings,

in flying, (Lth, K.) And #, (S) inf n. *, +,

(K.) He (a man sleeping) snored, or made a

sound in breathing; (§, K, TA) as also #4,

($) infin. #34 (S. K.) and the latter, (TA)

inf n. as above, (K,) has the same signification

when said of a leopard (K,"TA) in his sleep;

(TA;) as also the former, inf. n. as above;

(TA;) and when said of a cat; (K,” TA;) as

also the former, (TA,) inf. n.* (so in the

CK and in a MS. copy of the K, but in the text

of the K in the TA, 224-) and 2,4-; (TA;)

[i.e. he made a loud purring in his sleep;] and

it is likewise significant of the sound, or sounds,

made by a person suffering strangulation. (S,

TA: but of the verb applied in this last manner,

only the inf. n., ###, is mentioned.) And 3-,

aor. *, It (a stone) made a sound in its descent.

(TA) — (Hence,] ..., aor = (S, A, MSb, K)

and *, (K,) the latter of which is anomalous,

(TA) inf n. 2: (S.K) and X-, (K.) He, or

it, fell, or fell don'n : (S, A, Msb, K:) originally,

he, or it, fell, making a sound to be heard at the

same time: afterwards used in the sense of falling

absolutely : you say # X- The building fell

donºn : (TA:) and 3- & X- He fell donn

prostrating himself to God: (S, A,” TA:) or

5- signifies He, or it, fell from a high to a lon

place : (K, TA:) so in the Kur [xxii. 32], Útg
* * *

£1& #. [He is as though he fell from the

"yl (ATA) Andžiš is, if n is:
[They fell donn prostrate, mith their chins to the

ground: see the Kur xvii.108 and 109 :] (A:)

[whence the saying,] its::) Su-3 Ce: -à-as

c.63% ! [A wind blen, violently, so that the trees

fell, or bent themselves, don’n to the ground].

(A.) - You say also, 3-, (TA) inf. n.:

(K,) meaning + He died: (K, TA:) because a

man, when he dies, falls down. (TA.) In the

Kur xxxiv. 13, it may mean + He died, or he

fell down. (TA)- Also (3-) He stumbled

after going right. (TA.)- And squa- <5

+ His sins fell; [or fell from him; q. d. fell to

the ground;] went anay; or departed. (TA,

from a trad)–And J.- 3-5-, inf n.23

He, (a man,) and it, (a stone, &c.) rolled don’n

from the mountain. (TA) - And 39:9

&# & ess'." &: &: ! The Arabs of

the desert come don'n, or descend, from the deserts

to the towns or pillages. (A)-And t:< bi-,

(TA,) inf. n. *, (K) t They came upon us

suddenly, or unanares, from a place unknonyn.

(K,” TA.)-And by- + They came from one

tonn, or country, or the like, to another. (TA.)

–And f They passed along, or anay, or by.

(TA)- 4.4 & -5,-, or 4:3: 32, is

a metonymical phrase, well known, meaning

! Mayest thou be confounded and stupified by

shame; or, so as to be speechless aud motionless:

<ºs- [properly] signifying <li. (TA in the

present art. and in art. -->l.)

4. ** j- He made his arm, or hand, to fall,

by a stroke of the sword. (Yaakoob, S, K.)

7.> He, (a man, TK,) or it, (the belly,

TK,) became law, or flabby. (K, TK.) [See

also R. Q. 2.]

R. Q. 1: see 1, in three places.

R. Q. 2.3: It (a man's belly) quivered,

or shook about, with bigness : (S, K:) or by

reason of leanness. (TA.) [See also 7.]

3 y : w J. • O.P

24- and "Ušjá. The 33.3 of a mill or mill-stone;

i. e. the place into which the wheat is thrown

nvith the hand; (S;) the mouth of a mill or mill

stone. (K.)

5 d e os

22,4- 3A. A she-cat that makes much loud

breathing or purring (X,*) in her sleep. (TA)

* A depressed tract between two hills, (S,

K) stretching along: (S) pl. #4 (S. K.)

The pl. occurs in a verse of Lebeed, commencing

*: 5-, as Khalaf El-Ahmar heard the

Arabs recite it: so says A’Obeyd: (S:) but the

common reading is 5-9, with c and j. (TA.)

3 * > 3 *

USyd- : see 's-.

6° 3 - 6 o –

3,94- Use A sounding [i. e. murmuring or

gurgling] spring or source: (S:) or a running

spring or source : so called because of the sound

of its water: (IAar:) or a spring, or source,

telling ..forth abundantly. (M5b.) - See also

Jui

6 - d -

44-ya- The sound of water: and of wind: and

of an eagle making a rustling with its wings in

flying. (K.) [See 1.]

*::: Water flowing (K) vehemently, (TA,)

or copiously. (Ham p. 821.)

# - & 4

jus- part. n. of 1. (TA.) –35: [is a pl.

thereof: and] signifies + Men coming from one

ton'n, or country, or the like, to another; as also

W#5- which latter signifies also t Men passing

along, or anay, or by. (TA.)

f>

Wi

1. &4, aor. *, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.) inf n.

# (S,Mgh, K) and "###, (K) which is

the more chaste form, (O,) or this may be a

quasi-inf n., (El-Khattábee, Msb,) and, accord.

to some, W #+, (MF) or this is a quasi-inf n,

(Lth,” Msb, K,” MF) like Al-2 for 23-2, or, as

some say, a pl. of 3-, (Mg,MF) and #- also

is an inf n., (S.K.) and #324-, (K, TA,) like

33-5, (TA,) or 542,4-, (so in a MS. copy of the

K and in the CK,) He voided his excrement, or

ordure : (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) or #- signifies

the retiring alone, and sitting down, to satisfy a

nant [of nature]. (IAth.)

#. : see what next follows.

o y

3,4- Human excrement, or ordure; (S, Mgh,"

Msb, K;) as also W#: (Msb, TA:) and some

times applied to the dung of the dog, and of the

field-rat, and of the ant, and of the fly: (TA:)

pl. #4, (S, Mgh, Mob, K.) which is also a pl.

of #4, (MSb, TA) and &#, (K) which is

anomalous, and 5,5-; (TA;) and some say that

#- is a pl. of #4 (Mab, MF)

#- :

•- see 1.

5494-:

& 4 act, part. n. of 1. (TA.)

6£- d -

30- A place where excrement, or ordure, is

voided (a privy;] (§, K5) as also #4, (K)

and W#- ; (T, S, K, TA;) the last written in

some copies of the K#- ; and in one, #2.

(TA.)

* * •

#- : see what next precedes.

*/d

1. *, (JK, S, A, Mab, &c.) aor. *, (JK,

K.) inf n. *%+, (JK, S, A, Mgh, Mob, KL,

TA) said of a place, (S) or a country, (A,

Mgh,”) or a dwelling, or place of abode, (Msb,)

or a house, (TK,) It was, or became, in a state

of ruin, waste, uninhabited, depopulated, deserted,

desolate, uncultivated, or in a state the contrary

of flourishings (JK, S, A,Mgh, KL,TA) -94.

is the contr. of 5.2. (S)---, aor. * ,

(Msb) inf n. 94, (S, Msb, K.) It had in it

a slit, or a round perforation: (S:) or he had his

ear slit, (MSb, K,) or bored nith a round perfo

ration. (Msb)=-3,4- see 4.- Also, (Msb,

K,) aor. * , inf. n. #5-, (Msb,) He stole:

(Msb:) or he became a thief, or robber. (K.)

And £3 Jul 3-, (S, A, ) or c> J4 x-,
(K,) both mentioned as on the authority of Lh,

(TA) aor. : (S, A) inf.". #94 (S, A, K) and
#. and+ and +x+. (K,) He stole the

camels of such a one. (S, K.)–4,-, (K.)

aor. *, inf n. +, (TA,) He bored it, perfo

rated it, or made a hole through it: or he slit it:

(K, TA:) namely, a thing. (TA.)- And He

struck his £4, (K,) meaning the part where

the head of his thigh-bone was inserted; or ā-,4

here has some other of the significations assigned

to it in this article. (TA.)

2 : see 4, in four places.

4. --!,(S, A, Mab, K.) inf n. 99-, (TA)

He reduced to ruin; or rendered waste, unin

habited, depopulated, deserted, desolate, uncul

tivated, or in a state the contrary of flourishing;

(S, A, K;) a house, (S, K,) or a dwelling, or

place of abode, (Msb,) or a country; (A;) as

also "-j-, (A, Mab, K.) inf n. 4-5 (TA;)

and "+,+, (K,) [inf n. ~5- as in the Kur

ii. 108:] or "-j- signifies the same, but in a

more extensive, or a superlative or an intensive

sense: you say,2: ls:- [They ruined their

houses; the being doubled because the verb has

many objects: or they demolished their houses].

(S, TA) is: "&#4, in the Kur (lix. 2),
90 *
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means They demolishing their houses: this is the

reading of AA: all others read of J2a-' &##,

meaning they going forth from their houses, and

leaving them; (TA;) or evacuating their houses;

or leaving them in a state of ruin. (BJ)—

[Hence the saying,] &üüşi "...# £e ![De

posits entrusted to him become lost, or perish]. (A.)

5. -> It (a building) became demolished.

(TA.)

10. -->}~! It (a skin for water or milk) be

came perforated with many holes; became full of

holes. (A, TA.)- + He became broken by mis

fortune. (J.K. K.)–:9 & #: 7

lamented for this event, or case. (JK.) -

*: +)=-1 + He was angry with him; or was

angry with him nith the anger that proceeds from

a friend; (* 3-35) namely, one who had

separated himselffrom him: (JK:) or he yearned

tonards, longed for, or desired, him. (K.)

Q. Q. 1. * [in the CK, erroneously,

3:5,] It (the canker-worm) corroded a tree:

(K, TA:) but accord. to some, this verb is [ra

dically] quadriliteral, and as such it occurs again

in the K [in art. -->]. (TA.)

+: See #, in five places: = and see

also+.

6 o y 6 *d in

--~ : see als, in seven places. =Also The

place where an elevated accumulation of sand

terminates, (JK, S,” TA,) producing trees of the

hind called Lää. (TA)

+ The male of the [species of bustard called]

&- ($, K :) or i, q. &- absolutely:

(TA:) pl. dux-. ($)– And hence, (A) or

"+, (JK) or '-' (TA) and "ö".

(K,) : Cowardly; or a convard. (A, K, T.A.)=

See also avy-, near the end of the paragraph.

* (§, TA) and '5-(A, Msb) In a state

ofruin, maste, uninhabited, depopulated, deserted,

desolate, uncultivated, or in a state the contrary

of flourishing; (S, A, TA;) applied to a place,

(S,) or a country, (A,) or a dwelling, or place of

abode. (Mgb.) You say a 's- 22 A house which

its on ner has reduced to ruin, or rendered unin

habited, &c. (S, TA) [In the phrase, 3-4 is

~- J-3, meaning This is a deserted hole of a

lizard of the kind called dabb, the word -- is

put in the gen, case 3'-' L*, i.e. because of

its proximity to a preceding word in that case, not

being so properly.] - [Hence,] -ko, + *

! [He is without marron in the bone]. (A, TA.)

And au-Sl * ! [One in whom trust is not

safely reposed] (A, TA)—See also+.E

And see+.

#: see the next paragraph, in two places.
* - d.

=See also aws-.

#. A hole, perforation, or bore; (Mab, TA;)

whether round or not: (TA:) or any round hole

or perforation or bore; (S, K, TA;) such as that

of the ear; (TA;) [and] so "+: (A:) pl.

[of mult..] of the former (in this and in other

senses here following, K,”TA)+ (Msb, K.)

and **, which latter is extr. [with respect to

rule], and [of pauc.]+ [which is irregular

as pl. of the former, but regular as pl. of the latter].

(K. [See also+ and #..]) [Hence,] #.

&: The bore of the lobe of the ear, when not

slit. [the Sindee being particularly noted by the

Arabs for his pierced ears:] when slit, it is termed

G-: *ā- (TA)- Width of the hole, or

perforation, of the ear; (JK) as also *-ya-,

(JK) or '#', (A) and '+', (K) this last

being a subst like Jši. (TA)—The eye of a

needle: [like --- and a 5,4-:] and the foramen

of the anus: as also *-i- and *-i- and *#):

and "āj- and "###, (K, MF) in both of

these senses, though this is not clearly shown in

the K: (MF:) and likewise, of the vagina; the

dual of#. occurring in a trad., as some relate

it, applied to the foramen of the anus and that of

the vagina together: (TA:) and the last,"ä94,

also signifies any perforation like the eye of a

needle. (K.)—# and*: and W#"

and "#" The hole [or socket] of the hip, (S,

TA,) where the head of the thigh-bone is inserted;

as also 99. #. and 952/ "+ and "<!

2,2'' and 9,531 *#): [or, probably, *a,\,-]

and 4))3M *āj: and 952" *#5-: and the pl.,

*i. also signifies the loner extremities of the

shoulder-blades. (TA)—And#1 (A’obeyd,

S, Mgh, Msb, K,) or 335." #, (A) and

*#), and sometimes '$';*) without tesh

deed,(TA)[and perhaps': 'I also,(see :)]

The loop of the [leathern water-bag called] 335- 5

(A’Obeyd, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) because of its

round form: every 33.9% having two loops

[whereby it is suspended upon either side of the

camel], each of which is thus called; and two

kidney-shaped pieces of leather (c.') [at the

two upper corners]; and the two loops are sewed

to these. (TA. [See also#-D=4 vice, or

fault ; (IAth, TA) as also "is- (K.) and

corruption, or unsoundness, in religion; (JK,

K.) as also "i, (JK, TA) and "āj- Ilike

#-] (Mgh, K) and "-j- and "3+ (K)

and *:::: and a quality inducing suspicion, or

evil opinion : [a meaning app. belonging to all of

the foregoing words:] (TAj). Pl, of the first,

<>W,--; and of the second, <>W,-- . (JK:) also,

the first (i.e. #), a crime : a bad, an evil, or

a foul, word or saying: and a trial, or an affliction.

(TA.) You say, #. ** U. There is not in him

a vice, or fault. (TA.) And £5% &: d', ū.

# (JK, TA) and "új-,(TA)or '#,(JK)

We have not seen in such a one unsoundness of re

ligion nor anything disgraceful. (JK, TA.)

£- #, occurring in a trad., means One who

flees with a thing desiring to appropriate it to

himself and to take possession of it unlan fully.

(TA.)

6.-d • ,” - .

àº'à- see -9s-, in three places.=Also The

state, or condition, or guise, of him who is termed

+: (K:) also explained as signifying a thing

whereof one is ashamed: or as derived from

(#4, meaning] “contemptibleness, and dis

grace, or ignominy” or it may be "###, mean

ing a single act [of a shamefal nature, or the like].

(Et-Tirmidhee, TA.)

6- 6

#, in three places, near the end
#: See

of the paragraph.- Also i. q. #3 [Baseness,

vileness, &c.]: (K, TA:) in one copy of the

K, # [a slip, lapse, fault, &c.]: (TA ) and

disgrace, or ignominy, and contemptibleness.

(TA.)- And à-l signifies #;" [The part,

or parts, of the person, which it is indecent to

expose]. (K.)

6

ā- and its ple. : see *5- in five places.

&+: See+.

~5- inf n, of 2,4 in the first of the senses

explained above. (JK, S, A, &c. (See 1, first

sentence.])- [Then used as an epithet:] see

+.- [And then used as an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. predominates, as appears

from what follows;] contr. of 35: (JK, A,

K:) and '#4. signifies [the same; or] &**

-j-, (A, K.) as also '-' (Lih, K.) fall

may be rendered A ruin, or waste; a place,

country, place of abode, or house, in a state of

ruin, waste, uninhabited, depopulated, deserted,

desolate, uncultivated, or in a state the contrary

of flourishing :] the pl. of 5- is ##, (JK,

K,) a pl. of pauc., (JK,) and +, which latter

is mentioned by El-Khattábee, (K) as occurring

in a trad. respecting the building of the mosque

of El-Medceneh; &#1334, J-3 as Jes

+: -j-" 3:6 --> [There were in it

palm-trees, and the graces of the believers in a

plurality of gods, and ruins; and he gave orders

respecting the ruins, and they were levelled]: but

IAth says that -- may be pl. of "à,4-, or of

*::::: or it may be '-º'- [coll, gen, n] of

W #+: and accord. to one reading of the trad.,

the word is ©-, meaning “a place ploughed

for sowing:” (TA:) (accord. to F,] the pl. of

"#, also, is +: and the pl. of 'i, is

+ [mentioned abovel and −5- [which, is

anomalous] and <>W,+. (K.) [Hence,] bās

**u- us?'" L. [They fell into a calley of

ruins, or naste places, &c.]: (A, TA:) i. e.,

into destruction : (TA:) [a prov., of which there

are various readings: see -03-, in art. "Ja-.]

:= [Also inf n. of* as syn. with ~4-1, q.v.]

6 * > * 6 - d. J.

à:Wi-: see à:/s-,

#: See#, in five places.

à - J & J.

* (Az, S, Mgh, K) and W *%+. (Az,

$, K,) mentioned by Az as radically quadriliteral,

(TA in art. -->) and "-53s-, (Mgh, K.)

but this last is of weak authority, (TA,) or not

allowable, (S,) a coll. gen. n.; n. un, with 5;

(TA;) A kind of tree, growing upon the moun

tains of Syria, having grains (~~) like those of

the -2: [q. v.], called by the children of El
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'Irāk &: #51, dry, or tough, and black :

(Az, TA in art. -->4-:) a certain plant, (S,

Mgh,) well known: (S:) said by some to be the

hind of tree [or plant] called J-4- [i. e.

poppy]: (Mgh :) cert: trees, of which there

are two kinds, wild (#), and Syrian (J-5) :

• Joe

(AHn,K.) the former hind is also called #:

(AHn;) and this is thorny, (AHn, K,) used as

fuel, rising to the height of a cubit, having

branches, (AHn,) with a fruit (AHn, K) black

(X-9 and light, like bubbles, (AHn,TA) in the

copies of the K cities, but correctly£,

(TA,) disagreeable in taste, (AHn, K.) not eaten

except in cases of difficulty, or distress; having

£rains (-) n:hich are hard and lubricous:

(AHn:) the Syrian hind [is that to rehich the

name of >2)- is non commonly applied, the

carob, or locust-tree; ceratonia siliqua; the fruit

of which] is sneet, and is eaten; having grains

(--) like those of the *::, but larger;

(AHn;) the fruit of this kind is like the 3'

x: [or cassia fistula], but wide; and from it

are prepared an inspissated juice and [a kind of]

&?- [or parched meal]. (AHn, K.) [Its grain

is used as a weight: see by: and -->2 and

*>]

2-,3.2 3-0 .

ãºs : see à,4-, in two places.
6.- 3 & 6-d /

à-la-: see ags-, in four places.

*# and '3-; see 25

* A stealer of camels: (As, S, A:) and

(by extension of its original meaning, TA) any

thief, or robber: (JK, $:) dim. "-->43- (TA:)
3 * * ~ * *

and pl. ,-, (S, A, TA) or "5:1. (JK)

[See also #+]

6 0 - p.

->35-; see what next precedes.

* - c :

Js. Slit : or having a round hole or p',

foration : (S:) [fem. #: as in] #. &

An ear having the lobe slit. (K.)-A man,

(S,) or a ram, (Msb) having his ear slit; (S,

Msb, K;) as also'- and X-4, (TA;)

from *** - signifying slit. (S3) and (so in

the S and TA, but in the Mśb “or”) having his

ear pierced, or bored: when it is slit (after the

piercing, S, TA), he is said to beźi. (S, Msb,

TA: [but see this last in art 2-1) and 3:

c:# having the ears pierced, or bored: (AM,

TA in art. -->4- ) and #- a female slave

having the lobe of her ear slit [or pierced, or

bored]: and *ā- a female slave having her

ear [slit or] pierced, or bored: (TA:) and#

a she-goat having her ear slit, but so that the slit

is not long nor wide. (K)=: See#.

#: #4. An empty bee-hive, (K,) in which

honey has not been collected. (TA.)

6 * ~ * - • * - d 3

--~~, and its fem. (with 5): see -ºs-l.

6 y o e 4 - d #

-P2,s- : see ~4-l.

*: sing of -94, (TA) which latter

signifies Holes like those of hornets' nests: and

the holes, or cells, (prepared with naw, K in art.

+)-3, ) in nºbich the bees deposit their honey.

(K, TA. [In the CK, erroneously, --'9's 5.])

Accord. to some, the U is a radical letter. (TA.)

**

* * * d

1 <-, (K) aor. , inf n + (TK.) He

perforated, bored, or pierced, (K,) the ear, (TK)

or a thing. (TA) And J-1 -> <- [It

perforated, or slit, (see the mass. part, n., below,)

the nose of the camel]: said of the cuff- [or

wooden thing that is inserted in the bone of the

camel's nose]. (A)=-39 (3- |We knen,

the land and its roads. (Ks, S.) [Golius omits

this; but mentions, as on the authority of Ibn

Maaroof, ++, signifying He nas skilful, or

expert, in showing the way. What ..Ibn-Masroof

says, however, is that the inf. n. -> signifies

the being acquainted nith a road; and, with a

place. See -j-.]

+: see what next follows, in two places.

+ The perforation, bore, or hole, (S, A, K,)

of a needle; [i. e. its eye;] (S, A.; [see also

#. ;] and of the ear, (S,) or in the e', [but

see #..] &c.; (A, K.) and of the J-G, [i. e.

hoe, or adz, or axe,] (S, A, TA,) meaning, of the

handle thereof; (A, TA;) as also #: (Fr, TA

in art. 2,4-;) [see again ###| and *:::: sig

nifies the same: (A, K.), Pl, [of pauc.] &#

(S, A) and [of mult.] -->2)--. (S.) You say

5'' + &: &: [Narrower than the eye

of the needle]. (A.) And £). *%+ &la.

[Narron, passes like the eyes of needles]. (A.)

The -j- of a sandal is The hole, or perforation,

of the ai; [q.v.], into which the thong [called

the 99:1 enters. (An anon. Arabic MS. in my

possession.)— Also The rings at the heads [or

extremities] of [camels' plaited fore girths of the

kind called] 82- : and so [the pls.] --> (K)

and &#: (S, K:) and *#. signifies one of

these; (K;) i. e. the ring in nihich is [inserted

the end of] the a:. (TA.) [Hence the phrase,]

cºs + &ls [lit. The rings of the fore-girths

of the camels of such a one became unsteady;

meaning] ; the state of such a one became

disordered, or perverted. (A, TA.) And similar

to this are the phrases,2#.+ 3% and +3%

2:54, [in the TA 2.5 and <>15, but the com

parison evidently shows that the verbs should be

31, and <>W,] said of a people when they do not

receive or entertain hospitably him who alights

at their place of abode: so says IAar on the

authority of Es-Saloolee. (TA.)-See also aj,4-.

–Also A small rib, at, or near, the breast; and

SO **::: (K:) pl. &#, which Lth explains

as meaning the ribs at, or near, the breast, col

lectively. (T.A.)- And [the pl.] −5: signi

fies The obscure roads or ways, and the narron,

passes, of a desert. (TA.)

#. : See+- Its pl. &#, [also pl. of

* +, (see &#)] in the formation of which

the 3 of the sing, seems to have been considered

as elided, also signifies The loops of a [leathern

water-bag such as is called] 55%: it is said in

the T that in the 325-2 are its -l, 4-1, the loops

between which is the a.as [commonly signifying

cane, or reed, but here app. meaning the mouth,

which has the form of a short cylinder, and is in

the middle of the upper part of the 325-2, between

the two loops, these being at the two upper

corners], whereby [app. referring to the -94-1]

it is carried [and suspended on the side of a

camel, counterpoised by another 33.9% on the

other side of the camel]: and AM adds that one

says [also] $53 454, sing. #. [q. v.];

and in like manner,oš #. [“the bore of the

ear”]; with ~ : and c:#+25: [“a

boy having his ears pierced, or bored”]: he says,

also, that the 3-, with -, is [the hole] in the

iron of the J.", and [the eye] of the needle; and

the a;+, with -, is in the skin: and AA says

that #. signifies the eye of the [kind of needle

called] ###, i.e. the al- (TA:) and Lth says

that it signifies a round hole. (TA in art. -->.)

cG5-l Two stars, (K,) of the stars of the

Lion, two nhips' lengths apart, [(see **) in]

the two shoulder-blades of the Lion, (TA,) also

called 3-9. #, (K) [composing the Eleventh

Mansion of the Moon : (see #: and see also

*" Jú, in art. Ujj :)] the word is mentioned

here in the K, as though it were of the measure

9%; but accord. to Kr and others, it is dual

of #, belonging to art. 24-, in which it is

again mentioned in the K: (TA:) accord. to

ISd, however, only the dual form is known, and

the radical - and the augmentative - [by which

latter is meant 3] are in the dual alike: (TA in

art. 2,4- ) Zj asked Th respecting the d5!,4-,

and he answered, IAar says that they are two

stars, of those of the Lion; and Aboo-Nasr, the

companion of As, says that they are two stars in

the 5×5 of the Lion, i.e. in the middle thereof;

but in my opinion they are tryo stars after [i. e.

to the eastnard of] the* and the -is: Zj

disapproved of this, and replied, I say that they

are two stars in that part of the breast nhich is

the stabbing-place, derived from #} +, “the

eye of the needle:” but Th rejoined, that this

was an error, because the word is the dual of

#4. ; and he cited some verses in which a poet

speaks of certain stars in the Lion, and, among.

them, of#1 (MF, TA)

<-- (S, A, K) and < *. (sh) 4

skilful, or an expert, guide of the way; (Sh, S,

K;) one who pursues the right course to the

–94, i.e. the obscure roads or ways, and the

narron passes, of the deserts; or nho pursues the

right course in a nay that may be likened to the

-: [or eye] of the needle: (TA) or skilful;

applied to a man, and [particularly] to a guide:

(A:) pl. $54, occurring in a verse [perhaps

used by poetic licence for the regular pl. <!-l.

(S.)
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<><-- A strait, direct, or right, road or

nay. (K.)

* originally Perforated,bored, or pierced.

(TA.) - Then, (TA,) Having the nose slit ;

(K;) [and] so -:S ***, applied to a camel:

(A, TA:) or <>,<-2 signifies having a slit lip.

(S, K.)

*

: The utensils and furniture of a house or

tent: (S, Mgh, K) and the refuse, or the worth

less or mean or vile articles, thereof; (S, A, Mgh;)

thus accord. to the lawyers: (Mgh:) or bad fur

niture and utensils: (A:) or the worst thereof,

and of spoils: (K:) or [rubbish,] such as a frag

ment of a bonyl, and ashes, and [the dung that is

termed] *, of a house: (AZ, TA in art. Us-i:)

[pl. J:5+..] You say,ź. &: l,ii. They

removed the northless articles of their furniture

and utensils. (A.)-[Hence,] &:&-&%

>}</ | Such a one hears language in nºbich is no

good (A, TA) And * (#5 & Jiji
and 225 J%- ! [Such a one cast forth the un

profitable things of his mind and the unprofitable

things of his speech], (A, TA.)

&

1. &- (S, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. *, (L) inf. n.
© J. J. s

co- and &+, (S, Msb, K.) He, or it, went,

came, passed, or got, out, or forth; issued, ema

nated, proceeded, ment, or departed; contr. of

J-35 (TA) 245.1 & [from the place]

(Mgb.) One says, ū-Ú- &- [He, or it,

ment, came, passed, or got, out, or forth, &c.,

well: and it turned out nell]. (S.) [And&

assus &: See &us, in art. g”. When &

means It was disbursed, or expended, the inf. n.

is &-] *: £- [lit. He went out, &c., with

him, or it]: see 4. (TA.) ex- 2: [The day

of going forth] means the day of the Jee [or

festival]. (A, TA, from a trad.) And [as used

in the Kurl. 41] The day nºhen men shall come

forth from their graves; (TA;) a name of the

day of resurrection. (AO, K.)- [+It became

excluded by a definition or a rule or the like, or

by a portion thereof.] ** c." ** is a

phrase of the Bagree grammarians, said of the

objective complement of a verb, meaning + Put

in the accus. case as being out of the predicament

of the. subject and that of the attribute. (TA.)

-**! c” & “ +[He got out of, escaped from,

extricated himself from, evaded, or became quit

of, an affair, or a state]. (ISh, TA in art. U.S.)

[And J- &l J- &: &- +He passed from

- - -

one state to another state. And 4:23 &-&

t He quitted, or forsook, his religion. And&
o - d.

a 32 & 2, and* U-6, + He became quit of his

debt, and of his disease.] And 3- &#3c.&

*:: t He paid such a one his debt: a phrase

• 2 3 * * * * *

used in law. (TA.) [And dual-li Lle&

and cual."* 34, +He rebelled against the

Sultán.] And J-1 sile J's --- (She

became formed like the he-camel]; said of a she

camel that is termed *ā-j-. (S, A, K.) And

#!& 5- t[He became foul, or obscene, in

his language]. (L and K in art. Jus-.) And

asual, A-l es' &- inf n. £23- 1 He was, &

or became, conspicuous in science and art. (A,

TA. [See also 5.])–we-2,4-d--' (-, said of

a cloud (all-), 1 Hon good is its first rising

from the horizont (A) [You say also,&

*-il, inf n. to:- meaning +The clouds be

came extended, or expanded: see £-] And

à:M<- ! The sky became clear, after having

been cloudy. (T, A.)

2. &- inf. n. &2-3, [sometimes resembles

-

in signification &- :] see the inf n. voce &24-.

–[+He resolved, explained, or rendered, a say

ing. láš J% ls:- lás L* +According to

this meaning &c. they have resolved, explained,

or rendered, such a saying, is a phrase of frequent

occurrence in the larger lexicons &c.]-t He

educated, disciplined, or trained, well a youth:

and in like manner, a horse [and a camel; for

£-4, as is indicated in the K voce 5.4, ap

plied to a camel, is syn. with *]. (IAar.)

You say, >39. es' *3-, (S, A, K,) inf. n. as

above, t He educated, disciplined, or trained, him

nell in polite accomplishments; i.e. a teacher,

his pupil. (TA.)=[He, or it, rendered a thing

&#. i. e. of two color, 'ite and black : &c.]

You say, U2M &= A3+All The stars render

the colour [of a thing, such as an expanse of

water,] a mixture of black and white, by reason

of its blackness and their whiteness. (TA.) And

£"&- (A, K,) inf. n. as above, (K,) | He

(a boy, A) n'rote upon part of the tablet and left

part of it without noriting. (A, K.) And&

Gü= ! He wrote a book leaving [blank] the places

[of the titles] of the sections and chapters. (A.)

And J." g- (A, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

! He made the nork to be of different kinds. (A,

K, TA) And Jé." #1 *-i- int" as
above, The pasturing animals ate part of the

pasture and left part. (S, A, K," TA. [See

also 4.]) And &: & C# and * >
* - of

&-l.

3, #3-4 i. 7 & .359 issu", (STA)

i. e. (TA) One person's putting forth as many of

his fingers as he pleases, and the other's doing the

like: (K, TA:) [or the playing at the game called

morra; micare digitis: see &4- You say,

&#, and &#25 Als: see

* - He played with him at the game of morra.

See also 6.]–2:- [inf n. as above,] He

contributed with them to the expenses of a journey

or an expedition against an enemy, sharing equally

nvith each of them, like-*.*. (L in art. ….)

–And* - He made an agreement with him,

namely, his slave, that he (the latter) should pay

him a certain impost at the expiration of every

month; (Mgh, L, TA;) the slave being left at

liberty to nork: (L, TA:) in which case the

slave is termed '#'- :*. (Mgh, L, TA.)

* a > 0

6 4.*!, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) inf n. |CU-l and]

*.*,(S,K.) He made, or caused, him, or it, to go,

come, pass, or get, out, or forth; to issue, emanate,

proceed, or depart : [he put, cast, or thrust, him,

or it, out, or forth; expelled, ejected, or dislodged,

him, or it : he took, led, dren, or pulled, him, or

it, out, or forth: he gave it forth: he, or it, pro

duced it:] as also a "%-" [but it should be

observed that this latter properly and generally

denotes accompaniment, like as* , and may

be literally rendered he went, came, passed, or

got, out, or forth, with him, or it:] and 'G'+',
* - d. g - - -

also, is syn. with 2-, 4-l; as in the saying, in a

trad.,# &: *9.5£: [And he took forth,

or took forth for himself (accord. to a property of

many verbs of this form), some dates from a

nater-skin]: (TA:) [so, too, is "g-l; aS

meaning he took, led, dren, or pulled, out, or

forth: but this generally implies some degree of

effort, or labour; as does also 'g:- ; and like

wise, desire: i. e. it means he sought, or en

deavoured, to make a thing come forth : the former

is also syn. with *: (q.v.) and £is and

both of them signify, and so does g- in many

instances, he dren out, or forth; extracted;

educed; produced; elicited; fetched out by la

bour or art; got out; or extorted: this is what

is meant by its being said that] '5:9 is

syn. nith £91, (S, K,) and so is "&#9.

(K) 3-2 &- J:í, in the Kur-vii. 82,

means Cause Thou me to go forth from Mekkeh

in a good, or an agreeable, manner, so that I may

not turn my heart [or affections] towards it: (Jel:

[see also various similar explanations in Bd:])

Or&- is here a n. of place, or, accord. to the

more approved opinion, of time. (TA.)-£2

•)--> -s; L +[He vented that which was in his

bosom, or mind.]. (TA in art. &-)-(2

said of a definition or a rule or the like, or of a por

tion thereof, means t It excluded something.]–

,39 &- *- +[He excluded him from par

ticipation in the affair]. (TA in art. Ú-a-, &c.)

=&- [intrans.] He paid his&- (K;) i. e.

his land-tar, and poll-tax. (TA.)= He hunted

ostriches such as are termed &+. (KTA, [in

the CK &= is erroneously put for &#,D

pl. of#4. (TA)- He married to a woman

of bronn complexion, white intermixed neith

black, whose parents were, one, nhite, and the

other, black. (T, K.)-1 He passed a year of

fruitfulness and sterility, (K, TA,) or half fruit

ful and half sterile. (TA)—i.e., e--

tThe pasturing animals ate part of the pasture

and left part. (K, TA. [See also 2.])

5. &- [tIt(a saying) was resolved, explained,
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or rendered, lié J# &# lis c." +Ac

cording to this meaning &c. is, or may be,

resolved, explained, or rendered, such a saying, is

a phrase of frequent occurrence in the larger

lexicons &c. -] [He was, or became, well edu

cated or disciplined or trained, (A," TA,) in

polite accomplishments, (S, K, TA,) or in science

and art. (A. [See also 1: and see 2, of which

it is quasi-pass.])

6. #: i. 7. 3:13; (S;) similar to #3:

with the fingers, as explained above. (TA.)

You say, 13+)-3, meaning 15-MAli [i. e. They

played together, one putting forth as many of his

fingers as he pleased, and another doing the like:

or they played together at the game called morra:

See £2-l. (A.) – 12-is-5 is also syn. with

12-AAU5 as meaning They contributed equally to

the expenses which they had to incur on the oc

casion of a journey, or an expedition against an

enemy; or contributed equal shares of food and

drink. (L in art. .xy.)– And texts. They (two

copartners, K, TA, or two coinheritors, TA) be

came quit of claim to sharing property by one's

taking the house and the other's taking the land;

(K,” TA;) or by selling the property by mutual

consent and then dividing it; or by one's taking

ready money and the other's taking a debt.

(TA.)

8: see 4, in three places: and see also 10.

9. &- He (a ram, K, or an ostrich, S, K)

nvas, or became, &#. i.e., of two colours, white

and black; as also '59-l. (S, K.)

10. &-1: see 4, in two places. You say,

ce: &-£ <: I eactracted the

thing from the mine, clearing it from its dust.

(Msb.) And #13-1 # Us: £5:

+[The eliciting of the meaning of that which is

made enigmatical is a cause of fatigue to minds].

(A in art. -->5.)- [Also t He tilled land, and
o •

made it productive. (See K voce sta.]) And

J39. <-- +The land was put into a good

state for soning or planting. (AHn, TA.)

<-- and ***- He ashed him, or pe.

titioned him, to go, or come, out, or forth; or he

desired of him that he should go, or come, out, or

forth. (TA.)

11 : see 9.

&- [originally an inf. n.] Outgoings, disburse

ments, eacpenditure, or expenses; what goes out,

or is expended, of a man's property; contr. of

Já->. (§, K.)– See also 2-94-, throughout.-

Also, (S, L, K.) and ":2:4, (L,) Clouds when

first rising and appearing : (S, L, K:) or the

rain that comes forth from clouds: (Akh:) or

the 2 3,4- of clouds is their becoming extended,

or expanded. (TA. [See 1.])

£: See

of *: [a pair of saddle-bags; i.e. a double

bag, or double sack, for the saddle;] (S, Mgb, K;)

d 3'- having tryo corresponding receptacles

[the mouths whereof are generally closed by means

£5+ = Also A nell-known kind

of loops which are inserted one into another]:

(TA:) [also, app., a single saddle-bag; and

&: a pair of saddle-bags: (see ...” :)] an

Arabic word, (S,) accord. to the more correct

opinion; but said by some to be arabicized:

(TA) pl. [of mult] is: ($, Meb, K) and
6 - c <

[of pauc.] &D-l. (TA.)

&- [The quality of being £), tno colours,

white and black. (S, K. [See g-l.])

6 - d -
-

ā-,+ [n. un, of 1: pl. +3+]. You say,

53-3#- S!&- U. He went not, or came not,

out, or forth, save once: and*# U.

Hon many are thy goings, or comings, out, or

forth ! (A.)

#4, #3: J' (S.K.) and :
6 p.e.

£32

going, or coming, out and in : (S, K, TA:) and

the second phrase [and app. the others likewise]

taman of much cleverness, ingenuity, or acuteness,

and artifice, or cunning; (K, TA;) ta man who

uses art, artifice, or cunning, in the disposal, or

management, of affairs: (A:) or tone who does

not hasten in an affair from which he cannot

easily escape when he desires to do so. (TA.)

£5- (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K) and ":-, (S,

Msb, K,) both also written with damm, [i. e.

W£5- and ':-.] (K) but the former mode of

writing them is that which more commonly ob

tains, (TA,) i. q. #61; (S, K;) A tax, or tribute,

which is taken from the property of people; an

impost, or a certain amount of the property of

people, which is given forth yearly; a tax upon

lands &c. : (TA:) or the revenue, or gain, de

rived from land, (A, Mgh, Msb,) or from a slave,

(Mgh,) or also from a slave: (A :) and then

applied to the land-tax, which is taken by the

Sultán : (A, Mgh:) and the poll-tax paid by the

free non-Muslim subjects of a Muslim govern

ment: (A, Mgh, Msb:) or £9- signifies espe

J.- 6 * *

cially a land-tax: and *&- a poll-tax: (IAar:)

or the former also signifies the poll-tax paid by

the free non-Muslim subjects of a Muslim govern

ment : it is a term which was applied to a yearly

land-tax which 'Omar imposed upon the people

of the Sanád [of El-'Irāk]: then, to the land

tax which the people of a land taken by convention

agreed to pay; and their lands were termed

#-5- accord. to Bd, it is a name for the pro

ceeds of land: and has then been used to signify

the profits arising from possessions; such as the

revenue derived from the increase of lands, and

from slaves and animals: accord. to Er-Ráfi'ee,

its primary signification is an impost nihich the

master requires to be paid him by his slave:

accord. to Zj, V&- is an [obsolete] inf n. : and

£5*, a name for that nihich comesforts and

he also explains the latter word by L. : and

":- by £24 and #: (TA) * *

(of£5- L, TA) is £5: and &3'-i [a pl. pl.]

and#. (S, K.) 9.4% #", a saying

": (TA in art. &2) A man frequently |

ascribed to Mohammad, (K, TA,) occurring in a

trad. of 'Āisheh, of disputed authority, but affirmed

by several authors to be genuine, means, accord.

to most of the lawyers, (TA,) The revenue derived

from the slave is the property of the purchaser

because of the responsibility which he has borne

for him: (A," Mgh,” K, TA:) for one purchases

a slave, and imposes upon him the task of pro

ducing a revenue for a time, and then may dis

cover in him a fault which the seller had concealed;

wherefore he has a right to return him and to

receive back the price; but the revenue which he

had required the slave to produce is his lawful

property, because he had been responsible for

him; and if he had perished, part of his property

had perished: (K,” TA:) in a similar manner

IAth explains it, as relating to a male or female

slave or to other property. (TA)-'- and

$5- as used in the Kur xxiii. 74 mean A re

compense, or renard. (Fr.) Some, for *:-,

in this instance, read -94. (TA.) - And

94- is also used as meaning t'The taste of fruit;

this being likened to the CU- of lands &c. (TA,

from a trad.)- See also &2-, in five places.

#. Pimples, or small swellings or pustules:

[a coll, gen, n. :] n, un, with 5: (Mgh, Msb:)

or [the kind of pustule termed] J33, and the

like, that come forth upon the body: (Mgh:) or

purulent pustules, or imposthumes, (S, K,) that

come forth upon the body: (S:) or a spontaneous

snelling that comes forth upon the body: or an

ulcerous snelling that comes forth upon a beast of

the equine hind and upon other animals: pl. [of
* c 5 • d

pauc] is: and [of mult] &- (TA)=

See also #4. -

6 pe

co- see £- and#.-Also A horse

that outstrips in the race. (TA.)-And I A

horse having a neck so long that, by reason of

its length, he plucks anay at unanares (Jú)

every bridle that is attached to his bit: (A," L,

K:*) and in like manner, without 3, a mare.

(TA.)- And A she-camel that lies don’n apart

from the [other] camels: (K:) and one excellent

in the pace termed &e, that goes befor: athers:

(TA:) pl. £2-, (K, TA,) [in the CK Co-, but

it is] with two dammehs. (TA.)

£2: an inf n. of 1. (S, Msb, K.)- See

also Co

s • 6 * * s 0 °

&p= (S, K) and '50- and W&= (TA)

A certain game, (S, K, TA,) played by the Arab

gouths, (TA) in which they say "&b-cha

(S, K, TA:) accord. to ISk, you say, -->

W ck- &:" [The boys played at £9-], with

kesr to the &: Fr says, £5- is the name of a

well-known game of the Arabs, in which one of

the players holds a thing in h: hand and says to

the others, Elicit ye (b++-) what is in my

hand: in the T, "£9- and &”- are explained

by the word iš- [meaning micare digitis;

and hence it appears that the game thus termed,

accord. to the T, is the morra, a game common
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in ancient and modern Italy, and in very remote

times in Egypt, in nhich one of the players puts

forth some, or all, of his fingers, and another is

required to name instantly the number put forth,

or to do the same]; and it is there added, that

it is A game of the Arab youths: Aboo-Dhu

eyb El-Hudhalee says,

* £ité à:= <'s 4 & 5,

J. • 3 s. d - • * * *. : -

&2-&- Lee. &#

I was sleepless in consequence of it, (referring to

lightning,) at nightfall, as though it were ker

chiefs tnisted for the purpose of beating with

them, under which nas uttered the cry &Ad-;

g

l *

*
*

likening the thunder to the cry of the players:

but Aboo-'Alee says that ~4- [thus used] is

incorrect; that he should have said " -5- but

that the rhyme required him to say &Já-. (TA.)

#-5- $5. Countries subject to a [*%+, or]

tax upon their lands. (MF.)

* * * s 6 * ~ *

&b-; See&- and ă»4-.

&: has the meaning of a pass, part. n. :

(S, K:) you say, cº; &:- * ! He is, or has

been, well educated or disciplined or trained by

such a one (S, A,” K*) in polite accomplishments,

(S, K,) or in science and art. (A.)

&- and [in an intensive sense] '',X- and

[in an intensive or a frequentative sense]."£5

Going, coming, passing, or getting, out, or forth;

issuing, emanating, proceeding, or departing: [the

second signifying doing so much and the third,

doing so much or frequently.] (TA)- [Ex

ternal; extrinsic; foreign:] the exterior, or out

side, of anything. (TA.) You say, &-<=

2'3" [I neas outside the house]: (A:) [or,]

accord. to Sb, &" is not used adverbially un

less with the particle [L#1. (TA)- [Hence,

&" as meaning t What is external, or ex

trinsic, to." mind; what is objective; reality.

(See alsoJ*) And <!--" Us; t In what is

external, or extrinsic, to the mind; &c.].

#4. [fem. of&- and sing. of&#. used

as a subst]. -3.3-l in the phrase J-33,

£5-6 means The arches, or vaults, and niches,

in the inner side of a wall; J4-12-01 meaning

the figured forms, and inscriptions, upon a wall,

executed with gypsum or otherwise: or U-12.xll

g's-l. means the ornamental [depressed and]

projecting forms of a building, differing from the

forms adjacent thereto. (Msb, from a saying of

Esh-Shāfi'ee)—J." &ls= + The mare and

o - e =

the female slave and the she-ass. (K.)-->s

£3- ! His generosity became apparent, and

he applied himself to the sound management of

affairs, (K,"TA,) and became intelligent like

others of his class, after his youth, or ignorant

and youthful conduct. (TA.)

- J*- One who makes himself a lord, or

chief, (S, K, TA,) and goes forth [from his

party, or fellon's], and becomes elevated, or

exalted, (TA,) without his having noble ancestry:

(S, K, TA:) and it is also said to signify any

thing that surpasses, or excels its hind and fellons:

(TA:) accord. to Abu-l-'Alā, in ancient times,

before El-Islám, it was applied to a courageous,

or generous, man, the son of a convard or niggard,

and the like:-and in like manner, to a A.fleet,

or snift, horse; or one excellent in running; or

that outstrips others; not the offspring of a sire

and dam possessing the like qualities: [and in the

TA, the coll. gen. n. i>|- is explained as

applied to such horses:]–then, in the times of

El-Islám, it was applied to A rebel: and a heretic.

(Ham p. 188.) [The pl.] $';*" is the appella

tion of A party [of heretics, or schismatics,] of

those folloning erroneous opinions, having a sin

gular, or particular, persuasion : (K:) they are

[said by some to be] the £23- [q. v.]; and the

*A*- are [said to be] a sect of them; and they

consist of seven sects: (TA:) they were so called

because they went forth from, (as in one copy of

the K,) or against, (as in other copies,) the rest

of the people; (K, TA;) or from the religion, or

from the truth, or from 'Alee after [the battle of]

Siffeen. (TA.)- [Also t Relating to what is

external, or extrinsic, to the mind; objective;

** - * *
-

real. Hence, àee-la-Ji 3.49 + The things that

are external, or extrinsic, to the mind; the things

that are considered objectively; real things;
23 ° - * * * -

opposed to as Ajul 22-39). (See also £-)]

& - 3 -

(*): fem. of C*-:-and also a coll.

gen. n., of which the n. un, is Jell

:* A certain sort of palm-trees, (L, K,”)

nell known. (K.)

J. • * - - 5 -

[g's- pl. of#4.:-and also of Use-la- as

an epithet applied to a man &c., not as a rel. n.]

#4 Aram, (S. K.) and (so in the S, but in

the K “or”) a male ostrich, (AA, S, A, K,) of

tno colours, white and black : (S, A,” K:) or a

male ostrich of a colour in which black predomi

nates over white, like the colour of ashes: and in

this sense also applied to a mountain: (Lth,TA:)

and a goat half n hite and half black: and a horse

of nhich the belly, and the sides as far as the back,

but not the back itself, are n hite, and the rest of

any colour: (TA:) fem.£- (A, TA:) which

is applied to a female ostrich: (A:) and to a

ewe or she-goat having white hind legs and flanks:

(AZ, S:) or a ewe that is black, with one hind

leg, or both hind legs, and the flanks, white; the

rest being black : (TA:) or a ewe n'hite in the

hinder part, half of her being nhite, and the

other half of any colour : (T, TA:) and a small

isolated mountain (#5) of two colours, (A, TA,)

nvhite and black : (A:) pl. &+. (K.) Also

! A garment n hite and red; rendered so by

being besmeared with blood. (TA.) El-'Ajjāj

says,

* ***- Lé: $18, *

• • of 292

* *::: * >3:

C - **

-->
*

(so in the TA: in the S, le/4-l S+.) meaning

! {Verily we, when the inflamer of nars excites

them, and] they (the wars) have put on, for

death, a garment white and red, rendered so by

being besmeared neith blood: i.e., have been ren

dered notable like a thing that is black and white.
* - of ** *

(S, TA)-tº-Si The [bird called] £; (K;)

because of its colour. (TA.) - £- J:
6 * * ~ * • * *

(TA) and "ā-j- (Sh, S, K) and 7 &L-5 was

(TA) t Land having plants, or herbage, in one

place and not in another: (S, K, TA:) that has

been rained upon, and has produced herbs, in

some parts and not in others: (Sh:) or the

second means land upon nhich rain has not
- * - c = 6 -

fallen. (L in art. -)- Co- _etc. (TA) and

'#4 (A, TA) and ': 4 (S.A.K.)
and &:* (K) t A year of fruitfulness, or

of abundant herbage, and of sterility: (S, A, K,

TA:) or half fruitful, or abundant in herbage,

and half sterile. (TA.)

* - d -

£2- an inf n. of 1. (S, Msb, K.)-Also

A place of ~2: [i.e. of going, coming, passing,

or getting, out, or forth; a place of egress, or

exit; an outlet]: (S, K,TA:) pl.&- (TA.)

* - d - d : , a - - -

You say, leas-- "Si U, >>> t I found, in

the affair, or case, a place [or nay] of escape,

evasion, or safety. (Mgb.) And &ls.-#&%
- - - - * !

- -

-

W*s--> 33-9 t Such a one knows the ways of

entering into affairs and those of withdrancing

himself out of them. (A, TA.)- [Hence, A

privy : used in this sense in the S and K in art.

U-, &c. -And The anus: used in this sense

in the Msb in art. Úja-.]- Also A time of

Cox- [i.e. of going, &c., out, or forth ; of

egress, or exit]. (TA)-J.-:) U- &#3

Co-'l- means t Such a one is good, and laud

able, in his way of acting, or conduct. (TA in

art. U-3.)

* - d.

ris-2 an inf. n. of the trans. v.

-* * *

• - of

£2-l. (S. K.)

[So accord. to some in a phrase in the Kur

xvii. 82, respecting which see 4.]- Also pass.

part. n. of the same. (S, K.)- And n. of place

of the same. (S, K.)- And n. of time of the

same. (S.)
6 J - d. * - c <

Co-; and its fem., with 3: see <!-l.

6 p & - 6 o'- 6 J & - 6 o' --

C*- _^32 occurs in poetry for £2,-->

as: [A day in n'hich one goes forth; or in which

people go forth]. (T.A.)

6 * > / 6 o

g- J.e.: see 3, last sentence.

is: âû A she camel formed like the he

camel: (S, A, K, TA:) or like the male J:

camel. (TA.) See 1.

3/4

1 +94, aor. *, (L. K.) in n. *, (L)

She was an untouched virgin; (L, K;) as also

">>,4-1, inf n. #!, (L;) and *-x-5: (L,

K:) or she was bashful and grave or staid or

sedate, or very bashful, long silent, lon, in voice,
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3/4- - U-yé

one who concealed herself from public vien,

(L, K,) and did not remain long in her parents'

house, or tent, unmarried, after having attained

the usual proper age for marriage. (L.)- And

s9- He was, or became, affected nith shame,

bashfulness, or pudency; (IAar;) as also 72,4-l.

(K.)- He was, or became, abject. (IAar.)-

Also, inf. n. as above; and "3,4-1; He kept long

silence : (L, K :) and the latter signifies also he

kept silence by reason of abjectness; not by reason

of bashfulness: so accord. to the K: but accord.

to the A, he kept silence by reason of bashfulness;

and 2,31 signifies “he kept silence by reason of

abjectness:” (TA:) and so says IAar: (TA in

art. 2,5:) or 2,4-1 accord. to IAar signifies he

spoke little. (Harp. 250.) [See also 395-.]

4: see 1, in three places.–" & 2,4-1 He

inclined to play, sport, or diversion. (K.)

5: see 1.

6 y • 6

32% see #&#, in two places.

s • 6 d -

+: see the next paragraph. -->4)-->5->

A gentle voice, characterized by bashfulness, or

modesty. (IAar, K.)

#4,#. A virgin: (IAar, S, A:) and a bashful,

or modest, woman: and sometimes they said
* r * * *

"32,4- āşş-; meaning a girl bashful and grave

or staid or sedate; or very bashful : (S:) or

#3, and "3,4- and "33% signify an un

touched virgin: or a female bashful and grave

or staid or sedate, or very bashful, long silent,

lon in voice, who conceals herselffrom public vien,

(L, K,) and does not remain long in her parents’

house, or tent, unmarried, after having attained

the usual proper age jor marriage: (L:) pl.

33% and# (S, A, L, K) and #5 (S. L. K.)

the second of which is contr. to rule. (L.) -

Also tAn unbored pearl. (Lth, IAar, S, A, K.)

3,4- Silent by reason of bashfulness; not by

reason of abjectness, and "3-4 silent by reason

of abjectness; not by reason of bashfulness: so

accord. to AA : and the latter, simply, silent.

(L.) [See also 1.]

#4. see the next preceding paragraph.

J2,+ .

Js: [Mustard-seed;] the grain of a certain

tree, (K,) well known; (S, K;) a species of-ā

[q. v.]; (JK;) heating; emollient; drawing;

a phlegmagogue; lenitive; digestive; used as a

liniment, good for the Ji. [or gout], and [espe

cially] theū [or sciatical, and the [malignant

species of leprosy termed] •), (K) and the

[mild species thereof termed] G.; clearing to the

face; good for the alopecia, especially the wild

sort thereof; (TA;) its smoke drives anay ser

pents, or, as in the Kánoon, venomous or noxious

reptiles or the like; (TA;) its juice, dropped,

allays earache, (K,) and in like manner its oil;

(TA;) and its ponder, upon the aching tooth, is

extremely efficacious, (K,) especially when<!

[or assa] has been cooked with it: (TA: [in

which many other properties assigned to it are

Bk. I.

mentioned.) n. un, with 5. (S.) - Js:

U-ju is A certain plant in Egypt known by

the name ofcut" i:- (K.)

_j)á

1.5-, aor. - and *, inf. n. #, JHe sensed

(Msb, K, TA) a skin, or hide, (Msb, TA,) or a

boot, &c. (S, A, K.) You say, c.94 ÅSé

*} 35-4 [The language of such a one is like

the female slaves' sening of skins]; i.e., [its or

naments, lit..] its pearls, and its cowries, are far

apart. (A, TA.)

j: [a coll, gen, n.,] a word of well-known

meaning, (Mgb,) [i.e., Beads;] what are strung:

(S:) a thing that is hung [or rather things that

are hung] upon the neck, made of coloured stone,

red and green: (Harp. 431 :) or gems, or similar

stones, both good and bad: (JK:) [also factitious

gems, and the like: (see#: as explained in

the K &c. :)] n. un. #: (S, Msb:) the latter

signifying [a single bead;] n:hat is strung: (K:)

and also, (i. e. the latter,) a gem, or precious

stone, (K, TA,) such [for instance] as is set in a

ring, whether good or bad: (TA:) pl. of the

latter, 3.5%. (TA) Hence, sus" &##, (S,

K,) and al., (S, A,) The gems of the king's

crown: when the king had reigned a year, a

53- was added to his crown, in order that the

number of the years of his reign might be known:

(S, K:) such is said to have been the case. (S.)

You say, £- &: 91. *5-& ![mean

ing He reigned sixty years : lit., he received the

gems of the cronn sixty years]. (A.)- #.

c:* signifies The A53- [or lens] of the eye.

(TA in art 32-)-Andji is also applied

to The small shells called 235. (S" and K" and

TA in art. £35.)- It also signifies [The vertebrae

of the back, (S, A, TA,) and of the neck: each

one is called#: which latter is also explained

as meaning inhat is betneen truo vertebrae.

(TA.)

6- 9 •

#54-, with fet-h, A single puncture [or stitch

hole, made in sening a skin or a boot; and so

#-l; syn. #. (TA)

#. i. q. #é ;(S, K;) A seam, or suture, in a

skin, or hide, (KL, PS, TK,”) or in a boot, &c.;

(PS;) [app. made by sening together two edges so

that one laps over the other: and app. also a single

stitch in such a seam;] what is between two

punctures; i.e., every puncture with its thread:

(TA:) also, a puncture, or stitch-hole, in a skin

[&c.]: (TA voce* : [its pl. being there said

to be syn. with +. pl. of#: and this last

meaning, (for evidences of the correctness of

which see _ji andXi and #44. &c.,) common

to it and to ##, it perhaps bears in exs. here

following :]) and any round perforation: (JM :)

pl. #. (S, K) [and app is:- which see below].

#. es' 9: &*! [lit., Conjoin thou two

thongs in a single seam, or stitch, or puncture,]

is a prov., meaning taccomplish thou two nants

at once. (TA.) And you say to him who seeks

to attain two wants together, ##. -> 9.;: [lit.,

Wilt thou conjoin two thongs in a single seam, or

stitch, or puncture? the first word being in the

accus, case because :* ji is understood]. (A,

TA.)- Also tThe foramen podicis: and t the

foramen vagina. (TA voce#)
6 * * * 6 * > * 6 * *

3,4-; pl. ~5,4-: n, un, of jus- [q. v.]. (S,

Msb, T.A.)

: jš. [The seams of the ship: is:

being app. a pl. of#, like as +x+. is a pl. of

*- d. J. 6 * >

à-]. (K voce ace-q.v.)

#5- The art, or occupation, of sening [skins,

or hides, or] boots, &c. (A, K.)

#. A senter of [skins, or hides, or] boots, tyc.

(S, A.)

j:- [and vulg. %-] The instrument [i. e.

the needle, or anyl,] with n'hich one sen's [skins,

or hides, or] boots, &c. (S, K.)

5: Any bird, (A, K.) as a pigeon &c., (TA)
having upon its nings marks resembling j/s- [or

beads]. (A, K, TA.)

6 - d. 6 * d -

j9-3 ; see j-2.

U-94

1. *, (Mab, K) aor.”, (K) infn. J.-,

(S, A, Mgb, K.) He (a man) was dumb; n as

naturally, by conformation, prevented from speak

ing; (Msb;) [he was destitute of the faculty of

speech, by natural conformation, like the beast :

See&: :] or he was, or became, tonguetied, or

withheld from speech, (A, K,) either from ina

bility to find words to express what he would say,

or by natural conformation [of the organs of

speech]. (TA) You say also U-la-Ji U-ys. The

assembly nas, or became, mute, or speechless. (A.)

=#1.3-, (L), IAth) aor.”, (LH) [int n,

app., J-l He fed the noman nith n'hat is

termed a 3-; (Lh, IAth;) he fed her on the

occasion of childbirth, (Lh;) as also "J

wake, inf. n. U-4-5 (S, K) and ā-ys.j. (TA.)

In like manner you say, *w-j-, infn. J-,+5.

and '' U-yé-; [so in the TA, without any syll.

signs to the verb;] He made for her n:hat is

termed a 3- (TA) And "-j-, (S, L.) or

<-2+, (so in a copy of the A,) She nvas fed neith

what is so termed: (A:) or a feast on the occa

sion of her having given birth to a child was made

for her. (S, L.)=& -, aor. 3, He drank from

the [kind of winejar called]J- ($gh, K) i. e.

the 33. (TA)

2: see Jé, in three places.

4. Af 4-2- [God made him to be dumb : see

J-]: ($ ) God made him to be tonguetied, or

speechless, (A, K,) either from inability to find

nords to express n hat he would say, or by natural

conformation [of the organs of speech]. (TA.)

5. --> She made for herself the food for the

occasion of child-birth, (A," K,) i. e., what is

91
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* * *

called a:- (TA.) Hence the prov. L.--5

*ā-j-.S.-: G (A, TA) Make thou the food
for child-birth for thyself, O self: there is no

maker of it for thee: said by a woman who had

given birth to a child and had not any one to care

for her: alluding to a man's taking care for him

self: (K, TA:) and also related [in the A]

without the words U-āj (2 (T.A.)

6. U-50-3 [He feigned himself dumb, or speech

less] is from C-J -- hence ** #!

U.S.-: 4:ź •) 3. [When thou art present

with, or beholdest, him who nill not understand

what thou sayest, then feign thyself dumb, or

speechless]. (A.)

J- A. [ninejar such as is called]č (JK,

§, K;) as also "J:s-, (Kr, K.) and Low

(TA) pl. [of pauc] J.5:1 (JK) and [of mult]
U->. (K.)

J- Food that is prepared on the occasion

of the birth of a child; (S, A, Msb, K;) as also

"J-9-. (Lh, TA.) IJ seems to assign to it

also the sense of#. (TA.)- Hence, as also

* the second word, A feast, or banquet, that is pre

pared on that occasion, and to which people are

iniai.”:::H"…]ë. is! d'é=

3'-e!> Ly- Al - * es' Uú At-l. [He used,

when he was invited to food, to say, To a nedding

..feast, or a feast for child-birth, or a circumcision

feast 2]; and if it were for one of these, he con

sented: but if not, he did not consent. (TA.)

6 o 6 d -

U-94- : see U-Pa-.

#. Food for a noman who has given birth

to a child; (S, A, K;) what is made for her,

such as ai, and the like , as also (i.<+] with

J. (TA) *, *: [The childbirth food of

Maryam], applied to dates, and occurring in a

trad., alludes to verse 25 of chap. xix. of the

Kur, −1 ×, &#3; and Khâlid Ibn Safwan

uses in the same manner the phrase "à-9-5

Lo:)-2; in which ä-ys j is an inf n, used as

subst.; or it may be a subst, like #935. (TA.)

J-34 A she-camel that does not utter the cry

termed #. (Ibn-'Abbād, Sgh, K.)

* > 45 d is

U-94-3 see L-4-, in two places.

6 p >

U-> 4 ź. [or female that has not yet

brought forth] in the Jirst period of her preg

nancy: and (some say, S) one for whom a:

is made : (S, K:) and one having a scanty flon,

of milk. (Sgh, K.)

6 * >

U-lys. A maker (S, TA) and seller (K, TA) of

the [kind of wine-jar called] U-ya- (S, K, T.A.)

- And A vintner. (JK, TA.)

J: (S, &c.) Dumb; prevented from speah

ing by natural conformation; (Msb;) speech

less, or destitute of the faculty of speech, by

natural conformation, (T and Msb in art. Loğ,)

like the beast that lacks the faculty of articula

tion; (T ibid;) differing fromź. q. v. : (T

and Msb ibid.:) or tonguetied, or speechless, (K,

TA,) either from inability to find words to ex

press what he would say, or by natural conforma

tion [of the organs of speech]: (TA:) fem. ā-j-.
& J. 6 - 0 in

(Msb:) pl. Užá- (Msb, K) and Úl-y-. (K.)
J - 0 s£ * -

-Užá-1 U-> A he-camel that has no perfora

tion to his aí:is, for his bray to issue therefrom,

so that he reiterates it therein: such a one they

like to send among the [she-camels in the state

in which they are termed] J%, because in most

instances he begets females: and à-3- âû a

she-camel that is not heard to utter the cry termed

# (TA)-34 - 14 sign of the way,

(K,) [or a mountain,] from which, (A,) or at,

or in, n'hich, (425, K,) no echo is heard: (A,

K:) or a sign of the nay in the mountain whereof

no echo is heard : (Lth, T :) or [it seems to be

applied to a mountain nºbere no echo is heard;

for] it is said when no sound of an echo is heard

in the mountain. (S.)-#C-#- # A cloud

that does not thunder: (A:) or a cloud in n:hich

is no thunder nor lightning, (S, K, TA,) and of

which no sound is heard; which is mostly in

winter. (TA)-3- &: + A spring of the

running nhereof no sound is heard. (TA.) –

à-3- 5- +A hard and solid rock : (Akh,

TA:) and J- >use + hard and solid bones.

(Th,TA)—it:- i:= ! An army, or a por

tion thereof, nrithout any clamour or confused

noise: (A:) or whereof no sound is heard, by

reason of their staidness in nar: (S, K:) or that

is silent, by reason of the multitude of the coats

of mail, without any clashing of arms. (A’Obeyd,

S. K.)—3-i & Tick mill, (S, A, K.)

that makes no sound in the vessel, (S, K,) or that

does not shake about in its vessel : (A:) or thick

milk, of which no sound is heard n:hen it is

poured out : (Az, TA:) and£- #: + a thick

draught of milk (M.TA)—3-i use J5,
J." [or us: ?] t He turned from me, and

would not speak to me. (Fr, TA)—it… t.A

viper: (A:) pl. J- (TA)- Hence, (A,)

ā-j-. * ! He smote him with a calamity.

(A, K.")

• - d - J - © e * - © y

Lo:)-e ā-ys-J: see à-vá-.

cº

1. 3- (S.A.K.)aor:, (S.K.) infin. C.,

(Lth,). He, or it, (namely, a cat, A,) scratched

him, or it, (namely, the skin, A,) with the nails,

(Lth, S, A, K,) in any part of the body, (Lth,)

so as to cause bleeding or not; or wounded him in

the outer skin, so as to make it bleed or not; or

lacerated it (namely, the skin) little or much;

or tore off its surface with a stick or the like;

syn. 45+: (S, K;) [as also 45- ;] and so

"4:-1: (S, K:) and *: **- JHe

scratched him, &c., with his nail. (TA.) You

say also, us-, :*- 45- [He scratched it

with an iron thing, and the like]. (K)—It

(a fly) bit him; (A, TA) as also 45-. (TA)

–3–3 L5- (S, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(TA) He dren the camel ($, K) towards him.

(S) with the 25-, i.e., the c-1 (S. K.)

or he struck the camel and then drew him towards

him therenith; desiring thereby to excite him to

quicken his pace: and he struck him with its ex

tremity in the side of his neck, or [elsen here] in

his skin, so as to scrape off from him his fur.

(TA.) [See also 45-.]-4- -ā-, aOl", as

above, (S,K) and so the inf. n., (TA) + He

earned for his family, or household; (S, K;)

collected, and practised artifice, for them; (TA;)

and sought sustenance for them; (S, K. $). as also

".…-l. (K)—You say also, 3- -3): 5%
o & - d - d is * / • •

*Us: A* *Us: J's Such a one takes from

such a one thing after thing; as also V 4:4.

(A.) And L-4: C5's to the has not taken any

thing. (TA.) AndGl cº; &: "...#&%

| Such a one takes and acquires,from such a one

the thing. (TA.) And "āśls- signifies + The

taking against one's nill. (TA.)

2. 45- inf n. J.-, [He scratched him,

or it, with the nails, vehemently, or much ; like

*3-.] (TA)-&#. •5-, inf n. as above,

+ The seed-produce put forth the first extremity

of the ear. (Ibn-'Abbād, Sgh, K.)

3. *, +, inf n is 4- and C#-, [He

scratched him with the nails, being scratched by

him in like manner; like *u-] (TA)

[Hence,] -#5- J.'s [An irritable, or a quarrel

some, dog] like C39 + (S. K.) IF holds

that the - is a substitute for 2. (TA.)–See

also 1, last signification.

5: see 1, last sentence but one.

8. "Sol --> -s, (A, K.) and #: (A)

The dogs, and the cats, [scratched, or] fought

and assailed, (C-5), J, K, TA,) and lacerated, or

tore, one another. (TA.)

8: see 1, in four places.

J.- Gain; or earning: pl. Jo: (TA.)

#- The skin, (S. K.) or slough, (A, TA)

of a serpent. (S, A, TA.) To this one likens a

thin, transparent, shirt. (A, TA.) AHn applies

its pl., 35- metaphorically, to [the skins of]

all [animals of the class termed] <!:- (TA.)

-The upper covering, (S, K, TA,) which is

dry, or tough, or hard, [app. meaning the shell,]

(TA) of an egg, (S, K, TA,) after it has been

broken, and n:hat was in it, (S, TA,) of moisture,

(TA,) has been extracted: (S, TA:) or the inner

skin, (T, TA,) or inner covering, (A,) of an egg;

(T, A, TA) also called #3 (TA) pl. as

above. (TA.)-To this is likened t Anything

in which are an inflation and a bursting and

holes. (AZ," S.)- The thin skin upon the sur

face of milk : (K:) or the bubbles that rise upon

the surface of milk : (A:) froth, or foam. (S,

TA. [See an ex. in a verse cited voce 54.])—

| Phlegm : (S, A, K:) or viscous phlegm in the
• • J.

chest : (TA:) and what i. termed :-, q. V.

(A, TA.) You say, 2-2 U-59- Usal t He cast

forth the phlegm (lit. phlegms) of his chest. ($)

[See also a tropical meaning below.] And Lali

J#5- * &: ! He cast forth from his chest

what is termed as: (Az, A, TA) and phlegm :
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(A:) or thick spittle. (K.)—J<! #- The

wax of honey, and the dead bees in it : (TA:)

or the young bees, or the wings, that are upon

honey (M and L in art. --)-L-I -*

#5- U. 1 The sun rose in dust; ($, A.;) syn.
---" - o e * ~ * 6 * / 2.2:

3-5. (S, A, K.) – 22--> -s:94- Ö33 -5"

! Such a one cast forth nº hat he concealed of

rancours and enmities, and of grief (A, TA.)

#. What falls from a thing nhen it is

scratched with an iron instrument or the like. (K.)

* - d.

U:)-e: see what next follows.

6 - d.cº-- 4 & s o [or stick of n:hich the end is

naturally curved, or crooked]; (S, K;) [see 1;]

sometimes written [L:)-2,] with 2- : (S:) a

stick n'ith a curved, or crooked, head, like the

cis-3-4; as also ".5-2. (TA.)

Jožá

1. J#1 -2,+, (S, A, Mgh, Msb) aor. (A,

Msb) [and 2, as appears from what follows.]

inf n. L2}+, (S, A, Mgh, Msb) [and Joys- is

also allowable, (see what follows,)] He computed

by conjecture the quantity of the fruit upon the

palm-trees: (A, Mgh, Mgb:) or he computed by

conjecture the quantity that nas upon the palm

trees of.fresh ripe dates that nould be dried dates.

(S.) Leys signifies The computing quantity by

conjecture; (A, K, TA;) conjecturing; opining :

or forming an opinion of a thing of which one is

not certain : you say, 3&l ---, aor. * and 2,

inf. n. J-3- and Je. the latter said by ISh to

be like :- as inf n of 24, and said by Az to

be allowable because a simple subst. is put in the

place of an inf. n., He computed by conjecture the

number: and henceJ: L*. and 2:l, [the

computing by conjecture the quantity of. fruit

upon palm-trees, and of dates,] because Loys- is

the computing quantity by opinion, not by knon

ledge. (TA)-->;- also signifies Any speak

ing by opinion, or conjecture. (K,”TA.) You

say, aes L*. He spoke of him, or it, by opinion,

Or' conjecture. (TK)–And hence, (TA)-2,4-,

(S, Msb, K.) aor.”, (S) inf n. J.--, (S, Mab,

K,) t He lied; spoke falsely; said nhat nas

untrue; (S, Msb, K;") as also 'U2-5. (S.)

You say also, * "--> ! He forged a lie

against him. (A, K, TA) And '4:54, Jü

! [He said that forging a lie]. (A.) And '-o'

J#1, (A, K,') and '4-3-3, (A) | He forged

the saying. (A, K.")=J*, (S, K,) aor. 2,

(K,) inf. n. .*, (S, A) He (a man) was

hungry and cold: (S, A:") or hungry in cold.

(K.) Being hungry without being cold is not

termed J.-: but being cold without being

hungry is termed J-as-. (S.)

5: see 1, in four places, near the end.

8 : see 1, near the end.

J-j- (S, A, Msh, K) and "J-4 (S.K.) A
ring : (Msb:) or a ring of gold, and of silver:

($, K:) or an ear-ring with one bead, (A, TA,)

of the kind called by: (TA) or the ring of a

*:: : (K:) or a small ring; one of the ornaments

of nomen; (Sh, K;) in the form of the loys or

some other thing: (Sh:), pl. &L3'-. (§, K.)

[Hence,] U2: â3% 4: Ú, meaning [Such a

noman has not in her possession anything. (A.)

U-3- a subst. from U2: as explained above;

(S, A, Msb, K;) Conjectural computation of

quantity: (ISh:) or quantity computed by con

jecture of the fruit upon palm-trees. (A, Mgh.)

You say, su: J.--> [What is the conjec

tural computation ofthe quantity, or the quantity

computed by conjecture, of the produce of thy

palm-trees?]. (TA.) And 4-5 J.-> [What

is the conjectural computation, or the quantity

computed by conjecture, of the produce of the

palm-trees of thy land £). (S, A, K.)=See also

-2,4-.=And see U-2+.

J.-A man hungry and cold: (S, TA) or

hungry in cold: (K:) and "Joy's signifies the

same. (TA) [See also as-.]

6 • O /

ā-2,4- Food for a noman who has given birth
6 - d -

to a child: (K:) app. a dial. var. of ā-,+.

(TA.)

J-5- : see the next paragraph.

J2,4- One niho computes by conjecture the

quantity of the fruit upon palm-trees: pl. U-5+.

(A:"TA) – 14 liar; (Mab, TA;) as also

"J-5- (S, A, MB, TA) 3-5-1 J:s, in

the Kur [li. 10], (TA) means, tSlain be the

liars; (Fr, Zj, A, Bd, TA;) i.e., cursed be they;

(Bd;) who say that Mohammad is a poet, and

the like thereof, conjecturing that which they

know not: (Fr, TA:) or it may mean, they who

only opine, and do not ascertain; and therefore

act according to that which they know not. (Zj,

TA.)= See alsoJ2

low

1. 39' 6-, (S, Msb) aor. and 2, inf n.

£-, (Mgb.) He rubbed off the leaves (S, Msb)

from the branches, (Msb,) by grasping the upper

part, and passing the hand along it to the loner

part. (S.)—3-#" 5-, aor. as above, (K,)

and so the inf. n., (TA,) He pulled off the leaves,

(K, TA,) and the bark, or peel, (TA) from the

trees (K, TA) with his hand [in the manner above

described]. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,5- 423

still [Before one can attain it he has to strip

the tragacanth of its leaves by grasping each

branch and draning his hand don’n it: i.e. he

has to perform what will be extremely difficult, if

not impossible]. §, TA. [In the S and L in art.

J.3, we find** c”.]) You say also, 3,# 5

He pulled off the grapes, or the like, from the

bunch nith all his fingers: (AHeyth:) or he put

the bunch in his mouth and dren, forth its stalk

bare, as also "4e"-l. (K.) It is said of Mo

hammad, ū- -> 3={ &t= [He used to

eat grapes by putting the bunch in his mouth and

drancing forth its stalk bare: or by stripping

them off with all his fingers]. (TA)-3, 31%,

aor, as above, (§, K,”) and so the inf. n., (S,)

He removed the bark, or peel, from the nood, or

stick, (S, K,) and planed it, or made it even, (K,)

nvith the *-, which is also called ai. and al,

(TA in art, ai,) or with his hand. (TA in the

present art.)- [Hence, in modern Arabic, He

turned the nood, or stick; i.e., shaped it, or

made it round, with a lathe.] ----" **,

inf. m. as above, He made the iron long, like a

column, or pole, or rod. (S.)=343-154. He

collected the jenels in a al-gé- [a. v.]. (MF.)

4. ā-,-] loys-1 He bound, or made fast, the

Ala-A- [q v.]: or closed it by inserting its loops

one into another; syn. #. (S, K.")

7. los...}} [It (a piece of wood, or a stick,) had

its bark, or peel, removed, and was planed, or

made even, with the ***, (as appears from what

here follows,) or with the hand, see 1].— [And

hence,] 4:- low-ji i His body became slender;

(S, K, TA i) as though it were barked and planed

(**) with the b-2. (TA)

8: see 1. - [Hence,] 4: low:-1, (S,) or

-:1, (Mgh, K.) | He dren, his sn'ord, or the

sn'ord, (S, Mgh, K) from its scabbard. (Mgh,

TA.)

#5- The parings, or shavings, that fall from

the nork of the *5-; like #: and £3.

(TA.)- What falls from a bunch of grapes, or

the like, when the fruit is pulled off with all the

..fingers. (AHeyth.)

#5- The art, or craft, of the bj- (K)

#24. A receptacle, (S, K,) [a pouch,] or

thing like a U-à [or purse], (Lth, Msb) of

leather, (Lth, S, Msb, K,) or of rag, (Lth,) or

other material, (S, K,) which is bound, or made

fast, or closed by the insertion of its loops one

into another, (##, Lth, S, Msb, K.) upon its

contents: (Lth, S, K:) pl. £5+. (Msb.)-

Also A thing likened thereto, which is made for

the letters of the sultán, and of prefects, or agents,

to be sent therein. (Lth, L.) - Also A similar

thing [which was formerly, in the time of pa

ganism,] put upon the head of the she-camel [that

was] confined [to perish] at the tomb of a dead

person. (Lth.)- [Also The pod, or oblong cap

sule or pericarp, of sesamum and the like: pl. as

above. Used in this sense by writers on botany,

and in the spoken language of the present day.]

- See also $4.

5 * - - * - -

...'" [A maker, or seller, of*: Pl:

âla-2-1; a rel, n, formed from a pl., like Us".

(TA.)

*::: One n:hose occupation is to remove the

bark, or peel, of nood, or sticks, and to plane it,

or make it even, (K,) with the **, which is

also called 1: and al, (TA in art. la\,) or

nvith the hand. (TA in the present art.)

[Hence, in modern Arabic, A turner of wood &c.]

91 *
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by- The iron instrument with n'hich the
- 6 of

*5- performs his work; also called#1 and £.

(TA in art. lak', q.v.)

**** [pass, part. n. of 1].- + A man (TA)

having a scanty beard: (K, TA:) [or you say,]

a'il *** J% +A man having a beard in

which is length without breadth. ($) And

ābs:- ā- +A beard that is scanty in its side,

(K,) or, correctly, in its tno sides, (TA,) and

lank and long in the part on and beneath the

chin. (K.) – tA face in n'hich is length (#,

TA) without breadth. (TA.) You say, J-y

*" *** +A man whose face has length

nithout breadth. (S.)—ies:- 3: !A narron,

well. (A, TA) — [b, + and "ies:, in

mathematics, signify A cone.]

6 - e o *

Alexs-e: see what next precedes.

3 * * * - -

[Jess-, in mathematics, Conical.]

_sk)=

Q. 1. 4.b3+, (K) in n. i.e., (TK.) He

hit, or struck, his A2/2}+ [or nose, &c.]: or he

tnisted it. (K.)

• * d > 0

Q. 3. Lola,s. He (a man, TA) elevated his

nose: (K:) or twisted it, and nas silent, in his

anger : (TA:) and n as proud and angry, (K,

TA,) raising his head. (TA.)

e - 5 J & J. J D /

X: and Lolo's-: see> *.

&#. Long, or tall: (JK, K:) or long

nosed. (TA.) And A man having a large nose.

(IKh, IB.)

6 J & J.

_**): The nose, (AZ, JK, S, Msb, K.) [pro

perly,] accord. to Th, of a beast of prey: (TA:)

or the fore part thereof: (K:) or a large, or an

elevated, nose: (MA:) or the part upon which a

man contracts, or closes, the cis- [or upper and

loner portions of the mouthj: as also "X

(# ;) sometimes, by poetic license, written
J. d J

"Lola) - : (TA:) or it signifies also the part

upon which contracts, or closes, the front of the
• * *

U.S.- : (JK:) [and a snout ; often used in this

sense; and so, in describing the fish termed
• O =

***, in the S and K:] and the proboscis of

an elephant; and, as being likened thereto, of a

flea (Th, TA:) pl. -e,- (Mgb.) 4

2,6-1 Gle, in the Kur [ixviii. 16), means

! [We will brand him] upon the nose; the nose of

a man being thus termed metaphorically: (ISd,
- - of 4 c > *

TA:) or it is like the phrase aâ51 -e-Ae-; and

means +ne will stigmatize him with indelible dis

grace ; the term L^2]2+, which signifies the

“proboscis” of an elephant, being applied to his

nose because it is regarded as unseemly: (Er

Răghib, TA:) or it means +[ne will brand him]

wpon the face. (Fr, Th, T.A.) - [Hence, +A

spout. You say] 2,5- a fü, &As +[The

&Al is a vessel having a spout]. (Mgh in art.

Jr., and Bd and Jel in lvi. 18.) – [Hence also,

+The pointed toe of a boot and the like: pl. as
• * d > y

above : see isk: +, below.-And app.

+The point of a sword: whence,] Ask:-" 55

the name of a certain sword. (K.)]- [Hence,

also,] 23: ..b5-1The chief of the people or

party ; (JK, $, K, TA ;) those who are made the

foremost of the people or party, in affairs, (JK,

TA,) and in the military forces. (J.K.)= Also

Wine: (JK, S:) or nine that quickly intoxicates:

(K:) and the juice that first flon's from the

grapes, before they are trodden. (K.)

>9: A woman advanced in age. (M, K.)

[X- + Elongated like a snout or nose; and
6 o - d - J • •

so, app., "Lolaš):... : see a verse cited voce ce".
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hence,] i.e.-: Jú- [in the sing.> i-e ‘ād

(occurring in the K in art. &#)] i. q =15

"...e54-, i.e. +[Boots] having their fore parts

pointed. (TA.)

6 - d - © p

Lola:)-2 : see the next preceding paragraph.

—Also Angry and proud, with his head raised:

(S:) or angry when his nose is twisted. (JK.)

[See 8% in art. 82.]

g

1.4%-, (S) aor. 3, (K.) infn. &- (S, K.)

He cut it, or divided it, lengthnise; slit it; split

it; ($, K.) as also "4e"-l. (#)-Sig
su: , aor. and inf. n. as above, He slit the ear

of the sheep, or goat ; or he slit it in the middle,

cutting the upper part thereof lengthneise, so that

it became three pieces, and the middle piece hung

don’n upon the cavity of the ear. (TA.)=

* -, aor. 4, inf. n. #5- (IDrd, K) and**,

(IDrd, TA,) in the K 823- which is a mistake,

(TA) and &+, (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) [and quasi

inf n. 89- which see below,] He was, or be

came, supple in the joints: (IDrd, K:) and it

(a thing, TA) was, or became, soft, yielding,

iflaccid, flabby, law, or fragile. (K.) - &+,

(S, K,) aor. *, (K,) [inf n. &*. app. signifies

the same as *: (see 3-, below:) and also]

He (a man, S, IAth) was, or became, weak, or

infirm; (S, IAth, K;) as also "@-1: (Lth,

K:) he was, or became, weak, or infirm, in body,

after firmness, strength, or hardiness: (IAar:)

and he (a man, Lth) nas, or became, languid, or

languishing, or broken in spirit; syn. X-81: aS

also "@-1: (Lth, K.) and [in like manner]

Wg- he (a man) was, or became, relaxed, or

flaccid, and weak, or infirm, and soft, or tender.

(TA.) - + He (a man) was, or became, weak

(L:) in his opinion, after being strong.

(IAar.)- Also, (Sh, IAth) inf. n. 2,4-, (Sh,

K,) + He (a man, Sh, IAth) became confounded,

or perplexed, and unable to see his right course;

or bereft of his reason or intellect, in consequence

of shame, or fear, or grief, or the like. (Sh,

IAth, K.) Hence the saying of Aboo-Tālib, when

death overtook him, [and he was urged to make
1 s o-, * * - d ?. -- e - - o

profession of El-Islām,] ..., J., & as 95.

<< g- *3 +[Were it not for fear that

Kureysh would say, “Confusion,” &c. “put him

into a state from which there was no escape for

• * *

him,” I would do what thou desirest]. (TA.)-

##| -á, - The palm-tree lost the stumps of

its lopped branches [from its trunk, which thus

became comparatively smooth]. (S, K.)

5: see 1:-and 7.

7. ©- It became cut, or divided, lengthwise;

it became slit, or split; it slit, or split. (S.) And

#1 <-e-ji The spear-shaft split, and broke

into pieces, or into small pieces. (K.)- I q.

&l= (K ;) a dial. var. of the latter; as in the

phrase as:= <-e'-' [His shoulder:blade became

dislocated]. (S.) You say also, Alas! --~~!

*" The limbs of the camel became displaced;

as also *-es-5. (TA)—See also two signifi

cations above, voce 2,4-, in two places. –

[Whence,] 4. <-4-3 + I became gentle, or

mild, to him. (TA.)

8. *-l. see 1, first signification. - He

broke it off; namely a branch, or piece of wood,

from a tree. (TA.)- He cut it off for himself;

or took it; namely, a man's property, &c. (T.A.)

- He acted treacherously tonards him, (Aboo

Sa’eed, K,) and took of his property; (K;) as

also 4-j-, with j. (TA)- He expended it;

exhausted it; caused it to pass anay and come

to an end, or to cease; or made an end of it.

(ISh, K.)—#43' 8:- He made use of, or

rode, the beast of another person for some days,

and then restored it. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)= He

did it, or produced it, without premeditation;

syn. 4-5. (TA:) or 4:1 [app. here mean

ing he constructed it, or founded it, (…) nithout

premeditation; this meaning being one assigned to

ai:l in its proper art in the TA]: ($ ) or he

originated it; invented it; devised it; excogi

tated it; innovated it; made it, did it, produced

it, caused it to be or exist, or brought it into eac

istence, nen"ly, for the first time, it not having

been or existed before, and not after the similitude

of anything preexisting £y". #, (S, O, K.)

and *::), (S, O,) or 3:). (K.) You say,

#9. * 8:- God originated, brought into

existence, or created, the things [that exist], with

out any means, or second cause. (TA.) And

SE" &:- He forged a falsehood. (A, TA.)

6 * >

82- A mark in. the ear of a sheep or goat;

the upper part [.,...el, for which we find in the

CK c.", of. tle, animal's ears being cut (class,

in the CK &laii) lengthnise, so that the ear

becomes three pieces, and the middle piece hangs

donºn upon the cavity of the ear. (K, TA)=

Suppleness of the joints: (IDrd, K:) and soft

ness, yieldingness, flaccidity, flabbiness, laarness,

or fragility, (S, K,) in a thing. (S.) [See

*..]-1 Convardice; and weakness, or feeble

ness, and languor, or languidness; in a man.

(TA.) [See also &*.]

&- (S, K) and "&". (K) Weak, or infirm;

(S, K;) applied to a man: (S:) anything weak;

and soft, yielding, flaccid, flabby, lax, or fragile:

(O:) also the former, applied to a young camel,
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weak; or, as some say, small, that is [or may be]

raised, or lifted : and, applied to a branch, soft,

tender, or supple. (TA.)

#: a subst, from #" &#! signifying

4-5. [&c.; app. meaning A thing done. or

produced, without premeditation; &c.; like ac-A

from **::), a syn. of *::), q.v.]. (TA.)

6 J - s -

ex- See &#94-.

£3: Any neak, bending plant, of whatever

kind it be: (As, S:) any plant weak, or fragile,

(-à-aş) and sappy, whether it be a tree or a

herb: (TA:) a plant neak by reason of its

softness, or, tenderness, and sappiness. (Sgh.)

[See also g-]-Hence, as some say, (TA,)

[The ricinus communis; common palma Christi;

or castor-oil-plant;] a certain plant, (S, Msb,

K,) well known, (S,) soft, tender, or pliant,

(Msb,) not serving for pasturage, (K,) bearing a

terry resembling sparron's eggs, calledX:

&: ; accord. to Ibn-Jezleh, the best thereof is

that called&# ; it has the property of loosen

ing phlegm, and it is useful for counteracting the

colic and palsy and the [disease in the face called]

3,5, the dose extending to a Júš. (TA.) The

word is of the measure U2as; (Mgb;) and J

says [in the S] that there is no other word of the

same measure exeept *, which is the name

of a certain valley; but to this have been added

$33, the name of a certain mountain; and **,

the name of a certain valley, and not a mistranscrip
* @ e

tion of 3: . and J33-, a dial. var. ofJ33

(TA.) - [Hence also] #3: #: A beautiful,

and soft, or tender, woman: and [the pl.] &#5

applied to women, signifies [the same, or merely]

beautiful. (TA.)-And&: is likewise applied

to youth, or youthfulness, and to life, meaning

! Soft, or delicate. (TA.)

&= See &-- Anything that quickly

breaks. (TA.)- Soft; applied to a lip (ää:):

(TA:) and pendulous; applied to the lip of a camel.

(S, K.”)– Applied to a woman, (S, Msb, K,

T.A.) Youthful, and soft, tender, or delicate: or

beautiful : (TA:) or that n'alks with an affected

bending of the body, and with softness, or delicacy:

(Mgb:) or that affects a bending of the body by

reason of softness, or delicacy; (As, S, K;) as

also #2, and "82: (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) or

+ vitious; or immoral ; or an adulteress, or a

..fornicatress; (S, K;) but this explanation is

disallowed by As: (S:) or + that does not repel

the hand of a feeler, or toucher; as though she

were gentle, or mild, (3,-4) to him; as also

with 5: or hard, or t impudent, not caring for

what is said or done, and inordinately brish,

lively, or sprightly ; pl. &: and &W- and

&#. (TA.) Also + One who induces, or is an

object of, suspicion; because such a person fears,

and is therefore as though he were weak. (TA.)

-Also, [as a subst.,] A branch, because of its

softness, or tenderness, and its bending. (TA.)
6.- - - 6 -

*94 a dial var. of #54, which is syn, with

6.- - -

55tex [i. e. Vice, or immorality; or vitious, or

immoral, conduct; &c.]. (S.)

#2:.
termed &= [q. v.] in the ear. (K.)

# A sheep, or goat, having the mark

*/d

6 - d -

<< (K) and 'i: (TA) and ':

and *#): (K) A branch, or trig, until a

year old; or of a year's growth : or fresh, or

juicy, and tall: (K, TA:) or (TA) soft, or

tender, and of recent gron'th, (K, TA,) that has

not yet become hard: (TA:) or "* [is an

epithet, and] signifies a bending branch or twig.

(S.) [Compare &- and &- and &#:]

Also, [i. e. all the words above,] (K,) or *#):

[only], (TA,) A young noman of goodly make,

soft, or tender: (K:) or a young woman large

in body, and of goodly make: or soft, or tender,

and pliant: (TA:) or fair, tender, or pliant,

fat, large in body, fleshy, with small, or delicate,

bones: (K:) or fair : (TA:) or soft, or pliant,

in the waist, and tall: (As, TA:) or large in

the body, and fleshy: (TA.) or '#' and

*:::: signify a girl slender in the bones, (S,

TA,) having much flesh, (TA) and soft, or

tender: (S, TA:) or a young woman of goodly

stature, resembling a twig (*#) of a year's

growth. (Lih, TA) And #4 signifies A soft,

or tender, body. (TA.) And A tall and fleshy

man. (K.)

6 * > 0 °

ā-e ā-: see above, in three places.

* / C / 6 - O -

*-: see -->4-, in two places.- Also A

tall and well-made camel: (S:) or a tall and

large she-camel: and one having much milk. (K.)

#: See+, in two places.-Also A

piece of a gourd, and of a cucumber, and of fat;

as in the L &c.; in the K written ä'ss-is-.

(TA.)

Vä,4

1. -3,4-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, (S, Msb) inf n.

-#. (Msb,K) and -,- and −5- and J5-;

(K;) and W -5,-4-1; (S, Msb, K;) He gathered,

or plucked, fruit: (S, K.) or cut it off (Mgb.)

Accord. to the M,J: –54 signifies He cut

off the fruit of the palm-trees: and accord. to

AHn, '-##1 signifies the picking up the fruit

of the palm-trees, n:hether unripe or ripe. (TA.)

–0% -5,-, (K) aor. *, inf n. -54-, (TA)

He picked up, for such a one, dates (::), or

fruit (5:3). accord. to different copies of the K:

from Sh. (TA)—usu &- usu & –#4,

said of a lamb, means He depastures, and eats,

from this place and from this. (MSb, T.A.")-

And -5,-, said of a man, (JK, TA) aor. 2,

(JK) or *, (TA) He took of the -5, [app.

meaning the choice part] of the fruits. (JK,

TA)=-3,4- also signifies He remained, stayed,

or abode, in the [season called] -às, - . (Ham

p. 676) and in like manner, "1,2,4- they re

mained, stayed, or abode, in a place during their

-*. (TA.) You say,*%- es'b% They

remained, stayed, or abode, in their lasts- [or

garden, or walled garden of palm-trees,] in the

time of the gathering of the fruits. (TA, from a

trad. of 'Omar)=u3+ We nere rained upon

by the rain called -āj-". (S, K.) And +4+

J39, (S) infin. J., (TA) The land was

rained upon by the rain so called. (S, TA) And

*-9: The beasts were rained upon by the

rain so called : or had that upon which they

might pasture produced for them by that rain.

(TA.)= -,-, aor. <, He (a man, TA) was, or

became, fond of, or addicted to, the eating of

a;+, (K,) i. e. gathered, or plucked, fruit (S,

K, TA) of the palm-tree. (TA)=-3,4-, (S,

L, Msh, K) aor. 3, (Mab, K.) inf n -ā- ($."

Msb;) and -#4, aor. *; and -3- aor. *;

(K;) He (a man, S, Msb) doted ; or nas, or

became, corrupted, rendered unsound, or dis

ordered, in his intellect; (S, Msb, K;) in con

sequence of old age. (S, Msb.) [The first of these

three verbs, in the present day, is used as mean

ing He doted; told stories such as are termed

–05-, i. e. fictions, &c.; and talked nonsense :
w J. - # d > * * -

as also '-5'-.]="-á,-ia:- [app. Stories

such as are termed -āj-, i.e. "-09-, or

fictions, &c., caused him to dote, or talk non

sense]. (JK, TA.” [Mentioned in the former
6- . , - -

immediately after āśl, s- explained as meaning

“a fiction that is deemed pretty.” See also 4.])

2. 45-, inf. n. -*. He attributed to him

–54-, (K, TA) i. e. [dotage ; or] a corrupt, an

unsound, or a disordered, state of intellect. (TA)

=See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.

3. *, +, (K) infn #44 and -ij-, (TA)

He bargained, or made an engagement, with

him, for work, for the -āj- [or autumn]; (K;)

from -**", like #st." from 3:1; (O,

TA) as also #: & (S, TA) and 99
* -- ~ * * ~ *-* * > • -

and so asyls-- *-ūl and 99- [He hired him,

or took him as a hired man or a hireling, for the

autumn]. (Lh, T.A.)

4. J,4-1, said of the palm-tree, It attained, or

nearly attained, the time for its fruit to be cut

off (JK, K.)-And, said of a people, or party,

They entered upon the [season called] —#2+.

(S, K.) See also 1. - -3,4-), said of a ewe, or

she-goat, She brought forth in the [season called]

Jä,4-. (S,K.)–Said of a she-camel, She brought

forth in the like of the time [of the gear] in

which she became pregnant (§, K) in the preceding

year: so says El-Umawee: (S:) [or, so applied,

it means the same as when said of a ewe or she

goat; for] the epithet applied to her in this case

is "J,...; (S, K;) but this is more correctly

explained as signifying, applied to a she-camel

and to a ewe or she-goat, that brings forth in the

-á,4-. (TA)- Also, said of 55 [or millet],

It became very tall. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, K.)=

à:3 as,+! He assigned to him a palm-tree of

which he should cut, or gather, the fruit. (Ith,

K.)= Also, (said of anxiety, JK, or of time,
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or fortune, TA,) It corrupted him, or disordered

him; (K, TA;) [app., in his intellect; or caused

him to dote; as is indicated in the JK;] namely,

an old man. (JK.)

8: see 1, first and second sentences.

6 * *
•

-3,4- A corrupt, an unsound, or a disordered,

state of the intellect; dotage. (S. [See -5,-, of

which it is the inf. n.]) =The [bad sort of]

dates called Jač. (K,”TA.)

-,+ Corrupted, unsound, or disordered, in

his intellect, (S, Msb; K,) in consequence of old

age; doting : (S, Msb:) fem. with 5. (TA.)

-#. A time of going forth of camels, (Nh,)

or of men, (O, K,) to the [herbage of the season

called] -á, - so in the saying of El-Järood,

J. : :"...' ...< ***J,4t

-: es' &: [O Apostle of God, verily thou

Knowest that a number such as is termed 253, of

camels for riding or carriage, nhereon we come

in a time of going forth &c., is not sufficient for

us]. (Nh, O, K.)

# Gathered, or plucked, fruits; (S,Mgh,

K;) and particularly of the palm-tree: (TA:)

and *#5-signifies the same (Mgh, K, T.A.

[See also -āj-.]) It is said in a trad, "…

Aual #. [Dates are the gathered fruit of the

faster] ; (S, TA;) because breaking the fast upon

them is approved; and in another, #.à:

-:41, meaning The palm-tree is that of n:hich

the fruit is eaten by the faster. (TA.) See also

-,-, last sentence.

Us: The cul-, (i.e. c.', or cul-, &c.,

accord. to different copies of the K, [see art.

--Me-,]) a well-known grain or seed, (AHn, K,)

of the hind called Juaj [i. e. pulse]: (AHn:)

an arabicized word, from L'é, (AHn, K,) which

is Persian; also called #4 (AHn.)
3 o –

s o

U.54- and L3,4- see what next follows.

3 - -

&# and "ö-, (S, Msh, K) the #: a.

contraction of the former, (Msb,) and 'J',

(K.) Of, or relating to, the season called -ā-2-3

(S, Msb, K;) and applied to the rain of that

season; (JK;) rel. n.s. from -āj-"; (S, Msb,

K;) irregularly formed. (S, Msb.)-The first

also signifies The increase (Gus) [of sheep and

goats] in the end of the [season called] 1:5.

(Aboo-Nasr, TA voce &#2, q.v.)

-35- and "-39- The time of the gathering,
• 6 * >

or plucking, of fruits: (Ks, K:) like 3Lae- and

Sua- [&c.]. (TA)—Also inf ns of -5,- in

the first of the senses explained above. (K.)

-55- see the next preceding paragraph: and

See -j-, last sentence.

-* A lamb, syn. J.- [Q. v.] (S, Msh.)

or the male young one of the sheep-kind : or such

as has pastured, and become strong : (Lth, K:)

gounger than the 23-, (Lth, TA:) so called

because it depastures from this place and this:

(Msb, TA: [see 1:]) fem. with 3: (K:) pl. (of

pauci, TA) #4 and (of mult, TA) &

(Mgb, K, TA.) The latter pl. is sometimes used

as meaning + Young and ignorant persons; like

aS Jús is used as meaning aged and learned

persons. (TA) And hence the prov., -,-ā

-**c." tćftófúi [Like the lamb: nherever

he reclines, he reclines upon wool]: (JK, TA:

but in the latter, Jºi :) applied to him who leads

a soft and delicate life. (TA.)- Also, (some

times, S,) A colt; the male offspring of a mare;

nºhen he has attained the age of six months, or

seven months; (S, K;) a meaning assigned to it

by As, in the “Book of the Horse;” but un

known to Abu-l-Ghowth: (S:) or, until a year

old: (ISk, K:) it is said by some to be applied

to a horse: in the L it is said that the J224 of

horses is such as is brought forth in the [season

called] -á, - but Khālid Ibn-Jebeleh says that

it means such as pastures upon the [herbage of

the season called] -á,- and Suh thinks that it

is an epithet applied to a horse, and any beast, as

meaning that depastures the trees and herbage.

(TA.)

-** Fresh ripe dates, (K, TA,) or fruits [in

general], (S, TA) gathered, or plucked; (S, K,

TA;) as also '-3,5-. (S, TA. See also ---,

last sentence. [And see #-D-And hence,

! Fresh milk; milk recently dran'n from the

udder. (Hr, T.A.)- Palm-trees (J-5) whereof

the quantity of the fruit that is upon them is

computed by conjecture. (K. [See also -#4,

voce à:/s-.])- [The autumn;] one of the divi

sions of the gear, (S, Mgh,) the division (Msb)

[consisting of] three months between the end of

the l: [or summer] and the beginning of the A:

[or ninter], (Lth, K,”) in n'hich the fruits are

gathered. (Lth, S, Mgh, Msb, K.)-And hence,

(Mgh, TA,) +A year: (Mgh, K, TA:) so in the

saying, &- &f $34, *J- es' ūs: 202 &:

&- 3. (i.* 3-# Júl, i. e. [Whoso fasteth

d day in the way of God, God n/ill remove him

from the fire of Hell] to the distance of a journey

of forty years, or seventy. (Mgh: and similar

exs, are given in the TA, from three trads. : see

also an ex, voce &l)-Also The rain of the

season so called: (S, K:) or the rain, (JK,) or

the first of the rain, (K,) in the beginning of the

à: [or winter], (JK, K,) which comes at the

time of the cutting off of the fruit of the palm

trees: then follows the J-3, at the coming in of

the winter; then, the&; then, the -:2; and

then, the L.-- so says As: El-Ghanawee says

that the JäeX- is betneen the [auroral] rising of

ce: [or Sirius, which commenced, in central

Arabia, about the epoch of the Flight, on the

13th of July, O.S.,] and the [auroral] setting of

cu,541 [or cušill, the 26th and 27th of the

Mansions of the Moon, commencing, in the same

region and period, on the 8th and 21st of Sept.,

O.S., and continuing thirteen days]: El-Ghowr

and Rekeeyeh [? (imperfectly written)] and El

Hijáz are all rained upon by the -à,4-5 but Nejd

is not: AZ says, the first rain is the 3-3, then

w •

follows the #: then, the &#3; then, the

Vás->; then, the -o-o-; then, the -āj-, and

therefore the year is made to consist of six

seasons: accord. to AHn, [who seems in this

matter to differ from most others,] -ā2/s-J) is not

originally the name of the division of the year;

but the name of the rain of the 1:5 [or summer];

and then the season was named thereby. (TA.)

[See also #.]— [Also The herbage of the season

so called, or of the rain so called; like as&

signifies the “herbage of the season, or of the

rain, so called.” So in the phrase used by Khálid

Ibn-Jebeleh (in explaining the word -*). U.

-āj-"& Such as pastures upon the -ā2,4-.]

Also, accord. to AA, (TA,) A rivulet, streamlet,

or small channel for irrigation. (JK, K, TA.)

#. i. q. #, q. v. (Mgh, K.)- Hence

+09: meaning Stories that are deemed pretty:

similar to Aals from ävels: (Mgh :) [or] ast,4

was the name of a man, (S, Mgh, K) of [the

tribe of] 'Odhrah, (S, K,) whom the Jinn (or

Genii) fascinated, (S, Mgh, K,) as the Arabs

assert, (Mgh,) and carried off, (TA,) and who

related what he had seen, (S, Mgh, K) of them,

when he returned, (Mgh,) and they pronounced

him a liar, and said, (S, Mgh, K) of a thing that

was impossible, (Mgh,) #5- <--- [a story of

Khuráfel]: ($, Mgh, K.) but it is related of

the Prophet, that he said, 3-###, (§, Mgh.)

meaning What Khuráfeh relates [as heard] from

the Jinn [is true]: (Mgh :) the is without

teshdeed; and the article UI is not prefixed,

because the word is determinate [by itself], un

less one mean thereby +09: as signifying fic

tictious night-stories: (S:) or #. signifies a

fictitious story that is deemed pretty: (Lth, K:)

[and *-iya- app. signifies the same as +09:,

as though its sing, were #. like as *Ci

and **i. which have similar meanings, are

- * * *

pls. of which the sings, are said to be #:
* * * *

and #,3- :] see 1, last signification.

#,X- : see what next follows.

#)- and *#23- A palm-tree (#3) of

which a man gathers, or plucks, the fruit for

himself and his household; as also '-3-3

(AHn:) or a palm-tree n:hich one takes for the

picking up of its fresh ripe dates: (Sh, O, K:)

or the latter signifies a palm-tree of n!hich the

fruit is cut off; being of the measure is: in

the sense of the measure is: : and the former

is said to signify one that is set apart for its

fruit that is [to be] gathered, or plucked: (TA:)

or a selected palm-tree: (JK:) and its pl. is

-#54 (JK, TA:) or -#5- signifies palm

trees whereof the quantity of the fruit that is

upon them is computed by conjecture. (AZ, S,

K. [See also -i.2-1) Also, the former, [A

palm-tree set in the manner described in the

folloning explanation:] one's digging, for a

palm-tree, in a nater-course, or channel of a

torrent, in nihich are pebbles, until reaching hard

ground, and then filling up the hollon, with sand,

and setting the palm-tree therein. (O, K.)
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-,- A keeper, or watcher, of palm-trees:

(K) pl. - 5:... (TA)

-á, -i, See #: and see 1, last signifi

cation.

6.- d -

-5)--> The place of the gathering, or plucking,

or cutting off, of fruit. (Msb.) A place of

abode of a people, or party, during their -ā-2-.

(TA. [It is there added, “as though formed

from '**', by the rejection of the augmenta

tive letter:” but it is rather to be regarded as

regularly formed, from 1,4- see 1.])- Also

A garden; (Mgh, TA) and so *ā- (S,

K:) or a garden of palm-trees; as also "-i

and *āş-; (TA:) a single palm-tree: or a

fen palm-trees, up to ten; more than these being

termed a ce: Or a à-: (El-Harbee, TA:)

see also ää.*: or a small collection of palm

trees, sia: or seven, n:hich a man purchases for

the fruit that is [to be] gathered, or plucked: or

any collection of palm-trees: (L, TA:) or a

nalled garden of palm-trees: (IAth, TA:) or

palm-trees [absolutely]: (Mgh:) and an avenue

betn'een tro rows of palm-trees, such that one may

gather, or pluck, the fruit from whichever of them

he will, (Ki) as also '3-.. (sh, K) and,

(S, Mgh, K) as also "####, (S. K.) a road,

(S, Mgh, K) such as is conspicuous, clear, or

open: (Ki) pl. -5,-4. (Mgh, T.A.) It is

said in a trad,£ -ā- L'é •** &l=

& L:- i. e. The visitor of the sick is as

though he were in the gardens of Paradise until

he returns : or upon the palm-trees of Paradise;

gathering, or plucking, their fruits: or upon the

roads of Paradise: (Mgh," TA:) or, as some

relate it, #~ **ś- Ule. (TA (See also

another explanation, and other readings, in what

follows.]) And it is said in a trad. of Omar,

-- "35- c.'s X#5, (S) or #,

(TA,) i. e. [I have left you, or ye have been

left,] upon a conspicuous road, like the road of

the camels, (As, S,”TA,) which they have trodden

with their feet so that it has become plainly appa

rent. (As, T.A.)-Also Gathered, or plucked,

fruit of palm-trees: (As, A’Obeyd, IAmb, K:)

a correct meaning, though IKt says, that the

proper word in this sense is only -$24-2 : it is

like+ and Xi. and +: as meaning

s J O = J 2. - - J d -

--> and J,ét. Xú and *::: and

may signify fresh ripe dates gathered or pluched:

(IAmb, TA:) pl. as above. (As, &c.) So in the

former of the two trads. mentioned above accord.

to A5 and A’Obeyd: (TA:) and this interpretation

is corroborated by another reading, i.e., L.As

as "aş-; (Mgh:) another reading is, es'

as " " -35-3 [see -35- :] and another, 4.

a: Ls? '-à-, i. e. [The visitor of the sick

shall have] gathered fruits in Paradise. (TA.)

* 0 ,

*-*-* :

see the next preceding paragraph.

see 4.

-ā- The thing in which fruits are gathered;

(S, Har p. 374;) called by the Arabs isú.

(Harib.:) a [basket of the hind called] J£2,

(Msb,) or J-3, of small size, in nihich the best

fresh ripe dates are gathered: (O, K:) pl.

-#4. (A,TA.) One says,–9-' e' s:

-#s-Jü, i. e. They went forth to the gardens

with the baskets (Jā) [for gathering fruit]. (A,

TA.)- And hence, tThe basket (U-35) in nhich

the importunate beggar puts his food. (Har ubi

supra.)

6 * > d -

* * *

4.2/s-o: see -#4, in six places.

* * * •

*-99)">~~ :

the rain called -se-; pl., applied to men,
• J J O -

U533)-2 : (TA:) [so, too, applied to a beast:]
c£

and so, with 3, applied to land (U3). (Aš, S.)

See -*.*Also Rained upon by

-j-. Denied, or refused, good, or prosperity;

prevented, or nithheld, from obtaining good, good

fortune, or sustenance; (K;) i. q. -5-4, (JK,

TA) as also -i-. (TA)

&9

Q. 1. 4-5,-, (L. K.) inf n is 3-, (TA)

He took it plentifully, or largely. (L, K.) -

He made it to be of the best kind; namely, food,

or meat and drink. (Er-Riyáshee.)

&#- See£- : -and&

&- and '*%+ [app. &#. and £5+.

but in the CK &#. and &#5+] and '#'.
6 d

-

and "&#. A plentiful and pleasant state of

life. (K.)

&- Fat, as an epithet, (L, K.) applied to a

lamb; as also":54. (L.)- See also&

6 * > d >

as-sys- Goodness of food, aliment, or nutri

ment, or of meat and drink, with plenty. (TA.)

-Also inf. n. of the verb above. (TA.)

6 - d. d is

£9- : See&- : - and see also*.

d 22 ° 2

* A flourishing and fresh condition, or

softness, or tenderness, of a plant, or of herbage.

(L.)-See also what next follows.

*: See &=- Also Fresh, or juicy;

flourishing and fresh, or soft, or tender; (I. K. ;)

applied to a plant, or to herbage; and so '**

and W&#9- and W&#. and 7£54. (L.)

[And "#" seems to have a similar meaning.]

The rājiz [El-'Ajjāj (so in a copy of the S)] says,

* -# 93& #'s. "

[app. meaning A girl that had attained to flou

rishing, or soft, or tender, youthfulness]. (S.)

£5- See &#-i-and &# — and

s

& -: - and what here follows.

- #: Ample: (K:) applied to anything.

(TK.) It is said in a trad,á-5-3 Jes:19

He disliked, or disapproved of, ample trousers:

(A’Obeyd:) or they say it means trousers reaching

donn to the upper part of the foot. (S.) And

you say, #~ : A plentiful life. (S)

Also The best of food, or of meat and drink; and

SO": and ":54. (Er-Riyáshee.)

3,4

1. 4-, (JK, S, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor = (Mgh,

Msb, K) and *, (K,) the former of which is the

more chaste, (TA,) inf. n. (3,4-, (S, Mgh, Msb,

KL) He made a hole in it, perforated it, pierced

it, or bored it; (Msb," KL;) syn. 4- [in this

sense, as well as in another to be explained below],

(K, [in the CK, erroneously, as als-,]) and 4:5;

(TA:) and he cut it [so as to make a hole or a

slit in it]: (Mgb:) and he rent it, or tore it.

(JK, K, KL) You say, 3:1 &-, (JK, S,

Mgh, K,) aor. = [and *], inf. m. as above, (Mgh,)

He [made a hole in, or] rent, or tore, the gar

ment, or piece of cloth ; (JK, K;) and --"

[the boot]; and the like. (Mgh.) And 3,4

5-all IHe made a hole in the rock; syn. <!--.

(A in art. "3+.) [And l:l-l &#ffe made a

hole in, or through, the wall: see Gos-, below.]

And -á'." 45- He made a hole in it or

through it, perforated it, pierced it, or bored it,

with a drill or the like; syn. 4:4. (Mgb in art.

-ā) #: 5-IHe made a hole in the ship],

in the Kur xviii. 70, means that he did so by

taking out, from the ship, with an axe, (Ksh, Bd,

Jel,) a plank, (Jel,) or two planks. (Ksh, Bd.)

– [Hence,] &S 3-, (JK, S, Msb,) or

jū.", (Mgh, K,”) ; He traversed, crossed, or

cut through by journeying, (JK, S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) the earth, or land, (JK, S, Msb,) or the de

sert; (Mgh, K) syn. Galas; (JK, Mgh, Ki")

or (al-; (S, Msb;) so as to reach the furthest

part thereof. (Mgh, TA) [See also 8.] It is

said in the Kur [xvii. 39), C# 3-5 & 4,

meaning, For thou shalt not reach the extremi

ties of the earth: or, accord. to Az, thou shalt

not traverse the earth in length and breadth:

(TA:) or it means thou shalt not bore through

the earth, (Jel,TA,) so as to reach the end thereof:

(Jel:) or thou shalt not make a hole in the earth

by thy vehement treading: (Ksh, Bd:) accord. to

one reading, &: J. (Ksh, T.A.) - [And

&;" <-5-"passed along : and thien':

for] the inf. n. J,4- signifies t the passing of the

wind: and + the bloning thereof. (KL.) [See

also 7 and 8.]--~ &- ! He forged, or

feigned, the lie; as also "45-1. (K,TA.) It

is said in the Kurvi. 100,* &: 4. b%-3,

i.e. t.And they have feigned Him to have, or

falsely attributed to Him, sons and daughters.

(Ksh, Bd, Jel. [See also 2.]) And 5-[alone,

the object being understood], (K,) inf. n. as above,

(KL) signifies 1 He lied; told a lie: (K, KL,

TA:) and '5-5 the forged, or feigned, a lie.

(S, K, T.A.) = ju:l *-ij-, aor. *, inf. n.

3-, The sheep had in its ear a 3-, i. e.

a round hole or perforation. (M:b)= es' 5'

**, aor. *, (JK, K.) inf. n. G2).<-, (JK) or
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3,4-5 (TK) and 5-, inf n is: (Ki) He

remained in the house, or tent, not quitting it.

(JK." K.)– And 5-, aor. :, inf n. 3-, said

of a gazelle, or young gazelle, (Msb, K, TA,)

when hunted, (TA,) or when overtaken by the

dog, (IAar,) It was frightened, (Mgb, K, TA:

[in the CK, 5: čí is erroneously put for &l

&#) so as to be unable to go anay, (Msb,) or

so as to be unable to rise, (K, TA,) and clave to

the ground: (IAar, TA:) and in like manner

said of a bird, (Msb, K,) it became frightened,

(K,) or impatient, (TA,) so as to be unable to fly

anay. (K, T.A.)- And hence, (Msb) the same

verb, (S, Msb, K,) with the same aor., (Msb, K.)

and the same inf. n., (S, Msb, K.) said of a man,

(Msb,) He became confounded, or perplexed, and

unable to see his right course; or he became bereft

of his reason or intellect, because of fear, or of

shame: (S, Msb, K.) or he was confounded, per

plexed, or amazed, [for -: in the CK, I read

<, as in other copies of the K and in the

TA,] opening his eyes, and looking: (K, TA:)

and he remained confounded, or perplexed, and

unable to see his right course, by reason of anxiety,

or of hardship, or distress. (TA.) 5-3 &#3

[He fell donn and clave to the ground], occurring

in a trad., means he fell don'n dead. (TA.) =

3-, aor. 3, (JK, S, Msh, K) inf n. 3.- (S,

Mab, Ki") and 5-, aor. *, (JK, K.) [of which

&+, said in the S and Mab to be a simple subst,

may be the inf. n., like as ë- is of 3-3]

He was rough, ungentle, clumsy, or anºknard,

(S, Msb, K.) in doing, or making, a thing:

(Msb:) and he was unskilful in nork, and in the

management of affairs: and he was foolish; stu

pid; or unsound, or deficient, in intellect or

understanding: (K:) or he was ignorant: (JK :)

or the latter verb signifies he knen, not his work

with his hand, or his handicraft. (Mgb.) And

'J', 5- He was ignorant of the thing, (K,

TA,) and did it not nell. (TA.)

2 <-, (S, Msb) inf n &#, (Mab, K.)

is similar to 45-, but has an intensive signifi

cation; [He made holes in it; perforated it,

pierced it, or bored it, in several, or many, places:

he cut it so as to make holes or slits in it :] (Msb:)

he rent it, or tore it, much, or in several, or many,

places: (K, TA:) namely, a garment, (S, TA,)

&c. (TA)- And 5-, (TA) inf n, as above,

(K,) + He lied much. (K, T.A.) Aboo-Jaafar

and Nāfi read, [in the Kurvi. 100,] 4 bi-,

−1·2 U' f [And they have very falsely attri

buted to Him sons and daughters]. (TA. (See

also 1.])

4. 3,4- He (a man, S) caused him to be con

founded, or perplexed, so that he was unable to

see his right course; or caused him to be bereft

of his reason, or intellect. (S, K.)

5. &- quasi-pass. of &+: [thus signifying

It had holes made in it; became perforated,

pierced, or bored, in several, or many, places:

it became cut so as to have holes or slits made in

it: it became rent, or torn, much, or in several,

or many, places:] (S," K:) as also "Ju-15

(K;) [or rather the latter, as is indicated in the

$, is quasi-pass of 3,4-, and thus signifies it had

a hole made in it; became perforated, pierced,

or bored: it became cut so as to have a hole or

slit made in it: it became rent, or torn : ] and

"J,2,4-l signifies the same [as the former or as

the latter]: all said of a garment [&c.]: (S:)

and "Jus-31 signifies also it became wide, or ex

panded. (TA)- [Hence] £1 U 5-5

! He took a wide, or an ample, range, or naspro

fuse, in liberality, bounty, or munificence; syn.

&xi; (S, K, T.A.) - See also 1, in the middle

of the paragraph. - And see what next follows,

in two places.

7: see 5, in two places.— &;" <-5'-3'

! The wind blen [app. in any manner, (see

3:) or] irregularly; not in one uniform

manner: (TA:) [and '-5-3 app. signifies

the same: for you say,]£" 4+&= 8-9*

[+A wide country in which the ninds blon,

or blon, irregularly]: (El-Muårrij, TA:) and
- - - - 2 < - - - 6 - - 6 of

ce," was "J-5 A*-* J., [app, meaning,

in like manner, t.A. nide land in which the ninds

blon, &c.]. (S, K.)

8. Jºs-1 t He, or it, passed through, or over,

or across. (Mgh, K," T.A.) [See also 1, in the

former half of the paragraph.] | He traversed,

or crossed, (Mgh, TA,) a desert, (Mgh,) or a

land, (TA,) not folloning a road. (Mgh, TA.)

[+ He travelled a road: see an ex. voce #.]

! He made a mosque, (Mgh, TA,) and a house,

(TA,) to be his nay, or thoroughfare. (Mgh,

T.A.) Hence, X- &:4-1 t He entered into

the midst of the *- [q. v.], without going

around the-sh- (Mgh.) And &: J.

U.S., &#1 &: U. ! The horses, or horsemen,

pass through the midst of the intervening spaces

of the tonens, or villages, and the land. (TA.)

Andź &#: +I stepped into the midst of

the people, or party. (TA.) And &: &;"

#9 t[The nind passes, or blons, through the

trees.] (JK.) &;" &#! signifies +The pass

ing [or bloning] of the winds. (S.) [See also 1,

in the middle of the paragraph; and see 7.]

** 3-1; see 1, in the middle of the pa

ragraph.

12: see 5.

3-, originally an inf n, of 1: ($, Mgh, Mab,

TA:) A hole, or perforation, (Mgh, Mgb, KL,)

in a garment, (S, TA,) and in a wall, (Msb,

TA,) &c.: (Msb:) and a round hole, or perfo

ration, in the ear of a sheep: (S, Msb:) pl.

3,5- (S, Mgh, Mgb.) Hence the saying,

&#91 J'é &= &: [The hole was, or became,

nvide to the patcher]. (TA.)- And A part that

has a hole made in it, or that is rent, or torn, of,

or from, a thing. (TA.)- Also A desert; and

SO '3- (K:) or the former, a desert far

extending, (JK, TA,) whether level or not level:

and "the latter, a nide desert in which the winds

[blon, or] blon, irregularly: (TA:) and the

former, (El-Muårrij, K.) as also "###, (K.)

signifies likewise a wide land, (K) or a nide

country, (El-Muårrij,) in nihich the ninds [blon,

or] blon, irregularly: (El-Muårrij, K: [see 7:])

ISh says, the space between El-Basrah and Hafr

Abee-Moosa is a 3-, and that between En

Nibâj and Dareeyeh is a 3-1 (TA) pl. 3,34.

(K.) You say also #4. "##- jū. A far

extending desert. (TA.) And u% £1.5

'#'s. and *52,4- [We have traversed, in jour

neying to you, a nide land, or a nide land in

which the ninds blon, &c.]. (TA.)=Also A

certain plant, resembling the *: [q. v.], (JK,

Ibn-'Abbād, K,) having leaves. (JK, Ibn

'Abbād)

&: a subst, from 5,4-, (S, Msb) [or perhaps

inf n. of3- as syn. with&- (see 1, last two sen

tences)] and '3', (TA) Roughness, ungentle

ness, clumsiness, or an:knardness; contr. of&:

(JK, S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA;) in doing, or

making, a thing : (Msb:) unskilfulness in nork,

and in the management of affairs: foolishness;

stupidity; or unsoundness, or deficiency, in in

tellect or understanding; as also is: (K.)

and ignorance. (TA.) [Hence,] 3: is: The

sleep of [the time of morning called] the J-4.

(Harp. 223. [See also &:- and3-D= The

first of these words is also pl. of &: and of

[its fem.] #-. (K.)=Also The she-camel's

vulva. (JK.)

&- and '3.5- ! Liberal, bountiful, munifi

cent, or generous; (S, K;) as also *59

(IAar, K:) or " the second signifies very liberal

or bountiful &c.; (K: [so in a later part of the

art. :]) or this and the first signify one who takes

a wide, or an ample, range, or is profuse, in

liberality or bounty &c. : (TA:) or a youth, or

young man, (JK,) excellent, or elegant, in mind,

manners, address, speech, person, and the like ;

or clever, or ingenious; nith liberality, bounty,

munificence, or generosity, (Lth, J.K, K,) and

courage : (Lth, JK:) and a goodly youth or

young man, [forJ: in the CK, I read L'il,

as in other copies of the K,] of generous disposi

tion : (K:) the pl. (of3-, TA) is 35: [a pl.

of pauc.] (K) and 35+. Or 35+. (accord. to

different copies of the K, [both anomalous, and

perhaps it is 35- agreeably with analogy,])

and3×3 (K;) and the pl. of '33- is&six- 5

no broken pl. of it having been heard. (T, TA.)

One says also, Júl, Jigi "3+.* ! [He has

a liberal hand, largely beneficent]. (TA) And

J% Jäl "3,4- * ! He is liberal, bounti

ful, munificent, or generous. (TA. [But see

3.U- below.])-3- is also applied to a

spear, meaning t Highly esteemed or prized;

excellent; or rare. (TA.)

o 4 • * - d a

&é- : see &s-l.

3,4- [part. n. of&- q. v. :] A young gazelle

weak in the legs, (K, TA) cleaving to the ground,

and not rising: (TA:) a gazelle, or young gazelle,

(K, TA,) when hunted, (TA,) frightened, so as

to be unable to rise: (K, TA:) and in like

manner a bird (K, TA) frightened, (K,) or
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impatient, (TA,) so as to be unable to fly an'ay:

(K, TA:) fem. with 3. (K.)- And [hence,] A

man (Msb) confounded, or perplexed, and unable

to see his right course; or bereft of his reason or

intellect, by reason of fear, or of shame: (S, Msb,

K:) or confounded, perple.ced, or amazed, open

ing his eyes, and looking. (K, TA.) See also
* - of -

&#i. := Also Ashes : because they remain

[cleaving to the ground] while the people thereof

go away. (K.)

* / /

24- :

#- A piece, (S, Msb, K,) or piece torn off,

(TA) of a garment, or of cloth; [a ragil pl.

3- (S, Msb, T.A.)-[A ragged, patched, gar

ment: and particularly one worn by a devotee;

also called #4. q. v. : but this is probably post

classical. Hence, Jus-Ji -la-ol The devotees.]

-:4 portion of a swarm. of locusts, (K, TA,)

less than a J-); as also asj-. (TA.)

3,5- see the next paragraph : - and see

also 3'-.

3,4- A womb rent by the faetus, and that

consequently does not conceive (K, TA) after
6 •

wards; (TA;) [of the measure Jess in the sense

of the measure J*] as also*#): (K.)

– And A she-camel whose womb has been rent.

(J.K.) Applied to a well (#), it signifies Li

#31 c, \,:- -é (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

[in the CK #:

*

w:- : neither of these readings

affords an admissible meaning: the right reading

I believe to beū- and the meaning, Of n:hich

the side, or lateral part, is broken, from the nater

upwards:] pl. 3:54 (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA)

and #, (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA, [the latter erro

neously written in the CK 3,4,]) like &u.

and 3:. (TA.) - A channel of mater that is

not deep, and not without trees. (JK, Ibn

'Abbād, K.) – The place of expanding of a

ralley, where it ends. (JK, K.)– A lon, or

depressed, tract of land, containing herbage: pl.

3:... (SK) one", 233 &#.
c: < * ~ * : [I passed by a lon, tract of land,

containing herbage, betnceen two plain tracts con

taining small pebbles and without herbage]. (Fr,

S.)- Hard ground. (A, TA.)– t A violent

wind, (A, TA) as also "#5- & (S, K:)

the latter signifies t a mind that blon's violently:

or, that does not continue to blon, in the same

direction : (TA:) or the former signifies a cold

wind that blows violently; (S,K;) as also"3,4

(K:) [it is an epithet; for] one says 3,4- £9.

which is anomalous, as by rule one should say

ā- (S:) it is [also] one of the names for

!a cold wind that blons violently; (JK, T, TA;)

as though it perforated, or rent; the agent£)

being unused: (T, TA:) and (as some say, TA)

it signifies also t a gentle, soft, wind; thus bear

ing two contr. meanings: or that returns, and

[then] continues its course : (K:) or, as in the

Bk. I.

L, does not continue its course : (TA:) or that

blon's long. (K.)

3: A certain bird, (JK, I Drd, K,) smaller

than the x: [or lark], (JK,) that cleaves to the

ground: (IDrd:) or a kind of sparron: (K:)

so says AHát, in the “Book of Birds:” (TA:)

pl. 3,5-. (JK, IDrd, K.)

© w

&74-: see 3-, in three places.

5- [act part n of 5-1-(And hence,

3,4- -:- A sharp, or cutting, snºord: pl. Gys-.

(TA.) –[Hence also,] 33ts: ā- Xi + [An

event breaking through, or infringing, the usual

course of nature]. (KT, in a definition of#~,

q.v.)– [In the present day, &- signifies also

+Profound, or penetrating, in learning or science.]

&: and [its fem.] āş- have for their pl.

3,4- (K.)- The fem., applied to a ewe, sig

nifies Having her ear perforated (S, Mgh, Msb,

K) with a round hole. (S, Msb.) And, applied

to an ear, Perforated, or bored. (TA.)- And

the masc, applied to a camel, That puts his

-— for toe] upon the ground before [the sole

of] his -i- [or foot]: the doing of which is a

result of generous quality. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād,

K.) And the fem., applied to a she-camel, That

does not retread (*: S, in the L *: S,)

[n'ith her hind feet] the places of her [fore] feet

(JK, L, K) upon the ground: mentioned by Ibn

'Abbād and Z. (TA.)– Applied to a man,

(Mgh, Msb,) Rough, ungentle, clumsy, or anch

nard, (JK, S, Msb,) in doing, or making, a

thing: (Msb:) unskilful in work [and in the

management of affairs (see 3,-], as also '3

and "3,4- (K:) or foolish ; stupid; or un

sound, or deficient, in intellect or understanding:

(Mgh, K:) ignorant : (TA::) not knowing his

nork with his hand, or his handicraft: (Msb:)

fem. as above. (JK, S, Mgh, Msb, &c.) It is

said in a prov., (JK, S,) ite #~ 23: 5

[The stupid woman is not in want of an eaccuse]:

(JK, S, K:) used in forbidding excuses: (K:)

i.e., excuses are many: the stupid woman is

skilled in making them: how then must be the

clever ? (S, K:) applied to every one who ex

cuses himself being able. (K in art. Uc.)-

āş- applied to a desert, and to a land: see 3-,

in three places. - And applied to a wind: see

3,4--Hence, #. i- +A hard journey.(Harp. 177.) •

6 - d - 6 * * > d -

* , -

Cys-e: See&- in two places.-->2- Jus--

A stone that is at the 2: [or hinder part] of a

natering-trough, for the purpose of their [stand

ing upon it, and] draning forth the water from

it, [i. e. the trough,] n'hen they will. (K.)

3-, though unheard by us, is the sing. of

3,4- signifying The orifices of the body; such

as the mouth and the nose and the ears and the

anus and the like. (Mgh.)

6 - d .d

&=-2 [pass, part. n. of 4; Confounded, &c.:

and hence,] silent. (JK: but there written with

out the vowel of the 2.)

6 y + 6 •

&=-2 +, applied to a road, means [That does

not cause one to be confounded, or perple red, and

"nable to see his right course ; or] in nihich one

is not confounded, or perplexed, so as to be unable

to see his right course. (IAar in TA: but the

latter word is there written without the vowel of

the J.)

35- A kerchief tristed for the purpose of

beating therenith: (JK, S:) a genuine Arabic

word: (S:) or a thing made of twisted rags,

with n'hich boys play: (TA:) or a tristed her

chief, or an inflated [skin such as is termed] 5,

or the like, with n'hich boys play, beating one

another theren'ith : so called because it rends

(3,-4) the air when they make use of it: (Ham

p. 702) pl. 39-3. (S, T.A.) 'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom says, •

o o • 3 • * * * * * *

-** U. U-2- d'é
# • • d : 2. - - *

U-259 US-29 &3'--

[As though our sn'ords, ours and theirs, were

kerchiefs twisted for beating therenith, in the

hands of players]: (S:) or Geils-2 in this verse

[written with tenween by poetic license] is the

* *

pl. of 35- signifying a nooden snord with

n:hich boys play: the poet means, we cared not

for the smiting with the swords, like as the players

care not for the smiting with the G2,\s-o. (EM

p. 198.) [See also another ex., in a verse cited

WOCC£- 'Alee is related, in a trad., to have

said that the lightning is the G-3 of the

angels; (S, TA;) meaning thereby the instru

ments with which the angels chide and drive the

clouds. (TA.)- Also A garment, or piece of

cloth. (JK. [But this I find not elsewhere.])

- And f A sn'ord [in the ordinary sense of the

word]: so in the A and O and L: in the K,

3:) is erroneously put for -:1. (TA.)– tA

man goodly in body, or person, whether tall or

not tall (JK, K.) – t One niho falls not into

a case without escaping, or extricating himself,

therefrom. (Sh, T.A.)–t One who exercises art

in the management of affairs. (K.)– t A wild

bull: (As, K:) so called because he traverses

far-extending districts: (A5,TA:) or because the

dogs pursue him and he escapes from them : said

in the A to be called ju:l 59–2. (TA)—

+ A man who engages in nars, or fights, and is

active therein. (S, K.)- See also 3-.

3,4- ! One who is denied good, or pros

perity; into n'hose hand wealth falls not. (K,

TA.) And C# 3.3- A man who gains not,

or gets not, anything. (JK.) See also&

&: One who goes round about camels,

(meaning who has them within the compass of his

rule and care,] (JK, K, TA,) and urges them

against their will, (TA,) and is active, and exer

cises art in his management [of them]: (JK,

K, TA:) mentioned by Sgh on the authority

of Ibn-'Abbād. (TA.)

3: t A passage, or place of passing. (S.

[See i-,-, in two places.])- [Hence,] 3.

3: 3- +[A country, or district, wide to

92
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traverse; lit., far extending in respect of the place

of passing]. (TA)-&;" 5:- +A place in

which the ninds blon : (K:) and C#.'3

ta place in n'hich the nind blons [in any manner,

or irregularly: see 7]. (S.)

6w * > /
*

&= -2 : see the last paragraph in this art. :

and see also &D-:– and Já-.

2- . 6 J

Joys-o:

6 - e.g.

&=-2 [Having a hole made in it, &c.; see

its verb]. Jú: &: J: A man having his

clothing rent, or torn, (JK, K,) by long travel;

as also Jö: W&#. (K.)- Also f Quick,

Or swift. (Ham p: 42)

6 * > d is

see Ju-2.

Ayā

1. 43-, aor. 2, inf. n.ź. He perforated, or

pierced, it; namely, a thing. (Msb.) [And so

43-. (Mgh in art. Aj-.)]– And He out it, or

cut it off (Msb.) You say, U: a- - - Le

I did not diminish, and did not cut off, from it,

or him, anything. (S.) And-a- & X- U.

Ú- He did not diminish [from the narrative,

or tradition, a letter, or a word]. (TA.) And

U53 3-, (K) aor, and inf n, as above, (TA,)

He slit the partition between the nostrils of such

a one: (K:) orX- signifies the mutilating (8:5)

of the nose: (JK:) or mutilation (2.5) in the

partition between the nostrils and in the &#:0

[or tro alae]; or in the extremity of the aş [or

lobule of the nose]; not amounting to what is
6 o –

termed 8-; (Lth, TA;) and the epithet is
* - c & ** d -

"3-i, iem, #3-, (Lth, JK, TA:) and the

like in the lip; or in the upper part of the 325

[app. meaning the front edge of the lobe, which

at its termination above forms a crena,] of the
* - o &

ear: (Lth, TA: [see źi, as relating to the

ear:]) accord. to Sh, it is both in the nose and

in the ear, but in the nose, it is the mutilation

(glas) of the fore part of the nostril of a man,
-- ca.

and the a: [or lobule of the nose], after the mu

tilation of the upper part of this, so as to reach

the interior of the nose; and the epithet applied
- o £ J. * * *

to the man is *X,+1. (TA.) And a 2,4-, inf. n.

as above, also signifies He hit, or hurt, his

axis- [q. v.]. (T.A.) You say also,#: -*,

(K, TA, in the CK [erroneously] 53-1) aOr.

as above, (K.) and so the inf. n. ; (TA;) and

* (K) in n. 2:35 (TA) He cracked,
or tore nithout separating, the suture, or seam,

of a skin; syn. (...as: (K, TA, in the CK

to-ai :) orj-" <-2,+, aor. and inf. n. as above,

i. q. £üí [meaning I spoiled the sening of the

skin, or hide; as when one uses a thick instru

ment for sening or perforating, and a thin thong;

or as when one rends two stitch-holes into one].

(S.) [And J- <- app. A torrent cut into it,

or trenched it; namely, the ground, or the side

of a mountain: see >;-) And ">'s- <

[lit. Cutting-off events cut him offi, meaning

the died: like as one says, "s: 4:. (TA.

[See also 8.])-U-už ź. He hit the target

with his arron without perforating it. (TA.)

–G," c, -, -u. He (a guide) did not turn

aside from the way. (JK, S.)= <!--, (S,K,)

aor. *, (K,) inf. n. >;- (S,) said of a man, (S,

K,) He had the partition betneen his nostrils cut,

or mutilated : or the extremity of his nose, but

not to the extent denoted by the term 8- the

epithet applied to the man in this case is "X=1:

(S:) or he had the partition between his nostrils

slit, i.e. &# *-3-3. (K)=2,4-, aor. 4,

He cared not for what he did nor for what nas

said to him. (K.)

2 : see 1. - [Hence,] >* ass &: An

udder in which are incisions [or crackings of the
6 d =

skin]; and so L223:5 a.s. (T.A.)

J. J. e.e. e.

5.45% -->5: see 1, last sentence but one.

#: --~~ (K, TA, in the CK [erroneously]

53-0) The suture, or seam, of a skin cracked,

or became torn without separating; quasi-pass.

of Ú- [q. v.] (K, T.A.) "A-1 [in like

manner] signifies It became slit, said of the bore

of the ear. (S.) And you say also, .#12:

[The nooden instrument for producing fire

cracked, or split]. (TA.) Hence the phrase,

4.4% 3-# 9%, mentioned by IAar, meaning

+I see thee to have no good in thee : for when the

Júj cracks, or splits, (*): ($1.) one cannot pro

duce fire by means of it, and there is no good in

it. (TA.) [Hence likewise,] $3%>- means

also | His anger became appeased : [or,] accord.

to the S, $3.5Aj- has this meaning: and accord.

to the A, £i >> has the same meaning.

(TA.) Accord. to IAar, (TA,)*: &% Gas

$33 means | Such a one came to us doing to us

that nihich was nerongful, or injurious, and foolish,

or stupid. (K,” T.A.) = See also 8, in two

places. => also signifies. He followed, or

adopted, the religion of the *…*. (S, K, TA:

in the CK, the**)

7. Ays. It became cut, or cut off (Msb.)

See also 5. Said of a writing, or book, it means

It became deficient; part of it went. (TA.)

And said of a generation, It went anay; came

to an end. (T.A.) See also*i.

o 3 J J - - - d.

8. $3. _ow-ox's- Time, or fortune, cut them
• d x - J - -

off; and extirpated them; as also "Low-os-3:

(S:) or destroyed them by its calamities. (MSb.)

And #1 *::1 and "...:-3 Death, or

the decree of death, cut them off; and extirpated

them. (K.) And£ *::: Death, or the

decree of death, [cut him off, or] took him anay,

(JK, K, TA,) al- c: &- [from amidst his

companions. (TA. LA phrase similar to 4:9

>'s- see 1.]) And us 3:1 (JK, K) [He

was cut off from us by death;] he was taken

anay [from us by death]; (JK;) he died, (K,

TA,) and went anay [from us]. (TA.) Accord.

to some, >;-- [as an inf. n. of 2:0 signifies

The dying suddenly. (Harp. 123.)

ź. A prominence, or projecting part, of a

mountain: (JK, S, K:) pl.> *. (JK.) And

A bed trenched by a torrent (J: 4- 0

[see 1]): (JK:) so some say: (TA:) or a road

in a [tract of high ground such as is termed]

- / (JK,Jā-5; or on the summit of a mountain.
6 o' --

T.A.) [See also Ays-2.]

ź. The place of the bore, or perforation, of

a thing. (Msb.) The eye of a needle. (TA.)–

See also 2-.

#3- The place of perforation of the ear:

(S:) or the place of slitting, of the nose, in the

partition between the nostrils [and in either of

the ala, as appears from what here follows].

(K.) It is said in a trad, Sāl < ū- L'
J - w o: • - - -

*2+!! -ãº J-2, by −le's Ji being app, meant

'-(2-3', i.e. [In the case of the mutilation

of] the tro alae and the partition between the

nostrils [the blood-nit, or fine for homicide, shall

be paid]. (TA.)

&#. 4 lie, or falsehood. (S, K.) One says,

Jue's Jū ū's als- ($, TA) i. e. [Such a one

uttered] that which was a lie. (TA.)

o •

_o:/s- One who cares not for what he does nor

..for what is said to him. (K.)

£ The sect who held the doctrine of the

transmigration of the soul, and alloned general

license: (S, K, TA:) they were in the time of

El-Moatasim: their sheykh, Bábak [El-Khur

ramee, i.e. of Khurram, in Persia], was then

slain, and they scattered themselves in the coun

tries; and there remains of them a remnant in

the mountains of Syria. (TA.)

X: [a pl. of which the sing, is not mentioned,]

Young men (TA) such as follon, the licentious

ways of the #54 [so I render "&s:]

in acts of disobedience. (K, T.A.) [See what

next follows.]

6 • • * * -

_2)\s- [act, part. n. of Leys-: fem. with 3; and

pl. of the latter >'s-]. One says, 25-<

[explained above]: see 1. (TA.)- Corrupting;

acting corruptly; doing evil, or mischief (K.)

[See 25+, which is probably a pl. thereof.]

Neglecting; or leaving undone [nhat ought to be

done]. (K.) = Cold, as an epithet. (K.)

A cold wind: (K:) so accord. to A’Obeyd: but

accord. to Kr, [X-] with Uglj. (TA.)

>s- see what next follows.

6 * - d -

ão,24- The end, or tip, of the nose (JK, S) of

a man: (S:) or the fore part of the nose: or the

part between the nostrils. (K.)- Also, (JK,

K,) as being likened thereto, (TA,) +A rock in

n:hich are holes; (JK, K;) n, un, of "X"

(K:) [or] the latter has this signification. (S.

[But this seems to be a mistake.])

* * 0.

> [Having the nose mutilated in any of the

manners explained in the first paragraph of this

art.]: fem.#- see 1, in three places. - And

Having the ear perforated, when it is not slit.:
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(S:) or having the ear slit after it has been

pierced (§ and Msb" and TA in art. --> :)

and W>4, likewise, signifies having the ear

slit; as also.# and +4. (TA in that art.)

And the fem., applied to a she-goat, Having her

ear slit crossnise. (K. [See also #5-.]) Also,

the fem., applied to an ear, Slit, or perforated,

or mutilated. (K," T.A.) = Also A pool of

water left by a torrent ; because one part thereof

passes away ("Lys-2) to another; pl. -->. (T.A.)

– And the fem, also signifies Any hill, or rising

ground, sloping don’n into a [hollow such as is

termed] *: (K;) and so the masc. : (TA :)
• - #

or any [hill such as is termed] assel having a side
2 - c :

nhereby it cannot be ascended. (K.)= Loyd

Jä: The extremity of the spine of the scapula:

(§3) or a notch, or small holloned place, [app.

the glenoid cavity,] at the extremity of the spine

of the scapula, (J.#, T, TA,) next the socket;

(T. TA:) pl. Leyla-l: (JK, T.TA :) or A2-.

c”:'''', in the K miswritten v:-" Ls "J-1,

signifies the heads of the tryo scapula, nect the

upper arms: (K,” TA:) or the two extremities,

or edges, of the lower portion of the two scapula,

which surround, or border, the 5:= [app. here

meaning the thick part next to the inferior angle]

of the scapula : andX:S the end of the spine

[of the scapula] (K,”TA. [In the K is here

added, accord. to different copies, 2.x= <-e-,

as in the TA, or 3-# --, as in the CK;

Ol'X: ***- :

>= <--, where it forms a kind of cleft; app.

meaning where it forms the glenoid cavity. In

the CK, for* &##, is erroneously put
• s | J. • DJ

&bā- ; and 2 is erroneously prefixed to
• • * - c 5

the former noun.])- duo's-Si Two cleft bones

at the extremity of the interior of the upper part
#2 * ~ * *

of the inside of the mouth. (K.)=-591–2.5-l

! A man weak in judgment. (JK, T.A.)

the right reading seems to be

>- The end of a prominence, Or projecting

part, of a mountain; pl. 2'-'. (S:) orAl

J.- signifies the prominence, Or projecting part,

of a mountain : [like Ay-:] and J- Al-”, the

extremity of a torrent: (K: [accord. to the TK,

of a sn'ord; for -ā-J. Ays-2 is there put in the

place of J-M A-2:]) pl. : above: (TA:) and

a.<> ż- and ass=! *X: signify the place

where a hill such as is termed ass' ends. (K.)

Also A [road such as is termed] a:, betn'een tro

mountains: (TA:) [or the pl.] >|- signifies

the mouths of [mountain-roads such as are termed]

&\s: (S:) or roads in rugged tracts: (Skr,

K:) or roads in mountains, and in sands. (IAth,

TA.) [Hence,] _2)=-2 - 15 co-o: #An oath in

which are ways. of evasion. ($, TA.) And

ū All- S **** L - S : There is no good

in an oath that has not ways of evasion: from

X- signifying “a as: between two moun

tains." (TA) And U + 3 &# *

>|-> ! [This is an oath that has come forth in

expressions that admit of ways of evasion]: said

of an oath that affords a way [or rather ways] of

evasion to the utterer thereof. (AZ, T.A.)–

[The pl.]2-3 [or J:13-) also signifies

The first portions of the night. (K). It OCCui's

in an instance in which some read Ayl-oll [pl. of

X-, q.v.). (TA) -

6 J - d.

4- :

&#9 *:::UL- He forbade the sacrificing

w d

as an āz-3] [q. v.] the animal having the ear

* - c : c & • •

see 2-1. It is said in a trad, d' Us.”

cut, or cut off, or mutilated: or having many

perforations, and slits, in its ear. (TA.)

6 - d d - 2 - - •

-lo2-2 : see 42-.

6 J ,

J3-2- : See AV+.

* / w -> * *

-->

6 do y * f d - 2d * *

-->4)- and -35/- : see -->>, in art. -->.

9:0: : See 9:- in art. -->.

5-4

£

U-Uall 5/3-, as in the Tekmileh, on the authority
2.

of Fr; in the K and accord. to $gh, U-tall " is:

which is a mistake (TA:) The -j- (Q. v. in

art. <>,4-] of the J. : pl.+: (Fr, Sgh, K,

TA;) like as# has for its pl. +3. (TA.)

cG9-' Two stars, (K,) mentioned [and de

scribed] in art. --, (TA) each of which is

[said to be] called #- (K:) accord. to ISd,

only the dual form of the word is known; and

the radical - and the augmentative - [by which

latter is meant 3] are in the dual alike: (TA:)

but Kr and others say that it is dual of#

and belongs to this art. (TA in art. -)-.)

6.- d.

#: see the first paragraph in this art.

já

s

j4. A certain kind of cloth, (S, A, K,) well

knonn, (K,TA,) woven of nool and silk : (TA:)

and also a kind of cloth entirely of silh; and this

is the kind which one is forbidden to ride upon

and to sit upon; not the former kind, which is

allowable, and was sometimes worn by com

panions of the Prophet and by the next succeed

ing generation, as IAth has ascertained: (TA:)

derived from j}+, (K, TA,) accord. to some :

(TA:) or it is the name of a certain beast

[thought by Golius to be the beaver]: and

afterwards applied to the cloth made of its fur:

(Mgh, Msb:) pljaj: (S, A, Msh,K) [Golius

seems to derive it from the Persian 5, meaning

ran silk; and assigns to it also the meaning of
J de g o o6

a coarser kind of spun silk.] j9549.j9.j- signifies

Good cloths, or stuffs, or garments. (A in

art. 54.)

#. The male of the-: [or hare]: (S, A,

Mşb, K. :) or the offspring of the -3, : (TA:)
3 : J

pl. [of pauc.] #-i (K) and [of mult.] &5
3 * > 3 >

(S, Msb, K.) Hence the saying, j- U-e 4->

[The feel of him, or it, is like the feel of the male,

or young, hare]. (A, TA.)

#-A seller ofj-. (TA)

63 - e. o

3j=-2 J. A land containing, (K:TA) Or

abounding with, (TA) Ulj4-, pl. of jjá-. (K,T.A.) •

256

1 & -5,-, aor.”, (MS) infin, 33-, (S,

A, Mgh, Msb, K.) The eye was, or became,

narrow and small: (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K:) or it

contracted its sight, naturally: (K:) or 33-,

aor. *, (K,) inf. n. as above, (S, K,) signifies he

(a man) was as though he looked from the outer

angle of the eye: (S, A:") or he looked as though

on one side : or he opened and closed his eyes;

(K;) or, his eye : (M:) or he had a distortion

(J3-) of one of his eyes: (K:) [or he had eyes

looking towards his nose; or, looking siden'ays;

(see j+1) or, looking tonards their outer angles;

(see #: ;) see also 2, and 6, and Q. Q. 1.]=

5-, aor.”, (TA) inf n >, (K.) He looked

at him from the outer angle of the eye; (K,”

TA;) as one does in pride, and in light estima

tion of the object at which he looks. (MF.) A

poet says,

• * * * d > 2 o - - d - * 0 * * -

*c= b>>il 25- ) *

[Look not thou at the people from the outer

angle of the eye, asken", siden'ays]. (T.A.)=

j- [as an intrans. v.] He affected, or pretended,

to be cunning; i.e. intelligent, or sagacious; or

intelligent neith a mixture of craft and forecast;

syn. Us!... (IAar, K. [See also 2.])= Also

He fled. (K.)

*

2, 3-, (TA) inf n. 2:5, (K.) He made

narron. (K, T.A.) You say, *: 3- He (an

old man) narroned his eyes; contracted his eye

lids as though they were sened together; to collect

the light : when a young man does so, Js.'

J.J. [i. e. he affects, or pretends, thereby, to be

cunning; i. e. intelligent, or sagacious; or in

telligent with a mixture of craft and forecast].

(IAar. [See also j-. and see 6.])

6. 2.jts.j He looked from the outer angle of

his eye. (T.A.. [See also Q. Q. 1.]) - He pre

tended, or made a show of, nhat is termed3- :

[see 1.] (TA, and Harp. 62.)- He contracted

his eyelids, to sharpen the sight : (S, Msb, K :)

a verb similar to L'ela; and Jas-5. (S. [See

also 2.])

* - d >

Q. Q. 1. j.- ITe looked from the outer angles

of his eyes: from the subst. Aji=, because the

animal so called is #. (A. [See also 6.]) -

Also He acted like the snine. (TA in art.

2.j-.)

5 e >

25+ [commonly known only as inf. n. of55
* * * • * 6

Ol'& *}=-] : see 225+.

C = J - * - d. 3

**!123- See XJ-l.

6.- d - 6 * > /

3).jä- : see 3255-.

92 *
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#. A turning of the pupil towards the outer

angle of the eye. (TA. [See 1.])

# (ISk,S, K) and "#33 (K) A pain in

the back : (K:) a pain in a vertebra of the back:

(S:) a pain in the slender part of the back, in

[the vertebra called] clai'i #: (TA:) the pl.

of the former is &#- (S, T.A.)

*}- and "5-5-A hind of food like 5-a

with flesh-meat, (K ;) made of flesh-meat (S,

TA) that has remained throughout a night,

(TA,) cut into small pieces, and put into a cook

ing-pot neith abundance of water, (S, TA,) and

with salt; (TA;) and when it is thoroughly

cooked, some flour is sprinkled upon it, (S, TA,)

and it is stirred about with it, and seasoned nith

any seasoning that the maker pleases to add:

(TA:) when there is no flesh-meat, it is called

*** : (S, K, TA:) or a broth made neith the

water in which bran has been soaked, (Mgh, K,

TA,) which water is strained, and then cooked :

(Mgh, TA:) this is what is called by the Persians

t-s: : (Mgh :) [see also 5'- :] or 54- is

flour thronen upon water or upon milk, and

cooked, and then eaten with dates, or supped: it is

also called :- and is- 2.- - ā-2- and à: and

#- 59- is thinner: (AHeyth, on the

authority of an Arab of the desert:) and a soup

made of grease or gravy (K) and flour; (TA;)

as also *}}- (K:) but no one except the author

of the K mentions this last form : in the other

lexicons, soup of grease or gravy is said only to

be called *}- and#- (TA.)

6- -

5/2 j4-3 see the next preceding paragraph.

o -

Aj\s- A man possessing much cunning ; i. e.

intelligence, or sagacity; or intelligence with a

mixture of craft and forecast. (AA, K.)

*::- [The snine; the hog; the pig;] a cer

tain foul animal, (Msb,) well known ; (K;) said

to be forbidden [to be eaten] by every prophet:

(Msb:) [fem. with 5 :] pl. "Ju- (S, Msb, K.)

not, as some say, 3- : [though this is an epithet

applicable to swine :] (TA :) accord. to some,

it is of the measure J.", because d is not

[generally] added as a second letter: but accord.

to others, of the measure J*: because U is

sometimes added as a second letter, and because

it is held to be derived from 3-, since all ×jus

d 3 *

al'c 2}+: as it is said in the A,£- U+.

(TA) - 3.jū- also signifies A well-known

disease; (S;) [scrofula; or glandular snellings

in the neck;] ulcers, (K,) or hard ulcers, (S,)

which arise in the neck : (S, K:) or ganglions,

or hard or nodous lumps beneath the skin, in the

neck, and in soft parts, such as the armpits; but

most frequently in the neck. (Mgh.)

• * > *

U£2554- see what next follows, in two places.

• * > *

U533.-- and " 53- A certain mode of walk

ing, with a looseness of the joints, (S, A, K,) as

though the limbs were dislocated ; (A;) as also

Us!»s- and &#- ($ in art. Uj4-, and TA:)

or a limping, or halting, manner of walking ; or

an elegant, and a proud and self-conceited, gait,

with an affected inclining of the body from side

to side. (TA.) You say, &#-l -s:-> * and

" L&#s-J He walks with a looseness of the joints,

&c. (A.)

&#:+, (§, K, &c.,) vulgarly pronounced

cº;:-, (TA) [a coll. gen, n., The kind of cane

called rattan; so in the present day;] a kind of

Indian tree, which consists of roots extending
J D -

upon the ground; as also *::::: (K:) or [a

kind of tree] not groning in the country of the

Arabs, but only in that of the Greeks; whence

the saying of En-Nábighah El-Jaadee,

* &#- $2.3% *

[Their lands are the lands of the kheyzurán]:

it is a hind of plant neith pliable and smooth

tnigs: (ISd:) or a hind of tree, (S,) the roots

of the U.5 [by which are app. meant the canes of

n:hich spear-shafts are made]: (S, Msb :) pl.

ju- (S.)- Iteed, or reeds; cane, or canes.

(S, K.)- And hence, Musical reeds or pipes.

(TA.) – Spears: (IAar, K:) because of their

pliableness: (TA:) [or because commonly made

of canes:] pl. as above. (TA)- Any pliable

trig or rod, (Mbr, K;) any piece of wood that

is pliable. (AHeyth.) [Often applied in the

present day to the osier; as well as to the rattan:

n. un, with 5.] –The rod which hings hold in

their hands, and with n'hich they amuse them

selves (3:3) and make signs. (Hamp. 710.)

–The pole n'ith n'hich a ship, or boat, is pushed

or propelled, (Mbr, K,) nhen pliable, or bending;

as also *55: (Mbr,TA.)–Also, (AO, Msb,

K) and with 5, (S, TA) The cit: (S, Msb, K)

of a ship, (K,) i. e. its J#= [meaning the

rudder]: (TA:) or, accord. to 'Amr Ibn-Bahr,

the Als- [lit. the bridle and bit, app. meaning

the tiller] of a ship, by means of which the c",

which is the -3, is directed. (TA: [but instead

of -." J. A. &#12” to us", I read

J.33:13-2& 12: as us...]) En-Nabighah

says, describing the Euphrates in the time of its

increase, or fulness,

* - d > * ~ * • Ö 3 - -

* t-e- c.9." *2+ & Jia: *

• * * d : • Ö- * - / O - © -

* *-12 949) *** #952-' *

[By reason of his fear, the sailor becomes in a

state of cleaving, or laying fast hold, upon the

a bias-, (which may here mean the pole above

mentioned, or the rudder, or the tiller,) after

fatigue and distress]. (S, T.A.) In a trad, it is

said that the devil, when he had been commanded

by Noah to go forth from the ark, mounted upon

the d!»s- of the ark, i.e. its d'. (TA.)

6 o'o -

25 ječ- :

D -
6- | see the last paragraph above.

55-:

* - c : -

j=-j A man having narron and small eyes:

(S, A, Msb, K:) or having eyes of which the

sight is contracted, naturally: (K:) or who

looks from the outer angle of his eye : (A:) or

who is as though he so looked: (S:) or who looks

as though on one side : or n:ho opens and closes

his eyes; (K;) or, his eye : (M :) or "ho has a

distortion (J3-) of one of his eyes: (K:) or

n:hose eyes look tonards his nose: (TA:) [or

whose eyes look toward, their outer angles: (see

5,53- )] and call 25- one who looks asken,

or sidenays, as also c." "#, an epithet

applied to an enemy: (TA:) the fem. of33- is

#- (A.M.') and the pl. is:- (K.) You

say also j<- U-21 [meaning Eyes that are narrow

and small : &c.]. (T.A.)

U.54

J#- Stories that are held to be clever, in

genious, or elegant, (IDrd, K.) and at which one

laughs. (IDrd.)

J#. i. q. Jeū [app. as a subst, meaning A

false, or vain, saying or deed or affair or thing]; as

also "J-3: (K:) or, accord. to El-Jarmee, (S,

TA,) the latter, (S,) or each, (TA,) false, or rain,

sayings or deeds or affairs or things. (S, T.A.)

#. Or#. (accord. to different copies of

the K) A wonderful thing. (IAar, K.) And

[the pls.] $3.5- andŚ- Ealse, or vain,

stories. (Har p. 16.)

6 o e > * - d - i.

Jeżej-, see J.5+.

i: A laughable thing; a thing that makes

people laugh. (S, K.) One says, Jax -la.

*:::- [Give me some of thy laughable things

or stories]. (S.)

−354

-#- Pottery; jars; or earthern vessels; syn.

:- (Lth, S, K; [and so in the present day;])

and anything made of clay, and baked, so that

it becomes X: : (IDrd, K:) or clay Anade into

vessels, before it is baked ; i. q. Ulal-e: when

baked, it is called5-3. (Msb.) [See an ex, in a

verse cited voce& p. 107.]

3 - - - -

Us:- [Of, or relating to, pottery, or jars,

&c.;] rel. n. of -5-. (TA.)—See also what

follows.

6 * >

-šljá- and 'J'- A seller [or maker] of–5

[or pottery, jars, &c.]. (TA)

Jjá

- - - a d -

6 1,3-, aor. - , (S, Mgh, K.) inf. n. Jjá- and

&2;4-, (TA,) It (an arrow) hit the target; (S,

K;) or the object at which it was shot ; (ISd,

TA;) as also * 3: [q. v.]: (TA:) or trans

pierced, or passed through, or its extremity passed

through, (Mgh, TA,) making the blood to flow :

(TA:) [and app. also it stuck fast therein . (see

3-, below :)] or U-už 5- it (an arrow)

transpierced, or passed through, the target; or

pierced it so that its extremity passed through.

(Mgb.)-3-, aor. : , (Mab, K.) infn Ö-,

(S, Msb,) He pierced him [with a spear or the

like] (S, Msb, K.) And He pierced him slightly

with a spear. (TA.) And It (an arrow) hit him.
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(J.K.) And J:9 ×3: I hit them with the

arrows. (S.) [Whence,] *: 45- | He looked

sharply at him; and cast his eye at him, or smote

him with his eye: (Lh, TA:) or he nounded him

with his eye. (Ibn-'Abbād, Z, T.A.)- Also He

stuck it (i. e. anything sharp) into the ground

(Lth, JK, TA) &c. (Lth, T.A.)

7. Gj=-ji. He became pierced [with a spear or

the like]. (K.)- It (anything sharp, JK) be

came stuck into the ground [&c.]. (JK, T.A.)

–Also, or "J}:s-1, (accord. to different copies

of the K, the latter in the CK,) It (a sword)

became dran'n from its scabbard. (K, T.A.)

8: see what next precedes.

3- inf n of 1. (S, MSb, TA)—[I also

find in the TA, Ja: Le Jjs-M3 -: V &j=J), as

though meaning that &- signifies A thing that

becomes fired or fast: and also a thing that trans

pierces, or passes through : but these may be loose

explanations, intended to mean that &- is said

of that which becomes fixed or fast (as an arrow

in the body pierced by it), and also of that which

transpierces, or passes through: see 3+, of

which the inf. n., 3+. is said to be used in these

two senses.]

3,5- A she-camel that pierces the ground with

her toes, (K, TA,) making marks npon it: (TA:)

or that furrors the ground nith her toe turned

up, as she goes. (K, T.A.) [See also 3,-]

&#, applied to an arrow, Hitting, or that

hits, the target; (S, Mgh, K;) and (Mgh, TA)

transpiercing, or passing through, or that trans

pierces or passes through, or piercing, or that

pierces, so that its extremity passes through,

(Mgh, Msb, K,) the target [or the object shot at];

(Msbi) as also 3- (TA) pl. 3:13-. (Mob.)

And [hence, used as a subst.,] A spear-head:

(JK, S, K:) and the iron head or blade of an

arrow &c. (TA.) One says, Jiu- &: Já'í*

[He is more penetrating than a spear-head]:

(S:) and &l- &- £i, which means the same ;

(JK, Meyd') or more penetrating than a trans

piercing arrow : (TA:) the latter is a prov.;

(Meyd, TA;) applied to him who is penetrating

in affairs. (Meyd.) And a #3 &l= <! [lit.

Verily he is a piercer, or transpiercer, of a leafJ;

meaning as: &: S [i. e. the is a person whom

one may not hope to overcome]: (IAar, K:) or

the is bold and skilful. (K.)

[ösji- A stake for impaling a man : but this

I believe to be post-classical: pl. &j's-J

&- A small stick, (JK, K,) with a pointed

end, (JK) or having at its end a sharp nail,

(K,) that is nith the seller of full-grown unripe

dates for date-stones [which are used as food for

camels]: (JK, K:) he has many 5- [pl. of

3-], and a boy comes to him with date-stones,

which he takes from him on the condition that

he shall strike with the Gj-e a certain number

of times and have as many of the dates as become

thus transfixed for him, whether many or few,

but nothing if he miss. (K.)

#- A dart, or javelin. (TA.)

222 ° 2
• * *

c5-2 Chase, or game; i.e. an object of the

chase or the like. (JK, T.A.)

J}=

1. 4-, (Msh, K) aor. *, (MSb) or -, (K.)

inf n. Jj-, (Mgb.) He cut it off (Mab, K.)

[See also 8]---- &= 45+, aor. = , t He

impeded, hindered, prevented, or withheld, him

from attaining the object of his nant. (K,”

TA.) = J.-, aor. : , (JK, K,) inf. n. Ji

(JK,) He had a fracture in his back. (JK, K.)

– Also, (TK.) inf. n. as above; (K;) and |&

"J-5 and "J-31; He walked in a heavy, or

sluggish, manner: (K:) or, as in the 'Eyn, with

a looseness of the joints. (TA.)

5: see 1.-[Hence,]+: Ji- The clouds

appeared as though they were retreating, by

reason of the heaviness, or sluggishness, of their

motion. (M, K,” TA.)

7. Uj=-ji It became cut off (S, Mgb.)

[Hence,] *%+ Us: J=l +He became cut short,

(IDrd, K.)– Uj=-ji

e's- &: He cared not for my ansner, or reply.

(M, K.)- See also 1.

or stopped, in his speech.

8. 49-1 He cut it off for himself (S, MSb,

K.") One says, Júl U}<- He cut off for him

self the property. (TA.) And >sil c” 4:

He cut him off from the people, or party. (S.)

—And hence, #29 <j: +I was unfaith

ful in respect of the trust, or deposit; even if

meaning I refused to restore it: because the

doing so is a cutting off, for one's self, of the pro

perty of the owner. (Msb.)- Accord. to Sb

and the K, J5:S is also syn. nith -ā

[The cutting off a thing; or cutting it so as to

lessen it at its extremity; &c.]: but ISd says,

I know not this on the authority of any other

than Sb. (TA.)= Ulj:4-9) also signifies The

being alone (K, TA) in opinion; with none to

share therein. (TA.)= And Uj-a-l, He (a

man) became lame; or walked lamely. (TA.)

6 d >

J}= \

2:32 jàJ}~ :

#, (JK, K) or, as in the M, "# and

"J-, (TA,) A fracture in the back. (JK,

M, K.)

#. One who impedes, hinders, prevents, or

withholds, another from that nihich he desires to

do. (Az, K,”TA.)

see what next follows.

J:- see L5595-.

#- 1. 4. #! [Fatigue: or a fatiguing].

(TA.)

Ji- and "J: A certain mode of walking,

with a looseness of the joints; like Løj34- and

&#- (S:) or a heavy, or sluggish, manner of

walking; as also "J#4-5 (K.) the dual of

J# [to which that of J:- is similar] is

&Sis- (IAmb, TA in art. 25, 5.) Accord. to

the T, one says,"J: L: * and J#-l.

meaning He walks with an elegant, and a proud

and self-conceited, gait, with an affected inclining

of the body from side to side : or as though thorns

pricked his feet. (TA.)

•* 0 e.

J#4- see what next precedes, in two places.

J: Having a fracture in his back; as also

WJ #-2: (O, K.) or having a fracture in the|S ''. J. J. & e

middle of his bach; as also wall "J2j−2. (Lth,

T.A.) – And A camel whose hump has entirely

gone anay : (K:) so says Lth; but Az thinks

that this may be a mistranscription for Ji-i ; or

- and 2- may be interchangeable in this case.

(TA.) - Also Lame. (AA, TA.)

J.-: see what next precedes, in two places.

_^jä

J. • * *

1. 43-, aor. : , (Mgh, K) inf n. X-, (JK,

TA,) He pierced it, or perforated it; (JK,

Mgh, K;) namely, a thing of any kind: for

instance, the nose of a camel, for the [ring called]

*5- [to which the rein is attached]; and the

letter of a Kádee to another Kádee; for such a

letter is pierced for the 54- [or strip of paper

with which it is bound], and is then sealed [upon

this strip]; and when this is done, the letter is

said to be "X,j-.. (Mgh.) You say,3

*31, aor, as above, (Mgh, Mgb) and so the

inf. n., (Msb,) He pierced the nose of the camel

(Mgh, Msb) for the a<!-- (Mgh ) or 3

3-41 ($, K) a.5-lu, (S) aor, and inf n, as

above, (TA,) he put the āolj4- in the side of

the nostril, (K,) or in the partition betn'een the

nostrils, (S,) [but the former is the more common

practice,] of the camel; ($, K;) as also *4.j-,

(K;) [or] this signifies the doing so much, or

often. (TA.) [Hence,]#>}< t He brought

him under, or into, subjection; rendered him sub

missive, tractable, or manageable. (TA.) And

* es' $9-' <-3- I spitted the locusts in a

series upon the [skener, or] piece of stick or

wood. (S.) And al: 99% Aj- He pierced and

tied the [thong called] 99.5 [q. v.] of his sandal

[app. so as to attach to it the two branches (3.as

99: ) of the strap that encompasses the heel].

(TA. [See also ā-j-.])-(Also He cut it.

for] -j-" is syn. with £il. (Ham p. 166.

[It is there also said to be syn. with ~); i. e.

3:1; but this is app. a mistake for 3:1, al

meaning assigned to it in the JK, agreeably with

the K.])

2 : see 1.

3. 4.j-, (S,) or 3," 4-j-, (K,) inf. n.

ij-. ($ in art. -a-) (and >5+], He (a man,

S) took a different nay from his (another's)

until they both met in one place : (S, K:) the

doing so is also termed #44. ($ in art. J-as-,

and TA:) it is as though it were a rivalling, or

imitating, in travelling. (TA.) Ibn-Fesweh

says,
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i. e. When he turns her, meaning his she-camel,

from the right way, she pursues with him a way

different from the wrong, so that she overcomes

him, and takes the right way, in the early day

time of the morron. (TA.) ā-j-. also signifies

The act of ricalling, or imitating. (JK, TA)

And one says, u-j- £i (JK, TA) and āj-,

(JK,) meaning I met him face to face: (TA:)

or suddenly, or unexpectedly, and face to face.

(JK.)

5.* es' 3: -j-3 The thorns pierced

his foot, or leg, and entered into it. (K,”TA.)

6. cl:-" Ajus-3 The two armies rivalled, or

imitated, each other; or opposed each other;

syn. U435. (TA.)

>;- A certain kind of tree, (JK, T, S, Msb,

K,) of the bark of which ropes are made : (S,

Msb:) it is like the A52 [or Theban palm]; (K;)

having branches with small dates, which become

black n'hen ripe, bitter, astringent, or disagreeable

and choking; not eaten by men; but the cron's

are greedy of them, and come to them time after

time: so says AHn: (TA :) n. un, with 3. (S,

Msb.)=See also alo2.já-.

>;- see J-5+.

>;- [a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned]

Serers of skins or hides or boots and the like;

syn. 3255-. (TA)

#- n. un. of >;-, explained above. (S,

Msb.)—Also The leares (J-5-) of the Ji.

[or Theban palm]; (JK, K;) of which are made

women's cau- [i.e. receptacles for their per

fumes and other similar things, pl. of Ji-].

(TA.) -

- d - s 6. / d >

Usejá- Je!: See A9.j=-o.

>5- See #25- in two places.

>;- See is j-.

#5- A ring of [goat's] hair, which is put [in

the side of the nostril (see 1) or] in the partition

between the nostrils of the camel, (S, Msb,” TA,)

and to which is tied the rein; (S, TA;) as also

">}+: (TA, and Harp. 73.) or a 3, in the

nose of a she-camel: (JK:) or, accord. to the K,

(l 5. which is put in the side of the nostril of the

camel: but Lth says that when it is of brass it is

termed #: and when of [goat's] hair, a35+.

(TA) pl. 35+ (JK, Mob, TA) and £1.5~.

(Msb.) [Hence,] 4:5- &#1 Jasi: from a

trad. of Abu-d-Darda, in which it is said,ź.
d

t

Xº- &#1 ls. & ! Command ye them

that they submit themselves to the judgment, or

decision, of the Kur-àn; -:)-being here pl. of

ā-04-3 (IAth, TA:) or 4:5- &# 1,4

+ Render ye to the Kur-án its due. (JK.) [In

the present day, ">5-, vulgarly pronounced

25+, is applied to A noman's nose-ring, of gold

or other metal.]- The a 35- of the sandal is

A slender thong which is pierced and tied betneen

[the tryo thongs called] the Ütel). [app. here

meaning the cl: of the 99: see 1]. (K,”

T.A.)

L*. A certain plant, (JK, K, TA,) called

also "X;+, (JK) of sneet odour. (TA) or

i. q. j." &- [q. v.]; (S, Msb, K;) accord. to

El-Fārābee: one of the plants of the desert: said

by Az to be a certain herb of sneet odour, having

a flower like that of the violet: (Msb:) [accord.

to the book entitled* --" &- S us, as

stated by Golius, a certain wild herb, having a

long stalk, small leaves, red flower, and very sneet

odour:] its floner is the sneetest of flowers in

odour; the fumigation therenith dispels every

fetid odour; the use thereof as a suppository in

the vagina promotes pregnancy; and the taking

it internally restores to a right state the licer and

the spleen, and the brain affected neith cold: (K:)

[in the present day, applied to the common la

vender; lavandula spica :] m. un. #25+. (TA.)

* * * * 6 * > *

a 25-54- i. q. 595. [app. as meaning both A bull

and a conj, (JK, S, K,) in the dial. of Hudheyl;

(S;) or such as is advanced in age, and short :

(M, K:) pl. ">j-, [or rather this is a coll. gen.

n, and [the pl. is] := (JK, K) and +0.5

(S) and [quasi-pl. n.] "X- (TA.)

>;- A maker of ropes of the bark of the tree

called -j-. (JK, S.*) [Accord. to the K, A

seller of the kind of tree called Aj-. but this is a

mistake, app. caused by an omission in the K.]

>;- –2t A cold wind; as though it pierced

through the extremities: so says Kr: A'Obeyd

saysX- accord. to the K, both signify the

same. (TA.)

6 x ~ *

_2}~ ; and its fem., with 5: see what follows,

in four places.

>;-- Anything pierced or perforated : (S,

Mgh:) applied in this sense, (JK,) or as mean

ing pierced and tied, (TA, [see 1,]) to the [thong,

of a sandal, called] \,: ; (JK, TA;) or, thus

applied, it means cut. (Ham p. 166.) See also 1,

first sentence, for its meaning as applied to a

letter. — Any animal having the nose pierced.

(Msb.) And 'G- J.' means Camels having

rings such as are termed...:- (pl. of asy-) in

their nostrils; (IAar, K, TA;) as also *ā-j-.

(IAar, T.A.) All birds, also, are said to be

*j-, (S, K,) and *ā-j-. ; (K;) because

perforated in the partition between the nostrils:

(S, K:) and particularly the ostrich is said to be

223-2 (§,K) and "Aj-. (J.K. K.") One says,
W33-3 235- S.> ū, meaning f They are

none others than stupid, or foolish, persons. (TA.

[But 2.35:- is app., here, a mistranscription

forA:(= ; for the ostrich is proverbial for stu

* ** Q * - o &

U-2 &3-1 “More stupidpidity: one says acts:

than an ostrich:” because, as Meyd says, when an

ostrich happens to see the eggs of another ostrich,

it will sit upon them, and forget its own eggs.])

Uji

1. &#, (JK, S, Msb, K.) aor. , (JK, Msb)

inf. n. 3-, (Msb,) He reposited it, stoned it, or

put it, (S, Msb,) laid it up, hept it, preserved it,

or guarded it, (JK, K.) in a 35-, (JK,S) or

in a ch- [or c5-l; (Msb;) namely, a thing,

(JK, Msb) or property; (S, K;) as also **)-1,

(S, K) and "43-1; or "the second of these

signifies he did so for himself. (TA)-And

[hence] the first (S, Msb) and " the second, (S,)

+He concealed it; namely, a secret. (S, Msb.)

—And sales 4: &- +He withheld from him

his gift. (TA)=ć-, (JK, S, Msb, K.) formed

by transposition from 5-a-, (S, Msb) aor. 3, inf n.

* * * * / e * * *

Jjá- ; {MSb ;) and J-5 and cy-, [aor. *,]

inf n. Uja- and d5.j4-; (K;) said of flesh-meat,

(JK, S, Msb, K,) It became altered [for the

n:orse] (JK, Msb, K) in odour, (Msb,) or stink

ing : (S, TA:) or, accord. to Z, &- said of

flesh-meat, means it became stinking in conse

quence of its being laid up, or stored : and Er

Răghib says that &- in relation to flesh-meat,

means the laying up, or storing : and hence is

metonymically used as meaning its becoming

stinking. (T.A.) Tarafeh says,

* * * * , , , , , ; * * • J.2

* W-- - - -- SL.; *

o 3 × 2 d - " - o - -3

* *~L*- C- (<! #

[Then the flesh thereof will not become stinking

among us : only the flesh-meat of him nho lays

it up becomes stinking]. (S, T.A.)

4. Ujs- He became rich, or in a state of com

petence or sufficiency, after poverty. (K.)

8 : see 1, in three places.=: J} =-| He

took the nearest road, or way. (K,TA)

10: see 1.

3:6 - ** * 3:...

āj-, see ā-já-:–and see also a já-.

&- A thing reposited, stoned, or put, [laid

up, hept, preserved, or guarded,] in aC- [or
• O = * * •

cy- or a j=-ji (Msb.)- Flesh-meat altered

[for the worse in odour]; (K;) stinking. (TA.)

ă.5- A small chamber within a large chamber;

(TA in art. 8- ;) [a closet ; also called in the

present day *āj-. and a cupboard:] a place

in which things are reposited, stoned, laid up,

kept, preserved, or guarded; a repository; [a

magazine; a store-room;] (JK, Msb, K, TA;)

and so "5-3, (S, K,) with fet-h to the j, (S,)
6 - © .e. o o “ •

like *, (K) or "&-, like U----, [which

is irreg, as the aor. of &# is&- :] (Msb:)

the former should not be pronounced with fet-h

[i. e. #5-], (K.) as the vulgar are given to

pronounce it: (TA:) the pl. of the former is

&5-5 (S, Msh ) and that of cy- is &l=4.

(Msb, TA) [Hence, -ă #5+ A library,

and a bookcase. And -> #5- An armoury.]

-And The heart ; (K, TA;) because the
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secret is concealed in it. (TA.) See an ex. voce

Jj\s-.= Also The occupation, (JK, TA,) and

act, (K, TA,) of the djus-. (JK, K, T.A.)

#.j- and *#. Wealth, or property, repo

sited, stored, laid up, kept, preserved, or guarded.

(TA.) [In the present day, both signify also A

treasury. The pl. of the former is &5-.]•

[Hence,] &íč5-[in the Kur. vi. 50 and xi.33,

accord. to some.] means +The hidden things that

are known of God: (TA:) or t the events decreed

by God: (Bd in vi. 50:) or tthe treasures of the

means of subsistence that are supplied by God.

(Bd and Jel" ibid.)

35- One who stores up wheat, or food: of the

dial. of Egypt. (TA.)—See also jū-->Also,

as a subst, like &- (AHn,) Ripe dates be

coming black in the interior by reason of some

bane : (AHn, K:) n. un, with 5. (AHn.)

&l= [One nho reposits, ston's, lays up, keeps,

preserves, Or guards, property,&c. ; a treasurer]:

(K, TA:) pl. c.3554- and ājj-. (TA.) [The

latter of these pls. is applied in the Kur. xxxix. 73

to The keepers, or guardians, of Paradise: and

in xxxix. 71 and xl. 52 and lxvii. 8 to those of

Hell.] 3:3- 4 ×ius, in the Kur [xv. 22.

accord. to some], means + Ye are not bearing it

in mind with thankfulness. (TA)— !The tongue;

as also *35-. (K, TA.) Hence the saying of

Lukmán to his son, u:- 454- &l= $!

&#3; # 4: G =:: ****,
i.e. [[When] thy tongue [is such as heeps the

secret confided to thee], and thy heart [is trust

worthy, thou wilt follon, the right way in respect

of thy tro states, thy state in the present world

and thy state in the world to come]. (TA.)

6 • O • 6 o' -- ** * J J. • *

coj=-2 and J-2 : see āj)}+---.52) all coils--

The nearest roads, or nays. (K,” TA. [In the

CK, 3-- is erroneously put for 9-.])

9já

1. 3-, (S. K.) aor. 3:4, (S) inf n :

(S, K.) He ruled, or governed, him; and subdued

him. (S, K.) Andālā) 5- He broke, or trained,

the beast. (K.)- Also He withheld, or restrained,

him from [indulging] his natural desire. (K.)

And J-: 5-, inf n. as above, He withheld, or

restrained, the soul from its purpose, or intention.

(JK.) One says, 4: Aft asu. es' j: With

hold thou, or restrain thou, thy soul from its

purpose, or intention, and make it to endure

patiently the right course of events, in obedience

to God. (TA.)– And He slit his tongue [to

prevent his sucking]; namely, a young camel's.

(K.)– He possessed him, or it. (K.)- He

treated him, or regarded him, with enmity, or

hostility (K)—And 33-(JK, TA) and #5

(JK) signify The act of piercing, or thrusting,

(JK, TA) nith spears. (J.K.)

U.S.j4

1. &- aOI". &#, inf. n. &- (S, Mgh,"

Mab, K, &c.) and us: (Sh, K) and #- and

#4, (MA, [or these two are simple substs.,])

He was, or became, base, abased, abject, vile,

despicable, or ignominious : (S, Mgh, Msb:) or,

accord, to ISk, he fell into trial, or affliction :

(S:) or he fell into trial, or affliction, (K, TA,)

and evil, (TA,) and a thing that exposed him to

disgrace, and thereby became base, abased, abject,

vile, despicable, or ignominious; as also 'ussj-,

(K, TA) like &#1 (TA) or új- signifies

disgrace, or ignominy: so in the Kur V. 37

[&c.]: (Sh, TA:) or its primary signification is

a state of abasement, vileness, or ignominy, of

n:hich one is ashamed : so accord. to Er-Răghib

and Bd and the Ksh: (MF, TA:) or the mani

festing foul actions or qualities, for the mani

festing of which one deserves punishment: (El

Harállee, TA:) or S}- signifies he became dis

graced, and was confounded, or perplexed, by

reason of disgrace. (TA) -And (#)- (S,

Msb, K.) aor, as above, (S.Mgh) inf. 1 #5

(S, Mgh, Msb, K) and us;*, (K,) He was, or

became, moved, or affected, with shame; (S,

Mgh, Msb, K;) [as also " LS5-1: see the

part. n. of this latter below:] or #5- signifies

the being moved, or affected, with much, or in

tense, shame. (JK)=#- J5'- see the

next paragraph.= #5-; see art 25+.

3. U.S.-, inf n. i5-4, He vied, or con

tended, with me in mutual abasing ; or render

ing base, abject, vile, despicable, or ignominious.

(TK.) You say, " :-} Left- (Ks, JK, S,

K) aor of the latter ex-i (Ks,JK,S) [int n.

app.&- I vied, or contended, neith him (JK,

TK) in mutual abasing, &c., (TK,) and I sur

passed, or overcame, him [therein]: (JK:) [or

it may signify, in abasement, &c.; for] the mean

ing [of the latter verb with its pronoun] is +

a:2 (25+ x:l. (K: in the CK, (25+ , but in a

MS copy of the K, Ú-)

4. 39- He (God) abased him; or rendered

him base, abject, vile, despicable, or ignominious :

or may He abase him, &c. : (S, Msb:) or He

disgraced him, or put him to shame: or may He

disgrace him, &c. (K.) Hence, in the Kur

[xi. 80], the saying of Lot to his people, S;

L- es' coj: (TA) And disgrace ye not me

in respect of my guests : (Bd, Jel, TA:) or make

not me ashamed &c. (Bd.) One says also, of

him who has done or said that which is approved,

# 85+ 4 = [What aileth him? May God

abase him, or disgrace him 'J.; and so without

a u : (Ki) it is like & 4.55 & 2, said of a

man whose action pleases: ($ in art. 243 :) it is

used in lieu of praise, to charm a person against

the evil eye; and means a prayer for him, not an

imprecation against him. (TA.) See also J-4,

below.– Also He made him to be ashamed for

himself (Ham pp. 114 and 397, and TA) in

respect of him, for his shortcoming. (TA.) [See

the citation from the Kur above..] – He com

pelled him, or constrained him, to admit an evi

dence, or a proof, whereby he abased him, or dis

graced him. (T.A.)- And He aided him in,

and made him to keep to, a 55- [i. e. a thing

that was a cause of shame, or ofabasement or dis

grace]. (TA.)

9. &#1; see 1.

10: see 1.

J- [part. n. of &- Base, abased, abject,

vile, despicable, or ignominious. (M.A.) [See

also &j- and usi-*..]

#. A habit, a quality, a practice, or an

action, (JK,) or a crime, a sin, or an offence, or

act of disobedience, (TA,) of n:hich one is, or

should be, ashamed: (JK, TA: [and '#4,

which is coupled therewith in the JK, app. as

syn. with it, properly signifies a thing, or an

action, &c., that is a cause of shame, or of abase

ment Or disgrace; being a noun of the class of

als--- and

o • - <-- 9 •

ā-s-e; originally a25-2 : see 4, last
6- Q J

sentence:]) and "ā25-2, of the form of an act.

part. n., from &#. signifies [the same; or] a

bad, an evil, or a foul, habit, quality, practice,

or action : the pl. of this last is celej-2, and of

the same [and of #- also] ju- (M.D.) or

the first signifies A habit, a practice, or an

action, in n'hich one becomes base, despicable, or

ignominious. (Mgh.) - Also A trial, or an

affliction, (K, TA,) into which one is made to

fall, (TA) and so *āj-. (K.)
6.- ©

a2.já- : see what next precedes.

&j- Moved, or affected, with shame; (S,

Msb, K, and Ham p. 36) as also "j:

(Harp. 482:) or, with much shame, (Lth, JK,

TA,) on account of a bad, or foul, deed that

he has done : (Lth, TA:) or it may signify [like

j+] base, abased, abject, vile, despicable, or igno

minious: (Ham ubi supra) fem. Új- (Lth, JK,

S, K) and #95-, which is irreg : (TA:) pl.

95-. (Lth, J.K, S, K.)

2

es: Rendered base, abject, vile, despicable,

or ignominious, by a thing proved against him.

(TA.) [See also J- and &j-.]

5:X}= Speech, or language, that is ap

proved, so that one says of its author, aff 85-1.

(TA.) They relate that El-Farezdak gave utter:

ance to an excellent verse, and said, <-e J.A.

&#. i. e. [This is a verse such as that,] when

it is recited, people will say, [or rather, such as

nill make it to be said of me,] U. 4:35 &f "us;:

5-3. [May God abase, or disgrace, the sayer

thereof. How good, or excellent, a poet is he "J.

(TA. [See 4.]) [Hence,] #- 5...as [An
ode] that is extremely good. (TA) •

#4,said in the MA to be an infn of3

See āj-.

6.- 0 p. * - d -

àej=-2 : see à2.já-.

o e o J J - d. •

j=-2 : see Jújá-.
:

U-á

1. - (Mil, TA) see pers. -- (Fr.S.
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A, Msb, K,) aor. U-s-3; (A, Msb, TA;) and

J- sec. pers. <--, tion".J- ; (Msb, TA;)

inf n, i- (Fr. S, A, K) and #.U+ (Fr. S, A,
- s J. J.

Msb, K) and U-2-4-, (TA,) He (a man) was, or

became, lon, or ignoble, base, vile, mean or sordid,

weak; (Fr, S, A, K;) [or, more commonly,] con

temptible: (Fr," S, A, K:) and it (a thing) was,

or became, base, vile, or mean; (TA;) or con

temptible, paltry, or inconsiderable; (MSb,”TA;)

and bad, corrupt, abominable, or £appr:d

(TA)—4:J- and 453, and 4, and al-,

! [His action, and his saying, and his opinion,

and his fortune, was, or became, lon, or ignoble,

&c.] (A)----, alon". J.-, It was, or became,

light of weight, not equal to what corresponded

with it. (Msb)—U--, aor. J.: ; (Mab3)
- 4 * o

and WJ-4-1, (ISk, S, Msb, K,) inf. n. U--!;

(ISk, S.;) | He did nhat was lon, or ignoble,

base, vile, mean or sordid, neak; [or, more com

monly,] contemptible: (ISk," S, Msb,” K:) or

* the latter signifies he did something lone or

ignoble, &c., in actions. (TA)=4< J.-,

(S, A, Mgh, K) aor. J-35 ($, TA) and

*4-1; (Mgh;) He made his lot, portion, or

share, to be lon, or ignoble, base, vile, mean; [or,

more commonly,] contemptible : (S," A, Mgh,"

K:) and *- J.-, and '4-1, He made the

lot, portion, or share, little, and incomplete. (TA.)

—Also al- J- [and * --!,] ! [He made

his fortune to be lon, or ignoble, &c.; or con

temptible; differing from the signification im

mediately preceding, being said to be tropical.]

(A.) The Arabs say of a man without any good
J J - d 1 - 3 - £

fortune in the present life, ala-aī 'U--it[God

made his fortune mean, or contemptible]; as also

<-i. (AM, TA)

4. J-1: See U+, in two places.= 4-1.

See <--> J- and what follows it, in four places.

- Also He found him to be lon, or ignoble, base,

vile, mean or sordid, weak; [or, more commonly,]

contemptible. (S,” K.)

6. £5 They did it by turns: or they

hastened together, or vied in hastening, to do it.

(Sgh, K.)

10. 4- He reckoned, accounted, or

esteemed, him lon, or ignoble, base, vile, mean or

sordid, weak; [or, more commonly,] contemptible.

(S," K.)- ai- J- ! [He accounted his

fortune lon, or ignoble, &c.]. (A.)

3 -

U-s- [Lettuce; lactuca;] a certain plant, (S,

Msb, K.) of the hind called Jā, (§, K,) well

known, (Msb, K,) of the description termed

25-i. [i. e., that are eaten without being cooked,

or that are slender and succulent, or slender and

soft,] nith broad leaves: it increases the blood:

the nild hind has the property of the black poppy :

the best is the garden-kind, [lactuca sativa,] which

is succulent, yellon, and broad [in the leaf]: it

is cold and moist in temperament: the most nu

tritious is that which is cooked; and it is useful

for counteracting contrariety of the fluids; but

the eating it constantly weakens the sight, and is

injurious to the venereal faculty: (TA:) n. un.

with 3. (Msb.)

J.-- See J.--

X: J.-- 3.49 ** These things, or af.

fairs, are done by them by turns. (JF, K.)

J- applied to a man, and to a lot or por

tion or share, (S, A, K,) or a thing, (MSb, TA)

Lon, or ignoble, base, vile, mean or sordid, weak;

(S, A, K;) [or, more commonly,] contemptible;
3 - - * *

(A, Msb, K.) as also "J--~ and "J---,

(K;) and, applied to a thing, also, paltry, or in

considerable; and so "J-4. and "J"--

bad, corrupt, abominable, or disapproved: (TA:)

fem with 3: (Mgh, Mob.) pl. masc. £i and

J.-- (Mab, TA) and #5 (A :) ..pl fem.

U- (Mgh, Mb) — J-- *, and

"...-, ! A lon', or mean, fortune, that is not

held in any estimation. (A)- Us: J-34 S *
* * -

-

22°S U-u-ā- t| He will not enter into lon, mean,

or contemptible, affairs]. (A)-J--- is also

applied to A disbeliever, an unbeliever, or infidel.

(TA.)

i-fem of - (Mg,Msb)—You

say also, cº; ā--- al}} & God raised the

condition f such a one after it had been lon:

(Az, TA:) or <--- &- < *, I did to him a

deed nhereby he became raised to a high con

dition. (S, K.) = The teeth of a she-camel

within the period of the shedding of the central

incisors: you say, W--- āşūl -55- [The

she-camel passed beyond the period of her

à---]: this is in the sixth year, when she

sheds her central incisor: she is then such as is

allowable for sacrifice. (S, K.)

à: The state of him, or it, that is U---

[i.e. lon, or ignoble, &c.]. (TA.)= A foul, or

an ugly, woman. (TA.) [See also J-:..]

3 - # -

U-4-1 [More, and most, U----, i.e., lon, or

4 of- -

--al) to [I have

not seen any more lon, or ignoble, or, more com

monly, contemptible, than he, or it]. (A.)

6 - d -

U-2-s-e A man made, or rendered, lon, or

ignoble, &c., and neak. (T.A.) - See also

U---, in two places.

3 - 0 , 3 * ~ * *

U--- and U-2 :

both words, A foul, or an ugly, face: fem, with

3. (K, TA) [See also it....]

ignoble, &c.]. You say, 4.J

s -

see U----, - Also,

t

1. t-, (S. K.) aor. -, (K)infn.' -- (S,R)

and#, (K.) He drove anay a dog: (S, K:)

he chid him. (Lth.)= It is also intrans., (S,)

and signifies He (a dog) went anay, to a dis

tance; (S,” K;) [being driven anay, or chidden;]

as also 3-, (K) and 't-l. (S. K.) —
• *- :

[Hence,] tropically, said to a man, 4'') t+!,

meaning L: t: ! [Go thou anay: or go thou

anay from me]. (TA) co's S3 W.' b3+!,

in the Kur [xxiii. 110], is expressive of removal

to a distance with anger; [meaning t Goye anay

into it, (i. e. the fire of Hell,) and speak not unto

Me.] (Zj.)– [And hence, t He was, or became,

vile and despised and hated: so says Golius, as

on the authority of the KL; but this meaning is

not in my copy of that work: it agrees, however,

with a signification of the part. n. &-- q. v.]

:= Also, inf n. :-- and #: [as above], said

of the sight, (AZ, S, K,) # It was, or became,

dazzled, or confused, (AZ, S, TA,) and dim.

(K, T.A.)

8 bi-, (K) inf n it…, (S) They

thren stones, one at another; (S, K;) as also

"25-iss, (K) or 5-0 bi-l-5. (S.) And
6# - - - , o - 0 -

5u-ts-- Low-e

a contending in throning, or throning of stones].

(S, TA) (See also art. Us-á-.]–And3--*

means -elie [He contends in a game of hazard].

(IB, TA in art. 3-)

6 : see 3.

7: see 1.

© •

-jū- ! [There was between them

'G-Bad wool, (0, K.)

&-- applied to a dog, and to a swine, (K,)

and to a devil, (TA,) Driven anay, repelled, and

not suffered to come near to men. (K, T.A.)

And [hence,] + Contemptible, despicable, vile, or

abject. (T.A.) -Applied to the sight, I Dazzled,

or confused, (S, TA,) and dim. (TA.) So in the

words of the Kur [lxvii. 4], 343 <! *:

ū-u- 1 [The sight will recoil to thee dazzled, or

confused, or dim]: (S, TA:) or the meaning here

is tcontemptible: or withdrawing far anay: or

it is of the measure Jes in the sense of the

measure J*, [meaning repelled far anay,]

like 3.4%#, in the Kur [lxix. 21 and ci. 5],

for £4. (TA)

J-d

1. --, (S, A, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. (K;)

and j-, aor. 2; (K;) but the latter is an un

usual form [except in the sense of3:1; (B,

TA) inf n &# (S, A, Msh, K) and :

(S, Msb, K) and #1-4 (Msb, K) [which are the

only forms assigned in the TA to the verb when

used with reference to traffic] and -d- and 2-4

andX- andX- (K;) He lost, or suffered

loss or diminution: or he was deceived, cheated,

beguiled, or circumvented: (K:) 8-9 us in

selling; (S;) or ** Us in his selling ; (A;) or

25-5 Us in his traffic : (Mab, K: [see also 4:])

the former is the original signification: (TA:)

he suffered diminution of his capital; he lost part

thereof: (B, TA:) and he lost his, capital alto

gether. (Bd in iv. 118; &c.) UV-s- is also

attributed to an action, as well as to a man: (B,

TA:) you say, (but in this case the verb is used

tropically, A,) 45-5 <-- ! [His traffic nas

losing; or an occasion of loss] ; (A, B;) opposed
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to --9. (A.) It is also used in relation to

personal acquisitions; such as health, and safety,

and intellect, and faith, and the recompense or

reward of obedience [to God], which God has

declared [Kur xxii. 11 and xxxix. 17] to be mani

fest c5+, (B,) since there is none like it. (Bd.)

For instance, you say, aii 5- and aius, He

lost his intellect, and his property. (IAar.) [In

a phrase of this kind, the noun which immediately

follows the verb may be considered as put in the

accus. case on account of the rejection of a prep.,

namely L. : for] it is said that X- is never

used otherwise than intransitively: though this

has been contradicted, on the ground of the fol

lowing phrase in the Kur [xxii. 11], (#)--

$4.9% [He hath lost, or he loseth, the things of

the present life and of the latter life]; and the

like; as : —#9: &#[Who shall

have lost themselves, or their own souls, and their

families, or their wives; Kur xxxix. 17 and

xlii. 44]; (MF, TA;) i. e., themselves, or their

own souls, by their having erred, and their fa

milies by their having caused them to err, or by

being separated from them for ever; (Bd;) or

by being themselves made to remain for ever in

Hell, and by their not gaining access to the*

prepared in Paradise [as wives] for the believers:

(Jel:) or the meaning is, accord. to Fr, who shall

be deceived of their on n souls, &c. : or, accord. to

others, who shall have destroyed their onn souls,

&c. (TA.)- Also [He experienced, or san, that

he was a loser; or] his having lost became mani

fest to him : so in the Kurzl. [78 and] last verse.

(TA.)- Also (with all the forms of the inf n.

above mentioned, K.) He erred; went astray;

deviated from, or lost, or missed, the right way:

or he became lost; he perished; or he died: syn.

J3,(K)and als. (Msb)=3-, (A’obeyd,

IAar, Zj, S, A, &c.,) aor. - (Zj, Msb) and *, (Bd

in lv. 8) inf. n.: (Msb, K) and&: ; (K;)

and "5-4-1, (A’Obeyd, Zj, S, A, Msb) inf n.

3–4. (Msb, K;) and *%+; (A;) He made

it defective, or deficient; (A’Obeyd, IAar, Zj, S,

A, Msb, K;) namely, the weight, and the mea

sure; (Zj, TA;) and the thing weighed; (TA;)

and the balance, (A’Obeyd, IAar, Zj, A, Msb,)

by diminishing the weight. (Msb.) WThe second

of these forms is more common, in this sense, than

the first (Zj, TA) [and than the third]. For

&##"b: S5, in the Kur lv. 8, there are

three other readings; namelyb: and b:--

and 12#: in the last of which, the prep &

is omitted after the verb. (Bd.) - [And He, or

it, made him to lose, or suffer loss; to err, or go

astray; to become lost, or to perish.]

J) w - s * < •

..?, •-ā-, (A, K,) inf. n. *5, (S, K,) i. q.

ow-i-, q.v. : (A:) [and particularly] He, or it,

destroyed him; caused him to perish. (S, K.)
• •

You say, al-e ā- 9- ! The evilness of his con

duct caused him to perish. (A.)- He put him

anay, or far anay; removed, alienated, or

estranged, him; (IAar, Mgb;) from good, or

prosperity. (IAar.) - He attributed, or im

puted, to him c): [i.e. loss; or error, or

deviation from the right nay]: like 4:34, mean

Bk. I.

ing “he attributed, or imputed, to him lying,”

&c. (Msb.)

4. 9- i. q.#, which see in three places:

(A’Obeyd, Zj, S, A, Mgb:) [and particularly]

He made him to lose, or suffer loss, in his traffic;

contr. of4-#. (A.)=And -d-. He fell into

loss; (A;) he met with loss in his traffic. (TA.

[See also 1.])

6 o y

X: an inf n of 3-4-. (S, Msb, K.) In the

Kur ciii. 2, accord. to some, itmeans Punishment

jor sin. (TA.)
s • d •

2-4-: see -t-.

5%: an inf n of 3-4 (S, A, Mab, K.)

[For particular usages thereof, see 1. As a simple

subst, it generally signifies Loss, or the state of

suffering loss or diminution: the state of being

deceived or cheated: error, or deviation from the

right n'ay: (see also 5'-- :) or the state of be

coming lost, of perishing, or of dying.]- It is

also an inf. n. of3+. (K.)

3 - * *

2-- see what next follows.

&# (A.K.) or '#' (TA, that he

former is the better known,]) A certain kind of

garment or cloth; (A, K;) so called in relation

to Khusrow Sháh, one of the [kings of Persia

called] 5-lási [pl. of us: Or&+] ; as also

• O J.

"Gx-. (A, TA)—And A certain wine or

beverage. (K.)

ju- and *# -, [both infins of3-, q. v.,]

(S,) and 'us':- (S, M, K, in some copies of

the K written&- with Ú, TA,) Error; or

deviation from the right way : [like &: :]

(S:) and perdition; or death; (S, K;) as also

"3-i-, (S, and K in art. -a-,) which last [is

of a pl. form, but] has no sing. (S.)- And all

the foregoing words, including "J-us-, Baseness,

ignobleness, ungenerousness, or meanness; (K;)

"3-u- (TA)

and 'us:- (K,) and, as some say, "3-(+,
(TA) perfidy, unfaithfulness, or treachery. • (K,

TA.)
s •

J-4-:

# * : see A-.

:-(+ Losing, or suffering loss, in his traffic.

(Lth.) And [hence,] #-la- #: ![Losing traffic;

traffic n:hich is an occasion of loss] ; opposed to

as-yl). (A.) And 5-la- aaa-2 t A bargain that

does not bring gain [but on the contrary occasions

loss]. (TA) And 5-4 is tAn unprofitable

charge or assault. (K)-One who has lost his

property, and his intellect. (IAar.)- Erring;

going astray; deviating from, or losing, or mis

sing, the right way: or becoming lost; perishing;

or dying : syn. 5.4, (K:) and so ":-- (TA)

and "3- and 'es:- (K, TA, but the last

the last, in poetry, shortened to

s •

see -la-.

3 - 2 - • 6 •

written in the CK &:-) or ":- for it is

said to occur [as an epithet] only in the following

saying, in which us:- is said to be put for
* - d -

X---- to assimilate it to preceding words: e.g.:• *
• * @ e os e •

us: £ 3, 43% (s: L: 4;"[In

his mouth be dust, and may the fever of Kheyber

befall him, and evil be that which he shall see,

for he is one who goeth astray: but in the TA,

in art. U435, is another reading; for Us, 31 aga',

substituting& a', meaning a certain disease].

(TA) [Hence, 3-, }; -- 3:- [Foolish,

or stupid, erring, and utterly perishing]. (T in

art. --!. [See &G, and see also X-6.)— Also

One nho makes the measure, and the balance,

defective, or deficient, n'hen he gives, and demands

excess n hen he receives. (AA.)

5-(+ : see the next paragraph.

* > d >

j- and "&: A man in a place [or con

dition] ofc5+ [or loss, &c.]: (K in the present

art, and in art. -- ) pl. 3'-us-. (K in art.

2-)– And [the pl.] 5-0-1, in several

copies of the K, in other copies of the K'i-l-1,

but correctly "3-us-M, (TA) The weak of man

kind; (K, TA;) and the small, or little, of them;

(TA;) as also **-ū-1, in the former sense,

(K and TA in art. X-) and in the lat' SenSe

also : (TA in that art. :) and ājles-J1 UAl; (K

and TA in this art.; and K in art. 3-, accord.

to several copies;) i. e. The people of perfidy,

unfaithfulness, or treachery; and of baseness,

ignobleness, ungenerousness, or meanness: (TA in

the present art.:) or ājū-ji UAl; because of their

weakness; (TA in art. -á-;) [as though mean

ing the people of cowardice (aius-J), or it may

mean the people of the burial-ground (äus.");

for, accord. to AHát, "L-U-M signifies those

nho conduct [to the burial-ground] the corpse or

the bier with the corpse; perhaps from X---

meaning “small, or little, and weak men.” (TA)

X---, (K in art. ---, [in the CK, erroneously,

*]) Or "3-i-, (Ibn-’Osfoor, AHei, and K

in the present art.) Base, ignoble, ungenerous,

or mean: (K:) and perfidious, unfaithful, or

treacherous. (TA in explanation of the latter.)

*= Also (the former accord. to the K in art.

J-4-, and the latter likewise accord. to the TA

in the present art.) A calamity, or misfortune :

(K, TA:) pl. [of the latter] in this sense3-,

like 3:... (IAar, T.A.)

...:

4-ed- :

• • O =

es:--

also -la-...- Also One n:ho will not accept an

invitation to partake of food, lest he should be

required to make a requital: so in a trad, of

'Omar. (TA.)

6 -

see 2-la-.

5 * *

see Ju-ā-, in two places:=and see

3 - 6 - * - d -

U&-d-: see J-á-.

s d * @

re-d-: see 4-d-.

J. e • 6 * > * * * *

X-u- see ju-- =and see also "---.

* : word [of a pl. form] having no sing.:

($ '). see Ju-ā-, in three places =[Also pl. of

Je-a-, q.v.]=See also A-a-, in two places.

=Also The urine of the mountain-goats upon

the herbage and the trees [or shrubs]: (K in this

93
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art. and in art. 2-4- ) in which sense, also, it

has no singular. (TA in the present art.)

* - of • J = 0

--- sing of &#. which occurs in the

Kur [xi. 24 and] xviii. 103 [and xxi. 70 and

xxvii. 5], (Akh, S,) and signifies The greatest

losers; those who suffer, or shall suffer, the

greatest loss. (Bd.)

** - d >

[5)--. An occasion, or a cause, of loss; or

of error, or going astray; or of being lost, of

perishing, o: of dying: al word of the Saline

class as ā- and i:- &c.; pl. -->. Hence

the saying,] X--- X--- ! [Occasions, or

causes, of mockery, Or derision, or ridicule, are

occasions, or causes, of loss, &c.]. (A.)

-
-

1. ---, aor. : , (JK, S, Msb, K.) inf n.

---, (JK,) or -,+, (S,K) or both; (Msb;)

[and "Jä-s-31;] It (a place) sank, (JK, Msb,)

or nent away, into the ground, or earth, (S, Msb,

K,) neith n'hat n'as upon it. (J.K.) You say,

J.S. * -à-s-1, [and ---.] The ground

sank [into the earth] with what was upon it.

(TA) And #9 - " --~!, (JK) or

J2,914 " ---", and -** --- (TA)

and ++, (Msb in art. 5-2-,) The ground sank

with him, or it: (JK:) or the ground, or

earth, [sn'alloned up him, or it; or] took and

enclosed him, or it. (TA.) And# * -à-s-s

The nell [sank and collapsed; or] nent anay

into the earth with its casing of stones and nood.

(MgH) And C#, J ---and----III,

or it, sank into the ground, or earth, and became

sn'allowed up, or enclosed, or concealed, therein].

(S.) It is said in the Kur [xxviii. 82], accord. to

one reading, ti, --- [We had been snalloned

up by the earth]; (S :) accord. to another read

ing, (that of 'Abd-Allah, S, i. e. Ibn-Mes'ood,

TA) us " ---55, (S. K.) in the pass form;

(K;) (meaning the same;] like as one says,

Læ 3:í. (S.) You say also, £ &: ---

The spring of neater sank, or nent anay, into the

earth. (Mab, K.") And 3:1 "--~! The

eye sank, or became depressed, in the head, syn.

−3%; (Msb in art. 224;) [and so ---, inf. n.

-,+, for] c: -,+ signifies The eye's

going anay into the head: ($ ) or " -à-s-s

signifies its black, or part surrounded by the

white, disappeared in the head: (Mgh :) or this

last, (K) as quasi-pass of the trans. v. Cà--,

(TA,) t it (the eye) became blind; as also

W --i, (K, TA;) and [in like manner]

<-- t it (the eye) lost its light [or sight].

(Msb.)- [Hence, app.,] £ill ---, inf n.

-,+ ($, Mab, K.) and --- (TA) + The

moon [suffered eclipse, or became eclipsed, or] lost

its light, or part of its light ; (Mgb;) i, q.

-ā-ā- : (S," Msb,” K :) and J-: <--- and

--> both signify the same [i. e. the sun suf

Jered eclipse, &c.]: (Mgh:) or one says -ă=<* ,

of the sun, and -ā-ā- of the moon, (Th, S, Msb,

K.) accord. to the more approved usage: (Th, S,

Msb:) or, in the common conventional language,

-is-Sı is the partial loss of the light of the sun,

and -,-] is the total loss of the light thereof:

(AHát, Msb:) or -52-s-J1 is the partial loss of

the light of the sun, and -33-94 is the total loss

thereof, (K, TA,) accord. to AHát: (TA:)

-52--Ji often occurs in the trads, as said of the

sun; though the term commonly known in the

classical language is -5,-31 [in this case]: and

it is said in a trad., clu-š 3.5% J-: &

*~ 5i •- –3. [Verily the sun and the moon

suffer not eclipse for the death of any one or for

his life]; predominance being in this instance

attributed to the moon, as being masc., over the

sun, which is fem. (IAth.) - Also, inf. n.

++, + It (a thing) became defective or defi

cient; suffered loss or diminution. (K.)- I It

(the body) became lean, or emaciated. (TA.)

And-a--, said of camels and of sheep or goats,

! They became lean, or emaciated. (TA. [This

meaning is there indicated, but not clearly ex

pressed. See i:-. Accord to the KL, the

inf n. -- signifies The being vile, abject, or

contemptible : and also the being lean, or ema

ciated : and hence Golius, on that authority, has

rendered the verb as meaning vilis et macer

fuit.])- Also t It (the colour, or complexion,

of a person) became altered, or altered for the

morse. (T.A.) - And It (a thing, K, as, for

instance, a roof, TA) became pierced neith a hole,

or rent; (K, TA;) as also " -ā->3). (TA.)–

And, -ā-ā-, said of a she-camel, t She, after

fielding abundant milk, soon stopped [its flon ]

in winter. (K, T.A.)- And, said of a well, It

nas, or became, such as is termed --- [q. v.].

(TA)- And -i-, said of a man, ; He re

covered from a disease. (IDrd, K,TA.)=---,

(JK, Msb, TA,) aor. - , (Kur xvi. 47, &c.,)

inf n. ---, He (God) made a place, (JK,

Msb) or the ground, (TA,) to sink, (JK, Msb,

TA,) or go anay, into the earth, (Msb,) with

what was upon it. (JK, TA) And as ---

J.S.,(S.K.) infin. ---, (S) He (God) made

him, or it, to disappear in the earth, or ground:

(S, K :) [or made the earth, or ground, to sink

nith, and swallon up, him, or it :] whence, in

the Kur [xxviii. 81), J.S. 94, a ui
[And ne made the ground to sink with, and

smallon up, him and his mansion]. (S.) And

£ &: <--- I made the spring of water to

sink, or go anay, into the earth. (Msb.)

c's &: ---, (K, TA,) aor. 2, inf. n. ---,

(TA) ! He put out, or blinded, the eye of such a

one, (K,"TA,) so that the black, or part sur

rounded by the white, disappeared in the head.

(TA)–: -i-, (K) aor, and infin, as

above, (TA,) He made a hole in, or rent, the

thing. (K, TA)- And t He cut, or cut off,

the thing. (K)—#9 ---, (K,) inf n, as

above, (TA,) t He dug the nell in stones, so that

it yielded an abundant and unceasing flon of

nater: (K, TA:) or he dug the nell by piercing

through its mountain [or rock] to the water

beneath so that it would never become exhausted:

or he dug the nell so as to reach an unceasing, or a

copious, source of water. (TA.) Hence the say

ing of 'Omar, in reply to a question of El Al's

respecting the poets, X: --->ā- J-5 i.

ź. &#, i.e. + [Imra-el-Keys is he who has

the precedence of them :] he has made the source

of poetry to well forth abundantly to them. (TA)

–āsūji -ā-ā-, inf n, as above, He (God)

made the she-camel, after yielding abundant milk,

soon to stop [its flon ] in winter. (K, T.A.)-

-- also signifies The confining a beast nithout

fodder: (K, TA:) or making a beast to pass the

night without fodder : (Ham p. 290 :) and

(hence, TA) ; the constraining a man to do that

n:hich he dislikes, or hates; (JK, Ham ibid., K,

TA,) as also -i: ; (J.K.) and (hence, Ham)

! the lonering, humbling, or abasing, another:

(Ham,” K, TA:) whence, --" £, (Ham,)

or u :- 420, &c.; [explained below: see ---.]

(TA:) and the verb of--- in these three senses

is -i-. (T, K.)

4 &#1 -i- see 1.=---, said of a

well-sinker, * He found his well to be such as is

termed --- [q. v.]: (JK:) or he produced an

abundant flow of water. (TA.)

7: see 1, in nine places.

-: [an inf n. of 1: and hence several of the

significations here following.] Deep places in the

ground (~39. *u. 3, #5 in the CK ele 3,4

U-9); as also '-i-. (K, TA)—The place

whence the water of a well issues. (AZ, S, K.)

In the following saying of Sá'ideh El-Hudhalee,

• * > * > - - - -:

* * -: * : J C S. *
• * * *

:

'---43 saw U-5: .

the last word is pl. of --- [app. as signifying

A source of nater], after the manner of*A* and

*: (TA:) the meaning is, [Truly, O 3/oung

man, what is 'Abd-Shems? i. e.] how great a

person is 'Abd-Shems! by the like of him the

enemy is overcome [and the sources of nater

become difficult of access]. (M in art. U.)- A

cloud, or collection of clouds, that has risen and

appeared from the direction of the extreme nest,

[as North-western Africa is called by the Arabs,]

from [the quarter of] the right of the Kibleh [to

one who is on the north-east of Mehkeh, tonards

El-'Irak]: (Lth, K:) or it signifies, (JK,

TA) [and] so *-i- and "-i-, (K) a

cloud, or collection of clouds, that has risen and

appeared c:* | J.' 3-, bearing much nater;

(JK, K, TA;) i.e., from [the quarter of] the

right of the Kibleh [as explained above]. (TA.)

= | Deficiency, or imperfection; a fault; or a

lon, or base, quality (S.K.T.A.) as also'à--.

(TA.) One says, --" &% &# ! Such ot

one was content with deficiency, or imperfection,

&c. (S, T.A.) - t Leanness, or emaciation;

(TA) as also "is-á-. (J.K.)—[See also 1,

last sentence.- Hence,] --~ Ji Xil <\;

! The party passed the night in a state of hunger,

not having anything wherenith to feed themselves:

(TA:) and -:) &% <\; 1 Such a one passed
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the night hungry (§, KTA ) and J' (''
--" ! We drank without eating. (IAar, IDrd,

K, T.A.) A poet says,

" * <li: J., S -- J' ('' '

“ (:54: J=#| Jū

[We passed the night in a state of hunger: there

nvas no milk wherenith we might be fed, until we

made the ropes of the camel's saddle to serve as

goung camels]: i. e. we had no food until we

bound the she-camels with ropes in order that

they might yield us milk [as though they had

young ones to suckle], and we might feed our

selves with their milk. (O,TA.) [See also another

• o e > & •

ex, in a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh, cited voce S1,

p. 78.]-[Hence, also,] ti-440 and *u-,

(S, K.) and -i-, 4-, (S, Msb) He brought

upon him abasement, or ignominy: (S, Msb, K:)

or he required, or constrained, him to do an af.

fair of difficulty; and to become in a state of

abasement, or ignominy ($, TA.) [See also two

similar phrases voce är...] - [And hence,]

-: signifies also t Wrong, wrongdoing, in

justice, injuriousness, or tyranny. (TA.) [And
2 o' -- 4.0, Or --", sometimes means + He

brought upon him wrong, &c.]= See also the

next paragraph.

+: [see 1, last sentence: and] see ---,
~ 0 &

in two places. -*- >Sl 8. means + Leave

thou the thing, or affair, as it is. (Sgh, K.)=

The [fruit called]*. n:hich is eaten, [i. e. the

nalnut, or walnuts;] (AA, AHn, K;) of the

dial. of the people of Esh-Shihr; (AA;) as also

*-i-. (AA, K:) accord. to ISd, the former is

the correct word: (TA:) n. un, with 5. (JK.)

* * * * *

v-à-d-: See v-a-d-.
-

6 - © e.

aā-ā- [app. A leanness, or an emaciation:
a d -

see 1, and see also -ā-4-]: this befalls camels,

and sheep or goats, in the heat and in the cold.

(A, TA)= Also sing of'_i~-i,(JK) which

signifies Soft tracts of land: (S, K,” TA:) or

level lands: (J.K.) and one says also '--la

[and thus the word is written in the CK]. (Fr,

T.A.) One says, J#9. &- *-i- es'*

They became in soft tracts of land. (S.) [See

also -#4, in art. -āā-.]

-,+ : see the next paragraph.

--- ! A spring, or source, (3*, [shown in

the TA to have this meaning here,]) sinking, or

going anay [into the earth]; as also "-i-u-,

(K, TA;) ..in like manner without 3. (TA)-

+A well (L') dug in stones, so that it yields an

abundant and unceasing flow of water; (S, K;)

as also ii-- and *-is: and *#2-4, (K;)

or, as some say, --- only: (TA:) or this sig

nifies a well pierced through its mountain [or

rock] to the water beneath so that it never becomes

exhausted; (JK, TA;) as also "is, - . (J.K.)

or a well dug so as to reach an unceasing, or a

copious, source of nater: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.]

*: (JK, K) and [of mult.] --- (S. K.)

-A she-camel that yields abundant milk, but

soon stops [its flon ] in winter. (K, T.A.) [And]

with 5, tA she-camel that yields abundant milk.

(JK)—see also -i-,-ā- &# (Mgh,

K, TA) and *i-ui (JK, Mgh) fan eye put out,

or blinded; (JK, K, TA;) of which the blach, or

part surrounded by the white, has disappeared

in the head. (JK, Mgh, TA)= citi-s-Ji, thus

correctly written, as in the L, and so in the

Nawādir of Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, and in

the Tedhkireh of Aboo-'Alee El-Hejeree, who

asserts that the U is the U of the dual, and in

one dial. with damm, [so that the word is written

citi-l and &ti-'ll and on whose authority

is mentioned the saying &S.- Us, with damm

to the Ú, [so that each is a dual in form, though

not in signification,] but in the O and the K

"&":", [in the CK &u-'ll with fet-h to

the U-, and I'êu : ), with damm to that

letter, (TA) Bad dates: (O, K:) so in the Na

wádir and Tedhkireh above mentioned: (TA:)

or a palm-tree that bears a small quantity of

fruit, and of which the unripe dates turn bad.

(O, K.)

ā-- [as an epithet, fem, of ---, q. v.:]

as a subst: see ---, in two places. -

---, and its fem., with 3: see ---, in two

places.— Also | Lean, or emaciated. (S, K.)–

+A body altered, or altered for the worse. (A,

T.A.) +A man (JK) altered, or altered for the

n:orse, in colour, or complexion, (JK, Ibn-'Abbād,

K,) and in aspect. (J.K.)- Hungry. (AHeyth,

TA.)- +A boy light, or active, (K, TA,) and

brisk, lively, or sprightly; as also -i-. (TA.)

– tA man convalescent; or recorering from

disease; syn. *sū: (AA, K: [see 1:]) pl.-i

(K.) -

&ú:-" and &ú:-1: See -i-.

Ji-i and ---, See i:- in three

places. -

Ji-. The lion. (TS, K.)

iss-, applied to a well: see ---, in two

places.

* • * 4 & e

Jā-la-oll: see -ā-á-.

U-ā

1. 3-, aor. -, (Msb, K,) inf. n. &: and

3-, (Msb, TA,) It (an arrow) hit the target:

(K:) or passed through the object at which it

mas shot; or penetrated into its inside, and its

extremity nent forth from the other side, the rest

remaining therein : (IKtt, Msb:) or stuck fast

therein: (IF, Mab.) or -5.31 & 4 (MSb, TA)

it hit the object at nihich it was shot, and passed

through, or its extremity passed through; like

&- (TA:) or passed through, or pierced so

that its extremity passed through, not with vehe

mence. (Msb.) And 3-5 % He shot, or

cast, and clave the skin. (Az, T.A.) IF says that

it is not a primitive; that the U" is substituted

for j; and that the word is altered because of the

alteration of the meaning. (TA.)

-------- ~~~

3,4- applied to a she-camel, i. q. 3,5

(K;) or Evil in disposition; that pierces the

ground with her toes, as she goes; (JK, TA;)

furrowing the ground with her toe turned up.

(TA.)

&l= i. q. &: [q. v.]. (S.)

9-a

2. J.-, (so in some copies of the K, and in

the TA,) in [some of] the copies of the KL-5,

but the former is the right, (TA) inf n. *-*5,

He played with walnuts at the game of odd or

even; (#,TA:) as also "L-s-l: and **u-la-,

(inf n. 3Lls-2, TA,) He played nith him at that

game : (K:) or you say, J#3 L- 34. He

plays, and says, “Is it even or odd?” (TA.)

3 and 4: see above.

6. Lú.5 They (two men) played together at

the game of odd or even. (JK,"TA.)

U.<-, (JK, K," and TA in art. ,<>j) without

tenween, and accord. to some with tenween, and

not having the article Ul prefixed to it; and in

like manner té, which is coupled with the

former, is without tenween, and accord. to some

with tenween, and not having the article Ul

prefixed to it; (TA in that art.;) [but each has

Uí prefixed to it in the K;] accord. to Fr, some

make it quasi-coordinate to es-" [i. e. with ten

ween, and masc.]; some, to 255 [app, meaning

the proper name 35, i. e; without tenween, and

masc.]; and some, to L&S. [app, meaning with

out tenween, and fem.]: (TA:) a word that is

said in playing with walnuts; (JK;) An odd

number: (Lth, Fr, K, TA:) and tej signifies an

even number: (Lth, Fr, TA:) accord. to IB, its

final letter is hemzeh, for one says, &--,

meaning -ets: [he contends in a game of hazard];

but it is pronounced without * to assimilate it to

tej : (TA:) the pl. is 3'-i, (K, TA,) accord.

to the M, J-3, like st-, (TA, [but the former

pl. occurs in a verse cited in the TA) which is

anomalous. (K.) One says, té 3. t-, [so in

my copies of the $, with tenween,] i. e. Odd or

even? (S:) [or t=} 2] U-4-, as shown. above:]

and some say, tej U--, like += a- (IB,

TA) And it is said in a trad,L.…+ us, it:

* -ij-,* * J. & J. & J.'

té, Or té Xi t-i, [for the vowel-signs '' not

written in my original,] meaning te-2.j Al 13,5

[i. e. I knon, not how many times my father told

me, from the Apostle of God, God bless and save

him ; n'hether an odd or an even number: or,

perhaps, once or twice]. (TA.)

Us-á

6. J.--ill The throning of pebbles, one at

another. (K.) You say, La-Jū aft:1:13;<--5

The legs of the beast thren the pebbles, one at

another. (TA.) [See also 3 in art. t-)

3 -

L:- The like of a [garment of the hind called]

93 *
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# =>, or of a [tent such as is called] úa-, wovenof wool. (JK, K.) •

* *

U

1. ** U+, (§, K.) aor.-, (JM,) [vulgarly,

and irregularly, 2,] inf. n. J- (TA,) He (a

man) entered into it; ($, K;) namely, a thing;

(S3) as also '-' (K, A,TA) and "J-E-,

(TA) inf n. #4-5 (K, TA:) and in like

manner, into a collection of trees, and a company

of people: (A:TA ) or as "...++, (IDrd,)

and as "J-E-5, (IDrd, K,) he entered into it,

(namely, a thing, IDrd, or a collection of trees,

K, and in like manner a company of men, TA,)

so as to become hidden, or concealed: (IDrd, K:)

and J.-, he (a man) went, or went anay, or

advanced, [into a thing,] and penetrated. (TA.)

= Hence, (TA,) *" J.-, (S, K,) aor. 4,

[greeably with general rule in this case,] inf. n.

J.-, (S,) He put into the camel's nose the thing

termed-ād-, ($, K;) as also "...i. (Zj, K.)

~ And hence the saying in a trad., &: .#

al}} S! al S #2%, meaning, flntroduce ye, or

insert ye, in your speech the words There is no

deity but God. (TA.) And "4:... likewise

signifies He introduced, or inserted, him or it.

(T.A.)– Also 4+, aor, and inf n. as above, He

pierced him, or stabbed him. (TA.)

4: see 3-3 J.-.

7: see 4-3 C-4

#

#

of - * -

8. Já') U-> U-- He ate of the LSU:4- of
the earth. (TA.) •

#
R; Q. 1. J.-- see as Já, in two places.

=~: see 1, last signification but one.=

Also He caused it to make a sound such as is de

scribed below, voce #~~. (S, TA.") See an

ex, in the next paragraph.

:
-

R. Q. 2. U-45; see ** U+.= Also It

made a sound (S, K) such as is described belon,

"oce à:-- (S.) 'Alkameh Ibn-'Abadeh says,

* -:r: ++-->- &#

*

* : * : 5 *

6 * * o – • * -

"<s-à- (<= *

[The short coats of mail of iron rustled upon them,

like as when a south wind has caused to rustle

the dry reaped corn]. (S.)

3 -

J. J. “ - •

--> Staa-J)

• d -

u-d

6 J o .

U + : see L:2:-2.

6 - -

* | * < . 6 -

see Cºlis-; for the former, in three
* -

-

Ju: ; ) places.

Jú- The wooden thing that is inserted in

the bone of the nose of the camel, (S, A, K,) to

"hich the nose-rein is tied, in order that he "nay

be quickly submissive: (TA:) the 5. is of brass,

($ "A) or of silver; (TA;) and the assis is of
hair : (S:) or the thing that is put in the nose;

and the 5'-' is the thing that is put in the flesh :

(Lh:) or what is in the bone, when it is nood, or

a stick; and the clje is what is in the flesh,

above the nose : (As :) a nooden thing, or stick,

that is put in the bone of the nose of the camel:

(Mgb :) n. un, with 5: (S, Mgb:) pl. #: i. (A,

Msb.) [Hence the saying,] ...; J%t:-" J*

*: asual ë'. *sū; as: ![He put the LSU's

in his nose, and dren him to obedience by his

violence]. (A, TA.) [And hence, also,] it sig

nifies -*, (IAar, K,) as used in the saying,

asu- 5- [lit., He put in motion his -ād-,

meaning, the roused, or excited, his anger; or]

he made him angry. (IAar)=Jiu-Ji, and

"Jiu-Ji, (S, K) the latter form being some

times used, (S,) which indicates that the former

is the more chaste, but, accord. to MF, several

authorities say the contrary, (TA,) and "Jiu-Ji,

(K) or J.S. "Ušū-, (A’obeyd, Msb) and

U.S. -ād-, (Msb,) The creeping things of the

earth: n un, with 5, which is syn. with #~

and#1 : (Msb:) the -1,3-(A’Obeyd, S, K)

of the earth, (A’obeyd, K.) and its X134, and

[other] creeping things, (A’Obeyd,) such as spar

rows and the like: (A’Obeyd, K:") or -:

J.S., and 2:ll, signify the small ones of beasts

or creeping things [of the earth], and of birds:

(A:) IAar is related to have said that it is

"...++, contr. to what is said by the lexicolo

gists in general; and these things are said to have

their appellation from their entering into the

earth and concealing themselves; but this assertion

is not valid: (ISd:) in a trad., for LSU:4- U-2

U3)'\l, one relation substitutes *: 3-,

which has the same meaning: and some say that

it is "U++, a contracted dim of Cu+, or

"J----, without contraction: (TA :) and

<
"Jiu-Ji signifies the bad [meaning ignoble]

kinds of birds; this being with fet-h only: (As :)

or birds that do not prey: (IAar, TA voce

Jú: :) Jú-, with kesr, also signifies the ser

pent qf the mountain, which does not suffer one

to survive; and the sii is the serpent of the

plain; (El-Fak'asee, K;) which likewise does not

suffer one to survive: (K:) or a great and

abominable ck: or a serpent like theź. but

smaller: or a small, tanny serpent, smaller than

the L.5, (TA:) or a white serpent, which seldom

hurts, betn'een the +\i- and the Losil: (Aboo

Kheyreh :) or such as is light, or active, and

small in the head, of serpents: explained also as

signifying the serpent, without restriction: (TA:)

and, (K) or as some say, (TA,) such as has no

poner of defence, [4 stás S us, as in the CK

and a MS copy of the K , for which we find in

some copies of the K, and in the TA, 4 #U.2 Su

such as has no brains, which is doubtless a mis

take,] of beasts or creeping things of the earth,

and of birds, (K,) such as the ostrich, and the

[bustard called] 53-, and the &ls= [or stone

curlen], and [the bird called] all. <-->4, and

the [harmless kinds of] serpent : (TA :) or n'hat

is small in the head, and slender, of beasts or

creeping things: and the hite; and [the bird

called] 4: ...e5%: (Aboo-Muslim ) the pl. is

:- [app. #, originally ####, unless a mis
** * - * g

take for £-i, originally #:il. (TA)

© d -

* &

U-e-à-,

* 6 *

*

and

• J.

*

s • •

U:á-, and U.e-d-: SeeJú

# The bone which is protuberant behind the

ear, (S, Msb, K,) and n:hich is thin, and bare of

hair : (TA:) originally ###, (S, Msb, K.) of

the measure #3 ; (S;) [but masc., and perfectly

decl., as being quasi-coordinate to Jus:, whereas

the original is fem., and imperfectly decl.; (see

# ;)] like #, which is originally# ; (S,

Msb;) and these two words are the only instances

of their kind: (ISk, Msb:) dual &#.

(S, K.)

# The [clashing, clattering, chinking,

jingling, rattling, or rustling,] sound of arms, or

neapons, (S, A, K,) and the like; (S;) as also

is-à-3, but this latter is a dial var. of weak

authority: (TA:) and of any dry or hard thing

rubbing against another such thing: (K:) accord.

to IDrd, such [sound or thing (for his words are

ambiguous)] is termed 'Ju-ā- (TA) and

the [rustling] sound of a new garment or piece of

cloth, when it is put in motion; as also i: :

(IAar:) and [a confused sound] such as is heard

to proceed from the inside of an animal on its

being hit by an arron : (JK in art. -à:s. :)

and a motion having a sound like the sound of

arms, or neapons; (TA;) or an audible motion.

(Mgh in art. -ā-ā-.)

J.-- A company: (ISd, TA:) or a nume

rous company of men: (Az, TA:) or a company

(S, K) in, (K) or having upon them, (S) arms,

or weapons, and coats of mail. (S, K.)= See

also i++ =Also A certain plant, (S, Msb,)

well known; (S, Msb, K;) [namely, the poppy;]

which is of several species ; (K;) i. e., four;

(TA;) &#. [or garden-poppy,] (K,) which is

the white, and this is the most fit for eating, and

the best thereof is the fresh and heavy; (TA;)

and #, (K) which is the wild Egyptian;

(TA;) and &#, [app. the horned poppy,] (K,)

the produce of which has an elongated extremity

like the horn of the bull; (TA) and (3-3,

[app. the spattling poppy,] (K,) which is known

by the name of L.A.' [a word which I have not

been able to find elsewhere] : (TA:) every one

of these is soporiferous, and produces torpidness,

and cools: (K:) used as a suppository, it pro

duces sleep : and the integument [of the capsule]

has a stronger poner of producing sleep than the

seeds: (TA:) [or rather the seeds have no nar

cotic power :] from half a drachm of the integu

ment, with cold water, as a draught, taken early

in the morning, and the like at sleep, has a won

derful effect in stopping a looseness characterized

by a mixture of humours and by blood, when

accompanied by heat and inflammation: (K:)

it is nonderful also that its solid part con

fines, and its juice relaxes : and nºhen the root,

or lower part, is taken with nater, [and boiled]

so that the water is reduced to half its quantity,

it is beneficial as a remedy for diseases of the

liver arising from thick humour: so says the

author of the Minháj: (TA:) the n, un, is with

=---------a
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s: (Mab3) and the pl. is Ji-us- [app, a mis
J. * - • 6 dog

take for L-es-lès-]. (TA.) [See also classi.]

6 - d. 6 *

Jels-á-: see Ustá-.

* f d -

* & •

U-9-6 A camel having a Juás- put in his

nose; as also "U + (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

--~~

1 + (S. K.) aor. 2, (K) inf n +,

(TA) He mixed a thing (S, K) with (+) another

thing. (S.)-And He picked out, chose out, or

selected, a thing: the verb thus having two contr.

significations. (K, TA.)= Also, (S, K,) aor.

and inf n. as above, (S,) He polished a sword,

(S, K,) by laying on it a broad and smooth spear

head and rubbing it therenith : so accord. to El

Ahmar, who relates that an Arab of the desert

said to him, I said to a sword-polisher, “Hast

thou finished my sword?” and he answered,>

4:X. L. S! [Yes, except that I have not

polished it]. (S.) And [or, as in the TA, “or”]

He sharpened it. (K, T.A.)- And He forged a

sword: (K:) or fashioned it with the file, with

out polishing it: (TA:) or he made it imperfectly,

not thoroughly, or not well: (A:) thus, again,

the verb has two contr. significations: (K:) also

he thus made an arrow: (A:) or he shaped out a

bow, (AHn, K,) and an arrow, (TA,) [in a rough

manner, or] by the first operation, (AHn, K,

TA,) without perfecting it, or making it smooth,

or even. (TA.) You say of a sword, before it

has been filed,+ U.&- us [How well has

it been forged !]: and in like manner one says of

an arrow, when it has been filed, before the cº

[with which it is smoothed] has been applied to

it. (Skr, on a verse of Sakhr, cited below, voce

:-)—[Hence]: -, (Isk, S.A.K.)
aor. and inf. n. as above, (A,) t He said, spoke,

or uttered, the poetry (ISk, S, A, K) as it came,

(ISk, S,) [unpolished, and unstudied,] nithout

affecting nicety, or refinement, therein, (ISk,S, A,

K.) and without study, or labour: (A, K:) Jereer

did thus, and Farezdak trimmed his verses; but

the verses of Jereer thus produced are better than

the trimmed verses of Farezdak: (A, TA:) and

*4:- signifies the same. (A, K.) You say

also, J-1, X38 &#4 + 1 (They say,

speak, or utter, words, and do nork, without

affecting nicety, or refinement, and without study,

or labour]: (A :)or imperfectly, or not tho

roughly; inelegantly, or not well. (TA) And
* c > • Q w * * *

U- Căa-J) J-51: see 8.

5. --5: see 8.=J.'<= The camels

ate thick branches: (Ki) or ate dry herbage.

(S.) And*: &l==+: They take with

the mouth, and eat, the branches of the trees.

(TA.)

8. -: -:4-1 signifies " (#.#: He

took the sn'ord without choosing the best by taking

it from this place or that; (L, TA;) as also

W 4:-. (TA.)- See also 1, near the end.

.12. −2:4-1 He [a man or a camel (see

-:-)] was, or became, tall, and gross, rude, or

coarse, with bones uncovered by flesh, and hard,

or hardy. (K.) He (an ostrich) nas, or became,

rough, or coarse. (S.)- + He (a man) became

hard, or hardy, and rough, or coarse, in his

religion, clothing, food, and in all respects. (TA.)

+ He employed himself in work, and in walking

barefoot, in order that his body might become

thick, gross, or coarse. (S, TA.) And -3.24.4-l

*: -> t He endured with patience a life of

hardship, or difficulty: or he subjected himself to

a life of hardship, or difficulty, in order to render

himself the more able to bear it. (K, TA.)

b: is thus used in a trad. of 'Omar : (S,

TA:) or, as some relate it, the word is [12:3-4-1,]

with 3-; or, accord. to some, 12:2:4-1, with &

and J. (TA.)

--- J-5 J% A man in whom is no good:

(S, K:) or neith whom is no good: (TA:) [in
6 d o o

some copies of the K, -52 -->4-; but this, as

s

is said in the TA, is incorrect:] -- being an
- • 6 2. •

imitative sequent to --.5. (S, TA.)

<-- [Wood, such as is used in carpentry and

the like; timber;] thick wood: (A, K:) [a coll.

gen, n.:] n. un. i:- [signifying a piece of nood

or timber]: (Msb:) the pl. of the latter, (S,

Msb,”) or of the former, (K,) is ---, (S, K,

[i.e., accord. to the K, the pl. is the same as the

sing, but properly speaking, as said above, this

is a coll. gen, n.,]) and+ and+ (S,

Msh, K) and &#, (S.K.) [which lastis agree

able with analogy as pl. of++) Ol'&#. is pl.

of +, and #4 is pl. of:-. (J.K.) The

hypocrites are described in a trad, as J.",+

*-4 Like timbers, or pieces of wood, in

the night; [clamorous in the day;] meaning that

they pass the night in sleep, without prayer.

(TA)------ Ule t Cattle that are lean, or

emaciated, syn. Js, (K,) in consequence of their

feeding upon dry herbage. (TA.) [And it seems

that "...+ signifies the same: for I find in the

TA, and in a copy of the A which I believe to

have been used by the author of the TA, linen

tioned as tropical, J- -la-> --> Jue, app.

meaning that+ J. and+- signifyJi

but Ji- I think, is here evidently a mistran

scription forJ#: *S+- is explained in the

S and K as signifying “very lean or meagre.”]

-- Rough, or coarse; as also "...#

(K :) the former applied in this sense to a male

ostrich: (S:) and both signify anything gross,

or big, and rough, or coarse; (A’Obeyd, S;) as

also '...:- (TA) and the first, (K) applied

to a man and to a camel, (TA,) tall, and gross,

rude, or coarse, nith bones uncovered by flesh,

and hard, or hardy. and strong; (K,” TA;) as

also "+ and WC:- (K:) or these three

signify, or signify. also, dry, or rigid, or tough :

(Kr, ISd:) and --~~, a man hard, or hardy,

strong, and vigorous, in body: (A, TA:) and the

same, (JK) or '-' (TA) a man whose

bones are uncovered by flesh, and n:hose sinews

are apparent; (JK, TA;) hard, or hardy, and

strong: (JK:) and the last, a gross, big, or

coarse, camel: (S, TA:) a camel gross, coarse,

or rude, in make, and ugly : (TA :) and a horse

thick, or big, in the bones. (Ham p. 207.) See

also +. And see +i, in two places.

Also + Life in nhich one is not dainty, nice, or

scrupulous. (K.)

# The first filing of a sword, before the

polishing. (TA.)

45 - 0 p.

d'é-: +i
6 * * See -r--ó- •

-Plá-:

++, from the Persian .# J.-, [The beve

rage properly called in Arabic] 3.5. (TA)

<-- and " "::: Mixed (TA)-And

the former, (K,) or both, (TA,) Picked out,

chosen, or selected : (K, TA:) both words thus

having two contr. significations. (TA.)= Also

the former (S, K) and latter, (K,) A sword

polished: (S, K:") this is [said to be] the pre

vailing signification: (TA:) or both signify a

sharpened sword. (JK, TA.)-And the former,

(AS, S, K,) or both, (JK, A,) A sword of n!hich

the forging is commenced; thus [again] having

two contr. significations: (S:) or forged, (K,"

TA) or fashioned neith the file, but not yet

polished : (As, TA:) or nenly made : (TA:) or

imperfectly, not thoroughly, or not nell, norought;

(JK, A;) and thus both words applied to an arrow:

(A:) or the former, (S,K,) or both, (TA,) applied

to an arrow, (S, K,) and to a bow, (K,) shaped out

(S, K) [in a rough manner,] by the first opera

tion, (S, TA,) not yet perfected, or made smooth,

or even : (TA:) pl. of the former (accord. to the

TA as applied to a bow [but I see no reason for

this restriction]) C++ and ++. (K.)

ā-2 --

trimmed,] is a prov., mentioned by Meyd and Z.

(MF,TA.)-[Hence,]--> and's:--

| Poetry said, spoken, or uttered, as it has come to

the speaker, [unpolished, and unstudied,] without

his affecting nicety, or refinement, therein, and

nithout study, or labour. (A,”TA.) And ā

'-º'-." ! [He said, or uttered, that which

came to him, as it came, unpolished, and un

studied]. (A,TA.)-See also--- Voce ---,

in three places.- It also signifies Bad, corrupt,

or vile. (K.)

: The natural quality [of the metal] of a

sword, (Skr on the verse here following, S, TA,)

before the making thereof is completed: (Skr.:)

or its blade, or iron: (A:) or its edge: or its

polish. (JK.) Sakhr says,

**: [Rough henn, not yet

* - - - - * * * ~ *
• &

* *-*ā- -a/-l Ayles *

* -*** .** 6 de * ~ * *

* *** -> *-* -ā-el

And a sharp snord of which the natural quality

[of the metal] before the completion of the making

thereof has been refined, [n'hite, or a snºord,] thin

in the two edges or sides, having [in its broad

side] diversified marks. (Skr.)

3 •

*

s -

us:-->: See -->.

+: see what next follows.
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#4. [a coll. gen, n., of which the n, un, is

"Juá-.] Sellers of--- [i. e. wood, or timber].

(TA)- Fighters nith staves.= Accord. to El

Hejeree, a 'U's [so in the TA, without any syll.

sign,] signifies A slender [implement of the kind

called] &lao [i. e. 3:42, q.v.,]n'hich the polisher,

when he has finished the polishing of a sn'ord,

passes over it, in consequence of n:hich the scabbard

does not alter its state. (TA.)

s • & J.

see --~~~.
•

-*:

* - of

--~~-l:

(A:) or a rugged, or rough, and great moun

tain; (§, K.) and so "-- J.- or such as

is not to be ascended : (TA:) an elevated place,

rugged, nith rough stones: (JK:) a tract of the

kind termed -ā, rugged and stony: (TA:) pl.

+i, (A, TA,) because the quality of a subst.

is predominant in it: and the fem. :- is also

sometimes used in the same sense; or as syn.

with iá: [i.e. a thicket, &c.]; but the former

meaning is better known: and this [likewise] is

thought to be rather a subst. than an epithet,

because of the pl., mentioned above: (TA:) and

6 •

see -á-. Also A great mountain :

'3' [also seems to be a pl. of++, or of

---, for it is said that it] signifies rugged, or

rough, mountains, neither great nor small : (K:)

and rugged ground. (TA in art. -35.) à:

also signifies Hard land or ground; (K,” TA;)

land, or ground, in nihich are stones and pebbles

and earth or clay (IAmb, TA) And J.;

'Ju- (K, TA) Hard and or ground, like

à:-, (TA,) that flows with the least rain. (K,

TA) And #4 i.ési (S, TA) A hill of which

the stones are scattered, but near together. (TA.)

And à:- i:- A displeasing forehead; as also

'i:- (TA:) or a displeasing, rigid fore

head; (JK,S, K,”) not even. (JK.) And+

a: A man having a displeasing and rigid

forehead. (TA)
6 J - d. 6

*

--~~e +: [so in the present day, but written

in the TA without any syll. sign,] A house having

+ [i.e. wood, or timber, employed in its con

struction]. (TA.)

+: See+. in four places. - It is

applied to a horse, by El-Aasha; (S, TA;) mean

ing Of mixed pedigree : (A’Obeyd, TA:) or not

broken ; not mell trained; from what next fol

lows; and thus used only by El-Aasha. (IKh,

TA)—is:- #. A nooden bonel imper

fectly made. (IKh, TA) — 5: Xú.

[Food imperfectly prepared; i. e.], if flesh-meat,

not thoroughly cooked; and if not flesh-meat,

(but grain, TA,) without any seasoning, or con

diment, to render it pleasant, or savoury. (K,”

TA.)

6 • d J. -

--~~~ One who eats what he can ; as also

* + (JK)

* *

1.5:4-, aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n. #4, (S) He

picked it, (Lh, S, K.) namely, a collection of

goods, or commodities, (Lh,) removing from it

--

n:hat was bad. (Lh, S, K.)- And 5:4-, aor".

(and inf. n., TA) as above, He left upon the table

refuse of food: thus the verb bears two contr.

significations. (K.)=Also #4. JHe rendered

it (a thing) bad, or vile. (TA.)

jū. (K) and "ātā (S, A, K.) The bad part

or parts [or the refuse] (Lh, S, K) of goods, or

commodities, (Lh,) or of anything. (S, K.) And

the latter, The norst kind, syn. Laes, of dates.

(A.)- What contains no J. [or heart], of

barley. (A, K.)-And the latter, The refuse of

food remaining upon a table; that in which is

no good. (S, A, K.")- Also the latter, (S, A,

K,) and the former, (K,) and "juś, (IAar,)

! The refuse, or lonest or basest or meanest sort,

of mankind, or of people; (IAar, S, A, K;) as

also ">u-, accord. to the K, but correctly*#4,

as related by A.A from IAar. (TA.) El-Hotei-ah

says,

* * * & J J O = - * * *

* 5'-- - * 892 *

* *541& #5 *

[And some of them have sold their sons for the

refuse of mankind; but] thou hast purchased

eminence for Dhubyán with Málik : in the S we

find sus: [nrith thy property]; but it is correctly

as above: Mâlik was a son of 'Oyeyneh Ibn

Hisn: the Benoo-'Amir slew him: wherefore

'Oyeyneh made war upon them, and obtained his

blood-revenge, and spoil: and to this event El

Hotei-ah refers in the verse above. (IB, TA.)

see the paragraph next preceding.

&+
* , ,

, aor. , inf. n. 83-, IHe was, or

became, lonly, humble, or submissive; (S, Msb,

K.) as also 'e-- (S,K) and "&#~, (Abu-l

Fet-h, Ham pp. 24 and 127;) &#

nvith 3,4- (S, Msb, K:) or 85- is nearly

the same as ex-a- (Lth, K:) or the former is

mostly used as meaning in the voice; and the

latter, in the necks: (Msb:) or the latter is in

the body; and the former is in the voice and in

the eyes : (K:) or, as we read in the 'Eyn, the

former is nearly the same as the latter, except that

the latter is in the body, and signifies the acknow

ledging of humility and submission, and the

former is in the voice and in the eyes; and the

like is said in the Nh [and in the Msb in art.

&a=-l. (TA.) You say, &#39 <-- The

voices were [or shall be (as in the Kur xx. 107])

still and lon. : (Msb:) or lon, or, as some say,

still. (TA.) And *: &+ JHe longered his

eye. (S.) And "&:- and "&#-5 JHe cast

his eye tonards the ground, and longered his voice.

(TA.) Lth says that you say, J.X.5 "8:1, but

not *** 8:-l. (TA) And 34 &#. His

being syn.

eye became contracted. (TA.) And 423<<

A49 ! [meaning The gye were cast donºn before

him, or it]. (TA.) es:- also signifies The

being, or becoming, still: and the abasing oneself;

or lonering oneself (K, T.A.) And "&:-,

He lonered, or stooped, or bent don'n, his breast.

(TA)- Also, inf. n. as above, He feared; for

instance, in prayer: (TA:) or 2:5-2 es' 1 < .

and*ś L; signifies He applied himself with his

heart to [or in] his prayer, and his supplication.

(Msb)-->;- - -, (Aboo-'Adnán)

inf. m. as above, (K,) ! The stars approached to

the place of setting; (Aboo-'Adnán;) or ap

proached to setting : (K:) or sank, and nearly

disappeared in their setting-place. (Aboo

Sálih El-Kilábee.) [The corresponding phrase

in Hebrew, occurring in Gen. xxxvii. 9, pro

bably has the same meaning.]--~ ****

! The sun became eclipsed. (TA.)-A: &#

! The hump for the most part went anay; (O,

K;) i. e. the hump of the camel: (TA:) or

became lean; its fat going anay, and its height

becoming lonered. (L.) - 3&- Ji- &%

&#9 * <<-<< is a saying of the Arabs, ex

plained in art. A-. (TA in that art.)–&#

39 ! The leaves withered. (TA.) -----
* c : -

U3)'\l 1 The earth, or land, dried up, not being

&% #4

Such a one ejected the viscous saliva [or phlegm

of his chest] (0, K.)—And J35+ -ā

•)--> The viscous saliva [or phlegm of his chest]

became ejected. (O, K.) The verb is thus intrans,

as well as trans. (O.)

rained upon. (T.A.)= 9:- J#5

5. &#= He lonered, humbled, or abased,

himself: (Lth, K :) or he constrained himself to

be, or to become, lonly, humble, or submissive; or

to be so, or to become so, in voice, or in the eyes.

(S.) See also 1, in two places. -

6. &l=5 [He feigned lonliness, humility, or

submissiveness, in demeanour, or in voice, or in

the eyes]. (TA in art. -2-3 ; &c.)

8 : see 1, in four places.

# A low hill: (S:) or a hill cleaving to

the ground: (IAar, K. :) and a piece of rugged

ground ; (IDrd, K:) or [elevated ground such as

is termed] -is that is for the most part soft, i.e.

neither stone nor clay : (Lth:) and a rock grow

ing in the sea : (TA:) pl. &+. (K.) It is said

in a trad., <-32: à." J'é is: J.S. <té

[The earth was a lon, hill, &c., upon the nater:

then it was spread out]: (S:) but this trad. is

variously related. (TA.)

&u= Lonly, humble, or submissive, (K, TA,)

and still: (TA:) [or so in the voice and in the

eyes: (see 1:)] pl. &*- and &+. the latter

also signifying men longering, humbling, or abas

ing, themselves: or constraining themselves to be,

or to become, lonly, humble, or submissive ; or to

be so, or to become so, in voice, or in the eyes: or

casting their eyes tonards the ground, and loner

ing their voices. (TA.) Hence, in the Kur
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[lxviii. 43, and lxx. 44], accord. to different read

ings,X: issu- andź (**u-IHaving

their eyes cast down] : the accus. case being used

as denotative of state. (Zj, T.A.)- Bonving ; or

bending don'n the head and body. (#)- Fear

ing. (TA.)-t A camel's foot (C#) cleaving

to the ground. (TA.)- A wall that has cracked,

and given notice of its falling, and [then] become

even with the ground. (TA.)- A herb dried

up, and falling don'n upon the ground. (TA)

Applied to a place, (S, K.) and, with 3, to a s:

[or portion of country], (S,) t Overspread with

dust, [in the CK3: is erroneously put for

3:1;] and having in it no place of alighting,

or of abiding: (S. K.) and to land (C3),

meaning of which the nind raises the surface, by

reason of its softness, so as to efface its traces, or

tracks: (L.) or in this case it is with 3, as in the

Kur xli. 39, and means altered(5: [probably

a mistranscription for 5: overspread with

dust]), and having its herbage broken in pieces :

(Zj,” TA:) or dried up, and containing no

herbage : (Jel:) or containing no green herbage:

or lon, or depressed, and still: (TA:) and, with

out 5, applied to a place, to which one finds not
6 * *

*

his way: ($gh, K:) pl. &:- (TA.)

*-ā-ā

1. -:4-, aor = ($, Sgh, L, K) and *, (L. K.)

inf n. —#-, (S) He, or it, made a sound, (L.

K,) or n:hat is termed U- [i. e. a lon, faint,

gentle, or soft, sound], (S,) and an audible mo

tion : (S, L:) said of a man: and said also of

snow, as meaning it caused one to hear a [sound

such as is termed] as: in nvalking [upon it];

as is the case in intense cold. (S.) And -i-,

aor. 2, inf. n. -,+, said of snow, It was rough,

so that it caused one to hear a as:- in nvalking

[upon it]: and in like manner said of ice; i. e.

it was soft, or yielding [to the feet, crackling],

or easily broken. (TA.) A poet says, (S) namely,

El-Katámee, (TA,)

* 52--> à--!! -----' ---> 13| *

• *-*:: **3-J” "

[When the asterism of the Pleiades culminates in

ninter, at the time when the dog n:hines by reason

of the cold, and the snow causes one to hear a

slight sound in n’alking upon it]: (S:) or, accord.
o p * [a little before

daybreak, or in the last third of the night]:

(TA:) J- is here mangoob because Usks is

made to be redundant, and because it is prefixed

to a verbal proposition: (S:) this is the more

approved way in a case of this kind, when the

verb commencing the proposition is a pret.; but

some say cº- Use. (I’Ak p. 199)--i:

said of water, It froze. (K.)-Said of cold, It

nas, or became, intense. (K.)-*: es' -#4,

(K,) inf. n. Útà:s-, (JK.) He hastened, made

haste, or sped, [app. so as to cause a slight sound

to be heard,] in going, journeying, or pace. (JK,"

K.) And-: 3. He passed along hastening.

to IB, the right reading is, 5.

(TA)-C#-, (S. K.) aor. ($, TA) and 2,
4 / / - 6 * ~ *

(TA) inf. n. -52's (S, K) and Jú:4-, (K,)

He went anay in, or into, the land, or country.

(§, K.) And 5% -ā- Such a one journeyed

anay, went anay, or departed, or became hidden

or concealed, syn. -á, (K, TA) in the land, or

country. (TA.) -£ es' -:- (aor. 2,

TA,) He entered into the thing; as also V-à:=-ji.
* * * * * * *

(K.)– a 4-, inf. n. Jú:--, He (a man) ment,

or travelled, by night. (K.) - And He was bold,

or daring, in night-journeying: or he went about,

or round about, by night; (L, K, TK; but in

the first and second, only the inf. n. is mentioned

in this case;) and journeyed much by night. (L.)

And Ležá'u' -á-, aor. -, said of a guide of the

way, He went about, or round about, by night,

and hastened, or sped, with the party: (JK:)
o • * - 6 * ~ *

or Low -ād-, inf n. aštá-, he (a guide of the

way) acted nith a penetrative energy, or neith

sharpness, vigorousness, and effectiveness, with

them [in conducting them]; as also *-ā-, infn.
s d • * * * C - e *

-à:-5. (K,”TA.) - us.” -ā- She (a

woman) cast forth her child [from the womb].

(K.) And 4: Jää- He, or it, was cast, or

thronin; as also as J-4, and as J- (TA.)
* * * ~ *- - - -" •

=>>0 a-, -ā- He (a man, S) broke his

head with the stone. (S, K.)

2: see 1.

3. ---, (K) inf n. #3-2, (JK, TA) It

(an arrow) caused a [sound such as is termed]

as:- to be heard on its hitting the object aimed

at : (K,” TA:) or it (an arrow) caused a [con

fused sound such as is termed] aš-š- to be

heard from the inside of the animal hit thereby.

(JK) – 3: L -as-, and # c.). He

hastened in doing, and to do, evil, or mischief.

(TA)-2:3 J --- He hastened in break.

ing, or violating, his compact, covenant, or 'pro

mise of protection or safeguard, or of security or

safety. (K,” T.A.)-4:J.' Jääts- He n'ent,

or kept pace, with the camels during his night;

syn. ts: (K.)

7: see 1.

* * * # * * - * *

Jää-: see à:4-, in two places:=and -à:4-:
6 •

E and *u-.

6 o y

Jää-: see what next follows.

J: (As, JK, IDrd, Mab, K) and *-:

and *-ā-, (K) the second of which is said by

MF to be the most common, and then the first,

(TA,) [but this is a mistake, for the first is the

only form commonly occurring,] The young one

of the gazelle; (JK, Mgb;) applied to the male

and thefemale# (Msb ;) or the female is termed

äää- [i. e. äää and as:- and as:-]: (K:)

or the young one of the gazelle in the first stage

after its birth: (K:) or after it is termed $1.;

for it is called by the latter appellation when just

born: (As, TA: [see *::) or after it is

termed al-' (TA) or when it first n'alks :

or she that flees, or goes anay, from, or of, (3-)

her young ones: (K: [a strange (as well as an

ambiguous) explanation, seeing that the fem. is

said in the K to be with 3:] pl. -,+, (Msb)

or aa.s. (K.)

-: and '-i- Rough snow, (JK, K,)

that causes one to hear a [sound such as is

termed] as:- in nalking [upon it]: (TA:) and

(in like manner, TA) ice that is soft, or yielding

[to the feet, crackling], or easily broken: (K:)

or the latter signifies [simply] snow. (S.) One
2 • *.* • * ~ *

says, "tā-ā- A.J. C- [The nater became ice

such as was soft, &c.]. (JK, T.A.) [See also

-āāls-.]

# (JK, S, K) and "āś- (Mgh, K) and

'-i- (K) A sound: (K:) or such as is termed

J- (S;) [i. e.] a lon, faint, gentle, or soft,

sound: (JK:) and a motion : (JK, S, K:) or

a lon, faint, gentle, or soft, J.-: or the first

signifies the sound of the creeping of serpents;

and the sound of the hyena : (K:) or a sound

that is not loud, or vehement; (A’Obeyd;) and

so "the second: (Mgh:) or a single sound; so

accord. to Fr: (Az, TA:) and "the last signifies

the sound of a sn'ord falling upon flesh, and upon

a neapon or neapons : and the sound of feet, such

as is not loud, or vehement. (TA.)= Also the

first, A [tract of high ground such as is termed]

-# that is mostly soft. (L, K.)

6 * * *

ää:s-: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

-is: A quick, or snift, man. (S.)-One

going ancay, or who goes anay, into the land, or

country; as also '-i- and *-i- (K)—

One entering, or n:ho enters, into a thing; as also

'-i- and '-' (- and "-i-. (K.) One

who enters into affairs (K, TA) and fears not,

or dreads not; as also "-i-. (TA.)– Also

and "-i- and "āsū sings of -: , which

signifies Camels that journey by night : (S:) or,

accord. to IB, the sing of this pl. is -áštá only:

and the pl. of-,+ is -: [a mistranscription

for -:-}. (L.)-See also -:- : -and the

paragraph here next following.

6 • 6 * *

Use:4-: see -ā-ā-, in two places: = and

6 * -
&

-$2-a- also, in two places. – Also A sharp, or

penetrating, sword; and so *-āsū and "-is:

(K:) or, applied to a sword, i. 4. --- [q. v.].

(JK.)-And Water that runs in a [watercourse

such as is termed] ā-ā, beneath the pebbles, two

or three days, and then goes anay. (TA.)

* 3 * 6 • 3 - 33

-ād-1: see -i-...--A-Xi Calamity,

or misfortune; (JK, K;) as also Jú-, without

->

Al. (TA.)

Ju: A certain nocturnal jlying thing;

(Mab3) the Usú: [or bat], (§, K, Msb) that

flies by night: so says El-Fārābee, in section

U:: (Msb:) formed by transposition from the

latter word, which is the more chaste: (Sgh,

Msb, TA:) or rather so called because of its

Jú-, i. e. its going about, or round about, by
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night: (Lth, TA:) or a certain flying thing,

having two small eyes: (TA:) as some say, (S)

and thus also says El-Fārābee, (Mgb,) the-**

[or snallon ]: (S, Msb, TA:) he who saysJi

derives its name from the smallness of its eyes.

(Lth, TA.)

-is- [act, part. n. of 1; fem. with 3]: see 1.

—Water freezing, or in a state of congelation,

and so *-ā- (TA.) [See -à-l -See also

-,+, in four places: - and see -:--

Also A boy light, or active, and brish, lively, or

sprightly; like -i-. (TA in art ---)

cis-i Hard tracts of land, with J", it sig

nifies such as are soft. (Fr, K.)

-: A place of ice; (Sgh, K;) [an ice

house;] this is the meaning of the term by which

Lth explains it, namely, clas-, (§gh, TA) [or

&3-4.) which is Persian, and which the author

of the L has mistranscribed c5+, adding thereto

-*t," asks L5'-' Us.J.M. (T.A.)

6 o f 6 - d - d

• & * * *

•

•

Jääs-e ā-l. A she-gazelle having a

(Sgh, K.)

-:- see -,+, in two places. - Also

A guide of the way (Lth, JK, K) who travels,

or goes about, n'ith people by night : (Lth, JK:)

or n:ho acts with a penetrative energy, and neith

sharpness, vigorousness, and effectiveness. (K.)

A man (AA, S) bold, or daring, (AA, S, K,) to

encounter the night, (S) or to encounter the

terror of the night, (AA,) or in night-journeying:

(K:) or n:ho goes about, or round about, by night;

as also '-3,4- (K:) or this last, one n:ho fears

not by night: (JK:) or niho goes anay boldly in

the night or in any case. (AA, IB.)- -á-.”

The lion; (K;) because of his boldness in going

about: (TA) and so *-āi-ji (JK)

_*

1. **, (S, K,) aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. X++,

(JK,S) He broke his es: [q.v.). (JK, S,

K.)= <-, aor. :, inf. n.24- (K,TA,) agree

ably with rule, (TA, [accord. to the CKX-.])

and X,+, (K) which is irreg, (TA) He (a

man, TA) was, or became, wide in the nose. (K.)

–And It (the nose) became altered for the

rvorse in odour, or stinking, by reason of a disease

therein; (K, TA;) i. e., by reason of a stoppage

therein, affecting the passage of the breath, and

preventing respiration: or had one of its three

bones broken. (TA)- And -, (JK, Mgh,

Mob, K.) aor. *, (Mgh, Mab, K.) inf n :

(JK, Mgh, and so in some copies of the K,) or

X+. (S, Mgb, and so in some copies of the K

and in the TA,) andA3+, (K, [but mentioned

in the JK as though a simple subst.,]) said of a

man, (S," Msb, K,) He became affected neith a

certain disease in the nose, (JK, S, Mgh, Mgb,)

which stopped the passage of the breath; (JK;)

or which caused it to become altered for the norse

in odour, or stinking; (Zj, Mgh;) or which

rendered it corrupt, or unsound, so that the

person could not smell: (Msb:) or his [cartilages

of the nose called the] … [pl. of>+

q v.] delapsed, (K, TA) and the passage of his

breath became stopped. (TA) - And --,

(JK, Mab, K.) aor.”, (K) inf n. 4-5 (TA;)

and "L.:-1: (JK, K3) and "L.:-, (S, JM,

TA) inf n. *:5; (JM) for which last, the

K erroneously substitutes "...:-5, (TA:) It

(flesh-meat) became altered for the norse in

odour, or stinking : (S," Msb, K:) or became

very stinking; stank much. (JK.)

2. 35: *-i-, inf n.X+3, The odour of

the nine rose into his>+, and intoxicated him:

(M, K:) or the odour of the nine rose into his

A2:4-, and became infused in his brain, and so

dispelled his reason. (T, T.A.)=See also 1, last

sentence.

4 : see 1, last sentence.

5. i- His reason became dispelled by the

rising of the odour of nine into his*** and

its becoming infused in his brain. (T, T.A.)

See also 1, last sentence.

6 o' --

Lo:á- The nose : [see also>+] and the

mucus that flows from it. (TA, from a trad.:

and the latter signification is mentioned in the TA

voce <-1, as well as in the present article.)

[In modern Arabic, it signifies The mouth : and

hence, a spout.]= In Persian, it signifies Anger:

and this meaning is with probability deducible

from the literal root of this art.; for he who is

angry raises his nose and makes it pointed. (TA.)

i: [Intoxication produced by the odour of
* o *

rvine rising into the A3:5-;] a subst, from

+5+14+ (K.)

X+. applied to flesh-meat, [Stinking : (see 1,

last sentence:) or] stinking much. (JK.)

A3+ A certain disease in the nose, and a

stoppage of the passage of the breath [therein].

(JK. [See also 1.])= A man having a large

nose: (S:) [or] a large nose; (Zj, JK, K;) and

so though not elevated, or prominent. (Zj, T.A.)

- And + A mountain having a thick pro

minence: (S:) or a long mountain, (AA, JK,

TA,) having a prominence, (AA, TA) or having

a thick prominence: (TA:) or a great moun

tain. (K.)– And Xu- The lions (JK, K.)

because of the greatness of his nose. (TA)

£4. Refuse; anything remaining after the

good has been picked out. (J.K.)

© y d > •

A2:- The extreme, or most remote, [meaning

innermost,] part of the nose: (S, Msb:) or the

interior of the nose: (MA:) or the upper part

of the interior of the nose: and the bone of the

nose: (KL ) or the part that is above the 5:

[which here seems to mean the end, or tip, or

flexible part,] of the nose, of the bone thereof:

and what is beneath this [is] of [the thin cartilages

called] the Ayuá of the head: (M, K.) and the

720Se [altogether] (Mgb, KL) is so called by Sonne :

(Mgb:) the word is of the measure U2*: (Mgb,

TA) and its pl. is .: (Mab3) which [also]

signifies certain cartilages in the extreme [or in

most] part of the nose, betneen it and the brain :

or certain ducts, (3,5%. [meaning, or including,

the air-passages, see #, and 3-5, &c.,]) in

the interior (olet M, or ck. K) of the nose.

(M, K.) – [Hence,] the pl. signifies also t Pro

minences, or projecting parts, of mountains. (JK,

S, T.A.) - And the sing., [as a coll. gen, n.,]

Small, thin, black things, resembling flesh; and

morbose nodes; upon a bone. (TA.)

* - of

Lo:-- Wide in the nose: (K:) applied to a

man. (TA.)- And, so applied, Having a cer

tain disease in the nose, (S, Msb,) whereby it is

rendered corrupt, or unsound, so that he cannot

smell: (Msb:) or nohose*:- has a fetid odour;

(Mgh, Msb;) from .44 said of flesh-meat, ex

plained above: (Mgb:) or that cannot smell any

thing, (JK, Az, Mgh, K, TA,) whether sneet or

stinking, (Az, Mgh, TA) by reason of a stoppage

in his->ts, from having one of the three bones

broken : (TA :) and *X,+. [in like manner]

signifies having his nose altered for the norse in

odour, or stinking, by reason of a stoppage therein,

affecting the passage of the breath, and preventing

respiration; or having one of its three bones

broken: (TA:) fem. of the former ā-ā- (Msb.)

-And, applied to the nose, Altered for the norse

in odour, or stinking, by reason of a disease

therein, (K, TA,) i.e., by a stoppage therein,

affecting the passage of the breath, and prevent

ing respiration: or having one of its three bones

broken. (TA.)

* * *

* •

* Intoxicated; as also 'X,+.– and

"...: : (K:) or much intoxicated. (S, TA.)

-And Broken in pieces. (TA.)

* f o • * - c : 6 * ~ *

A*-*-* : see Lo-l:-and see also Lois-2.

* : * ~ * * * ~ *

~~~~ : see -o->e.

• - * is

U

1. 3+, aor.”, (S, Msh, K) inf n is:

and# (S, Msb, K, KL) and #ū- (CKTA,

but omitted in some copies of the K) and &#

and ā's-e, (K.) It was, or became, rough, harsh,

or coarse; (K, KL, PS;) contr. of Ö), (S, K,)

or of ~ ; (Mab3) as also 'c-3. (K)–

[Hence,] a: 33* and #3: (K) and:

(TA) ; He is difficult, refractory, or stuiborn,

not to be coped with. (KTA. [See also ::..])

And $3.3* # and °,--> * * c:

+He was, or became, angry with him. (Sh, TA.)

See also 3. -

2. [4:- He made it rough, harsh, or coarse.

- Hence,] 3. c +, inf n. &#, | He

exasperated him ; made him to be affected nvith

nvrath, or rage. (S, K, TA.) A poet says,

• * ~ * * 0.- a 9 * > d x * *

* £20 404: W-> --> *

[explained in art. -->]. ($)

3. *u-, (S.M. K.) inf n. #1-2, (TA)

+ He was rough, harsh, or coarse, to him; syn.

<< *3+, in speech, and in action; (M,TA:)
•
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[he acted tonards him, or nith him, roughly,

harshly, or coarsely;] contr. of49. (S, K.)

5: see 1:-and see also 12.

10. <-- He found it [or esteemed it]

rough, harsh, or coarse. (K.)= Hence, in a

trad. of ’Alee, making mention of pious men of

learning, &# &:f U. b%: + [And

they esteemed, or esteem, soft, or smooth, what

those leading a life of ease and plenty esteemed,

or esteem, rough, harsh, or coarse]. (TA.) And

15és J- c. ** U-s:-} + [He esteemed

unpleasant, or uncomfortable, the remaining in

such a place of abode]. (TA in art. &#.)

12. c >3-4-1 (JK, S, K) and 'c' is 3 (K) It

nvas, or became, very rough, harsh, or coarse :

(S, K:) or (K) he wore rough, harsh, or coarse,

clothes: (JK, K:) or the former signifies also

he accustomed himself to the wearing of such

clothes: (S:) or each, he ate rough, harsh, or

coarse, food : (TA:) or the former, (JK,) or

each, (K,) the said nºhat n'as rough, harsh, or

coarse: (JK, K, TA:) or the lived a rough, or

coarse, life. (K.) The former verb is more in

tensive in all its senses (K, TA) than &# and

cis-5, because of the repetition of the medial

radical and the addition of the 5 ; and the same

is the case of every verb of this class, as -:2::cl

and the like, as is indicated in the S. (TA)

See also 1.

C- Rough, harsh, or coarse; (S,” Msb,"

K, KL, PS3) applied to a thing (S, Msb, K) of

any kind; (K;) as also "3+i: (S, Msb, K:)

in relation to a stone, they seldom or never say

otherwise than 3:1 (Mab3) the fem, of the

former is with 5; (Msb, K;) and the pl. is

&#, (Msb,) [also said to be a pl. by poetic

license of &#. for &#, as will be seen

below,] or &ú-, (K,) which is applied in the

sense explained above to land [or lands]: (TA:)

the fem. of *3: is #4-5 (K.) and the pl. -

is &+. (S.) You say i:- J: Rough, or

rugged, ground or land. (Msb.) And J.

"à:- Rugged ground or land, (JK, TA) in

which are stones and sand. (TA.) And #:

* à:- [A wrapper for the body] in which is

roughness, harshness, or coarseness, either from

men'ness or from make. (TA.) - [Hence,] + A

strong man. (Msb.) And -j-"&+ * and

*4: ! He is difficult, refractory, or stubborn;

not to be coped with. (K, T.A.. [See also 1.])

And ti- ū: J%u t He lived a rough, or

coarse, life. (K.) See also &#.

**d “

à:- [dim of #-] A certain small herb,

or leguminous plant, green, found in meadon's

and plains; so called because of its roughness,

or harshness, or coarseness. (T.A.) See also

à:- at the end of the next paragraph.

&#. and its fem, #4-5 see &+, in five

places. You say also à: i:= ! [An army,

or a portion thereof, bristling nith neapons : or]

having many neapons . (JK, S, K, TA:) [and in

like manner,"3+ +, occurring in the TA in

Bk. I.

art. U-4-?) and &#. }: and &#: the

latter allowable in poetry: (S: [it is there im

plied that this has a similar meaning:]) or the

last signifies + [a company of men] who resist
-- 0 - 63 el

harm, or injury. (Ham p. 5.) And #4 #

+A great number [of people], ($ in art. La3.)
* * ~ *

–Also, (K, TA,) or "J-4-1, (JK,) t A man

n:hose state, or condition, is discommended. (JK,

K, TA. [See also #~.]) And the fem., + A

she-camel lean, or emaciated. (JK, K.) And
* - d - 6 -->

#U.:- a... + A year of drought or distress. (J.K.)

-A rājiz says,

* c + 33: "…# 3. "

meaning [Of the fabric of Yethrib,] nen [un

feathered arron's]. (S, TA)—it:- also sig

nifies A certain green herb, or leguminous plant,

(AHn, JK, K,) having short leaves, (JK,) that

spreads upon the ground, (AHn,) rough to the

feel, but soft in the mouth, viscous like purslane;

(AHn, K;) its blossom is yellon, and it is eaten

[by men], and is likenise a pasture : (AHn:)

also called " £á-. (TA.)

Jº d

• - 4

&: im of &# * on with &:

(TA.) £i •'s es'&: is a phrase occurring

in a trad. [app. as meaning t Somen'hat rough or

coarse in clothing, or in mode of living, for the

sake, or to obtain the approbation, of God]. (S,

TA.) See also &#.

6 - 3 -
• * *

• A she-camel whose &l. [or condition

in respect of fatness] is discommended. (JK, K.
* - o #

[See also c):-l.])

* *

1. #1-#4-, aor. 3:5, (J.K.S.K.) infn.

3+, (JK, TA,) The palm-tree bore dates such

as are termed 2:4-, i.e. -ā- (JK, S, K:) so

says El-Umawee, (S,) or IAar. (TA.)

ū- Black wheat. (IAar, K,”TA.)

#- Dates such as are termed -ā- (JK,

S, K:) so says El-Umawee, (S,) or IAar, who

adds, i.e., of which the loner portion has become

bad and rotten, while in its place : he says that

it is of the dial. of Belhárith Ibn-Kaab. (TA.)

Js">

1. &#, aor. J', inf n. #3 (JK, S,

M, Msh, K) and C++ (JK, M, K) and J.:

(Sgh, K) [the second and third erroneously written

in the CK ū- and (by indication) U-] and

it: (M,K) and &#-, (JK, M, K) though

it has been said that the only instances of this

kind are &: and &G, [see the former of these

two.] but in one copy of. the M found written

JLA:s-, (TA) and 5-s-2 (JK, M, K) and

i:, (M, K.) He feared; syn. -šū-: (JK,

S, M, Mab, K.) or, accord. to Er-Răghib and

others, he dreaded; or feared nith reverence,

veneration, respect, honour, or ane. (TA.) You

say, *** He feared him, or it; [or he dreaded

him, or it; i. e. feared him, or it, nith reverence,

&c.;] as also *sū-5. (K.) [And 4. J:

meaning the same: or He feared, or dreaded,

what might happen to him from him, or it.

And t:* G+ He feared, or dreaded, for

him a thing.] And Lié &#&#3 & 4-is:

[I did that in fear, or dread, that such a thing

might happen]. (IAar, T.A.)-as:- also sig

nifies Hope. (Er-Rághib, TA) And the saying

of Ibn 'Abbās to 'Omar, $3.1 & # 35i

* * 3:14: 3,4& # J-s:

a/2ji, is explained as meaning [Verily thou hast

prayed much for death, so that] I hope [that it

may be easier to thee n:hen it happens]. (TA.)

—And sometimes --- means --> [I knen,

or knowl (Msb) So it is said to mean in the

saying of the poet,

* / & #

* us." & e- c,"

* :- #" & Gus' £. *

[And I know assuredly that he who follon's the

right direction shall dwell in the gardens of

Paradise with the Prophet Mohammad]: (S,

TA:) or the meaning may be, I hope. (TA.)

–In the saying in the Kur [xviii. 79], (34-3

#3ū.ūs: č, the meaning is said, by

Akh, to be And ne disapproved [that he should

make excessive disobedience, and ingratitude, to

come upon them train]; (S;) and so says Zj, ex

plaining it as the saying of El-Khidr: or, accord.

to Fr, the meaning is, and ne knen. (TA. [See
• - 05 * do * * * * -

also Jail.]) =4:-3 casual- see 3.

2. Sui-, inf n. ##, He frightened him, or

made him to fear; (S, K;) [or he made him to

dread; or to fear with reverence, &c.; (see 15)]

2.99 [n'ith the thing, or event]. (TA.) One

says, ău-Jū āşş J.-, meaning [Frighten thou]

the wolfTwith the snare]. (S. [See art. Jis.])

And 33% U- 3+ 35 [Varily I wa
to be in a state n'hen I n'as not frightened by the

nolf]: a prov. (JK, TA.)

3. "4:3 Jüt-, (A’obeyd, S, K.) aor of

the latter as: i, (A’obeyd,8.) [I tied with him

in fear or dread, and] I was more fearful [or

dreading] than he. (A 'obeyd, S,K)—esslé.

US$, (JK, TA,) inf. n. 5t:\s-2, (TA,) He left,

forsook, relinquished, or abandoned, such a one,

being left, &c., by him. (JK,TA)—a usu

He guarded himself against them in an extra

ordinary degree, and was cautious, or neary,

(JK, TA,) and therefore turned anay, or with

dren. (TA.)

5: see 1, second sentence.

* * e > **

<--> Jú2

&#- Fearful, or fearing; (S, Msb, TA;)

[or dreading; i. e. fearing nith reverence, &c.;

(see 1 )] as also 'Ju- and "U+: (K.) fem.

**, (S, Msb, K, [in the CK, erroneously,

#-)likeJ: fem of&#, (Msb,) accord.

to rule, (TA) and ājle:4-, mentioned by El

94

see what next follows.
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Marzookee, and thought by MF to be of the

dial. of Asad; (TA;) or this signifies a wo

man who fears, or dreads, (U+3) everything;

(JK, TA;) so in the Tekmileh: (TA:) pl.

üu£4-, (K) pluralized in a similar manner to

epithets significant of diseases, like Jku- &c.,

because a:-" is like a disease. (TA.)

#4. Land such as is termed* [i.e. hard;

or having no herbage; or hard, and having no

herbage; or level; or rugged, &c.]. (JK, $gh, K.)

3 - ... * * *

U- Dry; (As, JK, S, K3) like Lé-3 (As,

S;) applied to herbage; (AS, S.;) or to herbs and

trees: (JK:) or dry and rotten. (IAar, TA.)

A rājiz says, (S) namely, Sakhr, (TA,)

d = • • * -- 4 -

* us:- " -49s --

[Poison of moist cantharides, and dry]; (S,

TA;) meaning &#3, suppressing one of the

two Ugs by poetic license. (IB, TA)

• J - © =

J:li-: see d'á-.

*

L+. meaning More [and most] fearful, or

feared, [or dreaded,] (S, K,) is anomalous, (K,)

being from the pass. [verb, like its syn. -##1.

(TA.) You say, 413 &: Ji-& li. This

place is more fearful, or feared, [or dreaded,]

than that. (S, K.”)

cal- [pl. of it: ,originally: Causes

of fear [or dread]; syn. -is- [pl. of #1-2,

like which, 5t:~ is also an inf. n.]. (Har

p. 138.)

Jaé

1. ‘...." <-, (S, K,) or 13%, (A, Msb,)

* , Mil, TA) if n :-(K) and 3,4

(S, Mil, K) and Jes-- (TA) and #2,4

and #2, 4-, (S, Mgh, Mab, K.) of which last

two the former is the more chaste, (S, TA,) and

is the form mentioned in the Fs and its Exposi

tions, and the U4 in it is said to be the relative

Us, and the US which is characteristic of an inf. n.,

whereas in the latter it is said to be a characteristic

of intensiveness, but MF thinks that this requires

consideration, because the Us is also said to be,

and by some more commonly, without teshdeed,

as in agel,” and a $32, (TA) and L-as-as-, (S,

K,) like J#2, which is said to be the only other

instance of this measure, (TA,) [but some others

might be added, asJ. and&: andJ:#)

and £-, (IAar, Kr, K,) [like #2,] the

former of which last two [each of which has an

intensive signification] is the chaste, and com

monly known, form, (TA) and £4, Or i:

or :-, (accord. to different copies of the K.)

written by Sgh with damm, (TA,) and i-5,

('in-'Abbād, K.) or, as some say, #~~~ and

ā-as- (or: Ol':- are each a quasi-inf n.,

as also *u-, (TA) He distinguished him par

ticularly, peculiarly, or specially, i.e., above, or

from, or exclusively of, others, by the thing, or

by such a thing; he particularized him, or par

ticularly or peculiarly or specially characterized

him, thereby syn. Alas (A, K, TA) 2: &’s,

and #: (TA;) he appropriated, or assigned,

[the thing or] such a thing, or made it to belong,

to him alone, or in particular, or peculiarly, or

specially, exclusively of others; (Msb;) and

*** -- signifies the same; (S, A, Msb, K;)

as also "43-1, (A, [but for this I know not any

other authority,]) and "4-3-3 (A;) or this last

has an intensive signification. (Msb.) You say,

3% <-- He distinguished him &c. by love, or

affection; or favoured him in preference to

another, or others, thereby. (K, T.A.) As to the

saying of AZ,

* *25 - - * 6 - 3 * ** deo

ass” --> -s-a- 9-' Cl *

J d = d d - o • ** • *

* *2: Use: L'u'll us." *

[If a man distinguish me above, or from, or ex

clusively of, others, purposely, by his love, or be

cause of his love of me, notwithstanding distance

of each from the other, it will not be disacknon
J - * * -

ledged with me,] the meaning is, 4522- -si-aa-;

or it may be & *:::: c:- [in the TA

4539-4, which is evidently a mistranscription];

for, says ISd, we have not heard <- [or rather

Jaé-] doubly transitive. (TA.) And [hence]

.# <-- also signifies He gave him such a thing

in large quantity, or abundantly. (TA.) [You

say also,>iu <-- He distinguished, &c., or

singled out, him, or it, by mention: or he par

ticularized, peculiarized, or specified, him, or it,

thereby; he particularly, peculiarly, or specially,

mentioned him, or it. And £-alone, H.epointed

particularly, or peculiarly, to him, or it, in what

he said; or he meant particularly, or peculiarly,

him, or it. And 14- 4:- J- He distinguished,

particularized, peculiarized, or specified, thereof

such a thing : and he distinguished therefrom

such a thing; he particularly, peculiarly, or

specially, eccepted therefrom such a thing.] You

also say, ~ *-(TA) and a—is "4--- (T,

A, TA) [He appropriated, or took, or chose, him,

or it, particularly, or specially, to, or for, him

self; as also 4-5 4: Ja- and 4: *: "Ja-l.

Andúš' -: *and £(ATA)[He

appropriates such a one purely to himself, exclu

sively of any partner; (see the latter verb;)] he

chooses such a one for himself; he appropriates

him to himself as his particular, or special, in

timate; (TA in art. Lalā-;) both signify the

same. (S and K in art. Lala-.) [And "4:

He treated him, or behaved tonards him, with

partiality; nas partial tonards him: a signifi

cation implied by the first explanation in this art :

and in this sense it is often used.]=U2-, aor. *,

[contr. to general rule, by which it should be >,
• * *

for it is intrans., and of the measure Ux3, accord.
6 J. J. 6& J. *

to the Mśb,] inf. n. U.25-aa-, [and app. 4-25-a

and #~~, accord. to modern usage,] It was,

or became, particular, peculiar, or special; re

stricted, or confined, to one or more of persons,

places, or things; distinct, or distinguished, from

others; not common, or general; contr. of2 :

as also "Ja-1: (Mgb:) [each, also, followed

by 4, signifies He, or it, belonged, pertained, or

appertained, to him, or it, particularly, pecu

liarly, specially, or exclusively; it so related to

him, or it; it was, or became, peculiar to him, or

it : see also the latter verb below.] = J.-,

sec. pers. <-e-, (in the CK+++) [inf n.,

app., isla- and J-U- and à-la-.] ! He

nas, or became, poor; in a state of poverty; (Fr,

Sgh, K) as also "Ja-l. (A, TA)

2. --, inf. n. J-45, He made it, or

rendered it, particular, peculiar, or special; dis

tinct, or distinguished, from others; not common,

or general; he individuated it; particularized

it; distinguished it from the generality; singled

it out; J.-- being the contr. of -3. (K.

[But only the inf n, is there mentioned.])- See

also 1, first sentence.

4: see 1, first sentence.

5. •e- quasi-pass. of 2; It was, or became,

made, or rendered, particular, peculiar, or special;

&c.; not common, or general. (TA.)–See also 8,

in two places. - It is also said to mean + He

nas, or became, in a peculiar, unparticipated

state of pressing want and poverty. (Har p. 94.)

8. <-- see 1, in four places =J~-l as

an intrans. v. : see 1, last sentence but one.–

'Jiu J-1, (K) or 38, (A, Msb) quasi-pass.

of 4. <--, (A, Msb, K;) He was, or became,

distinguishedparticularly, peculiarly, or specially,

i.e., above, or from, or exclusively of, others, by

the thing, or by such a thing; he nas, or became,

particularized, or particularly or peculiarly or

specially characterized, thereby, (A, K,” TA;)

he had [the thing or] such a thing appropriated,

or assigned, or made to belong, to him alone, or

in particular, or peculiarly, or specially, exclu

sively of others; (Mab3) and "Jaa-3 signifies

the same. (A, Msb, K.) You say, &% Ja:

*$9, and 4 "----, [or 24, accord to general

usage,] Such a one was, or became, alone, with

none to share or participate with him, in the

affair; syn. #1 (TA)=See also 1, last
Sentence.

10: see 1, latter half.
s

Ja- A booth of reeds, or canes, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K, TA,) or of [boughs of] trees: (TA:) or a

house roofed with a piece of nood, in the form of

the [oblong vaulted structure called] &#: (JK,

K:) so called because of the ----, Or “narrow

interstices,” which are in it; (T, TA;) or because

one sees what is in it through its •was, or “in

terstices:” (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] Jelači (JK,

Msb,TA) and [of mult] J-was-(JK, L, K (in

the CK J-U--, which is wrong.]) and Jes:

(JK, K) and i2,44 (J.K.)–Also The shop

of a vintner, (As, K,) although it be not of reeds,

or canes. (K.)

g - - 6 * * >

U2'-as-: see a-clas-, from the beginning to

the last sentence but two.
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U-25-aa- an inf. m. of 1, trans. and intrans.–

[Used as a simple subst., Particularity; pecu

liarity; speciality, or specialty; as also the inf ns.

*ā-, 2-, and ****..] You say, Jes: 4.

and '#2,4- [To him belongs a particularity,

&c.], and Us: [in me is &c.]. (A.) [Hence

les-a-Particularly, specially; as also "ists.]

Th was heard to say, "a st-: &s--> 3=3 $!

J.' act-4 -#9 j=3 $15 £ s: [meaning

U2,444, i.e., When the righteous are mentioned,

then in particular, or peculiarly, Aboo-Behr is

virtually mentioned; and n:hen the shereefs are

mentioned, then in particular, or peculiarly,

'Alee]. (L., T.A.)

i-la- An interstice, interval, or intervening

space or opening; (§, K3) as also "Jaua

[which is commonly used as a coll. gen, n.] and

*ā-ua- (K.) or an interstice, &c., in the

ź [app. meaning the front teeth]; as also "the

second of these words: (TA::) or the first and

* second, (TA,) or Wall, (K,) any interstice, &c.,

or hole or perforation, in a door, and sieve, and

[veil of the kind called] &#, and the like, (K,
TA,) such as a cloud, and a strainer, &c.; (TA:)

[a crevice, cranny, chink, or fissure :] or the first,

(TA,) or Wall, (K,) a small hole or perforation:

(K, TA:) or the first has this signification as

well as the signification first mentioned: (S:)

or the 'second, the like of a 5% [or mural aper

ture] in a [structure of the kind called] aş, o?"

the like, n hen as nide as the face; or, accord. to

some, whether wide or narron : (TA:) and the

same, interstices, intervals, or intervening spaces

or openings, in a U-- ; (TA;) or narron inter

stices, &c., therein: (T, TA:) and the same,

(TA,) or Wall, (K,) the intervening spaces between

the three stones upon which a cooking-pot is placed;

(K, TA;) and between the fingers : (TA:) and

the first, the intervening spaces between the

feathers of an arron: (IAar, TA:) pl. [of the

first,] ***. (TA.) You say of the moon,

-: asua- 3- 3. [It appeared from the gap

of the cloud, or clouds]. $, A)—Also A cloud

itself; or clouds ; syn.ź. (TA.)= Also the

first, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) and "second, (§, K,)

and "third, (IDrd, K.) | Poverty; (S, Mgh,

Msb, K;) need; (A, Msb, TA;) straitness, or

difficulty; (Mgh;) an evil state or condition:

(TA:) from - Usua- meaning the “ holes” of a

sieve: whence a saying cited voce J-5

(Mgh ) or from the first of the senses explained

in this paragraph; because a thing, when it opens

so as to form an interstice, becomes weak and

unsound. (TA) You say also, "à-la-Š

&#, with damm, meaning, t I repaired the

broken fortune of such a one. (A, TA.)– Also

the first, tThirst; as in camels when they return

from water without having satisfied themselves

with drink: and hunger; as in a man when he

has not satisfied himself with food. (TA.)

a * • 6 = • *

ă.2Lad-: see à-la--, last sentence but one. .

* * * * 6 - * * • •

'u~1.24-: see à.2024-, from the beginning to

the last sentence but two.

25 J. • 23 J. J. * * / •

ā-25-a- and ā-25-aa-: see U25-aa-, in three

places.

6 & 6 : -

colas- and&: see the next paragraph, in

three places.
s

J-4- Particular; peculiar; special; distinct,

or distinguished, from others; contr. of Aé.

(MSb, TA)- [And hence, Choice; select.

And Pure; unmixed; unadulterated.]–[Used

as a subst,] it is syn, with *ā-u-, (Ks, Msb,

K;) in which the 3 is a corroborative; (Msb;)

and which signifies Distinguished people; per

S0788 of distinction; the distinguished sort; contr.

ofästä. (S, Msb, K. :) or the former is contr.

ofź. and "the latter is contr. of£e: (TA:)

[the pl. of both is Jelš and 'éta-and"&#:

or, accord. to rule, the first of these is pl. only of

i.e.: and judging from other instances, we

should regard the second and third as more pro

bably pls. of Jeu: ; but however the case may

be,]&: is syn. with .*. (S, K,) and so is

30- (K.) [You say, ź. J-U-M, and

£13 "i3-1, The distinguished and the com

mon people; the persons of distinction and the

vulgar..] You also say, "&a= .# Js: (3)

J-US 3- meaning ... J-3- [Only distin

guished persons ofmankind do this]. (S.)- [It

seems to be also, in some instances, syn. with

*ā-u- as signifying A particular, peculiar, or

special, friend, intimate, familiar, companion,

associate, attendant, dependent, or servant :] the

latter is explained in the T [and JK] as meaning

a person whom thou hast appropriated, particu

larly distinguished, taken, or chosen, (4:4:1)

[as a friend, &c.,] to, or for, thyself: (TA:)

[and it is used as a sing and as a pl.: for] you

say, List- lik [This is my particular, or spe

cial, or choice, or choicest, friend, &c.]: and

L:-> [They are my particular, or peculiar,

or special, or choice, or choicest, Jriends, &c.].

(A.) You say also, cºi J-4- &34, (Kull

p. 174,) or cºil, (so in the L.) [app, meaning

&Sá, unless it be mistranscribed, and the latter

be the correct reading, which I think much the

more probable;] i.e., Such a one belongs exclu

sively [as a particular, or peculiar, or special,

Jriend, &c.,] to such a one; (Kull;) and "Ja-.

signifies the same. (L.)–See the dim. of i.e.,

(namely#) below.

isis- see &: in four places. - It also

signifies A property of a thing, not found, or not

existing, either wholly or partly, in another

thing; and "āśā [thus correctly written, and

thus I have always found it written except by

Golius and those who have probably imitated

him, who write it without the sheddeh to the U4,]

is used as denoting [a property, or particular

or peculiar virtue, n'hich is] an unknown cause of

a known effect; as that by n:hich a medicine ope

rates: the former differs from the latter in being

conventionally applied to an effect, [or effective

property,] whether the cause of its existence be

& - -

known or not: [the pl. of the former is U2124-,

agreeably with analogy and usage, like as*

is pl. of #t= :] the pl. of the latter is <<u>
J - > * 3 - - •

[and Jail.as-]; and Jebā- is a quasi-pl. n., not

a pl., of the same. (Kull p. 174. [All the above

mentioned words here cited from that work are

there without syll. signs, as being well known.

Both a st- and *aša-, as here explained, are

perhaps post-classical; but of this I am not cer

tain: and both are sometimes used as meaning

The peculiar nature of a thing; also termed its
2 < * 3 * 6 J. J.

essence.]) - ääuä and ā-2'-' : see U25-aa-.
*

*

3 * *, * 2 * . . .

à-old-: see à.24-, in two places.

# dim of i-, (A, K.) [like #,

q.v., dim of #3; originally i-e,- (TA)

the US being quiescent because the es of the dim.

cannot be movent; (A, K;) [properly signifying

A little, or young, particular, or peculiar, or

special, friend, companion, associate, attendant,

or servant; and used in other senses, like other

diminutives; implying littleness of estimation;

and also affection, and awe.] It is said in a trad.,

(TA,) 4: a 's- 4: [Keep thou to the

little, or dear, particular friend of thine on n self:

so it seems to mean accord. to Z, being mentioned

by him among the proper expressions belonging

to this art. : but accord. to the TK, it appears to

be tropical; for the meaning is there said to be,

f thine on n particular state, or condition]. (A,

TA.) In another trad, a ses- is used as signi

fying A little, young, particular, or peculiar, or

special, servant. (TA.) And in another trad. it is

said, lié 34, J-31 + JL-99 bis,

>~~ £3, i.e. +Strive ye to be before

siac things nith [good] norks; Antichrist, and

such and such things, and the event of death n'hich

is specially, or peculiarly, appointed to any one of

you : [or, I would rather say, the anyul special

anaiter of any one of you; though it is asserted

that] the diminutive form is here used to denote

low estimation of that which it signifies in com

parison with what follows it, namely, the resur

rection, &c. (TA.)

3 - 2

Jas-e :

à

3 -

see Lots-, last sentence but one.

*-ad

1 -a+ and -a+: see 4.

[2. ---, inf n.-i. It rendered fruit

ful; it fecundated: so in the present day: see

an instance voce J5%]

• 6 - d.

4 -a-, (A, Msh; k) inf n. *-a-l;

(TA;) [and some add -as-, as another inf. n. ;

but ISd holds this to be a simple subst.; (see 4

in art -à,3)] and "--a-, (A, Msb, K.) aor. : :

(Msb, K.) and " -a-, aor. :, inf. n. +:

(K;) It (a place) abounded, or became abundant,

with herbage [or with the produce of the earth],

and with the goods, conveniences, or comforts, of

life; (A, K;) [nas, or became, fruitful;] had

increase; had plenty, or abundance; (Msb;)
• • d 5 • • • * * • J. “

[contr. of P*-1 and P- or P- and -*- :]

* 94 *
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and J:S <--as- [the land, or earth, abounded,

or became abundant, with herbage &c.]. (JK,

S.) **! and "Jua: are both from+"

[but the precise meaning of the latter is not ex

plained]. (Lth, JK, TA.) In the saying of the

rājiz,
* & * •s of , * . • 2 %
- W.A.- Us,' &l -e • *

& • of of ~ oe - - -

* t-a-' d' - 13 tele Us: *

[Verily I feared to see drought, or barrenness,

or dearth, in this our year, after it had been

abundant in herbage &c.],t: is put forū-i:

- it is *u-a-, of the

1neasure Jail, though this is generally employed

for colours; and the incipient 1 is rendered dis

junctive of necessity, for the sake of the metre.

(L. [Respecting G+, See +++) You say

also, >il* -as-l, meaning The tract sur

rounding the people [became abundant nrith

herbage &c.]. ($, T.A.)-12-ad-' They attained,

obtained, had, or became in the condition of hav

ing, abundance of herbage [or of the produce of

the earth], and of the goods, conveniences, or

comforts, of life. (S," K.) [They became in the

condition of persons whose food and milk, and the

pasture of whose land, were abundant, (See the

part, n., -as-2, below.)] And 5u-Ji <!--as

The ene, or she-goat, obtained abundance of

herbage. (TA.) = 8–5. auf -ad-i God

caused the place to produce herbs and pasture.

(Msb)=suas' ---as-1, mentioned as on the

authority of Lth, [and in the K,] is, accord. to

AZ, a gross mistranscription, for -ad-l [q. v.].

(TA.)

8 :

9: see 1.

* @ -

*a*- :

but accord. to one reading,

3- 0 < .

see à-as-, in two places.

--- Abundance of herbage [or of the pro

duce of the earth], and of the goods, conveniences,

or comforts, of life; (A, K;) contr. of~3

(JK,S, Msb;) [fruitfulness;] increase; plenty, or

abundance: (Msb:) abundance of good, or of good

things: (K:) [abundant herbage, and the like :]

truffles are included in the term --- and also

locusts, when they come after the herbage has

dried up and the people are secure from being

injured by them. (AH".) = + : and

+i (S.K.) like + š and -- &e,

the sing being used [in "Laa-1 all as a pl., as

though made to consist of parts, or portions, [each

termed -a-,] (S,TA,) A country, or region,

abounding with herbage [or with the produce of

the earth], or with the goods, conveniences, or

comforts, of life; [fruitful; or plentiful;] (S,"

K;) as also '-a'-' (S, A, Msh, K) and

*-a- (S, A, K) and '-e-. (A, MSb.")

And -* … and 'i-e-, (AHn, TA) and

+ &# [because --- is originally an

inf n.] and #4- and *ā-ā-, which last word

is either an int. n used as an epithet, or a con

traction of "à-a-, (K.) A land, and lands,

abounding with herbage &c. (K, T.A.) – And

--- J.: and *-a- [A life of abundance

or plenty]. (TA.)

s • * @

-a-; and its fem., with 3: see -a-, in

two places.

6 - d. • © o

à-a-; see -a-...-Also, [app. as an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant,]

A palm-tree having much fruit: pl.*- (S,

K) and "J-4- (K, TA:) or -- [is pro

perly a coll. gen, n., and] signifies palm-trees

[absolutely:] (K:) and #: signifies a palm

tree of the kind called J53. #5, in the dial of

the people of El-Bahreyn, (Az, TA) or of Nejd,

(TA) and its pl. is "la- (Az, TA)—It is

said that "...as signifies also The spadic of the

palm-tree : so in the K: and accord. to Lth,
4 - d -

:-as-signifies a single spadix of a palm tree:

but [it is probably a mistranscription for al-as-,

with the pointed U3 :] Az says that he who as

signs to it this meaning errs. (TA.)

---, and its fem., with 3: see ---, in

two places.----- J% A man abounding

neith good, or with good things; (K;) i. e., n hose

abode abounds therenith; (TA;) as also-e

J#1 (A, TA) and -1 - (TA) or

this last means One whose region, or quarter, is

--a- ($) or it is tropical, (A in art. -->)

as is also the expression immediately preceding,

(A in the present art.,) and means ! Generous or

bountiful [or hospitable]. (A in art. -->.)

[… More, and most, abundant with herb

age &c.]

s o a * d - • *:

-as-- see -a-, in two places. -->

&:-- A people, or party, whose food and

milk, and the pasture of n hose land, have become

abundant. (TA.)

ā-as-e [so in the TA, either i:- (like
• *o- • d a of

#: &c.) or i.e.: A land (-5) abounding

nith pasture or herbage. (T.A.)

*- .# (K) A country, or region, scarcely

ever, or never, sterile, barren, unfruitful, or af.

flicted with dearth or carcity or drought. (TA.)

– And -e-et- >35 [4 people, or party,

scarcely ever, or never, without abundance of

herbage &c.]. (TA in art. &.)

2-ad

1. --- (S, A) aor. *, inf n <, (TK.) It

(a day) was, or became, intensely cold. (S, A.)

He (a man) suffered pain from the cold in his

extremities (S.) And us.” ---a-, (S, TA,)

and J", (TA,) My arm, or hand, and my

fingers' ends, were pained by the cold. (S,"TA.)

which the verb, if it

See }<-4.

3, #31,-- (A) infn #24 (TA) He

laid hold upon the noman's 5-elé- [or flank],

2.*: [an inf. n. of
have one, is3+] : s

(A,) or put his hand to her* [or waist],

(TA,) in compressing her. (A, TA) - And

9-a- He took his hand in walking, or n’alked

nith him hand in hand, (S, A, IAth, K,) so that

the hand of each was by the naist G+) of the

other: (IAth:) and, (so in the S, but in the K

“or,”) inf n. as above, (S,) he took a different

way from his (another's) until he met him in a

place : (S, K:) 3-ols-- as the inf. n. of the verb

in this sense is syn. with ij-4: (S:) or 9-a

signifies he walked with him, and then parted

from him, and so continued until he met him at

a time, or place, at which they had not appointed

to meet: (IAar:) or he walked by his side. (K.)

4. –a4-1 It (cold) pained a man's arms, or

hands, and his fingers' ends. (A," TA.)

5: see 8, in the first sentence: =and again,

in the last two sentences.

6. J-el-5: see 8 - 124-els: They took one

another by the hand in walking, or walked

together hand in hand [so that the hand of each

nas by the waist (**) of another: see 3].

(S, K.") -

8. -a-. (A, Mgh, L, Mob, K) and "L-a-5,

(Mgh, Msb, K.) or "L-U-5, (A, L.) He put his

hand upon his* [or waist], (A, Mgh, L,

Msb,) or upon his 5-el- [or flank], (Mgh, K,)

in prayer. (Mgh, L, Msb.) The doing this in

prayer [except in the night, when tired, (see
• * * * * *

co-as-il)] is forbidden, or disapproved.

(Mgh, TA)= 5-1.1 -a-. He went the

nearest way. (S, A, Msb, K.) - And hence,

(Msb, TA) *Sol -a-a-i t He abridged the lan

guage, or the discourse; syn. 5-3. (S, A, K:)

[and in like manner, *u-st the book, or noriting:]

or, accord, to some, the latter (oje-5') signifies

“he expressed its correct meaning concisely,

without regard to the original words;” and the

former, he curtailed its n'ords, preserving the

meaning : (MF:) or properly, he abridged the

expressions, making the nords fencer, but pre

serving the entire meaning : (Msb:) or he

abridged the language by omitting superfluities,

and choosing from it concise expressions which

conveyed the meaning. (L.) [You say, 9-a

&#" Ji- +He reduced it by abridgment to the

fourth of its original bulk.] And #3: J-a-a-l

+ He recited the chapter in nhich a prostration

should be performed, omitting the verse requiring

prostration, in order that he might not prostrate

himself: or he recited only the verse requiring a

prostration, to prostrate himself in so doing :

both which practices are forbidden. (T,” Mgh,"

Msb," K.) And the verb alone + He recited a

verse, or two verses, of the last part of the chapter,

in prayer; (K;) not the n:hole chapter. (TA.)

– Also, the verb alone, He curtailed a thing of

its superfluities, (K) in a general sense. (TA.)

—And j-" L X-a-, (JK, K, TA) in some

copies of the K j-1 G, with c. (TA) or

j-" -a-, (A.) He did not extirpate in cut

ting; did not cut off entirely, or utterly : (A,

K:) or he extirpated in cutting; cut off utterly.

(JK)=-a-1 also signifies He took a 5-a

[in his hand] (S, K.) and ü. "><= he took

it in his hand; namely, a*: (Harp. 122:)
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or the former, he leaned upon it in walking:

(TA:) or he took a 5-as-e or a staff in his hand,

to lean upon it. (Mgh.) You say also, "ass-l

#all [He took in his hand the 5-c: or he leaned

upon the 5* in walking]: it is a thing [i.e. a

kind of staff, or short spear,] like the 3:: and

in like manner, "><-5, as in the L &c.: (TA:)

and tast -a-. He leaned upon the staff in

walking. (A)

** The middle, or n’aist, of a man or woman;

(S, A, Msb, K;) i.e. the slender part above the

hips or haunches: (Msb:) pl. 25-aa-. (A, K.)

See also 5-0-1, in two places. – t The hollon,

part of the sole of the foot, which does not touch

the ground: (A, K. :) pl. as above. (K.) ~7

! The narron, part of a sandal, before the cG3

[which are the two loops whereto is attached the

strap that passes behind the nearer's heel]: (TA:)

Ol' c5+ [the dual] signifies the narron part

of a sandal. (IAar, TA.)– t The part which is

between the base of the notch and the feathers of

an arrow: (AHn, A,” K:) pl. as above. (K.)

– 1 A nay betn'een the upper and loner parts

of a heap of sand: (K, TA:) or t the loner part

of a heap of sand; the thin part thereof, as also

*::: (A, TA:) pl. as above. (K.)—t The

place of the *:: [or tents] of the Arabs of the

desert : (K:) or, as some say, of such -->el, a

clean place : (TA:) pl. as above. (K.)

** Cold (S, K) which a man feels in his ex

tremities. (TA.)

X---, applied to a day, Painfully cold. (A,

TA.)– Cold, as an epithet, (§, K) applied to

water, (S,) and to anything. (TA.)-A man

feeling cold [especially in his extremities: see 1]:

to signify cold and hungry, the epithet Loys- is

used. (A ’Obeyd.)--- £5 [4 mouth, or

front teeth,] cold, or cool, in the place that is

kissed. (A, TA. [See also:-.])

s es: (K, TA,) in some copies of the K

re-as-, (T.A.) [but the former is shown to be

the right reading by a verse cited in the TA,)

The curtailment of the superfluities of a thing;
6 - 0

like Jua:-l. (K,”TA.)

#-el- [The flank; i. e. each of the ilia;]

i. q. ästä. ; (Zj, in his “ Khalk el-Insán;” S,

K;) i. e. the aii.ii. [or quivering flesh] of the

side, that reaches to the extremities of the ribs:

(Zj, ibid. :) and [so in the K, but more properly

“or,"] 5-2-1, (K) or cº-elé li (JK, TA)

and "c", as A, (TA) what is between the ai:

[or crest of the hip] and the lonest rib; (JK,

K, TA;) i. e. the part from which retires each

of the lonest ribs, and in advance of which pro

jects each of the &:-- [explained by the

words Jers--J) c->35,&# as Lalj to:

but for de-a->J) J-8, I read cG-l *:

referring, for corroboration, to explanations of

this last word; and therefore I have rendered

the passage as above: the meaning seems evi

dently to be the part between the lonest rib and

the crest of the hip, on each side :] the thin skin

which is above the 2-3- is called the aikie ;

so in the M, agreeably with the saying of Ibn

El Ajdabee, that "3-2-1 and #-el-li are syn.:

i. e., in this sense: [this assertion, however,

requires consideration; for all the explanations

of 5-els.J) are easily reconcileable:] pl. 3-5

[which is also used in the sense of the sing: Ol'

dual]. (TA) You say -->+|1>< J., [4

man large in the flank or flanks] and Lh men

tions the phrase 223-1 is: (#) [Verily she

is inflated, or snollen, in the flank or flanks];

as though the term 5-cus- were applicable to

every portion [of the flank]. (TA.)- Also A

pain in the 5-a- [or flank]: or in the kidneys.

(TA)- And it is also said to signify A certain

vein (3-) in the kidney, which occasions pain to

the person when it is in motion. (TA.)

J-a-d-:
• •

See art. J-a-d-.

34: [Shorter: and shortest]. You say,#

£13 &:£i This [road] is shorter than that.

(A.) But, his is irregular; £a: being formed

from -ass-1, a verb of more than three letters.

(I’Ak p. 237.)

** > 0

5-as-e A thing like a n'hip: and anything

that a man takes (i.e.:) nith his hand, and

holds, such as a staff and the like: ($) a thing

n:hich a man takes in his hand, and upon which

he leans, such as a staff and the like: (K,”

TA:) a rod [or sceptre] nihich a king used to

take in his hand, with which he made signs, or

pointed, in holding a discourse, or addressing,

(A, K,”) and accompanied what he said, (A,)

and in like manner the -la- in reciting a

a: (K,” TA:) it was one of the insignia of

kings: (TA:) a rod, or n:hat is termed 5*, Ol'

the like, with n'hich the-** makes signs, or

points, in addressing the people: (Msb:) a thing

n:hich a man holds in his hand, such as any of

the things termed was and #: and #= and

#: and **, or the like; and upon which he

sometimes leans: (A’Obeyd:) pl. 3--. (S,

TA.)

3-4, applied to a man, (TA,) Slender (K,

TA) in the naist : (TA :) lean, or lank in the

belly: (Ki) or, in the 5-sta [or flank]: (TA:)

and ck." "3,4- is also applied to a man [as

meaning lank in the belly]. (A, TA)–:=
6 * ~ *

2-as-- A thin [flank or rather waist; see a verse

of Imra-el-Keys cited voce Ji...]. (S, A, K.)

—#4- 24 (JK, A, TA) and '5,4

(JK, TA) t [A foot that touches the ground with

its fore part and heel; the middle of the sole

being hollow and narron': this meaning, or a
- * ~ * * *

meaning similar to that of #~~ Jú explained

below, seems to be indicated in the TA: the

latter is the meaning accord. to the JK; but this

I think doubtful, on account of what here fol

lows]. c:* 3+. means | A man n-hose

feet touch the ground nith the fore part and the

heel; the middle of the sole being hollon, and

narron: ($, K:) and you say also ">a<--
6 * * * • * * * * * 4- 4 o' --

U-2-Aall. (A,TA)—i- *!, OT * 5x-as-,

(as in different copies of the K) or both, (TA)

! An arm, or a hand, in the nºrist of which is

what is termed "3-2-3, as though it were

bound; or which has an encircling groove-like

depression. (K, T.A.)-#~~ J: # A sandal

narrow in the middle. (S," A,” K, T.A.)- See

also :- =x: $; $ [A mouth, or

front teeth,] cold, or cool, in the place that is

hissed. (TA. [See also Xe-])

3,4- A man having a complaint of, or a

pain in, his -a- [or waist], or his 5-a- [or

flank]. (TA.)- See also the next preceding

paragraph, in four places.

* pl. of 5-2 (§, TA)= <

&," The nearest roads or ways; (K;) as also

'49-a-31: (TA:) or 3:1 <0~ signi

fies The roads, or ways, that are near, notnith

standing their ruggedness, but not so easy as

those that are longer. (L.)

... • * o a 3 J - > 0 p.

<>W-ass-oll, or 5.1." <!-as-e: see the paragraph next preceding. •

&#, (K) or $* L &#9,

(Mgh,) Those who, in praying in the night,

becoming tired thereby, put their hands upon

their 2-25- [or flanks]: of such it is said (in a

trad., IAth, K) that light shall be [seen] on their

faces (IAth, Mgh, K) on the day of resurrection:

(IAth, K:) [in other cases, this action is for

bidden, or disapproved: see 8:] or, in the in

stance mentioned above, it may mean those n:ho

shall rest upon their righteous works on the day

of resurrection: (IAth, Mgh, TA:) this latter is

apparently the right meaning: otherwise, two

trads. contradict each other. (MF)

v-à-ad

1 -: [inf n, of -ia-] signifies The act of

adjoining, and putting together. (TA.)-Hence,

(TA) -ia-, ($, Meb, K, TA) aor. 2, (Mab,

K,) inf n. ---, (Msb,) He sened a sole (S,

K, TA) [so as to make it double], covering, or

facing, one piece with another: (TA:) or he

patched a sole; mended it by sening on another

piece. (Msb.) And He made anything double,

putting one piece upon another; he faced it.

(TA)—And [hence] *-* J's -i-, (JK)

Or ** L'é &s' ---, (S," K,) aor. as above,

(S,TA,) and so the inf. n., (TA;) and "Jia:4-1;

(S, K.) and "--a-l; (K3) and "--a-, infn.

—i.e.: (TA;) | He stuck [or sented] the leaves

together, one to another, (S, K,”TA,) and covered

his person with them, leaf by leaf, (K) to conceal

therenith his pudenda : (S, TA:) or the first

phrase, (JK,) as also " -ā-a-1, (Lth, JK.) sig

nifies he (a naked man) put upon his pudenda

wide leaves, (Lth, JK,) or the like: (Lth :) you

say, liš' * -ā-a-1 [he covered his pudenda with

such a thing]. (Lth, J.K.) It is said in the Kur
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(vii. 21 and xx. 1191, 32 U.: clie: iii.;
* * • - - - " - • * > *

ass-M 395 and "Jü as-, originally gui-a-,

by some pronounced "Juía-, (§, TA) and by

Some, "citi..., with two quiescent letters to

gether; (TA; [but this appears to be incorrect;

see 8 in art. L-as-;]) and "JLA-as-, from
• * > • •

•
• i; and Wca:, from ---, (Ksh and

Bd in vii. 21, and TA;) thus accord. to different

readings; i.e. f And they betook themselves to

sticking [or sening] together, one to another, of

the leaves of Paradise, to conceal therenith their

pudenda. (S, T.A.) And hence, also, the saying,
- w * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * ~ *

in a trad., 22:Jū << *- :=3-i Já-> 13!

W-: S3, i. e. f [When any one of you enters

the bath,] let him take the naist-nºrapper, and

not put his hand upon his pudendum : and like

this in meaning is as-a-3 [app. a mistranscription

for "-ia-3, or*-ā- or the like, for -*::

if not, it must be "4:3, meaning he put his

hand upon it]. (TA.)-[Hence also the saying,]
-& e. • - - • * - of ~ * O = J. • -

J.- 295-. Usia." -ālā-1 & 24-2- b'li sã

>i-L-And they ceased not to make theprints

of the feet of the camels to be covered bythe printsof

the hoofs of the horses [until they overtook them];

as though they sewed these upon the others, like as

one sews a sole by covering, or facing, one piece

with another. (TA)- And &-i: -ia:

J.- 555, i.e. + [The body of troops] was fol.

lowed [by horsemen]. (S.)-And ---, aor. > *

inf n -i-, + He lied. (Munjid of Kr. (See

Jú-J)–Andúš +4-11 exceeded such a

one in reviling [as though adding reviling upon re

viling]. (TA)=<----, (AZ, S. K.) aor = ,

(AZ, S,) inf. n. J.-- said of a she-camel, She

:

cast her young one in the ninth month : (AZ,

S, K. :) the epithet applied to her in this case is

'-3,4- (AZ, S:) or, as some say, (S,) this

epithet signifies one that brings forth a year and

a month, (S, and so in some copies of the K,) in

[some of] the copies of the K a year and troo

months, which is wrong, (TA,) After the time

when she was covered: (S, K:) 25> is applied

to one that brings forth a year and two months

after that time: (S, TA:) or " the former epithet

signifies one that brings forth on the completion

of the year : (IAar, TA:) or one of the camels

termed 84% [pl. of&: q. v.] that brings forth

at the completion of the year; or one of such

camels that brings forth when she comes to the

time of the year in which she was covered, com

pletely : (TA:) and " -à-aa-1 signifies she (a

camel) became such as is termed -*. (JK,

TA.)

2: see 1, in three places.-[From the primary

signification of the verb is derived the phrase,]

.# 2: * * , inf. n. ---, ! Hoariness ren

dered his hair white and black in equal propor

tions; (IAar," K,” TA;) syn. with 4.25- inf n.

J*** and * —is, inf n. -: (IAar.)

And 4: -: -á as 1 Hoariness rendered

* -à-a- [i.e. white and black] his a: [or hair

hanging down belon his ears]. (A, TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.

5: see 1, in two places.

8. -ā-a-a-1, and three variations of the aor.:

see 1, in seven places: = and -à-a-a-i said of a

she-camel: see 1, last sentence.

-: A sole having another sole sened upon
g • 6 de

it; ($, K;) and so " -ā-as-Jay, (§,"TA,) i, q.

*#34-3. (K.)

Jia- +4 mired colour, black and n'hite.

(Freytag, from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)
* - - -

=See also ai.as-, in two places. = Also a dial.

var of -5-[q.v.). (Lih, TA)

6 * o •

aä.a4- Any sole, or matching piece, that is

senced upon a sole [so as to make it double]; (JK,

$, K;) as also "is-a-. ($" and K voce 391.)

* - © o

ââ ad-A puncture, or stitch-hole, in a skin;

syn. #- (K.)- And [hence,] +The anus, or

orifice of the rectum; and + the orifice of the

vagina. (TA voce ava-.)

.#2- A receptacle for dates, such as is termed

al., (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) made of palm-leaves;

(S, K;) wherein they are stored: of the dial. of

El-Bahreyn: (TA:) and a mat upon which asi

&c. are put to dry: (TA in art. A :) and [it is

said to signify] a very thick kind of cloth : (Lth,

K.) pl. "-ia-, (§, K.) [or rather this is a coll.

gen. n.,] and [the pl. properly speaking is]

Jua- (S, Msb, K.) Lth says that a certain

Tubba' [a king of El-Yemen] clothed the House

[i. e. the Kaabeh] with "--a-, meaning very

thick cloths; so called as being likened to the

Jä as of woven palm-leaves: but Az says that

this is wrong; and that it means pieces of matting

made of palm-leaves woven together, oblong pieces

of which were used as coverings for the tents of

the Arabs of the desert, and sometimes made into

J}- [pl. of #] for dates: (TA:) *-āua-,

also, signifies a piece of matting of palm-leaves;

and its pl. is -i-. (J.K.)

-3,4- see 1, last sentence, in two places.

Applied to a woman, One who brings forth in

the ninth [month], not entering upon the tenth.

(TA.)

s • * * * - - -

-ā-as-: see -ā-aa-...- tA thing in which are

united any tno colours. (S, T.A.) See also 2.

And see --- in two places. [Hence,] + Ashes;

(K;) because there are two colours therein,

blackness and whiteness: but one says more

commonly -i-e- Sú, using the latter word as

an epithet. (TA.) And -ā-as-à-->, (S) or

ā-e- ā-s:ée, (K) t|4 body of troops] having

two colours, (K,) having the colour of iron (S,

K) and another colour: (K:) or so called be

cause of the rust of the iron &c.; (L:) or the

former phrase means, as some say, folloned by

horsemen; and therefore the epithet is without 3,

because it has the signification of a pass, part. n. :

for were it to denote the colour of the iron, they

had said ā-e-, because it would in this latter

case have the signification of an act, part. n. ($)

-Also + Fresh milk upon which is poured -3%

[i.e. curdled, or thick, or churned, milk]: (§,

K:) if dates and clarified butter are put into it,
3 -> * >

it is [termed] Ust:32. (S.)

i- [fem. of ---, q. v. - And also a

simple subst.]: see #44.

Ju: one who sers soles [so as to make them

double, covering, or facing, one piece with another:

see 1]: (Kr, K:) or one nho patches soles; who

mends them by sening on other pieces. (Msb.)

– 1One n'ho covers his pudendum with his hand:

on the authority of Seer. (TA. [See 1.])-1A

liar: (Kr, K,TA:) as though he sewed one say

ing upon another, and [thus] embellished it.

(TA.)

Ju: ; see #44.

-ā- + Of a colour like that of ashes, in

n:hich are blackness and n:hiteness; (JK, S;) as

also *-ā-a-. (J.K.) In this sense, (TA) ap

plied to a mountain, (S, K,) as also *-i-,

(TA) and to a male ostrich, meaning + In which

are blackness and n:hiteness: (S, K:) fem.£-.

(TA.) +A rope, or cord, of two colours, having

one strand black and another strand n:hite. (J.K.)

+A horse, and a sheep, white in the flanks; (S,

K:) the rest being of any colour: and sometimes

in one side : (TA:) or n:hose & [or blackness

and n'hiteness] extends from his belly to his sides:

(S, TA:) or a horse white in the side. (Mgh.)

6 • O

Ji-as-e The anºl; or instrument for boring, or

perforating; (JK, TA;) used in the sening of

soles [and the likel, (JK) i. 4. L: [q. v.]:

($, Meb, TA:) [pl. -->s-2.]

#24+, applied to a sole: see ----

Applied to a ewe or she-goat, +Smooth: or of

tno colours, black and white: (K, TA:) so in

the O. (TA.)

U-as

1. J-e-, (K) inf n. J.-- (TA) He cut, or

cut off, a thing; (K;) as also J.a5. (TA.)

[Accord. to the TA, this is the proper, or pri
- - - Q J - •

mary signification.]--~ad-, [aor., accord. to
- 6 o' - 6 •

rule, *,] inf. n. U-as- and UV-as-, He overcame

them, or surpassed them, in shooting. (S, K. [In

the CK, 2:14 is erroneously put for-*.])

See also 3.

2. 4.3-, inf n. J-e-, He cut it, or divided

it, in pieces. (M.K.)—is-à J.--, (K) inf n.

as above, (TA,) He lopped the branches of the

trees: (K, TA: ) or J.e.: signifies the cutting

off slender extremities and branches from the

[species of mimosa called] 1.3%, in the interior

parts thereof (J.K.)—3: J<-- He cut off,

for the camel, the al-, (K) i. e. the soft and

tender branch of a tree. (TA.)

3. "...#4-5 X:2-, inf n. of the former

ii.25-4, I vied, competed, or contended for su

periority, with them in shooting, and I overcame

them, or surpassed them, therein. (TA.)
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4. U-as- He (a shooter) hit the target: (K,

TA:) or made his arron, to fall close by the side

of the target. (JK, K.)

6. 12.1-20-5 They vied, competed, or contended

for superiority, in shooting: (Az, TA:) or they

contended together for stakes, or wagers, laid by

them to be taken by the winner in shooting.

(S, K.)

J.-- A stake, or nager, laid in a shooting
• o • * ~ 0 &

match. (S, TA.) One says, 4-4
J - © 2

overcame (S, K, TA) in the case of laying stakes

or wagers [in a shooting-match]. (TA.)- And

A thing for which persons contend together in a

game of hazard. (Har p. 640.) - See also

i.e.-, in two places.

s -

U-as- [One who overcomes much, or often, in

shooting-matches: occurring in the Deewan of

the Hudhalees: expl. by Freytag as meaning

multum vincens in ludo alearum].

6.- d -

ak-aa- i. q. ā-, (S, K:) i. e. A property,

quality, nature, or disposition: and a habit, or

custom: (KL, PS, TK:) [and a practice, or an

action : it is used in these various senses in dif

ferent trads.: in one trad., avarice is termed a

al- and so is evilness of nature: in another,

fasting, and praying: in another, the inflicting

of castigation, and the executing of retaliation, in

a mosque:] it signifies an excellent quality or the

like; and a lon, base, or mean, quality or the

like; (K, TA;) in a man: (TA:) or its predomi

nant application is to an eaccellent quality or the

like: (K:) so in the M: (TA:) [it is said that]

it is used only in commendation; whereas #.

is used in relation to good and evil: (Ham

p. 525:) [but this is a mistake, as I have shown

above:] accord. to Az, it signifies the states, or

conditions, of things or affairs: (TA:) [or this

is a signification of the pl.:] the pl. is J.--

(K) and +S-a- ; (TA) [and "Jua- is a pi.

pl., i. e. pl. of Ulaa-, with which it is explained

in the KL as syn.: see an ex. in a verse cited voce

&l=A hitting of the target ', (k ;) in shoot

ing: (TA:) or, (K,) as also "J-a-, (JK, K.)

in a shooting-match, (JK,) it is [a shot] in the

case in which the arron goes close by the target:

(JK, K:”) thus accord. to Lth, who says that

the former explanation is erroneous; (TA;) [as

appears also from the assertion that] what are

termed ce---, in a shooting-match, are reckoned

*S equivalent to a shot that goes right to the

target. (T, K, T.A.) - And accord. to Sgh, A

single act of overcoming in a shooting-match.

(TA)= Also, and *ā-a-, 4 raceme, or bunch,

of grapes or the like; syn. 3, #. (K.)- And

(both words) A stick, branch, or trig, (**) in

n:hich are thorns. (K.)-And i.e.-and *ā-a-,

or this latter only, The extremity of a fresh, pli

ant, soft, or tender, trig, or rod: (K,” TA :)

and (some say, TA) a soft and tender twig or

rod, of the [species of mimosa called] *:::: (K,

TA:) and "Ja- [of which i <= is the nun.]

signifies the slender extremities and branches of

the as: . (J.K.) and ii., a soft and tender

branch of any tree: (T, TA:) and [its pl.] J44,

the pendent extremities of trees. (S, T.A.)

* - © to

ăila. A āsā, (S) [i. e.] a lock, or flock,

(PS,) or a plexus, (KL) or a quantity collected

[or hanging] together, (K,) of hair, (S, K, KL,

PS,) and of nool, (PS, and S and K in art j-,)

£c. : (PS:) or a small quantity of hair; as also

'i-e-, (K) as in the M. pl. J-e-. (TA)

-See also al-as-, in two places. - Also A por

tion of flesh forming a distinct limb or member

or organ C-in &- ***). (K.)

i4- see it.

J.-- See ii-, in two places. = Also

Overcome [in a shooting-match, or] in a contest

for stakes or nagers. (JK, K.)= And A tail;

(K,TA;) as, for instance, of a [wild] bull. (TA.)

it as a dial var. of āua-, (JK, K, TA)

meaning The remains of n heat in the sieve, after

the sifting, with n hat are mixed therenith: but

the latter word is the more known. (JK, TA.)

i.e. A piece, or portion, of flesh, (M, K,)

small or large: (M, TA:) or the flesh of the

thighs and of the upper arms and of the fore

arms: (K:) or any portion of flesh, by itself, of

the flesh of the thighs and of the upper arms

(JK, T, S, TA) and of the shanks and of the fore

arms: (JK, T, TA:) or the portion of flesh of

the thigh: (TA:) or any compact and long por

tion of flesh, in the arm or elsen here; also called

i:- (AO, TA in art -- ) or (K, TA, but

in the CK “and”) [any muscle, of those that

are termed voluntary muscles; as also aMac and

ii.a4, i. e.] any tendon, or sinen, upon nihich is

thick flesh : (K:) or any portion of flesh that is

oblong, and intermixed nith tendons, or sinen's :

(O, TA:) or, as some say, the aākii. [or flank,

&c.]: (TA:) pl. "J- [or rather this is a coll.

gen. n.] and [the pl. is] J.--. (K.) A certain

person has described a horse as being *

"J-as-Ji [app, meaning Lank in the muscles;

or long and even therein]: and sometimes Jivas.

is used in relation to a man. (TA) - See

also it.= And for the pl. J:we:- see also

J.-- A very sharp sword (JK, S, K) &c.:
• 6 - d. 6 - d.

(M:) a dial. var. of U-aa-o. (S.) U-as-2 is said

by A’Obeyd to be a mistranscription forJ~,

but AHei and others authorise it. (TA.)

J.-- A.J- [or reaping-hook]: (K:) or

an instrument nith nhich the branches of trees
£

are lopped, (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, TA,) like the U.S.

(Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)

-o-ad

• * - 6 * >

1. Lo-aa-, aor. 3, [inf n., app., Lo-aa-,] He con

tended in an altercation, disputed, or litigated, in

a valid, or sound, manner. (M5b.)- See also 3:

–and 8.

3. 4-la-, inf n. #34 (S, Msh, K) and

X--- (S, Ms) and Iquasi-inf n.]is:44, (K) |

the last said in the S to be a simple subst., (TA,)

He contended nith him in an altercation, dis

puted with him, or litigated nith him; (K, TA;)

i. q. 4éjö : (Mgh and Msb and K in art. &# :)

accord to El-Harállee, Xuà-ll signifies the say

ing nhich the listener is made to hear, and n:hich

is made to enter his ear-hole, such as may cause

him to refrain, or desist, from his assertion, and

his plea, or claim. (T.A.) You say, £2.
J J C ~ * *

" a.a-3, ($, Mgh, Msb, K,”) aor of the latter

4:2:1, with ker, (S. K.) or 4:4:4, with

damm, (Mgh, Msb,) or not with damm, (S,) or

both these forms of the aor. are used, accord. to

AHei; the latter agreeable with analogy; (MF;)

the former anomalous; for the regular aor ofan un

augmented sound verb in a case of this kind is with
22*, * : J J Öe •

damm, (S, K,) as in the instance of a.k.a5 a....Jue,

aor. £i, (S) if it has not a faucial letter

(S, K) for its medial radical, (K,) in which case
- - J J & - •

it is with fet-h, as in the instance of aj,4-\s
J.J. de • * J

45-āş, aor. 3-5, (S, K,) accord. to the opinion

of Ks, but this is contr. to the opinion generally

held (MF) the inf n, of £a- is :

(S,” TA:) and the meaning is, [I contended neith

him in an altercation, or I disputed, or litigated,

nºith him, and] I overcame him in the alterca

tion, &c. (Mgh, Msb)=<-- also signifies

He put it in, or by, the---, i. e. edge, or side,

of the bed. (TA.)

4. --- He dictated to him his plea against

his adversary in an altercation or a dispute or

litigation, (JK, TA) whereby he might overcome

the latter. (J.K.)

6 :

8. 12-a-s- They contended in altercation, dis

puted, or litigated, one neith another; (Msb,

TA;) i. q " b-el-5; ($, K, TA;) both signi
- * *

fying as above. (TA.) He who reads&*

see the next paragraph, in two places.

• * *

[in the Kur xxxvi. 49] means&*- : chang

ing the - into J2, and incorporating [it into the

other U2], and transferring its vowel to the &

some read &*, without transferring that

vowel; (S, K;) because a quiescent letter, when

it is made movent, is [regularly] made so with

kesr: (S:) AA slurred the vowel of the &: the

- J w ö e.

pronunciation [U2-a-s-3] with two quiescent

letters together is incorrect: (S, K:) Hamzeh
- J. o e - - -

read "cus-as-, ($) i. e., with the & quiescent

and with kesr to the L2. (TA)-2' U-a-l

They tro applied to him for the decision of a

cause, each of them claiming the right. (TA in

art. Ja.s.) And <! "><s: [An application

nas made to him by litigantsfor the decision of a

* - d - d. c &

1,cause]. (Mgh in art.*.)=:---- Väe

said by J to signify The snord cuts (lit. eats) its

scabbard, by reason of its sharpness, is a mistake;

the verb being correctly with U3, (K,”TA,)

dotted. (TA.)

6 o' --

Le-as- An adversary in contention or alterca

tion, in dispute, or in litigation; an antagonist;

a litigant: (JK, K, TA:) as also "...a- (JK,

S, K, TA:) the former is used alike as masc. and

fem. (S, Msb, K) and sing. (JK, S, Msb, K) and
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dual (Msb, K) and pl.; (JK, S, Mgb, K;) because

it is originally an inf. n.: (S, TA:) [see an ex.

of its use in a pl. sense in a verse cited. voce

v-ā-e-:] but it also has the dual form, Ul-ad-;

(S, Msb;) and the pl. 2,44 (JK, S, Msb, K)

andX--- (Msb) and perhapsXuài, [which is

a pl. of pauc.,] or this may be pl. of e- (TA:)

the pl. of "...a is #44 (JK, S, K) and

> The side (§, K) of anything; (S,TA )

as, for instance, of a load such as is called U-Ne;

(S;) and of a bed; and the edge thereof: (TA')

written by Aboo-Moosâ with U3; but IAth says

that it is correctly with L2 : (TA in art. L-as-:)

a lateral part or portion (S, K) of anything:

(S:) a corner, (S, K.) as well as a side, (S,) of

an Joe, and of a receptacle, such as a s: Or

3. 3'- Or an a: (S:) and the [anterior

lower] extremity of a [water-bag of the kind

termed] a 20, that is opposite to the Sje; (JK,

K, TA; [in the CK, #291 and Sjæl are erro

neously put for *::::1 and “jail ;]) the upper

extremity [correctly extremities, at which are the

loops whereby it is suspended upon the side of

the camel,] being called the -ae (i.e.-->4, pl.

of Xuael (TA) pl. [of pauc]><i and [of

mult.]>+. (K:) but some say that the>0~

of the [water-bag termed] 53%, and its>+,

are its corners: the>* of a cloud are its

sides: (TA:) and c: A- signifies the

part, or parts, of the eye upon which the edges

of the lids close together. (S, K.) - [Also A

gap, or an intervening space : it is said in the

TA that was $' (pl. of +1] signifies &"

[i. e. &#1, pl. of#1; and it is added,] one

says, of an unsound, a corrupt, or a disordered,
* * * * * * - -- 0° a 2 ° • 3 - - -

gap of it will not be stopped up but another gap

will open]; occurring in a trad, meaning, the

state of affairs is disordered and distressing, and

not to be rectified and repaired. (TA)- [The

pl.]><+ also signifies The mouths of valleys.

(JK, K.) - And The loner parts, or stocks,

syn. J. (J.K.K.) office of the kind called

--- [pl. of i-j-l ; used in this sense by Et

Tirimmáh. (J.K.)

>+ Wehement in altercation or dispute or

litigation; (S, K,”TA;) as also "><-: (Ham

p. 628:) [or each signifies contentious, disputatious,

or litigious :] or the former, hnoning, or shilled,

in altercation &c., though not practising it:

(IB, TA:) or valid, or sound, therein; as also

"...-- (Mab3) or this last signifies one who

contends with another in an altercation, disputes

with him, or litigates with him: (IB, TA:) the

pl. of the first is &s-e-, (K,) occurring in the

Kur xliii. 58; and perhaps><i, or this may

be a pl. of 4- (TA)
* - d -

a-ai- A certain bead, or gem, or the like, used

by men [as an amulet], in the K,Júlix-&

but correctly, as in the M, Jūji3'- 3-, (TA,)

worn on the occasion of contending in an alter

cation, or disputing, or litigating, or on going

into the presence of the Sultán; (K, TA;) and

sometimes it is beneath the gem of the man's signet

ring, when it is small; and it may be in his

button; and sometimes they put it in the *153

[or cord by "hich the hilt is occasionally attached

to the guard] of the snord: (TA:) also called

ā-ā- (K and TA in art. -o-aa-.)

#:-- and |
3- * /

2*., * * * See alex-aa-.

s J. •

A2-as- :

* -

Loe-aa- :
-

s -

See Lo-ad-.

* @ = - s -

see L-aa-, in two places; and L-aa-.

£44. Contention or altercation; disputation;

litigation; (K, TA;) a subst: from 3 (S, TA)

or 8 (JK, TA) and 6, as also "i.e. and

'i:- (TA.) **** J4: See art.

J- [See also an ex. voce>]

* * * • *

X,+. The loop of the [sack called] G'+,

(JK, TA) and of the [load called] Jie, (TA;)
* * * * •

i. q. A2-4-1; (K;) but the latter is a dial. var.

of weak authority, and disapproved. (TA in art.

---.)

2-ad

6- 6 p. - *- © a

32-as- a dial. var. of ā-aa-, q.v. (Sh, T.A.)

Us-as

1. *-, (S.Mgh, Mab K.) aor. *-es-, (JK,

Mgh, Msb) inf. n. tas (JK, S, Mgh, Msb, K)

and La-, mentioned, byMF, from Expositions

of the F5, (TA) and L-as-, agreeably with

analogy, occurs in a trad. of Esh-Shaabee, though

we have not heard it, (Mgh,) He dren forth, or

extracted, his testicles; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) [he

gelded, or castrated, him;] namely, a stallion,

(S,) a sheep or goat, or a horse or similar beast,

(Lth, JK, TA,) and a man or boy, (TA,) or a

slave. (Msb.) One says, Aas-l &- <! : #

[I am irresponsible to thee for castration]. (S.)

-[Hence,] &e: 3,4- &u= [lit. He nas a

jleet and excellent horse, and he was gelded];

meaning the nas rich, and he became poor.

(TA.) - The poets term satire, and the act of

overcoming, sta- : one of them says,

• • so * *

* Lºst $:- &# 9 a.a. "
J. • • * - • D J - -

* 2'-'l G-M & Usa- --> *

[! I have emasculated thee, O son of Hamzeh,

with rhymes, like as the he-ass is emasculated in

consequence of the disease termedJi-; for which,

it is asserted, (as is said in the TA, art. Gla-,)

there is no remedy but gelding]. (IB, TA.)

4. L-as- [as though meaning + He did anay

nith that which rendered him like one emascu

lated; the 1, app., having a privative property;]

! he learned one science. (Sgh, K, TA.)- The

use of #3: [its inf. n.] in the sense of **

inf n, of us as is a mistake. (Mgh.)

8. (s-a-a- He castrated himself; or made

himself a eunuch. (KL.)

Jaé. Having a complaint of his J-4. [or

testicles]. (K.)

J*: and the dual&: See£4, in five

places.

6 d

Us-as-:
-

#: A testicle; (El-Umawee, S;) sing of

J.-- (S, Mgh, Mob, K.) it is [one] of the

organs of generation; (K;) well knonn; (Msb;)

and *ā-ā- signifies the same, (S, K,) and so

Joes', (Mab, K.) and 'J' (K) and
32-as- is a dial. var., occurring in a trad., but is

extr.: (Sh, TA:) accord. to some, (Msb,) the

sing is i: [alone], (T, Msb,) of the fem.

gender; (T, TA;) and the dual is 'c'4, (El

Umawee, T, S, Mgh, Mab, K.) of the masc.

gender, (T, TA,) without -, (El-Umawee, S,

Mg,Mg) £g, (El-Umawee, S, Msb) like

Júl dual of ā'ī, (El-Umawee, S,) and Jū-aa

also, (T, Mgh, K) this latter being sometimes

used, (T, Mgh,) though rarely, (MF on the

authority of the Expositions of the F5,) both

mentioned by ISh: (T, TA:) AO says, I have

heard **, with damm, but I have not heard

'a-a-, with kesr; and I have heard **

[as the dual], though they did not use 'J'. as

the sing.; (S;) IB, however, cites exs. of this

last as a sing. : (TA:) AA says thatc:

signifies the two testicles; and 'c' as Ji, the two

skins [n:hich compose the scrotum, i.e.,] in n'hich

are the tryo testicles; citing an ex. in which the

latter dual is used in this sense; (S;) and ISk

says the like; whereas IKoot makes£ to

signify [the scrotum, i. e.] the skin containing the

testicle. (Msb.)– Also f An earring (#) in

the ear: (JK, Sgh, K. :) thus called by way of

comparison (TA:) pl. U-4 (J.K.)
• Ö

ā-aa-.

two places.

see what next follows.

see the next preceding paragraph, in

&- Whose testicles have been drann forth,

or extracted; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) [gelded, or

castrated; a eunuch;] applied to a sheep or goat,

and a horse or similar beast, (TA,) and a man

(S, TA) or boy, (TA,) or a slave; (Msb;) as

also "G-: , (K) pl. &#4 (S, Mgh, K)

and:- (S, K:) in giving it the former pl.,

they liken it to a subst, like sus, of which the

pl. is &úl so says Sb; meaning that &\ss

is generally the pl. of J.: as a subst. (TA.)

One says also &-&- using the latter word

as an imitative sequent. (Lh, T.A.) - Also

! Poetry in which is no amatory effusion. (K,

TA.)

Jeu: [act, part. n. of 1]. They say, L-2-4-ā

* [lit. He came like the gelder of the ass],

meaning he came ashamed: (JK, and TA in

art. Co- :) and also, disappointed, or unsuc

cessful. (TA in that art.)
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J.-- The place of cutting [or gelding or cas

tration]. (S.)

à 2 - 3 -

es-as-e : see Usas

ad

* * * * * 6 * * * *

R. Q. 1. a-as-as-, (§, O.) inf n alas-as-,

(S, O, K,) He agitated it; moved it about;

stirred it; shook it; namely, water, (S, O, K,)

and the like, (S, O,) and &”, and the like.

(O, K.) You say also, £i J. us's <-ā-ā

[I agitated, or dashed about, my bucket in the

water]. (O, TA.) Sakhr-el-Ghei El-Hudhalee

says, describing a water to which he had come for

drink,

wn • • & J. J D > 0 - *

* i - s • - • * ~ * as-5 *

• J • * 6 - • -

* Üské ú-3s "3:1 J33- *

(O, TA,) i. e. [And I dashed about my leathern

bucket in the main body thereof,] as he who is

overcome in the game of el-meysir introduces

among the other arron's a borroned arron [that

comes forth winning], in the luck of which he has

confidence. (TA in art. U324-.) This verb,

though mentioned here, is [said to be] from Jäts-,

aOr. -ás- ; not from Jā-, therefore the poet

here uses Jaus for its inf n. (O, T.A.) You

also say, <k. 4: Jä-à- > -u sā- [He

came to him neith the dagger, and stirred about

with it his belly]. (TA)- [Hence a meaning

of the inf. n. explained in the first paragraph of

art. Ale-.]

R. Q. 2. Jā-ā- It (water, and the like, S)

became agitated, moved about, stirred, or shaken.

(S, K.)

1. -a-, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. -, (Mab, K.)

inf. n. -ā- (S, Msb) [and accord. to MF

+a+ and ++, but respecting these two

inf ns. (the latter of which seems to be peculiar

to the intrans. verb -á-) see what follows],

He coloured, or tinged, (A, K,) a thing; (S, A,”

K;*) or changed it in colour to red, or yellow,

&c.; (TA;) and *-ā- signifies the same, [but

app. in an intensive sense, or as applying to a

number of objects, (see its, pass. part. n. voce

--as-,)] (K,) inf n. --e-as-5 : (TA:) and the

former, particularly, he tinged, or dyed, his white

hair, (TA,) or the hand, &c., (Msb,) with hinnà:

(Msb, TA:) but when a man has dyed his hair

any other dye than hinnā, you say, &->with

%: (Msb, TA:) or you say also, 25-lu-ā

[He dyed his hair with black]." (Suh, TA.)

When one does not mention the hair (Msb, TA)

or the white hair [&c.], (Msb,) he says -ā-,

inf n. La-5 (IKit, Mab3) and '-a'-' (S,

IKH, MSb, TA) and *-ā-s—s, (A, TA;)

[meaning He dyed his hair, &c.,] with hinnà,

(S, IKtt, Msb,TA,) and the like: (S, TA:) and

in like manner one says of a woman, <-as-,

aor = , and "--a-1: (TA:) which last also

signifies [particularly] She dyed her hands with ||

Bk. I.

himnà. (T, TS, TA, in art. U-38.)- Hence, in

a trad., Ja- £3 -ā- J-& ! He wept

so that his tears wetted the pebbles: or, more

probably, so that his tears became red, and dyed

the pebbles: (IAth, TA:) [or most probably, so

that his tears caused the pebbles to appear of a

reddish colour; for such is commonly the case

when pebbles are wetted.]=~, aor. 2; and

-a-, aor. *; and -ā- inf n. of each

* , and *-*-a-l; II (a tree) became

green. (K, T.A.) And -a-, inf. n. *-aa-,

+Its small leaves came forth in the spring, and

its twigs lengthened; said of the sts, at the com

mencement of its vegetation; and likewise of the

&# and &#: but of no other tree of the kind

called suáe: or said also of the la: and*:

meaning tit dropped its leaves, and became red

and yellon : (TA:) and you say also,<

suāall ! the elac became green, and broke forth;

(A;) or the sap of the elac flowed in their

branches, and they became green; as also
o • - of

* :-aa-1, (TA) for which c-aa-1, with the

unpointed L2, is said by Az to be a gross mis

transcription; explained by Lth, on whose au

thority it is written with U2, [as also in the K

in art. ---as-,] as meaning the sap floned in the

branches of the olac so as to reach the roots.

(T and TA in art -e-.) And J: -a-,

(S, K,) inf. n. -ā- (K,) The palm-trees, (S,)

or the spadices of the palm-trees, (K,) became

green. (S.K.) And #9 -a-, (A, K.)

inf n + (TA) and "--a-, (K) infn.

+a+!: (TA;) or "--a-a-i, and "><-5;

(A;) The earth, or land, exposed to vien, (A,)

or produced, (K,) its herbage, (A, K,) and it

(the latter) became green. (TA.)

- * *

2 : see 1, first sentence.

5 | see 1, each in two places.

8: see 1, in three places.

12: see 1.

-ā- The colour of a tree, or of the spadia:

of a palm-tree, when it becomes green: pl.

**- (K.) -A plant fresh, or nen", and

green in consequence of rain; as also ***

(K:) or natered by rain, and imparting a colour

to the ordure : (TA:) or the green colour that

appears in trees when they begin to put forth

their leaves: (K:) pl.*- (TA.)

#4. A spadix of a palm-tree: i:- [q.v.,]

with the unpointed L2, is erroneously said to have

this signification. (TA.)

6 * > *

ā-ā- A woman who uses -las- for herself

[i. e. for dyeing her hair or hands &c.] much, or

often. (S, A, K.)

Juá- Hinna (G-), and the like: (Mah.)

or the thing with which one dyes, or tinges, his,

or her, hair &c.; (S, K, TA;) such as :- and

-:és and the like. (TA) -

d d -

**** : see -ad-.

*** Anything dyed, tinged, or changed

in colour; [generally, with hinnà;] as also
.d d -

***** the former is both masc. and fem.:

and its pl. is+. (TA.) You*y--ā

(S, A, K) and '-' (TA voce 'us) [A hand
J. d -

dyed with himnà]: and+ &: and *.

(K) and "J-3- (S, A, K) [fingers, or fingers'

ends, dyed with himnà]; but the last of these has

an intensive signification. (S.) - And hence,

(TA) -a-, -āli tA certain star, (S, A,

K;) the star 8 of Cassiopeia; (so in the Egyptian

almanacs;) [i. e.] the bright star of the constel

lation called J-> &ls ; which star is [termed]

the extendedrichthand of: for the Pleiades,

corresponding to the star called ā-j-" ck").

(Kaw, [see 3-il)–And -a+ #1 (A
woman having her hands, or feet, or hair, &c.,

dyed with hinnā or the like]. (K.)

--- A man dyeing, or who dyes, his hair

with hinna. (Msb.)– See also -e-aa-. - Also

! A male ostrich (S, A, K, &c.) whose shanks

(A, K) and legs (A) have become red, (A, K,) or

green, [app. meaning of a dark, or an ashy, dust

colour,] or yellon', (A,) in consequence of his

lusting after the female, (A, K,) or in consequence

of his having eaten the [herbage termed] &#:

(A:) or the front edges of n:hose shanks have be.

come red, (S, K,) or green, (K,) or yellow, in

consequence of his having eaten the [herbage

termed] &- (S, K:) or nhose beak and shanks

have become red from his having eaten the [herb

age termed] &– : in the summer (~~) he

becomes bald (2,52), and his shanks become

white: (L:) or whose shanks have become green

by reason of lust in the [season termed] 8-0 :

(ADk:) accord. to some, (TA,) it is applied

only to the male ostrich: (S, K:) but some ex

plain it without this restriction; and Lth mentions

[the fem.] i-sl- as applied to an ostrich: [it is

said that] the skin of the neck, and that of the

breast, and that of the thighs, of the male ostrich,

but not his feathers, become intensely red when

he lusts after the female : or, as some say, -ēls

signifies an ostrich that has eaten green food:

(TA:) or the extremities of n:hose feathers are

dyed by [the eating of] blossoms, and the slender

parts of whose legs have become red by the same

cause: accord. to an Arab of the desert, supposed

to be Aboo-Kheyreh, in the [season termed]

9, when it eats 84- [app. meaning certain

worms so called], its legs and beak assume the

red hue of the* [or safflower]: (AHn, L:)

or -ald- is applied to a male ostrich the slender

parts of whose legs become red n-hen the dates

begin to become red, and cease to be so when the

redness of the dates ceases: (AHn, K:) so that

it is not from eating &\-l, which, it is said, no

ostrich is known to eat: accord. to As, the cause

[of the redness above mentioned] is only the dye

of blossoms; but were it so, the bird would also

become yellow, and green, &c., [and some assert

that it partially does, as has been shown above,]

accord. to the colours of the blossoms and herbs;

95
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and the green colour would predominate: [but,

as the Arabs say, this requires consideration:]

whatever be the cause, the bird, it is said, is

termed -->U- on account of the redness that af.

fects its shanks: and this word is [said to be] an

epithet used as a proper name of the bird: (AHn,

L:) but this is a mistake, unless it mean that,

because of its prevailing application, it is used in

the same manner as +)- and Júl, not that

it may be used [in a determinate sensel without

the article Ul: (L:) the pl. is -*s-, (TA.)

It is also said to be applied as an epithet to Any

animal that eats -ā- [q. v.]: (TA:) and par

ticularly to [the species of bovine antelope called]

the wild bull (3-31 'M). (L.)—[See also

a saying of Dukeyn cited voce J.25)).]

-ā- I. q &#2, (S. K.) or £1 (A:)

or a vessel resembling that called #!, in nhich

clothes are washed. (TA.)-<!-- [is its pl. ;

and also] signifies The rags of the -Lā- [or

himnà or the like]: (A:) [or] of the Ja- for

catamenia]. (TA.) [If these two significations

be correct, the latter is app. tropical: but Jae

may be a mistranscription for -las-.]

2 * ~ * * .. 2

--as-e : see "re-ad-.

o 3 * ~ s . . •

-2-as-2 : see ----aa-, in two places.

*-ad

1. ***, aor. :, (L.K.) inf n +, (L)

He broke wood, or a branch, or twig, whether

moist or dry, (L, K,) or a soft thing, (L) so that

its parts did not separate. (L, K.) - It

(carriage) broke in pieces fruit. (A.)- He bent,

(S, A, L.,) without breaking, (S, L,) wood, or a
- -

branch, or twig. (S, A, L.) You say also, J.a4

5- &#* (L, K) The camel broke, (L,) or

bent, (K,) the neck of another camel: (L, K:)

or f the camel fought another camel. (Lth, A.)

-Also, (S, K,) inf. n. as above, (S,) He cut,

or cut off, (S, K.) anything moist, or soft, or

supple; and so "><-, inf n. *-a-5. ($) And

3-#" 3.44. He cut off, (S, A, K,) or pulled off,

or removed, (Fr, Zj,) the thorns of the trees. (Fr,

Zj, S, A, K.)– Also, (A, K,) aor. and inf n, as

above, (S,) He (a man, K) ate vehemently : (S,

A, K:) or [he craunched a thing;] he ate some

thing moist, or soft, or supple; as a cucumber, and

a carrot, (K,) and the like: (TA:) and the (a

horse) ate in the manner termed+, (L,) or

Xài. (TA) An Arab of the desert, who liked

the cucumber, being asked what pleased him

therein, answered, *...* [app. meaning The

craunching thereof]: (S, L:) or he was asked

what pleased him thereof, and answered, $34-,

meaning what is broken in pieces, thereof (A.)

=~-, [aor. ..] (TA) inf n. *-ā-, (K.) It

(fruit) became shrunk and shrivelled. (K, TA.)

2 : see 1.

5 : see 7, in two places.– [Also, app., + He

affected an inclining of his body, or a bending, or

he inclined his body, or bent, from side to side, by

reason of languor; syn. L: : (see its part, n.,

Voce 34: :) as said of a drunken man, in the

Deewan of the Hudhalees, Freytag renders it

ifractus fuit et quasi fractus corruit.]

7. J.as-ji It (wood, or a branch, or twig,

whether moist or dry,) broke so that its parts did

not separate; as also "...A-5. (L. K.)— It

(fruit, A, K, fresh, or moist, TA, being carried

from one place to another, A, TA) became broken

in pieces, (A, K,) or crushed; (K;) and so

"...A-5. (A.)- It (wood, or a branch, or

twig,) bent without breaking (AZ, S, L) asunder.

(AZ, L.)

33- Feebleness and weakness in a plant. (K.)

-+ A malady (L, K) in a man, (L) affecting

the limbs, not amounting to a fracture; as also

"Suá-. (L, K.)—t Languor and pain of the

body, with laziness, (L)–: 3-a- : The

fatigue and weariness that are occasioned to a

man by travel. (TA.)= Whatever is cut off

from wood, or a branch, or twig, (S, A, L, K,)

that is moist, or soft, or supple : (S, L, K:) or

n:hat breaks in pieces, or broken pieces, of trees;

as also V 3,4- : (K:) or n:hat is cut off, and

removed, of trees: and broken pieces, heaped up,

of the papyrus, and of any pieces of wood, or of

branches, or twigs, that are moist, or soft, or

supple: (L:) and broken pieces of cucumbers

[&c.]. (A.)= A certain plant: (K:) or a cer

tain soft, or flaccid, kind of tree, without thorns.

(L.) [See also sta

<-t Lacking power to rise, (K, TA) from

languor of the body, and pain, with laziness;
o a d -

(TA;) as also "32-as-2. (K.)
* ~ *

Sua- see 34- =Also 4 certain hind of

tree, (S, K,) soft,or flaccid, and without thorns :

(S:) [see also J-as- :] or, of the kind of trees

called a:- the leaves of nhich have edges like

those of the *i-, which are pulled with the

hand like eläM-. (L.)

s J. *

23-24. A horse that eats in the manner termed

#5. (TA. [See 1.])

+a+, applied to wood, or a branch, or twig,

whether moist or dry, Broken so that its parts

are not separated; as also "3,4-3. (L)–

Also, and "3,4- (S, A) and "...+x, (A) A

tree, (S,) or lote-tree, (A,) having its thorns cut

off, (S, A,) or pulled off, or removed: (Fr and

Zj in explanation of the second word as occurring

in the Kur lvi. 27:) or the second, in the Kur

(ubi supra), may mean having the branches bent

by reason of the abundance of the fruit. (Bd.)

34-i and': i. q : [app. as mean

ing + Affecting an inclining of the body, or a

bending, or inclining the body, or bending, from

side to side, by reason of languor: see 5; and

see also -a+ and -a+]. (K.)

:- ! A vehement eater: (A, L, K:) one

who eats with coarseness, or rudeness, and quick

ness. (L.)

6 * * * 6 •

*-as-o: see Ae-as-.

g J. & e s * -

>2-as-2 : see -a-, in two places: - and
s • -

J-as--

•

* : * ~* * * * *

-as-2 : see J-ad-l.

* : * ~ * ~ *

23-2- : see J-aa-.

J-ad

1. 3 as : see 9, in two places. =:: see

8, in two places.

2. 9-3-, [inf. n >+5. He renderedit-a

[i. e. green, &c.]. (S.)– [Hence,] it is said in

a trad, cºil c. * *- : * * * *

&: L- c.4% (TA) i. e. f(When God
desires evil to befall a man,] He makes him to

have pleasure in unburnt bricks and clay, so that

he may build, and thus be diverted from the

things of the world to come, if his building be

beyond his need, or not such a structure as a

mosque or the like. (Marginal note in a copy of

the “Jámi es-Sagheer” of Es-Suyootee.) [Hence

also,] 4:3 4 **, inf n, as above, He 7*as

blessed in it. (L, K.) You say, L3 4X: &:

* * ~ *-*. * : - - * : 6 - * : & •

a-j's *Us", (L.) or aejleks *L** U-* -> U-2,
-

(so in a copy of the Mgh,) i.e. + Whosoever is

blessed in a thing, (Mgh, L,) meaning an art or a

trade or traffic, or a means of subsistence, let him

keep to it. (L.)

3. 94-, (TK) inf n, 5-3-4, (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K.) He sold to him fruits before they were

in a good, or sound, state : (A:) or before their

goodness, or soundness, became apparent: (S,

Mgh, Msb, K, TK:) the doing of which is for

bidden : (S:) accord. to some, (TA,) the pro

hibition includes the sale of fresh ripe dates,

[app. if not fully ripe,] and herbs, or leguminous

plants, and the like; and therefore some dis

approve of selling a greater quantity of fresh ripe

dates than is cut at once. (S.)

4. –a4-i It (plenty of moisture) rendered seed

produce soft, or tender. (TA.)

8. -a-. He cut herbage, (S, K,) or a tree,

(A,) while it was green; (S, A, K,) as also

W+a+, (A, TA) aor. *, inf n. -a-. (TA.)

And 2-a- It (herbage, TA) was taken, (K,)

and pastured upon, (TA,) while fresh and juicy,

(K,) and green, before it had attained its Jull

height. (T.A.) See also 9, last sentence. -

Hence, (S, TA,) the pass. form, t He died in his

3/outh; (§, K;) in his fresh and flourishing

state. (S.) Young men used to say to an old

man, &: \! <jj-i t[Thou hast attained to the

time for dying, (lit. for being cut,) O old man]:

and he replied,&# G:& t [O my sons,

and ye shall be cut off, or die, in your youth]. (S.-- c 5 •

[See also j-.])–Also, the act. v., He cut off

the green branches of a palm-tree with his---,

(TA) and so",<-, (K,'TA) aor.”, infin...a...:

(TA:) and he cut off a thing, as a man's nose, en

tirely: (TA:) or, simply, he cut off a man's nose.

(IAar)– And He ate fruit [while it was green,

or] before it was ripe. (A.)–And hence, (TA,)

! He deflonered a girl: (K, TA:) or, before she

had attained to.Puberty; (Msb in art. Jas, and

K3) as also #1 and#1 (TA)- Also f He

took a camel in a refractory state, not trained,

and attached the nose-rein to him, and drove
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him. (TA.)-And + He took up a load, or

burden. (K.)

9.5-a-, (S, A, K.) inf n. 9.2:15 (S.A.)

and "-as-a-, (§, K) [inf n. Vá-a+!, in the

TA written by mistake 5-a-lil and "3-a-,

aor. 3, (Mab, K.) inf n. 4-5 (Mab3) It (a

colour, Msb, or seed-produce, K) was, or became,

of the colour termed 5+ [i. e. green : and he,

(a camel, and a horse, and an ass, and sometimes

a bird,) and it, (a garment of the kind called

A =, and the like, or any other thing,) was, or

became, of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour; or

dingy ash-colour; or dark dust-colour : and he,

(a man,) or it, (a thing,) was, or became, of a

tanny, or bronnish, colour; or blackish; or of

a blackish hue inclining to green; or black; or

intensely black : see #: and £il. (S, A,

Msb, K.) [Hence,] us, -a-. (The place of)

my 'ji became black : or, rather, became of a

[blackish] hue inclining to green: because the

hair when it first grows is of that hue. (Har

p. 494.) And 4% 5-a- [His mustache gren:

so as to appear dark]; said of a boy; a phrase

similar to 4: Jā (Mgh in art. U.K.) And
. c.3 w

U-Vi -as-' | The night became dark and black.

(K,"TA.) And £ill -j-a- | The darkness

became intensely black. (A) — 5:1- j-a

[properly His skin became green from carrying

the produce of his land; meaning] the became in
J O / & J.

a state of plenty. (TA. [See -*::1: _c^,

VOce 34:1)—X- said of seed-produce, It

was, or became, soft, or tender; as also "L-35-as-l;

and "3+, aor. 3, (TA) inf n. 4- (K,'

TA.)=x-aa-1 and "3:1, (K,) or this may be

of the pass. form, [3+. so as to agree with

what occurs before, [see 8,] (TA,) It (herbage,

TA) was, or became, cut. (K,”TA.)

12: see 9, first sentence :- and last sentence

but one.

6 o' - 6 * *

2-as-Trees (>3) that are soft, or tender,
o .d d -

when cut; as also "22-as-2. (TA.)

6 & J.

ad-: See #44.

a o - 6 • * o 2 d * - - E

--as- [i. Q. -a-]. You say, 9-a- W-ad-e-ka-',

and 5* "Wa-, He took it without price : or

in its fresh, or juicy, state : (K:) 9-a-2 being an

imitative sequent. (TA.) Whence the saying,

5* '5-a- (#31 (in the $5-a- #- The

goods of this n'orld are delicate, fresh, and plea

sant: or pleasing. (TA.) And ": a-si-#"

[Predatory narfare is sneet and] fresh [or re

freshing] and loved; because of the victory and

spoil attending it. (TA, from a trad of Ibn

'Omar [which see fully quoted voce>il)—

You say also, 5. 54- &* It is thine, or for

thee: may it be attended with enjoyment and a

wholesome result. (K.)- And 54- 4.3 -*ś

#2, (S.K.) and 5-a- '5-a-, (K.) His blood

went unrevenged, or unretaliated, or unexpiated

by a mulct: (S, K:) L-ae being an imitative

sequent [here as in the former instance]. (TA.)

6 * * • -

L-as-inf n. of J-as-: [see 9, first sentence:
• 6- o y

and last sentence but one; and] see also 5-aa-.

:= Also Green palm-branches with the leaves

upon them: and green palm-branches stripped of
- of

their leaves: (Fr, K:) pl. Xuā: (AHn.)

*: See *-i-Also A place having much

* @ -

verdure; and so **** and "###4. (K.)

And 5-a- J% and *:::: Land in which is

much verdure, and *#: J&J', as in the Kur

xxii. 62, accord. to one reading, verdant land.

(TA.)- See also #-, in four places. - Also,

[as a subst.,] What is green : (Akh, S, and Bd

in vi. 99 :) seed-produce; (Lth, Bd, K;) and so

"Jäuää- (S:) so the former in the Kurubi

supra: (Lth, Bd:) or goodly green herbage : (A:)

and a branch : (K:) any branch. (TA.) -

AndX- The plant called '#' #1; aS

also "5-a-1 and "3-a+M (K) and "###1;

(TA:) it is a green and rough herb or leguminous

plant, the leaves and fruit of which are like those

of millet; it rises to the height of a cubit; and

Jills the mouth of the camel. (TA.) Also A

species of plant of the hind called a:- (K;)

which latter term is applied to herbage whereof

the root is deep in the earth, like the J- and

cule : (TA:) (a coll. gen. n. :] n. un, with 3:

(K :) it is not of the slender and succulent herbs

or leguminous plants, which dry up in summer.

(TA.) Hence as J. ăies, occurring in a trad.,

[properly signifying A she-camel that eats the

plant above mentioned,] applied to a man who

acts justly and moderately with respect to worldly

enjoyments: for the D-aa- is not of the slender

and succulent herbs, as above observed, nor of

those excellent plants which the spring produces

by its consecutive rains, and which therefore be

come goodly and soft or tender; but of those

upon which beasts pasture after others have dried

up, because they find no others, and which the

Arabs call a:- ; and the beasts do not eat much

of it, nor do they find it wholesome. (IAth,

TA.)

6.- d -

*

## (if not a mistranscription for ###|

Fresh cut herbage, to be eaten quickly. (TA.)

6.- d tº

5-as- [Greenness; a green colour; verdure;]

a certain colour, (S, A, K,) well known; (K;)

[and] a colour betnceen black and nihite : it is in

plants and in animals &c., and, accord. to IAar,

in water also: (TA:) in camels, (S,) and horses,

(S, K,) [and asses, and sometimes in birds, and

in a garment of the kind called A =, and the

like, and in other things, a dark, or an ashy,

dust-colour; or dingy ash-colour; or dark dust

colour;] a dust-colour intermiaced nith* [i. e.

blackness or deep ash-colour]: (S, K:) in men,

[and in other things,] a tanny, or bronnish,

colour; syn. #: (S:) [and a blackish hue :

and a blackish hue inclining to green: ] and black

ness: (TA:) [and intense blackness : see 9; and

see also Xà-i: pl. 3+. and X+. (K)

And A green plant: pl. -as-: (TA:) or the

latter signifies herbs, or leguminous plants; as

though pl. of the former. (Msb.) [See juá

and #4-]-See alsoX-- Also Softness,

or tenderness, (IAar, K.) of seed-produce [and

the like] (TA) and so *-ā-, (K) inf n of

3-a+. (TA.)– And What is soft, or tender;

fresh, or juicy; and pleasant to the eater. (TA,

from aa: of 'Alee, delivered at El-Koofeh.)

#a- : SeeX

#2: A palm-tree (#3) that bears good

green dates. (Az, K.)- A kind of dates, green,

resembling glass, of a colour that is admired.

(AHn.)

juá- Herbs, or leguminous plants, in the first

state of their growth. (S,"K,” TA.) [See also

5+]—Also Milk miaced with much mater:

(S, K:) AZ says that it is like A-, meaning as

above, diluted so as to be of a dark, or an ashy,

dust-colour (3.a: L:-): like as the rájiz says,

* * @ w * off- * - J -

• * ~#1-#J8 g.: bi

[They brought milk mixed with much water.

Hast thou ever seen the wolf?]: meaning that

*

the milk was of an ash-colour (3%), like the

colour of the wolf, by reason of the great quantity

of the water: or, as some say, milk and water

in the proportion of one third of the former to

tno thirds of the latter: it is of any milk, that

has been kept in a skin or that is fresh, and from

any beast : some say that the word is a pl., [or

rather a coll. gen. n.,] and that the sing, or

n. un., is with 5. (TA.)

* f - * - d #

22-as- : See J-as-l.

* .. 2 * : * * * .. 2

*a*- : see -ad-l:- and see also 2-aa-.

6 & - d.

2-ad-: see what next follows.

6.- * * * - o #

5. Las-: see J-as-l, in the latter half of the para

graph. – 54-, determinate, and imperfectly

decl., (ISk, S, K,) because it has the quality of a

proper name and the fem. gender with 3, like

£ui &c., (TA) : The sea; (ISk, S, A, K.) as

also '3-a-9, and "###, (A, TA) or '#.

(So in a copy of the A.) [But it is used as a masc.

proper name; for] you say, usu. #44. l:

[This is the sea, in a state of rising, or becoming

full, or becoming high and full]. (S, T.A.. [In

one copy of the S, I find *: but in others,

13%, and in all, Cub.])

5-a- A palm-tree (i+3) of n:hich the dates

fall while unripe and green; ($, K;) as also
6 * o

"juas-2. (TA)

#: dim. of# =Also ! A woman n:ho

scarcely ever, or never, completes the fruit of her

womb, so that she casts it. (TA.)

&: A certain bird; (S, K;) also called

theJ# (S;) regarded as of evil omen when it

alighted upon the back of a camel: it is**

[i. e. green, or of a dark or an ashy dust-colour],

with redness in the a- [or part beneath the

beak], and is larger than the U.5 or certain

green, 9. dark or ashy dust-coloured, birds,

(j-as- ele,) also called ásy's : A'Obeyd asserts

that the Arabs loved them, and likened to them a

liberal, or bountiful, man: but ISd says, on the

95 *
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authority of the 'Eyn, that they regarded them as

of evil omen: (TA:) [Golius states, on the

authority of Meyd, that the &la- is a bird of a

blackish colour, called in Persian <\;=. See

Bochart's Hieroz. p. ii. col. 61; referred to by

Freytag.]– Also The [tree, or shrub, called]

<-2, when it has gronn tall. (TA.)

#. A certain bird, (K,) green or of a dark

or an ashy dust-colour (3-as-i). (TA.)

us.' . See *-- Also A certain plant.

(K.)

* * * *

L-as- [Green; verdant;] of the colour termed

#5 (S, A, Mab, K.) as also 'as (Msb, K.)
o • 6 J - s

and "5-aa- and "is-à- and "33-as- and

": (K, TA: the last two written in the

CK*: and *#) applied to a horse,

[and to a camel, (see ###) and to an ass, and

sometimes to a bird, and to a garment of the kind

called 4 s, and the like, and to various other

things, of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour; or

dingy ash-colour; or dark dust-colour;] of a

dust-colour intermiaed with* [i. e. blackness

or deep ash-colour]; which is the same as #3;

(S;) in horses being distinguished asź£i
* - o # 2 - 0 J - J - ©

and J-bi X: and &: **i. (TA: [see

the latter epithet in each of these cases :]) ap

plied to a man, [and to other things,] tanny, or

bronnish: (S:) [and blackish: and of a blackish

hue inclining to green :] and black; (S, K;)

black-complexioned: (TA:) [and intensely black:

it is said in the Msb, art. Lo-a-, that£9. is,
* - of

with the Arabs, 33-1; which may mean either

that green is, with the Arabs, termed 22-1, or

that -as-S) is, with the Arabs, black: but the
• - - 0 & - -

truth is, that each of the epithets 34: and s:

is sometimes used for the other: see what here

* - 0 &

follows, and see 33-i: in Har p. 495, it is er

roneously said, on the authority of Er-Rázee, that

the 23-1 is not termed by the Arabs -ad-l, although

the D-as-l is termed by them 32-1 because of its

intense #:- and Us) :] the fem. is 9:-; and

the pl. is -a-. (MSb, T.A.) You say 'W-as-39-->

A green, and fresh, or juicy, tree. (TA.) And
* - o # =>

--aē-i £ue Water inclining to a green colour, by
• * c :

reason of its clearness. (TA.) And 5:-" J-as-l

[lit. Tanny of skin :] meaning tof pure race;

because the complexions of the Arabs are tawny;

(S3) of genuine Arab race : (IB :) as in the say

ing of El-Lahabee, (S, TA,) El-Fadl Ibn-'Abbās,

(TA,)

2 * - o • * : * * <

* us:-}-e J-2 -ā-ā-9 U19 *

C - - & • • * - o &

* **) -- Us" *i-1,4- *

[And I am the tanny : n'ho knon's me? the

tawny of skin (or pure of race), of the family

that comprises the nobility of the Arabs]. (S,

IB.) And tâá'í 34: &% [lit. Such a one is

blackish, or blach, in the back of the neck :] mean

ing tsuch a one is the son of a black woman :

(A*, A ) or tone who is slapped on the bach of

his neck : (A:) or a freedman, or an emanci

pated slave. (TA) And c.141 as it

weaver: (A, TA:) because his belly, being stuck

close to his loom, becomes blackened by it. (TA.)

And**** ! An eater of onions and leeks:

or a tiller, or cultirator, of the ground; because

he eats herbs, or leguminous plants. (A.) And

-=ū." £4.> [lit. They are green in the

shoulders, from carrying the produce of their

land:] meaning ! they are in a state of great

plenty. (K, T.A.) And [hence, perhaps,] ú).5

*: | Such a one possesses abundant* [or

nealth, or prosperity]: (A, TA:) [or it may

mean goodness: for] #9), applied to a man,

is an epithet of praise, whereby he may be likened

to the sea, because it is described as green, or to

the [rain or herbage called] &#: in both cases

meaning + liberal, or bountiful; and it is so ap

plied because#: is of the colours of the Arabs:

and it is also an epithet of dispraise, as meaning

+black by reason of baseness, ignobleness, or mean

ness. (Ham p. 282.) And*:* ! A young

man whose hair has begun to gron, upon the sides

of his face. (TA) Andā-ā-ā:= An army,

or a troop of horse, overspread with the blackness

of iron : (S, TA:) or a great army or troop of

horse (K, TA) of n:hich most of the men are clad

in iron; like#: (TA:) because of the5:

of the iron: (A:) [i. e.] because of the blackness

thereof (TA.) And** J: ! Night is black.
d = - - * - d # o- * * *

(TA.) And [hence,] c'e-La-J -ad- U->

! Night [lit. the black-ninged] veiled him, con

cealed him, or covered him nith its darkness.

(A.) cGus:4, in the Kur [lv. 64, relating to

two gardens of Paradise], is explained by cl:54

because it means Inclining to blackness, by reason

of abundance of moisture, or irrigation. (S.) -

34-9 used as a subst.: see #44. -The fem.

#- [is also used as a subst., and] signifies

Green herbs or leguminous plants; (Msb, K;) as

also "####, (K:) pl. &#- by rule it

should be -as-; but as the quality of a subst.

predominates. in it. it has a Pl, like the pl. of a

subst, like -15))= -2 pl. of £9-2: (Msb:) this

pl. occurs in the saying (in a trad., TA) --> J-5

āş.A.e. <!2)-as-Ji There is no poor-rate in the case

ofgreen herbs or leguminous plants; (Msb;) or

fresh fruits and herbs or leguminous plants;

(TA;) or fruits, such as the apple and the pear

&c.; or herbs or leguminous plants, such as leeks

and smallage and rue and the like; and X+.
6 - © d.

pl. of 5-aa-, is sometimes substituted for it.

(Mgh.) [Hence,] 9-3' #3 *Gl, Inean

ing ! Avoid ye the beautiful noman that is of bad

origin: (S, A, Msb:) because what grows in a

a:- [or place which men have blackened by

their cooking, and where their camels or other

beasts have staled and dunged], though it may be

beautiful and bright, does not bear fruit [because

it is neglected, and left unwatered], (S, Msb,)

and soon becomes corrupt, or bad. (Msb. [See

also #2 : and see Jül #, in art. --~~.])–

And ###1, as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. predominates, (TA) #The sky, or

heaven; (S, A, K,) because of its greenness;

like as the earth is called #1. (TA.) You say,

4. #-f ###" <-- U. ![There is not under

the sky one more hateful than he]. (A.)- And

#: ! A bucket (A, K) with which water has

been drann long, so that it has become green or

blackish &c. (#1 U.-). (K.)– And tThe

congregated or collective body, and mass, or bulk,

of a people. (S, K.) So in the saying, # sui

ź. +[May God destroy the congregated or

collective body, mass, or bulk, of them]: (S:) or

this means, ! their stock (5-3) from nuhich they

have branched off; (A;) [for] #4. signifies

the origin of anything: (TA:) or, their life in

this present norld: (Fr, TA:) or, as some say,

their enjoyment and plenty; (TA;) [for] #4.

signifies prosperity, and plenty, and enjoyment:

(TA in a later part of this art. :) or the right

reading is >3:4, meaning “their prosperity,

and their pleasantness of life, or plenty and pros

perity.” (S. [See art. *])-54-1 äägi.

see 3-a-...-:), (T) or 5:1, (K.) The

domestic pigeons; (T, K;) so called although of

various colours, because their predominant colour

is aş, [or ash-colour], or5: [meaning a dark,

or an ashy, dust-colour]: thex+ and the 2:

[or spotted with white and black, &c.,] are espe

cially characterized by the faculty of rightly

directing their course. (T, T.A.)—£9. [a

pl. of*:S used as a subst.] ; Gold and flesh

meat and wine; as also #2-9 [as some explain

this latter]. (TA)—#4 also signifies fresh,
* - of -e o - ot

or recent: so in the saying, 2-ad-i U-- "Sl

![The affair between us is fresh, or recent]; and
** d - ** 6 - * * *

in like manner you say, 'W-aē-t-e- $33.9 |Love,

or affection, betneen us is fresh. (A.) And Soft,

or tender; applied to herbage, or seed-produce.

(TA)—[Hence] #-à:= t4 mode of life

soft, or delicate, and plentiful and pleasant.

(Harp. 639.)—#9 is also the name of [A

certain star, or asterism; most probably either

a of Piscis Australis or e of Pegasus, or some

star or asterism nearly in a line nith those two;]

one of the three# of the rain called -à-l;

namely, the middle * of those three 4×1, the

first being the &#: and the last, the foremost

of the &#: See #. (AZ, T and TA in art. is')

3:#dim.[of:9),(TA)[cantharide:

a kind of fly, (K,) green, of a dark or an ashy

dust-colour, (#) of the size of the black fly,

and called the Indian fly [as cantharides are by

the Arabs in the present day]; having properties

and uses mentioned in medical books. (TA.)=

Also A certain disease in the eye. (K.)

6 * > d > s •

5-as-2 : see -a-, in two places.

s : d 3- ... <

Ala-2 : see 5'-ad-.

6 : O - s ? -

29-as-e : see 2-ad-.

6 y o * s -

22-as- : see -a-, in two places: and see also
* * o #

J-aa-1, first sentence.

o o e * - d #

2-as- : see -a-, first sentence.
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2-à--&a=

Ay-as

6 * > d >- > * • * > *

Q. 1. Ú5') 4:4, inf n. 42'-as-, He cut

somen:hat of the extremity of the ear of a camel,

and left it dangling : or he cut the ear in halves:
o J. * * *

and you say also, Low--> b%:- [They so cut the

ears of their camels] : (TA:) or is: signifies

the cutting one of the ears only. (J.K.)- And

3,4- He mixed [a thing or things]. (IKh,

TA:) [and so 3,4- as is indicated in the K in

art. Lev-a-, by an explanation of the inf. n.]

And #: signifies also The making a thing

to be of an intermediate, or a middling, kind or

quality. (T.A.)

Q. 2. 3:45, said of butter [in the process of

formation], It became dissundered, or separated

[into clots], by reason of intense cold; and did

not coalesce; as also L2) as-5. (TA in art.

–2-a-.)

> *- A well having much nater; (JK, K;)

and so, [as some say,] a sea, or great river; but

its application as an epithet to a sea, or great river,

is disallowed by As: (S:) or a great sea: (K:) ac

cord. to some, so called because of its greenness;

and if so, the A is augmentative: (MF:) or water

copious and wide in the utmost degree: (Mz

49th £25 :) and anything much in quantity, or

copious, (S, K,) and wide, or ample: (S:) or it

signifies also nide, or ample, (K,) applied to any

thing: (TA) pl. , 4-3 (S3) and "X:

and W>44, also, signify much in quantity, or

copious, applied to water: (TA:) andX,+ is

applied in this sense as an epithet to 3-#. (S,"

TA.) – t Bountiful, or munificent; (JK, K;)

who gives many gifts: (S, K:) said to be likened

to the sea, or great river, to which this epithet is

applied; though As disallowed its application to

a sea, or great river: (S:) or likened to the well

to which the same epithet is applied: (JK:) and

à forbearing, or clement, lord, or chief; as also

">La-; pl. , 4- and #24- and 3,4,5

all applied peculiarly to men: (K:) not to wo.

men. (TK.)

><+ Sneet water: or water between sneet and

bitter: (Ki) on the authority of Yaakoob.

(TA.)=The young of the [kind of lizard called]

J. : (S, K.) accord to IDrd, in its first stage

it is called J- [after which he should have

6 - d - w * *

said, then, 53:] then it is called£: [q.v.];
* > * 3 - •

then, Lexas-; and then, -ă : he does not men
• 6 - d.

tion the term Gl-Ass, but AZ mentions it. (S.)
s

w d J. “ • *

Use-as-: See alolas-Jl.

g z Jº 6 & •

_2,\ad-: see Ley-as-, in two places.

#La-l A certain people of the -** [i. e.

Persians], (S, K,) of the sons of Färis, (S) who

nent forth [from their country] in the beginning

of El-Islám, and divelt in Syria : (S, K:) i. e.,

those people who went forth at that period dis

persed themselves in the countries of the Arabs;

some of them settling in El-Basrah, and these are

the 5,0. ; and some of them, in El-Koofeh, and

• • 3

these are the 5-cla-i.; and some of them, in Syria,

and they are the as Lā-, and some of them, in

El-Jezeereh, and they are the a-9-5 and some

of them, in El-Yemen, and they are the it: ; and

some of them, in El-Mowgil, and they are the

ai:- (S, TA:) the n. un, is 'J'. (K.)

Xà-*> [pass. part. n. of> *]. You say
6 - - d > f * ~ *

- aşū A she-camel having the extremity

of her car cut & K.) And is: &#4.

ear cut. (Mz.49th 82%)-Hence, as some say,

(Mz ubi suprà,) A man, (K, Mz,) or a poet, (S,

K,) who lived in the Time of Ignorance and in

that of El-Islám; (S, K, and Mz ubi supra;) as

though he were cut off from paganism to El

Islám; (Mz ubi supra;) or from infidelity; (IB,

TA;) as Lebeed, (S, K, and Mz 20th £25,) and

Hassán Ibn-Thábit, and Nábighah of the Benoo

Jaadeh, and Aboo-Zubeyd, and 'Amr Ibn-Sha-s,

and Ez-Zibrikán Ibn-Bedr, and 'Amr Ibn-Maadee

Kerib, and Kaab Ibn-Zuheyr, and, Maan Ibn

Qws: (Mz 20th £25 : [see also J-3-1, and

3al6:]) or a person who passed half of his life

in the Time of Ignorance, and half thereof in

that of El-Islám: (K:) [I have generally found

the word thus written;] but IB says that, accord.

to most of the lexicologists, it is "X, as , with

kesr to the 2; for the pagans, when they became

Muslims, cut somewhat of the extremities of the

ears of their camels (*! &#1 b%+) aS 3.

sign of their being Muslims in case of their being

attacked and plundered, or their being made war

with; (IB, TA;) and this they were ordered to

do in a manner different from that of the pagans:

(TA:) accord. to some, the epithet applied to a

poet of the class above mentioned is A-a-2, with

the unpointed C’ [i. e.>*-*.] from£

signifying £1, [like £1, as shown

above,] because of his mixing paganism with

El-Islām (M249th e” ) or> *- : (k in

art. A-a- :) and in like manner IKh explains

the epithet "X-3-4. (TA)- Also A black

man n'hose father is nºbite. (IKh, K.")- And

Deficient in respect of ~1; (K;) meaning

not of generous parentage. (T.A.)- And One

n:hose origin is suspected; or n:ho claims for his
J - d e /

father one who is not : (K:) and so Ay-as

−1 (S.T.A.) or< c, X,+ means of

mixed parentage. (TA.) One whose father is

unknon n : [or, app., accord. to the TA, whose

parents are unknown :] or one sprung from [a

succession of] concubines. (K.)- Uncircumcised.

(K.) And, with 3, applied to a woman, Cir

cumcised: (S, K:) or, as some say, cut, by a

mistake of the woman operating, in a place

not that of circumcision. (TA)- Flesh-meat

such that one knon's not nhether it be from a

male or a female. (S, K.)- Accord. to IAar,

who does not explain it, (ISd, TA,) it is applied

also to food, (ISd, K,) ISd thinks (TA) as mean

ing Insipid ; (ISd, K;) neither sneet nor bitter.

(ISd.)- And Water betneen heavy and light:

(T, K, TA:) or not sneet. (TA.)- See also

A)-aa-.
• •

6 d > y 6 * o - d.

Al-as-2 : see Ley-as-2, in two places.

• ? - 22 6 o' -- ~ *

Ay-as-2, applied to butter, [as also 2'-a-->

and Ley-a-2,] Dissundered, or separated [into

clots]; not coalescing; by reason of cold. (K.

[See Q. 2.])

* &a= J. J.

1 &á-, aor. 4, inf n & # (S, Msh, K)

and £4. and &#, or£. (TA,) He

was, or became, lonely, humble, or submissire, (S,

Mob, K.) 4 to him, (Mab, TA) [for instance,

to his creditor, (Msb,) or to God; (TA;) as

also "A-a-1, (§, K.) [and * *-as-31, (K in art.

£ "&####!: '#' 8,4+ is

nearly the same as &#, except that the latter is

mostly used in relation to the voice [or the eyes];

but the former is used as meaning in the necks :

(Msb:) or the former is in the body, ('Eyn and

K in art. 2:4-,) and signifies the acknowledg

ment of humility and submission; ('Eyn;) and

the latter is in the voice and in the eyes. ('Eyn

and Kubi supra.) It is said in a trad. respecting

the [devils'] hearing [the words of the angels]

by stealth, 4% Gū. [With submissiveness to

his saying, or to what he said]; or, accord. to

one relation, Gūā-, but it may be a pl. of
6 * • -

sus-; and accord. to another relation, it is

##, which is a pl. of £44. (TA)- He

was, or became, still, (K, TA,) and tractable, or

submissive. (TA)- He made his words soft to

a woman; as also " &a=1: (L:) or the latter

signifies his speech nas soft to a woman. (O, K.)

It is said in the Kur [xxxiii. 32), 3: S3

J#9 Then be ye not soft in speech. (TA.)

And you say,&: 4 <<-3*% ū &á

lves [He was soft to her in speech, and she was

soft to him, and he became excited to feel an

eager desire for her, or to lust after her]; (TA;)

and in like manner, "u-ālā-, (K,”TA,) inf n.

#34-3, (TA,) [he was soft in his speech to her,

she being soft in her speech to him.] And *ā

&- U.: They tryo (a man and a woman)

made soft discourse together, saying that which

excited each to feel an eager desire for, or to

lust after, the other, (TA from a trad.)- &ā-,

aor. *, inf. n. x-as-, [or, as in two copies of the

S, &ā-, though it seems that the verb is correctly

&ā-, not &+] IHe had a natural stooping of

the neck : (TA:) and he bent himself, or became

bent; as also " &a-l. (Zj) And W &a=!, said

of a hawk, He lonered his head to make a stoop,

or to pounce donn. (Z, T.A.)-[Hence,]<--a

J.' | The camels strove, or exerted themselves,

or hastened, in their pace, or going; (K;)

because, when they do so, they lower their necks.

(TA.) And 7 &a=!, (K,) said of a horse,

(IAar) [for the same reason,] +He went quickly,

or sniftly. (IAar, K.)—" &ā- ! The star,

or asterism, inclined (S, K, TA) to the place of

setting, (S, TA) or to setting (K, TA:) and in

like manner, J-: *a- ! the sun inclined
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&c.; like ~3- (TA) and use# 4

-=38. ! the stars inclined to setting. (Aboo

'Adnán, TA in art. x: .)=4<ā- He, or it,

rendered him still (K, TA) [and submissive:

see 1]: the verb being both intrans, and trans.

(TA) [see also 4.]- Also, (K,) inf. n. 8-a

and 82-a- (TA,) He, or it, caused him to have

a stooping neck; as also "as-as-l; (K;) i.e.,

bent him: (TA:) said of old age. (TK.) Jereer

says,

- -- ~ * * * * * * *

* us--> :9-1- ai/ --~! *

* Gö#14&# 3-5° *

[God hath prepared, for the poets, from me,

thunderbolts which make the necks to stoop to

Him]. (TA)–::" (#1 US; &ā-; in the

k :*:" Ji, but the former is the right; inf. n.

ex-a-; (TA;) He, or it, invited such a one to

that nihich was foul, abominable, or evil. (K,

T.A.)

2 : see 4.

3: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph.

4. &a=!, intrans.: see 1, in two places.=

a-a-i It (poverty) longered, humbled, or abased,

him; (Msb;) [as also *4-3-; for its inf n.]

&: signifies the rendering lowly, humble, Ol'

submissive; in Persian, J-312'> c.52's. (KL.

[But Golius, from the same source, explains the

verb as signifying “Submissum humilemque se
• Q- - - -

commonstravit.”]) [Hence,] ...!! J:

à-l-l (Zj, S, TA) Want, or need, [made me

lonely, humble, or submissive, to thee; or] con

strained me to have recourse to thee, and to

require thine aid. (TA.)-See also 1, near the

end of the paragraph.

7: see 1, first sentence.

8: see 1, in three places.

12. 845-a- : see 1, first sentence.

&: A plant bending by reason of softness, or

tenderness: ISd holds it to be formed after the

manner of a relative, or possessive, noun, because

&+] to which

it may be referred. (TA.) [The regular form, if

it were a part. n., would be &+, q. v.]

there is no verb [of the measure

6 - d - 6 * > * 6 * ~ * 6 -

ăa-aa-, or "as-as-: see āsā and &#9.

6 * * *

ăa-as-, see what next precedes.

#44. A man (S) who is lonly, humble, or sub

missive, to everyone. (S,Sgh, K.)– And One

who overcomes, or subdues, his adversaries, or

opponents, (K, TA) and humbles and abases

them. (TA.)

* J. •

82-a- see the next paragraph, in two places.

&*. Ionly humble, or submissive; (Msb;)

and W ex-a-signifies the same : (S. K.) [or

rather the latter is an intensive epithet, signifying

very 'ly, &c..]. the pl. of the former is&*

and &a= and &#, or&:- (TA:) [re:

specting the last two of which, see 1, second sen

tence:] and the pl. of " 3,4- is &#. ; (S, K;)

as in the phrase –0;" &#. >: [A people, or

company of men, very submissive in the "l.
J - © d

(S.) It is said in the Kur (xxvi. 8), #1-il.

3-4- Ú And their necks shall continue, the

pret being used in the sense of the aor., meaning

>3, (Jel) submissive to it: (Jel, TA:) the

original of the phrase is 3-su- ū bias; and

Guc! is redundantly inserted to show the place of

3,4- and the predicate is left in its original

state: (Bd:) or as the

Guel, it is allowable to make the predicate relate

to [the pronoun *, which is] the complement of

the latter word: (Sb, Kh:) or since the ex-a

is ascribed to the necks but really belongs to the

persons, the epithet has that form of pl. which is

proper to rational beings: (Jel: [and the like is

said by Bd:]) or LovšU.<! means their chiefs : or

their companies: but there is another reading

824- is only that of the

[which is literally grammatical], namely ā-sa

(Bd.)-The pl. &: is also applied to Women

n:ho have been [or n:ho are] soft in speech, and

still (IAir) (see 1.1– &és-X: [pl. of

ax.<\s-] Ostriches inclining their heads tonards

the ground in their places of pasture; and in like

manner, # [gazelles]. (TA)- &#5- J.'

! Camels striving, or exerting themselves, or

hastening, in their pace, or going; because, when

they do so, they lower their necks. (TA.)

&*- -: and *&á- A lor, or, depressed,

shoulder-joint. (T.A.) - &#124- _***- : Stars

inclining to setting, or to their places of setting.

(A, TA.)= Inviting to that which is foul, abo

minable, or evil. (TA.)

*- d. •
-

* : : Content with abasement ; fem. Ux-as-.

(Lth, K.)- Having a natural stooping of the

neck; (S, K;) applied to a man, (TA,) and to a

horse, (S, TA,) and a camel, and an ostrich, and

a gazelle. (TA.)- See also &+. near the end

of the paragraph.

U-as

1. J+, aor. :, inf. n. Jä- see 9, in two

places.

2 : see the next paragraph.

4. ala-' He moistened it ; or netted it; (S,

K.) as also '4.3-, int. n. J-a-5. (TA)

You say, £- **** <ia: His tears mois

tened, or netted, his beard. (JK, TA.) And

à-l £ia: The rain wetted him: (TA:), or

netted him much. (JK.)= See also 9.

8. 4-la. U.a.s.l. He (a man) became united

nvith his companion. (Fr, TA.)

9. J-a-, (S. K.) infn. J5-a-, (S) It was,

or became, moistened, or netted; (S, K;) as also

"J-a-i, (K, TA, [but not in the CKJ) inf n.

Júl, (TA; [perhaps a mistranscription for

"Jua-, inf n. J}<+!, but said by Freytag

to occur in the Deewan of the Hudhalees;]) and

"J-sa-l. (Fr. S. K.) inf a J-1 (S.)

and "J.a4. (K: [but see what follows:]) it is

said of a garment, and of the beard: (TA:) and

the first of these verbs signifies also it was, or

became, moist, so that its moisture became

sprinkled, or scattered in drops; (K,” TA; [ac

cord. to the explanation of the part. n.J

(q.v.) in the JK and Mil) and so "Jua-,

(K) inf n. J%-a-' (TA) and "J-a-, aor.",

(K,) inf. n. J- but Lth says, I have not

heard them say J-a- (TA)—J." J-a

The night became dark : (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

or the pleasant coolness of the night came. (T,

TA.)

11: see 9, in two places. - Also <--

##1, inf. n. J}<!, (S;) or 3-# Jua-,

and 'Jia-1, (IDrd, K;) The tree, or trees,

had many branches and leares: (IDrd, S, K:)

or became green, and fresh, or sappy, in the

branches thereof. (TA.)

- * D - ©

12. U-35-as-l: see 9.

Q. Q. 4 jail see 11.

J.- Moisture. (T.A.. [But perhaps this may
6. -

be a mistranscription for Jā-, inf. n. of J-a-.])

=Also, (JK, T, K) and "J-a-, (Isi, K.)

Pearls: (JK, K:) or clear large pearls: (K:)

or good, clear, lustrous, large pearls: of the dial.

of Yethrib. (T.A.)- And A nell-known kind of

beads: (ISk, K:) or a red bead: or a bead of

ivory: (TA:) n. un, with 3. (K.)- And #3

ilā-, (TA) or *i-su-, (J.K.) A clear large

pearl (JK, TA)

Já-. see the next preceding paragraph.

J-a-A thing, (S) or roasted meat, (JK, T,

M, K,) moist, or juicy, (JK, T, S,) and nell

cooked: (T:) or dripping with its gravy; or

succulent, and dripping with its juice: (M, K:)

and anything moist so that its moisture becomes

sprinkled, or scattered in drops ; (JK, M, K;")

as also "J- (K: in the copies of which we

2 < * 2° . * -->

find -à: in the place of Jā; the latter

being the reading in the [JK and] M, T.A.)

Applied to a plant, or herbage, Soft, or tender.

(S, T.A.)- And hence metaphorically applied to

life : you say J+ J', (Harpp. 54-55,) and

"J-a-, and "J-a-, (K,) A soft and delicate

life. (K, and Har ubi supra)

ătă: A plentiful, and a pleasant or an easy,

and a soft or delicate, state of life. (K, T.A.. [In

the CK,£ is erroneously put for £LD

You say, J: &: alá: Lé." They are in a

plentiful, and a pleasant or an easy, and a soft or

delicate, state of life. (TA) And ai: , A

day of plenty, and pleasure or ease, and softness

or delicacy, (JK, K;) or a day of plenty; or

of abundance of herbage, or of the goods or con

veniences or comforts of life; and of pleasantness

and easiness of life. ($, TA.) And es' ū;

-: &- alā- We alighted among green, soft

or tender, fresh herbage. (TA.)– Also A wife:

(K:) or a name for a woman : (K,” TA:) and
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a soft, or tender, woman. (JK, K.)- And The

rainbon. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, K.) And A halo

round the moon. (AA, TA)-One says also,

4:9-4- &: J:s, meaning Let me alone, and

cease from thy vain, or false, sayings or actions.

(TA.)

*** A. *% [or meadon-] (IDrd, S, K) that

is luxuriant and moist. (I Drd.)

J- : See J-a-—i- # :

6 d -

see U-aa-.

6 & d’

Ja: ; see J-a-.

6 - © 6 - d.

U-as-e: see U-as-2.

B & J. 6 -

U-as-2 : see J-aa-.

* -

1. *-a+, aor.” (S, K;) and ---, aor. 2;

(JK, K.) inf n. 4-5 (JK, S, K.) He (a

man) ate a thing nith the whole of the mouth :

(AS, S:) or he ate, (K,) in a general sense:

(TA:) or he ate nith the more remote of the

teeth: (K:) Xà signifies the “eating with the

nearer of the teeth;” (TA;) [i. e., “with the

teeth of the fore part of the mouth :” or the

“eating with the extremities of the teeth:” see

art. --as:] or [he ate so that] he filled his mouth

with that which he ate : or it relates peculiarly

to the thing that is moist, or juicy, as the cu

cumber, (K,) and the like: (TA :) or he ate in

the enjoyment of". plentiful and pleasant life:

(JK, TA:) or Lo-as- referring to a man is like

> * referring to a beast. (TA.)-And+,

aor. -, (JK, K,) inf. n. as above; (TA;) and

"4-a-l; (JK, K.) He cut it; or cut it off:

(K:) or he cut it in pieces. (JK.)- *...*

* 32, (K) accord to IAar, (TA) signifies

He gave him of his property; (K;) [as though

he cut off for him a portion thereof;] but Th re

jects this, and says that it is .as. (TA)

8 : see 1. - [Hence,] 4:->: -:

The snºord cuts, and eats, its scabbard, (K,) by

reason of its sharpness; mentioned by J as a

meaning of...a...: [see 8 in art. As-as-:] and

- O - J.

•láall>: cuts the bone : and 853) [the fore

arm]. (TA.)-And&" _o-ass-1 He stopped

the way, robbing and slaying passengers. (K.)

ad-:

i:- i. q. i---, (K) i. e. A certain bead,

or gem, mentioned before. (TA.)

6 d tº

See Lo-ad-.

6 - d.

Al-as-, see what next follows.

6 * > /

a-La-, 4. thing that is eaten in the manner

termed L-a-, [see 1;] (K;) as also "Xuâé.

[expressly said to be like *54, otherwise it would

seem to be24- like >uai, to which it is op

posed,] (TA) [and "...a..., as is indicated in

the K in art. Lo-aş, opposed to Xài. in that art.

(q.v.) in the S and K.]

6 - © -

L-as-e: see what next precedes.

lad

- 3 -

1. £-, aor. 2, inf. n. **, He made [a line,
of: • *

or lines, or] a mark, U3, 9 Lake, upon the ground.

(Msb.) You say, J.S. es' X-5, 1,4-, aor, and

inf. n. as above, The diviner made a line, or a

mark, or lines, or marks, upon the ground, and

then divined. (TA.) And -> *:: £- >5.

*#. J% [The diviner makes lines, or marks,

nith his finger upon the sand, and divines]. (S.)

Th says, on the authority of IAar, that L-l źle

is J% J- [or geomancy]: I’Ab says that it is

an ancient science, which men have relinquished:

but Lth says that it is practised to the present

time; [to which I may add, that it has not even

now ceased; being still practised on sand and the

like, and also on paper;] and they have con

ventional terms which they employ in it, and they

elicit thereby the secret thoughts &c., and often

hit upon the right therein: the diviner comes to

a piece of soft ground, and he has a boy, with

whom is a style; and the master makes many

lines, or marks, in haste, that they may not be

counted; then he returns, and obliterates leisurely

lines, or marks, two by two; and if there remain

two lines, or marks, they are a sign of success,

and of the attainment of the thing wanted: while

he obliterates, his boy says, for the sake of augur

ing well,& *-i &= G. [0 troo sons of

'Iyán (meaning two lines or marks), hasten ye

the manifestation]: I’Ab says that when he has

obliterated the lines, or marks, and one remains,

it is the sign of disappointment: and AZ and

Lth relate the like of this. (TA.) It is said in a

trad. of Mo’áwiyeh Ibn-El-Hakam Es-Sulamee,
w • * >

traced up by him to its author, c- es: Clás

*-i- J --> <- #3 & #####" (4

prophet of the prophets used to practise geo

mancy; and he who matches his geomancy knows

the like of his knon ledge]. (TA.) You say also,

when a man is meditating upon his affair, and

considering what may be its issue, or result, &\s

J.S. es' *: ! [Such a one makes lines, or

(TA.) [See also

<<: and see St. John's Gospel, ch. viii. verses

6 and 8.] And #1 * :- means : He

nvalked, or nent along. (TA)—Also, (S, Msb,)

aor. as above, (Msb,) and so the inf. n., (Msb,

K.) He wrote (S, Msb, K) a writing, or book,

(Msb) or a thing, (TA,) with the reed prepared

for that purpose, (S, K,) or with some other

thing; (K, TA) [and so "al-, for £5 is

syn. Twith **, or, as in the ..T. like Jala-5;

whence the saying, 453 asks --Jalas- His sins

were written [or registered] against him. (TA.)

-āk-" Lá-. and -: wa- see 8; for the

latter, in two places.- [Hence,]*£- + He

prohibited it; or took it for himself; relating to
-

• w J

las-: or L-: see 8.

marks, upon the ground].

anything (KTA)—4:

—##" Lá- see 8.- : -:U <-à

41.3% ![I cut, or clave, with the snoord his face

and his waist]. (TA) And c'. -:U al

! [He clave him, or it, in halves nith the snoord].

(TA) And # 5 - (< *%+ the contended

with him in running, and did not cleave his dust.

(JK, S, A, L.)—ts:# * : [God made its

(a land's) rain-giving star or asterism (see #)

to pass it over : or may God make &c.]: from

i.e- signifying “a land not rained upon be

tween two lands that have been rained upon.”

(S, TA:") it was said by I’Ab [in a tropical

sense, by way of imprecation, with reference to a

woman], when he was asked respecting a man

who had put the affair of his wife in her own

hand and she had in consequence divorced him

by a triple sentence: (S:) accord. to one relation,

it is th-, the meaning being “may he make its

rain to miss it.” (S, TA:) and accord. to another,

"J"- originally al-, like &júl Jaii: the

former, or first, is the weaker, or weakest, in

authority, of these relations. (TA. [See also 2 in

art. th-.])

2. al-, inf n. +++5. [He marked neith

lines, streaks, or stripes. Also] He wove a piece

of cloth nith lines, streaks, or stripes. (KL.)

And He dren lines well and elegantly. (KL.)

See also 1, in two places, in the latter half of

the paragraph.

4: see 8, in three places.

8. al-' L-1 (M9, K) or 4-is uk-,
(S,) He took the al- [q. v.] to himself, and (K)

made a mark upon it, (S, K,) in order to its

being known that he had chosen it to build there

a house; (§, TA;) as also "ta- (as in some

copies of the Ki) or "Úja-1, (as in other copies

of the K, and as in the TA:) and -is "uis

(TA:) and he alighted and took up his abode in

the al- none having done so before him; as

also -: *uk- (K.) [And hence, L-1 sig

nifies also He founded a town or the like.]

** L-1 : His face became marked neith lines

[app. by the growth of his beard]; (K, TA;) as

also *5-; (K, L, TA;) or "1.4-5 (JK;) or

**s-l: (CK:) or tthe hair of his beard ectended

[so as to form lines] upon the two sides of his face.

(A, TA)-X): a-i tThe two sides of the

boy's, or young man's, beard grew forth; (§, L,

K, TA;) as also "Lé-, or "la-l. (K, accord.

to different copies.)

£- A line, streah, or stripe; in, or upon, a

thing (K.) pl. bk+(8 K) and bu:i5 (K.)

the latter, [a pl. of pauc.,] used by El-'Ajjāj:

(TA:) and*# is [syn. with 1.4 as explained

above, being] a subst: from [the inf n.] £-l.

like as #3 is from #51: (S, K:*) you say,

'95. A.- : L' Upon the back of the
ass are tro lines, or streaks, differing in colour

from the rest of the body. (TA.)- [In mathe

matics, A line. And hence, 4:9. L-The equi

noctial line.]- A slight track, or path, or road,

in plain, or smooth, or soft, ground: pl. as above.

(K.) And A road, or path: (Th, K.) as in the

saying, U.S. & # 95 is 4.5 × [Keep

thou to that road, or path, and do not deviate
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from it at all]: or in this sense the word is '#.

(TA.) Also A road, or nay, or street, that is

a common thoroughfare; and so *::.. (IDrd,

K.)-f(A streak, or stripe, of herbage.] You

say, J-59 es' *** $& #The herbage consists

of streaks, or stripes, upon the ground; the rain

not having watered the country in common. (L,

TA.)– Writing, and the like. (TA.) [Hand

writing. Character; or particular form of letters.

-See also 1.]

L

the tribe. (AA, K.)

1,4- See in-i-and see also i.e., in two

places.

J. 3 -

i: ; see L-, in two places.- Also An af.

fair: a matter: a case: an event: a state, or
6 og *

condition : syn.: (S, K:) and is: (S:) or

the like fias (JK, K.) and ~#4 andJ

(TA:) or ill- (Mgb:) or, as some say, a du

bious affair, of great magnitude or moment, to

accomplish which, or to perform which, one finds

not the n'ay: (Harp. 436:) and a quality, or

property (Msb.) You say, --- it: 4:
*

[I required, or constrained, him to do an affair

of difficulty; or to become in a state of abase

ment, or ignominy]: and 3. āi-[an evil affair].

(L.) And --~ & al-J's 34 [He re.

quires, or constrains, me to do an affair of diffi
6 d -

culty; &c.]. (J.K. [See also -ā-ā-.]) And it is
- - g * * oc * **

said in a trad., of Keyleh,J-: & *...* Us! AX2'

3--" #5 &- *:: âi-li [Is the son of this

woman to be blamed for deciding the affair, or

matter, or case, &c., and defending himself in the

absence of the nurongdoers who would prevent his

obtaining his right; or, of those n:ho defend men,

one from another, and decide between them

justly?]: i.e., when a dubious event, to the en

countering of which he does not find the right

way, befalls him, that he should not care for it,

but decide it so as to settle it and extricate himself

s -

from it. (S, T.A.) [See also je-la-.] Also, in a

trad. respecting El-Hodeybiyeh, #. L'- S
• * o so e o & 3 • * * * * • * * * - - - - -

tsu! …las S. Jud all -- we cº-l:

[They shall not ask of me a matter wherein they

honour the sacred things of God, (exalted be He,)

but I will grant it to them]. (TA.) And in the
• * - ©-> • * ~ * * J. J.- e. - - - •

same, as: : il-Lélé Jä, ä He hath

proposed to you a case ofevident rectitude; there

fore do ye accept it. (TA.) And Taabbata

sharrà says,

* #2, #4 G = < *

* * * * w " * > * * * * * *

* 2-12-Ju Jiā's A3 Wel: *

[They are two cases; either bondage and reproach,

or else blood; and slaughter is more befitting to

the free, or ingenuous]: he means cut- (S.

[See Ham p. 34.])- Also A course, as in the

phrase āşū it. A distant, or far-extending,

course. (S.T.A.) You say also, #. +, i. e.

- -:) al. i. (Take thou the course of ex

see #4, in two places. - The place of

acting thy right, or due, with equity]; meaning

-i.e.: [exact thou thy right, or due, with equity].

($5–4 proof; an evidence; a testimony: an

argument; a plea; or an allegation; syn.i:

(Q, TA) so in the phrase, 29 & J X

al:- [app. Establish thou a proof, &c., against

this thing, or case]; as is said in the “Nawādir.”

(TA)- An object of nant which one has de

termined to accomplish: as in the saying, ā

it: -:& He came having in his mind [lit.

his head) an object of nant &c. : [but see the last

sentence in this paragraph :] the vulgar say

i: (S, L ) the former is the word used by

the Arabs: (L:) the latter, however, occurs in

the “Nawādir” of AZ; therefore the attribution

of it to the vulgar demands consideration. (T.A.)

– Boldness to undertake affairs. (K.)– Ig

norance. (K.) You say, #4. 4-5 U. In his

head is ignorance: or, as some say, some affair :

and it has another meaning explained above.

(TA.)

#4. A piece of ground, or land, n'hich a man

takes to himself, and upon which he makes a

mark, in order to its being knonen that he has

chosen it to build there a house; whence the

laias of El-Koofeh and of El-Basrah: (S:) or a

piece of ground, and a house, which a man takes

to himself, and upon n'hich he makes a mark, in

land not possessed, that he may have it for him

self exclusively, and build there; this being

done when the Sultán gives permission to a

number of the Muslims to found houses in a par

ticular place, and to make their abodes there, as

they did in El-Koofeh and El-Basrah : (L:) or

a place which is taken and marked for building

houses, or for habitation, or the like: (Mgh,

Msb:) or, as is said in the Bári', a piece of

ground, or land, which a man takes to himself,

and upon n:hich he makes a mark, it not having

belonged to any one before him; as also ":- 5

(Msb;) which latter is explained by IDrd as

signifying a place which one takes to himself,

and marks, from other places: (IB, L:) or both

signify a piece of land in nihich one alights and

takes up his abode, none having done so before

him: (K:) the pl. of the former is *i- (S,

Msb.) - [Hence,] >'' Al- &: &%

![Such a one exhibits in himself the marks of

generous, or honourable, qualities]. (TA.)

*** A wild bull, (§, L.) and any beast, (L)

that marks the ground nith the eactremities of his

hoofs. (S, L.)

**- 215 [A valley not rained upon]. (AO,
TA voce #4, q.v.) And i.e- [or 6 cs.

6 * • J&J'

ale-la-] Land not rained upon; (TA) as also

'#- (K:) or land not rained upon betneen

two lands that have been rained upon : (S, K:)

or land of n:hich part has been rained upon, (K,

TA,) and part has not : (TA:) or land not

rained upon surrounded by land that has been

rained upon; (ISh;) as also " the latter word:

(AHn:) pl. of the former, £ua- (S)-Hence

the saying of a certain Arab, to his son, Aj'

4.# 34 U.* Jill âi-la- ! [Keep thou

to the condition of abasement in fear of what is

more grievous than it]. (IAar, M.)—i.e

also signifies A strip of ground differing in rough

ness and smoothness from what is on either side of

it: pl. as above. (L.)

bu: A practiser of nhat is termedb: Xie

[or geomancy]. (Lth.)- [Also A practiser of

the art of n:riting :] a caligraphist. (KL.)

#. & Spears of El-Khatt; so called

from L-M, a place in El-Yemāmeh, (S, Msb)

also called** i.e., (S) because they are brought

thither (S, Msb) from India, (S,) and straightened

in that place, (S, Msb,”) which is a coast for

ships; not that the canes grow there: (Msb:) or

they are so called from i- which is the station

for ships in El-Bahreyn, because they are sold

there; not that it is the place of their growth :

this place is also called i-l. (K:) but this

demands consideration; for it is said [in the 'Eyn,

i. e.] by Lth, (TA,) or by Kh, (Mgb,) that when

you convert the rel. n. into a subst., you say

W#, (Msb, TA,) with kesr to the &’ (Msh,)

#: +3. (Msb,

TA,) with kesr, (Msb,) but when you convert

the rel. n. into a subst., you say, #e3, (Msb,

T.A.) with damm, to distinguish the subst: from

the rel. n., without *:: (M'.) a single spear

of this kind is called J#- − (TA) AHn

says that J.--" signifies the spears; and that it

is a rel. n. used in the manner of a proper name;

being a rel. n. from L-1, which is&# **,

where ships moor when they come from India.

(TA.)

without 2-lo), like as you say,

6 * *

aelad-: see the next preceding paragraph.
- -

£4 + Delicate in beauties. (IAar.) [See

also lab-..]

3 - -

las-e [A place marked neith a line or lines,

nith a streak or streaks, or with a stripe or

stripes]. (TA in art. Al2.)

i- A nooden instrument with n hich one

makes lines or marks or the like: (S:) or the

nooden instrument neith n'hich the neaver makes

lines or marks or the like, in, or upon, a piece of

cloth. (L, K.)

ti- A (garment of the kind called] =,

(S, TA) and a date, and a wild animal, (TA,) or

anything, (K, TA,) marked with lines, streaks, or

stripes. (S, K, T.A.)-; Beautiful; (K, TA;)

applied to a boy [whose hair of his beard has

appeared upon the sides of his face, forming lines];

as also "i- [originallyi.e.: see 8]. (TA)

bu- [A nooden ruler;] an instrument of

wood by means of which lines are made even.

(S, O.)
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**- A book or the like noritten in, or upon.

(TA.)

s -

i...— . See lak-4.

p

Ula

1. &b- is syn, with "ta-1, inf n. ###! and

W ill-, (K,) which latter, mentioned by AAF,

on the authority of AZ, is extr. in the case of a

triliteral [unaugmented] verb, and more so in the

case of a quadriliteral [i. e. a triliteral augmented

by one letter], (TA) and with 'tū-5; sig

nifying He did nrong; or committed a mistake,

or an error: (K:) [and if this and similar ex

planations be correct, th- may be an inf n. of

the first of these verbs, and a quasi-inf n. of the

second and third:] or "ta- and 'tiss have

this signification : (S:) and &k-, aor. :, inf. n.

th- and itka-, (S, K,) signifies he committed a

sin, a crime, or an act of disobedience for which

he deserved punishment: (S, K:*) or he com

mitted a fault or an offence or an act of disobe

dience [in an absolute sense]: (K,” TA:) or,

accord. to AO, (Msb,) or A 'Obeyd, (TA,)

&le-, inf n. th-, signifies he committed a fault,

an offence, or an act of disobedience, uninten

tionally, as also "ta-1: (Mab, T.A.) or, as

others say, &l- means [he committed a fault,

&c.,] in religion; and "Ulaa-, in anything; in

tentionally or unintentionally : (Msb:) &=- in

religion; and "tlas-l, in calculation [&c.]: (As,

M, TA:) or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, (TA,) you

say, 4:22 Us" &l-, (K,TA, [in a MS. copy of

the K and in the CK," *:: Us',]) and * Ulaa-1,

meaning he pursued a nurong way in his religion,

intentionally or otherwise : (K, TA:) or &l

signifies he committed an act of disobedience

intentionally; (Msb, TA;) so accord. to the

’’Ináyeh, and the like is said in the A; (TA;)

and "ta-1, he did nºrong, meaning to do

right : (Az, Msb, TA:) [and this distinction is

agreeable with general usage:] accord. to AHeyth,

you say,<< (~ <-in- [Thou didst wrong, in

that nihich thou didst,] intentionally; and'#

<< ū. [or axi-2 U. or 4.x…o (* Thou didst

wrong, in that which thou didst,] unintentionally.

(TA.)- See also 4, in two places ==ti

ts...}. jail, aor. *, ' The cooking-pot threw up

its froth, or foam, or scum, (K, TA,) in boiling.

(TA.)

2, #4-,(S, Msh,K)infinish:5 and£5,

(S, K,) He said to him, <!: [meaning Thou

hast done wrong, or committed a mistake or an

error]: (S, Msb, K:) or he pronounced him, or

asserted him, to be doing wrong, or committing a

mistahe or an error. (Msb.) You say, &
• •

J:- &ti- [If I do nºrong, &c., tell me

that I have done so]. (S.) - Also He made it
o ~ * * * * *

to miss: so in the saying, us: # U.<- God

made, or may God make, its [i. e. a land's] star,

or asterism, to miss; so that the rain which the

star or asterism should have brought did not, or

Bk. I.

shall not, fall upon it. (TA.) This was [also]

said by I’Ab [in a tropical sense] with reference

to a woman, as an imprecation, in disapproval of

her conduct. (Mgh.) As some relate this saying,

the verb is L.A., (Mgh, TA) and the meaning,

God made, or may God make, its [rain-giving]

star or asterism, to pass it over, and not send

rain upon it: and in this case it may be, (TA,)

or it is, (Mgh,) from i.e., signifying “a land

not rained upon (Mgh, TA) between two lands

that have been rained upon;” (Mgh;) the verb

being originally al- and the final la being

changed into U4. (Mgh, T.A.. [See art las-.])

.# is [here] the sing of #1," meaning the “Man

sions of the Moon,” also called the “stars, or

asterisms, of rain.” (Mgh.) [See more in the

first paragraph of art. las-: and see also 4 in the

present art..] Accord. to Fr, 2: Ji- and

++ are syn. [as meaning He made the arron,

to pass over, or to miss, the mark]. (TA.) One

says also,:* &#. [May evil be made to

miss thee;] i. e., may evil be repelled from thee.

(ISk) And £1 a ti - [app for "t:

Evil missed thee, or may evil miss thee. (AZ.)

4. th-, inf n. fü:- and #bl: see 1, in

eight places. *:::i, for&: should not be

said: (S:) it is a word of weak authority; or a

mispronunciation: (K:) but some use it; (S,

Sgh, TA;) because a change of this kind is gene

rally allowed by some of the writers on inflec

tion. (TA) See also 5-sub-, (S,K) which

signifies, He [or it] missed, or failed of hitting,

it [or him], (TA) and 'stels: ($, K) and

* 5th-3 (K) and a 'tiss (TA) [and "4:a-,

as will be seen from what follows,] are syn. (S,

K, TA.) [See also 2, last sentence.] You say,

J3;á' J-5 tes. The archer, or throner,

missed the mark; or failed of hitting it. (TA.)

And2: sta- The arrow [missed it, or him,

or] passed beyond it, or him: and you may also say,

**, suppressing the *. (Msb.) And th

&" [He missed the way; or] he deviated

from the way. (TA.) And $: th- [+ His star,

or asterism, missed]; said of him who has sought

an object of want and not succeeded in attaining

it: (TA:) and to a person in this case one says,

95% u- [+Thy star, or asterism, has missed].

(Mgh. [See also 2.]) And 3-1 su- The

right, or due, was, or became, [out of his reach,]

or far from him. (Msb.) Owfa Ibn-Matar El

Mázinee says,

* - d g » ow

* #3: *-ū-5 *

[meaning The arron's missed his bonels]. (S.)

And AO, (S,) or A ’Obeyd, (TA,) says that

W &l- and ü- are syn.; citing, as an ex., the

saying of Imra-el-Keys,

• Salé &#4 #1 * ~#4 "

(S, TA,) meaning [O the grief of Hind,] when

they (the troop of horse) missed the sons of

Káhil; (TA;) c):las being here used in the

sense of&:i, (S, TA,) which latter, accord. to

Az, is the more proper in this case. (TA)=

*:: o # , - . • •

oUlad-i Ue is an expression of wonder [meaning

Hon, sinful, or criminal, or intentionally-disobe

dient, or intentionally-n-rongdoing, is he l] from
• * # - of

&las-, not from tas.i. (S.)

5: see 1, in two places: -and see also 2, last
• few

sentence; and 4, in two places.– L. al ua-5• # 9 - •

at: He addressed to him the question with the

desire of causing him to make a mistake : (TA:)

or i, q. " taki. (S)=#3 also signifies The

feigning a nurong action, a mistake, or an error.

(KL. [See also 6.])=And The charging another

neith a nurong action, a mistake, or an error.

(KL. [See also 2.])

6. tel-5 He imputed to himself a nurong

action, a mistake, or an error, not having com

mitted any. (KL. [See also 5.]) = See also 4,

in two places.

10. -ti- She (a camel) did not conceive,

or become pregnant. (TA. [See also the part. n.,

below.])

s

d = * * *

*lad-: see Ulaa-.

d * -o -

*lad-: see at-la-.

s

th- A n'rong action; a mistake, or an error;

contr. of 432, as also "fuss (S, Msh, K) and

*:::: (K:) accord. to some, it is syn. with

#E4. and th-, and is an inf. n. used as a sim

ple subst.; but accord. to others, (TA,) it signi

fies an unintentional fault or offence or dis

obedience; (K, TA;) a subst. from ti-i: (M,

Msb: [see 1, first sentence:]) and accord. to the

M, *#4 is a subst, from &b- [and therefore

syn. with £es. accord. to the general acceptation

of 3'-l. (TA)

st-[so in the TA, app. iii-14 land which

the rain misses, while it falls upon another near

it. (TA. [See 2.])

* : see ta-, in two places.

£es. (S, K) and#, a change of this kind

being allowable in this and in similar cases, (S,

TA,) A fault, an offence, or an act of disobe

dience; (S, K;) or such as is intentional; (K;)

like **k-, (S. K.) which is an inf n., thus used

aS a subst.; (Msb;) meaning a sin, a crime,

or an act of disobedience for "hich one deserves

punishment : (S:) pl. üua-, (Lth, S, K,) ori

ginally &u-, (Lth,Si) and Ju- also, (K,

TA, [in a MS. copy of the K &u-.]) or this

is [anomalous and] incorrect, unless with the

art. Ul, being otherwise itlas-, (MF;) and

Jus-, [an anomalous pl.,] of which Th gives

an ex. in the following verse, related to him by

IAar:

• * : <<35 u &#J8
- - - - of- of o ***, * :

* w!2-23 -\la-l & "ua- *

[For every man is appointed, in the world to

come, the recompense of what his soul has pre

pared, or laid up in store, for him : its wrong

96
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actions, if it have done nurong; and its right

action]. (L)–: #1- and is: #4. are ex

pressions likeX: J.' and i: J. : you say,

2.72 •f 3 3. * * ** 3:*, *

U’).5 ** Us,' ' Us! - A22 A:las- [app, mean

ing It were a crime that a day should pass with me

without my seeing in it such a one; or perhaps, it is

a rare event that a day passes with me &c.; see

what follows]. (TA.)- A little, or small quan

tity, or a fen, or small number; of anything.

(K, TA.) You say, -*. &: #4. ai: c."

[Upon the palm-tree are a fen, fresh ripe dates]:

and 3-3 & #5- c.5% J. L. (In the
land of the sons ofsuch a one is] a small number

of nild animals that have missed their [nonted]

places and are in what are not their accustomed

places. (TA.)

#4. A man who constantly adheres to faults,

offences, sins, crimes, or acts of disobedience for

which he deserves punishment. (TA.)

&hl= Intentionally doing that which is not

right; (El-Umawee, S;) intentionally pursuing a

wrong way in his religion; (K;) intentionally

doing that nihich he is forbidden to do. (Mgb.)

[See 3'- of which it is the part. n.] —[Also

Missing the mark. Hence the saying,] &

*> &#13-1 [With those that miss is an

arron, that goes right, or hits the mark], (S, K;)

&#9- being pl. of i.e., meaning that misses

the butt : (Harp. 481:) a prov., (S) applied to

him who frequently errs, but sometimes does

right; (S, K;) or to the niggard who some

times gives notwithstanding his niggardliness.

(A’Obeyd.)

à-la-: see 1, first sentence.

&b- [act part. n. of 4, q.v.;] One who

does wrong, meaning to do right. (El-Umawee,S.)

[&#: signifies the same as £, or nearly

so: and hence the saying,] •ue: &- &#ü

Jäes-J), (TA in the present art.,) or ** 1:50

--> -si-.” &- [the last word being app.

-ā-ji, and the lit. meaning, Thy she-camel, or

this thy she-camel, is of those that step over the

carcasses;] i.e. she is hardy and strong, such as

nill go on, and leave behind [others that have

fallen donn and died] (-āk-5 [so in the TA,

app. -āj-,]) until she [herself] has fallen down

(-laa- i.e Us!!). (AZ, TA in art. 2.1ad-.)

£:, applied to a she-camel, ti, q. J.

[i.e. Not conceiving, or not becoming pregnant

during a year, or two years, or some years; &c.:

see its verb, 10]. (K, T.A.)

-la

1. -a-, (S.K.) or £4.++, (A,) aor. *,

(TA) inf. n. 4-la--, (S, K,) or this, accord. to

some, is a subst: used as an inf. n., (TA) and

* (K) said of a-la- (A) or -elé, (K)

[He recited a as: (q.v. infra),] x: c."

[upon the pulpit]; (§, K3) as also "...la-l.

($) Andžān -e-, (Msb) and 2% As,

(Th, Mob) aor. *, (Msb) inf n. #4, (Th,

Msb,) [He recited a a.k.a. to the people, and over

the people, i.e. on the pulpit, beneath which they

sat: or] he delivered an exhortation, or admo
-ño- - -

nition, to the people. (Mgb.) - 39-3) ++,

(S, A,” Msb, K.) aor. as above, (TA,) inf. n.
^ - O

à-la-, (S, A, K,) or this is a simple subst, (Mab,)

and ~#4 (Lh, K) and U-b- (T. S. K.)

and *u-la-l; (§, K.) He asked, or demanded,

the noman in marriage. (Mgb.) In the following

verse of 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, respecting Jedheemeh

El-Abrash, and his asking in marriage Ez-Zebbă,

* +…+3 −3% G, L-4: "

* - a U +93 C-43 "

[For the ashing in marriage of her who acted

perfidiously and treacherously: for they (i. e.

women) are possessed of secret malevolence: may

they be disgraced and accursed:] c-i- is syn.

with a las-: (S:) accord. to Lth, it is a simple

subst: ; but AM says that he is in error, and that

it is an inf. n. (TA.) You say also, #3 -i

2%l e' He asked, or demanded, the woman in

marriage, of the people. (Mgb.) And -ia

&#3 e." [He asked, or demanded, a noman in

marriage, of such a one]. (TA) AndL*-i

*-i al- He asked, or demanded, a noman in

marriage, nºhen another had done so, and she had

inclined to the latter, and he and she had agreed

to a certain don'ry, and had approved each other,

and nothing remained but to conclude the con

tract; the doing of which is forbidden: but it is

not forbidden to ask in marriage a woman when

another has done so if she and the latter have not

agreed, nor approved each other, nor has either
* - /

of them inclined to the other. (TA.)- C').5

lić- J.-+: | Such a one seeks, or desires,

to do such a thing. (A, TA)=-|--, [aor. *,]

inf n. #U.-, He became a -la- (S) =

-b-, aor. 3, (J.K. K.) inf n ++, (S.T.A.)

He, or it, was, or became, of the colour termed
6 - d. , - -

a las-: (S," K:) or his, or its, colour was, or

became, what is thus termed. (JK.)

2. <!-- He granted his request of a noman

in marriage; as also "a las-l. (TA.)

3. *ku-, (A, Msb, TA) or *%+ 4*u-,

(S, TA) inf n. #1-4 and usa-, (S, Msb)

He talked, spoke, conversed, or discoursed, with

him; held a colloquy, dialogue, conversation, or

discourse, with him : (Msb, TA:) he talked to

him, spoke to him, or addressed him, face to face;

accosted him with speech or words. (A.) [Hence,]

-us- -5- [A particle of allocution]: such is

the - in Giand <i, (Mughnee and K on the

letter -,) and such is the 9 in 913 &c. (I’Ak

p. 36; &c.)- He consulted nith him. (TA.)

- ~\las Ji U.a5 [as used in the Kur Xxxviii. 19]

means The deciding a case, or passing sentence,

or judging, with evident demonstration, or proof;

or by testimony confirmed by oath: (K, TA:) or

the deciding betneen truth and falsehood, and

distinguishing betneen just judgment and the con

trary thereof: (TA:) or understanding, intelli

gence, sagacity, or knonledge, in judging or passing
• 6 - &#

sentence: or the pronouncing the phrase … Wel,

(K, TA,) which David [it is said] was the first

to utter, and which means, accord. to Abu-l

'Abbās, Non, after these preliminary words, [I

proceed to say] thus and thus; (TA;) or this last

phrase means after my prayer for thee; (K in

art. J.R.';) or after praising God. (TA in art.

Jaw. [See also art. U-as.])

4: see 2.- [Accord. to the KL, *u- sig
s

nifies The inviting one for the purpose of mar

riage : but I think it is only Su- that has

this signification.]-..." 4: ! The game,

or object of the chase, has become within thy

poner, or reach; (S, A.;) and has become near

thee; (S;)* [therefore shoot it, or cast at it].

(A.) And 29 <!-las-l tThe thing, or affair,

has become nithin thy ponar, or reach. (JK,

A.")= -lad-l, said of the colocynth, (JK, S,

K.) It became striped with green: (JK, K:) or

it became yellon, with green stripes. (S.) And

ii:-" -las-l The nheat became coloured.

(TA)

6. Lleus.j They tryo talked, spoke, conversed,

or discoursed, each with the other; held a col

loquy, dialogue, conversation, or discourse, each
J D /

with the other. (TA) [Hence, -b-#1 -#

The generally-known, generally-received, or con

ventional, language of conversation.]

8: see 1, in two places.–3: They in

vited him to marry a woman of their family:

(S, Msb, K:) or they invited him to ash, or de

mand, in marriage, a noman of their family.

(AZ," A. [See also 4.])

<!-- ! A thing, an affair, or a business, (A,

K, MF,) small or great, (K,) that one seeks, or
J D >

desires, to do,(A) syn.:*::i,(Ham p.38)

or that is, or may be, a subject of discourse: this

is the primary signification : (MF:) or a great

thing or affair: or a thing, or an affair, that is

disliked; not one that is liked: or that is liked

also: (Ham p. 127:) or the cause, or occasion,

of a thing or an event: (JK, S:) or an af.

fliction; a calamity: (Msb:) [often used in this

last sense in the present day :] and a state, or

condition: (TA) pl. -si-. (A, Msb, K.)

for which ~#4 is used in a verse below. (TA)

You say, <!-- u: ; What is the thing, or affair,

or business, that thou seekest, or desirest, to do?

(A:) or what is thy cause [of coming &c.]?

(S.) X-++ and J.'s ![A little, or an un

important, and a great, or an important, thing

or affairl (A) And #1 *- :-li: *
t[He endures, or he contends, or struggles, with,

or against, the afflictions, or calamities, of for

tune]. (A.) El-Akhtal says,

- t: # C - *

*! 8-|->* * " . US-21 &

& • • O J O.

* ~ *** 34 &: "

+[Like the wavings of the hands of mothers be

*

reft of many children, in mourning on account of
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them, benailing the biting cruelty of the daughters

of misfortune and afflictions]: using +++) for

+2'as-il. (L.)

• O a

-la-; see the next paragraph, in two places.

-b- A man n'ho asks, or demands, a woman

in marriage; (S, A," K;") as also "-la-(MF)

and *-el- (A, Msb, K) and "-glas- pl. of

the first *u-i, (K) and of the second Jú4,

(A,) and of the last &***. (K.) You say,

*- * [and *:blé-] and "ú:- He is her

asker, or demander, in marriage. (K,” TA.) It

was a custom, in the Time of Ignorance, for a man

to stand up and to say++, (A, K,”) and "...l.,

(K,) meaning I am an asker, or demander, in

marriage; (MF;) and he who desired to give to

him in marriage would reply& (A, K,”) and

* D - - - - -

5, (K,) [meaning I am “a giver in marriage,”]

and thus marriage was effected: there was a

woman among them, called Umm-Khárijeh, and

the man who asked her in marriage used to

stand at the door of her tent, and say,-b-; and

she used to reply, £; (S,” TA;) and hence

the prov., ā-ā- Xi es &: &- [Quicker than

the marriage of Umm-Khárijeh]. (TA.)- Also

A woman asked, or demanded, in marriage; (S,

A,” K;") and so "#k- (S, K) and "#4 (Kr,

K) and *ā-ā- (A, K) and "J-E-fwhich
is also an inf. n.: see 1]: (K:) or this last sig

nifies a woman often asked, or demanded, in mar

riage. (JK.) You say, 4:- Ge and *:::

(S,K) &c. (K) She is the person asked, or de

manded, in marriage by him. (S, K.")

à:k-, a word of the measure #3 in the sense
• J Ö “o - 2 : • ? -

of the measure àJ2*, like as-3 in the sense of
• • J D >

ā-s:, and £1 &-# in the sense of#2:

meaning An exhortation or admonition [recited

by a -**]: (Msb:) a form of nords, a dis

course, a sermon, a speech, an oration, or a ha

rangue, which the -*** recites on the pulpit:

(K,” TA:) [in the noon-service of the congre

gational mosque on Friday, the -elas recites two

forms of words, each of which is thus termed: the

former chiefly consists of expressions of praise

to God, blessings on Mohammad and his family

and companions, and exhortation to the congre

gation; and is termed lies" a las-: the latter, of

praise to God, exhortation, blessings on Mo

hammad and his family and companions, and

prayer for the Muslims in general, and especially
J - © J.

for the Sovereign; and is termed -: à-la-:

(see my “ Modern Egyptians,” ch. iii. :)] or,

[accord. to its original signification,] with the

[Pagan] Arabs, a discourse, a speech, an oration,

or a harangue, [generally applied to one delivered

in public,] in rhyming prose; and the, like:

(Aboo-Is-hák, K.) or the old Arabian a:, in

the Pagan and the early Muslim ages, was,

in most instances, not in rhyming prose; and the

term “prose,” as here used, does not exclude

what contains poetry introduced by way of testi

mony and the like: (MF:) or [a tract, or small

treatise or discourse,] like a ā-2, which [is com

plete in itself, or, in other words,] has a beginning

and an end: (T, TA:) the pl. is -ā- (Msb:)

and "-et-, occurring in the following words

of a trad., -lets->M2 .50-c. Ja! U-2, meaning

of those who congregate, and harangue people,

exciting them to go forth and assemble for se

ditious purposes, is said to be used in the same

Sense as -*. and to be a pl. [ofi:l, contr.

to rule, like* [pl. of £) and £29- [pl.

of #1; or it is pl. of *#-*•, which is

syn. with#: (TA:) or it [is pl. of*-i-,

and] signifies places of haranguing. (L in art.

--) You say, i-à:k: "...b-1 ~

[The relad- recited a beautiful al-]. (A.)=

See also ++. * Also A turbid, or dusky,

colour, (K,) or a colour inclining to turbidness or

duskiness, (TA) mixed with yellowish red; (K,

TA;) like the colour of wheat before it dries,

and that of some nild asses: (TA:) and a green

[app. here meaning a darh, or an ashy, dust-]

colour: (TA:) or a dust-colour suffused with
• C. J.

5-aa-, [or a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour: see

--- :] (A, K:) or 5: miaced nith black.

(TA)-The saying,al- &: *:::$l <i.

which might be imagined to ascribe to the person

addressed perspicuity, or eloquence, in his al-,

really meansThou art [the asinine;] he who bears

evidence of a U-M [i. e. asinineness]. (A.)

#- an inf. m. of#3 -ā- (S, A, K.) or

a simple subst. (Msb.)=See also —i. , in

two places.
-

6 - d. J. 6.

Júlas-, and£- seeJää, in four places.

-The former is also the name of A certain

plant, (K,) of the most bitter of herbs, (TA,)

resembling the cs:- [or asparagus], (K,) or like

the tails of serpents, with thin eactremities re

sembling [in colour] the violet, or blacker; the

part next belon being green; and the part next

belon that, to the roots, n hite: whence the say

ing, club: 3- 3. [More bitter than the

club-], in which Júlas- has been erroneously

said to be pl. of++, like as ës” is pl. of

£i. (TA)
6 - 0 * - of

Júlas-: see -la/-l.

3 - * * * - of

Usula- & 2" [Qf a dusky colour, inclining

to black, in a great degree; or very dusky]: the

latter word is added to give intensiveness to the

signification. (K.)

<!-- [A speaker; generally a public speaker;

(172 orator; a preacher;] a reciter of a al-,

(A, Msb, TA) [and particularly] on the pulpit;

(TA) i, q, "J-Ela (in these senses; but the

latter is generally used in another sense, explained

above, yoce+] : ($, TA:) or one niho recites

a 4-la-i- well; (K, TA;) [a good speaker or

orator :] pl. £4. (Msb, T.A.) See #4.

You say also, 2#. <!-- *. meaning He is

the speaker for the people or party. (Mgb.)

#ū- The office of a -** of a mosque.

(TA.)

6 J - -

-uk- A man practised in, or accustomed to,

the asking, or demanding, women in marriage.

(K,” Msb, T.A.)

<!- See++, in two places.

6 * *

à-la-:• •

- w -

- -

s - 6 o

-bla-: see -la/-, in two places: -and see
6 - -

also -elas-.

+: Of the colour termed#. (K.)–

An ass, (S, A, K,) i. e. a wild ass, (TA) of a

colour tinged with 5: [here meaning a dark,

or an ashy, dust-colour]: (S, K:) or of a dust

colour suffused with 5+: (A:) or having a

black line, or stripe, along the middle of the back :

(Fr, S, K:) fem.£, applied to a she-ass; (Fr,

S;) and likewise to a she-camel. (S, A.)– See

also #4.----il #4.£- [A pigeon of

the colour termed #l. (A.)– à: 4.

(K) and -i-Jawi,(TA, [+-being he pl.)

[A hand, and Jingers' ends,] of which the dark

ness of the dye imparted by £- hasfaded : (K,

TA:) and in like manner the epithet [-las-1} is

sometimes applied to the hair. (TA.) One says

alsoc: £4. #: [A woman pale in the

lips, whose lips have iost their deep red hue].

(A)---i Ji:-, (K) or "&#, (S)

Colocynths that are yellow, (S,) with green

stripes : (S, K:) fem. (applied to a single colo

cynth, which is termed ill:-, TA) £4, with

which "### is syn.: the pl. [or rather coll.

gen. n.] of this last [or pl. of-**i. is "&#4,

and "öök-, which is extr. [with respect to rule].

(K) And "ö"... (a pl. of +44, JK) also

signifies Green leaves of the*. (JK, K.)–

--9 The [bird called] J5: ; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) called in Persian, accord. to a marginal

note in a copy of the S, £us: (TA:) or the

[bird called] 24; ($, Mgh, Msb, K.) because

it has a mixture of black and white. (TA.)

And The Xie [or hank], (K.)–And A cer.

tain creeping thing (#) of a green colour,

longer than the locust, having six legs; called in

Persian 4' U+, and 4:2-. (Mgh.)

&: a [proper] name of A certain bird;

(K, TA;) so called because of a al-, i. e.

5+, in its wings. (TA.)

4 - O -

© • d p

see à-la-i-.

+- :

Alaa

1. *#31-, (S, A, Mgh, K.T.A.) aor. -, [in

the CK, erroneously, *,] inf. n. *- and &#1

(S, Mgh, K) and *-, (JK, K,) He (a camel,

$, Mgh, or a stallion [camel], A, K) raised his

tail time after time, and struck his thighs with

96 *
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it: (S:) or lashed with it to the right and left:

(K:) or moved about his tail : (A," Mgh, TA:)

the stallion does so in threatening, through pride;

(T, TA;) or in fighting with others, as though

threatening; (A;) or by reason of emaciation

occasioned by severe drought; or by reason of

sprightliness: but a she-camel, to inform the

stallion that she has become pregnant. (TA.)

You say also, A.J.J.' Xià, aor. 2 : the & being a

substitute for the & : (TA:) or each form may

be original; but the latter is the less used. (IJ,

TA)—[Hence]*-***, (A, K.)and *:

(K) and -ai, and *s-, (TA) inf n &#14,

(K,) { He moved hisspear up and don'n, and his

snoord, (K, TA,) and his rod, and his whip.

(TA.) A man does so with the spear when he

walks between the two [opposing] ranks. (A.)

–And *: -> *: Xia- ! [He moved his arm

up and don’n in his nalhing]. (A.) Andji

*: G', (K) aor.-, (TA) inf n &#1-(K)

and **, (TA) + He moved his arms up and

down in his mode of walking, (K, TA,) inclining

his body from side to side at the same time. (TA.)

And ji-, aor. 3, (TA) inf n &l-, (S)

+ He (a man) shook himself in nalking; (S;)

and walked with an elegant and a proud and

self-conceited gait, nith an affected inclining of
J o J

the body from side to side. (S, T.A.) J.-J

_*.* J.-&: t[The troops strut around

their leader] is said when they show their energy

to their leader; and in like manner, when they

assemble and equip themselves in war. (TA.)

–And ji-, aor. - , inf n. }**, + He (a man)

raised his arm, or hand, with a stone nuhich he

lifted for the purpose of trying his strength, to

cast, or throw, and shook the stone in lifting it.

(TA)—And £1 J, e.g. i. 1 He moved

his finger, [or raised it tonards the sky,] in sup

plication. (A.) [This one does in the ordinary

prayers, in uttering the profession of belief in the

unity of God; raising the first finger only (of the

right hand, which is placed on the thigh, while

sitting on the left foot), and not the hand itself.]

–And ji-, (S. K.) aor. , inf n. &#14, (S)

t It (a spear) quivered, vibrated, or shook : (S,

K:) or moved up and donn previously to a

thrusting with it. (S)-Jū- jha, (S, A,

Mgh, Mab, K.) and JG Je, (JK, Mgh, Mab,

K,) aor. 2 (S, ISd, IKit, Mgh, K) and -, (ISd,

IK!!, K.) inf n. ***, (JK, S, Mgh, K) or

Xi-, (Mob) and 391--, (JK) or this last is a

mistranscription, (Mgh,) : It bestirred itself in

my mind: (A : [see *:::D or it moved my

mind: (Msb:) or it occurred to my mind [ab

solutely, or] after I had forgotten it. (K.)

e's &: *: &ll.i.131- f The devil put vain

suggestions into his mind. (TA) ź. ja

4391--, (S) or 451.4- &*, (TA,) t [Fortune, or

time, produced, or brought to pass, its events, or

among its events such and such things]: a phrase

like **** **, (S) or a 0-4 & 2. (T, A.

[see art..'..])=#4, aor: #, (S, A, Mab,
K,) inf n. 5*4, (S, K,) Or3-, (Msb,) ! He

(a man, Ś &c.) was, or became, eminent, noble,

- -------------- - - - -

or of high rank, (Msb, K,) or characterized by

rank or station. (S, A.) And **, [or this is

probably a mistranscription for 3b-.] aor. * ,

inf. n. Xia- and **, [or, more probably,

5*] + He was, or became, great in estimation,

rank, or dignity, after having been little in respect

thereof. (TA.) -

w s o “

2. Alaa-, inf. n. Jelas.j, t He tooh, got, or won,

a bet, nager, or stake. (L in art. --A5, and T.A.)

3. *-* *u-, (S, A, Msh, K) and 22%,

(A) inf n. #'s. (TK) and *, *,b-i

(A;) He placed himself at the point of, or near

to, destruction; perilled, imperilled, endangered,

jeoparded, hazarded, or risked, himself; (S, A.;)

and his people or party : (A:) or a-à: , lots

signifies he did that in nihich fear predominated:

(Msb:) or he caused himself to be on the brink

of destruction or of attaining dominion. (K.)

And alū; -: Aleus. He thren himself and his

property into destruction. (TA) And ",as

liés & He hazarded, or risked, to him such a

thing. (L.) [See also 4, below.]-->*

!...@, (S, A,) or Ju- Uske, (Mab,) inf n, as

above, (TA,) t He laid a bet, wager, or stake,

neith him, (S,” A, Msb,) for such a thing, (S, A,)

or for property. (Msb.) [See, again, 4.]

4. J. & #1-1 (S.K.) [and J. J.",

(see 1,)] t God caused it [to bestir itself in my

mind: or to move my mind: or] to occur to my

mind after I had forgotten it. (K.)= See also

3, in two places — J.J. Alaa-1, (§, K, &c.,)

inf n. ju-, (Msb,) | He made the property a

stake (S, A, Msb, K) between the parties betting.

(S, Ms., K.) And 4 ++, J = 1[He

laid me a bet and I laid him a bet;] we laid

bets, wagers, or stakes, one to another. (K. [See

also 3.]) And 4: *::" Alaa-1 | He made his

soul a stake to death [by exposing it to be taken

by death, like as a stake is taken by one of two

parties who have betted]. (TA.) And las

[alone] | He made himself, or his soul, a stake to

his adversary, and sallied forth against him.

(K)-5-251.4 and ji-X" "t He

gave them liberally, or freely, a lot, portion, or

share, or a compensation, such as contented them.

(TA)-2,5- He (God) made him to be cha

racterized by rank, or station. (A.)– las

ü53 &% + Such a one became like in rank, or

• J J. • * *

station, to such a one. (K.) And Ú%al Clas
* * •

+ I was made like to such a one in rank, or
- c 3

station. (Lth, T.A.) And a lad-1 He was made

- a "

equal. (TA. [See a láil.])

6. (30% J, #1-#5 (The stallions of the

camels lashed with their tails] previously to their

attacking one another. (A.)= 12) lets: t They

laid bets, wagers, or stakes, one with another,

(K, TA) >i U' for a thing. (TA) And

* Wes: ! They two laid bets, wagers, or

stakes, for it. (A.)

# , see #~i=and X*, in two places:
6 • •

*= and Lºlolá-.

*- A large number of camels: (S, K:) or

forty: (K:) or two hundred; (AHát, K;) and

the like of sheep or goats : (TA:) or a thousand

thereof: (K:) and more : (TA:) and *::

signifies the same: (K:) pl. ju.i. (S, K.)=

A certain plant, with which one dyes, or tinges,

himself or his hair, (S, K,) its leaves being put

into black dye : (TA:) it resembles the plant

called>, with nihich it often grows; and old

men dye their hair with it: (AHn:) or [the plant

called] *::: (K:) [a coll. gen, n.:] n.un. with 5.

(AHn, K.)- Hence, (S,) | Milk mixed with

much water: (S, K, TA:) as though it were

tinged [with the plant so called]. (TA.)- And

A branch (K) of a tree : pl. #1-, which is

extr.; or as though the 3 were imagined to be

elided. (TA.)

* * *

Alas. The being at the point of, or near to,

destruction; (JK, S, A, Msb, K;) [imminent

danger; peril; jeopardy; risk; hazard;] and

fear of perishing: (Msb:) pl. ju:i. (A.) You

say,**** J'é: He is [in a state of great

peril, or] on the brink of destruction. (A.) And

ju:S b'é, [They embarked in perilous un

dertakings; or braved perils]. (A.) [And 4. £i

** and *** A perilous affair or event or

case: and hence, a momentous, or an important,

affair or event or case; an affair, or event, or a

case, of moment or importance or magnitude:

see also elas-.] And las- [alone] signifies A.

thing, or an affair, &c., of great magnitude:

and a trial, or an affliction: pl. as above. (Har

p. 264.) – 1 A bet, wager, stake, or thing

nagered; a thing staked at a shooting-match or

a race, and taken by the winner : (T, S," A,”

Mgh," Msb," K,” TA:) [accord. to the TA, this

is the primary signification; but accord. to the

A, it is tropical:] pl. as above; (Msb;) or

ju-, and pl. pl. #- (K: [but in some copies

of the K, the last is written #1; and so in the

TA, where it is added that some say it is pl. of

**, like as Jú is of ---, and Jai of

*::) ji- and &: and +: all signify the

same. (TA) You say, $1.4 b-35 (They laid

a bet] (A) And ji-) & 5-i : [Such a

one won the bet]. (A.)- Hence, [app. as being

likened to a stake won,] (TA,) t Eminence; no

bility; as also "ji-, (K, TA:) in which sense

it has become so much used as to be, in this

acceptation, conventionally regarded as proper:

(TA:) also excellence : (TA:) and (as also

*:::, TA) rank; degree of dignity; station;

of a man: (S, A, K, TA:) and highness of rank

or account or estimation : and wealth : (TA:)
* - d.

pl. ju- : (A:) accord. to some, it is only used

to signify high rauk; but accord. to others, you

say, Xia- ...” <! ! [Verily he is of great

dignity] with respect to his good actions and his

nobility, and Jia-A ** ! [of little rank] with

respect to his evil actions and his ignobleness.

(TA.) Also t A lot, or portion, or share. (TA)

–And +A compensation. (T.A.)= + A like,

or fellon, (S, K,) in rank or station, (S,) or in

eminence ; (K;) as also ":- (S, K.) You

-- - - - - - - ---- - - - -
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say, 3: ... 3", and ***, + This is like to

that. (S.) And 3 #4-5£ + Paradise has

not its like. (TA) And ':h- 4 J J &

t Such a one has not his like or fellow. (TA.)=

Also [an inf. n of Xia- in the phraseL' Jia

and es' es", accord. to the Msb. And hence,]

+4 vain suggestion of the devil. (JK.) [See

>u-.]

*- See }*.

#4. [inf. n. of un. of ji- and hence,] + A

going anay; and n'alking nith an elegant and a

proud and self-conceited gait, nith an affected

inclining of the body from side to side. (Har
6 • ** d - w * * •

P. 35)—See also "ta-...-##4. S. 4: .

1 [I met him not save] sometime; (A:) or some
- > * f * * * * 2° f < *, *:: * > < , -
- • • - • - • *N

times. (K.) And 5'-- * 5xia- S. ai => t.

* [I remembered not, or mentioned not, him, or

it, save sometime after sometime; i. e., save]
w • 6- o • *o- ~ *

sometimes. (A.)– U+Ji J-2 #4. £uci +4

touch, or stroke, from the jinn, or genii, befell

him ; or madness, or insanity, [proceeding] from
s J- d - * •

the jinn ; syn. J-3. (K,”TA)—4: &:
• * * @ -> •

_*-x 5, las-(IAar, TA) app, means t Betneen me
z -

and him is a tie of relationship. (TA)-Use,

J-9 >;-- t We pastured [our beasts] upon

the patches of herbage produced by the [rain

called J-2 (K, TA)—#- also signifies

+ A small quantity [or Shorer] of rain: pl.Jua

(JK) [and probably #1- also] – And one

says, ","… 3-1 wi: ; 3:4 &í ús. S

4:- [app. referring to rain, and meaning + May

God not make it to be the only shower, or

fall, thereof, or the only time thereof; nor

make it to be the last time thereof]; (TA;)

*-X-1 meaning **i. (K,”TA.)

Juas-, see what next follows.

*** The falling of a camel's tail betneen the

parts above his thighs, when he moves it about;

[see 1, first sentence;] as also "Juaa-. (TA: in

which the latter is written without any syll. signs.)

= A camel's nose-rein; ($, K;) a nose-rein by

mhich a she-camel is led: (Kr:) a rope : (Sh,

K:) these, says Meyd, are one and the same

thing. (TA.) It is related in a trad. of 'Alee that

he said to [a mistake for “respecting"] ‘Ammār,
o 2. ~ * *

_*- > 3í ú.*" 4 b: [Pull ye his nose

rein as long as it will be pulled by you]: or, as

some relate the saying,> 5- us [as long as he

pulls it to you]: meaning follow him as long as

there is ground for doing so: or, accord. to some,

as Sh says, act patiently towards 'Ammar as long

as he acts patiently towards you: Meyd mentions

it as a proverb. (TA.)= | Eminent; noble; of

high rank : (MSb, K, TA:) characterized by

rank or station : (S, A. :) pl. las- (K) and

J2xclas- (A) And +Anything excellent. (TA.)

You say relaa- -- t A thing, or an affair, of

high account or estimation. (TA.) – Also t Ig

noble; of low rank; (AZ, TA;) contemptible.

(AZ, Msb.)–See also Xia-, in three places.

ju- [is probably applied to a he-camel in a

sense like that of the fem., here following].

jus-, applied to a she-camel, That lashes neith

the tail to the right and left: (K:) or that moves

about her tail, n'hen going, in a brish, or sprightly,

manner: (A:) or that raises her tail, in going

along, by reason of brishness, and exceeding

sprightliness. (Har p. 557.) [See 1, first sen

tence.] - [Hence,] . A spear that quivers, vi

brates, or shakes: (S, A, K:) or that does so

much: and in like manner, a man. (TA.) And

% ju- ! A man who thrusts much nith the

spear. (S, K, T.A.)-+A man who raises his

arm, or hand, (K, TA,) with a stone nihich he

lifts for the purpose of trying his strength, (TA,)

to cast, or thron, (K, TA,) and who shakes the

stone in lifting it. (TA.) - +A sling. (K.)

tThe [engine of war called] &:; (K;) as

also "jus-: its casting being likened to the
* * * *

action termed Ullas [inf. n. of 1, q.v.], of the

stallion-camel. (TA.)—jus- +The lion : (K:)

because of his proud walk, and self-admiration:

or because of his shaking himself in his walk.

(TA)-jū- 4.- : Musk that diffuses much

odour or fragrance. (A.)

6.- : *

5,Uas : see the next preceding paragraph.

*u- [part. n. of 1, q.v.:] I Walking neith an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait, with

an affected inclining of the body from side to side;

(K;) as also ***, (K, TA,) or *%++. (So in

the CK and in a MS. copy of the K.)= ?An

opinion, or an idea, or object of thought, bestirring

itself in the mind; (A and Kull p. 179;) i. q.

J-us, (M, K,) i. e. a thing coming at random

into the mind: ($ in art. U-> * :) or a cogitation

n:hich bestirs itself, or occurs, (#) in the

mind, with a vien to the end, issue, or result, of a

thing: (Msb.) pl. els-, (A, K.) [and "##4.

signifies the same; for] &#1- [which is its pl.]

is syn. with *%+, (A;) [whence the phrase,]

9.5%: Šiška- +The vain suggestions of the de

vils. (S and TA in art. 5*, &c.) [Seealso:

last sentence ]-Hence it is applied to tThe mind

itself. (Kull p. 179.)

ji- : See #4.

#k:#2. t[A perilous,or dangerous, desert;]

as though it made the traveller a stake between

safety and perdition. (Mgb.)

*- [act. part. n. of 3, q.v.:] +One who

contends with another in shooting or casting

[app. for a nager]. (JK, T.A.)

v-àlas

1. *b*, aor. 4, (S, Mgh, Mab, K.) inf n.

-ii-, (S, TA;) this is the approved form of

the verb; (T, S,) and aikā-, aor. -, (S, Mab,

K,) inf. n. as above; (Msb;) a form of the verb

mentioned by Akh, (S,) but this is rare, (S, K,)

or (K) bad, (S, K,) scarcely, or not at all, known;

($) and "sala-', (§, Mgh, Mab, TA) and
**ak-3, (S, MSb, TA;) He seized it; or took

it, or carried it off, by force : (S, K:) or he did

so quickly; snatched it anay : (Mgh, Msb, TA:)

and *-āk- has been said to imply repetition of

the action [unless it be a variation of -ālass-l as

in a case mentioned below]; but this is strange,

and not known on any other authority than that

of the “Akáneem et-Taaleem” by El-Khuweiyee,

a disciple of El-Fakhr Er-Rázee. (MF, TA.)

Hence, in the Kur [xxix. 67], J.C. *-i- is

~5- &- [And men are carried off by force

from around them]. (TA) — [And hence,

J: -ā- -: lis t[This is a sncord that

will strike off the head]. (TA) - And -āk

3.43 and &las-, said of lightning, (K.) and

of a ray of light, and of a [glistening] sword,

and of any polished body, (TA,) t It took

anay the sight: (K, TA ) and " -à-la-i-i

$2. ! His sight n'as suddenly taken andy.

(M and K in art. L.L.) It is said in the

Kur (ii. 101, 545 -ü- #138 (The

lightning almost taketh anay their sight, lit.

sights] : (TA:) Yoo read Los Laël -ihá: (S,

TA;) and so did Aboo-Reja and Mujāhid and

some read "-ik-, and "-ik-, originally

-āli:4, accord. to the opinion of the Basrees,

disputed by Fr, but confirmed by Zj. (TA)

And &: -ie-, (K) aor. 3, (S) said of a

devil, He stole [an opportunity of] hearing [the

speech of the angels, from the confines of the

lowest Heaven; or snatched it]; (S, K, TA;)

as also "Aala:-1: (Ki) the two verbs being like

4% and &#1 (Sb, TA) Hence, in the Kur

[xxxvii. 10], *āk-ı âla- 3. S. ! Except

him m'ho steals the [opportunity of] hearing :

(TA:) or n:ho snatches unanares and by stealth,

(Bd,) or hears and snatches, (Jel,) the speech of

the angels: (Bd, Jel:) El-Hasan read co- Sl

al-' "Jig-, originally -ići (S, TA:)

and another reading, ascribed to him and others,

is "-ik-, but this is very weak. (TA.)

-ála-, aor. *; and -ii-, aor. - ; inf. n &ub-;

(K3) thus in all the copies of the K, but cor

rectly -ā-, as in the L; (TA;) said of a

camel, the went along quickly. (K, T.A.) And

rate [such as was deemed strange, or disapproved].

(TA) And £1 <-ibā-, and -il-, +The

ship sailed, or voyaged: you say, Aş -āk

&: &- + She sailed, or voyaged, to-day,from

'Omán. (TA)

2: see 1, first sentence.

# * * s * +He went along at a quick

4. 2.99 Jälas. He said, Seize thou this [thing],

O man; or take it, or carry it off, by force; or

snatch it anay. (Sgh.)=2#v= &: ë -ie-i

< ź U:, inf. n. Júl, +He cut short

somen'hat of his discourse, or narrative, which he

had begun to me, on some other thing's occurring

to his mind, and nas silent. (TA)-£i

L:-", (Lh, O, TA) or * <ia-i, (JK,) or

*āk:l, (K) +The fever left him, or quitted

him. (Lh, J.K, o, K.)-->5.14:1-1+(Death

missed him by a little;] he escaped death by a

little. (J.K.) And #291 -al-lt He missed the
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animal at which he shot or cast, (JK, S, K,)

nearly hitting it: (JK) and in like manner,

£1 the thing. (Ibn-Buzuri, TA) And He

captured, or caught, the animal at which he shot or

cast; expl. byus: &= $! [perhaps a mistran

scription for #-4, and, if so, meaning he hit].

(JK.) And Jala-'said of an arrow, t[It missed:

or it fell upon the ground, and then glided along

tupon tle ground to the butt, or object of aim :

(see -ālala- ) and] it went straight. (T.A.)–

-ālas- said of a man, + He became affected with

a slight sichness, and then speedily recovered.

(TA)—t:-" -iù-l i. 4. $1.5 [meaning

+The state of being lean, or lank, in the belly:

see -i-.] (S, TA) -iù.) in horses is a

fault: it is + The contr. of £91, AHeyth

says that it is, in horses, tsmallness of the -**

[here meaning the belly, or abdomen]. (TA.)

5: see 1, in two places.

O Jeo -> * >

6. --> #" 12|alets-3 [They contended to

gether in snatching anay the ball] with the goff

sticks. (K" and TA in art. -ā-e-.)

8. -ālass-l; and its variations -āk- and

-āk- and -ā- and -āk-, variations of its

- -
* - -

* - d > * * *

- -

aor. : see 1, in seven places. – La Câla-' ass=
J - J. J. O = - -

aä.e. a-c, said of a swift camel, means As
- - J. • D -

though he were straining, or stretching, (-ka-3)

in his going along, his neck. (S.)=See also 4.

-āk- + A slight disease; as also *#4.
6 o d-- ~ • * 0. -

(JK)--it-4, S.J., & 4 +There is no

disease but there is for it a cure. (JK, K.)—

-il- and *_i: +Leanness; or lankness of the

belly: and flightness of the flesh of the side.

(TA.)

-āb- see what next precedes--it- 4."

+In him (namely, a man, JK) is madness, or

diabolical possession; (JK, TA;) as also *_i: :

but this latter may be either a pl., like: [Pl.

of* ], or a sing. (TA.)

#4. A single act of seizing; or, of taking,

or carrying off, by force : (TA:) or, of doing

so quickly; of snatching anay. (Mgh, Msb,

TA.) Hence, [in a trad.,] accord. to one reading,

al-G, J:

the prey of whatever snatches anay the prey, and

goes anay with it, not withholding it for its

onner: or, as some say, nhat snatches anay with

its talon, or clan, ; but the reading commonly

known is, al-' c”& : (Mgh:) and äiks."

signifies what the wolf (Mgh, Mab, TA) or the

like, (Msb,) snatches anay, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) of

the limbs, or members, of a living sheep or goat,

(Mgh, TA,) or of a living animal; (Msb;) or

n:hat the dog snatches anay from the limbs, or

members, of the animal of the chase, of flesh &c.,

while the animal is alive : (Mgh, TA:) or the

limb, or member, which the beast or bird of prey

seizes, or carries off by force, or n:hich a man

cuts off, from the beast that is alive: (K, TA :)

for whatever is separated from the living animal,

(Mgh, TA) of flesh or fat, (TA,) is carrion,

3:& meaning He prohibited

(Mgh, TA,) unlawful to be eaten: the prohibition

originated from the Prophet's finding, when he

came to El-Medeeneh, that the people loved and

ate the humps of camels and the tails of sheep:

(TA:) the reading aăla-Ji, of the measure alas,

with fet-h to the medial radical letter, as pl. of

-iet-, is a mistake. (Mgh.)- Also tA single

such of a small quantity of milk quickly taken by

a child from the breast. (TA)- For its mean

ing in the Kur xxxvii. 10, see 1.- See also

Lik- + Quickness in pace or going, (S, K,) of

a camel, as though he were straining, or stretching,

his neck, in going along; (S; [see 8;]) as also

"Lie-, (K) and "-ik- (JK, TA)—see

also the last of these words below.

-:+: see -i. -:

#1- The act of seizing, or carrying off by

force; or, of snatching anay at unanares. (T.A.)

= Flour sprinkled upon milk, (S,) or flour upon

which milk is sprinkled, (JK, K,) then cooked,

(JK, S, K,) and licked, or eaten with the finger,

(S, K,) and snatched up with spoons: (K:) IAar

says that it is [nhat is called] #- [a word I

have not found in any other instance]: (S:) or,

with the Arabs, it is a food made with milk

(#4), n:hich is heated, then flour is sprinkled

upon it, and then it is cooked, and people lich it,

| or eat it with the finger, snatching it up hastily.

(Az, T.A.)

-āk- see C++.

-iù.) [lit. He that is nont to seize, &c.; and

particularly the that is n'ont to snatch, or steal,

opportunities of hearing the speech of the angels,

from the confines of the lowest Heaven: and

hence,] applied in a trad. to + the Devil, or

Satan : (S, TA:) or, as some say, it is in this

instance " -iù.), as pl. of -ill-, [and there

fore meaning t the devils,] or as being likened to

the hooked iron called —su. (TA.)-*

-sur-l a surname of The #3- [or hite]. (TA

in art. i-)

Jú: [The snallon; thus called in the present

day;] a certain bird, (JK, S, Mgh,) well known;

(JK, Mgh;) a certain black bird; (K;) the

»: [or passerine bird] which the common

people call :-"* [the 224.2c of Paradise]:

pl. -i.eu. (ISd,TA) (See also -iù...]—The

bent, or crooked, piece of iron which is on

each side of the sheave of a pulley, and in which

is the pin whereon the sheave turns : (As," JK,

S, K:) it confines the sheave on each side: (TA:)

that which is of wood is termed 225. (AS, T.A.)

Also (S [in the K “or”]) Any crooked, or

hooked, iron : (S, K, TA:) pl. as above. (TA.)

[An iron hook: a grapple: a grapnel ; and the

like.] The cGuá. of a bit are The two bent

pieces of iron in theJ- and the *ś, on the

right and left. (IDrd in his “Book on the

Saddle and Bridle.") And -íkuas signifies

! The clan's, or talons, of a beast or bird of prey;

(S,TA;) as being likened to a hooked iron. (TA.)

-+ A nicked thief: so in the saying of Abu-n

Nejm,

• * * • * * * - 6 - dao

* Jsel-e Jés 's-a-l. *

* - of- ... * * * * *

* J#1, #4 Jé & *

+[And they took as companions every blind illi

terate man, of every wicked thief and Arab of

the desert]. (TA.) -sul- &# 9 [app. meaning

+ O son of a niched thief] was said by a woman

to Jereer, in derision. (TA.)- See also the

paragraph next preceding this. - t A mark

made with a hot iron upon a camel, like the

-sul- of the sheave of a pulley. (JK, L, K.”)

- t The part, of a horse, which is the place of

the heel of the rider. (JK.) = Also pl. of

-iet- (TA. See Ju-Ji.)

-iet- [act, part. n. of 1, Seizing, &c.]: pl.

-šū. (TA)--ie- The wolf (JK, S,

K;) because he seizes, or carries off by force, his

prey. (T.A.) –* Jibu. A certain bird,

(JK, S, K,) said by Ibn-Selemeh to be called

-##1; (S, [so in three copies, not 3% as in

Freytag's Lex.,] TA;) that sees its shadon, and

thinks it to be a bird; (JK;) or n:hen it sees its

shadow in the water, it advances to it to seize it,

(S, L, K,) thinking it to be a prey: (L, TA:)

[see J.- :] it is one of the birds of the deserts,

and is [said to be] thus called because of the

sniftness with n'hich it pounces donn; it is green,

or of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour, (3+4) in

the back; n hite in the belly; long in the nings, and

short in the neck : (Msb in art. -->):) also

called all -->4. (§ and Msb in that art)–

-iet- 3. | Lightning that takes anay the sight.

(JK,S,” T.A.")--slots- Low- t.An arron, that

falls upon the ground, and then glides along upon

the ground to the butt, or object of aim; as though

snatching something from the ground: pl. -ies

(Ham p. 573:) or -il's- signifies arrows that

miss; for Šub-. (TA.)

Ji-, (K) or '-'.h4, S, so in my copies.])

+ A quick, or snift, camel, (S, K, TA;) as

though he strained, or stretched, his neck, in going

along: (S: [see 8:]) and the former, + a camel of

the [excellent and snift] hind called (9% pl.

-ie- (TA)--i-, (TA) or 'Jil.,

(JK,) [as meaning + guich,] is also applied to

[the pace termed] G-c; (JK, TA;) and so

'Ju- (JK)—see also Lib-.

Ji- See Jil- i—and see also -i-.

–3, bu- A thing like a reaping-hook, n'hich is

tied to a snare, and by n:hich the gazelle is caught.

(JK, O, L., K.)

ū-ji Jääki, see what next follows.

J - ©

u:-" -āk-, applied to a horse, + Lean, or

lank, in the part of the belly that is behind the

place of the girth: (S:) and -il- [alone] is

applied to a man [in a similar sense]; as also
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* * * or e

"-isk: ' (TA) and ckg -āk- +lean, or

lank, in the belly; syn. ** (Lth, K;)

applied to a camel, and to an ass: (Lth, TA:)

and tâ-Ji * -āli: and ****, applied to a

man, [signify the same,] I i. q. $24. (TA.)

-ie- t A sword that takes anay the sight by

its glistening. (TA.)

-**** see :- -i-, in two places =

Also + A camel branded with a mark like the

-su. of the sheave of a pulley (JK, L, K.)

Ula

1 &# *,*, GI) if n Ji

(S, Msb) The ear nas, or became, flaccid, flabby,

or pendulous. (S,” Msb.) [In like manner, also,]

Jia- in flesh signifies The being flaccid, flabby,

or pendulous. (KL.) And in a man, and a horse

or a bow, (~# Or U-35, accord. to different

copies of the K, the former being the reading in

the TA,) and a spear, (K,) and the like, (TA,)

The being tall, or long, and shaky, or quivering.

(K.)–Ji- as an inf. n. [ofJi-], also signi

fies The being unsteady, or restless. (KL.)–

And J++, aor. *, (K.) inf. n. Ulaa-, (JK, K,)

He was, or became, light, and quick. (JK, K.

[In the former it seems to be implied that it is

said of a stupid man.])—And Jaé-, (J.K. K.)

or *%+ c, Jh-, (S) aor. *, (K) inf n.

Jia-, (JK, S, K,) He was foul, and obscene, in

his speech ; (JK, $3) as also "Jia-i, (JK,) or

a-Se L' Ulaa-1: (S, TA:) or he was corrupt

in his speech, and loquacious: (K:) or Ulaa-,

aor. and inf. n. as above, he erred, or was wrong,

in his speech; as also "Jia-1, and in his

opinion, or judgment. (Mgb.) [See also Jaé

below.]

4: see 1, in two places.

5. *: es' Ji- He tristed himself in his

gait, and walked with an elegant and a proud

and self-conceited gait, with an affected in

clining of the body from side to side. (K. . [See

also Ji-, an inf. n. of which the verb (Ji-)

is not mentioned as having this meaning.])

Ji-inf n of 1 (q.v.] (S, Mab, &c.)-A

twisting of one's self, and walking neith an ele

gant and a proud and self-conceited gait, nith an

affected inclining of the body from side to side.

(K. [See 5.]) - Corrupt speech: or loquacity:

(TA:) or corrupt and conflicting speech: (S,

O:) or corrupt speech with loquacity. (K.) In

a woman, Foul, or obscene, speech; and conduct

that induces doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion.

(K.)

Ji- Long and quivering; applied to a spear.

(S, TA.)—And simply Long: so in the phrase,

Aşi. Je- J: [A man having long legs].

(TA.)–And, applied to a garment, That drags

upon the ground by reason of its length. (T, O,

K.)–Also, applied to a garment, (JK, K,) and a

c." [app. here meaning a short coat of mail], (K.)

Rough and thick (J.K. K.) pl. Juži (TA)

–Also Stupid, or foolish, (K, TA) and hasty.

(TA.)- Light and quick; (JK, K;) applied "

a stupid, or foolish person; (JK3) and "J'as-i

signifies the same. (K.)- A fighting man (JK)

quick in thrusting or piercing. (JK, K.) –

! One who gives, or beston's, quickly; ($;) or

SO c:* Jaé-; (JK) or so e'." Jia

-** : (K, TA:) a tropical phrase. (TA)

And c.'" Jia-A man having rough arms

or hands. (K.)- Also Corrupt in speech, and
J - of •

loquacious; and so WJJas-i: (K:) or erring, or

wrong, in speech, and in opinion, or judgment.

(Msb.)–An arrow (J.K, K) that goes to the

right and left; (JK;) that does not take a direct

course tonards the butt. (K.)=The cord of the

sportsman [n'ho catches, or snares, game there

nvith]. (K.)- And The border, or extremity, of

a [tent of the hind called] bus.s: (K:) pl. as

above: so in the O. (TA.)

ău: A woman very foul, or obscene, in

speech: (JK," K:) or whose conduct induces

doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion : (K:) so in

the M and O. (TA.)

J: Having [flaccid, or flabby, or pendu

lous, or] long, and flaccid or flabby or pendulous,

ears: (Mgh :) $1.4 [is its fem, and therefore

signifies the same; or this], applied to a ewe or

she-goat, (JK, K,) signifies having broad ears;

(K;) or having very broad ears; (JK, TA;) or

long-eared: (Ham p. 741 :) pl. J: (K) and
6 d … * > / d y

Ulaa-. (TA.) You Say Ulaa- #3 (S) or Ulaa

(TA) A flock of sheep, or goats, having flaccid,

or flabby, or pendulous, ears : and the same

epithet is applied to dogs: (S, TA:) all dogs o:

the chase have such ears. (TA.) And #4.&

A flaccid, or flabby, or pendulous, ear: (S, Msb,

K. :) or a long ear, that shakes about : (TA:) or

a very broad ear. (J.K.)- Also, the fem., A

woman thick, coarse, or rude, (T, K,) of make:

(T, TA:) or, as some say, (TA,) long in the

breasts. (K, TA.) - See also J.-, in two

places. – cuit Jää J% A man having a

nvagging tongue; able in speech. (TA.)—-

Así" Ji-i A camel that does not put his

legs in their proper places. (JK.) - #3

Ji-i A time, or fortune, that brings calamities.

(JK.)

-clas

1 <!--, aor. : , (K) inf n. **, (TA) He

struck his six-, i.e. his nose. (K,” TA.) And

He struck the very middle of his nose with a

sword. (TA.) And £i <!-- His nose nas

broken. (Ham p. 528.)– f He branded him

[i. e. a camel] on his nose with the mark called

Xi- [or >u-]. (TA.) [Hence,] * *

! [He branded him with disgrace;] he made dis

grace to cleave to him manifestly. (TA.) And

25ue 4.1- ! [He branded him with blame];

and 54- [i.e. >200 signifies the same]. (TA.)

- He attached the Alej [or Alas-, q.v.,] to

him; namely, a camel: ($ ) or Auss-Jü £4,

(K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) he put the

Ala-upon his nose; as also a "4-i- (K:)

[but the latter verb seems to be more properly

used in relation to a number of camels:] or the

former, (K) or simply £4, and "4: (TA)

he made a cut, or notch, in his nose, (£i j-, SO

in the K accord. to the TA) not deep, (TA) or

he drew his nose [down], (4: *. so in my MS.

copy of the K and in the CK,) in order to put

upon it the Auss-. (K, TA)—[Hence,] + He

nvithheld him, or prevented him, from going forth

[&c.]. (TA) And ASSU a.k.a. 1 He overcame

him, or subdued him, by speech, and prevented

him from speaking, (K, TA,) and from ansner

ing, or replying. (TA)-ā'iql_b4-, inf n, as

above, t He made the word, or saying, valid and

strong; alluding to prudence and precaution as

to what one utters. (TA.)-% – as 1 He

conducted, or managed, affairs. (TA)--a

5:30 U-sil, inf. n. <!- and Xu-, ! He sus

handed the bon by the suspensory called3.and

Ala- (AHn, K,T.A.) And W-cua- J-3all-clas

+ Hé strung the bon nith its string. (TA.)

2.91.I., (K) inf n. *s-, (TA) He sered

the edges of the shin, or hide. (Kr, K, TA.) –

*::: *,and £- £h-, ! His beard gren,

upon his truo cheeks. (TA)—J% Jiff -*

! He passed over, or crossed, the extremity, or

prominent portion, of the tract of sand : (A5,

TA:) or he faced it, crossing it. (TA.)

2 : see 1, in two places.—.", [as inf n. of

J: or *-, (see the part. ns. below,)] said of

unripe dates, signifies +The putting forth colours.

(KL.)

8. *śl Lola:- He bound the garment over

the-**, i.e. the nose; or over the <!--, i. e.

the fore part of the nose: and At: Lola:- [he

so bound a 20-J, q.v.]. (Harp. 433.)

XL- The muzzle, i.e. the fore part of the nose

and mouth, of a a's [i.e. beast], (JK, S, Msb,

K, TA,) whatever it be, (S, Msb,) as a dog, and

a camel, but originally of a beast of prey, and of

a sheep or goat: (TA:) or, of a beast of prey,

i. q. X,*:: (IAar, TA:) or, as some say, of a

beast of prey, [the lip, i. e.] n'hat corresponds to

the as- of the horse : (TA:) or of a camel,

the nose. (Mgh.) And t The bill, or beak, of a

bird, (JK, S, K, TA,) whatever it be, (JK, S,) as

a hawk, or falcon, (JK) and a subj. (TA.) And

of a man, ; The nose; (K3) as also "Xia:

(JK, S, Msb, K, TA) and "La-; (K, TA;)

pl.*: (JK, S, Msb, K:) or the fore part

of the nose : (Harp. 433 :) and the "Lolas-e is

also of a camel. (IAth, T.A.) Also, of a man,

#The fore part of the face. (TA)-J:L:

! The first approach of night: like as one says

J: -ă (TA)—see also us--4 thing,

an affair, or a business, of magnitude. (IAar, Th,

K.) It is related in a trad. that Mohammad pro

mised a certain man to go forth to him, and

delayed to do so; and when he went forth, he
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said to him, b- J:#, meaning A thing, &c.,

of magnitude [occupied me so as to divert me];

as though the A were a substitute for ~ : (IAar,

Th, TA:) but IAth says that it may mean t a

thing, &c., that withheld me, or prevented me,

[see 1,] from going forth. (TA.)

4 - © p.

ãolas ! A prominent portion of a mountain.

(S, T.A.)

s s •

J.E. (JK, S, Msh, K) and J-E-, (Mob,

K.,) or, accord. to Az, the latter only, the former

being incorrect, (TA,) but the former is the

more common, (Msb,) [Althaea; the althaea offi

cinalis of Linn.; i. e. marsh-mallon;] a certain

plant (JK, K) with n'hich, (S, TA,) or with a

preparation of n:hich, (JK,) the head is nashed;

(JK, S, TA;) a well-known preparation for

washing the head: (Msb:) it is a dissolvent, sup

purative, lenitive; good for dysury, and the stone,

and sciatica, and ulcer of the bonels, and tremour,

and for the suppuration of wounds, and the allay

ing of pain; and, with vinegar, for the [species

of leprosy termed] &c.; and for toothache, used

as a gargle; and for the sting or bite of veno

mous reptiles and the like, and for burns; the

mixing of its seed with water, or its bruised stem

or root, causes it to congeal, and its mucilage, eac

tracted by hot water, is beneficial to the sterile

woman. (K.)

Xu- [A kind of halter for a camel; a cord

ofwhich one end is fastened round the mose and

jans of a camel; accord. to J,] i. q. Aloj : (S:)

[but the following explanations are more correct:]

a certain thing nell known; so called because [a

portion of] it lies upon [or surrounds] the fore

part of the nose and the mouth of the camel:

(Msb:) or anything that is put upon the nose of

the camel in order that he may be led thereby:

(M, K:) or a cord, or rope, which is put upon

the neck of the camel, and folded [for L-4, in

my copy of the work from which this is taken, I

read L+, as in another explanation, below,]

upon, or over, his nose: (Mgh:) or a cord, or

rope, which is attached to an iron that surrounds

the nose and jan's [of the camel]: (JK:) or any

cord, or rope, that is suspended upon the throat

of the camel and then tied upon, or Qver, his nose,

whether of skin or of wool or of fibres of the

palm-tree or of hemp : (ISh, TA:) but if of

plaited leather, it is said to be calledX,+: (TA:)

or the Aulas of the camel is a cord, or rope, of

fibres of the palm-tree, or of [goats'] hair, or of

flaw, at one end of which is put a ring, then the

other end is tied to it, [i. e. to the rope, as the

relative pronoun in the original shows, or to some

part of it,] so that it becomes like a ring [or loop],

then it is put upon the neck of the camel, and then

it is folded upon, or over, his nose: what is put

in the nose, [attached to a ring, or the like,

therein,] and is slender, is termed As (IAth,

TA:) pl.-: (Mab, K.) 4-u- 8:4, said of

a camel, means He refused to have his Allas- put

upon him. (TA.) And 2u- L'é &# Ineans

f He married two wives, so that they became like

d Ala- to him. (TA)- +A brand, or marh

made with a hot iron, upon the nose of a camel;

(K) as also "... it (the AUlaa-) spreads

upon the camel's two cheeks: so says Aboo-'Alee,

in the “Tedhkireh :” (TA:) or such a mark

upon the side (*#, in the CK • *) of his

face, extending to the cheek, (En-Nadr, K, TA,)

in the form of a line : (En-Nadr, TA:) some

times the camel is branded with one such mark,

and sometimes with two; and one says J.

All- *A*- Or c:ū-, making Leslas-e to

govern the gen. case as a prefixed noun; (En

Nadr, K, TA;) and>u- as and claua- (En

Nadr, T.A.)– tThe rope ofa bucket (TA)—

#The suspensory of a bow. (AHn, K, T.A.) And

tThe string of a bow. (K, TA.)

X-b- Struck upon the nose. (K.) Having the

nose broken. (Ham p. 528.)

Xu: ... (like #3, TA, in the CK (erro

neously] without teshdeed,) | Musk that fills with

its odour the innermost parts of the nose: (As,

K:) or musk sharp, or pungent, in odour; as
~E -

* ~ *:::

_*- :=).though striking the nose (-35

(Z, T.A.)

• * • of 2 • 6 •

&B's -s: -el slala- &% | Such a one is the
*

- - -

leader, and the conductor, or manager, of the

affairs, of the sons of such a one. (T.A.)

*:# A man (S) having a long nose. (S, K.)

- And Black. (JK, K.)

s = o

ża-. A woman. (K.)

X- andXi- See Xi+, in three places.

'i 2 o - 6 a d -

see A2las-2. – t A horse having a

n:hiteness extending from the fore part of his

nose and his mouth to the part beneath his loner

jan, (ISd, K, TA,) so as to resemble the>ua

in which sense it has no verb. (ISd, TA)—

Full-grown unripe dates (2:) upon which are

lines (S, K) and streaks [of colour]; (S;) as also

"...i.4. (Kr, K.) [See 2: and see also 3:..]

=The part of the nose of the camel n:hich is the

place of the Aua- (TA.)

6 * ~ *

-slas-- :

>sh- [pass. part. n. of 1]. You say #3

issi- A. she-camel having a Al- put upon

her and 'i:- 3, she camels having -ā

put upon them. ($, TA)- See also Xua-.

see the next preceding paragraph.

5'aé

1. U-, (S, Msb, K, &c.) aor. 3:4 (Msb)

inf n. *-i (Msb, K.) and "L"-1 (S.K.)

said of a man (S, Msb, TA) [and of a beast];

both signify the same; (S, K;) He stepped,

paced, or ralled, (MA, KL:) i. 1. J: ; (M,

Msb, K;) as also *u-i, [which see in art. laes-,]

formed by transposition. (K.) You say,++

53-3 isk- [I stepped one step]. (JK.) [And

3'-'.& He stepped wide..] See also the last

sentence of the next paragraph.

2. Ji- He made to pass over : so in the

saying, ts:* Ji- God made, or may God

make, its (a land's) [rain-giving] star or asterism

to pass it over, and not send rain upon it: (TA

in art u- :) but in this case the verb is, (Mgh

in that art.,) or may be, (TA ibid.,) originally

lala-, the final 1 being changed into Us. (Mgh

and TA ibid. [See 2 in art. U-.]) Accord. to

Fr,2: ck- and its are syn. [as meaning

He made the arron to pass over, or to miss, the

mark]. (TA in art. th-) One says also, in

praying for a man, #: * G#. [May evil be

made to pass him; or] may evil be repelled from

him : and one says also 4: G#. May it be

removed, or put anay, from thee: (S, TA:) or

:: * 3:... (Isk, TA in art ta-)=The

vulgar say [to a she-ass and to a she-camel or

other beast in a slippery or difficult place] ck-,

meaning J: [for 24% L: Step. thou lei

surely]; but the correct word is "Clas- [impe

rative fem. of Ulas-J. (TA.)

4 sub- He (a man) made him (another man)

''', pace, or walk. (S,TA)=<: for

<ta: see the latter.

* *d, * >

5. 4:5 I stepped, or walked, over him, or

it: (Msb:) or I passed over and beyond him, or

it i.($ :) or U.S. Ji- He went over the people,

(-,+,) and passed beyond them; and so

"...su:-l. (K.) One says, J-5*<:

[I stepped over, walked over, passed over and be

gond, or ment over and passed beyond, the necks

of the people]. (S, T.A.) It is said in a trad, re

specting Friday, [of one who came too late to the

Friday-prayers, as is shown in the TA in art.

es'', U-Gl* LE-: S+, s: He san, a man

passingstep bystep[over the necks of the people who

were already in their ranks in the mosque]. (TA.
• 6 - d.

[See also Har p. 83]) One says also, S &S3

-āl c”ck: [Such a one nill not step over,

or beyond, or from, the tent-rope], meaning, will

not go far from the tent for the purpose of voiding

his excrement, by reason of his foulness and vile

ness and uncleanness. (TA.) And & <:

|J& (S, TA) I passed over [to such a thing or

place or person]: (TA:) one should not say

*: [in this sense], with e. (S, T.A.) [Hence

the following tropical phrases.] is: subs:

! [What nas disliked or hated, or evil, passed over

him; not alighting upon him]. (TA.) And

*:::U <! ++5 ! [I passed over others to

him with that which was disliked or hated, or

evil; i, q +55-5]. (TA) And J. Ji

•), as t [Thine eye, or thy sight, passed me over].

(Aboo-Turáb, TA in art, asj.)– [Also t I orer

stepped it, or transgressed it; namely, a limit

prescribed to me, &c.]

8: see 1: = and see also 5.

6 - d -

32.1ad-A step, or pace, as meaning a single act

of stepping or pacing or n’alking : (JK, S, K,

Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] <!sia- (S, Msb, K) and

[of mult.] füé-. (S.) Imra-el-Keys says,
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* #1 -## #: @ *

* *

3+- 2% £-+ 3%

[She has bounds like the bounding of gazelles;

and a valley is stepped over by her with leisurely

steps, and a valley is trampled over by her ra

pidly as though it were rained upon]: (S:) i. e.,

one time she steps, and refrains from running;

and one time she runs with a running resembling

rain : but AO relates it otherwise, saying, 3%

i.e- [lit. and a valley is not rained upon]: and

some substitute -à-l><= [like the pouring

rain of the autumn]. (IB, TA.) [See also what

next follows.]

is: A step, or pace, as meaning the space

between the two feet [in walking or running]: pl.

(of pauc., $) &# (S, Msb, K) and &#:

and++ (S, Mgb) and (of mult, S) ck

(S, Msb, K.) One says, is: * *f <5,

meaning May God make short to thee the space,

or distance. (TA.) And #- Ji- cºil &:

+ Between the two sayings is little difference.

(TA) clue: –1354 B-33 S, in the Kur

[ii. 163 &c.], means [Follow not ge] the nays of

the Devil: (TA:) or the footsteps of the Devil:

(JK:) here some read >'sh- and some, accord.

to Lth, –3'- which Az pronounces to have no

meaning. (TA.)

3 - - 6 - d - • -

à-la- for a-'alaa-; see the latter, in art.th

[Freytag, evidently from his having found it in
63 -

correctly written for aske-, has assigned to it the

meaning of “amica,” and “amata.”]

• * * * * • t • J = •

Jäes-J1 -'la-oll C-2 2Ja el-SU [the last

word being app. -#-A is a saying mentioned

by AZ: (TA in the present art. :) or U-2
- • * * * * *

-ā->JW =U las--oll. (TA in art. Ulaa-, where see

the explanation.)

J. J. &

344

, 1.4: ū-, (§, K) aor. 3:3, (S) inf n.

**, (K,) His Jiesh was, or became, compact;

(S, K;) as also Lalaa-, (K in art. Uslää-) men

tioned, as well as the former, by IF, and also by

Kz, who does not mention the former, (TA,)

aOn". L*, inf n. Ji- (K;) or &#- should

not be said; (S;) or ū- is more common. (IF.)

See also us- and tâ-voce Islá, below = Suá

* God made him, or it, (namely, flesh,) big, or

large; (K accord. to the TA;) or big and thick;

(CK) as also 'sus-l. (K.)

4. Sua-1: see what immediately precedes.

[Freytag also mentions Uské-), on the authority

of the “Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen,” as signifying

He, or it, caused the flesh in the arm to become

prominent, so that the muscles appeared.] And

ää-1 also signifies He, or it, fattened, or ren

dered fat, (K and TA in art. Uslas-,) the body.

(TA.) = Ulaa-1 [as an intrans. v.] (said of a

man, IAar) He became fat. (IAar, K in art.

Bk. I.

us-, followed by uá; and the fem. ius-,

and Guáà- see bu-.
*

*, followed by *; and the fem. #4, fol

lowed by#: see bu

6 * * * - - -

c/12144. One whose flesh is such [in thickness,

or abundance, or branniness,] that one part over

lies another. (S, K.)

1st- Compact, applied to flesh; (TA;) and

so us, "u-a-, (S, TA) likewise applied to flesh,

(TA,) and to a horse, (AHeyth, TA,) [each]

originally a verb, (S, TA,) and the latter an imi

tative sequent; and the fem, "jus-, applied to

anything; (TA;) and ju: šušá-, applied to a

woman, the [radical] Us being changed into

accord. to the dial. of Teiyi; (AHeyth, TA;) and

* 'las-, applied to a horse; and # *#4,

applied to a woman. (AHeyth, K in art. ck-)

The Saadee says, (accord. to the TA, 'Amir Ibn

Et-Tufeyl,)

* *

J. J. • d > • - 6 - of ~

_^2= 22*Sl Lake eu-15

[Compact necks like the bleachers' beating imple

ments, and rumps elevated upon the camels'

saddles]. (S.) In the saying of Imra-el-Keys,

* *

* U-á- "Guá cit: 3

#143- G --

[She has two compact portions of flesh and sinen,

confining her back-bone, like as appear when the

leopard falls prostrate upon his fore shanks],

he means clius-, suppressing the J for the pur

pose of alleviation of the utterance: (Fr, S:) or,

*

* *

as some say, he means "Glas-, restoring the that

fell out on account of the concurrence of two

quiescentletters in the sing. [i. e. Šuš, for-a

is formed from Šuš-, which is from +.)

when the - has become movent. (S.)– bu

also signifies Thich, and hard, firm, or rigid:

(TA:) and [so, or simply] thick, applied to an

arrow. (AHn, T.A.) And one says L'é-*

&#9 [A.fore arm, or an upper arm,] full of

Jºsh (IB, TA in art. 8a.) And Ubu. J.,

&#" (As, S in art. &a) A fat man. (TA in

that art.)

J. J. & e •

1. 4-3 &#- see 1 in art. 21ad-.

4: see 4 in art. 3)a-. *

l: #-, and# #: See *u-, in art.

344-.

vis

* * •

1. -ā-, aor. 2, inf. n. # (JK, S, Mab, K,

&c.) and -: (Msb, K) and# and -35-5, but

this last belongs to art. -#24-, (K,) contr. ofJ#

[both properly and tropically]; (Msb;) properly,

(TA,) It (a thing, S, Msb) was, or became,

-** [i.e. light] (JK, S, Mab, K, TA) of

neight, (JK,) in body, or material substance.

(TA.) Hence the saying of 'Atà, in a trad.,

U.S. c." bi- meaning [Be ye, or bear ye,

lightly upon the ground] in prostration: (A’Obeyd,

TA:) or, as some relate it, "12:- i. e. pros.

trate yourselves [lightly upon the ground;] not

heavily, so as to make marks, or impressions,

upon your foreheads: and in another trad. it is

said, *-ju-3 <!-- $! When thou prostratest

thyself, put thy forehead upon the ground lightly :

but A’Obeyd says that some say ---, [i. e.

4: &# 4: -'4] with G. (TA
[See 3 in art. 542-.]) [Hence also,] &5.” -ā

The balance had one of its two scales light, so

that it rose. (TA.) -[Used tropically, it means

+It, or he, nas, or became, light in estimation,

lightly esteemed, or of little account.] - And

! He was, or became, -** [i.e. light as meaning

active, agile, &c.,] in work: (TA:) he was, or

became, brisk, lively, sprightly, active, agile,

prompt, and quick, syn. *::. (Msb and TA in

art. la:.) You say, **** es' -is the

nas, or became, [brisk, &c., or] obedient and sub

missive, in his work and his service : (TA:) and

3.3-l es' 4 -i- [! He was, or became, brisk,

&c., to him in service], aor. -*. inf. n. #:

($) and in like manner, cºil -i- ! He nas,

or became, [promptly] obedient and submissive,

to such a one. (TA.) [Hence,] 9% &l <-ii

t[I nas, or became, brish, lively, or sprightly, in

behaviour to such a one]. ($ in art. U-4.) And

J: J#9 *-i- ! The female was, or became,

submissive to the male. (A, TA.) And *-i
• * ~ * * *

te's cºl t The she-asses obeyed their he-ass.

(K,TA) And £1 J1 -i-, inf n -,+,

+He hastened to the enemy. (Msb.) And -i

-:bs & Asi", (K, TA) inf n -,+, (TA)

1The people, or party, removed, or departed, or

journeyed, quickly from their home: or, as some

say, simply removed, or departed, or journeyed,

Jrom it. (TA)–: He was, or became, -ăsăa

[or light] in intellect, or understanding: (TA:)

[and in conduct, or behaviour: generally meaning]

the nas, or became, light, inconstant, unsteady,

irresolute, or fickle; or light of intellect; light

witted; syn. Jiu. (Msb:) the inf n. of the

verb in this sense is #~. (Msb and K &c. in

art. J.", and TA in the present art.) [But

sometimes, when relating to the intellect, or

understanding, it means, + He was, or became,

quick, acute, or sharp; and clever, or ingenious :

See -*..] And you say of him whose hearing

is good, #:* es' ! [In his ear is quickness,

acuteness, or sharpness, of hearing]. (TA in art.

U53.)– [t He was, or became, flurried, agitated,

or excited, by reason of fear, and by anger, or

the like: see 10. – t He was, or became, light

hearted, or cheerful; one whose company, or con

verse, was acceptable and cheering.] You say,

4."L* &% -ā- + Such a one was, or became,

acceptable and cheering to the king. (TA.)

97
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[+It (an action, or an affair, and a case, or the

like,) was, or became, light, or easy: and it be

came alleviated.] You say, āši-l * <-i

+[Motion, or moving, was, or became, easy to

him]; opposed to-ā. (TA.) And 4--i-.

see 4.– [t It (a word) was light, or easy, of

utterance: and in like manner said of a sound,

+ it was, or became, light to the ear; or slight.

- + It (food) nas, or became, light to the sto

mach; easy of digestion.- Said of the hair of

the head, and of the beard, +It was, or became,

light, thin, or scanty.]-Said of 5 people, or

company of men, (**) inf n. -$544-, it means

X: +i-*: bis [i.e. +They became few in

number, their crowding having diminished].

(S.) – Said of rain, [&c.,] + It diminished;

decreased; or was, or became, [light, or] deficient.

(TA.)- [Said of a blow, a disease, an affection

of the mind, &c., It was, or became, light, slight,
o “ - e o do 6 ** * > 0 < *

or inconsiderable.]– 12-a-5 ow-e Lowlju-e S-ād

+[means Their abodes became clear of them, and

they went anay]. (K" and TA in art. U2:...)

2. Asia. He made it, or rendered it, -**

[i.e. light, both properly and tropically: the tro

pical significations are shown by the preceding

paragraph, and by explanations of ---, and

some by what here follows]: (Msb:) -: is

the contr. of J:#. (§, K.)- Hence, in the

Kurfii.174], 6, & Cia: 43 + [That is an

alleviation from your Lord]. (TA.) Hence also,

in a trad. [respecting the estimates to be made by

the collectors of the poor-rate], U2'- bis

+ [Make ye the conjectural computation of the

quantity of the fruit upon palm-trees &c. light to

the owners, or moderate;] go not to the utmost

length in the Loyd-. (T.A.) [And * -ā

t He made light, or alleviated, his burden, suffer

ing, distress, uneasiness, or the like, by removing

from him somen'hat thereof; he alleviated him ;

he relieved him : see Kur iv. 32 and viii. 67 &c.]

And U.S. L* ls:- see 1; second sentence.

[And ** es' -ā-,+ He relaxed, or remitted,

in his work.] - [-āsāsā also signifies + The

making a word light, or easy, of utterance, by the

suppression of hemzeh, or by its conversion into

! or 5 or es; opposed to Ugá:5 and Gaia.j: and

by making % double consonant single; opposed to

Jass-5 and …5: and by making a movent con

sonant quiescent; opposed toJ: and &2-5

each of these changes in a word is said to be

-:£: the purpose of alleviating the utter

ance. Also, in like manner, t The making a

sound light to the ear, or slight; opposed to

J:#. And, The suppressing of hemzeh; op

posed to Gaia-5.]

4. J-1 He made an arrow light, by scraping

or paring it. (L in art. 52-.)- See also 10.=

BHe was, or became, unburdened, or unencum

bered, or without anything that burdened him

heavily (Msb ) or he was, or became, little

burdened or encumbered, in journeying, (JK,

TA) or in his residence at home. (TA) –

And i 4 at- '+: [i.e. i His state, or con

dition, was, or became, light, little encumbered,

easy, or alleviated: or it was, or became, that of

one having a small family to maintain: or that of

having little property: or that of having little pro

perty and a small family to maintain] (JK, S,

K, TA: [see J.-:) and, as some add, −3, [i.e.,

+it was, or became, narron in its circumstances, or
• *

evil : it is used in contr. senses: though - 5,
d -

seems to be here intended as explanatory of -ād-].

(TA.) –X'il -is-i tThe people's beasts were,

or became, -sus- [i.e. light as meaning active,

agile, or brisk] (AZ, S:) or the people had such

beasts. (K.)

-

5. -ā-5 [He lightened his clothing; or clad

himself lightly: but for this I know no other

authority than modern usage].-4: -ā- see

10. = Also He put on, or wore, a -: [i. e.

boot], or -sui- [i.e. boots]: (K, accord. to diffe

rent copies :) or-: -ā-ā, (JK) or -si-.

--", (TA,) he put on, or nore, the -: (JK,

TA) on the foot. (TA.)

6. Jus. He pressed, or bore, lightly [upon a

thing]; contr. of U5t:5. (K," T.A.) Hence the

saying, in a trad., -šuš <- $! explained

above: see 1, second sentence. (TA.)

10. <-- contr. of 4:3; (§, K, TA )

He deemed it, or him, -*- [i.e. light, properly

and tropically]. (TA.) He found it light, or

easy, to carry, (Bd in xvi. 82, and TA,) and to

remove. (Bq ibid.)– a cis-lt He held him,

or it, (namely, a man's right, or due, or just

claim, Msb, TA,) in light, or little, estimation or

account, or in contempt; he contemned, or de

spised, him, or it. (S, Msb,TA)—#: -i

+ [He deemed the hemzeh light, or easy, of utte

rance]. (TA.) – *-l. also signifies + He

demanded, or desired, his ai- [i.e. briskness, or

promptness]; as also 4: * -ā-5: (TA:) and

+ it (a thing) incited him, or excited him, to
* * * * o

briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness; syn. a+,-l;
A -- of

(JK and K and TA in art. L.A.;) and axle) :

(Harp. 139:) and the incited him, or excited

him, to lightness, levity, or unsteadiness, so as to

induce him to follon him in his error: (TA:)

[and simply] I he excited him to lightness, levity,

or unsteadiness; (Ksh and Bd and Jel in the

Kur xxx. last verse;) flurried him, or disquieted

him : (Ksh and Bd ibid.:) and t it flurried him,

so that he became unsteady; said of impatience;

and of a lively emotion of the heart or mind;

(TA;) and of fear; (MA;) and of anger: (T

in art. J.-:) and "4:- the angered him,

(TA,) and deprived him of his forbearance,

moderation, patience, staidness, or calmness, and

incited him, or excited him, to levity, or unsteadi

ness. (K," TA.) 4:5; -: , in the Kur

xliii. 54, means + And he demanded, or desired, of

his people, briskness, or promptness, in obeying

him or := -i-e (and he held in light

estimation their qualities of forbearance, modera

tion, patience, or staidness]: (Bd:) or he incited,

or excited, his people to be promptly obedient and

submissive Gi- &) to him and to that which

he desired of them; like5: : (Ksh:) or he in

cited, or excited, his people to levity, or unsteadi

mess, (*~1) and ignorance, foolishness, or wrong

conduct." (Msb.) And you say, &= ūšš -i

: + He incited, or excited, such a one to igno

rance, foolishness, or nurong conduct, and levity,

or unsteadiness, so as to make him snerve from

his right sentiment, opinion, or judgment; (Az,

K, TA;) as also <!, U-2 5-l. (Az, T.A.)

Ji- A boot; (KL, PS, &c.;) a certain thing

that is worn (JK, S, Msb, K, TA) upon the

foot (TA) pl. Jús (S.L.Msb,K)and Júi

[which is

c:- Ji- [He returned with the tro boots

of Honeyn]; a saying which originated thus:

(A’Obeyd, TA:) an Arab of the desert bar

gained with Honeyn the --! [or maker of

shoes and boots], (K,) who was of the people of

El-Heereh, (TA,) for a pair of boots, until he

angered him, (K,) and Honeyn desired to anger

the Arab: (TA:) so when the Arab of the desert

departed, Honeyn took one of his two boots and

threw it down in the way, and then he threw

down the other in another place; and when the

Arab passed by one of them, he said, “How

like is this to the boot of Honeyn ! and if the

other were with it, I would take it:” and he

went on: and when he came to the other, he

repented of having left the former: and Honeyn

had lain in wait for him : therefore when the

Arab went away in search of the former [boot],

Honeyn betook himself to the camel that he rode,

and what was upon it, and went away therewith ;

and the Arab came, having with him nothing

but a pair of boots; and it was said, (K,) i.e. his

people said to him, (TA,) “What hast thou

brought from thy journey?” and he answered,

c:- J.- :- [“I have brought you the

tro boots of Honeyn ”]: and this became a

prov., applied on the occasion of one's despairing

of an object of want, and returning disappointed:

(K:) thus the case is related by A’Obeyd, and

by most others after him. (TA.) Accord. to ISk,

Honeyn was a strong man, who asserted his re

lationship to Asad Ibn-Háshim Ibn-'Abd-Menáf,

and came to 'Abd-El-Muttalib, wearing a pair of

red boots, [formerly distinctive of kings and men

of high rank,] and said, “O my paternal uncle,

I am the son of Asad the son of Hāshim the son

of 'Abd-Menáf:” but 'Abd-El-Muttalib said,

“No, by the garments of my father Háshim, I

know not in thee the natural qualities of Háshim;

therefore return thou :” so he returned : and it

6 o- d. • * -

was said,* U:- Re- [Honeyn returned

neith his pair of boots]. (O, K, &c.) As to the

saying of the rājiz,

a pl. of pauc.]. (L., T.A.) Hence,&

* + 3- G- c. J -: *

* -*- :- 3-3- Us: *

he means thereby [He carries, in] a pastor's bag

(-,+) made of the leg of a Ji-[or boot, wooden

implements to be tied upon the dugs of she-camels,

made of different trees]. (S. See ->+)

The foot (KL, PS) of the camel; (S, Mob, KL,
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PS3) the whole (8:3) of the c-ji of the
camel ; (JK, K, TA;) of the male and of the

female; corresponding to the st- [or hoof] of

the horse : (TA:) and sometimes of the ostrich,

(K,) because resembling that of the camel:

(TA :) but of no other than these two: (K:) of

the masc. gender; whereas C-: [its syn.] is

fem. (TA) pl. Júči (S, Mab, K.)–(And

hence, by a synecdoche, for C#. <1%) | Camels;

coupled with X- aS meaning horses, [and some

times asses or mules], (Mgh, TA,”) and -its

[as meaning sheep or goats or other cloven-hoofed

beasts]. (TA) You say, S, su-5, -i- 4 -

-áil 1 [meaning He possesses not camels, nor

horses or asses or mules, nor sheep or goats or

other cloven-hoofed beasts]. (TA.) You say also,

2-12 -: cle J.' **, meaning ! The camels

came following one another, the head of each

[except the first] being at the tail of the next

[before it], whether tied together in a file or not.

(L.) – An aged camel: (K:) [and a neah

camel:] or, as some say, a bulky camel: pl.

-*. (TA) It is said in a trad, & J.:* - of + o-- o- - - # •

J.''' -sus- als- L. 999 [of the trees called

+)), 1, what the aged and weah of camels cannot

reach may be prohibited]: i. e. what is near,

thereof, to the place of pasturage is not to be pro

hibited, but is to be left for the aged and weak

camels, that cannot go far in search of pasture :

(As, O, Msb:) or what camels cannot reach (Msb,

TA) by means of their -jū4-1, (Msb,) by walking

thereto, (TA,) may be prohibited: (Msb, TA:)

or it means, what camels cannot reach with their

heads may be prohibited [to be shaken or beaten

off for them]. (Mgh.)– tThe sole, or part that

touches the ground, of the foot of a man. (M, K,

T.A.) – 1 A tract of ground (S, A, O, L.) more

rugged, (S, O, L.) or longer, (A,) than such as is

termed J: : (S, A, O, L. :) or a rugged piece of

ground. (K.)

3.
*-Ra- : -

company consisting offen persons, (S, K.) You

say, *A-> &: -j- es' &% &- Such a one

See -*, in four places.= Also A

went forth among a company consisting of fen,

persons of his companions. (S.)

6 3

334- an inf. n. of 1 [in almost all of its senses,

proper and tropical; and much used as a simple

subst., signifying Lightness: t levity: &c.]. (JK,

S, Msb, K, &c.)

Jú: : see what next follows, in four places.

-: a part. n. of 1 [in all its senses, proper

and tropical, signifying Light: &c.]: (JK, S,"

Msb, K, TA:) as also * -is: [in the proper

sense] (JK, S, Msb,K, TA) and "Jué (S,'

K,” TA:) the first is applied to a thing; as also

* the second, (Msb,) which signifies anything

light to carry, (TA,) [as also the first;] and

light in weight but heavy in price, not incom

moding the bearer: (Harp. 139:) and the first and

W third are also applied to a man: (S, TA:) but,

as some say, the first means [light] in body [as

well as in tropical senses]; and " the third,

+[light] in [the sense of possessing] quickness or

acuteness or sharpness, and clevernessoringenious.

ness: and [in like manner] --Jall -ā-ād-signifies

t quick, acute, or sharp, in intellect, and -**

eś, the same: or clarer'genia": he pl.

of the first is -jū- and -iù:1 and #4-i, the

first of which three pls is also pl. of " Jú: :

and hence, in the Kur [ix. 41], Sü45 die. b:

[explained in art. Jæ]. (TA.) "Ji- is also

applied to a boy, (S, TA,) meaning Tight to

carry; (TA;) as in the saying of Imra-el-Keys,

• *- : ** j,

[The boy that is light to carry slips from the

parts of his (the horse's) back whereon the rider

sits]: (S: so in my copies:) or -i- AS& J%

[he makes the boy that is light to carry to slipj:

and [it is said that] it means also t the hardy,

strong, or sturdy, boy. (T.A.) And -*. sig

nifies also Little burdened or encumbered in jour

neying, or in residence at home; like V -ie- and

W +4. (TA) [Hence,] .31 -15 -** J:

+ A poor man. (TA.) – [t Brisk, lively,

sprightly, active, agile, prompt, and quick.

Hence,] 2:-" c." -:- [t Prompt, or quick,

to do good]. (TA in art. L.A.)- [t Light, or

easy, of utterance: and t light to the ear; light

in sound. Hence, ###! &: [t The light

sounding c); as in&: &c.]; contr. of #1;

and also applied to the tenn'een. (TA.)-[tLight,

thin, or scanty; applied to the hair of the head

&c. Hence,] c:* -** * [t He is light,

thin, or scanty.] in the hair of the two sides of

the cheeks, ($ and O and Msb in art. Laye,) and

of the beard. (O in that art.)- -āk- A cer.

tain kind of metre of verse; [namely, the eleventh;]
o " ... O - d. J. & d -

the measure of which consists of Čix: 03S-G
O J - * • •

U5).cts [in each hemistich]. (K [in which is

added “six times,” a mistake for “six feet”].)

Ji- [A maker, or seller, of boots (Ca+, pl.

3 * -

of Jād-).] (TA.)

* J

v_s=-6 :

2 : * ~ * .de de

[äääs-Ji 5,521 t The part, or parts, of the

person which it is improper, but not grossly in

decent, to expose : so in the law-books: see

art. 23°.]

s •

see -ăsăa-.

:-ād

1. -ā- (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. -, (Msb) infn.

* (S.A.K) and -i-(Mgb,TA) and &ti

(TA,) It (the voice, S, A, Msb) was, or became,

still, (S, K,) or silent; (A;) was, or became,

lon, (Msb,) or soft, or gentle, or slender; and

became weak, by reason of vehement hunger.

(TA.)- Hence, said of a dying man, He ceased

speaking; (S;) he was, or became, silent ; (S,

A, K;) he spoke not. (A.) - And [hence,]

<-i-, (A, TA) inf n. *, + He died: (A,

TA:) and <-i-, inf n.+, the died suddenly;

(AA, S, K, TA) as also Gú -u. (A) And

the latter, i.e. <-à-inf n.+, accord. to AM,

+ He nas, or became, weak, and abject, or abased.

(TA.)–* also signifies The speaking with a

suppressed voice; and so*&#3, (S,K,TA,) and

'#'s. (K, T.A.) And you say,* -ā-,

(Msb) and a *-su-, (TA) He lowered his

voice; spoke with a lon, voice. (Mgb, TA.) And

*::::: *-i- (TA) and to '-su-, (A, Msb)

inf a £4; (Msps) and "####, (TA)

He longered his voice in his reading or reciting;

read, or recited, nith a lon, voice : (A, Msb,

TA:) or the second of these signifies he read, or

recited, indistinctly, not neith raised voice. (Lth,

T.A.)– -ā-, said of seed-produce, t It was,

or became, such as is termed <su- [explained
below]. (Msb.) •

2. -ā- [app. It silenced, or killed: said of a

smiting with a sword or the like: see $).

(TA.)

3. --jus-, inf. n.#: see 1, in four places.

– [Hence,] &#." <-5 J.' The camels

ruminate. (TA.)

4. ---as-i She (a camel) brought forth on the

day [of the year] in nihich she was impregnated

[or just a year after she was covered]. (K.)

6. 12:30+5 They consulted together secretly.

(TA.) See also 1. - And -5\s-3 + He feigned,

or made a false show of, weakness and stillness.

(TA.)

<-i- (S) and '34-, (A,) applied to speech,

(S, A,) Uttered nith a lon, or suppressed, voice.

(S," A.) [See also <su-.] *=The former is also

syn, with+ [A. ion, or depressed, tract of

ground: &c.]. (K. [So accord. to my MS.

copy of the K, and accord. to the TA: but in the

CK this signification is omitted; for instead of

*L*,*, we find c:* <+",
* ~ * a • 6 o • 6 d tº

*3:12:05, meaning that -i- and -ič.

signify the same as Jā-J)

<+ [and accord. to the CK <i>. but this

is app. a mistake, (see what next precedes,)] i. q.
6 * * o o y

-lj- [i.e. Rue]; (K;) as also -à-a-. (T,TA.)

Šuš. [an inf. n. of 1, q.v. - And also used

as an epithet; for >\i- 23. : See ++.-Also

Weak hearing. (TA, from a trad)—du- <:

[I am not neak, and abject, or abased]. (T, from

a verse of El-Jaadee.)

+ ! A lean, or an emaciated, woman:

(Lh, K:) or a woman who is scarcely seen dis

tinctly, by reason of leanness, or emaciation:

(TA:) or a woman nho is deemed goodly, or

beautiful, (K,) whom the eye regards as worthy

of notice, (A, TA,) as long as she is alone, not

nohen she is among other nomen. (A, K, TA.)

You say &#&#- #21 (Lh, A, TA) >"

meaning n'ont to calumniate, or slander. (A.)

But AM says, I have not heard -24s- as an

epithet applied to a woman on any authority but

that of Lth. (TA.)

++ : see what follows, in two places.

+ A voice becoming still, or silent; or

lon, or suppressed; as also "-A- (A) You

97 *
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say *** --- +4. (TA.)- One nhose

voice is still, or silent, by reason of his neakness.

(Harp. 76.) Applied to a dying man, Ceasing

to speak; silent. (S)-->4. Jú- Clouds

in n:hich is no nater. (Aboo-Sa’eed, K.) A

cloud like these does not move from its place:

only that which contains water travels along:

that which sends forth a slightly-flashing light

ning scarcely ever, or never, does so. (Aboo

Saeed)--- & ! Dying, or dead, seed

produce : (A:) or seed-produce that has not

gronn tall: (Msb,” K, TA:) or that has not

attained the full height. (TA). The weak be

liever is likened, in a trad., to e;" <+, (A,

TA,) which at one time inclines, and at another

time stands straight; accord. to A 'Obeyd, <-šū

meaning what is fresh, or juicy, and soft, or

tender: or, accord. to one reading, to 23. #4-,

meaning fresh, or juicy, seed-produce, that is

soft, or tender, and weak; the 3 being added in

a--sus- as though by & were meant a'.

(TA.)

Jää

1, 5*, (S, A, Msh, K) and * **, and

* 3: (A, K) aor. 2 (§ 5) and *, (K)
inf n. xi.; (S. K.) and "3,4-, (As, S, K.)

inf n. *ā; (As, $3) and * * *- : (Ki)

He protected him ; granted him. refuge; pre

served, saved, rescued, or liberated, him; (S, A,

Msb, K;) from him who sought or pursued him.

(Msb.) And 2% 3-, inf. n. #4, He pro

tected the people and became responsible for their

safety. (T.A.)- And * He received from

him hire for protecting him (K) and being re

sponsible for his safety. (TA) - And ji-,

(TK,) inf n. 5tas-, (K,) He guarded palm-trees

from injury: and seed-produce from the birds:

syn. of the inf. n. of the verb in the latter sense,

ā-5%. (K, TA: in the CK i-53, with fet-h to

the L5, and with 2- in the place of C.)—see

also 5-2" × (Mgh, Mob) and use:

(A) aor. (Mgh, Msb) and *, (Msb) inf. m.

5u-, (Mgh,) He fulfilled the covenant, or en

gagement, (Mgh, Msb,) and my covenant, or

engagement. (A.)- See also 4, in two places.
** * * * > * * * c - d .d.

=:-#1 *** A-5 a-2 Its odour puts a stop

to the carnal desire of nomen. (R, TA.)=

**, (S, Msb,) or **, (K,) for most assert

that this verb is only used in relation to a woman,

and it seems to be seldom, if ever, otherwise used,

(MF) aor. *, (K) inf. n. #3 (S, A, Msh, K)

and ju-, (K, TA,) or the latter is a simple

subst: (Msb;) and "Äss, (K) or -, -s;

(M, L;) He, or she, was bashful; or felt, or had

a sense of, or nas affected with, shame, shyness, or

bashfulness; (Msb, TA;) and was grave, staid, or

sedate: (Msb:) or was very bashful, &c. (S,

M, A, K.)

2: see 1.=: [its inf. n.] is also syn. with
s o – -

*** [The doing an action of which one should

be ashamed]: (§, and some copies of the K, and

so in the CK:) or*: [the act of nalling a

town]: (so in other copies of the K, and in the

TA ) and J-a-5 [the act offortifying]. (TA)

4. 3,4- IHe sent, (S, K,) or appointed, (A,)

nith him a* [or protector], (S, A, K,) to de

fend andguard him. (Abu-l-Jarráh El-’Okeylee,

T.A.)= He broke, or violated, his covenant, or

engagement, with him; (S, A, Mgb, K;) the i

having a privative effect; (TA;) he behaved per

fidiously, treacherously, or unfaithfully, to him;

as also * *%-, (Mab, K.) £or. : , (Mgb)inf n.

A*- (K, TA; in the CK AA-) and*, (K,

TA:) or 2244- is an inf. n. syn. with Ja-' as

inf n. of ,as-1 in the sense above explained, but

having no verb, such as **, belonging to it:

(TA:) or you say, c.94 : * > *-, inf n.

*. such a one's compact, covenant, or obli

gation, by which he had become responsible for

the safety, or safe-keeping, of a person or thing,

or the like, was unfulfilled: and J:" Ulyas-l

the man broke, or violated, or failed ofperforming,

it : (Sh, TA:) and ** Jää-1 he broke, or vio

lated, the covenant, or engagement: (Mgh:) and

Jää-1 alone signifies the same. (IAth.)

5: see 1, in two. places. –4 ×- also sig

nifies He had recourse to him for refuge, pro

tection, or preservation; sought his protection;

asked him to be his*- [or protector]; (S, A,”

K.) and so *%i-; (TA;) [and **-1, oc

curring in the S, in art. -->5:] he protected, or

defended, himself by means of him; syn. *:L*.

(Msb.)

10: see 5.

6 * *

Jää-:

}*, applied to a man; (Msb;) and the same,

(K) without 5, (TA) and #4 and "###,

applied to a female, (S. K.) as also "jū-, (K.)

as a possessive or an intensive epithet; (TA ;)

Bashful; or feeling, having a sense of, or affected

neith, shame, shyness, or bashfulness; (Msb, TA;)

and grave, staid, or sedate: (Msb:) or very

bashful, &c.; (S, K;) as also ** applied to

a man : (TA, from a trad.:) pl. [of the first,

applied to a female, and of the second,]£i

(K.)

# (S, A, K) and "ijti. (S, A, Msb, K.)

[both, in Ham p. 677, said to be inf ns., but they

are rather to be regarded as quasi-inf ns.,] and

*āua- (S, Msb, K) and *ājū- (K) Protection,

refuge, preservation, rescue, or liberation, (S,”

A, Msb, K,) from one seeking or pursuing:

(Msb:) a compact, a covenant, or an obligation,

by n!hich one becomes responsible for the safety,

or safe-keeping, of a person or thing; or the like;

4 * *

see 5)\ad-.

or simply responsibility, o: suretiship; syn. #3 :

(S, TA:) pl. of the first, Ad-. (TA) It is said

in a trad., * 5:- -> 3: £" L- 3.

Whoso performeth the prayer of daybreak, he is

in the protection of God. (TA.) And in another

trad., c” * £450 Tears are the pro

tections of the eyes from Hell-fire when they weep

from the fear of God. (TA) And 4%is 343,

(S, A,) and *&##, (A,) May thy compact,

covenant, or obligation, which hath made thee

responsible for my safety, be fulfilled, (S) is said

by the object of protection to his protector when

he has not as yet preserved him in safety. (A.)

6.- - d.

5,44-: see the next paragraph, in two places.

*

X* A protector; one who protects, grants

refuge, preserves, saves, rescues, or liberates;

(S, A, Msb, K;) from one who seeks or pursues;

(Msb;) as also *#: (A, K, TA:) a protector

of a people, in nhose safeguard they are as long

as they remain in his district: (Lth:) pl. #4.

(A.) One n'ho guards seed-produce from the

birds. (TA.)- Oae who is protected, to n:hom

refuge is granted, who is preserved, saved, rescued,

or liberated. (K.) The K might be thought to

imply that *#4. is also used in this sense; but
* -

it is not. (TA.)- See also Jaé-.

#4 (A, Msh, K) and# and #4 (Mab,

K) The hire, or pay, of a* [or protector]:

(A, Mgb, K:) the vulgar say *:::: and some

erroneously change the & into ë. (TA.)– See

*- d -

also 5,44-, first and last sentences.

* A certain plant, (As, S, K,) n:hich ants

collect in their habitations, (TA,) resembling

tares, or darnel, (Obj) (K,) i.e., in form, said

to be so called because its odour puts a stop to the

carnal desire of women; also called 3. and

X: : so says Suh in the R. (TA.)

* - d.

Ala- : 6 *

... - ..., X see Jāā

* * *

1. Jia-, aor. *, inf. n. Ji- He had that

quality of the eyes, or sight, which is termedJi

as this word is explained belon. (Msb.) And
J. J. J.- & •

4:= <-a- His eye had that quality. (A.)

Ji- Smallness of the eye, (S, A, K,) or of

the eyes, (Msb,) and weakness in the sight, by

nature : (S, A, Msb, K. :) or a natural narron

ness in the eye: (TA:) and sometimes it is a

disease : (S, Msb:*) or a corrupt state in the

eyelids, (Kh, A, K,) and redness, n'hich causes

the eyes to become narron, (Kh,) without pain,

(Kh, A, K,) and without ulceration: (Kh:) and

[so in the S and A and Msb, but in the K “or”]

nyctalopia; or the seeing by night, (S, A, K,) but

not by day: (S, K:) or the seeing by night more

than by day: (Msb:) and in a cloudy day, but

not in a clear one : (S, A, Msb, K:) and some

times, ! the being affected neith ophthalmia, or

inflammation of the eye with pain, and swelling.

(Msb) →-->#- ce: *[Asthough

they were the goats of a pen, in respect of neak

ness of sight,] is a prov., applied to him who falls

into blindness or perplexity or the darkness of

night; because goats are the weakest of the*

in rain and cold: originally said by 'Āisheh.

(TA.)
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Jú. The bat; syn. *:::: (K;) a certain

Jiying thing; (Msb;) that flies by night : (S:)

so called because it can scarcely see by day;

(Msb;) or because of the smallness of its eyes

and the weakness of its sight (K, TA) by day:

(TA:) its brain, if the hollows of the soles

of the feet be anointed nith it, excites the

venereal passion: and if burnt, and used as a

collyrium, it removes, or stops, (according to

different copies of the K,) whiteness of the eye,

(K, TA,) and sharpens the sight : (TA:) its

blood, if smeared upon the pubes of one who has

nearly attained the age of puberty, prevents the

gron'th of hair; (El-Minháj, K;) as some say;

but this is not true: (El-Minháj:) and if the

pudendum of her who has difficulty in bringing

forth, be rubbed gently neith its gall-bladder, she

brings forth immediately : (K, TA:) the pl. is

J:stiá. (S, K.) [See also Juá-.]

Jää One n:ho has that quality of the eyes,

or sight, which is termed Jä- as this word is

explained above: (S, A, Msb:) and one n'ho con

tracts his eyes when he looks: (TA:) and one

who has in his eyes nºbite fluid matter, or motes,
•- d -

* * *

or the like : (AZ:) fem. Váá-. (Mgb.)

1. 4-ai- [aor. 2,] inf. n. U+, He lonered

it; depressed it; namely, a thing; contr. of 43.

(A.)-He (God) abased him; (S,M;b;) namely,

an unbeliever. (Msb.) You say, J-2 Laäs- all

&#3 à: +God abaseth whom He nill, and ex

alteth. (S)-4-u-Jää. He (a bird) [low

ered or] relaxed his ning, and contracted it to

his side, in order that he might rest, or cease, from

his flying. (TA.)- And the same phrase, the

made himself gentle, easy to deal with, compliant,

-or obsequious. (TA.) It is said in the Kur

[xv. 88],&: 4-u- U: ! And make

thyself gentle, &c., to the believers: (Jel, TA:)

or be thou condescending to the believers, and

treat them with gentleness. (Bd.) And again, in

the same [xvii. 25], (TA,) Cus- U." J:

a: &- Jäl | And humble, or abase, thou

thyself to them both, from compassion: (Bd,

K, TA:) or make thyself submissively gentle to

them both, from compassion: (Bd,” Jel:) or

there is a transposition in the sentence, and the

meaning is J." c. *--> Cus- *** -āā-15

[and make thyself compassionately gentle to them

both, from submissivenes]. (O, K.)–41 &

44% 1:1 J#4, in a trad., means Verily

God, at one time, bringeth don’n to the ground

the just, or equitable; and, at another time, ex

alteth him : (ISh:) or maketh ample [the means

of subsistence &c.] to whom IIe nill, and maketh

scanty to whom He will: ($gh, K.) or maketh

little the portion of the means ofsubsistence which

is the share of any created being, and maketh it

much. (TA in art b-s, q.v.). J." Lai

4.5% is also explained as signifyingThe just's being

overcome by the unjust, when men act corruptly,

and the just's overcoming the unjust, when they re

pent,and actrighteously. (TA) [See also art. &2.]

3 * - * * * - e.e. s of J. d > d > * ~ *

- -, - US,4- (* -á, usai- <-Jij to

*: <-23 ![app. means One land ceased not to

make me go a gentle pace, and another to make

me go a vehement pace, until I came unto you :

for Jää- as relating to pace is probably not only

intrans., as it will be seen to be below, but also

trans., like its contr. &#: or it may mean one

land ceased not to make me go don'n, and another

to make me go up, &c.; though its being tropical

if having this meaning may be doubted]. (A,

TA)—334 Jai-, (A, Msb) aor = (Msb)

inf n. Jāi-, ($, Meb, K.) : He (a man, Msb)

lonered his voice; (S, K;) did not raise his

voice; (Msb;) [contr. of*ś, as is indicated in

the A.] - [In most of the above-mentioned

senses, "Jāi- is nearly, if not exactly, syn. with

Jāi-] •-*} es'-> Jää- +He made

the [final] letter to have kesreh, in inflection.

(Msb.) Jāi- is syn. with> [q. v.] (S, K) in

the inflection of words: (K:) these two terms,

in the inflection of words, are like ::= in the

non-inflection, in the conventional language of

the grammarians. (S)=+ Jā-, aor. *,

[inf n., app., Jā-, q.v. infră,] + His life was,

or became, easy; free from trouble or incon

venience, and toil or fatigue; tranquil ; and plen

tiful (JK, K.') — 5:- Jai- ther (a

woman's) voice was, or became, [lon, soft,]

gentle and easy. (T.A.) --ā- +She (a wo

man) was, or became, lon, soft, or gentle, in voice.

(TA)—J.''<i-finfin-at-and-si-.

like the contr. &# and 82%, (see Uži- below,)]

! The camels went a gentle pace; (A, TA;) contr.

of ~9. (A.)—ck." Jai-, aor. *, + He

remained, stayed, or abode, in the place. (K.)

[See also J#4- A poet says, [app. using the

verb in this sense,]

- • 0 - 3 * & - w

us-> 9-1--> &!: L'--> Cl *

&#13 Je: L-jú "

[Verily the like of me, and verily the like of thee,

are different: therefore heep thou to the booth

which is our home, and remain at rest: thou wilt

become fair]: the last word is forL': a Ló

being added. (S)-->4-, inf n. Jä, ä, also

signifies the died; said of a man. (TA.)=

āşş-l *-ā-, [aor. and int. n. as below,] She

circumcised the girl: [see la :] (Msb:) <-ai

#9-1, (S) or #3'-' -ā-, (A, K.) is like

*-: , (S) or, Ál&: (A, K.) the

former verb applies only to a girl: (Mab, K.) or

you say sometimes,&: -ā-, aor. : , inf. n.

Jääs-, meaning he circumcised the boy. (TA.)

2 : see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph. –

*''' J% Jāi-Draw thou the camers head to:

wards the ground, that thou mayest mount him.

(Lth, K.)—£ai-t He weakened, and lonyered,

or abased, his state, and his rank. (TA.)– tHe

quieted him, or tranquillized him, and rendered

the affair, or case, or state, easy to him. (TA,

from a trad)- 45u- * Jā- + Quiet, or

calm, thy heart. (TA)—& t; J#1 -as

! Make thou thy nords (lit. the saying) gentle, or

soft, O such a one: (K, TA:) and*-ā
- • de • 6 * *

J%l [signifies the same]. (S.)- 4Mele Jaka

£9, (S. K.) or [simply] * *i- (A)

! Make thou the case, or affair, light, or easy,

(S, A, K,) to thyself: (A:) [i. e. regard it

lightly: for]*Jai-, occurring in a trad.,

as said by Aboo-Bekr to 'Áisheh, means make

thou the case, or affair, light, or easy; and do

not grieve for it. (TA)--à: ****-:

<s." +He was smitten byafflictions which brought

near to him death, and from which he could not

escape. (IAar, L.)

3. Jáu-3 J:46: See art. &l.

5: see what next follows.

7. Jais-ji, (JK, S, Sgh,) or "Jaa:4-1, (K.)

or both, (TA,) [but the latter seems to be very

rare, whereas the former is of very frequent oc

currence,] and "Jais-5, (A,) It was, or became,

loniered, or lon, or depressed. (JK, S, A,

Sgh, K.)

8. Laâté-l: see 7.=<-aa-a-i She (a girl)

nas, or became, circumcised. (S, K.) [See 1,

last signification.]

6 d >

J.:- [see Jā-, (of which it is the inf. n.)

throughout. -] A state of abatement, or remiss

ness, or the like: (A, TA:) + ease; repose; free

dom from trouble or inconvenience, and toil or

Jatigue; tranquility; quietness; quietude; still

ness; syn, āex; (S, A, K;) and ā-, ; (Msb;)

and &*: (TA;) of life: (Msb:) or ample

ness of the circumstances of life; (El-Marzookee,

Msb;) plentifulness and pleasantness thereof:

(El-Marzookee :) softness, delicateness, or easi

ness: (A, TA:) pleasant life : (L:) and [in like

manner] "iáA-softness, delicateness, or easiness,

of life, and ampleness of the circumstances

thereof: (TA:) and the former, t gentleness and

easiness of voice. (TA.) You say, Jai- es'>

J: &- t They are in an easy, or a tranquil,

[or a plentiful and pleasant, or a soft or delicate,

state of life. (S.) [This phrase is said in the A

to be tropical; but why, I do not see; since
6 d > o

Jais- in the sense of āes is proper accord. to the

same authority] And J.J. Jai- -> * + He

is in an ample, and an easy, or a tranquil, state

of life. (Msb.) And a poet says,

* ** es' :* < * : a: •) *

- of- of - d = y J. J.

* &l-les's Jal es' L:- 825- *

* •. 2 #2 * - w J. <f 2.

'e -u- c. 33: J# Us: *

- * - - of 2 of

&\,--- (-)--> J-* > *

(Hamp. 137, and Sgh;) i. e. t| Let not yearning

of soul for family and homes prevent thee from

enjoying] ampleness of the circumstances of life,

or plentifulness and pleasantness thereof, in ease

and tranquillity: [thou wilt find in every country,

if thou take up thine abode in it, a family for a

family, and neighbours for neighbours:] (El

Marzookee, MF :) another reading, which is

*
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preferable, though each is allowable, is & in

the place of £25. (Ham ubi suprà.) – [It is

also used as an epithet; app. for Lai- 35.] You

say, Jāi- J', (JK, TA,) and 'J', (S, A,

K,) and "Cass-, and 'L',:4, (TA) +An easy,

or a tranquil, (JK, S, K, TA) and plentiful,

(JK, TA,) and soft, or delicate, (TA,) life:

(JK, S, &c. ) and "Ja- signifies the same

aS Jāi- (TA : there mentioned in the same

place as here.) [It is said in the A, that L'ec

'-a'-i like.#5 i.e., (meaning that it is

for Jāsas-e U-2s,) and that it is tropical.]

Also t A gentle pace; contr. of&#: (S, A,"K;)

and so 'J',:-- (S, A) cont. of £3% (A,

TA.) [See J.' -á-.]—Also Lon, or de

pressed, land: (TA:) and [in like manner]

W iast- a lon', or depressed, tract (:: ā-ā)

of land: (ISh, K :) iss; signifying [the contr.,

i. e.] a hard and elevated tract of land. (ISh.)

a-ai- J- -> * and *ś, J- [He is in a

state of abasement and in a state of elevation:

or perhaps the word ālaas- should be written

aal- to agree in form with ass, and because in

itself denoting a state]. (A.)

J*- << ! A lon, soft, or gentle, voice.

(TA) And JAA-> and 'J',:- [Low,

soft, or gentle, speech], (A, TA.) See also U+.

-Jā-J: see Jai- -

* - • -

ā-aead-, as a subst: : see U+, near the be

ginning of the paragraph.

Jass', one of the names of God called £5.

J-1, The Abaser of the proud, haughty, or

insolent: (K:) the Abaser of everything which

He desireth to abase. (TA)—is, iāsū in

the Kur [lvi. 3, applied to the resurrection,

(*#)] means Abasing certain persons to Hell:

exalting certain persons to Paradise : (O, K :)

or abasing the disobedient : exalting the obedient.

(Zj)- A rájiz [of the tribe of Asad (S in arts.

U> and U-2)] says, censuring a collector of the

poor-rate,

* U.
• $44, 3- …"

[Dost thou devour my camels, elevating the nose

with pride, lonering age in one case and raising

age in another ?]: or, accord. to IAar, this was a

man addressing his wife, and censuring her father,

who had required as her dowry twenty camels,

all to be els: -, and demanded them of him;

and when he saw among his camels a fat ai-, he

said “This is a c, -,” that he might take

her; and when he saw a lean J2: -4, he said

“This is a Jss- <,” that he might leave her.

a > * > *

Jāsū a wiêu Ji .s

(S)-cis-l Jás- * ! He is gentle, easy to

deal with, compliant, or obsequious : (A, TA:)

the is grave, staid, sedate, or calm , (TA;) and

** * *. (K, TA)—ia's #:
***", and ** "áā-ā-, +A woman lon,

soft, or gentle, in voice : (TA:) not clamorous
• 4 d -

and foul-tongued. (T,TA)-->4. L'es: see

Jāi-, in two places.—(£ äästä. J.; + Land

easy of irrigation. (K.) The contr. is termed

U-M #5. (TA)—ias-i: ‘i: G

! Between me and thee is a night of easy journey

ing. (S,TA)—&#4- >; +A people, or

company of men, remaining at a nater : when

going in search of pasture and of the places where

rain has fallen, they are not so called. (IAar.)

=āāsū. A woman who circumcises girls. (S,

A, Msb, K.") And Jāsū- is sometimes applied

to A man who circumcises boys. (TA.)

iásá, as a subst, or an epithet in which the

quality of a subst, predominates: see Jāi-, last

signification.

>: Jää- A place where a people are in a

state of ease, or tranquillity; or in a plentiful and

pleasant state of life. (T.A.)– See also U+,

in the latter part of the paragraph.=_*

also signifies The place of a girl where the opera

tion of circumcision is performed. (Lh and Az,

in TA, voce 554)

* : * >

U-29A*-* :

latter part of the paragraph ; and see Jaéâ4-.
6 * d d -

=issi-. A girl circumcised. (Mgh, Msb)

* * > . •

see Laâd-, in two places, in the
* *

ää-#" -is:-" All the letters of the alphabet

except &: --, -ā, b, *, &’ and J.; (K;) which

latter are called #:1. (TA.)

Jää

1. &i- signifies The striking, or slapping,

(JK, S, K.) a thing, [so as to make a slight

sound,] with a 52 [q.v.], (JK, K,) or with some

thing broad. (JK, S, K.) You say,**, (Mgh,

Msb) aor = [and #1, inf n Ji-, (MSb) He

struck, or slapped, him, or it, [so as to make a

slight sound,] with something broad, (Mgh, Msb,)

such as a 52. (Msb.) And aii-, aor. - and *,

He struck him slightly, [or so as to make a slight

sound,] with a sword, (§, K.) and with a whip,

and with a 52. (TA.) And al: U.S. Ji

He struck the ground [so as to make a sound]

with his sandal. (S, T.A.)- And hence, i. e.

from aii- as first explained above, (Mgh,) The

sounding [of the patting, or pattering,] (JK,

Mgh, K) of the sandal, (JK, K,) or of the

sandals, (Mgh,) and the like: (TA:) and Ji

&S J* 21359. [the sounding of the patting,

or pattering, of the feet upon the ground]. (Az,

in TA, art. U-2A.) You say, J: Ji- The

sandal made a sound, or sounds. (Msb.)- And

#l -ā- aor. - and *, inf. n. &- and &üí.

(S, K) and 3,4- (TA,) The banner, or standard,

was, or became, in a state of commotion; moved,

or nent, to and fro; trembled ; fluttered; or

quivered; (S, K;) as also V -āā:s-i: (JK, K:)

and in the same sense the former verb is used

in speaking of the heart; (S, Msb;) —li &áš.

signifying the fluttering, or palpitating, of the

heart; (JK, T, K;) and in like manner &üía

cus." the fluttering, or flapping, of the ning :

(JK:) so, too, the former verb is used in speak

ing of the mirage; (S, K;) and " the latter verb

likewise, (Lth,K;) and Ru-beh, by poetic license,

makes the -s of [the inf n.] Ji-li to be with

fet-h, in his saying,

* 2: . J- • of 2 * * *

Gås-J) e'. >\eS)*

[Indistinct in respect of the signs of the nay,

glistening much in the quivering, or fluttering]:

(S, K:) in like manner, also, the former verb is

used in speaking of lightning, (S,"TA,) inf. n.

Ji- (Si) and of a sword, and of the wind,

and the like: and " Gås-l, said of the heart, and

of lightning, and of a sword, and [-āād-1 said]

of a banner, or standard, and of the wind, signi

fies the same: (TA:) or &;" -ā-, (S,) inf. n.

6 * * *

Júas-, (S, TA,) signifies. The nind made a

rustling, or murmuring, or confused and con

tinued, sound. (S, T.A.") And āsūl -ā- The

she-camel broke wind, with a sound. (K.)–

Ji- said of a bird, [because of the flapping,

or sound, of its wings,] It fien. (S, K.) See

also 4, first sentence. And said of an arrow,

[because of its whizzing,] It went sniftly. (TA.)

And >}." -> Ji-, inf. n. 3,4- He went anay

into, or in, the countries, or lands, &c. (TA.)

–Also, said of a man, [in the CK, üşş is erro

neously put for &%] He moved, or shook, his

head, (S, K.) or bent [don.n] his head, (TA,) [or

nodded,] being dronsy, or dozing; (S,K,TA;) as

also "gas-l: ($gh, K.) or he dron'sed, or dozed:

(Mgh:) or he had a fit of dron'siness, or dozing,

and then anoke : (TA:) or he slept ; (JK,

TA;) so says Ibn-Háni; (TA;) aor. 3 and * ,

(JK) inf n. 3,'... (TA) And -: Ji

cº- 3i *ā-, (Mgh, Msb,) occurring in a

trad, (Mgh,) He bent [donn] his head, without

the rest of his body, [or nodded,] once, or twice,

being taken by a fit of dron'siness, or dozing.

(Msb.) It is said in another trad, "...# G#t=

c:- # *ā- &: [Their heads used to

nod by reason of dron'siness, or dozing, once or

twice]. (S.) And in another, &s: bits

X-25 *...* : L:- £1, i. e. [They used to

nait for nightfall until] they slept so that their

chins dropped upon their breasts. (TA.) –

2: *-i-, inf n. 5*, The stars set, or

disappeared. ($) And #13:4-, (JK,Mgh,

K,) aor. -, inf. n. 3,4- (K,) The star, or the

asterism, [or the Pleiades,] set, or disappeared;

(JK, Mgh, K;) as also "Gås-l: (JK:) or the

former signifies the star, &c., went donon in the

place of setting; and in like manner the verb is

used in speaking of the moon; (TA;) and of the

sun (IAar, TA ) and Ass #1 *-ā- signi

fies the stars retired to the place of setting : (S,

K:) or, as some say, shone with a flickering light,

or glistened, or shone brightly : [because of their

twinkling, or apparent quivering: or] as though

the 1 in the verb had a privative effect. (TA.)

One says,-: 3,4- $53, meaning [I came]

at the time of the setting of the Pleiades; making

the inf. n. an adv. n. [of time]. (S, TA.)

Hence, (Mgh, TA,) or, as some say, from the

same word as signifying “the act of striking [or
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slapping],” (TA) #1 signifies The act of

inserting; (Mgh;) [i. e.] the causing the penis

to become concealed in the vulva; (K;) or the

act of copulation : (JK:) or [rather] the penis'

becoming concealed in the vulva. (Az, T.A.) –

Jill Ji- The night for the most part passed

anay: (JK, K:) [and in like manner the verb

is said of the day:] see &= -38." Ji

The place nas, or became, void, or unoccupied.

(TA)-3,4- in a horse is The being slender,

or lean, in the belly. (AO, K. [See :-.])

•

4. Gås-1, said of a bird, It beat with [or

jlapped] its nings: (S, K:) and *-ū- * 3:

[signifies the same]. (S and K in art. c5-9.)

And *::: gas-l. He (a man) made a sign with

his garment, by raising it, and waving it. (S, Z,

Sgh, K.) -Said of the heart, and of lightning,

and of a sword, &c. : see 1. - And said of a

drowsy, or dozing, man: see 1. - Also He (a

man who had gone on a warring and plunder

ing expedition) failed of obtaining any spoil:

(A’Obeyd, S, Mgh, K, and Ham p. 157, and Har

p. 26:) because he becomes in a shaky, or un

steady, condition, at that time: or because his

travelling-bags become unsteady, or shake about,

by reason of their lightness and emptiness: so
- - - ot

that the verb is of the same category as Lia:
3.

[meaning “his camels thirsted”] and *

[meaning “he had his camels affected with the

mange, or scab]: (Har ubi supra:) or the proper

signification is, he found the spoil to be not

stationary: (TA:) or it means he returned dis

appointed of spoil, or of predatory warfare :

(JK:) or he was disappointed of that for which

he hoped. (Ham p. 157.) And He (a hunter or

fowler) returned nithout having taken any game.

(S, K.) And His property became little. (TA.)

You say also, 225 U. Gås- He (a man) had his

travelling-provisions all spent, or consumed, [so

that his provision-bags, being empty, shook

about.] (J.K.) And #6 is - it (S,R)

He sought an object of want, and failed of ob

taining it. (K.)—- cas-l, and -āād

>s--" see 1 =0% Gås-l He thren don'n,

or prostrated, such a one on the ground. (AA, K.)

8: see 1, in two places.

a. * 6.- d.

&ää ja: • A camel's lip flaccid, or pendulous.

(JK)–: J% and iía- and '3i: and

äää- A horse, or mare, slender, or lean, in the

belly: sometimes the animal is so by nature; some

times, by reason of loss of flesh; and sometimes,

by being jaded: (AO, K:) sometimes, also, they

said #-9 &+: at other times using the epithet

by itself: (AO, TA) pl. [masc.] 5ue. and

o

[fem.] &tis- and +. (AO, K.)

3: and [its fem.] with 5: see 3:

ā- [A single nodding of the head, by reason

of dron'siness, or dozing]: see 1, in two places:

(Mgh, Msb:) a slight, or light, sleep. (TA.) It

is said in a trad. respecting Ed-Dejël [or Anti

christ], 9:30 3- #- & &#, explained as

meaning [He will come forth] in a time when

religion will be dron sy, or dozing, by reason of

neakness. (TA.)—J." 3- #- Us a means
* * * • •

A period (āsū) of the night passed. (J.K.)–

And one says, Júl* Jú-" J." Je

c's." [The time of] the journeying of the night

is the first part thereof and the last part thereof,

and [that of] the journeying of the day is the

morning, betneen daybreak and sunrise, and

the evening, between sunset and nightfall. (TA.)

=See also the next paragraph, in two places.

iii., (K) or, as in the Tekmilch, *ā-,

(TA). A thing neith nhich one strikes, or beats,

such as a thong, or strap, or a #2 [q. v.]. (K,

TA.) [See also ā-.]=And the former, (K,)

or "the latter, (JK.) A smooth desert in which is

[the kind of mirage termed] Ji: (JK, K:) so

says Lth. (TA.) [See also 3:...]

35- A garment with n'hich one makes a sign,

by raising it, and naving it. (J.K.)

3,4- See Jiu-- Also A she-camel that

breaks wind [often], with a sound. (K.)

&: [Flapping, or flapping much ;] applied

to a wing. (TA.) And applied to a bird, [because

of the sound of its wings,] meaning Flying.

(TA)—istia-J. A land in which the -5
[or mirage] quivers. (TA.) —23i &: A

man broad in the fore part of the foot :

(S, K:) or broad in the under part, or sole, of

the foot: (JK, TA:) or having the foot light

upon the ground ; not heavy, nor slow : (IAar,

TA:) or quick in step, beating the ground much

neith the foot so that it makes a sound offlapping

to be heard by reason of the vehemence of his

tread. (Ham p. 173.)-Já- āsū- A woman

lank in the belly. (S, L, K, TA.)

* * * *

isi-fem of34- [q. v.].-[Hence,] asūs-J)

The anus. (IDrd, K.)

3su- [act part. n. of Gås- in all its senses].

It is applied as an epithet to the -9- [or mirage,

as meaning Quivering]: and so "3,4- [but

with an intensive signification]. (JK.) And

[the fem. pls.] &'s- and+ are used as

[substs.]signifying Banners, orstandards, [because

of their fluttering.] (TA)- Applied to a man,

Moving, or shaking, his head, or bending it

[don'n, or nodding], when drowsy, or dozing.

(TA.)– [Hence, app.,] c:* &ú. ü); <:

! I saw such a one nith the eye cast don'n, and

depressed in the head [as though drowsy]. (TA.)

- *ists."A: Certain days in which the stars

[in great number] became scattered (#5 [in

the CK, erroneously, <<uil), [causing a belief

that the day of judgment was at hand, (see Kur

lxxxii. 2)] in the time of Abu-l-'Abbās and Aboo

Jaafar, (K, TA,) the 'Abbāsees. (TA.) –

clists." is a term applied to The place of sunrise

and the place of sunset, (A Heyth, JK, Mgh, K,)

by the attribution of predominance to the latter;

for &=l, meaning the disappearing, is applied

to the place of sunset: (AHeyth, TA:) or the

horizon (#) of the place of sunrise and that of

the place of sunset; (S, K;) accord. to Lth (TA)

and ISk, (S, TA,) because the night and the

day for the most part pass away ("ciš, so in

the T and S, but in the K, erroneously, clic-,

TA) between them, (T, TA,) or in them: (S,

TA:) or the two [opposite] extremities of the

heaven and the earth : (As, Sh, K:) or the end

of the heaven and earth: (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh,

K:) or two vacant spaces (cit.") next to the

tno [opposite] sides of the earth: (Khālid Ibn

Jembeh, TA:) and £1 &ls= signifies The

regions of the heaven from which issue the four

[cardinal] winds. (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, K.) One

says, 4:- cºis- &: U. There is not between

the place of sunrise and the place of sunset the

like of him. (TA) And G-A. & ai-ji and

33-9 [May God remove him to the place of

sunset and to the four cardinal regions of the

heaven or earth]. (TA.)- Usus- also signifies A

place void of, or unoccupied by, any one to cheer

by his presence. (TA.)

3:., applied to a desert (#3), Wide, (S.K.)

in n'hich the ~5- [or mirage] quivers. (S.) -

Applied to a horse or mare, (JK, S, K, TA,)

mostly to a female, (IDrd, TA,) and a she-camel,

(IDrd, JK, K,) and a male ostrich, (IDrd, S,

K,) Quick, or snift: (K:) or very quick or

snift : (JK, S:) and 7&#, (so in some

copies of the K,) or "J:- (so in other copies

of the K and in the JK and O, and so written by

A ’Obeyd,) each correct, the J in the former and

the U4 in the latter augmentative, (MF, TA,)

is applied to a she-camel and a male ostrich,

(JK, K,) in the former sense, as is also 3:

(JK,) or in the latter sense. (A ’Obeyd, K.)

Accord. to some, applied to a she-camel, it sig

nifies Lean, or lank, in the belly; having little

flesh. (TA.) And, applied to a woman, Long in

the& [app. here meaning the truo inguinal

creases], slender in the bones, and nide in step.

(El-Kilábee, K.) Also, applied to a woman,

Quick and bold; and so "Jää- : (TA:) or the

latter, so applied, signifies light, active, or agile,

and bold: and Sb says that the J in it is aug

mentative; deriving it from C:"&- [explained

above: see 1]. (S.)- Also i. q.* [meaning

either A. calamity, or, as an epithet, very cun

ning], (AA, K.) and so "J:-, which latter

occurs in a verse, variously related, applied to a

child brought forth by a woman who had been in

labour a whole night; (S, K;) meaning asals;

or, as some explain it, in this instance, meaning

imperfectly formed; (TA;) [and is also used as a

corroborative of asals; for] one says"J:- £als

[a great, or severe, calamity ; or extremely cun

ning]. (S.)

3:- see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places. = Also, (as in some copies of the

K.) or 'Jai -, (as in other copies of the K and

in the JK, and thus written by Lth,) a word imi

tative of The sound of the running of horses (JK,

K) in which is a quivering, or convulsive, mo

tion. (K.) -
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• * * 6.- d -g *...* :

&###4-: see Gaes-, *= and see also &#44-.

Ji- A place, (TA,) or a level land, (A8,

TA,) in which the -5- [or mirage] quivers.

(A5, TA.) [See also iii-.]- And [the pl.]

&st- signifies The places of setting [of stars]:

and is used as [a sing...] meaning the place of

setting of a star. (Ham p. 152.) [See also

33-.]

Ji- A broad sn'ord: (JK, S, K:) or any

thing broad with which one strikes. (Mgh.)

ā- A 52 [q. v.] (JK, S, K) with which

one stries [or jogs] : (S:) or (so in the K, but

in the JK “and”) a whip of wood: (JK, K:)

so says Lth. (TA.)

3,4- A man (T) having a fluttering, or pal

pitation, of the heart. (I Drd,” T, K.”)– And

Possessed, bereft of reason, or insane; syn.
6 y o *

J2-2: (AA, K. :) fem. with 3. (A.A.)
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1. i-, (S,K) aor. **, (S) in n. *

($, K) and #4-5 (Isl,K) and L-aor L*,

inf. n. Ji- (S, TA;) and &- *Ol". L*.

inf n. *s-, (Kr, TA:) said of lightning. It

flashed, gleamed, or shone, (S, K, TA,) faintly,

extending siden'ays in the adjacent tracts of cloud:

when it flashes, gleams, or shines, a little, and

then ceases, not extending sideways, it is termed

.* and when it cleaves the clouds, and ex

tends high, into the midst of the sky, without

going to the right and left, it is termed iiie.

(S, TA:) accord. to A’Obeyd, #- signifies the

ectending of lightning siderays in the tract: af

the shy. (TA.)- And tâ4-, (K,) inf. n. 244-,

(TA,) It (a thing) appeared. (K, TA. [See also

Uská-, in art. Usas-J)

#- i. q. #-, (K, TA, [in the CK, erro

neously, axé,]) an inf n, of * <+ as syn.

with &#1, (K" and TA in art. Lás-, q.v.)

the 2 and Us being interchangeable. (TA.)

Uská

1. Gº- (Mgh, Msh, K) aor L*, (Mab,

K.) inf n. #4-, (Mgh, Msb, K.) has two contr.

significations: (Mgh, Msb:) It was, or became,

unperceived or imperceptible, [or hardly per

ceived or perceptible, by any of the senses, or only

by the eye or ear, or by the mind; mostly] un

apparent, or not apparent; (K;) [latent; ob

scure;] hidden, concealed, or covered; (Mgh,

Msb;) [or unconspicuous; but also faint, or

dim, to the sight; suppressed, or stifled, said of

the voice; or lon, faint, gentle, or soft, to the

ear; and obscure to the mind, abstruse, recondite,

occult, or covert; and secret, private, or clandes

tine:] and the contr., i.e. it appeared; it was,

or became, apparent, open, manifest, plain, or

evident; (Mgh, Msb;) [as also "J"--!: (see

---, below :)] or, accord. to some, the particle

that connects it with its subject distinguishes one

meaning from the other: (Msb:) you say, Ji

age, aor, and inf n, as above, (§, Mgh, Māb,

TA,) it (a thing, or an affair, Mgh) mas, or be

came, unperceived or imperceptible, [&c., by

him;] unapparent, or not apparent, [or obscure,

&c., to him;] (TA;) or hidden, or concealed, from

him : (Mgh, Msb:) and 4. G+ it appeared to

him; it was, or became, perceptible, apparent,

open, &c., to him : [but see what follows:] (Mgh,

Mgb:) whence the sayings of Mohammad, [app.

the Hanafee Imām,] referring to spoils, G'+*
w - og • * * o- - - - 2 - o ~ * * * ** . •

9: Jaits, #3 & #3 & X", i. e. It ap

peared [to them that they should go an ay with

them, or take them anay, and conceal them from

the believers in a plurality of gods], and G+

25-9 J's & ** & ź [It appeared

to them that they should take them forth to the

territory of El-Islam]: but this is said only in

relation to that which appears from a state of con

cealment or from a hidden quarter. (Mgh.)

[Hence,] ā-1.* The affair, or case, became

manifest: (S, K5 or the state of concealment de

parted, or ceased; but the former explanation is bet

ter: or, as some say,"ääs-A here signifies the secret;

and the meaning is, the secret became apparent:

(TA:) or, lit., the low ground became high and

apparent; meaning twhat was concealed became

revealed. (Harpp. 133-4. [See also art. &l)

[And #4. J” means Covertly, secretly, pri

vately, stealthily, or clandestinely. (See also what

follows)]–4. <---, aor. *, (K,) inf. n. #.

and #4 (Msh, K) and #-, (K) the s and

2 being interchangeable, (TA,) signifies 'é:

[i. e. I made myself unapparent to him, lurked,

or lay hid or in ambush, for him; cloaked, or

disguised, myself to him; hid, or concealed, my

self from him]: (K:) [for] Laxa-1 signifies he

hid, or concealed, himself, (Fr," El-Fārābee,

JK,” Msb, K.,) 4. from him; (TA;) as also

* LA-1, (Fr." JK,' Msb, K.) and "UAA-1,

(IAar, K.) and "Lis-à also is syn, with LA

[in this sense]: (Z, TA:) or you say, '+:

*, meaning I hid, or concealed, myselffrom

thes, but not *- :-1: (IK, Th, S, Msb:) or

"Laxa-1 in the sense of C++ is not of high

authority, nor is it disallowed, (Az, Msb, TA,)

but "J"-- is more usual. (Az, T.A.) You

% - d. J J J J - -

Say, dead- 5 and assa- [I did it covertly, se

cretly, privately, stealthily, or clandestinely].

(MSb) And #. J.; and #4. [He was slain

covertly, secretly, &c.]. (J.K.) And is: +t.

[lit. He eats it covertly, &c.,] means he steals it.

(K.) In the saying in the Kur [vii. 53], *ś

#3 ū-aiź. the meaning [of the last word]

is, Submissively, devoting yourselves to his service:

or, accord. to Zj, adhering to his service in your

minds: or, accord. to Th, celebrating Him in your

minds: or, accord. to Lh, in quietness, and still

ness: (TA:) or secretly; and so in the similar

passage in the Kur vi. 63. (Jel, and so Bd on
- 3-5 . • * * 2 * : * *

this latter passage.) ācās- is from −9-all -ska

[explained below in this paragraph]: (JK:) the

intrans. v. whereof is "Là:- [signifying It (the

voice) was, or became, suppressed, or stified; or

lon, faint, gentle, or soft; like J.-, which is

more common]. (Lth, TA.)=*, aOl". **,

(JK, S, Msb, K.) inf n. J.- (JK, Msh, K)

and J*, (K,) also has two contr. significations:

(S, Mgb, TA:) He made it perceptible, apparent,

open, manifest, plain, or evident: (JK, S, Mgb,

K:) and he hid, or concealed, or covered, it; (S,

Msb, K; [in this latter sense, erroneously written

in the CK stia-il) as also 'sus-1 (S. K.) or,

accord. to some, this latter has the latter meaning;

and the former verb has [only] the former mean

ing: but accord. to others, the reverse is the case:

(Msb:) or, accord. to Aboo-'Alee El-Kálee, the

former verb has the former meaning only; and

* the latter verb has both meanings: (IB, TA:)

* the latter is also explained as signifying he re

moved its Mis-, i.e. its covering : (TA:) and the

former, as meaning he made it to come forth from

a state of concealment: (JK:) and he dren it

forth; (K;) as also **u-l. (S, Msb, K.) One

says, juji ji." Ji- The rain made the rats, or

mice, to come forth from their holes. (S.) It is

said in the Kur [xx. 15], Sté #1 āsū &!

Çi, GK, TA) or "æ, GK, S, TA)

accord. to different readers: (TA :) the former

means [Verily the hour of the resurrection is

coming :] I am almost making it to appear:

(JK, TA:) and the latter, I am almost removing

that which conceals it : (S, IJ, TA:) or I almost

conceal it: (JK, TA:) or, as Ubei reads it,

J-5 &-* 34-i [I almost conceal it from

Myself]: and Fr says [that the meaning is], I

almost conceal it from Myself, and how then

should I acquaint you therewith ? (TA.) And

it is said in a trad, respecting the flight [from

Mekkeh], 4: t: U.A.- [written without the

vowel-signs, so that it may beL: Ol' 'G'+il

i. e. Conceal thou thine information from such as

may ask thee respecting us. (TA.) And in

3.2 L- &t=, thus with

fet-h to the Us, meaning He used to make his

voice perceptible [or audible, with moaning].

(TA.) And you say, <x<l *:::: [meaning

I suppressed, or stifled, the voice; or made it lon,

faint, gentle, or soft]. (Lth, JK, T.A.) [And

AS&l "LA- He uttered speech, or the speech,

in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft, tone; he spoke in

a lon, faint, gentle, or soft, manner; lit. he made
* -

speech, or the speech, to be lon, &c.] = Usis-,
o “ • * • d - -

aor. Usa=! ; and Läää-, aor. UsA-3 ; inf n, of

each Ji- said of lightning: see ū-, in art.

*~.

4, as an intrans. v. : see 1, in the former half

of the paragraph, near the middle. = As a

trans. v.: see 1, in seven places, in the latter half

of the paragraph.

#

another trad., Ü&W

5: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

near the middle.

8, as an intrans. v.: see 1, in four places. -

c:l, said of a man, [if it be not a mistrans
• . . • J & J. • J. J. e. • y o P. - •

cription for Us:-l, like a--> Us:=-1,] signifies

also He was slain covertly, secretly, or clandes

tinely. (JK.)= As a trans. v.: see 1. – You

say also t: L.A.-- He drew forth a dead body
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Jrom the grave, to steal the grave-clothes. (TA.)

–And> LA-1 He dug, or cleared out, the

*rell. (Msb.) – And 4.3 a 2-1 He slew him

without its being known. (K.)

10: see 1, in four places, in the former half of

the paragraph.

ū- [more properly written Ji- A thing that

is unperceived or imperceptible, [or hardly per

ceived or perceptible,] unapparent, or not appa

rent; [latent; obscure; &c.; (see 1, first sentence;)]

(JK, K.) as also "ist- and '-' (for 'U'

—su-, the explanation in the JK]. (K.) [See

also *..]

ck." L- A man lank in the belly. (IAar,

T.A.)

£ inf n, of&: (Mgh, Msb, K.)– Also

A thing that is unperceived or imperceptible [&c.

(see u-)] by one; unapparent, or not apparent,

[latent, or obscure,] to one; or hidden, or con

cealed, from one. (T.A.) A secret: so, accord.

to some, in the phrase #~ -: mentioned

above: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

(TA.) And [in the same phrase, accord. to some,]

Lon', or depressed, ground. (T.A.)

#4-4 [garment of the kind called] 439, n.hich

a woman wears over her other clothes: (Lth,

JK:) or a [garment of the hind called] A = :

(S, K:) and any covering of a thing, (Lth, JK,”)

whatever it be with n hich one covers a thing, such

as a u-ás and the like: (Ith ) pl. £i. (Lth,

JK, s, K.)—[Hence.12% is: The calyce

of forcers: (Ki) sing as above. (TA)- And

9x/ £itthe coverings of dron'siness; meaning]

the eyes. (K.)

J*- i. q "-su-; (§, K3) applied to a thing;

(S;) i. e. Unperceived or imperceptible, [or hardly

perceived or perceptible, by any of the senses, or ||

only by the eye or ear, or by the mind; mostly]

unapparent, or not apparent; (K;) [latent; ob

scure; hidden, or concealed; or unconspicuous;

but also faint, or dim, to the sight; suppressed,

or stifled, applied to the voice; or lon, faint,

gentle, or soft, to the ear; and obscure to the

mind, abstruse, recondite, occult, or covert; and

secret, private, or clandestine: see 1, first sen

tence:] pl. Üü- (S.) [You say J-> A.

al • 6 * *

dim star or asterism. And Lää- d. An ob
w = 6 o –

scure, or a concealed, place. And Lā- -2-2. A

lon, faint, gentle, or soft, voice or sound.] And

-** £- #: A noman having a lon, faint,

gentle, or soft, voice. (TA in art. Jass-.) And

&a=1 &: i, q ass=" [Q. v.] (K.) And

some of the Arabs say, (Yaakoob, S,) &- 13|

us;1. &- ū- #: &2, meaning [When]

the voice and the foot-mark of the woman [are

good, or pleasing, the rest, or the whole, of what

pertains to her is good, or pleasing]: (Yaakoob,

JK, S, K:) for when her voice is soft, or gentle,

this indicates her being bashful, or shy; and

when her foot-marks are near together, and firmly

impressed, they indicate that she has [large] but

Bk. I.

tocks and haunches. (Yaakoob, S.) One says

also, ū- 4: I met him covertly, secretly, pri

rately, or clandestinely. (TA.) [And #2 c:

: He walked with a soft, or stealthy, gait..]

–Also One who secludes himself from [other]

men; whose place is concealed from them. (T.A.)

65 •
-

à:ks. A nell: (S, K:) or a deep well; because

its water is not perceived, or not apparent: (TA:)

or a well of ancient times, that has become filled

up and then dug again : (JK, TA:) or any well

that has been dug and then left until it has become

filled up, then dug again, and cleared out ; (ISk,

S:) [opposed to £e. ..] accord. to A’Obeyd, it

is so called because it is made to appear: ($:)

pl. Gü4- and £a- (JK, TA) - And A

tangled, or luxuriant, or dense, thicket, (JK, K,

TA,) which the lion takes as his covert: (JK,

TA:) or: is the name of a certain place fre

quented by lions; (S, IB ;) and is properly

imperfectly decl., so that you say à: *i;

but it may be perfectly decl. in poetry. (IB.)=

Also A slight taint, or infection, or a touch, or

stroke, of insanity: so in the phrase ā- a: In

him is a slight taint, &c., of insanity. (Ibn

Menádhir, S, K.")

---, See &- — and see also us –

J- The jinn, or genii; (AS, Lh, JK, S, K;)

because they conceal themselves from the eyes

[of men]; (TA;) as also "àsts." (JK, K) and

*āsū-ji (K) or this last signifies what conceals

itself in the body, of the jinn, or genii: (Ibn

Menádhir, S:) the pl. (of the first, Lh, JK, [and

of the second and third also accord. to analogy,])

is -*- (Lh, JK, K;) [and of the first,&#

also, like &:45 ; for] the bare piece of ground

amid herbage is said, in a trad., to beL

&==l, i.e. [The praying-place] of the jinn, or

genii. (TA.) The first (U+!) also signifies

Mankind; thus bearing two contr. [or rather

(TA.) says,

* *ášū- & s: us, (K and TA voce asu-,

q. v.,) or "ass-, (CK ibid.,) I know not what

one of mankind he is. (K ibid)—is- J:

opposite] meanings. And one

-

[and *ašté- J% the latter word in the former

Case being an epithet, fem of -su-, and in the

latter case a subst., or an epithet in which the

quality of a subst, is predominant,] A land in

n:hich are jinn, or genii. (K.) --'9" L'- :

see the last sentence but one in the next paragraph.

#1- contr. of āşşe [app. meaning that it

signifies A state of being unapparent or not

apparent, covert, secret, private, or clandestine :

though explained in the TK (followed by Frey

tag) as an epithet applied to a man, meaning

whose actions are always covert]. (K.)– See

also i+.-And see -i-, in four places.–

Also One, i. e. a single feather, of the feathers

called Ujś-1 (TA) UAS-T signifies the

feathers belon, the ten that are in the fore part

of the wing: (As, S:) or certain feathers that are

concealed when the bird contracts its wing: (K:)

or the four feathers that are [nect] after those

called -**", (Lh, K,”) and next before those

called A$ : ($ in art. 'w, and L in art. --G :)

or seven feathers in the wing, after the seven

foremost: (K,"TA:) but the people [generally]

mention them as four : or they are the small

feathers in the wing of a bird. (TA) --

x: asu- J. [A dagger like the aests of the

culture], occurring in a trad., means a small

**-ā- (TA.) One says also –94, ästä. [The

ääts- of the crony]: and the pl. is [sometimes

expressed by using the coll. gen, n., saying]

>5%l 'Ju- (JK)—U's=" also signifies

The palm-branches [next] belon, the ā.15 [which

latter are the branches that gron forth from the

heart of the tree]: (S,TA:) thus called in the dial.

of Nejd: (TA:) in the dial. of El-Hijáz called

&***'. (S, TA)

£ see -su-.
• z

c: A riffer of graves: (JK, S, Mob, K.)

because he extracts the grave-clothes; (S, Msb,

TA;) or because he steals covertly: a word of the

dial. of the people of El-Medeeneh; fem. £4.

(TA.) -

-: Hiding, or concealing, himself: and

accord. to Akh, appearing : in both of which

senses it is said to be used in the words of the

Kur [sii. 11), X." L. J." -:

[Hiding himself by night, and appearing by day:

or appearing by night, and hiding himself by

day: see art. --J. (TA)–: 3."

The hand of the thief, and of the riffer of graves:

opposed to #: 33, which is the hand of

him who takes by force, and of the plunderer,

and the like: the Sunneh ordains that the former

shall be cut off [except in certain cases], but not

the latter. (TA.)

Já

1. 4: J-, aor.”, (Ks, S, K, TA, in the

CK -,) [irreg. in the case of an intrans. v. of

this class, unless the verb be of the measure J#,

and -, (K,) [agreeably with general rule,] inf. n.

J- and J.: ; (Ks, S. K.) and "J-1 ($gh,

K;) His flesh became little, or scanty; (Ks, S;)

or his flesh decreased, diminished, or neasted:

(K:) he became lean, or spare. (Ks, S, K.) [But

it seems, from what follows, that the verb may be

of the measure Jaš, aor. 2; as well as of the

measure Jaş, aor. - or *; or perhaps of the

measures J-5 and Jas and J#, so that the aor.

may be regularly - and - and *...] –You say also

lis &- <-i- I missed such a thing. (J.K.)

And &;" & #4 J- The camel missed the

[herbage called] &#9, and became lean in con

sequence thereof (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.)– And

3-, (J.K.S.K.) inf a 3-5 (TA ) and '3-i,
a & a #

(JK, Msb, TA,) or "Ús-1, (K,) and as "Ja-i;

(S, TA:) and "J-1; (MA, KL;) said of a

man, (JK, S, Msb,) He was, or became, poor, or

in want or need. (JK, S, MA, KL, MSb, K,

98
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TA)=#| J- (K,) aor. 2, inf. n. 3

(TA,) He, or it, perforated the thing; trans

pierced it, or pierced it through; as also *4.1-5.

(K:) so in the M. (T.A.) You say, <-i

JS-9 £, aor. 2, I transfired, or trans

pierced, the thing with the [pin called] US

(JK.) [And --" Já. He skerered the flesh

meat..] And:# I pierced him with

the spear. (J.K.) And*: *4:- He trans

pierced him, or transficed him, with the spear;

(T, M, K, TA;) and so.." with the arron :

(S:) or the former signifies he pierced him with

the spear and transfixed his heart : (TA :)

accord. to AZ, J%-9 relates to the heart and

the liver (M in art 2".) And #1 "3:

*#. -is [The bull pierces the dog with his

horn]. (J.K. [It is there vaguely indicated that

*ā-signifies The act, or perhaps the effect,

of a 'bull's piercing a dog with his horn.]) And

c: * Aus. He pierced him time after time

with the spear. (M, K.)- And J-in J-,

(K,) inf. n. 3- (TA,) He slit the tongue of the

young camel, and inserted into it a wooden pin

called U54-, in order that he might not suck:

(K:) or [simply] he slit the tongue of the young

camel, in order that he might not be able to suck

[any longer], so that he became lean ; as also

J-ai'i& J- (S:) orJ-1 signifies the firing

a JS- above the nose of the young camel, to

precent his sucking. (TA in art. 2-(J.)– And

+ (T.Mg,M. K.TA) or * if n 3-,

(S, Msb, TA,) namely, a thing, (TA,) a garment,

(T, TA,) a [garment such as is called] A = (S,

K, TA) or 33 (Mgh, Msb) &c., (TA) and a

[tent such as is called] :*, (S, TA,) He pinned

it with the [pin called] J}+; (T, TA;) he con

joined (Mgh, Msb, TA) its two edges, (Mgh,

Msb,) or its edges, (TA,) or he fastened it, (K,)

nith a J}- (S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA:) and

"41- has a similar, but intensive, signification.

(Msb.) A poet says,

• * * * *

C. *

Q - • D -

*** -->

- * * * * * * > . . . *, *.
* 39s '-J }s : Lo U-3 *

*: +: & J- 5 [i. e. They (the

women) heard of his death, and appeared, nail

ing, standing; no garment of theirs having its

edges fastened together with a pointed piece of

wood]. (TA.)=J.' J-, (K,) aor. * , inf. n.

J-, (TA,) He removed, transferred, or shifted,

the camels to what is termed al- [after they had

been pasturing upon J-]; as also *: i:

(K) or the latter signifies he pastured them

upon + (S) = J~, (Lh, S. K.) [aor. 2,]

inf n. J-, (TA) is also syn. with J.- [He

particularized, or specified]; (Lh, S, K;) contr.

of X* (#3) and so "Ji- (JK, S, TA) thus

in the P", J-3 £3 J - (S, TA) and

J33-3 (JK, S, TA) [He included, or compre

meaning,

hended, persons or things in common, or in

general, in his prayer or supplication &c., and

particularized, or specified, some person or thing,

or some persons or things].

2: 3: Ji-, inf n. J-45, [He picked his

teeth;] he extracted the remains of food between

his teeth with a J54- [or toothpick], (Msb, K,”

in which latter the pass. form of the verb is men

tioned;) and so "Ji-5, alone; (T, S," O, TA;)

but accord. to the K, you say, All- [he extracted

it], meaning the remains of food between the

teeth. (TA)-bi: # Ji- [He sepa.

rated the hair with the comb; he combed the

hair]. (Mgh voce &#)–: Ji-, (§,"

Msh, K) and £4, (S. K.) inf n, as above,

(S,) He made the water to flow into the inter

stices of his beard, (Msb, K,) and of his fingers

or toes, (K,) in the ablution termed *:: (S,

TA:) and "Ji-5, alone, signifies the same. (S.)

It (the former) is as though it were taken from

25: <i>5 meaning “I entered amid the

breaks, or interspaces, of the people.” (Msb.)

Hence the trad., J.'s 50 Ú-5 SX-A si bil

usui. [Make ye the water to flon, into the inter

stices of your fingers or toes, lest fire that shall

spare little !: made to flon into their interstices].

(TA)--lè all- He put £2- [or U-M+,

i.e. quick lime, &c.,] into the interstices of its

(a building's) stones. (TA in art. U-lè.) –

ääll Ji- and &#1, inf n. as above, He in

vestigated the state of the cucumbers, and the

melons, or n’ater-melons, so as to see every one

that had not grown, and put another in its place.

(AA, TA.)– See also 1, in the latter half of the

paragraph. = And see 1 again, last sentence.=

Ji- inf n. J.'s, said of wine and of other

beverages, It became acid, or sour; and spoiled:

(K) or, said of ~9: [i. e. wine and the like],

(Mgh,) or of J-3 [i. e. must and the like],

(Msb,) or of expressed juice, (K,) it became

vinegar; (Mgh, Msb, K;) as also "J-l; (Lth,

K;) but this is disallowed by Az; (TA;) and

"Ji-5, but this is of the language of the

lawyers; (Mgh;) or, said of J-3, this last sig

nifies it was made into vinegar: (Msb:) or

Ji-, said of ~94, signifies it spoiled, (JK, T.)

and became vinegar. (T.) =J: also sig

nifies The making vinegar; (S;) and so "J5: 5

(K;) i.e. of the expressed juice of grapes and of

dates. (TA) You say, *: Ji-, (K) or

~#1, (Mgh,) or 5:1, inf n, as above, (Mgb)

the verb being trans. as well as intrans., (Mgh,

Msh, K) and 3-#1 "Ji-5, (TA) He made

the nine, or beverage, or must or the like, into

vinegar. (Mgh, Msb, K, TA)=And#1 Ji

He put the full-gronn unripe dates in the sun,

and then sprinkled them (4-4, in some copies of

the K as-a,) with vinegar, and placed them in

a jar: (K:) so in the M: and in like manner,

other things than.2: as cucumbers, and cab

bage, and c's, [q. v.], and onions. (TA.)

[Accord. to modern usage, the verb signifies He

pickled.] -

3. *-, (JK,Mgh,K) infn. #4 and J%

(JK, S, K) and [quasi-inf. n.] *#, (JK,) He

acted, or associated, with him as a friend, or as

a true, or sincere, friend. (JK, S,” Mgh, K.)

J}+% ** &: S, in the Kur [xiv. 36], is said

to mean [Wherein shall be no buying or selling]

nor mutual befriending : or [and no friends, or

true friends, for], as some say, J}<- is here pl.

of 'il-, like as J% is pl. of it. (TA)

4. 3- and J- and * 3-i. see 1, near the

beginning – 4 J-i Ile (a man) fell, or

stopped, short in it ; fell short of accomplishing

it; fell short of doing what n'as requisite, or due,

or n:hat he ought to have done, in it, or neith

respect to it; or flagged, or was remiss, in it;

namely, a thing; syn. 4-5 3.35: (Msb;) as, for

instance, in belief, and in confession thereof,

and in works: (Ksh and Bd in ii. 2:) he left it,

neglected it, omitted it; or left it undone : (Har

p. 402:) or i. q. as --i [app. as meaning he

nvas near to falling short of accomplishing it, or

of doing n:hat was requisite in it; or n as near

to being remiss in it]; namely, a thing. (K.)

He failed of fulfilling his compact with him, or

his promise to him. (K.)– He became absent,

or he absented himself, from it; he left, aban

doned, or quitted, it; namely, a place &c. (K.)

You say, *::: J- He (a man, S, or a horse

man, Mgh) left, abandoned, or quitted, his station

(S, Mgh) which the commander had appointed

him. (Mgh.) And..." J- He became absent,

Ol' he absented himself, from them. (JK.)

J wo

22* Js" J- The prefect made the frontiers

to be kept by a small body of troops. (K.)=

<! J-i. see 8 =<!-- He made him, or caused

him, to want, or be in need. (JK, S, K.) You

say, 13. & al-i ú. What has made thee, or

caused thee, to want, or be in need of, this? (S.)

And #! &f al-iu What has God made thee,

or caused thee, to nant, or be in need of? (Lh,

K.)=J.' J- : see 1, near the end of the

paragraph.= 13.4-l, (K,) inf. n. J%+!, (TA)

Their camels pastured upon what is termed als-.

(K)– Hence, J-1 said of a man signifies

f J: 3- 3- [i. e. He took frontways]: op

posed to Jā- [and Jā-, q. v.], meaning

* &- 3-i. (TA.)=#: -j- The palm

tree produced bad fruit. (A’obeyd, J.K, S, K.)

–And The palm-tree produced dates such as

are termed J%+: [like --" from - 1. :] thus

it bears two contr. significations. (K.)

5. Ji- [primarily signifies It entered, or

penetrated, or passed through, the US-, i. e.
* ow -

interstices, &c., of a thing]. You say, <-lis 5

Asin I entered amid the breaks, or interspaces,

of the people. ($, M, Meb, K.") And bil-5

jūš [They went through the midst of the houses].

($ in art. L-3'-.) And J% Ji- He passed

through the sands. (Az, T.A.) And −il Ji
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t [It penetrated the heart]; said of admonition.

(TA in art. …) And #1 Ji- The thing

[i. e. anything] went, or passed, through. (JK,”

Š, K.)– [Hence, It intervened; said of a time

&c. And hence the phrase J:52: 3. Without

interruption.]– And ji." Ji- The rain was

confined to a particular place, or to particular

places; was not general. (S, K.)-See also 1, in

tWOplaces, in the former half of the paragraph.

-lj" Ji- He sought out the fresh ripe dates

in the interstices of the roots of the branches (M,

K) after the cutting off of the racemes of fruit.

(M.) And à: Ji- He picked the dates

that were among the roots of the branches of
--~~~

the palm-tree; as also twys. (AHn, T.A.)

For other significations, see 2, in four places.

6. 5-5 [said of several persons] The being

Jriendly, one with another. (KL.) [You say,

bit-3 They acted together, or associated, as

friends, or as true friends.]

8. J- [primarily signifies] It had inter

stices, breaks, chinks, or the like. (M.A. [See

Ju-J) – [And hence,] It was, or became,

shaky, loose, lac, uncompact, disordered, unsound,

corrupt, (MSb) faulty, or defective, (KL, Msb,)

[and neak, or infirm, (see Ji- and J-4)]

said of a thing or an affair; (KL:) it became

altered for the worse. (Msb.) [You say,J

4-5- His constitution, or temperament, became

in a corrupt or disordered state. And U-4-1 alone

He was, or became, disordered in temper; (see

J-5) but this seems to be from the same

verb said of a camel; (see J.' -j-, below ;)

for the camel becomes disordered in his stomach

by pasturing long upon al., without shifting to

a-. And aii: J:- His mind, or intellect,

was, or became, unsound, or disordered.] And

3: J- [His affair, or state, was, or became,

unsound, corrupt, or disordered]; ($, voce

*:::) i. e. Ji-il 2: &#3 (JM) — He

was, or became, lean, meagre, or emaciated;

(KL;) and so 4-J-l. ($) see 1, first

sentence. –See also Já- as syn, with Já-) or

3- &c., near the beginning of the first para

graph. [Hence,] as J.-- He wanted it, or

needed it; (S, Msh, K.) namely, a thing; (S,

Mabi) as also as "J-1 (TA) whence the
o - - # * - c. O J C --

saying of Ibn-Mes'ood, L*.*-' d', -** *
•- : * ~ * ~ * d = • •

aël J.- es” (S)-2 % [Keep ye to the pursuit

of knowledge, or science; jor any one of you

knows not, or will not know, when it will be

wanted, or needed]; i.e., when men will want,

or need, that [knowledge] which he possesses.

(S.) You say also,& &l J: Such a one

was wanted, or needed. (JK.)=See also 2, in

two places. = % al-, and 2: and

aží. <ls. 3: 3: : see 1, in the former half

of the paragraph-J- also signifies He sented

together. (KL.)—J: said of herbage: see

#, near the end of the paragraph. :=J

&l The place had in it a. [Q. v.]. (M.A.)

–And J.' <!-- The camels were confined

in [pasturage such as is termed] ai- (K.)

** - © e

R. Q. 1. WA-MS. He attired her with the

J.-- [or anklet, or pair of anklets]. (TA.)

=Xias' Us-As- He took the flesh that was upon

the bone. (K.)

R. Q. 2. čás i-3 She attired herself with the

J-i- [or anklet, or pair of anklets]. (K.)=

Us-Ms-j It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) was,

or became, old, and worn out. (JK.)

J- a word of well-known meaning, (S, Msb.)

Vinegar; i. e. expressed juice of grapes (JK,

Mgh, K) and of dates (JK) &c. (K) that has

become acid, or sour: (JK,” Mgh, K:) so called

because its sweet flavour has become altered for

the worse (J:-): (Msb:) a genuine Arabic

word: (IDrd, K:) the best is that of nine: it is

composed of tryo constituents (K) of subtile

natures, (TA,) hot and cold, (K,) the cold

being predominant : (TA:) and is good for the

stomach; and for the gums, (K,) which it

strengthens, when one rinses the mouth with it;

(TA;) and for foul ulcers or sores; and for the

itch; and for the bite, or sting, of venomous

reptiles; and as an antidote for the eating of

opium; and for burns; and for toothache; and

its hot vapour is good for the dropsy, and for

difficulty of hearing, and for ringing in the ears :

(K: [various other properties &c. are assigned to

it in the TA:]) *ā- signifies somen'hat (lit. a

portion) thereof; [being the n. un. :] (Aboo

Ziyād, K;) or it may be a dial. var. thereof, like

aS #:- is [said by some to be] ofX- (Aboo

Ziyād, TA:) see also #: the pl. is Js:

[meaning sorts, or kinds, of vinegar]. (Msb.)

It is said in a trad, J-M 3391 ... [Excellent,

or most excellent, is the seasoning, vinegar!].

(TA) — [Hence, J-M Xi (The mother of

vinegar; meaning] wine. (JK, T.A.)- [Hence

also the saying.J.- S;J-&% us, (A’Obeyd,

JK,S) or := }, J-2 (., (K) or ā- (

*S; J- &#, ($ in art. -a-,) Such a one,

or he, possesses neither good nor evil: (A’Obeyd,

JK, S, K:) [or neither evil nor good: for] AA

says that some of the Arabs make3: to be

good, and J-l to be evil; [and thus the latter is

explained in one place, in this art., in the K;]

and some of them make -os-Ji to be evil, and

J~ to be good. (Harp. 153.)= I. q.J.

[i. e. A kind of plants in which is saltness: or

salt and bitter plants: or salt, or sour, plants or

trees : &c. : opposed to #-]. (K.) A poet says,

" * $5 J-132 - # *

[She is not, or they are not, of the plants or trees

called J- nor of the kind called blos (pl. of

**)]. (TA.)=A road in sands: (S:) or a

road passing through sands: or a road between

tno tracts of sand : (K:) or a road passing

through heaped-up sands: (JK, K:) masc. and

fem. [like &#1 (S. K.) pl. [of pauc] J:

and [of mult.] J}- (K.) One says J-#

[A serpent of a road in sands, &c.]; like as one

says **** J*. (S.) - An oblong tract of

sand. (Ham p. 709.)– A vein in the neck (JK,

K) and in the bach, (K,) communicating with

the head. (JK, T.A.)-A slit, or rent, in a

garment, or piece of cloth. (K.)=An old and

worn-out garment, or piece of cloth, (JK, S, K,

TA,) in which are streaks: (TA:) [or so +:

J. :] and "J-t- and "J-i-, applied to a

garment, or piece of cloth, (JK, K,) signify old

and n:orn out, (JK,) or thin, (K) like U, IA and

Jús. (TA.)- A bird having no feathers:

(JK:) or having fen, feathers. (K.)- A man

(JK, S) lean, meagre, or emaciated; (JK, S, K;)

as also "JAs (K) [a meaning said in the TA to

be tropical] and 'J,'. and "J: (TA:)

or light in body: (IDrd,TA:) and [the fem.]#,

applied to a woman, light (K, TA) in body, lean,

or spare : (TA:) the pl. of J- is J*. (JK.)

Also Fat: thus bearing two contr. significations:

(K. :) and so 'J, #3. (TA.) It is applied to a

man and a camel. (TA.) Accord. to the K, it

also signifies A [young camel such as is termed]

U-as: (TA:) but it means such as is lean, or

emaciated; (TA;) and so "J,-, applied to a

J-as as an epithet, for a reason mentioned above,

in an explanation of the phrase J-ai'i J- (S,

T.A.) -Also i, q. Ust-& [i. e.2 male camel

in his second yearí, (JK, K;) and so *ā-,

which is also applied to the female : (As, S, K:)

and i. q. c”& [i. e. a male camel in, or en

tening upon, his third year]; and in like manner

*ātā is applied to the female; (JK;) or, as in

the M, to a she-camel; (TA;) and, as some say,

(JK) a large she-camel: (JK, TA ) and &

"al-Ji signifies the same as cs: & (T in

art. J.) or --- 3:1 (or -sl-3 cºll. (TA

&= --ji Xi
* * 2. •

*als, (S, TA) or a: J. &ts, (J.K.) [They

brought them a round cake of bread as though it

nere the foot of a camel in its second, or third,

year,] meaning small (JK. [In the TA, mean

inga- (i.e. fat); but this seems to be a mis

transcription.])=A cautery. (TA)

3 * -

Ud-: see J.-, in two places.

5 * * . 6 •

Ja-; see als-, in two places : –and see Jaka-,

in four places.

in that art.) You say, 3-3,

# A road between two roads. (TA.)– A

hole, perforation, or bore, that penetrates, or

passes through, a thing, and is small: or, in a

general sense: (K:) or a gap, or breach, in Q.

booth of reeds or canes. (T, T.A.) [See also J1+..]

–[And hence,] The gap that is left by a person

n:ho has died: (As, T, S, TA:) or the place, of

a man, that is left vacant after his death. (Ix.)

One says, of him who has lost a person by death,

<!-34%. ,< * J's -i-...", i.e. to

God, supply to his family, with that nihich is

good, the place of him whom they have lost,] and

fill up the gap which he has left by his death.

(AS, T, S,”TA.)– And The interval, or inter

98 *
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vening space, betnceen the piercer, or thruster, and

the pierced, or thrust: whence the saying, &

J's ā-, explained in art. &#. (O and K and

TA in that art.)– [Hence also,] Want, or a

nant: poverty; (S, Msb, K;) need, straitness,

or difficulty. (Lh, K.) One says, i.e.: ā- e.

He has pressing, or severe, need or straitness or

difficulty. (Lh, T.A.) And <i> & 5- May

God supply his want. (TA.) And it is said in a

prov., ai Ji e'*::: Want invites to theft.

(K," T.A.)= I. q. al-as-; (JK, S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) both signify A property, quality, nature, or

disposition : and a habit, or custom (KL, PS,

TK:) [and app. also a practice, or an action :]

in a man : (TA: [see the latter word:]) pl.

J}+ (JK, Mgh, Mab, K.) One says, &
6 - - - , , 3

ā-- asks- [Such a one, his nature, or disposition,

is good]. (IDrd, T.A.) And hence, JX-3:

913. żual [The best of the habits, or customs,

of the faster is the use of the tooth-stick]. (Mgh.)

—see also :=An isolated tract of sand,

(Fr, K,) separate from other sands. (Fr, T.A.)

– And i, q. ā-ā- [which signifies An elevated

tract of sand : but more commonly a hill; or a

spreading mountain; &c.]. (JK, T.A.)= Wine,

(K,) in a general sense: (TA:) or acid, or sour,

wine : (S, K:) or nine altered for the n'orse, (K,

TA) in flavour, (TA,) without acidity, or sour

ness: (K, TA:) pl. [or coll gen, n.] "J-. (K.)

-See also J- first sentence. = And see this

last word near the end of the paragraph, in four

places.

# an inf n. [or rather quasi-inf n.] of£

q. v.: (JK:) True, or sincere, friendship, love,

or affection; as also *āj,i- and 'i' and

*#)- and "#33-# (s :) or all these signify

a particular true or sincere friendship, or love,

or affection, in which is no unsoundness, or defect,

and which may be chaste and may be vitious:

(K: [in which all are said to be substs., except

#, as though this were properly speaking an

inf n., though having a pl., as shown below:])

[and sometimes simply friendship: see an ex. in

a verse cited voce ---, in art. --> :] or #.

and *ā-, (Msb) or "Ja- and *ā-, each with

kesr, (K,) signify true, or sincere, friendship, Or

love, or affection, (Msb, K.) and brotherly con

duct : the last two as used in the phrases, 4.

W J-"ź. and "al-` [Verily he is generous

in respect of true, or sincere, friendship, &c.]:

(K : the pl. of #4 in the sense explained above

is J}+ (S. K.)—See also J.-, in three

places.= A kind of plants or herbage for trees];

(JK, S, Msb, K;) namely, the sneet kind thereof;

(S, K;) not J- (JK:) or any pasture, or

herbage, that is not•=- ; all pasture, or herbage,

consisting of-a- and al-, and J- being

such as has in it saltness [or sourness] : (TA:)

the [kind of plant, or tree, called] 2 #; and

every tree that remains in winter: (JK:) accord.

to Lh, it is [applied to certain kinds] of trees ye. :

accord, to IAar, peculiarly of trees: but accord.

- " -- ------------- -------

to A’Obeyd, [shrubs, i.e.] not including any great

trees : (TA:) and a certain thorny tree: also a

place of growth, and a place in which is a col
:* -

lection, of [the plants, or trees, called] 2-3)2 :

(K.) and any land not containing [the hind of

plants, or herbage, or trees, called]J- (AHn,

K;) even though containing no plants, or herbage:

(AH", "A :) the pl. is Ji- (K:) one says

2: 3

als- J.; and Ji- &# ISh says that J3;
J w # * > /

# and U-59 Uls- mean land, and lands, in

d - - -

which is no Uas-, sometimes containing [thorny

trees such as are called] evac, and sometimes not

containing such ; and that# is also applied to

land in n'hich are no trees nor any herbage:

(TA:) some say that ā-, as meaning the pas

ture, or herbage, which is the contrary of Jac-,

has for a pl. J}+, and then, from J}+ is formed

the pl. #-i, and some say that this last means

herbage that is cut (#4, "J:- [in which the

latter verb seems to be an explicative adjunct to

the former]) while green. (Ham p. 662, q.v.)

They say that the al- is the bread of camels, and

the Ja:- is their fruit, (JK, T, S, TA) or their

flesh-meat, (S, TA,) or their U-- (TA)—

Hence, by way of comparison, it is applied to

! Ease, or repose; freedom from trouble or in

convenience, and toil or fatigue; or tranquillity;

and ampleness of circumstances: and J- to

evil, and war: (T, TA:) and the former, to life:

and the latter, to death. (Ham p.315)- Also

Acid, or sour, leaven or ferment. (IAar, T.A.)

6&

als-: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph:

=and see also £, in four places:= and

ii-, first sentence, in two places: =and J.-,

in two places. = Also The ci- [i.e. the scab.

bard, or the case,] of a sn'ord, covered with

leather (K:) or a lining with n-hich the ci- of a

sncord is covered, (S, K, and Ham pp. 330 et seq.,)

variegated, or embellished, with gold &c.; (S;)

but the pl. is also used as meaning scabbards:

(Ham p. 331:) and a thong that is fixed upon

the outer side of the curved extremity of a bon:

(S, K:) in the T it is explained as meaning the

inner side of the thong of the ci- n:hich is seen

from nithout, and is an ornament, or a deco

ration : (TA:) and any piece of shin that is

variegated, or embellished: (M, K:) the pl. is

Ji- (S, K, and Ham p. 330) and J}+, and

pl. pl. #4, (K) i.e. pl. of J%+ (TA)

Ji- An interstice, an interspace or intervening

space, a break, a breach, a chink, or a gap, be

tween two things (JK, S, Msh, K) pl. JS

(JK, S, Msb:) and particularly the places, (K)

or interstices, (S) of the clouds, from n-hich the

rain issues; as also "JS-; (S, K;) both oc

curring in this sense, accord to different readings,

in the Kur xxiv. 43 and xxx. 47: (S, TA:) the lat

ter may be [grammatically] a sing. [syn. with the

former], or it may be pl. of the former: (MF,

TA:) and 9.9 W J}- signifies what is around

the limits of the house; (JK, K;) or around the

walls thereof; thus in the M ; (TA;) and what

is betneen the chambers thereof. (K.) You say,

>il J1+ 3: <!-- and "...S.- [I entered

amid the breaks, or interspaces, of the people].

(S, Msb.) And 'il-34 and "...#3-(M,K)

and "...}}<- (K [but in the CK these words are

with damm to the second U]) He is amid them.

(M, K.) And J-1 <' "J}+ t:+, and

: 25i * W J}+, i. e. [We nent, or nent to and

fro, or nent round about, &c.,] amid the tents of

the tribe, and in the midst of the houses of the

people; like a phrase in the Kur xvii. 5. (TA.)

–And [hence] Shakiness, looseness, larness, or

nant of compactness, and disorder, or want of

order, of a thing; (Msb;) unsoundness, or cor

ruptness, (S, Msb,”) in an affair or a thing, (S,)

or of a thing; (Msb;) [a flan, in a thing;] de

..fect, imperfection, or deficiency; (Ham p.300;)

neakness, or infirmity, in an affair, (JK, K, TA,)

as though some place thereof were left uncompact,

or unsound, (TA,) and in war, (JK,) and in men:

(JK, K:*) and unsettledness in an opinion.

(K, T.A.) – Ju-Ji The night. (JK, Ibn

'Abbād.)

* * * 6* > *

: see a/SA-, in two places.

* - - d.

: see al").<-, in three places.

6 * * 6- - d.

alks- : see al'B's-, in two places.

J%. [Dates in the state in which they are

£, (JK, T, S, K,) in the dial. of the

people of El-Basrah; (T, TA;) i. e. green dates:

(JK:) [but see & and : n. un, with 3.

(JK, TA)=:9-3 ; see Ji

* * * * * > /

U}<- : see à)}\s-. = Also An accident that

happens in anything sneet so as to change its

flavour to acidity, or sourness. (K.)

termed]

J}- A thing with which one perforates, or

transpierces, a thing, (JK, K,) either of iron or

of wood: (JK:) pl. ā-i. (K.)– A wooden

thing [or pin] (S, Msb) with which one pins a

garment, (T, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) conjoining its

tno edges: (Mgh, Msb:) pl. as above : (S,

Msb:) which also signifies the small pieces of

nood nith which one pins together the edges of

the oblong pieces of cloth of a tent. (TA.)-[A

skewer for flesh-meat.]-A wooden pin which

is inserted into the tongue of a young camel, in

order that he may not suck : (K:) or which is

fired above the nose of a young camel, for that

purpose. (TA in art. .)– [A toothpick;]

a thing (of nood, S, Msb) with which one ex

tracts the remains of food between his teeth; (S,

Msb, K.) as also "#5-. (Harp. 101)–(4

long thorn or prickle : such being often used as a

pin and as a toothpick.]=See also# =

And see Ji- in six places.

J--- Perforated, or transpierced; like

'J,'... (K.)– See also 3- in the latter

half of the paragraph.- Poor,; needy; in nant;

(JK, S, Msb, K;) as also "J-, (so in some

copies of the K and in the M,) or "J-4, (so in
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other copies of the K,) and *J: and "J-i.

(K:) and it-i may be a pl. of J.- in this sense.

(Ham p. 662.)- A friend; or a true, o: sincere,

friend; ($, Mgh, Msb;) as also "J-, and

*ā-, which is used alike as masc. and fem.,

because originally an inf n., [or a quasi-inf n.,

i.e. of 3, q.v.,] (S,) or *ā-, [thus in the copies of

the K, but what precedes it, though not imme

diately, seems to show that the author perhaps

meant #, used alike as masc. and fem. and

sing, and pl.: (K:) or a special, or particular,

friend or true or sincere friend; as also "J

and '3- or, this latter is only used in con

junction with 33, as when you say, ls; es' &=

S-3 [He was to me an an object of love and a

friend &c.]; (K;) or, as ISd says, "Ja- is the

more common, and is applied also to a female;

(TA) as is also it., (K) and "āt- (TA:)

J- also signifies veracious; (K ;) thus

accord. to IAar: (TA:) or a friend in n:hose

friendship is no Ji- [i.e. unsoundness, or defect,

or imperfection]: (Zj, TA:) or one n:ho is pure

and sound in friendship, or love:- (IDrd, K:)

the pl. is 5-i (Ms), K) and &# (JK, K)
and ii-i: (Ham p. 662, and MA:) the fem.

is #1-3 (S.M.K.) of which the pl. is #94

and 3.9-' (M.K.) the pl. of "J- or '3-i.

J.S.: (Ki) and the pl. of 'il- is J5-, (S)

mentioned before, see 3, second sentence. It is

applied in the Kur iv. 124 to Abraham; who is

called & J.'-, (TA) and J.-H. (K.) And

it is said that the pl. als- means also Pastors;

because they act to their beasts like 5-i [or

friends, &c.], in labouring to do good to them.

(Ham p. 662.) - Also One who advises, or

counsels, or acts, sincerely, honestly, or faithfully.

(IAar, TA)- And J-1 also signifies The

heart. (IAar, J.K, K.)–And The liver. (JK,

TA.)- And The nose. (JK, K.)-And The

snord. (IAar, T.A.) [And] A sm ord of Sa’eed

Ibn-Zeyd Ibn-'Amr Ibn-Nufeyl. (K.)- And

The spear. (IAar, T.A.)

4. ... • 6 &

a}^\s- : see #, first sentence.

#S. i. 7.3%és, (AHn, J.K.) i.e. The scat.

tered dates that remain at the roots of the branches

[after the racemes of fruit have been cut off];

(AHn, TA;) the fresh ripe dates that are sought

out in the interstices of the roots of the branches;

as also "J)4. (K.)- Also What comes forth

from the teeth when they are picked; (JK, S,"

Msb;) as also "Ji- (JK,S) and "Ji- (S)

and "āt- (J.K.) or "Ji- and 'J's and

#54 (K) and '-(S) and "J-TA) signify
the remains of food between the teeth; (S, K;)

and the sing [ofJi- is *ā- and [the n. un.

of the same] *āūs. (K, TA: [In the CK,

for iii- is erroneously put All-J) You say,

* * * * * J. J. 8. • y J - *

ăş- Jést & #3 and '40- (JK, $) and

* Ali- (S) and "4:- (JK) and "4:i- (TA)

Such a one eats nhat comes forth from his teeth

rhen they are picked. (JK, S, TA.)=See also

i-, first sentence.

6. * 3 *

a}^\s- : see #, first sentence: = and see also
6 - *

J}=.

** if y 3 *

a/2's- see #, first sentence.

6 * >

U}<- A seller of vinegar. (K,”TA.)

3. * * *

Usks- a rel. n. from#as meaning the “sweet
- - 6 -

kind of plants or herbage.” (S.) You say ”3 - 2 ** * •

Ji-, (Yaakoob, S.) and : J-1 (Yaakoob,

S, K) and *ā-, and *: , (K,) meaning

[A camel, and camels,] pasturing upon al

(K.) And hence the prov., J.-: "J:<!

+[meaning Verily thou art disordered in temper,

therefore sooth thyself; or] shift from one state,

or condition, to another: accord. to I Drd, said to

him who is threatening: (TA. [See also 5 in

art. Lao- :]) [or it may mean verily thou art

weary of life, therefore submit to death : see

Ham p. 315.] And the saying of El-'Ajjāj,

# ū. #% 'J, is #t= #

[lit. They n'ere pasturing upon a', and they
O -

found Las-; meaning t they were seeking to

do mischief, and found him n'ho did them worse

mischief]: applied to him who threatens, and

finds one stronger than he. (T.A.. [See also

Jao-.])

6 - d - 3 -

Us-la-: see Já-, in the latter half of the para

graph : =and see also J.--
* , -

J-i- : see the next paragraph.

6 - d - 3 -

Us-Ms-: see J-, in the latter half of the para

graph.— J.-- J% Rough sand. (T.A.)=

Also, and "J-i-, (JK, S, K,) which is a dial.

var. of the former, or a contraction thereof, (S,)

and "J-i-, (JK, K,) A nell-known ornament

(K) of nomen; ($, K;") i.e. an anklet: (KL:)

(or a pair of anklets; for you say,] 'it': -s:

J.-- [Upon her legs is a pair of anklets]?

(TA in art. U--:) pl. (of the first, S) J.-S.

(S, TA) and [of the second and third] J-34.

(TA.) -

5-(k)and "J-t- (Mg,F) and '3

all signify Having interstices, breaks, chinks, or

the like :] uncompact, or incoherent : (Mgh, K:)

the first and second applied in this sense to an

army. (K.)- For the first, see also J.-, in art.

U+.=And see #4.

3 - a

U-1 More, and most, poor, or needy : (K,
o- J - 5

TA:) from 2:) J-1 signifying “he wanted it,”

or “needed it.” (TA.) Hence the phrase <!J

[meaning More, or most, in need of him, or it].

(TA.)- See alsoJ.

3 - 2 -

U-2 : seeJ.

See J.-:=and see also J.-, in two

places :-and what here follows.

63 - - 6 of ** J.

als- Už', or "às-2,(accord to different copies

of the S,) A land abounding nith al-, not con
J -

taining any Jac-. (S.)

6 y o - s -

U2'-2 : see UA+, first sentence:= and see

3 - . -

also U-, in the latter half of the paragraph, in

three places.

J.-- The part, of the leg, which is the place

of the Ju-lé (or anklet]; (JK, K;) i. e., of the

leg of a woman. (TA.)

3 - 2 - 3 - 3 -

J.- : see Uta-; – and see Us-, in the latter

half of the paragraph : - and J.-– Also

3 - 2 * * * *

Wehemently thirsty. (ISd, K.)- U-2 ºf An

affair in a neak, or an unsound, state. (K.)=
3 - 2

See also Uls-, in two places.

6 d - • J. 3 -

J-M-2 : see Uta-.

S

1 + (S. K.) aor. 3, (K) inf n. J-, (S,

K,) in an expos. of the Mo'allakát written 'J-,

(TA) and 5-, (§, K.) with kesr and medd,

(S,) so accord. to IKoot and IKtt and 'Iyād and

IAth and Z and Hr, but in some copies of the K

:5-, and so many assert it to be, (TA,) and

#1-, (K,) said of a she-camel, (S, K,) She lay

down, or kneeled and lay don'n, upon her breast :

(Lh, K:) or she was, or became, refractory, or

stopped and was refractory, (S, K,) and lay

don'n, or kneeled and lay don'n, upon her breast,

nithout disease or other like cause, (S,) and

would not move from her place : (Lh, K:) like

-ji said of a he-camel, and &- said of a horse:

(S:) the epithet applied to her that does thus is

'Ju-, (Lh, K) without 5; (Lh;) and [app.

to her that does so much, or often,] *#- (K.)

And in like manner 5- is said of a he-camel;

(K;) accord. to ISh, only of a he-camel: (TA:) or

the verb is used only in speaking of a female [when

relating to a camel]: (K:) one should not say of

a he-camel 5- (Az, S, Z, Sgh :) but it is also

said of a man, (K,) tropically, (TA) inf. n. #,

meaning ! He moved not from his place. (K,

TA.)- [See also what next follows.]

3. >il Su- [in the CK5- The people, or

party, or company of men, left one thing, and

betook themselves to another. (Th, K,T.A.) IJ

(see 3 in art. 2's-) has a similar meaning.]

: '-'.

&ll= | )

--Ms

1. 433-, (A, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor.”, (A, Msb,)

or -, (Mgh,) or - and *, (Mgh, K,) inf. n. ---,

(Lth, Mgh, TA,) He wounded him, or scratched

him, or cut him, with his nail; (A, K;) as also

**s-l: (Ki) he (a beast or bird of prey,

TA) seized him, i. e. the prey, with his clan or

talon : (K:) or he (a beast of prey) rent his skin

with his dog-tooth: (TA:) or he rent it (the

skin) with his dog-tooth: (Lth, Mgh, TA:) or
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he (a bird) cut and rent it (i.e. the skin)**
with his talon : (Msb:) he rent it, or slit it.

(K.) One says of a woman, <--> J.'s -:

'J'. [She smote, or overturned, my heart, and

rent my midriff, or, more probably, liver, which

is regarded as a seat of passion]. (A, TA.) And

US$ +4+ She (a woman) smote the "-i

[app. here, also, meaning liver] of such a one.

(Ham p. 343.) - Also It (a venomous or

noxious reptile or the like, TA) bit him. (K.)

—And <'' <--, aor. 2, inf. n. C++, IHe

cut the plants, or herbage; (S, Msb;) as also

'4'-' (S)- And -i-, -i- He

norked, and cut, with the weaping-hook. (TA.)

–The root denotes the making a thing to in

cline : for *: J. : ** +:3u

[The bird makes to incline, with its talon, the

thing tonards himself]. (IF, Mgh.)- [Hence,]

alie ūšš -j-, aor. - and *, He despoiled, or

deprived, such a one of his reason: (K:) or~1

ūie #9, inf n. -i- he despoiled, or de

prived, the noman of her reason: and £e +4+,

inf n. as above, she took anay his reason; as

also "4:-l. (L)– And [hence] '#3

signifies The endeavouring to deceive or beguile

(IF, IAth, Mgh) with blandishing speech: (IAth:)

or deceiving with the tongue : (S:) or a woman's

captivating the heart of a man by the most

blandishing and deceiving speech. (Lth.) You

say, 4-, (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) aor. 2 (§, Mgh,

Msh, K) or and -, (Mgh) inf. n. 4

(Msh, K) and #5-, (A, K.) or this is a simple

subst., (Msb,) and+: (K;) and "4:-1:

(S, A, K,) and "4:4-5 (K.) He deceived him

(S, Msb, K) with his tongue : (S:) or he de

spoiled, or deprived, him of his reason, ail:

[by his speech]: (A:) or, followed by aii:, he

made his heart to incline [to him] by the most

blandishing speech. (Mgh.) It is said in a prov.,
J-4-0-: o- $!, (S,TA,) or J.'s, accord.

to the former reading, which is that of As, (TA,)

When thou dost not overcome, use deceit: (S,

IAth, TA:) accord. to the latter reading, [it is

said to mean nhen thou dost not overcome,] grasp

little after little; as though it were taken from

-- signifying “a claw” or “talon.” (TA.)

3: see 1.

8: see 1, in two places.

10 : see 1, in two places. --As-ºl also signifies

He cut, (S, TA,) with the reaping-hook, (TA in

art. 2:4-,) and craunched (*-ā-, TA) and ate,

plants, or herbage. (S, T.A.)

-- i. q. #, (K,) used in a general sense

[as meaning The nail of a man, and the !alon of

a bird, and the clan of a beast: see also -i-.]:

pl. +S- only. (TA.)- The diaphragm, or

midriff; syn.—li <-- ; (JK, L;) or~~~

•.81, (A, K ;) the partition intervening between

the heart and the liver; (IAar, S.;) the par

tition between the heart and the belly; (Zj in his

“Khalk el-Insán;”) or a small and thin piece of

flesh forming a connection between the ribs [app.

of one side and those of the other]: or the liver

[itself]: (K:) or its $39, [or $335] : (A, K:) or

a mhite thin thing adhering to the liver: (K:)

or a certain thing in, or upon, the liver, like a

s: : (JK:) or a small bone, resembling a man's

nail, adhering to one side of the midriff, next the

liver. (TA.) See 1, in two places.- A friend;

[app. because he cleaves to another;] as also

Je. (JK.)- [And hence, app.,] #: +,

(S, A, K,) a phrase like : $3- and #: #,

(TA,) A man whom roman love: (S:) or one

who loves women for the sake of discourse, or for

the sake of vitious or immoral conduct, or adul

tery, or fornication, (A, K,) and n:hom they love

(K) in like manner: (TA:) and one who en

deavours to deceive, or beguile, women [nrith.

blandishing speech: see 1] (TA) pl. "S:

#: and : *ā- (K, TA:) the latter [in the

CK *] extr. [with respect to rule]. (TA.)

= I. q. J% [app. as meaning A kind of varie

gated, or figured, cloth or garment]. (TA.) [See

also -i-.]=The radish. (K, T.A.) In a

copy of the K, J-à is erroneously put for

J-ul. (T.A.) - The leaves, (K,) or broad

leaves, (Lth,) of the grape-vine. (Lth, K.)

-0 e.

J.

*
-

- *** / *; d.

!-- *- : see -Ms-.

| See+.

6 J - -

***- :

**)

#5-: see 1. [And see also J:-)

<-- +Clouds (*~, S, K, TA) that thunder

and lighten, (TA,) containing no rain: (S, K,

TA:) or whereof the lightning flashes slightly, so

that one hopes for their raining, but which deceive

the expectation, and become dispersed: as though

derived from #}-, the “ deceiving with blan

dishing speech.” (IAth.) And -j-" &l and

+: & (S, K) and −1 &# (K) and #

++ (A) | Lightning nith which is no rain; (S,

A;) as though deceiving : (S:) that excites hope

[of rain] and breaks its promise. (K.) Hence

the saying, to him who promises and does not

fulfil his promise, -i- 3:= <it: "[Thou

art only like lightning with which is no rain].

(S.). And -:+ & #Such a one is sharp

in intellect, clever, ingenious, skilful, knowing, or

intelligent. (J.K.)

+S- and āş-; See--

L-3- Deceit, or guile. (K.) [See also#3-,

in the first paragraph.] .

6 -

see -t-.

* -

see --Jú-, for each in two places.

+, applied to a man, Deceiving: (K:) and

in like manner, [but in an intensive sense,]

**ś- (Isk,S, K) and *-*. (Kr, Mab, TA)

and "3,44 (ISk,š, K) and '-' (K) Very

deceitful (ISk, S, Kr, Msb, K, TA) and lying:

(ISk, S:) and so, applied to a woman, *#):

and **. (A, K) and 'i: (S, K) and

**: (K) and ':- (TA) very deceitfut:

(S, A,” K,” TA:) a.ks- is a pl. [of --Jú-], and

means men who deceive women. (S) You say

also 24: #4. #: [meaning A noman who

capticates the heart by the most blandishing and .

deceitful speech]. (TA)

<-- [More, and most, deceiving or deceitful].

You say of a woman, -ākii. J:" −is-:

*i; J#1 [she capirates the heart of the

nian by the most blandishing and deceiving speech].

(Lth.)

--Jis- [The talon, or clan, of a bird or beast

of prey a tearing talon or clan;] the same to

the bird (S, Mgh, Msb) and to the beast of prey

(S, Msb) as the # to man; (S, Mgh, Msh;)

because the bird [or beast] cuts and rends with it

the skin: (Msb:) the # [or mail] (A, K) of

any beast or bird of prey: or it is of a bird of

prey; and the Dal is of a bird that does not prey:

(K:) pl. --. (A.) [See also+] You

say, 4- aes -á, meaning ! He clung, or

caught, to him, or it. (A.)– Also A J- [or

reaping-hook] (S, Msb, K) in a general sense:

or (TA) that has no teeth. (S, Msb, T.A.)

i: ++ An eagle with sharp talons.

(JK.)

---, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,

(S, TA) means L:#13:= (S, K, TA) i. e.

[Much variegated or figured; or] of many co

lours. (TA.) [See also+]

&l=

1. * (S, A, L.M., K) aor. 2, (S. K.)
or *, (Msb,) inf. n. &l- and '*', (S, L,

Msb, TA;) and 'Ci-s: (L, TA;) He dren,

dragged, pulled, strained, stretched, extended,

lengthened, or protracted, (S, L, K,) a thing:

(S," L, TA:) and he pulled out or up, displaced,

removed, or took anay, (S, A, Msb, K,) a thing,

(S,” A, Msb, TA,) and a person. (A.) Thus in

the saying,~ c: &- 4-1-5 **3

[He took his hand, and pulled him out from amid
J D - - J • DJ - -

his companions]: and U9slavl U-2

[He pulled out his spear from the person pierced]:
J Q- * O.

and 5.4% t- '*- [He pulled out a spear

stuck in the ground]. (A, TA.) [See also an ex.
6 * o –

in a verse cited voce - lao.] El-'Ajjāj says,

* - - * ~ * • * * - -

* (-1-33, 5 & 53 *

* U-35s al *: # 3i: *

meaning + And if this time has taken anay, and

exchanged for another, a state [in which we were,

nue have long enjoyed its plentiful life] (S.)-

[Hence,] &#, said of a stallion-camel, He was

taken anay from the females that had passed seven

or eight months since the period when they last

brought forth, before he had become too languid to

cover any longer. (Lth, A, L.) And -i-,

aor. *, + He neaned his offspring, or the offspring
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of his she-camel: (K:) the separated a young

camel from the mother. (A.) And us.'); <--1

i She (a mother) weaned her offspring : (M, A :)

so accord. to Lh, who does not particularize any

kind [of animal]. (M.) And āşū &: + He

neaned the offspring of a she-camel. (S.) And

-: J-2 W : £- ! [He was taken away from

among them]: said of the dead. (A, TA)

13& es:-- (S, K,”) aor. -, (K,) + Such a thing

occupied me; busied me; or diverted me, by em

ploying my attention, from other things. (S, K,”
• * * * * * * * - - -

T.A.) You say, U.5J 22.21 a-la- +[The affairs

of the norld occupied him, &c.]. (S, T.A.) And

's--" £-i- + Busying [or distracting] af.

fairs busied [or distracted] him. (Lth.) And a

poet says,

55 - J. J. J. J - d. • * ge

* ests -> J} === --> *

• of & ~ * • 3 * de

* cº-la-Sü --- st-à-M 3-2 *

[And I pass the night,] anxieties busying me [as

though I were the bucket of the naterers, drawn
J -

from the well by the ropes]. (IA'r)–:

#, said of a fleet she-camel, (L, K.) + She goes,

journeys, or travels, quickly. (L.) And£

*: es' see 5. – : 1 . , aor. 2, also signifies

* He put (a thing, TA) in motion, or into a state

of commotion. (A, K, T.A.) You say, &l

*- and *::, ! He put in motion, or into a

state of commotion, his eyebron's, and his eyes.

(A.)–And &l- aor. = (L, K) and *, inf. n.

&l- (L, TA,) + He made a sign [by a motion]

(L, K, TA) *: neith his eye, and :-- with

his eyebron's. (L., T.A.) And ass-l- 4-1-,

aor. and inf. n. as above, f He made a sign to him

nith his eyebron. (L.) And *: *-i- + He

made a sign to him with his eye; rinked to him.

(S, L.) Andw: u:+ ! She made a sign to

me nith her eye, or ninked to me, to indicate a

time or place of appointment, or something that

she desired. (A, TA.) - See also 8, in two

places.

* * * * *

3. 4-la-, (A, Msb, TA) inf n is jus-,

(Mgh,) He contended neith him, (A, Mgh," Msb,

TA,) [as though drawing, or pulling, him, (see 6,)]

namely, a man. (TA.) You say,# 4-1

He contended nith him for the thing. (A.)

And# J'é- +He vied with me in reciting

the words of prayer, (Mgh,"TA,) uttering aloud

what I uttered aloud, so that he took from my

tongue n:hat I was reciting, and I did not [or

could not] continue to do so. (TA, from a trad.)

And X: L's* 1 A thing, or an affair,

troubled my heart with contending thoughts. (K,

TA) And #3,#143- J- (< IDown
does not contend with me respecting that affair],

meaning I doubt not respecting that affair. (Sh,

T.A.)

4. *: &= *:--* +[He dren up his

eyebron's from his eyes]. (Lth.)= 2-ka-' is also

quasi-pass. of &#, though this is extr, with

respect to analogy, like #1 [q.v.] &c.; (TA;)

signifying It was, or became, dran'n, dragged,

pulled, &c. (L., T.A.)

5 |- see 1, first sentence — [Hence,]

*: -> <!- He (a paralytic, S, K, or an in

sane, or a possessed, man, A) walked in a loose

manner, as though disjointed, and inclined from

side to side, (S, A, K, TA,) as one dragging a

thing: (A, TA :) it is similar to &= (TA:)

and signifies also he (an insane, or a possessed,

man) inclined from side to side in his gait, (Mgh,"

TA,) as though he were drawing along, non to
• • *

the right and non to ". left; and so Ls 'a-i

are:-2, aor. 2, inf. n. Uls-Ma-. (T.A.) – See

also 8, in two places. – And see 6. = [It

branched off, like a 2-3

occurring in this sense in art. U-2 of the T and

TA; where J-5 is described as: * ... • **:

** 32.

-, from a large river:

&#2-#~~

6. >." £5 ! An:cieties contended with

him, one on one side and another on another side,

as though each n'ere drancing him to it. (A, L.)

And *-** U5)--> -s; cº- (S, A, K) and":

(TA) | A thing neas, or became, unsettled in my

bosom, or mind; (TA;) meaning I n'as in doubt

[respecting a thing]; (S, A, K;) as also '*:

and <!-, (Lth,” As, TA in art. 2

two mean nearly the same. (Sh, TA in that art.;

in which see 5, in three places.) [See also 8.]

,) or these

8. *-Ca-l, as a trans. v.: see 1, in three places.

=Also | It (a thing) was, or became, in a state

of commotion, or agitation; it quivered, quaked,

or throbbed; (Sh, TA;) and so *Ci- (Sh, K)

[and * *-i-, as will be seen from what follows].

You say *u- Cº- + His eyebron's quivered,

or n'ere in a state of commotion. (Lth.) And

* -----' (S. K.) and "--i-ji (TA)

and "-i-, aor. 2 and 2, inf. n. &: (S, K)

and &= - ; (Sh;) + His eye quivered, throbbed,

or was in a state of commotion; (Sh, L;) i. q.

->U2, (S, K,) i. e., throbbed. (PS, TK.) And

*** -kā-1 f The member (i.e. any member, L)

quivered, &c. (Mgh, L, MSb.)-+H: trembled,

quivered, or quaked. (T.A.) And **−

+ He moved about his lips and his chin, mocking

and imitating a person talking. (TA, from a

trad.)—"sy- es'*- ![Anacious thought

fluttered in my bosom]. (T.A.) See also 6.

&l- See£- -

: + Persons trembling in the bodies. (K.)

– t Persons tired, or fatigued. (IAar.)- +A

people whose lineage, or origin, is doubted, (T, K,)

so that different persons dispute, one with another,

respecting it. (T.) See alsoC

6 de •

*i-: See art. *i-.

* / > - • *

-3.3- Clouds (-la-) separated, or scattered,

(K, TA,) as though drann anay from the mass;

of the dial. of Hudheyl : (TA:) or clouds,

(~l-, K.) and a cloud, (all-, TA,) abound

ing with nater, (K, TA,) and lightening vehe

mently. (TA.) - And hence, t A she-camel

abounding nith milk, and yearning towards her

#oung one. (T, T.A.)– Also tA she-camel, (S,

K,) or other female, (TA,) whose young one has

been taken from her (S, K) by slaughter or death,

and that yearns tonards it, (TA,) and whose milk

in consequence has become little in quantity. (S,

K.) Accord. to some, (L) +A she-camel that

goes, journeys, or travels, quickly, by reason of

her [natural, not forced,] fleetness. (L, K.”)

Pl. W. : ? . [or, rather, this is a quasi-pl. n., like

aS &: is of&#) and£. (L.)

6 •

*-*- A canal, or cut, from a large river; syn.

>3 > 3; (S, A, K:) what is cut off from

the main mass of nater; so called because it is

drawn from it: (ISd, TA:) a river cut off from

a larger river, extending to a place where use is

made of it: a river on one side of a larger river :

(TA:) and [simply] a river: (S, A, K:) and

* ls- is said to signify the two sides of a

river: (S :) or the two nings thereof: and some

explain the sing. (2-ka-) as meaning a branch

from a valley, conveying its nater to another

places (TA) pl. 3's is (A, TA) and £4.

(TA.)

£- [act, part. n. of 1]. - It is said in a trad.

of ‘Alee, respecting life (sū-J), J* £f &!

guits(+ <s.", meaning + Verily God has

made death to be quick in seizing its cords; i. e.

the cords of life. (L.)- [Hence,] &= is ap

plied to + Death; because it draws away man

kind. (T.A.)

[i++ + A busying, or distracting, affair :

pl. &B-. Hence,]£- £-i- see 1.

6 * *

&l- +Fat, so that his flesh quivers. (TA.)

6 * > d is

1 A man n:hose name has been trans

ferred from the register of his on n people to that

of another people, to n'hom his lineage, or origin,

is consequently ascribed, (A, TA,) and respecting

whose lineage, or origin, people differ and dis

pute : (TA:) accord. to some, i. q. " : £ as

meaning a people whose reputed origin is trans

ferred so as to be ascribed to another people :

and the former signifies also a man whose lineage,

or origin, is disputed; as though he were drawn,

and pulled away, from his people. (T.A.)-

+ One whose flesh and strength are taken anay.

(TA.)- + A face (Lth, ISd, K) lean, (Lth, ISd,)

having little flesh. (K.)

-Ala

1, 34+, aor. , inf n. 3,' (S, A, L, Msh, K)

and +, (S, A, L., K.," [but the latter is not

said to be an inf. n. in the first nor in the last of

these lexicons, and is perhaps a simple subst.,])

He remained, stayed, drelt, or abode; syn. Aji:

(L, Msb, K:) or he remained, stayed, dwelt, or
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abode, long ; syn. 3.5% Jú. (A:)c' (S, A,

Msb, K) and& &l (K) [in a place]; as also

*.xls. (S, A, L, MSb, K) and "-j-" (K.) and

he remained, or continued, incessantly, always,

endlessly, or for ever, (S, A, L, K;") syn. &#,

(A, L. K.) and 23, (K) or 45% As (S.L.)

2's U, in a house, or an abode, not going forth

from it: (L:) he remained, stayed, dwelt, or

abode, for ever, or perpetually, in Paradise, (A,

L.) or in Hell (A.)—[Hence, al-, (L. K.)

aor. and *, (Ham p. 70, and L.) inf. n. *i-,

(K) or +, (thus in the L) and 3,4-, (L.K.)

and "J-1; (Ham ubi supra;) : He was slow in

becoming hoary, (Ham, L, K,) when advanced in

years; (K;) as though he were created to con

tinue for ever. (L.)– See also 4, in two places.

2. •l- as a trans. v. : see 4. = Also He

adorned a girl [nrith bracelets, or other orna

ments (see the pass. part. n.), or] neith earrings.

(A.A.)= As an intrans. v. : see 1: -and see

also 4. -

4. al-', (S.A.L.) inf n. *%+!; (S. L.) and

***i-, (S, A, L.) in n. 4-5 (S. L.) He

(God, S, L) caused him to remain, stay, divell, or

abide : (L:) or caused him to remain, stay,

dwell, or abide, long, in a place : (A:) or caused

him to remain, or continue, incessantly, alnays,

endlessly, or for ever, (S, L,) in a house, or an

abode, not going forth from it: (L:) or caused

him to remain, stay, divell, or abide, for ever, or

perpetually, in Paradise, (A, L,) or in Hell.

(A.) ** au. & ---, in the Kur civ. 3,

means He thinleth that his wealth hath made

him to be one that shall continue for ever; that

he shall not die: (Jel:) i. e. he acteth as one

that thinketh, with his opulence, he shall not

die. (L.)= As an intrans. v. : see 1, in two

places. – You say also, as A-1, (inf. m. as

above, AA,) He kept, or clave, to him; (AA,

AZ, S, K;) i.e., to his companion. (AZ, S, K.)

–And <! Jé-1 | He inclined, or propended,

to him, (L, K, TA,) and liked him: (L, TA :)

he inclined to, and relied upon, (S, A, Msb,) him,

(S, A,) or it; (Msb;) as also '..... (Msb.)

J.S. J.", in the Kur (vii. 175), (Ks,s,

A, L.) as also "...+, and "...is-, but this last

is rare, (Ks, L,) and so is the second, (L,) means

! He inclined to, and relied upon, the earth: (S,

A :) or he inclined, or propended, to the norld;

(Bd, Jel;) and relied thereon : (Jel:) or he in

clined, or propended, to loneness, baseness, or mean

mess. (Bd.)

+:

+ an inf n of <-, (A, L.), [or a simple

subst.] syn. with [the inf. n.] 23%-. (K.)

[Hence] al-', (T. K.) or A-1 #5, (L.) [the

latter signifying The abode of the state of per

petual existence;] Paradise : (K:) or the Para

dises: (T:) or the world to come. (L.)=A

bracelet; and an earring; as also *$3)= pl.

5*- : (K:) which last signifies [also] orna

ment for the person, collectively; (TA;) and so

'al- [if this be not a mistranscription for

*]. (L.)=[The moleil the blind rat, (L.

see the next paragraph.

K;) as also **-, (K,) and+ [q. v.]: (K

in art. Jus-:) or a species of rat; as also "...is :

(L:) or one of the names of the * [or rat]:

(IAar:) or a species of the [hind of rats called]

cysis, blind (Lth,S, L, MSb) by nature, (Lth,

L, Msb) having no eyes, (Lth, L,) inhabiting

the deserts: (Msb:) Lth says that the sing.

is '+, and the pl. Ölal-; in the Tit is said

that the sing is * 5xia-, and the pl. &al

which is very strange: (L:) or a blind beast

[that lives] beneath the ground, (K,) having no

eyes, (TA,) that likes the smell of onions and

leeks; so that if either of these be put over its

hole, it comes forth and is caught: if its upper

lip be hung upon a person affected neith a quartan

fever, it cures him; and its brain, mired, or

moistened, with oil of roses, and used as an

ointment, dispels the maladies termed U-53 and

3.31 and L'i' and -j-" and -āgi and

J:ju-', and every eruption upon the body:

(K:) J-U-2, (L, K,) or, as in some copies of

the K,*. with the unpointed 2, (TA) is

used as its pl., like as U.S.-- is used as pl. of

ius . (L, K.)– Also A species of the 5: [or

lark]. (K.)

*i- The mind: (S, A,K.) the heart: (S,K:)

pl. $93.4. (T.A.) You say, G-4- C# 43 &:

That came into my mind, or heart. (S.)

6 d >

see As-, in two places.

3 - ? "

5-Mä-:

3 - ? 6 o y

3.Jus-: see As-.

< * , ,

3-ki-;

+ [Remaining, staying, &c.]. - [Hence,]

&ls= [as though pl. of £1] + The three

pieces, or portions, of stone, or rock, calledJUS *

upon which the cooking-pot is placed, (S, A, L. K.)

remaining in their places: (L:) so called because

of their remaining (S, L) a long time (L) after

the standing relics of a house have become

effaced. (S, L.) [See an ex, from a poem of El

Mukhabbal Es-Saadee, voce Śl, p. 78; where

J124- is with tenween for the sake of the metre.]

– Also : The mountains : and the stones: (L,

K:) and the rocks: so called for the same reason.

(L.) =[As a proper name, Jú is often written
+] •

6 - d. J.

*A*-* : see the next paragraph, in two places.

6 o' + -

Jūs-e Slon in becoming hoary; (A;) as also

* : * and **- : (Harp. 588:) whose teeth

do not fall out (T, A) by reason of extreme old

age : (T:) or, as some say, it is *::: as though

[meaning] made by God to continue for ever in

such a state: (A:) a man who is not hoary when ad

vanced in age : (ISk, S:) whose hair of his head

and beard remains black in old age. (T.)–

Also t Still ; motionless. (TA in art. -->4-.)

63 - >

*-* : see the paragraph next preceding –

J2-0-2 in the Kur [lvi. 17 and lxxvi. 19] means

Alnways of the same age; never altering in age :

(Fr.:) or [endoned with perpetual vigour;] that

never become decrepit: (K:) or that never ex

ceed the fit age for service : (L, K:)=or it

means adorned neith earrings: (L, K:) or, nith

bracelets; (AO, L., K;) accord. to the dial. of

El-Yemen: (L:) or, with ornaments. (Zj.)

J-M4

J • * *

1. a-As-, (S, A, Msb,) aor. -, (Msb, MS,)

if n + (Mgh, Msh, K) and J-4-5 (K.)

and '4-1-1 (S, A, Msb, K.) and "4-iss;

(S, TA;) He seized it, or carried it off, by

force; (S, A, K;) -->4 U-2 from his hand: (A:)

he took it at an opportunity, neith deceit, guile,

or circumvention: (TA:) or he took it hastily and

openly: (Mgh:) or he snatched it at unanares;

seized it hastily when its on ner was unan are :

(Msb:) or "J-3- denotes a quicker action

than U-- (Lth, K.) You say also,# *-i

[He seized it, or carried it off, from him by

force; &c.]: (TA:) and£ "4:i-Iseized

the thing, or snatched it anay, from him. (Har

p. 139.) And J-4- 33-, i. e. *u-S: [He

took it by forcible seizure, &c.]. (TA.) J--

is also in fighting and prostrating: and you say,

* 'U--! [He seized on opportunity to

inflict a thrust, or wound, with a spear or the

like] (T.A.) And , a "J-'-i t His sight

was suddenly taken anay. (A* and TA in art.

U-ke.)

3. Jill 4-lu-, (A, TA") inf n. *-ī-, and

J-3- (TA,) [IIe contended with him in a mu

tual endencouring to seize, or carry off, the thing

by force; or to take it at an opportunity, with

deceit, guile, or circumvention; or to take it

hastily and openly; or to snatch it at unanares :

see 1 and 6..] A poet says, [app. using the verb

tropically,]

# U.S.-J. J. Šiš -
J f / J • *** * -

* 29-a-J2-#915 J-* Usks *

[I looked at Mei, vying with her in snatching

glances, in the evening, in haste, while the secret

enemies were present]. (Th, T.A.) – See also 1.

4. L-As- It (the hair, A, TA, and the head,

[meaning the hair of the head,] AZ, S, TA) be

came a mixture of black and n:hite, (S, A, TA,)

in equal proportions: or more black than white :

(TA:) [or mostly white: (see J.-:)] or partly

white. (AZ.) – [Hence,] I It (herbage) became

a mixture of fresh and dry : (S, K, TA:) or

partly green and partly white, in drying up.

(Az, T.A.) + It (J.- [Q. v.]) put forth fresh

verdure. (IAar, T.A.) And U.S. --Ms- +The

land put forth somen'hat of herbage. (TA.)

5: see 1.

6. ić: ujts.j [They both contended together,

each endeavouring to seize, or carry off, the thing

by force; or to take it at an opportunity, neith

deceit, guile, or circumvention; or to take it

hastily and openly; or to snatch it at unanares :
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see 1 and 3]: (A:) the inf n, Jiu-5, signifies

i. 7 -jū. ($, K) – c.6:1 Ju-5, and

*: U.Jus-3, The two opponents sought to seize

each other by force; &c. (T, TA.)

8: see 1, in five places – [L-E-1 also sig

nifies + He slurred a vowel; i. e., pronounced it

slightly: and he suppressed it altogether.]

*

* , ,
• ?: See -----.

ā-i- inf n of un, of 4-i- [A single act of

seizing, or carrying off, by force; &c.]. (Msb.)

*= It also occurs in a trad., where, if correctly

related, it is syn. with ā-i-. (Mgh.)

ă is a subst: from 4: (S, K:) [which

may perhaps mean that it has the abstract sense

of the inf. n.: and] A thing that is [seized, or car

ried off, by force; or taken at an opportunity,

with deceit, guile, or circumvention; or] taken

hastily and openly; (Mgh;) or snatched at una

nares: (Msb:) or spoil; plunder; booty; a

thing taken by spoliation and force;

*ā-, which last also signifies an animal that

is snatched from a beast or bird of prey and dies

before it has been legally slaughtered; in conse

quence of which it is forbidden [to be eaten].

(TA.) Hence, a-i- es' &: S [There shall be

no amputation (of the right hand) in the case of

a thing seized, or carried off, by force, &c.].

as also

(Mgh, Msb.) [See also an ex, voce ū3-, in art.

U5.5-.]–An opportunity. (S, A, TA.) You

say, ts: i-i- * This is an opportunity,

therefore do thou take it, or seize it. (A, TA.)

*=A mixture of whiteness nith blackness in the

hair, (S, Ham p. 387, TA,) in equal proportions:

or of more blackness than whiteness: (TA:) [or a

predominance of whiteness: see J---.] -

[Hence,] : A mixture of fresh and dry portions

[or green and white (see 4)] in herbage. (S, K,

T.A.)

** * *

al-As-: see the next paragraph.

J- [an epithet having the sense of the pass.

part. n. of 4-i-, i.e., Seized, or carried off, by

force; &c.]. [Hence,] J-4- āşi. A thrust, or

wound, with a spear or the like, which one has

seized an opportunity to inflict, by means of his

skill. (TA.) = A courageous man; as also

'Ju- and 'J'. (TA) = Also, and

"...+x, Hair having whiteness mixed neith its

blackness, (A, TA,) in equal proportions: or neith

more blackness than n-hiteness : (TA:) or mostly

white: (Mgh:) or partly white. (AZ, TA.)

And the former, Having a mixture of whiteness

with the blackness of his hair. (S,K,)–[Hence,]

the former also signifies | Herbage drying up, or

dried up, (S, K, TA,) part yellon, and part green;

as also "U + (TA) or both signify having

its dry and green portions intermiaced : (A:) and

the former signifies dry herbage, upon the loner

part of which fresh has grown and mixed with

the former; as also "J-i- (K.) - Also

+White (3- [q.v.]) whose n hiteness is mixed

Bk. I.

neith blackness: and so, applied to women, "...l.,

(syn.:,TA) of which the sing may be*:::

orJ- Ol' *ā-S-, supposing the two aug

ments (a. TA) to be elided. (K.)– Also ti q.

** [q.v.]. (TA.)- And tThe young one of

a she-camel begotten by a stallion not prepared

for her. (Sgh, T.A.)

6 * *

ā-āk- :
-

3 * * *

See al-M+.

s

J-3- ! A boy n:hose mother is black, and his

father a nihite, or tanny, Arab, and n:ho is born

of a colour betnceen those of his two parents;

fem. with 3: (Az, TA:) or ; a child n:hose pa

rents are (one) white and (the other) black, (A,

K, TA,) a n:hite man and a black noman, or a

black man and a n:hite woman. (TA.) See also

J--And A domestic fowl, (A,) or cock,

(K.) begotten between an Indian and a Persian

..forwl. (A, K.)

J.S.- : See Já. :- and see J.--

J- One who seizes, or carries off, a thing

by force: n:ho takes it at an opportunity, with

deceit, guile, or circumvention : [or n ho takes it

hastily and openly: or who snatches at unanares:]

as also "J-S- [or this latter has an intensive

signification :] and [in like manner]"J- One

n:ho seizes, or carries off, a thing at a time of

inadvertence. (T.A.)– [Hence,]J- Death :

because it seizes people unawares. (TA.)

o -

U-4. see U-4-, in two places.

* / o •

J.-4: see L-4A-.

J- : SeeJ

Laká

1. Jai- (S, A, K, &c.) aor.”, (§, TA)inf n.

U23'-(S, A, K) and J-3- (TA) and iala-,

(K,) or the second and third of these are simple

substs. [used as inf. n.s., i.e., quasi-inf ns.];

(TA;) and Jal- also: (Et-Towsheeh, TA;)

but the former is that which is commonly known;

(TA;) It (a thing, S, TA) was, or became,

Ualla-, (S, A, K,) which signifies [here] clear,

pure, sheer, free from admixture, unmingled, un

mixed, or genuine; (B, TA;) and white. (K.)

You say, 2-l &- à." Jai- The nater became

clear from turbidness. (Msb.) And .# Jal

J: &: [The butter became clear from the dregs,

or sediment,] in being cooked. (S)-3- Jai

abs", (A,) or -:l, aor. *, (Msb,) inf. n.

J-3-(A, Ms) and *-and Jai-,(Msb)

! He became safe, or secure, or free, from embar

rassment or difficulty, or from destruction, (A,

Mşb,) like as a thing becomes clear from its tur

bidness. (A.) [See also 5.] —ess &- Jai

| He withdren, retired, or nent anay or apart,

from the people, or company of men. (A, TA.)

It is said in the Kur [xii. 80), U-3 is als. They

retired, conferring privately together. (Bd, Jel,

T.A.) – *: Jal-, (S, A, K,) and as, (TA,)

inf n. c. *, (K,) t He, or it, (a thing, S, and

grief, and happiness, A, TA,) came to, or reached,

him : (S, A, K, TA:) he came to, reached, or ar

rived at, it; namely, a place. (TA.) - Also

<! b4+ They came to him (namely a judge or

governor) and referred to him their cause, or suit,

for judgment. (T and L in art. Júj.)= Jal-,

inf n. J-3- and Jes: (TA;) or "Jal-,

(K) in n. Ja...:55 (TA) but the former is

that which is found in the correct lexicons; (TA;)

He took the a2S4. [q.v.] (K, TA) of, or from,

clarified butter; (TA;) and "Jala-i, inf. n.

J-S-1, signifies the same. (TA.) [See also this

last below.]

2, 4-al-, (A)inf n. Jesú,(TA) He made,

or rendered, it clear or pure [&c. (see 1, first sig

nification)]; he cleared, clarified, purified, or

refined, it; (A, Mgh, TA;) [as also *4 al-',

q.v.]– t He separated it from another thing

or other things. (Mgb.) You say also(~Jal

[He separated them, each from the other]. (M

in art. Laks.)-1 He (God, A, TA, or a man,

S) saved, secured, or freed, him, (S, A, K,)&

liès from such a thing, (S,) [as, for instance, a

snare, and embarrassment or difficulty, or de

struction, like as one renders a thing clear from

its turbidness, (see 1,)] after he had become

caught, or entangled; (TA) as also "4-al-l.

(TA.) Also t(He disentangled it; unravelled

it:] said of spun thread that has become en

tangled. (Lth and Az and Sgh, in TA, art. 2-c.)

—t He made it clear; or explained, expounded,

or interpreted, it; as also44: i. (A in art. Ja=!.)

—-al-, inf n. as above, also signifies t He

gave [a man (for the verb in this case, as in

others, is trans, accord. to the TK,)] the U-3-,

(K, TA,) i. e., the equivalent of a thing, or re

quital, or hire for nork. (TA.)= See also 1,

last signification.

3. 4-la-, (S. K.) inf n. 4-5, (TK) t|He

regarded him, or acted tonards him, with reci

procal purity of mind, or sincerity: and parti

cularly, as also 39 <!--, mentioned in this art.

in the A, but not explained,] the regarded him,

or acted tonards him, with reciprocal purity,

or sincerity, of love, or affection; syn. *u- (S,

K, TA) and $3%; (TA;) #2" -> [in. social

fintercourse]. (S, T.A.) You say also, at Lalus

<> ![He acted with reciprocal purity, or sin

cerity, towards God, in his religion]. (A.) And

one says, Js" -ul-, 3-#" Jalu (Act thou

with reciprocal purity, or sincerity, tonards the

believer, and act thou nrith contrariety to the un

believer]. (A. [See 3 in art. GAA-, where a similar

saying is mentioned.]) [See also the next para

graph.]

4. 4-al-l: see 2, first signification. You say,

&: Jala-', inf n. J-94, He clarified the

cooked butter by throning into it somen'hat of the

meal of parched barley or n heat (3-), or dates,

or globules of gazelles' dung: (S," L :) or he took

the a 39- [q. v.] of the cooked, or clarified,

butter. (Fr, K.) See also 1, last signification.

99
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And #" £ai: [The fire clarified it, or puri

fied it,] namely, butter, and gold, and silver.

(K.)-You say also,ā- 12-ala-' and--"

! [lit. They made good advice or counsel, and love,

pure, or sincere; meaning, they were pure, or

sincere, in giving good advice, and in love]. (TA.)

And $3." 4 Jalā-1 | [He was pure, or sincere,

to him in love, or affection]. (A.) And Jalā-l

J." 4. +[He was pure, or sincere, tonnards God

in works]. (Msb) And 3.31 & Jal-, (S,

TA,) or **, (A,) t He was pure, or sincere,

towards God in religion, [or in his religion;]

without hypocrisy. (S,”TA.) And 4. Jala-',

[elliptically,]+He was nithout hypocrisy (towards

God]. (K) or J-34 properly signifies +The

asserting oneself to be clear, or quit, of [believing

in] any beside God. (B, TA.) [Hence,] 5*.

U-3: is ta title of The [112th] chapter of

the Kur-án commencing with the nords** J;

3-1 (IAth, Mab.) and J-S# 5, the
same together nith the [109th] chapter Com

mencing with the words 323s ifwi (4. (Mgb.)

And J-3-? à-la- is applied to 1 The sentence

which declares belief in the unity of God. (A,”

TA) a all-X: see below, voceial

–See also 2, third signification – And see 10.

5. Jals: ! He became saved, secured, or freed;

he escaped, or freed himself; or became safe,

secure, free, or in a state of freedom or immunity;

($, K;) from a thing; (S;) as, for instance, a

gazelle, and a bird, from a snare, (A,) [and a

man from embarrassment or difficulty, or destruc

tion, like as a thing becomes cleared from its

turbidness, (see 1,) or] like spun thread when it

has been entangled. (TA)-[See also .3
#o -o

59-Jul

6. 12-all-j t They regarded one another, or

acted reciprocally, [nith purity, or sincerity:

and particularly,] nith purity, or sincerity, of

love, or affection. (A," TA.)

10, c): &- &#. Jals--! He extracted the

butter from the milk. (ADk, A, L.)--al

-i. He appropriated him [or it] purely to him

self, (Bd and Jel in xii. 54) exclusively of any

partner: (Jel:) he chose him [or it] for himself;

took him [or it] in preference for himself; (IAar,

in L, art. C’; and TA in the present art.;) he

appropriated him to himself as his particular, or

special, intimate , (TA;) syn. 4:1; (S, K,

TA ) and '4-al- signifies the same. (TA)

cale (S, A, K) and '3' at: (S, A, TA) and

*ials. (S,TA) t A man's friend; [or his sincere,

or true,] or his secret, or private, friend; or his

companion, or associate, nho converses, or talks,

with him; syn. &:- ; (§, K, TA;) his par

ticular, or special, friend: (TA:) " the second

is also used in a pl. sense : (S, TA:) pl. of the

first, Val-. (K.)
* - -

- Jel- 4 kind of tree like the grape-vine (K)

in its manner of growth, (TA,) that clings to

other trees, and rises high; (K ;) having leaves

of a dust-colour, thin, round, and wide ; and a

blossom like that of the " [?]; and tinged in the

loner parts of its stems; (TA;) sneet in odour ;

and having berries (K) like those of [the plant

called -íč -ie, [see art. -->4,] three and

ifour together, red, (TA) like the beads of

&# [q.v.]; (K;) not eaten [by men], but de

pastured: (TA:) n. un, with 3: (K:) thus de

scribed by [AHn] Ed-Deenawaree, on the autho

rity of an Arab of the desert. (TA.) See the end

of the next paragraph.

321- 23, (S. K.) and 34-1 23, (Hisham,

K,) and a.al-l 35, accord. to IDrd, and some

write it *i-l 25, but the first is the form com

monly obtaining with the relaters of trads., (TA)

A certain temple, (S,K) called£" #s, (S,)

or £1 #31 (El-Hafiqh Ibn-Hajar, K.) and

also #-till £91, because its door faced Syria,

(TA) belonging to the tribe of Khatham, (S,K)

and Don's and Bejeeleh and others, (TA,) in

which was an idol called iais-A, (S,K) which

nas demolished (S, TA) by command of Moham

mad: (TA:) or a-ai-l 25 was the idol itself,

as some say; but, says IAth, this requires conside

ration, because [it is asserted that] 55 is not pre

fixed to any but generic names: (TA: [but see

* :]) or the temple was so called because it was

the place of growth of a tree of a kind called

"Jai-. (K, TA)

&al- See Jal- in two places.

J-3- an inf. n. of 1.-->}<1% is The

day of the coming forth of Jú-3' [or Anti

christ]; because then the believers will be dis

tinguished. (TA.)= Also t.An equivalent; a

requital, or compensation; hire, pay, or nages,

for work, pl. -94. (TA)—see also-3

J-34 : See a 33-, in two places.

U.S.-: See *54, throughout.

Jes: see a<54, in three places.- Also

an inf. n. of 1.

U+: SeeJ

c.: #334 (S, A, L, Mab,K) and #43

(Fr, Sgh, K) What has become clear, of cooked

butter; (S, A, L, K;) or cooked butter into which

some dates have been thronin, or into n'hich some

&s. [i. e. meal of parched barley or n heat] has

been thronen, in order that thereby it may become

clear from the remains of the milk : (Mgb:) for

nohen they cook fresh butter, to make it c-, they

thron into it somervhat of G.22-, or dates, or

globules of gazelles' dung, and n:hen it becomes

good, and clear from the dregs, or sediment, that

U-- is called i-S-1, and "J-3-1 also, (S,

L) mentioned by A’Obeyd, (S,) and this, namely

the J-3-, is the A: (S, L, K:) and the terms
* , f *

"...," (S.L.K) and #5 (S. L) and #5 (S,
L, K) and 531-As (S, L) are applied to the dregs,

or sediment, remaining at the bottom; ($, L, K;)

as also #354 (AHeyth, Lin art -s.) the

* 9 - of

infn is...}<!, and you say, 3:14-al-i (S,

L.) or i-94 and "J-34 signify dates and

Jes-' that are thronn into U- ; and Jaši

3: signifies “he threw dates and G22- into

the c- [and so clarified it]" and "J-3

[thus I find it written] signifies what has become

clear, of Ú--, when it is cooked: and J-3

also signifies, and so "J-34, and "i35:1,

butter n:hen clear from the dregs, or sediment:

and W casi- the dregs, or sediment, at the

bottom of the milk. (L.) "J-5-1 and "i35:1

are syn. with~% and ##!. (TA:) or, accord.

to AZ, the latter two terms are applied to butter

when it is put into the cooking-pot to be cooked

into co-o-; and nºhen it has become good, and the

milk has become clear from the dregs, or sediment,

that milk is called3. and 'J'.5-l. A. says, I

have heard the Arabs apply the term "J-34- to

that nith n hich c)-- is cleared, in the cooking

pot, from the nater and milk and dregs; for

nºhen it is not clear, and the milk is mixed with

the butter, they take dates, or flour, or G25-,

n:hich they thron, therein, that the Ú-- may

become clear from the remains of the milk mixed

with it: this is the J-54- but the a-->4- [i. e.

a 39-] is nhat remains, of the J-5- and dregs

or milk &c., in the bottom of the cooking-pot: (L,

TA:) [or] "J-3- (K) [accord. to some, "...S.,

but this is app. wrong, (see Harp. 311,)] and

i4% (Hr, TA) also signify what fire has clari

Jied, or purified, (jū£ ū) of butter,

and of gold, and of silver: (Hr, K, TA:) or

c: "J-3-, means what is extracted from

milk; i.e. butter; (ADk, L, TA) and so does

c." i4%. , (A : [but there mentioned among

tropical expressions:]) i-Sá. being applied in

the manner first mentioned in this paragraph, by

a secondary application is made to signify what is

clear, or pure, of other things; (Msb;) [as also

'Jau-, and hence both of them often signify

t the choice, best, or most excellent, part of any

thing; and so, probably, does "J-54-1) and

i-34 and "J-34 also signify In"pissated juice

(*) made from dates, (JK) or this is called

"Josia- (TA.)

Jell- Clear; pure ; sheer; free from ad

mixture; unmingled; unmixed; genuine: (B,

TA:) clear, or pure, applied to any colour: (Lh,

TA:) | n hite; as also 'J'i-; [which latter

appears to me doubtful, though I know not why

Freytag has substituted for this, or for the former

word, Jala-il both applied to anything (K,TA)

You say, Jell- *: ! A garment, or piece of

cloth, of a clear, or pure, white: and Jell- &# £5

ajua." | A garment of the kind called el:5 blue

mith a white lining. (A.)- [Also t Pure, or

sincere, love, religion, &c.]- See also a 33-,

near the end of the paragraph.

ial- [fem. of U+: used as a subst.,] + A

pure property, Or quality. (Bd in xxxviii.46;

and K. [In the CK, al: is erroneously put for

al-; the corresponding word in Bd is ai-])
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So in the Kur [xxxviii.46], 44- "L.A.-ald

3'3" &#3 + We have rendered them pure by a

pure quality, (Bd, K,” TA,) the keeping in

memory the final abode: (Bd, TA:) ,l-Ali ( &#-5

being a substitute for A-all- or it may mean

[by] their keeping in memory much the final

abode and the return to God: (TA:) some also,

(TA,) namely Nāfi' and Hishám, (Bd,) read

a.alls-, making it a prefix to us,<>> (Bd, TA)

as an explicative; or an inf. n., in the sense of

-**, prefixed to its agent. (Bd.)—You say

also, 30 i.au-# List This thing is a pro

perty of thine : (so in a copy of the S, and so

the phrase is written in the TA:) or is a thing

purely thine, exclusively of others: (TA:) or

4. ääu- "Us" lja this thing is particularly,

or specially, thine, or for thee. (So accord. to

other copies of the S, and a copy of the JK.)

- See also Lala-.= a-all- is also syn. with

J-34 [in some sense not pointed out: see the

latter below; and see also 4]. (TA.)

J-34 [inf n. of 4, used as a subst.]: see

a2S4, in three places.

#25- : See a33-, in two places.

(Cal- ! A place of safety, or security, or

escape from an event.]

6 * @

Ja: Chosen: (JK ) chosen by God, and

pure from pollution; applied to a man. (Zj,

TA.) [It is implied in the A and TA that it is

also,syn. with Jals-- in the sense explained

below.]

Jal- 1 Pure, or sincere, towards God in

religion; without hypocrisy: (TA:) or purely

believing in the unity of God. (Zj, TA.)

* * * > /

Ja: čiū Picked [sapphires]. (A, TA)
• *

lala

1. 4144, (S,Msb,K) aor. 2, (Mab, K.) infn.

il-, (S, Msb) He mixed it; mingled it; in

corporated, or blended, it ; (Msb, K;) or put it

together; (Msb;)* nith another thing; (S,

Msb;) inseparably, as in the case of fluids; and

separably, as in the case of animals, (MSb, TA,)

and grains; (TA) as also "all-, (K) inf n.

i.e.: : (TA:) [or the latter relates to many, or

several, objects; or signifies he mixed it much :]

El-Marzookee says that the primary signification

of ki- is the intermingling of the particles of a

thing, one neith another. (Msb,TA.) [And hence,

+ He confused, confounded, or disordered, it.]

–2% al-; and als- see 3, near the end of
the paragraph. •

2 : see 1.-[Its inf. n. is pluralized: you say,]

£5.5 &- Aiu. &:- [He collected together his

property, or camels, &c., from states ofconfusion].

(TA.)–1.9 -> *::: signifies The creating

confusion, or disorder, (su:') in the affair, or

Col.86. (S.) And you say,* es' *::: es'*

[and 2-lo2, He is in a state of confusion, or dis

order, in, or nith respect to, his affair, or case].

(TA.) [And 3.9 * al- He rendered the

affair, or state, or case, confused, or disordered,

or perplexed, to him. And >sil &: laia- He

created confusion, or disorder, or disturbance,

among the people, or company of men.]

3. Abu-, inf n. iii- (S, Mgh, K) and

*5-, (S, K,) It mixed, mingled, commingled,

intermixed, or intermingled, with it; it became

incorporated, or blended, nith it; syn. *jú ,

(Mgh, K) and #44 (S, A, K, all in art -:)

[as, for instance,] water with milk. (A in art.

J-4-, and Mgh in the present art.) by-in re.

lation to camels, and men, and beasts, also sig

nifies Their being mixed together. (K.) A poet

says,

" ****** -3: "

[They come forth from the cronding and dust

(of the beasts) occasioned by the being mixed to

gether]. (Th, T.A.) And it is said in a trad.,

b%, S$ 1.5- 9 (§, Mgh.) There shall be no

putting together n:hat is separate, nor separating

n:hat is put together, from fear of the poor-rate:

(S:) for the Prophet made it incumbent on a

person having possessed forty sheep or goats a

whole year to give one sheep or goat; and so on

one having possessed more thereof to the number

of a hundred and twenty, to give one sheep or

goat; but if they exceeded a hundred and twenty

by one, two sheep or goats were to be given of

them : (Az, TA:) i. e. there shall be no putting

together what is separate; as, for instance, when

three persons possess a hundred and tnenty sheep

or goats, every one of them having forty, they not

having been partners for a nhole year, and it

being incumbent on every one of them to give a

sheep or goat; and when the collector of the poor

rate comes to them, they put them together, as

signing them to one pastor, in order that they

may not be obliged to give for them more than

one sheep or goat: (K,” TA:) accord. to IAth,

this is termed *S*! [app. a mistake for *5-] :

nor shall there be any separating of n!hat is put

together; i.e., when there are two partners, each

of them having a hundred and one sheep or goats,

for n:hich together they are bound to give three

sheep or goats; and nohen the collector of the poor

rate comes to them, they separate their sheep or

goats, so that each of them shall not have to give

more than one sheep or goat: [see also art. 12,5 :]

(TA:) or lo's signifies a man's mixing his

sheep or goats when they are eighty in number

neith those of another n:hich are forty in number,

both together being bound to give two sheep or

goats while they are separate, in order that one

[only] may be taken: and lo!», a man's giving to

another the half of his sheep or goats when they

are forty in number, in order that the collector of

the poor-rate may not take anything: (Mgh :)

or lo')\s- is, n'hen there are, between two partners,

a hundred and trcenty sheep or goats, one of them

having eighty and the other forty, and the col

lector of the poor-rate has taken two of these sheep

or goats, the former partner's restoring to the

latter the third of a sheep or goat; so that the

former has had to give a sheep or goat and a

third; and the latter, two thirds of one: and if

the collector have taken, from the hundred and

tnenty, one sheep or goat, the former partner's

restoring to the latter one third [in some copies

of the K, erroneously, two thirds] of a sheep or

goat; so that the former has had to give tro

thirds of a sheep or goat; and the latter, one

third of one : (ISd, K,” TA:) and lo!» is de

ceiving, and acting dishonestly: (ISd, L, TA:) in

the place of 292, we find, accord. to one relation,

Jú, followed by 354-all G. (TA) - El

'Ajjāj contended with Homeyd El-Arkat in two

poems of the metre termed> ending with le,

and Homeyd said, 4:1 Gi (; b.5-il, i. e.

[Benare thou of mixing; or] do not thou mic

my 5.4% with thine [O father of her with the

shaggy hair]; to which El-'Ajjāj replied, £-"

L- čí G 303 3- &# [The roads are nºider

than to require my doing that, O son of my

brother]. (AO, S.)–: 33, all-[lit. sig

nifying The n'olf mixed nith the sheep, or goats,]

means ! the wolf fell upon the sheep, or goats:

(K, TA:) the inf n is #3- (TA)—well-,

(Az, M*b, K.) inf n. *%+ and illu-, (Az,

Msb,) | He had carnal intercourse with her;

(Az, Mgh," Msb, K;) i.e., a man with his wife,

(Az, Msb,) or with a woman: (K:) the lawyers

say, &#9 ālalū- Walla- (Mab3) Th ex

plains the inf. n. £5- by &#, q. v. (TA.)

Also, in like manner, with the same inf ns., 1 a

stallion-camel with the female. (Lth, K, T.A.)

[See also 4.] IAar explains LS+ in relation to

camels as signifying t A man's coming to the

nightly resting-place of another's camels, and

taking thence a male camel, and making him to

cover his she-camel without his on ner's knowledge.

(TA)-.." all- +[The arrow penetrated

into him]. (TA)--" all- [Hoariness,

or whiteness, became intermixed in his hair]. (§

and K in art, las-9; &c.)—áš. alwu- 1 The

disease infected, or pervaded, him; [as though

commingling with him;] syn. 3-4- (Sh, K:)

or infected, or pervaded, his inside. (Lth, S.)-

X*> £5 isiú. ! [Great anxiety, or dis

quietude of mind, infected, or pervaded, his

heart]. (TA.) It is said in a trad., &ue: &#3

*%-" U-: !And the devil returned seeking to

infect (all-) the heart of the man praying by

suggesting what was vain. (TA)—als:>

Jisi 1 (Wine infects the intellect]. ($ and Kin

art. J-e-.) And * -s’ **, inf. n. *S*,

! [He became infected, corrupted, disordered, or

confused, in his intellect.] (S, K.) And als

alie, and alie "al-l. 1 His intellect became

corrupted, or disordered; (TA; [in which only

the latter phrase is thus explained, though both

are mentioned;]) and so "al: alone: (§, K.)

and 4: * >ial: +[His soul, or stomach, be

came disordered]: (s and K in art. As-:) and

**i. said of a man, signifies the same as lal-s-l.

(TA.)—ss lajú- + He mixed with the people,

or company of men, in familiar, or social, inter

99 *
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course; conversed nith them; or became intimate

nith them; or mixed with them in, or entered

neith them into, their affairs; syn.2:3: *S

also '...lais-, inf n. its (TA) and * al-,

like &#, is used in a similar manner, in the sense

of £u: ; (IAar, TA:) and you say also "al

J-Cu + [he mixed, or associated, or conversed,

with men]. (TA.) And Ü93 <-iju- t I mixed

neith such a one in familiar, or social, intercourse;

conversed nith him ; or became intimate with

him ; syn. 3-4- (A in art. ----,) and £e.

(S, Ms, K, all in art --) And "J all

+ [He mired, or joined, nith him in an affair].

(Mgh.) And hence alau- signifies + He was, or

became, copartner nith him; he shared nith him.

(Mgh.) Jiu- also signifies :- [evidently

a mistranscription, forX." - + He entered into a

confederacy, league, compact, or covenant, with

them]. (TA.) And you say also* la/us

+ [He mixed in, engaged in, or entered into,

affairs]. (S, K.)

4. alala-', (AZ, S, K.) and 4 al-', (IAar,

K.) He put, (S,) or inserted, (AZ) or directed

(K, TA) and inserted, (TA,) his (a camel's)

-** into the A-, (AZ, S,K,) he having missed

it; (AZ, K ;) as also aiki: (AZ:) IF makes

*S* and Wb}: to be the same. (TA.)=

Jala-' [intrans.] t He (a stallion) covered the

female. (K.) [This seems to be taken from IF,

who, as shown above, makes it syn. with lak=-1.

See also 3.]– As syn, with lak-4-1, see 3, near

the end of the paragraph.= Said of a horse, He

fell short, or flagged, in his running, as also

* lak-a-l. (IDrd, K.) -

6. ~~ J. bla's 5 t They commingled; or

became mixed, or confounded, together, in war,

or battle; as also ->Ji U, "blak-a-l. (TA.)

-12 lalls-3 also signifies + They commingled, or

mixed together, in familiar, or social, intercourse;

[conversed together; or became intimate, one

with another; or they mixed, one in another's

affairs; see 3, near the end;] syn. 12,5uaj. (S,

Msb, K, all in art. -c.)

8. lak-a-l. It nas, or became, mixed, mingled,

commingled, incorporated or blended together,

(S, Msb, K,) or put together. (Msb.) [And

hence, t It was, or became, confused, confounded,

indiscriminate, promiscuous, without order, dis

ordered, or per"]--> J: lak-a-l

+[The night became confused, or confounded,

with the dust, or earth]; (AZ, K.) and JA-"

J. (K) + the setter of the snare with the

shooter of arron's; or the narp with the moof:

(TA :) and J* L*..." t [the place of pas

turage with the camels left to pasture by them

selves] : (AZ, K:) and* #1-1 (as in some

copies of the K and in the TA) + the thick milk

with the butter that had become bad, or spoiled,

in the churning; or, as some say, nith the thin

milk; (TA;) or 20% (as in other copies of the

K and in the TA) with the herb [so called],

which, when it falls into the -3, [or milk that is

thick, and fit for churning, &c.], is with diffi

culty separated from it: (TA:) [but see art.

-j:] proverbs, alluding to the dubiousness and

confusedness of an affair or a case: (K:) or the

first, to the dubiousness of an affair or case; and

the second, to its confusedness; and the third is

applied when a people's affair or case is con

fused or perplexed to them; and the last relates

to the confusedness of truth with falsity; and to

a people whose affair or case is dubious to them,

so that they do not decide upon anything. (TA.)

–[XSill al-' + The darkness, or the begin

ning of night, became confused, is a phrase of fre

quent occurrence. And so >\ill LS- + The

confusedness of the darkness, &c.]-...: lak-a-l

X: t [Their affair, or case, became confused,

or perplexed, to them]. (S.)- See also 3, in

four places, near the end of the paragraph ; and

see 6. – Said of a camel, | He became fat;

(ISh, K;) his fat and flesh becoming miced

together. (ISh.) - Said of a horse: see 4, last

Sentence.

10. la's…' He (a camel) inserted, (AZ,) or

directed (K, TA) and inserted, (TA,) his -a;

into the A-, by himself: (AZ, K, TA:) or he

leaped the female; syn. (25. ($) See also 4.

6 d -

lakä- : see the next paragraph.

£- Anything that mixes, mingles, commingles,

or becomes incorporated or blended, with a thing;

an admixture; (K, TA;) any hind of mixture;

as a medicinal mirture; and the like: pl. LS+i.

(TA.)- A hind of [mired] perfume, (S,"Msb,)

nell known : (Msb:) pl. as above. (S, Msb.)–

[sing of LS-1 in the term] cu şi by: The

four humours of man, (K, TA,) n'hich are the

constituents of his composition; (TA;) namely,

c5." [the black bile and the yellon bile] and

X: [the phlegm] and #3 [the blood]. (TA

in art. &*)- Mixed dates of various sorts :

pl. as above. (K.)– f A man who mixes nith

others, and manifests love to them; (TA;) and

âi-la- a woman who does so: (K,” TA:) and the

former, (IAar, TA) or " £-, (K) or this sig

nifies [simply] ill-, [see 3,] and is an inf. n.

used in that sense, (TA) and "L-, (Lth, K.)

and W **, (K,) which is mentioned by Sb and

explained by Seer, (TA,) a man n'ho mices with

others, (K, TA,) and manifests love to them,

(TA,) and behaves in a blandishing manner to

them ; and one who casts his women and goods

among men; (K, TA;) and 7 ilus in like

manner, applied to a female. (TA.)—t A man

of mixed race: or a bastard. (As.) You say

i. i*i- J*. +A man of mixed race : (K,"

TA :) or of faulty race: (O, TA:) or £1. sig

nifies one whose race and father are unknown.

(As, T.A.) And U-GM &- LS-1 +A medley, or

mixed or promiscuous multitude or collection, of

men, or people; or of the lonest or basest or

meanest sort, or refuse, or riffraff, thereof; (K,”

TA3) as also " ...+, (Ibn-Abbād, K.) and

'J', (K) and 'C': ; (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)
to these (3% [in the CK2%) there is no sing :

(K, TA:) but 1.4. is also a sing., and has pls.,

as will be seen below. (TA.)– t Stupid, fool

ish ; having little sense ; (IAar, K;) as also

*L-: (IAar, Sgh, K:) pl. of the former *S*i;

(IAar, TA;) with which * Liá is syn. (TA.)

–A crooked bow, and arrow ; (K;) an arrow

of n:hich the mood has gronon crookedly, and

n:hich ceases not to be crooked even if it have

been straightened; (S;) as also * L-, applied

to either of these. (K.) And in like manner, + a

man; he being likened to such an arrow: and ta

people, or company of men. (T.A.)

la- fem. with 5: see bi-, in three places.

– Also + Good in disposition; good-natured.

(TA.)

£: see £-, in two places:- [and see

#1-, of which it is a pl.]

6 6 o

lala-; see la As-, last sentence but one.

it: [A state of mixing, or mingling, to

gether ;] a subst. from lak-a-l. (Msb.)- [And

hence,] + Copartnership. (S, Mgh, T.A.) You

say ill- U.: + Between them two is a co

partnership. (Mgh.) [See also what next fol

lows.]

à-la- + Social, or familiar, intercourse. (S,

Msb, T.A.) [See also what next precedes.]

14- [Mixed; mingled, incorporated, or

blended: of the measure J.: in the sense of the

measure J*: like J: &c. And hegee,]

(K) or '-' is, (§, T.A.) (The kind of tre.
foil called] E.5 and cut straw (S, TA) mixed

together: (TA:) or clay mixed with cut stran :

(K, TA:) or with 3-5. (K.) Also, (K) or

** &#, (TA,) Sneet milk miced with sour

or such as bites the tongue. (K, T.A.) Also, (K,)

Or*- &- (TA,) Clarified butter in which

are fat and flesh-meat. (K, T.A.) [Hence also,]

it is said in a trad. respecting [the beverage

called "3, (TA) cº- c. J. (S. K.)

;:S Us: (S) or .# & (K) [Trco sorts of

things miced together are forbidden in the beve

rages of the kind called J-3, or that J-5 should

be made of them]; i.e. it is forbidden to mix to

gether [for making J-5] two sorts of things; (S,

TA;) meaning dried dates and raisins; (S, Mgh,

K;) or fresh grapes and fresh ripe dates; (S;)

or dried dates and full-grown unripe dates, (T,

Mgh, K,) thoroughly cooked by fire; (Mgh;)

or fresh grapes and raisins; (T, K;) and the

like; because such je-: quickly alters, and be

comes intoxicating: (K:) and some hold that

j-, so made is forbidden even if it do not in

toxicate. (TA.)-See also L-0 &- L5:1,

voce 'al-– t One who mixes much with men:

(Msb, TA:) [see also *5- ) + one who miaces

with others in familiar, or social, intercourse; or

becomes intimate with them ; or mices with them

in, or enters with them into, their affairs; syn.

with *ill- ; (S, K;) like as> is syn. with

**, and J- with J- (S:) pl. äki

(S, Msb, K) and *:: (S, K:) it sometimes has
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these pls., but is itself both sing. and pl.: (S,

TA:) and as a pl. signifies ta people, or com

pany of men, whose affair, or case, or state, is

one : (K, TA:) it occurs frequently in the poems

of the Arabs because they used to assemble in the

days of the fresh herbage, sundry tribes of them

congregating in one place, and familiar intercourse

took place between them, and when they sepa

rated and returned to their homes, it grieved

them: (S, TA:) or, accord. to some, it relates

only to partnership: (TA:) it signifies ta partner,

copartner, or sharer; (Mgh, Msb, K, TA;) as,

for instance, in merchandise, and sheep or goats:

(Mgh:) or tone who has mixed his property

with that of his copartner: (Bd in xxxviii. 23 :)

or +one who shares in merchandise, or in a debt,

or in commerce, or in neighbourship: (Ibn

’Arafeh, TA:) and + a sharer in the rights of

possession, or property; such as nater, and a

road: (Ki) the pl. is uais ; (Mgh, TA;) oc

curring in the Kur xxxviii. 23: (TA:) and the

sing. also signifies ta neighbour; syn.j- [which

has also other significations here assigned to

*]; (TA;) and *: (Msb:) and +a

husband: and + the son of a paternal uncle : (K:)

and [the pl.] Li+ is also explained by IAar as

ti. T. J.3% (pl. of Us", which has several of the

significations here assigned to *]: and as

signifying also theighbours of sincere friendly

conduct. (TA.) It is said in a trad. (K, TA)

respecting [the right termed] axià, (TA,)

*3: J's #4-5 e4+" & J#4,#.
# The sharer in n hat is not divided is more de

serving than the sharer in the rights of possession,

or property; [and the sharer in the rights of

possession, or property, is more deserving than

the neighbour: (K, TA:) [or the trad. is as

follows:] &-i 4:5; *::1 &- J-i £-l

* &- 3-5-1; 3'-'. &- +the sharer in the

thing itself that is sold has more right than the

sharer in the rights thereof; and the sharer in

the rights thereof has more right than the ad

joining neighbour; and the adjoining neighbour

has more right than another: or the meaning

here is, he between n:hom and thyself are acts of

receiving and giving, and affairs of debt and

credit; not the sharer, or partner. (Mgh.) And

in another trad., U.: c:- &: &l= U.

as Ju*: cla-5: +Whatever two copartners

there be that have not divided the beasts [belonging

to them], they shall make claim for restitution,

one of the other, with equality; i.e., if they be

copartners in camels for n:hich it is incumbent to

give sheep or goats, and the camels be found in

the possession of one of them, and the poor-rate

for them be taken from him, he shall make a

claim for restitution [of what he has given above

his on n share] upon his copartner, neith equality:

(Esh-Shāfi'ee, K, TA:) the two persons are not

club-la- unless they be such as drive back their

beasts to the nightly resting-place, and drive them

forth in the morning to the pasturage, and water

them, together, and have their stallions miced

together, and have been copartners for a year;

and if so, they give the poor-rate as one: other

wise, they are not JUaels-; and they give the

poor-rate as two: (Esh-Shāfi'ee, TA:) the trad.

applies, for instance, to the case of two copartners

who have mixed their property together; one of

them having forty bulls or cows or of both kinds;

and the other, thirty; and the collector of the

poor-rates takes from the forty a a- [q.v.], and

from the thirty a &: [q. v.]; then the giver of

the a-- makes a claim for restitution of three

sevenths thereof upon his copartner; and the

giver of the 2:5, of four sevenths thereof upon

his copartner; for it is incumbent to give the beasts

of these two ages [the a- and the 3] when

the property is not divided, as though it were the

property of one: and the saying as—" shows

that if the collector of the poor-rate wrong one of

them, and take from him more than the law im

poses upon him, he cannot make a claim for

restitution thereof upon his copartner, who is only

responsible to him for the value of what falls upon

him in particular, of what is incumbent by the

law: and the making claim for [just] restitution,

by one upon the other, shows that the partnership

holds good notwithstanding the distinction of the

things which compose the possessions, with such

as hold this to be the case. (IAth, T.A.)

£54. ! Stupidity; foolishness; paucity of

sense. (IAar, K.)

il- Camel's milk milked upon that of sheep

07” goats : or sheep's milk upon that of goats : and

the reverse. (K.)

• de J 6 o

Usla's : see lais :— and see what next fol

lows, in two places.

- og " • DJ J.

Uk: ; see al-...-J.- c. 2% ($

K) and "L'é, (K) +They fell into a state

of confusion: (K:) their affair, or case, became

confused, or perplexed, (al-l.) to them. (S.)

And 'J'l- dé +[We were in a state of con

fusion]: cited by Az, from an Arab of the desert.

(TA.) [?£4, which probably signifies the

same, is mentioned in the TA, voce **, on the

authority of Sb.]

ck." The creating confusion, or disorder,

(su-il)in an affair, or a case. (TA.) [See also 2.]

—L'-ź. [in the CKX- Their pos

sessions, or camels &c., are mixed together. (K,”

TA.)

âû- See Uslack

- 3 • * - c :

J.- U-o £i ! [More insinuating than

fever]; a saying of the Arabs; meaning that it

manifests an affection for a person by its access to

him, like the lover and blandisher. (TA.)

6 • d

lais-2 + One who renders things confused, or

dubious, to the hearers and beholders. (TA.)

+ One who mixes in, or enters into, (all-4)

affairs, (§, K, TA) and relinquishes them;

(TA; [but this addition seems rather to apply to

J3. in what follows;]) as also **%-3 (K.)

or this latter signifies + one who, mices much with

(Sgh, T.A.) [See also lačka-.] You say,

1 * * * +[He is one who mixes in, or

77?ent.

5 - d.

Jej”

- *~" - "-" -- ~~

enters into, affairs; (and, accord. to an expla

nation of J3. in the TA, in art. U2.j, on the

authority of IAth) one m'ho is vehement in alter

cation, or litigation, relinquishing one plea, or

argument, and taking to another]; like as you

say, 355 &#934. (S. K.)

by- : Seeki

Liu- ! Infected, corrupted, disordered, or con

fused, in his intellect; as also "il-: (TA:)

or mad; insane; or affected by diabolical pos

session. (TA in art. U-4.)

lus 4: see **.

L.: see #44 – Also ! A camel that

has become fat, so that the fat is mixed with the

flesh: fem. with 3, applied to a she-camel.

(ISh, K.)

&l

1. 4-i-, (S, Mgh, Msb) aor. 3, (TA) inf n.

&l-, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) He pulled it off; syn.

*#; (Mgh, Msb;) or stripped it off; or took

it off; (TA;) or put it, or threw it, or cast it,

off from him; (IAth;) namely, his garment, (S,

IAth, Mgh, Msb) as: 3+ from his body;

(Mgh;) and his sandai, (S, Mgh, Msb,)*&=

from his foot; (Mgh;) &c.; (MSb, TA ;) ... [as

also **-1, as appears from its being said that]

&#! is syn. with &l- : (TA:) accord. to some,

&- is syn. with &#: but accord. to Lth, (TA,)

the former is like the latter, except that the

former is a somen'hat leisurely action. (K, T.A.)

The phrase in the Kur [xx. 12],4: &: is

said to be used in its proper sense, [And do thou

pull off, or put off, thy sandals,] because his

sandals were of the skin of a dead ass: or, as the

Soofees say, it is a command to stay; like as you

say to him whom you desire to stay, “Pull off

thy garment and thy boots,” and the like; and

is tropical: (TA:) or, accord. to some, t make

thy heart vacant from [care for] family and

property. (Bd.) –* &=, (B, TA,) and

*ā-- 2: & (S, TA) [He took off from

himself, and bestoned upon him, a garment : and

hence,] he bestoned upon him, or gave him, a

garment; [generally meaning, a robe of honour;]

the meaning of giving being inferred from the

connective Uke, not from the verb alone. (B,

TA.)- It is said in a trad. respecting 'Othmān,

* Lie J.S.: 4% - 4: if &l,

(L.) meaning t Verily God will invest thee with

the apparel of the office of Khaleefeh, (K and TA

in art. Ja.s,) and thou wilt be urged with en

ticement, and solicited, to divest thyself of it.

(TA in art. Jes')-534 Jill &l- + The

horse thren off his head;stall, or halter, and

wandered about at random. (Mgh.) – [And

hence,] 55- &l- [said of a man,] t! He thren:

off from himself his lic, [meaning restraint,]

and acted in a wrongful and evil manner towards

others, with none to repress him. (T.A.) -

*- :
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4.2% &l- He removed its UU23' [meaning the

bones so called, as is indicated by the context].

(TA)--> Jú. &l- t[He took anay the

property of his companion]; said of a person
gambling with another. (A, TA)---is • * *

<! 29th +[It dren anay the heart of the be

holder tonards it]; said of the best of property.

(Aboo-Sa’eed) – $3.5 &t= 1[He took off his

shackles; or] he released him from his shackles:

84-, and "úxis-, he

released his beast from its shackles. (TA.)

2: &=# &l- ! He annulled his compact,

Or Covenant. (TA)-3au. &- 3. &l= ! He

and in like manner, a#3

[thren off his allegiance, or]forsook obedience to

his Sultán, and acted in a wrongful and evil man

ner tonards him: (TA:) obedience being likened

to a garment which a man puts off, or throws off,

from him. (IAth, TA) – 3: &l: [for

*::" 9: &l &#, like £3. &l-(men

tioned above) for 3:13, 3: 84-.] The corpse

shall have its grave-clothes pulled off from it.

(Mgh.)- [In like manner you say,] <+

**&= J's" ! I removed the ruler, or governor,

or the like, from his office; or deposed him.

(Mgb.) And J's" &- ![The ruler, or go

vernor, or the like, nas divested of his authority;

or] was removed from his office; or was deposed;

(S, TA;) and so J-tal [the agent, or the exactor

of the poor-rates] ; and #1-1 [the Khaleefeh].

(TA) And $35 & IIHe divested his leader

of his authority; or removed him from his office;

or dismissed him]. (S, T.A.) But IF says, This

is scarcely, or never, said, except of an inferior

who forsakes, or relinquishes, his superior; so

that [44- signifies, in a case of this kind, He

thren off his allegiance to him; or forsook obe

dience to him; like another phrase, mentioned

above; and] one does, not say, [or seldom says,]

láš is c." 49% 3-9. &= [as meaning tThe

prince deposed his ruler over such a province, or

the like]; but only, [or rather,] 45°. (TA)

£i &l-, (A, S, Mgh, Msb) inf n &l-, with

damm, (S, K,”) or this is a simple subst., (Az,

Mgh, Msb,) and the inf. m. is &l- (Az, Msb,

TA,) and some add 83-, (TA;) and Wu, alta-,

(Az, TA) inf. n. #4, (K;) [and 83- SeeinS

to be another inf. n. of this latter verb, rather than

of the former;] | He divorced his wife (Az, Mgh,

Msb, K)for a ransom given by her, (Mgb,) or

for her property given by her as a ransom to

release herself from him, (Az, Mgh, TA,) or for

a gift, or a compensation, from her, (K, accord.

to different copies; some having J.-: and

others, J.-. ) or from another: (K.) because

the wife is [as] a garment to the husband, and the

husband to the wife, (Az, Mgh, Mgb, TA,) as is

said in the Kur ii. 183: (Az, TA:) [it is also

said that] *&#3 is syn. with &l- (K:) [but

see 6, below:] and ū-), occurring in a trad.,

is explained as signifying Divorce thou her, and

quit her. (TA)-4** IIHis family cast

him off, repudiated him, or renounced him;] so

that if he committed a crime, or an offence ren

dering liable to punishment, they should not be

prosecuted for it. (S, TA.) In the Time of Ig

norance, when one said, (K, TA,) proclaiming in

the fair, or festival, (TA) U: 3: ..." (# 9

# 35 , (K,”TA,) meaning [0 men, this, my

son, I cast off, repudiate, or renounce, him, or]

I declare myself to be clear of him; so that if he

commit a crime, or an offence rendering him

liable to punishment, I am not responsible; and

if a crime, or an offence rendering liable to

punishment, be committed against him, I will

not pursue [for redress, or retaliation]; (TA;)

he was not punished afterwards for any such act

committed by him: (K, TA:) this was when the

person doing so feared some foul action or trea

chery from his son: and in like manner, they

said, ū53 ū- 3: ül [Verily we cast off, &c.,

such a one]. (TA.) In like manner, also,**,

inf n. &l-, signifies 1 [They cast him off, repu

diated him, or renounced him, or] they declared

themselves to be clear of him; meaning a con

federate; so that they should not be punished for

a crime, or an offence rendering liable to punish

ment, committed by him, nor should he be punished

for such an act committed by them. (IAth, L.)

In the same sense the verb is used in the saying,

4: 3. 4:5; &: [We repudiate, or re

nounce, or] we declare ourselves clear of, and

forsake, him n'ho disobeys, or opposes, Thee:

(Mgh, TA:) or3% 3. 3:33 &: nue hate,

and [repudiate, or renounce, or] declare ourselves

clear of, [and forsake,] him who denies, or dis

acknowledges, thy favour, or nho is ungrateful,

or unthankful, for it. (Msb)=&i-, aor. * ,

(K,) inf. n. #5-, (S," TA,) t He became cast

off, repudiated, or renounced, by his family;

(*- 5.2% TA; i. e. at: 4-1-. S, TA;) so

that if he committed a crime, or an offence ren

dering liable to punishment, they were not pro

secuted for it: (S, K, TA:) he became alienated

or estranged [from his family]; syn. .*:

(TA:) [he became vitious, or immoral; notorious

for drinking and play; a gambler ; or the like :

see ac')4-, below; and see &-.]=&- JHe

J & J.' £4, i.e.,

a twisting of the +25°. [or hock-tendon]. (K.)

2, #3 &l= | see 1. –&: as signifying a

certain manner of walking: see 5.

3. * **u-, (S) or 2.5i, (Mgh, Msb)

inf n. iss-, (Msb,) + She incited, urged, or

induced, her husband to divorce her for a gift, or

a compensation, (J: or J~, accord. to

different copies of the $) from her to him: (S,

Mgh:*) or t she ransomed herself from him, and

he divorced her for the ransom. (Mgb.)- all

£i. see 1.-4-lu- 1 He contended with him

in a game of hazard: because he who does so

takes away the property of his companion. (TA.)

became affected with n'hat is termed

5. &l= It (a bond, or chain,) came off, or

fell off, from the hand or foot. (KL.) [See

also 7.]—#" <<!-- The ship parted

asunder; became disjointed; became separated

in its places of joining. (Mgh)-cis-5, in

walking, i. q. &; (S, K, TA;) i. e. t [He

was, or became, loose in the joints; or] he shook

his shoulder-joints and his arms, and made signs

with them: (TA:) and "&: also signifies a

certain manner of walking, (so in some copies of

the K, and in the TA,) in which one shakes his

shoulder-joints and his arms, and makes signs

with them : (TA:) or the walking of him whose

buttocks are apart, or parted. (CK, and so in a

Ms. copy of the K.) [See also £5.-&

~5: L t He persisted in the drinking of in

toxicating beverage, (K,”TA,) or became in

toxicated, so that his joints became law, or loose.

(TA) -Asin &l= + The people, or company

of men, stole anay, slipped anay, or went anay

secretly. (IAar.)

6. 1, alls-3 ; They annulled, dissolved, or broke,

the confederacy, league, compact, or covenant,

that was between them. (S," K,”TA.)- tails 3

! They divorced themselves, namely, a husband and

his wife, for a gift, or a compensation, (J*, Or

J.-, accord. to different copies of the S.) from
- -

the wife to the husband. (S.) See also &i=
***-o->

450-ol.

7. &l=| It became pulled off, stripped off,

taken off, or removed, from its place; it became

displaced. (Mgh.) [See also 5..]-Hence,&:

gji" 5: &:* &: ! [He became as though]

the integument of his heart became pulled off, in

consequence of violence offear, or fright. (Mgh.)

And hence also, J.: #&# t[The heart of

the man became removed from its place ; mean

ing] the man became frightened. (Mgh.) --

[*** **, or £1, The limb, or the bone,

became dislocated. See &#1-4: &= &l=5

! He (a ruler, or governor, or the like,) became

removed from his office; became deposed. See 1.]

-* &- &l= ! He became stripped of his

property, like as a man is stripped of his gar

ment. (TA.)

8. &#! (S, Mgh, K) -, 3-, (Mgh)

! She became divorced from her husband (S,

Mgh, K) for a gift, or a compensation, from

her, (S, K, accord. to different copies; some

having J: and others, J* ;) or from

another, (K) or for her propertygiven by her

as a ransom to release her from him. (Mgh.)

=4<-l: see 1, first sentence.—ss- ! They

took his property: (K, TA:) from the “Nawā

dir el-Aaráb.” (TA.)

&l- Plesh-meat cooked nith seeds that are

used for seasoning, then put into a receptacle of

skin, (S, K,”) which is called -#5 : (S:) or flesh

meat cut into strips or oblong pieces, and dried,

or salted, and dried in the sun, roasted, (K,TA,)

and, as Lth says, (TA,) put into a receptacle

with its melted grease: (K,” TA:) or flesh-meat

having its bones pulled out, then cooked, and

seasoned with seeds, and put into a skin, and
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used as provision for travelling : (Z, TA:) and

W&#, also, signifies flesh-meat of n:hich the

bones have been pulled out, and n:hich is seasoned

rvith seeds, and laid up (&#) [for future use]:

(TA:) and '83-, flesh meat which is boiled in

vinegar, and then carried in journeys. (TA.)=

A state of dislocation of the joint, of the arm or

hand, or of the leg or foot; its becoming dis

placed, nithout separation; as also "&l- (TA.)

2 [accord. to the S, and app. accord. to the

K, an inf. n., (see £i &l-) or] a simple

subst., signifying t The act of divorcing a nife

(Az, Mgh, Mgb) for a ransom given by her,

(Msb,) or for her property given by her as a

ransom to release her from her husband, (Az,

Mgh, TA,) or for a gift, or a compensation,

from her; or from another: (K: see 1:) IAth

says that it annuls the return to the wife unless

by means of a new contract: accord. to Esh

Shāfi'ee, there is a difference of opinion respect

ing it; whether it be an annulment of the mar

riage, or a divorcement : [if the latter, it is not

irrevocable unless preceded by two divorce

ments:] sometimes it is called by the latter term.

(TA.) [See also is:...]

* * * 6 d -

See &l
&l=:

# A state of divorcement [for a ransom

given by the nife, or for her property given by

her as a ransom to release her from her husband,

or] for a gift, or a compensation, from the nife,

(S,” K,) or from another. (K.) [See 8: and
6 & 4 J - © " • * ** > 6 * ~ *

see also &l-.] Yoti say, àxis Ji U. ' -x55

[Divorcement, or] separation, [..for a ransom,

&c., or] for [a gift, or] a compensation, took

place betneen them two. (TK.)= + The best, or

choice part, of property, or of camels or the like;

(Aboo-Sa’eed, S, Sgh, K;) so called because it

takes away the heart of him who looks at it;

(Aboo-Sa’eed;) as also *ā-i-. (Aboo-Sa’eed,

Sgh, K.)= t Weakness in a man. (TA.)

à-la- Any garment which one pulls off, or

takes off from himself: (TA:) and particularly,

(TA,) a garment nhich is bestoned upon a man,

[generally meaning a robe of honour,] (K,” TA,)

n"hether it be put upon him or not : (TA:) or a

gift, or free gift, [of any kind,] which a man

beston's upon another: (Msb :) or a sened gar

ment : (KL :) pl. &- (Mgb, T.A.) You say,

the beginning. (S, T.A.)-See also

3 *

Já [explained above] see 1, near

6 - f : •

+, with damm, One nho sells [cast-off or]

old garments. (Ibn-Nuktah, T.A.)

3

Gel- with kesr to the &, and with the U

quiescent, One who sells the garments bestoned

by hings. (TA.)

£34. + An affection resembling what is termed

J.- [q. v.], (K,TA) and insanity, or diabolical

possession, (TA,) which befalls a man : (K, TA:)

or neakness, and fear or fright : (TA:) and
* - d - 5 - d -

W &s- and " *Ms- [in like manner] signify

! fear, or fright, affecting the heart, (S, K, TA,)

occasioning evil imagination, and neakness, (TA,)

as though it were a touch of insanity, or of dia

bolical possession, ($, K, TA) in a man, and in

the heart. (S.)

&: Pulled off; stripped, or taken, off; put,

or thronin, or cast, off; i. q. "&: applied

[to a garment, and a sandal, or the like, or],

accord. to some, to anything. (TA.)- [Hence,

used as a subst., A cast-off, or] an old, and norn

out, garment. (K, TA.) You say, &- *:*

* [He clothes him with some ofhis cast-off,

or old, and worn-out, apparel]. (TA.)- See

also &l--t A person whose property is mon

from him in a game of hazard; as also V&:

(L)-2'-'. &: +tA man nho does and says

nhat he pleases; not caring, nor fearing God

nor the blame of men; like the beast that has no

halter on its head. (Harp. 676.) Also applied

to a woman in a state of estrangement [from her

husband; lit., Having her headstall, or halter,

pulled off, or thronin off; she being likened to a

mare; meaning, ti nithout restraint]; having

none to command or forbid her : [see 1:] incor

rectly written jlis' āş-; for &l- is here of

the measure J.-: in the sense of the measure
6 * d - • •

U5aale or you say ** without mentioning

the il.js, from #34, like #,i. and iá.". [from

### and isú]. (Mgh.) [See also 84-1–

&l- is also applied to a Khaleefeh, and a prince

or the like, meaning 1 Divested of his authority;

removed from his office; deposed; (L;) as also

W&*: and it is a strange thing, noticed by

Dmr and others, that every sixth is es"

(TA.) - Also | A young man, (S,) or a son,

(K,) and a confederate, (IAth, L,) cast off, re

pudiated, or renounced, (S, IAth, L, K,) by his

..family, (S,) or father, (K) or confederates,

(IAth, K,) so that if he commit a crime, or an

offence rendering liable to punishment, they, i. e.

his family, or he, i.e. his father, or they, i.e. his

confederates, shall not be prosecuted, or punished,
* - d -

for it; (S, IAth, L, K;) as also '83-' (K:)

pl. of the former, ää- (K:) and t a young

man (K, TA) thus cast off by his family, (TA,)

who commits, or has committed, many crimes, or

offences rendering him liable to punishment; as also
4 - d -

W&,-, (K, TA:) tone alienated or estranged

[from his family]: (TA:) t one who has broken

off from his family, and disagreed with them,

and nearied them by his nickedness and baseness

and guile; (Mgh, K,” TA;*) as though he had

thrown off his headstall or halter, [i. e., restraint,]

and n:ho does nhat he mill; or because his family

have cast him off, and declared themselves clear

of him; (Mgh;) or because he has cast off his

kinsfolk, and they have declared themselves clear

of him; or because he is divested of religion and

shame; (TA;) fem. with 5: (K: [indicating

that it is a part. n. of &l-; not of the measure

J* in the sense of the measure J*, as is im

plied by some portions of the explanations here

given :]) + bad, evil, wicked, or mischievous :

(TA:) t [vitious, or immoral: (see i=S+,

whence it is derived :)] + notorious for drinking

and play: (TA:) [in the present day commonly

used in this sense; and as signifying + waggish;

or a wag :] t a player, with another, at a game

of hazard, or for stakes laid by both of them to

be taken by the ninner; (IDrd, K;) as also

W&- ; because the best, or choice part, of his

property (£) is [often] won from him: (S:)

+ one who applies himself constantly to games

of that kind: (TA) and "&" signifies 1 a

player at games of that kind, who has had the

punishment termed X- inflicted upon him, and is

alnays overcome in such games, or who is fortu

nate, and alnays overcomes in such games. (K,

accord. to different copies; in some of which we

read # 3: 4: 94-3 #51, and in

others, ..." ...i. us."3,4-3 J-U-21.)– t A

hunter, forwler, or fisherman; (S,Sgh, K;) so

called because he is alone. (Sgh.)-; A [demon,

or devil, &c., of the kind called] U,á; (§, K,

TA;) because of its evil nature; (TA;) as also

'83-(K) and '8:... (TA)—t A wolf,

(S. K.) as also '83-(K) and " &: (Sgh,
K.)—t The gaming-arrow that does not win

(S, Kr, K) at first : (S, Kr:) or, accord. to

some, the gaming-arron, that nins at first, as

is said by $gh and in the L: (TA) pl. ixia-.

(Kr.) -

#52- . [see &l-l it is syn. nith #4, [i. e.

! Vice, or immorality; or vitious, or immoral,

conduct, &c.]; as also #5-, a dial. var. thereof;

(S in art. &- ;) and **** signifies the same.

(TA.)

is:

2'32" &u= [t A horse throning off his head

stall, or halter, and wandering about at random.

-And hence, tit A man throning off from him

self restraint, and acting in a nurongful and an evil

manner towards others, with none to repress him.

See also &= -And hence,] tit A beardless

youth, or young man; or one whose mustache has

gronn forth, but not his beard. (TA.)- &la.

t A hid. (TA.) [App. because of its playful dis

position.] - t A woman who incites, urges, or

induces, her husband to divorce her for a gift, or

a compensation, from her to him : [see 3:] (S:)

or who causes herself to be divorced for a gift, or

a compensation, from her to her husband: [see

6 :] and in like manner, a husband n'ho divorces

his nife for a gift, or a compensation, from her.

(K)—&u= -*. Dates that are all ripe, or

ripe throughout, or soft; syn.-: (S, K;)

because their skins strip off by reason of their

succulency: (TA:) and &u= #, (K, TA,)

and isla-, (TA,) a date that has *come wholly

fit to be eaten. (K,"TA.) [See *: 1-8

also signifies A twisting of the ~5% [or hock

tendon]: (K:) or a certain disease that attacks

the ~# of a she-camel. (TA.) And you say,

&l= < *, (S) or £4-3-4, (K) 4 came
that is unable to rise (S,K) when a man sits upon

the part called ~5: [q. v.] of its haunch, ($) in

see what next precedes.
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consequence, as some say, of a dislocation of the

tendon of the hock. (TA.)- &l- U-2- : Wehe

ment conardice; as though the rehemence of the

man's fear removed his heart from its place;

accord. to IAth, an affection arising from yearn

ing thoughts, and weakness of the heart, on an

occasion of fear. (TA.)

* -d - 6 o' -- - - * -.

&ls= see &l-–It also signifies --> [i.e.

Colocynth, or its pulp, or seed,] when it is cooked

tuntil its c- [or decocted juice] comes forth,

whereupon it is cleared, and put aside; and

bruised dates of n:hich the stones have been taken

out are put upon it, and flour, and it is stirred

about and beaten until it becomes miced; then it

is left, and put donn; and when it becomes

cold, its U- is restored to it: or, as some say,

colocynth (Ja:-) bruised, moistened nith some

thing to sneeten it, and then eaten; also called

J: (TA) [See 3-4]=See also 89–
*= and &#, in four places. = Also Stupid ;

(K;) applied to a man. (TA.) =And A skil

ful guide. (Sgh, K.)

&:- &# =and See

places, near the end. — Also t A weak man.

(TA.) [See also &l-.]

c:9. &l- A man (S) having the buttocks

apart, or parted. (S, K.)-And &l- A, reak,

and soft, or flabby, man. (Lth, K.) [See also&-.]

- A man (TA) in n'hom is what resembles a loss

of reason, or a touch of insanity or of diabolical

possession : (K,” TA:) and a man insane, or

possessed by a jinnee. (TA.)

6 y o -

82- : See &!- in four places.-J.,

23%) &si- ! A man frightened, or terrified;

as though his heart were removed from its place.

(TA.)

- o -

See &*, in tWO

&# See &- in the latter part of the

paragraph.

6 * > 0 +

asks-of A woman divorced from her husband

..for d gift, or a compensation, from him, (S, K,)

or from another: (K:) [see 8:] and [the pl.]

&: [is explained as signifying] t women

who incite, urge, or induce, their husbands to

divorce them for a gift, or a compensation, with

out any injurious conduct from the latter. (TA.)

- tA woman affected with lust. (Sgh, K.)

*A*

1. -ā-, aor. *, inf. n. -ā-, He came after,

..folloned, succeeded, or remained after, another,

or another that had perished or died. (TA.)

Hence, in the Kur [vii. 168 and xix. 60], -āj-5
* O - o d = o

-ākā- -**** --> (TA) And there hath succeeded

them, or come after them, [a posterity, or] an

evil posterity. (Bd in xix. 60.) And 4:4. He

came after him, (S, A in art. "3, Mgh, Msb, TA,)

or behind him, (A ubi supra, Mgh,) or following

" "early ; (A ubi supra;) inf. n. as above,

(Mgh, TA) and āāt- also: (Mgh :) or he re

mained after him : (k :) and "45- à-like

wise signifies [the same as 4: A- an inf. n.

of -sité- being thus used as an adv. n.; i. e.] he

came after him. (TA.). You say also,J: -ā

júl, inf. n. -ā- and iii-, The night folloned,

or came after, the day. - (M.A.) - [Hence,]

#1-, [aor. as above,] inf. n. -ii-, [perhaps a

mistranscription for -à-l I was, after him, a

substitute for him : (TA:) [I supplied his place:

and I superseded him.] And *i-, (aor. as

above, TA) inf n. #54 (S, Mgh, Mab, K, TA)

and -ā- (TA) and U.S.-, (§, K, TA) which

last is an inf n, of the intensive kind, (Sgh,

MF, TA,) He was, or became, his *- [i. e.

successor, or vice-agent, &c.], (S, Mgh, Msb, K.,)

or his substitute; (TA;) *:: es' [amond, or in

respect of his people], (S, TA,) and als! [his

family]; relating to good and to evil; wherefore

one says, 35%-lu 4. U-3 [he charged him by

his will with the being his successor, or vice-agent,

&c.]; (TA;) or alus, *L* [oper his family

and his property]: (Msb:) and Waak-a-l signifies

the same; (Lh, Ibn-'Abbād, K;) he was, or

became, his ai's (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA) after

him. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA) Andúš -i- (alonel

He was, or became, the *- of such a one

among, or in respect of, his family (K, TA) and

his children. (TA) And * u, *, *. (K.

TA) and 43, (TA) inf n. *%-, (K.) His

Lord was [for him] a *- [or supplier of his

place] to his family (K, TA) and his children.

(TA. [In the CK, Jälä-1 is made to signify the

same; but this is in consequence ofan omission.])

And one says,* * -ā- May God be to

to thee a *- [or supplier of the place] (S, Msb,

K) of thy father, (S, Msb) or of the one whom thou

hast lost: (S, Msb, K:) thus one says to one who

has lost by death his father (S, Msb, K) or mother

(K) or paternal uncle (S, Msb) or any other who

cannot be replaced: (Msb, K:) and # -ā

5-4 is, (K) or '-' (AZ, Msh, K) or both,

(L.) and '-' 40 & -i-, (AZ, Ms) and

5:- s: äi '-à- and 5: sij (K: [in

which it is implied that these phrases mean May

God supply to thee well the place of him whom

thou hast lost : but it is implied in the Msb that

the two of them there mentioned mean May God

restore to thee good in the place of that which has

gone from thee: and it appears from what here

follows that all of these phrases have the latter

meaning, whether or not they have the former

meaning also:]) to him who has lost property or

a child or a thing [of any other kind] of which

the replacement may be asked, (S,) or to him

of whom that which may be replaced has perished,

or died, (K,) one says, <<**-ā- (S, Msb,

K) May God restore to thee the like of that which

has gone from thee, (S, Msb,) or may God re

store to thee n:hat has gone from thee; (K in a

later part of the art.;) and 4 all "-al-l; and

•u all -ü- or <i> all -ā- is allowable in

relation to property and the like; and -i-,

like £, is allowable as its aor., though extr.,

(K,) as it has no faucial letter to occasion the

fet-h: (TA:) and one says also, * * -i

> meaning May God give thee good in the

place of that nihich has gone from thee; (TA;)

and 9:- 4: *-al-l, (Mab, TA) meaning the

same; (TA;) and [so] 5:-* *-al-land:

and 4. & #1 *-al- and & 4. [May

God restore, or replace, to thee thy property].

(Msb.) £i -ā-, (K) aor. , (TA) means He

became behind his father; (K;) and if so, its

inf n is -i-. (TA:) or it means he became in

the place of his father; (K;) and if so, its inf. n.

#. -- (TA:) and *& -i-, inf n.

āş).<- (K) and -ākā-, (TA,) he became in the

place of his father, exclusively of every other.

(K.) You say also, uá: was: #=üll -ā-,

(JK, K.) inf n. C#-, (JK, TA) or -ā- (TA,

[the former being there altered to the latter (which

is the more probably correct), or the latter to the

former.]) and iii-, (JK, TA) The fruit re

placed other fruit; or became substituted for other

fruit (JK, K, TA: [In the CK, tit-jue is
erroneously put for ul- +2.1) And&%-ā

āşş U's, inf n. *%+, [like 'e -i-.] Such

a man took as his wife such a woman after another

husband [and thus supplied his place]. (Z, T.A.)

- üş: -āj-, (aor. *, TA) He took, or seized,

such a one from behind him; (JK,"K;) as also

**-l. (TA) And hence, (TA) 4 -ā

-: (JK, TA) He came to him from behind

him, and smote his neck, or, struck off his head,

with the sword. (TA)-J's, 3% -i- is

explained as meaning] Such a one stayed, or abode,

after me. (Msb in art. -ie) [But]--ilā

9%-: is said by some to mean es' *ails.

als [q. v.]: accord. to As, however, it means

He parted with such a one on the condition of

doing a certain thing, and then came behind him

[or behind his back] and did another thing after

parting with him : and Az says that this is a more

correct explanation than the former one. (TA.)
*** oad &

[Hence, app.,] one says also, c5% 39-1 Cl

w: * $! * & &#9 W-55 -à-5 [Verily

the wife of such a one is unfaithful to her hus

band by yearning tonards another n:hen he is

absent from her: or deceives her husband behind

his back by yearning tonards another; for it is

implied, by an ex. given, that vic -t- '5! is added

by way of explanation]. (TA.) axis also sig

nifies He spoke of him, or mentioned him, [be

hind his bach, or] when he was not present: so in

the phrase,> *i- or # [He spoke of him

behind his back wellor ill]. (TA) And one says,

2.3% &- J-U. -ā- [meaning He defames

men behind their backs]: the action signified

hereby is like i-s, and may be [by making

signs] with the side of the mouth, and nith the

eye, and with the head. (TA in art. j. A.)-

4- &= -ā-, (K, TA,) aor. 2, He remained

behind, or after, his companions; did not go forth

neith them; as also *A- *-ij- ... [similar

to a phrase mentioned near the beginning of this
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art.] (TA;) i, q " -ā-j; (K in explanation

of the former phrase;) which is syn. with £5;

(S, K;) as in the phraseL: -à-3 [which means

He remained behind me, or after me]; (S;)

[for] := -si- means al- G#5 (Mgh ) and

[in like manner] you say, >il c -si-. He

remained behind, or after, the people, or party,

not going with them; [he held back, or hung bach,

from them;] and *49-33.5 [i. e. I remained]

behind him, or after him; (Msb;) and "Jalla

us. He remained behind us, or after us; syn.

*-ā-5. (TA, from a trad.) It is said in the

Kur [xvii. 781, $2.5 S '454 &# 5 #13,

i. e. [But in that case they should not have re

mained] after thee [save a little while]: (JK,

TA:") so accord. to one reading [instead ofslal

which means the same]. (TA.) And in like

manner,#J-3 *-55->*.csi-Sl &#,

in the Kur [ix. 82], means [Those n'ho were left

behind rejoiced in their remaining] behind the

Apostle of God: (S, TA:) or the meaning here

is, all U2-, ääts- [i. e. in disagreement nrith

the Apostle of God]: (JK, S:) thus says Lh;

but IB disagrees with him; saying that JSSs.

here means +: and cites six exs. in which it has

this meaning, from poets. (TA.) – [Hence,]

*J# 3- &% -à- +[Such a one was, or

became, kept back from all good; i. e.,] did not

prosper, or nas not successful. (TA. [It is there

added, that it is explained in the A as tropical,

and as meaning A-32 -35; but this is perhaps a

mistake, occasioned by the accidental omission of

&: -à-3 or the like, of which this is a correct

explanation: or the phrase thus explained in the

TA, as from the A, may correctly mean He be

came altered for the worse, and corrupt; agreeably

with other explanations of the verb below.])

-āj-, aor. *, also signifies He (a man) retired,

withdren, or nent anay or apart (JK.). And
J / o e Q - e. e. 6 - d.

Axial ce a-ā-, -āj-, aor. *, inf. n. -35/-,

#His soul turned anay from, avoided, or shunned,

the food, in tonsequence of disease. (JK, TA.)

-And - He fled. (Ham p. 411.) - And He

(a man, Sgh) ascended a mountain. (Sgh, K.)

=See also 2, first sentence. = -āj-, (S, Msb,

K, &c.,) aor. 2, (Lh, Msb, TA, and Ham p. 679,)

[inf n. -,-] said of the taste of water, It was,

or became, different from, or contrary to, what

it was thought to be: and [hence,] it was, or be

came, altered [..for the worse]: (Ham ubi suprà:)

[and] said of milk, (S, K,) and of food, (Lh, S,

Msb, K,) and the like, (Lh, TA,) and some say

cía-, (TA) aor. , infn. -, -, (Lh, TA) of

both verbs, (TA,) it was, or became, altered [..for

the worse] (Lh, S, Msb, K) in taste, or in odour;

(S, Msb, K;) as also "Jals-1 : or, said of milk,

the first signifies it became bad from being long

hept; or, as in the A, twhat was good thereof

became mixed (-in-, i. e. **) n:ith other milk:

and *-ū-1, said of milk, signifies also it n'as, or

became, sour : (TA:) and the first, said of [the

beverage called] +3, it became bad. (K.) Also,

inf n -, - (S, Mgh, Mob, K) and is,* (K)

and iii-, (L, TA) said of the mouth (S, Mgh,

Msb, K) of a person fasting, (S, Msb, K.) It was,

Bk. I.

or became, altered [for the n'orse] in odour; (S,

Mgh, Msb, K;) as also "Jäls-l. (S, Msb, K.)

It is said in a trad. that the -*. of the mouth

of one who is fasting is sweeter in the estimation

of God than the odour of musk: or, accord. to

some of the lawyers and of the relaters of tra

ditions, -, -, but [SM says,] I think this to

be a mistake, as several affirm it to be, while

others say that it is of a bad dial. : accord. to one

reading, it is ail- (TA.) – [Hence,] -ā

- Gi+3*, (K) or , it n + (TA)

+He was, or became, altered [..for the n'orse]

from the natural disposition of his father. (K,

TA)—And -i-, (ISk, S. K.) inf n -ā

[',:J. Or -*, aor. *, inf. n. āşş- and

-52's-; (TA;) + He (a man) was, or became,

bad, or corrupt. (ISk, S, K, TA)-And -ij-,

(K) inf n. #94 (IAth, K) and -5,-, (K)

t He (a man) was, or became, stupid, or foolish;

or one who had little, or no, intellect or under

standing: (K,” TA:) or unprofitable: or a fre

quent promise-breaker : (IAth:) or -ā- and

"-à-l, said ofa slave, he was, or became, idiotic,

deficient in intellect, or bereft of his intellect.

(UK) = -ā-, (K) inf. n. -ā- (S. K."

TA;) and "-ala-', and "-al-l; ($, K;) He

dren water, (S, K, TA,) als; for his family:

[app. because he who does so leaves his family

behind him: see 2, first sentence:] (K, TA:)

[or] '-a'-', said of a man, signifies -is:

£ [app. as meaning he sought, or dren, or

brought, sneet water : see art. --Jic]: and,

accord. to IAar, you say, Asíl *-i-, Inean

ing properly I carried sneet water to the people,

or party, when they were in the [season, or herb

age, called]& and without, sweet Twater, or

n:hen they were by salt water: ->s- [as meaning

the carrying, or drawing, of water,] being [pro

perly] only in the &– : in other cases, meta

phorically applied. (TA.) El-Hoteiāh says,

- > d > • * * * ~ 0 & - J

* *** * unil 2%t= —# #

* *5-2:- Jas *5- c." *

+[To, or for, don'nyones, like the young ones of the

kata, nhose procurer of water has been slon in

coming to those lacking the poncer of spreading

their wings for flight, red in their crops]: he

means "wil: [or Wils-], and has put in the

place of this the inf n, and by al-ol-, accord.

to Ks, he means (#3 U. J-3- [the crops of

what we have mentioned]: but Fr says that the

• relates to the -āj, exclusively of the elje-uc,

which [latter] has the sign of the pl.; for every

pl. that has the form of a sing. may be imagined

to be a sing, as in the saying of the poet,

* **- : :"J% *

[meaning “like the young birds of which the

crops have been plucked”]; for £ball has not

the sign of the pl., but has the form of a sing.,

like -t:<ll and --- another says, [but this

is very far-fetched,] that the relates to Jāvīl,

which [sometimes] means a place in the shoulder

blade of the camel; and that the poet has used it

metaphorically as belonging to the Uas. (S.)=

*: -i-, (S,) or Jessil, aor. *, (Msb, K,)

inf n -i- (Kr, TA) and#, in some copies

of the K ā-, [so in my MS. copy of the K,

and so in the TK,] and [in some] -: also, but

these require consideration, (TA,) He took out

from the garment, or shirt, the part that was

worn out, (S, Msb, K,) that is, the middle part,

which was n'orn out, (S, Msb,) and then sented

the [cut] edges together. (S, Msb, K.) And

*: * -āls- signifies the same as *i-, i.e.

He repaired the garment [app. in any manner,

or, as is implied in the S and TA, by substituting

one piece for another]. (S, K, TA.)-The say

ing, in a trad. of Hamneh,J-:43<ā- $9,

meaning + And n:hen she has discriminated that

period of days and nights during which she has

been Jail-, [she shallperform a complete ablution

of herself.] is from Jessil -ā- signifying as

explained above. (Msb)= -ā- signifies also

He miced [a thing with another thing; as, for

instance, (see -álá in a passage above,) milk

with other milk]: and he mixed saffron, and

medicine, with water. (TA.) = 4: -i- He

put to, or made for, his tent, a pole, (K, TA,)

termed a aillé-, (TA,) in the hinder part thereof.

(K, TA)= -ić, aor. *, (K) inf n -i-,

(S, K,) He (a camel) inclined towards one side.

(S, K.)– -i- is also an inf n. (of-**, said

of a man, TK) signifying The being -ā'i as

meaning contrarious, hard in disposition, as

though going nith a leaning tonards one side :

–and the being left-handed: - and the being

Ji-i [or squint-eyed]. (K.)=**, aor. * ,

(Msb, K.) inf. n. -i-, (MSb, T.A.) She (a

camel) was, or became, pregnant. (Msb, K.)

2. al-, (MSb) and #3 al-, (§, TA)

inf n. -##, (TA,) He left him behind him;

(Msb;) namely, a man: (S, Msb, TA:) and

**i- [signifies the same: or] he made him to be

behind him; as also Waala-' [q. v.], and **:-1:

(TA:) [whence the saying,] &\s J'é <--i

*:::f J- &#9 es', i. e. [I pressed upon

such a one in jollowingi until I made him to be

behind me. (ISk, T.A.) You say also,2:

inf n, as above, meaning He was, or became, or

nent, before them; and left them behind him.

(TA.) AndJú bals-, inf n, as above, They

left their loads, or baggage &c., behind their

backs; (O, K;) when they went away to draw

water. (TA.)- [Hence,] aal- He made him,

or appointed him, his ai:- [i.e. successor, or

vice-agent, &c.]; (K;) and so **:-l. (S,

Msh, K) So in the Kur. Issiv.54].'L:

X's 32 3'-il: * >Sfc. (That

He nill assuredly make them to be successors in

the earth, like as He made to be successors those

n:ho were before them]. (TA.)= a-jū -āj-,

(S, K,) inf. n. as above, (S,) He bound one of the

teats of his she-camel with the thing termed 25->

[in order that her young one might not suck it] :

(S, K:) from Yaakoob. (S.)

100
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8. al-, (Mgh, Mab,TA) inf. n. -}}- (S,

Mgh, Mab, K, TA) and āj-, (S, Mab, K, TA)

He [or it] disagreed with, or differed from, him

[or it]; or he dissented from him; (Mgh, Msb;)

contr. of 4:31, 15- L. [in, or in respect of,

such a thing]: (Mgh:) and he, or it, was con

trary, opposed, or repugnant, to him, or it:

(TA:) [and he acted contrarily, contrariously,

adversely, or in opposition, to him, or it; he, or

it, contravened, or opposed, him, or it :] and he

[or it] contradicted him [or it], (M in art.*#)

It is said in a prov, -=9| &#" –33- <-ji Úl,

i.e. g: -$4. -à- [Verily thou art one who

acts neith the contrariousness of the hyena tonards

the rider]: for the hyena [attacks a man on foot,

but], when it sees the rider, flees from him.

(IAar, T.A.) You say also, liés &= List

He turned anay from such a thing [in opposition

to me, or] when I betook myself to it: [see also

the last sentence but one of the first paragraph of

art --~ :] and 54- &l Usalu- He betook him

self to such a thing [in opposition to me, or] when

I urned anay from it: (Mgh:) or es'*u

‘JI means he disobeyed him by betaking him

self to the thing; or betook himself to the thing

after he had forbidden him it. (TA.) And hence,

(Mgh,) cº; ::fe' -ā- **, (S, Mgh,”) or

āşş &l. (O, L., TA,) in the K, erroneously,

āşş -älls- 3A, (TA,) He comes to the wife of

such a one when he [the latter] is absent from her,

(S,) or to such a noman when her husband is

absent from her: (Mgh," O, L, K, TA:) and

*& auts- [he came to his (another's) wife in

his (the husband's) absence]: see 1, in the former

half of the paragraph. (Az, T.A.) And awl

2: He natched to see him, and, n'hen he was

absent from them, namely, his family, he went in

to them : (Jm, O, TA:) and, accord. to AZ,

4-12 &% W-āls. Such a one natched to see his

companion, and, when he was absent, he came,

and nent in to him [or rather to his wife or to his

family]'. (TA:) [or] 4:-U2'-u- he watched

to see his companion, and, n:hen he was absent,

went in to his wife : (K, and the like is said in

the JK:) thus says IDrd, on the authority of

AZ. (TA) And 2: J Cul-He came to a

party, or company of men, from behind them [or

behind their backs]: or he feigned to them the

contrary of that which he conceived in his mind,

and took them unanares. (TA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb

says, [describing a collector of wild honey,]

• - d - + o- d - * 0 &

* w-' & 'J-"

J-3 +, + J'. "

(S in the present art., in which only the former

hemistich is cited, and in art. 2+2,) i. e. [When

the bees sting him,] he fears not nor minds [their

stinging], ($ in art. 5*),) [but comes, during their

absence, to the hiving-place of bees occupied in

gathering honey :] meaning, he comes to their

honey, (§, TA, in the latter of which, in the
- 2 o J

place ofJ-1, is put£1 “the swarm of bees,”])

and takes it, (TA,) while they are feeding; (S,

TA;) or, as AA says, he comes behind them to

22- - , ls, *

the honey while they are absent: AO explains it

by X-1 84% & ūjú which [he says] means

he keeps with them [to another place]; syn.

U-359; [and thus this phrase (which is strangely

misinterpreted in the TK and in Freytag's Lexi

con) is explained in the K, but without any

reference to the verse;] as also tail-, with the

unpointed 2- : (TA :) and some read the verse

thus; but this reading is said to be a mistake.

(TA in art. -āk-.)–43- ā- : see 1, near the

beginning of the paragraph. And see also five

other exs. in the middle portion of the same para

graph.-4: &: -ājū- He put one of his

legsforward and the other backward; and [hence,]

c: &: ău-Ji [as signifying the alternate

shifting of the legs to and fro] is metonymically

used as meaning the act of dancing. (Harp. 108.)

[Andc: &: Jälts. He put, or placed, the

tno things contrarinoise; or on contrary sides; or

o of ~ * ~ * of

in contrary directions. Hence,]_**! &#3

-35-3.4% in the Kur v. 37, [Or that

their hands and their feet shall be cut off on con

trary sides,] means that their right hands and

left feet shall be cut off (Bd, Jel. [See also

similar exs. in the Kur vii. 121 and xx. 74 and

xxvi. 49.]) [Hence also,] -**&:J& *:J%

(JK) or -3-3- Jú: 23, (TA) A horse

having a whiteness in his right fore leg and his

left hind leg [or the reverse]: (JK, TA:) and

some say, -35- &- c:- 4 when he has a

n:hiteness [or rather a ring of white a little above

the hoof] in his fore leg [or right fore leg] and

another in his left fore leg [probably a mistake of

a copyist for his left hind leg]. (TA.)

4. al-1, see 2, first sentence. Also He put

him, turned him, or made him to go back or

stand back, behind him. (K, TA.) And -āk-l

** He put his hand behind him. (Az,T.A.) And

also, (Fr, TA,) or -:) c. *: Jälä-1, (JK,)

or simply -ākā-1 [used elliptically], (S, K,) He

put [bach] his hand to his sn'ord, (Fr, S, K, TA,)

in order to draw it, (JK, S, K, TA,) it being

hung behind him. (Fr: T.A.) And -:1 -u

[He hung the snord behind him; or kept it hung

behind him]: said, in a trad., of a man on the

day of Bedr. (TA) And '4" c, -u- [for

<-- 4:= -si-) He shifted [backwards] the

hind girth of the camel, putting it next to his

testicles, on account of its hurting the sheath of

his penis, and causing a suppression of his urine;

(As, S, K;) as also* Jälä-l: (TA:) or you

say only, -ā- -uži, meaning remove thou

the hind girth from the sheath of the penis. (Lh,

TA.) And es: #13 -u- He struck the

beast on the hinder part with the n'hip. (J.K.)

—Júl Jäls- [He (a camel) exceeded in age

the Ujū, which is generally one that has entered

his ninth year: as though he made the Ujū to be

behind him : and so, app., -al- alone; Jú

being understood: see -āk-o]. El-Jaadee says,

• * • - 0 & • • - w:

#1-###" JG 1-Jaśl.' "

[Strong in the neithers, hardy, a Ujū; that has

ecceeded in age him who has just become a Ujū

by a year, or that has himself just become a

Uju). (S, TA.) Some say that -#} is [a

term denoting] the last of the ages [that have

words to signify them] with respect to all beasts.

(T.A.) – 4.--> &% Jäkä-l: see 3, near the

middle of the paragraph.—33% U. al-', (S)

or *** (Mgh) or £3, (Msb) or £9,0s.)

inf n. -354, (Mgh.) He broke, (Mgh,) or

failed to perform, (§, K,) his promise, or the

promise, to him : (S, Mgh, K:) restricted to

future time: (Msb:) -###" is, in respect of

the future, like J.'s in respect of the past :

(S, K:) or the making a promise and not ful

filling it: (Lh, K:) and some say that it sig

nifies one's seeking an object of nant, or water,

and not finding it. (TA.) It is said in a trad,

-: 34: $!, i. e. When he promises, he does

not fulfil his promise, and is not true [to it].

(TA) [Hence]" ..." -i-, i. e. (The

stars broke their promise; meaning,] were at

tended with drought, not attended with rain : (S,

K, TA:) a saying of the people in the Time of

Ignorance: (S, TA:) and so&#3:'#1;

for they used to believe and sy that they were

rained upon by such and such a .#. (TA. [See

#.]) Hence also, L:-"* f The fever,

being tertian or quartan, came not in its time, or

turn. (Mgh.) And &#i said of a she-camel,

+ She, having been covered by the stallion, did not

become pregnant: (JK, TA:) and t she proved

to be not pregnant when thought to be pregnant.

(JK.) And in like manner said of a palm-tree;

(JK;) I It bore not one year: and 1 it (a tree)

bore no fruit: or lost the fruit that it had. (L,

TA. [The verb, said of trees, has also another

meaning, which see below.])— al- is also

said, by El-Fārābee, to occur as meaning He acted

according to his promise [or fulfilled his promise]

to him; thus bearing two contr. significations: but

this is strange. (MF.)-Also He found him to be

a breaker of his promise; (JK;) or he found his

promise to be broken, or unfulfilled. (S, K.)

4: -āk- and 4, each with an objective com

plement (#. Ol' Šius) expressed or understood:

see 1, in six places, in the former half of the para

graph. You say also, -: &% Jālū-1, (S, K.)

Or *, (TA,) Such a one replaced to himself,

(S, K.) or to another, (TA,) a thing that had

gone from him, with another thing. (S, K.)

Ibn-Mukbil says,

* 5. J. G. Că, C# *

* ** **:18:44, *

[Then replace thou, and consume : nealth is but

a loan : and devour it with time, which is a

devourer thereof]: he means, gain a substitute

for what thou hast consumed. (S, TA.) And

the Arabs say to him who has put on a new

garment, U-6 *i; -##, J: [Wear out

thy garment, and replace it with another, and

praise the Clother, meaning God]. (TA.) And
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aft -:43 J: [Wear out thy garment, and

God will replace it with another; or, may God

replace &c.]. ($ in art. 2".)- See also -āla-l

~5: near the end of the first paragraph. -

-āka-' said of a plant, or of herbage, It put forth

the al-, (S, Msb, K,) meaning leaves that come

forth after the first leaves, in the [season called]

-* : (TA;) and in like manner said of trees:

(Msb, TA:) or 3-#" Jäld-1 means the trees put

forth fruit after other fruit. (JK.) And, said

of fruit, It came forth, some thereof after other

thereof. (TA) And #9 -u- The land

became affected by the, gold of the latter part of

the [season called] -ā-2, and some of its trees

consequently become green. (TA)- Also, said

of a bird, It put forth feathers after the first

feathers: (K, TA:) from the same verb said of

a plant, or of herbage. (TA.)- And, said of a

boy, + He nearly attained to puberty. (JK, Az,

K, T.A.)– And, said of a solid-hoofed beast,

+ He completed a year after the # [or finish

ing teething, or shedding the corner-nipper].

(J.K.) = 4al- said of medicine, It weakened

him (K, TA) by causing him to go frequently to

the privy. (TA)- And -$4.9 also signifies

The bringing the stallion again to the she-camel

when she has not conceived at once. (K.)=See

also 1, in six places, in the latter half of the para

graph.

5: see 1, in two places, in the middle of the

paragraph. [Hence, 2.9 c” -si-. He held

back from, or fell short of doing the thing.]

6 : see the next paragraph, in three places.

8. J%: signifies The following reciprocally;

or alternating. (Mgh.) So in the phrase in the

Kur (ii. 159 and iii. 187 and xlv. 4], -}}:

X:J: And the alternating of the night and

the day. (Mgh) [And in a verse of El-'Ajjāj

cited voce L'. in art. 2''.] And hence the

phrase, #4 ū: Each of them beat, or struck,

the other in turn. (Mgh.) And the £ypg, in a

t d • * O. J. • d - • * > *

trad. of 'Alee, -->41 c): 3-2." U- -āk-Us
•o e • *o J • •

cG-3 ā-ās U- •4% [And tryo blon's mere in

terchanged between Obeydeh Ibn-El-Hárith and

El-Weleed Ibn-'Okbeh]. (Mgh.) And the say
o - * * v

ing, in a trad. of Umm-Sabeeyeh, use: -āk-a-l

--> #! Ls” aft J.-, *ś, meaning My hand

and the hand of the Apostle of God were both

put [by turns] into one vessel. (Mgh.) And

bi:- signifies They folloned, or succeeded, one

another; whenever one went, another coming

after him. (TA in art. 23°.)– Also The going,

or moving, repeatedly, to and fro; so coming and

going; or reciprocating; syn. $3.5 [in this sense,

as is shown in this art. in the K and TA, and in

the S and K in art. 22, &c.; and also as mean:

ing the returning, or repairing, time after time,

or repeatedly, or frequently, to a person or place;

because it implies coming and going: and some

times it means simply the returning; because this

camot be without a previous going]. (K.) You say,

& c." -: **, i. e. $3: [He returns, or

repairs, time after time, repeatedly, or frequently,

to such a one]; and 53-6 āşş:3 <! -:

[He returned to him once]. (TA.) And *

*-'l'-. J. -āk- He repairs frequently

to, or frequents, the assemblies of science; syn.

# (A in art 2) And t: J -ā

[He returned, or repaired, time after time, &c.,

to the privy]. (S.) And $5-A & -:) [pro

perly signifies the same: and hence, t He had a

looseness of the bonels, or a diarrhoea]. (K.)

And [perhaps as implying coming and going,]

-āk- also signifies He supplied, or gave, or

offered, water. (TA)- [Also The disagreeing,

differing, or varying, in state or condition or

quality &c.; being dissimilar, different, diverse,

various, incongruous, discordant, or dissentient :]

Jāks- is the contr. of 3:1; (K, TA ;) and is

said of anything that is dissimilar [in the parts or

members &c. of which it is composed]; as also

'-o'-'. (TA) You say, &#9 "-wiss (and

cl”9 -u-il, i.e. is: ... [The two things,

or affairs, or cases, were, or became, dissimilar,

&c.]. (TA.) And leak-1 and "balus-3 (Mgh,

Ms) [They disagreed, &c., ,-i U in a thing or
an affair or a case;] every one of them took to,

or held, a way, or an opinion, different from, or

contrary to, that of another: (Msb:) both sig

nify the same. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad.,

X, -is: bic: ;# 1'- [Male

ge your ranks even when ye place yourselves to

pray together, and be not dissimilar in your

positions, for in that case your hearts would dis

agree]; meaning, when one of you advances, or

stands, before another in the ranks, your hearts

will be affected, and disagreement in respect of

friendship and amity will arise among you: or,

as some say, it means, your hearts will be made

to recoil : or the 5* [or specific character] of

gour hearts will become changed into another

5,2-2. (T.A.) [Hence,] ū;i &= ++, said

of stars: see 4, near the middle of the paragraph.

-Also The being complicated, intricate, or con
o "...e.: “ y d

fused. (KL.) [You say, '29, Jākā- The

affair, or case, was, or became, complicated, in

tricate, or confused, so as to be a subject of dis

agreement, or difference, between them : a phrase

of frequent occurrence.]=&al:- : see 1, in two

places, in the former half of the paragraph.-

See also 2, in two places.–4-4 -u- see

3, near the middle of the paragraph.

10. 4.- : see 2, in two places.-Also He

took it (a thing) as a substitute, or in exchange,

for another thing; or in the place of another

thing; syn. *::: and 4:1. (TA.) –

U3S -āks:- The land produced the herbage of

the [season called] -*. (TA.)= See also 1, in

the middle of the latter half of the paragraph, in

two places.

Ji- [meaning The location, or quarter, that

is behind; and the time past;] (K; [so in my

MS. copy, and thus it should be written as a

simple noun; but in the CK -ā- ;]) or -ā- ;

(Lth, K;) contr. of £35 [or £1] : (Lth, K:)

[and] -ā- [Behind; and after;] contr. of

Alā; (S: [thus in my two copies; and said in

the margin of one of them to be thus in the copy

of IB, and in that of El-Jawáleekee:]) a simple

noun: and an adv. n. of the fem. gender [as

meaning the à-; but otherwise it seems to be

masc.]. (TA) You say, 4: ā- [and 3

al-, both meaning He came behind him, and

after him]. (Mgh.) And cº -i- is I

sat after, or behind, such a one; syn. *** (S.)

And al- <-- He remained after him. (K.)

Some read, in the Kur [xvii. 78], &: ‘j 31:

<\ākā-: others read &#94- [which means the

same, as mentioned above see the middle of the

first paragraph of this art.]. (TA.)- -ā- sig

nifies also The back (K, TA) itself: so says IAar:

and particularly, of a house; the side corresponding

to, or over against, that in n'hich is the door;

and as a house may have two doors, [in two dif

ferent sides,] it may be said to have two backs,

each of which may be thus termed; and the dual

of this word seems to be used as meaning two

backs in a trad. [respecting the building of the

Kaabeh]. (T.A.)-And One niho comes after

another; (S, TA;) as also *-ā-, or, accord. to

some, there is a difference between these two, as

will be shown in what follows; ($) and *-ij

and "ālā-, it is originally an inf n. : (TA:)

and signifies one who remains after another,

whether this other be dead or living : and one

remaining after another who is dead; his fol

loner, or successor; the folloner, or successor, of

one n:ho has gone: used in praise and in dispraise:

pl. -,1-, and the sing also signifies [like the

pl.] persons remaining after others; accord. to

some : (IB, TA:) a remnant of people: (Lh,

TA:) and a generation after a generation; (Lth,

$, K.) as also *-ā- (Lih, TA:) but Lth says

that the former is applied to the evil, and " the

latter to the good, (K, TA,) whether meaning a

generation or a son : (TA:) the latter means

a good son (K, TA) remaining after his father:

(TA:) and the former, a bad son : (K, TA:)

-ā-* [He is

a bad son] who has taken the place of his father,

and 2-1 c. 3.- 'Cie (a goodson] &c.; (§3)

but sometimes each is used in the place of the

other; so that one says, a-'l U-2 J:- -ā- ** :

(K:) or both signify the same: (S, K.) so says

Akh: some, he says, use the former; and some,

the latter: but some say 33- "-i- and -ā

3-, meaning thus to distinguish between them :

(S.) accord, to IB, *-ā- correctly signifies a

man's successor n:ho is a substitute for him, good

and bad: and is originally an inf n. : (TA:) and

the pl. of this is -×i (AZ, IB, TA) accord.

to IAth, 33- -i- means a good generation:

and 3- -i-, an evil generation : (TA:) and

-ā- likewise signifies progeny [without re

striction]. (K.) One says also, (S, K,) of a

people following people more in number than

they, (S,) 3- -ā- #. [These are a bad gene

ration. (S, K.) And 3- -ā- es' ū. We

remained among an evil remnant. (Lh, T.A.)

And -*-*.*. 3- -à-3, in the Kur [vii. 168

- - - 100 *

: •

[therefore] one says, *'' &::
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and xix. 60], is explained as meaning And there

remained after them a remnant. (TA) -

[Hence,] I One in whom is no good. (IB, K.)

[And app. also Persons in whom is no good.]

And tA thing in which is no good: (IB, TA:)

[and particularly] +a bad saying; (ISk, S, Msb,

K;) a wrong, bad saying, like the -al- of man

hind. (A’Obeyd, Msb.) See also Ji'. It is

said in a prov., ul- &#3ti- +He held his

tongue from a thousand words (-si &= <--

asis), and then uttered what was wrong. (ISk,

$, Msb.) An Arab of the desert, who had been

guilty ofa breach of manners (i:- 3-), pointed

with his thumb towards his −1, and said, Úl

ū- -ík, -ā- [which may be rendered,

Verily it is a thing in n-hich is no good: it ut

tered a thing in n'hich was no good: but it

obviously admits of being rendered otherwise].

(IAar, S.)- Also People who have gone anay

from the tribe (T, K) to dran water, and have

left their baggage &c. behind them : (T, TA:)

and such as are present, [remaining behind,] of

the tribe: thus bearing two contr. significations:

* : * • * > 3 >

pl. -si-. (K.) You say -5,- J.- A tribe

who are absent; none of them remaining behind:

(S, TA:) or a tribe of n:hich the men are absent

and the nomen remaining : (TA:) and -is:

also signifies the contr., i.e. such as are present,

(S, TA,) remaining behind. (S.) It is said of

Mohammad, in a trad., ūsī- Aisi 3: 3. i. e.

JHe did not leave his family neglected, with no

pastor nor protector. (TA.) See also a verse of

El-Hoteigh in the latter part of the first paragraph

of this article.= Old and worn out; applied to a

-#3 [or skin for milk, or for clarified butter and

milk: as though it were a remnant thereof].

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.) = A 2.5 (S. K.) i. e. a

place of confinement for camels: (TA:) or such

as is behind the tent or house. (JK, S," K.)=

A large .." [i.e. hoe or adze or a ce]: or such

as has one head: and the edge of a J. : or the

head thereof: (K:) you say c:- Šiš 3: Cl

two-headed J. : (S, TA:) or cºil- Šiš and

'c'l- Šiš are names of the U-b (K, TA)

when two-headed: (TA:) and the pl. is </33

c:-1: (Ki) pl. -,- (JK)–And The

head of a razor. (K.)– And The [pointed]

head of a Jú2, [an iron instrument like the U-5,

(A and K in art. Jax,) with which mill-stones &c.

are pecked, or wrought into shape, (see*)

and] with which wood is cut. (TA.)=See also

-

-: a subst: from -##!, (S, Msb, K,) re

lating to a promise, and restricted to future time ;

(Msb;) i. e. a subst: used in the place of -##!,

(Lh, TA;) meaning The breach, or non-fulfil

"ent, of a promise; as also *_#, which is said

to be the original form of the word, and '-3,4

(TA:) it is, in respect of the future, like**

in respect of the past : ($, K:) some say that it

signifies a false, or wrong, saying, which is a

meaning of "-ā-, with fet-h, before mentioned:

but perhaps these two words may be syn. dial.

vars. (MF, TA)—Also, (Mab) or "ill-, and

*ā-, (K, TA,) Disagreement, difference, dis

sension, contrariety, contrariousness, or oppo

sition, (Msb, K,"TA,) in opinions or the like,

(Msb,) or in respect of friendship and amity,

(TA in explanation of the second of these words,)

or in natural disposition; (K;) as also *ā

(S, K) and *ā- and '-it-and "āt- (K.)
= It is also pl. of-i- in its various senses.

so

Jälä-: see ā-, in the latter half of the para

graph, in SeVen places.-Also, applied to a man,

($gh,) i. q.&" [app. as meaning One who per

severes much in opposition or contention or the

like] (Sgh, K) as also "isu- (TA)= Also

a subst. from -##! meaning The act of dranwing

water; and so *ā- (A’Obeyd, K:*) [whence

d e_j - d.

the saying,] Local- &: 3- Whence do ye draw

water? (§, K.)=The teat (a.i-) of the udder

of the she-camel: (S, K:) and the two fore ones,

and the two hinder ones: (S:) or the part of the

udder upon which the milher lays hold: (TA:)

or the extremity of the udder of the she-camel:

(Msb, K:) or the hinder of the £i [or teats]:

(K:) or the udder itself; (Lth, TA;) [i. e.] it is,

to the she-camel, (Msb," K,) like thes: to the

human being, (Msb,) or like the &: to the enre

or she-goat: (K:) or the Jal- is of the camel

and of the cloven-hoofed animal; and the L',

of the solid-hoofed animal and of the animal that

has a claw: (Lh, TA:) the pl. [properly of pauc.]

is -×i(Mil, TA) and [of mult]-,+. (TA)

One says, g: -#i 4 Śs ! [The norld

yielded him abundance of its good things]. (TA.)

==The shortest of the ribs of the side; (S;)

[and] so *-i- , (Ki) likewise called &:

Ji-li and -à-1, it is the furthest and thinnest

of the ribs; (TA ;) [i. e.] the Jal- is that next

to the belly, of the small ribs; their es:<

(K: [see co-ail :]) pl. of the former (S) [and]

of the latter (K) -, - (S. K.)=c:- -3.

See -ā-, near the end of the paragraph. -

-ā-A substitute; a thing given, or received,

or put, or done, instead of, in place of, or in eac

change for, another thing. (A 'Obeyd, Th, S,

Msb, K, TA) You say, 3 Ö- ul-lis J.

Make thou this to be a substitute for this. (Msb.)

And & 4- U. Jú lák This is a substitute

for what has been taken to thee. (IB.) And

Jä. &: -ā-2% #. us' In these people

are such as supply the place of those who have

gone. (TA) And gº & Ci- c.5% us [In
such a one is a substitute for such a one]. (TA)

And -ā-* 3.* He is a substitute for his

father. (IB) See also -ii-, in six places, in

the former half of the paragraph.

-i-. applied to she-camels, i. q. L*, i. e.

Pregnant: n. un, with 3: (S, K:) accord. to

some, (TA,) the pl. of à-, which signifies a

pregnant camel, (Mgh, Mşb, TA,) or, as some

say, one that has completed a year after bringing

forth and has then been covered and has conceived,

until she enters upon the term called **śl,

(TA, [from the time when her pregnancy has

become manifest, (see 3. and £9)] is Ust-,

(Mgh, Mab, TA) like as the pl. of #1 is #3;

(Msb, TA) and sometimes &ü4-(Mgh, Mab,

TA) and-> (TA:) but -i- occurs in the

saying of the rājiz, -

* -u-15% $3 &# * u,

[What aileth thee that thou utterest a grumbling

cry, when the pregnant camels utter not that

cry?]. (IB.)

6 - J. 6 - 0 p.

Jākā-: see Aalá-.

* : * ** *

wald-: see -ākā-.

6 - d -

ââla-; see the next paragraph, in two places.

* - d . 60 y.

äälä-: see -āk-,- Also A vice, a fault, or

an imperfection: (K:) and badness, corruptness,

vitiousness, or dishonesty : (TA:) and foolishness,

or stupidity; or paucity, or nant, of intellect or

understanding; as also *āşş- [properly an inf. n.,

of JäMá-, and before mentioned as such; (see 1,

in the latter half of the paragraph;)] and idiocy.

(K.) All of these meanings have been assigned
- - - - - * * *... . . . . * *

to it in explanations of the saying, …all lja else-l

a: &- <! #. [I sell to thee this slave, but

I am irresponsible to thee for his vice, &c.]: or,

accord. to IAar, the meaning is, as}<- [his con

trariousness]. (T.A.) - Also The last taste of

food; (K;) as in the saying, al- -: £,

[Verily it is good, or sneet, in respect of the last

taste]; (TA;) and so *ā-, pl. -i-, and it

(#) signifies also loss of appetite for food, in

consequence of disease: (so accord. to the CK:)

[or,] accord. to some copies of the K.*ā- has

this latter signification; and so '-il- accord.

to other copies, Jáká- is pl. of āāls in this sense:

but both these readings require consideration:
J. J. D." D - - -

what is found in the Lexicons is, a -a, -ăls

J.

- ?
Ask!' cº, aOl". inf n. -,1-, meaning as

explained above, in the latter half of the first

paragraph. (TA.)

#- a subst signifying A mode, or manner,

of coming after [or behind]; like 5.x: signifying

“a mode, or manner, of sitting.” (Mgb.)–See

also -i-. —It signifies also Difference [of any

kind]: (K,” TA:) or the coming and going of

the night and the day; (S, K,” TA;) and like

wise of wild animals. (K.) Hence the saying in

the Kur [xxv. 63], 3% J:#f J* us: #:

ā-, (S, K,”) meaning al- &#. (Bd,) i. e.

[And He it is who hath made the night and the

day] so that each replaces the other: or each fol

lon's the other: (K,” TA:) or so that he who is

unable to accomplish a thing in the night may do

it in the day, and the reverse. (Fr, L, K.) Zu

heyr says, of wild animals,ā-&: meaning

They go to and fro. (S, TA. (See EM p. 109.])
2 o' - - £

And one says, aākā- 45.54-1, meaning He was
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taken nith [an affection causing] a frequent going

to and from the privy. (S, K.) [And hence,]

ää- signifies also, A discharging of the bonels;

or a purging and vomiting together; (K;) or a

disordered state of the stomach arising from [un

wholesome] food; (TA;) a looseness, or diarrhaea.

(JK, T.A.)- See also -à--Also The bring

ing of camels to the ratering-place in the evening,

after the people have gone anay. (L, K.)–

And A man's natching to see another, (jeu. &

in some copies of the K, and >". c) in other

copies, being put for 3-04 c), which is the right

reading, agreeably with an explanation of-ā

4-2, [for which see 3, near the middle of the

paragraph,] TA,) and when he is absent from his

family, going in to them, (K, TA,) or [rather],

n:hen he is absent from his wife, going in to her.

(TA, after the explanation of the phrase above

mentioned.)= A thing that is suspended behind

the rider; (JK, K;) such as is suspended behind

the [kind of vehicle called] J~. (TA.)–

Remains of water in a trough or tank. (TA.)

– What remains, of food, between the teeth.

(Lh, K.)- A plant, or herbage, that comes forth

after another plant, or other herbage, (S, Msb,

K,) n'hich has become dry, and broken in pieces:

(S, TA:) or that comes forth not from rain, but

by reason of the cold of the latter part of the

night. (Aboo-Ziyād El-Kilábee, K. [See also

J%)— What the trees disclose in the beginning

of the cold, (K, TA,) by reason of the [rain called]

* [q. v.]: (TA:) or fruit that comes forth

after other fruit: (K:) or fruit that comes forth

after abundant fruit; (S, Mgh, TA;) this being

termed the ails of trees: (S, Mgh:) or agron'th

of leaves after the falling an:ay of other leaves:

(K,” TA: &” in the K is a mistake for 3:

TA:) or leaves that come forth after the first

leaves, in the [season called]-#4 (Nh,TA)—

What gron's in the -: [or summer]; so says

A’Obeyd: (S, K:) or, (JK, Mgh, K,) as also

*-i-, (K,) the herbage produced by the -ā-2,

(JK, K.) or in the -ā-2, (Mgh,) after the spring

herbage has dried up. (JK, Mgh.)-A produce

of grape-vines after the grapes have turned blach;

the grapes being gathered while it is fresh and

green, it then ripens: and so other fruits: or a

men produce, by the vine, of fresh sour grapes.

(K.) - Grain that is sonn (JK," Mgh, K*)

after the former has come to maturity: (Mgh,

TA:) because taken as a substitute for wheat and

barley: (K:) pl. -ālā- (Mgh.)- A piece with

mhich a garment is patched (K) n'hen it is old

and n:orn out. (T.A.)-A time after a time.

(IAar, K.) = Differing [one from another or

others]; as also '-il- (K.) it is applied in

this sense to a people, or company of men: (AZ,

S, K:) and to beasts, or horses or the like, as

meaning differing (K, TA) in their colours and

appearances: (TA:) and căl- is applied to

any two things that are different; (Ks, TA;) as

also 'cul: ; (Ks, Mob, TA) and iii-, (K)

Or cGil-, (Ks, TA,) to any two colours that

are combined [because different]. (Ks, K, TA)

AZ cites, as an ex., the saying [of a rājiz],

ūgū, 'Jule (333 °

[My troo buckets are different, and their tro

suppliers with nater]; (S, TA;) meaning that one

of them [i.e. of the buckets] is ascending and full,

and the other is descending and empty; or that one

of them is new, and the other is old and worn out.

(TA, in two places.) And one says of two children,

or two male slaves; or two female slaves, that they

are civil- (Ks, K,) and "cut-, (K,) applying

to the male and the female, (TA) meaning One

tall and the other short : or one white and the

other black. (Ks, K.) One says also, c5% s:

à-, meaning The children of such a one are

half males and half females. (S.) And cº&

#4. The offspring of the beasts of such a one

are one gear male and another year female.

(JK, TA.) And 'c'l- >33, said of a ewe

or goat, (K,) or of a camel, (L.) She brought

forth one year a male and another year a female.

(L, K.) The pl. [of 'Jai-] (K, TA) in all its

senses (TA) is -× and iii-, (K, TA) the

latter, [in the CKāl-, like #3's as pl. of $5.(TA.) •

..+ and C# and #4 and iii-, see

-ālā-, in the latter half of the paragraph.-

3 * * * • & d

-āk- Lel ($gh, K) and -āāls-Calamity, or mis
2. z

fortune: or the greatest calamity or misfortune.

(K.)

22.3% 6 - d.- 6 d .d

ā-āk- and 5uāk- : see -āk- : -and see also
6 - * •

-ālū-, in the middle of the paragraph.

-> an inf. n. of 3 [q. v. passim]. (S, &c.)

— Also The contrary, or opposite, of a thing;

syn. 34. (Msb in art. J.3. [Very often used in

this sense.]) You say, Jú) –39– -#S.

[i.e. -5%:4-9) is the contrary of Júj91]. (TA.)

=Also, (S, Msb, K,) by the vulgar (O, Msb,

TA) incorrectly pronounced with teshdeed (O,

Mab, K, TA) and feel [to the £, i.e. -X-],

(TA,) A nell-known kind of tree; (S;) the

[kind of tree called] -\ai.e. (Msb:) or a

species of the -šuaä.2, but not the -5uaă.2 itself:

(K:) [the salic Aegyptia of Linnaeus; called by

this name in the present day; and by some, im

properly, & q. v.:] it abounds in the land of

the Arabs; and is [also] called#- for:-,-] ;

and there are many varieties thereof; all of them

soft and neak; (TA;) but it is seldom, or never,

found in the desert: (Msb:) they assert that it

is thus called because the torrent brings it from

one locality to another, so that it grows in a place

different from that of its origin; (AHn, Msb, K,”

TA;) but this is not a valid assertion : (TA:)

[it is a coll. gen, n. :] n. un, with 3. (Msb, T.A.)

-3%- &- 3.3% in the saying of the rājiz cited
* ~ 5 , ~ *

WOce -i-, means Made of different trees: it does

not mean of the tree called -3%. , because this

is seldom, or never, found in the desert. (S,

TA.)- Also The sleeve of a shirt. (IAar, K.)

-,1-, see C# = It is also, as stated

above, pl. of -ā- (IB, K, TA:)-and a pl.

of Călă-. (TA.)

-*: See #, in three places. - Also

One who holds back from the place, or time, of

promise: and one n:ho breaks a promise. (TA.)

–And A woman that has let don’n her hair

behind her. (JK, O, K.)–And A woman that

has attained to the period of one day, or two

days, after her having brought forth. (IAar.)

[Perhaps from the signification next following.]

– A she-camel in the second day after her

having brought forth ; pl. -: and -i-. (K,

TA:) these two pls are mentioned in the K in

different places in this art., but both are correct,

like J% and J-3. (TA.) Hence, (TA,) one

says, tags-A:'*, [He rode her on the second

day after she had brought ..forth], (K.)-And

The milk that is after the biestings: (AA, K. :)

pl. as above. (K.) One says also, -i- '

w: He dren from her the milk that came after

the biestings had passed anay. (J.K.) And U-:

(a4-3: 4:50 c.', i. e. [Bring thou to us

the milk of thy she-camel of the day] after the

cessation of her biestings; i. e., of the milking

that is after her bringing forth by a day or tro

days. (AA, TA.)= Applied to a garment, (S,

K,) or a shirt, (Msb,) Having the middle, norn

out part taken out, and the [cut] edges then sented

together: (S, Msb, K*:) and '-3,4- signifies

the same; (JK;) or a garment composed of two

pieces sened together: or, as some say, this sig

nifies a garment pledged. (TA.)= Also, accord.

to A’Obeyd, The part beneath the armpit : and

the cº- of the camel are like the gu: of

man : accord. to the S and the O, #:ū

signifies the two armpits of the she-camel (tsu:):

but the author of the K, following the [first] ex

planation given by A’Obeyd, says that this is

wrong, and that the meaning is the parts beneath

the two armpits of the she-camel. (TA.) =And

A gap betn'een two mountains, (JK) or betneen

tno mountain-tops, (TA,) of little breadth and

length: (JK, TA:) or a road between two moun

tains: (S, K:) or a valley between two moun

tains: (K:) or a place where water pours forth

(K, TA) betneen two mountains, or between two

valleys, passing thence into a wide tract: (TA:)

and any road in a mountain, (Skr, K,) or behind

a mountain, or behind a valley: (TA:) or simply

a road, as also "al-; (JK, K ;) this being

either in a plain or in a mountain : (TA:) pl. of

the former as above. (K.) One says--> £3

i.e. [The hairy male hyena] of the road between

two mountains, (§, K.) or of the valley between two

mountains; (K;) like as one says uââ −3. (S.)

=And A sharp arrow: (AHn, K.) or, accord.

to Skr, the word in this sense is -*, with the

unpointed C; and this is more probably correct.

(TA.)

āşş- infn of£ as meaning “he was, or

became, his aislé-” [q v.] (S, Mgh, Msb, K.)

–[And hence, as a simple subst., The office of

to e o y

see āālū-.

* - • •

AAAs. A successor ; and a vice-agent, vice
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gerent, lieutenant, substitute, proxy, or deputy:

(KL:) one who has been made, or appointed, to

take the place of him who has been wfor him:

(JK:) an act, part. m. of 44-, inf n. -āk- and

āşş-; as also *J.'s (TA ) or it may have

the meaning of an act part, n, or that of a pass.

part. n.: and so in the sense next following:

(Msb:) the supreme, or greatest, ruler or sove

reign, (S, Msb, K, TA,) who supplies the place of

him who has been before him; (TA;) [parti

cularly the successor of the Prophet; whence

“Caliph,” commonly used by English writers

for “Khaleefeh;”] as also " -*, (K,) which

is the original form, (Msb) without 5; (MSb,

TA;) disapproved by some, but mentioned by

AHát and Ibn-'Abbād and IB, and occurring in

a verse of Ows Ibn-Hajar cited by IB: (TA:)

the 3 in the former is to denote intensiveness of

signification, (Nh, Msb, TA,) as in. 3.5- and

#: : (Msb:) or, as some say, Jiu [i. e. for

the transference of the word from the category of

epithets to that of substs.]: (TA:) it is also said

that the word may be an epithet of which the

subst. qualified thereby is suppressed, for J.:

i:- but this requires consideration: (MF,

TA:) it is an epithet applied to a man peculiarly:

(Msb:) some make it fem.; (Fr, S, Msb, K;)

saying s: #1- 13. [This is another Kha

leefeh]; though the proper way is to make it

masc. : (M3b ;) a poet says,

* • * : *3232 2: . . • 25 *

Ušjá-) a.j-N: ää'-2'2''

* J.S. 3's ii., 4:1, *

[Thy father was a Khaleefeh, whom another

Khaleefeh begat; and thou art a Khaleefeh :

that is perfection]: (Fr, S:) the pl. is -#5

[generally applied to any people that have suc.

ceeded others, and supplied their places, as in the

Kur x. 15), (S.K.) like as ### is pl. of i-,+,

(S3) and #. [generally applied to successors

of the Prophet], ($, K,) because, as it applies

only to the male, and has 5 added, the 3 is dropped

in forming the pl., which is thus like ### as pl.

of -*: (S:) thus says ISk, and the like is

said in the O: but what AHát and Ibn-'Abbād

say requires not this straining : (TA:) [i. e.]

-*- is pl. of £-, and £, of " -:

(JK :) or some, having regard to the original,

make the pl. to be à-, like as# is pl. of

-** (Msb;) and this pl. is masc. only, so

that you say ā-āść. (ISk, Msb, TA:) and

some, having regard to the word itself [in its

altered and used state], make the pl. to be

-#5-; (MSb ;) and this pl. may have pre

fixed to it either a masc. or a fem, n, of number,

so that you say -#9- āşş and -#5- Ś5,

(ISk, Msb, TA;) both of which are chaste.

(Msb) You say, 9: 3.4% is: äf &t=

[May God be to thee a supplier of the place of

thy father] : ($, Mgb:*) and in like manner you

say, to a person, of any one whom he has lost by
death, (S, Msb,) and who cannot be replaced; as

the paternal uncle; (Msb;) or the mother. (K.)

Some say that the application of the title #4.

aft [The Vicegerent of God] is not allowable, ex

cept to Adam and David because there is express

authority in these instances [in the Kurii. 28 and

xxxviii. 25]; but others allow it in other cases,

like # &ual- and # 3,' and # 3- and

& J.; all of which have been heard: (Mab3)

and Zj says that it is allowable to say of the
of * -o see - d.

Imāms that they are 24, L, all tals- [The

Vicegerents of God in his earth]. (TA.)

#: ā- : see the middle of the next paragraph.

-à- See -ā-, in the former half of the

paragraph.—Also One niho remains behind, or

after, another, (Yz, K, TA,) or others, in the

case of a nar, or a marring and plundering ex

pedition, and in other cases : (TA:) pl. &sia

(Yz, K,TA) and –83-, which latter is extr. [in

this case], but is also said to be a [reg.] pl. of

W isla-, and as such to signify persons n'ho do not

go forth on a n’arring, or n’arring and plunder

ing, expedition: and esjæl *ääu. signifies he

n:ho remains behind, or after, him who goes forth

on such an expedition, being of his family. (TA.)

&l= &- 12:50, in the Kur [ix. 84], means

Then stay ye neith those who remain behind. (Yz,

K.") -#5- is also pl. of *ā- [as fem, of

-à-l. (TA,) and signifies Women (K, TA) re

maining behind in the houses or tents : but some

assign to it the first of the meanings explained

above: and some say that it means the children

remaining behind. (TA.) It is said in the Kur

[ix. 88 and 94], " -95-1 & # & 4
i.e. [They chose to be] neith the women: (S,K:*)

thus it is explained by Ibn-'Arafeh; but some

say that the meaning is, with the bad, or corrupt,

persons; and that -āli:- is here a pl. [of-*.]

like J's. (TA.) For--à- is applied to a

Inall [as meaning Bad, or corrupt]: and * ill

to a woman as meaning bad, or corrupt, and

remaining behind in her abode : and the former

to a slave as meaning bad, or corrupt : and also

contrarious : and in this last sense it is likewise

applied to a companion: and some of the gram

marians say that there is no word of the measure

Jets having its pl. of the measure Jelš, except

-à- and &\s and Jo": but see this last:

(TA:) and *ā-, also, has this last significa

tion; (JK,TA ;) or [rather] signifies very con

trarious; (K;) as also *ālā-, (JK;) and so

*ā-, and "jui-, (Lh, J.K. K.) in each of

which the c is augmentative, and each of which

is applied to a man and to a woman and to a pl.

number; (Lh, K;) but -'l-`āk- has been men

tioned as pl. [of 3Laks-], and as applied to males

and females: (TA:) and &si- is likewise used

in this sense applied to a number of men. (JK.)

- Also, applied to a slave, [and app. to any

man, but in this latter case I find it written -āk-,

which I believe to be a mistranscription,] One

who has nithdran'n from the people of his house:

so says Ll. (TA.) – Also Stupid; foolish ; or

having little, or no, intellect or understanding;

as also "ill-, (K, TA,) but in an intensive

sense, and also applied to a woman; (TA;) and

*-i-i, (JK, K) of which the fem, is Kii-,

(JK, TA:) and " -ā-, (K) or '-'al-, (L)

or both, (JK,) likewise applied to a woman, as
6.- y o y

#., (K) or '#' : (JK :) or, as
6 -

some say, -ājls signifies one in whom is no good:

also V

6 - -

and, as also "Aalta-, one who has not what suffices:

or n:ho often breaks his promises: (TA:) or both

of these mean one n'ho has not what suffices, and

in whom is no good : or very contrarious. (J.M.)

One says that a man is*: Jai "áilá and -ād-,

a: Jal, meaning The one in whom is no good,

of the people of his house : (S, K:) and the

ungenerous: (K:) or the stupid, or foolish : or

the bad, or corrupt, and the evil: and it is [said

to be] tropical. (TA.) And '-o'->; Per

sons in whom is no good. (JK.)—And, [app.

because he leaves his family behind him,] A

drancer of water; (S, TA;) as also * -i-.

[q. v.]: both mentioned in the K; but #1 is

there erroneously put for L:l. (T.A.) –

And Weak, without appetite for food. (TA)

And Flesh-meat from which a slight smell is per

ceived, but in the chening of which is no harm.

(Lth, T.A.)= See also -*.

ill- See -it- in the former half of the

paragraph. Also, particularly, [or perhaps #

ill- only in this sense,] A nation, people, or

race, remaining after another that has gone

before. (I 'Abbād, K.) And One n'ho comes to

the nater after him who has returned [from it]:

whence Aboo-Bekr applied this appellation to

himself, from a motive of humility, when asked

if he were the Khaleefeh of the Apostle of God.

(IAth, T.A.) See also -*. in eight places: and

see its pl., -its-, in the same paragraph, in two

places. – Also, applied to a man, [like i:- aS

explained in the K,] Very contrarious, or adverse,

and inimical. (S,” K,” T.A.) See also -it--

* äällé- & us): ū, the word āājūī- being here

imperfectly decl., (S, K,) because of the fem.

gender and determinate, being explained by U-3,

(S) or because determinate and occupying the

place of a pl., like as one says--> & and

• - # 3 &

- Us!, [or rather, I think, because used as a

proper name, as MF, says, (though SM disputes

this,) and with the sign of the fem. gender,]

means I know not what one of mankind he is ;

(§, K3) as also auts- & perfectly decl.; and

- - 3 : * * > . 3 *

all-l U41; and -alles-Ji Us!; (K;) and so
2 - - 3 & - - • * w

ãest- Us!, (K, TA, [in the CK aslu- Us! again,])

imperfectly decl. (TA.) Lh says that ăus-M,

writing it thus with Ui, signifies L:l. (TA.)

=Also One of the poles of a [tent of the kind

called] A.- : or one of the poles of a -: [or

tent] in the hinder part thereof: (K:) Lh says

that the aijls. is the hinder part, or in the hinder

part, (++-l, [i. e.* Or 5-1, app. the latter,]) of

Cl -: and one says c:- 25 +: [app.
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meaning a tent having tro poles in its hinder

part]: (TA:) the pl. is -#5-: (S, TA:) which

is hence applied to the angles, or corners, of a

-: AZ says that the auts of a -s is [app.

the skirt thereof,] beneath the [ropes called]

-uki, in the [part called] x+ [q. v.]; and it

is also called the ā-eles-, and the ae-ys: [thus I

find these two words written, without any syll.

signs :] and he cites, as an ex.,

* –93-19: L-4: . *

[app. meaning And I feared not until they rent

open the skirts of the tent, or tents]: (TA:) or,

as some say, the &u= are the tryo sides of a tent,

and its 5%, is its fore part, and its as is its

hinder part. (TA in art. 32)--83-, (Yz,

K,) or U-59 &- -us-, (TA,) Lands that pro

duce not plants, or herbage, save among the last

of lands. (Yz, K,” TA.)=See also-ā

-## see -ād-, in the latter half of the

paragraph.– Also Contrarious, hard in dispo

sition, as though going with a leaning tonards

one side : (K:) and [simply] leaning tonards

one side; applied to a camel: ($, K:) so says

A ’Obeyd; (S, TA;) and so As. (TA.)- Also

A camel that has the sheath of his penis slit, and

that will not remain stationary, by reason of

pain : (TA) and " -,- signifies a camel

having the sheath of his penis slit in the hinder

part, (JK, TA,) when suffering suppression of his

urine in consequence of the pressure of his hind

girth upon his sheath: so says El-Fezáree. (TA.)

- And Left-handed. (JK, K.)–And Squint

eyed; syn. J.-i. (K.) – Accord. to some,

(TA,) A torrent : (K, TA:) or, as some say, a

river. (Skr, T.A.)–And A male serpent. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.) [All these meanings seem to have

been assigned to the word as occurring in a verse

of Aboo-Kebeer El-Hudhalee, in which he likens

the course of a wolf in a narrow road to the

course of the -à-ij=[Also More, and most,

wont to break promises. Hence the prov, men

tioned by Meyd,~# &- Jää. More wont to

break promises than "Orkoob: a certain man who

rendered himself notorious for breaking his pro

mises. See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 454. –

And More, and most, disagreeing, differing, dis

sentient, contrary, contrarious, or opposing. See

an ex. in a prov, cited voce J.J.-And app.

AMore, and most, offensive in the odour of the

mouth. See Freytag's Arab. Prov. ubi suprà.]

-#3 Different colours. (TA.)

-ā- see #~.

-i-. A camel that has exceeded in age the

Jú ; [which latter is generally one that has

entered the ninth year;] (S, M, K;) beyond which

there is no age [having an epithet to denote it];

therefore, (TA) one says As -** and -u

c:* [that has exceeded in age the Ujū iy Cz

year and by two years]; (S, TA; [see 4;])

applied alike to the male and the female; (S,

K;) and the female is also termed aal- (K.)

or this latter signifies a she-camel that appears,

($, K,) or is thought, (A,) to be pregnant, and is

not pregnant: (S, A, K.) and the pl. is #1-3

(T.A.)– See also -*--Also A man whose

cattle have not obtained the [herbage termed]

8-9. (JK)--iù. -: J43, or W-i

-: and J): * -}} =-2: See art. -ālū.–

L+ #, (K, TA,) also written

#1-2, and in some copies L+. Aş, [which

requires the reading ails-2,] (TA) i. e. [The

sleep, or sleeping, in the period of the morning

nºhen the sun is yet lon, is] a cause of the mouth's

becoming altered [for the worse] in odour. (K,

TA)--> -u- Having one half of his

.face and of his mouth turning siden'ays. (JK.)

- See also the explanation of the verse of El

Hoteiāh cited in the last quarter of the first para

graph. The Ulaş are termed <>\als-2 because

they draw water for their young ones. (JK.)

-: il
•

i:
•

see the next preceding paragraph.

6 * > d >

āāk-e : see -i-.=See also -*. near

the end of the paragraph. "-i-.” [as a coll.

gen, n.] signifies The roads along which the people

pass in Minë; (K;) which are three: one says,

J. & U" is 39 + [Seek thou in
in the middle road of Mine]. (T.A.) And āāls--

cº; es The place of alighting, or descending

and stopping or sojourning or abiding or lodging

or settling, of the sons of such a one. (K,” TA.)

And L: ā- The place of alighting, or de

scending and stopping &c., of the people in Minë.

(K.)=A place in which are trees of the kind

called -3% ($, K.)

...” &ū- The ruler, or sovereign, (cual-)

of the country; as also '45%:-2. (TA)

->- A man who often breaks his promises;

(S, K5) as also *-i- : (TA:) [whence the

latter (which properly signifies simply breaking

a promise) is applied to a star, or an asterism,

as meaning | Unattended with rain : (see 4:) and

in the same sense to clouds (--) : or, accord.

to Freytag's Lex” in this or in the contr. sense.]

– See also -āk-2. - And see Ulal-e. = Also

A 5% (i. e. province, district, or region] (S,

Mgh, Msb) pertaining to the people of El-Yemen,

(S) or in the dial. of El-Yemen; (Mgh, Msb;)

pl. -is-, (S, Msb;) every -3).<-2 thereof

having a [distinctive] name whereby it is known;

(S;) the Jägus-2 of the people of El-Yemen being

like the su: of the people of Syria and the*

of the people of El-'Irák and the 3:03 of the

people of El-Jibál and the* of the people

of El-Ahwāz; (IB) or -ij- signifies a 5,4

(JK, M, K) to which a man comes; (M;) [in

any country;] and hence the -ā-jus-2 of El

Yemen, (K,) i. e. its*: (TA:) some say that

there is a -5).<-2 in every country; (Msb;) so

says Khālid Ibn-Jembeh; (TA) i. e. a a -t;

[as meaning a district &c.]; (Msb;) and thus

one says the JSSs-e of El-Medeeneh, and of El

Yemāmeh, (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, TA,) and the

Jääts-2 of Et-Táif: (AA, MSb, TA:) but pro

perly it is peculiar to the dial. of El-Yemen.

(T.A.)– Also i. q >}<! [a foreign word, and

perhaps mistranscribed], i. e. The poor-rate of

any particular people or party, which is given by

them to [the poor of] their own community: so

says Aboo-Mo'ádh: (L:) and "-its- [is its pl.,

as also, app., -āj-, agreeably with rule, and]

signifies the poor-rates of the Arabs; (JK, TA;)

[as in the saying,]& -ul- L'é &%J:

U}\} [Such a one was employed as collector of the

poor-rates of the sons of such a one]. (JK.)

-si- see -i- — and -#=Also

A man affected with a looseness, or diarrhoea.

(JK, T.A.)

J. • * 6 - 0

-ā'ūs-e : see -35's-e, last sentence.

-is-, pl. of -><- (S, Msb, K, &c.)=

Also Camels that have pastured wpon fresh herbs,

or leguminous plants, and have not fed upon dry

herbage, and to n'hich their pasturing upon the

former has been of no avail. (IAar, T.A.)

-: J; [Discordant speech;] speech ex

pressing different opinions. (Bd and Jel in li. 8.)

*- (iii: 3% Roads leading in different

directions.]

6 o' -- d .d a •

wa's-e: see -ālā-, near the end of the para

graph. – 3: &*: -** a saying

mentioned by Lh as meaning Those going before

[or leaving others in their places] nent anay to

dran, water. (TA.)

&M -

1. 3: signifies The act of measuring; or de

termining the measure, proportion, or the like, of

a thing; and the making a thing by measure, or

according to the measure of another thing; or

proportioning a thing to another thing; syn.

Xai (S, Msb, K, TA, and BJ in ii. 19.) this

is the primary meaning. (Msb, TA, and Bd ubi

supra) You say, 29.3-, (§, Mil, K.)

aor. 2, (S, TA) inf n. 3: (JK, S, Msh, K)

and #1-, (K,) He measured, or proportioned,

(#) the hide, and sented it : (K:) or he mea

sured, or proportioned, (235) the hide, (JK, S,

Msb, K.) &# U. [for, or to, that which he de

sired to make of it], (JK, TA) or ā-u [for,

or to, the skin for nater or milk that he desired

to make], (Msb) before cutting it; ($, K, TA;)

he measured it (4-5) to cut from it a water-bag,

or a nater-skin, or a boot : (TA:) and in like

manner, &l: &= he measured, &c.; the &la:

[q. v.]: when one cuts it, one says, 293. (K.)

And J: 34. He determined the measure of

the sandal, or proportioned it; (us;35 ;) and

made it by measure. (Ksh and Bd in ii. 19.)

Hence the saying of Zuheyr, (S) praising Herim

Ibn-Sinán, (TA,)
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[t And thou indeed cuttest what thou hast mea

sured; but some of the people measure, then n ill

not cut]: (S, TA:) i.e., when thou determinest

upon a thing thou executest it; but others deter

mine upon that which they do not execute. (TA.)
- O - * * * J. Q. --> * * D - - -

And El-Hajjāj said, ~...~5 S3 →* Sl-ā- Vo

<: Sl [+I have not measured unless I have

afterwards cut, and I have not promised unless
o "- J J Ö

-

I have afterwards performed]. (S.) L.S.s:

X: a:= cºl 3-, in the Kur iii. 43, means

1 will form for you, (Jel,) or I will make ac

cording to its proper measure (#) for you,

(Ksh,Bd) and will form,(Bd,) of clay, a thing like

the form of the bird, or of birds. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.)

-[Hence,] it signifies also The bringing a thing

into existence according to a certain measure, or

proportion, and so as to make it equal [to another

thing], or uniform [therenith]: (Ksh and Bd in

ii. 19:) or the originating, or producing, [a

thing] after a pattern, or model, which one has

devised, not after the similitude of anything pre

existing: this is another meaning which it has in

the [classical] language of the Arabs. (T.A.) As

the act of God, it signifies The originating, or

bringing into being or existence, anything, not

after the similitude of anything pre-existing :

(TA:) [and the creating a thing; and thus it is

generally best rendered; as meaning the bringing

into existence from a state of non-existence: for]

£ £i &=-, inf n. 3-, means God brought

the thing into eacistence (Mgh," TA) after it had

not been : (TA:) [or Gls-, as the act of God,

signifies the creating out of nothing : for it is said

that] Xi- &#2% b:4, in the Kurii. 19,

means [Serve ye gour Lord] niho brought you

into existence when ye were nothing. (Jel. [But

in other passages of the Kur (vi. 2 &c.) it is said

that God created (Ji-) mankind of clay.])

Accord. to the A, &l=" £i &l- is a tropical

phrase, meaning ! God brought into existence the

creation, or created beings, or mankind, according

to a predetermination (*#) required by wis

dom. (TA.) You say,'*3: L: &:*

and ū- and &- L#1; See &#. (Lh.)–

[Hence, also,] Giá, ($, Msb, K, TA) inf n.

3-, (TA,) He fabricated speech, or a saying

or sentence, &c.; (K,” TA:) the forged (S,

Msb, K, TA) a saying, (Msb,) or a lie, or a

falsehood; ($, K, TA;) as also "g:4-1 (S, Msb,

K) and '3'-5. (S. K.) The Arabs say, 33

Ji-l --> -t; &% | Such a one related to us

fictitious tales or stories, such as are deemed

pretty, or such as are told by night [for enter

tainment]. (TA) And it is said in the Kur

[*: 1971, accord. to one reading, S. .# &

&#59 &\s-, meaning tThis is nought but the

lying, and forging, of the ancients. (TA.) And

in the same [xxxviii. 6], *39:1 Sl 3. &

1This is nought but forging, and lying. (TA.)

-asks-, (K.) inf. n. 3-, (TA) also signifies

He made it smooth; (Ki) and so "al-;

namely, an arrow, (S,) [and any other thing; for]

of anything that has been made smooth one says,

&: (TA:) he made it equable, or even;

namely, wood, or a stick; and so "Asia-, (K.)

inf n. &#. (TA.)=-ii-, inf. n. āşş-;

said of a woman, (JK, K.) She had [a goodly]

body and make: (JK:) or she was, or became,

goodly in make, or nell made. (K. [In the CK,

instead of Wii- &- is put Wii- &- nean

ing She was, or became, good in nature, &c.])

– And Gla-, aor. *, (JK, K.) inf n. Gla-;

(JK,Si) and 3-, aor.”, (K) inf n. *, +

(TA) [and āşş-; and perhaps iii. q.v. infră];

It (a thing) was, or became, smooth, (JK, K,

TA) and equable, or even. (TA) [See also.12.

And it seems that one says,#~~ -ā-, inf. n.

Ji- q.v. infră, meaning The rock was freefrom

crack or fracture.]—And 3:4-, (JK, S, MSb,

K.) aor. 2; (K;) and 3-, aor. *; and &l

aor. : ; (Ki) inf n (of the first, J.K, S) is:

(JK, S, #) and #54 (JK, TA) and [of the

second] GAs (K) and [of the third] J2A-; (JK,

TA;) It (a garment) was, or became, old, and

worn out; as also "gis-1, (JK, S, Msb) inf. n.

33-5 (JK, TA3) and * >*-l. (TA)

[Hence,] *> * Gls- [lit.] His face became

norm out; meaning ! it became used for mean

service [so that it lost ts grace, or nas disgraced,]

by his begging. (Harp. 476. [See also 4 below.])

[Hence also,] 4: 'Gla-'t His youth declined,

or departed. (T.A.)- And&-, (S, K.) aor. *,

(K,) inf. n. āşş-; (Ham p. 522,) He was, or

became, G'+, i. e. ** [meaning adapted or

disposed by nature, aft, meet, &c.; see &l=

below]. (S, K.) You say, 4.i. Ji- [and *:

(see 34-) He was, or became, adapted, dis.

posed, &c., for that]; as though he were one of

those in whom that was reckoned to be, and in

whom the symptoms, signs, or tokens, thereof

were seen. (S.) [And Šuš J: & &- and

<05 Jaag & and 405 UsA2 35 and & &

<03 Jaaz He was, or became, adapted, &c., to do

that : see J.- And 3- may signify also It

nas, or became, probable; or likely to happen or

be, or to have happened or been: see, again,

2. al-; see 1, latter half, in two places.=

Also, (S. K.) inf n &l=5, (K.) He rubbed him

over n'ith Js: [q. v.]: (S:) or he perfumed him :

(K:) or Js - Asia- he perfumed him with

3,- (TA) And 3,4-0 #1 -i- II

perfumed the noman, or rubbed her over, with

the 3,4-] (Msb) And - -i- She (a

woman) rubbed her body and limbs over with

J2A-. (T.A.)

3. *ā-, (K.) inf n. iii-, (TA) He

consorted [or comported himself] with them (K,

TA) according to their natures, or moral cha

racters or qualities; (TA;) or with good nature,

or moral character or qualities: (K:) or Loyalus

9-*: has this latter meaning. (TA.) One

says, 3-till 5'--> 3-#" Jell-, (S,) or J-Ju->

#81, (TA,) [Act thou with reciprocal sincerity

tonards the believer, and comport thyself with

the vitious, or the unbeliever, according to his

nature, &c. See also 3 in art. Uals-, where

a similar saying is mentioned.]

4. Gla-l: see 1, latter part, in three places.–

Also He had old and norn-out garments. (TA.)

=<!-- He wore it out; namely, a garment;

the verb being trans, as well as intrans. (S, Msb,

K.) [Hence,]£ *: gld-1 +Time more out,

or nasted, the thing. (TA.) [Hence also,] one

says to the beggar,* <il- !(TA) [lit.

Thou hast worn out thy face;] meaning ! thou

hast used thy face for mean service [so that it has

lost its grace, or has become disgraced]: and in

like manner one says, L#2 4 &#. i. e.

U-3: and *::: &: ! He uses his face for

mean service by begging. (Harpp. 15 and 476.)

– Also, (K,) or ū; al-, (S,) He clad him

with an old and worn-out garment. (S, K.) And

4: -*- He gave me his old and 7vorn-out

garment (J.K.) And some say, ui-au- He

gave him an old and worn-out garment. (TA.)

–And *:: &#! also signifies The cutting

out of the garment : whence the saying, to Umm

Khālid, Usals-12 *! [Wear out, and cut out

new];£ it, J*b, i.e., “and

replace,” which is the more likely. (TA.)=

+iu. and 4: Ji-i [have both of the following

significations ; though it is said that] the former

signifies Hon: likely is he, or it ! (JK, TA;) and

the latter, Hon well adapted or disposed, or hon,

apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit, competent,

or proper, or hon northy, is he, or it ! i. q.*

* and **i. (T.A.. [See 4 in arts. J-e- and

Uš/-.])

5: see 1, a little after the middle of the para

graph — asi-'. Gi- means He affected a

Ji- [or nature, &c.,] that was not his on n. (S,

K.) And |& G-5 Hefeigned such a thing, it

not being in his nature, or not being created in

him. (TA) And -i & J. L. J-du Gi-s,

occurring in a trad, [He affected, to men, a 7ta

ture, &c., that did not belong to him; or] he pre

tended [to men] that there was in his nature (es:

aäkä-) that which was contrary to his real in

tention ; (Mbr, TA;) or that nihich was contrary

to what he had in his heart: the verb is similar

to #4 and J-5. (TA) = * ::= (S,

K;) and a: -à-5, (Msb;) He was, or became,

rubbed over, (S) or perfumed; (K;) and she

nas, or became, so; (Msb;) [or he rubbed him

self over, or perfumed himself; and she did so;]

nith it; (S, Msb, K;) namely, with 3,4

(S, Msb.)

8: see 1, latter half, in two places.

12. GJ2A-1, said of the back (c.:) of a horse,

It was, or became, smooth; (K;) [like &l= and

Gls-; or very smooth; for] the verb is of a form

intensive in signification. (TA. [See its part. n.,

35-4, below.])-Said ofa-3: [i.e. a trace,
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or a remain or relic marking the place of a house

or the like and cleaving to the ground,] It was,

or became, even with the ground. (S, K.)–

-" c5-J2A- The clouds became equable, or

uniform, (JK, S, K, TA,) their sides becoming

conjoined; or, as some say, they became smooth;

(TA;) and, (K,) or as some say, (S, TA,) they

became adapted, or disposed, to rain; (S, K,

TA;) as though they were rendered smooth: or

they became collected together after separation,

and prepared to rain. (TA.) And -ā)2As
• * @ - ©

Ala-25 3ià: The shy was near, and likely, to

rain. (TA) -See also 1, latter part.

&: inf n of 3:. (JK, S, Mil, K, &c.)

You say 3'-' 26 J: [A man complete, or

perfect, in respect of make, or proportion, &c.].

(S. K." (See also iii-.]) [In this and similar

instances] G-1 signifies The fashion of the

outer man, and its [peculiar] qualities and attri

butes; like as &#1 signifies “the fashion of

the inner man,” &c. (TA.)- Ji-l is also used

in the sense of "3,4-3 [meaning What is

created; the creature]: (TA, and Bd in xxiii. 17,

&c. :) [and, collectively, the creation, as meaning

the beings, or things, that are created;] all created

things: (Bd ubi supra, &c. :) and [particularly]

mankind; as also "ii's 1: (S. K.) and man.

hind and the jinn, or genii, and others: (Jel in

lv. 9, &c.:) and "##!" and [its pl] &S

signify the same: you say, aff #1-> and

also aff&-> [They are the creatures of God]:

&=ll being originally an inf. n. : (S, TA:) and

Lh mentions [an instance of its having a pl., in]

the saying, liás <i> t. 5*" &i= &#3 S,

meaning [No, by Him who created] all creatures,

[I did not such a thing.] (TA.) In the saying,

aft &l- &#, in the Kur [iv. 118, lit. And

they shall alter the creature of God], some say

that castration is meant: (TA: [and Bd includes,

with this, other unnatural actions:]) or the mean

ing is, the religion of God; (Bd, Jel, TA;)

accord. to El-Hasan and Mujáhid. (TA.) And

aff Gi- J.-: S, in the Kur [xxx. 29], means,

accord. to Katádeh, [There shall be no changing,

or altering,] of the religion of God. (TA.)

Ji- also signifies Anything made smooth. (TA.)

[See also 3-4.)

3: See 34, in four places.

3: inf n, of Jià- as such, signifying The

being smooth [&c.]. (JK, S.").[As such also,]

in a rock, Freedom from crack or fracture. (S,

K.)- [And, as such,] The being old, and norn

out. (K.)-[Hence, used as an epithet,] Old,

and n:orn out: (S, Msb, K:) [and as an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant;

meaning an old and worn-out garment or piece of

cloth :] pl. &#. (S, K) and 39-i. (S, K,”

T.A.) And [as an epithet] it is masc. and fem.;

(S, K;) because it is originally an inf. n., the

inf n. of J: meaning “smooth,” (S,) [or

rather of Glé- meaning “it was, or became, old,

and worn out;” although it has pls.; and] IB

Bk. I.

mentions an instance of its dual, cli- (TA:)

Ks says, We have not heard them say, ā- in

any instance: (Lh, TA:) Fr says that it is with

out 5 [as a fem. epithet] because it was originally

used as a prefixed noun; for one said, L'i

4:- 3'- and *- :- [lit. meaning Give

thou to me what is old, and worh out, of thy

a- and of thy turban]; but Ez-Zejjājee says

that this is nought. (TA.) You say &- *:

[An old and worn-out garment or piece of cloth],

and Ji- ā-i- [an old and worn-out outer

n:rapping garment]: (S:) also Ji-# [an old

and worn-out piece of rope]; and Ji- j's [an

old and decayed house]: and Ji-> [an old

and wasted body]. (TA.) One says also ~:

3%i, meaning A garment, or piece of cloth,

altogether, or wholly, old and n:orn out; (Fr, S,

K;) every portion of it being 3:4-5 (Fr;) like

as they said ju: is: &c. : (S:) and in like
# 6 = • ,

manner,55- 3:).o. (IAar.) And Ks mentions

the saying, $3. :i- Gü-2: -->£i

[Their garments became old, and worn out; and

their old and worn-out garments became replaced

by nerv]; with the sing. [in the latter clause] in

the place of the pl. clais. : (TA:) or** may

be here put for .#2+. (L in art. Je-.) In the

phrase"3: ā-i- [An outer nirapping garment

that is a little, or somewhat, old, and n'orn out],

the dim. is without 3 because it is [the dim. of]

an epithet [applied without 3 to a fem. n.], and 3

is not affixed to the dims of epithets [of this

kind]; it is like C# dim of -ia, an epithet

applied to a woman. (S, K.” [See Lumsden's

Arab. Gram. p. 623: but some of the gram

marians consider these instances as anomalous.])

—Gi- ā- 4-0, and Ji-" U53 &#. the

latter as used by a poet, [lit. He bought it, or sold

it, (app. the former,) as one buys, or sells, the old

and norn-out garment, like as we say “dog

cheap,” and “cheap as dirt”], are phrases men

tioned, but not explained, by IAar, who cites the

following saying:

* * *- O c:

3,55 &+. *

• d •

5'-l *A*-6 *

* @ - * Ö • wä

" --> -- Us!

*k *"uss &#&#:

[app. meaning Tell thou Fezárah that I have

purchased for them life-long glory (lit. the glory

of life), with my sn'ord, as cheaply, i.e as easily,

as one purchases the old and n:orn-out garment].

(T.A.)–ā-ā- see the next paragraph.

Ji- [part. n. of 3-]. – [Hence,]#

ā-A cloud in which is a sign, or trace, of

rain; as also "à-la-: (S, K.) or a cloud giving

hope of rain; as also *ā-, (JK;) both are

said by IAar to signify the same: (TA:) and

*ā- [alone, as a subst, or probably #1–

iii-] a cloud that is equable, or uniform,

giving hope of rain. (Aboo-Sa’eed, K.)

&# (S, Msb, K) and "3+ (s. K) A nature;

or a natural, a native, or an innate, disposition

• *

or temper or the like; syn. #-, (S, Msb, K,

TA,) and &: ; (K, TA;) of which one is

created: (TA:) and *ā- signifies [the same;

i. e.] the 5 is [or nature, &c.,] (S, Msb, K, TA)

of which a man is created; (TA;) like [3+

and] *3: (K, TA: [in the CK, erroneously,

Ji-il) and *ā-ā- (also] signifies [the same,

i. e.] the as-b [or nature, &c.,] (S, K, TA)

with which a man is created: (TA:) the proper

signification of Ji- is [the moral character; or]

the fashion of the inner man; i.e. his mind, or

soul, and its peculiar qualities and attributes;

like as &l- signifies the “fashion of the outer

man, and its [peculiar] qualities and attributes:”

it signifies also custom or habit [as being a second

nature]: (TA) and, as also 'J', [which is

merely a contraction thereof, and therefore iden

tical with it in all its senses, manliness; syn.

#: and religion: (IAar, K:) the pl. is55

only: (TA:) [this is often used as signifying

morals: and ethics:] and the pl. of *ā- in

the sense explained above [said in Har p. 193

to be that ofJi- is&- (S.) It is said in a

ind, 3:19-3, Jiā Qì-'J'. -:
[Nothing is heavier in the balance in which good

and evil will be weighed than goodness of the

moral character, &c.] (TA.) And one says,

'* "3,4- U: "4: * and "...i. and

"3,4- Ji This is his nature, &c., of which he

nas created. (Lh.) And W 3i's." -* <!

Verily he is generous in respect of nature, &c.

(AZ.) And ū- 4; 43 52 That became to him

[a second nature, a habit, or] a thing to nihich he

was habituated. (TA.) It is said in the Kur

(xxvi. 1971, &#9 &-5, 4 & This is nought

but a custom of the ancients. (TA.) And in the

same [lxviii. 4], -*** si- c." 4:13 And

verily thou art of a great religion. (Jel, TA.)

And in a trad. of 'Āisheh, &# 4ää. &#,

meaning That nhereto he clung was the Kur-án,

with its rules of discipline and its commands and

its prohibitions, and the excellences and beauties

and gracious things comprised in it. (TA.) -

J-M is: [i. e. Ji-l Or *::I] The sleep of

midday, which was prescribed by the Prophet.

(Harp. 223. [See also goa- and &s-.])

# Smoothness; (K, TA;) as also *#2:

and "āşş-; (K.) but the second of these three,

correctly speaking, [as also the third, accord. to

analogy, and perhaps the first also,] is an inf. n.

of 3- (TA)

ā- [primarily signifies A mode, or manner,

of 3-, generally as meaning creation; a par

ticular make: and hence,] constitution, syn.

+: (Mgh :) [and particularly the natural

constitution of an animated being, as created in

the nomb of the mother; also termed# :] see

also 3:. You say à-l &- J: [A man

goodly, or beautiful, in respect of make]. (A,

TA.) ā- * *: Ls means ** Us.”

&: 'Ji- [In a way, or road, that is

natural, and original]. (Mgh.)

101
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s

Jil- Natural; not accidental : [constitu

tional : of or relating to, or belonging to, the

natural constitution of an animated being, as

created in the nomb of '' mother :] rel. n. of
6 - d. o 6 d >

ails- (Msb.) You say Lil---> A. natural

fault or imperfection &c. (Msb.) And aa-2
• & so

#1- [A natural quality]; opposed to#:

(Msb in art. C*) See also ails.

&: One nho nears old and norn-out clothes.

(TA.)

&u= A seller of old and worn-out clothes.

(TA.)

3%. A share, or portion: (JK, S, Msb:) and

a good, just, or righteous, share or portion :

(JK:) or a full, a complete, or an abundant,

share or portion of good, (K, TA,) and of good

ness, or righteousness : (TA:) and religion: or

a share, or portion, thereof. (TA.) One says,

5-S es' & 554- 5 There is no share, or por

tion, [of good] for him in the final state of exist

ence. (S. [See the Kur iii. 71, &c.]) And

4. J%. S He has no desire for good, nor right

eousness in religion. (TA.)

39

3,4- A certain species of perfume; (JK, S,

Mgh, Msb, K;) also termed "35- ; (Lh, Msb,

K;) accord. to some of the lawyers, (Msb,)

fluid, (Mgh, Msb,) but of thick consistence;

(L, voce

(Mgh, Msb:) it is composed of saffron and other

things; and redness and yellowness are predomi

nant in it: it is forbidden [to men], because it is

of the perfumes of women, who use it more than

do men. (TA.)

see the next paragraph.

.

a: ;) and in which is a yellonness:

&l- applied to a man, (S, TA,) Perfect, or

complete, in make; (TA;) as also "Ji-:

(Ham p. 561 ) or perfect, or complete, in make,

and just in proportion; (S, TA;) and so "the

latter; (S, K, TA; [in the CK, erroneously,

3:45 in the TA expressly said to be of the

pass. form;]) fem. of the former with 3: (TA:)

or "both signify goodly, or beautiful, in make :

or the former is not applied to a man; but Weach,

with 5, signifies a woman having [a goodly] body

and make : (TA, in which this signification is

said to be tropical :) and &- and #1- ar'e

alike, (JK, TA) accord. to Lh, (TA) in this

last sense: (JK:) or the former of these two

may be pl. [or coll, gen. n.] of the latter, like

aS *: is of #* : (TA:) and "Ji- signi

fies anything just in proportion : (IF, TA:)

'Ji-, also, signifies perfect, or complete, in

make; applied to a camel (U-2-): (TA:) [or

Use-, here may be a mistranscription for J.- ;

for] W ā-āśā. signifies [a factus when it has

become like a lump of flesh] perfect, or complete,

in make (Fr, S, K;) so in the Kur xxii. 5; (Fr,

TA;) or of which the make has become apparent.

(IAar, T.A.) - Also Adapted or disposed [by

nature], apt, meet, suited, suitable, fitted, fit,

proper, competent, or worthy; (KL, PS;) syn.

22- (S.K.) and 3- (TA) [and 3:- &c.;

pl. Kii-, and Freytag adds 3-l. You say,

13& J.- &%, i. e. ** [Such a one is

adapted or disposed by nature, &c., for such a

thing]; as though he were one of those in whom

that was reckoned to be, and in whom the

symptoms, signs, or tokens, thereof were seen.

(S.) [And 2-0 &l- * He is adapted or dis

posed by nature to good ; i.e., to be, or to do, or

to effect, or to produce, what is good.]. And

43 Js: & 34- <! and *J* & and

405 Uxã2 d') and 405 Ushe di U-2 [Verily he

is adapted or disposed &c. for doing that ; or

northy to do it]: so says Lh: and he adds that

the Arabs say, 4: 34- 9, using the nom.

• * z • -

case; and <0.3: Läcks- Us, using the accus.

case; [the latter being the usual form; both

meaning O thou who art adapted or disposed &c.

for that ;] but ISd says, I know not the reason

of this. (T.A.) And 93 "il- is, i. e.

& 5- [This is one that is adapted or disposed

&c. for that]: (S, K:*) and 4. *ā-39 13:

[This affair, or thing, is one that is adapted &c.

for thee]; and 43 &- "ā- & [Verily it is

adapted &c. for thati, like 54- and#

andi: and in like manner one says of two,

and of more than two, and of a feminine: so says

Lh. (TA.) ['iii- properly signifies A place,

and hence a thing, an affair, and a person,

adapted or disposed &c.; it is of the same class

as it… and iii. and :..] &l- also signi

fies IIabituated, or accustome; - (PS, TA.")
- ~ * • -

And one says, &l= a}}, i. e. Usys-J, meaning

Werily it is probable; or likely to happen or be,

or to have happened or been. (T.A.) And *

4 &l- He, or it, is like to him, or it. (JK,

TA)–: #=: See 3'--(see also

#1-, which, in several senses, is a fem. epithet

used as a subst.]

&: ; see # (of which it is the dim), in

the latter half of the paragraph.

6 * > *

aş).<- : l 6 - d -

6 * * * See asks-.

#: See 3-, in two places. - Also The

beasts, or brutes. (En-Nadr, K.) The saying,

respecting the as- [a sect of heretics, or schis

matics], aid=15 Ji-l 33.3% is explained by

En-Nadr as meaning [They are the worst of

mankind and] of the beasts, or brutes. (TA.)

– And A well ():) just dug : (AA, K:) or a

well in which is no water: or a hollon, cavity,

pit, or hole, formed by nature in the ground : or a

small hollon, or cavity, in a mountain, in n:hich

water remains and stagnates: accord. to IAar,

&ls- [app. 3-, pl. of#- like as &: and

-i- are pls of #4 and ā-4) signifies

wells recently dug. (TA)-And £and (C#)

that is dug. (TA)-See also G'+, in four

places.

#. [dim. of# fem, of&#1; See &#,

in three places.

J#94 (pl. of #1 =#9- i. 1 #1

£1, i. e. Four large and smooth masses of stone

at the head of the nell, upon n:hich the drancer of

the nater stands. (T.A.) Accord. to Ibn-'Abbād,

&#-l ess" U43- means [A watering-trough

of which] the [stones termed] --Suá [appear].

(JK, TA. [See i.a.])

63 " 4 - d. 5

&Mā- see Ji-1.

35- see the next paragraph.

3- [act. part. n. of 3:) A norker in

leather and the like ; (K, TA;) because he mea

sures first, and then cuts. (TA.) To −till-,

meaning Women working in leather, as engaged

in dividing a hide (*). El-Kumeyt likens

genealogists. (TA)– 3-1, as an epithet

applied to God, (K, Msb, TA) properly, He

who brings into existence according to the proper

measure, or proportion, or adaptation; (TA;)

[and hence, the Creator; or] the Originator, not

after the similitude of anything pre-existing :

(K:) or He who hath brought into existence all

things after they had not been in existence : (Az,

TA:) and '3'-' signifies the same; (Msb,"

TA;) [i. e. the Creator of all things; or, as an

intensive epithet, the Great Creator;] or the

Creator of many creatures: (Ksh and Bd and

Jel, in xxxvi. 81 :) Az says that this epithet,

with the article Ul, may not be applied to any

but God. (Msb.) Accord. to IAmb, &f 9%

3-i- &- Ineans 39: U--! [i. e.

Blessed be God, the Best of those n:ho make

things according to their proper measures, or

proportions, or adaptations]. (T.A.)

J. - -

J-M2+ [a pl. of which the sing is not men

tioned] Smooth mountains: so in the saying of

Lebeed,

* - * - J. d e o * 2 of e

* '-º', 12" --> J&J'9"> *

• Q - w J • J • * d = --

* J.--"L-a will2= <3 #

[And the earth beneath them a firm expanse; its

smooth mountains being rendered fast by hard

and solid stones]. (K, T.A.. [In the CK, L*. is

erroneously put for2:1)

&: Smooth : (JK, K:) smooth and solid;

(S, K, TA;) applied in this sense to anything:

(TA:) smooth and firm. (JK :) fem. ā-.

(JK, S, K.) You say (ska-) = a- Stone that is

smooth (K, TA) and solid, upon which nothing

makes an impression. (TA.) And ää-5

A rock, or great mass of stone, smooth (K,

TA) and solid: (TA:) or free from crack and

fracture. (S, K, T.A.) And Aals- U-23 A

camel's foot in nhich is no crack. (Ibn-'Abbād,

K.) And ā-ā-ās [A hill, or the like, desti

tute ofherbage or vegetation. (TA.)–[Hence]

+ Poor; syn. ×3. (K.) You say GMG-1 U->

Júl & #4 man destitute of property. (TA)

And it is said in a trad, G. J." is #1-#

-8 &#9 *'', i.e. +[The poor in respect

of property is not the poor: the poor is only]
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he who has no good deeds for n:hich he will

be renarded in the world to come. (TA, in two

places)–:S also signifies The exterior of

a horse's hoof (JK)—And ā-, (JK, S, K.)

applied to a woman, (JK, S,) Impervia coeunti;

(S.K.T.A.) as also '3:... (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)–

See also Ji-–And ā- [used as a subst.]

The sky; because of its smoothness and evenness.

(TA.)-And The side of a camel &c. (K.)

One says also, *:- ää-* (K, TA [in the
• -

CK- ul- Us's]) I struck the outer part of

his side. (TA)- And The interior (Lth, K,

TA) and smooth part (Lth, TA,) of the *. (K,)

i.e., of [the upper part of the interior of the

mouth, or] what is termed U.S. #1; (Lth,

TA;) as also *:::::1 [the dim. of à-1]:

(Lth, K, TA:) or both signify what appears of

the Ju : and the dim. form is that which is pre

dominant in this case. (TA.)- And The part

of the forehead that is even (JK, K, TA) and

smooth; (TA) as also #1 (JK,K,TA)

One says,> –9:- c." b:- [They

were dragged along upon the even and smooth

parts of their foreheads]. (TA [in which this is

said to be tropical]) — Jill * #. That

[part] of the horse which is like the cº- [or

upper part of the nose] of man; (S, K;) the

part where the forehead of the horse meets the

narron portion of the bone of the nose: AO says

that the clist: in the face of the horse are

[the two parts] where his forehead meets the bone
* * > * j,

of his nose, on the right and left of the ela. As-,

sloping tonards the eye; and the £- is [the

part] between the eyes; and some call it the

ā- (TA)=1#s Jsi & 4. &# 3 is a
phrase mentioned by Ks, as meaning Verily the

most apt, meet, suitable, fit, or proper, thing for

thee to do is such a thing. (T.A.)

6 -- d -

asks-o: see 3-, in four places, in the latter

half of the paragraph.

6 * * > 2.

J.- : see J.'s, in two places, in the former

half of the paragraph — Also, applied to an

arrow, Made smooth (S, K, TA) and even.

(TA.) [See also 3-, last signification; and
4.- A d J.

•

3,4- [pass. part. n. of&+. When used as

a subst, signifying A creature, or created thing

is pl. is #6, #1 see 3'--is- i.e.

: [An ode that is forged; or] ascribed to a person

not its author. (S, K,”TA.)

J: S00 &- first sentence, in five

places. – Also Made smooth. (TA.) [See also

Ji-J–And Generous in [nature, or] natural

dispositions. (Hamp. 561)–: 31:.. " 4, in

a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh, means Created of a

nature fitting for dominion : (S, TA:) and so

~~% [..for companions]; as in a verse of

Ibn-Ahmar. (TA)

a d - d -/ - •

G-J2A-2 Very smooth; its measure being one

of those that denote intensiveness. (Ham p.358.)

6 d e > *

G- a Persian word, arabicized, (S,) A kind

of tree, (S, K,) of the nood of n:hich vessels are

made : (TA:) or any [bonel of the kinds called]

ai- and as-2, or other vessel, made of nood

(S, K.) The word is mentioned [in the S and K

in art. C-: but] in the L and some other lexi

cons in a separate art., because all the letters of a

word which is not Arabic are regarded as radical.

(MF.)

having variegated streaks : (L:) pl.

*A*

1. 34, (S, Msh, K) aor. ::, (§, M'b)

inf n. *-, (S, Msh, K) or 5-, (Msb) or

both, (K,) said of a place, (K,) of a place of

alighting or abode, (Msb,) and of a thing, (S,

TA,) It was, or became, empty, vacant, void,

devoid, destitute, or unoccupied; (K, TA;) had

none, and nothing, in it; (TA;) as also " Uské-),

(Msh, K) and "L"-l. (K) (3 & X

5-1, £5 U-GM means The place was, or

became, devoid, or destitute, of human beings and

neater and herbage or pasturage; neithout human

beings &c.] Of a place of alighting or abode, you

say, alsi 3. S4 and "L's- [It was, or became,

devoid, or destitute, of its occupants]. (Msb.)

And of a vessel, aes U. S- It was, or became,

empty of n-hat was in it. (Mgh.) And+

2: c” ($) I became empty, in the belly, of

food; (PS;) and * *: signifies the

same. (S.) And -*. &- S+, (Msb,) or &:

, S', and £2, (K,) inf. n. #, He was, or

became, free (MSb, K) from fault, (Msb,) or

from the thing, or affair : (K:) and, accord to

IAar, \s- alone signifies he was, or became, free

from a fault, or the like, of which he was

accused, or suspected (TA.) And &l. &=<!

es', inf n. 3-, is said of a woman [as mean

ing She was, or became, free from any obstacle to

marriage] (MSb.) Accord. to the K,&S

[lit. His place became vacant] means the died:

but accord. to IAar, S- alone has this significa

tion [from the same verb signifying U-4. CX

plained below]: and if you add a U-2, you say

J- with teshdeed, which see below. (TA.)

You say also,: 4. S- and W Uské-), both

signifying the same, (AA, S, TA,) i. q. &# [i. e.

The thing was, or became, vacant, or unoccupied,

for thee : (see an ex of the former verb in a

saying of Tarafeh cited voce5- :) and hence, the

thing was, or became, eacclusively for thee].

(TA.) AA cites as an ex. the saying of Maan

Ibn-Ows,

• * * * ** # - * ~ * ~ *

# U--la-- U-505-I) us--> U-> U3'-- #

* 2 * * * * * * 31 W ; : ; *; . * * • #

* U-> <>2<!) U. Uské-) –2) *~! J%

[0 censurer, does their share of death come to the

tribes in common, or is death exclusively for us

alone 2]. (S, T.A.) See also the paragraph,

below, commencing with 5- as a word denoting

exception. —IHence,] S- and "J-1, (§, K.)

said of a man, (TA,) or the same two verbs fol

lowed by —£, said of a man, (Msb,) both

signify the same; (S;) He was, or became,

[without any companion, i.e.] alone, by himself;

(Msb;) or he became (&, [q. v.]) in a vacant

place, in which he was not pressed against, or

straitened. (K.) And a 5-, (S, Msb, K.) and

#1 (S. K.) and *, (K) inf n is: ($, Meb,

K) and 5-6, K) and ::, (K, TA) or #4,

(CK) or the first of these, i. e. #, is a simple

subst, and the second and third are the inf ns.;

(TA ) and a "U"-l, (Lh, K) and "%-", (S,

K,) and 4: "L'-l; (K; [the last omitted in

the CK;]) He was, or became, alone with him;

(Msb;) he was, or became, in company n'ith him,

or he met him, or had a meeting or an intervien

with him, in a vacant place, or a place unoccu

pied [by others, i.e., in a private place]. (S, K.)

In the saying in the Kur [i. 13],& #- $13

2:bl:, it is said that es' is used in the sense

of x2, [so that the meaning is And when they are

alone with their devils,] as in that other saying in

the Kur (iii.45 and Ixi. 14), 4 U (staff 34.
- • J. d is

- - - - # Us- Ls” Us

<!--Méel, i. e. Be [or come] thou alone with me

[that I may speak to thee in private]. (TA.)

And one says, *::: S+, inf. n. isi- [but see

what is said of this noun above,] He was, or be

came, alone with his wife: but [properly speaking,

according to the law,] the term is: [or is:

i---, in this case,] is not used unless it be with

the enjoyment of 55-li: , [see 3 in art. J-3,]

and then it has an effect upon the circumstances

of the marriage [by its rendering obligatory the

payment of the dowry, though consummation has

not taken place]: if with consummation, the act

is termed J:s. (Msb.) You say also, "J-i

+)-cl and *** Be thou alone in thine affair,

with none to take part with thee in it; confine

thyself to it exclusively of other things. (TA.

(See also 5.]) And <'' "J: Keep thou to thine

affair, and be alone in it, with none to take part

with thee therein. (J.K.) And &l "J"--

[app. for £Júl He nas, or became, alone in

:

(S.) A man says to another man,

n’eeping, with none to participate with him in it.

(TA.) [And -39 S- see 5.] And Usks X

Axial J*. He restricted himself to a portion

of the food. (K.) Temeem say, L'é &%5

--" c." (JK, TA) i. e. Such a one fed

upon milk and flesh-meat alone; (JK;) or such

a one ate not, nor mixed, anything with milk and

flesh-meat: and Kináneh and Keys say 'U'i

(Lh, JK,” TA.) [And it seems to be indicated

in the T that s:- signifies They selected a she

camel for a a:- q. v. : or i, q. := '-5.

see 5.]—S+ also ssignifies He devoted himself

to religious services or exercises [app. in solitude,

or seclusion, or in a *::: or because one gene

rally does so in solitude; or because the doing so

involves abstraction from other affairs]. (TA.

[See also 5; and see J:..])-And *:S

101 *
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[sometimes] signifies the moched at, scoffed at,

laughed at, derided, or ridiculed, him: (Lh, S,

Z, K, TA:) said by Az to be strange, and not

known by him or any other authority than that

of Lh: (TA:) from the saying, Laya' d').3 \d

4:&: cºś [Such a one occupied himself alone

with the honour, or reputation, of such a one,

making sport with it]. (Ksh in ii. 13.) And

i. Q. assu- : [He deceived, deluded, beguiled,

circumvented, or outmitted, him, &c. : or he

strove to do so] (TA) as also *%+, (JK, and

K in art. Uská-) inf. n. #Su-. (JK)– And

* Sá. He relied upon him; [as though he

betook himself to him alone;] syn. <!. (TA.)

–And S-, (JK, K.) inf n. #. (TA,) or

54-, (JK) said of a man (JK) and of a thing,

(JK, TA,) He, or it, nent, went anay, or passed

away...G.K.K.) Hence (TA) Siri & 31,
22.jö was 54-, in the Kur [xxxv. 22], means

[And there is not any people but a warner] hath

gone, and hath been sent, among them. (S, T.A.)

[Hence also 54- explained above as meaning He

died.] And . S- [an elliptical phrase] She

became old; the greater part of her life passed.

(TA from a trad.) And >3 354- [for 4: 54

X3] Blame passed anay from thee; or may blame

pass anay from thee. (Ksh and Bd in ii. 13.)

You say, >3 33-3 134- Jai Do thou such a

thing, and thou wilt have an excuse, [i. e.] blame

will fall from thee. (S. [See art. A5.]) And

&j-" *S- Grief passed anay from him, and

quitted him. (Harp. 590, from the Tekmileh.)

–G * 5- see 2. =S+ [or J.-, pro

bably belonging to art. Usis-, though mentioned

in the present art.,] He ate what was good, sneet,

or pleasant. (TA.)

2. J-, inf n. £5, [He left a place, &c.,

empty, vacant, void, devoid, destitute, or unoc

cupied.] Hence, & J- [He left his place

vacant;] meaning the died: (TA, and so in Ham

p. 4783) a meaning assigned in the K to 75

&, and by IAar to 54- alone, without tesh

deed; but when astø is added, it is with teshdeed.

(TA). And +He went his way. (Ham p. 379.)

And*: J- [He left his may free, or open,

to him] (STA) And U.: Li- (He left the

way, or space, free between them two; meaning

he left them two free, each to do to the other as

he pleased]. (TA.) [And Liè- &: 4: Ji

He left him free access to such a thing.] And

*-i- &: 4: J- He left him, or it, alone;
.** - of

"y", "l. (S and O and K in art. U.A.) [And

92.35 °S.- He left him to do as he pleased with
• & E w

such a one..] And ,<Sl Usia- He left, left alone,

or let alone, the thing, or affair; as also "Gi

~ and* and 'Su-, (K, TA) inf. n.54.

(TA.) For ā-5 signifies The leaving, and

making al thing to be alone. (Har p. 123.)

[** and as Lis- both signify He left, or left

alone, it, '' him.] It is said in a trad.,2:L'

Vete Jesul He (God) left them, or left them

alone, and turned from them, forty years. (TA.)

[And 153 *S- He made him, or left him, va

cant, unoccupied, unemployed, or at leisure, for

such a thing.] -#: also signifies The act of

loosing; contr. of #. (IAar, K in art. Jawl.)

[Hence] Jill & Li-, (JK, S, TA) in the

K*S*, without teshdeed, but this requires con

sideration, (TA,) He dismissed, loosed, let loose,

or let go, the thing. (JK, K, T.A.) - [And

hence S- meaning He left it, permitted it, or

alloned it: see the pass part. n., below.] =
• *w in

<-els-, said of a she-camel such as is termed

a: ; and hence, of a cooking-pot: see 1 in art.

us'-.

3. *Sa- He left, forsook, relinquished, aban

doned, deserted, or quitted, him, being left, &c.,

by him; namely, another man; syn. 4=jū; (S;)

inf n. #95–2, syn. with #3%, (JK,) [and

54- also: and he was,

mote, far off, aloof, or apart, from him; for]

5- is syn. with i.e.: and išū- (TA in art.

9-) and #. (TA in the present art.) And

#9. J-, inf n. #- see 2. —[Also II.

went or came, out, or forth, to him, in the field;

for] 5'90s-2 is also syn. with 35.2%. (Sh, T.A.)

– Also, (Lth, J.K. K.) inf n. #4, (Lth,

JK,) He wrestled with him, each endeavouring

to thron don’n the other; contended neith him in

wrestling: (Lth, JK, K: mentioned in the K in

art. :) because, when one does so, he is

alone with the other, so that neither of them seeks

aid from any other. (Az, T.A.) And in like

manner the word #Su- is used [app. as meaning

The act of contending with another, by oneself.]

in relation to any affair, or case. (Lth, JK, T.A.

[See its act. part. n., below.]) - See also 1, in

the latter part of the paragraph.

4 : see 1, in eleven places. =& uska-',

(S, K) or J#1, (Msb) He made the place,

(K) or the place of alighting or abode, (Mob,)

empty, vacant, void, devoid, destitute, or unoc

cupied: (Msb, K:) or it signifies, (S, K,) or

signifies also, (Msb,) he found it empty, &c. (S,

Msb, K.) One says in praying for another that

he may have a long life,& aftJ- S [May

God not make thy place vacant]. (TA.) -

* $24- [He made him, or found him, to be

alone with him]. (K.)

or became, distant, re

5. J-5 He went forth into the field, or open

country, to satisfy a want of nature. (T.A.)

And 5- es' Ji- He went forth into the

vacant tract, or into the privy, to satisfy a want

of nature: or he satisfied a nant of nature

therein. (TA)-Also He was, or became, or

made himself, vacant from occupation, or busi

ness; [unoccupied; unemployed ; or at leisure;]

syn. &#: (S:) or so J: &: J-5. (K in

art. &#) You say, 330s: Ji--5 He was, or

became, or made himself, vacant for, or he con

fined himself exclusively to, the service of God.

(TA.) [See also 1, in the latter part of the para

graph. In like manner, one says also,2% *54

He was, or became, or made himself, vacant for,

or he confined himself exclusively to, the affair.]

And :- #: (S, K, TA) They confined

themselves exclusively to a she-camel, or to she

camels, such as they termed al-, (K, TA,)

$3.3 [milking only her, or them]. (S, T.A.)

And #- J-5 He took for himself a *.

(TA.)-And 2.9 &- J- and £: see 2.

–And & 5. J.' <!-3 [The camels were

left to themselves without a pastor]. (K in art.

82-)

10: see 1, in three places. [And see also

J:J=- *><-- He asked him to

leave his sitting-place vacant, or unoccupied, for

him. (S. [But found by me in only one copy of

that work.]) – 4:1 U--! He ashed the

king to have a meeting, or an intervien, nith him

in a vacant place, or a place unoccupied [by

others, i. e., in a private place; he asked the

king to grant him a private meeting or inter

vien']. (K.)

S- as a word denoting exception, (S, Mughnee,

K,) when it governs a gen, case, (S, Mughnee,)

as when you say, •5 5- es:** [They came to

me, except Zeyd], is a particle, (S, Mughnee, K.)

accord. to some of the grammarians, like #l-;

but accord. to some, a prefixed inf. n. (S.) "It

also governs an accus. case, as a verb: (S, Mugh

nee:) so that you say, 4; 54- L'i' [meaning

as above]; the agent of \s- being implied, (S,

Mughnee,”) like that ofL:- [used * a verbl:

it is as though you said, *j J-> es' le- * \s

[i.e. those who came to me were without Zeyd]:
2 o - d - d. o - - -

(S:) or correctly, accord. to IB."; _*-aa. Bé

[for: 32, like as you say, >3 3%, for 54

> *]. (TA) when you my 5: ... it is

followed only by an accus, because Xà- U2 is equi

valent to an inf. n.; (S, Mughnee;) so that when

you say, 1.5 5- U. J.5- [meaning as above],

it is as if you said, •: 3: Lois [or #.

&l, i. e. •: 3-...s: (S,) which two phrases

Incan< &- 34- Lois- [They came to me,

they being without Zeyd]: (S, K:) [for] accord.

to Seer, \s-Uo occupies the place of a noun in the

accus. as a denotative of state: but some say,

as an adv. n. of time; so that, accord. to these,

14; 5- L. means •: &=>;-- <ā; [in the

time of their being without Zeyd]. (Mughnee.)

You say also, 4:4, L: Sá- *:::& ū,

meaning [I desired not to displease thee,] but I

admonished thee(£ L5 Sl). (JK, T.A.)

3'- and its fem, (with 5), and dual: see Ju-,

in seven places.

is: said by some to be an inf n. : [see &S

&c. in the first paragraph of this art.:] byothers said

to be a simple subst.; (TA;) meaning Loneliness;

solitude; lonesomeness; solitariness; desolateness;

syn.:-3. ($ and Kin art. U-5.) [Hence, app.,]

#-l J- J% [A man easy in private confe

rence]. (Msb in art. U.J.. [See also a phrase in
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the latter part of the next paragraph.]) -

Also An empty, a vacant, a void, or an unoc

cupied, place. (KL. [See also $4..]) [In the

present day, it is often applied to A closet to n'hich

one retires for privacy; and particularly to a cell

jor religious retirement: and is vulgarly pro

nounced *] You say, isi- es' * &:

(S) or 52*- Us 4: &*- (K) [He had a meeting,

or an intervien, nith him in a vacant place, or

a place unoccupied by others, i.e., in a private

place].=Also Each of the tryo sharp sides or

edges of an arrow-head (AHn, JK, TA) or of a

spear-head: (AHn, TA:) both together are called

the clusia (AHn, JK, TA)

# is primarily an inf. n. (MF, TA. [See 1,

first sentence.])- [Then it is used as an epithet,

syn, with Ju-.] see Já, in five places.-Then

it is used [as al subst: in the sense of A vacant

place [in a general sense]: (MF, TA:) or a

place in which is nothing: (S, K:) [often applied

in the present day to any open tract of country

or desert :] and then, particularly, such as one

takes for the purpose of satisfying a nant of

nature; (MF, TA;) i, q ū;%, (S, MSb, K.)

but not as meaning only a place for the perform

ance of *śl, as might be imagined from this

explanation: pl. £i. (MF, TA.) It is said in

a prov, (S, Meyd) :- L: 35%-, (S,
Meyd, K,) [in Freytag's Arab. Prov., (i. 436,)

4-9) i. e. [Thy place of retirement is] most

preservative (Aji) [of thy sense of shame, or

modesty]; meaning it is most fit for thee to be

alone in thine abode; (S," Meyd;) for he who

is so needs not to be careful for his shame, or

modesty: it is used in blaming the mixing with

others. (Meyd.) $4. *3- [His place of

retirement for satisfying a want of nature was

straitened to him] is used as meaning he suffered

suppression of the feces, or constipation of the

bonels. (Ibn-Buzurj, TA in art. 2-a-)=<!

#! 3'-i, (TA,) or [as written in a verse in

which it occurs in the TA in the present art., and

in art. LA-.] 5-1, (JK, TA) [without -, but

whether this be the right reading, or only re

quired by poetic license, seems to be doubtful,]

is a phrase mentioned by Th, (TA,) meaning

Verily he is good in speech. (JK, T.A.. [If the

former reading be right, the meaning may be

similar to that of *::: J.-, mentioned above:

if the latter only, or rather Ji- *A*- aśl, be

right, it probably belongs to art. L'A-, and is

tropical, from the herbage termedL- and this

may also be the case if the former reading be

right.])

3 23, 2

J.-: and its fem. asks : see Jé, in twelve

places. – The fem, also signifies, applied to a

she-camel, (S, Msb,) Loosed from the cord, or

rope, nith n'hich her fore shank and her arm

have been bound together, (S, Mgb, K,) and left

alone, or free, (S,) so that she pastures nihere she

will. (Msb.) Hence, (Mgb,) it is used by way

of metonymy as meaning Divorced : (Lh, S,

M3b, K. :) one says to a woman, #4. <i Thou

art divorced; (Lh, S;) and thus a man used to

say in the Time of Ignorance : (TA:) and one

says, #4. J. She is divorced: (Mab3) and a

woman is divorced thereby when divorce is meant.

(Lh, T.A.) Applied to a woman, it signifies also

Free from any obstacle to marriage : pl.*.

(Msb.)- Also A she-camel that is made to

affect, with another she-camel, one young one, so

that both yield their milk to it, and to which the

people of a tent, or house, confine themselves ex

clusively of the other for the purpose of milking

her : (S:) or a she-camel that is chosen as the

one more abundant in milk, n'hen one has brought
3 - 2

..forth and her young one is dran'n anay (>)

as soon as born, before she smells it, and the

young one of another, that has brought forth

before her, is brought near to her, and she affects

it; the other is left to suckle the young one, and

is termed ***, pl. la-' [app. *: Ol' i...]:

(Az, TA:) or a she-camel that is left, or left

alone, to be milked: (K:) or that affects a young

one [not her on n], or is destitute of her young

one, (JK, M, K,) whether she incline to another's

young one or do not, or that is destitute of her

young one by death or slaughter, (M, TA,) and

whose milk one causes to flow by means of the

young one of another; but only by her affecting

a young one, and not suckling it: (M, K:*) or

that brings forth, when abundant in milk, and

has her young one drann (**) ..from beneath

her, and another put beneath her, and is then

left, or left alone, to be milked; (Lh, K;) this

being done because of her generous quality:

(Lh:) or a she-camel, or two she-camels, to

which the people of a tent, or house, confine them

selves exclusively, for milking, when tro or three

she-camels are made to affect one young one, and

to yield their milk to it; the young one [after

nards] sucking from one of them only : (K,”

TA:) or a she-camel that brings forth, and n:hose

goung one is drann anay (X-) in order that

her milk may continue for their use, she being

made to yield her milk by means of the young one

of another, n'hich is then nithdranwn from her,

and she is milked: sometimes, also, they bring

together three and four (#4 (pl. of #-] to One

3 - -

young camel: and the doing so is termed 3:15:

(IAar, TA:) in this case they take as a a:

whichever of them they will. (ISh, T.A.) [Ap

plied to a she-camel in any of these senses, it

seems to be an epithet in which the quality of a

subst. is predominant; i. e., used without its

having âû prefixed to it..] = See also the para

graph next following, in two places.

#4. [as fem. of the epithet3- see the next

preceding paragraph, and the places there referred

to in its first sentence. = As a subst, it signifies]

A great ship: (T, S, K:) or a ship that goes of

itself, without its being made to do so by the

sailor: (JK, K:) or one that is folloned by a

small boat ; (K:) the first held by Az to be the

right meaning: (TA:) pl. US-. (JK,$)—

Also, (S,Mgh, Mob, K, &c.) and '3", (JK,

Msb, K.) The habitation (--) of bees, [whether

it be a manufactured hive or a hollon in the

trunk of a tree or in a rock,] in which they

deposit their honey; (S;) the place in which bees

deposit their honey: (Mgh :) or the thing in

which bees deposit their honey, (K, TA,) not

manufactured for them : (TA:) or a thing like

the [kind of jar called] 25%, of clay, (K, TA,)

made for bees: (TA:) or a certain thing for

bees, well known, of clay or of wood: (Msb:) or,

accord. to Lth, if made of clay, it is called 5,1,&,

(Msb,TA) i. e. (# and # and #3–]

with kesr: (Mgb :) or a piece of nood hollowed

out for honey to be deposited therein [by bees]:

or the loner part of a tree that is called #-,

[n. un. ofX-, q. v., holloned out for that pur

pose,] resembling the [hind of jar called] 25%:

(K:) or "G'+ signifies the part of the #s

n:hich is the place of the honey : (JK:) pl. as

above. (Msb, TA.)

#4. : see the next paragraph.

Jé- Empty, vacant, void, devoid, destitute, or

unoccupied, (Mgh, TA;) having none, and

nothing, in it: (TA:) applied to a place, (Mgb,

TA) as also '-(TA) and "J-, (M.B.)

and to a thing, as also '3'- (TA;) or a

vessel. (Mgh.) You say also 54. &, [as

well as $4. alone,] meaning A place in n'hich is

none (K, TA) and nothing. (TA) And <-->

*#): 3'3", meaning #ū. [i. e. I found the

house empty, &c.]. (TA)- Vacant, or free;

from a thing or an affair; or detoid, or destitute,

of a thing; (TA;) and so "Ú- and *:::

which last is the same as masc. and fem., though

it has #- also for fem., and #i for pl.; (K;)

but properly, accord. to Lh, it has no dual form,

nor pl., nor fem., though some give it such

forms: (TA:) or 'J', which has a dual, [i. e.

9:l and Pl, & Ms) i. e. &#- and

£i. (K,) signifies free [from a thing]; or

clear or quit [of a thing or person]; as also

* 5-, (S, Msb) which, being [originally] an

inf n., has no dual nor pl. [nor fem.]; (§ ;) and

** (M.b) You say, is 3: "J., &us's S-3'

A9 and J-, i. e. Thou art free from this

thing, or affair. (TA.) Andź. &:'- Uí,

meaning Uts- [i. e. I am free from anxiety].

(Mgh.) And is &: ":- Üi, meaning Jé

# e. J. am Jºe from such a thing]: ($ :) and

*A*- *: and *-*. and some say, cyb's Uss,

and #94-1_*, which is not proper. (T,T.A.) And

L:-e: &: ": &# Thou art free in mind

from my affliction, or misfortune. (TA from a

trad.) And 4. "J'é. Uí I am clear, or quit,

of thee ($) And "5-4: Ci signifies the

same. (S.) And '5-1 4. 3-3 and #

[q.v.] We are clear, or quit, of you. (Fr, T in

art in.) And # 3. 3- '5+ & Thou

art clear, or quit, of this affair. (TA.) And

'#' c. &u= 29 & 3. Ci (lit. I am,

with respect to this affair, like Fálij Ibn-Kha
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lanell, (S) or $4 & &#9, (so in the JK and

K in this art., and in the S and K in art. &#)

meaning 's' [i. e. I am clear, or quit, of this

affair]: (JK, S, K:) a saying originating from

its being asked of Fálij Ibn-Khaláweh, on the

day of Er-Rakam, when Uneys killed the cap

tives, “Dost thou,” or “wilt thou,”“aid Uneys?”

and his answering, “I am clear,” or " quit,” “of

him." (š and Kinart s.) And "G'+[alonel

signifies X." &- Jú. [Free from anxiety];

3 - 4 o' --

contr. of J-3. (S.) It is said in a prov., U23

"J"-l &- C-8, i. e. Woe to him who is

occupied by anxiety from him who is free there
à 3 * D - -

from : (TA:) and in another, Us=-ji (sal: U•

* ...is. ... i. e. What will he who is occupied
• U-3, p

by anxiety experience from him who is free

therefrom ? meaning, accord. to AO, that the

latter will not aid the former against his anxieties,

but will censure him: it is said in the Tekmileh

that&= [in these provs.] is from&- $4.

meaning “Grief passed away from him,” and

“quitted him.” (Harp. 590.) And *ā-<

means,' &- #1- [i. e. Thou, O woman, art

devoid, or destitute, of good]. (Mgh.)—Also

A man having no wife; (S, K;) [for &:J

+31, a phrase occurring in the TA:] and a

woman having no husband; (K;) thus without

3: (TA:) pl. $3.1: (K :) and *#-, also, has

the latter meaning; dual 96-, and pl.+:

and so has *: and W:- means a woman

having no husband nor children; pl. +.

(TA.) – [And Alone; as also "J-4, and

*#-.] It is said in a prov., 3: *u- #

The wolf when [alone or] in a vacant place [is

most courageous, or violent]; (TA;) or Ju

[which means the same]. (JK. [And another

reading is 3–1. See Freytag's Arab. Prov.,

i. 500.]) And one says, * 3: āść +3+3.

meaning āşū- [i. e. I found such a woman

alonel. (TA) And 'cºst- (*~, i.e. c.:

[He found them two alonel. (K.)– [Also

Past, or past anay: as well as going, going

ancay, or passing anay.] ājūl &sji means

[The generations] that have passed. (JK, S,

TA.)

d is • 2-, * * * . .

U-2, and its fem. asks-o: see Ula-, in six
* - 2.

* D d • - J Ö e.

places. = & \s-> <0 -J., occurring in a trad.,

means I did not find thee destitute of wives
6.- o 6:- o

beside me: it is not from a 1-2 592 signifying

“a woman having no husband.” (TA.)

5- A she-camel left alone, anay from her

$foung one. (IDrd, JK.)

J.- ", part n of 2 (STA)- Loft,

'permitted, or allowed. (M in art. U.J.)

J- tact, part. n. of 3, q.v.]. Accord. to

IAar, it signifies. Contending n:ith another in

nar. (TA in art. \s..)

o O y

J- Devoting himself to religious services

or exercises [app. in solitude or seclusion, or in a
- d - - -

32,4-, or because one generally does so in soli

tude; or because the doing so involves abstrac

tion from other affairs: see also 1 and 5]. (T.A.)

-ska

1. U-, (S.Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. L',(Msb)

inf n. Ú-5 (Mob, K.) and 'Ju-15 ($, Mgh,

Msb, K;) He cut the herbage called L's ($,

Mgh, Msb, K:) or he plucked it up. (Lh, K.)

Hence, in a trad, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) respecting

the declaration of the sacredness of Mekkeh,

(TA) us's "U"- ), (Mgh, MSb, TA) i. e.

[Its fresh herbage] shall not be cut. (Msb.)–

ālā) L'- (S,) or £1, (K,) aor. as above;

(S, K5 or a su.' 'Ju-l, inf n. S-1 (TA,

as from the K;) He cut the herbage called UAA

(S, K) for the beast, (S,) or for the cattle: (K:)

and he fed the beast, or the cattle, with c."

(TA.)–3: Ji- He collected the barley in

al 53-3. (K.)–3: J.-, (inf. n. as above,

TA,) | He put firewood beneath the cooking-pot:

or he put flesh-meat into the cooking-pot. (IAar,

K, T.A.) And 33:1 "LA- +He kindled a fire

for the cooking-pot with camels', or similar,

dung; as though he put Ji- to it. (TA.) And

W<+. said of a cooking-pot, +It had firewood

put to it, like as a she-camel has Ji-put to her,

and kindled beneath it : or, as some relate a

verse in which it occurs, "++, [belonging to

art. 2's-,] having a similar meaning, from this

verb said of a she-camel such as is termed:

meaning “she had "a young one “put to her.”

(Hamp.66%)—Užius'-(K)or 3-in 3-,

(JK, TA,) He put the bit in the mouth of the

horse, (JK, K, TA) like fresh Li- (JK)—

And Asil Li-, (K, TA) Jill cº, aor, and

inf n. as above, (TA,) + He pulled out the bit

[from the mouth of the horse]. (K, T.A.)=

See also 1, last sentence, in art. 2'-.

2 : see L'- below := and see also 1.

3,

3'-.

4. £1 U-1, (inf n. #4, TA) said of

God, He made L.A.- to grow for the cattle. (Lh,

K.) – See also 1, in three places. = -ka

U.S. The land became abundant in J.- (JK,

§, K.)–[And hence,] Usks- t He uttered words,

mentioned in this art. in the K: see art.

or expressions, without any great meaning. (Ham

p. 391.)

7. Usk-il, said ofL- It was cut. (S.)

8; see 1, in two places. [Hence,J--:

J'S', J-49 ! The sncord cuts off the arms

and the legs. (JK, S, TA)

12. U-2-4-1 He constantly drank milk.

(IAar, K.)

U- Fresh, green, or juicy, herbage : (S, IB,

Mgh, Msb, K:) that which is dry is termed

U:- [but see this word] (MSb, from the Kf:)

Or dryJ:- (so in one place in the S: [app.

a mistake occasioned by an omission:]) or i, q.

Ji, (IB, Msb) with damm, (IB) [i. e. fresh,

or green, pasture ; or such as consists of the

herbs, or leguminous plants, of the 8-95 or of

these and of trees or shrubs:] or herbage that is

cut, of the herbs, or leguminous plants, of the

&: (Lth, JK:) or, accord. to [the Imām]

Mohammad, anything that is eaten as pasture,

not [groning] upon a stem : (Mgh:) or slender

herbage as long as it remains fresh, green, or

juicy: (IAth, TA:) it is also written * :54,

with medd, like Las: (Mab3) n un, #4-5 (S,

Msb, K:) or this signifies any herb (a:) that

one pulls up : (K,” TA:) pl. 5:1, (K,) a pl.

sometimes used [app. as meaning sorts ofJi-l.

(TA.) [Hence,] ** es' J.-, := [A slave

with fresh herbage in his hands, or arms]; mean

ing, though a slave, yet rich, or possessing suffi

ciency: (S, TA:) a prov., (S, Meyd,) applied to

the case of property possessed by him who does

not deserve it: or, as some relate it, Uss "G'+*

a2.… [having fresh herbage put in his hands, or

arms]: (Meyd:) but this latter reading is dis

allowed by Yaakoob : (S:) [see other readings,

not belonging to this art., in Freytag's Arab.

Prov. ii. 75:] 134, Ol' *. is understood before

£e. (Meyd.) And 53-5. #4 + · 11

was not a breaker of a promise. (TA.) And

[hence also, app., if this be the right reading,]
J & P J w

S-l 3'- ail [or rather L'-'ll; or '5-1:

see 5-, in art. *A*-.

5- see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

Jé. and "J:- A cutter of Ji- (Msb.

[The pls. &#1- and &: are mentioned in

the S and T.A..])

L- The thing [or instrument] with n'hich

Ji- is cut. (S, TA)

#- A thing [or bag] into which Ji- is

put : (S, K:) [and hence a nose-bag for a horse or

the like; so in the present day;] a small sack that

is hung to the head of a horse [or the like], in which

he eats barley [...) c.]: (Harp. 76:) so called because

they used to cut [and put] U- therein for their

beasts: (JKR) pl. J-. (TA) – c'--

-ā) : see co

J: See J.--&# #The lion: (K,

TA :) because of his courage. (TA.)

Lod

1. X-, aor. (JK, S, K) and ’, (K) [the

latter irreg, inf n > - (JK, K) and X-,

(K,) It (flesh-meat) was, or became, stinking;

(S, K;) said of what is roasted, or cooked; ($;)

or mostly said of what is cooked, and what is

roasted: (IDrd, K:) or became altered for the

worse in odour; said of roasted meat, and of meat

cut into strips and dried: (A’Obeyd, TA:) or
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became stinking after having been thoroughly

cooked: (TA:) and said also of milk, (JK, K,)

in like manner, (JK,) it became altered by the

bad odour of the skin, (K, TA,) and corrupt :

(TA:) and "L.A.! signifies the same, (JK, S, K.)

in both cases: (TA:) and> also, said of a

cake of bread not thoroughly baked, signifies the

becoming altered in odour. (TA.) [Hence,]

>, inf n. >+. is likewise said of a man.

(TA. [See also 10.]) And one says, X- •) *.

meaning + He will not become altered (JK, TA)

from his state, or condition, (JK) or from his

liberality, and generosity. (TA.) And&: 34
3 - -

_2~ 9, (S, TA,) [lit..] meaning [It is the clari

fied butter] that will not become altered [for the

worse]: (TA:) a prov., relating to a man when

one speaks well of him, and praises him. (S,

TA.) And X- S X: 35, i.e. +It is unmixed
• 3.

poison. (TA.)--> signifies also The act of
& - - -

weeping violently. (K.) You say, Les- ** He

weeps violently. (TK.) =>, (JK, S, K,)

aor. 2, (S,) inf. n.> (TK,) He cleaned out

a well: (S, K:*) and he snept a tent, or house,

or chamber: (JK, S, K.) and "X-1 signifies

the same, (S, K,) in both cases. (TA, and so in
3 * ~ * *

some copies of the K.)- [Hence,]& Lo-: 9A

! He eulogizes him, commends him,or speaks nell of

him: (K, TA:) and g- # 4-, aor. *,

inf n.+. | He eulogized him : (TA:) [and so,

app., 4:- alone; for] X*. signifies The act of

eulogizing. (K, TA.)—- also signifies The

act of cutting; and so *A*). (K.)– And

# -, (K) or , it n - (TA) He

milked the she-camel: (K:) or> aor. *, sig

nifies he turned in his thumb upon his palm n'hen

milling. (JK)=x-, said of a domestic fowl,

It was confined in a+, i.e. cage, or coop. (K.)

4: see 1.

5. &ls=" J'é "--> + He ate what re

mained, of fragments, and scattered particles,

upon the table, (K, TA,) by reason of his greedi

ness. (TA.) [See also R. Q. 1.]

8: see 1, in two places. - as> He took it

anay. (JK.)- And He thren, it don'n prostrate;

and, from the foundation; or uprooted it. (JK.)

10. It is said in a trad of Mo’awiyeh, 35.3%

ū's J." 4. X-: či. thus, accord. to Et

Tahāwee, with the pointed +, meaning [Whoso

desireth that men] should become altered in their

odour to him by reason of their long standing in

his presence: but it is also related otherwise,

*: [q. v.: see also 1 in the present art.].

(TA.) [See also 2 in art. Lees-.]

6 * > d >

R. Q. 1 is:- [inf n of -- i. 1.

:- (S, K,) i. e. The [snuffling, or] speaking

[indistinctly, through the nose,] as though one

*ere cis- [app. here meaning affected nith the

disease termed cº-], (so in a copy of the S and

in the TA,) or cs: [i.e. bereft of reason, or

mad, insane, &c.; and this is another meaning of

co-l. (so in another copy of the S,) by rea

son of pride (S) (see --J–Also tThe

eating in a certain foul manner; (JK, S, TA;)

and so "X-5 (int n of ~). (TA)

Hence, "X- [app. meaning +One who so

eats], used as a proper name. (JK, T.A.) [See

also 5.]

R. Q. 2: see the next preceding paragraph.

X-, (K) or 'X', (AA, S.) applied to flesh

meat (AA, S, K) that is roasted or cooked, (AA,

S,) or mostly to what is cooked and what is

roasted, (K,) Stinking; (AA, S, K;) as also

W2–4; (AA, S:) or this last signifies altered in

odour, but not yet corrupt (Lth, JK, TA) like a

stinking dead body. (Lth, T.A.)

2-4 cage, or coop, for domestic.fonels: (ISd,

K:) [and so, in modern Arabic, 3+] thought

by ISd to be so called because of its foul smell.

(T.A.)- A [receptacle made of matting or of

reeds, such as is called] 545, in which stran is

put, for the domestic hen to lay her eggs therein,

(K) or to hatch therein. (TA)- A hollon dug

in the ground, in the bottom of which are put

ashes, and then new-born lambs or kids are put

therein: pl. £-. (K.)

+ The refuse of anything. (JK.) [See

also &:..]

--- Heavy, or sluggish, in spirit: (K:)

from is...: signifying 'sweepings.” (TA.)–

+ Praised: (K:) from 2- signifying the act of

“eulogizing.” (TA.)- Milk just milked. (K.)

£4. Sneepings; (K;) like £5: (JK,

S:) and the earth that is cleared out from a nell:

(S:) the dust, or earth, of a tent or house or

chamber, and of a well, that is snept, or cleared,

out, and thronen in a heap. (Lh, TA.)– Also,

(K) or ** **, (TA,) Scattered fragments

of food, which are [gathered up, or swept together,

and] eaten, and on account of n:hich a recom

pense is hoped for [from God]. (K,” TA.)

i.e.- A corrupt, bad, feather, beneath the

other feathers. (K,”TA.)

&:- see the next paragraph. - Also A

neak spear. (S, K.)

&: (JK, K) and "öU-, (JK, IDrd,TA)

Or "&", (K.) What is bad of household goods,

Ol' furniture, or utensils; (JK, IDrd, K, TA;)

and of trees. (K.) Also the first and second,

(JK, S,) or the first and third, (K,) +The refuse,

or the lon, ignoble, or mean, (S, K,) or the bad,

(JK,) of mankind: (JK, S, K:) the lonest,

basest, or meanest, sort, and the mass, thereof:

or the weak thereof (TA) You say, J% 913

U-uit cC+ &- and J-5 c.* +That is a man

of the refuse, &c., of mankind. (S.) [See also

6 - d.

Alcá-.]

&: see the next preceding paragraph.

++ One who speaks with [or through] his

nose. (TA.) [See R. Q. 1.]

6 - d -

Lets-os-: see R. Q. 1.

3 - 3 -

Ala- : see Lo-.

2 - a d -

[āos-os-, mentioned in this art. by Golius and

Freytag, belongs to art. Loss-.]

3 , 5

6-0 : See :- -

:- A broom; a thing with n'hich one sneeps.

(K.)-IHence,] à:i:-* f He is a vehe

ment eater [and one who sneeps together the good

and the bad]. (J.K.) [See also art. Loj.]

6 - d - 5 o –

–29-o-o-MS f A heart clear from malevolence,

malice, or spite, and envy. (S, T.A.) And-s:

-ill ! Having the heart clear from malevo

lence, malice, or spite, and envy: (K, TA:) or

from dishonesty, or dissimulation, and envy; as

explained by Mohammad himself, when used by

him: or from dishonesty, or dissimulation, and

corruption: or from pollution: all these expla

nations being from -- signifying “he cleaned

out” a well. (TA.)

J-os

l. 3:1 +...+, aor. ($, Meb, K.) and

---, (A, K,) aor. *; (K;) inf. n. *: (S,

A, Msb, K) and :- (IKit, K.) The fire sub

sided; its flaming, or blazing, ceasing; (S,

A, Msb, K;) but its embers remaining unea

tinguished : (S, Msb, K. :) when its embers have

become extinguished, you say of it, -3.4: (S:)

or it died anay, and became utterly extinguished.

(MS) — [Hence] us - - -, (S, Msh,

K) or ---, (A,) tThe fever became allayed:

(A, Msb:) or the vehemence of the fever became

allayed. ($, K.)– And <-- He (a sick man,

S) fainted, or snooned: (S, A, Msb, K:) or he

died. (S, A, Mgb.)

4. jū J.-- He allayed theflaming, or blazing,

of the fire; leaving its embers unextinguished:

(S, Msb, K:) or he extinguished the fire utterly.

(Msb.) And £3. W.J.'ss- The wind allayed its

jlaming, or blazing. (A.)= | He was, or be

came, still, or motionless, and silent. (K, T.A.)

** A place in which fire is buried in order

that its flaming, or blazing, may cease; its embers

remaining uneatinguished : (S, K:) [or in order

that it may become utterly eactinguished: see 1.]

...t- ! Silent; from whom no voice is heard:

and in like manner, "...: signifies still, or no

tionless, and silent : still, or motionless; having

disposed and submitted himself to an affair, or

event. (L.) &:-- in the Kur xxxvi. 28 means

+Silent and dead: (Jel:) or silent, having died,

and become like extinguished ashes. (Zj, Bd.")

+: see the paragraph next preceding.

J-os

1.3-, aor.”, (TA) inf n. *, (K) He
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veiled, covered, or concealed, a thing; (K,” TA;)

as also "X-, inf n. *-ā, (Mgh, Msb) which

also signifies he covered over a thing; (S, Msb,

K;) and "L-4-1, (TA) inf n. >''<=l. (K.)

[Hence,] ú... [and app. *w- also, for the

quasi-pass is -- as well as ~~!, He

veiled her nith a muffler, he put on her a2'

(A.) And sail ">, and 4-3, He covered

over his vessel, and his face. (S.) And 4:":

He concealed his house, or chamber, or tent,

[meaning its interior,] and ordered it aright.

(TA, from a trad) And J J's "4:
and L: and J'é The land, or ground, concealed

him, or it, from me. (K.) And * *, *s-, + He

concealed it, or conceived it, in his mind. (S, K.)

And # J:

cealed, or conceived, in his mind a suspicion, or

an evil opinion, of me. (T,TA.) And 453%3-,

(S, Msb) and 'u',:-, (A, Mgh,) and "us"+!,

(TA,) t He concealed his testimony. (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, T.A.) And Jás' 3-3 #~ + Wine veils

[or obscures] the intellect; (K;) and so *5-0-5,

lit. covers it : (Msb:) or the latter signifies t in

fects it; [as though acting like leaven; and if

so, from 3-413-, which see in what follows;

nearly the same as “intoxicates,” which properly

signifies “empoisons.” Or “infects with poison;"|

syn. alajús J. ($,” K. [See -os-.]=>>, aor. *,

(S, K,) inf n. 3-, (S,) He became concealed, Ol'

hidden; or he concealed, or hid, himself; (S, K;)

c. * from me; ($;) as also "L-els-, (S, K.)

inf. n. #2-#3 (K;) and "L-s-i: (K:) or this

last signifies he concealed, or hid, himself in a

2- [or covert of trees or the like]. (TA.) One

says also, 3'-' Já 3- + The nervs, or story,

became concealed from me. (S.) And one says

to the hyena, als ji * Us-(+ Hide thyself, o

Umm-'Amir: ($,K.) which is a prov.: (TA:) and

is said to be also a phrase used as a surname of the

hyena, in the manner of 5: £6. (Ham p. 242.)

And 3-3 L. 9ü 3-4- 'us'-- [Hide thy

self, o hyena : what thou fearest has come to

thee]: thus we have found it: (K:) and this is

the reading commonly obtaining accord. to the

authors on proverbs: (TA:) but it should pro

perly be X-- [and 3Gil Or 39s—i. (K.)–

X- also signifies The becoming changed, or

altered, from a former state or condition. (K.)

You say,#* The thing became changed,

&c. (TK)= 3-81 -, (Ks,S, A, MSb,K.)

aor. 2 (S, Msb, K). and -, ($, K,) inf. n.X

(S, Msb, K.) [He leavened the dough;] he put

5-, (Ks, A,) or 2-, (S, A, Msb) into the

dough; (Ks, S, A, Msb, T.A.) as also " 3- :

(TA:) or he left the dough until it became good

[or mature]; (K;) and in like manner, accord.

to the K, &:" [the clay, or mud : see Xias].

or, as in other lexicons, --" [the perfume];

(TA;) and the like; as also *%+, inf. "...#,

in relation to any of these things; and *9- in

relation to the first [and probably to the others

also]: (K:) and 3-#" 3- [he fermented the

&% "J-4-1 t Such a one con

beverage called Je:;] he put #: into the jej.

(A.) [Mtr says, in the Mgh, *** *: I have

not found, nor "Ass-5 as its quasi-pass.]–9

aor. *, (TA) inf n :- (Ki) and '9-1;

(Mgh;) He gave him (namely, a man, and a

beast, such as a horse and the like, TA) wine

(*) to drink. (K." Mgh,TA)-3-, (Mgh,

TA,) inf. n. *s-, (TA,) He suffered, or was

affected with,* [i. e. the remains of into cica

tion]. (Mgh, T.A.) [See also 5.]=9-, aor. ”,

(AA, S,) inf. n.*. (K,) He was ashamed for

himself, or of himself, or nas bashful, or shy,

neith respect to him; neas abashed at him, or shy

of him. (AA, S, K.”)

2 : see 1, in eight places:= and see also 3.

3. Pelá- as an intrans. v. : see 1, in three

places=9--, inf n.5*4, It mixed, mingled,

commingled, intermired, or intermingled, with it;

became incorporated, or blended, with it; in

fected, or pervaded, it; syn. all- (S, A,

Mgh,” K.) You say, &: A.J. J-old- The nater

mixed with the milk. (A.) And ü53 Š-(+ ! I

mixed with such a one in familiar, or social, in

tercourse; conversed nith him ; or became in

timate with him; syn. #4. (A.) And£

J#1 *-ā; see 1. And #1 *- : The
- * *

disease infected, or pervaded, him; syn. Alaju-:

(Sh:) or infected, or pervaded, (lajus-,) his inside.

(Lth.)-Also, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (K,) t He

approached it; or nas, or became, near to it;

(K,” TA;) namely, a thing. (TA.)- And els

Júl, (S, A,) inf n, as above, (K.) : He kept,

or clave, to the place; (S, A, K;) did not quit

it; (A;) remained, stayed, dn'elt, or abode, in

it ; (K;) and in like manner, 4: his house, or

tent; and so *%+. (TA.)= -2\s-, (TK,)

inf n. as above, (IAar, K,) [app. in the dial. of

El-Yemen, (see 10,)] also signifies He sold a

free person as being a slave. (IAar, K, TK.)

4. – 4-1: see 1 in the former half of the para

graph, in six places.--> -> The land

abounded with x<-, (§, K.) meaning tangled

trees. (TA.)=See also 1, latter part, in two

places.=: 9- He gave him the thing,

or put him in possession of it, (K,) is a phrase

common in El-Yemen: (Mohammad Ibn-Ke

theer, TA:) a man says, 13s L'-'. meaning

Give thou me such a thing as a free gift: put me

in possession of it: and the like. (Mohammad

Ibn-Ketheer, S.)

o - G - -

5. --~~5: see 8. = Also She (a woman) ap

plied5: as a liniment to her face, to beautify her

complexion. (TA.) => He was affected

with languor by nine. (TA.) [See*]•

See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.

o e > - O

8. Co-o:s- She wore, or put on [her head], a

J.- : (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K.) as also '-'-5.

(A,Mgh, Msb, K.)= -c, č-1, said of dough, [It

became fermented;] it had 5: put into it :

and in like manner one says of the beverage

called *: [it became fermented]: (A:) or, said

of dough, and of clay, or mud, (c/ele, as in the

K, but accord. to other lexicons perfume, -alo,

TA,) and the like, it was left until it became

good [or mature]: (K:) and> --~~! the

nine became mature [and fermented]; (Mgh,

Msb, K;) as it does when it becomes changed in

odour : (TA :) or became changed in odour. (S.)

10. 9- He made him, or took him as, a

slave : (S, Mgh, K:) of the dial. of El-Yemen.

(Mgh, T.A.) [See 3..] So in the trad. of Mo’ādh,
* - d - d > 0 - - 6 - 0 # o "wā 2 o- - - o - d -o -

&ls=a-a- &lr=2 20- -oo: "5* -- J

*: L#34; Ü & [Whosoever hath made slaves,

or taken as slaves, persons the first state of whom

hath been that of freemen and neighbours, re

garded as neak, to him shall belong what he hath

held in possession in his house or tent]: (S,” L:)

i.e., hath taken them by force, and obtained pos

session of them : (S:) meaning, whosoever hath

made slaves, or taken as slaves, persons in the

Time of Ignorance, and then El-Islám hath come,

to him shall belong those whom he hath held in

possession in his house or tent: they shall not go

from his hand. (Az, T.A.) Mohammad Ibn-Ke

theer says, This is a phrase known to us in El

Yemen, where any other is scarcely ever used [in

its stead]. (S.)

X: [Wine: or grape-wine :] what intoxi

cates, of the expressed juice of grapes : (ISd, K:)

or the juice of grapes when it has effervesced,

and thronn up froth, and become freed there

from, and still: (Mgh :) or it has a common

application to intoxicating expressed juice of any

thing : (K, TA:) or any intoxicating thing, that

clouds, or obscures, (lit. covers,) the intellect ; as

some say: (Mgh," Msb: [but see what follows:])

and the general application is the more correct,

because 2:- was forbidden when there was not

in El-Medeeneh any 2:- of grapes; the beve

rage of its inhabitants being prepared only from

dates in their green and small state, or full-grown

but unripe, or fresh and ripe, or dried: (K,”

TA:) or the arguing thus, from this fact alone,

requires consideration: (MF:) AHn says, it is

+ sometimes prepared from grains: but ISd

holds this to be an improper signification: (TA:)

it is also sometimes applied to the t beverage

called +3, like as '' is sometimes applied to

wine expressed from grapes: (L in art. J. :)

applied to teapressed juice from nuhich2:- [pro

perly so called] is made, [i. e., to must, or unfer

mented 3-5) it is tropical: it is so used in a

trad in which* is said to have been sold by

[a companion of Mohammad named] Samurah :

2:- [in its proper acceptation] is so called

because it veils (#, i. e. 3:5) the intellect :

(K:) or because it infects (3-45, i. e. Ljuši)

the intellect: (S, K:) [as though acting like

leaven: (see 1:)] so said 'Omar : (TA:) or

because it is left until it has become mature [and

fermented]; (K;) or until its odour has changed:

(IAar, S:) [see 8:] the proper application of the

root is to denote “covering,” and “commingling

in a hidden manner:” (Sgh, Er-Răghib, TA:) it

is of the fem. gender, and sometimes masc. :

(Msb, K.) you say:134 as well as:-" Je:
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but As does not allow it to be masc.: (Msb:)

and *#:- signifies the same: (K2 [or a kind

of wine:] or -o- and 5-3- are like D-35 and 5-35;

[the former a coll. gen, n., and the latter its n. un.;]

(S;) and #: [thus] signifies some nine; lit., a

portion of . (Mab3) the pl. of:- is is:

(S, Msb.) You say [also] -> * #: [Some

pure, or unmixed, wine; using a masc. epithet,

contr. to rule]. ($)—[Hence the saying,] ú.

X: S5 Já-9% <e, (S,) or: S5 J-34 L*,

(K) t Such a one, (S) or he, (K) possesses

neither good nor evil: (S, K:) [or neither evil

nor good: for] AA says that some of the Arabs

make:-" to be good, and J~ to be evil; and

some of them make -os-Ji to be evil, and J-l

to be good. (Harp. 153.)—:- also signifies

+ Grapes; (AHn, M, K;) in the dial. of El

Yemen :) (M.:) like as -- signifies “wine”

in that dial. (AHn, TA in at: -:) It is said

in the Kur [xii. 36], 9-34-** Us',' es' Verily

I thought myself pressing grapes: (ISd:) or the

meaning is, pressing out wine from grapes. (Ibn

’Arafeh.)

# A covert of trees Śc. (ISk, S, Mgh, K.)

or a place where the ground is eaten anay by a

torrent, or an oblong tract of sand collected to

gether and elevated, forming a place for conceal

ment ; (ISk, S:) and a hollow, or cavity, in

which a wolf conceals himself: and tangled trees.
- - - • * * * • -

(TA.) You say, L33'3"> -s; es: *-all Us,'”

[The game, or wild animal or animals, concealed

itself, or themselves, from me in the core: &c.,

of the valley]. (S.) And L-3 # all 4. *** 34

3-1 4 +[He creeps to him in the thicket, or

place overgrown with trees; and he walks to him

in the covert of trees, &c.; see Freytag's Arab.

Prov. 692]: speaking of a man when he deceives,

or circumvents, his companion. (S.) Andū

~ : is and "3: + He came to us

£, clandestinely. (K.)-

Hence, (S) :- and £ and "3- (S. K.)

and *#): (K) t A crowding, (S) or congre

gation, (K,) and multitude, of men or people.

(S,K) You say, J.G. "+ ... J-3 and

*>''<+, dial. vars. of* and 5.4, i. e. He

entered among the cronding and multitude of the

men or people. (S3) and in like manner, L'

"...:- and Loft-s”; (TA;) as also -*** es'

and>* (TA in art. --> ) or among such [a

crowdj of the people as hid him. (ISk, S.)

3- A place abounding with coverts of the

description termed , ss-; (IAar, $, K3) a place

concealing by dense trees. (T.A.)=t A man in
6 * > / •

fected, syn. ----, (Sh, IAar, S,) by a disease :

(TA:) thought by ISd to be a possessive epithet:

(TA:) or in the last stage g/. the remains of in

toxication. (S.) [See also 22--"..])

#:- : See :-, in two places. – Also, (S, A,

K) and * #4 (Kr, K) and "5-4-, (K.) The

odour of perfume: (S, A:) or a sweet odour:

(K:) and the last signifies also an odour which

has infected (*, i.e. laita-) a person; (K;)

Bk. I.

as also *#: (AZ,K) You say, #:&:

-la. I experienced, or smelt, the odour of the
- • 6 * *

perfume. (S, A.)= See also 2-4-, in two places.

6.- d. J. s

5'-- see**, in two places.- Also a dial.

var. of 5: [q. v.], A thing [or composition]

which is used as a liniment for beautifying the

complexion; (S;) [the plant called] .# and

certain perfumes which a noman uses as a lini

ment (so in the K, or applies as a liniment to her

face, as in other lexicons, TA) to beautify her

face. (K.)= Pain, and headache, and annoy

ance, occasioned by wine (*: for which in

some copies of the K we find L:- erroneously

put, TA); as also *%+: or the intoxication

thereof, which has infected (i.jú-) [a person];

(K) and so "jus: : (TA) or this latter signi.

fies the remains of intoxication: (S:) pl. of the

former: (TA.)- See also# =4 small

pot or jar: and a vessel for leaven. (KL.)= A

small mat, (S, A,” Mgh, Msb, K,) [of an oblong

shape,] large enough for a man to prostrate him

self upon it, (Mgh, Msb,) used for that purpose [in

prayer], (S, A,) made of palm-leaves (S, K)

7trot'em (J-5) with threads or strings: (S:) so

called because it veils the ground from the face of

the person praying [upon it]: (Zj,” Mgh:) or

because its threads or strings are hidden by its

palm-leaves. (TA.)

#:- A hiding, or concealing, oneself: (IAar,

TA:) (or, accord. to analogy, a mode, or manner,

of doing so.]- See alsoX-–A mode, man

ner, or way, of wearing the **. (K,”TA.)

You say, 5:-" ā-- ūl [Verily she has a beau

tiful mode of wearing the 3'-l. (S.) And hence

the saying of 'Omar to Mo'âwiyeh, 4: £i U.

* #:- [Hon, like is thine eye to Hind's
- -

(when she practises her) mode of nearing the

3-'l. (TA) Hence also, (TA) S & 341 &l

#:-" _*: [Verily she who has had a husband

will not require to be taught the mode of nearing

the Uss-]: (S, K," TA:) a prov., (S, TA,) ap

plied to him who is experienced and knowing:

(K:) i. e. the experienced woman is not to be

taught how she should act. (TA.)=See also

2 * *

©-o-d-.

** * * 6.- d -

3-o-; see 3-os-.

&: Grapes (~~) fit for wine. (TA)—

A colour resembling the colour of nine. (TA.)

X- : SeeX

6 * >

2'- :

6 * /

>''<>
:

6.- © a

5->, in two places.

6 * *

see -ss-, in two places.

6 * >

see -os-, in two places:= and see also

X- [A woman's muffler, or veil, with which

she corers her head and the lower part of her

face, leaving exposed only the eyes and part or

the nhole of the nose: such is the Jusã worn in

the present day: a hind of veil nihich is called in

Turkish3: ; as in the TK :] a noman's head

covering; (Mgh, TA;) a piece of cloth nith

which a noman covers her head; (Msb;) i, q.

---, (K,) pertaining to a woman; (S;) as also

WX-24-. (Th, K:) and any covering of a thing;

anything by nihich a thing is veiled, or covered:
6.- o £

(K:) pl. [of pauc.] 5-3-1 (K) and [of mult.].

}: (Mob, K) and ::, (K)—Also A man's

turban; because a man covers his head with it

in like manner as a woman covers her head with

her Juss.: when he disposes it in the Arab man

ner, he turns [a part of] it under the jaws [nearly

in the same manner in which a woman disposes

her los-]. (TA.) [Hence,] 452--> ū, a prov.,

(TA,) [meaning] + What hath changed thee from

the state in n'hich thou wast? What hath be

fallen thee? (K.)

X--- (K) and "3+ and ':4, (TA) ap

plied to dough, [Leavened;] having had ***

[as meaning leaven] put into it: (TA:) or,

applied to dough, and to clay or mud (Uel2, as in

the K, but accord. to other lexicons perfume,

-ele, TA), and the like, left until it has become

good [or mature]: (K:) pl. [of the first] es:

(TA.) You say alsoX- }: Bread [leavened,

or] into which leaven (*~~) has been put (Lh,

TA:) or yesterday's bread; bread that has been

kept over a night: (S:) andX- #, without

* [in the epithet]. (Lh, T.A.) And -- is also

applied to Bread itself: or leavened bread. (Sh,

TA.)–: [used as a subst.] (S, A, Mab, K)

and '#:- and *#: (S, A, K) signify Leaven,

or ferment, expl. by 4: 3+ ū, (K) of dough,

and of perfume; (TA ;) what is put into dough,

(S, A, Msb,) and into the beverage called Je: ;

(A;) and *#: also signifies what is put into

perfume, as well as what is put into dough and

into J-5: (Ks:) the 5: of J-3 is its dregs,

(K) and its [ferment which is called] (32:3:

(TA;) or n:hat is put into it, of nine (#) and
w & J.

of Ussis; and so too of perfume; (S;) and the

#: of milk is its ferment (**) n:hich is poured

upon it in order that it may quickly curdle, or

coagulate, or thicken, or become thick and fit for
- - - J D - O

churning. (TA)- [Hence,] *-j- Us als--

!Conceal thou it (i.e. a secret, A) in thy mind.
: - - e. g.

(A, TA) And 5-2-3- 3- &= | He re

vealed, or disclosed, a secret. (TA.)- See also

29-o-o

5- : see the next preceding paragraph.

#: A vintner; a seller of X- [or nine].

(K.)

X:- (S) and ": (K) One who con

stantly drinks wine; (S, K;) a great drinker;

devoted to drink. (K.)

6 : * *

A-2-2 tA horse having a white head, whatever

be the rest of his colour; but not*- : (Lth:)

and #:4, applied to a ewe or she-goat, (AZ, T,

S, A) accord to Lth and the K "###, but

the former is the right term, (TA,) [in the CK

2:4) + whose head is n hite, and the rest of her

black; like #3: (S:) or having a nhite head;

102
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(AZ, T, A;) and in like manner, a mare: (K:)

or a black ewe with a white head: from the los
s • -

of a woman. (TA.)=See also res--,- And
6 - © - -

See 29-o-o

:- A maker of: [or nine]. (K.)

* f d > 3 * *

25-os-e : see X---Also, (S,) and *:

and "3-, (TA) A man affected with 's-,

(S, TA,) i. e. the remains of intoxication. (S.

[Like*. See also X-J)

6 • & J. *** - 6 J - d.

**-*, and with 3: see -ss-2.

* 6 - © f © w

: see ye-os--
•

U-os

1. *śl --- (S, A, Mgh, K) aor. *, (S,

Mgh, K,) [inf. n.U- He took the fifth part

of the possessions of the people. (S, A, Mgh, K.)

And Júl U---, (A, Msb) aor.”, infin. ---,

(Msb,) He took the fifth part of the property.

(A, Msb.) U- signifies The taking one from

five: and hence the saying of 'Adee Ibn-Hátim,

>'' U →* u, ++, [I tool
the fourth part of the spoil in the Time of Igno

rance, and I took the fifth part thereof in the

time of El-Islám]; meaning, I headed the army

in both those states; for the commander, in the

Time of Ignorance, used to take the fourth part

of the spoil; and in El-Islám, the fifth part was

assigned to him. (TA.)–2% U---, (S, A,

Msb, K.) aor. -, (S, Msb, K.) inf n. J.-,

(Msb,) He was, or became, the fifth of the people:

(S, A, Msb, K:) or he made them five by [adding

to their number] himself (S, K)----- also

signifies He made fourteen to be fifteen. (T in

art. --M3.)- And He made forty-nine to be fifty

with himself (A’Obeyd, S in that art.) –

J.-l J--, aor. = , inf. n. C++, He made the

rope of five strands tnisted together. (TA.)=

J.' <-- The camels drank on the fifth day,

counting the day of the next preceding drinking

as the first. (TA.) [SeeJ- —J---, said

of a horse, He came fifth in the race. (T, M, L;

all in art. --Aj.)

• *

2. ---, inf. n. J-3, He made it five. (Esh

Sheybánee and K, voce £3.)- He made it

to be five-cornered; five-angled; pentagonal.

(K)--- She brought forth her fifth off

spring. (TA in art. ,<!.)- And 4-> He made

it five-fifths (M'.)—4:9 -- or sale,

He remained five nights with his wife: and in

like manner the verb is used in relation to any
s d =

U-->

also signifies [The watering of land or seed

produce on the fifth day, counting the day of the

nect preceding watering as the first;] the na

tering of land that is [next] after the &#.
(TA.) •

saying or action. (TA voce &: ) -

4. Asi. U-os- The party of men became five:

(S, K:)— also, The party of men became fifty.

(M and Lin art. --M3.)-J:" U-os- The man

nas, or became, one whose camels came to water

on the fifth day, counting the day of the next

preceding drinking as the first. (S,” K,”TA.)
o o

[See U-si-.]

J- fem ofi- [q v.].

6 o y

U-os- :

J.- The drinking of camels on the fifth day,

counting the day of the next preceding drinking

as the first; their drinking one day, then pas

turing three days, then coming to the nater on

the fifth day, the first and last days, on which

they drink, being thus reckoned: this is the cor

rect explanation, accord. to Aboo-Sahl El-Khow

lee; and Aboo-Zekereeya says the like; (TA;)

or their pasturing three days, and coming to the

water on the fourth day [not counting the day of

the next preceding natering; for it is evident that

this explanation is virtually the same as that pre

ceding]: (S, K:) accord. to Lth, the drinking of

camels on the fourth day, counting the day on

which they returned from [the next preceding]

natering; but Az says, that this is a mistake;

6 in J

See U-od

the day of returning from watering not being

counted [when it is explained as meaning the

drinking on the fourth day]: (TA:) pl. Ji-i,

the only pl. form. (Sb, T.A.) [See £5. Hence,

J- #53 [as in copies of the K, or it may be

c- $54,] A desert in which the water is far

distant, so that the camels come to the water on

the fourth day, exclusive of the [next preceding]

day on which they drank. (Az, #. TA.) 6 Hence

also the saying, J.--> ū.:* &% (S,

K*) | Such a one makes a pretence ofU-lo-' [or

Jifth-day naterings] for the purpose of L-l.x."

[or sixth-day naterings]: i.e., he advances his

camels from the U-sà- to the U-- (K:) a

prov.: (TA:) meaning, such a one strives to de

ceive, or circumvent : (S, K:) applied to him who

acts towards another with artifice, pretending that

he obeys him, or complies with his desire: (TA:)

or to him who pretends one thing while he means

another: (K:) and taken from the saying, re

lated by Ao and IAM, S-3-8 U.: … [He

made a pretence of U--- for the purpose of

U.l...]]; said of him who proposes a thing

whereby he means another thing, which he com

mences and by slow degrees accomplishes: (TA:)

for a man, when he desires to make a long jour

ney, accustoms his camels to drink U-t

[i.e. on the fifth day and then on the sixth, in

each case counting the day of the next preceding

drinhing as the first]: (K, TA:) the origin of

the saying, accord. to IAar, being this: an old

man was among his camels, accompanied by his

sons, men, who pastured them, and who had been

long far distant from their families; and he told

them one day to pasture their camels ū, [i. e.

watering on the fourth day, counting the day of

the next preceding watering as the first], which

they did, proceeding in the way towards their

families: then they proposed to do so t-, and

then, U-3-3 whereupon the old man, under

standing what they meant, said, ye are doing

nothing but making a pretence of L-los- for the

purpose of L-l.A.!: the object of your desire is

not the pasturing of them, but it is only your

families. (TA.) [See below, voceJ-4, a saying

similar in words but different in meaning.]

It is also used forU-3: [A journey in which

the camels are watered only on the first and fifth

days; a journey in which the second and third

and fourth days are nithout water]. (L in art.

Júa-.) You say U-4 J- [and **)

£3, and ++, [and J.--, &c.,]

i. e. #journey [in which the camels are natered

only on the first and fifth days,] in the course of

n:hich, to the nater, there is no flagging, by

reason of its remoteness. (TA.) El-'Ajjāj uses

the expression

and

* w • C / ~ : de • o o *

meaning, A [journey of the hind termed] U-os

without any deviation, like a rope made of hair

that has fallen off and that is free from any un

evenness. (L., T.A.)–U-os- also signifies The

fifth young one, or offspring. (A in art. --Jö.)

=A [garment of the kind called]* (S, K,) of

the fabric of El-Yemen; (S;) so called because

first made for a king of El-Yemen namedJ

(AA, S.) or '-' (KTA) as also "...+.

(TA.) For the latter word, we find in the work

of Bkh, ----, with L2 ; which, if correct, is

masc. of i.e.-- which is a small kind of£.

(IAth, and L.) [The plofu:+ applied to ass:
- of 9 : o - "

isJúl See also J.-, in four places.

J-' and "...: A fifth parti (Mob, K.)

as also "J---, (S, in art. --Jö, and IAmb and

Msb,) agreeably with a rule applicable in the

case of every one of the units, except <<:

(TA:) some allow this last; but AZ disallows it,

and U-->4- also: ($ in art. --G:) pl. J-U-i.

(MSb, T.A.)- [Hence, app.,] es' £i*

--i JHe turned his five senses tonards his six

relative points; [namely, above, below, before,

behind, right, and left # an allusion to the col

lecting all the thoughts to examine a thing, and

turning the attention in all directions. (MF.)

2 - 0 < ty d >

à-os-, (S, K,) masc.; and L-o-, fem.; (S;)

[Five;] a certain number. (S, K.) You say

Jú, ā- [Five men], and #: U- [Five
2 * z -

women]. (S.) You say also, 293 £4. us."

[I have five dirhems], with refa: and if you

please, you incorporate the 3 into the 2 [and say,

>53 a-1: but when you prefix U to Loals,
- • & J - d - d

you say, >941 a-- Use: [I have the five

dirhems], with damm; and may not incorporate,

because you have incorporated the U into the 3:
* d • d

and in the case of a fem. n. you say, U-34- Us-s

22%) [I have the five cooking-pots]; also, **

>5%£ [These five dirhems]; and, ifyou

please, >53), using it in the manner of an

epithet: and in like manner [you use the other

nouns of number] to 5'-e [inclusive]. ($) You

say also, 2:l &-U+ - [We fasted during

a period offive nights of the month with their
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days]; making Jú to predominate over Ai,

when you do not mention the wordAU, though

the fasting is in the day; because the night of

each day precedes the day: but when you men

tion the wordAG, you say, 2%:- ū: [We

fasted fee day]. (Isk, TA) -: *

means He bites the fingers: these being [five in

number and] of the fem, gender: (Ham p. 790:)

[i. e.] U- means the five fingers. (Harp. 76.)

[Respecting a peculiar pronunciation of the

people of El-Hijáz, and a case in which a+ is

imperfectly decl., see #355.] —[3% i-,

masc.; and # J- fem.; Fifteen. For

variations thereof, see art. --~.]

&:- [Fifty, and, ..fiftieth,] is also written

and pronounced d2-3-, with kesr to the A, by

poetic license, as related by Ks; or&:- with

fet-h, as related by others, after the manner of

i:- and<-- : (Fr, TA:) accord. to the T,

the variation &*-*. with kest to the A, is

[dialectic, being] similar to 5:= U+, with kest

to the U: [in the dial. of Nejd]. (TA.)

J.-- bi- and "J-3-3, They came five

and five; [or five and five together; or five at a

time and five at a time;] (K, TA;) like as they

say, ää and L*. and & and &*: (TA :)

or, accord. to A’Obeyd, not more than 2-1 and

à: and3% and 29 has been heard, except

3: occurring in a verse of El-Kumeyt. (TA in

art. -->.)

* 6 y J. g .d d - •

J- see L-o-; – and U-2-2, in two

places:–An army; because consisting of five

parts, namely, the van, the body, the right wing,

the left wing, and the rear; (S, A, K,) or because

the spoils are divided into fifths among it; but

this latter assertion requires consideration; (ISd,

MF;) for this division of the spoils is an affair of

the Muslim law, whereas U--> [thus applied] is

an old term: (MF:) or an army having numerous

weapons; syn.&+C+. (TA)-L-->4)-222,

(S, Msb, K.) and simply U->'', Thursday; the

fifth day of the week; thus used for J-3'-', in like

mannel 38 &#3" is applied to the star [that

follows the Pleiades, for 3:13): (TA:) pl. [of

pauc] is: i and [of mult] := (S, Msh, K)

and J-i. (Fr, T.A.) AZ used to say, cs:

4-5 U. U---" [Thursday passed with what

happened in it], making it sing and masc.: but

Abu-l-Jarráh used to say,&: U. U--> -sà-,

making it pl. and fem., and using it as a n, of

number. (Lh, T.A.) It has no dim. (Sb, $ in

art. U-21.) =See also U- last signification.

=34 J' c--- & &# U. means I know

not what company of men it is. (Ibn-'Abbād,

Sgh, K.)

3 ~ * • 2 #x . -

J-U.<- A boy five spans (3'-5') in height:

(S, Mgh, Msb," K:) said of him who is in

creasing in height [but has not attained his full

stature]: (Msb:) fem. with 3: (Lth, TA:) and

in like manner you say &#: (S, Msb:) but

s *

you do not say& (Lth, S, K.) nor J-l: ;

(Lth, K;) [i.e., in speaking of a boy;] for when

he has attained seven spans, (S,) or six spans,

(Lth, K,) he is a man: (Lth, S, K:) or to a

slave you apply the epithet J.-- also ; and to

a. garment or piece of cloth, J-U-. (Msb.)–

See also U-2-3.-[Also A word composed of

Jive letters, radical only, or radical and augmen

tative.]

&- One who fasts alone on Thursday.

(IAar, Th.)

J-- [Fifth]: for this you also say2-3

(ISk, S, K;) whence the phrase, &#3 ā

(24- [Such a one came fifth], for U+ : (ISk,

S:) [fem. with *]—[: J-U- and ā-ā

##, the former masc. and the latter fem., mean

ing Fifteenth, are subject to the same rules as

3: &Jü and its fem., explained in art. & Jö,

q v.]=:-- JA (TA) and 25 (S. K.)

Camels that drink on the fifth day, counting the

day of the next preceding drinking as the first:

[see J- (TA:) or that pasture three days,

coming to the water on the fourth day [not

counting the day of the next preceding watering].

(S, K.)

U- bi- SeeJ.

J- A thing five-cornered; five-angled;

pentagonal. (S.). [See also &:..]

6. / d -

U-2-os-2 Five cubits in length; applied to a

spear, (S, A, K.) as also "J-5 (K.) and to

a garment, or piece of cloth, (S, A, K,) as also

"...+, (S, A, Mgh, K,) which occurs in a trad.

aS meaning a small garment or piece of cloth,

(Mgh,) and "J- [q v, supra]; (TA;) and

in like manner, "J-U-i is: a [garment of the

hind called] 52), fire cubits long. (ISk, T.A.)

Hence the saying, "J-# Ls' (* + They

tno have become near together, and in a state tf

agreement. (K.) A poet says,

& e > * * *

# c-> *-* >> -s;--> *

% - c : - d > # #

"---i 33: L *

i.e., + The bounty of his hands has made me and

the person whom I love to be near together, as

though we were in a 32): five cubits long : (Th,

TA:) app. meaning that the person thus spoken

of had purchased for him a female slave, or had

given for him the dowry of his wife. (Az, Sgh,

TA.) You also say, "...# # es' t£, a.

prov., meaning t Would that we were near to:

gether. (Isk, TA) [See also #1–Also A

rope made of five strands twisted together. (S,

A, K.)

* *

1, 4:4, (S, A, K.) aor. - (S, Msh, K) and *,

(S, K.) inf n. J.-, (MSb) He scratched it,

namely, the face, with the nails, so as to cause

bleeding or not; syn. 4:34 (S, A, K.) only

used in relation to the face: (A:) or also used in

relation to the rest of the person: (TA:) and

"4:- inf n. *-ā, signifies the same: (TA)

[or denotes intensiveness, or muchness, like

43-J And sik (2-3 #1 -: The

woman wounded the exterior ofthe scarf-skin of

her face with her nail. (Mgb.) One says also,

by way of imprecation, ū:- [May thy, or his, or

her, face be scratched]; like as one says te: and

(sis. (TA.)- He slapped it; namely, the

face. (A, K.)- He beat him, or it, (K, TA,)

with a staff, or stick. (TA)- He cut off from

him a limb, or member. (K.)

2 : see 1.

J:- The mark made by scratching with the

nails upon the face : (Msb, TA:) pl. J.

(S, A, Msb.)

&: a: & J.: 5 (Lh) Do not thou

that may thy mother, being bereft of thee by

death, scratch her face for thee. (ISd.) One

says also, on the occasion of a thing at which one
• Co

wonders, Lil- US) isL- (S and TA in art.

GM-: see 1 in that art.)

J.- Gnats (S, A, K.) in the dial of

Hudheyl: (S:) n. un, with 3: or it has no n, un.;

(TA) one thereof being called ä. (S.)

£. A n:ound, (S, A, K,) or mutilation, (S,)

for which there is no fine, or mulet, (A,) or for

which there is no certain fine, or mulet; (S, K:)

or what is belon, the bloodnit; as the cutting off

of an arm or a hand, or of an ear, and the like :

(K:) or a n’ound, or mutilation, of any kind

belon slaughter and the bloodivit; such as ampu

tation, or a nound; or a blon, or plunder, or a

similar injury. (L.) It is related in a trad., that

Keys Ibn-'Asim collected his sons at his death,

and said, Us: + 9% &: ce: &l=

:*ts" [There were, between me and such a 0ne,

wounds, &c., in the Time of Ignorance]. (L.)

And you say, cº; &:L: <3-13; I have

retaliated upon such a one [my wound, &c.].

(TA)--Gū, also, (S, TA) or &&.

J-3, (A, TA,) signifies 1 Remains of J-5 [or

desire of retaliation, or the like]. (S, A, TA.)

Ua-od

J e e • • 6 * *

1. Le-all -a-, aor. *, inf. n. Jass-, The

man's foot rosefrom the ground, [or was hollow

in the middle of the sole,] so that it did not touch

it. (Mb)—&#1 -->Al Jacá-, (A, K,) aor. *;

and -a--, aor. 2;

(A, K, TK.) inf n. --- [i. e. -- or J.:
6 J. J. * * * o –

or probably both] and U25-sa- and ā-a-o-o:

(TK;) The belly nas, or became, empty; (A, K,

TK;) i. e., hungry: (TK.) [and lank : see

J-1 And G# U-4-, aor.”, (Msb)

infin. J. (Mab,TA) and Ja:-(A, TA) and

3 * * ~ * 5 (S, A, Msb," K,) the last an inf. n. like

#: and #2, (S) [but in art. --> in the S,

#: is said to be a subst.,] The thing nas, or

(TK.) and -a-, aor =

* * * *

became, hungry. (S,” A,” Msb, K.")= a-ass
**", (S, K.) *Ol". +, (TK,) inf n. • e = and

102*
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i.e.: (S.K) and *, +, (TK, [but this last

I think doubtful,]) Hunger rendered him lank in

the belly. (TK.)

6.4% Jaels-3 t He shrank, or dren anay,

from it; (A, K,”) i. e., from anything of which
J - d -> *

he disliked the nearness (A:) You say,a

se: * > *-* #9 & 5-4 II

touched him nith my hand, it being cold, and he

shrank from the coldness of my hand]. (A, TA.)

—ai- &= c): U-4-5 ! [Relinquish thou,

i. ej give thou, to such a one, his right, or due.

(A.K.')—J: Jaels-5 ! [The night retreated;]

the darkness of the night became thin a little

before daybreak. (A, K.)

6 - d -

ā-ass- A hungering. (S, K.) You say, J-5

ū: *: ć-* all.i. [There is not any

thing better for repletion of the belly than a hun

gering which follows it]. (S, A.)

•*d, * s -

Us-a->: See Jae-os-.

6 * > * * > 0 & s -

class-: see Jac-l'-and see also Jae-,

in two places.

&= - SeeJ

Ja-Empty; applied to the belly: (TA)

hungry (Ms.) – c’h, Ja- (A) or

ū- U-, (S. K.) and "ö4:, (S, A, K.)

and '34.-, (A, K,) A man empty in the belly,

(A) or lank in the belly; ($, K.) as also "Ja-la

c.131: (K" and TA in art. -às, :) and slender

in make: (TA:) fem, of the first with 3, (S, A,

K.) and so of the second, (Yaakoob, S, A, K,)

and so of the third; (TA;) and IAar mentions

"...+ as a fem, occurring prefixed to u-1 in

a verse of El-Agamm Ed-Dubeyree: (TA:) pl.,

(S, A, K.) masc, (A, K.) J-U- (S, A, K.)

and fem., [i. e., of a-a-a-,] Jal- (A, K. :)

"&a: has no pl. formed by the addition of .

and c), though its fem. is formed by the addition

of 5; being made to accord with the measure

&% of which the femise: (TA) 20:

[also] signifies Hungry, in a pl. sense, (K,) and

lank in the bellies: (TA:) "J-U- also signifies

the same as Jess- and [its pl.] J---, lank

in the bellies (c)." U+ [whence it appears

that "---i, sing: of Je:, is also syn. with

J-D. (TA.) You say also, ck." Je-s:

J-U. J% 3-, meaning ! He is one who ab

stains from (devouring] the possessions of men.

(A) And -* …" J., & c.4: …+

ź. 3. *ill, (A, TA,) meaning ! Persons

who abstain Jrom [devouring] the possessions of

men, whose backs are light with respect to [the]

burden [of their blood]. (TA, from a trad.)

Jess-& 1A time of hunger. (A, TA.)

** A garment of the kind called te,

black, square, and having cº- [i. e. troo oria

mental or coloured or figured borders]: (S, A,

Mgh, K) or a black A-e, having a border such

as is above described (**) at each end, and

which is of j+, [q. v.], or of wool: (Mab3) if

not bordered, it is not so called: (S, Msb:) or,

accord. to As, a 55: of wool, or of}*, bordered

(*): not unless bordered: so called because

of its softness and thinness, and smallness of bulk

when it is folded: Ahmad Ibn-Fāris says that it

is the black t-s: and he says that it may be

thus called because a man wraps himself with it,

so that it is against his J-i. meaning by this

his waist: (Harp. 21:) pl. J*- or La3los

are garments ofj-. thick, black, and red, and

having thick>Sã [or borders such as above de

scribed]; worn by people of old. (TA.) El-Aasha

says,

i-----4-3-3. "

- - 3 3. --- O - - - O - *

* was9-12-adi Jū)--> w-le *

[When she is stripped of her clothing, any day,

thou wouldst think there was upon her a kha

meesah, and the glistening redness of gold]: As

says, he likens her [long and spreading] hair to a

a--, which is black (S) [See also ---,

WOceU-, near the end of the paragraph.]

ck." Jesú- See Je:

>3%l J.-- A man n'hose foot rises from the

ground, [or is hollon in the middle of the sole,]

so that it does not touch it: fem, 4:- and

pl. Ja: (Mab3) and "öua:-signifies having

the middle of the sole of the foot moderately rising

from the ground; which is a goodly quality;

but when it is flat, or rises much, it is dispraised:

so explained by IAar when he was asked by Th

respecting 'Alee's saying of Mohammad, [cited,
- • O J.

but not explained, in the K,] &Lás: Jés

c::$l. or, accord. to Az, &- signifies

having the part [of the sole] of the foot which

does not cleave to the ground in treading very

much retiring from the ground. (T.A.) -

J.-S. [when without the article UI also written

without tenween accord. to the best authorities,

because the quality of an epithet is original to it,

and that of a subst. is accidental,] also signifies

The part [of the sole] of the human foot which

does not cleave to the ground in treading; (Az,

TA;) the part of the sole of the human foot nehich

is hollon, so that it does not touch the ground;

(S, K;") the part of the bottom of the human foot

which is thin, and retires from the ground; or,

as some explain it, [meaning the same, the*

of the human foot (TA) pl. Jassi (Msb)
–See also Jae-sa- - Also The n'aist of a man.

(Harp. 21.)

6 • D. s •

U2's- : see La-.

lass

# The [kind of tree called] 'i: (BA in

xxxiv. 15:) or a species of the 99, having a

fruit which is eaten: (Lth, S:) or the fruit of

the 4)), : (IB, K:) or any trees having no thorns:

(IDrd, Bd, K:) or trees having thorns; cited

from Fr; and by Z, in the Ksh, on the authority

of A’Obeyd: (TA:) or certain trees like the

23-, (K, TA,) the fruit of which is like the mul.

berry: (TA:) or certain deadly trees: (K:) or

deadly poison: (TA:) or any plant that has

acquired a taste of bitterness, (Zj, Bd, K,) so that

it cannot be eaten : (Zj, TA:) or scanty fruit of

any trees: (AHn, K.) or the fruit of what is

called&: is: : (K:) or a certain fruit called

&:l #4, having the form of the poppy, friable,

and of no use : (IAar:) or it signifies, in the

Kur xxxiv. 15, fruit that is disagreeable in taste,

and choking : (Bd:) or, [as an epithet,] bitter,

and disagreeable in taste, and choking : (Jel:)

or bitter; applied to anything: or acid. (K.)

In the Kur, ubi supra, some read, Jéi Jús

*:: (S, IB, Jel:) this is the right reading

accord to him who makes lass- to mean the

4), ; but accord. to him who makes it to mean

the fruit of the syll, the right reading of Uel is

with tenween, and laos is a substitute for that

word. (IB.) [The pl. is*: See an eX, VOCe

J-.]

&•+

1. &#, (Lth, S. K.) aor. *, inf n. &:- (Lth,

IDrd, K) and &: (Lth, K) and č, (Az,

K,) said of a hyena, (K,) &c., (TA,) He limped,

or had a slight lameness, (I Drd, S,) in his gait,

or manner of going; (S;) he went as though he

had a lameness. (K, T.A.)

&: A wolf (S. K.) pl. &#. (TA.) –

And hence, (TA,) tA thief (S, K.)

&: A limping, or slight lameness; (IDrd,

S;) a manner of going as though n'ith a lame

ness; a subst. from the above-mentioned verb.

(K.) You say, 8- * [He has a limping,

&c.]. (S.)

6 d -

*-os-, applied to a woman, Vitious, or im

moral; an adulteress, or a fornicatress; as also

'8:... (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)

&l= [Limping, or having a slight lameness;]

going as though having a lameness. (TA.)-
6 - -

And hence, (TA,) as els- A hyena, or a female

hyena: (S, K:) pl. &#- (K.)

J-os

1. J.-, aor. :, inf n. J*. It (a place of

alighting or abode, Msb, TA, and a tattooing,

TA) was, or became, effaced, or obliterated;

(MSb, TA;) and imperceptible, or unapparent.

(TA.)-And hence, (Msb,) said of a man, aor.

and inf. m. as above, He was, or became, obscure,

unnoted, reputeless, or of no reputation : (S,

Msb:) [and] said of a man's reputation (2,4-3,

JK, K, and 4:32, K), aor, as above, (JK,) and

so the inf. n., (JK, K,) it n'as, or became, ob
• J •

scure. (JK, K.) Some mention also U-2s-,
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inf n. iii-, and this inf n, occurs in a de

scription of the Prophet; but it is only for the

purpose of assimilation to its contr. isú. (TA.)

–[It is app. also said of speech, meaning It

was, or became, lon, soft, or gentle: seeJ

=J- He (a man, and a beast, K, a horse, a

sheep or goat, and a camel, TA) had, or was af.

fected with, the malady termed J.-. (K.)

4. U-4-1 He (a man, S, or God, K) rendered

a person obscure, unnoted, reputeless, or of no

reputation; ($, K;") contr. of 4. (TA.)=

IHe made a [garment such as is termed] aíslas,

and the like, to have m'hat is termed J.- [i. e.

a nap, or pile, or villous substance on its surface].

(K.)

8. U-2:4-1 He pastured, or depastured, J.-,

(K) i. e. meadows [&c., pl. of al-]. (TA)

J.- [The nap, or pile, or villous substance on

the surface, of cloth;] i. q.*: (S, Msb;) or

the -* of the [kind of garment called] aäglas

[q. v.] and the like, (K, TA) of woven cloths

whereof portions [of the substance] are redundant;

(TA;) or [rather] what resembles ** on the

surface of a A = [or the like]; (Mgh;) the

J.- yf a [carpet such as is called] a #. [or

a £1 &c.] and of a garment; as also**,

of which the pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] is"J

(JK)–Also 4 a.s.l.. [itself] (S.K.) or so

*ā-- and J.- signifies as first explained

above, and also a asses [itself]: (Msb:) or
6 - d -

*ā-4 has this last meaning; as also "it's

and *ā- (K, TA; [in the CK, a.s.le

à-l. is erroneously put for£1. ai:-le ;])

or signifies a as las having J.- [or nap]: (TA:)

and its pl. [or coll. gen, n.] is as above. (Msb,

TA.)– And The feathers, or plumage, of the

ostrich; (JK, T, M, K;) as also *ā- and

*ā-, (T, M, K;) of which last the pl. [or

coll. gen. n.] is as above. (TA.)

6 - d -

āl <-: see the next preceding paragraph.-

Also, and*ā-, A garment (Lth, K) of wool,

(Lth,) having J.- [or nap], such as the 4 =

and the like: (Lth, K:) or an £ of the fabric

of Katanán, white, and with short J.- [or nap].

(Az, T.A.)

:- See J.- : and# =Also A man’s

secret, which he conceals: and his secret dispo

sition of the mind. (K.) One says, &= Jú

*:- [in the CK*] Ask thou concerning

his secrets, and his bad, evil, or foul, qualities,

dispositions, habits, practices, or actions. (K,

TA.) And al-'l'-.43% [He is base, ignoble,

or mean, in *espect ofthe secret disposition of the

mind], and *U- [generous in respect thereof]:

(Fr, K:) or it is applied peculiarly to baseness,

ignobleness, or meanness: (AZ, K :) &

-#: has not been heard. (AZ)

J.- Lameness: or, accord. to A’Obeyd, a

limping, or slight lameness, in the legs of camels,

which is cured by cutting the vein : (S:) or a

malady in the joints of a man, (K,) resembling

lameness, (TA,) and in the legs of a beast, (K.)

a horse, a sheep or goat, and a camel, (TA)

occasioning a limping, or slight lameness: (K:)

or a malady that affects the horse, (T, TA,) or

the camel, (JK,) in consequence of which he will

not move until he has a vein cut; othernise he

dies: (JK, T, TA:) and also a malady that af

fects a leg of the sheep or goat, and then shifts to

the other legs, going the round of them. (T,TA.)

J- pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.] of i- in

three senses explained above: see J.-– Also

garments havingJ.- [or nap]. (K.)- A black

garment. (JK.)-; Dense clouds. (IDrd, K,

TA.)- 1 Soft food; (K, TA;) meaning such as

is termed 4,3: mentioned by ISd. (TA)=
6 * * •

See also J2-2-2.

6 * > * 6 o' --

See U->.a Juss-:

is: See J.-, in four places.- Also A

dense collection of trees; (JK, S;) so says Aboo

Sá'id: (S:) or numerous tangled, or luxuriant,

or dense, trees, (K, TA,) among which one sees

not a thing when it falls in the midst thereof:

(TA:) and a place abounding in trees, wherever

it be, (K,) or, accord. to Az, only in plain, level,

or soft, ground: (TA:) and a lon, or depressed,

tract of ground, (K,” TA,) or of sand, (M, TA)

or an intervening tract betneen lon, or depressed,

and hard, ground, (T, TA,) or an intervening

tract amid sands, in lon, or depressed, and hard,

ground, (JK.) and producing good herbage or

plants: (JK, T, K, TA:) or plain, or soft, land,

producing herbage or plants, which are likened to

the J.- [or nap] of the aislaš: or a place where

mater remains and stagnates, and which produces

trees; but only in plain, level, or soft, ground:

(TA:) or a meadow (i.4%) in nihich are trees;

that in which are no trees being termed à-la

(Har p. 118:) or a tract of sand producing

trees: (As, S, K:) or a place where a tract of

sand becomes thin, or shallon; n here the main

portion of it passes anay, and somen'hat of the

soft part of it remains: pl. J.-: which is

also explained as signifying meadows (~9).
(TA.) •

J- A man obscure, unnoted, reputeless, or

of no reputation; (S, Msb, K;) unknown, (JK,

T,) and unmentioned; (T;) destitute of good

fortune: (Msb:) and one says also 32-, by

substitution [of c for J. (TA) pl. J. (K)

and i-, explained as signifying the loner or

lonest, or meaner or meanest, sort of mankind.

(TA.) You say also J.- J; A low, soft, or

gentle, saying or speech." (Az, T.A.) And it is

said in a trad., S-(+ 9-3 aft bj=3 Celebrate

ye God with a lon, soft, or gentle, voice, in reve

rence of his greatness, or majesty. (TA.)

6 * o ż

J~. A garment, (JK, TA) or a U.<>,

(Mgh, Msb,) having J.- [or nap], (JK,” Mgh,

Msb, TA,) i. e. what resembles ** on its sur

face. (Mgh.)

Js: (JK, TA) and #4,(JK) applied

to a young camel, (JK,) or to a camel, and a

horse, (TA,) and a sheep or goat, (31%, JK,

TA,) Having, or affected nith, the disease termed

J. (JK, TA:) and so "J-, applied to a

young camel; pl.L- (JK.)

J-os

1. 3.-, [aor. J inf n & 4, said of [a

man's] reputation (#3), ..It mas, or became,

obscure; i. q. U-sa-, inf n. U2-, and, said of

a thing, it was, or became, obscure, unapparent,

hidden, or concealed: whence 4:3 as syn. with

":, q.v. (Mb)

2, 4:-, (Mab, K.) inf n &#1 (S. Mab3)

and "4:- (Mob,K)aor. 2, infn. 3.- (Mab3)

He spoke of it conjecturally, (S, Msb, K.) and

opining; (TA;) or surmising: (K:) or he

formed a surmise respecting it; or an opinion.

(Msb.) IDrd says, I think it to be post-classical:

(TA:) AHát says that it is of Persian origin,

(Mgb, TA) arabicized, (TA) from Uleå-, [app. a

mistranscription for tius, or *Us, Or&] ap

plied to “an opinion,” and “a conjecture,” or

“conjectural saying." (Msb, TA)-&: is

also syn. nith 29-5. (So in the TA. [But this,

I doubt not, is a mistranscription for Aj-5,

which, though perhaps post-classical, signifies

The act of conjecturing.])

&: Stink. (K)

[ć- The elder-tree: and:*&- Dnarf

elder-tree : so in the present day.]

&:- A weak spear: and ău:- #3 [a neak

spear or spear-shaft]. (A’Obeyd, S, K.)—What

is bad of household-goods, or furniture, or utensils:

(TA:) and The refuse, or lonest or basest or

meanest sort, of mankind; (S, K;) the bad

thereof. (K.) [Mentioned also in art. ---.]

>3' &- A man (TA) obscure, unnoted,

reputéless, of no reputation; i. q >3' U-2'

(K, TA.)

Quasi Csá

-- (accus. ū) for J- see the latter

word.

J4

s 1.3-, (Sh, S, K,) aor. 3-, (S, K,) inf. n.

&:-, (Sh, S,” K,” TA,) He made a sound from

the nose, like c- from the mouth : (TA ) he

made a sound like weeping, (§, K, TA) and (so

in the S, but in the K “or”) like laughing, in

the nose : (S,"K,” TA:) he reiterated a sound of

weeping in the air-passages of the nose; and some

times &- is [the reiterating a sound in the

nose] from faint laughing : (sh, TA :) or he

laughed faintly. (JK.) [See also c-below.]=

3- He (a camel) was affected with the disease

termed cu- (JK, TA:) [and in like manner,

a birds see &s:-.]
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4 * *- i. Q. *: [God caused him to be

bereft of reason; or mad, insane, &c.]. (Lh, K.)

R. Q. 1 3:- (TA) infn. #~~ (JK,

$, K.T.A.) [like ~...] He snuffled; i.e., spoke

through his nose : (TA '), he spoke indistinctly,

making a sort of trang (U-s-) in his Loa:les

[or air-passages of the nose]. (JK, S, K.) A

poet says, -

* ~ * d = • * d >

* ăst- a 35 (5. Us!. U-4- *

- • * * *7 (#8% *2.7 -

* 8-| --> → C. Jús %

[He snuffled to me in his speech anchile, and said

to me something, but I heard not]. (TA)
6* > d -

ass-a- also signifies The crying of the ape. (IAar,

TA.)

6 J & 232 -.

ā-ā- i. q à: [i. e. A nasal sound or twang; or

a snuffling sound]; (JK, K;) the latter word ex

plained by Mbr as meaning a mixture of the

sound of the>+ [or air-passage of the nose]

in the pronunciation of a letter or word; (TA;)

as also 'i: (K) or the first is like #,

(S, K.) as also "J-1 (ISd, TA:) or, (Mbr,

K) as also "is-, (TA) louder than #:

(M6r, K, TA:) or more open than #: (K, TA.

[In the CK, &# is put in the place of&#)

&:- : see what next precedes.

&:A certain disease that attacks in the nose:

(S, TA:) a disease that attacks camels in their

nostrils, and from n-hich they die; (A5, TA;) a

rheum that affects camels; (K;) in camels, like

theAé in human beings. (J.K.) cu: &

[The time of the clus-1 was in the age of El

Mundhir Ibn-Má-es-Semā; in consequence

thereof the camels died: (K:) it is well known

with the Arabs, is mentioned in their verses,

(TA,) and became an era to them. (A5, T.A.)

Also A certain disease that attacks birds in their

throats. (S, M., K.)- And A certain disease in

the eye. (M., K.)

&:- The issuing of a sound from the nose,

like &- from the mouth : [see &- in two

places :] this is the primary signification: (TA:)

and it is [the making a sound] like weeping, and

(so in the S, but in the K “or”) like laughing,

in the nose : (S, K:) IB says that there is a kind

of J:s- like weeping in the nose: (TA:) or a

weeping of women, (JK,) or a kind of neeping,

(IAth, TA,) less than what is termed*: :

(JK, IAth, TA:) and a faint laughing. (JK)

[See also 1.]—And Stoppages in the "sus [orair-passages of the nose]. (TA.) •

3 - :

&: i. q. U+! [as meaning Having a nasal

twang]; (S, K, TA;) n'ho snuffles; i. e., speaks

Jrom [i. e. through] his nose : (TA voce24%)

[or] as meaning having the ---- [or air

passages of the nose] stopped up: or, as some

say, having the Lossles- [here app. meaning certain

cartilages in the upper, or inmost, part of the
*~ *

nose] delapsed: ...[see 1 in art.-s:- -] fem. U.S.- :

(TA ) and pl. J.-. (S, K.)

6 * * * … s.

ā->~ : see àé-, in two places. = Also The

nose: (S, K:) written by J [accord. to some of

the copies of the S, but not accord. to all,] with

kesr to the e: (TA) £r the extremity ther of

(K.)=And i, q, allele : so in the phrase, Ú).5

& #~ [Such a one is to such a one a person

from whom to obtain what to eat]. (S, K.)

You say also, #~ es' : t #1 i.e. [The melon,

or nater-melon, is to me] a usual food. (JM.)

6 J O =

c/2-s- A camel, and a bird, affected with the

disease termed cu- (TA.)– And i, q.&:

[Bereft of reason; or mad, insane, &c.]. (Lh,

K.) [See R. Q. 1 in art. Los-.]

* *-*

1 <- (Lih, L.) aor. 2, inf n +, (L)

He folded, or doubled, a skin for water or milk,

and a sack. (Lth, L.) And £1 -, (S, A,

Mgh, K, TA) and Li Ji , (A, TA) and

ää- " --!, (S, A, Mgh, K.) He doubled the

skin, (S, K,) or the mouth of the skin, (A, Mgh,

TA,) outnards, (S, A, Mgh, K,) or inside-out,

(TA,) and drank from it; (S, Mgh, K;) the

doing of which is forbidden (Mgh, TA) by Mo

hammad: (TA:) when you double it inwards,

you say, 4:5; (S, A, Mgh:) or £1.5 <--

signifies he turned the mouth of the skin outside

in or inside-out: and <- signifies any kind of

inverting, or turning upside-donn or inside-out or

the like. (TA)—[Hence, appalast 4 +

[He contracted his nose at him]; as though he

mocked at, scoffed at, derided, or ridiculed, him:

so in the A: but in the K, **, aor. -, he

mocked at, scoffed at, derided, or ridiculed, him.

(TA)=<--, aor.”, (L., Msh, K) inf n <--

(A, Mab, T.A.) and "--, (S, A, L, MSb,

K,) and * > -s; (A, L. K.) He (a man, L)

affected a bending, or an inclining of his body, from

side to side, and languor, or languidness; or he

became bent and languid; syn. 3:35 J#: (S,

A, H, K :) [or he was, or became, flaccid, or

flabby, and affected a bending, or an inclining of

his body, from side to side: (see --> ) or he

nas, or became, effeminate: (see &: )] or he

was, or became, soft, delicate, tender, flabby, lac,

or limber, and affected languor, or languidness;

expl. by}: & aeś &#. (Msb.) 'Áisheh,

describing the death of Mohammad, says, '+3.

co- U.5, meaning He became bent and languid

(3:35 L:). by reason of the flaccidness of

his limbs, in my bosom. (T.A.)

2 <-, (S. K.) inf n +5, (K.) He bent

it; ($, K3) namely, a thing. (S.) Hence the

epithet &:- ($, K.)– He Amade him to be,

or become, such as is termed <-a-. (Msb.)–

42% -- He made his speech like that of

nomen, in softness and gentleness : so some say.

(Msb)=<: also signifies The doing what

is excessively foul, or obscene; [i. e. the acting

the part of a catamite ;] but this meaning was

unknown to the Arabs [of the classical ages].

(M.F.)

5. --> It (a thing, S) bent, or became bent.

(S, K) - Also i, q &#, q v, (A, L. K.)

And He (a man) acted in the manner of the
* * *

--~ [or effeminate, &c.]. (TA.) [He became

a -- used in this sense in the S and K in

art. J-2 le..] And *%- es' <--5 [He was

soft, or effeminate, in his speech]. (S, Mgh.)-

He (a man &c.) fell don'n by reason of neakness.

(TA.) *

7.# --~~}} The nater-skin became folded,

or doubled. (L)–4# <-->3' His neck in

clined, or bent. (TA.)- See also 1, in two

places.

8: see 1, second sentence.

&: a subst: from 4: [An affectation of

a bending, or of an inclining of the body, from side

to side, and of languor, or languidness; or a bend

ing and languidness: or flaccidity or flabbiness, and

an affectation of a bending, or of an inclining of the

body, from side to side : or effeminacy: or soft

ness, delicacy, tenderness, flabbiness, lacness, or

limberness, and an affectation of languor, or

languidness]: (S, L:) as also *ājū-. (Msb.)

Jereer says,

5. * / • 0.5- J. * :

* Us:le-2 -12 es--->2-5 *

* G% #f s : a. * : es' s: *

[Dost thou threaten me, thou being a Mujáshi'ee?

I see, in the softness and neakness of thy beard,

or in the bending and languidness, or the effemi

nacy, of thy person, (for the beard is sometimes,

by a synecdoche, put for the whole person,) an

evidence of unsoundness, uncompactness, or weak

ness]. (S.)

<--, with kesr, sing. of £i and +,

(TA). which signify The creases, or places of

folding, of a garment, or piece of cloth. (K,

T.A.) You say, cu'iL* *: &# and ju

He folded the garment, or piece of cloth, at its

creases. (TA.) And [hence,] £i J: Lif

U-59 c." + The night cast the folds of its dark

ness upon the earth. (TA.)-Also the former pl.,

(TA,) and the latter also, (K,) The parts of the

s's [or bucket] whence the water pours forth,

between the L#. (K, T.A.)-The sing also

signifies The interior of the part of the cheek by

the side of the mouth, next the molar teeth, (K,

TA,) above and belon". (TA.)- And A com

pany in a state of dispersion. (K.)

<-- One in whom is an affectation of a

bending, or of an inclining of the body, from side

to side, and of languor, or languidness; or in

whom is a bending and languidness, expl. by

:#; &: 4-5 & : (A, L, K:) or flaccid, or

flabby, and affecting a bending, or an inclining

of the body, from side to side: ($ ) [or effemi

nate; like &:1: or one in whom is softness,

delicacy, tenderness, flabbiness, larness, or limber

ness, and an affectation of languor, or languid

ness: (Msb:) fem. with 3. (TA.) And * 3:

(TA) and * >u-, (K) applied to a woman,

(K, TA,) Soft, delicate, tender, flabby, law, or

limber, (TA,) and affecting languor, or languid
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ness: (K, TA:) pl. of the latter &gl=2. (TA)

One says to such a woman, '-us (, (K.)

[indecl.,] like Zuas; (TA;) and to a man [of

the same description], *č. G. (K.)

# 0.

- | see the next preceding paragraph.

c.: [A hermaphrodite;] one who has what

is proper to the male and nhat is proper to the

female: Kr makes it an epithet, and says J%

c.: (TA;) one who has what is proper to

men and what is proper to women, (S, Mgh, K,)

together; (S, K;) one n:ho has, by creation, the

anterior pudendum of a man and that of a

woman: (Msb:) in the language of the lawyers,

one who has n'hat are proper to both sexes; or

who has neither that of a man nor that of a

noman: but some of them say that the former

meaning is the proper one; and that he who has

no external organ of generation is adjoined to the

class of the L:- as being subject to the same

special laws: (MF, TA:) the pl. is Ljuá (S,

Mgh, Mab, K) and + (Msb, K5=Also

The plant called3% [i. e. the asphodel]. (K in

art &4.)

•u- (3: See ---.

&: A skin of the kind called # folded, or

doubled. (L.)

ū- see :-.

u- see

o

# * :
-á-.:
6 * ~ *

: See "-s-o.

:*

-

• Ö- d.

4

J% &-&: [More effeminate, or more in

capable of venery, than Delál]: a prov. (S,TA.)

Delál was a certain man of El-Medeeneh, (TA,)

who was made a eunuch, together with several

other cs:-. (TA in art. U2. [See Freytag's

Arab. Prov. i. 451; where the name is erro

neously written US$.])

6 J - d.

<-->, from <-- “he bent,” (S, K,) because

of his softness, delicacy, tenderness, flabbiness,

laxness, or limberness, and affectation of languor,

or languidness; (TA;) or from L*. (Kh,

JK, MS;) An effeminate man; (T in art. --51,

and TA;) one n:ho resembles a noman in gentle

ness, and in softness of speech, and in an affecta

tion of languor qf the limbs: (TA voce &#4,

q. v.: [see also <--.]) it is written thus and

* 3:4: (TA:) this latter is explained by some

aS meaning one nho makes his speech like that of

women, in softness and gentleness: (MSb, TA:)

it is also said that both these epithets are used to

signify one who affects languor, or languidness,

of the limbs; one who makes himself like nomen

in the bending of himself, and in affecting

languor, or languidness, and in speech: but that

one uses the latter epithet only when he means

one n:ho does n hat is excessively foul, or obscene;

[i.e. a catamite; though this is a meaning often

borne by the former also;] notwithstanding that

+5. as signifying the “committing such an

action,” was unknown to the Arabs [of the

classical ages], and is not found in their lan

guage: (MF, TA:) [often, also,] the former

epithet signifies a man incapable of venery:

(MA:) it is said in a trad. that they used to

reckon the -- as one of those having no need

of Cls. (TA in art. -->}l.) The <-- is also

called "# and tâ:-[each imperfectly decl].

(K, TA.)

6 w - -

*~ : see what next precedes.

6 - 0 s -

->us-2 : see -->.

4

6 - d - ©

X--- (S,Mgh, Mab, K) and -(Mgb) and

X---, (K,) the last of a rare form, like>,

(TA,) A knife: or a great knife: (K:) or a

kind of large knife [or dagger, generally curved,

and double-edged], (S, Mgh, Msb,) called in

Persian £3: (Mgh:) pl.3-4- (M5b.) Some

say, [as, for instance, the author of the Msb,]

that the d is augmentative, the measure being

J*. (TA)= Also the first,(K)and's:

(A.S.T.A.) or 'is', and '5:-, (K.) A

she-camel abounding with milk : (As, S, K:) pl.

3-(+. (S.) And '#': A bulky she-camel.

(K.)

** - d -

3)s×s-: see above.

6 y o y 2- * O. J. 6 - O - -

22*-ā- and 3.3-, see :-----, in three

places.

U-->=

U-14: Wine; (S, K;) so called because of

its oldness: (S:) or old wine: (TA:) [accord.

to some,] derived from #3– a word not ex

plained: (K:) by some said to be of the measure
-

U-123, so that its radical letters are J-A-; be

cause wine is 3-2 [i. e. a cause of torpor or
• © d -

languor]: by some said to be from Lys-; but to

this it is objected that 3 is not augmentative: the
• O -

truth is, that it is of the measure J.", as Sb

says: (MF:) by the author of the L and others,

it is mentioned after art. U-s-: (TA:) or it is a

Greek word, arabicized: (K:) [but I know not

how this is, unless, as an epithet applied to wheat,

(see what follows,) it be supposed.*to be from

xóvãpos:] IDrd thought it to be an arabicized

word: it may be an arabicized word from the
o o - d - - - -

Persian U-23 °--, meaning “ having a laughing

beard,” [or rather “one whose beard is laughed

at,” i.e., “a laughing-stock,”] because he who

makes use of it [namely of wine] has his beard
g

• O - 6 - d.

laughed at. (TA)—You also say, U-)--ala

old wheat (IDrd, S, K.) and J-23:3: old

dates. (TA.)

J.A.'s

Q. 1 #3: (K) and 45- 5: (TA) He

dug a J*, i. e. fosse, or moat, around it. (K,”

TA.) [In the CK the words of this art. are with

5 in the place of 2.]

* - d -

J.A.- A fosse, or moat, [such as is] dug around

the walls of cities: arabicized, from 5:3,(IDrd,

K.) which is Persian: (IDrd.) pl. 52's. (TA)

-And A valley. (TA.) .

3- One who makes a3: [i. e. fosse, or

moat]. (JK.)

3,5- Tall. (TA. [But perhaps this is a

mistranscription for &#:- q.v.])

J-d

** * * * * a- - 3 3

*: and 22-Ji: and 22's el: see what fol

lows, in four places. *

* and : (K:)

or such is called 3,3'- [i. e. 5:- Or 5:

each, without 3, being app. a coll, gen. n.; and

with 3, a n. un.]. (TA)- And hence, accord.

to AHn, (TA,) The reeds of [n.hich are made]

3 - 3: ow & #

arron's. (K.)=25-a->! (§, K) and 23: Dei

(K) The female hyena: (§, K:) or she is called

by the latter appellation, accord. to Aboo-Riyásh:

or, as some say, these are surnames of the hyena.

(TA.) And The con [probably the wild conv].

(Aboo-Riyásh, K.)- Also Calamity, or misfor
- -

tune. (S, K.) You say,** L'Así &” The

people, or party, fell into calamity, or misfortune.

(L, TA. But see two other explanations in what

follows.)- And Plentifulness, and pleasantness

or easiness, and softness or delicacy, of life; or

a life of softness or delicacy, and ease, comfort,

or affluence; syn. à:31: [in the CK £1;

which is in many instances in the CK, as I hold

it to be in the present instance, erroneously sub

stituted for £1:] thus bearing two contrary

significations: and is: and "33:1 signify

the same, such as is apparent; (K;) or, as some

say, abundant. (TA.) Some explain the saying

above-mentioned as meaning The people, or party,

jell into a state of plenty, or abundance, and

softness or delicacy or easiness of life. (TA.) –

And The present world; or the present life, or

63 - -

"33:- Any soft and weak tree
2- 3 -

state of existence; as also *:::- Xi. (L:) or so

3: and *:::1. (K)- And The deserts,

syn. &l=1: and so accord. to some in the

saying mentioned above. (TA.) - And The

podex, or the anus; syn. <-Sl: (K:) but

AHát doubts respecting the teshdeed of the c :

[app. whether this letter be doubled, or the 3;]

Aboo-Sahl says that it is* Xi [only]: and

IKh says that it means the - of the bitch.

(TA.) -

1. 3+, aor. <; (S, A,” Msb, K;) and 3+,
-

6* >

aor. *; (Msb;) inf. n. of the former, j<-, (S,

Msb, K.) and of the former also, (K,) or of the
6. / /

latter, (Msb,) j2:5-; (Msb, K;) It (flesh-meat,

S, A, Msb,K, and a date,and a walnut,TA) became

stinking : (S, A, K. :) or altered [in odour]:

(Msb:) or maggotty and stinking : (TA:) like

c))=- ($)

6.-->

j's : see what next follows.
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j-, applied to flesh-meat, (Msb, K.) and to a

date, and a walnut, (TA) Stinking: (K:) or

altered [in odour]: (Msb:) or maggotty and

stinking. (TA) as also "3+. (Yaakoob, K.)

6* *d."

-

* ~. } see what next follows. -

J'2}+:

###. Pride; self-magnification; (S, A,

5.3).'s also "&##, and "####, and

W535:-: (K:) so called because it changes one

from the right state: (TA:) pl. of the first,

−05:- (S.) You say, *03: 25 * [He

possesses proud feelings]. (S.) And ###. **

In him is pride. (A.) And 4:15: 3-#5

[I will assuredly pluck out thy pride]. (TA.)

#1;#: see the next preceding paragraph.

jū- Stinking : (K:) used as a proper name,

(TA,) applied to a woman: (K, TA:) from j:

said of flesh-meat. (TA.)

~-d

• * > * s d

2.j- and Ajá-: see art. Já-.

U-ā

1 J-, (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. 2, (S)

or -, (Mgh, Msb) or both, (K) inf n. x+,

(A,) or J- (Msb,) or both, (K, TA,) and

Jú, (TA,) He went, or dren, back or back

nards; receded; retreated, retired; or retro

graded: or he remained behind; held back; hung

back; or lagged behind: syn.#: (S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K:) 4: from him or it: (S, K:) or&

>il c: from among the company of people:

and hid himself: (A:) or and shrank, or dren:

himself together: (TA:) and "U-s-31 signifies

the same; (Msb, K3) and so "J-a-l; and

J--, aor. 2, is mentioned by Sgh: (TA:) or

U-- signifies he went back, &c., syn. 2-0. and

also, he shrank, or dren himself together: (Mgh,

Msb:”) and he hid himself; became hidden or

absent. (TA.) You say, **śl J-- The

star returned, or went back, or retrograded :

syn. &: a tropical signification: (A: [and in
6 d. * - d.

**),

and is tropical in this sense:]) or became hidden,

(K, TA,) like a gazelle in its covert, (TA,) or

like the devil when he hears the mention of God:

(K, TA:) or became concealed in the day-time:

(TA:) and J.'. signifies also the being, or be

coming, depressed. (Ham p. 332.) And J-4

Asil c” He held back, or hung back, from the

company of people; remained behind them, not

the TA it is said that J- is syn. with

going with them; syn. -ā-ā; (AS, on the au

thority of an Arab of the desert, of the Benoo

"Okeyli) as also "U-s-31. (K.) [This is said in

the TA to be tropical; but why, I see not..] And

Js-d' <-- +The palm-trees were back.nard to

receive fecundation, (~: J: &= &#,

lit., held back from receiving fecundation,) so

that it had not any effect upon them, and they

did not bear fruit that year. (TA.) And J-4

** 8: 31&u." The devil shrinks when

he hears the mention of God. (Msb.) And

4-c:&-J- He hid himself from amóng

his companions. (TA.) And J: J-1He, or

it, [app. the latter,] became hid from me. (A.)

And a J-3. He went anay with him; took

him. aicay; so that he was not seen; (ISh, K;)

as also as "U-5 (K.) and he hid him, or it.
-

(TA.) = See also 4, in four places. =U+

-#9, aor -, (MS) int. n. -- (S, A, Mil,

K.) The nose was, or became, [camous, or camoys,

i. e.,] depressed in its bone: (Msb:) or de

pressed in its bone, (A,) or contracted therein,

(TA,) and wide in the end: (A, TA:) or

retiring from the face, with a slight elevation

in the end; (S, K, TA;) J- being nearly the

Sanne as J-bi. (TA:) or retiring tonards the

head, and rising from the lip, not being long nor

prominent: or its bone lay close upon the elevated

part of the cheek, and it was large in the end.

(TA) See also the inf n voce J-l.-->

><il, inf n. J- The foot was, or became, flat

in the hollon part of the sole, and fleshy. (TA:

but only the inf n. of the verb in this sense is

there mentioned.)

4. 4--. He made him to go back or back

nards; to recede, retreat, retire, or retrograde:

or he put him, or placed him, or made him to be,

behind, or after: or he made him to remain be

hind, hold back, hang back, or lag behind: or he

kept him back: or he delayed, or retarded, him:

syn. £i. (T, A, Msb, K:) as also "4--, (Fr,

T, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. -, (Msb,) [and app.,

accord. to the K, 4 also,] inf. n.J- (Msb;)

but the former is the more common: (TA:) and

!hid him, or it: or made him, or it, to hide him

self or itself; (A;) or he left behind, (As, S,)

and nent anay from, (S,) him, or it: (As, S:)

or both signify he contracted, or dren, together,

or made to contract or dran together, him [or it]:

(Msb:) or the latter verb has this signification

as well as that of# : (Mgh:) [and so has the

former also, as will be seen below:] and the

former also signifies the hid, or concealed, him,
- - -

or it; (AA) as also as "J-a-, as mentioned
4 o'e , o - d £

above. (TA.) You say, ai- J: as S-a

I kept back (#)from him part gfi is right, or

due. (Fr, T.A.) And &xial b: ! They passed

beyond the road: (AA, TA:) or left it behind

them : (TA:) or passed beyond .# and left. #

behind them. (A.) And a~" U-19 39'2",

(A,) and "U-4-, (Mgh, Msb, K.) He [made a

sign with four fingers and] contracted his thumb.

(Mgh, Msb, K.) It is related of Mohammad,

that he said, “The month is thus and thus,”

[twice extending the fingers and thumb of each

hand,] and that, the third time, 4:3: "J-4,

i.e., he contracted his finger, [meaning, one of

his fingers,] to inform them that the month is nine

and twenty [nights with their days]. (TA.)

5. * -->5: see 1.

7: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1.

© J. J.

U-d-: See J-4.* A place of gazelles:

(K:) or a place to which gazelles betake them

selves for covert. (L.)

J.-- SeeJ:

J.- The decil (S. K.) an epithet applied

to him, (Mgb,) because he retires, or shrinks, or

hides himself (+, S, Mab, K, i.e., #, as

is implied in the 's, Or Jää, Msb, or -*.

K.) at the mention of God; (S, Msb, K; ) being

an intensive act. part. n. from J--. (Msb.)

* ow
* - 0 < .

U-9-4- see U-4-1, in two places.

J-- Going back 9r bachnards; receding;

retreating; retiring; or retrograding: or re

maining behind; holding bach; hanging back;

or lagging behind; syn.X: pl.J: (TA.)

– [Hence,] J-:l, (in the Kur lxxxi. 15, S,)

! The stars; ($, K;) i. e., all of them; because

they retire, or hide themselves, (C+3) at setting;

or because they become concealed in the day-time:

(S:) or the planets: (S, K:) or the five stars,

Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury:

(Fr, S, K, Jel:) because they return, (U+3, i.e.,

&#, Jel,) in their course: (Fr, S, Jel:) when

you see a star [thereof] in the end of a sign of

the zodiac, it returns to the beginning of it: (Jel:)

or because of their retrogression; for they are

the erratic stars (#~: -*%), which [at

one time appear to] retrograde, and [at another

time to] pursue a direct [and forward] course:

(S:) or because they sometimes return (L-as-5)

in their course until they become concealed in the

light of the sun : (TA:) or because they hide

themselves, as the devil does at the mention of

God. (K, T.A.)- And hence, i.e., fromJ

in the senseof: the saying in a trad. of El

6 * > 6.3 × J.

Hajjāj, U-> --> J.'), meaning, +[Camels are
-

lean, and lank in the belly, and] patient of thirst.

(TA)- And J.: Júl The three nights of

the lunar month during which the moon retires

[from view]. (TA.)

J - d.

J- [Having a camous, or camoys, nose;]

having the configuration termedJ- $n the nose :

(S, Msb, K:) [see Jāş J- :] accord. to some,

having a nose of n:hich the bone is short, and the

end turning back towards its bone : (TA:) fem.

à:- (S, Msb.) pl. J. (S, A) "...+ in

its original application is in gazelles and bulls and

cows: (TA:) all bulls and cows are U+, (S,

A, TA,) and so are all gazelles: (TA:) or

'J', with two dammehs, (K,) but written by

ShJ- (TA) is used to signify gazelles: and

bulls or convs: (K:) and #: is an epithet ap

plied to the wild conv: (K:) also U-4. to the

tick : (Sgh, K:) and the lion; and so "...:

(K;) which last is an epithet so applied as re

lating to his face and his nose: (Fr, TA:) and

the last, "U-s:- is also applied to a young pig :

(A5, TA:) or in this sense it is with J2: (Fr,

TA) and "J-u- is syn, with J.:- (TA)-

[Hence,] J-: is metaphorically applied [as an
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epithet] to arrows, in the following verse, de

scribing a coat of mail:

* * * ** * * * * > --

* U-ā- Užil 295 JSC (, . *

• -o- 3-0--

* 8-|-# J.: #3, *

[It has folds which repel the arron's turned up at

the points, and mock at the broad and long, and

the small and broad, arrow-heads]. (TA.) –

à:->3 A foot flat in the hollon, part of the

sole, and fleshy. (TA.)

j-a

6 - d - 6 o 3 - - -

---, and 2- : and&- and -i-.

and 5-0- and*-ū- See art. A-d-.

wa

6 d 6 - d -

Jae-a-d-: see 4-23-4-.
- -

U.: The young of the snine: (Ibn-'Abbād,

S, K:) and the young, or little, of anything:

(K) pl. Jesús (S. K.) [See also J.:)

is: The young of the* q. v.; (K;) as

also "J-e- ($gh, K)- Also A palm-tree

which does not rise beyond reach of the hand.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

- -

* (S, Mil, K) and 4-, (A, K) the

latter [of a rare form,] like >, (TA,) The

little finger: (S, A, K:) or the middle finger:

(K:) the latter signification said by MF to be

unknown; but it is mentioned in the L, as from

the Book of Sb : (TA:) [and the little toe :] of

the fem, gender: (Msb, K.) pl. -et: : (Sb,

S, K:) like C-3s, it has no pl. formed by the

addition of -1. (Sb.) its pl. is also used as a

sing, as though every part were termed 2-as-;

as in the phrase 2-20-1 -*** <! [Verily he

has a large little finger]. (Lh.) You say, US5

320- *: L: [The little fingers are bent in

mentioning such a one with others of his class] :

i.e., one begins with him in mentioning persons

of his class. (Msb.) [See 1 in art. es:..] And

in like manner you say, > -t; ** [They

counted him with the little finger}: i.e., they

commenced with him in counting. (MF.)

&:

1. <! &- and 4, (ISd,) [aor. 3,] inf. n.

&: (S, ISd, K) and &: (ISd;) [and app.

&#, aor. *, inf. n. &:- (see &+, below; and

&+3) He was, or became, lonly, humble, or

submissive, (S, ISd, K,) to him, and petitioned

him, of solicited him, he, the latter, not being a

fit person to be petitioned, or solicited: (ISd:)

Or g”- signifies the being lon, vile, base, abject,

or submissive; almost always in an improper

case. (Ham p. 44.)- Accord. to Lth, (TA,)
6 o' - signifies The act of playing, toying, or

Bk. I.

dallying, and conversing with one of the other

sex, enticing, or striving to induce, the latter to

3/ield to one's desire, and behaving in a soft,

tender, or blandishing, manner. (K, T.A.) You

say, à: &#, [or more probably, £9,] He

played, &c., with nomen, and behaved in a soft,

tender, or blandishing, manner to them. (TK.)

-&- aor. 3, (Lih, K) inf n :- and £,
(Lth,) also signifies He acted in a suspicious

manner, or so as to induce suspicion or evil

opinion; (K;) he acted vitiously, or immorally;

or committed adultery, or fornication. (Lth, K.)

You say, #! &- He came to her for a vitious,

or an immoral, purpose; or for the purpose of

adultery, or fornication: (Lth, TA:) or, as

some say, he listened to her. (TA.) – And

4: &#, aor. * , inf. n. **, He acted per

Jidiously, unfaithfully, or treacherously, to him;

or broke his compact, contract, covenant, or the
- - - e 3 - * - / e > *

like, with him. (TA)=53-Ji Us! US$ &:

He, or it, invited such a one to that which was

Joul, abominable, or evil; as also &á-. (TA in

art. &a=.) -

J - - • Ö- o -- of

4. As-la-Ji <! Us:-- (S,K") Want, or need,

made me lonly, humble, or submissive, to thee;

or constrained me to have recourse to thee, and

to require thine aid. (S,” K.)

* * * - -

&- [app. inf. n. of &:-.] Lonness, vileness,

baseness, abjectness, or submissiveness; almost

always, in an improper case. (Ham p. 44.)

&: [app. part, n. of &#, Lon, vile, base,

abject, or submissive. (KL.) [See what next

precedes.]

6 - d. •

ā-ā- A thing that induces suspicion or evil

opinion; (S, K;) a vitious, or an immoral, act;

or adultery; or fornication. (K.) [See a remark
* @ - J.

-

--allo!

: J'é cºs &: I became acquainted with,

or got knowledge of, a vitious, or an immoral,

- d - (TA) And J &

axis. He fell into a thing of which one is

ashamed. (TA.)=A vacant place. (O, L., K.)

You say, £is: 4: I found him, or met

on one of the pls of&- You say,

act of such a one.

him, in a vacant place, and I overcame him.

(K, TA.)

6 - d.

#: Necessity, or constraint: and excuse.
• J. J. 6. / >

(TA.) – Class- 33 U- A man in whom is
z

corruptness, or vitiousness, or corrupt or vitious

conduct. (TA.)

** Perfidious, unfaithful, or treacherous;

one who breaks his compact, contract, covenant,

or the like. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)- One who turns

anay from, or shuns, or avoids, another. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)

ästä. The state of being bad, evil, abominable,

foul, unseemly, ugly, or hideous; or excessively

bad, &c. (T.A.)

s •

&l=- One nho acts in a suspicious manner, or so

as to induce suspicion or evil opinion; n'ho acts

vitiously, or immorally; or commits adultery, or
6 p. p. 6 - e. *

..fornication: (S,K:) pl.&- (K, TA) and axis.

(TA.) El-Aasha says,

* • 6 - J. • d J. - - J. J. -

* 12-y: &l: bala d'Aglas-" " :*

• J. J. o - - - • 6 --> -

* **-ā- -27-50'- es' core S2 *

[They are the bountiful, if they be absent and if

they be present, and they do not see persons

acting in a suspicious manner, &c., tonards their

nvives]. (TA.) [The latter hemistich of this verse

is cited in the S; in one copy of which I find

& in the place, of &#: and it seems to be

there implied that &: is pl. of āśā-; but I do

not know any instance ofJ#: the measure of

a pl. of a word of the measure āşş.]-One who

commits a foul action whereof the disgrace returns

upon him, and is ashamed of it, and hangs donn

his head tonards the ground. (As, on the autho

rity of an Arab of the desert.)

95.9 × 4 + £5, £i, (K) or

£i Ji, (TA) The rilest and most abasing (Jší

and 33) of names, (K,) for a man, and the most

effectual to bring into a state of humility and

humiliation, in the estimation of God, is “king

of kings;” like [the Persian] su:a:: because

this name belongs to God himself: a trad,

which is variously related: (TA:) accord. to

different relations, thus, and &#, (K,) mean

ing “most effectual to kill, and destroy,” its

owner, (TA,) and &#, (which means the same.]

(K, TA, [in the CK &=ll) and L5-5-1, (K,)

meaning “most foul, abominable, or the like.”

(TA in art. Us:-.)

6 * ~ *

applied to a camel, Broke; trained;

rendered submissive, or manageable. (K, T.A.)

And in like manner applied to a place [app. as

meaning Rendered easy to sit, or lie, upon; or,

to travel]. (TA.)

© - © J. - - -

U-à:- and its variations: see what here fol

lows.

- - - d -

#U.ás (S, Msb, K) [in two copies of the S,

in which it is without the article, written without

tenween, but in the Msb and K it has the article

prefixed, and is therefore necessarily without ten

ween,] and #, (Msb, TA) which is more

common, (Msb,) [but this I doubt, for I have

found it nowhere else,] and "Jä. (S,K) and

J. : (TA) and U-a-, (K) which last is of

the dial. of the people of El-Basrah, (TA,) and

# and i-#, (K.) [The black beetle: or a

certain species thereof:] a well-known creeping

thing; (Msb;) a certain insect, (S, K.) black,

(K) of fetid odour, smaller than the J*, found

in the bottoms of walls: (TA:) the first and

second of these words are both applied to the

male and the female: (Msb:) or.: is applied

to the male, (AA, Msb) by some of the Arabs,

(Mgb) and is syn, with -is: and -i-, (AA,

TA,) and U-à- is not disallowable, being agree

103
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able with analogy: (Msb:) and it: is ap

plied to the female, [which, if correct, shows

al-ā-ā- to be with tenween,] and so is al-ā-a-:

(S:) or 5-1-à-4-, with 5, is not allowable; [and

if so, it-a- is without tenween ;] (As, TA;)

and ā-ā-ā- is [not applied to the female, but]

used by the Benoo-Asad for t-a-, as though

they made the 3 a substitute for the 1: (Msb:)

[and this seems to indicate that the l is a fem. 1,

grammatically speaking, and that the word is

therefore without tenween:] the pl. is U+.

(Msb.) One says, 4: &: & * [He is

more persevering than the black beetle]: because

it returns to thee as often as thou throwest it

away. (T.A.)

[Accord. to the K, the U in the words of this

art. is radical; but accord. to the S and Msb,

augmentative.]

&é

1. *, ($, Mgh, Mob, K.) aor. *, (S, Msb)

inf n. 3.- ($, Mgh, Msh, K) and 3-, (Mil,

TA,) the latter a contraction of the former, (Msb,)

or, accord. to El-Fārābee, the latter is not allow

able, (Mgh,) He throttled him, or strangled

him, i.e. squeezed his throat (Mgh, Mgb) that he

might die; (Msb;) [but it does not always mean

he squeezed his throat so that he died; often

meaning, simply, he, or it, throttled him, strangled

him, or choked him; and frequently said of a

disease in the throat, and of food;] and "4:

signifies the same, (S, K,) [or has an intensive

meaning,] and its inf. n. is &#. (T.A.)–

[Hence,] #1 *: [and #] + Weeping

[or sobbing] choked him; as though the tears

throttled him. (Mgh)–And 3: He (a horse)

was affected with the disease, or wind in the

throat, termed a sus. (TA)-And <39. 3+,

aor, as above, the postponed, or deferred, and

[so] straitened, the time : and $2M 3: + He

straitened the time of prayer by postponing it, or

deferring it. (TA.)

2 : see 1, in two places – You say also,

Jú-l −5: 3-, inf n. &#, ! The mirage

nearly covered the heads of the mountains. (K,

TA)—And # 3-1 He filled the vessel:

(K, TA:) or filled it up (5:33-), and in like

manner, J33- [the watering-trough]. (Aboo

Saeed, TA)—And 3-39 G-1 He (a man)

nearly attained to [the age of] forty [years].

(K, T.A.)

7: see what next follows, in three places.

8. G:S-1 He was, or became, throttled, or

strangled; i.e. he had his throat squeezed that

he might die; (JK, S,” Msb, K;") [and simply

he was, or became, throttled, strangled, or choked;]

&lS also'3-1: (JK," Msb:) or you say, W-ā-ji

Ú-: 5u'll [the sheep, or goat, became throttled,

Ol' strangled, or choked, by itself]: (S, K:) or

"Ju-3S signifies the haring the 5us. [q v.]

compressed upon one's throat: and &:S, the

compressing it upon one's own throat. (TA)

*.*.* 9.2 × 2

Gá- : see Ú-s-e

& inf n, of #3 (S, Mgh, Mab, K.)=

and ig. 3, #4, q.v. (J.K. K.)

2.2.2 *...*

J.- : see Juá-.

5: [Quinsy;] a certain disease which pre

vents the passage of the breath to the lungs and

heart; (K;) as also [Vășuá-, thus in modern

Arabic, and] '3: ; pl. &# (TA) [and

&#, thus in modern Arabic]. - See also

&:4, in three places. .

30- A cord, (JK, S, Mgh, K,) or bon-string,

or the like, (Mgh,) with n hich one is strangled;

(JK, S, Mgh,K;") also, metaphorically, termed

Jú. *ā-. (Mgh.)- See also 3:4, in

two places.- 30-ź +A narron vulva of a

woman: (Abu-l:Abbās, TA:) and, * 3: [or

J'é- £2", for G+ is app. pl. of jus-, like as

j#. is pl. of jué, + narron vulvas (IAar, K)

of women. (IAir)—ss." &- jū- L*.*

+ They are in straitness by reason of death.

(TA.)

-s * * * > .

Jess- see &2-s-2, in three places.

āsū: see 3:.

#ü: A certain disease in the throats of birds

and horses: (K:) or a certain disease that

attacks the bird in its head, and the horse in its

throat, and chokes it: (JK:) or a certain

disease, or nind, that attacks men and horses

or similar beasts in the throat, and sometimes

attacks birds in the head and throat, mostly ap

pearing in pigeons. (TA.)

à: See &l-–Also One who sells fish

[taken] with the ast: [Q. v.]. (TA)

3: See 3:.

isús. A snare with which beasts of prey are

taken (JK, TA) by the throat: and a snare nith

which fish are taken in El-Andalus. (TA.)

&ú. One who strangles; (MSb, TA;*) as

also * 3:... (Mgh, Msb:) or the latter signifies

one whose office it is to strangle. (TA.)–

[Hence,] -#" &l- and 2: &l- and &l

-is and a:ol &l- [in the CK #3%l] Four

herbs: (K $) [the first and second, in the present

day, wolfsbane, or aconite: or, as Golius says,

referring for the former and latter respectively to

Diosc. iv. 78 and 77, the former is the aconitum

lycoctonon; and the latter, the aconitum parda

lianches: the third, dogsbane, or colchicum ; or,

as Golius says, referring to Diosc. iv. 81, apocy

non: and the fourth, strangle-weed, (because it

strangles the a:=, or bitter vetch,) or broom

rape, i.e., as Golius says, referring to Diosc.

ii. 172 and Ibn-Beytár, orobanche :] the first is

high (-,+... [but perhaps this should be 3'--

i.e. shining]) in the leaves, donny, and resembling

the J2 [?]: the second is like the tail of the

scorpion, glistening, about a span [in height],

and has not more than five leaves: each of these

is of the [season called] &#5 and they are

poisonous ; they hill all animals; the --> and

the 2-3 being particularized only because of the

quickness of its acting in them: Ibn-Seenā says,

in the “Kánoon,” the leaves of D-Ji Gla-, when

mixed with fat, and kneaded and baked with bread,

and given as food to wolves and dogs and foxes and

leopards (J-5), kills them: whence it seems that

this may be two herbs or one herb. (TA.)

3- signifies also tA narron road or ravine,

in a mountain: (S,” K,” TA:) or a narron,

place or pass, betneen two mountains, and be

tween, two tracts of sand. (JK.) [See also

cs:-..]– And t A narrow street ; syn. Júj;

(S, K, TA;) in the dial. of the people of El

Yemen. (S, T.A.)- See also 3, #4, in two

places.

© •,•

Stålá. A concent inhabited by righteous and

good men, and Soofees; an arabicized word,

from [the Persian] sus Gū. ; [and post-classical,

for] El-Makreezee says that the 8tails- was in

stituted in the fifth century of the Flight, for

Soofee recluses to employ themselves therein in

the service of God: (TA:) [pl. &#..]

5 -- - - - -

Useuvu- A man of, or belonging to, a suits-.

(TA.)

22 2 - *...* * * .

c5-2 : see G-2, in two places.

ā- A necklace, syn. #355, (S, Mgh, Mgb,

K,) that surrounds the neck; (Mgh, Msb;) where

fore it is thus called; (Msb;) [i.e., because] it

lies against the &: Pl, &l-. (TA.)

See also Juá-. [And see 2bj.]

23 - 2 2 * * * 2.5 × 2 *... ?

&=-2 : see J3-2.– [Hence,] .5'--> -->

*" t A boy slender in the n'aist. (K.)=

Also The part, of the neck, which is the place of

the cord [or the like] called Gus- [n herenith one

is strangled]; (S, K;”) i. e., (TA) the throat ;

(K, accord. to the TA; in the CK and in my

Ms. copy of the K G-: ) and so "jus,

(S, K, in the former said to be syn. with 3:4)

and * 3:- (K) and 'J'. (TA, and so,

accord. to the TA, in the K.) You say, &:

*: [I seized his throat]. (S.) And £i

*: (K, accord. to the TA, but accord. to the

CK and my MS. copy of the K'ai ->) and

*asus- and *asu-, i. e. [He took him, or

seizedhim, by his throat. (K.) Andas: 3-i

(A in art. 2).j) and **sū: (S) [properly He,

or it, seized his throat, or throttled him, or choked

him ; £ning. ! he, or it, straitened lim ; :

also 2× J.-l. (A in art. 2).j.) And a: Já-l

g: | He, or it, constrained him, and strait

ened him. (TA.) And&# 4:& [properly

It reached his throat; meaning tit strtnitened

him, or distressed hi'), (S).5: #9. &

signifies the same as "J-3)] &, (A in art. "25,)

which means + The affair, or case, or event,

reached a distressing pitch. (K in art. -65.)
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3,4-* and * 3: and * 3: (JK, K) and

W &l=, applied to a man, [and to any animal, as

also V 3-3, Throttled, or strangled, i.e. having

his throat squeezed that he may die; but not

always meaning, so as to be hilled thereby; often

meaning, simply, throttled, strangled, or choked;]

(JK) all signify the same; from 4: (JK,K:)

Ol' *ča-, in the place of'&#, signifies (5U's 25

[app. meaning having a Ju-, or cord, &c., by

which he is throttled, or strangled, round his neck;

or perhaps having a Jú, or quinsy]: (TA:)

and *ā- its and *ii: signify a sheep, or

goat, throttled, or strangled, i.e. having its throat

squeezed that it may die: (Msb:) or the latter

of these two means a sheep, or goat, throttled, or

strangled, or choked, by itself(# Šiš).

(S, T.A.. [See 8.]) It is said in a prov, (Meyā)
J. J. & - •o

J.9-> *', (Meyd, K,) i. e.

thyself, O thou who art throttled, or strangled,

or choked]; applied to any one distressed and

constrained; (Meyd;) meaning free thyself from

difficulty (K, TA) and harm.: (TA:) or, as some

relate it, 3,4- us: [One throttled, or

strangled, or choked, ransomed himself]. (Meyd.)

3,4- ū [Ransom

6 * > 0 ,

g---> A narron place or pass. (S, T.A.)

See also #4. near the end of the paragraph.C-Va-, paragrap

3+. ! A horse whose blaze occupies his

jan's, (K, TA,) extending to the roots of his ears.

(TA.)

22, 22 2, 2 * 2° -

aids-- 3\" : see G3-2.

- -

- - J D = 6 d - * • - -

1. Us-, aor. 5-2, inf. n. *-ā- and u+: see Us:-,

in the art. here following.

- -

1. G'+(S,K)* (S)#: Us', (TA) aor.

L-8, inf, . U-5 (TA3) as also £-, (JK,

K,) aor. 2-3, (JK, TA,) inf n. 2-4-(K, TA)

and U-5 (JK, TA:) and 'L-1 (JK, S,K)

2: L *, (STA) or *%+ c2, (JK)
He uttered foul, abominable, unseemly, or obscene,

speech (JK," S, K) against him. ($,TA)=

J-, (J.K.K.) [aor. U-41 infn. J.- (TA)

He cut, or severed, the trunk of a palm-tree (JK,

K) with an axe, (JK) as also tá (JK, TA)

4: see 1.-2: J-1 also signifies He, (a

man, S,) or it, (misfortune, Ham p. 430,) cor

rupted, or marred, his state. (S, Ham, T.A.)

And the same, (S,) or * Us:-", (JK, K.)

said of time, or fortune, (JK, S,) It destroyed

him, or them. (JK, S, K.) And the former, said

of time, It became long to him. (K.)–22 Jas
* ~ * * * * > 0 & * .

3 *-> ask-l [or, app., *::: al

phrase which admits of two contr. meanings; He

* ~ *

signifies a 25

betrayed him, and broke his covenant, or the like;

and he preserved him in safety, and fulfilled

his covenant, &c.]. (TA)-39-1 L- The

locuts had many eggs. (AHn, K.) - L'é

&#91 The pasturage had much and luxuriant

herbage. (AHn, K.”)

u- [more properly written L*. originally an

inf n.,] Foul, abominable, unseemly, or obscene,

speech: (S, TA, and Ham p. 489:) or the most

foul, abominable, unseemly, or obscene, of speech.

(JK, T, TA.) And Waeus- [written without any

syll. signs, app. #ū-, like #1-3, is of the

measure als, from us. [and seems to be syn.

therewith as an inf. n. or as a subst.]: it occurs

in the saying of El-Katámee,

* £us is 1, # 5 #1 * *
* * * • *d, * * w J. o • * of o --

* --~! U-- " Je- es' <-- ** *

[Leave ye dates: speak not of them in a foul

manner, or speak not of them foul speech; for

dates have benefited in most of what has occurred

J. C. J.

between us, or among us]. (TA.)-** uá.

The calamities of time or fortune. (JK, K.)

* 54- Foul, abominable, unseemly, or

obscene, speech; and ā-ā- a.ké- a foul, an abo

minable, an unseemly, or an obscene, word or

expression or sentence: (S:) or most foul, &c.:

(JK:) [or having a foul, an abominable, an un

seemly, or an obscene, meaning; for] 9- is not

a verbal epithet, since we know not £181 ---,

but a possessive epithet; like the instance, men
6 - 6 s - - - - -

tioned by Sb, in Loale U+), meaning Alal. 55; and

3 * ~ *

33, meaning Lê -l or* J-o-; &c.

(TA.)

aeus-: see V-.

à:S Usis- The most foul, or abominable, or

unseemly, of names. (TA.) [See £il

95

:- Hunger. (IAar, K.) [And so ess- and

#-, belonging to art. U434-; with which the

present art is intimately connected.]=A wide

valley: (K:) any wide valley in a soft, or plain,

[lon ground such as is termed] 3- ; (Az, TA;)

as also ess- (Az, TA in art. L$34-3) and low,

or depressed, ground; (TA;) as also "#:

(JK, TA:) or the former, a soft place: (JK:)

or soft ground; as in the saying, :-4% &#3

What thou hast planted has chanced to be in soft

ground, in which it will take root and not fail to

be productive. (TA.)

3 *

[3+, by a mistake in the CK, in art. U434-, is

made to signify Honey: see #. in that art.]

#- [app. #- Languor: occurring in a trad.,

in which it is said, &# S3 is-J.- : 4-9
[And a languor seized Aboo-Jahl, so that he

spoke not]. (IAth, T.A.)

#. A vacant land. # (K.)-See also 5-.-

Also a dial var. of#i (IAth, TA in art. 3-1.

see 1 in that art.)

is

# The name of the letter £, q.v.; as also

us [it is called tâ in a case of pause, and #4

when made a noun:] it is fem, and masc. : [its

dim. is #, meaning a & rvritten small, or in

distinct: (see :- in art. is- :)] and its pl. is

#i and £i and #4. (TA in -àJS) -l,

a:ul)

t: 4 -, (AZ" and $" and TA in -u

a:ul -ā'S', and K and TA in the present art.,)

in which 44 is a<< [or noun significant of a

sound], indecl., with kesr for its termination;

(S, TA;) and & Ju-, as in the Book of the

Nawādir by Ibn-Háni, (Az, TA,) in which latter,

ISd says, the L4 is not for a sign of the fem.

gendër, because the word is a -2-2 ; and, as Sh

says, on the authority of A’Obeyd, 444-, but

correctly written as in the Book of Ibn-Háni;

(Az, TA;) Hasten thou [to us]: (AZ, Az, S, K,

TA:) it is also used in addressing a female, and

two persons, and a pl. number: (S, TA:) you

say [4% +, and] * L'- and U.S. A-, and

(*#Jú- and L&#,and 'J'. (TA)
In the saying of El-Kumeyt,

[which app. means Calling out “Hasten thou,

come up with us,” and “Come,” or “come

quickly,” &c.,] it is held by Ibn-Selemeh to be

used as an imprecation, meaning <- [mayest

thou be disappointed of attaining that which thou

desirest]; the poet saying 44- for us." 4.i.

3-->- [meaning By thine affair that shall

result in disappointment, and be an occasion of

loss]: which, as you see, is at variance with the

explanation of AZ. (S, T.A.)

3 • : - 5 - -

L'é- and essa- and Us:- [a mistranscription
3 - - 3 - - 3 -- -

for Cs+, like C#2- and Us:] rel, ns of:\s

and 4- the names of the letter
- &: (TA in -t:

a…!!! -ājSl.) -

**

• - J. J e - * D -

1. Plá-, aor. -->4, inf n. -->4-, He was, or

became, poor, needy, or indigent. (IAar, K.)

See also -u- in art. ----.

#- A state of utter destitution, in n:hich

nothing remains in possession: so in the saying,

#-.#. [A state of utter destitution befell

them]. (A’Obeyd, T.)- Hunger: (AA, T, S,

A, K:) pl. +. (TA.) So in the phrase,

# *-* [Hunger will him]. (AA, S.)

Sh knew not this word, and thought it to be a

mistake for #- (T;) which latter signifies

“want.” (S.) [See the latter word.] = A tract

of land upon which rain has not fallen, betn'een

tno tracts of land watered by rain. (AA, S, K.)

- Land that is bad, (S) in n'hich is no pasture

(S, K) nor water. (TA.) So in the saying,

U-591 & #: ; [We alighted in had land,
nithout pasture or water]. (S.) [See also #s-]

103 *
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1 <-, (S, A, K.) aor. £24, inf n +

(S,TA) and #3-; (TA) and "--, (§, K.)

and W-L-31; (K;) He (a hawk, or falcon, S,

K, and an eagle, A, TA) pounced don'n, or made

a stoop, upon the prey, or quarry, (S, A, K,) to

take it, or seize it, (S,) making a sound to be

heard with his wing: (TA) And* <-jū-,

aOn".+5. inf n &ls=-, The eagle made a sound

by the motion of its wings [in pouncing don'n].

(S)=Also -u- (K) inf n + (TA) He

(for instance an eagle, TA) seized, or snatched

away, (K, TA) a thing; (TA) and so '-'5-5,

(IAar, K,) and "-U-l. (TA in art. --- (where

this last is said to belong to the present art.].)

You say of the hawk, 3: *-U4-1 He seized, or

snatched anay, the birds: (TA in art. ----.)

and of the wolf, it: *-ū-1 (Fr, S, TA) He

seized, or snatched anay, the sheep or goat ; (TA

in art. ---4-;) or he stole anay the sheep or goat

by stratagem. (Fr. S. K.)—all -- He (a

man) lessened, or diminished, his property; or

took from it by little and little; syn.

(K) as also #1 *-3-3, (S. K.) and *s-s:

(S:) and 4. £4, *Ol".** and £-, [he

lessened, or diminished, to him his property; Or

did so by taking from it by little and little;] both

signify the same. (K in art. -e-.)-And -u

He (a man, TA) lessened, diminished, or impaired,

his provision of corn or food (#4); or made it

defective, or deficient. (K.) = <!--, (aor. as

above, Mgb,) also signifies He (a man) broke his

promise : (IAar, S, Msb, K:) and broke, or dis

solved, his compact, contract, or covenant. (K.)

J. • *

= ** -

>
4-aa

3. J.; 4% -,-, (K) inf n i3-4,

(TA) i. q. 43%. [i. e. He cast his eye furtively

tonards a spot betn'een me and him; meaning,

tonards me: see similar phrases in art. J52].

(K.)

5: see 1, in two places:- and see also 8, in

two places.

7: see 1, first sentence.

8: see 1, in four places. – One says also,

1.x: -lu-', and "45-5, He cut off for himself

a land, or district. (IAar, TA in art. (434-)

And 251 --- + 3% ($, K,') and

*:::::, (S) Such a one takes of the discourse

of the people, or party, and learns it by heart

[one part after another]. (S, K.") In [some of]

the copies of the K, in the explanation of EU

<-2-1, for ai:-3 is erroneously put4:4.

(TA) - And J: &: ź. meaning

&,"&#, co: [Verily they journey by

night, and make the road to be feared, relying

upon their strength, and robbing and slaying

men]. (S: [in two copies of which I find&x

in the place of&:D -

* * *

-'2+. The sound made by the motion of the

nings of an eagle. ($, K. [In a copy of the S,

I find it said that this word is fem, though its

meaning is masc.; and the same is said in the

TA, doubtless from another copy of the S; but

this observation, which is omitted in one copy of
* * *

the S in my possession, applies to 5124-, mentioned
6 d -

in art. U45s in the S, as meaning *J) And

A sound [absolutely]; (K;) as also "à-512- :

(TA:) or the sound, or noise, of thunder, and of

a torrent, or flon of water. (AHn, K.) A poet

says,

• J.: #4. S. J.-S. "

[And there was no sound but the noise of the

torrents]; (AHn, TA;), which shows that we

should read in the K J:3; not J-B, as in

some copies. (TA.)

#: see the next preceding paragraph.

+5- A bold, daring, brave, or courageous,

man. (S, K.)- One who is always eating, but

does not eat much. (K.) = A great promise

breaker. (Msb.)

* [act, part. n. of 1]. i: signifies An

eagle (#) pouncing don'n, or making a stoop,

(S, K,) and thereby causing a sound to be heard.

(S.)= Breaking his promise; or one n:ho breaks

a promise. (Msb.)

£2+

*3- [The peach, or peaches;] a well-knon-n

kind of fruit, (K, TA,) which is eaten; (TA;)

i. 4. &#93; (K in art. U533 :) sing., (K,) or

n un, (S) *i-3- (S, K.)= See also what

follows.

* - d -

ää-24-3 see above. = Also An aperture (S,

A, Mgh, K) in a wall, (S, A, Mgh,) admitting

the light (S, A, K) to a house, or chamber. (K.)

-A passage (3,-4) betn'een any tro houses,

not having a door, or gate: (K:) of the dial. of

El-Hijāz; (TA;) [and of Egypt, where it is ap

plied to a lane leading from one street or quarter

to another: coll, gen, n. * £- :] accord. to

some, a passage (5:4) between any two things:

and a small door-way between two houses, or

chambers, with a door afficed to it. (L.)- A

wicket, or small door, (A, Mgh,) in a large door.

(A.) [Golius, as on the authority of Meyd, ex

plains it as meaning Fenestella in medio janual.]

- [Also applied to A sluice in a rivulet: see

#1– #The anus; syn. X's. (K, T.A.) =

A hind of green garment: (Az, K:) of the dial.

of Mekkeh. (TA.)

595

-
- * * *

2. 234-, (L) inf. n. 43-5, (§, L., K.) He (a

camel, L.) went quickly; or n as quick in his pace

or going : (S, L, K:) he went quickly, and thren,

out his legs: or, as some say, he shook, as though

he were convulsed: and in like manner, a male

ostrich: and sometimes it is said of a "'', sig

nifying as first explained above. (L)–45 35
p.

see art. Ul).= He sent the stallion, J.' es'

among the camels. (L, K)=He obtained some.

what of food. (K.)

5. >;-- He (a camel) shook in going, by

reason of briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness.

(A.) - It (a branch) inclined, (A, TA,) or

bent. (K.)

$54, applied to a girl, (S,) or young woman,

(L.) or a female, (A, K,) Soft, or tender, (S, A,

L., K.) and youthful : (A:) or goodly, or beauti

ful, in make, and youthful, (L, K,) not yet of

middle age : (L:) pl. Śs: (L, K) and *:

(S, L, K;) the latter like &: as pl. of &#, all

epithet applied to a spear. (S, L.)

254

1. jū, aor. 3,4, (S, A, Mgh,) inf. n.*

(JK, S, A, Mgh, K) and #-, (JK.) He (a

bull) uttered his cry; [i.e. loned, or belloned;]

(Lth, JK, S, A, Mgh, K;) this being its primary

signification: (Er-Răghib :) the inf. n. 212s.,

used agreeably with this explanation, occurs in

the Kur xx. 90 [and vii. 146]: (S:) it signifies

the loud crying [i. e. the loning or belloning] of

a cow and of a calf: (Lth:) and the crying [i. e.

bleating] of sheep, or that of goats, and of gazelles,

(K) and of any beast: (Er-Răghib :) and the

sounding [i. e. whizzing] of arrows: (K:) of any

of these, you say, 3-, aor. and inf. n. as above.

(TA.) [Hence,] 3: 33-#* & He has a

voice like the bellowing of the bull (A)–(And

hence, (see 10,)] * Juá- 1 He bent, turned, or

inclined, tonards him. (A.)=2\s-, aor, as above,

(S, Msb) inf n. 25+, (§, K, [for which Golius,

as on these authorities, substitutes #,D said

of a man, (S,) and of anything, (TA,) He, or it,

was, or became, neak, or feeble, (S, Msb, K.) and

languid; (S, TA;) as also s-, (TA,) aor. 34,

(J.K.) inf n. 4-5 (S. K. T.A.) and "25-,

(JK, TA) inf n >5. (K) - and 3,4

both signify It was soft, or fragile; said ofany

thing, like a reed. (J.K.) It is said in a trad of

'Omar, 23% &# '-->3 U.&* 3,

meaning A possessor of strength (# --~) nvill

not be reak as long as he can pull his bow and

leap to his beast. (TA.) In a camel that is

drinking,* denotes, or implies, a quality that

is praised; i. e. Patient enduring of thirst and

fatigue : and a quality dispraised; i. e. the lack

ing patience to endure thirst and fatigue. (TA.)

-Also, said of heat, (S, TA,) and of cold, inf. n.

3,5- and #, (JK,) It became faint ; it

remitted, or abated; (JK, S, TA;) and so 3-,

inf n :- and "3- (TA) And us -,

said of cold, It ceased from us; quitted us. (A.)

=5-, (JK,S) int. n.:-, (§, K.) He hit, or

hurt, his c5?-, (JK, S, K,”) in thrusting or

piercing him with a spear or the like. (JK, S.)

2. 25- see 1, in two places. =::- JHe

attributed to him weakness, or feebleness, and

languor. (T.A.)

4, 5-, (S. K.) inf n. #!, (S) (app., in its

primary acceptation, He caused him to utter a

cry. (See 10.)-And hence,] + He bent, turned,

or inclined, him, or it. (S, K.) You say, Ú-i

láš &#3.& uu." + We bent, or turned, the

riding-camels to such a place. (S.)
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6. &#1 *-* The bulls loned, or belloned,

one to another. (A.)

10. Uels- [He endeavoured to make her

(namely, a gazelle, or a wild cow,) to utter her

cry; or] he uttered a cry in order that she should

do the same. (TA.) The sportsman, coming to a

place in which he thinks the young one of a

gazelle or [wild] cow to be, utters a cry like that

of her young one; and the mother, hearing it, if

she have a young one, thinks the cry to be that of

her young one, and follows the cry. (S,”TA.)

-Hence, (S, TA,) 9- ! He endeavoured to

make him bend, turn, or incline: (JK, S, A, K,

TA:) and he called him to him: and he interro

gated him; or desired him to speak; syn.aii:

namely, a man. (J.K.) [J." jus-l is ex

J - > 3>

plained in the L and K as meaning aii: : to

which is added in the TA, *, + -u- aste, with

the remark that it should therefore properly be

mentioned in art. Jes- : but an explanation in the

sentence immediately preceding, and a verse cited

below, evidently show that aala:...! is a mistrans

cription foraii: , and that owes- should be3:

so that the meaning is IIe interrogated the place

of abode.] The author of the L cites, as an ex.,

the saying of El-Kumeyt,

• w • J. d - • & • & • •

* 3'-'As-,2- &l.

[And he who is affected with youthful amorous

ness, nailing, will not ask the remains, or traces,

of the drellings to reply to his. wailing : but for

a:J2a! I would rather read a: J2a4; i.e., will not

interrogate them with his wailing]. (TA)-

+" A-1, (K, TA, [in some copies of the K,

&#91;]) and £3, (TA) He

placed a piece of nood in the hole of the burrow

of the [lizard called] ..., (K, TA) and of the

jerboa, i.e. in the £25, (TA,) in order that it

should come forth ifrom another place, (K, TA,)

i. e. the Māsū, so that he might catch it. (T.A.)

Lth falsely assigns the act of5-9 to the -->

and the jerboa. (Az, T.A.) - -

*

erroneously,

6 d -

334- Lon', or depressed, ground or land, (JK,

S, K,) between tro elevated parts; (JK, S;) like

* : (TA:) an inlet (lit. a neck) from a sea or

large river, entering into the land: (Sh:) a

place, or channel, where nater pours into a sea

or large river: (JK, K:) or a wide place or

channel, where waters pour, running into a sea

or large river : (TA:) or (as in the TA, but in

the K “and,”) a canal, or cut, £on o, Sea Ol'

large river: (K, TA:) and i. q à:- [app. as

meaning the part in which the neater flon's from

the tryo sides of a valley]: (JK:) pl. 225+.

(TA.)

* a pl. of.#, (S, K,) contr. to rule;

(MFTA) and of43- in the phrase cºl}}

(JK, T.A.) Sce 2'54-, in five places.

J#153-, with damm, [app. originally 5:...]
The 't of camels, or of the camels; (IAar, K;)

[see res-, (in art. 2:4-,) near the end of the para

graph;] and so Wu%+, and ''. 'esis-l. (Fr,
TA.) •

• * - 6 #

&: fem. of£i, and properly belonging to

art. Jes-: see what next precedes.

&#. The*: [or rectum], which comprises

the ju- [or anus, with the extremities of its skin,]

of the -i. [or bach], (K) of a man &c.: (TA:)

or the passage of the –5, [or dung, properly of a

horse or the like, but here app. meaning of a man

also]: (S:) or the head [or extremity] of the

5: [or rectum]: or the part in n'hich is the*

[or anus]: (K:) or the #: [or anus] itself; (TA;)

orithas this meaning also, (JK) and so "#5-,

syn. <- ; (K;) the* being so called because

it is like a depressed place between two hills:

(TA: [see 3- :]) or the gap in which is the

* [or anus] of a man; and that in which is the

J: [or anterior pudendum] of a woman: (TA:)

or the gap in n'hich is the* and the place of the

>3 and that of the J: of the roman . (Zi in his

“Khalk el-Insán:”) pl. -->U%4- and U23'34-:

(K:) the former pl. of a form which any sing.

subst. not significant of a human being may

receive. (TA.)

3,4- an inf n, of 34 as explained in the first
J - J.

sentence in this art. (S, A,&c.)=J.' 2'24-:

See 5*.

6 d > -

2535-; see the next paragraph, in two places.

#- Weak, or feeble, (JK, S. Mab, K.) ap

plied to a man; (S;) as also W55u-, (K,) and

"3,4- (A Heyth:) a neah man, who cannot en

dure difficulty or distress: (Lth:) and iconardly,

or a concard: (A:) pl. of the first &#, and

of the third 55- (A Heyth.) Applied to a

camel, Slender (3:3) and beautiful: (K, TA:

[for J.--" in the CK, I read 3-1, as in other

copies of the K and in the TA:]) and the fem.,

with 3, applied to a she-camel, having soft flesh

and fragile bones: (TA:) pl. of the former [and

of the latter] +55- (K.) Applied to a spear,

Weak : (S:) not hard : (Msb:) or neak and

soft; (TA;) and in the same sense applied to an

arrow, (A, TA,) as also *::::: (TA;) and so

the fem. of the former, with 3, applied to a reed

Ol' Colne (i.a.); (A, TA;) and to land or ground

(C#) as meaning real, (S) or soft: (A.M.)

pl. "#. ($) And dual #5-1A horse (A)

that turns easily, (JK, A, K.) and runs much :

(K) pl. "3+. (JK, TA) And #5, #4

sheave of a pulley of n:hich the pin runs [or turns]

easily in the cheeks. (TA) And Gui-1 "3,4

Beds, or the like, stuffed with soft substances.

(TA, from a trad.) And tââ 35- Smooth

stones that sound [when struck] by reason of their

hardness. (IAar.) And 53-3 A x}j [q. v.]

that emits much fire; syn. £5. (AHeyth, K.)

[Hence, 2,4133-34 [meaning t He is arish

n:hen ashed] : an expression of dispraise. (TA in

art. -->.) [Hence also,] #: # A she-camel

abounding with milk; pl. "3,4-5 ($, K, TA;)

which is contr. to rule, and said by MF to be

without a parallel: (TA:) and so a ewe or she

goat: (TA:) or a she-camel whose milk flows

easily; and so a ewe or she-goat: (A:) or a she

camel thin-skinned, and abounding with milk :

(AHeyth:) or one that is of a hue between dust

colour and red, nith a thin skin; and such is the

most abundant in milk: (Kf:) or of a red colour

inclining to dust-colour, thin-skinned, and having

long fur with [coarse] hair protruding through

it, longer than the rest : such a she-camel is less

hardy than others, but abounds with milk. (ISk.)

Also :A pilm-tree (i+3) that bears much fruit.

(JK, A, K.)—'. as meaning +Women much

suspected, on account of their corruptness, (K,

TA,) and the weakness of their forbearance,

(TA,) is [a pl.] without a sing. (K.)

55- fem, of35- [q. v.].-As a subst. : see

6 • O -

JW2+.

6 * 6 3 -

Ala-; see 2/2+, first sentence.

U235

1. Jes-, aor. 3, inf. n. L*, He (a man, S)

had the eye sunk, or depressed: (S, K.) or the

inf n. signifies the eye's being narron', or con

tracted, and sunk, or depressed: (Msb:) or its

being small, and sunk, or depressed: (A :) or its

being sunk, or depressed, and narron', or con

tracted, and small : or one eye's being smaller

than the other: or the eye's being narron in the

slit, naturally, or by reason of disease: or, accord.

to AM, all that they have related respecting this

word is correct except narrowness of the eyes;

for the Arabs, when they mean this, use the term

U-3-, with [the unpointed] 2-; but when they

mean the eye's being sunk, or depressed, this

they term U-3- with [the pointed] &: (TA:)

and accord. to A’Obeyd's relation on the autho

rity of his companions, (TA,) [and accord. to

Mtr also,] 4: <-2,+ signifies his eye became

sunk, or depressed; (Mgh, TA;) but <--,

“it became narrow, or contracted.” (Mgh.)—

Also <<s-, inf. n. as above; and '-3'-',

inf. n. U-14s-l; She (a ewe) had one of her

eyes black, and the other white. (AZ, T.A.)

2. £il U-3+, inf n. U+, said of palm

trees, -[and some others, see C*- The trees

put forth leaves, [or only leaves of the kinds

called J2,4,] little by little. (L, TA) See also

4. –£ •-> inf. n. as above, He orna

mented the cronn with plates of gold (K, TA) of

the nidth of palm-leaves. (TA.)

3: see 6, in two places.

4. J: <s: The palm-trees put forth

their •* [or leaves]. (§, K3) or, accord. to

the A, you say, J: "<<5-, meaning the

palm-trees put forth their leaves. (TA.) [See

also 2, above..] J224-1 is also said of the &#,

(S.K.) and of the e., (TA) [and of other
trees, (see • **)] or of trees in general. (TA)

or of trees (>:1) you say Je's-1, inf n. Labé-1,
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(AHn, ISd,) the verb being thus made infirm,

and the inf. n. sound, (ISd,) or of all trees except

thorny trees and herbs or leguminous plants,

(TA,) meaning, It broke out with leaves: (S,

K:) or, when said of the &#", its -** became

perfect. (AA, TA voce &# ; and S voce-á)

* * * • * of ... * *

And you say also, ä.22-M -->3'-' The 4-224
6. / -

[see José-] appeared. (T.A.)

6. U23'-5, (A, K,) Ol'*es' U23'-5, (TA,)

He blinked, or contracted his eyelids, (A, K,)

somen'hat, (K,) looking intently, as "though he

were aiming an arrow; and so in looking at the

sun; (A, K,) as also "J224-. (K.) [But the

latter is trans.] 'You say, ūšš "...,' <!,

and a Jesus #, Verily he blinks, or contracts his

eyelids, looking intently, at such a one, as though

he were aiming an arron. (A.) [See also

J-5, J. C-3-3, and 64 --- *]—

[Hence,]2: <<5-5, (A,) or -25's-5

*l. A2=-ji, (TA) 1 The stars inclined to

setting. (A, TA.)

11: see 1, last signification.

Jes: The leaves of the date-palm, (T, S, A,

Msb, K.) and of the U.K.. [or Thebaic palm], (T,

TA,) and of the J-36 [or cocoa-nut-tree], and

the like, (TA) and of the &#, (T, K,) and of

the A3, (T, TA) and of the Jes, (§ voce

*** q. v2) and of the cki, and of the Si,

and of the la: ; (Ibn-'Eiyásh Ed-Dabbee, K:)

n. un, with 5: (T, S, K, &c. :) the ā-224- of the

&= is the green [part] thereof when it appears

upon the white thereof; (TA;) [or] it resembles

the leaves of the ā- that of the -*. is like

the --> [or evergreen leaves] of the U.5%: that

of the S1 has the form of the ears of sheep, or

goats: and that of the la: has the form of the

*i- (Ibn-'Eiyásh, TA:) there is also the

ă.224 of the [class of trees or plants called]a:

which is of the plants, or herbage, of the [season

called] -:4, or, as some say, it is what gron's

upon a root-stock or rhizoma (**) Us"): (TA:)

but to herbs, or leguminous plants, of which the

leaves fall and become scattered when they dry

up, there is no à.22+. (T, T.A.)

#4. The trade, or art, of the •'s- (A,

TA.)

>;- A seller of -es-, (S, K:) or a weaver

hereof [into baskets and mats dnd the like]: (A:)

»r both. (TA.)
-

* - of

U23s. A man (S, Mgh) having the eye sunk,

or depressed; ($, Mgh, K;) having the quality

of the eye termed U-3- [see 1:] fem. U-23-;

(TA:) which is [also] applied to the eye, mean

ing sunk, or depressed: (Mgh :) or small, and

sunk, or depressed: (A:) and to a ewe, meaning

having one of her eyes blach, and the other white:

(AZ, K :) or having one eye black, and the other,

with the rest of the body, white : (TA:) pl.

J°,+, which, prefixed to c”:'', is applied to

camels. (A.) - [Hence,] ā-3- #. # A deep

nell; a well of n!hich the bottom is deep; (A, K,

TA;) of which the beasts see not the water:

(TA:) because one contracts his eyelids (~3-#)

in looking into it: (A, TA:) or 4.25- applied

to a well (a:=5), signifies of which the nater has

sunk into the earth. (TA.) And the same epithet

applied to a [mountain of the kind called] **,

(A) or #5, (K) : High; lofty: (A, K.) be

cause one contracts his eyelids in looking at it.

(A,TA.) And #25-& ! A hot wind: (K:)

or a vehemently-hot wind: (A:) that makes the

eye to blink, or contract the eyelids, (5-3) by

reason of heat: (K,” TA:) in n'hich one aoes not

see without blinking, or contracting the eyelids.

(A.) And #25- #: ! A summer mid-day ve

hemently hot: (A:) or most vehemently hot; (K,

TA;) in nihich one cannot look without blinking,

or contracting the eyelids. (TA.)

6 & - "

U23s-2 applied to a crown, Ornamented with

plates of gold like U23s in width: (A," TA:)

and applied to a vessel, having in it what re

semble L294- in shape. (T.A.) -: J.: 4,

applied to &-> [or silk brocade], Woven with

gold in the form of•+. (TA.)

© • * > / 6 of J.

ā-22s-e Jājl Land in nihich are U224- of the

J% and St and &# and la:... (Ibn-'Eiyásh

Ed-Dabbee, K.)

Jó24

1. #31-34, aor. -5,-, infin. Cs+ (S, A,

Mab, K) and Jiu-, (S, A, K.) [He waded, or

..forded, through the water ;] he passed through

the water walking or riding : (S) or he entered

into the nater; (A, K;) as also **s-, (K,)

inf n. J:s: (TA;) [or this latter has an in

tensive signification, as it is said to have in a

phrase below;] and "44t-l: (K) or he walked

in, or through, the water; (Msb;) as also

**s-s: (TA:) or he entered into the nater

and walked in it, or through it. (TA.) You say

also, Jiu -**, meaning He brought the horse

to the rater; as also '4-su-i, (K) inf. n. #44;

(AZ) and '44,-, (K) or £1 U 44,-,

inf n. 4454-5, as in the A (TA) or **-au

à." signifies 2:3: *u- [They waded or

..forded through the water, or entered into it, &c.,

nvith their beasts]; and you say also, "...#54.

it." U. [I waded or forded with them through

the water; &c.; meaning with men, not with

beasts]: (so I find in a copy of the A:) and

Aşill "Jala-' signifies £12:- -[The

people's horses waded or forded through the

water]. (S.) --5." £ J.' <-álá. ! [The

camels passed through the great expanse of mi

rage] (A.)—Xinji: Jå-1(The lightning

penetrated through the darkness]. (A,TA.)

3-i L:-& <! Jāt- t[He forced his way

to him through the spears until he took him, or

it] (A, TA")-----' J Asil -34 (S,

A.) and as "12-32=5, (S, A, K.) ! The people, or

companyofmen, entered [or naded] together into

discourse. (S, A, K.)->9.41 - 30+, (S. K.)

aor, as above, inf. n. J33-, (TA) t He plunged

into the submerging floods of ignorance, or the

like: syn. '-il. .(S, K, TA)-J -3

2.9 t He entered [or plunged] into the affair.

(Mgb.)– In like manner you say, [...} Jää

Jlst," and] Jeu" * Lata-1 + He entered [or

plunged] intoJaise, or vain, discourse or speech:

(Msb:) and Lālā-, alone, signifies t He said, or

spoke, what was false. (A.) It is said in the Kur

(lxxiv. 46], (TA) 3-#41 & Jás:

i. e. Jel." L. (And we used to enter into false,

or vain, discourse or speech, nith those who en

tered thereinto]; (Bd, Jel, K;) syn. #:

(Bd .) or and we used to follow the erring, &c.

(o, K.) And again, [lii. 12, L = 3.3%

&: J** ![Who amuse themselves in entering

into false, or vain, discourse or speech]; (TA;)

Jlst, L, being here, again, understood. (Bd.)

And again, [ix. 70,1,&# Us:= #5, i.e.

X--- ! [And ye have entered into ifalse, or

rain, discourse or speech, like their entering

thereinto]. (K.) And again, [vi. 67,] &:

ūgū us' &** ![Who enter into false, or

vain, discourse or speech respecting our signs;

meaning the Kur-án]. (TA.) aeś -3- is also

explained as signifying + He said what nas false

respecting it. (TA.) And -** signifies +The

confusing, or confounding, in an affair. (TA.)

—-3-,(S, A, Mgh, K) and "J25-, (A, TA)

also signify He mired, (S," K, TA,) and stirred

about, (TA,) the beverage, or wine: (S, K, TA:)

or he stirred about the &” with the • *s-,

(A, Mgh.")--" 44%. ! He moved about

the snºord in him, having smitten him: (S, K,”

TA:) or he put [or thrust] the snord into the

loner part of his belly, and then raised it up

wards. (A," TA.)–c." es' c: <+,

(A, TA) inf n. *; and Cl." "<<54,

inf n. L*- (TA;) fl put an arron', (A,

TA,) which I had borrowed, and by nihich I ex

pected to have good luck, (TA,) among the [other]

arron's (A, TA) used in the game called el

meysir : (TA:) see an ex. (a verse of Sakhr-el

Ghei) in art. Jas-.

2: see 1, first signification :- and again in

the latter part of the paragraph. – L' J33

axes- [app, meaning He walloned in his effused

biood] is with teshdeed to render the signification

intensive. (S.)

3: see 1, second sentence, in two places: and

again in the last sentence.

4. L's #31 es' <-à-i [I made my beast to

nade, or ford, through the water]. (S, A.")

à."X:Aşi U&ls- [The people, or company

of men, made their horses to "nade, or ford,

through the nater] is said when they wade, or

ford, with their horses through the water. (TA.)

Aşil Jólá-l: and à." 12-3's-l: [which are evi

dently elliptical phrases:] and Jill Jala-1:

see 1, second sentence.-Jelgi Jälä-l: see 1.
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= #31 Jala- The water admitted of being

walked [or waded or forded] in or through:

contr. to general rule; being intrans. while the

unaugmented verb is trans. (Msb.)

5: see 1, first sentence.-J*** also signifies

He constrained himself to wade, or ford, in, or

through, water. (K,”TA.) This is the primary

signification: and hence, –2.9 es' J*s

1 He employed, or occupied, himself in the affair:

and he used art or artifice or cunning, or his on n

judgment or discretion, in the affair, or in the

disposal or management thereof: and so in the

phrase Jus' es' L*5-5: or, accord. to some,

this means he acted wrongly in acquiring the

property in an improper manner, in whatsoever

way it was possible. (TA.)

6 : see 1, near the middle of the paragraph.

8: see 1, first sentence.

6 * * ** > *

Jäts-2 : see à-la-2.

6 - d.

Ja2-2 [The instrument with which beverage,

Or wine, is mixed and stirred about]; it is, for

beverage, or wine, like the co- for &:- : (S,

K:) or the instrument with which 322- is stirred

about. (A, Mgh.)

#4- [A ford; i. e.] a place where people

pass through water, walking or riding: (S, A,

K:) or a place where one walks through neater:

(Mgb.) pl. "Jiu-, (S. K.) for this is rather a

coll. gen, n.,] or J%-3, (as in one copy of the

$) and 3,44 (AZ, S, K) and +3=-3.

(MSb, T.A.)

-$24

1. -jū-, (S, Msb, K, &c.) originally -is-,

(Lth, L, &c.,) first pers. ++, (TA,) aor. -j-,

(S, K, &c.,) originally -#4, (L) imperative

Jā-, ($) inf n -, - (S, Ms., K, &c.) and

*-i-, [originally -#-l (Lh, TA,) erroneously

written in the K with fet-h [to the z-], but some

say that this is a simple subst, not an inf. n.,

(TA) and "#, (Lh, S, Msb, K, &c.) ori.
ginally as 24-, (K,) but some say that this also is

a simple subst, not an inf. n., (TA) and [there

fore] its pl. is -i-, (Lh, J.K, S, and so in the

CK,) in [some of the copies of the Kerroneously

written +, (TA) or this [as well as the next

preceding] may be an inf. n., for some few inf ns.

have ple, (ISd, TA) and #5-2, (S, Mab, K,

&c.,) originally as2-2, for which last, the first

of these inf ns. is used by a poet, and therefore

made fem., (TA,) He feared; he was afraid or

frightened or terrified; syn. &#. (K.) It is

also trans.: (Msb:) you say, asū and "4:3-5

[He feared, or n as afraid of him, or it]; (Msb,

TA;) both signifying the same: (TA:) [and so

4. -šū-; or this may mean he feared what

might happen to him from him, or it:] and

t: * '-35-5, meaning asu- [i.e.* -šū

t: He feared for him a thing]: (S, K:) and

* c." *w- and* **-5 [He feared him,

or it, for his property]. (Mgh.)- [Hence,] it

is also used in the sense of 3. [He thought, or

opined]: and in this case, the Arabs sometimes

use it in the same manner as a verb signifying an

oath, and give it the same kind of complement;

as in an ex: cited vocess [q v.] ($ in art. 2”.)

And He knen. (Lh, Kr, K.) Hence,#cl:

is: ta: &- -it- [And if a noman know that

there is, on the part of her husband, injurious

treatment, or unkindness, or estrangement], (K,)

in the Kur [iv. 127]. (TA.) And hence also,

tà:- Jes: &- -šū- &: [And he who knoweth

that there is, on the part of the testator, an in

clining to a wrong course, or a declining from the

right course, &c.], (K,) in the Kur [ii. 178];

thus explained by Lh. (TA)=4su-, (S) first

pers. #4, (K,) aor. *s-, (S,) He exceeded

him in fear. (S, K.”) You say, asu: ; *%+,

($) inf n, of the former ####, (TA) i.e. [He

vied with him to see which of them would exceed

the other in fear, and] he exceeded him in

fear. (S.)

2.45-, (Mab, K.) inf n -is:5, (TA) i. 7.

4-i. (Msb, K.) See the latter, in two places.

He put fear into him. (JK, TA.) Uşş- [app.

addressed to God] is mentioned by Lh as meaning

Render the Kur-án and the Traditions beautiful

to us in order that we may [give heed thereto and]

fear. (TA.)- He made him to be in such a

state, or condition, that men feared him; (JK,

K;) he made him to be feared by men. (M.)

Hence, in the Kur (iii. 169], &u=# 83 (3)

£i-##, i.e. [Verily that is the devil: he

caiseth his friends to be feared by you: [or that

devil causeth &c. :] or, as Th says, causeth you

to fear by his friends. (TA.)= He diminished

it, lessened it, or took from it; and so 4.-ā

(TA.) [See also 5.]-4: –35- He sent anay

his sheep, or goats, flock by flock. (T.A.)

3: see 1, last sentence.

4. As-l, (Mob, K.)infn.āt- ($) and Júl,
like+, (Lh, TA,) [but the latter is irreg. and

rare,] He, or it, (an affair, a case, or an event,

Msb,) caused him, or made him, to fear, or be

afraid; put him in fear; frightened, or terrified,

him; (TA;) and "45-, (MSb, K.) inf n.
6 d •

-ā49-5, (§, TA) signifies the same. (S, Msb,

K.) So in the phrase 3:1 JUG-1 [The enemies'

frontier caused to fear, &c.; was insecure :] or

fear entered from it. (TA.) You say also, Jú

Jä -à-6 L-1 [The wall leaned, and caused

the people to fear]. (Mab.) And J2,451 -íčí

&;" [for &;" Jai ...”in Júi The rol

bers caused the people of the road, or the pas

sengers thereof, to fear, &c.; or it may be

rendered the robbers caused the road to be inse

cure]. (Msb.) And 44-3 3.9 £i [I caused

him to fear the thing, or affair, &c., and he

feared it, making the verb doubly trans.]; as
- - -

also 435: #! *&#- (Msb.) It is said in a
& J - * c s > d - 3 - - - g

trad.,-4sac-5 col U.5–212, 13:4- Make ye the

venomous reptiles and the like to fear before they

make you to fear; (TA;) i.e. kill ye them be

fire they kill you. (JM, TA)—J.; it.
*As [Hon greatly do I fear for thee!]. (TA.)

5. 45-5 : see 1, in three places. = Also He

took by little and little (S, L, K) from it, (S, K,)

or from its sides; (L;) as also *5-5, (S and

K" in arts. -53- and -se-;) or he took from its

eactremities; so in the A; in which it is said to

be tropical: accord. to IF, it is originally [ć-5]

with d [in the place of the -5]. (TA.) Dhu-r

Rummeh says, (S,) or not he, but some other

poet, for it is ascribed to several different authors,

(L)

* 5, 6-6 - J-31 -#5 *

* 3:1 as: 1: 3-3 us -

[Her saddle abraded from a long and high, com

pact hump, like as when the piece of skin used for

smoothing arron's has abraded from the back of a

rod of the tree called ax:5]. (S. [See also 5 in

art. -52-, where another reading of this verse is

given. In the TA, in the present art., in the

places of U-4) and x 13, I find 3: and $2:..])
o " - " -- of

lHence, (S, K.) accord. to Fr, (TA)-os-is-le 3

-#5 Uls, (§, K.) in the Kur [xvi. 49], (S)

which Az explains as meaning [Or are they

secure from his destroying them] by causing them

to suffer loss [by little and little] in their bodies

and their possessions, or cattle, and their fruits:

or, accord. to Zj, it may mean, after causing

them to fear, by destroying a town, so that the

one next to it shall fear. (TA.) You say also,

Jú &: -ā- He took by little and little from

my property. (J.K.) And £1 (#5 [The

year of drought, or sterility, took from us by

little and little] (JK.) And C#- L-35-5

[He diminished to me by little and little my

right, or due]. (JK.) And 4:- 45-5 ! i. q.

4. as [an evident mistranscription for<! Ol'

****, meaning His stupidity deprived him of

his right, or due]. (TA.)

Jú. A man very fearful or timorous; ($, K.)

[and so, in the present day, *-āj-, the former

originally] of the measure J-4, like 3, and &#

and similar to +2, meaning a man “having a

strong, or loud, voice:” (S:) or i, q. * -:U

(TA) accord. to Kh, it. may be [originally

-39s-,] of the measure Jets, having the medial

radical rejected; or [-,-] of the measure J#:

and in either case, the dim, is ['-###, with 5 :

so says Sb. (TA.)

J3-inf n, of 1. (S, Msh, K, &c.)— Also

Slaughter: whence, -#-f &: A: #5

[And we will assuredly try you with somewhat of

slaughter]; (Lh, K;) in the Kur [ii. 150]. (TA.)

[See also 4.]- And Fighting: whence, ā- 139

–33-' [But when fighting conth, in the Kur

xxxiii. 19]. (K.)=See also -ālā-. = Also A

red hide from which are cut strips like thongs,

(Kr, K, TA) and then upon these are put [orna

ments of the kind termed] 233; worn by a girl:
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(TA) a dial var. of -5,- [q.v.]: (Ki) but

this latter is preferable. (L., T.A.)

•

-ā-ā-: see 1, first sentence.

#4. A [coat of the kind called] a ', of hide,

or leather, which the collector of honey wears ;

(Akh, JK, K;) and also worn by the water

carrier : (JK:) or a fur-garment, or hide with

the fur or nool on it, worn by him who enters

into the places occupied by bees, in order that

they may not sting him : (TA:) or a [pouch of

the kind termed] ale,4-, (§, K) of hide, or

leather, (S,) narron, in the upper part and nide

in the loner part, (TA,) in n:hich honey is col

lected: (S, K:) or a [round piece of leather neith

a running string by means of which it may be

converted into a bag, such as is termed] 5:, like

the als:+, made, or sened, small, [for #3: or

5.x: a, which I find in different copies of the

K, and to which no appropriate meaning is

assignable, I read #4. Or #44, (see 2 in art.

Jä-2, and particularly āş 3:4)] having its

head [or border] raised, for honey; (K;) so says

Skr, in explaining the following verse: or, as IB

says, accord. to Aboo-'Alee, it is from the phrase

Jú: Jöl, meaning “men,” or “the people,”

“are different, one from another;” for it is a

alax- of hide, or leather, embellished with diffe

rent kinds of embellishment; and if so it should

be mentioned in art. -ães- : (TA:) [but] the

dim. is *#. (JK.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

[describing a collector of wild honey,]

*

* -->

*

* * * • &# -

ā-sta- last-3 *

* > * - d - - - of

* -es: C-" "

(S,) [He put beneath his armpit a asts in n:hich

was a receptacle for honey, and betook himself to

making successive endeavours to reach the most

difficult part of a mountain by means of a rope,

or rope of palm-fibres; for] he means~ ties:

the phrase being inverted: (S and TA in art.

&: ) or he means, [betook-himself to] taking
- -

successive holds of a rope (3:- &#) tied to a

&: [here best rendered mountain-top] in his

descent to the place of the honey; so that there is

no inversion. (TA in that art.) – Also i. q.

à: [A hind of basket, or receptacle, of hide, or

leather]; (TA;) the thing in which fruits are

gathered; also called -5,-2. (Harp. 874)—

And &#. #4 is said to mean The envelope of

the grain of seed-produce; so called because it

protects it: to this the believer is likened in a

trad. [as some relate it]; but the reading [com

monly known] is [asu-,] with A. (TA.) [See

ãols-, in art. Loes-.]

* - 6

aä's-; pl. -se-; see 1, first sentence. - [Some

times it may mean, agreeably with analogy, A

hind of fear.] = See also art. -ães-.

* * *

-5'3- Vociferation, clamour, or a confused

noise, of a company of men. (JK, Sgh, K.)

2 * ~ * 2. -

-ā29*- : see -*ta-.

6 - d e J 2: •

ää22- . See asts-.

J3- see -i-.— [Hence, perhaps,] A cer

tain black bird: ISd says, I know not why it is

thus called. (T.A.)

Jää. Fearing; being afraid or frightened or

terrified: (§, TA) pl. -# (S,R) and C#,

(S,) or -:, (K) or, accord. to Ks, -: and

-- and -is-, (L) (but the second and third of

these three should be -: and+, for all are

said to be of the measure Jaśl and W-,- 5

or this last is a quasi-pl. n.; (K;) whence, in the

Kur [vii. 54], t:ks (#4, meaning Worship ye

Him fearing his punishment and eagerly desiring

his recompense. (T.A.) See also -šū-, -And

See -,+.

J.-: &l. [for £i J.-, A road of n hich

the people, or passengers, are caused to fear, by

robbers]. (Msb.) [See also what next follows.])

4 / -
-

w£25-> &* A road in which people fear :

(S," Msb, K.) or a road that is feared; (JK,

TA3) as also '-i-, and * -ku-, which last

is tropical, of the measure Jets in the sense of the

measure J*: (TA;) or, thus applied, this

last [is a possessive epithet, and thus] means

having fear: (JK: [see also -śls-2 :]) you

should not say *--- &”, because the road

does not cause fear, but only he who robs and

slays therein. (S, K, TA.) One says also X:

'-i- and '-'3- An enemies' frontier [that

is feared, or] from which one fears, or from the

direction of n:hich fear comes. (TA.) -,+.

signifies A thing [of any kind] that is feared; as

a lion, and a serpent, and fire, and the like. (Har

p. 369.) [Hence,] -,- Lu-A wall of which

the falling is feared. (Lh, Mab, TA. [See also
6 J. 6 J - 6

-à---.]) And -55-2 &#3 [4. pain that is

feared]. (TA. [See, again, -áss-2.]) And

-,- }: [An affair, or erent, that is feared].

(Mgh, Msb. [See, again, -ães-2.]) And G-Us

* Ji- -,- A. transgressor who is feared

for his property, that he nill consume it, and ex

pend it in that which is not right. (Mgh.)

•d

-àes-e: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places: and see also what next follows.

-i- to- (Mob, K, in the CK " -i-..)

A wall that causes one to fear that it will fall.

(Msb, K. [See also -5,-]) And -i-. 8-9

(S, K) A pain that causes him n'ho sees it to fear.

(S. [See, again, -,-]) And --> An

affair, or event, that is formidable; that causes

him who sees it to fear. (Msb. [See, again,

-,-]) And -á-." means The lion, (K,

TA,) that frightens him who sees him. (TA.)

See also -,-, first sentence. -

-## [More, and most, formidable, fearful,

or feared: anomalous, like its syn. ...: * i, being

from the pass verb. Hence, -jū ū. -##

!...+ Los Ac [The most formidable, or fearful, of

what I fear for you is such a thing]. (Mgh,"

TA.)

ise- an inf n. of 1, (S, Mgb, K, &c.,) ori

ginally as2-2. (TA)- [Also,4 cause of fear:

a word of the same category as ā-a-2 and als-->

&c.; pl. -á, -. Hence,] -is-J. *:# Jji

[The first of his letters, or epistle, consisted of

the causes of fear]. (TA.)-And -3,4- also

signifies Places of fear. (KL.)

* * * ~ * 6 - -

-32-2 : see -32-2.

J24

1. J: &: [imperative of 5é-] Ornament thy

young woman, or female slave, nith the earring.
6 d - - -

(K. [See Ú34-.])= \,5ts. He (a man, TA)

made with her (a woman, TA) the sound termed

JW Gla- [during the act ofcus]. (K.)= 3'

G He took anay the thing, and extirpated it,

or removed it utterly. (TA.)

2. 33-, (K) inf n &#5, (TA) He made

it wide; (K;) namely, an earring. (T.A.)

4. Gus-1 He (a man, TA) went anay into, or

in, the country, or land. (Sgh, K.)

5. 35-5 It (an earring, TA) was, or became,

wide, or widened. (K.) [See also 7.]–35

* He went, retired, or neithdren himself, far

anay from him, or it. (K,"TA.) And He left,

quitted, or forsook, it; namely, a course that he

desired, or meant, to pursue. (TA.)

7. jū." --5\s-31 The desert was nide within.

(JK, K,"TA.) [See also 5.]

Jú. The length of a desert. (JK, TA.)=

3% Ju-Ji, (S. K.) or 30 Ju-, (IB, TA) or the

latter also, without J. (k, accord. to the TA,

[but not in the CK nor in my MS. copy of the

K,) The sound of the ,<>3 in the flesh of the in

terior of the& ; (IAar, K, TA;) or the sound

of the C’s on the occasion of the act of Cls.

(IB, TA.)–And hence, (IB, TA,) or because

of its 33-, i. e. width, (S, K.) The t; [or

vulva, itself]. (S, IB, K.) & &ls-Ji is indecl.,

with kest for its termination, ($) like jū jū-ji.

(S, K.)

35- [in the L 3,4, which is evidently a mis

transcription; and in one copy of the S, in one

place, written aş-;] A ring (S, L, TA) of gold

and of silver: (L, TA:) or, accord. to Th, a ring

[that is worn] in the ear: he does not say of

gold nor of silver: (TA:) or the ring of the

[kind of earring called] L# and of the [kind

called] -: , (Lth, K.)

3,4- Width (S, K) of a desert, and of a well,

and of a vulva; (S:) or, of a desert, width of

the interior ; (JK :) or length, and breadth of

expanse, and width of the interior ; and of a

well, depth and width. (TA.) = And The

mange, or scab, in camels: (El-Umawee, S, K:)

or [a disease] like the mange or scab. (TA.)

&: [Wide; or wide in the interior; or far

extending : fem. āşş-; pl. 3,4], You say
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3,-i 3: (JK, K,TA, [in the Ck -#, and

in my MS. copy of the K 33-D A wide [desert

such as is termed] 5- (K:) or a 3- rvide in

the interior. (JK.) And āşş- jū. (JK, S,K)

and "āt- (JK,K) A wide desert: (S, K.)

or a desert wide in the interior: (JK:) and the

former, also, a desert in which is no nater. (TA.)

And 3:*A wide, far-extending region or

country. (TA.) And āşş-;: (S.K) and *ists:

(K) A wide relis (S.K.) or #34 is a deep

and wide well (JK, TA)- And the fem,

āş-, applied to a woman, Having no partition

between her vulva and her anus: or having her

vagina and rectum united: or wide in the vulva :

(TA:) or tall and slender. (JK, TA.)– And,

so applied, Foolish, or stupid: (ISh, JK, K:)

pl. 5,4. (Ish, K)—And the masc, (applied

to a man, JK,) Blind of one eye; or one-eyed:

(JK, K:) pl. as above. (JK.)=Also, applied

to a camel, Mangy, or scabby: (S,K:) or having

what resembles the mange or scab : (TA:) fem.

as above. (S, K.)

* > * *

J3s-- An earring having a large 35- [or

ring]. (IAar.)

* - - d e 6- . * * * * * * 6 & * - d ≤

ass-2 55tale and###: See &24-l.

U24

1. Jú-, aor. J*, inf n. J.-, He became

possessed of Js- [so I read, meaning slaves, or

servants, and other dependents, in the place of

U124-, an evident mistranscription, in the TA)

after having been alone. (T.A.)– U2=- d \s

* J*. Such, a one pastures for his family:

($ ) or L* J.-: signifies he milks and waters

and pastures for them. (T, T.A.) And–orale Ju

He ruled, or governed, them. (JK.) And Uls- |

Aju., (K, TA) aor, as above, (TA) inf n. J.

and J.-, (K.) He pastured his cattle, or camels

£c., and managed them, or tended them, and

sustained them, (K,' TA,) well: (K:) or <!

Júl, aOl". J*i. I managed the cattle, &c.,

well: (S:) and Júl J'é Ula-, aor. J*, he

pastured the cattle, &c., and managed them well;

as also J- sor J-4 (TA in art. J.-)=

Utá-, aor. J.-: and J- or J*, see Uta-l

(with which it is syn.) in art. U-4-.

2. #1 * **, GIK,S) or Six, (Mb) or

Júl, (K) inf n. Jass-5, (S,) God made him to

possess, (JK, S,) or gave him, (Msb, K,) or con

ferred upon him, as a favour, (K,) the thing,

(JK, S,) or property, (Mgb,) or the property.

(K.) So in the Kur vi. 94 and xxxix. 11 [and 50].

(TA.)

* 3: GK,M,K) and J. G.) He
(a man, JK, Msb) had maternal uncles: (JK,

K. :) or he had many maternal uncles: (Mgb :)

[both signify the same accord. to the K: but the

latter properly signifies he was made to have

maternal uncles, or many maternal uncles: see

J#4.]=::" & "Sū 24 Ju- He per
Bk. I.

U24

ceived, or discovered, in him an indication, or a

symptom, sign, mark, or token, of good; as also

"US-5 (JK, S, K) and J-3. (K.) [See also 2

in art. U-4-.]= See also 10, in two places.

5: see 4: =and see also 10, in three places.

=4]2+5 also signifies He paid frequent atten

tion, or returned time after time, (JK, S, K,) to
* ** *

it, (JK,) or to him; syn. £3. (JK, S, K.)

You say, #e3%2:5-5 I paid frequent at

tention to them with exhorting, or admonishing;

syn.2:. (MSb.) It is said in a trad., of the

Prophet, ast: ău- alies." ūs: &

[He used to pay frequent attention to us with

exhorting, or admonishing, for fear of loathing

on our part, or disgust]; (S;) or2:#, i. e.

X: (TA:) As used to say ū3-#, i. e.

# ($;) or 23:4: and some read

Low's-e, with the unpointed

U2-. (TA.) And sometimes they said, −3-3,

J.S. &#, i. e. (3: [app. meaning The

n ind returned to the land time after time]. (S.)

, explained in art.

d see d e >

10. .33:1 He took them as J3-, (K,TA)

i.e. slaves, or servants, and other dependents.

(TA)=." J.--' and J-1 He tool, or

adopted, them as maternal uncles: andSú. "U-5

he took, or adopted, a maternal uncle; (K;) like

as one says, G=< and "4:3 She called

him her maternal uncle. (TA.) You say, J-:)

&l=3: $4 and J,#1 (JK,S) and "J:

(JK) Adopt thou a maternal uncle other than

thy [proper] maternal uncle. (JK,” S.) =

J%:9. is also like Jú:Sl [as meaning

The asking one to lend cattle, or camels &c.;

and 'J',:-} is like Jú:} as meaning The

lending cattle, or camels &c.]: and AO used to

recite thus the saying of Zuheyr:

" ***. J." 1,3: &l 4's "

[There, if they be asked to lend cattle, they lend].

(S, TA. [See also 10 in art. U-4-.])

Jú. A maternal uncle; one's mother's brother:

(JK, S, K.) pl. J%i (S, Msh, K) and is, i.

(K) [both pls of pauc.,] the latter anomalous,

(TA) and (of mult, TA) J3+ and J.; (K)

and #4,# (Mab, K.) the fem, is ill-, (JK,

S, K,) a maternal aunt; one's mother's sister:

(JK, $3) and the pl. of this is +5.4. (Mab.)

One says, ajú (#1 U.4 [meaning Each of them

two is a son of a maternal aunt of the other];

but one cannot say, :* üí. (K:) and in like

manner one says,> ū; but one cannot say,

Jé. t; i. (TA)=An onner of a horse: you

say, Jill 3. Jú. üí I am the onner of this

horse. (K.) [See also Ula- in art. U-4-.] -

Jú. Jú-34 and Jū. "J34. He is a manager, or

tender, of cattle, or camels £c.; (K;) or a good

manager, or tender thereof; (S, K;") and so

Jú 'J',: (S:) ,J% signifies also a keeper,

or guardian, of a thing; (T, S;) or a pastor;

(Fr, TA;) a people's pastor, who milks and

maters and pastures for them; and one who pays

frequent attention to a thing, puts it into a good

or right state, or restores it to such a state, and

undertakes the management of it: (T, TA:)

*** -. *... " .. *a* . -

U24- [is a pl. of U54-, like as A5 is of 30, &c.,

and] signifies pastors who take care of cattle, or
* G =

camels &c.; (TA:) and "J34-, (K) or, accord.

to the M, W &*. (TA,) signifies a pastor who

is a good manager of cattle, or camels, and sheep

or goats; (M, K,” TA;) or a good manager and

orderer of the affairs of men; (TA;) and its pl.

[or quasi-pl. n. or n. un.] is "J34. (M, K ;)

accord to the M, like as ::= is of&" (TA.)

[See also Jú. in art. Ues-.]= An indication, Or

a symptom, sign, mark, or token, of good (S,” K,

TA) in a person. (S, TA.) See 4.=A mole;

i. e. [a thing resembling] a pimple in the face, in

clining to blackness: dim. 'J', and J:

and pl. 3.- (J.K. [See also art. J.-.])=

The [kind ofbanner called] #, of an army or a

military force. (S, K. [See also art. Jes-.])

A hind of soft garment, or cloth, of the fabric of

El-Yemen: (JK) a hind of 2%, (S,K) well

knonn, (K,) having a red [or bronn] ground,

with black lines or stripes. (TA. [Mentioned

also in art. U-4-.]) = A black stallion-camel.

(IAar, K. [See also art. U-4-.])

Ji- A man's slaves, or servants, and other

dependents: (S, Mgb, TA:) or slaves, and cattle,

or camels &c.; (JK:) or the cattle, camels &c.,

[in the CK,-: is erroneously put for-£1,]

and male andfemale slaves, and other dependents,

given to one by God: (K:) said to be (S) from

2 [q. v.]: (JK, S, TA:) it is said to be a

quasi-pl. n.; (TA;) and the sing is "Jiu-,

(S, K, TA;) though used as sing, and pl., and

masc. and fem.: (K:) sometimes used as a sing.

applied to a male slave and a female slave: but

Fr says that it is pl. [or quasi-pl. n.] of "Jiu

meaning a pastor. (S.) You say cº; Js-#,

meaning These are persons who have been sub

jected, and taken as slaves, by such a one. (TA.)

- See also Uus-...- Also A gift, or gifts : [and

this seems to be the primary signification; whence

“a slave” &c., and “slaves” &c., as being given

by God:] so in the phrase, J3-1** [He

is a person of many gifts]. (TA.)=Accord to

Lth, (TA,) it signifies also The loner part (J-5

of the C-5 G. v. ofa bit (J.K.K,TA) but

Az says, “I know not the U24- of the bit nor

what it is. (TA.) [See Jú, last sentence but

one, in art. U24-.]

#. A female gazelle. (IAar, K.)

3 * > 6 *

J5- see Ju-, in two places. - Also A

measurer of land with the measuring-cane.

(TA.)

J.-: See Jú.

J: ; see Ju-, of which it is the dim.

#. The relationship of a maternal uncle

[and of a maternal aunt]: (JK, S, K, TA:) an
104
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inf n. (JK, TA) having no verb. (TA.) You
* * * * *- d- o

say, à):53- a--> L'-' [Between me and him is a

relationship of maternal uncle]. (S, K.)= Also

a pl. ofJ.- in the first of the senses assigned to

the latter above. (Msb, K.)

Ji- A giver of many gifts. (T.A.)

J.- : See J.-, in two places: -and J.-,

also in two places.

J: J: 3: 34th; The sparks flen, about

scattered; meaning the sparks that fly about from

hot iron when it is beaten; as in a verse of Dábi

[El-Burjumee] cited in art. lai. : see 3 in that
• * c : * ~ 0 < * * *

art. (S.) And Js: Js: 2:*: They went

ancay scattered, (JK, S, K,) one after another,

like as sparks are scattered from iron: or, as

some say, J:S itself means sparks: (JK:)

[but here,] U2+! U24-1 are two nouns made into

one, and indecl., with fet-h for the termination:

(S:) Sb says that they may be like + xi

like *-*. (TA)=9% & J** He

is prouder than such a one. (Suh, TA.) [See
* - of

also J:l, in art. U-4-.]

, or

J.-: see J.-.

J.-: See J#, in art. U-5-.

J.- and 'J,- A man having maternal

uncles: (TA:) or the former signifies a man

made to have many maternal uncles; and "the

latter, having many maternal uncles: (Msb :)

and J.- : J. (Msh, K) and 'Ju-,

(JK, K,) and 'J,- X-4, A man who has

generous paternal and maternal uncles: (Msb,

K.) but As disallows - and "J.- : (Mab3)

and the latter word in each case is not used, (K,)

or is scarcely ever used, (TA,) without the

former. (K, T.A.)

J.- : see what next precedes, in four places.

*i. J.-: £, (K in this art.) or J.-,

($ in art. U-4-,) Verily he is adapted or disposed

by nature to good [i. e. to be, or to do, or to ef

fect, or to produce, what is good]. ($, K.) [See

alsoJ- in art. Jes-.]

A*

4.:)

>+: ' see art Loes--

6 * *

à-la-; |

J95

1. *, (S. K.) aor. 4,-, ($) inf n.#

£d 3- and #1-4 (SK) and #4 (K) and
* * * * 2: ...< ... 2 " . . .

a:\s-, of the measure alcú, like à:#9 &c.; (TA;)

and **u-15 (S. K.) He was unfaithful, or he

acted unfaithfully, to the confidence, or trust,

that he reposed in him; (K;) [he was treache

rous, perfidious, or unfaithful, to him; or he

acted treacherously, perfidiously, or unfaithfully,

towards him;] is us [in such a thing] (S:)

#ū- is the contr. of #ūj; and does not relate

onlyto property, but also to other things: (Mgh :)

or the neglecting, or failing in, asui [which is

trustiness, or faithfulness]: (El-Harállee, TA:)

or i, q. Jú, except that ailed- regards a compact

or covenant or the like, and trustiness, or faith

fulness, and Guá regards religion; so that the

former is the acting contrary to what is right, by

breaking a compact or covenant or the like: (Er

Rághib, TA:) but [it is said that] the primary

signification of U2+ is the making to suffer loss,

or diminution; because the &l- makes the

co- to suffer loss, or diminution, of something.
D.J. o J

(TA.) Hence, in the Kur [ii. 183], -o-e

: "3,4-5 [lit. Ye used to act unfaith

fully to yourselves] means ye used to act un

faithfully, one to another: (S,"TA) or ye used

to act wrongfully to yourselves: d':- has a

more intensive signification than #- (Bd.)

One says also, 3:44 d's. He broke the compact

or covenant or the like: whence, #: Js:

* : * : *** * * * 2:... • * * 2:- *:::: * * * *, *

lää- -35 -ā- al-S J2.552 & 32 *=

[The benefit says, I have been disacknowledged,

and have not been requited with thankfulness;

and the trust says, I have been betrayed, and

have not been faithfully kept]: the verb [+]

being here of the measure <i>3, a verb of which

the agent is not named. (Mgh.) And: *u-,

(Msb, K.) and exall us, (Mab,) and a U.S. al-,
* * *

(Msh, K.) aor, as above, inf. n. 3- and alles

and ājus-2, (Msb,) [He was unfaithful to him in

respect of the compact or covenant or the like,

and the trust.] - [Hence] 4: du HIIis

sncord nas unfaithful;] i.e., failed of taking ef

..fect upon the thing struck with it. (T.A.) A cer

tain person, being £ed respecting the sword,

said, Gu (3, 4,-i +[It is thy brother, but

sometimes it is unfaithful to thee]. (T.A.)- And

*S*, 4:1- +[His tryo legs were unfaithful to

him. i] he was unable to walk. (TA)- And

āşı #: Uls- + The well-rope broke off, or be

came severed, from the bucket. (T.A.) - And

*: *u-, inf. n. 3-; (T, TA;) and "4:3-5;

(TA;) + Time altered his state, or condition,

(T, TA)from softness, or easiness, to hardness,

or difficulty, (TA) or to evil; (T, TA;) and in

like manner, -: [enjoyment, &c.]: and of

everything that has altered thy state, or condition,

[for the worse,] one says, '40s-5. (T, T.A.)

2, #3-, (S. K.) inf n. *-ā, (K.) He at:

tributed to him aius- [i. e. treachery, perfidy, or

unfaithfulness]. (S, K.)- See also 5, in two

places.

5. *5-5, see 1, last sentence, in two places.

You say also,X: meaning He sought [to

discover, or show,] their aius- [i. e. treachery,

perfidy, or unfaithfulness], and their slip, lapse,

or wrong action; and suspected them, or accused

them. (T.A.)- Also He, or it, diminished it,

nasted it, impaired it, or took from it; and so

"43-, and 4. c.3-, (Ki) or diminished it,

nasted it, impaired it, or took from it, by little

and little; syn. 42.É.5. (JK, S, Msb) You
- - 6 - d. -

say, Usi- U}.} L:- 3 Such a one took from

me by little and little of my right, or due. (S,

T.A.) And Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

** * ~ * • C) * * * • J & = •

" 's- #2 & 3:15 J, 9 °
* ~ * - - 5 - - 2 - - 5 -

* * 8- 9-> --- 9- *

[No, but it is, or was, yearning of the soul

arising from a place of abode from n'hich some

times raining clouds, and sometimes a hot wind

carrying with it dust, took anay by little and

little, so as gradually to efface the traces thereof).

(S, T.A.) And Lebeed says, (S, TA,) describing

a she-camel, (TA,)

• dee- ** -- ~ * -

* J-52 --!>} "3-5 *

[Which my alighting and my journeying had

nasted by little and little;] i.e. n hose flesh and

fat my alighting and my journeying had di

minished by little and little. (S, T.A.)= Also

He paid frequent attention to him, or it; or he,

or it, returned to him, or it, time after time;

syn. £5, (JK, S, K;) and so **s-, (K:)

in this sense, the former verb is [said to be] from

a 3-3, by the substitution of c for U. (TA.)

Dhu-r-Rummeh says, [describing a young

gazelle,]

* #5 U. S. #! #3: * *4-9s- ! -ā,a U* }

* J 2 * * - d- --/ -

-** * *-* *** 82 *

(S,) [He raises not his eye, or eyes, except when

a caller calling him by the sound of à returns

to him time after time, addressed by the cry

termed A:l i. e. except when he hears the

A: of his mother calling him by the cry 4. à:

(TA in art. Lo: : [it is there added, that the

pass, part. n. >s: is used in this instance for

the act, part. n.; but for this I see no sufficient

reason:]) he says that the young gazelle is slum

bering, not raising his eye, or eyes, unless his

mother comes to him time after time: or, as

some say, unless his mother's call to him takes

by little and little from his sleep. (S in the

#ent art.) One says also a 9-5 (so-ji [for

452-5] The fever returns to him time after

time: (S:) or in its time. (TA.)

8: see 1, in two places.

&- A place in which travellers lodge : (Msb:)

a place in n:hich travellers pass the night: and

the* [i. e. monastery, or convent,] is the Uls.

of the Christians: (Kull pp. 96 and 97:) or the

Jú- is for merchants; ($, K;) i. q. 3:#; (Har

p. 325;) [a building for the reception of mer

chants and travellers and their goods, generally

surrounding a square or an oblong court, having,

on the ground-floor, vaulted magazines for mer

chandise, which face the court, and lodgings, or

other magazines, above: a Persian word, arabi

cized:] pl. +Gu- (Msb.)- Also A shop : or

a shop-keeper : (K:) a Persian word, arabicized.

(TA.)= [It is also a title of honour, used by

the Tartars (who apply it to their Emperor), the
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Turks (who apply it to the reigning and to a

deceased Sultán), and the Persians (who apply

it to the governor of a province, and to a man of

rank).]

33- an inf n of 1 (S. Mih, K)—And

[hence,] t Weakness. (JK, K, TA.) One says

&s- * es' ! In his back is neakness. (JK,

T.A.)- And t Languidness in the sight. (K.)

Jété Of, or belonging to, a Úls of the mer

chants. (T.A.)

&;-(JK, S, Mgh, Msh, K) and &# (ISk,

Msb, K) and "ö".<!, (IF, Mab, K) the first of

which is the most common, (Msb,) A table;

(JK;) a thing upon which one eats; (S, Mgh,

Msb;) a thing upon which food is eaten : (K:)

but said to be not so called except when food is

upon it: (Har p. 360:) arabicized [from the

Persian]: (S, Msb:) the pl. (of pauc., of the

first, S, Msb) is is, and (of mult, S, Ms)

&*. (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) said by IB to be the

only instance of its kind except &” pl. of &#,

(TA) originally &#, like # pl. of +,

(Msb,) but 3: is not used: (S) the pl. of

* els-lis & 24-1, (Msb) or c>3'-l. (TA, from

a trad.)

* J - 4, J - 6 -

J%+ [for Ö39-1; see Ú5-.

&5- See &l= —[Hence] 33-1 The

lion : (JK, S:) because he is [very] treacherous,

(JK.) And t Time, or fortune. (TA.)-33°)

cis- &- £ means + [I seek protection by

God] from the day of the exhaustion of provisions.

(A, TA.)= Also, and * 33-, [accord. to the

CK, each is with Ul, but this seems to be a mis

take, (see 3:) The month [latterly called]

J#9 &#: pl. #,-i, (K:) but ISd says, “I

know not how this is.” (TA.)

6 : 4

&13+ . see what next precedes.

#~ i. q. <--> [meaning +The anus]. (TA.)

&ls and "#, (S, Msh, K) the latter an

intensive epithet, (S, Msb) like #32 and #13,

(S,) [and also fem. of &=l and * 3,5- and

*&#-, (K,) [which are likewise intensive

epithets,] Unfaithful, or acting unfaithfully, to

the confidence, or trust, reposed in him; (K;)

[treacherous, perfidious, or unfaithful; or acting

treacherously, perfidiously, or unfaithfully: thus

the first signifies: the others signifying very un

faithful, &c.; pl. [of the first #54, (S.M. K.)

which is anomalous, (M.) like iès- [pl. of

&=l, (S) and 35+. (K.) [Hence, &u=

2: Looking treacherously, and clandestinely,

at a thing at which it is not allonable to look.

(TA)—c." &l= +[The languid in respect

of the eye] is an appellation applied to the lion;

(K, TA;) because of a languidness in his eye

when he looks. (TA.)

#53 see&=It is also an inf n, of čá-.
• - Jo 5 J “ -

(TA.) [Hence,] …') a 5us (as used in the

Kur xl. 20, TA) A surreptitious look (JK, Mgh,

K) at a thing at which it is not allonable to

look : (JK, K:) or the looking with a look that

induces suspicion or evil opinion : (Th, K. :) or

the making a sign nith the eye to indicate a thing

that one conceals in the mind: (TA:) or, as

some say, the contracting of the eye, or eyes, by

way of making an obscure indication: or the

looking intentionally [at a thing at which it is

not allonable to look]. (Msb.)

&#!: See 35- in two places.=[It is also

s -

a pl. of £i. See art. 24-l.]

6 : * ~ *

d2s- One to whom âû- [i. e. treachery,

perfidy, or unfaithfulness,] is attributed. (TA.)

U-595

1.33:1 "3+, (JK, S, Msh, K) aor. (8:5,

(Ms) if n is (S.M.,TA) and 3,4,
(Msb,) The house became empty, vacant, or un

occupied: ($) in [some of the copies of] the S

with teshdeed, [i. e. –5-l which is incorrect:

(TA:) or became devoid, or destitute, of its occu

pants; as also <>+, aOI". &#, inf. n. #3-;

(Msb:) or its occupants perished: (JK:) and

it fell down : (S) or it became demolished : and

-3- and <2*, infn. ... and ** and #3

'': it became£ or: ..'.

occupants, (K,TA,) standing, without inhabitant.

(TA.) And&l ess-, aOl". es: inf. n.&

The place became empty, vacant, or unoccupied.

(Mgh.) And &#1 &s-, aor. (8:4, inf n.

ess- The belly became empty of food. (Mgh.)

–[Hence,] &*, alOl". s:, inf n. ess- [and

#3-], He was, or became, hungry; (JK;) as also

WU434-1: (K:) or his belly became empty of food:

(Harp. 1673) or ess+, like J., [aor, es:4,]
inf n. ess- and #3-, he was affected with un

interrupted hunger. (K.) And +, said of a

woman, She became empty in her belly on the

occasion of childbirth; as also ::= (S. K.)

in [some of] the copies of the K,+ is here

erroneously put for **. (TA.) And She

abstained from food on the occasion of childbirth;

(J.K.K.) as also + (JK,TA)–:

*:: The stars inclined to setting : (so in two

copies of the S:) or so * >3-, inf n. £5.

(JK, Msb, and so in some copies of the S.) 2nd

the former, (JK, S, Msb, K,) aor. ess: (JK,

S,) inf. n. C- (JK, S, K,) The stars set; as

also " - 24-1: and the stars brought no rain:

(JK:) or the stars set aurorally and brought no

rain; (S, Msb,"Ki") as also '-'4-1 (A’obeyd,

S. M., K) and '-3- (R)-3% cas-,
(K) inf n. (52+ (TA) [or (s- ?], The Ajj

[q. v.] failed to produce fire; as also " Less-l.

(K)=&s-, aOl". ess-, He called, or cried,

- 6.

out (JK)=ess-, (TA) inf n. Ú-, (K,

TA,) i. q. ...a5 [He, or it, pursued a right, or

direct, course; &c.; if trans., it may mean he

aimed at, intended, or purposed, a thing]. (K,”

TA.)=%-, inf. n. ess- and #34, JHe seized

it; took it, or carried it off, by force; or

snatched it anay; (K;) and so W six-l. (IAar,

TA.)

2. J.'+,inf n.#5, The camels became

empty (JK, M, Msb) and drawn up (M) in their

bellies. (JK, M, MSb.) - See also 4.- And

es:- inf n, as above, said of a camel, (JK, S,

TA,) He lay don'n upon his breast, and then set

firmly upon the ground his [callous protuberances

called the] –03 : (JK:) or he made his belly to

be separated by some interval from the ground, in

lying upon his breast, (S,TA,") and set firmly

[upon the ground] his−3. (TA.) And in like

manner, (S) *- c, č-, (§, Mgh, Mob,

K,) said of a man, (S, Mgh, Msb,) He raised his

belly from the ground in his prostration : (S,"

Msb:) or he put, or set, his upper arms apart, or

remote, from his sides therein: (Mgh, Msb:) or

he dren up his body, and made a space betn'een

his upper arms and his sides, in his prostration :

(K:) thus a man is directed to do in prostrating

himself in prayer. (Mgh, T.A.)-Said of a man,

it signifies also He lonered his eyes, or looked

tonards the ground, desiring to be silent. (J.K.)

-Said of a bird, It hung don’n its nings: (S:)

or it spread its wings, (JK, TA,) and stretched

out its legs, (TA) desiring to alight. (JK, T.A.)
* > * w • • 203 •

-->>~! ~2- : see 1, in two places.=w=>s-,

inf n, as above, I dug (K, TA) for her, namely,

a woman, (TA,) a hole, or hollon, in the ground,

and kindled [fire] in it, and then seated her in it,

or upon it, (* [i. e. 5:-" G],) on account of

a disease that she had. (K, T.A.) One says of a

woman for whom this is done,&#. (A5, TA)

=And # Uss-, (JK, Kr, $, K) and usix-,

(K) inf n, as above, He made for her (namely,

a woman) the food called a 5-, (JK, Kr, $, K.)that she might eat it. (S.) •

4: see 1, in four places.-Júl U434-1 The

cattle, or camels &c., attained the utmost degree

of fatness; as also "ess+, inf n. #5. (Fr,

K.)= See also 8.

8. (42-4-1 He abstained from food: and it

may mean he became void of everything but

anger. (Ham p. 219.)- He lost his reason, or

intellect. (K.)= See also 1, last sentence.-

Also He took anay a thing. (J.K.) He took

altogether, or entirely, what another possessed; as

also " (#34-1. (JK, K.)- He (a beast of prey)

stole and ate the young one of a cow. (IAar,

K.)- He cut off for himself(£) a land,

or district; (IAar, K;) as also -its- and –5-5.

(IAar, T.A.)- He thrust at a horse in his 43-;

i. e., the space between his fore legs and his hind

legs. (JK, K.)

s:- Emptiness of the belly ; (JK, K;) i. e.

its emptiness of food; as also "#34-; (K;) [both

inf ns.;] the former of higher authority than the

latter. (TA.) And Hunger; (JK, Msb;) as
*- - 3 -

also "#33-, (TA), q. 34-. (K, T.A.. [In the

CK, J-2 >u 5-1, is erroneously put for

* - - - a - 3 - 3.

J.all ...all's 3-12. The word *- belongs to

art. * q. v.]) – See also #. - Also,

[&*" in the CK being a mistake for ess-lil

- 104 *
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A lon, or depressed, tract between two moun

tains: and a soft tract of land: (K, TA:) or a

lon, or depressed, tract, in plain, or soft, and in

rugged and hard, ground, sinking into the earth,

larger than the [tract termed] --~, producing

much herbage : (AHn, TA:) or any wide valley

in a soft, or plain, [lon ground such as is termed]

3-; (Az, TA;) as also :- (Az, TA in art.

24- ) or a soft,Jar-extending, valley. (A5, TA.)

=Also i.4. <<\; [Continuing, subsisting, lasting,

&c.]: (K:) of the dial. of Teiyi. (TA.)=And

A flow of blood from the nose; or blood floning

from the nose. (K. [In this instance the word

is correctly given in the CK.])

is: The space betneen the udder and the

vulva in the she-camel and other cattle; (K,”

TA; [accord. to the CK and JK, *#5-; but

this is app. a mistake;]) also with medd [i. e.

"###, for it, is originally #3-] (K)=

Also A sound: (A’Obeyd, S, TA:) and the

confused and continued sound (-, -) of pouring

of rain: (IAar, TA:) and *#34. signifies the

confused and continued sound (→- [in the

CK, erroneously, -ă4,]) of the running of

horses: (K, TA:) and a sound like what one

fancies. (Aboo-Málik, T.A.)

•-- * * *

**- : see L554-, in two places.- Also An

intervening space between two things. (JK,

Mgh,”TA.) The space between the fore legs and

the hind legs of a horse; (JK, K;) as also Vs:

(JK.) A vacant space between tro things; (K;)

such between the heaven and the earth; (TA;)

like #3%. (K, T.A.)- A nide, or spacious, open

tract of the earth, containing no herbage nor trees

nor habitations. (TA.)

#. (like *% [in measure], TA) Honey.

(Ez-Zeijájee, K, TA. [By a mistake in the CK,

mentioned above, voces: the word thus ex

plained is there made to be #D

(3,-, of the measure J-4, A lon', or de

pressed, soft, or plain, tract of land. (S, TA.)

* * * *

44'24-: see #, first sentence.-Also The

part that a horse closes with his tail, of the space

between his hind legs. (TA.)—The part of a

spear-head into which the shaft enters. (K,”TA.)

-And The nide part of the interior of aJ

[or camel's saddle]. (K, TA. [In the CK,

J-7| &: is erroneously put for J-5 J-.])=

See also #34, second sentence.

6 * *

ags- Food prepared for a woman on the oc

casion of childbirth. (S, K.)= See also#.

- D. J. J. J. J. -

[3'- part. n. of 1.] #4. -ow-'9é-' als, in the

Kur [xxvii. 59], means [And those are their

houses,] empty; or, as some say, fallen down:

like the phrase in the same [ii. 261 and xxii. 44],

* cs: āşū- having fallen don’n upon its

"oof: (S:) or this means empty; its walls

having fallen upon its roofs. (Bd in ii. 261.

[See also Jæ.]) You say also #4. J: A.

land devoid of its inhabitants: (K :) and some
times it means, of rain. J. •

• * 0 ° (TA) jus-à tê

#3'- J-, in the Kur [lxix. 7], means [As

though they were trunks of palm-trees] torn up :

(TA:) or eaten within : (Bd:) or fallen donn *

and empty. (Jel.)

#4. [fem. of su-, and hence, as a subst,]

A calamity, or misfortune. (Kr, T.A.)

3 - 3 - -

Ussui-: see Lälä-, in art. b-.

us:- The place of a camel's lying down in

the manner described above voce us:- [and so

app. #5-; for] the pl. is+4. (JK.)

Us"

2, #.<: I nrote a &: (JK, TA.)

[# dim ofää, q.v. in artis-]

*ed

1. *, (S, A, Mab, K, &c.) aor. --

(Mgb, K) and ,-, (TA) inf n :- (S,

Msb, K,) He (a man, S) was disappointed of

attaining what he desired or sought; was balked;

was unsuccessful; failed of attaining his desire:

(S, Msb, K:) he was denied, refused, prohibited

from attaining, or debarred from, what he de

sired or sought. (A, K.) You say,+ ..." 3.

[He who fears will be disappointed]. (A, TA.)
* * * * * * * * * *

And Aisi,< *u-[His labour, and his hope,

or expectation, resulted in disappointment; were

disappointed, balhed, or frustrated;] he attained

not what he sought or desired. (A, TA.) [See

also i:- below.] - Also He suffered loss.

(K)-And i. q. ji= [He disbelieved; or be

came an unbeliever, or infidel; &c.]. (K.)

2. 4:- (S, A, Msb, K.) inf. n. +5. (S,)

He (God, A, Msb, K, or a man, S) disappointed

him; or caused him to be disappointed of at

taining what he desired or sought, to be balked, to

be unsuccessful, or to fail of attaining his desire:

(S, Msb:) he denied him, refused him, prohibited

him from attaining, or debarred him from, that

which he desired or sought. (A, K.)

6 - d -

ā-es- inf. n. of 1 [q.v.] (S, Msb, K.) It is

said in a prov., (S, Msb, K.) i:- #: [Fear

is a cause of disappointment]. (S, A, Msb, K.)

And one says, *} à:- [May God send dis

appointment to Zeyd], and *; £- [Disap

pointment be to, or befall, Zeyd]: (§, K:) ā-es

in the former instance being in the accus. case as

governed by a verb understood; and in the latter,

in the nom. case as an inchoative: (S:) each

being a form of imprecation. (K.)

+ £; ! [An endeavour to produce fire

with a •j] that does not produce fire(* S).

(A, K.” [In some copies of the K, for CŞ. We

d - • 9 & - -

find P-35. Golius explains -les- as meaning

ignitabulum fallens, quod non excudit semina

ignis: but I cannot anywhere find £; or £:

in the sense which he assigns to one of these

words, which is that of i-ai. &c.])—In the

following verse, quoted by Th, -

* • * * < *:: *, * : * * > / & P

* -jū Jia: S5 -&-l *

• * * * *- • * ~ * *

* <<1, r* * * *

~0- may be [an epithet] of the measure Jú

from #:-1: [so that the meaning may be + Be

thou silent, and speak not, for thou art habitually

unsuccessful; thou art altogether vitious, or

faulty, and thou art a great imputer of vices,

or faults, to others;] or the person there men

tioned may be meant to be likened to the 2-us

above mentioned. (TA)-One says also, 4:

~0s c'-- C, 1 His labour [has ended, or

ends, or will end, in loss. (A, K.)

+ part n of 1. (Mab, T.A.)=sists and

4:l-' see & #4. in art. is

* ~ * *

--es-l£ +An arron of those employed in

the game called*—", to which no lot, or portion,

pertains: for there are three such arrows; namely,

the #, the !", and the *:: occurring in

a trad. of 'Alee. (TA.)

-: es' -> 9:55, (Ks, S, A, K, but in the

last &#3) and #5, (A, K.) the last word being

imperfectly decl. [in each of these instances],

(Ks, S, A, K.) meaning Jet." Us (i.e. They fell

into that which was vain, unreal, nought, futile,

or the like, and consequently, into disappointment],

(Ks, S, K,) or Je" L* [into a state of things

that n as vain, &c.]. (A.) -

*-es

1 +, aor. --, (IAir) infin. -- and

* (IAar, K.) and inf n of un, £-, (IAar)

He made a sound, syn. <<; (IAar, K;") [app.

with his wings, in pouncing don'n, or making a

stoop; see 1 in art. - 54-;] said of a bird. (IAar.)

J.- • J.

*allo £, aloi". £- : see 1 in art. •24-.

_fted

1.3-, aor. -, (K) inf n. *. (TA) He

(a man, TA) was, or became, possessed of*

[or good, &c.]. (K, TA.) –[He was, or be

came, good: and he did good: contr. of 35.]

You say, J% \! <- [Thou hast been good; or

thou hast done good, or well; 0 man]. (S.)

And*S lik -s: & #34. [May God do good

to thee, bless thee, prosper thee, or favour thee, in

this affair: or] may God cause thee to have, or

appoint to thee, good in this affair: (K:) or

may God choose for thee the better thing [in this

affair]. (A.) Us!* : occurs in a trad.,

meaning O God, choose for me the better of the
• • Jºe

tno things. (TA)- See also 8.- Us" 64

a-U2, aor, as above, inf n. 5* andX- (Msb,

K) and # (K) and #5 (Mab, TA) and

*%+, (K) inf n. *-ā; (TA) He preferred

him before his companion, (Msb, K.”)- ovels
J. * * *

•y\s. 3: see 3.
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2. 3:- He gave him the choice, or option, (S,

A, Mgh, Mab, K) c.3: 3: [between the

two things], (S, Mgh, Msb,) or &#9 U-4

[betnceen the two affairs]: *:::: [so he had

the choice, or option, given him]. (A.)- See
• of * - 9 • * * *

also 1. It is said in a trad, Laj91 x22 &: Jes-,

meaning He preferred some among the houses

of the Assistants before others of them. (TA.)

And in another trad.,*, meaning He was pre

ferred, and pronounced to have surpassed, or

overcome, or won, in a contest, or dispute.

(IAth.)

3. *%-5%, (A, K.) inf n. #4, (A)

He vied nith him, or strove to surpass him, or

contended nith him for superiority, in goodness,

or eaccellence, (A, K,) in, or with respect to, (-5%)

a thing, (A,) and he surpassed him therein.

(A, K.)

4. US$ 3:it: (A) and '3: ..., which

latter is extr. [with respect to form, though more

commonly used than the former], (TA) [Hon.
** * *

good is such a one !] phrases similar to 2-1 U.

and % U. [which have the contr. meaning].

(TA.) .*** &:0 ": U. [Hon good is milk

for the diseased !], (K,”TA,) with masb to the ,

and J, is an expression of wonder: (K:) it was

said to Khalaf El-Ahmar, by an Arab of the

desert, in the presence of Aboo-Zeyd; whereupon

Khalaf said to him, “What a good word, if thou

hadst not defiled it by mentioning it to the [com

mon] people!” and Aboo-Zeyd returned to his

companions, and desired them, when Khalaf El

Ahmar should come, to say, all together, these

words (Lady-V C-:Ul res- le), [in order to vex

him], and they did so. (TA.) -

w

5. Jes-5, as an intrans. v. :- see 2.=As a

trans. v.: see 8.

6. --&l as bels: They contended together

..for superior goodness, or for excellence, in it, or

Twith respect to it, appealing to a judge, or an

arbiter. (A.)

8. 3-1; and "5-3, (S, A, Mgh, Mab,

K,) inf. n. [or rather quasi-inf. n.] *5-, said by

IAth to be the only instance of the kind except

#k: (TA voce #3) and *%-1; (A;)

and *%+; (K;) He chose, made choice of

selected, elected, or preferred, him, or it. (S,

Msb,” K.) You say also, Júl &#1, and

Júl &", [I chose him from the men.] and

& de •

_*le, (K.) which last signifies in preference to

them. (TA.) It is said in the Kur [vii. 154],

$4%&: 43; J->jčí, [And Moses chose

from his people seventy men]. (TA.) >3%

+Ježi, in the Kur [xliv. 31, Verily

we have chosen them with knowledge], may be

indicative of God's producing good, or of his

preferring them before others. (TA.)

10. Als- He sought, desired, or ashed for,

5''- (S, Msb, K) or 3,4- (as in some copies of

the K) [i. e. the blessing, prospering, or favour,

of God; &c.]. [And it is trans.; for] one says,

Jed

si;X- Af-: [Desire thou, or ask thou for,

the blessing, prospering, or favour, of God; &c.;

and He will bless, prosper, or favour, thee; &c.].

(S.) And J #24 & 3: I desired, or
asked, of God, the better of the two things, [or

rather the better in it, meaning a case, or an

affair,] and He chose it for me. (A.)-See

also 8.

3: [Good, moral or physical; anything that

is good, real or ideal, and actual or potential ;

and, being originally an inf n., used as sing and

pl.;] a thing that all desire; such as intelligence,

for instance, and equity; (Er-Răghib, and so in

some copies of the K;) [or goodness;] and ex

cellence; and what is profitable or useful; benefit;

(Er-Raghib :) contr. of #: (S, A, Msb.) pl.

*, (Mgb, K.) and also, accord. to the Msb,

*%+: (TA:) [but this latter seems to be pro

perly pl. only of 3: used as an epithet (see

below) and as a noun denoting the comparative

and superlative degrees: it may however be used

as an epithet in which the quality of a subst, is

predominant:] ×s is of two kinds: namely,

absolute res-, which is nhat is desired in all cir

cumstances and by every person : and nhat is

Jes- [or good] to one andź [or evil] to another;

as, for instance, (Er-Răghib,) wealth, or pro

perty: (Zj, L in art. J.", Er-Rághib, K. :) it

has this last signification, namely wealth, or pro

perty, in the Kur, ii. 176 (S, TA) and ii. 274 and

xxiv. 33 and xli. 49 : or in the first and second of

these instances it is thus called to imply the mean

ing of wealth, or property, that has been col

lected in a praisenorthy manner, or it means

much nealth or property; and this is its mean

ing in the first of the instances mentioned above,

agreeably with a trad. of 'Alee; and also in the

Kur, c. 8: (TA:) [being used as a pl. (as well

as a sing.), it may be also rendered good things:]

and it is also used by the Arabs to signify horses;

(K,”TA;) and has this meaning in the Kur,

xxxviii. 31 : (TA:) [it is often best rendered

good fortune; prosperity; welfare; nellbeing;

neal; happiness; or a good state or condition :

and sometimes bounty, or beneficence.] J.'s J:

2:-" means [A man possessing little, or no, good;

possessing fen, or no, good things; or poor : and

in whom is little, or no, good or goodness; or

niggardly: and also] a man n:ho does little good:

(TA in art. Lac:) or [n:ho does no good;] who

is not near to doing good; denoting the non

existence of good in him. (Msb in art. U5.)
-

[Thus it sometimes means the same as S. U-,
• J. "

4e5 2.e4- A man in whom is no good or goodness ;
- - O = <

devoid of goodness; northless.] And res- ăis

means Poverty: and also niggardliness. (A and

TA in art ---) + 3 + J. & # is

explained voce *. 9.4% 2: es: L'é

[May it be neith the aid of good fortune and pro

sperity] is a prayer used with respect to a mar

riage. (A’obeyd, TA.) And 5: U. &l Ineans

* &”, i.e., Mayest thou meet with, o: attain,

good. (K.)--> in the phrase res-d's re

sembles an epithet [like *::, and signifies

Good; or possessing good]; (Ākh, S;) therefore

829

the fem is #,of which the pl. is #,(Akh,

S, Msb,”) as occurring in the Kur, lv. 70; and

they do not [there] mean by it [the comparative

or superlative signification of the measure] Jasi:

(Akh, S.) you say "#. J., (S, A, Msb)

meaning [A good man; *] a man possessing*

[or good]; (Mab3) and 's J-2: (S:) and in

like manner, "#: #21 and #, (S, Msb)

meaning [A good woman; or] a noman £cellent

in beauty and disposition: (Msb:) or res- and

*: signify possessing much2: [or good], (K,)

applied to a man; (TA;) and in the same sense

you say 'es: J#, and "úsá, and "es:

and the fem, of the first is #: and of the

second, *:::: (K:) and the pl. [of pauc.] (of

the first, TA) is £i, and [of mult] X-, (A,

Msb, K.) you say also Júl jū-, meaning The

excellent of the camels or the like: (Mab, K.) and

in like manner you say of men &c. : (TA:) [see

also below:] and the fem. is #, of which the

pl is #3 (Mab3):- is contr. of#, (S,

Mgh,) [thus] used as an epithet: (Mgh:) and

*# [used as a subst] signifies anything ex

cellent; and the pl. thereof in this sense, $5:-,

occurs in the Kur, ix. 89: (S:) or *. (K,) or

the fem. #-, (Lth,) or each, (K.) signifies ex

cellent in beauty: (Lth, K:) and *: and #:

signify excellent in righteousness (Lth, K) and

religion : (K:) or there is no difference in the

opinion of the lexicologists [in general] between

#: and *:::: (Az:) accord. to Zj,$5: and

**::, both occurring in different readings of

the Kur, lv. 70, signify good.in dispositions:

accord. to Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, 5,24-, applied to a

woman, signifies generous in race, exalted in

rank or quality or reputation, goodly in face,

good in disposition, possessing much nealth, who,

if she bring forth, brings forth a generous child:

(TA:) ['. is also applied as an epithet to a

sing subst., either masc. or fem. :] you say U-23

X- and X- iíč, meaning A he-camel [that is

excellent ori eaccellent and brisk and so a she

camel. (TA.) See also jus-2, in three places.

In the saying £-l 4- 3:4, the word 2:- is

in the nom. case as an epithet of>, [so that

the phrase lit. means By the good life of thy

father;] but properly it should be 4.- :

2:- [By the life of thy good father]; and the

like is said with 33. (TA) [See also art -e.]

—£- is also used to denote superiority: one

says, 13. & #. # This is better than this:

and in the dial. of the Benoo-'Amir, *::: lää

13. 3-, with i, and in like manner, 3:1; but

the rest of the Arabs drop the i in each case:

(Msb:) you say, a. Wies-i 3. [He is better

• * 3-f

than thou], and in like manner, 4.0 ×l; and

- 6 * * * - ** 3.

4. X: 34, and in like manner, 4M-2 +: ; and,

- • *-*

[using the dim. form of*] 4. "><-, and in

like manner, at ##. (Ibn-Buzuri, TA) You

also say, when you mean to express the significa

tion of superiority, Jain £- # [Such a

-- --
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noman is the best of mankind]; but not #:

[see, however, what will be found cited hereafter

from the K,] andJ": &% [Such a man is

the best of mankind]; but not *: [unless in

the dial. of the Benoo-'Amirl: and [it is said

that] #- when thus used does not assume the

dual form nor the pl., because it has the significa

tion of [the measure] Jasi: for though a poet

uses the dual form, he uses it as a contraction of

the dual of:- like <!. and <, and &:

and Čš: ($) [but this remark in the S is in
correct: for both* and 'i, when used in

such phrases as those to which J here refers,

have pl. forms of frequent occurrence, and of

which examples will be found below; and, as is

said by I’Ak (p. 239), and by many other gram

marians, you may say, Asi. 5.2% o:#, and

- * - es • * 0 < - d = J 2 :

>3%) sia: 3,4}, and Leżaji U-à91, and also
** * • O / J. -

!-- Usk as *, &c.; and such concordance is

found in the Kur, vi. 123; and is even said by

many to be more chaste than the mode prescribed

by J:] it is said in the K, that you say, *::i*

*, like £-; and when you mean the signifi

cation of superiority, you say J-Ul #: &%,

with 3, andX:- āşş, without 5; but [SM says,]

I know not how this is; for in the S is said what

is different from this, and in like manner by Z in

several places in the Ksh; and what is most

strange is, that the author of the K quotes in the

B the passage of J [from the S], and adopts the

opinion of the leading authorities [as given in the

S]: (TA:) or you say,c: &- #: #53

[Such a woman is the better of the two women]:

and #: &*, and " 5-1, [so in the TA, but

in the CK 5'-'ll and W&=l, and W six-l.

[the last being fem. of 3:1, originally es:

and so, app., the last but one, She is the better, or

best:] (K:) and [using the dim. form of £

you say, aú *# 34 [He is the best of his

family]. (Ibn-Buzuri, TA:) one says also, to
one. coming from a journey, Js - * f * * d -

Jues, meaning May God make that with which

thou comest [back] to be the best of what is

brought back by the absent with family and pro

perty; (AS, Meyd, TA ;) or, as some relate it,

3:- i. e. 32 Jed

the best bringing back]; and L is used in the

sense of & : (Meyd:) [# is pl. of pauc.,

and X- pl. of mult, and so app. is 35- of

* @ -

2:5- thus used; and *:::: is pl. of: and so

we y o “ -

93. [may thy bringing back be

is&: applied to rational beings: in the TA,

* is said to be a pl. pl. of: and so35

but this is app. a mistake, probably of transcrip

tion:] you say U-12'- &: J% and >'':

and ">''<i [A man of the best of mankind]:

(A, TA:) and J.''' * 3'- 30, and "Ú-,

[Thine are, or is, or shall be, the best of these

camels,] alike with respect to a sing. and a pl.:

(TA ) and *, *%+ 3-5 and 2-, *ā-ā

[He slaughtered the best of his camelsj. (IAar,

TA:) and 7 co-9'> [They (meaning men)

are the better, or best].
• * * - • - 0 & -

Jes- to for3: Ue: see 4, in two places. =

#:3: [from the Persian s: X- Lesser car

damom;] a kind of small grain, resembling the

a $6 [or common cardamom], (K,) of sneet

odour. (TA.)

X- Generousness; generosity; (S, A, MSb,

K;) liberality; munificence. (Msb.) You say,

Jes- 35 &% Such a one is a possessor of gene

foilsness, or generosity, &c. (Msb.) And &:*

2-13 "I'll J: [He is of the people of good,

or of wealth, &c., and of generosity]. (A.)-

Eminence; elevated state or condition; nobility.

(IAar, K.)- Origin." (Lh, K)– Nature, or

disposition. (A, K.) You say, res-J) *= *

He is generous in nature, or disposition. (A.)

- Form, aspect, or appearance; figure, person,

mien, feature, or lineaments, guise, or external
- - - - 2 < * *

state or condition; or the like; syn. A -e-A.

(Lh, K.)

6.- . " 6.- © e a d -

5,24- [app. originally 5×4-]: see yes-, near the

end of the paragraph; and see also art. 224-.

6.- d -

5's fem. of 3: [q.v.] used as an epithet:

pl. 3.5:... (Akh, S, Msb.)—[Also, used as a

subst., or as an epithet in which the quality of a

subst, is predominant, A good thing, of any kind:

a good quality; an eccellency: and .# good act

or action: &c.; pl. as above:] see X-, in the

former half of the paragraph.

#- See*. in three places, towards the end

of the paragraph: -and see 5*, in four places:

–and X-– It is also a subst: from * ju

2.9 lás es' 4, (S,) and so *:::: both sig

nifying [The blessing, prospering, or favour, of

God; his causing one to have, or appointing to

one, good in an affair: or his choosing for one the

better thing in an affair: or] the state that results

to him nuho begs God to cause him to have good,

or to choose for him. the better thing, in an affair.

(TA.) You say, all C-2 5'- 43 &= [That

was through God's blessing,prospering, or favour;

&c.; or through God's choosing the better thing

in the affair]. (A.)

** *

5, 4- and "5- (of which the former is the

better known, TA) are substs. from £1, (K,)

or from aiji 5-1, (S,) both signifying A thing,

man, or beast, and things, &c., that one chooses:

(TA:) or [a thing, &c.,] chosen, selected, or

elected: (Mgh:) as in the saying, #- 4:
o • o * -o J. J. “ -

aăks- U-2 ail and * 45,24- [Mohammad is the

chosen, or elect, of God, from his creatures]:

(S, Mgh:*) or "5-4- is a subst, from *S,

like #3s from #3:591; and #- is syn. with

X- andX:1; or is from#$: or, as

some say, 5- and 5:- are syn.: (Msb:) see 8;

and see alsoX- and "Gås- ** (Msb, TA) or

Ji- (TA) means This is what I choose; (Msb,

(TA;) and so us:- 'J.A. : and Us:- #.

These are what I choose. (TA.) [See X:4.]
6.

-See also 3×4-.

(Ibn-Buzurj, TA)=|

• * © d >

L£2- seexas-, in two places.

• & • 6 o' -

U.S. Peč- : See Jed-.

• 66 e

U£4- see re-, in two places.

3 * > •

[3:- Of, or relating to, *, or good, &c.]

s

&22* Of, or relating to, or possessing, gene

rousness, generosity, liberality, or munificence.

(Msb.)=And hence, (Msb,) or [thus applied]

it is an arabicized word, (S,) [from the Persian

(s−) Thex: [or gillifloner:] but generally

applied to the yellon species thereof; [so in the

present day;] for it is this from which is ex

tracted its oil, which is an ingredient in medi

cines. (Msb.) [Accord. to Golius, “Viola alba,

ejusque genera: Diosc. iii. 138:” and he adds, as

on the authority of Ibn-Beytár, “spec. luteum.”]

–And *" &: The U-5- [q. v.]; because

it is the most pungent in odour of the plants of

the desert. (Msb.)

6& d - o “

[au:+ The qualityof: i. e. goodness.]

X- a subst from #91; ($, Mgh, K.)

meaning Choice, or option; (Msb;) and so

W5* in the Kur [xxviii. 68], 5-12% &= -

They have not choice, or option; (Mgh;) or the

meaning of these words is, it is not for them to

choose in preference to God; (Fr, Zj;) and so,

accord. to Lth, *5-, as being an inf. n. [or

rather a quasi-inf n., though this seems doubtful,]

of it:-l. (TA.) You say, 5'-3' es'& [Verily

in evil there is a choice, or an option]; i. e. what

may be chosen: a prov. (T.A.) And*: čí

and "Ju-Jū [in some copies of the k j-",

which, as is said in the TA, is a mistranscription,

Thou hast the choice, or option]; i. e. choose

thou what thou wilt. (K.) And 3i #4 &:

* Selling is decisive or neith the option of re

turning. (Mgh in art. Gā-2.) Hence,###:

The choice of returning [on seeing it] a thing

which one has purchased without seeing it.

(Mgh, Msb, KT.) And U-9 jū- [The

choice of returning a thing purchased while sit

ting with the seller]. (TA.) And -*. 5'

[and 34:1) The choice ofreturning a thing to

the seller when it has a fault, a defect, or an im

perfection. (KT.) And *#1%- The choice of

returning a thing purchased when one of the tro

contracting parties has made it a condition that

he may do so within three days or less. (KT.)

And cº-:) 5'- The choice of specifying [..for

instance] one of tivo garments, or pieces of cloth,

which one has purchased for ten pieces [of money,

or some other sum,] on the condition of so doing.

(KT)— See also jū-4, in three places. And

see #4-, in the middle of the paragraph, where it

is explained as an epithet applied to a sing. subst.,

either masc. or fem. See also the first sentence

of that paragraph. - It is also a pl. of X:

[q. v.] as an epithet, (A, Msb,K,) [and as a noun

denoting the comparative and superlative degrees.]

=Also [A species of cucumber; cucumis sativus

Linn. o. fructu minore: (Delile, Flor. Aeg.
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Illustr., no. 927:)] i. q. #s: (S:) or resembling

the tis; (K, &c.;) which is the more suitable

explanation : (TA:) or i, q. 3: [q. v.] : an

arabicized word: (Mgh :) [from the Persian

5'- :] not Arabic. ($)–:5'- [The cassia

Jistula of Linn.;] a well-known kind of tree;

(#5) a species of the -5,-, resembling a large

peach-tree; (TA;) abounding in Alexandria and

Misr; (K;) and having an admirable yellon,

Jioner: (TA:) the latter division [or rather the

whole] of the name is arabicized [from the Persian

5:-3'-]. (TA)

6 d - p.

3: see :- [of which it is the dim...] in

two places, in the latter half of the paragraph.

43 - - **w - 6 ** *

>s-, and its fem. 5-4-, and pl. fem. - 9-4-:

See X- (used as an epithet,) in eight places, in

the former half of the paragraph.

X- [Doing good, or nell: &c. :] act. part. n.

of jū. ($, TA)

* - of * ~ * • * * of 6 d.

3:1, and its pls. >\s-l and 3:-i. See X-,

in eight places, in the latter half of the paragraph.

&: [Of, or relating to, the nill, of choice].
o: ~ * * *%

a'-i ää-> [meaning A quality which originates

from, or depends upon, the will, or choice, i. e.

an acquired quality,] is opposed to #-. (Msb

in art. C*, &c.)

#: [A cause of good: and hence,] excel

lence, and eminence, or nobility: so in the phrase,

3,4- 23 &% [Such a one is a possessor of emi

inence, &c.]. (A, TA.)

*: see what follows.

jū- act part. n. [of 8, signifying Choosing,

selecting, or electing]. (TA.)-And pass part. n.

[of the same, signifying Chosen, selected, elected,

or preferred: and choice, select, or elect; as also

*%-, which signifies likewise the best of anything;

often used in this sense, as a sing and as a pl; and

excellent, or excellent and brisk, applied to a he-ca

mel and to a she-camel; as mentioned above, voce

X-l. (TA) J. You say also "X- J- in the

sense of jus- [4 £hoice he-camel], and āśU

*%+ in the sense of50- [A choice she camel].

(TA.) [See also 525-.] The dim. of Jus-2 is

*:::: the -is thrown out because it is aug.

mentative; and the is changed into us because

it was changed from U4 in jus-2 : (S:) one

should not say 3:. (El-Hareeree's Durrat

el-Ghowwás, in De Sacy's Anthol. Gr. Ar. p. 49

of the Arabic text.) – See also 2'-.

U-4

J: Garments, or pieces of cloth, of the norst

of flar : (S:) or garments, or pieces of cloth, of

thin texture, and of coarse threads, made of the

hards, or hurds, of flaa, (K,” TA,) and of the

worst thereof: (TA:) or of the coarsest of [the

stuff called] -as [i.e. -as, q.v., in the copies

of the K in my hands incorrectly written ---ae]:

(Lth, K:) or coarse flaw: (Mgh:) or a cloth of

coarse flaw. (Harp. 544.)- [Hence,] tA lon,

vile, or mean, man. (K.)

3 * > 6 * *

Gá and "J's- [A weaver, or seller, of

U+. The former mentioned in the K, and the

latter in the TA, as surnames of men.]

6 * *

U:led-: see what next precedes.

la-ā

1. Luí (Mob, TA) first pers. -a-, (S)

aOn". **, (Msb) inf. n. ill-, (S, TA,) or this

is a simple subst., (Msb, TK.) and the inf. n. is

£-, (TK) which is said in the K to be syn.

with ill-, but this last is a mistake for bû- aS

signifying “thread,” (TA) or “a thread,” (AZ,
TA,) though loves is also syn. with ālotes-, (TA,)

He sented, sened together, or sened up, a garment,

or piece of cloth; (S, MSb, TA;) as also "al-,

inf n. **i. (TA.) - [Hence,] 5* *u

* ! He coupled a camel with a camel [by

tying the end of the halter of one to the tail of

the other]. (TA)—#~1 -ku-, (TA) infn.

**, (K, TA,) tThe serpent ran along upon the

ground. (K, TA) – "il-2s, bu- : He

passed by him, or it, [or to, or tonards, him or it,]

once : Ol' *ā- lots- he passed along quickly:

(K, TA:) and so "bu-1 and Lia:l. (K.)

It is said by Kr to be formed by transposition

from *::1: but this is a mistake; for, were it

so, they would have said, āb;- lots-, notil

(ISd.) Accord to Lih, i.--, "il- bu

means +He made his journey [or a journey]

nithout interruption. (TA.) In the A it is said

that "ák' & el-means (Such a one jour

neyed on, not pausing for anything: and in like

manner, **i. & lots- f|He journeyed on, not

pausing for anything, to his place, or object, of

aim]. (TA.)

6. 2, see 1.—-5 es:*: £-, (S, K,) inf. n.

Jae-es-5, (K,) means | Whiteness of the hair, or

hoariness, appeared upon his head (K, TA) in

streaks, or lines : (TA:) it is like *:: (S,

TA:) or became like threads: (K:) and in like

manner, <- Us in his beard. (TA.) Bedr
-

Ibn-Amir El-Hudhalee says,

- - - - - of ~ * c - ef

* ls a - 3 *\; -- - *

* -** ->'-' as- us – *

(S, TA) [I snear that I will not forget the loan

(here meaning the **aš, Skr) of one (meaning

Abu-l-'Iyál [with whom he was carrying on a

controversy], Skr)] until the sides of my head

become streaked with whiteness: (TA:) but some

read 1:5, and Ibn-Habeeb says that-: +:

J-5 signifies + Whiteness of the hair, or hoari

ness, became conjoined and continuous upon the

head, as though one part thereof were sewed to

another: (IB, TA:) some read "i's 5; and
* 3. | * * *

** awl, lac=-3,accord. to the K, you say,

meaning + His head became streaked, or marked

as with threads, by whiteness of the hair, or

hoariness: [the best reading seems to be £5,

for as #5 :] and some read *::: [for *:::,

from ## as having the meaning here assigned

to £5]. (TA)

5: see 2.

8: see 1.

*u- see*.

*: Thread, or string; or a thread or string;

syn. 4-5 (S, K;) the thing with which one

sews; (Msb;) [often used as a coll. gen. n. ;

n un, with #1 and **u- [likewise] signifies

the thing with n'hich a garment, or piece of cloth,

is sewed; as also **:- ; besides having another

signification, common to it with the last, namely

“a needle," (Ki) the pl. of £- is bú (a pl.

of pauc.] (IB, K) and £ ($, Meb, K) and

ibs: [both ple, of mult] ($, K.) It is said in

a trad., ***'. **''' b3, meaning [Bring

ge] the *:- and the needle. (TA.) And you

say, 'us'. J: and t-la, i.e. [Give thou to

me] a single *:- (AZ, T.A.) (usu- J:

t-La's may, however, mean Give thou to me a

needle and thread.]—#1 1: The els: [or

spinal cord] of the neck. (S, K) You say,

a:#; *:- &= &% J-U-, meaning Such a

one defended his blood. (S, O, L.) – 1:1

J:S and 3:S £1, mentioned in the Kur

ii. 183, mean +The true dann, and the false

dann: (Msb:) or the n-hiteness of the dann, and

the blackness of night; (K, TA;) likened to a

thread because of its thinness: (TA:) or the

whiteness of day, and the blackness of night:

(A’Obeyd, Nh :) or the dann that extends side

nays, and the danºn that rises high, or, as some

say, the blachness of night: (S:) or n:hat appears

of the true dann, which is the*::, and n:hat

extends with it of the darkness of night, n:hich is

the dann termed the J.l., (Mgh :) or what

first appears of the dawn spreading siden'ays in

the horizon, and what extends with it of the dark

ness of the last part of the night : (Bd:) or the

dan'n that rises high, filling the horizon, and the

dawn that appears black, extending siden:ays:

(Aboo-Is-hák:) or the real meaning is the day

and the night. (TA.) cu.--" also signifies

tThe night and the day. (L in art. J-5.) &:

* - &- £-" means : [The night became dis

tinct from the day: or] n-hat is termed £-l

J£9. became distinct from what is termed

$3.9 k-1 (TA) And C:" & # is

also said to signify tA tint of the danºn. (TA.)

[See c:* > in art 2"..] – J% £

! What is called -: * and clue: bi-,

(S, TA,) which last is explained by Z and IB as

meaning what comes forth from the mouth of the

spider: (TA: [the author of which says that,

accord. to this explanation, this term differs from

U--J -\al: but in so saying he seems to be in
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error: both evidently signify gossamer:]) it was

applied as a surname, or nickname, to Marwān

Ibn-El-Hakam; because he was tall, and loose,

or uncompact, in frame: (S:) or it signifies the

air; syn. #1 [perhaps a mistranscription for

#1, occurring in another explanation hereafter]:

(K:) or light entering from an aperture in.g

wall [into a darkplace]: (Th, K.) or Jbü15 -

signifies the scattered* [or atoms that are seen in

the rays of the sun] entering from an aperture

in a wall [into a dark place] when the sun is hot :

and one says, Jedi *: 3- 35i &#3 t[Such a

one is less in estimation than the scattered atoms

that are seen in the rays of the sun]; a prov.,

applied to him who is in an abject state; thus

related, on the authority of Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà,

by Az and others; but by Sgh, erroneously,

Je. *:- &- 3. (TA.)- See also what next

follows, in two places.

* - (As, IDrd, S, K) and ' (IDrd, Mob,

K) and 'U' (S, K) +4 collection, or flock,

of ostriches, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) and a snarm of

locusts, (K) and a '1' is sometimes of [wild]

bulls or cows: (L.T.A.) pl. [of pauc.] busi(IB)

and [of mult.] úua-a-; (K:) " which last, as

also 'Ju-, signifies likewise a company of

men. (TA.) [** may perhaps be originally

£, pl. of£, q.v.]

6 -

** ! Length of the neck ofan ostrich, (S, TA,)

and of the [bones, such as are termed] -a;

thereof: or, as some say, a constant mixture of

blackness with n hiteness therein: or their being in

an uninterrupted line, like an extended*: [or

thread]. (TA.)

i:- [n un of £,q.v.–Also, in the dial.

of Hudheyl, (S,) A nooden peg or stake, (Skr, S,

K,) which is fixed in a mountain, in order that

one may let himself donn [by means of a rope

attached thereto] over against the place where

[ncild] honey is deposited [to gather it]. (Skr.)

Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, (S, TA,) describing the ga

therer of honey, (TA,)

• d > * -

* *** - cº- we's L'." *

** * * + o- © • o *- d -

* tw!» 3:2 -**" J: 42'- *

(S, TA,) i. e. He let himself donn [over against

it, meaning the place of the honey, partly] by

means of a rope (for so- signifies) and [partly

by means of] a wooden peg or stake [to which the

rope-was attached, fixed] in a rock smooth like

the [leather termed] -ás, i. q. &#, [the cron,

of which rock n'ould fall prone upon its face for

want of something therein to which to cling:]

(TA:) or (in the K “and”) alaes- signifies a

rope; (A5, Az, K, TA;) [and if so, - here

means “a wooden peg,” which is a signification

assigned to it in the K in art. --~ :] or, accord.

to AA, a slender rope (S, L, TA) made [of the

bark] of the tree called -í. (L, TA :) and

(accord to some, TA) a string which is with the

gatherer of honey, (K, TA) and with which he

pulls the rope [app, when he has detached himself

from the latter to gather the honey], it being

tied to him: (TA:) or a [tunic of the kind called]

as's, [of leather,] which he wears. (Ibn-Habeeb,

K,TA. [In the CK, a=53 is erroneously put for

ič.])= See also 1, in four places. One says

also, ii:15, 431 U + I do not come to thee

save sometime. (TA.)

Ji- See **.

à: !A she-ostrich long in the neck. (S, K,

T.A.)

6 - d -

dulae- and&u- See **.

** Aneedle; as also '-' ($, Mab, K.)

Hence the saying in the Kur [vii. 38],&J

*- - es' J.--" [Until the camel enter into

| the eye of the needle] (S.)- See also£, in

three places. - And see laes-e.

# - The art of sering. (Msb,TA) [See

also 1.]

#: A seamster; one whose occupation is that

of serving; (Msb, K.) as also "Lölä. (K) and
“s • 3 -

Visus-. (Sgh, K. [in the CK bus-.]) [In the

present day, its predominant application is to A

tailor.]- Also t One who passes along quickly.

(TA.)

* - - • * >

lajú-: see bles-.

*- and "bs: A garment, or piece of

cloth, served: (S, Msb, K.) the Us in the former

is the 5 of the measure J*, changed into Us

because of its being quiescent and the preceding

letter's being with kesr; the letter preceding it

being made movent because it and the 5 are

quiescent after the US has fallen out; [for, by

dropping the U5 it becomes changed from loses

to loss-e;] and it is made movent with kest [and

thus changed from less-- to less--, which ne

cessarily becomes *~, in order to its being

known that the letter which has dropped out is

Us: some say that the U4 in lags-- is the radical,

and that the letter thrown out is the 2 of the

measure J*, in order that the word with 2

[for its medial radical] may be known from that

with Us; [so that it is changed from *** to

£4, and then to *:4, and then to *-il

but the former saying is the right, because the 9

is a formative augment, and it is not proper that

such should be thrown out. (S.)- Also, the

former, +The nhole of the exterior of the belly.

(ISh.)- And tA place of passage; (O, L, TA;)

a meaning erroneously assigned in the K to "*u

and 'l'-. (TA ) and particularly, tofa ser

pent; (TA ;) the place of creeping along of a

serpent. (K, T.A.)

laa-3: See *::- and * —see also

* - •

**-*.

* - d.

6 * d - d -

b2- : see laes-e.

v-ie

1. -: The having one of the eyes blue and

the other black : (JK, S, Mgh, Mgb, K:) inf n.

of -i-, aor. -: (JK, Msb:") said of a

horse, (§, Mgh, Mab, K.) &c., (§, K) i.e. of

any animal. (S, TA.) - Also The being wide in

the sheath of the penis : (S, K:) in this sense

[likewise] inf n, of J.- : (S) said of a camel.

(S, K.)-And [app. in like manner having for

its verb ++] A she-camel's being such as is

termed *: [i. e. nide in the udder, or in the

skin thereof, or only when it is empty of milk,

and flaccid]. (S.)

2 <-, (JK) or 83%.<- (TA) she

(a woman) brought forth her children different,

one from another. (JK, T.A.)—£ -#,

(JK, A, K.) inf n. ---, (k) : It (a thing,

JK, K, or property, A) nas divided, or dis

tributed, among them. (JK, A,K)-->

cu-91 & #1 *, (JK) or c. 9 & 4,
(K.) : The portions of the flesh of the gums

between the teeth became separated (JK, K)from

the teeth. (J.K.) = -:- He (a man, JK)

alighted, or descended and stopped or sojourned

or abode, in a place; (JK, K;) as also+.

(JK)—Júl # -ā- (JK) or Júl cº,

(K,) He receded, dren back, or desisted, (JK,

K,) on the occasion of fight, (JK,) or from

fight. (K.)

4. --!, (JK, S,K) inf n. #3 (TA)

and C# (JK, Ki) said of a man, (JK, TA)

or ofa party of men, (JK,S,) He, or they, alighted,

or descended and stopped or sojourned or abode,

in a [tract such as is termed] -ies : (JK:) and

[particularly] came to the -: of Minë, and

there alighted, or descended and stopped &c.;

(JK, S, K5) as also * -jū-l. (Yoo, K)=

Aşil J: Jú- The torrent made the party,

or company of men, to alight, or descend and

stop or sojourn or abide, in a [tract such as is

termed] -i-. (JK, Ibn 'Abbād, K.)

5. ūji --> He (a man, TA) altered so as

to become of different colours. (K, T.A.) -

J.'-: The camels took different directions

in the place of pasturage (Lh, JK) &c. (Lh.)

=<-- He took by little and little from it;

(IAar, J.K.) as also 45-5 [Q. v.J. (J.K.)

8: see 4.

-: [sing. ofJúil. You say,Jú Jill

! Men, or the people, are different, one from

another, (JK, S, A, Sgh, Msb, K,”) in their states,

or conditions, (JK,) or in their forms, shapes, or

semblances; (Sgh;) or of various sorts in natural

dispositions, and in forms, shapes, or semblances:
6* >

(L:) from Jäes signifying the “having one of

the eyes blue and the other black.” (S. [See 1.])
• 6 6 * d g 6 -

And Juži, (Mgh, Mb) or J.: ##!, (S,

K,) + Brothers who are sons of one mother but of

different fathers: (S, Mgh, Msb,"K:) and in
• d = **

like manner, -*S *', if of good authority.

(Mgh.)- And hence, Júi &: ! Verses
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diversified by having one nord thereof composed

of dotted letters and another composed of letters

not dotted. (Harp. 611 and 612.):- Also, the

sing., Land, (ISd, TA,) or a place, (Mgh,) of

which the stones are of different colours. (ISd,

Mgh, TA.)-A side, region, quarter, or tract;

syn. :-0. (K.)-The part that slopes donn

Jrom the rugged portion of a mountain and rises

..from the channel in nhich the nater flons; (S,

K;) whence -** - [the mosque of the

-à-] in Miné: (S.) or an elevated place, like

the -ā-ā- of Mine: (Mgh :) or the part, of a

valley, that rises a little from the channel in which

the nater flores, and only between two mountains;

and hence -ães Ji as-, originally -:3

--- : (Msb:) and any declivity and acclivity at

the foot of a mountain ; and a white place in the

black mountain that is behind Aboo-Kubeys; and

hence the name of -ă = }; -ºs-2; or this is so

called because it is [in] a a -t [or side &c.] of

Minë; or because it is at the foot of a mountain:

(K:) pl. [of pauc.] Jú: (TA) and [of mult.]

-** (Mgh, TA) - Also The skin of the

udder: (S, K:) or the side of the udder: or the

skin of the she-camel's udder: (K:) or a she

camel's udder: or the anterior part of her neck :

and the skin of her poder. (JK.)

6 - -

“Aes-: see 1 in art. -$24-, first sentence.

#14, accord. to Aboo-'Alee belonging to this

art.: see art. -$24-. (TA.)

#: A knife, (AA, K.) such as is termed

Jā-, [G. v.] (AA, TA)=Also, (thus in the

K,) or " i-, (so in the JK, [and app. accord.

to Sgh,]) The place of resort of a lion : (JK,

K. :) mentioned in this art. by Ibn-'Abbād; but

accord. to Sgh, it may be from -is-l. (TA.)

ääsä- : see what next precedes:=and see also

art. -is

&: Locusts before their ..”ings are full

gronin : (Lth,” K, TA:) [see 292- :] or n:hen

they have upon them streaks of different colours,

nhite and yellon : (S, K:) or nhen they have

changed from their first black or yellon colour to

red : (As, K. :) or when yellonness has appeared

in their red colour, but some of the redness remains:

(AHát, TA:) or [in the CK “and”] emaciated

red locusts of the brood of the next preceding

3year: (K:) accord. to Lh, you say&: 35

meaning locusts of different colours: (TA:) [but

Júsá- is generally used as a subst.:] the n. un, is

with 3. (S.)- Hence the n. un, is applied to a

mare, as meaning t Brish, sprightly, active, or

agile, and leaping. (§, TA)- [Hence also,

app.,] J.'" &- &: t A multitude of men.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.") = Also A certain plant of

the mountains; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) a certain herb

growing in the mountain, having no leaves, rising

more than a cubit in height, having a a: [or

head resembling an ear of corn], which is green

in the upper part and n:hite belon, with a nihite

ann, or beard. (L.)

-##, applied to a horse, (S,Mg,Mah) and

a camel, (TA) and any animal, (S,TA,) Having

Bk. I.

one of the eyes blue and the other black: (S, Mgh,

Msb,TA:) fem. £- (K,TA)—And, applied

to a camel, Wide in the sheath of the penis. (S,

K.)- And the fem., applied to a she-camel,

Wide in the udder, (K,) or in the skin thereof,

(S," K,) or only when it is empty of milk, and

Jiaccid; pl. &#-; (K;) which is extr., for a

pl. like this belongs [regularly] only to a subst,

and to an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

predominates. (TA.)- The pl. of-: is-i

and -,+, (K, TA, [the latter erroneously written

in the CK -,-]) with kesr and damm. (TA.)

s -

e-àes-2 : see art. -$24-.

232

:- [Diversified in colour]; applied by El

Kumeyt to a horse of which one part was of the

colour termed ź. and the rest c5- (L and

TA voce ++.)

6 * o

Jus-- A woman n:ho brings forth one year a

boy and another year a girl. (J.K.)

Jes

1. Juá is syn, with 31. and.# (TA:) you

say, Jil Jú, (Mab, K.) first pers.<+, (JK,

S,) aor. J-4, (Msb, K.) first pers. Júl and

Jú, (JK, S, Msb, K, &c.,) the former irregular,

(Msb,) but the more chaste of the two, (S,) and

the more used, (Msb) of the dial. of Teiyi, but

commonly used by others also, (El-Marzookee,

TA,) the latter of the dial. of Benoo-Asad, accord.

to rule, (S, Msb,) but of weak authority, (K,)

though some assert it to be the more chaste,

(TA) inf n. J.- (S, Msh, K) and £ and

J.-(K) and #4 (S. K) and Jú and 3%-,

(K, TA, [the last accord. to the CK J%-D or,

as in the T (and JK), 3-, (TA) and is,'

and ii- (S, K) and ājū-, (Ki) and Ju

£1, aor. J.-4, is a dial var, thereof; (Mab3)

meaning£ [He thought, or opined, the thing:

and sometimes (see I’Ak p. 109) he knen, the

thing : but it seems to have originally signified

*Us" -**, i. e. he surmised, or fancied, the

thing: see Ju-, below]. (S, Msb, K.) This

verb, being of the class of &l. , occurs with an in

choative and an enunciative; if commencing the

phrase, governing them; but if in the middle or

at the end, it may be made to govern or to have

no government. (S.) You say, 3- 4;J

[and, if you will, 9.4% Jú-l: and 9,- +j

Ula-', I think Zeyd is thy brother and Zeyd I

think is thy brother and Zeyd is thy brother I

6 * - d - d - d -

think]. (JK.) Hence the prov., Us: 2 U-e,

(S, TA,) i. e. He who hears the things related of

men and of their vices, or faults, will think evil

of them: meaning that it is most safe to keep

aloof from other men: or, accord. to some, it is

said on the occasion of verifying an opinion.

(TA) = See also 8. = JuJi Ji Ju-, aor.

Jes- : see Jú- in art. J.- =Ju- said of a

horse, (JK, K, TA) aor. Jú, (K) infin. Jú-,

(JK, K.) He limped, or halted, or was slightly

lame. (JK, K.')
6 -

2. J: signifies The imaging a thing in the

mind, or fancying it; the forming an image, or

a fancied image, thereof in the mind: (TA:)
• 3 - -

[and "J-5 has the same, as well as a quasi

pass, signification.] You say, ["J: *:

-> and] → "J:*:IIimaged it in the

mind, or fancied it, and it became imaged in the

mind to me, or an object of fancy to me]; like as
• * * * * G - - - * *ow - -

you say, [...]*~£- and] J33-# 45.5-aj:

(S:) for "J: [as inf n. of a quasi-pass. verb]

signifies a thing's being imaged in the mind, or

fancied: (Er-Raghib,TA) and a #1 "J-5

means 4:3. (K. [And the same is indicated in

the Msb.]) You say also, Jú- a) Je- [Such a

thing nas imaged to him in the mind; i.e. such
*

a thing seemed to him]; from>3' and &#1;

(Msb:) and 13é ài *::1 J: (S) It was imaged

to him [in the mind, i.e. it seemed to him,] that

it was so; syn. 4:#; (PS;) from J-: and

>91. (S, TA:) and láē-ă ă "J: signifies

[in like manner it became imaged &c.; i. e.]

<ā; as also WU2'-3 : (S:) and so the first of

these three verbs is used in the Kur xx. 69.

(TA) And + v J. J.: &#, (JK

and $ in explanation of the phrase L-a- d \s

O- 6 - d.

3 * *
- - o “w -

"J-Ji Usks,) i. e. ~ [Such a one goes on,

notnithstanding what (the mind, or the case,)

may image to him, or what is fancied by him, of

danger or difficulty; J-#1, Ol' J-1, accord. to

Z, (see Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 94) being un

derstood]; meaning, notnithstanding peril, or

risk; without any certain, knowledge. (S.)

Whence the prov.,

- J O - 0 - w J. - - - -

_*-ai!! ---> --Me-U ca's *

i. e. I will go on, notnithstanding what the soft

tracts abounding in sand in which the feet sink

may be imagined to be: [or the right reading is

probably &:-, i. e. notwithstanding what the

soft tracts &c. may image to the mind, of danger

or difficulty:] the - in Jes- relates to the word
6 -d -

<-c2, which is [regarded as] pl. of a ce; and

is a connective of a suppressed verb, namely,

*

Je: with what follows it: the meaning is, I

will assuredly venture upon the affair, notwith

standing its terribleness. (Meyd.) And Jail

*: U. L'é 43, i. e. << U. L* [Do thou

that, notnithstanding what (the mind, or the case,

as explained above,) may image to thee, of danger

or difficulty]; (JK;) meaning, in any, case.

(TA.)- [Hence,] aşū J.-, and "J:-i, JHe

put a Juá [q.v.] near the she-camel's young one,

in order that the nolf might be scared anay from

him, (JK, S, K,”) and not approach him. (JK,

S.)- And 3'-'. des J.- He perceived, or dis

covered, in him an indication, or external sign, of

good, as also "4:3 (K, TA) and 45-5:

(TA: [see also 4 in art. U24-:]) or you say,
* * * * *

* * &J's 5, (T, S, TA) meaning I knew him;

or knen his internal, or real, state; (45-5, T,

105
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TA;) or I chose him; (::), S, TA;) and

perceived, or discovered, in him an indication, or

external sign, of good. (T, S, T.A.) – And J.

**, (S, Msb, K.) inf n. J.: (Mab, K) and

'J: (K,) [the latter anomalous, being pro

perly inf. n. ofJ: He conveyed doubt, or

suspicion, (#1, S, K, or*śl, Msb,) to him;

so in the M, on the authority of AZ; (TA;)

i. q.* J-3 [he made (a thing, or case) dubious

to him]. (Msb)—And £1 (£ -- The

sky thundered and lightened [over us], and pre

pared to rain : but when the rain has fallen, the

term "J-5 [so in my two copies of the S, app.

used as an inf. n. of the verb in this phrase, as in

a case above, or perhaps a mistranscription for

J-5, though it will be seen from what follows

that --> and-'- are both said of the sky in

the same sense,] is not used: (S:) or ---

£1 signifies the sky became clouded, but did

not rain; (JK, and Harp. 36;) as also "---Jus-l

and '-'- and "-j-la- (Har ibid.:) or, as

also '-'-5 (MSb, K) and "-ju-i, (MSb) or

'•' i. (K,) the shy prepared to rain, (Msb,

K, TA,) and thundered and lightened, but did not

get rain : (TA:) or, accord to Az, " -Ju

à-l signifies the sky became clouded: (Msb,

TA) and £1 *-ī-5 the sky became clouded,

and prepared to rain. (S.) [In like manner,]

one says also, --il * -Jus-1 and 7<-i and

* -k2lå- The clouds gave hope of rain : (S:) or

#= * <-Ju- the cloud showed signs of rain,

so that it n'as thought [or expected] to rain.

(Msb.) = J.- also signifies, (JK, TA,) or

"J-5, (Ham p.39) [or each of these,] He

(a man) nas convardly, or neak-hearted, on the

occasion of fight, (JK, TA, and Ham,) and did

not act, or proceed, firmly, or steadily. (Ham.)

And-sil c. J.- and "J:í, [but the former

only is explained in this sense in the TA,] He

held back from the people, or party, through

conardice : (K, TA:) so says Az, on the autho

rity of 'Arrám. (TA.)

3. *-, (JK, TA) int. n. *-*. (S.K.)

He vied nith him, rivalled him, or imitated him,

(JK,S,"K,”TA,) in pride and self-conceit, (JK;)

did as he did. (TA) – £1 <!--, and

--": see 2, in the latter part of the para

graph.

4. Uta-1 It (a thing) was, or became, dubious,

or confused, or vague, (JK, S, Mgh, Msb, TA,)

* to him. (JK, Mgh.) One says, •) : 13.

J- [This is a thing, or an affair, or a case,

that will not be dubious, &c.] (S.) AndJ- •)

•- L'é £13 That will not be dubious, &c., to

any one (JK)-- J. J. J.-l, and

***, The thing exhibited an indication, or in

dications, of good, and of evil, or what was dis

liked or hated. (Msb) [Hence, £1 -jl-,
and <=1: see 2, in the latter part of the para

graph, in four places. And <-il <-Jus- and

<+1, or &l=-ji -jū-1 : see, again, 2, in the

latter part of the paragraph, in three places.–

And hence, in the opinion of ISd, the she-camel

in this case being likened to clouds [giving hope,

or showing signs, of rain], (TA) āū -u

! The she-camel had milk in her udder, (JK, K,

TA,) and was in good condition of body. (JK,

TA)—s', 'S' -, (K) or, as in the
M, W -US-1, (TA,) 1 The land became adorned,

or embellished, with plants, or herbage. (K, T.A.

(See also 5.])= -1 & Su-24 Ju-l; see 4

in art. U24-; and see J.-, below.—d- and

ul- We natched, or observed, or looked at, a

cloud which it was thought nould rain, to see

where it would rain. (K,” TA.) And <l

#: and &: I san, the cloud to be such as

gave hope of rain. (S. [See also 10.])=J:

#: see 2, in the middle of the paragraph.

- - - - of

=2#. U.P. J: : see 2, last sentence.

5. J-5, as a transy, syn. with J.-: and

its inf. n., syn, with J-5; see 2, first two

sentences, in two places. –3'-' ** J.-, aS

syn. with J.-: and*<: see 2, in the

latter half of the paragraph.= Also, as a quasi

pass. v., similar in signification to J.- and its

inf n. : see 2, first three sentences, in five places.

o -- * * *

–And J: used as an inf. n. of a Me Uss

and app. as an inf. n. ofà: Úe<-- see 2,

latter half, in two places.-:) <-5: see

2, latter half, in three places.-J.--5 as syn.

with UU-4-1 : see the latter verb. - [Hence,

app.,] J.S. <= + The land became abun

dant in its plants, or herbage : (JK:) [and, (as

is shown by an explanation of the part. n. of the

verb, below,) + the land had its plants, or herbage,

in a state of full maturity, and in blossom ; and

so " -Jalsā; whence,] a poet says,

d = * * * * ~ * ow •35

* " - als: L = ---:- 1 * >50 *

• 3 #1 (sā J-3 #

[The herbage in it became, or had become, tangled,

or luxuriant, and strong, so that its hills were

clad with plants in full maturity, and in blossom,

and so that the sheep, or goats, were seen sleep

ing]. (S, TA. [In both, the meaning of the

verb in this ex. is indicated by the context. See

also 4, where a similar meaning is assigned to
*

*, we -

-Ju- or -u-l.])—J:5 also signifies The

being, or becoming, of various colours. (JK,

Ham p. 39.*) [Hence the saying,] &- J:

**, i. e. [The desert, or far-extending desert]

became of various colours with the travellers, by

reason of the Ji [or mirage]. (JK.) - Also

The going on, or anay; or acting with a pene

trative energy; and being quick. (JK, Ham

p. 39.)- See also 2, last sentence but one.

6 : see 2, third sentence:- and 8, in two

places:- and see also 5, in two places.

8. Uts. He was proud, or haughty; or he

behaved proudly, or haughtily: (S) as also "Ju-,

(JK, $) aor. J.-, (JK) or Ju-, (Ham

p. 122) and J,-, (JK, Ham) in n. Jú.

and J3-5 (Ham) and "J-s and 'JA-5:

(K, TA:) or he was proud, or haughty, and self

conceited: (Msb:) and he walked with a proud,

or haughty, and self-conceited, gait: (MA, KL:)

said of a man, and ofa horse: (Msb:) and'JA-5

signifies the behaving, or carrying oneself, with

pride, or haughtiness, combined with slowness.

(JK.) You say of a horse, *:- es' Jú: [He

is proud and self-conceited in his gait). (TA)

J.3% --Jūs-l: see 4.

10. #-l Uls--" He looked at the cloud

and thought it to be raining. (TA. [See also 4,

last sentence but two.]) -

s 2

Jú. i. q. 31. andX; [meaning Thought, Or

opinion: and surmise, or fancy : thoughX;

is often explained as syn, with čisl: (K.) an

inf n. of 1 [q. v.]. (TA.) So in the saying,*

J- as [My thought or opinion, or surmise or

fancy, was right respecting him, or it]. (TK.)

– I q. "ii-, q.v., (K) [accord to the TA,

which is followed in this instance, as usual, by

the author of the TK, as meaning £5. : but this

is a mistake: for a-wall uses, the explanation in

the TA, we should read 3-9" &: Ge; as is

shown by its being there immediately added that

one says, Su- ** 'Ju-i, explained in art. U24-;

(see 4, and J.-, in that art.; and see alsoā

in the present art.;) and by what here follows :]

Júl is syn, with i-91 and #1 (JK)–

For another sense in which it is syn. with i-,

see the latter word, below. — A nature; or a

natural, a native, or an innate, disposition or

temper or the like; syn. Ji- (TA)- I. q.

5.4, q. v. (S, K.")=A limping, or halling,

or slight lameness, in a horse or similar beast: in

this sense an inf. n. ofJu- (JK, K.")- Gout;

or gout in the foot or feet; syn. Joi. (TA.)

*= Lightning : (K:) [app. as being a sign, or

token, of coming rain.]- Clouds; syn. X:

(S:) or clouds (Loek) lightening: (JK, M, TA:)

and also rising, and seeming to one to be raining;

and the single cloud (al-) is termed Vi- :

(JK:) or rising, and seeming to one to be rain

ing, and then passing beyond one; but when

having thunder, or lightning, therein, termed

*ā-, though not when the rain has gone

therefrom: (Harp. 36, from the 'Eyn) or clouds

(~~) raining. (T, TA) or clouds (--)

that fail not to fulfil their promise of rain; (K,"

TA;) and a cloud of this description is termed

*i-: (JK:) or in which is no rain, (K,

TA,) though thought, when seen, to be raining.

(TA.) – t A liberal, bountiful, or generous,

man: (JK, T, M, K:) as being likened to the

raining clouds, (T, TA,) or to the lightening

clouds, (JK, M, TA,) which are so termed. (JK,

T, M., T.A.)-A man in whom one sees an in

dication, or a sign, or token, of goodness. (K,

T.A.) - Free from a: [as meaning what

occasions suspicion]. (K.)-A man who ma

nages cattle, or camels &c., (K, TA,) and pas

tures them, (TA) well: (K, TA :) or Jú Jú.
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one who manages cattle, &c., and natches them,

*well, (JK.) And One n:ho keeps to a thing, (K,

TA,) and manages, orders, or regulates, it. (TA.)

A king n:ho manages, orders, or regulates, the

affairs of his subjects. (JK.) [See also Ju- in

art. U24-.]- An on ner of a thing: (K:) from

*u-, aOn". J*, meaning “he managed it,” &c.

(TA.) You say, Jill .# Jú. 3.Who is the

onner of this horse? (TA.) [See Us in art.

U2-.]- See also J:4, in three places. - A

man free from an attachment of love. (K.)

A man having no nife. (K.)- A man weak in

heart and body: (Ki) but this is most probably

[Jú-l with teshdeed, from 4: J- meaning

“he became lean.” (TA.) = As meaning A

maternal uncle, it is mentioned in art. J94-.

(TA.)=A mole, syn. #23, (K) a black a.u.,

(TA,) upon the person; (S, K, Msb, TA;) [a

thing resembling] a pimple in the face, inclining

to blackness; (JK, T, Mgh, TA;) or a small

black spot upon the person : (TA:) dim. "J:
s •

(JK, S) accord. to him who says Jes-" and

Js:- [as meaning “ marked with many moles

upon the person”], (S) and J:s: (JK, S, Msb)

accord. to him who says J.-, (S,) which shows

it to be, in one dial, of the art. Us- [in which it

is also mentioned]: (Msb:) pl. [of mult.]&

(JK, S, Mgh, Mob, K) and [of pauc] is:

(Msb.)=A garment, or cloth, of the garments,

or cloths, of the Jú: [here meaning people of

the Time of Ignorance]: (S:) a soft garment or

cloth (JK, K, TA) of the garments or cloths of

El-Yemen: (JK, TA:) and a [garment of the

hind called] ×, of the fabric of El-Yemen, (K,

TA,) red [or bronn], with black lines or stripes,

Twhich used to be made in the first ages : but Az

makes these two to be one: it has been mentioned

before, in art. U24-, to which also it may belong.

(TA.)- A garment, or piece of cloth, with

which a corpse is shrouded. (K.)- The [kind

of banner called] 4s. (JK, T, K) that is tied [to

its spear-shaft] for a commander, (K) or to

denote one's having the authority of a prefect,

commander, ruler, or the like: (T, TA:) [SM

adds,] I do not think it to be so called for any

other reason than that it was of the* of the

Kind termed J.- (TA.) [See also J.- in art.

U24-.]–The office of Khaleefeh; (K;) because

belonging to one for whom a banner is tied [on

the occasion of his appointment]. (TA.)= A

big mountain. (K.)- And (as being likened

thereto, TA) +A big camel: (JK,K:) pl.&S- -

to such, a poet likens certain men, as resembling

camels in their bodies and in their being devoid of

intellect. (TA.)- And A black stallion-camel.

(IAar, K,” TA.) Mentioned also in art. U24-.

(TA.)= A place in which is no one, or no one

by n'hose company one may be cheered. (K.)

[Probably from J.-, part. n. of $4-, aor: *...]

–A small [hill such as is termed] a.s. (K.)

=The As- [i.e. bit, or bit with its apperte

nances,] of a horse: (K:) app. a dial. var. of

J.-, q. v. (TA.) =A certain plant, having a

blossom, well known in Nejd. (K.)

Jú-, formed by transposition from J.-: See

J: Horses, (JK, S, K,) collectively; (JK,

K;) as some say, (Msb,) applied to Arabian

horses and [such as are of inferior breed, termed]

c” ; (Mgh, Msb;) the males thereof and the

females: (Mgh, TA *) but of the fem, gender:

(Msb, TA:) a quasi-pl. n., (Mgh,) having no

sing. (Msb, K) formed of the same radical letters:

(Msb:) or the sing is "Jiu- (K:) so called

because of their Júl, (Msb, K,” TA,”) i. e.

pride and self-conceit, (Msb) in their gait: so

says AO; but ISd says that this is not well

known : (TA:) or because no one rides a horse

without experiencing a feeling of pride: (Er

Răghib, TA:) pl., (Msb, CK) or pl. pl., (so in

copies of the K and in the TA) [of mult..,] Js:

(S," Msb, K) and J* and [pl. of pauc.] Jú: i.

(K.) And the dual form is used, [although J:

has a pl. signification,] like as are [the duals

9% and9: and] &l-li, and £5.e. (ISd,

TA.) One says, $:Xuā •) 3%, Or-## 5,

(K,TA) and -##5,#3: }, (TA, and

so in the CK,) [Such a one, his two troops of

horses nill not be competed nith in going, or run

ning, nor in standing still,] meaning the is not

to be endured in respect of calumny and lying:

(K, TA:) it is said of a great, or frequent, liar.

(TA in art. "-) And 90% & 3: J-M

[The horses are more knowing than their riders];

(Meyd, K;) a prov., (Meyd,) applied in relation

to him of whom thou formest an opinion (Meyd,

K, TA) that he possesses, or possesses not, what

suffices, (TA,) and whom thou findest to be as

thou thoughtest, (Meyd, K, TA,) or the contrary.

(Meyd.) And *::: 2: J.- [The horses

are possessed of most knowledge of their riders];

a prov., meaning tseek thou aid of him who

knows the case, or affair. (Meyd.) AndJ.

west- L* es", another prov. [explained in

art. is-]. (Meyd.)- Also Horsemen, or riders

on horses. (S, Msb, K.) Thus in the Kur
D. Q.- - o o £

(xvii. 60), 4:3: 4: ...: +3. (S.

[See 1 in art. --Ja-.]) = See also#.

6 * >

:
* * * *

6- see :)--.

* * * *

3 * > -

Užes- An equerry; one who has the superin

tendence of horses. (TA.)

* * > /

# (S, Msb, K, &c.) and "5:- (S, Sgh,

TA) and 'Ju- (§, K) and 'J', (K,TA) or

"J-, (CK) and "#, (K, TA) or *ā-,

(CK) or 'il-, (JK) and "ā- (S,K) and

'J', (Lth, JK. K.) [of all which the first is

the most common,] Pride (S, Msb,K) and self-con

ceit: (Mgb;) [or ranity; i.e.] pride arising from

some fancied, or imaginary, excellence in oneself.

(TA) One says, #. 33 * &c. He is pos

sessed of pride [and self-conceit, or vanity]. (S.)

835

#: see what next precedes.

6 * >

Jes- primarily signifies An incorporeal form

or image; such as that which is imaged in sleep,

and in the mirror, and in the heart or mind: then

applied to the form of anything imaged; and to

any subtile thing of a similar kind: (Er-Rághib,

TA:) anything that one sees like a shadow: and

the image of a man in a mirror, (T, Mgb, TA,)

and in water, (Mgb,) and in sleep : (T, TA:)

and a thing that sometimes passes by one, re

sembling a shadow: (T, Mab,TA:) Jús and

"à:..both signify the same; (JK, S, K;) i.e.

i. Q -: [meaning an apparition; a phantom;

a spectre; a fancied image; an imaginary form;

and particularly a form that is seen in sleep];

(S, TA;) anything that one sees like a shadow

[as the former word is explained above]; and

a thing that is seen in sleep; (JK;) aform that

is imaged to one in the mind when anake, and

n:hen dreaming : (K:) the former word is both

masc. and fem.: (Ham p. 316:) pl. it.: (K)

[a pl. of pauc.; and probably &- also, aS a.

pl. of mult, mentioned as one of the ple, ofJ.

in another sense, below]. You say, es J:

alles- [His apparition, or phantom, &c., became

imaged to me in my mind]. (Mgb, T.A.) And a

poet says, (S) namely, El-Bohturee, (TA)

• 3-5 & - J. -

* - S. J.-- ~~ *

* 4,481%-3 J', *

[And I do not alight but she visits my abode, or

her false apparition]. (S.)- [In philosophy it

signifies] A faculty that retains what the fancy

perceives of the forms of objects of sense after the

substance has become absent, so that the fancy

beholds them whenever it turns toniards them :

thus it is the store-house of the fancy: its place

is the hinder part of the first venter of [the three

n:hich are comprised by] the brain. (KT. [In

this sense, it is incorrectly written in Freytag's

Lex. (in which only the Arabic words of the

explanation are given, preceded by the rendering

“phantasia,”) J-.])—The Jús of a bird is

The shadon of himself which a bird sees when

rising into the sky; whereupon he pounces down

upon it, thinking it to be a prey, and finds it to

be nothing; he is [the bird] called all ill

(TA) - Juá and "ājū- signify also The

person, or body, or corporeal form or figure which

one sees from a distance, syn. U++, (S, K.) of

a man; and his aspect. (K.)-And the former

also signifies A piece of nood with black garments

upon it, (S) or neith a black [garment of the kind

called] 4.<> upon it, (K,) which is set up to make

the beasts and birds fancy it to be a man : (S,

K:) or a piece of wood with a garment thronen

upon it, which is set up for the sake of the sheep

or goats, in order that the neolf, seeing it, may

think it to be a man: (T, TA:) pl. [of pauc.]

i:i (Ks, TA) and [of mult] &S.- (TA)

A poet says, -

* * - i.e.: J.- -se!” *

*

I05 *
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(S, TA) [cited by J as an ex of Utes in the

former of the senses explained in the sentence

immediately preceding: but the meaning seems

to be, My brother: I have no brother but he :

but I am like one watching an image dressed up

to decoy; going round about without reflection:

for,] as some say, (TA) Jú-l Le!, means the

goung ostrich for n:hich the sportsman sets up a

Jús [i. e. an image dressed up to decoy], (JK,

TA,) in order that it may become familiar there

with, and the sportsman may then take it, and

the young ostrich may follon him. (TA) -

Also A thing that is set up in land in order that

it may be known to be prohibited to the public,

and may not be approached. (T, Msb.)=And

A certain plant. (K.)

6 o' - d.

U-2+:

ājū- See J.-, in three places.

3 - -

[Ju-Qf, or relating to, the fancy: a rel. n.

from Jú-l

* *
- - -

see Uls-, of which it is a diminutive.

6 - 3 -

a Jues- On ners, or attendants, of horses. (JK,

S.) [In modern Arabic, Horsemen; and a troop

of horsemen.]

d • -

U5ts- [act, part. n. of 1]: see J-4, in two

places: -and see J.-, first sentence. - Ap

plied to a horse, Limping, halting, or slightly

lame. (JK, T.A.)

IJ: More, and most, proud and self-con

ceited. (See also J.-, in art. U24-.) Occurring

in several provs. ; as, for ex.,] ~5: &- J:

[More proud and self-conceited than a Crow]:

because the -ll/- is proud and self-conceited in its

gait. (Meyd)=See also# = Also Having

Cl J.-, meaning [a thing resembling] a pimple,

inclining to blackness, [i. e. a mole,] upon his

face: (Mgh ) or, as also "J- and 'J,'—

(S, Msh, K) and J.-, like J, is, (S, Ms)

this last belonging to art. U24-, as J.-, whence

it is derived, does in one dial., (Msb) A man

(S, Msb) having [or marked with] many&S

[or moles upon his person]: (S, Msb, K:*) fem.

[of the first] 5:... (K)=J:S, (S, Msb,

K,) when indeterminate, IJ- Ol' J.-- per

fectly decl., [thus] used as a subst, but some

make it imperfectly decl. both when determinate

and when indeterminate, and assert it to be ori

ginally an epithet, from J:#1 (S.O.) [though

accord. to others it seems to be from J: aS

meaning “having many moles,”]. A certain bird,

(JK, S, Msb, K,) regarded as of evil omen, (JK,

$, K,) that alights upon the rump of the camel,

and is app. for that reason held to be of evil

omen; (TA; [see J:- ;]) [applied in the

Present day to the green wood-pecher, picus viri

dis;] the* [q. v.]: (K:) or the green *:

("A ) or the 35: [a name likewise now ap

plied to the green wood-pecker, and to the common

Toller, coracias garrula]: (Fr, S, Msb, K:) so

called because upon its wings are colours differing

from its general colour: (Skr, TA:) or so called

because diversified with black and white: (K:)

or the cºsts [q.v., a species of falcon]: (JK,
-

* ~ *

TA, and Ham p. 705:) pl. Jets-i, (JK, T, S,
- s

Msb, TA, and Ham ubi supra) or Jaé. (K.)

- * • D /

J.-i. See J.-, in two places.

d - - - -

Jes-2 : see its fem., with 5, in the next fol

lowing paragraph, in three places: = and see

also J#.

J- A thing dubious, confused, or vague.

(TA)- Exhibiting ol J.- [or fancied image,

or rather a Ju- or à-, i.e. an indication,

&c., (see 4,) of anything, as, for instance,] of

good [and of evil]. (T.A.) You sayJ- 'G:

*" &l. and *:::", A thing exhibiting an

indication, or indications, of good, and of evil, or

what is disliked or hated. (Msb.) Hence, (TA)

2: J.-: *, (S, TA) said of a man, (S)

He is adapted or disposed by nature to good [i. e.

to be, or to do, or to effect, or to produce, what is

good]. (S, T.A.. [See also J.- in art. U24-.])

And ii-, #1- (JK, Msh, K) and ':
(K, TA, in the CK a:-) and 'J'- and

*ājū: (K) and ākats-2 [i. e. '#'-.] (Har

p. 36) and "āī- (MSb [but see what follows!)

A cloud thought [or expected] to rain, (JK, Msb,

K, TA, and Har ubi supra,) when seen, (TA, and

Har,) because showing signs of rain: ā-,

with damm, being an act. part. n., as meaning

causing to think; and *ā-, with fet-h, being

a pass, part, n., as meaning thought : and in like

manner, accord. to Az,i- à- and *ā-,

meaning a clouded sky: (Msb:) or you say

*i-s, with fet-h, when [you use the subst.]

meaning a cloud itself [showing signs of rain];

and its pl. is J.-: (T, TA: see J.-, in the

former half of the paragraph:) and i-#

*: a cloud giving hope of rain. (S.) See also

J.-, in two places, in the former half of the

paragraph. You say also,*: i- £1,

meaning The shy is ready to rain. (Harp. 36.)

—£- #: A noman having no husband.

(JK) -

- - o -

ā-- as fem of the pass. part. n. Ues-o: see

o , -

Jes-2, in three places. - As a subst. : see, again,
-

J-4. And see J.-, mentioned a second time

in the former half of the paragraph. -Hence,

A great banner or ensign; as likened to a cloud

that fails not to fulfil its promise of rain. (J.K.)

- Also An indication; a symptom; a sign,

mark, or token, by which the existence of a thing

is known or inferred; syn. #: (JK) and:;

(TA) and so 'Ju-, q v, (J.K.) pl. of the

former J.-: originally used in relation to a

cloud in which rain is thought to be. (TA.) You

say, AA-5 J.- ass*, i. e. The indications

&c. [ofgenerosity, or nobility, appeared in him].

(TA)—You say also, of a cloud (al-), U.

ū- 3-i and *üju- Hon good is its [ap

parent] disposition to rain / (S, T.A.) - See
--,

also :)--.

J: [A thing imaged to one by the mind or
o - 6 - -

by a case; or fancied]. You say, Usa-4 d53

J.-:) L”; explained above: see 2. (JK, $.)

And '3'- J:- es' &# [Such a thing occurred

in nhat was imagined, or fancied, by me], and

Jº- es' [among the things imagined, or

fancied, by me]. (TA.)

:

6- - - 6 J.

Jes--, and its fem, with 5: see J-2.

J.:- SeeJ:= Also A camel lacerated

in his rump by a bird of the hind called J:

that has alighted upon it. (TA.)- And hence,

+A man n'hose reason has fled in consequence of .

fright: a sense in which it is used by the vulgar;

but correct. (TA.)

ig- #-: See J-4.

Jú: and "J%. (S, K) and 'Ju- and "Jú,

which is formed by transposition, (K,) and

"Ja-i (S.K.) like #i and # (S) which
are [said to be] the only other epithets of this

measure, (TA,) [i.e. of the measure Jesi, though

there are many of the measure Jú.] applied to

a man, Proud (S, K, TA) and self-conceited : [or

vain:] (TA in explanation of all, and K in ex

planation of Jú. :] or 'Ju- signifies having

much5: [or pride and self-conceit, or vanity]:

and 'Ju- one who walks with a proud and

self-conceited gait, with an affected inclining of

his body from side to side: (J.K.) "Ja- has for

its pl. iii-, (S, TA;) which is also fem, of

'Ju- (TA)—see also J-4.

i:

in a state offull maturity, and in blossom; (JK,

S;) as also "##. (S.)

6 of

J&J flandhaving its plants, or herbage,

6 - - - , 6 of

ākāl-e J&J see what next precedes.

_oes

1. A- as syn. with 's- see the latter. -

J. D- - - * - 6 - J. d -

as A-, aor. Loss-, (JK, S, K.) inf n. is:
6 - d ..."

(S) and '- and &: and>: and a22-4

and A-, (K, the last but one omitted in the

CK,) He held back, or refrained, from him, or

it, through convardice, (JK, S, K,) and fear:

(JK, K:) i. e., from war, (JK,) or from en

counter, or conflict. (Ham p. 164.) And one

says also, Júl es' b4+ They held bach, or

refrained, through conardice, in fight, and at

tained no good: and the poet Junádeh Ibn-'Amir

El-Hudhalee says, Júl Ala- for Júlu, Al

(TA.)– And As- also signifies He dren back,

(JK, K,”) through convardice and fear, (JK,)

from a stratagem, or plot, after he had devised

it, (JK, K,”) not seeing in it what he liked, or

approved. (TA) = 4+, Als-, (S, K.) aor. as

above, inf. n.+, (S,) He raised his leg, or

..foot. (S, K.)
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2.-- (S, Msh, K) inf n >5, (TA)

[originally] He pitched his tent; (TA in art.

Jaš, ;) [like *- : and hence, -] He re

mained, stayed, divelt, or abode, in a place; (S,

Msb, K,TA;) as also "A+, aor.+4: whence,

in a trad, as J-314 "...+ 3 +-i 3.

[Whoso loveth that men should remain before him

standing]; as some relate it; but others relate it
al - d - tal • d >

differently, saying -os-3, and -*-3, as men

tioned before [in arts:-- and-->]. (TA.) He

alighted, or descended and stopped or sojourned

or abode, in a place; as also -:- (JK in art.

-á-) And *-* L. J:-9L - The wild

animal remained in his covert, not quitting it.

(TA) And #1 *-*. (TA) or£ &#1.

(JK,) t The odour, or sneet odour, remained;

(JK, TA;) as also * --~ : (K, TA;) in a

garment, (JK, K, TA,) and in a place. (TA.)

—b- They entered into a:- [q. v.]. (JK,

K)=4<-- He made it like a 4:... (S.T.A.)

-See also 4. - Also t He covered it with a

thing in order that its odour might cling to it.

(K, T.A.)

4. asūl, [inf. n. of A-il in the phrase à-la

Jill, (K, TA,) which signifies The horse's

standing upon three legs and the extremity of the

hoof of the fourth, (TA,) or raising one of his

fore legs or one of his hind legs, (JK,) belongs

to the present art. and to art. -**: (K, TA)

Accord. to Fr and IAar,* C4-i us -o-',

inf n, as above, signifies He (a man, or a beast,)

is unable to place one of his legs, or feet, firmly

upon the ground, and to rest upon. it, by reason

of a fault therein. (L., T.A.)= assé-Leu-, and

&: He constructed a : ; (IAar, K;) as
also "... (TA) •

5. 's es: -, (S) or us ---. (K.)

[like Loss-,] He pitched, or fixed, his à ses- [in

such a place, or here]. (S, K.)– See also 2.

10 : see 2.

>. A skin, or hide, untanned: or not tanned

much, or thoroughly : and a U-Gé [or coarse

garment or piece of cloth, or garment or piece of

cloth of white cotton,] unwashed: (K:) a Persian

word, (TA,) arabicized. (K.) Unbleached cloth.

(Msb, in art. -->4-.) Paper that is polished, [app.

a mistake for not polished,] or to be polished.

(TA.) [Crude, or ran: ; applied in this sense to

silk, contr. of£: and to sugar, &c. : any

thing unprepared for use..] Honey of dates

(~s) untouched by fire: (AHn,T.) which is
• 6- . ."

the best thereof. (TA.)=See also à-la-.

6 de 4 * de

_*- : see ào'à-, in three places.

> Natural, or innate, dispositions or tempers

or the like: (A’obeyd, S, M, K.) a Persian

word, arabicized: (TA:) having no sing. (S, K)

of its own radical letters: (S:) or largeness, or

liberality, of disposition : (JK, TA:) and the

original, or primary, state, or condition, syn.

J.", of the soul, or mind. (TA.) You say,

Loes-W 2,4- 34 [He is generous in respect of

natural dispositions &c.]. (TA.)- The diversi

Jied wavy marks, streaks, or grain, syn. •:#3, of

a sword. (K.)- And I. q. J.- [app. mean

ing the kind of plants called J-l. (TA.)

i.e. belongs to the present art., and J has

erred, (K,) in mentioning it in art. A24- (TA:)

[but why this is said, I know not; nor do the

commentators on this passage, as is observed in

the TA, give any explanation of it worthy of

notice:] it signifies A fresh, or juicy, plant : (S,

Msb: both in art. A24-:) or an ear of corn:

(IAar, TA:) or a shoot of seed-produce n'hen it

first gron's forth upon a single stalk : (JK:) or

&# à-la- signifies what gron's forth, of seed

produce, upon a single stalk : (M, K:*) or the

fresh, or juicy, bunch thereof; or the fresh, or

juicy, plant thereof: (M, K:) pl. Šulá. (Msb)

and [coll, gen, n.] "A+ (MSb, T.A.) It is said

in a trad.,ū. &# & 32-) J: 9.3% J:

&#3 & 5. &;" [The similitude of the

believer is that of the fresh, or juicy, plant of

seed-produce, &c., which the wind bends, at one

time thus, and at one time thus]: (S, TA:*) but

Fr related it differently, saying ast-M, [app. a

mistranscription for asts Ji, which see in art.

Jā24-,] and explained this as meaning “the

bunch” of seed-produce. (TA.)

6 * de

£, (S,Mgh,Msb, K.,&c.) with which 9:

is syn., (S, Msb) [though said by some to be a

pl., as will be seen below,] A -: [here mean

ing booth, or the like,] (S, Msb, K.) of any hind

(K) such as is built, or constructed, (S, Msb, K.)

by the Arabs, (S, Msb,) of the branches of trees :

(S, Msb, K:) so says As, holding that the as:

is only of trees, and that otherwise it is called

+: [q. v.]: but others hold that it is [a tent;

i. e.] made with pieces of cloth and tent-ropes;

because Lo->3 signifies the “remaining, staying,

dwelling, or abiding;” wherefore it is thus called,

as being used on the occasion of alighting: (IB,

END OF THE SECOND PART OF BOOK I.

TA:) this latter is the meaning commonly known;

but accord. to the saying of As, it is tropical:

(TA:) or, accord. to IAar, it is applied by the

Arabs only to a construction of four poles roofed

over nithA.: [or panic grass] ; and is not of

cloths; (Mgh, Msb, TA;) the aii., he says,

being of cloths and of other things: or i. Q. ań.

(TA:) accord. to AHát, the same as the Persian

*::- [lit. “ass's back;” like the French “dos

d'âne;” meaning a high-pitched span-roof]:

(Mgh :) or any round -: [which may here

mean either booth or tent]: or three poles, or

four, over n:hich is laidA3, by means of which

one is shaded in the heat: (K:) or poles set up,

with rafters laid across, covered neith trees; so

that it is cooler than are: [pl. of £-]: Ol'

poles upon which Al- [p]. of+] are con

structed; or a construction of trees and palm

branches with their leaves upon them, which a

man uses for shade when he brings his camels to

water, and applied by the Arabs to a ---, [or

tent &c.], and a place of abode [in an absolute

sense]: (TA:) the pl. of:- is+ and>

(S, Msh, K) and "..., (K) or this last is fa

coll. gen, n., or] syn. with #: (S, Msb,) and

Ales-, (K) or this is pl. of "Loss-, (S, Msb,) and

is applied also to t [nomen's vehicles of the kind

called] cess ; these being likened toA.- [pro

perly so termed]. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

U-21 -- if :- J. : +[The martyr

is in the tabernacle of God, beneath the empy

rean : this signification of aces- being perhaps

taken from the phrase a knv) rot, 6.e06 in Rev.

xxi. 3]. (TA.)

3 -

Usels (K, TA) A preparer of skins, or hides,

of the kind termed Ää- (TA)

3 -

Us:-: see what next follows.

J- 3 -

2:- and "Cs:- One who applies himself to

the fabrication of the [kind of tent, or booth,

called] as:- (TA)

~, like J*, (in [some of] the copies of

the K, erroneously, like J£2, TA, [in the CK

like J*]) A collection of bundles, or handfuls,

(5*. [in the CK 53-) of reaped seed-produce.
(K, T.A.) •

925

[3+ rel. n. of \s- : see J.-, in art. b+.

OOS 6 &t 225
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